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R4   AGENDA  -  IEEE 802 LMSC EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING 
IEEE 802 LMSC 122nd Plenary Session 

      

    Friday 1:00PM-6:00PM  
19 July 2019 

      

            

Key:   ME - Motion, External, MI - Motion, Internal, DT- Discussion Topic, II - 
Information Item 

      

    Special Orders       

    Category  (* = consent agenda)       

            

1.00   MEETING CALLED TO ORDER Nikolich 10 01:00 PM  

 

Meeting called to order at 1:00pm by Chair, Paul Nikolich. 
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Chair welcomed everyone to the IEEE 802 Nov 2019 Closing EC meeting  

2.00 MI APPROVE OR MODIFY AGENDA Nikolich 15 01:10 PM  

Time: 1:00pm 

Discussion:  

• Change “Messenger” to “Parsons” where appropriate 
• 8.044 –  not on consent agenda item 
• Gilb requested that Item #5.053 be removed from the Consent Agenda and has requested 10 min. 
• Marks requested 5.0408 and 7.012 from the Consent Agenda.  He requested 3 min for 5.0408 and 10 min for 7.012. 
• Gilb requested to add Item 6.011 - request for Study Group Formation for Licensed Narrow Band Study Group in 

802.15.   
o MI – 3 min, Gilb 

• Date in heading change to 15 Nov 2019 

* Motion #1 Move to approve agenda (R5) as amended 
Moved D’Ambrosia  
Second Zimmerman 
Results 12-0-0 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #2.00 
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Approved Agenda URL: https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0145-05-00EC-802-ec-nov-2019-closing-agenda.xlsx   

R5   AGENDA  -  IEEE 802 LMSC EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING 
IEEE 802 LMSC 122nd Plenary Session 

      

    Friday 1:00PM-6:00PM  
15 Nov 2019 

      

            

Key:   ME - Motion, External, MI - Motion, Internal, DT- Discussion Topic, II - 
Information Item 

      

    Special Orders       

    Category  (* = consent agenda)       

            

1.00   MEETING CALLED TO ORDER Nikolich 10 01:00 PM  

2.00 MI APPROVE OR MODIFY AGENDA Nikolich 15 01:10 PM  

          01:25 PM  

3.00 II Announcements from the Chair Nikolich 5 01:25 PM  

          01:30 PM  

4.00   LMSC Internal business     01:30 PM  

4.01 ME Approve changes to the IEEE 802 LMSC P&P Gilb 5 01:30 PM  

4.02 MI Approve changes to the Chair's Guidelines Gilb 10 01:35 PM  

4.03 MI 40th Anniversary - Public Outreach / Social / Memorabilia Rosdahl / 
D'Ambrosia 

15 01:45 PM  

4.04 MI Future Venues Rosdahl 12 02:00 PM  
          02:12 PM  

5.00   IEEE Standards Board and SA Ballot Items     02:12 PM  

5.01 
 

IEEE 802.15     02:12 PM  

5.011 ME* To SA Ballot: P802.15.4-REVd-D04.pdf   
Conditionally approve sending P802.15.4-REVd-D04.pdf  to SA Ballot 
M: Alfvin     S: Gilb 

Alfvin 0 02:12 PM  

5.012 ME To SA Ballot: P802.15.4z D5.0   
Conditionally approve sending IEEE 802.15.4z D5.0 to SA Ballot 
Confirm the CSD for IEEE 802.15.4z in ec-18-0085-00-ACSD-802-15-4z.docx  
M: Alfvin     S: Gilb 

Alfvin 5 02:12 PM  

5.02 ME IEEE 802.19 Shellhammer   02:12 PM  

5.03 
 

IEEE 802.24  
 

  02:12 PM  

5.031 ME To NesCom - IEEE P802.16t Fixed and Mobile Wireless Access in Narrowband 
Channels 

Godfrey 10 02:17 PM  

5.04   IEEE 802.1     02:12 PM  

5.0401 ME* To NesCom - – P802.1CS PAR Modification  
Approve forwarding P802.1CS PAR modification in 
http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/cs-PAR-modification-0919-
v01.pdfto NesCom 
Approve (unmodified) CSD documentation in https://mentor.ieee.org/802-
ec/dcn/16/ec-16-0215-00-ACSD-802-1cs.pdf 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:12 PM  

https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0145-05-00EC-802-ec-nov-2019-closing-agenda.xlsx
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5.0402 ME* To NesCom - – P802f PAR  
Approve forwarding P802f PAR documentation in 
http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/802f-PAR-1119-v01.pdf to 
NesCom 
Approve CSD documentation in 
http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/802f-CSD-1119-v01.pdf 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:12 PM  

5.0403 ME* To NesCom - – P802.1AEdk PAR  
Approve forwarding P802.1AEdk PAR documentation in 
http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/dk-security-mac-privacy-PAR-
0919-v03.pdf to NesCom 
Approve CSD documentation in 
http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/dk-security-mac-privacy-CSD-
0919-v01.pdf 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:12 PM  

5.0404 ME* To SA Ballot- 802.1CMde  
Approve sending P802.1CMde D2.0 to Standards Association ballot 
Confirm the CSD for P802.1CMde in https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/18/ec-18-
0240-00-ACSD-p802-1cmde.pdf 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:12 PM  

5.0405 ME* To SA Ballot - 802.1Qcr  
Approve sending P802.1Qcr D2.0 to Standards Association ballot 
Confirm the CSD for P802.1Qcr in https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/16/ec-16-
0056-00-ACSD-802-1qcr.pdf 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:12 PM  

5.0406 ME* To SA Ballot - 802.1Qcx conditional  
Conditionally approve sending P802.1Qcx D2.0 to Standards Association ballot 
Confirm the CSD for P802.1Qcx in https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/17/ec-17-
0159-00-ACSD-802-1qcx.pdf 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:12 PM  

5.0407 ME* To SA Ballot - P802.1AE-2018/Cor-1  
Approve sending P802.1AE-2018-Cor1-D1.0 to Standards Association Ballot 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:12 PM  

5.0408 ME To SA Ballot - 802E 
Approve sending P802E-D1.6 to Standards Association Ballot 
P802E Recommended Practice for Privacy Considerations for IEEE 802 Technologies 
Confirm the CSD for P802E in 
https://mentor.ieee.org/privecsg/dcn/15/privecsg-15-0029-00-0000-privacy-ec-sg-
csd-proposal.docx 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 3 02:12 PM  

5.0409 ME* 5.409 802.1AX-REV to RevCom 
Approve sending P802.1AX-Rev to RevCom 
Note: there are no CSD for this maintenance project 
Mover: Glenn Parsons                Second:  Roger Marks 

Parsons 0 02:15 PM  

5.0410 ME* 5.410 802.1AS-REV to RevCom 
Approve sending P802.1AS-Rev to RevCom 
Approve CSD documentation in https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/18/ec-18-0243-
00-ACSD-p802-1as.pdf   
Mover: Glenn Parsons                 Second:  Roger Marks 

Parsons 0 02:15 PM  

5.0411 ME* To RevCom- 802.1X-REV  
Approve sending P802.1X-Rev-D1.5 to RevCom 
[Maintenance PAR, no CSD] 
IEEE Std 802.1X Port-Based Network Access Control 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:15 PM  

5.05 
 

IEEE 802.3 
 

  02:12 PM  

5.051 ME* To SA Ballot - IEEE P802.3ca 25 Gb/s and 50 Gb/s Passive Optical Networks  
Approve sending IEEE P802.3ca 25 Gb/s and 50 Gb/s Passive Optical Networks to 
Standards Association ballot. Confirm the CSD for IEEE P802.3ca in 
<https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/18/ec-18-0247-00-ACSD-p802-3ca.pdf>. 
M: Law     S: D'Ambrosia 

Law 0 02:12 PM  
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5.052 ME* To SA Ballot - IEEE P802.3ch Multi-Gig Automotive Ethernet PHY  
Approve sending IEEE P802.3ch Multi-Gig Automotive Ethernet PHY to Standards 
Association ballot. Confirm the CSD for IEEE P802.3ch in 
<https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/17/ec-17-0069-00-ACSD-802-3ch.pdf>. 
M: Law     S: D'Ambrosia 

Law 0 02:12 PM  

5.053 ME To RevCom- IEEE P802.3cm 400 Gb/s over Multimode Fiber  
Approve sending IEEE P802.3cm 400 Gb/s over Multimode Fiber to RevCom. Approve 
CSD documentation in <https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/18/ec-18-0078-00-
ACSD-802-3cm.pdf>. 
M: Law     S: D'Ambrosia 

Law 10 02:12 PM  

5.054 ME* To NesCom: Division of IEEE P802.3ct 100Gb/s and 400Gb/s over DWDM systems 
project 
Approve forwarding IEEE P802.3ct PAR modification documentation in 
<https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0149-01-00EC-ieee-p802-3ct-draft-
par-response.pdf> to NesCom  
Approve IEEE P802.3ct CSD modification documentation in 
https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0147-00-00EC-ieee-p802-3ct-draft-
csd.pdf 
Approve forwarding IEEE P802.3cw PAR documentation in 
https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0150-00-00EC-ieee-p802-3cw-draft-
par-response.pdf to NesCom  
Approve IEEE P802.3cw CSD documentation in https://mentor.ieee.org/802-
ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0148-00-00EC-ieee-p802-3cw-draft-csd.pdf 
M: Law     S: D'Ambrosia 

Law 0 02:22 PM  

5.055 ME* To NesCom: IEEE P802.3cx Improved Precision Time Protocol (PTP) timestamping 
accuracy 
ieee-p802-3cw-draft-csd.pdf 
Approve forwarding IEEE P802.3cx PAR documentation in 
<https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0160-01-00EC-ieee-p802-3cx-draft-
par-response.pdf> to NesCom  
Approve CSD documentation in <https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-
0161-01-00EC-ieee-p802-3cx-draft-csd-response.pdf> 
M: Law     S: D'Ambrosia 

Law 0 02:22 PM  

5.056 ME To RevCom (conditional) - IEEE 802.3cq Power over Ethernet over 2 pairs 
(Maintenance #13)  

Law 3 02:22 PM  

5.06 
 

IEEE 802.11 
 

  02:25 PM  

5.061 ME* To SA Ballot, P802.11REVmd  
“Approve sending P802.11REVmd D3.0 to SA Ballot” 
M: Stanley     S: Rosdahl 

Stanley 0 02:25 PM  

5.062 ME* TO SA Ballot, P802.11ay D5.0  
Approve sending P802.11ay D5.0 to SA Ballot 
Confirm the CSD for P802.11ay in  
https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/14/11-14-1152-08-ng60-ng60-proposed-
csd.docx     
M: Stanley     S: Rosdahl 

Stanley 0 02:25 PM  

5.063 ME To SA Ballot, P802.11ax Stanley 5 02:25 PM  

    
  

  02:30 PM  

6.00   Executive Committee Study Groups, Working Groups, TAGs, Industry 
Connections 

    02:30 PM  

6.01   IEEE 802.15     02:30 PM  

6.011 MI Study Group Formation, Licensed Narrow Band Study Group  GIlb 3 02:30 PM  

6.02   IEEE 802.18     02:33 PM  

6.021 II Update of activities this week Holcomb 3 02:33 PM  

6.03 MI IEEE 802.19 Shellhammer   02:33 PM  

6.04 MI IEEE 802.24 Godfrey   02:33 PM  

6.05 MI IEEE 802.1 Parsons   02:33 PM  

6.06 MI IEEE 802.3 
 

  02:33 PM  
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6.061 MI* Study Group 1st Rechartering - IEEE 802.3 Improving PTP Timestamping Accuracy 
Study Group  
Grant the 1st rechartering of the IEEE 802.3 Improving PTP Timestamping Accuracy 
Study Group 
M: Law     S: D'Ambrosia 

Law 0 02:33 PM  

6.062 MI* Study Group 1st Rechartering - IEEE 802.3 10Mb/s Single Pair Ethernet Multidrop 
Enhancements Study Group   
Grant the 1st rechartering of the IEEE 802.3 10Mb/s Single Pair Ethernet Multidrop 
Enhancements Study Group 
M: Law     S: D'Ambrosia 

Law 0 02:33 PM  

6.063 MI Study Group 2nd Rechartering / 6 month extension - IEEE 802.3 Greater than 10 
Gb/s Automotive Ethernet Electrical PHYs Study Group 

Law 3 02:33 PM  

6.064 MI Study Group 1st Rechartering- IEEE 802.3 Multi Gigabit Automotive Optical PHYs 
Study Group  

Law 3 02:36 PM  

6.065 MI Study Group Formation - IEEE 802.3 100 Gb/s wavelength Short Reach PHYs Study 
Group 

Law 3 02:39 PM  

6.07   IEEE 802.11     02:42 PM  

6.071 MI Study Group Formation - Sensing Study Group 
Approve the formation of 802.11 SENS study group to consider development of a 
Project Authorization Request (PAR) and Criteria for Standards Development (CSD) 
responses for WLAN Sensing. 
M: Stanley     S: Rosdahl 

Stanley 3 02:42 PM  

          02:45 PM  

7.00   LMSC Liaisons and External Communications     02:45 PM  

7.01 ME IEEE 802.11 
 

  02:45 PM  

7.011 ME* Liaison - P802.11REVmd D3.0 to ISO/IEC/JTC1/SC6 for information 
Approve liaison of the following draft to ISO/IEC JTC1/SC6 for information under the 
PSDO agreement: P802.11REVmd D3.0 
M: Stanley     S: Rosdahl 

Stanley 0 02:45 PM  

7.012 ME Press Release - IEEE P802.11ax™ Meets Requirements for 5G Indoor Hotspot and 
Dense Urban 
The EC supports the press release in https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/19/11-19-
1865-02-0000-press-release-for-aani.docx , to be released with editorial changes as 
deemed necessary. 
M: Stanley     S: Rosdahl 

Stanley 10 02:45 PM  

7.02 ME IEEE 802.15 Alfvin   02:55 PM  

7.03 ME IEEE 802.18 Holcomb   02:55 PM  

7.04 ME IEEE 802.19 Shellhammer   02:55 PM  

7.05 ME IEEE 802.24 Godfrey   02:55 PM  

7.06 ME IEEE 802 Nikolich   02:55 PM  

7.07 ME IEEE 802.1 
 

  02:55 PM  

7.071 ME* Approve communication from 802.1 to ITU-T SG15 and CPRI Cooperation on 
Fronthaul Sync Requirements 
Approve http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/liaison-response-SG15-
LS187-clarifications-on-fronthaul-sync-requirements-1119-v01.pdfas 
communication to ITU-T SG15 and CPRI Cooperation, granting the IEEE 802.1 WG 
chair (or his delegate) editorial license. 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:55 PM  

7.072 ME* Approve communication frAom 802.1 to ITU-T SG15 on 802.1CMde draft sharing 
Approve http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/liaison-response-SG15-
LS187-CMde-draft-sharing-1119-v01.pdfas communication to ITU-T SG15, granting 
the IEEE 802.1 WG chair (or his delegate) editorial license. 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:55 PM  
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7.073 ME* Approve communication from 802.1 to ITU-T SG15 on OTNT Standardization 
workplan 
Approve http://ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/liaison-response-SG15-OTNT-
1119-v01.pdfas communication to ITU-T SG15 on OTNT Standardization workplan, 
granting the IEEE 802.1 WG chair (or his delegate) editorial license. 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:55 PM  

7.074 ME* Approve communication from 802.1 to ITU-T JCA IMT-2020 on roadmap 
Approve http://ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/liaison-ITU-T-JCA-IMT-2020-
1119-v01.pdf as communication to ITU-T JCA IMT-2020, granting the IEEE 802.1 WG 
chair (or his delegate) editorial license. 
M; Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:55 PM  

7.075 ME* Approve eblast on the P802.1ABdh project 
Approve the eblast on the P802.1ABdh projectin 
http://ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/dh-draft-cfp-1119-v01.pdf, to be 
released with editorial changes as deemed necessary 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:55 PM  

7.076 ME* Approve submission of 802.1AS and 802.1AX to ISO/IEC JTC1/SC6 for adoption 
under the PSDO agreement, once approved and published 
– IEEE 802.1AS 
– IEEE 802.1AX 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:55 PM  

7.077 ME* Approve submission of 802.1CMde to ISO/IEC JTC1/SC6 for information under the 
PSDO agreement 
Approve submission of the following draft(s) to ISO/IEC JTC1/SC6 for information 
under the PSDO agreement 
– P802.1CMde 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:55 PM  

7.078 ME Approve communication from 802.1 to ITU-T SG15 on YANG Parsons 3 02:55 PM  

7.08   IEEE 802.3     02:55 PM  

7.081 ME* Liaison - IEEE 802.3 drafts to ISO/IEC JTC1/SC6 for information 
Approve liaison of the following drafts to ISO/IEC JTC1/SC6 for information under the 
PSDO agreement: 
IEEE P802.3ca draft D3.0 
 IEEE P802.3cg draft D3.4 
 IEEE P802.3ch draft D3.0 
 IEEE P802.3cn draft D3.1 
 IEEE P802.3cm draft D3.1 
 IEEE P802.3cq draft D3.1 
M: Law     S: D'Ambrosia 

Law 0 02:55 PM  

          02:55 PM  

8.00   Information Items     02:55 PM  

8.01 II 802 EC item meeting report Nikolich 5 02:55 PM  

8.011   Break   15 03:00 PM  

8.02 II IEEE SA Staff Reports     03:15 PM  

8.03   Standing Committee Reports     03:15 PM  

8.031 II 802 / JTC1 SC Report  Myles 5 03:15 PM  

8.0311 ME* Authorise the Chair & Vice Chair of IEEE 802 JTC1 SC to develop a status report on 
behalf of IEEE 802, based on the status pages in 11-19-1731, for consideration by 
ISO/IEC JTC1/SC6 at their meeting in Feb 2020 
M: Stanley    S: D'Ambrosia 

Myles 0 03:20 PM  

8.032 II 802 / ITU SC Report Parsons 5 03:20 PM  

8.033 II 802 / IETF SC Report Stanley 0 03:25 PM  

8.04   Officers Reports     03:25 PM  
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8.041 II 1st Vice Chair Report  Gilb 0 03:25 PM  

8.042 II 2nd Vice Chair Report 
(Ref: https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0203-00.pdf, 
https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0204-00.pdf) 

Marks 10 03:25 PM  

8.043 II Treasurer's Report Zimmerman 15 03:35 PM  

8.044 II Executive secretary report Rosdahl 0 03:50 PM  

8.045 DT Recording Secretary Report D'Ambrosia 3 03:50 PM  

8.046 II* Appeals report -No items to report D'Ambrosia 0 03:53 PM  

8.05 II Network Services report Linespeed 5 03:53 PM  

8.06 II Announcement of 802 EC Interim Telecon (Tuesday 4 Feb 2020, 1-3pm ET)  Rosdahl 3 03:58 PM  

8.07 II Call for Tutorials for Mar 2020 Plenary  Rosdahl 3 04:01 PM  

8.08 II Action Item Review D'Ambrosia 5 04:04 PM  

8.085 MI Motion to enter Executive Session Nikolich 4 04:55 PM  

8.09 II Transfer 802 EC Chair role to Gilb from Nikolich Nikolich 1 04:59 PM  

8.10 DT Executive Session- IEEE Legal Guidance Gilb 50 05:00 PM  

8.11 II Executive Session Output Report Gilb 5 05:50 PM  

8.12 II Transfer 802 EC Chair role to Gilb from Nikolich Gilb 1 05:55 PM  

9.00   ADJOURN SEC MEETING Nikolich 0 06:00 PM  

 

3.00 II Announcements from the Chair Nikolich 5 01:25 PM  

Time: 1:10pm 
Chair thanked F2F, the hotel staff, and all 802 participants for efforts exerted on behalf of 802. 
 

4.00   LMSC Internal business      01:30 PM  

4.01 ME Approve changes to the IEEE 802 LMSC P&P Gilb  5 01:30 PM  

Time:1 11pm 
Gilb presented attached presentation, ec-19-0201-00-00EC-november-rules-motions.pdf 
 

* Motion #2 Moved: Approve document ec-18-0102-13 as the IEEE 802 LMSC Policies and Procedures and forward the 
document to AudCom for consideration and IEEE SASB approval.  The First Vice Chair is empowered to 
provide explanations to AudCom regarding the submission. 

Moved Gilb 
Second D’Ambrosia 
Results 11-0-0 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #4.01 

 

4.02 MI Approve changes to the Chair's Guidelines Gilb 10 01:35 PM  

Gilb presented attached presentation, ec-19-0201-00-00EC-november-rules-motions.pdf 
It was noted that the wrong slide (#7) was referenced in the motion.  It should be Slide #6, which has been corrected in the 
requested motion.  Rosdahl commented on the proposed text to the Chair’s Guidelines regarding Tutorial Sessions. 
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* Motion #3 The EC approves the changes in ec-19-0201-00 on slide 6 to the IEEE 802 LMSC Chair's Guidelines. 
Moved Gilb 
Second D’Ambrosia 
Results Approved by voice vote without opposition. 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #4.02  

 

* Motion #4 The EC approves Social Media for announcements related to the 40th Anniversary 
Moved Gilb 
Second D’Ambrosia 
Results Approved by voice vote without opposition. 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #4.02  

 

Marks inquired about the status of the IEEE 802 Procedures Page, which appears out of date. Gilb noted he will be updating it after 
the meeting. 

Action Item – Gilb – update IEEE 802 Procedures Webpage post Nov 2019 Plenary. 

4.03 MI 40th Anniversary - Public Outreach / Social / Memorabilia Rosdahl / 
D'Ambrosia 

15 01:45 PM  

Time: 1:22pm 
 
D’Ambrosia / Rosdahl presented Slides 34 – 37 from attached presentation, ec-19-0193-03-00EC-executive-secretary-agenda-items-
november-plenary-waikoloa.pdf  
Nikolich gave EC overview of his video activities undertaken at Nov 2019 Plenary.  Nikolich suggested that we collect 15 second 
videos from members to email to him. 
Action Item – Nikolich to identify resources for cleaning his video clips for the Public Outreach Effort. 
Action Item – All EC Members – Send 15 second videos to Nikolich describing what they feel 802 is. 
Mr. Thompson gave overview of his efforts in support of the 30th Anniversary.  After discussion Rosdahl indicated he would explore 
and evaluate the development of the display.   
There was discussion regarding the costs associated with the motion. 
 

* Motion #5 Move to authorize the Executive Secretary to  
1) oversee the creation and distribution of 40th Anniversary items: 

•  Shirts, Coins, Lanyards. 
2) Oversee the display of memorabilia items: 

• Potentially have a display case with memorabilia 
• Provide a monitor to display photos provided by members for sharing 

- The cost to provide the above services and items not to exceed $30,000. 
Moved Rosdahl 
Second D’Ambrosia 
Results 7-0-5 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #4.03 

 

There was a discussion regarding the funding for the Social at the March 2020 Plenary.  
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* Motion #6 Move to confirm the budget for the Social to be held during the March 2020 IEEE 802 Plenary at the 
George Aquarium not to exceed $90,000 with a $24.99 fee per participant for the event. 

Moved Rosdahl 
Second D’Ambrosia 
Results  
Motion  
Reference Agenda Item #4.03 

 

* Motion #7 Motion to amend Motion #6 to  
• Move to confirm the budget for the Social to be held during the March 2020 IEEE 802 Plenary at 

the George Aquarium not to exceed $90,000. 
• A $24.99 fee per participant for the event will be charged. 

Moved Rosdahl 
Second Stanley 
Results Approved by voice vote without objection 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #4.03 

 

* Motion #6 
Amended 

• Move to confirm the budget for the Social to be held during the March 2020 IEEE 802 Plenary at 
the George Aquarium not to exceed $90,000. 

• A $24.99 fee per participant for the event will be charged. 
Moved Rosdahl 
Second D’Ambrosia  
Results Approved by voice vote without objection 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #4.03 

 

4.04 MI Future Venues Rosdahl 12 02:00 PM  

Time: 2:08pm 
Rosdahl presented slides 38 – 45 from attached presentation, ec-19-0193-03-00EC-executive-secretary-agenda-items-november-
plenary-waikoloa.pdf  
 
Rosdahl took a strawpoll of the EC members -  

• Would you like to return to this venue – Yes) 8  No) 7  
• Those who went to the Social – 13 
• Those who did not go to the Social – 3 
• Did you like the Social – 11 
• Did not like the Social – 3 

 
Rosdahl will update his presentation to include these strawpoll results (included in noted presentation above). 
There was discussion regarding the motion. 
   

* Motion #8 – Move to approve The Hyatt Regency Chicago as the venue location for the March 2022 with the Hyatt 
Regency Jacksonville as an option to be held as an alternate backup.  

– (Room Rate - $179.00; Min F&B $150,000,Mtg Space included in package) 
Moved Rosdahl 
Second Stanley 
Results Approved by voice vote without objection 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #4.04 
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* Motion #9 – Move to approve either “The Hilton Orlando Disney Springs or the Hilton Buena Vista Palace” hotels 
as the venue location for the March 2023 IEEE 802 Plenary.  

– (Room Rate - $209 (includes resort fee we believe we can negotiate out. Min F&B $150,000;  Mtg 
Space included in package) 

Moved Rosdahl 
Second Stanley 
Results Approved by voice vote without objection 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #4.04 

 

Action Item – Rosdahl report on status of contracts for Mar 22 / Mar 23 Plenaries on Feb 4 (EC Teleconference) 

5.00   IEEE Standards Board and SA Ballot Items     02:12 PM  

5.01 
 

IEEE 802.15     02:12 PM  

5.011 ME* To SA Ballot: P802.15.4-REVd-D04.pdf   
Conditionally approve sending P802.15.4-REVd-D04.pdf  to SA Ballot 
M: Alfvin     S: Gilb 

Alfvin 0 02:12 PM  

Approved with approval of agenda. 

5.012 ME To SA Ballot: P802.15.4z D5.0   
Conditionally approve sending IEEE 802.15.4z D5.0 to SA Ballot 
Confirm the CSD for IEEE 802.15.4z in ec-18-0085-00-ACSD-802-15-4z.docx  
M: Alfvin     S: Gilb 

Alfvin 5 02:12 PM  

Time: 2:25pm 
Mr. Alfvin requested that Mr. Chaplin present. 
Chaplin presented attached presentation, ec-19-0200-02-00EC IEEE 802.15.4z SA Ballot conditional approval.pdf. 
 

* Motion #10 Conditionally approve sending IEEE P802.15.4z to SA Ballot 
Confirm the CSD for IEEE P802.15.4z in https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/18/ec-18-0085-00-ACSD-802-
15-4z.docx  

Moved Alfvin 
Second Gilb 
Results 8-1-3 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #5.012 

 

5.02 ME IEEE 802.19 Shellhammer   02:12 PM  

5.03 
 

IEEE 802.24  
 

  02:12 PM  

5.031 ME To NesCom - IEEE P802.16t Fixed and Mobile Wireless Access in Narrowband 
Channels 

Godfrey 10 02:17 PM  

Godfrey presented attached presentation, 24-19-0033-08-0000-licensed-narrowband-amendment-presentation.pdf  
There was discussion of the motion.  Rosdahl presented slide #23, from attached presentation, 802.11-19-1761r2. 
 

* Motion #11 • Approve forwarding P802.16t PAR documentation in https://mentor.ieee.org/802.24/dcn/19/24-19-
0029-06-0000-licensed-narrowband-amendment-par.pdf to NesCom 

• Approve CSD documentation in https://mentor.ieee.org/802.24/dcn/19/24-19-0030-01-0000-
licensed-narrowband-amendment-csd.docx 

Moved Godfrey 
Second Alfvin 
Results 5-3-3 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #5.031 

https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/18/ec-18-0085-00-ACSD-802-15-4z.docx
https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/18/ec-18-0085-00-ACSD-802-15-4z.docx
https://mentor.ieee.org/802.24/dcn/19/24-19-0029-06-0000-licensed-narrowband-amendment-par.pdf
https://mentor.ieee.org/802.24/dcn/19/24-19-0029-06-0000-licensed-narrowband-amendment-par.pdf
https://mentor.ieee.org/802.24/dcn/19/24-19-0030-01-0000-licensed-narrowband-amendment-csd.docx
https://mentor.ieee.org/802.24/dcn/19/24-19-0030-01-0000-licensed-narrowband-amendment-csd.docx
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Break at 3:04pm. 
Reconvened at 3:15pm 
 

5.04   IEEE 802.1     02:12 PM  

5.0401 ME* To NesCom - – P802.1CS PAR Modification  
Approve forwarding P802.1CS PAR modification in 
http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/cs-PAR-modification-0919-
v01.pdfto NesCom 
Approve (unmodified) CSD documentation in https://mentor.ieee.org/802-
ec/dcn/16/ec-16-0215-00-ACSD-802-1cs.pdf 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:12 PM  

Approved with approval of agenda. 
 

5.0402 ME* To NesCom - – P802f PAR  
Approve forwarding P802f PAR documentation in 
http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/802f-PAR-1119-v01.pdf to 
NesCom 
Approve CSD documentation in 
http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/802f-CSD-1119-v01.pdf 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:12 PM  

Approved with approval of agenda. 
 

5.0403 ME* To NesCom - – P802.1AEdk PAR  
Approve forwarding P802.1AEdk PAR documentation in 
http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/dk-security-mac-privacy-PAR-
0919-v03.pdf to NesCom 
Approve CSD documentation in 
http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/dk-security-mac-privacy-CSD-
0919-v01.pdf 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:12 PM  

Approved with approval of agenda. 
 

5.0404 ME* To SA Ballot- 802.1CMde  
Approve sending P802.1CMde D2.0 to Standards Association ballot 
Confirm the CSD for P802.1CMde in https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/18/ec-18-
0240-00-ACSD-p802-1cmde.pdf 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:12 PM  

Approved with approval of agenda. 

5.0405 ME* To SA Ballot - 802.1Qcr  
Approve sending P802.1Qcr D2.0 to Standards Association ballot 
Confirm the CSD for P802.1Qcr in https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/16/ec-16-
0056-00-ACSD-802-1qcr.pdf 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:12 PM  

Approved with approval of agenda. 

5.0406 ME* To SA Ballot - 802.1Qcx conditional  
Conditionally approve sending P802.1Qcx D2.0 to Standards Association ballot 
Confirm the CSD for P802.1Qcx in https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/17/ec-17-
0159-00-ACSD-802-1qcx.pdf 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:12 PM  

Approved with approval of agenda. 

5.0407 ME* To SA Ballot - P802.1AE-2018/Cor-1  
Approve sending P802.1AE-2018-Cor1-D1.0 to Standards Association Ballot 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:12 PM  

Approved with approval of agenda. 
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5.0409 ME* 5.409 802.1AX-REV to RevCom 
Approve sending P802.1AX-Rev to RevCom 
Note: there are no CSD for this maintenance project 
Mover: Glenn Parsons                Second:  Roger Marks 

Parsons 0 02:15 PM  

Approved with approval of agenda. 

5.0410 ME* 5.410 802.1AS-REV to RevCom 
Approve sending P802.1AS-Rev to RevCom 
Approve CSD documentation in https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/18/ec-18-0243-
00-ACSD-p802-1as.pdf   
Mover: Glenn Parsons                 Second:  Roger Marks 

Parsons 0 02:15 PM  

Approved with approval of agenda. 

5.0411 ME* To RevCom- 802.1X-REV  
Approve sending P802.1X-Rev-D1.5 to RevCom 
[Maintenance PAR, no CSD] 
IEEE Std 802.1X Port-Based Network Access Control 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:15 PM  

Approved with approval of agenda. 

5.05 
 

IEEE 802.3 
 

  02:12 PM  

5.051 ME* To SA Ballot - IEEE P802.3ca 25 Gb/s and 50 Gb/s Passive Optical Networks  
Approve sending IEEE P802.3ca 25 Gb/s and 50 Gb/s Passive Optical Networks to 
Standards Association ballot. Confirm the CSD for IEEE P802.3ca in 
<https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/18/ec-18-0247-00-ACSD-p802-3ca.pdf>. 
M: Law     S: D'Ambrosia 

Law 0 02:12 PM  

Approved with approval of agenda. 

5.052 ME* To SA Ballot - IEEE P802.3ch Multi-Gig Automotive Ethernet PHY  
Approve sending IEEE P802.3ch Multi-Gig Automotive Ethernet PHY to Standards 
Association ballot. Confirm the CSD for IEEE P802.3ch in 
<https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/17/ec-17-0069-00-ACSD-802-3ch.pdf>. 
M: Law     S: D'Ambrosia 

Law 0 02:12 PM  

Approved with approval of agenda. 

5.053 ME To RevCom- IEEE P802.3cm 400 Gb/s over Multimode Fiber  
Approve sending IEEE P802.3cm 400 Gb/s over Multimode Fiber to RevCom. Approve 
CSD documentation in <https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/18/ec-18-0078-00-
ACSD-802-3cm.pdf>. 
M: Law     S: D'Ambrosia 

Law 10 02:12 PM  

Time: 3:17pm 

Chair called for Item #5.053.  It was noted afterwards that 5.0408 had been removed from the consent agenda, and was the next 
actual item.  There was no objection to hearing the item #’s out of order, and Law proceeded with #5.053. 
Law displayed slides #12 -15 from attached presentation, ec-19-0168-02-00EC-ieee-802-3-ethernet-working-group-consent-agenda-
items-friday-15th-november-2019.pdf   
   

* Motion #12 Approve sending IEEE P802.3cm 400 Gb/s over Multimode Fiber to RevCom.  
Approve CSD documentation in https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/18/ec-18-0078-00-ACSD802-3cm.pdf  

Moved Law 
Second D’Ambrosia 
Results Approved by voice vote without objection 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #5.053 

 

https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/18/ec-18-0078-00-ACSD802-3cm.pdf
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5.0408 ME To SA Ballot - 802E 
Approve sending P802E-D1.6 to Standards Association Ballot 
P802E Recommended Practice for Privacy Considerations for IEEE 802 Technologies 
Confirm the CSD for P802E in 
https://mentor.ieee.org/privecsg/dcn/15/privecsg-15-0029-00-0000-privacy-ec-
sg-csd-proposal.docx 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 3 02:12 PM  

Time: 3:26 

Parsons displayed Slide # 22 from attached presentation, ec-19-0196-02-00EC-802-1-consent-agenda-items-november-2019.pdf.   

Motion #13 Approve sending P802E-D1.6 to Standards Association Ballot 
P802E Recommended Practice for Privacy Considerations for IEEE 802 Technologies 
Confirm the CSD for P802E in 
https://mentor.ieee.org/privecsg/dcn/15/privecsg-15-0029-00-0000-privacy-ec-sg-csd-proposal.docx  

Moved Parsons 
Second Marks 
Results Approved by voice vote without objection 
Motion Passes 
Reference 5.0408 

 
5.054 ME* To NesCom: Division of IEEE P802.3ct 100Gb/s and 400Gb/s over DWDM systems 

project 
Approve forwarding IEEE P802.3ct PAR modification documentation in 
<https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0149-01-00EC-ieee-p802-3ct-draft-
par-response.pdf> to NesCom  
Approve IEEE P802.3ct CSD modification documentation in 
https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0147-00-00EC-ieee-p802-3ct-draft-
csd.pdf 
Approve forwarding IEEE P802.3cw PAR documentation in 
https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0150-00-00EC-ieee-p802-3cw-draft-
par-response.pdf to NesCom  
Approve IEEE P802.3cw CSD documentation in https://mentor.ieee.org/802-
ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0148-00-00EC-ieee-p802-3cw-draft-csd.pdf 
M: Law     S: D'Ambrosia 

Law 0 02:22 PM  

Approved with approval of agenda. 

5.055 ME* To NesCom: IEEE P802.3cx Improved Precision Time Protocol (PTP) timestamping 
accuracy 
ieee-p802-3cw-draft-csd.pdf 
Approve forwarding IEEE P802.3cx PAR documentation in 
<https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0160-01-00EC-ieee-p802-3cx-draft-
par-response.pdf> to NesCom  
Approve CSD documentation in <https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-
0161-01-00EC-ieee-p802-3cx-draft-csd-response.pdf> 
M: Law     S: D'Ambrosia 

Law 0 02:22 PM  

Approved with approval of agenda. 

5.056 ME To RevCom (conditional) - IEEE 802.3cq Power over Ethernet over 2 pairs 
(Maintenance #13)  

Law 3 02:22 PM  

Law displayed slides #2 – 6 from attached presentation, ec-19-0167-01-00EC-ieee-802-3-ethernet-working-group-agenda-items-
friday-15th-november-2019.pdf.  

* Motion #14 Conditionally approve sending IEEE P802.3cq to RevCom 
Moved Law 
Second D’Ambrosia 
Results Passes by voice vote without objection 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #5.056 

https://mentor.ieee.org/privecsg/dcn/15/privecsg-15-0029-00-0000-privacy-ec-sg-csd-proposal.docx
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5.06 
 

IEEE 802.11 
 

  02:25 PM  

5.061 ME* To SA Ballot, P802.11REVmd  
“Approve sending P802.11REVmd D3.0 to SA Ballot” 
M: Stanley     S: Rosdahl 

Stanley 0 02:25 PM  

Approved with approval of agenda. 
 

5.062 ME* TO SA Ballot, P802.11ay D5.0  
Approve sending P802.11ay D5.0 to SA Ballot 
Confirm the CSD for P802.11ay in  
https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/14/11-14-1152-08-ng60-ng60-proposed-
csd.docx     
M: Stanley     S: Rosdahl 

Stanley 0 02:25 PM  

Approved with approval of agenda. 

5.063 ME To SA Ballot, P802.11ax Stanley 5 02:25 PM  

Time: 3:31pm 

Stanley displayed attached presentation, 11-19-2063-04-00ax-p802-11ax-report-to-ec-on-conditional-approval-to-go-to-sa-
ballot.pdf. 
 

* Motion #15 Approve sending P802.11ax D6.0 to SA Ballot. 
Confirm the CSD for P802.11ax in https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/14/11-14-0169-02-0hew-ieee-802-
11-hew-sg-proposed-csd.docx 

Moved Stanley 
Second Rosdahl 
Results Approved by voice vote without objection 
Motion Passes 
Reference 5.063 

 

6.00   Executive Committee Study Groups, Working Groups, TAGs, Industry 
Connections 

    02:20 PM  

6.01   IEEE 802.15     02:30 PM  

6.011 MI Study Group Formation, Licensed Narrow Band Study Group  GIlb 3 02:30 PM  

Gilb displayed slides from attached presentation, ec-19-0205-01-00EC-802-15-study-group-motion.pdf.   
 

* Motion #16 Approve the formation of 802.15 PAR Study Group on Licensed Narrowband to continue consensus 
building the development of a Project Authorization Request (PAR) and Criteria for Standards 
Development (CSD) responses for an amendment to 802.16 to enable the use of reduced spectral 
bandwidth Physical Layer (PHY). 

Moved Gilb 
Second Marks 
Results  
Motion  
Reference 6.011 

There were issues with the wording of the motion. 

* Motion #17 Motion to Table Motion #15 
Moved Rosdahl 
Second Gilb 
Results Approved by voice vote without objection 
Motion Passes 
Reference 6.011 
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6.02   IEEE 802.18     02:33 PM  

6.021 II Update of activities this week Holcomb 3 02:33 PM  

Time: 3:39pm 
Holcomb gave verbal summary.   
 

6.03 MI IEEE 802.19 Shellhammer   02:33 PM  

6.04 MI IEEE 802.24 Godfrey   02:33 PM  

6.05 MI IEEE 802.1 Messenger   02:33 PM  

6.06 MI IEEE 802.3 
 

  02:33 PM  

6.061 MI* Study Group 1st Rechartering - IEEE 802.3 Improving PTP Timestamping Accuracy 
Study Group  
Grant the 1st rechartering of the IEEE 802.3 Improving PTP Timestamping Accuracy 
Study Group 
M: Law     S: D'Ambrosia 

Law 0 02:33 PM  

Approved with approval of agenda. 

6.062 MI* Study Group 1st Rechartering - IEEE 802.3 10Mb/s Single Pair Ethernet Multidrop 
Enhancements Study Group   
Grant the 1st rechartering of the IEEE 802.3 10Mb/s Single Pair Ethernet Multidrop 
Enhancements Study Group 
M: Law     S: D'Ambrosia 

Law 0 02:33 PM  

Approved with approval of agenda. 

6.063 MI Study Group 2nd Rechartering / 6 month extension - IEEE 802.3 Greater than 10 
Gb/s Automotive Ethernet Electrical PHYs Study Group 

Law 3 02:33 PM  

Time: 3:46pm 

Law displayed slides #7-8 of attached presentation, ec-19-0167-01-00EC-ieee-802-3-ethernet-working-group-agenda-items-friday-
15th-november-2019.pdf.  

* Motion #18 Grant the second rechartering and six month extension of the IEEE 802.3 Greater than 10 Gb/s Automotive 
Ethernet Electrical PHYs study group 

Moved Law 
Second D’Ambrosia 
Results Passed by voice vote without objection 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #6.063 

 

6.064 MI Study Group 1st Rechartering- IEEE 802.3 Multi Gigabit Automotive Optical PHYs 
Study Group  

Law 3 02:36 PM  

Time: 3:47pm 
Law displayed slides #9-10 of attached presentation, ec-19-0167-01-00EC-ieee-802-3-ethernet-working-group-agenda-items-friday-
15th-november-2019.pdf.  
 

* Motion #19 Grant the 1st rechartering of the IEEE 802.3 Multi Gigabit Automotive Optical PHYs Study Group 
Moved Law 
Second D’Ambrosia 
Results Passed by voice vote without objection 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #6.064 
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6.065 MI Study Group Formation - IEEE 802.3 100 Gb/s wavelength Short Reach PHYs Study 
Group 

Law 3 02:39 PM  

Time: 3:48pm 
Law displayed slides #11-12 of attached presentation, ec-19-0167-01-00EC-ieee-802-3-ethernet-working-group-agenda-items-friday-
15th-november-2019.pdf.  
 

* Motion #20 Approve the formation of an 100 Gb/s wavelength Short Reach PHYs Study Group to consider 
development of a Project Authorization Request (PAR) and Criteria for Standards Development (CSD) 
responses for Lower cost, short reach, optical PHYs using 100 Gb/s wavelengths 

Moved Law 
Second D’Ambrosia 
Results Passed by voice vote without objection 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #6.065 

 

6.07   IEEE 802.11     02:42 PM  

6.071 MI Study Group Formation - Sensing Study Group 
Approve the formation of 802.11 SENS study group to consider development of a 
Project Authorization Request (PAR) and Criteria for Standards Development (CSD) 
responses for WLAN Sensing. 
M: Stanley     S: Rosdahl 

Stanley 3 02:42 PM  

Time: 3:50 pm 

Stanley gave verbal overview of proposed study group. 

* Motion #21 Approve the formation of 802.11 SENS Study Group to consider development of a Project Authorization 
Request (PAR) and Criteria for Standards Development (CSD) responses for WLAN Sensing. 

Moved Stanley 
Second Rosdahl 
Results Passes by voice vote without objection 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #6.071 

 
* Motion #22 Motion to raise Motion #15 from the table. 
Moved Gilb 
Second Law 
Results Approved by voice vote without objection 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #6.011 

 
* Motion #23 Approve the formation of 802.15 Study Group to consider development of a Project Authorization Request 

(PAR) and Criteria for Standards Development (CSD) responses for an amendment to 802.16 to enable the 
use of reduced spectral bandwidth Physical Layer (PHY)and to build consensus.  

Moved Gilb 
Second Mark 
Results Passes by voice vote without objection 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #6.011 
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7.00   LMSC Liaisons and External Communications     02:45 PM  

7.01 ME IEEE 802.11 
 

  02:45 PM  

7.011 ME* Liaison - P802.11REVmd D3.0 to ISO/IEC/JTC1/SC6 for information 
Approve liaison of the following draft to ISO/IEC JTC1/SC6 for information under the 
PSDO agreement: P802.11REVmd D3.0 
M: Stanley     S: Rosdahl 

Stanley 0 02:45 PM  

Approved with approval of agenda. 

7.012 ME* Press Release - IEEE P802.11ax™ Meets Requirements for 5G Indoor Hotspot and 
Dense Urban 
The EC supports the press release in https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/19/11-19-
1865-02-0000-press-release-for-aani.docx , to be released with editorial changes as 
deemed necessary. 
M: Stanley     S: Rosdahl 

Stanley 10 02:45 PM  

Stanley displayed the proposed press release, see attached file, 11-19-1865-02-0000-press-release-for-aani.pdf 

* Motion #24 The EC supports the press release in https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/19/11-19-1865-02-0000-press-
release-for-aani.docx  , to be released with editorial changes as deemed necessary. 

Moved Stanley 
Second Rosdahl 
Results 6-1-5 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #7.012 

 

 

7.02 ME IEEE 802.15 Alfvin   02:55 PM  

7.03 ME IEEE 802.18 Holcomb   02:55 PM  

7.04 ME IEEE 802.19 Shellhammer   02:55 PM  

7.05 ME IEEE 802.24 Godfrey   02:55 PM  

7.06 ME IEEE 802 Nikolich   02:55 PM  

7.07 ME IEEE 802.1 
 

  02:55 PM  

7.071 ME* Approve communication from 802.1 to ITU-T SG15 and CPRI Cooperation on 
Fronthaul Sync Requirements 
Approve http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/liaison-response-SG15-
LS187-clarifications-on-fronthaul-sync-requirements-1119-v01.pdfas 
communication to ITU-T SG15 and CPRI Cooperation, granting the IEEE 802.1 WG 
chair (or his delegate) editorial license. 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:55 PM  

Approved with approval of agenda. 

7.072 ME* Approve communication frAom 802.1 to ITU-T SG15 on 802.1CMde draft sharing 
Approve http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/liaison-response-SG15-
LS187-CMde-draft-sharing-1119-v01.pdfas communication to ITU-T SG15, granting 
the IEEE 802.1 WG chair (or his delegate) editorial license. 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:55 PM  

Approved with approval of agenda. 

 

https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/19/11-19-1865-02-0000-press-release-for-aani.docx
https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/19/11-19-1865-02-0000-press-release-for-aani.docx
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7.073 ME* Approve communication from 802.1 to ITU-T SG15 on OTNT Standardization 
workplan 
Approve http://ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/liaison-response-SG15-OTNT-
1119-v01.pdfas communication to ITU-T SG15 on OTNT Standardization workplan, 
granting the IEEE 802.1 WG chair (or his delegate) editorial license. 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:55 PM  

Approved with approval of agenda. 

7.074 ME* Approve communication from 802.1 to ITU-T JCA IMT-2020 on roadmap 
Approve http://ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/liaison-ITU-T-JCA-IMT-2020-
1119-v01.pdf as communication to ITU-T JCA IMT-2020, granting the IEEE 802.1 WG 
chair (or his delegate) editorial license. 
M; Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:55 PM  

Approved with approval of agenda. 

7.075 ME* Approve eblast on the P802.1ABdh project 
Approve the eblast on the P802.1ABdh projectin 
http://ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/dh-draft-cfp-1119-v01.pdf, to be 
released with editorial changes as deemed necessary 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:55 PM  

Approved with approval of agenda. 

7.076 ME* Approve submission of 802.1AS and 802.1AX to ISO/IEC JTC1/SC6 for adoption 
under the PSDO agreement, once approved and published 
– IEEE 802.1AS 
– IEEE 802.1AX 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:55 PM  

Approved with approval of agenda. 

7.077 ME* Approve submission of 802.1CMde to ISO/IEC JTC1/SC6 for information under the 
PSDO agreement 
Approve submission of the following draft(s) to ISO/IEC JTC1/SC6 for information 
under the PSDO agreement 
– P802.1CMde 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:55 PM  

Approved with approval of agenda. 

7.078 ME Approve communication from 802.1 to ITU-T SG15 on YANG Parsons 3 02:55 PM  

Time: 4:20 pm 

Parsons displayed attached presentation, ec-19-0198-01-00EC-802-1-agenda-items-november-2019.pdf  

* Motion #25 Approve http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/liaisonresponse-SG15-LS217-modelling-1119-
v01.pdf  as communication to ITU-T SG15, granting the IEEE 802.1 WG chair (or his delegate) editorial 
license. 

Moved Parsons 
Second Marks 
Results Approved by voice vote without opposition 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #7.078 

 

 

 

http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/liaisonresponse-SG15-LS217-modelling-1119-v01.pdf
http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/liaisonresponse-SG15-LS217-modelling-1119-v01.pdf
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7.08   IEEE 802.3     02:55 PM  

7.081 ME* Liaison - IEEE 802.3 drafts to ISO/IEC JTC1/SC6 for information 
Approve liaison of the following drafts to ISO/IEC JTC1/SC6 for information under the 
PSDO agreement: 
IEEE P802.3ca draft D3.0 
 IEEE P802.3cg draft D3.4 
 IEEE P802.3ch draft D3.0 
 IEEE P802.3cn draft D3.1 
 IEEE P802.3cm draft D3.1 
 IEEE P802.3cq draft D3.1 
M: Law     S: D'Ambrosia 

Law 0 02:55 PM  

Approved with approval of agenda. 

 

8.00   Information Items     02:55 PM  

8.01 II 802 EC item meeting report Nikolich 5 02:55 PM  

Time: 4:24 pm  
Nikolich displayed Slide #27 from attached presentation, ec-19-0178-06-00EC-nov-2019-802-chair-opening-deck.pdf, and gave 
verbal summary of meeting.   
 

8.02 II IEEE SA Staff Reports     03:15 PM  

No reports for this meeting. 

8.03   Standing Committee Reports     03:15 PM  

8.031 II 802 / JTC1 SC Report  Myles 5 03:15 PM 

Myles gave verbal update.  Anticipated that issues that were preventing standards from being considered have been resolved, and 
standards should start being considered in the next 6 to 8 weeks. 

8.0311 ME* Authorise the Chair & Vice Chair of IEEE 802 JTC1 SC to develop a status report on 
behalf of IEEE 802, based on the status pages in 11-19-1731, for consideration by 
ISO/IEC JTC1/SC6 at their meeting in Feb 2020 
M: Stanley    S: D'Ambrosia 

Myles 0 03:20 PM  

Approved with approval of agenda. 

8.032 II 802 / ITU SC Report Parsons 5 03:20 PM  

Time: 4:26 pm 

Parsons noted that the 802 / ITU SC met, and the new IEEE-SA staff and BOG volunteers responsible for ITU were noted.  The 
SC reviewed the various ITU conferences for this year.   

8.033 II 802 / IETF SC Report Stanley 0 03:25 PM  

8.04   Officers Reports     03:25 PM  

8.041 II 1st Vice Chair Report  Gilb 0 03:25 PM  

Time: 4:27 pm 

No report. 
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8.042 II 2nd Vice Chair Report 
(Ref: https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0203-00.pdf, 
https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0204-00.pdf) 

Marks 10 03:25 PM  

Time: 4:27 pm 

Marks displayed attached presentation, ec-19-0203-00-00EC-second-vice-chair-report-addressing-orientation-activity.pdf. 
Marks displayed attached presentation, ec-19-0204-00-00EC-second-vice-chair-action-items-on-procedural-issues.pdf. 
 

8.043 II Treasurer's Report Zimmerman 15 03:35 PM  

Time: 4:38 pm 

Zimmerman presented attached presentation, ec-19-0202-02-00EC-nov-2019-closing-treasurers-report.pdf  

Action Item – Zimmerman to set up conference call for those interested in treasury process for week of 09 Dec, 2019. 

8.044 II Executive secretary report Rosdahl 0 03:50 PM  

No report. 

8.045 DT Recording Secretary Report D'Ambrosia 3 03:50 PM  

Time: 4:4 pm 

D’Ambrosia reported on the delivery of the 2020 electronic media edition.  Noted 492 individuals opted for the USB 
path, while 137 opted for the download approach.  However, only 31 individuals had actually followed through on the 
download option.  It was noted that the directions to download were not clear that the individual had to download 
while connected to the Plenary Network.  Efforts were made mid-week to correct the situation. D’Ambrosia asked chairs 
to get feedback on the delivery. 

Action Item – WG Chairs – obtain / send feedback to D’Ambrosia regarding 2020 Electronic Media Distribution 

8.046 II* Appeals report -No items to report D'Ambrosia 0 03:53 PM  

8.05 II Network Services report Linespeed 5 03:53 PM  

Time: 4:50 pm 

Alfvin gave verbal summary of attached presentation, ec-19-0207-00-00EC-network-report-november-2019-plenary-waikoloa.pdf. 

8.06 II Announcement of 802 EC Interim Telecon (Tuesday 4 Feb 2020, 1-3pm ET)  Rosdahl 3 03:58 PM  

Time: 4:52 pm 

Rosdahl displayed slide #47 of attached presentation, ec-19-0193-03-00EC-executive-secretary-agenda-items-november-plenary-
waikoloa.pdf  
 

8.07 II Call for Tutorials for Mar 2020 Plenary  Rosdahl 3 04:01 PM  

Rosdahl displayed slide #48 of attached presentation, ec-19-0193-03-00EC-executive-secretary-agenda-items-november-plenary-
waikoloa.pdf. 
 

8.08 II Action Item Review D'Ambrosia 5 04:04 PM  

Agenda Item was skipped, due to time for Special Orders.   

Action Item – D’Ambrosia / Nikolich to review and document action items for 802 EC closing meeting. 
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8.085 MI Motion to enter Executive Session Nikolich 4 04:55 PM  

Time: 5:55 pm 

Nikolich indicated he had been asked to recuse himself, and that he would hand over chairing to James Gilb, 1st Vice Chair after the 
motion.  D’Ambrosia noted he had been asked to recuse himself, and he would not be voting.  Due to potential appearance of 
conflict, Nikolich, D'Ambrosia and Marks were recused from the executive session 

* Motion #26 Enter into Executive Session for Legal Guidance 
Moved Gilb 
Second Stanley 
Results 10-0-1 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #8.085 

Gilb noted that the Executive Session would be held in Water Edge Board Room.  Gilb noted that he had already spoken to those 
members who had potential appearance of conflict. 
 

8.09 II Transfer 802 EC Chair role to Gilb from Nikolich Nikolich 1 04:59 PM  

Time: 4:59 pm 

8.10 DT Executive Session- IEEE Legal Guidance Gilb 50 05:00 PM  

Time: 5:00 pm 

8.11 II Executive Session Output Report Gilb 5 05:50 PM  

Time: 5:50 pm 

Reported Output Report Provided by James GIlb 
Executive Session Started: 5:05 
Executive Session Attendees 

• James Gilb 
• Jon Rosdahl 
• George Zimmerman 
• Clint Chaplin 
• Geoff Thompson 
• Glenn Parsons 
• David Law 
• Dorothy Stanley 
• Rick Alfvin 
• Jay Holcomb 
• Steve Shellhammer 
• Tim Godfrey 
• Adam Healey 
• By Phone - Claire Topp, Michael Lindsay, Yvette Ho Sang  

 
Reported Output – Attendees received legal advice 
Executive Session Ended: 5:55pm 
 

8.12 II Transfer 802 EC Chair role to Gilb from Nikolich Gilb 1 05:55 PM  

Time: 5:57 pm 

9.00   ADJOURN SEC MEETING Nikolich 0 06:00 PM  

Meeting adjourned @ 5:59 pm. 
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Action Items 
Agenda # Person Action Item 
4.02 Gilb Update IEEE 802 Procedures Webpage post Nov 2019 Plenary 
4.03 Nikolich Identify resources for cleaning his video clips for the Public Outreach Effort. 
4.03 All EC Members Send 15 second videos to Nikolich describing  what they feel 802 is. 
4.04 Rosdahl Report on status of contracts for Mar 22 / Mar 23 Plenaries on Feb 4 (EC 

Teleconference) 
8.043 Zimmerman Set up conference call for those interested in treasury process for week of 

09 Dec, 2019. 
8.045 WG Chairs Obtain / send feedback to D’Ambrosia regarding 2020 Electronic Media 

Distribution 
8.08 D’Ambrosia / Nikolich Review and document action items for 802 EC Meeting 

 

Motions 
Consent Agenda 

5.011 ME* To SA Ballot: P802.15.4-REVd-D04.pdf   
Conditionally approve sending P802.15.4-REVd-D04.pdf  to SA Ballot 
M: Alfvin     S: Gilb 

Alfvin 0 02:12 PM  

5.0401 ME* To NesCom - – P802.1CS PAR Modification  
Approve forwarding P802.1CS PAR modification in 
http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/cs-PAR-modification-0919-
v01.pdfto NesCom 
Approve (unmodified) CSD documentation in https://mentor.ieee.org/802-
ec/dcn/16/ec-16-0215-00-ACSD-802-1cs.pdf 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:12 PM  

5.0402 ME* To NesCom - – P802f PAR  
Approve forwarding P802f PAR documentation in 
http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/802f-PAR-1119-v01.pdf to 
NesCom 
Approve CSD documentation in 
http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/802f-CSD-1119-v01.pdf 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:12 PM  

5.0403 ME* To NesCom - – P802.1AEdk PAR  
Approve forwarding P802.1AEdk PAR documentation in 
http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/dk-security-mac-privacy-PAR-
0919-v03.pdf to NesCom 
Approve CSD documentation in 
http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/dk-security-mac-privacy-CSD-
0919-v01.pdf 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:12 PM  

5.0404 ME* To SA Ballot- 802.1CMde  
Approve sending P802.1CMde D2.0 to Standards Association ballot 
Confirm the CSD for P802.1CMde in https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/18/ec-18-
0240-00-ACSD-p802-1cmde.pdf 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:12 PM  

5.0405 ME* To SA Ballot - 802.1Qcr  
Approve sending P802.1Qcr D2.0 to Standards Association ballot 
Confirm the CSD for P802.1Qcr in https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/16/ec-16-
0056-00-ACSD-802-1qcr.pdf 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:12 PM  

5.0406 ME* To SA Ballot - 802.1Qcx conditional  
Conditionally approve sending P802.1Qcx D2.0 to Standards Association ballot 
Confirm the CSD for P802.1Qcx in https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/17/ec-17-
0159-00-ACSD-802-1qcx.pdf 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:12 PM  

5.0407 ME* To SA Ballot - P802.1AE-2018/Cor-1  
Approve sending P802.1AE-2018-Cor1-D1.0 to Standards Association Ballot 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:12 PM  
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5.0409 ME* 5.409 802.1AX-REV to RevCom 
Approve sending P802.1AX-Rev to RevCom 
Note: there are no CSD for this maintenance project 
Mover: Glenn Parsons                Second:  Roger Marks 

Parsons 0 02:15 PM  

5.0410 ME* 5.410 802.1AS-REV to RevCom 
Approve sending P802.1AS-Rev to RevCom 
Approve CSD documentation in https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/18/ec-18-
0243-00-ACSD-p802-1as.pdf   
Mover: Glenn Parsons                 Second:  Roger Marks 

Parsons 0 02:15 PM  

5.0411 ME* To RevCom- 802.1X-REV  
Approve sending P802.1X-Rev-D1.5 to RevCom 
[Maintenance PAR, no CSD] 
IEEE Std 802.1X Port-Based Network Access Control 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:15 PM  

5.051 ME* To SA Ballot - IEEE P802.3ca 25 Gb/s and 50 Gb/s Passive Optical Networks  
Approve sending IEEE P802.3ca 25 Gb/s and 50 Gb/s Passive Optical Networks to 
Standards Association ballot. Confirm the CSD for IEEE P802.3ca in 
<https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/18/ec-18-0247-00-ACSD-p802-3ca.pdf>. 
M: Law     S: D'Ambrosia 

Law 0 02:12 PM  

5.052 ME* To SA Ballot - IEEE P802.3ch Multi-Gig Automotive Ethernet PHY  
Approve sending IEEE P802.3ch Multi-Gig Automotive Ethernet PHY to Standards 
Association ballot. Confirm the CSD for IEEE P802.3ch in 
<https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/17/ec-17-0069-00-ACSD-802-3ch.pdf>. 
M: Law     S: D'Ambrosia 

Law 0 02:12 PM  

5.054 ME* To NesCom: Division of IEEE P802.3ct 100Gb/s and 400Gb/s over DWDM systems 
project 
Approve forwarding IEEE P802.3ct PAR modification documentation in 
<https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0149-01-00EC-ieee-p802-3ct-
draft-par-response.pdf> to NesCom  
Approve IEEE P802.3ct CSD modification documentation in 
https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0147-00-00EC-ieee-p802-3ct-draft-
csd.pdf 
Approve forwarding IEEE P802.3cw PAR documentation in 
https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0150-00-00EC-ieee-p802-3cw-draft-
par-response.pdf to NesCom  
Approve IEEE P802.3cw CSD documentation in https://mentor.ieee.org/802-
ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0148-00-00EC-ieee-p802-3cw-draft-csd.pdf 
M: Law     S: D'Ambrosia 

Law 0 02:22 PM  

5.055 ME* To NesCom: IEEE P802.3cx Improved Precision Time Protocol (PTP) 
timestamping accuracy 
ieee-p802-3cw-draft-csd.pdf 
Approve forwarding IEEE P802.3cx PAR documentation in 
<https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0160-01-00EC-ieee-p802-3cx-
draft-par-response.pdf> to NesCom  
Approve CSD documentation in <https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-
0161-01-00EC-ieee-p802-3cx-draft-csd-response.pdf> 
M: Law     S: D'Ambrosia 

Law 0 02:22 PM  

5.061 ME* To SA Ballot, P802.11REVmd  
“Approve sending P802.11REVmd D3.0 to SA Ballot” 
M: Stanley     S: Rosdahl 

Stanley 0 02:25 PM  

5.062 ME* TO SA Ballot, P802.11ay D5.0  
Approve sending P802.11ay D5.0 to SA Ballot 
Confirm the CSD for P802.11ay in  
https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/14/11-14-1152-08-ng60-ng60-proposed-
csd.docx     
M: Stanley     S: Rosdahl 

Stanley 0 02:25 PM  

6.061 MI* Study Group 1st Rechartering - IEEE 802.3 Improving PTP Timestamping 
Accuracy Study Group  
Grant the 1st rechartering of the IEEE 802.3 Improving PTP Timestamping Accuracy 
Study Group 
M: Law     S: D'Ambrosia 

Law 0 02:33 PM  

6.062 MI* Study Group 1st Rechartering - IEEE 802.3 10Mb/s Single Pair Ethernet Multidrop 
Enhancements Study Group   
Grant the 1st rechartering of the IEEE 802.3 10Mb/s Single Pair Ethernet Multidrop 
Enhancements Study Group 
M: Law     S: D'Ambrosia 

Law 0 02:33 PM  

7.011 ME* Liaison - P802.11REVmd D3.0 to ISO/IEC/JTC1/SC6 for information 
Approve liaison of the following draft to ISO/IEC JTC1/SC6 for information under the 
PSDO agreement: P802.11REVmd D3.0 
M: Stanley     S: Rosdahl 

Stanley 0 02:45 PM  
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7.071 ME* Approve communication from 802.1 to ITU-T SG15 and CPRI Cooperation on 
Fronthaul Sync Requirements 
Approve http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/liaison-response-SG15-
LS187-clarifications-on-fronthaul-sync-requirements-1119-v01.pdfas 
communication to ITU-T SG15 and CPRI Cooperation, granting the IEEE 802.1 WG 
chair (or his delegate) editorial license. 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:55 PM  

7.072 ME* Approve communication frAom 802.1 to ITU-T SG15 on 802.1CMde draft sharing 
Approve http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/liaison-response-SG15-
LS187-CMde-draft-sharing-1119-v01.pdfas communication to ITU-T SG15, granting 
the IEEE 802.1 WG chair (or his delegate) editorial license. 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:55 PM  

7.073 ME* Approve communication from 802.1 to ITU-T SG15 on OTNT Standardization 
workplan 
Approve http://ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/liaison-response-SG15-
OTNT-1119-v01.pdfas communication to ITU-T SG15 on OTNT Standardization 
workplan, granting the IEEE 802.1 WG chair (or his delegate) editorial license. 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:55 PM  

7.074 ME* Approve communication from 802.1 to ITU-T JCA IMT-2020 on roadmap 
Approve http://ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/liaison-ITU-T-JCA-IMT-2020-
1119-v01.pdf as communication to ITU-T JCA IMT-2020, granting the IEEE 802.1 WG 
chair (or his delegate) editorial license. 
M; Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:55 PM  

7.075 ME* Approve eblast on the P802.1ABdh project 
Approve the eblast on the P802.1ABdh projectin 
http://ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/dh-draft-cfp-1119-v01.pdf, to be 
released with editorial changes as deemed necessary 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:55 PM  

7.076 ME* Approve submission of 802.1AS and 802.1AX to ISO/IEC JTC1/SC6 for adoption 
under the PSDO agreement, once approved and published 
– IEEE 802.1AS 
– IEEE 802.1AX 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:55 PM  

7.077 ME* Approve submission of 802.1CMde to ISO/IEC JTC1/SC6 for information under the 
PSDO agreement 
Approve submission of the following draft(s) to ISO/IEC JTC1/SC6 for information 
under the PSDO agreement 
– P802.1CMde 
M: Parsons     S: Marks 

Parsons 0 02:55 PM  

7.081 ME* Liaison - IEEE 802.3 drafts to ISO/IEC JTC1/SC6 for information 
Approve liaison of the following drafts to ISO/IEC JTC1/SC6 for information under 
the PSDO agreement: 
IEEE P802.3ca draft D3.0 
 IEEE P802.3cg draft D3.4 
 IEEE P802.3ch draft D3.0 
 IEEE P802.3cn draft D3.1 
 IEEE P802.3cm draft D3.1 
 IEEE P802.3cq draft D3.1 
M: Law     S: D'Ambrosia 

Law 0 02:55 PM  

8.0311 ME* Authorise the Chair & Vice Chair of IEEE 802 JTC1 SC to develop a status report on 
behalf of IEEE 802, based on the status pages in 11-19-1731, for consideration by 
ISO/IEC JTC1/SC6 at their meeting in Feb 2020 
M: Stanley    S: D'Ambrosia 

Myles 0 03:20 PM  

 

* Motion #1 Move to approve agenda (R5) as amended 
Moved D’Ambrosia  
Second Zimmerman 
Results 12-0-0 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #2.00 
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* Motion #2 Moved: Approve document ec-18-0102-13 as the IEEE 802 LMSC Policies and Procedures and forward the 
document to AudCom for consideration and IEEE SASB approval.  The First Vice Chair is empowered to 
provide explanations to AudCom regarding the submission. 

Moved Gilb 
Second D’Ambrosia 
Results 11-0-0 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #4.01 

 
* Motion #3 The EC approves the changes in ec-19-0201-00 on slide 6 to the IEEE 802 LMSC Chair's Guidelines. 
Moved Gilb 
Second D’Ambrosia 
Results Approved by voice vote without opposition. 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #4.02  

 
* Motion #4 The EC approves Social Media for announcements related to the 40th Anniversary 
Moved Gilb 
Second D’Ambrosia 
Results Approved by voice vote without opposition. 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #4.02  

 
* Motion #5 Move to authorize the Executive Secretary to  

3) oversee the creation and distribution of 40th Anniversary items: 
•  Shirts, Coins, Lanyards. 

4) Oversee the display of memorabilia items: 
• Potentially have a display case with memorabilia 
• Provide a monitor to display photos provided by members for sharing 

- The cost to provide the above services and items not to exceed $30,000. 
Moved Rosdahl 
Second D’Ambrosia 
Results 7-0-5 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #4.03 

 
* Motion #6 Move to confirm the budget for the Social to be held during the March 2020 IEEE 802 Plenary at the 

George Aquarium not to exceed $90,000 with a $24.99 fee per participant for the event. 
Moved Rosdahl 
Second D’Ambrosia 
Results  
Motion  
Reference Agenda Item #4.03 

 
* Motion #7 Motion to amend Motion #6 to  

• Move to confirm the budget for the Social to be held during the March 2020 IEEE 802 Plenary at 
the George Aquarium not to exceed $90,000. 

• A $24.99 fee per participant for the event will be charged. 
Moved Rosdahl 
Second Stanley 
Results Approved by voice vote without objection 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #4.03 
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* Motion #6 
Amended 

• Move to confirm the budget for the Social to be held during the March 2020 IEEE 802 Plenary at 
the George Aquarium not to exceed $90,000. 

• A $24.99 fee per participant for the event will be charged. 
Moved Rosdahl 
Second D’Ambrosia  
Results Approved by voice vote without objection 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #4.03 

 
* Motion #8 – Move to approve The Hyatt Regency Chicago as the venue location for the March 2022 with the Hyatt 

Regency Jacksonville as an option to be held as an alternate backup.  
– (Room Rate - $179.00; Min F&B $150,000,Mtg Space included in package) 

Moved Rosdahl 
Second Stanley 
Results Approved by voice vote without objection 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #4.04 

 
* Motion #9 – Move to approve either “The Hilton Orlando Disney Springs or the Hilton Buena Vista Palace” hotels 

as the venue location for the March 2023 IEEE 802 Plenary.  
– (Room Rate - $209 (includes resort fee we believe we can negotiate out. Min F&B $150,000;  Mtg 

Space included in package) 
Moved Rosdahl 
Second Stanley 
Results Approved by voice vote without objection 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #4.04 

 
* Motion #10 Conditionally approve sending IEEE P802.15.4z to SA Ballot 

Confirm the CSD for IEEE P802.15.4z in https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/18/ec-18-0085-00-ACSD-802-
15-4z.docx  

Moved Alfvin 
Second Gilb 
Results 8-1-3 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #5.012 

 
* Motion #11 • Approve forwarding P802.16t PAR documentation in https://mentor.ieee.org/802.24/dcn/19/24-19-

0029-06-0000-licensed-narrowband-amendment-par.pdf to NesCom 
• Approve CSD documentation in https://mentor.ieee.org/802.24/dcn/19/24-19-0030-01-0000-

licensed-narrowband-amendment-csd.docx 
Moved Godfrey 
Second Alfvin 
Results 5-3-3 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #5.031 

 
* Motion #12 Approve sending IEEE P802.3cm 400 Gb/s over Multimode Fiber to RevCom.  

Approve CSD documentation in https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/18/ec-18-0078-00-ACSD802-3cm.pdf  
Moved Law 
Second D’Ambrosia 
Results Approved by voice vote without objection 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #5.053 

https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/18/ec-18-0085-00-ACSD-802-15-4z.docx
https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/18/ec-18-0085-00-ACSD-802-15-4z.docx
https://mentor.ieee.org/802.24/dcn/19/24-19-0029-06-0000-licensed-narrowband-amendment-par.pdf
https://mentor.ieee.org/802.24/dcn/19/24-19-0029-06-0000-licensed-narrowband-amendment-par.pdf
https://mentor.ieee.org/802.24/dcn/19/24-19-0030-01-0000-licensed-narrowband-amendment-csd.docx
https://mentor.ieee.org/802.24/dcn/19/24-19-0030-01-0000-licensed-narrowband-amendment-csd.docx
https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/18/ec-18-0078-00-ACSD802-3cm.pdf
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Motion #13 Approve sending P802E-D1.6 to Standards Association Ballot 

P802E Recommended Practice for Privacy Considerations for IEEE 802 Technologies 
Confirm the CSD for P802E in 
https://mentor.ieee.org/privecsg/dcn/15/privecsg-15-0029-00-0000-privacy-ec-sg-csd-proposal.docx  

Moved Parsons 
Second Marks 
Results Approved by voice vote without objection 
Motion Passes 
Reference 5.0408 

 
* Motion #14 Conditionally approve sending IEEE P802.3cq to RevCom 
Moved Law 
Second D’Ambrosia 
Results Passes by voice vote without objection 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #5.056 

 
* Motion #15 Approve sending P802.11ax D6.0 to SA Ballot. 

Confirm the CSD for P802.11ax in https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/14/11-14-0169-02-0hew-ieee-802-
11-hew-sg-proposed-csd.docx 

Moved Stanley 
Second Rosdahl 
Results Approved by voice vote without objection 
Motion Passes 
Reference 5.063 

 
* Motion #16 Approve the formation of 802.15 PAR Study Group on Licensed Narrowband to continue consensus 

building the development of a Project Authorization Request (PAR) and Criteria for Standards 
Development (CSD) responses for an amendment to 802.16 to enable the use of reduced spectral 
bandwidth Physical Layer (PHY). 

Moved Gilb 
Second Marks 
Results  
Motion  
Reference 6.011 

 
* Motion #17 Motion to Table Motion #15 
Moved Rosdahl 
Second Gilb 
Results Approved by voice vote without objection 
Motion Passes 
Reference 6.011 

 
* Motion #18 Grant the second rechartering and six month extension of the IEEE 802.3 Greater than 10 Gb/s Automotive 

Ethernet Electrical PHYs study group 
Moved Law 
Second D’Ambrosia 
Results Passed by voice vote without objection 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #6.063 

 
  

https://mentor.ieee.org/privecsg/dcn/15/privecsg-15-0029-00-0000-privacy-ec-sg-csd-proposal.docx
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* Motion #19 Grant the 1st rechartering of the IEEE 802.3 Multi Gigabit Automotive Optical PHYs Study Group 
Moved Law 
Second D’Ambrosia 
Results Passed by voice vote without objection 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #6.064 

 
* Motion #20 Approve the formation of an 100 Gb/s wavelength Short Reach PHYs Study Group to consider 

development of a Project Authorization Request (PAR) and Criteria for Standards Development (CSD) 
responses for Lower cost, short reach, optical PHYs using 100 Gb/s wavelengths 

Moved Law 
Second D’Ambrosia 
Results Passed by voice vote without objection 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #6.065 

 
* Motion #21 Approve the formation of 802.11 SENS Study Group to consider development of a Project Authorization 

Request (PAR) and Criteria for Standards Development (CSD) responses for WLAN Sensing. 
Moved Stanley 
Second Rosdahl 
Results Passes by voice vote without objection 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #6.071 

 
* Motion #22 Motion to raise Motion #15 from the table. 
Moved Gilb 
Second Law 
Results Approved by voice vote without objection 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #6.011 

 
* Motion #23 Approve the formation of 802.15 Study Group to consider development of a Project Authorization Request 

(PAR) and Criteria for Standards Development (CSD) responses for an amendment to 802.16 to enable the 
use of reduced spectral bandwidth Physical Layer (PHY)and to build consensus.  

Moved Gilb 
Second Mark 
Results Passes by voice vote without objection 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #6.011 

 
* Motion #24 The EC supports the press release in https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/19/11-19-1865-02-0000-press-

release-for-aani.docx  , to be released with editorial changes as deemed necessary. 
Moved Stanley 
Second Rosdahl 
Results 6-1-5 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #7.012 

 
  

https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/19/11-19-1865-02-0000-press-release-for-aani.docx
https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/19/11-19-1865-02-0000-press-release-for-aani.docx
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* Motion #25 Approve http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/liaisonresponse-SG15-LS217-modelling-1119-
v01.pdf  as communication to ITU-T SG15, granting the IEEE 802.1 WG chair (or his delegate) editorial 
license. 

Moved Parsons 
Second Marks 
Results Approved by voice vote without opposition 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #7.078 

 
* Motion #26 Enter into Executive Session for Legal Guidance 
Moved Gilb 
Second Stanley 
Results 10-0-1 
Motion Passes 
Reference Agenda Item #8.085 

 
 

http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/liaisonresponse-SG15-LS217-modelling-1119-v01.pdf
http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/liaisonresponse-SG15-LS217-modelling-1119-v01.pdf
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Introduction


• This document contains the report to the IEEE 802 Executive Committee in 
support of a request for conditional approval to send IEEE P802.11ax 
Draft 6.0 to Sponsor Ballot.


• This document was approved during the plenary session of the 802.11 
working group on 15 November 2019.
• Passed in the Working Group:  62-0-0
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Status Summary


• The TGax Draft went through Five WG Letter Ballots. 
• Draft 3.0 was the first to achieve > 75% needed for an approved draft
• The TG has so far resolved over 15 000 comments received 


on drafts 1.0 to 5.0.
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802.11 WG Letter Ballot Results – P802.11ax


B
allot ID


Ballot Close 
Date Title Ballot Type


Pool


R
eturn


%
R


eturn


A
bstain


%
A


bstain


A
pprove


D
isapprove


%
A


pprove


233 01 July 2018 Technical Letter Ballot 
for TGax Draft 3.0


Technical 303 248 82 4 1.3 211 33 86


238 25 Feb 2019 First Recirculation 
Ballot for TGax draft 
4.0


Recirculation 303 278 91 3 1 253 22 92


244 24 Oct 2019 Second Recirculation 
Ballot for TGax draft 
5.0


Recirculation 303 279 91 4 1.3 258 17 93.8


244.1 LB 191 Post-Ballot vote 
change


303 279 91 4 1.3 261 14 95
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B
allot ID


Ballot Close Date Title Total Number of Comments 
received (Yes and No votes)


233 01 July 2018 Technical Letter Ballot for TGax draft 3.0 2154 (1234 T, 845 E, 45 G)


238 25 Feb 2019 First Recirculation Ballot for TGax draft 4.0 1619 (1194 T, 394 E, 31 G)


244 24 Oct 2019 Second Recirculation Ballot for TGax draft 5.0 558 (385 T, 166 E, 7 G)
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Unsatisfied Technical comments by commenter


November 2019
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Voter LB233 LB238 LB244 Total


Mark Rison (Samsung) 436 578 244 1258
Song-Haur An (Independent) 23 10 16 49
Youhan Kim (Qualcomm) 16 24 6 46
Kaiying Lv (Mediatek) Did not vote Approve 2 2


Andrew Myles (Cisco) Approve Approve 1 1


Tomoko Adachi (Toshiba) 19 11 1 31
Yusuke Tanaka 3 8 1 12
Total 271 1399
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Unsatisfied Technical comments by commenter


November 2019
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Voter LB233 LB238 LB244 Total
Carlos Aldana (Intel) 3 0 0 3
Graham Smith (SR Technologies) 6 0 0 6
Ahmed Reza Hedayat (InterDigital) 1 0 0 1
Mark Hamilton (Ruckus/CommScope) 0 4 0 4
Joseph Levy (InterDigital) 0 6 0 6
Total 10 10 0 20
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Unsatisfied Technical Comments – Topics


Mark Rison (Samsung) – No specific topic
Song-Haur An (Independent) – PHY details
Youhan Kim (Qualcomm) – Resolutions in D4.0 that the editor failed to incorporate in D5.0
Kaiying Lv (Mediatek) – Missing MLME primitives for quiet time feature
Andrew Myles – CCA rules in 6 GHz band to align with ETSI BRAN discussions
Tomoko Adachi (Toshiba) – Detail on channel access parameters related to multi-user 


operation
Yusuke Tanaka – 6 GHz band channelization that better aligns with regulatory bands
Graham Smith (SR Technologies) – Spatial reuse
Ahmed Reza Hedayat (InterDigital) – More efficient preamble for greenfield 6 GHz band
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Unsatisfied comments


The composite of all unsatisfied comments and 
the resolutions approved by the comment 
resolution committee received during working 
group ballot may be found in the embedded 
document on the right:


Double click on the icon to the right to open this.
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LB233 unsatisfied


LB238 unsatisfied


LB244 unsatisfied
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Revision History


			Revision			Date			Description


			0			2018-07-01			Initial export from DB


			1			2018-07-03			Most comments classified into comment groups


			2			2018-07-05			Updated assignement status following telecon. Most comments moved to ad-hocs.


			3			2018-08-17			Updated with approved resolutions from the July session and with tentative resolutions to some editorials


			4			2018-08-23			Edits on D3.1


			5			2018-09-27			Approved resolutions from September session


			6			2018-09-28			Some errors fixed. Some assignments.


			7			2018-10-11			Update after D3.2 editing


			8			2018-10-16			Additional editorials. Some assignment.


			9			2018-10-24			Some assignement


			10			2018-11-07			Additional assignments


			11			2018-11-11			"Resolutions for unassigned". "phy_misc"


			12			2018-11-14			Updated with approved resolutions from Thu AM1 and AM2


			13			2018-11-19			Updated with approved resolutions from PM2 (all resolutions from Nov session now present)


			14			2018-12-11			Updated with editing notest on D3.3


			15			2019-01-14			Contains strawpolled resolutions to date


			16			2019-01-15			Contains strawpolled resolutions through Tuesday AM2


			17			2019-01-16			Contains strawpolled resolutions through Tuesday EVE1


			18			2019-01-17			Contains resolutions through Wednesday


			19			2019-01-17			After Thursday AM1


			20			2019-01-17			During Thursday PM1. Updated some fo the referenced doc revision.


			21			2019-01-17			Fixed some resolutions to refer to the correct document revision


			22			2019-01-18			All comments have approved resolutions


			23			2019-01-29			After edits.


			24			2019-02-01			A few corrections. Corresponds to D4.0.














Comments


			CID			Commenter			LB			Draft			Clause Number(C)			Page(C)			Line(C)			Type of Comment			Part of No Vote			Page			Line			Clause			Duplicate of CID			Resn Status			Assignee			Submission			Motion Number			Comment			Proposed Change			Resolution			Owning Ad-hoc			Comment Group			Ad-hoc Status			Ad-hoc Notes			Edit Status			Edit Notes			Edited in Draft			Last Updated			Last Updated By


			15000			Abhishek Patil			233			3			3.2			36			60			T			N			36.60			60			3.2						V			Yasu Inoue			18/1807r7			782			It is possible that a STA is in coverage range of an OBSS AP that has assigned the same AID value to one of it's associated STA. Therefore, "STA-ID in HE-SIG-B" is not sufficient to identify the desired STA.			STA-ID should be referred to in conjunction with a particular BSS color to identify the user in a particular BSS			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:10:02Z) - Agreed in principle.

CID 15000 is resolved by adopting the proposed change of CID 16130.			EDITOR			Yasu 18/1807 Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-25 19:43:07Z - see #16130			4			2019/1/25 19:43			EDITOR


			15001			Abhishek Patil			233			3			3.2			37			54			T			N			37.54			54			3.2						V			Yasu Inoue			18/1807r7			782			Definition of HE ER SU PHY appears twice			Consolidate the two definitions.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:11:00Z) - Agreed in principle.

TGax Editor:  Please implement the proposed changes in 11-18/1807r7 for CID 15001.			EDITOR			Yasu 18/1807 Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-25 19:47:45Z			4			2019/1/25 19:47			EDITOR


			15002			Abhishek Patil			233			3			3.2			39			27			G			N			39.27			27			3.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1473r2			781			Broadcast TWT one of the main features introduced in 11ax and the term is frequently used thru out the spec. Would be good to provide a definition of the term in clause 3.2			add a definition for broadcast TWT			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:24:09Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution adds the definition as suggested.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1473r2 under all headings that include CID 15002.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15003			Abhishek Patil			233			3			6.3			43			10			T			N			43.10			10			6.3						V			Jae Seung			1252r0			781			The tables in section 6.3 are missing entries for NDP Feedback and HE BSS Load element.			Add rows for NDP Feedback and HE BSS Load element wherever appropriate and consistent with clause 9.3.3			REVISED (MAC: 2018-08-14 22:52:55Z)


Revise.

Agree with the commenter. 

See the proposed text change in 11-18/1252r0			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.1			motion passed						I						3.1			2019/1/17 21:26			EDITOR


			15004			Abhishek Patil			233			3			6.3.7			46			46			T			N			46.46			46			6.3.7						A			Jae Seung			1225r0			781			The description for TWT is unnecessarily long and repetitive. Consolidate the two sentences to one with an OR to cover both conditions. Same comment applies to description on pg 49 (6.3.7.5.2), page 51 (6.3.8.2.2) and page 54 (6.3.8.5.2)			Please replace the text in the description column as: "Specifies the parameters in the TWT element. This parameter is optionally present if dot11TWTOptionActivated is true and the TWT element is present in the Association Request frame that elicited the Association Response frame or the TWT Requester Support field in the HE Capabilities element in the Association Request frame that elicited the Association Response frame is 1; otherwise not present."			ACCEPTED (MAC: 2018-08-14 22:54:15Z)


Accept. 

Agree with the commenter. 

See the proposed text change in 11-18/1252r0.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.1			motion passed						I						3.1			2019/1/17 21:26			EDITOR


			15005			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.2.4.1.10			66			15			E			N			66.15			15			9.2.4.1.10						V			Editor						781			There are 3 purposes that the +HTC/Order subfield serves - in the future there could be more. Remove the 'two purposes" from the text.			Consider changing the sentence to: "It is used for the following purposes:"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:37:28Z) - Correctly quote the baseline here and on the 3rd bullet.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:37:36Z - see #15194			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15006			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.2.4.5.6			68			20			E			N			68.20			20			9.2.4.5.6						V			Editor						781			The equation in Queue Size subfield of QoS Control field is a new addition to baseline spec and should be underlines not strikethru			Remove the strikethru and underline the equation			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 22:02:54Z) - It is underline - the equation stradles the uderline. Anyway, move equation so that it appear above the underline.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 22:04:12Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15007			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.2.4.6.4			71			26			T			N			71.26			26			9.2.4.6.4						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1473r2			781			Control ID 15 is not reserved. Table 9-18a should have an entry for ID 15 (ONES). The spec should have a section to specify the expected behavior. See last row of Table 10-8a.			Add a separate entry for Control ID 15 for ONES and a new subsection 9.2.4.6a.8 to cover the details for ONES			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:26:45Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested changes and adds 10.9 as the subclause that covers its details.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1473r2 under all headings that include CID 15007.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15008			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.2.4.6a.1			71			47			T			N			71.47			47			9.2.4.6a.1						A			Yongho Seok			18/1504r1			781			There is no such thing as HT TB PPDU			Change HT TB PPDU to HE TB PPDU			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 18:50:40Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-05 16:37:24Z - see #16390			3.1			2019/1/17 21:26			EDITOR


			15009			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.2.4.6a.1			72			6			T			N			72.06			6			9.2.4.6a.1						V			Yongho Seok			18/1504r1			781			The TRS subfield is not limited to HE MU PPDU			Change to "... used for the HE MU PPDU, HE ER SU PPDU or HE SU PPDU that solicits the HE TB PPDU."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 18:53:25Z) -Agree in principle. 
(CID 15009, 15863, 17030 are same comment)
All HE PPDUs can carry the TRS Control subfield. 

TGax editor makes changes as shown in the as specified in 11-18/1504r1.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-05 16:42:44Z - see #15863			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15010			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.2.4.6a.2			73			6			G			N			73.06			6			9.2.4.6a.2						J			Jarkko Kneckt			1246r8			685			The field names [UL MU (Data) Disable)] and the description text in the table is misleading. The intention is to inform the AP that the transmitting non-AP STA doesn't want to be triggered (for UL data or any form of UL) - it doesn't matter if the TF is soliciting response just from this STA or from multiple STAs (which includes this STA). The description in table 9-18b suggest that it is applicable to only the MU case. E.g., "All triggered UL MU transmissions are suspended...".			Generalize the description (and perhaps the field names) to indicate that the STA is disabling TB Response or TB Data Transmissions.			REJECTED (MAC: 2018-09-20 21:31:15Z)

 Rejected. 
During the tgax ad hoc meeting 9/6 discussions the group considered that it is better to keep the old names.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15011			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.2.4.6a.2			73			6			T			N			73.06			6			9.2.4.6a.2						V			Jarkko Kneckt			1246r8			781			The combination of 1,1 in Table 9-18b should be reserved. The 3 other combinations cover all possible TB Response scenarios.			Mark the 3rd and 4th column for 1,1 combination as Reserved			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-20 21:32:14Z)


 Revised. The Table 9-18b is modified. When UL MU Disable is 1 the UL MU Data Disable is reserved.   - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/1246r8that are marked with CID 15011.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-04 21:06:01Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15012			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.3.1.9.1			86			4			T			N			86.04			4			9.3.1.9.1						V			Tomoko Adachi			18/1851r3			781			The 1st paragraph on pg 86 covers the RA rules for all BA types except Multi-STA BA. Add a sentence to the end of the paragraph providing reference to 9.3.1.9.7 for RA rules for multi-STA BA			Add the following sentence at the end of the 1st paragraph: "The RA of Multi-STA BA is set as described in 9.3.1.9.7"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:40:29Z) - Agree in principle.  See the instructions to the TGax editor in doc. 11-18/1851r3.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-11 18:30:04Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15013			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.3.1.23			96			21			E			N			96.21			21			9.3.1.23						V			Abhishek Patil			18/1456r8			781			Description of RA field setting for TF is scattered across several paragraphs			Either consolidate all the RA field paragraph to a single paragraph or have individual bullets for each condition (preferred option)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:34:26Z) - Agree with the comment.
TGax editor please make changes as shown in doc 11-18-1456r8 with the tag 15013			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 21:45:33Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15014			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.3.1.23			99			24			E			N			99.24			24			9.3.1.23						A			Editor						781			Update field name to UL STBC. Same comment applies to the field reference on pg 106 line 18 and a few occurances on pg 287. Also fix BW field to UL BW on pg 287.			As in comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 23:36:13Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 23:36:19Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15015			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.3.3.7			111			12			T			N			111.12			12			9.3.3.7						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1698r1			782			In Table 9-30, for the row corresponding to TWT, the first two paragraph under the Notes column seem to contradict each other. The first para says "is present" while the second says "is optionally present". Same comment applies to Table 9-32 (section 9.3.3.9)			Change the first two paragraph as follows:
"The TWT element is present if dot11TWTOptionActivated is true and the TWT element is present in the Association Request frame that elicited this Association Response frame.
The TWT element is optionally present if dot11HEOptionImplemented and dot11TWTOptionActivated are both true and the TWT Requester Support field in the HE Capabilities element in the Association Request frame that elicited this Association Response frame is 1."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:25:12Z) - Agree with the comment. Proposed changes are incorporated in the proposed resolution. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1698r0 under all headings that include CID 15015.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1698 Misc Part 2									I						4			2019/1/24 18:34			EDITOR


			15016			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.3.3.11			114			39			T			N			114.39			39			9.3.3.11						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1698r1			782			Negotiation Type = 2 covers broadcast  mgmt frame case while = 3 covers individually addressed case. Since this is a broadcast probe response frame, Negotiation Type = 3 doesn't apply. Therefore Broadcast field = 1 doesn't apply here. Same comment for FILS Discovery frame Pg 181 ln 60			Replace the "Broadcast field of the TWT element is 1." to "Negotiation Type field of the TWT element is 2."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:25:25Z) - Agree with the comment. Proposed changes are incorporated in the proposed resolution. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1698r0 under all headings that include CID 15016.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1698 Misc Part 2									I						4			2019/1/24 18:34			EDITOR


			15017			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.4.1.17			115			50			E			N			115.50			50			9.4.1.17						V			Editor						781			Specifying AP-side action in the non-AP STA side paragraph is confusing and should be moved under the AP section.			The text "An HE AP sets the More Data Ack subfield to 1 to indicate that it can generate individually addressed Ack, BlockAck, and Multi-STA BlockAck frames with the More Data bit in the Frame Control field equal to 1; otherwise the AP sets the More Data Ack subfield to 0. For non-HE APs, the More Data Ack subfield is reserved." is related to the modified Fig 9-82 and should be moved before the text "The format of the QoS Info field, when sent by the non-AP STA, is defined in Figure 9-83." - see in baseline spec (802.11-2016 pg 740). The last sentence on HE TDLS STAs should be made as a separate paragraph (last paragraph)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 16:55:27Z) - As suggested. In addition, delete the sentence "For APs, the More Data Ack subfield is reserved" in the last paragraph and add a sentence "For a non-HE AP, the More Data Ack subfield is reserved" to the new 7th paragraph.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 16:56:30Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15018			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.4.1.53			116			7			E			N			116.07			7			9.4.1.53						A			Editor						781			Table reference in section 9.4.1.53 is incorrect - should be 9-74			As in comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 16:57:59Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 16:58:04Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15019			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.4.1.53			117			4			E			N			117.04			4			9.4.1.53						A			Editor						781			There is no field call Operating Control			Update the field name to Operating Mode			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 16:59:50Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 16:59:54Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15020			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.4.1.62			120			30			T			N			120.30			30			9.4.1.62						V			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			781			The description of Sounding Dialog Token Number is incorrect - it is a copy of the previous row (copy-paste error)			Provide the correct description for Sounding Dialog Token Number field			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 01:34:05Z) - change to "Set to the same value as the Sounding Dialog Token Number field in the corresponding HE NDP Announcement frame."			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 19:34:40Z- see #15876			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15021			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.4.2.1			129			55			E			N			129.55			55			9.4.2.1						A			Editor						781			Provide section reference for HE BSS Load element			As in comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 17:23:24Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 17:23:27Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15022			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.4.2.6			130			27			T			N			130.27			27			9.4.2.6						V			Laurent Cariou			1497r2			781			Remove FILS Discovery frame from line 27. The additional rules cover the DTIM Control field being reserved on line 36			As in comment			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 05:05:37Z)

Revised – agree with the comment. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1497r2.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			Not all comments tagged since editing instructions in 18/1467r2 do not always identify a specific comment.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15023			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.4.2.37			134			1			T			N			134.01			1			9.4.2.37						V			Yongho Seok			18/1227r14			793			Add a bit to indicate that the reported neighbor is a co-located BSS. This will be useful for discovery of a co-located ER BSS or 6GHz BSS			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 16:41:46Z) - Agree with the comment. Apply the changes as proposed in 11-18/1227r14.			EDITOR			Laurent 18/1227 6 GHz Discovery									I						4			2019/1/24 21:59			EDITOR


			15024			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.4.2.139			137			27			T			N			137.27			27			9.4.2.139						V			Yongho Seok			18/1780r5			781			A receiving non-HE STA will interpret B1-B2 as reserved so the first sentence in the 2nd paragraph should cover both transmitter and receiver case. Currently it covers only the transmitter case.			Change the first sentence of the second paragraph as follows:
"The HE Fragmentation Operation subfield is reserved when either the transmitter or the receiver is a non-HE STA."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:44:18Z) - “The HE Fragmentation Operation subfield is reserved when transmitted by a non-HE STA.”
This sentence is not needed because a new field defined in following amendment can be ued only for the new device. 

TGax editor removes the following sentence (subclause 9.4.2.139, P144 L1) from TGax Draft 3.2. 
“If transmitted by a non-HE STA, the HE Fragmentation Operation subfield is reserved.”			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-11 20:53:48Z - I take this as an instruction to remove the offending sententence.			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15025			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.4.2.200			139			44			T			N			139.44			44			9.4.2.200						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			1465r1			781			Reference to Broadcast field is made before the field is actual defined (which happens on pg 140 on line 47). Also the description of TWT Parameters occurs before description of fields in Control field.			Move the paragraph on pg 139 and Figures 9-589av1 and 9-589av2 after Table 9-262j1 (i.e., after all the fields of Control field have been described which includes Negotiation Type field).			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-21 23:51:44Z)


Revised –

Agree in principle with the comment. Moved as suggested.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1465r1 under all headings that include CID 15025.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-05 20:11:57Z - Resolution should be ACCEPTED			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15026			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.4.2.200			141			56			T			N			141.56			56			9.4.2.200						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1698r1			782			Since the TWT Parameter set for Broadcast TWT and Individual TWT are now defined to be independent, the subfields in the Request Type field need not be overload.			Define a variant of Request Type field for Broadcast TWT (i.e., when Negotiation Type = 2 or 3) with the field names and feature descriptions that only apply to B-TWT (e.g., see Fig 9-740b and Fig 9-52h). Also, remove the overloaded spec text - e.g., Implicit field and its description doesn't apply to B-TWT (see pg 144 line 30). Update other sections accordingly.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:25:37Z) - Agree with the comment. Similar comments that were addressed in the September F2F meeting lead to comment resolutions that are inline with these proposed changes. The proposed resolution is the same as for those CIDs.

Note to editor: These changes are already present in D3.2. As such no further changes are needed for this CID. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1465r1 under all headings that include CID 15025.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1698 Misc Part 2									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 18:35:00Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/24 18:35			EDITOR


			15027			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.4.2.200			141			60			T			N			141.60			60			9.4.2.200						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1698r1			782			RAW mechanism doesn't apply to HE STAs. TWT Schedule STA sets the TWT Protection field to 0. A TWT Scheduling AP sets the field to 1 if it enables NAV protection. Is there a need to have such explicit signaling? AP can enable NAV protection anytime it wants.			TWT Protection field doesn't apply to broadcast TWT and can be set to reserved for broadcast TWT.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:25:47Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Protected TWT field is not present in broadcast TWT, as per D3.2, as such these protection mechanisms do not apply to this case. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1698r0 under all headings that include CID 15027.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1698 Misc Part 2									I						4			2019/1/24 18:34			EDITOR


			15028			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.4.2.200			141			26			E			N			141.26			26			9.4.2.200						A			Editor						781			Incorrect section reference			Change reference to 27.7.6. Also fix reference on pg 146 line 7			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:42:59Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:43:04Z - both locations			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15029			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.4.2.200			141			33			E			N			141.33			33			9.4.2.200						A			Editor						781			What is an MGMT frame?			Change MGMT to Management. Also fix occurance on line 43			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:44:16Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:44:19Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15030			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.4.2.200			146			44			T			N			146.44			44			9.4.2.200						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			1465r1			781			The Broadcast TWT Persistence Exponent (Ex) and Broadcast TWT Persistence Mantissa (Mn) together signal the number of beacons after which this schedule may change (see pg 146 of D3.0) = (Mn+1) x 2^Ex. However, this combination is not suitable to represent all possible values. For example, if Mn = all 1s (i.e., 255) and Ex=011 (i.e., 2), the current value = (255+1)x2^2 = 1024 TBTTs. The value after the next TBTT would be 1023 which cannot be represented.			Instead of representing the value in terms of an exponent, redefine the field such that the interval is represented in a linear scale in terms of BIs or DTIMs (e.g., 8 bits represents 255 DTIMs). 8-bits may be sufficient for this purpose and the remaining bits should be marked as reserved.			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-21 23:52:42Z)


Revised –

Agree in principle with the comment. Fixed the issue as suggested.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1465r1 under all headings that include CID 15030.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15031			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.4.2.200			147			23			T			N			147.23			23			9.4.2.200						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			1465r1			781			TWT Channel field is not present in Broadcast TWT Parameter Set field (Fig 9-589av2). Hence the last sentence of the paragraph doesn't apply.			Delete the sentence: "The TWT Channel field is not present when the Broadcast field has the value 1."			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-21 23:53:33Z)


Revised –

Agree in principle with the comment. Not certain what the technical motivation is to not have it in the broadcast TWT case but it indeed does not show in the broadcast case. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1465r1 under all headings that include CID 15031.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15032			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.4.2.200			147			62			T			N			147.62			62			9.4.2.200						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			1465r1			781			An S1G STA is not a TWT scheduling STA			Delete scheduling STA from the first bullet			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-21 23:54:22Z)


Revised –

Agree in principle with the comment. Accounted for the suggestion.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1465r1 under all headings that include CID 15032.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15033			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.4.2.237			154			30			T			N			154.30			30			9.4.2.237						V			Yasu Inoue			18/1808r1			781			UL 2├ù996-tone RU Support is reserved for AP			Add sentence to indicate that the field is reserved for AP			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:48:46Z) - Agreed in principle.

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-18/1808r1 for CID 15033.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-11 21:21:34Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15034			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.4.2.237			154			38			T			N			154.38			38			9.4.2.237						V			Yasu Inoue			18/1808r1			781			OM Control UL MU Data Disable RX Support is reserved for non-AP STA			Add sentence to indicate that the field is reserved for a non-AP STA			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:49:21Z) - Agreed in principle.

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-18/1808r1 for CID 15034.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-11 21:21:40Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15035			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.4.2.237			162			50			E			N			162.50			50			9.4.2.237						V			Editor						781			Normative 'shall' in clause 9. Similarly 'may' occurs on pg 173, 179, 183 and 191. Please update the sentences to declarative text.			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 20:44:45Z) - Change "20 MHz only STA shall set to 0" to "A 20 MHz-only non-AP HE STA sets this to 0". Other suggested changes are technical.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 20:46:23Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15036			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.4.2.238			168			44			T			N			168.44			44			9.4.2.238						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1473r2			781			Does TWT Required subfield = 1 mean a STA is also required to setup Wake TBTT SP with the AP?			Please clarify			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:24:28Z) - The TWT Required subfield is set to 1 to indicate requirement on operating in the role of either TWT requesting STA (described in 27.7.2 (Individual TWT agreements)) or in the role of a TWT scheduled STA (described in 27.7.3 (Broadcast TWT operation). Wake TBTT is described in 27.7.6 (Negotiation of wake TBTT and wake interval) which is an independent subclause part. To make this clearer the proposed resolution is to replace “, as described in” with “by following the rules defined in”

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1473r2 under all headings that include CID 15036.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15037			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.4.2.239			170			34			E			N			170.34			34			9.4.2.239						J			Editor						781			EOCWmin and EOCWmax indicate the exponent of the OCWmin and OCWmax values respectively.			Change the sentence to: "The EOCWmin subfield indicates the exponent of the minimum value of OCW ...". Apply similar change for EOCWmax value. See EDCA Parameter Set element as example			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 20:55:24Z) - They are encoded as exponents (more accurately exponents of 2 minus one) but they indicate the min and max values. Encode = how the meaning is represented. Indicates = meaning assigned to the field.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 20:56:59Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15038			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.6.8.36			183			50			T			N			183.50			50			9.6.8.36						V			Jae Seung			18/1867r0			781			FD frame may carry OPS element. Description of OPS is missing			Add description for OPS element			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:49:53Z) - agree with the comment. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1867r0.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-03 18:43:03Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15039			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.6.13.2			184			24			E			N			184.24			24			9.6.13.2						A			Editor						781			There is no such field as 'Triggered subfield'. Comment also applies to line 56 on the same page			Replace 'Triggered subfield' with 'Trigger subfield'			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 22:00:20Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 22:00:24Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15040			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.6.25			186			25			T			N			186.25			25			9.6.25						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1696r1			781			Since HE STAs can use TWT Teardown frame, in baseline spec, under section "9.6.25.1 (Unprotected S1G Action field)", either delete or update the following sentence: "Several Action frame formats are defined to support S1G functionality."			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:16:49Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution is to remove the sentence, like its absence in the S1G Action field subclause. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1696r1 under all headings that include CID 15040.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-03 19:01:15Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15041			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.6.25.9			186			33			T			N			186.33			33			9.6.25.9						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1696r1			781			Separate sentence for Negotiation Type = 3 is mixed with the one for Negotation Type = 0 & 1.			Replace the first paragraph as follows: "The TWT Flow field contains the TWT Flow Identifier or Broadcast TWT ID field, Negotiation Type field, and reserved bit(s). If the Negotiation Type field is 0 or 1, the format TWT Flow field is as shown in Figure 9-740b. If the Negotiation Type subfield is 3, the format of TWT Flow field is as shown in Figure 9-740b1."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:17:15Z) - Agree with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested changes.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1696r1 under all headings that include CID 15041.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-03 18:58:14Z - Removed statement "The TWT Flow field contains…" since it repeats information in the figures.			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15042			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.6.25.9			186			49			E			N			186.49			49			9.6.25.9						V			Editor						781			Both figures in this section have the same number. The first figure number should remain unchanged (i.e., 9-740b)			Replace the Figure number to 9-740b			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 22:01:15Z) - Change second figure to 9-740b2			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 22:01:33Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15043			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.6.25.9			186			33			T			N			186.33			33			9.6.25.9						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1696r1			781			What is the expected behavior or format when Negotiation Type field is = 2			Add a sentence to indicate that Negotiation Type = 2 is reserved or not allowed since this is a unicast frame			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:17:06Z) - Agree with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for one of the suggested changes (i.e., it is reserved).

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1696r1 under all headings that include CID 15043			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-03 19:01:20Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15044			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.6.25.12			187			18			T			N			187.18			18			9.6.25.12						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1473r2			781			TWT Information frame can be sent any time if both sides support flexible TWT (see 27.7.4.4). Baseline spec (802.11ah 2016 pg 212, section 9.6.25.12) indicates that this frame can only be exchanged when there is existing TWT agreement.			Section 9.6.25.12 in baseline spec needs to be updated to indicate that this frame can be sent even when there is no TWT agreement.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:24:44Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution amends baseline to indicate that it can be sent to another STA that has indicated support of its reception.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1473r2 under all headings that include CID 15044.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15045			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.6.28.2			188			19			E			N			188.19			19			9.6.28.2						V			Editor						781			Provide section reference to HE MIMO Control field			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 22:03:19Z) - Add (see 9.4.1.62 (HE MIMO Control field))			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 22:03:54Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15046			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.6.28.3			189			7			T			N			189.07			7			9.6.28.3						V			ChaoChun Wang			18/1855r4			782			The frame format doesn't need to get into the details of the content of the element carried in that frame. As such, delete the second sentence in the fourth paragraph of 9.6.28.3			Replace the fourth paragraph of this section as: "The Quiet Time Period element is always present in the frame."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:09:16Z) - TGax editor, please make changes as shown in document 11-18/1855r4 under CID 15046			EDITOR			ChaoChun 18/1855 QTP									I						4			2019/1/24 19:25			EDITOR


			15047			Abhishek Patil			233			3			9.6.28.4			189			14			T			N			189.14			14			9.6.28.4						V			Yasu Inoue			18/1867r0			781			OPS frame doesn't carry Vendor Specific element			Add a sentence at the end of the section that says "No Vendor Specific element is present in the OPS frame"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 02:09:18Z) - Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1867r0			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-03 18:43:09Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15048			Abhishek Patil			233			3			10.9			213			24			E			N			213.24			24			10.9						A			Editor						781			No such field as HE Capabilities Information field - same comment on pg 262 line 49 and pg 359 (several locations).			Fix field name to HE MAC Capabilities field			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 22:59:15Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 22:59:19Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15049			Abhishek Patil			233			3			10.9			213			34			E			N			213.34			34			10.9						A			Editor						781			The following sentences "A STA that has dot11HEMCSFeedbackOptionImple-mented greater than zero shall set dot11HEControlFieldOptionImplemented to true. An HE STA that has dot11RDResponderOptionImplemented equal to true shall set dot11HEControlFieldOptionImplemented to true." can be consolidated with the previous sentence			Change the previous sentence to: "A STA that has at least one of dot11HEULMUResponseSchedulingOptionImplemented, dot11OMIOptionImplemented, dot11HEBSRControlImplemented, dot11HEBQRControlImplemented, dot11RDResponderOptionImplemented, dot11SRResponderOptionImplemented equal to true or has dot11HEMCSFeedbackOptionImplemented greater than zero shall set dot11HEControlFieldOptionImplemented to true." and remove the cited sentences.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-13 21:47:12Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-13 21:47:16Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15050			Abhishek Patil			233			3			10.24.10.1			229			18			T			N			229.18			18			10.24.10.1						V			George Cherian			18/1777r1			781			The section is about GCR therefore, the paragraph in 10.24.10.1 can be deleted. If the group decided to keep the paragraph, change the AND to OR. AP should be allowed to send a GCR MU BAR to a STA that either supports Robust AV Streaming or GCR-BA			Either delete the paragraph or replace 'and' with 'or'			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:14:22Z) - Agree in principle. It should be OR instead of AND

TGax editor shall incorporate changes in 11-18-1777-01-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-06 22:02:43Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15051			Abhishek Patil			233			3			10.24.10.3			230			1			E			N			230.01			1			10.24.10.3						J			Editor						781			The instructions to baseline editor are incomplete. The new figure and text should appear after figure 10-36			Change the instruction to: "Insert the following paragraph and associated figure after Figure 10-36"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:18:52Z) - The context is clear based on the instruction position relative to the changed prevous paragraph. Figures cannot be used as reference points (except for instruction that apply to the figure) as they float.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:19:59Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15052			Abhishek Patil			233			3			10.24.10.3			230			42			T			N			230.42			42			10.24.10.3						A			George Cherian			18/1777r1			781			The title for figure 10-36a is same as that for figure 10-36. Change the title to say GCR-MU BAR			As in comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:14:49Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-06 21:56:46Z - I'm assuming the instruction should not be taken literally (i.e., title the figure "GCR-MU BAR"). Change the figure title to "Example of a frame exchange with GCR MU-BAR Trigger frames"			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15053			Abhishek Patil			233			3			10.28.2			231			54			E			N			231.54			54			10.28.2						V			Editor						781			The instructions to baseline editor are ambiguous.			Change the instruction to: "Insert the following paragraph as the second paragraph".			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:23:41Z) - Instructions to the TGax editor by the task group in the approved resolution that added this paragraph where not clear. Change to "Insert the following after the 1st paragraph" (try not to use "as the second" since this becomes ambiguous with later amendments)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:25:49Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15054			Abhishek Patil			233			3			11.1.3.8			237			16			T			N			237.16			16			11.1.3.8						V			Abhishek Patil			1320r4			781			Add non-AP HE STA along with FILS STA to the second sentence in the first paragraph			Change the second sentence as: "Implementation of the Multiple BSSID capability is mandatory for a FILS STA and non-AP HE STA."			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-21 23:10:48Z)

Revised
Agree with the comment. Text updated as suggested by the comment
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1320r2 for CID 15054			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15055			Abhishek Patil			233			3			11.1.3.8			237			38			E			N			237.38			38			11.1.3.8						V			Editor						781			Either underline the paragraph starting line 53 or provide instructions to the baseline editor to replace the strikethru paragraph			Add instructions to baseline editor as: "Replace paragraph starting with "The nontransmitted BSSID profile shall ..." with the following paragraph: "			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:38:54Z) - Update markup so that there is an instruction per paragraph: "Change the 1st paragraph as follows:", "Replace the 2nd paragarph with the following:" and "Change the 3rd paragraph as follows:"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:44:37Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15056			Abhishek Patil			233			3			11.1.3.8			237			60			T			N			237.60			60			11.1.3.8						V			Abhishek Patil			1320r4			781			The Beacon frame of a multiple AP can carry a partial list of nontransmitted BSSIDs without any guarantee as to which Beacon includes a particular profile.			Spec should provide rule to make the behavior deterministic.			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-21 23:17:43Z)


Revised

Agree with the comment. Baseline spec (REVmd D1.4) has removed the ambiguity by adding a bit to Extended Capabilities element to signal if the AP is advertising complete or partial list of nonTxBSSID profiles. An HE AP shall provide such indication to its associated STAs so that there is no ambiguity.

REVmd also provides a mechanism for APs to advertise the number of active BSSIDs in the set (via the Active BSSID Count element). With this information, an unassociated non-AP STA can determine how many nonTxBSSIDs it has discovered so far if the AP is advertising a partial list. This element is now extended in this contribution to include the periodicity with which the AP advertises nonTxBSSID profiles. The periodicity value would let unassociated STAs know how many beacons they need to receive in order to discover all the active BSSIDs in the set.

Further, the contribution defines a new element which an unassociated STAs can include in its probe request frame to indicate the profiles that it has already discovered. An HE AP that receives a probe request which includes this element shall include the missing profiles in its probe response frame.

From associated STA point of view, it is critical that the profile is present during it’s associated BSS’s DTIM beacon. This contribution addresses by recommending a multi-BSS HE AP to includes a profile during the associated BSS’s DTIM beacon. This is mandatory if there is a change in the profile. With this, associated STAs can determine when to expect the profile of its associated BSS in the Beacon frame and check if there is any change to the profile. 

Another fix relates to the straddling of a profile across to the next multiple BSSID element in the frame. This contribution adds a rule that an HE AP shall not split an element across more than one Multiple BSSID element in the frame. 

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1320r4 for CID 15056			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-05 16:23:05Z - Not completely implemented. A conflict with the  replaced 2nd paragraph in 11.1.3.8 needs to be resolved.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15057			Abhishek Patil			233			3			11.1.4.3.2			238			30			T			N			238.30			30			11.1.4.3.2						V			Abhishek Patil			11-18/1266r6			781			The active scanning procedure should include UORA as one of the access procedure			Update section 11.1.4.3.2 to include UORA as another access mechanism using which unassociated STAs can send a probe request frame to an AP			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:41:11Z)
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1266r3 for CID 15057			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15058			Abhishek Patil			233			3			11.1.4.3.4			238			55			T			N			238.55			55			11.1.4.3.4						V			Abhishek Patil			1320r4			781			11ax changes to item g and addition of item l to section 11.1.4.3.4 cover the case of a multiple BSSID capable FILS STA. Remove duplicate rules.			Delete the paragraph from baseline spec that covers Multiple BSSID FILS STA (802.11ai 2016 pg 101). Also delete the last sentence of the second paragraph on pg 102 of 802.11ai 2016 spec.			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-21 23:13:41Z)

Revised
Agree with the comment. Text updated as suggested by the comment
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1320r2 for CID 15058			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15059			Abhishek Patil			233			3			11.2.3.17			241			27			T			N			241.27			27			11.2.3.17						V			Laurent Cariou			11-18/1496r1			781			Modification of MU-EDCA parameter should be one of the triggers for incrementing Check Beacon			Add a bullet to cover modification of MU-EDCA parameters element			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:22:10Z)
Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1496r1			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15060			Abhishek Patil			233			3			11.3.3			241			34			T			N			241.34			34			11.3.3						V			Abhishek Patil			11-18/1266r6			781			Since unassociated STAs that support UORA are expected to receive and decode Basic Trigger frame, Basic TF should be added to the list of Class 1 frames.			As in comment			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:41:47Z)
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1266r6 for CID 15060			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15061			Abhishek Patil			233			3			11.24.2.7			243			22			E			N			243.22			22			11.24.2.7						A			Editor						781			Provide section reference to 27.16.2.2.2 at the end of the paragraph			Add "(see 27.16.2.2.2)" at the end of the second sentence of this paragraph			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-13 23:12:29Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-13 23:12:32Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15062			Abhishek Patil			233			3			11.24.2.8			243			24			T			N			243.24			24			11.24.2.8						V			Yongho Seok			18/1780r5			781			Spec should define rules to prevent abuse. For example, define rules to prevent a STA from sending frequent event report frames and/or blocking all 63 colors. Also clarify if a STA can cancel its previous report and enable SR on the reported color			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:44:55Z) - Agree in principle. 

The AP uses only the most recently received BSS color in use event report. 
And, use the BSS color value 0 to cancel the previously sent BSS color in use event report. 

TGax editor makes changes as shown in the as specified in 11-18/1780r5.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15063			Abhishek Patil			233			3			11.24.7.1			243			61			E			N			243.61			61			11.24.7.1						A			Editor						781			Underline spec text which is additions to baseline text			Underline "that is not a non-AP HE STA."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-13 23:22:02Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-13 23:22:06Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15064			Abhishek Patil			233			3			11.24.7.5			244			28			T			N			244.28			28			11.24.7.5						V			Jae Seung			18/1987r3			800			Change to normative text			Update the first paragraph of this section to remove any declarative text.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 14:47:30Z) - Normative text should be included in the Clause.

Changed the text accordingly.

See the proposed text change in 11-18/1987r3			EDITOR			Jae Seung 18/1987 MAC Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 23:29:07Z			4			2019/1/28 23:29			EDITOR


			15065			Abhishek Patil			233			3			11.24.7.5			244			33			T			N			244.33			33			11.24.7.5						V			Jae Seung			18/1987r2			800			The second paragraph is making reference to fields within ESS Report element without explicitly mentioning ESS Report element.			Change the second paragraph to: "The Planned ESS subfield in the ESS Information field of the ESS Report element indicates ..."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 14:47:43Z) - Changed the text accordingly.

See the proposed text change in 11-18/1987r3			EDITOR			Jae Seung 18/1987 MAC Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 23:29:12Z			4			2019/1/28 23:29			EDITOR


			15066			Abhishek Patil			233			3			14.2.3			247			7			E			N			247.07			7			14.2.3						V			Editor						781			Incorrect section reference			The reference should be 14.2.4			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-13 23:28:21Z) - it is the subclause that is incorrectly numbered. Correct number to 14.2.4			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-13 23:29:50Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15067			Abhishek Patil			233			3			14.2.7			247			46			E			N			247.46			46			14.2.7						A			Editor						781			Bullet f already exists - change to e1			As in comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-13 23:31:09Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-13 23:31:13Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15068			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.2.6			261			1			E			N			261.01			1			27.2.6						V			Editor						781			The section has several variants of the field EDCA Parameter Set Update Count. Since this is a field name and the 1st letter in each word should be upper case. Similarly there is no field called EDCA Parameter Set Update Count Values or EDCA Parameter Values.			Fix all occurances to be 'EDCA Parameter Set Update Count'. Values should be lower case v.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 17:46:33Z) - 
Change  "HE STAs update the MIB attributes and store the EDCA Parameter Set update count value of the received QoS Info field" to "When updating its MIB attributes, an HE STA stores the value of the EDCA Parameter Set Update Count subfield in the QoS Info field of the received EDCA Parameter Set element."

Change the subsequent paragraph to "An HE STA shall check the EDCA Parameter Set Update Count subfield value in the QoS Info field of all the QoS Capability element it receives in Beacon frames against the stored value to determine if the HE STA is using the current EDCA and MU EDCA parameters. If the EDCA Parameter Set Update Count subfield value is different from the stored value, then the HE STA shall send a Probe Request frame to the AP to solicit an update." This moves "all" from beacons to the element (the STA must check all QoS Capability elements in receives, not receive all beacons). The required operation is a check of the received value against the stored value and not a "use" of the value. The STA solicits an update, it does not query for an update (there is nothing in the Probe Request that does they querying).			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 17:53:15Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15069			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.2.6			261			16			E			N			261.16			16			27.2.6						V			Editor						781			The sentence on line 16 should be the first sentence of this section			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 17:54:59Z) - Move and correct tense: "change that has received" to "that receives"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 17:55:34Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15070			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.5.1.2			278			32			E			N			278.32			32			27.5.1.2						V			Editor						781			Organize the second and third paragraph to separate out AP and STA actions			Move the content starting "If an AP sets te TXVECTOR parameter STA_ID_LIST to match the 11..." in the second paragraph to a separate paragraph to cover all non-AP STA side actions. Consolidate the third paragraph "An MPDU of an HE MU PPDU sent in.. " with the second paragraph so that all AP-side actions are in one paragraph			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 21:53:33Z) - Separate as suggested. In addition, since the seprated sentence is a receive requirement, rewrite in terms of RXVECTOR, i.e., change to "A non-AP STA that receives an HE MU PPDU where the RXVECTOR parameter STA_ID_LIST includes an element that matches the 11 LSBs of the non-AP STA’s AID may disregard any broadcast RU in the same HE MU PPDU"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 21:54:33Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15071			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.5.2			279			11			T			N			279.11			11			27.5.2						J			Zhou Lan			18/1887r3			782			How long is a BQR valid?			Please clarify			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:24:08Z) - The comment asks for clarification of how long a BQR report is valid. This is a implementation issue. One option can be a BQR that is valid from the moment that BQR is transmitted till the next time the same STA starts to transmit an updated BQR. 

Clarfied as in the above text. No further text changes are needed.			EDITOR			Zhou 18/1887 27.5									N									2019/1/25 19:54			EDITOR


			15072			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.5.2			279			14			E			N			279.14			14			27.5.2						V			Editor						781			It is hard to quantify 'efficient way'.			Remove the term 'efficient way'. Change the sentence to: "A non-AP STA may send Bandwidth Query Reports (BQRs) to assist its AP in allocating UL MU resources." As an example, see 27.5.3.6 (BSR).			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 21:57:58Z) - Change to "A non-AP STA may send bandwidth query reports (BQRs) to assist its AP in allocating DL MU and UL MU resources"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 21:58:20Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15073			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.5.2			279			25			E			N			279.25			25			27.5.2						V			Editor						781			There is only one condition.			Consolidate the bullet with the main paragraph			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:00:35Z) - Delete intro sentence and promote bullet to full paragraph			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:00:59Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15074			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.5.2			279			34			T			N			279.34			34			27.5.2						V			Zhou Lan			11-18/1515r4			781			STA can't provide unsolicited BQR in response to an NFRP. Same applies to BSR (27.5.3.6 pg 294 Note 1)			Add NFRP to the exclusion list for BQR and BSR			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:45:35Z)
TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1515r4 under all headings that include CID 15074.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-05 17:07:55Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15075			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.5.2			279			43			T			N			279.43			43			27.5.2						V			Zhou Lan			11-18/1515r4			781			Remove the 1st bullet (on line 43). The first sentence of the paragraph (line 39) covers that case that AP solicites BQR only from the STAs that support it.			Delete the first bullet and expand the first sentence of the paragraph to capture the bit field details.			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:46:20Z)
TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1515r4 under all headings that include CID 15075.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-05 17:09:37Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:26			EDITOR


			15076			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.5.2			279			40			E			N			279.40			40			27.5.2						A			Editor						781			Incorrect section reference			Change reference to 9.3.1.23.7. Similarly on pg 294 line 27, change reference to 9.3.1.23.5			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:05:48Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:05:52Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15077			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.5.2			279			49			E			N			279.49			49			27.5.2						J			Editor						781			Clarify '12 LSBs of the STA's AID' - to be consistent with the rest of the spec			Add "12 LSBs of the" before STA's AID			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:07:21Z) - Unnecessary since the AID is represented by at most 12 bits.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:08:07Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15078			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.5.2			279			60			T			N			279.60			60			27.5.2						V			Zhou Lan			11-18/1515r4			781			Add a note that says AP doesn't sent BQRP to a STA that has set UL MU Disabled = 1 in the most recent OM Control subfield. Similar note is needed for MU-RTS. As an example, see Note 3 in 27.5.3.6 (BSRP)			Add a note: "An AP does not send a BQRP Trigger frame containing the 12 LSBs of the AID of the STA that sets the UL MU Disable field to 1."			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:46:56Z)
TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1515r4 under all headings that include CID 15078.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-05 17:15:35Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15079			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.5.3.1			280			47			T			N			280.47			47			27.5.3.1						A			Liwen Chu			18/2040r6			782			Device class applies to a non-AP STA			Change to "If a non-AP HE STA indicates ..."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 16:57:17Z)

CID 16592 resolution already makes the change requested by 15079. No further change is needed.			EDITOR			Liwen 18/2040 Misc									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 22:55:58Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/24 22:56			EDITOR


			15080			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.5.3.1			280			27			E			N			280.27			27			27.5.3.1						A			Editor						781			The capability to support MU should be mentioned before the Partial or Full Bandwidth support			Move the 4th and 5th paragraph as 2nd and 3rd paragraph			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:20:04Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:20:08Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15081			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.5.3.1			280			34			E			N			280.34			34			27.5.3.1						A			Editor						781			Paragraph 6 & 7 specify the rules under which an AP does not solicit a response from certain STAs. Section 27.5.3.2.1 covers such rules and two paragraphs should be moved under this section			As in comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:22:46Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:22:51Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15082			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.5.3.2.1			281			12			T			N			281.12			12			27.5.3.2.1						V			Liwen Chu			18/1320r4			781			First bullet should also capture the multiple BSSID case where the STA is associated with nonTxBSSID and supports receiving a multi-BSS TF from TxBSSID			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-09-28 16:05:49Z) - 
Agree with the comment. A new bullet was added to cover the multiple BSSID case.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1320r2 for CID 15082			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15083			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.5.3.2.2			282			24			E			N			282.24			24			27.5.3.2.2						V			Editor						781			Typo - should be solicited not soliciting. AP's TF needs to meet the padding requirement specified by the 'solicited' non-AP STA.			Change text to: 'solicited non-AP STA'			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:30:12Z) - Agree in principle. Change to read: "An AP transmitting a PPDU that contains a Trigger frame or frame containing a TRS Control subfield soliciting a response from a non-AP STA shall ensure that the duration of the PPDU that follows BSYM is greater than or equal MinTrigProcTime indicated by the non-AP STA"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:30:47Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15084			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.5.3.2.3			284			7			T			N			284.07			7			27.5.3.2.3						A			Liwen Chu			18/1487r3			782			TRS Control subfield solicits response from a single STA. Change plural STAs to single STA.			Change the second sentence to: "An AP shall not set any subfields of a TRS Control subfield to a value that is not supported by the recipient STA of the TRS Control subfield."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 13:09:53Z)			EDITOR			Liwen 18/1487 27.5.3.2.3									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 22:02:55Z			4			2019/1/24 22:02			EDITOR


			15085			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.5.3.2.3			284			18			E			N			284.18			18			27.5.3.2.3						A			Editor						781			Split the paragraph to cover RU location and RU allocation portions as separate paragraphs			Split the paragraph at the content starting "An AP may indicate an unassigned RU by ...".			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 14:57:32Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 14:57:36Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15086			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.5.3.3			286			16			E			N			286.16			16			27.5.3.3						J			Editor						781			Sentences having double negations can be confusing and hard to follow. Please restructure the sentence. Same comment for pg 282 line 64.			As in comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 22:11:20Z) - I don't see an easy way to fix this. I think one solution is technical: define HE TB NDP feedback PPDU so that it is not an HE TB PPDU variant.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									N									2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15087			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.5.3.4			291			29			T			N			291.29			29			27.5.3.4						V			Liwen Chu			18/1975r4			782			The section covers A-MPDU content in an HE TB PPDU while note 1 covers AP side action and the contents of the soliciting PPDU.			Move the note to 27.5.3.2.1			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:30:23Z) - Generally agree with the commenter. 

TGax editor to make changes in 11-18/1975r4 under CID 15087			EDITOR			Liwen 18/1975 27.5.3.4									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 22:51:15Z			4			2019/1/24 22:51			EDITOR


			15088			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.5.3.4			291			45			T			N			291.45			45			27.5.3.4						A			Liwen Chu			18/1975r4			782			The power headroom value is carried in UPH Control subfield not TRS Control			Change TRS Control to UPH Control			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:30:49Z)			EDITOR			Liwen 18/1975 27.5.3.4									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 22:51:24Z			4			2019/1/24 22:51			EDITOR


			15089			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.5.3.5			293			14			E			N			293.14			14			27.5.3.5						A			Editor						781			There is no such TF as BRP - change to BFRP			Fix typo - change BRP to BFRP			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:29:29Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:29:32Z - see #15140			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15090			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.5.3.6			294			55			T			N			294.55			55			27.5.3.6						V			Liwen Chu			18/2040r6			782			Note 2 can be consolidated with Note 1			Add the following sentences at the end of Note 1: "When set to to 255, indicates unknown or unspecified BSR. When set to a value less than 255, indicates BSR for a TID, AC or all AC" and delete Note 2.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 22:44:44Z) - Agree in principle. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change while providing some editorial improvements for clarity. Additionally another case will be added to the note that the buffer size announced in QoS Control and BSR can be different.

TGax editor: change Note 1 to: 
Similar to unsolicited BSR, a STA can include both the QoS Control field and the BSR Control subfield in the same QoS Null frame in response to the BSRP Trigger frame. <s>In this case, the STA can set the Queue Size subfield of either subfield to a value of 255 or have both subfields carry the same value in the Queue Size subfield.</s> <u>The STA can set the Queue Sizes in either the QoS Control field or the BSR Control
subfield or both to 255 or other value to indicate unknown/unspecified BSR or to some other value</u>”.
TGax editor change Note 2 to:
-If both a QoS Control field and a BSR Control field are present in a frame, the Queue Size subfield in each might be different.			EDITOR			Liwen 18/2040 Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 23:12:01Z			4			2019/1/24 23:12			EDITOR


			15091			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.5.5.5			299			38			T			N			299.38			38			27.5.5.5						V			Abhishek Patil			11-18/1266r6			781			Remove the 1st bullet. 27.5.3.3 covers this case on pg 287 line 27			Delete the 1st bullet			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:34:04Z)
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1266r6 for CID 15091			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-04 19:42:23Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15092			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.5.5.5			299			65			T			N			299.65			65			27.5.5.5						V			Abhishek Patil			11-18/1266r6			781			11ax D3.0 already recommends HE AP to transmit broadcast Probe Response frame. Make it clear here as well - i.e., when AP receives multiple probe request frames via UORA.			As in comment			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:35:01Z)
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1266r6 for CID 15092			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15093			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.5.7			303			1			T			N			303.01			1			27.5.7						V			Guoqing Li			18/1830r1			781			An HE AP does not respond to an ADDTS Request from a non-AP HE STA. Does that mean HE STAs cannot establish a TS Setup (11.4.4)?			Clarify the condition under which an AP doesn't respond - i.e., differentiate between a non-AP STA reporting TSPEC versus STA requesting a TS setup.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:43:06Z) - There is no need to restrict the HE STA from using schedule. The ADDTS use in clause 11.4.4 and 27.5.3 is clarified.   
Please implement the changes identified for CID15093 shown in document 11-18-1830r1.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15094			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.7.2			314			4			T			N			314.04			4			27.7.2						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1474r2			746			NDP Paging Indicator subfield should be 0 for all HE STAs (regardless of individual or broadcast TWT). Same applies to RAW mechanism.			Add a statement to 27.7.1 "An HE STA shall not use the RAW mechanism for protection and shall set the NDP Paging Indicator subfield to 0" so that it applies to all TWT forms for HE STAs. The corresponding statement can be removed from 27.7.2			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:29:19Z) - NDP Paging Indicator is already specified that will be set to 0 in both cases. Please refer to 27.7.2:
Shall set the Implicit subfield to 1 and the NDP Paging Indicator subfield to 0 in all TWT elements that it transmits during the TWT setup.
And to 27.7.3:
The TWT scheduling AP shall set the NDP Paging Indicator subfield to 0 and the Negotiation Type subfield to 2 and may set the Responder PM Mode subfield to 0 in the TWT element (see 10.43.7 (TWT Sleep Setup)).
As for the RAW mechanism, this is a feature that is defined in sub 1 GHz (dot11S1Goptionimplemented equal to true) which cannot be used by an amendment unless explicitly allowed (which is not done for dot11HEoptionimplemented equal to true).			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15095			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.7.2			316			26			T			N			316.26			26			27.7.2						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1474r2			746			Note 1 should be removed - the rules for soliciting an UL are specified in 27.5.3 and don't need to be repeated in this note			Delete the Note 1			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:29:42Z) - The note was added during the past comment resolutions to clarify what does it mean that a Trigger frame is intended to a STA. The reason of the ambiguity arose due to the different settings of the TA field for different BSSIDs and the existence of random RUs as well, which are not used in this particular setting.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15096			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.7.3			317			1			T			N			317.01			1			27.7.3						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1697r1			782			Replace all occurances of TWT Flow Identifier field with Broadcast TWT Recommendation field. TWT Flow Identifier applies to Individual TWT. The corresponding bits are repurposed for Broadcast TWT and have a different meaning as per Table 9-262k1			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 22:51:14Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Incoporated the suggestec changes throughout the subclause.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1697r1 under all headings that include CID 15096.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1697 27.7.3									I						4			2019/1/24 17:51			EDITOR


			15097			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.7.3.1			317			25			T			N			317.25			25			27.7.3.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1697r1			782			FD frames or broadcast probe response frames are meant for unassociated STAs. Unassociated STAs are only interested in TWT SPs where a TF carrying RA-RUs is sent. Therefore, the TWT element included in such frames need not carry other TWT parameter sets. Such rules will help  prevent bloating of the frame.			Clarify that the TWT element carries only the Broadcast TWT Parameter set(s) that corresponds to TWT SPs where TF with RA-RUs for unassociated STAs is expected.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 22:51:59Z) - Agree with the comment. Proposed resolution clarifies this aspect by indicating that only B TWT PSs can be included that provide RA RU info. Also stated that the Broadcast TWT ID field in these cases is equal to 0.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1697r1 under all headings that include CID 15097.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1697 27.7.3									I						4			2019/1/24 17:51			EDITOR


			15098			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.7.3.1			317			58			T			N			317.58			58			27.7.3.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0192r0			796			The terms TWT Scheduling AP or TWT Scheduled STA applies to STAs participating in Broadcast TWT (i.e., send or receive broadcast TWT element) - i.e., Broadcast field = 1. Since Wake TBTT is treated as a form of Individual TWT, it is confusing to refer to the STAs involved in Wake TBTT as Scheduling or Scheduled. Also Fig 27-8 includes Wake TBTT as an example of broadcast TWT operation.			11ax modifications to TWT element allows defining a parameter set for each variant (i.e., separate Parameter set for I-TWT and for B-TWT). It would be cleaner to define a separate parameter set for Wake-TBTT (consisting of only the fields relevant to this feature). The definition of TWT Scheduling AP and Scheduled STA can be extended to cover Wake-TBTT. Further, remove Wake TBTT from Fig 27-8 and show the operation in a separate figure in section 27.7.6			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 15:24:38Z) - Proposed resolution is to rename them to avoid confusion.

TGax editor: Replace “TWT Scheduled STA” with “TBTT scheduled STA” and “TWT scheduling AP” with “TBTT scheduling AP” throughout 27.8.6 of IEEE802.11ax D3.3.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0192 Msic									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 21:21:59Z			4			2019/1/28 21:21			EDITOR


			15099			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.7.3.2			319			55			T			N			319.55			55			27.7.3.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1697r1			782			When a new STA receives a TWT element with two parameter sets having the same value of Broadcast TWT ID and both the parameter sets have the command 'Alternate', how can it identify the active profile versus the one that would take effect after the specified time has passed?			Clarify that the first one of the two is the active profile.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 22:52:12Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution adds a sentence to specify accordingly.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1697r1 under all headings that include CID 15099.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1697 27.7.3									I						4			2019/1/24 17:51			EDITOR


			15100			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.7.3.2			321			2			T			N			321.02			2			27.7.3.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1697r1			782			The TWT field of Broadcast TWT Parameter Set is 2-octets long. The 16 bits take on the value of TSF timer [10:25] while lower bits [0:9] of TSF timer are assumed to be 0.			Delete the sentence: "The TWT scheduling AP shall set Bits 0 to 9 of the TWT field to 0." and add a note "Bits [0:9] of TSF timer are assumed to be 0 when computing the time of the first TWT."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 22:52:29Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution clarifies this aspect not only for bits 0 to 9 but also for bits 26 to 63.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1697r1 under all headings that include CID 15100.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1697 27.7.3									I						4			2019/1/24 17:51			EDITOR


			15101			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.7.3.3			322			60			T			N			322.60			60			27.7.3.3						A			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1697r1			782			The terms broadcast TWT element is frequently used in the spec and most of the occurances are before the sentence that defines what it means.			Move this sentence to section 9.4.2.200 after the term Broadcast field is defined (i.e., P140L47).			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 22:52:35Z)			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1697 27.7.3									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 17:56:38Z			4			2019/1/24 17:56			EDITOR


			15102			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.7.4.3			327			41			T			N			327.41			41			27.7.4.3						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1472r2			782			When a broadcast TWT schedule needs to be suspended or resumed for every participating STA, the AP is required to send individual TWT Information frame addressed to each STA. This can be very inefficient when large number of STAs are involved. Spec should allow TWT Information frame to be broadcasted when the schedule change affect all participants.			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:03:55Z) - The spec allows the AP to send multiple TWT Information frames to different STAs as part of a DL MU PPDU. Proposed resolution is to add a note specifying that this is a possibility.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1472r2 under all headings that include CID 15102.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1472 27-7-4									I						4			2019/1/24 0:19			EDITOR


			15103			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.7.5			329			51			T			N			329.51			51			27.7.5						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			1470r0			781			The rules for soliciting an UL are specified in 27.5.3 and don't need to be repeated in this note			Delete the first two sentences from the note leaving behind the sentence on RA-RU and reference to 27.14.2			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 05:02:16Z)


Revised –

Disagree in principle with the comment. The intention of notes is to provide guidance to the reader for finding the respective subclauses where certain behaviors are defined. This note falls under this category. Proposed resolution is to simplify the wording so that it is easier to read.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1470r0 under all headings that include CID 15103			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-08 22:14:26Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15104			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.7.6			329			51			T			N			329.51			51			27.7.6						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0192r0			796			TWT Scheduling AP and TWT Schedule STAs are terms used with respect to broadcast TWT. Since Wake TBTT is treated as a special form of Individual TWT, these terms don't apply.			Either update the definition of Wake TBTT to be a variant of Broadcast TWT (or a TWT variant of it's own - preferred option!) or update the terms in this section to TWT Requesting and TWT Responding STA.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 15:25:08Z) - TGax editor: Replace “TWT Scheduled STA” with “TBTT scheduled STA” and “TWT scheduling AP” with “TBTT scheduling AP” throughout 27.8.6 of P802.11ax D3.3.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0192 Msic									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 21:22:32Z - see #15098			4			2019/1/28 21:22			EDITOR


			15105			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.8.1			332			12			T			N			332.12			12			27.8.1						V			Jarkko Kneckt			18/1548r2			781			Can an AP know if an associated STA is able to close the link only using narrow band RUs?			Please clarify			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 21:17:12Z)

Agree in principle.

TGax editor to adopt the proposed text changes in 11-18/1548r2.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-09 22:51:17Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15106			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.11.2			353			33			T			N			353.33			33			27.11.2						A			Yongho Seok			18/1505r1			787			The case of HE TB PPDU (not present) is covered by the first statement by not including it in the list			Delete the sentence (P353L33)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:15:34Z)			EDITOR			Yongho 18/1505 MAC TXVECTOR									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 17:13:56Z			4			2019/1/28 17:13			EDITOR


			15107			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.11.4			353			56			T			N			353.56			56			27.11.4						V			Abhishek Patil			1244r1			781			An HE STA associated with an AP does not transmit HE Op or BSS Color Change Announcement. No need to add the exception clause			Delete the text "except when the HE STA is a non-AP STA associated with an HE AP"			REVISED (MAC: 2018-08-14 22:21:42Z)


Revised
Agree with the comment. Text updated as suggested by the comment
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1244r1 for CID 15107			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.1			motion passed						I						3.1			2019/1/17 21:26			EDITOR


			15108			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.11.4			354			33			T			N			354.33			33			27.11.4						V			Abhishek Patil			1244r1			781			The key point here is the PPDU is an HE PPDU and it is sent to an HE mesh STA. Why tie the actions to receiption of HE Op element from neighboring mesh peer? There could be other means by which a STA determines that a peer STA is an HE STA.			Change the note to: "An HE mesh STA sets the TXVECTOR parameter BSS_COLOR of an HE PPDU that it transmits to a peer HE mesh STA to the value in the BSS Color subfield of its transmitted HE Operation element"			REVISED (MAC: 2018-08-14 22:25:38Z)


Revised
Agree with the comment. Text updated as suggested by the comment
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1244r1 for CID 15108			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.1			motion passed						I						3.1			2019/1/17 21:26			EDITOR


			15109			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.14.2			362			6			T			N			362.06			6			27.14.2						V			Abhishek Patil			11-18/1266r6			781			The contents of section 27.14.2 are applicable only to STAs that support TWT and UORA.			Change the first paragraph to: "This subclause illustrates the power save mechanisms for UORA capable non-AP HE STAs that are operating in PS mode and are capable of broadcast TWT operation."			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:35:34Z)
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1266r6 for CID 15109			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15110			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.14.2			362			11			E			N			362.11			11			27.14.2						V			Editor						781			Management frame covers Beacon frame			Delete 'Beacon frame or a"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 19:06:52Z) - No antecedent for the Management frame, so delete "the Beacon frame or"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 19:07:28Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15111			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.14.2			362			38			T			N			362.38			38			27.14.2						V			Abhishek Patil			11-18/1266r6			781			Third paragraph is a single long sentence. Simplify it by separating the definition of TWT SP with RA-RU and then describing the client side actions. Also update the field names to the ones matching Broadcast TWT Parameter set.			Change the third paragraph as: "A TWT-SP with RA-RUs is a TWT SP corresponding to a TWT Broadcast Parameter Set field in a TWT element having Broadcast subfield equal to 1, Trigger subfield equal to 1, and a Broadcast TWT Recommendation subfield equal to 2. During a TWT-SP with RA-RUs, an AP is expected to send at least one Trigger frame allocating RA-RUs. An associated HE STA that supports TWT and UORA procedure when operating in PS mode, upon receiving a Management frame carrying TWT element indicating schedule for TWT-SP(s) with RA-RU, may enter doze state if no other condition requires it to be awake. The STA may transition to awake state at the start of a TWT SP with RA-RUs and follow the procedure defined in 27.5.5 (UL OFDMA-based random access (UORA)) to send an HE TB PPDU to the AP on an RA-RU with AID12 subfield set to 0 allocated in a Trigger frame sent by an AP."			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:36:26Z)
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1266r6 for CID 15111			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15112			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.14.2			362			47			T			N			362.47			47			27.14.2						V			Abhishek Patil			11-18/1266r6			781			No need to point to the section which describes how the More TF field is set. If we go this route, the spec would need to provide reference for every field that is cited in that section.			Delete paragraph starting line 47			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:37:47Z)
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1266r6 for CID 15112			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15113			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.14.2			362			53			T			N			362.53			53			27.14.2						V			Abhishek Patil			11-18/1266r6			781			The second sentence in the 5th paragraph (line 53) is general and should be moved to 27.7.5 (pg 328 line 50).			Move the second sentence of this paragraph to the paragraph starting line 50 on pg 328. Make this the last sentence of that paragraph			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:38:12Z)
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1266r6 for CID 15113			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15114			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.14.2			362			64			T			N			362.64			64			27.14.2						V			Abhishek Patil			11-18/1266r6			781			Section 27.5.5.3 covers the case of transmitting an HE TB PPDU when OBO decrements to 0. This section doesn't need to repeat it. The case of OBO not decrementing to 0 is of interest here. Further, the condition MORE TF = 0 or No More RA-RU = 1 condition is not enough to determine if the STA can go to doze state. Need to add another condition that the STA has not declared to the AP that it in awake state (as described in 27.7.3.3). If the STA has declared to the AP that it is in awake state, there is a chance that AP would poll the STA or assign a directed RU in a subsequent TF.			Remove text related to OBO=0. Update the first two sentences of the paragraph as: "An HE STA shall decrement its OBO counter by following the procedure in 27.5.5.3 (Transmission procedure for UORA) and if the OBO counter decrements to a nonzero value, then the STA may enter the doze state until either the end of the current TWT SP or the duration indicated by the Duration/ID field in case of no TWT SP if the STA has not declared to the AP that it is in awake state (as described in 27.7.3.3) and no other condition requires it to remain awake and the following conditions are met:"			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:37:20Z)
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1266r6 for CID 15114			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15115			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.14.3.2			363			39			T			N			363.39			39			27.14.3.2						V			Laurent Cariou			1497r2			781			Clarify that OPS frame is sent as a broadcast frame			As in comment			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 05:23:33Z)

Revised – apply the changes as proposed in doc 1497r2.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			Not all comments tagged since editing instructions in 18/1467r2 do not always identify a specific comment.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15116			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.14.3.2			363			58			T			N			363.58			58			27.14.3.2						V			Laurent Cariou			1497r2			781			The field TWT Flow Identifier doesn't apply to broadcast TWT			Throughout this section, replace the field TWT Flow identifier with Broadcast TWT Recommendation field			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 05:41:17Z)


Revised – agree with the comment. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1497r2.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			Not all comments tagged since editing instructions in 18/1467r2 do not always identify a specific comment.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15117			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.14.3.2			363			39			T			N			363.39			39			27.14.3.2						V			Laurent Cariou			1497r2			781			When FD frame carrying TIM element is within a TWT SP, it shall not carry OPS element			Clarify that in scheduled mode, FD frame doesn't carry OPS element. Similar text needed in 9.6.8.36			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 05:24:14Z)

Revised – it is not required to include OPS element, but it could be added. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1497r2.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			Not all comments tagged since editing instructions in 18/1467r2 do not always identify a specific comment.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15118			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.14.3.2			364			2			T			N			364.02			2			27.14.3.2						V			Laurent Cariou			1497r2			781			In order to be effective, the TIM frame should align with the start of the B-TWT SP.			replace target time' with 'start time'			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 05:42:35Z)

Revised – apply the changes as proposed in doc 1497r2.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			Not all comments tagged since editing instructions in 18/1467r2 do not always identify a specific comment.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15119			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.15.2			364			61			T			N			364.61			61			27.15.2						V			Yongho Seok			18/1778r3			781			Both sentences are essentially saying the same thing. Delete the sentence with a 'may' and keep the sentence with a 'shall not'.			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 05:16:11Z) - The first sentence is saying that a 242-tone HE ER SU PPDU can be sent to to an HE STA. 
The second sentence is saying a 242-tone HE ER SU PPDU can’t be sent to an HE STA with some condition. 

Both sentences are needed. But, the wording should be simplified.

TGax editor makes changes as shown in the as specified in 11-18/1778r3.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-05 19:38:05Z - see #16080			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15120			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.16.1			369			47			T			N			369.47			47			27.16.1						V			Laurent Cariou			18/1211r6			784			Spec covers details on 2.4GHz and 5GHz operation but doesn't provide any guidance on the BSS operation in 6GHz			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 22:25:09Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution is to provide operation details for the 6 GHz band.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1211r6 under all headings that include CID 15120.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1211 27.16.1 6 GHz									I						4			2019/1/25 23:51			EDITOR


			15121			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.16.1			369			47			T			N			369.47			47			27.16.1						V			Laurent Cariou			18/1227r14			793			Spec needs to provide rules on how a non-AP STA discovers and associates with a 6GHz BSS. Need details on how 6GHz BSS presence and configuration is advertised in 5/2.4G			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 16:41:06Z) - agree with the commenter. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1227r14			EDITOR			Laurent 18/1227 6 GHz Discovery									I						4			2019/1/24 21:59			EDITOR


			15122			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.16.1			369			47			T			N			369.47			47			27.16.1						V			Laurent Cariou			18/1471r4			783			Define 6GHz access rules in compliance with regulatory requirements			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 22:20:14Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution is to provide operation details on how the non-AP STA can discover a 6 GHz AP, by either using passive scanning or active scanning in the 6 GHz band when certain conditions are satisfied. The access is expected to always be compliant with regulatory requirements. Added notes mentioning regulatory restrictions as a reason that channels might not be available due to them.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1471r4 under all headings that include CID 15122.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1471 27.16.1 6 GHz									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-25 21:49:15Z			4			2019/1/25 21:49			EDITOR


			15123			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.16.2.1			372			58			T			N			372.58			58			27.16.2.1						V			Abhishek Patil			1244r1			781			Note 2 is not needed as the topic is covered in 27.16.2.2.1 (page 373 line 63)			Delete note 2			REVISED (MAC: 2018-08-14 22:28:12Z)
Revised
Agree with the comment. Text updated as suggested by the comment
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1244r1 for CID 15123			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.1			motion passed						I						3.1			2019/1/17 21:26			EDITOR


			15124			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.16.2.1			372			65			T			N			372.65			65			27.16.2.1						V			Abhishek Patil			1244r1			781			Clarify that a STA should receive at least one announcement before the color change occurs			Update the last sentence of the paragraph as: "... to have an opportunity to receive at least one frame carrying a BSS Color Change Announcement element before the BSS color change occurs."			REVISED (MAC: 2018-08-14 22:28:52Z)


Revised
Agree with the comment. Text updated as suggested by the comment
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1244r1 for CID 15124			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.1			motion passed						I						3.1			2019/1/17 21:26			EDITOR


			15125			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.16.4.1			374			63			T			N			374.63			63			27.16.4.1						V			ChaoChun Wang			18/1855r4			782			Which countdown is paused?			Clarify that EDCA counters are paused			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:13:54Z) - TGax editor, please make changes as shown in document 11-18/1855r4 under CID 15125			EDITOR			ChaoChun 18/1855 QTP									I						4			2019/1/24 19:25			EDITOR


			15126			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.16.4.2			375			33			T			N			375.33			33			27.16.4.2						V			ChaoChun Wang			18/1855r4			782			Clarify which action frame is sent? And who carries the Control field			Update bullet a) as: "the requester HE STA sends a Quiet Time Period action frame with the Quiet Time element carrying Control field set to 0."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:15:42Z) - Agree with  the comment.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in document 11-18/1855r4 under CID 15126			EDITOR			ChaoChun 18/1855 QTP									I						4			2019/1/24 19:25			EDITOR


			15127			Abhishek Patil			233			3			27.16.5			376			30			T			N			376.30			30			27.16.5						J			Yongho Seok						806			Current spec language suggests that an ER BSS is always co-located with a non-HT BSS.
Does it need to be?			Clarify that a stand-alone ER BSS is permitted.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 19:52:14Z) - Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn									N									2019/1/29 17:24			EDITOR


			15128			Ahmadreza Hedayat			233			3			28									G			Y			377.00						28						J			Ron Porat			11-18/1514r1			673			The use of the same 2.4/5GHz preamble (including 11a preamble) for operation of 802.11ax in 6GHz spectrum is not efficient and has unnecessary overhead.
The presence of an ancient preamble in a new greenfield spectrum sounds like ignoring today realities such as presence of multiple competing technologies in 6GHz.			Consider a new preamble design that does not include 11a preamble.
Given the greenfield 6GHz spectrum and multiple technologies preparing to operate in this band, the preamble for 6GHz should facilitate coexistence among competing technologies.			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:35:16Z)

11ax PAR includes 6GHz and the preamble is currently defined and it’s not desirable for 11ax to design a new preamble just for 6GHz			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15129			Albert Petrick			233			3			Annex C - MIB			650			26			E			N			650.26			26			Annex C - MIB						A			Editor						781			dot11HELPDCCodingInPayLoadImplemented spelling error			Change dot11HELPDC.... to... dot11HELDPC... in attribute			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-22 22:04:25Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-22 22:04:28Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15130			Albert Petrick			233			3			9.4.2.30			133			9			T			Y			133.09			9			9.4.2.30						V			Guoqing Li			18/1830r1			781			Table 9-141 describes the selection Bit 14 and B15  Ack Policy subfield for "Normal Acknowledgment" .  Normal Acknowledgement is not defined. The term is not used 802.11-2016 10.3.2.9 Acknowledgment Procedure as referenced in D3.0			Remove "Normal" or define the term.  Removing the word Normal clears up any ambiguities			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:43:24Z) - The normal acknowledgement is named as normal Ack in other parts of the spec.
Please implement the changes identified for CID15130 shown in document 11-18-1830r1.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15131			Albert Petrick			233			3			9.4.2.30			133			24			T			Y			133.24			24			9.4.2.30						A			Guoqing Li			18/1830r1			781			Missing table 9-140 reference in text for Access Policy subfield.			Change to read....When the Access Policy subfield shown in Table 9-140 is equal to....			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:43:33Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15132			Albert Petrick			233			3			Annex C - MIB			553			27			E			N			553.27			27			Annex C - MIB						A			Editor						781			dot11HELPDCCodingInPayLoadActivated in Table 28-50   spelling error			Change dot11HELPDC ....to... dot11HELDPC.... In attribute			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 20:45:59Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 20:46:03Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15133			Albert Petrick			233			3			Annex C - MIB			650			48			E			N			650.48			48			Annex C - MIB						A			Editor						781			dot11HELPDCCodingInPayLoadImplemented spelling error			Change dot11HELPDC.... to... dot11HELDPC... in attribute			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-22 22:05:12Z) - see #15129			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-22 22:05:23Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15134			Albert Petrick			233			3			Annex C - MIB			553			63			E			N			553.63			63			Annex C - MIB						V			Editor						781			dot11HELPDCCodingInPayLoadActivated in Table 28-50   spelling error			Change dot11HELPDC ....to... dot11HELDPC.... In attribute			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 20:47:17Z) - Change LPDC to LDPC in MIB objects.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 20:47:39Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15135			Albert Petrick			233			3			9.4.2.244.1			175			18			E			N			175.18			18			9.4.2.244.1						V			Editor						781			Spelling error in ....two-bits...  remove hyphen			Remove as commented			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:47:27Z) - Change to "first 2 bits"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:47:39Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15136			Albert Petrick			233			3			9.4.1.60			121			8			E			N			121.08			8			9.4.1.60						A			Editor						781			Missing period			Add space before Nrx			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 17:06:09Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 17:06:13Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15137			Albert Petrick			233			3			9.4.1.63			125			51			E			N			125.51			51			9.4.1.63						A			Editor						781			Use common style as in IEEE 802.11-2016 -- Change ...twos.... to ....2s...			Change as commented			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 17:18:04Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 17:18:09Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15138			Albert Petrick			233			3			27.6.2			303			61			T			Y			303.61			61			27.6.2						J			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			774			An MU beamformer is a also a SU beamformer, it states setting the SU beamformer subfield bit to 1 but doesn't state why.   Needs clarification			Change text to read: An MU beamformer is also an SU beamformer and shall set the SU beamformer subfield to 1 when used as a SU beamformer.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 01:34:16Z) - - the cited text requires that an MU beamformer is also an SU beamformer, hence the SU beamformer subfield shall be set to 1.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15139			Albert Petrick			233			3			9.7.3			198			24			E			N			198.24			24			9.7.3						J			Editor						781			Spelling error change ....BRP...to....BFRP in Table 9-428			Change as commented			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:28:02Z) - There is such a thing as a BRP frame in the baseline.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									N									2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15140			Albert Petrick			233			3			27.5.3.5			293			13			E			N			293.13			13			27.5.3.5						V			Editor						781			Spelling error change ....BRP...to....BFRP in Table 9-428			Change as commented			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:28:24Z) - Change BRP Trigger frame to BFRP Trigger frame at cited location			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:28:43Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15141			Albert Petrick			233			3			9.4.2.68.8			136			55			E			N			136.55			55			9.4.2.68.8						A			Editor						781			Style format  change ...1-octet...to....1 octet....			Change as commented			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:25:09Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:25:13Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15142			Albert Petrick			233			3			9.4.2.68.7			136			48			E			N			136.48			48			9.4.2.68.7						A			Editor						781			Style format  change ....8-octet...to... 8 octet...			Change as commented			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:21:13Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:21:16Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15143			Albert Petrick			233			3			9.3.1.9.3			87			16			E			N			87.16			16			9.3.1.9.3						V			Editor						781			Grammar  Change ...comprises the Block... to... ...comprises of the Block...			Change as commented			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 22:52:29Z) - There is no need to repeat in the paragraph text the format represented in the figure. Change  "comprises the Block Ack Starting Sequence Control subfield and the Block Ack Bitmap subfield, as" to "is"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 22:53:29Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15144			Albert Petrick			233			3			25.5.3.2.3			284			23			E			N			284.23			23			25.5.3.2.3						A			Editor						781			Grammar Change...subfield less that.... To... ..subfield less than....			Change as commented			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 21:20:32Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 21:20:36Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15145			Albert Petrick			233			3			25.5.3.3			288			56			E			N			288.56			56			25.5.3.3						V			Editor						781			Grammar Change...less than....to less than a...			Change as commented			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 21:30:43Z) -Change to "indicates an RU that is smaller than a 484-tone RU"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 21:31:24Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15146			Albert Petrick			233			3			9.3.1.9.7			89			43			E			N			89.43			43			9.3.1.9.7						J			Editor						781			Grammar - Change "format shown in" to "format as shown in"			Change as commented			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 23:03:51Z) direct reference: the format is shown in Fig 9-38b and nowhere else			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 23:04:25Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15147			Albert Petrick			233			3			9.3.12.9.7			92			39			E			N			92.39			39			9.3.12.9.7						J			Editor						781			Style format  change "8-octet, 16-octet, 32-octet, or 4-octet Block" by remove "hyphens"			Change as commented			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 23:06:12Z) -Baseline style uses hyphen between number and octet/bit for field size indications.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 23:07:06Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15148			Albert Petrick			233			3			28.4.2			583			14			T			Y			583.14			14			28.4.2						J			Edward Au			18/1939r1			737			HE PHY MIB attributes make reference to "dual band" in 802.11-2016 dual band was replaced with Multi-band update MIB attribute in Table 28-50 dot11HEDualBandImplemented			Change dot11HEDualBandImplemented to dot11HEMultiBandImplemented			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-14 07:42:19Z)

A STA only operates on one band at any given time; there is no such thing as a dual-band STA.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-29 20:14:13Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15149			Albert Petrick			233			3			Annex C			650			21			T			Y			650.21			21			Annex C						J			Edward Au			18/1939r1			737			Annex C MIB attributes make reference to "dual band" in 802.11-2016 dual band was replaced with Multi-band update MIB attribute in sequence dot11HEDualBandImplemented			Change dot11HEDualBandImplemented to dot11HEMultiBandImplemented			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 21:45:55Z) - A STA only operates on one band at any given time; there is no such thing as a dual-band STA.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15150			Albert Petrick			233			3			Annex C			651			33			T			Y			651.33			33			Annex C						J			Edward Au			18/1939r1			737			Annex C MIB attributes make reference to "dual band" in 802.11-2016 dual band was replaced with Multi-band update MIB attribute in sequence dot11HEDualBandImplemented			Change dot11HEDualBandImplemented to dot11HEMultiBandImplemented			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 21:46:06Z) - A STA only operates on one band at any given time; there is no such thing as a dual-band STA.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15151			Albert Petrick			233			3			Annex C			668			35			T			Y			668.35			35			Annex C						J			Edward Au			18/1939r1			737			Annex C MIB attributes make reference to "dual band" in 802.11-2016 dual band was replaced with Multi-band update MIB attribute in sequence dot11HEDualBandImplemented			Change dot11HEDualBandImplemented to dot11HEMultiBandImplemented			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 21:46:29Z) A STA only operates on one band at any given time; there is no such thing as a dual-band STA.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15152			Albert Petrick			233			3			Annex C			651			43			T			Y			651.43			43			Annex C						J			Edward Au			18/1939r1			737			Annex C MIB attributes make reference to "dual band" in 802.11-2016 dual band was replaced with Multi-band update MIB attribute in sequence Change... supports dual band operation... to...supports multi band operation....			Change as commented			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 21:46:18Z) - A STA only operates on one band at any given time; there is no such thing as a dual-band STA.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15153			Albert Petrick			233			3			4.3			41			35			T			N			41.35			35			4.3.14a						V			Guoqing Li			19/0120r1			782			Add definitions for UL OFDMA, UL MU-MIMO, in clause 3.0 DL is covered 802.11-2016			Change as commented			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 19:15:43Z) - This is addressed by CID 16846 with resolution: REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-29 17:27:32Z) - TGax Editor:  Please make changes to IEEE P802.11ax D3.2 according to the proposed text changes as resolution to CID 16846  in 11-18/1980r1

No further changes required.			EDITOR			Guoqing 19/0120 Definitions						Note that we added and then removed these definitions because we have separate acronyms for UL, OFDMA and MU-MIMO.			N			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 19:41:32Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/24 19:41			EDITOR


			15154			Albert Petrick			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			156			56			T			N			156.56			56			9.4.2.237.3						V			Lochan Verma			18/1211r6			784			For 6 GHz Table 9-262aa (HE PHY Capabilities Information field format)  -- add support reserved for 6 GHz. The channelization bandwidth for 6 GHz is expected to be the same at 5 GHz.(20, 40, 80+80, 160Mhz)  B6 is reserved but should be reserved for 6 GHz operation combined with Bits (Bo - B5)			Update Table 9-262aa HE PHY Capabilities with channel BWs for the 6 GHz band based on the channel BWs used for the 5 GHz band.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 22:27:30Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1211r6 under all headings that include CID 15154.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1211 27.16.1 6 GHz									I						4			2019/1/25 23:51			EDITOR


			15155			Albert Petrick			233			3			28.3.18.3			555			6			T			N			555.06			6			28.3.18.3						V			Youhan Kim			11-18/1591r1			781			802.11ax operates in the bands between 1 - 7.125 GHz . In clause 28.3.18.3 symbol clock frequency and transmit center frequency tolerance not specified for the 6 GHz band.			Change to "shall be +- 20 ppm in the 5 GHz and 6 GHz bands and +- 25 ppm in 2.4GHz bands.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 09:01:31Z)

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-18/1591r1 for CID 15155.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-03 19:08:09Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15156			Albert Petrick			233			3			B.4.3			625			61			T			N			625.61			61			B.4.3						V			Edward Au			18/1942r1			781			Add PICs item for 6 GHz in the B.4.3 IUT configuration table			PICs
item for 6 GHz
*CFHE6G
IUT configuration: He Operation in the 6 GHz band.
References: Clause 28			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 21:50:59Z) - Agree in principle.  The symbol “*” is removed at this moment because it is yet to decide which PICs are dependent on CFHE6G.

Please refer to 18/1942r0 for the detailed changes.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-29 20:57:16Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15157			Albert Petrick			233			3			9.7.1			195			21			T			N			195.21			21			9.7.1						J			Liwen Chu			19/0098r2			782			The HT-immediate BlockAck in Table 9-425 calls out a BlockAck for DMG STA.  Type of BlockAck is missing.			Change "same BlockAck" to "same BlockAck frame"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 20:23:55Z) - Discussion: the text is copied from 11md spec. Another observation is that 802.11ax D3.3 doesn’t touch Table 9-425.			EDITOR			Liwen 19/0098 Misc									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-25 17:05:02Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/25 17:05			EDITOR


			15158			Albert Petrick			233			3			10.3.1			203			5			T			Y			203.05			5			10.3.1						J			Po-Kai Huang			18/1800r1			746			Under 1st criteria if an HE AP that "is NOT a TXOP holder" shall update the NAV if all 3 conditions are met.
The 2nd criteria if an HE AP "is a TXOP holder" shall update the NAV if all 4 conditions are met.  3 of the 4 conditions are the same in both criteria.			Simplify the text by eliminating redundant conditions for resetting the NAV			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:11:23Z) - The two paragraphs are combined at one time, but at the end people prefer complete description with clarity. We keep the style due to this reason.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15159			Albert Petrick			233			3			28.3.18.4.3			555			58			T			Y			555.58			58			28.3.18.4.3						V			Youhan Kim			18/1850r2			781			The Note in this section is not necessary. If EVM is <35dB with amplitude compensation off (as per the note), then by definition we already meet the <-32dB specification in Table 28-46. There is no need for the note.			Remove Note as commented.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-14 05:07:50Z)

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-18/1850r2 for CID 15574 and 15159.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-29 15:56:41Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15160			Albert Petrick			233			3			28.3.18.4.3			555			53			T			Y			555.53			53			28.3.18.4.3						J			Youhan Kim			18/1850r2			737			EVM is a measure of the the signal quality of tranmitter required to reliably demodulate signal information at the receiver. 256 QAM requires EVM  -32dB with no amplitude tracking as listed in Table 28-46.  An EVM of -32dB for 1024 QAM as listed in Table 28-46 is not sufficient to demodulation or maintain the link between the AP and STA. In theory and in modern day radio design, for 1024-QAM,          -35dBm EVM specification with no amplitude tracking and -38dB EVM with amplitude tracking turned on is required. This provides the necessary margin between 256QAM and 1024 QAM and to provide a quality EVM transmitted RF signal to demodulated 1024-QAM and maintain link reliabilty between the AP and STA.			Change text tor read:

For 1024-QAM, the relative constellation error shall be equal to or less than -38 dB when amplitude drift
compensation in the test equipment is on and shall be equal to or less than -35 dB when amplitude drift compensation is off in the test equipment.			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-14 05:07:21Z)

It is becoming more common to use transmit beamforming in IEEE 802.11 based WLAN systems.  Also, more and more APs are supporting more than 2 transmit antennas.  In order to help balance the implementation complexity and performance, MCS11 transmit EVM evaluation was done in 11-16/0044r0 assuming that AP has 4 transmit chains, STA has 2 receive chains, and 2SS is being sent using transmit beamforming.  In 11-16/0044r0, TX EVM of -35 dB resulted in less than 1 dB performance (RX sensitivity) loss under ChD compared to no TX impairment (TX EVM = -∞ dB).  Furthermore, TX EVM of -35 dB showed only 0.5 dB RX sensitivity loss compared to TX EVM of -38 dB.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15161			Albert Petrick			233			3			4.3.14a			41			16			G			N			41.16			16			4.3.14a						V			Guoqing Li			18/1211r6			784			In the (HE) STA clause 4.3.14a -- it states the HE STA operates in the bands between 1 GHz and 7.125 GHz. The 6 GHz band may use the existing channel BWs as in the 5 GHz band. BW (20, 40, 80 and 160 MHz). If the TG goal is to include the 6 GHz band option with specifications in the final ammendment, the draft should be updated while the TG and WG is developing the specification and working with the regulatory bodies e.g., FCC
 For some parameters the specifications may be the same as what's used for the 5 GHz band.			Update the various PHY clauses text to include the 6 GHz band specifications such as:
28.3.18.3 Transmit center frequency and symbol clock frequency tolerance
Table 28-44--Transmit power and RSSI measurement accuracy
28.3.19.5 Receiver maximum input level
28.3.18.1 Transmit spectral mask			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 22:28:40Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution adds the 6 Ghz band classifier in the appropriate subclauses of clause 28.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1211r6 under all headings that include CID 15161.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1211 27.16.1 6 GHz									I						4			2019/1/25 23:51			EDITOR


			15162			Alfred Asterjadhi			233			3			9.7.1			196			1			T			N			196.01			1			9.7.1						V			Liwen Chu			18/1858r7			781			I am pretty confident that we can simplify these tables. The normative behavior in clause 27 already covers all these combinations so it could be as simple as adding a reference to subclauses in 27 instead of replications.			As in comment. For all these tables.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:29:21Z) - If we go with want commenter is proposed, the contents for HE SU PPDU, DL/UL HE MU PPDU should be separately described in subclause 27 where most them are missing. It is true that Table 9-529 is complicated. To simplify the Table 9-529, several new tables for A-MPDU contents in HE PPDU in the data enabled immediate response context are defined.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-18/1858r7   under CID 15162			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15163			Alfred Asterjadhi			233			3			10.9			214			62			T			N			214.62			62			10.9						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1473r2			781			This really is not a subtype value. The all ONES is a setting of the A-Control field that indicates that padding is provided. The value 15 can still be used in the future. Make sure we do allow for it to be used.			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:25:00Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution is to specify that Control ID of 15 is used as ONES for HE STAs. Next generation STAs can have enhanced functionalities as appropriate in which case the enhancements can be done.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1473r2 under all headings that include CID 15163.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15164			Alfred Asterjadhi			233			3			27.7.3.2			321			2			T			N			321.02			2			27.7.3.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1697r1			782			Super bug: The bits 0 to 9 shall not be set to 0. What you want to say is that the bits that are not transmitted (bits 0 to 9) are assumed to be 0 by both the transmitter and receiver.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 22:52:47Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution clarifies this aspect not only for bits 0 to 9 but also for bits 26 to 63.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1697r1 under all headings that include CID 15164.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1697 27.7.3									I						4			2019/1/24 17:51			EDITOR


			15165			Alfred Asterjadhi			233			3			27.7.3.2			321			2			T			N			321.02			2			27.7.3.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1697r1			782			This counter counts down by one unit every beacon, so it cannot be represented as a mantissa and an exponent. Fix is needed.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 22:52:58Z) - This issue was solved by the resolution of CIDs 15030 and 16445 in 11-18/1465r1 which was motioned in September F2F. Proposed resolution is the same as the resolution for those CIDs.

Note to TGax editor: These changes are already present in D3.2 as such no further changes are needed.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1465r1 under all headings that include CID 15030 and 16445.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1697 27.7.3									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 17:51:49Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/24 17:51			EDITOR


			15166			Alfred Asterjadhi			233			3			27.16.1			369			47			T			N			369.47			47			27.16.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1211r6			784			HE BSS Operation needs some changes to enable 6 Ghz setup, operation, and everything that comes with it. Same consideration for the HE Operation element. And the HE Capabilities.			Will submit a proposal.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 22:25:51Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution is to provide additional details on the BSS setup, operation, and signaling for 6 GHz operation.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1211r6 under all headings that include CID 15166.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1211 27.16.1 6 GHz									I						4			2019/1/25 23:51			EDITOR


			15167			Alfred Asterjadhi			233			3			27.14.3.3			364			27			T			N			364.27			27			27.14.3.3						V			Laurent Cariou			1497r2			781			One cannot restrict access without explicitly restricting it. And there is nothing in the paragraph above that is even remotely hinting into restrictions. And technically the STA does not access the channel using EDCA but rather contends using EDCA			As in comment.			Revised – agree with the comment. Propose to remove the note. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1497r2.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			Not all comments tagged since editing instructions in 18/1467r2 do not always identify a specific comment.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15168			Alfred Asterjadhi			233			3			27.14.3.3			364			34			T			N			364.34			34			27.14.3.3						V			Laurent Cariou			1497r2			781			How does the STA know that the AP is using TIM element for OPS ?			Please clarify			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 05:45:29Z)

Revised – if the STA is an OPS STA and the associated AP is an OPS AP, TIM element is always encoded with the OPS encoding when transmitted in any TIM frames. Therefore it should not operate with TIM broadcast procedure. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1497r2.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			Not all comments tagged since editing instructions in 18/1467r2 do not always identify a specific comment.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15169			Alfred Asterjadhi			233			3			27.14.3.2			363			41			T			N			363.41			41			27.14.3.2						V			Laurent Cariou			1497r2			781			When is the AP scheduling for transmission?			Please clarify			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 05:25:18Z)

Revised – agree with the comment. Tha AP can send it at any time. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1497r2.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			Not all comments tagged since editing instructions in 18/1467r2 do not always identify a specific comment.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15170			Alfred Asterjadhi			233			3			27.14.3.2			363			45			T			N			363.45			45			27.14.3.2						V			Laurent Cariou			1497r2			781			If the target transmission time aligns. It would be good to clarify what the epsilon of error is in this case. I think one cannot guarantee a one microsecond level resolution of the alignments.			As in comment.			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 05:32:14Z)

Revised – we can say ”closely”. Again here, the rule does not need to be too strict and precise as it is a recommendation. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1497r2.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			Not all comments tagged since editing instructions in 18/1467r2 do not always identify a specific comment.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15171			Alfred Asterjadhi			233			3			27.14.3.2			363			46			T			N			363.46			46			27.14.3.2						V			Laurent Cariou			1497r2			781			Includes the OPS duration... Please cite the field and specify that the duration is indicated in that field. I think this is an issue that comes up throughout. Please use capital letters for the names of a field, frame, or the likes.			As in comment.			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 05:37:34Z)

Revised – agree with the comment. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1497r2.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			Not all comments tagged since editing instructions in 18/1467r2 do not always identify a specific comment.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15172			Alfred Asterjadhi			233			3			27.14.3.2			363			51			T			N			363.51			51			27.14.3.2						V			Laurent Cariou			1497r2			781			"Including to trigger the STA"... suggest using correct terminology. Send a Trigger frame that solicits an HE TB PPDU or something like that.			As in comment.			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 05:39:13Z)

Revised – agree with the comment. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1497r2.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			Not all comments tagged since editing instructions in 18/1467r2 do not always identify a specific comment.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15173			Alfred Asterjadhi			233			3			9.2.4.6a.2			73			38			T			N			73.38			38			9.2.4.6a.2						V			Jarkko Kneckt			1246r8			781			Copy paste error for the last row.			Remove the text in the last row. This value is reserved.			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-20 21:34:03Z)


 Revised. The last row of the Table is 9-8b is deleted. - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/1246r8 that are marked with CID 15173.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-04 21:06:44Z - The last row is not deleted. The text in the 3rd cell is replaced with "Reserved". See #15011			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15174			Alfred Asterjadhi			233			3			Annex B			625			8			T			N			625.08			8			Annex B						J			Edward Au			18/1942r1			737			Annex B is still incomplete. Maybe good to complete it.			As in comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 21:50:45Z) - The comment fails to identify changes in sufficient detail so that the specific wording of the changes that will satisfy the commenter can be determined.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15175			Alfred Asterjadhi			233			3			27.9.2.2			338			25			T			N			338.25			25			27.9.2.2						V			Laurent Cariou			18/1866r5			782			The settings and where this values are allowed or not allowed is still very confusing. Suggest to have a table that mentions where certain settings of this SPATIAL REUSE are allowed and were they are not.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 22:35:11Z) - A table is difficult to define as the conditions are hard to define in a few words and is not needed. References are defined in sections 27.9 and 27.11.6 and section 27.11.6 is reorganized to group conditions per SPATIAL_REUSE values. Apply the changes as proposed in 19/1866r5			EDITOR			Laurent 18/1866 OBSS PD									I			No changes tagged with this CID, but changes in 18/18166r5 implemented with 18/1866r5 tag			4			2019/1/29 17:17			EDITOR


			15176			Alfred Asterjadhi			233			3			27.9.2.2			339			5			T			N			339.05			5			27.9.2.2						J			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			682			Not clear to me what the VHT PPDU has to do here. Please clarify.			As in comment.			REJECTED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:35:55Z) - The sentence is clear. No changes are needed			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15177			Alfred Asterjadhi			233			3			11.8									T			N			242.00						11.8						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1211r6			784			TPC is missing to the list. Please add it. Also for the 6 GHz case please ensure that the STAs have mandatory support for it.			Will submit a proposal.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 22:26:23Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution amended TPC subclause and specified that TPC is mandatory for a STA operating in the 6 GHz band.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1211r6 under all headings that include CID 15177.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1211 27.16.1 6 GHz									I						4			2019/1/25 23:51			EDITOR


			15178			Alfred Asterjadhi			233			3			27.2			253			20			T			N			253.20			20			27.2						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0192r0			795			A STA that operates in the 6 GHz band cannot do EDCA whenever it wants. Ensure that the STA can do EDCA only if it is explicitly allowed by the AP.			Will submit a proposal.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 17:57:05Z) - A proposal was made in doc 11-18/1828 to add a new mode of operation in response to the CIDs. Effort was made to reach consensus. It was felt that a new mode is not needed and the 11ax draft already has enough mechanisms to address the comments. After debating the issues a straw poll indicated that a technical consensus of 75% would not be achieved in an equivalent motion			EDITOR			New channel access									N									2019/1/29 17:24			EDITOR


			15179			Alfred Asterjadhi			233			3			27.3.3.3			267			1			T			N			267.01			1			27.3.3.3						J			Ming Gan			18/1844r0			777			This is possible for when the STA maintains full state. What about the partial state case?			As in comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:01:37Z) - The comment fails to identify a technical issue. Fragments are stored in full state in the defragmentation engine so there is no partial state case.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15180			Alfred Asterjadhi			233			3			27.14.3			363			28			T			N			363.28			28			27.14.3						V			Laurent Cariou			1497r2			781			FILS, OPS, TIM frames... Please clarify that they are broadcast. And "beacons" maybe replace with "Beacon frames"			As in comment.			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 05:22:48Z)


Revised – apply the changes as proposed in doc 1497r2.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			Not all comments tagged since editing instructions in 18/1467r2 do not always identify a specific comment.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15181			Alfred Asterjadhi			233			3			27.7.4.3			327			50			T			N			327.50			50			27.7.4.3						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1472r2			782			Can a TWT Information frame sent to suspend/resume a broadcast TWT be broadcast?			Please clarify			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:04:05Z) - The commenter is asking a question. The answer to which is: “TWT Information frames are of type Action, as such they cannot be broadcast.”			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1472 27-7-4									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 00:19:32Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/24 0:19			EDITOR


			15182			Alfred Asterjadhi			233			3			27.7.3.2			320			61			T			N			320.61			61			27.7.3.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1697r1			782			In order to clarify what the possible combinations are for the broadcast TWT ID value of 0 it is better to put them in a table. This way the list is complete and we don't miss anything that might be unclear.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 22:54:25Z) - Agree in principle. Proposed resolution provides the list of possible choices in a bulleted list.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1697r1 under all headings that include CID 15182.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1697 27.7.3									I						4			2019/1/24 17:51			EDITOR


			15183			Ambroise POpper			233			3			Patents			3			61			G			Y			3.61			61			Patents						J			Osama Aboul-Magd			18/1852r1			746			There are negative LOAs covering the 802.11ax standard, meaning companies that have claims to essential patents but unwilling to grant a license widely under reasonable terms. As long as these negative LOAs are present, then companies implementing 802.11ax are at risk.			Address negative LOAs covering 802.11ax by having them amended to accept to license broadly for free, or under reasonable terms			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:04:19Z) - The commenter doesn’t point to a technical issue with the draft.

The issues related to patents is not really a TG discussion and the commenter is welcome to raise the issue at the IEEE-SA level (Patcom). The TG doesn’t have the authority to force changes to submitted LOA.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15184			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			3.2			36			53			G			N			36.53			53			3.2						J									791			The definitional sentence is made difficult to read by superfluous information and biclauses. Other definitions of XXX-Ids indicate that they define identifiers (for instance the definitions of FMSID on p. 150, R0KH-ID on p. 158 or TSID on p. 165 of IEEE Std 802.11-2016) and what the identifier identifies. Further, the list of elements from which the identifier can be derived could be made more compact.			Change to "An identifier assigned to a basic service set (BSS) if the multiple BSSID capability is supported and which is not transmitted explicitly. This identifier can be derived from the information encoded in Probe Response, Beacon, directional multi-gigabit (DMG) Beacon frames and Neighbor reports."			Rejected. 

The comment fails to identify a technical issue. The BSSID is not an identfier assigned to a BSS. It is the identifier of the BSS.			EDITOR			Osama November 2018									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 18:51:18Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/28 18:51			EDITOR


			15185			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			4.3.14a			41			21			E			N			41.21			21			4.3.14a						J			Editor						781			The main requirement in this line, the shall-statement, should be listed first, since an indication of 20Mhz-only support is the qualifier for the exception to the main rule (within this requirement).			Change to "An HE STA that is also a non-AP STA shall support operation with a 40Mhz and 80Mhz channel width if it is not indicated that it is a 20Mhz-only non-AP STA."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-11 21:20:03Z) - Conanical form used: <subject> shall support <feature>. In this case the <subject> is "An HE STA that is not a 20 MHz-only non-AP STA" and <feature> is opeariotn with a 40 MHz and 80 MHz channel width"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									N			EDITOR: 2018-10-11 21:22:28Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15186			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			6.3.7.2			46			14			E			N			46.14			14			6.3.7.2						A			Editor						781			In the IEEE Std 802.11-2016 document and later amendments IEEE Std 802.11ai-2016, IEEE Std 802.11ah-2016 and IEEE Std 802.11aj-2018 the section describing the MLME-ASSOCIATE.confirm primitive is listed as 6.3.7.3			Change header numbering to the correct numbering.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:26:35Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:26:41Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15187			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			6.3.7.2.2			46			45			T			N			46.45			45			6.3.7.2.2						V			Jae Seung			1252r0			781			This list of conditionals is difficult to read. One interpretation is that three (four, technically) conditions need to be fulfilled for this parameter to be set: an Association Request frame should have set the TWT Requester support to field to 1 in the HE Capabilities element, AND have a TWT element, AND  the dot11TWTOptionActived MIB variable should be set to true, in both the AP and the non-AP. This wording expands considerably on the wording in 802.11ah, where only the MIB variable was required to indicate the TWT element. The draft Privacy Recommendations of P802E caution against superfluous identifier requirements, and because the TWT parameter in either case is only optionally set it might be sufficient to stay with the language in 802.11ah.			Change to "Specifies the parameters in the TWT element. This parameter is optionally present if dot11TWTOptionActivated is set to true; otherwise, this parameter is not present." (this would amount to returning to the formulations of 802.11ah, but specifying that the MIB variable is set on both ends of the transmission)

or, alternatively, change the text to

"Specifies the parameters in the TWT element. This parameter is optionally present if the Association Request frame has set the TWT Request field in the HE Capabilities element to 1, and contains a TWT element, and dot11TWTOptionActivated is set to true at both the requesting and the responding STA; otherwise, this parameter is not present."			REVISED (MAC: 2018-08-14 22:55:37Z)


Revise.

See the proposed text change in 11-18/1252r0.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.1			motion passed						I						3.1			2019/1/17 21:26			EDITOR


			15188			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			6.3.4.2.4			46			6			E			N			46.06			6			6.3.4.2.4						V			Editor						781			In this block of text, separating the first half of the conditional statement (the conditions) from the second half (the effects of conditions being true) could be enhanced by adding a "then". Also, the effects of the conditions being true can be introduced earlier (IF these things are true THEN it shall NOT be the case that this other thing is true.")			Change to "If the MLME of an HE STA receives an MLME-JOIN.request primitive with a SelectedBSS parameter containing a Basic HE-MCS And NSS Set field in the HE Operation parameter that contains any unsupported <HE-MCS, NSS> tuple, THEN the MLME response in the resulting MLME-JOIN.confirm primitive shall NOT contain a ResultCode parameter that is set to the value SUCCESS."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:25:47Z) - As suggested, and in addition change "set to the value SUCCESS" to "set to SUCCESS"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:26:20Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15189			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			6.3.7.5.2			49			5			T			N			49.05			5			6.3.7.5.2						V			Jae Seung			1252r0			781			This list of conditionals is difficult to read. One interpretation is that three (four, technically) conditions need to be fulfilled for this parameter to be set: an Association Request frame should have set the TWT Requester support to field to 1 in the HE Capabilities element, AND have a TWT element, AND  the dot11TWTOptionActived MIB variable should be set to true, in both the AP and the non-AP. This wording expands considerably on the wording in 802.11ah, where only the MIB variable was required to indicate the TWT element. The draft Privacy Recommendations of P802E caution against superfluous identifier requirements, and because the TWT parameter in either case is only optionally set it might be sufficient to stay with the language in 802.11ah.			Change to "Specifies the parameters in the TWT element. This parameter is optionally present if dot11TWTOptionActivated is set to true; otherwise, this parameter is not present." (this would amount to returning to the formulations of 802.11ah, but specifying that the MIB variable is set on both ends of the transmission)

or, alternatively, change the text to

"Specifies the parameters in the TWT element. This parameter is optionally present if the Association Request frame has set the TWT Request field in the HE Capabilities element to 1, and contains a TWT element, and dot11TWTOptionActivated is set to true at both the requesting and the responding STA; otherwise, this parameter is not present."			REVISED (MAC: 2018-08-14 22:56:38Z)

Change to "Specifies the parameters in the TWT element. This parameter is optionally present if dot11TWTOptionActivated is set to true; otherwise, this parameter is not present." (this would amount to returning to the formulations of 802.11ah, but specifying that the MIB variable is set on both ends of the transmission)

or, alternatively, change the text to

"Specifies the parameters in the TWT element. This parameter is optionally present if the Association Request frame has set the TWT Request field in the HE Capabilities element to 1, and contains a TWT element, and dot11TWTOptionActivated is set to true at both the requesting and the responding STA; otherwise, this parameter is not present."			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.1			motion passed			12			I						3.1			2019/1/17 21:26			EDITOR


			15190			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			6.3.8.2			51			3			E			N			51.03			3			6.3.8.2						A			Editor						781			In the IEEE Std 802.11-2016 document and later amendments IEEE Std 802.11ai-2016, IEEE Std 802.11ah-2016 and IEEE Std 802.11aj-2018 the section describing the MLME-REASSOCIATE.confirm primitive is listed as 6.3.8.3			Change header numbering to the correct numbering.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:26:59Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:26:51Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15191			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			6.3.8.2.2			51			31			T			N			51.31			31			6.3.8.2.2						V			Jae Seung			1252r0			781			This list of conditionals is difficult to read. One interpretation is that three (four, technically) conditions need to be fulfilled for this parameter to be set: an Association Request frame should have set the TWT Requester support to field to 1 in the HE Capabilities element, AND have a TWT element, AND  the dot11TWTOptionActived MIB variable should be set to true, in both the AP and the non-AP. This wording expands considerably on the wording in 802.11ah, where only the MIB variable was required to indicate the TWT element. The draft Privacy Recommendations of P802E caution against superfluous identifier requirements, and because the TWT parameter in either case is only optionally set it might be sufficient to stay with the language in 802.11ah.			Change to "Specifies the parameters in the TWT element. This parameter is optionally present if dot11TWTOptionActivated is set to true; otherwise, this parameter is not present." (this would amount to returning to the formulations of 802.11ah, but specifying that the MIB variable is set on both ends of the transmission)

or, alternatively, change the text to

"Specifies the parameters in the TWT element. This parameter is optionally present if the Association Request frame has set the TWT Request field in the HE Capabilities element to 1, and contains a TWT element, and dot11TWTOptionActivated is set to true at both the requesting and the responding STA; otherwise, this parameter is not present."			REVISED (MAC: 2018-08-14 22:59:42Z)


Revise.

See the proposed text change in 11-18/1252r0.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.1			motion passed						I						3.1			2019/1/17 21:26			EDITOR


			15192			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			6.3.8.5.2			54			5			T			N			54.05			5			6.3.8.5.2						V			Jae Seung			1252r0			781			This list of conditionals is difficult to read. One interpretation is that three (four, technically) conditions need to be fulfilled for this parameter to be set: an Association Request frame should have set the TWT Requester support to field to 1 in the HE Capabilities element, AND have a TWT element, AND  the dot11TWTOptionActived MIB variable should be set to true, in both the AP and the non-AP. This wording expands considerably on the wording in 802.11ah, where only the MIB variable was required to indicate the TWT element. The draft Privacy Recommendations of P802E caution against superfluous identifier requirements, and because the TWT parameter in either case is only optionally set it might be sufficient to stay with the language in 802.11ah.			Change to "Specifies the parameters in the TWT element. This parameter is optionally present if dot11TWTOptionActivated is set to true; otherwise, this parameter is not present." (this would amount to returning to the formulations of 802.11ah, but specifying that the MIB variable is set on both ends of the transmission)

or, alternatively, change the text to

"Specifies the parameters in the TWT element. This parameter is optionally present if the Association Request frame has set the TWT Request field in the HE Capabilities element to 1, and contains a TWT element, and dot11TWTOptionActivated is set to true at both the requesting and the responding STA; otherwise, this parameter is not present."			REVISED (MAC: 2018-08-14 23:00:28Z)


Change to "Specifies the parameters in the TWT element. This parameter is optionally present if dot11TWTOptionActivated is set to true; otherwise, this parameter is not present." (this would amount to returning to the formulations of 802.11ah, but specifying that the MIB variable is set on both ends of the transmission)

or, alternatively, change the text to

"Specifies the parameters in the TWT element. This parameter is optionally present if the Association Request frame has set the TWT Request field in the HE Capabilities element to 1, and contains a TWT element, and dot11TWTOptionActivated is set to true at both the requesting and the responding STA; otherwise, this parameter is not present."			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.1			motion passed						I						3.1			2019/1/17 21:26			EDITOR


			15193			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			6.3.11.2.4			56			45			E			N			56.45			45			6.3.11.2.4						V			Editor						781			In this block of text, separating the first half of the conditional statement (the conditions) from the second half (the effects of conditions being true) could be enhanced by adding a "then". Also, the effects of the conditions being true can be introduced earlier (IF these things are true THEN it shall NOT be the case that this other thing is true.")			Change to "If the MLME of an HE STA receives an MLME-START.request primitive with a SelectedBSS parameter containing a Basic HE-MCS And NSS Set field in the HE Operation parameter that contains any unsupported <HE-MCS, NSS> tuple, THEN the MLME response in the resulting MLME-START.confirm primitive shall NOT contain a ResultCode parameter that is set to the value SUCCESS."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:28:21Z) - As suggested. In addition change  "set to the value SUCCESS" to "set to SUCCESS"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:29:13Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15194			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.2.4.1.10			66			15			E			N			66.15			15			9.2.4.1.10						V			Editor						781			The +HTC/Order subfield appears to be used for three separate and distinct indicative purposes.			Change to: "... three purposes:"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:36:36Z) - Correctly quote the baseline here and on the 3rd bullet.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:36:56Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15195			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.2.4.5.4			67			21			E			N			67.21			21			9.2.4.5.4						A			Editor						781			The explanations of Bit 5 and Bit 6 in the QoS Control field read like iterative lists of if-statements. Separating the if-statements with a then-statement just makes it more easy to read the the texts.			Change to: "If the frame is not carried in an HE MU PPDU, HE SU PPDU or HE ER SU PPDU that solicits a response in an HE TB PPDU then:"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:41:34Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:41:38Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15196			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.2.4.5.2			67			23			E			N			67.23			23			9.2.4.5.2						A			Editor						781			The conditional statement should be an if-statement, as it doesn't depend on a time qualifyer (either at some point in time bit 5 is 0 and bit 6 is 1, or they are not).			Change "When bit 6 ... is set to 1" to "If bit 6 ... is set to 1"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:42:36Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:42:40Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15197			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.2.4.5.2			67			30			E			N			67.30			30			9.2.4.5.2						A			Editor						781			The conditional statement should be an if-statement, as it doesn't depend on a time qualifyer (either at some point in time bit 5 is 0 and bit 6 is 1, or they are not).			Change "When bit 6 ... is set to 0" to "If bit 6 ... is set to 0"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:49:13Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:49:17Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15198			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.2.4.5.2			67			47			E			N			67.47			47			9.2.4.5.2						A			Editor						781			The conditional statement should be an if-statement.			Change "When equal to 1," to "If it is equal to 1," or "If bit 6 of the Frame Control field is equal to 1,"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:50:20Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:50:50Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15199			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.2.4.5.2			67			50			E			N			67.50			50			9.2.4.5.2						A			Editor						781			The conditional statement should be an if-statement.			Change "When equal to 0," to "If it is equal to 0," or "If bit 6 of the Frame Control field is equal to 0,"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:50:54Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:51:01Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15200			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.2.4.5.6			68						E			N			68.00						9.2.4.5.6						V			Editor						781			Since the scaling factor appears to be fixed, rather than variable with time, the conditional "when" that opens sentences on these rows should be changed to "if".			Change occurrences of "when" to "if".			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:52:36Z) - Change as suggested. Also change two intro sentences and move the condition to the beginning of the sentence.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 22:02:22Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15201			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.2.4.6a.3			76			13			E			N			76.13			13			9.2.4.6a.3						A			Editor						781			Fig 9.15f title has a when that should be an if			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 22:42:51Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 22:42:54Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15202			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.2.4.6a.4			76			62			E			N			76.62			62			9.2.4.6a.4						A			Editor						781			The conditional statement should be an if-statement.			Change "When" to "If"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 22:44:10Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 22:44:13Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15203			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.2.4.6a.3			77			37			E			N			77.37			37			9.2.4.6a.3						A			Editor						781			The Note in Table 9-18e has a when that should be an if			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 22:45:14Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 22:45:18Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15204			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.3.1.3			84			15			E			N			84.15			15			9.3.1.3						A			Editor						781			The CTS frame either is or is not in response to an RTS frame, so it should be "if". Similarly, it either is or is not a response to an MU-RTS frame, so it should be "if".			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 22:46:54Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 22:46:58Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15205			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.3.1.6			84			43			E			N			84.43			43			9.3.1.6						A			Editor						781			A BSSID (TA) field either is or is not transmitted by a non-DMG STA so conditionals should be "if".			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 22:48:16Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 22:48:20Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15206			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.3.1.6			84			47			E			N			84.47			47			9.3.1.6						A			Editor						781			BSSID (TA) field either is or is not transmitted by DMG STA, so it's not temporally qualified.			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 22:48:48Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 22:48:51Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15207			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.3.1.9.7			90			33			G			N			90.33			33			9.3.1.9.7						J			Tomoko Adachi			18/1851r3			776			Why is it necessary that an unassociated STA is uniquely identified?			Not sure.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:41:07Z) -This is because an AID is allocated during the Association process and an unassociated STA does not have it.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-12-11 19:18:30Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15208			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.3.1.9.7			92			65			E			N			92.65			65			9.3.1.9.7						A			Editor						781			In each A-MSDU, fragmentation is allowed or not allowed so this is an "if" and not a "when"			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 23:07:55Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 23:07:58Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15209			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.3.1.20			95			47			E			N			95.47			47			9.3.1.20						A			Editor						781			An HE NDP announcement is either parsed by a non-HE VHT STA or not, so change "when" to "if".			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 23:22:57Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 23:23:01Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15210			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.3.3.3			109			25			T			N			109.25			25			9.3.3.3						V			Jae Seung			18/1987r2			800			Are these cumulative requirements, in the sense that dot11QoSOptionImplemented and dot11MeshActivated have to both be false, while both the EDCA Parameter Set element and the MU EDCA Parameter Set element are not set, or would subsets and combinations of these elements being false or unset also cause QoS Capability elements to be present?			Not sure.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 14:26:19Z) - The current wording is not clear about the condition on the presence of QoS Capability.
Changed the text accordingly.

See the proposed text change in 11-18/1987r3			EDITOR			Jae Seung 18/1987 MAC Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 23:13:46Z			4			2019/1/28 23:13			EDITOR


			15211			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.3.3.3			109			30			E			N			109.30			30			9.3.3.3						A			Editor						781			In Table 9-27, the Notes (except the first) consistenyl use "when" rather than "if", even though it describes on/off-situations.			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 16:38:49Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 16:38:53Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15212			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.3.3.7			111			14			E			N			111.14			14			9.3.3.7						A			Editor						781			The association request frame elicits the association response frame (grammar).			Change "this" to "the"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 16:40:47Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 16:40:50Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15213			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.3.3.7			111						G			N			111.00						9.3.3.7						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1698r1			782			This paragraph makes it ambiguous what the criteria are for the TWT element to be present, especially when read together with the immediately proceding paragraph that starts at line 12. It's a list of three alternatives, but it's not clear how the alternatives are grouped (is the element optionally present if either of the three alternatives are true, or should the alternatives be grouped so that "the first two alternatives are true, or the last alternative is true"? What happens if all three are true? Etc)			A possible solution is to change the paragraph to read: "The TWT element is optionally present if the TWT Requester Support field in the HE Capabilities element in the Association Request frame that elicited the Association Response frame is 1."

This should be sufficiently clear, given that the presence of the TWT element is not optional if the two other alternatives in this paragraph are true (by the immediately proceeding paragraph).			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:25:57Z) - Agree with the comment. Proposed resolution removes the ambiguity using similar language to the proposed change. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1698r0 under all headings that include CID 15213.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1698 Misc Part 2									I						4			2019/1/24 18:34			EDITOR


			15214			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.3.3.9			113			16			G			N			113.16			16			9.3.3.9						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1698r1			782			This paragraph makes it ambiguous what the criteria are for the TWT element to be present, especially when read together with the immediately proceding paragraph that starts at line 12. It's a list of three alternatives, but it's not clear how the alternatives are grouped (is the element optionally present if either of the three alternatives are true, or should the alternatives be grouped so that "the first two alternatives are true, or the last alternative is true"? What happens if all three are true? Etc)			A possible solution is to change the paragraph to read: "The TWT element is optionally present if the TWT Requester Support field in the HE Capabilities element in the Association Request frame that elicited the Association Response frame is 1."

This should be sufficiently clear, given that the presence of the TWT element is not optional if the two other alternatives in this paragraph are true (by the immediately proceeding paragraph).			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:26:08Z) - Agree with the comment. Proposed resolution removes the ambiguity using similar language to the proposed change. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1698r0 under all headings that include CID 15214.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1698 Misc Part 2									I						4			2019/1/24 18:34			EDITOR


			15215			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.6			130			33			E			N			130.33			33			9.4.2.6						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 17:24:11Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 17:24:15Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15216			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.6			130			41			E			N			130.41			41			9.4.2.6						A			Editor						781			"Bit N ... is 0" lacks a "set to"			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 17:25:46Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 17:25:49Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15217			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.6			130			45			E			N			130.45			45			9.4.2.6						A			Editor						781			"Bit N ... is 1" lacks a "set to"			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 17:26:25Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 17:26:29Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15218			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.6			130			49			E			N			130.49			49			9.4.2.6						A			Editor						781			"Bit N ... is 1" lacks a "set to"			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 17:26:34Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 17:26:38Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15219			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.30			132			59			E			N			132.59			59			9.4.2.30						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 17:30:25Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 17:30:29Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15220			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.30			133			23			E			N			133.23			23			9.4.2.30						J			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:07:20Z) - This should probably be a REVmd comment since it is not obvious that this is a time invariant conditional. It could be time variant (the access policy may change).			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:08:17Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15221			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.30			133			24			E			N			133.24			24			9.4.2.30						J			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:11:01Z) - This should probably be a REVmd comment since it is not obvious that this is a time invariant conditional. It could be time variant (the access policy may change).			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:11:07Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15222			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.30			133			25			E			N			133.25			25			9.4.2.30						J			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:11:42Z) - This should probably be a REVmd comment since it is not obvious that this is a time invariant conditional. It could be time variant (the access policy may change).			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:11:47Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15223			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.139			137			19			E			N			137.19			19			9.4.2.139						A			Editor						781			"When this subfield set to 1" should be "If the subfield is set to 1"			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:27:20Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:27:26Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15224			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.139			137			20			E			N			137.20			20			9.4.2.139						A			Editor						781			"When this subfield set to 1" should be "If the subfield is set to 1"			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:28:02Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:28:05Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15225			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.139			137			27			E			N			137.27			27			9.4.2.139						V			Editor			18/1780r5			781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:30:35Z) - See the resolution of CID 15024. 

TGax editor removes the following sentence (subclause 9.4.2.139, P144 L1) from TGax Draft 3.2. 
“If transmitted by a non-HE STA, the HE Fragmentation Operation subfield is reserved.”			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:31:43Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15226			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.139			137			28			E			N			137.28			28			9.4.2.139						V			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:32:02Z) - Time invariant condition so "if". Put the condition at the beginning: "If transmitted by an HE STA, the HE Fragmentation Operation subfield indicates..."			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:32:42Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15227			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.200			139			48			E			N			139.48			48			9.4.2.200						A			Editor						781			"when the Broadcast subfield in the Control field is 0" should be "if the Broadcast subfield in the Control field is set to 0"			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:35:37Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:35:40Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15228			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.200			140			1			E			N			140.01			1			9.4.2.200						V			Editor						781			"field is 1." should be "field is set to 1."			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:36:31Z) - Is is appropriate since it is a condition. Change when earlier in the sentence to if.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:37:30Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15229			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.200			140			45			E			N			140.45			45			9.4.2.200						A			Editor						781			Some missing spaces in "The Negotiation Type subfield indicates whether the information included in the TWT element is for the negotiation of parameters of broadcast or individual TWT(s) or a Wake TBTT interval.The MSB of the Negotiation Type subfield is the Broadcast field."			Change to "The Negotiation Type subfield indicates if the information included in the TWT element is for the negotiation of parameters of broadcast or for individual TWT(s) or a for Wake TBTT interval. The MSB of the Negotiation Type subfield is the Broadcast field."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:40:08Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:40:12Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15230			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.200			144			32			E			N			144.32			32			9.4.2.200						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:45:35Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:45:39Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15231			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.200			144			36			E			N			144.36			36			9.4.2.200						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:45:49Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:45:53Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15232			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.200			144			40			E			N			144.40			40			9.4.2.200						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:46:07Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:46:11Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15233			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.200			144			41			E			N			144.41			41			9.4.2.200						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:46:29Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:46:32Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15234			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.200			144			57			E			N			144.57			57			9.4.2.200						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:47:06Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:47:10Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15235			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.200			146			13			E			N			146.13			13			9.4.2.200						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:47:47Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:47:51Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15236			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.200			146			14			E			N			146.14			14			9.4.2.200						J			Editor						781			Superfluous punctuation.			Remove quotation marks around Suggest TWT and Demand TWT.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:48:54Z) - The quotes are consistent with the baseline style. If we want to change this, it should be a REVmd comment and then 11ax will adapt.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:49:39Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15237			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.200			146			18			E			N			146.18			18			9.4.2.200						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:50:30Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:50:33Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15238			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.200			146			20			E			N			146.20			20			9.4.2.200						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:51:10Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:51:14Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15239			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.200			146			23			E			N			146.23			23			9.4.2.200						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:51:31Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:51:35Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15240			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.200			146			49			E			N			146.49			49			9.4.2.200						J			Editor						781			"subfield is 0" should be "subfield is set to 0"			As in comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:52:39Z) - The problem identified is not present at the cited location.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:53:13Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15241			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.200			147			1			E			N			147.01			1			9.4.2.200						A			Editor						781			"When transmitted by a TWT requesting STA that is neither an S1G STA nor an HE STA with dot11HESubchannelSelectiveTransmissionImplemented equal to true, the TWT Channel field is reserved." should be "If transmitted by a TWT requesting STA that is neither an S1G STA nor an HE STA with dot11HESub-
channelSelectiveTransmissionImplemented equal to true, then the TWT Channel field is reserved."			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:54:32Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:54:38Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15242			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.200			147			2			T			N			147.02			2			9.4.2.200						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			1465r1			781			This is a conditional statement, but also the verb "contains" is ambiguous: shall TWT Channel field contain a bitmap such as the one described? Or may it? What happens if it doesn't?			"When transmitted by a TWT requesting STA that is either an S1G STA or an HE STA with dot11HESubchannelSelectiveTransmissionImplemented equal to true, the TWT Channel field contains a bitmap indicating which channel the STA requests to use as a temporary primary channel during a TWT SP." should be "If transmitted by a TWT requesting STA that is either an S1G STA or an HE STA with dot11HESubchannelSelectiveTransmissionImplemented equal to true, then the TWT Channel field shall contain a bitmap indicating which channel the STA requests to use as a temporary primary channel during a TWT SP. "			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-21 23:55:11Z)


Revised –

Agree in principle with the comment. The sentence has become too long due to the many conditions added to it. Proposed resolution is to simply indicate what the field is used for and provide references to the respective subclauses where the field is being used in the protocols, for both HE and S1G STAs.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1465r1 under all headings that include CID 15042.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15243			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.200			147			7			T			N			147.07			7			9.4.2.200						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			1465r1			781			This is a conditional statement, but also the verb "contains" is ambiguous: shall TWT Channel field contain a bitmap such as the one described? Or may it? What happens if it doesn't?			"When transmitted by a TWT responding STA that is either an S1G STA or an HE STA with dot11HESubchannelSelectiveTransmissionImplemented equal to true, the TWT Channel field contains a bitmap indicating which channel the TWT requesting STA is allowed to use as a temporary channel during the TWT SP. " should be "If transmitted by a TWT responding STA that is either an S1G STA or an HE STA with dot11HESubchannelSelectiveTransmissionImplemented equal to true, the TWT Channel field shall contain a bitmap indicating which channel the TWT requesting STA is allowed to use as a temporary channel during the TWT SP. "			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-21 23:56:05Z)


Revised –

Duplicate of CID 15042. Same resolution.

Agree in principle with the comment. The sentence has become too long due to the many conditions added to it. Proposed resolution is to simply indicate what the field is used for and provide references to the respective subclauses where the field is being used in the protocols, for both HE and S1G STAs.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1465r1 under all headings that include CID 15043.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15244			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.200			147			18			E			N			147.18			18			9.4.2.200						J			Editor						781			The two sentences seem like they can be improved.			Change to "If bit b in the TWT Channel field bitmap transmitted by a TWT requesting STA is set to 1, then the requesting STA has requested that channel b is used as primary channel during the TWT SP. If bit b in the TWT Channel field bitmap transmitted by a TWT responding STA is set to 1, then the responding STA is indicating that channel b may be used as the primary channel during the TWT SP."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:56:09Z) - It is an improvement, but really belongs in REVmd since it is a change to the baseline. As written it is still readable.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:56:54Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15245			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.237.5			167			56			E			N			167.56			56			9.4.2.237.5						A			Editor						781			Not compliant with 11-09-1034r12, cl 2.10			Change "zeros" to "0s"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 20:51:06Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 20:51:10Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15246			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.241			172			42			E			N			172.42			42			9.4.2.241						V			Editor						781			"has the value 1" should be "is set to 1".			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:00:48Z) - "is set to" is reserved for descriptions of encoding or behavior in the STA  transmitting the field. For behavior in the receiving STA we use "<field> is <value>" or "<field> is equal to <value>". Change "has the value" to "is"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:03:47Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15247			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.241			172			44			E			N			172.44			44			9.4.2.241						V			Editor						781			"has the value 0" should be "is set to 0".			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:04:42Z) - Change "has the value" to "is"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:04:55Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15248			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.241			172			52			E			N			172.52			52			9.4.2.241						V			Editor						781			"has the value 1" should be "is set to 1".			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:05:45Z) - Change "has the value" to "is"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:05:51Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15249			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.241			172			53			E			N			172.53			53			9.4.2.241						V			Editor						781			"has the value 0" should be "is set to 0".			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:05:53Z) - Change "has the value" to "is"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:05:59Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15250			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.241			172			56			E			N			172.56			56			9.4.2.241						V			Editor						781			The paragraph "The Non-SRG Offset Present subfield indicates whether the Non-SRG OBSS PD Max Offset subfield is present in the element. When this bit is set to 1, the Non-SRG  OBSS PD Max Offset subfield is present. When this bit is set to 0, the Non-SRG OBSS PD Max Offset subfield is not present." should read "The Non-SRG OBSS PD SR Disallowed subfield in the SR Control field indicates whether non-SRG OBSS PD SR transmissions are allowed or not at non-AP STAs that are associated with the AP that transmitted the element. If the non-SRG Offset Present subfield is set to 1, then the non-SRG OBSS PD Max Offset subfield is present. If the non-SRG OBSS PD Offset Present subfield is set to 0, then the non-SRG OBSS PD Max Offset subfield is not present. The Non-SRG OBSS PD Max Offset field contains an unsigned integer which is added to the value ∩Ç¡82 dBm to generate the value of the Non-SRG OBSS PD Max parameter." The last sentence is added from page 173, line 13, where the contents of this paragraph is duplicated.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:13:39Z) - Change the paragraph to read: "The Non-SRG Offset Present subfield in the SR Control field indicates whether or not the Non-SRG OBSS PD Max Offset field is present in the element. If the Non-SRG Offset Present subfield is set to 1, then the Non-SRG OBSS PD Max Offset field is present; otherwise the Non-SRG OBSS PD Max Offset field is not present." Remove the presence/absence statement in the paragraph at 173.11 and change the sentence read: The Non-SRG OBSS PD Max Offset field contains an unsigned integer that is added to -82 dBm to generate the value of the Non-SRG OBSS PD Max parameter."			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:14:16Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15251			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.241			172			64			E			N			172.64			64			9.4.2.241						V			Editor						781			"When this bit is set to 1," should be "If the subfield is set to 1,"			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:15:47Z) - Change the paragraph to read: "The SRG Information Present subfield in the SR Control field indicates whether or not the SRG OBSS PD Min Offset, SRG OBSS PD Max Offset, SRG BSS Color Bitmap and SRG Partial BSSID Bitmap fields are present in the element. If the SRG Information Present subfield is set to 1, then the subfields are present; otherwise the fields are not present." to fix this problem and align with changes made under #15250. Delete the statements about the presence/absence of the listed fields in their respective descriptive paragraphs.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:16:21Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15252			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.241			172			65			E			N			172.65			65			9.4.2.241						V			Editor						781			"When this bit is set to 0," should be "If the subfield is set to 0,"			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:16:29Z) - See #15251			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:16:45Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15253			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.241			173			7			E			N			173.07			7			9.4.2.241						V			Editor						781			The text "The subfield has the value of 0 or 1 and the interpretation of each of these values is described in 27.11.6 (SPATIAL_REUSE)." should be "The subfield can be set to 0 or 1 as described in 27.11.6 (SPATIAL_REUSE)."			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:35:43Z) - Change to read "The subfield is set as described in 27.11.6 (SPATIAL_REUSE)."			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:35:54Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15254			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.241			173			10			E			N			173.10			10			9.4.2.241						V			Editor						781			The paragraph beginning on this line duplicates the paragraph on page 172, line 56. If it is preserved on page 172, page 56, then the fields presented in Figure 9-568cy on page 172 are presented in order from left to right. So the following text should be deleted: "The Non-SRG OBSS PD Max Offset subfield is present when the value of the Non-SRG Offset Present sub-
field is equal to 1; otherwise the Non-SRG OBSS PD Max Offset subfield is not present. The Non-SRG
OBSS PD Max Offset field contains an unsigned integer which is added to the value ∩Ç¡82 dBm to generate
the value of the Non-SRG OBSS PD Max parameter.
"			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:36:54Z) - Problem resolved with changes from #15250			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:37:32Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15255			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.241			173			17			E			N			173.17			17			9.4.2.241						V			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:37:43Z) - Problem resolved with changes from #15251			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:38:16Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15256			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.241			173			18			E			N			173.18			18			9.4.2.241						V			Editor						781			Decapitalise O in otherwise			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:38:02Z) - Problem resolved with changes from #15251			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:38:08Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15257			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.241			173			23			E			N			173.23			23			9.4.2.241						V			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:38:31Z) - Problem resolved with changes from #15251			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:38:40Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15258			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.241			173			24			E			N			173.24			24			9.4.2.241						V			Editor						781			Decapitalise O in otherwise			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:38:51Z) - Problem resolved with changes from #15251			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:38:56Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15259			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.241			173			29			E			N			173.29			29			9.4.2.241						V			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:39:03Z) - Problem resolved with changes from #15251			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:39:11Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15260			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.241			173			30			E			N			173.30			30			9.4.2.241						V			Editor						781			Decapitalise O in otherwise			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:39:14Z) - Problem resolved with changes from #15251			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:39:19Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15261			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.4.2.241			173			39			E			N			173.39			39			9.4.2.241						V			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:39:27Z) - Problem resolved with changes from #15251			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:39:33Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15262			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.6.25.9			186			33			T			N			186.33			33			9.6.25.9						V									791			Some collective deliberations will be required to bring structure to this entire subclause. Fig 9-740b1 is not referenced anywhere, and the sentences look half-baked.			As in comment.			Revised. 

Agree in principal with the comment that the reference to the Figure is missing. Resolution is to fix the reference. TGax Editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1696r1 under all headings that include CID 15041.			EDITOR			Osama November 2018									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 18:55:41Z- Resolution to #15041 already present in D3.3						2019/1/28 18:56			EDITOR


			15263			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.7.3			195			18			E			N			195.18			18			9.7.3						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:24:17Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:24:21Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15264			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.7.3			195			23			E			N			195.23			23			9.7.3						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:24:42Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:24:45Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15265			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.7.3			195			23			E			N			195.23			23			9.7.3						A			Editor						781			Change capital I in ": If" to lower case ": if"			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:25:21Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:25:24Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15266			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			9.7.3			197			13			E			N			197.13			13			9.7.3						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:27:08Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:27:11Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15267			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			10.2.4.2			200			33			E			N			200.33			33			10.2.4.2						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 22:10:58Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 22:11:04Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15268			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			10.2.5a			200			44			E			N			200.44			44			10.2.5a						J			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 22:11:40Z) - There is a time conponent here.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 22:11:56Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15269			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			10.2.6			200			59			E			N			200.59			59			10.2.6						J			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 22:12:53Z) - Baseline change			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 22:13:04Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15270			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			10.3.1			201			29			E			N			201.29			29			10.3.1						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 22:32:12Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 22:32:17Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15271			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			10.3.1			201			30			E			N			201.30			30			10.3.1						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 22:32:41Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 22:32:45Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15272			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			10.3.5			207			56			E			N			207.56			56			10.3.5						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 22:50:12Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 22:50:15Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15273			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			10.3.5			207			62			E			N			207.62			62			10.3.5						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 22:50:22Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 22:50:25Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15274			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			10.12			216			4			E			N			216.04			4			10.12						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-13 21:49:46Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-13 21:49:50Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15275			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			10.12			216			5			E			N			216.05			5			10.12						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-13 21:50:09Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-13 21:50:13Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15276			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			10.22.2.2			218			33			E			N			218.33			33			10.22.2.2						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-13 21:56:36Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-13 21:56:40Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15277			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			10.22.2.2			219			4			E			N			219.04			4			10.22.2.2						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-13 21:57:32Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-13 21:57:36Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15278			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			10.22.2.4			219			49			E			N			219.49			49			10.22.2.4						V			Editor						781			The sentence "A STA shall save the TXOP holder address for the BSS in which it is associated, which is the MAC adress from the Address 2 field of the frame that initiated a frame exchange sequence except when this is a CTS frame, in which case the TXOP holder address is the Address 1 field. " should be "A STA shall save the TXOP holder address for the BSS to which it is associated. This is the MAC adress from the Address 2 field of the frame that initiated the frame exchange sequence, except when it is a CTS frame in which case the TXOP holder address is in the Address 1 field."			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:00:18Z) - As suggested, but with an additional change; replace "This" in second sentence with "The TXOP holder address"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:01:29Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15279			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			10.22.2.4			219			51			E			N			219.51			51			10.22.2.4						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:02:26Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:02:30Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15280			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			10.22.2.4			220			57			E			N			220.57			57			10.22.2.4						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:04:51Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:04:56Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15281			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			10.22.2.6			222			2			E			N			222.02			2			10.22.2.6						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:05:47Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:05:51Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15282			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			10.22.2.8			224			27			E			N			224.27			27			10.22.2.8						J			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:07:30Z) - In this case, the condition is certain and use of when is appropriate, The condition is certain because the condition is not  applied to an instance of the specification (an implementation) but to a possibilities inherent in the allowed range of the TXOP limit parameter.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:12:57Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15283			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			10.22.2.8			225			39			E			N			225.39			39			10.22.2.8						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:14:38Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:14:41Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15284			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			10.24.10.3			229			27			E			N			229.27			27			10.24.10.3						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:17:29Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:17:33Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15285			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			10.24.10.3			229			47			E			N			229.47			47			10.24.10.3						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:17:36Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:17:40Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15286			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			10.24.10.3			229			50			E			N			229.50			50			10.24.10.3						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:18:09Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:18:13Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15287			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			10.24.10.3			231			20			E			N			231.20			20			10.24.10.3						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:21:23Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:21:26Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15288			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			10.28.3			232			46			E			N			232.46			46			10.28.3						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:26:42Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:26:45Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15289			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			10.28.4			233			1			E			N			233.01			1			10.28.4						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:27:12Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:27:16Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15290			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			10.43.1			234			56			T			N			234.56			56			10.43.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			1466r0			781			It says that "In general, the meaning of .... [etc]". Are there specific exceptions to this rule introduced elsewhere in the document?			Not sure.			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-21 23:39:01Z)


Revised –

Agree in principle with the comment. There is no reason for stating “in general”. Proposed resolution is to remove the wording.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/ 1466r0 under all headings that include CID 15290.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15291			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			10.43.1			234			58			G			N			234.58			58			10.43.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			1466r0			781			Why is this a "transmitting STA" rather than a "requesting STA" (within the meaning of 10.42.1 paragraph 2)?			As in comment.			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-21 23:39:47Z)

Revised –

Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution is to replace it with “requesting STA” to be consistent with the term responding STA.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1466r0 under all headings that include CID 15291			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15292			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			10.43.1			234			62			G			N			234.62			62			10.43.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			1466r0			781			Why is this a "transmitting STA" rather than a "requesting STA" (within the meaning of 10.42.1 paragraph 2)?			As in comment.			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-21 23:40:37Z)


Revised –

Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution is to replace it with “requesting STA” to be consistent with the term responding STA.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1466r0 under all headings that include CID 15292			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15293			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			10.43.1			234						E			N			234.00						10.43.1						J			Editor						781			The sentence which begins "In general, the meaning of Request TWT..." is very long, and while Request TWT is used as an expression, "Suggest TWT", "Demand TWT", "Accept TWT", "Dictate TWT" and "Reject TWT" are within quotation marks. Remove the quotation marks.			As in comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:27:37Z) - It would be better to take this comment to REVmd, since the baseline is not fully quoted here, If adopted in REVmd we could update to follow the new style. Doing it here and not in REVmd might create style inconsistencies.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:29:49Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15294			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			11.2.3.8			240			15			E			N			240.15			15			11.2.3.8						J			Editor						781			Maybe, in conformance with Table 9-198 of 802.11-2016, this should read "which had an Element Status equal to 0 in the FMS Status subelement (see Table 9-198)." rather than using "Accept" (Table 9-198 specifies the Accept value as being the value 0 in the Element Status value of the FMS Status subelement). (an interpretation of 11-09-1034r12, sec. 2.4)			As in comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:59:31Z) - If a name (e.g., Accept) has been assigned to a number (0, in this case), the name should be used. Not the other way around. Values, fields, frames, etc. are named so that the meaning can be inferred from tha name, making the text easier for a human to read.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-13 23:01:32Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15295			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			11.2.3.17			240			52			E			N			240.52			52			11.2.3.17						J			Editor						781			In Table 9-205 it's specified that the two Status field values which indicate "Accept" when no valid TSF timestamp is present in the TIM frames, or "Accept, valid timestamp present in TIM frames" when a valid TSF timestamp is present in the TIM frames." are the values 0 and 1. Rather than having "Accept" and "accept, valid timestamp present in TIM frames" within quotation marks, maybe the values could be listed instead. For instance in this way: "a Status field set to 0 or set to 1, as described in Table 9-205." (an interpretation of 11-09-1034r12, section 2.4)			As in comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 22:07:05Z) - Baseline change better made in REVmd.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									N									2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15296			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			11.2.3.17			240			56			E			N			240.56			56			11.2.3.17						J			Editor						781			In table 9-205 it's specified that the Status field values that indicate "Overridden" or "Overridden, time-stamp present .." are the values 3 and 4. Maybe this could be rewritten as follows: "....Status field set to 3 or set to 4 (see Table 9-205) and include in the TIM Broadcast Response element the smallest TIM broadcast interval that is currently active."			As in comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 22:08:06Z)- Baseline change better made in REVmd			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									N			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 22:08:45Z						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15297			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			11.2.3.17			240			61			E			N			240.61			61			11.2.3.17						V			Editor						781			This could be rewritten "Otherwise, the AP shall include a TIM Broadcast Response element with a Status field set to 2, as described in Table 9-205." (an interpretation of 11-09-1034r12, sec 2.4)			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 22:08:28Z) - Baseline change better made in REVmd			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									N									2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15298			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			11.24.7.1			243			62			E			N			243.62			62			11.24.7.1						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-13 23:23:11Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-13 23:23:14Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15299			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			11.24.7.4			244			11			E			N			244.11			11			11.24.7.4						J			Editor						781			Remove "the value of" in the phrase "set to the value of 0". Also remove "i.e." in the parenthesis, and perhaps replace the parenthesis by ", indicating the status Accept,"			As in comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-13 23:24:10Z) - Since the baseline is not fully quoted here, style changes like this may create inconsistencies. Also, the preferred way to reference values is by their name, as in "A BTM Status Code field set to Accept indicates that the STA will transition…"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-13 23:25:47Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15300			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			17.3.9.10			249			35			E			N			249.35			35			17.3.9.10						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-13 23:32:21Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-13 23:32:25Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15301			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			17.3.9.10			249			36			E			N			249.36			36			17.3.9.10						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-13 23:32:47Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-13 23:32:51Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15302			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.2.1			253			25			G			N			253.25			25			27.2.1						V			Huizhao Wang			18/1995r3			782			Grammar? "An HE STA can configure" should be changed to "An HE STA can be configured", or even (because this is a normative statement, "An HE STA may be configured".			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 22:26:28Z) - TGax editor, please make changes as showing in doc 11-18-1995-03-00ax			EDITOR			Huizhao 18/1995 Duration based RTS									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 19:43:57Z			4			2019/1/24 19:43			EDITOR


			15303			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.2.3			255			3			E			N			255.03			3			27.2.3						A			Editor						781			The text "that are members of the STA's SRG to determine whether or not" should be "that are members of the SRG of the STA and determine if"- In the rest of the paragraph, occurrences of "whether or not" can be replaced by "if" without losing clarity.			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 16:27:45Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 21:14:59Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15304			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.3.2.1			263			45			E			N			263.45			45			27.3.2.1						A			Editor						781			Replace "when all" with "if all".			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:15:31Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:15:35Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15305			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.3.2.1			263			47			E			N			263.47			47			27.3.2.1						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:16:09Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:16:12Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15306			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.3.3.2			266			29			E			N			266.29			29			27.3.3.2						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:17:00Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:17:04Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15307			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.3.3.3			266			43			E			N			266.43			43			27.3.3.3						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:17:38Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:17:41Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15308			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.3.3.3			266			51			E			N			266.51			51			27.3.3.3						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:17:57Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:18:00Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15309			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.3.3.3			267			1			E			N			267.01			1			27.3.3.3						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:18:28Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:18:32Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15310			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.3.3.3			267			8			E			N			267.08			8			27.3.3.3						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:18:47Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:18:51Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15311			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.3.3.4			267			21			E			N			267.21			21			27.3.3.4						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:19:06Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:19:09Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15312			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.3.3.4			267			29			E			N			267.29			29			27.3.3.4						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:19:21Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:19:26Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15313			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.3.3.4			267			53			E			N			267.53			53			27.3.3.4						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:19:43Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:19:47Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15314			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.4.1			269			42			E			N			269.42			42			27.4.1						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:20:19Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:20:23Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15315			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.4.2			271			35			E			N			271.35			35			27.4.2						V			Editor						781			Replace "is 0 when the originator is an AP, and is 2045 when the originator is an unassociated HE STA" with "is equal to 0 if the originator is an AP or is equal to 2045 if the originator is an unassociated HE STA"			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:46:32Z) - "field is <value>" is preferred (less verbose than is equal to). Change the whens to ifs.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:47:29Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15316			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.4.4.3			274			21			G			N			274.21			21			27.4.4.3						V			George Cherian			1501r1			781			There are smaller grammar errors. An AP sends (third person singular s), "when" can be replaced by "if", and "would occupy" should be replaced by "occupies".			As in comment.			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 18:25:45Z)

Revised - 

Agree in principle

TGax editor shall incorporate changes in 11-18-1501-01-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15317			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.4.4.6			276			23			E			N			276.23			23			27.4.4.6						V			Editor						781			Replace " manamgement" with "management"			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 21:15:24Z) - and capitalize Management			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 21:15:37Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15318			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.4.4.6			276			31			E			N			276.31			31			27.4.4.6						A			Editor						781			Add "(Generation and transmission of BlockAck frames by an HT STA or DMG STA)" after 10.24.7.5			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 21:17:34Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 21:17:38Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15319			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.4.4.6			276			33			E			N			276.33			33			27.4.4.6						A			Editor						781			Add space after close-parenthesis.			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 21:17:44Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 21:17:48Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15320			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.4.4.6			276			37			E			N			276.37			37			27.4.4.6						A			Editor						781			Remove the second "if" in this list, as it appears to be a cumulative list.			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 21:38:16Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 21:38:28Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15321			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.5.2			279			48			E			N			279.48			48			27.5.2						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:06:34Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:06:37Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15322			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.5.2			279			52			E			N			279.52			52			27.5.2						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:09:47Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:09:51Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15323			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.5.3.1			280			9			E			N			280.09			9			27.5.3.1						V			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:17:40Z) - "When" removed with resolution to #16948			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:18:07Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15324			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.5.3.2.1			281			12			E			N			281.12			12			27.5.3.2.1						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:23:20Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:23:23Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15325			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.5.3.2.1			281			14			E			N			281.14			14			27.5.3.2.1						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:23:58Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:24:02Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15326			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.5.3.2.1			281			18			E			N			281.18			18			27.5.3.2.1						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:24:30Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:24:33Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15327			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.5.3.2.1			281			33			E			N			281.33			33			27.5.3.2.1						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:25:22Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:25:26Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15328			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.5.3.2.2			282			26			E			N			282.26			26			27.5.3.2.2						V			Editor						781			The phrase " OFDM symbol of the PPDU that contains either the last bit of SCH when BCC is used to encode the PSDU or the last coded bit of the LDPC codeword that encodes the last bit of SCH when LDPC is used to encode  the PSDU," would be more readable if it were formatted as a list in this way:
"OFDM symbol of the PPDU that contains
- the last bit of the SCH if BCC is used to encode the PSDU, or
- the last coded bit of the LDPC codeword that encodes the last bit of SCH if LDPC is used to encode the PSDU,"			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:51:39Z) - Apply similar formating changes to improve readability in the subsequent 2 paragraphs as well.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:39:53Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15329			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.5.3.2.2			282			37			E			N			282.37			37			27.5.3.2.2						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 14:39:47Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 14:39:51Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15330			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.5.3.2.2			282			38			E			N			282.38			38			27.5.3.2.2						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:52:37Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:52:41Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15331			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.5.3.2.2			282			45			E			N			282.45			45			27.5.3.2.2						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:53:08Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:53:11Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15332			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.5.3.2.2			282			47			E			N			282.47			47			27.5.3.2.2						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:53:14Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:53:18Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15333			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.5.3.2.2			282			43			T			N			282.43			43			27.5.3.2.2						J			Liwen Chu			18/2040r6			782			Does the "should" mean "might", "may", "shall" or something else?			As in comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 13:20:38Z) - The comment fails to identify a technical issue and is asking a question. “Should” is meant to be a recommendation and is widely used in the standard for this particular purpose.

EDITOR note to commenter: shall, may, and should have specially meaning in IEEE-SA standards. See IEEE-SA style guide.			EDITOR			Liwen 18/2040 Misc									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 23:12:11Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/24 23:13			EDITOR


			15334			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.5.3.2.3			283			7			E			N			283.07			7			27.5.3.2.3						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:58:37Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:58:40Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15335			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.5.3.2.3			284			25			E			N			284.25			25			27.5.3.2.3						V			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 14:58:59Z) - Change "except when" to "unless"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 14:59:14Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15336			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.5.3.2.3			284			27			E			N			284.27			27			27.5.3.2.3						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:00:10Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:00:14Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15337			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.5.3.2.3			284			29			E			N			284.29			29			27.5.3.2.3						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:01:15Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:01:18Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15338			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.5.3.2.3			285			50			E			N			285.50			50			27.5.3.2.3						J			Editor						781			Replace "is 0." with "is equal to 0."			As in comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:10:14Z) - "is equal to" is unnecessary and the shorter version is preferred.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:10:52Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15339			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.5.3.2.4			285			57			E			N			285.57			57			27.5.3.2.4						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:11:39Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:11:42Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15340			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.5.3.2.4			285			61			E			N			285.61			61			27.5.3.2.4						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:12:09Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:12:13Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15341			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.5.3.4			290			5			E			N			290.05			5			27.5.3.4						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:16:37Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:16:41Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15342			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.5.3.4			290			38			E			N			290.38			38			27.5.3.4						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:17:25Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:17:28Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15343			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.5.3.5			292			6			E			N			292.06			6			27.5.3.5						V			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:21:17Z) - Also  state the relationship of the list to the requirement. Change to "except when" to "unless one of the following apply"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:22:24Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15344			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.5.3.5			292			50			E			N			292.50			50			27.5.3.5						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:23:08Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:23:11Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15345			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.5.3.5			293			2			E			N			293.02			2			27.5.3.5						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:26:15Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:26:18Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15346			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.5.3.6			293			58			E			N			293.58			58			27.5.3.6						A			Editor						781			The words "except that" are redundant.			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:31:16Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:31:20Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15347			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.5.3.6			294			9			E			N			294.09			9			27.5.3.6						A			Editor						781			The words "except that" are redundant.			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:31:52Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:32:16Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15348			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.5.3.6			294			13			E			N			294.13			13			27.5.3.6						A			Editor						781			The words "except that" are redundant.			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:32:35Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:32:38Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15349			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.5.3.6			294			30			E			N			294.30			30			27.5.3.6						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:35:49Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:35:52Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15350			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.5.3.6			294			43			E			N			294.43			43			27.5.3.6						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:36:25Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:36:29Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15351			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.5.5.1			296			52			E			N			296.52			52			27.5.5.1						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:48:12Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:48:16Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15352			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.5.5.1			296			57			E			N			296.57			57			27.5.5.1						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:48:41Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:48:44Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15353			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.5.5.5			299			16			E			N			299.16			16			27.5.5.5						V			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:54:38Z) - simplify the sentence to fix this and otther issues. BSS color is a aspect of the BSS, not the AP. Change to "An AP shall transmit a Trigger frame that allocates one or more RA-RUs with AID12 set to 2045 in an HE PPDU so that an unassociated STA can determine the BSS color."			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:56:17Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15354			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.5.6.2			300			30			E			N			300.30			30			27.5.6.2						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:17:59Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:18:02Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15355			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.5.6.2			300			61			E			N			300.61			61			27.5.6.2						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:18:41Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:18:44Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15356			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.5.6.3.1			301			62			E			N			301.62			62			27.5.6.3.1						V			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:20:50Z) - Change "except when" to "unless"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:21:02Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15357			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.5.7			303			5			E			N			303.05			5			27.5.7						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:29:03Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:29:06Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15358			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.6.3			306			50			E			N			306.50			50			27.6.3						V			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:53:33Z) - Change "except when" to "unless"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:53:47Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15359			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.6.3			307			4			E			N			307.04			4			27.6.3						V			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:54:28Z) - Change "except when" to "unless"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:54:42Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15360			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.6.3			308			12			E			N			308.12			12			27.6.3						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:56:32Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:56:35Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15361			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.6.3			308			13			E			N			308.13			13			27.6.3						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:56:57Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:57:00Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15362			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.6.3			308			15			E			N			308.15			15			27.6.3						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:57:26Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:57:30Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15363			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.6.3			309			30			E			N			309.30			30			27.6.3						V			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:00:25Z) - Change "except when" to "unless"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:00:38Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15364			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.6.4			311			7			E			N			311.07			7			27.6.4						J			Editor						781			Replace "would result" with "results"			As in comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:06:23Z) - This requirement is a test to determine if the report needs to be segmented.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:07:33Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15365			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.6.5			312			13			E			N			312.13			13			27.6.5						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:17:50Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:17:54Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15366			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.6.5			312			40			E			N			312.40			40			27.6.5						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:20:03Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:20:07Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15367			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.6.5			312			42			E			N			312.42			42			27.6.5						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:23:17Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:23:21Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15368			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.7.1			314			12			E			N			314.12			12			27.7.1						V			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:24:26Z) - Change "except when" to "unless"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:24:40Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15369			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.8.3			336			40			E			N			336.40			40			27.8.3						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:37:46Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:37:49Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15370			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.8.3			336			44			E			N			336.44			44			27.8.3						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:38:13Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:38:16Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15371			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.8.3			336			49			E			N			336.49			49			27.8.3						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:39:20Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:39:24Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15372			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.8.3			337			2			G			N			337.02			2			27.8.3						A			Jarkko Kneckt			1246r8			781			Conditional and it is not indicated whether the value is set or equal to.			Change "When" to "if", and add "are set to 0s".			ACCEPTED (MAC: 2018-09-20 21:34:58Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15373			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.8.3			337			15			E			N			337.15			15			27.8.3						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:52:10Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:52:13Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15374			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.9.2.2			338			64			E			N			338.64			64			27.9.2.2						V			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:52:40Z) - "when compared to the OBSS PD level" is not relavant. Delete.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:53:08Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15375			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.9.2.2			339			4			E			N			339.04			4			27.9.2.2						V			Editor						804			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 23:21:43Z) - Change from
"If an AP wants to get the protection equivalent to SR_DELAY, when transmitting a Trigger frame in non-HE format, it might not transmit the Trigger frame in a VHT PPDU, but in a non-HT or in an HT PPDU with the TXVECTOR parameter AGGREGATION set to 0"
to 
"An AP can get protection equivalent to SR_DELAY by transmitting the Trigger frame in a non-HT PPDU or HT PPDU with the TXVECTOR parameter AGGREGATION set to 0 instead of in a VHT PPDU."			EDITOR			Editor January 2019						There are more significant problems with note thant the "when"			I			EDITOR: 2019-01-29 03:48:38Z			4			2019/1/29 3:48			EDITOR


			15376			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.9.2.3			339			53			E			N			339.53			53			27.9.2.3						V			Editor						804			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 23:29:52Z) - Change from
"If an AP wants to get the protection equivalent to SR_DELAY, when transmitting a Trigger frame in non-HE format, it might not transmit the Trigger frame in a VHT PPDU, but in a non-HT or in an HT PPDU with the TXVECTOR parameter AGGREGATION set to 0"
to 
"An AP can get protection equivalent to SR_DELAY by transmitting the Trigger frame in a non-HT PPDU or HT PPDU with the TXVECTOR parameter AGGREGATION set to 0 instead of in a VHT PPDU."			EDITOR			Editor January 2019						Bigger problems here than "when"			I			EDITOR: 2019-01-29 03:49:21Z			4			2019/1/29 3:49			EDITOR


			15377			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.9.2.4			340			4			E			N			340.04			4			27.9.2.4						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:56:22Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:56:27Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15378			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.9.2.4			340			44			E			N			340.44			44			27.9.2.4						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:57:23Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:57:27Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15379			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.9.2.4			342			25			E			N			342.25			25			27.9.2.4						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:58:35Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:58:38Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15380			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.9.2.5			342			50			E			N			342.50			50			27.9.2.5						V			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:58:21Z) - Change text in brackets to "including an HE TB PPDU that is not a response to a Trigger frame with the CS Required subfield set to 0"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2						Readability issues here			I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:58:32Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15381			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.9.2.5			342			60			E			N			342.60			60			27.9.2.5						V			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:59:54Z) - Change text in brackets to "including an HE TB PPDU that is not a response to a Trigger frame with the CS Required subfield set to 0"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2						Readability issues			I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:59:59Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15382			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.9.2.5			344			2			E			N			344.02			2			27.9.2.5						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:02:14Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:02:18Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15383			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.9.2.5			344			8			E			N			344.08			8			27.9.2.5						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:02:40Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:02:43Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15384			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.9.2.5			344			15			E			N			344.15			15			27.9.2.5						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:03:01Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:03:05Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15385			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.9.3.1			344			58			E			N			344.58			58			27.9.3.1						A			Editor						781			"When the RXVector" -> "If the RXVector"			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:04:58Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:05:01Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15386			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.9.3.2			345			12			E			N			345.12			12			27.9.3.2						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:08:58Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:09:01Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15387			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.9.3.2			345			61			E			N			345.61			61			27.9.3.2						A			Editor						781			"In cases when" -> "In cases where"			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:10:38Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:10:41Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15388			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.10.2			348			27			E			N			348.27			27			27.10.2						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:15:43Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:15:46Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15389			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.10.2			348			34			E			N			348.34			34			27.10.2						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:16:22Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:16:26Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15390			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.10.4.1			350			33			E			N			350.33			33			27.10.4.1						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:35:02Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:35:06Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15391			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.10.4.1			350			34			E			N			350.34			34			27.10.4.1						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:36:10Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:36:13Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15392			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.10.4.1			350			46			E			N			350.46			46			27.10.4.1						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:37:01Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:37:05Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15393			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.10.4.1			350			59			E			N			350.59			59			27.10.4.1						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:37:24Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:37:28Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15394			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.11.2			353			27			E			N			353.27			27			27.11.2						V			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:39:05Z) - Change "except when" to "unless"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:39:04Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15395			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.11.4			353			57			E			N			353.57			57			27.11.4						V			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:39:58Z) - Fixed with changes from #15107			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:40:13Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15396			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.11.4			354			3			E			N			354.03			3			27.11.4						V			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:42:19Z) - Change "except when" to "unless"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:42:31Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15397			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.11.4			354			15			E			N			354.15			15			27.11.4						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:43:24Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:43:27Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15398			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.11.4			354			18			E			N			354.18			18			27.11.4						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:43:59Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:44:03Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15399			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.11.4			355			18			E			N			355.18			18			27.11.4						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:44:34Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:44:39Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15400			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.11.5			356			14			E			N			356.14			14			27.11.5						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:46:44Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:46:47Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15401			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.11.6			356			41			E			N			356.41			41			27.11.6						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:48:25Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:48:28Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15402			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.11.6			356			46			E			N			356.46			46			27.11.6						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:48:45Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:48:48Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15403			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.11.6			356			48			E			N			356.48			48			27.11.6						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:49:10Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:49:14Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15404			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.11.6			356			58			E			N			356.58			58			27.11.6						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:49:31Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:49:34Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15405			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.12			358			55			E			N			358.55			55			27.12						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 19:03:37Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 19:03:41Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15406			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.13			360			57			E			N			360.57			57			27.13						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 19:04:37Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 19:04:40Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15407			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.14.1			361			14			E			N			361.14			14			27.14.1						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 19:05:12Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 19:05:15Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15408			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.15.2			365			44			E			N			365.44			44			27.15.2						V			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 19:59:10Z) - change "except when" to "unless"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 19:59:27Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15409			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.15.3			366			17			E			N			366.17			17			27.15.3						V			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if" in both locations.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:10:06Z) - To fix this and other errors (MCS and NSS do not apply to non-HT PPDUs; for an HE PPDU, MCS is HE-MCS) change sentence to "For a Control frame sent in response to an HE ER SU PPDU, if the Control frame is carried in an HE ER SU PPDU, then the <HE-MCS, NSS> tuple shall be <MCS0, 1> and if the Control frame is carried in a non-HT PPDU then the rate is 6 Mb/s (see 10.7.6.5 (Rate selection for control response frames))."			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:11:29Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15410			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.15.3			366			26			E			N			366.26			26			27.15.3						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:13:43Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:13:47Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15411			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.15.3			366			51			E			N			366.51			51			27.15.3						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:14:20Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:14:23Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15412			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.15.3			366			57			E			N			366.57			57			27.15.3						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:15:24Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:15:28Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15413			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.15.4.4			369			40			E			N			369.40			40			27.15.4.4						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:18:58Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:19:02Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15414			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.16.1			370			24			E			N			370.24			24			27.16.1						A			Editor						781			"when either B0 or B1 of the Channel Width Set subfield of the HE Capabilities element is 1," should be "when either B0 or B1 of the Channel Width Set subfield of the HE Capabilities element is equal to 1,"			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-08 20:43:56Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:22:07Z - Approved resolution is ACCEPTED. However, all the field setting is done by the transmitter: the transmitter "sets field X to A if field Y is set to B. It does not set field Y to B and then check if it is equal to B. Use "if either B0 or B1 … is set to 1"			3.1			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15415			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.16.1			370			26			E			N			370.26			26			27.16.1						A			Editor						781			" the Supported Channel Width Set subfield of the HT Capabilities element is 0" should be " the Supported Channel Width Set subfield of the HT Capabilities element is set to 0"			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:23:23Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:23:26Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15416			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.16.1			370			30			E			N			370.30			30			27.16.1						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-08 20:40:42Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:25:30Z - Approved resolution is ACCEPTED, however, "unless" is better phrasing for an exception than "except if". Using "unless".			3.1			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15417			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.16.4.1			374			55			E			N			374.55			55			27.16.4.1						V			Editor						781			"which only HE STA which supports the" should be "which only an HE STA that supports the"			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:43:10Z) Change to "which only HE STAs that support"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:43:43Z - see #16770			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15418			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.16.4.1			374			62			E			N			374.62			62			27.16.4.1						V			ChaoChun Wang			18/1855r4			782			"An HE STA decides to stay quiet pause its countdown counter and resume count down when a quiet period ends." should be "An HE STA that decides to stay quiet pauses its countdown counter and resumes
 count down when a quiet period ends."			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:13:23Z) - TGax editor, please make changes as shown in document 11-18/1855r4 under CID 15787			EDITOR			ChaoChun 18/1855 QTP									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 19:25:23Z			4			2019/1/24 19:25			EDITOR


			15419			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.16.4.1			374			64			E			N			374.64			64			27.16.4.1						V			ChaoChun Wang			18/1855r4			782			" An STA can continue the countdown if choose not to be Silent." should be " A STA can continue the countdown if chooses not to be silent."			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:15:04Z) - TGax editor, please make changes as shown in document 11-18/1855r4 under CID 15787			EDITOR			ChaoChun 18/1855 QTP									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 19:25:35Z			4			2019/1/24 19:25			EDITOR


			15420			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.16.6			376			61			E			N			376.61			61			27.16.6						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:53:58Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:54:01Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15421			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.1.1			381			23			E			N			381.23			23			28.1.1						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:06:36Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:06:40Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15422			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.1.1			381			30			E			N			381.30			30			28.1.1						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:07:32Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:07:36Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15423			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.1.1			381			64			E			N			381.64			64			28.1.1						A			Editor						781			This phrase: "Data field symbols when the 4x HE-LTF is used if the non-AP HE STA does not support HE ER SU PPDUs" surely means to say "Data field symbols if the 4x HE-LTF is used and the non-AP HE STA does not support HE ER SU PPDUs" ?			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:08:40Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:08:44Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15424			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.2.2			395			13			E			N			395.13			13			28.2.2						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:11:45Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:11:48Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15425			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.2.2			395			20			E			N			395.20			20			28.2.2						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:12:03Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:12:07Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15426			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.2.2			395			54			E			N			395.54			54			28.2.2						A			Editor						781			Not compliant with 11-09-1034r12, cl 2.9.3			Change to "Set to 0"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:13:30Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:13:34Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15427			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.2.2			395			56			E			N			395.56			56			28.2.2						V			Editor						781			Not compliant with 11-09-1034r12, cl 2.9.3			Change to "Set to 1 indicates that"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:13:48Z) - Set to 1 to indicate that			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:14:02Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15428			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.2.2			395			58			E			N			395.58			58			28.2.2						V			Editor						781			The word "only" is not used the way proposed in 11-09-1034r12, cl 2.9			Change to "Value is set for full bandwidth MU-MIMO not using 1x HE-LTF and not otherwise."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 21:06:42Z) - Change to "Present for full bandwidth MU-MIMO not using 1x HE-LTF and not present otherwise." to fix editorial issue. The technical issue mentioned in the ad-hoc notes still applies.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2						I believe there are specific statements in the MAC on how to set this for partial bandwidth and other configurations. Check validity of this "only present" statement.			I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 21:08:19Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15429			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.2.2			398			21			E			N			398.21			21			28.2.2						V			Editor						781			Not compliant with 11-09-1034r12, cl 2.9.3			Change to "Set to 0"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:18:13Z) - Set to 0 to indicate			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:18:26Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15430			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.2.2			398			23			E			N			398.23			23			28.2.2						V			Editor						781			Not compliant with 11-09-1034r12, cl 2.9.3			Change to "Set to 1"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:18:32Z) - Set to 1 to indicate			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:18:42Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15431			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.2.2			400			12			E			N			400.12			12			28.2.2						A			Editor						781			Not compliant with 11-09-1034r12, cl 2.9.3			Change to "Integer value set to 10 or 20."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:19:42Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:19:45Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15432			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.2.2			400			25			E			N			400.25			25			28.2.2						V			Editor						781			Not compliant with 11-09-1034r12, cl 2.9.3			Change to "Set to 0"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:20:28Z) - Set to 0 to indicate			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:20:40Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15433			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.2.2			400			27			E			N			400.27			27			28.2.2						V			Editor						781			Not compliant with 11-09-1034r12, cl 2.9.3			Change to "Set to 1"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:20:45Z) - Set to 1 to indicate			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:20:54Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15434			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.2.6.2			406			33			E			N			406.33			33			28.2.6.2						V			Editor						781			This paragraph begins with a wrongfully capitalized Where. The sentence structure should be "Where the X is mapped to Y, Z to W, etc, [something follows]", but in fact it's just a list of mappings.			Remove "Where the" in the beginning of the paragraph, so that it reads instead "Clause 28 (High Efficiency (HE) PHY specification) TXVECTOR parameters in Table 28-1 (TXVECTOR and RXVECTOR parameters) are mapped to Clause 15..." and so on			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 16:52:29Z) - This is a follow on from the previous paragraph. The first paragraph essentially states that the HE PHY behavior is defined in  Clause 15, etc. This paragraph defines how the TXVECTOR parameters are mapped. Delete "Where" and change "Clause 28" to "HE PHY"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:22:45Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15435			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.2.6.2			406			47			E			N			406.47			47			28.2.6.2						V			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:24:18Z) Reword as "On receipt of a PHY-CONFIG.requirest() primitive, the HE PHY behaves as if it were a Clause 15, etc. PHY that  had received a PHY-CONFIG.request() primitive, but with the PHYCONFIG_VECTOR parameters <>."			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:24:40Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15436			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.2.6.2			406			58			G			N			406.58			58			28.2.6.2						V			Xiaogang Chen			11-18/1493r3			781			There is a problem with cross-references here: "As defined in 28.3.21 (HE receive procedure), once a PPDU is received and detected as a NON_HT PPDU, the behavior of the HE PHY is defined in Clause 15" contains a few problems: In Clause 28.3.31, on page 576, lines 2-4, a "non-HT PPDU" is referred, but no "NON_HT PPDU". Clause 28.3.21 lacks references to NON_HT PPDUs, but assuming it's a spelling mistake on page 576, line 2, it is specified in 28.3.31 that Clause 17 and 18 should apply upon detection of NON_HT PPDUs. There is no mention of clauses 15 or 16 in Clause 28.3.21, which might cause confusion if this paragraph references 28.3.21 as the more authoritative text on the situation briefly described here.			This is a cross-referencing problem.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 09:16:09Z)

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1493r3 under all headings that include CID 15436.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 18:48:21Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15437			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.2.6.3			407			51			E			N			407.51			51			28.2.6.3						V			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:30:01Z) - Fixed with resolution to #15461			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:30:42Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15438			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.2.6.3			408			3			E			N			408.03			3			28.2.6.3						V			Editor						781			The word "only" is not used the way proposed in 11-09-1034r12, cl 2.9			Change to "The 20 MHz-only non-AP HE STA supports only HT transmission on 20 MHz channel width."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:33:23Z) - The only applies to 20 MHz channel width. Change to "The 20 MHz-only non-AP HE STA supports HT transmission only on 20 MHz channel width.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:34:24Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15439			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.2.6.3			408			19			E			N			408.19			19			28.2.6.3						A			Editor						781			"As defined in 28.3.22 (PHY receive procedure)," should probably read "As defined in 28.3.21 (HE receive procedure),"			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:36:54Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:36:59Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15440			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.2.6.4			408			33			E			N			408.33			33			28.2.6.4						V			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:41:07Z) - Reword to "The behavior of an HE PHY on receipt of a  <> is defined in Clause 21 except that the requirements in 28.3.20.3 apply instead of the requirements in 21.3.17.4.2.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:42:15Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15441			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.2.6.4			408			41			E			N			408.41			41			28.2.6.4						V			Editor						781			This paragraph begins with a wrongfully capitalized Where. The sentence structure should be "Where the X is mapped to Y, Z to W, etc, [something follows]", but in fact it's just a list of mappings.			Remove "Where the" in the beginning of the paragraph.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 17:27:27Z) - Reword: "The HE PHY TXVECTOR parameters in Table 28-1 are mapped directly to the Clause 21 TXVECTOR parameters in Table 21-1."			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:43:36Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15442			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.2.6.4			408			50			E			N			408.50			50			28.2.6.4						V			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:45:28Z) - Fixed with resolution to #15463			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:46:54Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15443			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.2.6.4			408			64			E			N			408.64			64			28.2.6.4						V			Editor						781			"The 20 MHz-only non-AP HE STA only supports VHT reception on 20 MHz channel width." should read "The 20 MHz-only non-AP HE STA supports only VHT reception on 20 MHz channel width." by 11-09-1034r12 cl 2.9			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:48:06Z) - the only applies to 20 MHz channel width. Change to The 20 MHz-only non-AP HE STA suports VHT reception only on 20 MHz channel width"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:49:07Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15444			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.2.8			421			57			E			N			421.57			57			28.3.2.8						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:54:12Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:54:16Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15445			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.21			576			2			E			N			576.02			2			28.3.21						J			Editor						781			Spelling mistake.			Change to "NON_HT PPDU"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 23:21:26Z) -Non-HT is correct			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 23:21:36Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15446			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.5.3.2.3			285			44			E			N			285.44			44			27.5.3.2.3						V			Editor						781			The Beam Change field is a subfield of the HE-SIG-A field.			Change Beam Change field to Beam Change subfield.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:08:21Z) - In the MAC, details of the PHY are hidden behind the PHY SAP. Change the to "An AP shall transmit an HE PPDU that carries a Trigger frame or frame that includes a TRS Control subfield with the TXVECTOR parameter BEAM_CHANGE set to 1"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:09:31Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15447			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.16.4			374			49			E			N			374.49			49			27.16.4						V			Editor						781			Throughout Clause 27.16.4 ( Quiet HE STAs in an HE BSS) and its subclauses (27.16.4.1-3) the words "requester STA" and "responder STA" are used instead of "requesting STA" and "responding STA". That's not consistent with how such STAs are described in the rest of the document, and occurrences of the words "requester STA" and "responder STA" should be changed to "requesting STA" and "responding STA".			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:36:47Z) - Change occurnaces of "responder AP" to "responding AP". Change occurnaces of "requeser HE STA" to "requesting STA" (HE is not necessary per Clause 27 style). Change the title of 27.16.4.2 to "Requesting STA procedure" and change the title of 27.15.4.3 to "Responding AP procedure"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:40:34Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15448			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.16.4.1			374			56			T			N			374.56			56			27.16.4.1						V			ChaoChun Wang			18/1855r4			782			The word "should" must be replaced by the word "shall" (or by the word "may")			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:12:14Z) - The sentence is deleted with resolution of 15784			EDITOR			ChaoChun 18/1855 QTP									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 19:25:44Z			4			2019/1/24 19:25			EDITOR


			15449			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.16.4.1			374			58			T			N			374.58			58			27.16.4.1						V			ChaoChun Wang			18/1855r4			782			The word "should" must be replaced by the word "shall" (or by the word "may")			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:12:30Z) - The sentence is deleted with resolution of 15784			EDITOR			ChaoChun 18/1855 QTP									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 19:25:54Z			4			2019/1/24 19:25			EDITOR


			15450			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.16.4.1			374			61			T			N			374.61			61			27.16.4.1						A			Yongho Seok						781			Missing space between "field" and "in".			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:44:57Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:45:01Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15451			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.16.4.3			375			58			E			N			375.58			58			27.16.4.3						V			ChaoChun Wang			18/1855r4			782			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:19:00Z) - TGax editor, please make changes as shown in document 11-18/1855r4 under CID 15451			EDITOR			ChaoChun 18/1855 QTP									I						4			2019/1/24 19:25			EDITOR


			15452			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.16.4.3			375			65			T			N			375.65			65			27.16.4.3						V			ChaoChun Wang			18/1855r4			782			It says here that a "copy of the request token from the request[ing] STA" is contained in the QTP Response element transmitted by the responding STA(?). However, this is not supported by the description of the Quiet Time Period Response element in Clause 9.4.2.244.4.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:19:09Z) - The text is revised to clarify the confusion.

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in document 11-18/1855r4 under CID 15452			EDITOR			ChaoChun 18/1855 QTP									I						4			2019/1/24 19:25			EDITOR


			15453			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			27.16.5			376			30			E			N			376.30			30			27.16.5						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:52:39Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:52:43Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15454			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.1.1			377			21			E			N			377.21			21			28.1.1						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:01:23Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:01:27Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15455			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.1.1			377			23			E			N			377.23			23			28.1.1						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:01:55Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:01:58Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15456			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.1.1			383			20			E			N			383.20			20			28.1.1						J			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:10:00Z) - Problem not present at cited location			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:10:12Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15457			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.2.6.2			406			17			G			N			406.17			17			28.2.6.2						V			Xiaogang Chen			11-18/1493r3			781			This paragraph begins with an incomplete conditional in the first clause. Then When-statement lacks a verb(!) The "when" should be an "if", and "a PHY-TXSTART.request(TXVECTOR) primitive with the FORMAT parameter equal to NON_HT" could be changed into "a PHY-TXSTART.request(TXVECTOR) primitive is equipped with a FORMAT parameter equal to NON_HT" for instance. The list of clauses that describes the consequence of the first part of the sentence being true is not closed. It reads as "Clause 15, Clause 16, Clause 17, Clause 18 depends on NON_HT_MODULATION." This should either be "Clause 15, Clause 16 and/or Clause 17. Further, Clause 18 may apply depending on the parameter NON_HT_MODULATION."			As in comment.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 09:15:13Z)

-TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1493r3 under all headings that include CID 15457.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 16:25:07Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15458			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.2.6.2			406			42			G			N			406.42			42			28.2.6.2						V			Xiaogang Chen			11-18/1493r3			781			This NOTE appears to contradict the first paragraph of this clause.			As in comment.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 09:15:30Z)

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1493r3 under all headings that include CID 15458.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 16:25:42Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15459			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.2.6.2			406			47			T			N			406.47			47			28.2.6.2						V			Xiaogang Chen			11-18/1493r3			781			Conditional. The rest of the paragraph has the problem that it first introduces that possibility that an HE PHY receives a PHY-CON-FIG.request(PHYCONFIG_VECTOR) primitive, but then says that the HE PHY might behave as if it received a (different?) PHY-CON- FIG.request(PHYCONFIG_VECTOR) primitive with some PHYCONFIG_VECTOR elements removed. It's not immediately clear what the use is of this having the three parameters CHAN-
NEL_WIDTH, CENTER_FREQUENCY_SEGMENT_0, and CENTER_FREQUENCY_SEGMENT_1 in the PHYCONFIG_VECTOR if they "shall" be discarded whenever a HE PHY receives them.			This paragraph might better written as "If an HE STA has received a a PHY-TXSTART.request(TXVECTOR) primitive with the FORMAT parameter equal to NON_HT, then it shall discard the CHANNEL_WIDTH, CENTER_FREQUENCY_SEGMENT_0 and CENTER_FREQUENCY_SEGMENT_1 parameters from any subsequent PHYCONFIG_VECTOR, and behave as if it were a Clause 15  (DSSS
PHY specification for the 2.4 GHz band designated for ISM applications), Clause 16 (High rate direct
sequence spread spectrum (HR/DSSS) PHY specification), Clause 17  (Orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM) PHY specification) or Clause 18  (Extended Rate PHY (ERP) specification) PHY."			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 09:15:44Z)

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1493r3 under all headings that include CID 15459.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 18:47:48Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15460			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.2.6.2			406			58			G			N			406.58			58			28.2.6.2						V			Xiaogang Chen			11-18/1493r3			709			There is a problem with cross-references here: "As defined in 28.3.21 (HE receive procedure), once a PPDU is received and detected as a NON_HT PPDU, the behavior of the HE PHY is defined in Clause 15" contains a few problems: In Clause 28.3.31, on page 576, lines 2-4, a "non-HT PPDU" is referred, but no "NON_HT PPDU". Clause 28.3.21 lacks references to NON_HT PPDUs, but assuming "non-HT PPDU" is a spelling mistake on page 576, line 2, it is specified in 28.3.31 that Clause 17 and 18 should apply upon detection of NON_HT PPDUs. There is no mention of clauses 15 or 16 in Clause 28.3.21, which might cause confusion if this paragraph references 28.3.21 as the more authoritative text on the situation briefly described here.			This is a cross-referencing problem.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 09:16:28Z)

Resolved in CID 15436			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 18:47:53Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15461			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.2.6.3			407			51			E			N			407.51			51			28.2.6.3						V			Editor						781			Conditional. This sentence lacks a specification that it is the HE PHY that is doing the receiving.			Change "When ..." to "If an HE PHY receives a PHY-TXSTART.request(TXVECTOR) primitive where the TXVECTOR parameter 52  FORMAT is equal to HT_MF or HT_GF"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:27:22Z) - Reword: "The behavior of the HE PHY on receipt of a PHY-TXSTART.request() primitive with <> is defined in Clause 19 with the following additional requirements: - The requirements in <> - The requirements in <> instead of <>"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:29:11Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15462			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.2.6.3			408			6			E			N			408.06			6			28.2.6.3						V			Editor						781			This paragraph introduces an HE PHY to this subclause which receives a PHY-CON-FIG.request(PHYCONFIG_VECTOR) primitive, and mandates on it particular behaviours for the purpose of HT PPDU transmission and reception. It might be assumed that this HE PHY is such an HE PHY that has implicitly received the PHY-TXSTART.request(TXVECTOR) at the beginning of this subclause (on page 407, line 50), but it should clarified either on page 407, line 50, that there is a specific HE PHY that is doing the receiving, and that the HE PHY in this paragraph is the same HE PHY. Otherwise, this paragraph might be interpreted as very restrictive on HE PHY behaviours in a way that is surely not intended						REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 17:22:02Z) - Reword: "On receipt of a PHY-CONFIG.requirest() primitive, the HE PHY behaves, for the purposes of HT PPDU transmission and reception, as if it were a Clause 19 PHY that received a PHY-CONFIG.requirest() primitive but without the PHYCONFIG_VECTOR parameters <> and with the PHYCONFIG_VECTOR parameter <> set to <> if <>, to <> if <> or to <> otherwise."			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 17:24:44Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15463			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.2.6.4			408			50			E			N			408.50			50			28.2.6.4						V			Editor						781			This paragraph introduces an HE PHY to this subclause which receives a PHY-CON-FIG.request(PHYCONFIG_VECTOR) primitive, and mandates on it particular behaviours for the purpose of VHT PPDU transmission and reception. It might be assumed that this HE PHY is such an HE PHY that has implicitly received the PHY-TXSTART.request(TXVECTOR) at the beginning of this subclause (on page 408, line 33), but it should clarified either on page 408, line 33, that there is a specific HE PHY that is doing the receiving, and that the HE PHY in this paragraph is the same HE PHY. Otherwise, this paragraph might be interpreted as very restrictive on HE PHY behaviours in a way that is surely not intended			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 17:29:53Z) - Reword: "On receipt of a PHY-CONFIG.requirest() primitive, the HE PHY behaves, for the purposes of VHT PPDU transmission and reception, as if it were a Clause 21 PHY that received the PHY-CONFIG.request() primitive.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 17:31:22Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15464			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.2.2			410			62			E			N			410.62			62			28.3.2.2						V			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:50:19Z) - Change "except when" to "unless"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:50:31Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15465			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.2.5			419			32			E			N			419.32			32			28.3.2.5						J			Yujin Noh			18/1790r1			737			"A full bandwidth MU-MIMO transmission using the HE MU PPDU format shall have a value of 1 for the SIGB Compression field in HE-SIG-A," should be "In a full bandwidth MU-MIMO transmission using the HE MU PPDU format, the SIBG Compression field in the HE-SIG-A shall be set to 1,			As in comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-11 22:00:59Z) - Given no grammar errors, I don’t see any big difference.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15466			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.2.6			420			39			E			N			420.39			39			28.3.2.6						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:53:19Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:53:24Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15467			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.2.7			420			54			G			N			420.54			54			28.3.2.7						V			Yujin Noh			11-18/1453r1			781			There is something going on with the initial sentence of this paragraph. The 20MHz-only non-AP STA indicates that it "transmits, support for only 20Mhz"? Does it transmit support?			Change "When" to "if"			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:32:43Z)

TGax Editor: make changes according to this document 11-18-1453-01-00ax CR on PHY subcarriers and RU part 1			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.1			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-01 22:27:32Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:26			EDITOR


			15468			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.4			425			15			E			N			425.15			15			28.3.4						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:54:58Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:55:01Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15469			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.4			426			36			E			N			426.36			36			28.3.4						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:55:48Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:55:52Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15470			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.5			429			23			G			N			429.23			23			28.3.5						V			Xiaogang Chen			11-18/1493r3			781			The title of Figure 28-13 is missing some qualifier for the HE MU PPDU (i.e. the Beam Change Field is 1 and the HE MU PPDU.... Is what?). The Beam Change Field is "set to 1" and also the "when" should be an "if".  Additionally the Beam Change field is in the HE-SIG-A field, and so is actually a "subfield".			As in comment.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 09:16:48Z)

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1493r3 under all headings that include CID 15470.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 16:30:57Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15471			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.5			429			32			E			N			429.32			32			28.3.5						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:56:47Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:56:50Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15472			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.5			429			65			E			N			429.65			65			28.3.5						A			Editor						781			The Beam Change field is a subfield of the HE-SIG-A field.			Change Beam Change field to Beam Change subfield.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:58:59Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:59:03Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15473			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.5			430			65			E			N			430.65			65			28.3.5						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:59:45Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:59:48Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15474			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.5			431			5			E			N			431.05			5			28.3.5						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:00:37Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:00:41Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15475			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.5			431			6			E			N			431.06			6			28.3.5						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:02:16Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:02:19Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15476			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.5			431			49			E			N			431.49			49			28.3.5						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:03:01Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:03:04Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15477			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.5			432			1			E			N			432.01			1			28.3.5						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:03:14Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:03:18Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15478			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.8			447			25			E			N			447.25			25			28.3.8						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:04:20Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:04:24Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15479			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.8			447			26			E			N			447.26			26			28.3.8						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:04:27Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:04:31Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15480			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.9			450			55			E			N			450.55			55			28.3.9						V			Editor						781			Conditional: change "when" to "if". Also BEAM_CHANGE should be "set to 1" not "1".			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:06:09Z) - Change "when" to "if", but the PHY is logically a receiver of the parameter and thus testing the condition of the parameter.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:06:45Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15481			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.9			453			43			E			N			453.43			43			28.3.9						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:07:42Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:07:46Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15482			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.9			453			44			E			N			453.44			44			28.3.9						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:07:59Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:08:02Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15483			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.9			453			45			E			N			453.45			45			28.3.9						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:08:23Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:08:26Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15484			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.10.2.2			454			46			E			N			454.46			46			28.3.10.2.2						V			Editor						781			Conditional: change "when" to "if". Also BEAM_CHANGE should be "set to 1" not "1".			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:09:12Z) - Change when to if. The PHY is logically the receiver of the primitive and thus testing the condition of the parameter			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:09:48Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15485			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.10.2.2			454			47			E			N			454.47			47			28.3.10.2.2						V			Editor						781			Conditional: change "when" to "if". Also BEAM_CHANGE should be "set to 0" not "0".			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:10:03Z) - Change when to if			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:10:12Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15486			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.10.2.2			454			61			E			N			454.61			61			28.3.10.2.2						J			Editor						781			BEAM_CHANGE is "set to 1" not "1".			As in comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:10:31Z) - The PHY is testing the state of the parameter and not doing any setting			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 23:25:56Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15487			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.10.5			457			33			E			N			457.33			33			28.3.10.5						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:11:44Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:11:47Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15488			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.10.5			457			34			E			N			457.34			34			28.3.10.5						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:11:51Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:11:54Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15489			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.10.7.2			460			47			E			N			460.47			47			28.3.10.7.2						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:12:41Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:12:44Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15490			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.10.7.2			460			54			G			N			460.54			54			28.3.10.7.2						V			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1434r1			781			"DCM is not applied when STBC is used." should read "DCM is not applied when STBC is set to 1." (cf. Table 8-4)			As in comment.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 03:37:09Z)

Please make the changes according to the changes in doc 18-1434r1			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 21:19:47Z - Refer to HE-MCS rather than MCS: "DCM is applied only to HE-MCSs 0, 1, 3 and 4. DCM is applied only to 1 and 2 spatial streams. DCM is not applied to MU-MIMO. DCM is not applied in combination with STBC."			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15491			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.10.7.2			462			7			E			N			462.07			7			28.3.10.7.2						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:14:11Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:14:14Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15492			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.10.7.2			462			37			E			N			462.37			37			28.3.10.7.2						V			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:19:34Z) - Reserved and set to 1 if the Coding field is set to 0.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:20:07Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15493			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.10.7.2			462			41			E			N			462.41			41			28.3.10.7.2						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:20:25Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:20:28Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15494			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.10.7.2			465			8			E			N			465.08			8			28.3.10.7.2						V			Editor						781			"when the HE-SIG-B Compression field is 0" should be "if the HE-SIG-B Compression field is set to 0"			Change "When" to "if"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:23:27Z) - Use the conanical form: "If the HE-SIG-B Compression field is set to 0, indicates the number of OFDM symbols in the HE-SIG-B field"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:23:56Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15495			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.10.7.2			465			30			E			N			465.30			30			28.3.10.7.2						V			Editor						781			"when the HE-SIG-B Compression field is 1" should be "if the HE-SIG-B Compression field is set to 1"			Change "When" to "if"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:24:07Z) - Use the conanical form. Also, separate menaing from encoding. Change to "If the HE-SIG-B Compression field is set to 1, indicates the number of MU-MIMO users and is set to the number of NU-MIMO users minus 1"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:25:58Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15496			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.10.7.2			466			7			E			N			466.07			7			28.3.10.7.2						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:35:34Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:35:37Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15497			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.10.7.2			462			29			E			N			462.29			29			28.3.10.7.2						A			Editor						781			"When the Doppler field is 0," should be "If the Doppler field is set to 0,"			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:18:03Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:18:12Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15498			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.10.7.2			462			37			E			N			462.37			37			28.3.10.7.2						A			Editor						781			"When the Doppler field is 1," should be "If the Doppler field is set to 1,"			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:18:50Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:18:53Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15499			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.10.7.2			472			7			E			N			472.07			7			28.3.10.7.2						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:40:11Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:40:14Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15500			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.10.7.3			474			19			E			N			474.19			19			28.3.10.7.3						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:42:34Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:42:37Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15501			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.10.8.2			477			61			G			N			477.61			61			28.3.10.8.2						V			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1441r2			781			To the beginning of the sentence, add "If the SIGB Compression field in the HE-SIG-A field of an HE MU PPDU is set to 0, then the Common Field ... [etc]".			As in comment.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 11:51:29Z)

Tgax editor: please implement the proposed modification to 11ax D3.0 counting to CID 15501 as in doc 11-18/1441r2			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 20:58:54Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15502			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.10.8.2			478			9			E			N			478.09			9			28.3.10.8.2						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:43:23Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:43:26Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15503			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.10.8.2			478			14			E			N			478.14			14			28.3.10.8.2						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:43:42Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:43:45Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15504			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.10.8.2			478			41			E			N			478.41			41			28.3.10.8.2						A			Editor						781			" When the coding rate of the HE-SIG-B MCS is not equal to 1/2, the convolutional encoder output bits for each field are concatenated, then the concatenated bit streams are punctured as described in 17.3.5.6 (Convolutional encoder)." could just as well be written "If the coding rate of the HE-SIG-B MCS is not equal to 1/2, then the convolutional encoder output bits for each field are concatenated. The concatenated bit streams are "punctured" as described in 17.3.5.6 (Convolutional encoder)."			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:44:11Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:44:14Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15505			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.10.8.2			479			15			E			N			479.15			15			28.3.10.8.2						A			Editor						781			Change " When the HE-SIG-B field is modulated with MCS=0 and DCM=1, ∩üç Gamma(M(k)) = 1" to "If the HE-SIG-B field is modulated with MCS equal to 0 and DCM equal to 1, then set Gamma(M(k)) equal to 1." (with adjustments for the correct Greek symbols/subscripts/superscripts.			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:44:44Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:44:47Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15506			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.10.8.3			481			7			E			N			481.07			7			28.3.10.8.3						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:45:10Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:45:14Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15507			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.10.8.3			481			29			E			N			481.29			29			28.3.10.8.3						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:45:50Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:45:53Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15508			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.10.8.3			482			29			E			N			482.29			29			28.3.10.8.3						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:46:29Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:46:33Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15509			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.10.8.3			483			1			E			N			483.01			1			28.3.10.8.3						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:46:59Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 22:47:02Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR
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			15561			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.21			578			42			E			N			578.42			42			28.3.21						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 23:23:52Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 23:23:55Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15562			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.3.21			579			2			E			N			579.02			2			28.3.21						J			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 23:24:15Z) - title reference (change in title)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 23:24:31Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15563			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.4.2			579			65			E			N			579.65			65			28.4.2						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 23:25:12Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 23:25:16Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15564			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			28.4.2			580			1			E			N			580.01			1			28.4.2						A			Editor						781			Conditional			Change "When" to "if"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 23:25:37Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 23:25:41Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15565			Amelia Andersdotter			233			3			C.3			645			59			E			N			645.59			59			C.3						V			Osama Aboul-Magd			18/1876r3			801			Change "when" to "after which"			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:19:36Z) - The text is updated to make it more clear taking into account the commenter proposed resolution.

TGax Editor to make the changes in 11-18/1876r3 under the heading CID 15565			EDITOR			Osama 18/1876 Misc MAC						Technical issue - passing to ad-hoc for resolution. I woud assume it indicates the amout of time that can pass since the since a non-AP STA received a Beacon frame carrying the "Narrow Band Tolerance indication" (whatever that is) before it does something. It doesn't say that.			I			EDITOR: 2019-01-29 03:39:11Z			4			2019/1/29 3:39			EDITOR


			15566			Bin Tian			233			3			28.3.8			446			2			E			N			446.02			2			28.3.8						A			Editor						781			In "Table 28-14 (Tone allocation related constants for RUs in an OFDMA HE PPDU) defines tone allocation related parameters for a OFDMA HE PPDU. ". Should be for "an OFDMA ...".			as in comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 20:23:18Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 20:23:27Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15567			Bin Tian			233			3			28.3.8			446			40			E			N			446.40			40			28.3.8						V			Editor						781			Change "Number of coded bits per symbol per spatial stream. For the Data field, NCBPSS,u equals the number of coded bits per symbol per spatial stream for user u, u = 0, ..., Nuser,total - 1."  to "Number of coded bits per symbol per spatial stream for user u, u = 0, ..., Nuser,total - 1." to be consistent with other field definition			as in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 20:28:07Z) - As suggested. Delete the next line.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 20:28:41Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15568			Bin Tian			233			3			28.3.9			449			28			T			N			449.28			28			28.3.9						V			Hongyuan Zhang			11-18/1492r1			781			Figure 28-22 and following equation for T_HE_PE apply to the case without midamble. May want to add a sentence to clarify that or update the plot and equation.			as in comment			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 07:10:53Z)

Change to as in the resolution of CID15568 in doc IEEE802.11-18/1492r1.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-01 20:56:18Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15569			Bin Tian			233			3			28.3.10.3			455			26			E			N			455.26			26			28.3.10.3						A			Editor						781			Move the definition of N_20Mhz after the definition of Omega_20Mhz where N_20MHz is first used.			as in comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 20:31:00Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 20:31:04Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15570			Bin Tian			233			3			28.3.10.5			457			38			T			N			457.38			38									V			Ron Porat			11-18/1514r1			673			"The value of the LENGTH field for an HE TB PPDU is set to the value decoded from the preceding Triggerframe.".  Better to specify which field in the Trigger frame			as in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 19:18:10Z) - Addressed with resolution to 16695, which is ACCEPTED with proposed change:Change to "For an HE TB PPDU, the LENGTH field is set to the TXVECTOR parameter L_LENGTH. For an HE SU PPDU, HE ER SU PPDU and HE MU PPDU, the LENGTH field is set to the value given by the Equation (28-11)." Remove the note at L38.

No further changes required.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/15 19:19			EDITOR


			15571			Bin Tian			233			3			28.3.11.6			536			59			T			N			536.59			59			28.3.11.6						V			Youhan Kim			18/1850r2			737			Need to clarify that doppler field can only be set to 1 for MU PPDU when all the recipients's Doppler Rx capability subfiled is equal to 1.			as in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 19:20:46Z) - Addressed with resolution to 17100 which is REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 12:15:36Z)

Tgax Editor: implement the proposed text change for CID 17100 as in 11-18/1848r1.

No further changes required.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/15 19:21			EDITOR


			15572			Bin Tian			233			3			28.3.11.6			537			33			E			N			537.33			33			28.3.11.6						V			Yujin Noh			18/1790r1			781			Can be rephased as "An HE STA shall not transmit an HE MU PPDU with midambles if there is MU-MIMO on any RU".			as in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-11 22:06:09Z) - To make it clear, the current text updated.

TGax Editor: make changes according to this document 11-18-1790-01-00ax CR on PHY Miscellaneous			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 23:39:54Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15573			Bin Tian			233			3			28.3.18.1			553			30			T			N			553.30			30			28.3.18.1						V			Youhan Kim			11-18/1591r1			781			"on both the upper and lower subchannels is shown in Figure 28-52".  Figure 28-52 shows the transmission only on the lower subchannel			as in comment			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 09:01:08Z)

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-18/1591r1 for CID 16822 and 15573.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-03 19:05:08Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15574			Bin Tian			233			3			28.3.18.4.3			555			52			T			N			555.52			52			28.3.18.4.3						V			Youhan Kim			18/1850r2			781			"For 1024-QAM, the relative constellation error shall be equal to or less than -35 dB when amplitude drift compensation in the test equipment is on and shall be equal to or less than -32 dB when amplitude drift compensation
is off in the test equipment." This sentence implies both requirements have to be satisfied. Chane the "AND" to "OR".			as in comment			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-14 05:07:02Z)

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-18/1850r2 for CID 15574 and 15159.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-29 01:01:51Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15575			Bin Tian			233			3			28.3.18.4.4			556			36			T			N			556.36			36			28.3.18.4.4						V			Youhan Kim			18/1850r2			781			Target RSSI subfield encoding is Table 9-25i instead of 9-25g.  Also change "for the same data-carrying subcarriers" to "for the same RU" since the target RSSI is specified for RU instead of datat subcarriers			as in comment			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-14 05:08:33Z)

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-18/1850r2 for CID 15575.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-29 15:15:53Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15576			Bin Tian			233			3			28.3.18.4.4			557			29			T			N			557.29			29			28.3.18.4.4						V			Youhan Kim			18/1850r2			781			Remove "If midambles are present in the Data field of the PPDU, the channel response coefficients shall be based upon the most recently received midamble symbols." in step f) since it is duplicated with step e)			as in comment			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-14 05:09:52Z)

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-18/1850r2 for CID 15576.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-29 15:34:10Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15577			Bin Tian			233			3			28.3.21			573			37			T			N			573.37			37			28.3.21						J			Xiaogang Chen			11-18/1493r3			709			Figure 28-61 needs to add the MAC sublayer issues a PHY-TRIGGER.request with a TRIGVECTOR parameter to provides the PHY entity with the information needed to receive TB PPDU			as in comment			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 11:41:56Z)

MAC send PHY trigvector is behaviour of transmitter side. We have text in Tx side describing this process which is clear. Adding to the receiver side is not quite necessary.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15578			Bin Tian			233			3			28.3.21			576			43			E			N			576.43			43			28.3.21						A			Editor						781			Change MCS0 to 6Mbps in the sentence " If the check of the parity bit is valid and the RATE field is set to MCS 0" to be consistent with previous sentence. Also make the samilar change in the next paragraph.			as in comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-22 21:46:00Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-22 21:46:03Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15579			Bin Tian			233			3			28.3.21			577			16			T			N			577.16			16			28.3.21						A			Xiaogang Chen			11-18/1493r3			781			In the sentence of"A STA, who wants to predict the duration of the HE TB PPDU, shall maintain PHY-CCA.indication(BUSY, channellist) primitive for the predicted duration of the transmitted PPDU derived from the LENGTH field in L-SIG ..",  it is not clear the behavior for a STA doesn't want to predict the duration of HE TB PPDU. Why needs speical text for HE TB PPDU? LENGTH should always be respected. Suggest removing the entire sentence			as in comment			ACCEPTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 11:44:04Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 19:07:22Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15580			Carlos Aldana			233			3			28.3.18.4.4			556			35			T			Y			556.35			35			28.3.18.4.4						J			Youhan Kim			18/1850r2			737			In Table 28-46, the EVM for 1024-QAM R5/6 does not look correct as it is identical to the EVM for 1024 QAM R3/4.  Given that there is a 2dB difference for 64 QAM and 256 QAM, we should consider changing the -35/-32 dB numbers to -37/-34 dB.			As in comment			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-14 05:08:09Z)

It is becoming more common to use transmit beamforming in IEEE 802.11 based WLAN systems.  Also, more and more APs are supporting more than 2 transmit antennas.  In order to help balance the implementation complexity and performance, MCS11 transmit EVM evaluation was done in 11-16/0044r0 assuming that AP has 4 transmit chains, STA has 2 receive chains, and 2SS is being sent using transmit beamforming.  In 11-16/0044r0, TX EVM of -35 dB resulted in less than 1 dB performance (RX sensitivity) loss under ChD compared to no TX impairment (TX EVM = -∞ dB).  Furthermore, TX EVM of -35 dB showed only 0.5 dB RX sensitivity loss compared to TX EVM of -38 dB.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15581			Carlos Aldana			233			3			27.9.2.4			340			57			T			Y			340.57			57			27.9.2.4						J			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			682			When MIMO transmission is applied, it's not clear how the OBSS_PD rules should should be applied.  Consider redefining TXPWR to be "the combined transmit power at the antenna connectors of all the transmit antennas"			As in comment			REJECTED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:41:19Z) - The sentence uses the “antenna connector”, whose definition clarifies that it’s the output of all antennas in a multi-antenna STA.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15582			Carlos Aldana			233			3			28.3.21			576			44			T			Y			576.44			44			28.3.21						A			Xiaogang Chen			11-18/1493r3			781			"MCS 0" should be "6 Mb/s in non-HT"			As in comment			ACCEPTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 11:43:25Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 19:03:57Z - Why "in non-HT"?			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15583			Carlos Aldana			233			3			28.3.21			576			41			T			Y			576.41			41			28.3.21						J			Xiaogang Chen			11-18/1493r3			709			It is not clear how the RL-SIG should be detected.  We should add the following statement "Detecting the RL-SIG comprises finding identical copies of L-SIG subject to noise power level found" before "If RL-SIG is detected,..."			As in comment			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 11:43:15Z)

It is sufficient to define the over-the-air waveform and leave dection, reception, etc up to the implementation.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/15 19:26			EDITOR


			15584			Carlos Aldana			233			3			28.3.21			576			49			T			Y			576.49			49			28.3.21						A			Xiaogang Chen			11-18/1493r3			781			"MCS 0" should be "6 Mb/s in non-HT"			As in comment			ACCEPTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 11:43:31Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 19:05:51Z - Why "in non-HT"?			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15585			Carlos Aldana			233			3			28.3.21			576			50			T			Y			576.50			50			28.3.21						J			Xiaogang Chen			11-18/1493r3			709			To improve detection of 802.11ax preamble, we should check for the L-SIG and RL-SIG tone values at [-28,-27,27,28].			Change the following clause "If a valid parity bit and the RATE with MCS 0 are indicated in L-SIG and RL-SIG and the LENGTH field
value in L-SIG and RL-SIG meets the condition that the remainder is 1 after LENGTH divided by 3," to "If a valid parity bit and the RATE with MCS 0 are indicated in L-SIG, RL-SIG and the LENGTH field value in L-SIG and RL-SIG meets the condition that the remainder is 1 after LENGTH divided by 3, and the subcarriers at [-28,-27,27,28] correspond to values of [-1, -1, -1, 1], ".			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 11:43:44Z)

It is sufficient to define the over-the-air waveform and leave dection, reception, etc up to the implementation.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/15 19:27			EDITOR


			15586			Carlos Aldana			233			3			28.3.21			577			23			T			Y			577.23			23			28.3.21						J			Xiaogang Chen			11-18/1493r3			709			To improve detection of 802.11ax preamble, we should check for the L-SIG and RL-SIG tone values at [-28,-27,27,28] as well as RATE being set to 6 Mbps in non-HT.			Change the following clause "If a valid parity bit of L-SIG and RL-SIG is indicated and the LENGTH field value in L-SIG and RL-SIG
meet the condition that the remainder is 2 after LENGTH divided by 3," to "If a valid parity bit and the RATE with 6 Mb/s in non-HT are indicated in L-SIG, RL-SIG and the LENGTH field value in L-SIG and RL-SIG meets the condition that the remainder is 2 after LENGTH divided by 3, and the subcarriers at [-28,-27,27,28] correspond to values of [-1, -1, -1, 1],".			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 11:44:17Z)

It is sufficient to define the over-the-air waveform and leave dection, reception, etc up to the implementation.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/15 19:27			EDITOR


			15587			Carlos Aldana			233			3			28.3.21			577			54			T			Y			577.54			54			28.3.21						J			Xiaogang Chen			11-18/1493r3			709			To improve detection of 802.11ax preamble, we should check for the L-SIG and RL-SIG tone values at [-28,-27,27,28] as well as RATE being set to 6 Mbps in non-HT.			Change the following clause "If a valid parity bit of L-SIG and RL-SIG is indicated and the LENGTH field value in L-SIG and RL-SIG
meet the condition that the remainder is 2 after LENGTH divided by 3," to "If a valid parity bit and the RATE with 6 Mb/s are indicated in L-SIG, RL-SIG and the LENGTH field value in L-SIG and RL-SIG meets the condition that the remainder is 2 after LENGTH divided by 3, and the subcarriers at [-28,-27,27,28] correspond to values of [-1, -1, -1, 1],".			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 11:44:50Z)

IIt is sufficient to define the over-the-air waveform and leave dection, reception, etc up to the implementation.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/15 19:27			EDITOR


			15588			Carlos Aldana			233			3			E.1			675			51			T			Y			675.51			51			E.1						J			Laurent Cariou			19/0177r1			794			The PAR states that the frequency of operation is between 1 and 7.125 GHz, yet the maximum frequency usage according to Annex E is 7.115 GHz.			Consider moving the 5.94 GHz Channel starting frequency in Annex E to 5.95 GHz so as to have 7.125 GHz be the maximum frequency of operation			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 21:18:14Z) - The commenter failed to identify an issue with the draft.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0177 6 GHz Misc									N									2019/1/28 19:27			EDITOR


			15589			Carlos Aldana			233			3			27.9.2.4			340			57			T			Y			340.57			57			27.9.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			781			We should consider high antenna gain systems when considering spatial reuse.			Consider changing "TXPWR is the STA transmission power in dBm at the output of the antenna connector" to "TXPWR is the STA transmission power in dBm at the output of the antenna connector assuming 0dBi antenna gain.  If a different antena gain is used, TXPWR should be adjusted accordingly"			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:41:53Z) - The spec already considers this in the definition of antenna connectors. Apply the changes as in doc 1495r6			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-04 17:43:12Z - 18/1495r6 does not associate specific edits with this comment			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15590			Carlos Aldana			233			3			27.9.2.4									E			Y			340.28						27.9.2.4						V			Editor						781			Figure 27-9 should have "TXPWR", "TXPWRref", "OBSSPDmin", "OBSSPDmax" instead of "Tx_PWR", "TX_PWRref", "OBSS_PDmin", and "OBSS_PDmax"			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:55:33Z)- Consistently use "TX_PWR", "TX_PWRref". Update figure as suggested.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:56:10Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15591			Carlos Aldana			233			3			27.9.2.4			340			57			T			Y			340.57			57			27.9.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			781			When MIMO transmission is applied, it's not clear how the OBSS_PD rules should be applied.  Consider redefining TXPWR to be "the combined transmit power at the antenna connectors of all the transmit antennas"			As in comment			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:42:23Z) - output of the antenna connector is defined for both SISO and MIMO. The only clarification that is needed regards the antenna gain. Apply the changes as in doc 1495r6.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-04 17:42:45Z - 18/1495r6 does not associate specific edits with this comment			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15592			Carlos Aldana			233			3			27.9.2.4			340			25			E			Y			340.25			25			27.9.2.4						A			Editor						781			Figure 27-9 should have "TXPWR", "TXPWRref", "OBSSPDmin", "OBSSPDmax" instead of "Tx_PWR", "TX_PWRref", "OBSS_PDmin", and "OBSS_PDmax"			As in comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:46:30Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:46:34Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15593			Carlos Aldana			233			3			17.3.9.10			249			17			T			Y			249.17			17			17.3.9.10						J			Po-Kai Huang			18/1901r1			765			How the measurement is to be done in the following statement "After compensation, the absolute value of residual CFO error with respect to the PPDU carrying
the soliciting MU-RTS Trigger frame shall not exceed 2 kHz when measured at the 10% point of the complementary
cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of CFO errors in AWGN at a received power of -60
dBm in the primary 20 MHz." is not clear.  Please clarify whether this measurement is done over a single antenna or over all antennas.			Please clarify how many antennas are used to make this measurement.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 04:05:29Z) - It is not clear whether the commenter meant the number of antennas of the transmitter or receiver of the CTS frame.  In case of the transmitter of the CTS frame, which is a non-AP STA, 28.3.16.3 clearly specifies that “transmit center frequency … for all transmit antennas … shall be derived from the same reference oscillator.”  Hence, it does not matter which or how many transmit antennas are used to make the measurement.  In case of the receiver of the CTS frame, it would be a test equipment which would be receiving the CTS frame when making such CFO compliance measurement.  How many antennas/RF ports the test equipment uses for the measurement is outside the scope of the 11ax standard.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15594			Carlos Aldana			233			3			17.3.9.10			249			17			T			Y			249.17			17			17.3.9.10						J			Po-Kai Huang			18/1901r1			765			2 kHz requirement corresponds to either 0.83 ppm (in 2.4 GHz) or 0.28 ppm (in 7.125 GHz).  It is better to quantify residual CFO error in terms of ppm rather than an absolute number such as 2 kHz.			Please state the 2 kHz number in terms of ppm			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 04:05:45Z) - The primary impact of CFO is inter-carrier interference (ICI).  And the amount of performance degradation (e.g. EVM degradation) due to ICI is a function of the ratio between the CFO and the subcarrier spacing.  As the subcarrier spacing is the same for a non-HT PPDU in both 2.4 and 5 GHz (312.5 KHz), it is more appropriate to specify the CFO requirement in absolute frequency (e.g. Hz).  If represented by ppm, then the standard unnecessarily must specify different ppm requirement for each channel (e.g. 11 20 MHz channels in 2.4 GHz, 25 20 MHz channels in 5 GHz, 59 20 MHz channels in 6 GHz, 12 40 MHz channels in 5 GHz, 29 40 MHz channels in 6 GHz, etc.)			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15595			Carlos Aldana			233			3			17.3.9.10			249			17			T			Y			249.17			17			17.3.9.10						J			Po-Kai Huang			18/1901r1			765			The 2 kHz requirement is only for -60 dBm.  Does this mean that for a received power of -59 dBm, we can do much worse?  Change the -60 dBm received power to a minimum value.			Replace "After compensation, the absolute value of residual CFO error with respect to the PPDU carrying the soliciting MU-RTS Trigger frame shall not exceed 2 kHz when measured at the 10% point of the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of CFO errors in AWGN at a received power of -60
dBm in the primary 20 MHz." wih "After compensation, the absolute value of residual CFO error with respect to the PPDU carrying
the soliciting MU-RTS Trigger frame shall not exceed 2 kHz when measured at the 10% point of the complementary
cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of CFO errors in AWGN at received powers greater than or equal to -60 dBm in the primary 20 MHz.".			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 02:55:00Z) - The comment resolution group feels that checking at one point is sufficient for testing purposes.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15596			Carlos Aldana			233			3			28.3.14.3			545			37			T			Y			545.37			37			28.3.14.3						J			Lochan Verma			18/1842r2			737			350 Hz requirement corresponds to either 0.145 ppm (in 2.412 GHz) or 0.0491 ppm (in 7.125 GHz).  It is better to quantify residual CFO error in terms of ppm rather than Hz.			Please state the 350 Hz number in terms of ppm			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-10 12:09:58Z)

350 Hz can be easily translated into ppm value based on carrier frequency. The current text is reasonable. 
Also, as commenter pointed out, if using ppm to represent tracking error, different requirements have to be used for different carrier frequence.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 22:02:49Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15597			Carlos Aldana			233			3			17.3.9.10			249			17			T			Y			249.17			17			17.3.9.10						V			Po-Kai Huang			18/1901r1			781			The 350 Hz requirement is only for -60 dBm.  Does this mean that for a received power of -59 dBm, we can do much worse?  Change the -60 dBm received power to a minimum value.  Also change "as the 10% point" to "at the 10% point".			Replace "After compensation, the absolute value of residual CFO error with respect to the PPDU carrying the soliciting Trigger frame shall not exceed 350 Hz for data subcarriers when measured at the 10% point of the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of CFO errors in AWGN at a received power of -60
dBm in the primary 20 MHz." wih "After compensation, the absolute value of residual CFO error with respect to the PPDU carrying
the soliciting Trigger frame shall not exceed 350 Hz for data subcarriers when measured at the 10% point of the complementary
cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of CFO errors in AWGN at received powers greater than or equal to -60 dBm in the primary 20 MHz.".			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 04:03:36Z) - The comment resolution group feels that checking at one point is sufficient for testing purposes.  Agree with the typo fix.
Instruction to Editor:  At D3.2 P564L9, change “as the 10% point” to “at the 10% point”.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-07 18:50:24Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15598			Carlos Aldana			233			3			17.3.9.10			249			34			T			Y			249.34			34			17.3.9.10						J			Po-Kai Huang			18/1901r1			765			For STAs that do not compensate for the RTD, a distance greater than 60m between AP and STA causes the +-0.4us requirement in 17.3.9.10 to fail.  We should add clarifying language to the spec that indicates this.			Replace the following sentence: "The STA is not expected to measure or compensate for the RTD when transmitting the non-HT or non-HT duplicate PPDU." with "For STAs that are less than or equal to 60 m apart from the AP, the STA is not expected to measure or compensate for the RTD when transmitting the non-HT or non-HT duplicate PPDU. For STAs that are more than 60 m apart from the AP, the STA is expected to measure and compensate for the RTD when transmitting the non-HT or non-HT duplicate PPDU."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 04:06:33Z) - CTS in response to MU-RTS is sent using the 6 Mbps rate.  Furthermore, CTS in response to MU-RTS is not subject to transmit power control similar to that for HE TB PPDU.  Hence, if some STAs have much smaller RTD compared to some other STAs, then it is likely that the CTS from the STA with smaller RTD would be received with higher power than the other STAs, further provide some relief to EVM degradation from STAs arriving with larger RTD.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15599			Carlos Aldana			233			3			28.3.14.3			545			52			T			Y			545.52			52			28.3.14.3						J			Lochan Verma			18/1842r2			737			For STAs that do not compensate for the RTD, a distance greater than 60m between AP and STA causes the +-0.4us requirement in  28.3.14.3 to fail.  We should add clarifying language to the spec that indicates this.			Replace the following sentence: "The STA is not expected to measure or compensate for the RTD when transmitting the HE TB PPDU." with "For STAs that are less than or equal to 60 m apart from the AP, the STA is not expected to measure or compensate for the RTD when transmitting the HE TB PPDU. For STAs that are more than 60 m apart from the AP, the STA is expected to measure and compensate for the RTD when transmitting the HE TB PPDU."			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-10 12:10:13Z)

The requirement is written for verification of TB PPDU synchronization requirements against test equipment. Such tests are cabled tests with equal cable length for each STA.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 22:02:53Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15600			Carlos Aldana			233			3			28.3.19.6.2			563			55			T			Y			563.55			55			28.3.19.6.2						J			Youhan Kim			18/1849r1			737			Where is the received signal strength measured?  Is it at the antenna connector (as in 17.3.10.2, 19.3.19.1 in 802.11-2016) or at the antenna input?			Please clarify.			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:53:52Z)

D3.2 P557L44 states that “For tests in this subclause, the input levels are measured at the antenna connectors”, where “this subclause” is 28.3.17.  And this comment (CID 15600) is on 28.3.17.6.2 which is under 28.3.17.  Hence, it is clear in the draft that the received signal strength is measured at the antenna connector.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 00:29:12Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15601			Carlos Aldana			233			3			28.3.19.6.2			563			55			T			Y			563.55			55			28.3.19.6.2						J			Youhan Kim			18/1849r1			737			If we have have multiple antennas at the receiver, is the received signal strength level the maximum signal strength or the average signal strength over all active receive chains?			Please clarify.			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:53:38Z)

D3.2 P557L45 states that “For tests in this subclause, the input levels are … referenced as the average power per receive antenna”, where “this subclause” is 28.3.17.  And this comment (CID 15601) is on 28.3.17.6.2 which is under 28.3.17.  Hence, it is clear in the draft that the received signal strength is averaged over all receive antennas			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 00:29:08Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15602			Carol Ansley			233			3			3.2			36			35			E			N			36.35			35			3.2						A			Editor						781			awkward language needs clarification			change "bandwidth used in subsequent transmission" to "bandiwdth used in a subsequent transmission"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 20:35:29Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 20:35:34Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15603			Carol Ansley			233			3			3.2			36			44			E			N			36.44			44			3.2						J			Editor						781			awkward language needs clarification			change "recombining a set of fragment MPDUs" to "recombining a set of fragmented MPDUs"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 20:37:45Z) - It is not the MPDU that is fragmented, it is the MSDU, A-MSDU or MMPDU. "fragment" here is an adjective on MPDU.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 20:38:37Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15604			Carol Ansley			233			3			3.2			37			3			E			N			37.03			3			3.2						A			Editor						781			poor grammar			remove comma from "transmits, support"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 20:47:18Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 20:47:22Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15605			Carol Ansley			233			3			3.2			37			19			E			N			37.19			19			3.2						A			Editor						781			poor grammar			change "MPDU subframe" to "MPDU subframes"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 20:49:01Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 20:49:07Z - see #16263			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15606			Carol Ansley			233			3			3.2			37			20			E			N			37.20			20			3.2						V			Liwen Chu			18/2040r6			782			ambiguous definition			clarify if all A-MPDU subframes solicit neither Ack nor BlockAck or if only the ones with 0 in the EOF field solicit neither Ack nor BlockAck.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 22:42:17Z) - Generally agree with the commenter.

TGax editor to make changes under CID 15606			EDITOR			Liwen 18/2040 Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 23:24:57Z			4			2019/1/24 23:24			EDITOR


			15607			Carol Ansley			233			3			3.2			37			43			E			N			37.43			43			3.2						A			Editor						781			stray capitalization			Efficiency should not be captialized			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 20:53:12Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 20:53:15Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15608			Carol Ansley			233			3			3.2			37						E			N			37.00						3.2						V			Editor						804			Duplicate entries			both lines have the same label (HE ER SU PHY PPDU) but different definitions, delete one of them			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 22:16:03Z) - Delete the entry that reads: "high efficiency (HE) extended range (ER) single-user (SU) physical layer (PHY) protocol data unit (PPDU): An HE PPDU transmitted with HE ER SU PPDU format that carries one PHY service data units (PSDU) for one user."			EDITOR			Editor January 2019									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-29 03:51:36Z - Conflicts with resolution to #15001. Use #15001			4			2019/1/29 3:51			EDITOR


			15609			Carol Ansley			233			3			3.2			37						E			N			37.00						3.2						V			Editor						781			awkward language needs clarification			change "that uses masked HE-LTF sequence" to "that masks the HE-LTF sequence"			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-14 06:56:16Z)

Tgax Editor: change "...uses masked HE-LTF sequence..." to "uses a masked HE-LTF sequence.." in page 37/line 64 in 11ax D3.2			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3						The grammar (case) is wrong here. But is it "uses masked HE-LTF sequences" or is it "uses a masked HE-LTF sequence" (one sequence or one or more sequences)?			I			EDITOR: 2018-12-07 19:06:51Z - still has issues			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15610			Carol Ansley			233			3			28.3.3.2.3			424			17			E			N			424.17			17			28.3.3.2.3						A			Editor						781			poor grammar			change "A AP" to "An AP"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 18:53:09Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 18:53:13Z - see #15962			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15611			Carol Ansley			233			3			3.2			39			19			E			N			39.19			19			3.2						A			Editor						781			poor grammar			remove "is" from "field is equal", conflicts with leading "has the"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 20:56:08Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 20:56:12Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15612			Carol Ansley			233			3			4.3.18.8			42			41			E			N			42.41			41			4.3.18.8						A			Editor						781			missing capital			Capital letter missing from sentence beginning "peer-to-peer event reports"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:18:13Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:18:18Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15613			Carol Ansley			233			3			Table 8-4			58			14			E			N			58.14			14			Table 8-4						A			Editor						781			poor grammar			change "PPDUs that is not" to "PPDUs that are not"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:33:48Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:33:52Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15614			Carol Ansley			233			3			9.2.4.6a.1			71			46			E			N			71.46			46			9.2.4.6a.1						A			Editor						781			poor grammar			change "carried in HT TB PPDU" to "carried in an HT TB PPDU"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 22:20:33Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 22:20:47Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15615			Carol Ansley			233			3			9.3.1.9.7			91			54			E			N			91.54			54			9.3.1.9.7						A			Editor						781			repeated word			change "if the all the" to "if all the"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 23:05:25Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 23:05:28Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15616			Carol Ansley			233			3			Table 9-25h			101			20			E			N			101.20			20			Table 9-25h						A			Editor						781			Table name inconsistent with style			Change "The encoding of B19-B13 of the RU Allocation subfield" to "RU allocation Subfield Encoding for B19-B23"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 23:39:02Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 23:39:06Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15617			Carol Ansley			233			3			9.3.1.23			101			51			E			N			101.51			51			9.3.1.23						A			Editor						781			extra word			remove "indices" from "bits indices B19-13"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 23:40:25Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 23:40:29Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15618			Carol Ansley			233			3			9.3.1.23			102			21			E			N			102.21			21			9.3.1.23						A			Editor						781			consistent language needed			change from "B19-B13 are 68 indicates2x996-tone" to "the value 68 for B19-B13 indicates a 2x996-tone"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 23:43:27Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 23:43:35Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15619			Carol Ansley			233			3			9.3.1.23			104			2			E			N			104.02			2			9.3.1.23						A			Editor						781			poor grammar			change "it's" to "its"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 16:26:58Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 16:27:03Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15620			Carol Ansley			233			3			9.3.1.23.1			104			64			E			N			104.64			64			9.3.1.23.1						J			Editor						781			repeated letters			change "Sstart Sspacing" to "Start Spacing"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 16:31:09Z) - Ignore referenced titles - they are there to check references and will be removed in the published version.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 16:31:43Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15621			Carol Ansley			233			3			9.3.1.23.8			108						T			N			108.00						9.3.1.23.8						J			Laurent Cariou			18/1498r4			772			Note about Multiplexing Flag subfield doesn't make sense - it is just one bit, but the note says that it indicates the number of STAs that are multiplexed with P-matrix codes on the same set of times in the same RU.  With one bit, this subfield can only be 1 or 2.  Is that what was intended?			Clarify if one bit is sufficient for this flag.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:58:00Z) - There is either 1 or 2 STAs that are multiplexed in the same RU. 1 bit is therefore sufficient.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15622			Carol Ansley			233			3			9.3.2.23.8			108						G			N			108.00						9.3.2.23.8						V			Laurent Cariou			18/1498r4			781			P-matrix codes are only mentioned in this one note.  Clarify what the relevant P-matrix codes are.			Define P-matrix codes or remove this discussion.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:58:16Z) - agree with the comment. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1498r4.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-07 21:07:41Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15623			Carol Ansley			233			3			Table 9-27			109			64			E			N			109.64			64			Table 9-27						A			Editor						781			Poor grammar			Replace first "and" with a comma			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 16:39:31Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 16:39:35Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15624			Carol Ansley			233			3			Table 9-48			117			22			E			N			117.22			22			Table 9-48						A			Editor						781			stray comma			remove comma from "this field, indicates"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 17:01:44Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 17:01:47Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15625			Carol Ansley			233			3			9.4.1.53			117			55			E			N			117.55			55			9.4.1.53						A			Editor						781			repeated word "bandwidth BW"			Remove "BW"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 17:03:13Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 17:03:18Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15626			Carol Ansley			233			3			9.4.1.63			122			9			E			N			122.09			9			9.4.1.63						J			Yujin Noh			18/1790r1			737			DC is not in Acronym list			Add DC to acronym list, maybe defined as center frequency			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-11 21:59:29Z) - Refering 3.2 (Definitions specific to IEEE 802.11) and proposed change, the commentor’s intention seems to add the definition of DC (not in Acronym list). 

However, its definition is already shown in 28.3.9 (Mathematical description of signals) that the signal is transmitted with 0 being the center (DC) subcarrier.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15627			Carol Ansley			233			3			9.4.1.65			128			32			E			N			128.32			32			9.4.1.65						A			Editor						781			poor grammar			change "an 6-bit" to "a 6-bit"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 17:20:45Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 17:20:50Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15628			Carol Ansley			233			3			9.4.2.68.1			136						T			N			136.00						9.4.2.68.1						V			Yongho Seok			18/1780r5			781			contradictory statements - Event USF and Event Report fields are both listed as only present when Event type is neither 4 or 5 and only present when the Event Type is 4 or 5.			reword to resolve contradiction			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:43:24Z) - Agree in principle. 

TGax editor makes changes as shown in the as specified in 11-18/1780r5.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-11 20:34:23Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15629			Carol Ansley			233			3			9.4.2.68.7			136			48			E			N			136.48			48			9.4.2.68.7						V			Editor						781			subfield name is not included			Change from "Event Report field is" to "The BSS Color Collision event report subfield is"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:24:11Z) - Change "Event Report field" to "The Event Report field for a BSS Color Collision event report"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:24:29Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15630			Carol Ansley			233			3			9.4.2.68.8			136			55			E			N			136.55			55			9.4.2.68.8						V			Editor						781			subfield name is not included			Change from "Event Report field is" to "The BSS Color in Use event report subfield is"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:25:56Z) - Change "Event Report field" to "The Event Report field for a BSS Color In Use event report"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:26:13Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15631			Carol Ansley			233			3			Table 9-262aa			162			44			E			N			162.44			44			Table 9-262aa						V			Editor						781			misspelling			Change "fro" to "for"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 20:41:46Z) - Deleted with resolution to #16053			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 20:42:04Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15632			Carol Ansley			233			3			Table 9-262aa									G			N			162.40						Table 9-262aa						V			Yasu Inoue						791			Two fields listed twice, TX 1024-QAM Support < 242-tone RU and RX 1024-QAM Support < 242-tone RU  are listed twice in the table			remove one set of the TX and RX 1024-QAM Support <242-tone RU			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-11 21:51:38Z) - Resolved as suggested with #15891. No further changes needed.			EDITOR			Osama November 2018									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 18:56:10Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/28 18:56			EDITOR


			15633			Carol Ansley			233			3			9.4.2.241			173						E			N			173.00						9.4.2.241						V			Editor						781			poor grammar (cut and paste will get you every time)			On these line change "equal to 1; Otherwise" to "equal to 1; otherwise"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:34:33Z) - Fixed with changes in #15251			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 21:14:33Z - see #15251			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15634			Carol Ansley			233			3			9.4.2.244.1			175			13			E			N			175.13			13			9.4.2.244.1						V			Editor						781			inconsistent capitalization			change "quiet time Period" to "Quiet Time Period" to match the rest of the paragraph			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:46:30Z) - Change to quiet time period			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:46:45Z - see #17110			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15635			Carol Ansley			233			3			9.4.2.244.3			177						E			N			177.00						9.4.2.244.3						V			ChaoChun Wang			18/1855r4			782			poor grammar			change "The Service Specific Identifier field indicates HE STAs participated in the peer-to-peer operation is given preference to transmit frames in the period." to "The Service Specific Identifier field indicates the HE STAs participating in the peer-to-peer operation are given preference to transmit frames in the period."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:19:29Z) - TGax editor, please make changes as shown in document 11-18/1855r4 under CID 15635			EDITOR			ChaoChun 18/1855 QTP						Requires technical interpretation			I						4			2019/1/24 19:25			EDITOR


			15636			Carol Ansley			233			3			9.4.2.245			178			55			E			N			178.55			55			9.4.2.245						A			Editor						781			poor grammar			change "in overlapping configuration" to "in an overlapping configuration"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:55:54Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:55:59Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15637			Carol Ansley			233			3			Table 9-262ag			179			10			G			N			179.10			10			Table 9-262ag						V									791			Table Title should include RSSI			Change "Value" to "Encoded Value" and "Description" to "RSSI Value"			Revised.

 TGax Editor to replace BSS Transition Threshold with BSS Transition RSSI Threshold.			EDITOR			Osama November 2018									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 19:01:07Z - Change subfield name to "Recommended BSS Transition RSSI Threshold Within ESS"			4			2019/1/28 19:01			EDITOR


			15638			Carol Ansley			233			3			9.7.3			193			3			E			N			193.03			3			9.7.3						A			Editor						781			poor grammar			change "the context at which" to "the content in which"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:23:28Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:23:29Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15639			Carol Ansley			233			3			10.3.2.4			203			30			E			N			203.30			30			10.3.2.4						V			Editor						781			poor grammar			change "only HE AP STA can" to "only an HE AP STA can"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 22:36:14Z) - The intent of this note seems to be to call attention to the different requirements for NAV maintenance between a non-AP and an AP. Change "For an HE STA, only HE AP STA can maintain one NAV" to "A non-AP HE STA maintains two NAVs, but an HE AP might only maintain one NAV"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 22:37:54Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15640			Carol Ansley			233			3			10.22.2.2			218			33			E			N			218.33			33			10.22.2.2						A			Editor						781			poor grammar			change "any of the following events occurs" to "any of the following events occur"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-13 21:51:46Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-13 21:51:49Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15641			Carol Ansley			233			3			10.43.1			234			58			E			N			234.58			58			10.43.1						A			Editor						781			inconsistent use of quotation marks			add quotation mrks - "Request TWT" - to match the rest of the paragraph			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:36:04Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:36:09Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15642			Carol Ansley			233			3			10.43.1			234			65			E			N			234.65			65			10.43.1						A			Editor						781			inconsistent use of quotation marks			add quotation mrks - "Alternate TWT" - to match the rest of the paragraph			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:36:50Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:36:54Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15643			Carol Ansley			233			3			27.5.1.1			277			55			E			N			277.55			55			27.5.1.1						V			Editor						781			awkward language needs clarification			Change "an HE MU PPDU of DL MU-MIMO with OFDMA allocated in an RU" to an HE MU PPDU of DL MU-MIMO within an OFDMA RU allocation"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 21:43:50Z) - The intention here is 1. The RU is less than the PPDU bandwidth (hence "OFDMA") and 2. More than one user is allocated the RU (hence "DL MU-MIMO"). Change to "An AP shall not transmit an HE MU PPDU with an RU that is narrower than the PPDU bandwidth and that is allocated to more than one STA (DL MU-MIMO) unless the AP has received from each STA an HE Capabilities element with the Partial Bandwidth DL MU-MIMO subfield in the HE PHY Capabilities Information field equal to 1."			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 21:47:11Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15644			Carol Ansley			233			3			27.5.2			279			14			E			N			279.14			14			27.5.2						A			Editor						781			misspelling			change "A non-A STA" to "A non-AP STA"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 21:55:42Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 21:55:45Z - see #17113			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15645			Fei Tong			233			3			28.3.2.6			420			39			T			Y			420.39			39			28.3.2.6						V			Yujin Noh			11-18/1453r1			781			The spec reads "The Trigger frame indicates ... if a 1x LTF is used".

And in other places related to HE masked HE-LTF sequence mode, it has references to 1x LTF.

However, across the standard, there is only definition of term 1x HE-LTF, not 1x LTF.

I think the 1x LTF should be replaced with 1x HE-LTF to avoid confusion.			The spec reads "The Trigger frame indicates ... if a 1x HE-LTF is used"			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:32:15Z)

TGax Editor: do global search and replace 1x LTF, 2x LTF, and 4x LTF with 1x HE-LTF, 2x HE-LTF, and 4x HE-LTF, respectively			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.1			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-01 22:26:07Z - see #15968			3.1			2019/1/17 21:26			EDITOR


			15646			GEORGE CHERIAN			233			3			27.11.6			365			51			T			N			365.51			51			27.11.6						V			Matt Fischer			1410r6			781			Fix inconsistency between the following two sentences:

pp356LL51 "An AP with dot11HESRPOptionImplemented set to true that transmits an HE ER SU PPDU should set the TXVECTOR parameter SPATIAL_REUSE to SRP_DISALLOW"

Vs

pp357LL16 "An HE AP that transmits an HE SU PPDU or an HE ER SU PPDU that contains a Trigger frame should set the TXVECTOR parameter SPATIAL_REUSE to SR_DELAY."			As in the comment			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:57:15Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/1410r6 that are marked with CID 15646, which add a qualifier to the first citation that excludes triggers and the commenter to note that there is not an actual contradiction, as both statements are recommendations and not requirements			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15647			GEORGE CHERIAN			233			3												T			N															V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1211r4			784			Need to specify 6GHz operation for 11ax.			As in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 22:27:09Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution adds details for the operation in the 6 GHz band.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1211r6 under all headings that include CID 15647.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1211 27.16.1 6 GHz									I						4			2019/1/25 23:51			EDITOR


			15648			GEORGE CHERIAN			233			3			27.6.1			303			31			E			N			303.31			31			27.6.1						A			Editor						781			Fix typo: "and CQ report"			CQ->CQI			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:29:49Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:29:52Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15649			GEORGE CHERIAN			233			3						283			55			E			N			283.55			55									A			Editor						781			Typo: Change "SRP_AND_NONSRG_OBSS_PD_PROHIBITED (pp283LL55, pp288LL62)" to SRP_AND_NON_SRG_OBSS_PD_PROHIBITED			as in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:37:29Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:37:34Z - 2x			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15650			GEORGE CHERIAN			233			3												T			N															V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0097r3			782			Add the ability for AP to control the power of STAs operating in 6GHz, whether it is transmitting HE SU PPDU or HE TB PPDU			As in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 21:30:02Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution is to specify that the STAs follow the mandatory rules defined in 11.7.5 (Specification of regulatory and local maximum transmit power levels) if the STA has received Transmit Power Envelope elements and combinations of Country and Power Constraint elements received on that channel from that AP or is received from a neighboring AP from the same SSID to which the STA is currently associated.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/0097r3 under all headings that include CID 15650.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0097 6 GHz beacon									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 22:40:20Z			4			2019/1/28 22:40			EDITOR


			15651			GEORGE CHERIAN			233			3												T			N															V			Jarkko Kneckt			19/0061r7			782			6GHz AP Discovery: Add the ability for a STA operating in 2.4/5GHz BSS to discover a 6GHz HE AP			As in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 15:33:35Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution is to include RNR in 2.4/5GHz beacons and probes.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 19/0061r7.			EDITOR			Jarkko 19/0061 6 GHz Discovery									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 21:31:57Z - Editing instructions are not clear. In places it looks like text was replaced, but without explicit instructions.			4			2019/1/24 21:32			EDITOR


			15652			Graham Smith			233			3			27.9.2.4			340			8			T			Y			340.08			8			27.9.2.4						J			Laurent Cariou			18/1866r5			782			In many papers and analyses it has been clearly shown that there are problems with the solely TPC method and in reality it is difficult to see why any device would employ it as it puts the device at an immediate disadvantage.  It may sound good that reducing the power makes you less of an interferer, but if you reduce the power, you reduce the SNIR of the wanted transmission, hence you decrease the MCS , you  have a good possibility of not being successful, you slow down the network, but, most importantly, any legacy device or indeed DL traffic is liable to cause significant problems.  In addition there are no rules for the OBSS-PD level and the TX transmission power making it impossible to simulkate or indeed know what an individual device may do.  I would point at several independent studies that look at DSC and TPC.  DSC is beneficial to the 11ax devices whereas TPC is beneficial to legacy devices.  It makes no sense that we have TPC and not DSC. We need to add the DSC formula at which point we could sensibly work at devising a scheme that works.			As described in 18/0617r2, in Figure 9-589cx (P172) "Spatial Reuse Parameter Set element" add "OBSS_PD Margin" field.  In Figure 9-589cy (P172) add "OBSS PD Margin Present" subfield.At end of 9.4.2.241 P 173.50) Add following:
"The OBSS PD Margin subfield is present when the value of the OBSS PD Margin Present subfield is equal to 1; otherwise the OBSS PD Margin subfield is not present.  The OBSS PD Margin field contains an unsigned integer which indicates the value of the OBSS PD Margin, in dBs."                  At  P342.28, after Table 27.11 add following:
"The AP may include an OBSS PD Margin subfield in the Spatial Reuse Parameter Set element in order to recommend a STA to adjust its OBSS_PD level in accordance with Equation 27-X.
OBSS_PDlevel = RSSI_beacon - OBSS PD Margin,
with OBSS_PDmin ΓëñOBSS_PDlevelΓëñOBSS_PDmax   (27-X)
A STA may monitor the beacons transmitted by the AP to which it is associated and measure the received signal strength of the beacons, RSSI_beacon.  The received signal strength of the beacon frames may be averaged over time so as to account for the mobility of a STA. The value of OBSS PD Margin is then subtracted from the time averaged received signal strength of the beacons, RSSI_beacon, using equation 27-X, to provide an interim value for OBSS_PDlevel."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:53:04Z) - The proposed changes in contribution 1531 and 617 didn’t reach sufficient support. Propose to reject this comment. The selection of the operating point for OBSS_PD level and transmit power is left to the STA’s implementation choice. Depending on the scenarios, there could be many alternative ways to set this operating point.			EDITOR			Laurent 18/1866 OBSS PD						Not part of motion 682			N									2019/1/29 17:24			EDITOR


			15653			Graham Smith			233			3			27.9.1			337			35			T			Y			337.35			35			27.9.1						V			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			781			"The objective of HE spatial reuse operation is to allow the medium to be reused more often between OBSSs in dense deployment scenarios by the early identification of signals from overlapping basic service sets (OBSSs) and interference management."  It is debatable whether" early identification of signals" and "interference management" are the best or only methods.  This effectively limits the methods.			Delete "by the early identification of signals from overlapping basic service sets (OBSSs) and interference management."			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:29:24Z) - agree with the commenter. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1495r6.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-04 17:40:21Z - 18/1495r6 does not associate specific edits with this comment			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15654			Graham Smith			233			3			27.9.1			337			40			E			Y			337.40			40			27.9.1						V			Editor						781			"There are two independent spatial reuse modes, one called OBSS PD-based spatial reuse and the other called SRP-based spatial reuse."  Clumsy wording			Replace cited sentence with "There are two independent spatial reuse modes; OBSS PD-based spatial reuse and SRP-based spatial reuse."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:40:30Z) - Introduce with colon. Change to "There are two independent spatial reuse modes: OBSS PD-based spatial reuse and SRP-based spatial reuse"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:40:58Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15655			Graham Smith			233			3			27.9.1			337			60			T			Y			337.60			60			27.9.1						V			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			781			"An HE AP may use information from Beacon reports from associated STAs to make decisions related to spatial reuse. The exact algorithm is beyond the scope of this specification."  If the algorithm is beyond this specification, this does not add anything at all.  It does not tell one how it can aid spatial reuse in any way, and it is very debatable whether it would aid it at all.  Is there a simulation that shows how this is useful?  Is it just another "sounds a good idea, but the more one looks at it, the less useful it seems"?  Delete this stuff entirely.			Delete from P337.43 to 337.65			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:29:55Z) - agree with the commenter. Delete last sentence as proposed in doc 1495r6.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15656			Graham Smith			233			3			27.9.2.1			338			6			T			Y			338.06			6			27.9.2.1						V			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			781			"The first type is defined in 27.9.2.2 (General operation with non-SRG OBSS PD level), and allows a STA, under specific conditions, to ignore an inter-BSS PPDU using a Non-SRG OBSS PD level. The second type is defined in 27.9.2.2 (General operation with non-SRG OBSS PD level) and allows a STA, under specific conditions, to ignore inter- BSS PPDUs that are identified as being SRG PPDUs, using an SRG OBSS PD level."   Hmm, something is wrong, we have two identical references with different descriptions?  I suspect that the "second type" is probably 27.9.2.3			Correct the reference.			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:31:03Z) - agree with the commenter. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1495r6.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-04 17:41:15Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15657			Graham Smith			233			3			27.9.2.4			340			8			T			N			340.08			8			27.9.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			18/1495r6			682			For a typical non-AP STA, with TXPWR 15dBm, Equation 27-4 can result in that STA using an OBSS PD level of -76dBm, all the time. Taken further this means that all 11ax non-AP STAs will use -76dBm OBSS PD or CCA.  Is this the real intent? I can sort of see that because an AP is typically 21dBm an AP must reduce its OBSS PD to -76dBm so as to make the DL and UL symmetrical, but why?  How much evaluation has gone into checking that -76dBm default is OK and does not jeopodize legacy STAs?			Add a NOTE or text to justify the 21dBm.  Something like: "NOTE: The TXPWRref of 21 dBm corresponds to a typical AP transmit power.  Using this reference level allows a non-AP STA with a maximum transmit power of 15dBm to use an OBSS PD level of -76 dBm."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 23:08:02Z) - Add a note to explain the reason for having two levels. Apply the changes as proposed in 18/1495r6.			EDITOR												N			EDITOR: 2019-01-29 03:45:08Z- I think we did all this						2019/1/29 3:45			EDITOR


			15658			Hiroyuki Motozuka			233			3			9.4.1.64			128			59			T			N			128.59			59			9.4.1.64						J			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			774			"The AvgSNR(k,j) in Table 9-76h is found by computing the arithmetic mean of the SNR per subcarrier in decibels ..."

The average SNR should be calculated with the following equation: SNR = mean(signal power) / mean(noise power). The mean in desibels have error especially when the variance is large (i.e. frequency selective channels)
Is there any evidence/simulation result to justify using mean in decibels?			Propose to define the average SNR as "SNR = mean(signal power) / mean(noise power)," and approximation during computation should be left for implementers.

The same comments for P125L55, P127L18, P386L12			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 01:34:27Z) - the approximation for high SNR of the average Shannon capacity over subcarriers can be shown to be proportional to the arithmetic mean of the SNR per subcarrier in dB, hence the arithmetic mean of the SNR per subcarrier in dB is a good indication for rate control. This has been used since 11n.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15659			Hongyuan Zhang			233			3			27.12			358			23			T			N			358.23			23			27.12						V						18/1522r1			781			"....uses the combination of the
PPET8 NSTSn RUb subfield and PPET16 NSTSn RUb subfield values to determine Nominal Packet Padding (consisting of both post-FEC padding and packet extension)..."--For example, if "Nominal Packet Padding" in Table 27-12 is zero according to PPE thresholds, when pre-FEC padding factor equals to 1~3, the post FEC padding "duration" is still non-zero, so "Nominal Packet Padding" should not be zero? PPE thresholds only determines the maximum nominal TPE (when pre-FEC padding factor equals to 4), and it has nothing to do with post-FEC padding. As defined in clause 28, post-FEC padding is only determined by the pre-FEC padding factor ("a-factor"). We should not correlate PPE thresholds with post-FEC padding.			Change the definition of the new terminlogy "Norminal Packet Padding" to "(maximum Nominal Packet Extension duration (TPE) when pre-FEC padding factor equals to 4)".			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 20:56:38Z) - Change to as in doc IEEE802.11-17/1522r1.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-01 21:51:46Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15660			Hongyuan Zhang			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			162			27			T			N			162.27			27			9.4.2.237.3						V			Lochan Verma			18/1841r2			781			"...DCM Max BW subfield indicates the
maximum bandwidth...", is this an indication of maximum packet bandwidth or maximum RU size, for example when setting this field to 0 (20MHz), does the device support Rx/Tx an RU106 in an OFDMA packet of total BW=80MHz?			Change the defintion of this field to maximum RU size, or add notes to explain the real meaning.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:57:18Z)

Tgax Editor: make changes for CID 15660 according to 11-18-1841-02-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 19:19:44Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15661			Hongyuan Zhang			233			3			28.3.10.7.2			466			61			T			N			466.61			61			28.3.10.7.2						V			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1435r1			781			"STBC is not applied in RUs that are used for MUMIMO allocation." STBC is not applied for the whole PPDU if one RU is with MUMIMO allocation? There is no case where a single user RU has STBC while another MUMIMO RU has non-STBC.			Clarify			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 03:48:47Z)

Please make the changes according to the changes in doc 18-1435r1			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 21:37:57Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15662			Hongyuan Zhang			233			3			27.5.3.2.2			282			22			T			N			282.22			22			27.5.3.2.2						V			Liwen Chu			18/1906r4			781			"An AP transmitting a PPDU that contains a Trigger frame or frame containing a TRS Control subfield shall ensure that the duration of the PPDU that follows BSYM is greater than or equal MinTrigProcTime indicated by the soliciting non-AP STA (see Table 9-262z (Subfields of the HE MAC Capabilities Information field)).
BSYM is the OFDM symbol of the PPDU that contains either the last bit of SCH when BCC is used to encode the PSDU or the last coded bit of the LDPC codeword that encodes the last bit of SCH when LDPC is used to encode the PSDU," This sentence may have issues mathematically from PHY perspecitve. The description implies that the amount of MAC padding for trigger frame should be equivalent to the duration as defined in MinTRigProcTime AFTER the BSYM symbol boundary--meaning that MAC needs to find BSYM first. However this is contradictory to the math description of the number of octets in the MAC padding field as indicated by equations (9-0b) and (9-0c). We need to either (1) Adjust the text here to match the equations (9-0b) and (9-0c); or (2) Change the equations to reflect the text here. However, option(2) seems extremely difficult mathematically and too late for implementation, especially for the case of LDPC. This is because: First, it is awkward for MAC to compute the OFDM symbol boundary before even fully figuring out all the MAC fields; secondly and more importantly, the LDPC codeword length, extra symbol insertion, and other parameters are a function of the total number of data bits (see 19.3.11.7.5), while MAC padding field is part of the data bits to be encoded, so this ends up to a chicken and egg situation, and might be too late to address.			Revise the text to reflect the equations in (9-0b) and (9-0c), i.e. Option(1) in the comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:44:58Z) - Change to as in doc IEEE802.11-17/1906r4.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-07 22:16:24Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15663			Hongyuan Zhang			233			3			9.4.2.237.5			167			1			T			N			167.01			1			9.4.2.237.5						V						18/1850r2			781			"Each PPET8 NSTSn RUb and PPET16 NSTSn RUb subfield contains an integer that corresponds to a constellation index value related to the minimal transmission constellation of an HE PPDU as defined in
Table 9-262ac (Constellation index)."--the minimal transmission constellation for what? Also what "transmission" mean? SHould this be for reception capability?			Change to: ..minimal reception constellation of an HE PPDU that supports the maximum Nominal Packet Extension duration (TPE) when pre-FEC padding factor equals to 4 being 8 us and 16 us respectively, as defined in...			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-14 05:04:20Z)

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-18/1850r2 for CID 15663.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-29 00:22:25Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15664			Hongyuan Zhang			233			3			28.3.10.8.5			489			31			T			N			489.31			31			28.3.10.8.5						V			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1434r1			781			At beginning of 28.3.11.10 Space-time block coding, it says that "For an HE PPDU, STBC is applied only with 1 or 2 spatial streams and only if DCM is not applied.", therefore it is better that in SIGB per user info field, we add the resctriction that if STBC bit in SIGA is 1, then the DCM bit in SIGB per user info field shall be 0.			as comment			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 03:42:48Z)

Please refer to the modification counting to CID15664 in doc 18-1434r1			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 21:24:44Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15665			Hongyuan Zhang			233			3			9.3.1.23			102			43			T			N			102.43			43			9.3.1.23						V			Abhishek Patil			18/1842r2			737			At beginning of 28.3.11.10 Space-time block coding, it says that "For an HE PPDU, STBC is applied only with 1 or 2 spatial streams and only if DCM is not applied.", therefore it is better that in trigger frame user info field, we add the resctriction that if UL STBC bit in common info field of trigger frame is 1, then the DCM bit in SIGB per user info field shall be 0.			as comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 10:52:37Z) - Text is improved to address the comment.

Resolution of CID15980 is applicable to this CID.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 21:28:06Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15666			Hongyuan Zhang			233			3			9.4.2.237.5			165			51			T			N			165.51			51			9.4.2.237.5						V						18/1850r2			781			"The PPE Thresholds field determines the minimal packet extension value (see 28.3.12 (Packet Extension))...", according to other places of the spec such as 27.12 and 28.3.12, this is not for "minimal packet extention value", but rather the maximum of norminal packet extension duration.			Clarify			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-14 05:03:14Z)

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-18/1850r2 for CID 15666			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-29 00:02:17Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15667			Hongyuan Zhang			233			3			9.4.2.237.5			166			1			T			N			166.01			1			9.4.2.237.5						J						18/1850r2			737			"The NSTS subfield contains an unsigned integer that is the number of NSTS values minus 1 for which PPE
threshold values are included in the PPE Thresholds Info subfield."--what if the NSTS subfield here has a value smaller than the maximum NSTS value as indicated by the Rx HE-MCS Map table? Does it mean for those NSTS, PPET8 and PPET16 are all zero?			Clarify			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-14 05:03:38Z)

27.12 (D3.2 P372L47) clearly states that when PPET8 and PPET16 are not present in the PPE Thresholds fields, then the nominal packet padding value is 0.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15668			Huizhao Wang			233			3			27.16.1			370			27			T			Y			370.27			27			27.16.1						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0192r0			796			Allowing HE BSS and VHT BSS operate with different bandwidth capabilities to accommondate different operating environments, business needs and flexibilities			Change the text to:
"A STA transmitting a VHT Capabilities element and HE Capabilities element should set the Supported Channel Width Set subfield of the VHT Capabilities element to a value that indicates the same channel width capability as the channel width capability indicated in the HE Capabilities element, except when the STA is a 20 MHz-only non-AP HE STA in which case the Supported Channel Width Set subfield of the VHT Capabilities element
is reserved.'			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 15:25:34Z) - It is not clear the relationship of the amendment (HE and VHT) and the bandwidth that they support. The spec currently requires the BWs to be the same since HE STAs are VHT STAs. We do actually have only an exception for the 20 MHz-only devices.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0192 Msic									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 21:22:44Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/28 21:22			EDITOR


			15669			Huizhao Wang			233			3			27.2.2			254			57			T			Y			254.57			57			27.2.2						V			Kaiying Lv			18/1655r3			781			Inter-BSS and Intra-BSS conditions should be binary choices without ambiguous terms			Either remove following paragraph:
"If the received frame satisfies both intra-BSS and inter-BSS conditions, the decision made by using the
MAC address takes precedence over the decision made by using the RXVECTOR parameter BSS_COLOR."

Or: add the text to spell out the ambiguous conditions and rules to handle them.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 21:15:54Z) - Agree with the comment. 


TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-18/1655r3			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15670			Huizhao Wang			233			3			27.3.2.1			263			22			T			Y			263.22			22			27.3.2.1						J			Ming Gan			18/1844r0			777			Need to clearly specify Ack Policy choices for Dynamic Fragmentation			Change text to:
"An originator STA transmitting one or more dynamic fragments shall solicit an immediate response
from the recipient STA for each of the fragments by setting the ACK Policy to either Implicit Block Ack Request, or HTP Ack."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:01:54Z) - This sentence in 11ax draft 3.0 is clear. Soliciting an immediate response is equal to setting the ACK Policy to either Implicit Block Ack Request, or HTP Ack. It is not necessary to add another explaination phrase.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15671			Huizhao Wang			233			3			27.3.2.1			263			45			T			Y			263.45			45			27.3.2.1						J			Ming Gan			18/1844r0			777			Retransmitting full MSDU, A-MSDU, or MMPDU should not be contrained by all the previous transmitted fragments have failed. It will help the receiver side to flush out partially assemebed fragments timely			Remove the text:
"when all the previously transmitted
dynamic fragments of that MSDU, A-MSDU or MMPDU have explicitly failed at the receiving STA"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:02:10Z) - On one hand, retransmitting full MSDU, A-MSDU or MMPDU without condition will waste transmission opportunity. 

On the other hand, BlockAckReq frame can be used to flush out partially assemebed fragments timely.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15672			Huizhao Wang			233			3			27.3.2.4			265			1			T			Y			265.01			1			27.3.2.4						J			Ming Gan			18/1844r0			777			Dyanmic fragmentation Level 3 is not needed. The maximum number fragments allowed is 4, but Level 3 fragmentation requires all four of the fragments of an MSDU, A-MSDU, or MMPDU are included in an A-MPDU. As originator STA and recipient STA, this kind of operation will never occur, because the originator STA will simply transmit the full MSDU, A-MSDU or MMPDU in the A-MPDU instead.			Remove Dynamic Fragmentation Level 3 from the text.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:02:28Z) - The comment failed to understand the Level 3 fragmentation, i.e., Level 3 fragmentation does not require all four of the fragments of an MSDU, A-MSDU, or MMPDU are included in an A-MPDU.   

Level 3 allows to aggregate more than one fragments per MSDU/A-MSDU in one A-MPDU such as to improve MSDU delivery latency, i.e., retransmitted fragmentes and the new transmited fragments of the same MSDU can be transmitted together through level 3. 

Moreover, level 3 does not require very strict conditions as level 2, i.e., level 2 only allows immediate response and the fragments must be sent in order.

Now the draft already makes Level 1,2 and 3 work seamlessly, to achieve the best performance in all the scenarios			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15673			Huizhao Wang			233			3			27.4.4.2			272			39			E			Y			272.39			39			27.4.4.2						J			Editor						781			Change "agreement' to "agreements"			As specified in Comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:52:07Z) - Comment does not identify a problem and certainly not at the cited location.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:52:33Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15674			Huizhao Wang			233			3			27.4.4.3			273			15			E			Y			273.15			15			27.4.4.3						V			Editor						781			Change "to more than on block ack agreement" to "to more than one block ack agreements"			As specified in Comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 21:03:40Z) - Change on to one. Keep agreement singular.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 21:04:21Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15675			Huizhao Wang			233			3			27.4.4.4			275			10			E			Y			275.10			10			27.4.4.4						J			Editor						781			Change "agreement' to "agreements"			as specified in Comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 21:04:28Z) - "More than one" is modifying a noun here. The noun could be singular or plural. I think we will keep it singular since there is no reason it needs to be plural.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 21:09:29Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15676			Huizhao Wang			233			3			27.4.4.5			275			58			E			Y			275.58			58			27.4.4.5						J			Editor						781			Change "agreement' to "agreements"			as specified in Comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 21:10:34Z) - Keep it singular			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 21:10:41Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15677			Huizhao Wang			233			3			27.4.4.5			275			61			E			Y			275.61			61			27.4.4.5						V			Editor						781			Change "ends" to "sends"			as specified in Comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 21:14:35Z) - Fixed along with other issues through #16203			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 21:11:18Z - see #16203			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15678			Huizhao Wang			233			3			27.4.4.2			273			7			T			Y			273.07			7			27.4.4.2						J			George Cherian			1501r1			702			The rules of selecting ACK, C-BA or M-STA BA are identical in the clauses fro 27.4.4.2 to 27.4.4.6. Instead of repeating these rules, please extract them and put them into a separate clause to be referenced.			as specified in Comment			REJECTED (MAC: 2018-09-22 18:26:31Z)

Rejected - 

Though most of the context are the same, there are some differences for responding to HE TB PPDU that is captured in the preceeding paragraph.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15679			Huizhao Wang			233			3			27.5.1.3			278			51			T			Y			278.51			51			27.5.1.3						J			Zhou Lan			18/1887r3			782			Many restrictions in the text to restrict 26-tone RU use cases in 5G. For example: must satisfy N * 4 * 26-tone for the entire PPDU; at least 2x26-tones has to be modulated for each 20MHs subchannel. Instead of adding these restrictions, propose to eliminate 20-tone RU for 5G, restrict it to be used in 2.4G only.			as specified in Comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 22:37:50Z) - These restrictions are not about 26tone RU usage. Indead it is about how speading energy to multiple data tones so that the transmission will not violate the regulatory limit. 

TGax editor to make no changes on CID 15679.			EDITOR			Zhou 18/1887 27.5									N									2019/1/25 19:54			EDITOR


			15680			Huizhao Wang			233			3			27.5.2			279			54			T			Y			279.54			54			27.5.2						V			Zhou Lan			11-18/1515r4			781			Remove Action No ACK frame option from BQR in TB PPDU. The QoS NULL frame with Ack Policy set to No ACK is the best choice of for BQR, there is no need to have Action No ACK frame as an option			Change the text:
"The STA shall include in the HE TB PPDU one or more QoS Null or Action No Ack frames containing
the BQR Control subfield with the channel availability information of the STA."

To:
"The STA shall include in the HE TB PPDU one or more QoS Null containing the BQR Control subfield with the channel availability information of the STA."			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:47:23Z)
TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1515r4 under all headings that include CID 15680.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-05 17:13:13Z - but don't delete "frames"			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15681			Huizhao Wang			233			3			27.5.3.2.1			281			15			T			Y			281.15			15			27.5.3.2.1						J			Liwen Chu			18/1485r1			698			RUs for UORA should be shared among associated and unassocited STAs. There is no need to differentiate them using different AID12 values (0 for associated, 2045 for unassociated). It makes the UORA RUs are less likely been used, and complicates the implementation			Change the text:
"The AID12 subfield is 0 when the User Info field is addressed to STAs that are associated with
the AP and that follow the UL OFDMA-based random access procedure described in 27.5.5 (UL
OFDMA-based random access (UORA))."

To:
"The AID12 subfield is 0 when the User Info field is addressed to STAs that are associated or unassociated with
the AP and that follow the UL OFDMA-based random access procedure described in 27.5.5 (UL
OFDMA-based random access (UORA))."

Remove the following text:
"The AID12 subfield is set to 2045 when the User Info field is addressed to STAs that are not
associated with the AP and that follow the UL OFDMA-based random access procedure
described in 27.5.5 (UL OFDMA-based random access (UORA))."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 21:08:16Z) - Discussion: the frames transmitted in HE TB PPDU by associated STAs and un ssociated STAs in random access RUs are different. Separating the random RUs for associated STAs and unassociated STAs helps AP’s RU resourse allocation.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15682			Huizhao Wang			233			3			27.5.3.2.3			283			57			E			Y			283.57			57			27.5.3.2.3						J			Editor						781			Fix typo: "and 3u2s_GI, respectively, or 2xHE-LTF and 1u6s_GI," to "and 3.2us_GI, respectively, or 2xHE-LTF and 1.6us_GI,"			as specified in Comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 14:46:22Z) 3u2s_GI is the name given to 3.2us in the enumerated type			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 14:48:30Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15683			Huizhao Wang			233			3			27.5.3.2.3			284			10			E			Y			284.10			10			27.5.3.2.3						V			Editor						781			Explicitly indicating Broadcast RU			Change the text:
"If a Trigger frame is transmitted in an RU of an HE MU PPDU and the RU is addressed to multiple STAs,"

To:
"If a Trigger frame is transmitted in an RU of an HE MU PPDU and the RU is broadcast RU,"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 14:54:53Z) Change to "If a Trigger frame is transmitted in the broadcast RU of an HE MU PPDU, then…"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 14:55:29Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15684			Huizhao Wang			233			3			27.5.3.2.3			284			17			T			Y			284.17			17			27.5.3.2.3						J			Liwen Chu			18/1487r3			782			Requiring at least one RU allocated for each 20MHz subchannels occupied by DL MU is not necessary because the AP can specify unassigned RUs to any of the 20MHz subchannels			Remove the text:
"If an AP transmits one or more Trigger frames or frames carrying a TRS Control subfield, then the frames
shall collectively elicit HE TB PPDU responses such that at least one scheduled RU is allocated for each
20 MHz channel occupied by the eliciting PPDU."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 13:10:11Z) - In UL MU PPDU transmission, each 20MHz channel occupied by Trigger/TRS is required to allocate at least one UL RU. If a 20MHz channel is not covered by any UL RU, the 20MHz channel can’t be protected and get wasted.			EDITOR			Liwen 18/1487 27.5.3.2.3									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 22:02:59Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/24 22:03			EDITOR


			15685			Huizhao Wang			233			3			27.5.3.2.3			284			38			T			Y			284.38			38			27.5.3.2.3						J			Liwen Chu			18/1487r3			782			Trigger frame's User Info field TID Aggregation Limit value 0 rule contradicts with the rule of clause 27.4.4.6, ACK Policy for MPDUs in TB PPDU			Clause 27.4.4.6 requires MPDUs in TB PPDU Ack Policy shall be set to immediate ACK or implicit Block Ack Request. But here, when TID Aggregation Limit value is set to 0, requires MPDUs shall not solicit immediate response.
Either fix in Clause 27.4.4.6 to include the options of No ACK, or Block Ack policies, or remove the TID Aggregation Limit value 0 from the text.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 13:10:29Z) - Subclause 27.4.4.6 talks about the scenario when a STA addressed by the Trigger frame wants to solicit the acknowledgement, the Ack Policy will be set to 00. The text here talks about the scenario when a STA addressed by the Triger frame will transmit Ack/BA. Ack/BA doesn’t solicit responding frame. So The Trigger frame has TID Aggregation Limit equal to 0.			EDITOR			Liwen 18/1487 27.5.3.2.3									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 22:03:03Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/24 22:03			EDITOR


			15686			Huizhao Wang			233			3			27.5.5			299			64			T			Y			299.64			64			27.5.5						V			Abhishek Patil			18/1812r2			781			Should allow AP response with ACK to an unassociated STA's mgmt frame in a TB PPDU using Random Access RU			Change the text:
"An AP shall respond with a Multi-STA BlockAck Frame in an SU PPDU if the AP receives a Management
frame from an unassociated non-AP HE STA by following the UORA procedure."

To:
"An AP shall respond with a Multi-STA BlockAck,or ACK Frame in an SU PPDU if the AP receives a Management
frame from an unassociated non-AP HE STA by following the UORA procedure."			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:34:33Z)
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1266r6 for CID 15686			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3						Approved with 684: REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:34:33Z)
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1266r6 for CID 15686			I			EDITOR: 2018-12-06 23:11:35Z - "in response to a Trigger frame with RA-RUs" is not consistent with the definition of an RA-RU. An RA-RU is allocated in a Trigger frame, it is not present in the Trigger frame. So it should be "in response to a Trigger frame that allocates RA-RUs" or, more accurately, "HE TB PPDUs transmitted on RA-RUs" because it is not the type of trigger frame that is important it is the resource the reponse is using (RA-RU vs regular RU).			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15687			Huizhao Wang			233			3			27.6.2			304			33			T			Y			304.33			33			27.6.2						J			Menzo Wentink			19/1921r4			782			Partial or full BW SU feedback has no material relation with whether the sounding sequence is HE non-TB sequence or HE TB sounding sequence			Change the text:
"An SU beamformer may solicit full bandwidth SU feedback from an SU beamformee in an HE non-TB
sounding sequence. An SU beamformer shall not solicit partial bandwidth SU feedback in an HE non-TB
sounding sequence. An SU beamformer may solicit partial bandwidth or full bandwidth SU feedback from
an SU beamformee in an HE TB sounding sequence if the SU beamformee indicates support by setting the
Triggered SU Beamforming Feedback subfield in the HE PHY Capabilities Information field in the HE
Capabilities element it transmits to 1."

To:
"An SU beamformer may solicit full bandwidth SU feedback from an SU beamformee in an HE non-TB
sounding sequence. An SU beamformer may solicit partial bandwidth or full bandwidth SU feedback from
an SU beamformee in an HE TB sounding sequence or HE non-TB sounding sequence if the SU beamformee indicates support by setting the
Triggered SU Beamforming Feedback subfield in the HE PHY Capabilities Information field in the HE
Capabilities element it transmits to 1."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 22:32:47Z) - the current text reflects what was decided in the task group. The requested addition of a new mode is considered to add complexity without sufficient technical benefit.			EDITOR			Menzo 18/1921 Sounding									N									2019/1/25 17:43			EDITOR


			15688			Huizhao Wang			233			3			27.6.2			304			61			T			Y			304.61			61			27.6.2						V			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			781			Need to clearify that if all conditions should be met, or any of the conditions should be met to prohibit sending HE TB sounding sequence			As specified in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 01:35:46Z) - change as shown in 18/1921r1 under CID 15688. The change implements the request by the commenter and makes some editorial improvements.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 18:30:39Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15689			Huizhao Wang			233			3			27.6.3			306			16			T			Y			306.16			16			27.6.3						J			Menzo Wentink			19/1921r4			782			Partial or full BW SU feedback has no material relation with whether the sounding sequence is HE non-TB sequence or HE TB sounding sequence			Remove the text:
"An HE beamformer shall not initiate an HE non-TB sounding sequence with an HE NDP Announcement
frame that has a Partial BW Info field that indicates less than full bandwidth (see Table 27-4 (Settings for
BW, RU Start Index, and RU End Index fields in HE NDP Announcement frame))."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 22:33:12Z) - the current text reflects what was decided in the task group. The requested addition of a new mode is considered to add complexity without sufficient technical benefit.			EDITOR			Menzo 18/1921 Sounding									N									2019/1/25 17:43			EDITOR


			15690			Huizhao Wang			233			3			27.6.3			307			4			T			Y			307.04			4			27.6.3						J			Menzo Wentink			19/1921r4			782			HE non-TB beamformer may suggest to the beamformee on: Ng, codebook size, Nc. And Beamformee may choose to ignore the suggestion from HE non-TB beamformer			Change the text:
"except when the HE NDP
Announcement frame contains only one STA Info field, in which case the subcarrier grouping, Ng, codebook
size and the number of columns, Nc, in the compressed beamforming feedback matrix to be used for
the generation of the HE compressed beamforming and CQI report shall be determined by the recipient of
the HE NDP Announcement frame."

To:
"When the HE NDP
Announcement frame contains only one STA Info field, in which case the subcarrier grouping, Ng, codebook
size and the number of columns, Nc, in the compressed beamforming feedback matrix to be used for
the generation of the HE compressed beamforming and CQI report may be accepted by the recipient of
the HE NDP Announcement frame to generate the feedback."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 22:33:28Z) - the current text reflects what was decided in the task group. The requested addition of a new mode is considered to add complexity without sufficient technical benefit.			EDITOR			Menzo 18/1921 Sounding									N									2019/1/25 17:43			EDITOR


			15691			Huizhao Wang			233			3			27.6.3			307			12			E			Y			307.12			12			27.6.3						A			Editor						781			Minor wording fix			Change the text:
"to solicit an HE compressed beamforming
and CQI report from the intended HE beamformees in the same TXOP"

To:
"to solicit HE compressed beamforming
and CQI reports from the intended HE beamformees in the same TXOP"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:55:52Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:55:55Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15692			Huizhao Wang			233			3			27.6.3			308			17			T			Y			308.17			17			27.6.3						J			Menzo Wentink			19/1921r4			782			Remove the dependancy of HE TB sounding sequence over requesting partial BW feedback			Remove the text:
"and the sequence is an HE TB sounding sequence (see 27.6.2 (Sounding
sequences and support))"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 22:34:37Z) - the current text reflects what was decided in the task group. The requested addition of a new mode is considered to add complexity without sufficient technical benefit.			EDITOR			Menzo 18/1921 Sounding									N									2019/1/25 17:43			EDITOR


			15693			Huizhao Wang			233			3			27.6.3			308			23			T			Y			308.23			23			27.6.3						J			Menzo Wentink			19/1921r4			782			Beamformer may suggest to beamformee the parameters of: Nc, Ng, feedback type			Remove the text:
"An HE beamformer that transmits an HE NDP Announcement frame that has only one STA Info field shall
set the Nc subfield to 0 and the Feedback Type And Ng subfield to 0 except when the HE NDP Announcement
frame requests CQI-only feedback."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 22:34:47Z) - the current text reflects what was decided in the task group. The requested addition of a new mode is considered to add complexity without sufficient technical benefit.			EDITOR			Menzo 18/1921 Sounding									N									2019/1/25 17:43			EDITOR


			15694			Huizhao Wang			233			3			27.6.5			312			10			E			Y			312.10			10			27.6.5						J			Editor						781			Fix typo: "0u8s_GI or 1u6s_GI" to "0.8us_GI or 1.6us_GI"			as specified in Comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:14:27Z) - The comment does not identify a problem with the draft. The current name for the enumerated value is 0u8s_GI			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:15:17Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15695			Huizhao Wang			233			3			27.6.5			312			11			E			Y			312.11			11			27.6.5						J			Editor						781			Fix typo: "3u2s_GI" to "3.2us_GI"			as specified in Comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:15:31Z) - The comment does not identify a problem with the draft. The current name for the enumerated value is 0u8s_GI			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:15:38Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15696			Huizhao Wang			233			3			27.7.7			331			18			T			Y			331.18			18			27.7.7						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1900r4			781			Remove 20MHz-only restriction from HE Subchannel Selective Transmission Operation			Change following text:
Line 18: "non-primary 20MHz subchannel" to "non-primary subchannel"
Line 26: remove "20MHz-only"
Line 50: change "to a non-AP STA" to "to a 20MHz-only non-AP STA"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 02:25:16Z) - Agree with the comment in principle. Due to the text change per D3.2. Propose to adjust the proposed text change to D3.2. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1900r4.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-05 23:10:07Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15697			Huizhao Wang			233			3			27.8.3			336			10			E			Y			336.10			10			27.8.3						A			Editor						781			Fix typo: "The UL MU Disable subfield to 1 1 and" to "The UL MU Disable subfield to 1 and"			as specified in Comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:35:15Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:35:18Z - see #17032			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15698			Huizhao Wang			233			3			27.9.2.1			338			9			E			Y			338.09			9			27.9.2.1						A			Editor						781			Fix typo: change "The second type is defined in 27.9.2.2 (General
operation with non-SRG OBSS PD level)" to "The second type is defined in 27.9.2.3 (General
operation with SRG OBSS PD level)"			as specified in Comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:44:42Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:44:46Z - see #16704			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15699			Huizhao Wang			233			3			27.9.2.2			338			38			T			Y			338.38			38			27.9.2.2						J			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			682			The CCA indication transition should be after receiving CTS, not preceding it			Change the text:
"BUSY to IDLE occurred within the PIFS time immediately preceding the received CTS"

To:
"BUSY to IDLE occurred within the PIFS time immediately after the received CTS"			REJECTED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:34:27Z) - the condition is that the STA received a CTS and that an RTS was also received right before that CTS. This is why the transition is during the PIFS immediately preceding,			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15700			Huizhao Wang			233			3			27.10.4.1			349			37			T			Y			349.37			37			27.10.4.1						V			Liwen Chu			18/1859r7			785			Clairfy ACK Enabled Aggregation Support: only to set ACK Enabled Aggregation Support to 1 when dot11AckEnabledAMPDUOptionImplemented
equal to true			Change the text:
"An HE STA shall set the Ack-Enabled Aggregation Support subfield to 1 in the HE MAC Capabilities Information
field in the HE Capabilities element it transmits."

To:
"An HE STA shall set the Ack-Enabled Aggregation Support subfield to 1 in the HE MAC Capabilities Information
field in the HE Capabilities element it transmits if dot11AckEnabledAMPDUOptionImplemented
equal to true"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:58:18Z) - Gererally agree with the commenter.

TGax editor: please make changes in 11-18/1859r7 under CID 15700			EDITOR			Liwen 18/1859 27.10.4									I						4			2019/1/26 0:21			EDITOR


			15701			Huizhao Wang			233			3			27.10.4.1			349			52			T			Y			349.52			52			27.10.4.1						J			Liwen Chu			18/1859r7			785			non-EOF MPDUs should be all under block ack agreements			Change the text:
"One or more non-EOF MPDUs that are not under the block ack agreements"

To:
"One or more non-EOF MPDUs that are under the block ack agreements"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:58:31Z) - there are some frames which are not non-EoF MPDUs in A-MPDU, e.g. Action no Ack, control frames etc.			EDITOR			Liwen 18/1859 27.10.4									N									2019/1/25 23:53			EDITOR


			15702			James June Wang			233			3			9.4.2.241			180			33			T			Y			180.33			33			9.4.2.241						V			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			781			"Each bit of the bitmap corresponds to one of the 63 available BSS Colors, where
the lowest numbered bit corresponds to BSS Color value 0 and the highest numbered bit corresponds to BSS Color value 63." The first part of the statement indicates 63 available BSS colors but the second part of statement indicate 64 available values. The first and second parts are not consistent.			Please clarify.			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:28:44Z) - agree with the comment. Apply the changes as in doc 1495r6.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15703			James June Wang			233			3			9.4.2.241			180			44			E			Y			173.44			44			9.4.2.241						V			Editor						781			Change 26 possible values to 64 possible values.			As commented			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:58:25Z) - Change 2^6 to 64			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:58:45Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15704			James June Wang			233			3			9.4.2.241			180			33			T			Y			180.33			33			9.4.2.241						V			Laurent Cariou			1410r6			781			Is there any restrictions of AP setting BSS color map? For example, AP can set all BSS colors, excluding its own BSS color, in the bit map to 1, to include all OBSS to SRG.			Please clarify.			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 23:05:25Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/1410r6 that are marked with CID 15704, commenter to note that there are restrictions with regards to BSS  Color value 0. The BSS Color corresponding to the one used by the AP sending this element should also not be considered. This is defined in the 27.2.2, so no need to write something specific in this subclause. The changes add rules for AP setting BSS color map for itself and STAs.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15705			James June Wang			233			3			27.9.3.2			348			20			T			Y			348.20			20			27.9.3.2						V			Matt Fischer			1410r6			781			Does the statement means the restriction of TXOP limit related SR_RESTRICTED in the above paragraph shall follow the conditions of 10.22.2.8 TXOP limits ? Please make the statement easier to read. "The restriction, in addition to the TXOP limit, of the PPDU duration within the TXOP is included in the above paragraph related to SR_RESTRICTED as there are conditions where the TXOP limit can be exceeded (see 10.22.2.8 TXOP limits)"			Please clarify.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-10-10 20:19:36Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/1410r6 that are marked with CID 15705, which delete the note, as the note does not seem to add any useful information.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2						Not part of motion 682			I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15706			James June Wang			233			3			27.9.3.2			347			14			T			Y			347.14			14			27.9.3.2						V			Matt Fischer			1410r6			781			Do we need "and captured in the RXVECTOR parameter RSSI_LEGACY in the PHY-RXSTART.indication primitive"  ? Reference to RSSI_LEGACY does not appear in the 27.9.3.3			Make it consistent with 27.9.3.3			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-10-10 20:19:10Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/1410r6 that are marked with CID 15706, which update the text to explicitly use the returned value of RSSI_LEGACY.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2						Not part of motion 682			I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15707			James June Wang			233			3			27.9.2.2			347			12			T			Y			347.12			12			27.9.2.2						V			Laurent Cariou			1410r6			781			There are three instances of spatial reuse based on received power level. 1. P347.12 "the received signal strength measured based on the non-HE portion of the HE PPDU preamble and captured in the RXVECTOR parameter RSSI_LEGACY", 2.P348.2 "the received signal strength measured based on the non-HE portion of the HE PPDU preamble", 3. P354.14 "The value of RPL is the received power level of the legacy portion of the SRP PPDU". Use a consistent description/name for the received power level in three instances.			Use a consistent description/name for the received power level in three instances cited.			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 23:04:57Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/1410r6 that are marked with CID 15707, which create a consistent phrasing of the received power level measurement requirement.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15708			James June Wang			233			3			27.9.3.3			348			20			T			Y			348.20			20			27.9.3.3						V			Matt Fischer			1410r6			781			Does the statement means the restriction of TXOP limit related SR_RESTRICTED in the above paragraph shall follow the conditions of 10.22.2.8 TXOP limits ? Please make the statement easier to read. "The restriction, in addition to the TXOP limit, of the PPDU duration within the TXOP is included in the above paragraph related to SR_RESTRICTED as there are conditions where the TXOP limit can be exceeded (see 10.22.2.8 TXOP limits)".			Please clarify.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 17:16:07Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/1410r6 that are marked with CID 15708, which delete the note, as the note does not seem to add any useful information.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2						Not part of motion 682			I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15709			James June Wang			233			3			27.9.2.4			349			15			T			Y			349.15			15			27.9.2.4						J			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			682			Please clarify TX_PWR in the case of a MIMO transmision "TXPWR is the STA transmission power in dBm at the output of the antenna connector."			Please clarify.			REJECTED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:48:28Z) -  the definition of antenna connector is clarifying this point already in the specification.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15710			James June Wang			233			3			27.9.2.4			349			29			E			Y			341.06			29			27.9.2.4						V			Editor						781			Either change "-82 + SRG OBSS PD Min Offset dBm" to "(-82 + SRG OBSS PD Min Offset) dBm" or change to			as described			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:24:52Z) - Remove unit from the constraint equations at 341.6			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:26:09Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15711			James June Wang			233			3			27.9.2.4			349			32			E			Y			349.32			32			27.9.2.4						V			Editor						781			Change "SRG OBSS PD Max Offset + -82 dBm" to "(-82 + SRG OBSS PD Max Offset) dBm"			as described			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:26:40Z) - Remove the units from the constraint equations and change SRG OBSS PD Max Offset + -82 to -82 + SRG OBSS PD Max Offset			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:27:27Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15712			James June Wang			233			3			27.9.2.4			349			34			E			Y			349.34			34			27.9.2.4						V			Editor						781			Change "Non-SRG OBSS PD Max Offset + -82 dBm" to "(-82+NON-SRG OBSS PD Max Offset) dBm"			as described			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:28:05Z) - Remove the units from the constraint equations and change Non-SRG OBSS PD Max Offset + -82 to -82 + Non-SRG OBSS PD Max Offset			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:28:46Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15713			James June Wang			233			3			27.9.2.4			349			55			T			Y			349.55			55			27.9.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			781			"Not applicable if the
Spatial Reuse Parameter
Set element is not
received" for the case of AP, it shall be "Not applicable if the
Spatial Reuse Parameter
Set element is not
transmitted."			Please include conditions for AP as well			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:49:00Z) - agree with the commenter. Clarify that the table is only for a non-AP STA. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1495r6.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15714			James June Wang			233			3			27.9.2.4			351			60			T			Y			351.60			60			27.9.2.4						J			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			682			Change "OBSS_PDmax ΓëÑOBSS_PDlevel >OBSS_Pdmin" to " OBSS_PDlevel > OBSS_Pdmin" because first part of condition is already specified in Equation 27-4, no need to repeat here.			as described			REJECTED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:49:34Z) -  there is redundancy indeed, but this helps the understanding.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15715			James June Wang			233			3			27.9.2.5			352			61			T			Y			352.61			61			27.9.2.5						V			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			781			In Example shown in Figure 27-10, please clarify that a STA might choose to maintain the same OBSS_PDlevel with the same TX_PWRmax1 and not ignore the PPDU from D1. Same situation as receiving PPDU from S1' and D1'.			as described			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:50:07Z) - agree with the commenter. Add some words about this in the example description. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1495r6.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15716			James June Wang			233			3			29.9.2.5			350			43			T			Y			350.43			43			29.9.2.5						J			Laurent Cariou			18/1866r5			782			This clause describes the case that a STA ignores an OBSS PPDU following procedure of 27.9.2.2 or 27.9.2.3 and not able to transmit within the received inter-BSS PPDU duration. The STA starts an OBSS PD SR transmit power restriction period may not be able to gain TXOP for a long duration (e.g., receive intra-BSS PPDUs), the OBSS PD SR transmit power restriction period should not be applicable anymore after some duration.   Please change to "This OBSS PD(#11726) SR transmit power restriction period shall be terminated at the end of the TXOP
that the STA gains once its backoff reaches zero." to "This OBSS PD(#11726) SR transmit power restriction period shall be terminated at the end of the TXOP that the STA gains once its backoff reaches zero or exceeds max TXOP limit."			as described			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:53:22Z) - this has been discussed in length. It was decided this way as the TxOP duration is not always known, to incite STAs to not change too frequently their transmit power and to keep the spec simple. Propose to keep current rules.			EDITOR			Laurent 18/1866 OBSS PD									N									2019/1/29 17:24			EDITOR


			15717			James Lepp			233			3			9.3.1.23.4			106			10			T			N			106.10			10			9.3.1.23.4						J			Po-Kai Huang			11-18/1418r1			679			What address is the broadcast address? There are more than one.			Do you mean FF-FF-FF-FF-FF-FF specifically?			REJECTED (MU: 2018-09-17 21:59:16Z)
The term broadcast address has been widely used in 802.11-2016.
Specifically, the definition in 9.2.4.3.3 Address designation says that it is all 1s.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15718			James Lepp			233			3			27.5.1.3			278			63			T			N			278.63			63			27.5.1.3						J			Zhou Lan			18/1887r3			782			What is OBSS B? what does B refer to?			Declare what B is?			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 22:38:06Z) - OBSS according to the baseline refers to overlapping basic service set. OBSS B here in the context refers to a specif OBSS. It is not a good idea to change the “OBSS B” to “another OBSS” because the same specific OBSS is referred in the same paragraph later. The text has to make sure the same OBSS is referred. 

TGax editor makes no changes on CID 15718.			EDITOR			Zhou 18/1887 27.5									N									2019/1/25 19:54			EDITOR


			15719			James Lepp			233			3			27.5.2			279			36			E			N			279.36			36			27.5.2						J			Editor						781			Rewrite the sentence so you don't have three close-parenthesis in a row.			Rewrite the sentence so you don't have three close-parenthesis in a row.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:01:21Z) - The comment fails to identify a problem with the draft. Two of the parenthases will disappear when the bracketed subclause titles in the references are removed during publication editing.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:02:42Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15720			James Lepp			233			3			27.6.3			308			28			E			N			308.28			28			27.6.3						A			Editor						781			Comment resolution notes still present  (#13553, #13291, #13290)			Remove comment resolution notes			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:57:45Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:57:49Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15721			James Lepp			233			3			C.3			639			48			E			N			639.48			48			C.3						A			Editor						781			Comment resolution notes still present (#13970)			Remove comment resolution notes			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-22 21:55:30Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-22 21:55:35Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15722			James Lepp			233			3			C.3			640			49			E			N			640.49			49			C.3						A			Editor						781			Comment resolution notes still present (#11985) (#13428) (#12436) and (18/456r1) and a few other instances on page 640			Remove comment resolution notes			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-22 21:55:50Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-22 21:55:54Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15723			James Lepp			233			3			C.3			646			28			E			N			646.28			28			C.3						A			Editor						781			Comment resolution notes still present (#12437), (18/456r1), (18/59r1) and (18/59r1)			Remove comment resolution notes			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-22 22:02:53Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-22 22:02:58Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15724			James Lepp			233			3			9.4.2.244.1			175			41			E			N			175.41			41			9.4.2.244.1						A			Editor						781			Added an S when there shouldn't be: "defines"			"The first two-bits define the value"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:48:37Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:48:41Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15725			James Lepp			233			3			27.16.4.2			375			51			T			N			375.51			51			27.16.4.2						V			ChaoChun Wang			18/1855r4			782			Is this defined in the standard, or a vendor specific GAS extension? "NOTE 1--The HE STA can use the GAS protocol to transport an element that informs an AP about the type(s) of peerto-peer operations that the HE STA supports"			If we can't better describe what the GAS is carrying suggest to delete the note			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:18:32Z) - Delete NOTE 1.
Note 1 shows one possible way to let AP knows of a peer to-peer operation. There could be other mechanisms.			EDITOR			ChaoChun 18/1855 QTP									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 19:27:41Z			4			2019/1/24 19:27			EDITOR


			15726			James Lepp			233			3			27.16.4.1						54			T			N			374.53			54			27.16.4.1						J			ChaoChun Wang			18/1855r4			782			Is Quiet Time Period mandatory or optional? It appears to be optional for STAs and optional for APs. How does it work in a BSS that has both HE QTP STAs, HE non-QTP STAs and VHT, HT and other STAs? Is there any benefit at all to the Quiet Time Period in mixed BSSs as mentioned, or unlicensed spectrum in general?			Remove QTP			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:11:02Z) - The QTP is an optional feature as stated in 27.16.4.1. The Quiet Time Period feature is to provide a mechanism to reduce contention in a period in an HE BSS when a transmission schedule of an application is known.

There are applications (i.e. NAN) that employ their own scheduling mechanism for power saving and efficient frame exchanges, for example, NAN. 

The quiet time period feature provides a mechanism to coordinate the exchange of frames of different sets of applications in a more orderly fashion to reduce the possibility of collision and improve the opportunities to access the channel.			EDITOR			ChaoChun 18/1855 QTP									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 19:27:44Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/24 19:27			EDITOR


			15727			James Yee			233			3			27.2.2			254			54			E			N			254.54			54			27.2.2						A			Editor						781			The note "NOTE--The PPDU cannot be determined as an intra-BSS or inter-BSS PPDU because the PPDU does not satisfy any of
the intra-BSS and inter-BSS conditions." does not add new information.			Delete the Note.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 16:24:38Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 16:24:41Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15728			James Yee			233			3			27.2.2			254			58			T			N			254.58			58			27.2.2						A			Kaiying Lv			18/1655r3			781			The "decision" is too vague. Should be modified to the "classification decision".			As suggested.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 21:16:14Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-09 20:26:03Z - changing "decision" to "classification" is sufficient.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15729			James Yee			233			3			10.3.1			201			17			E			N			201.17			17			10.3.1						V			Editor						781			Here and a few other places, should consistently refer to the "MU-RTS Trigger frame" instead of just "MU-RTS". Here it is described as "The exchange of MU-RTS and  simultaneous CTS responses"			As suggested.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 22:14:14Z) - Change "The exchange of MU-RTS and simultaneous CTS responses" to "The exchange of an MU-RTS Trigger frame and simultaneous CTS frame responses". Change "MU-RTS/CTS exchange" to "MU-RTS Trigger/CTS frame exchange". Change the title of 27.2.5.2 to "MU-RTS Trigger frame transmission". Change the title of 27.2.5.3 to "CTS frame response to an MU-RTS Trigger frame"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 22:31:06Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15730			Jarkko Kneckt			233			3			27.14.3.2			363			49			T			N			363.49			49			27.14.3.2						J			Laurent Cariou			18/1867r0			749			During a long TWT SP, the AP may transmit an OPS frame that indicates to a STA in TWT SP that the AP will not transmit anything for the non-AP STA for the duration of the opportunistic power save SP, i.e. 20ms. This may cause a long pause to the TWT SP and shorten the remaining time in TWT SP to be too short to transmit the remainder of the traffic. As the outcome, the STA may need to switch to active mode to get enough transmission time. Once STA is in active mode, then it can only follow the OPS instructions.
To simplify the TWT SP handling it would be better if the opportunistic power save just terminates the ongoing TWT SP and the STA would not wake up to receive the remainder of the TWT SP. This way the TWT schedule is not affected by the OPS frame transmission and the following waking ups can be done according to TWT schedule.			Change the reception of the OPS frame.
If a STA in PS mode has TWT SP ongoing and receives a FILS Discovery or OPS frame indicating that the AP will not transmit anything to the STA, then all ongoing TWT SPs are terminated and the AP will serve the STA  earliest  at the next TWT SP or after the duration indicated in the OPS frame which ever occurs first.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:49:11Z) - better to keep the specification simple, and it is hard to define recommendations for every specific case.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15731			Jarkko Kneckt			233			3			27.3.3			325			41			T			N			325.41			41			27.7.3.3						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1697r1			782			The broadcast TWT is designed to operate in a BSS with large number of associated STAs. In this BSS, the AP is able to transmit to one STA only few percents of the total time.
The power of consumption of a non-AP STA that uses broadcast TWT will be high, because if a STA indicates that it is active during a Beacon Period, then the STA needs to wake up for every Broadcast TWT SP on that beacon period. This likely causes many unnecessary waking ups.Especially unannounced TWT SPs increase STA power consumption, because AP can send traffic directly to the STA during the whole SP without any indication from the STA. The number of wake ups that BC TWT causes to the STA needs to be reduced in order to reduce STA power consumption and to make STA availability with BC TWT reasonable with  the level of transmission resources the AP may share to a STA.			Specify broadcast TWT rules that allow AP to indicate more precisely during which BC TWT SPs the STA is expected to be available. Allow AP and STA to indicate during which BC TWT SPs the non-AP STA is available. Allow STA to deny to be available during  unannounced TWT SPs and/or during TWT SPs that are targetted for small packets transmissions for the remainder of the beacon period.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 22:54:36Z) - The STA is free to join or not join a particular broadcast TWT schedule. In addition the STA can also suggest to the AP the broadcast TWT schedule that it deems more appropriate for its type of traffic and activity. In addition the STA can send TWT Information frames to suspend and/or resume a certain broadcast TWT schedule if it does not want to wake anymore for the remainder of the beacon period. The proposed resolution is to add to the note following this paragraph that the STA indicates that it will not be awake in certain broadcast TWTs by sending a TWT information frame and added reference to the respective subclause. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1697r1 under all headings that include CID 15731.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1697 27.7.3									I						4			2019/1/24 17:51			EDITOR


			15732			Jarkko Kneckt			233			3			27.3.3			325			41			T			N			325.41			41			27.7.3.3						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1697r1			782			A STA should not be mandated to be available for all BC TWTs in a beacon period, if it has created a membership in a BC TWT. The STA should only wake up during the BC TWT SP in which it is a member. Alternatively please add signaling for a STA to enable the STA to indicate in BC TWT membership signaling  whether the STA desires to be available at all TWT SPs in the beacon period or during the TWT SPs that occur after the BC TWT SP to which the STA is member.			Please add a signaling to allow the STA to control during which BC TWT SPs it will be available or clarify that if a STA has created a membership with a BC TWT, the STA needs to be available only during the broadcast TWT SPs in which it is a member.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 22:54:46Z) - The STA can send a TWT Information frame if it does not want to wake for certain TWT SPs during a beacon period. Similarly, the AP can send a TWT information frame to the STA to tell the STA to not wake anymore during that beacon interval. Please note that in general the AP will try to serve the STAs as soon as possible as it is not in its interest either to keep the STA awake. The proposed resolution is to add to the note following this paragraph that the STA indicates that it will not be awake in certain broadcast TWTs by sending a TWT information frame and added reference to the respective subclause. Similarly for the AP side.  

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1697r1 under all headings that include CID 15732.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1697 27.7.3									I						4			2019/1/24 17:51			EDITOR


			15733			Jarkko Kneckt			233			3			27.3.2			320			37			T			N			320.37			37			27.7.3.2						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1697r1			782			In mass events, like in formula 1 rally or in soccer world cup, the BC TWT should have means to transmit real time multicast data, so that devices could get instant repetitions and updated statistics updated continuosly and efficiently.			Add a posibility to transmit selected multicast frames only throgh a broadcast TWT SPs and use FMS-like signaling to signal the traffic that is being transmitted.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 22:54:57Z) - The comment fails to identify a technical issue. It is unclear the relationship between FMS and broadcast TWT. Currently the AP uses the broadcast TWT ID value 0 to indicate that there is group addressed BU delivery for the corresponding BSSID available at the AP. If the AP were to use FMS then the delivery is in multiple of DTIMs, which would still be applicable in this case.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1697 27.7.3									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 17:51:37Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/24 17:51			EDITOR


			15734			Jarkko Kneckt			233			3			27.8.1			334			64			T			N			334.64			64			27.8.1						J			Jarkko Kneckt			1246r8			685			The transition time from the higher BW or NSS to the lower values should be specified in the standard. It is important for the reliable data exchange. This mechanism is needed to operate between all devices.			Add a field and description to signal the transition time from larger BW and NSS to the lower values in the 802.11ax as suggested bythe note. Or alternatively specify a predefined time value that is used in the transitions. Also correct the descriptions in 27.8.2 and 27.8.3 to use this transition time.			REJECTED (MAC: 2018-09-20 21:36:32Z)


The Note provides instructions how to protect against issues due to slow transition.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/15 20:10			EDITOR


			15735			Jarkko Kneckt			233			3			27.8.1			334			48			T			N			334.48			48			27.8.1						J			Jarkko Kneckt			1246r8			685			UL MU Disallow field has a possibility to disallow only data or both the data and acknowledgements. All alternatives are not described here.			Please describe also the UL MU Disallow data mode.			REJECTED (MAC: 2018-09-20 21:37:25Z)

The BW and NSS use is specified for both alternatives suggested by the comment.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/15 20:10			EDITOR


			15736			Jarkko Kneckt			233			3			27.8.2			335			41			T			N			335.41			41			27.8.2						V			Jarkko Kneckt			1246r8			781			The lines 41 -42 make no sense.  Acknowledgement is transmitted as commanded and the ack is transmitted typically a SIFS after the soliciting frame, so there is no time to send other frames.			Delete the lines 41 - 46.			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-20 21:38:56Z)


Revised. The ACK rule specifies when the AP may send the next frame. The note specifies more details on the subsequent PPDU. The next PPDU is clarified not to be the next PPDU following the ACK. - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/1246r8 that are marked with CID 15736.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15737			Jarkko Kneckt			233			3			27.8.3			336			10			T			N			336.10			10			27.8.3						J			Jarkko Kneckt			1246r8			685			The UL MU suspend is described in two separate  paragraphs and they are hard to read and understand.			Please combine the paragraphs and clarify the message.			REJECTED (MAC: 2018-09-20 21:39:40Z)


 Rejected. The bullet below is related to AP capability and the upper text is not related to the capability. The current wording maintains the capability visible in the text.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15738			Jarkko Kneckt			233			3			27.9.1			337			64			T			N			337.64			64			27.9.1						J			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			682			A non-AP HE STA should be able to reject the HE AP's Beacon measurement request. The Beacon measurements especially on other than primary channel  consume transmission time and power of a STA. This may degrade real time service delay performance and cause poor QoS nad QoE.			delete the lines 64 & 65.			REJECTED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:30:33Z) - The spec in 11.11 already defines ways for the STA to report Incapability or rejection of measurements. See 9.4.2.22.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15739			Jarkko Kneckt			233			3			27.9.2.1			338			6			T			N			338.06			6			27.9.2.1						V			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			781			The introdution of the SRG and non-SRG groups should describe more clearly what are these groups, why they are needed and how BSSs or devices are classified to the groups.			Please described the SRG and non-SRG differences more clearly. It is not enough to say that they have different operations.			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:31:30Z) - The current sentences define already the difference with regards to what inter-BSS PPDUs can or can’t be ignored (whether they are SRG PPDU or not). What is missing is the values of OBSS PD min. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1495r6.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15740			Jarkko Kneckt			233			3			27.9.2.1			338			6			T			N			338.06			6			27.9.2.1						V			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			781			The SRG and non-SRG operatons are similar. The difference between them should be described more precisely.			Please described the SRG and non-SRG differences more precisely. It is not enough to say that they have different operations.			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:32:03Z) - The current sentences define already the difference with regards to what inter-BSS PPDUs can or can’t be ignored (whether they are SRG PPDU or not). What is missing is the values of OBSS PD min. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1495r6.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15741			Jarkko Kneckt			233			3			27.9.2.2			338			23			T			N			338.23			23			27.9.2.2						V			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			781			The devices have temptation to set the SRP_AND_NON_SRG_OBSS_PD_PROHIBITED value at the end of the beacon period, because there is no penalty for doing it, i.e. the time when reuse cannot be used for non-SRG transmissions is only to the next TBTT. This may cause variation when STAs allow the reuse. When reuse is allowance varies, then the interfernce level varies as well. In order to minimize interference level variation for more precise link adaptation, the interference level should not vary. Also  there should not be easy benefits for denying other STAs to use the SRG at transmissions at the end of the beacon period.			increase the time when a STA cannot use spatial reuse after transmitting a frame with SRP_AND_NON_SRG_OBSS_PD_PROHIBITED. Set allow the spatial reuse only after the following beacon period, i.e. after two beacon transmissions, or alternatively calculate the duration of one beacon period from the time when the frame with SRP_AND_NON_SRG_OBSS_PD_PROHIBITED was transmitted.			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:33:16Z) - We can extend the rule to the current beacon interval and the previous beacon interval. Apply the changes as proposed in 1495r6.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15742			Jarkko Kneckt			233			3			27.9.2.2			338			36			T			N			338.36			36			27.9.2.2						J			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			682			It is unclear why RTS needs to be mentioned in the spatial reuse rules. If  CTS is received, then it will deny the spatial reuse. The complicated sentences on possible RTS reception before the CTS frame are not needed. The sentence does not enable any special operation when RTS is received.			Delete the sentence starting:"or the received..."			REJECTED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:33:53Z) - RTS is mentioned here because there is a special case where OBSS_PD is allowed when receiving both RTS and CTS.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15743			Jarkko Kneckt			233			3			27.14			361			1			T			N			361.01			1			27.14						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1775r1			746			The intra-PPDU power save is STA internal operation and it is not visible outside of the device. Such a feature should not be described in the specification, because it is totally invisible ourside of the device and optional for the STA. The ax specification should specify signaling or operation that is needed to ensure good interoperability of the devices.			Delete clause 27.14			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:20:54Z) - Intra-ppdu PS allows the STA to go to doze state when receiving PPDUs that are not addressed to it when explicit conditions listed in the standard are satisfied. If these conditions were not in the standard then the STA would not be allowed to go to doze state since a STA that goes to doze state without the knowledge of the AP would not be interoperable.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15744			Jarkko Kneckt			233			3			27.9.2.4			340			15			T			N			340.15			15			27.9.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			781			The Allowable OBSS_PDlevel should be changed to Allowed OBSS_PDlevel and TX_PWR, because the area of allowed parameter values is pointed, not only the Y-axis value.			Please change Allowable_OBSS_PDlevel to allowed OBSS_PDlevel and TX_PWR. Alternatively define what is meant with Allowable OBSS_PDLevel in the normative text.			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:38:36Z) - agree with the commenter. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1495r6			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15745			Jarkko Kneckt			233			3			27.9.2.5			342			40			T			N			342.40			40			27.9.2.5						J			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			682			If a STA is AP, does the transmit power restriction restrict the transmission power that the STA can signal for UL transmissions in a trigger frame that it transmits?			Please clarify.			REJECTED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:45:58Z) - the power restriction period is for the STA only (in this example for the AP). So if the AP sends a trigger for other STAs, these other STAs will be responsible for respecting or not the NAV from ongoing transmissions.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15746			Jarkko Kneckt			233			3			27.9.2.5			342			65			T			N			342.65			65			27.9.2.5						V			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			781			Unclear which is the entity that can have multiple restriction periods.			Please change to:" a STA may have multiple ongoing OBSS PD SR transmit power restriction periods that  overlap in time".			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:47:06Z) - agree with the commenter. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1495r6			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15747			Jarkko Kneckt			233			3			27.9.3.2			345			31			T			N			345.31			31			27.9.3.2						V			Matt Fischer			1410r6			781			Please clarify what is the legacy portion of SRP PPDU.			Please change the legacy portion of SRP PPDU to correct field name of the PPDU or the preamble.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-10-10 20:18:29Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/1410r6 that are marked with CID 15747, which changes the language to use the RXVECTOR parameter RSSI_LEGACY.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2						Not part of motion 682			I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 20:50:45Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15748			Jarkko Kneckt			233			3			27.9.3.2			345			41			T			N			345.41			41			27.9.3.2						J			Matt Fischer			1410r6			711			The triggered transmission should start a SIFS from after the trigger frame. Why 2X aSlotTime is needed here?			Shorten or delete the 2 x a SlotTime.			REJECTED (SR: 2018-09-19 22:00:14Z) - the STA is only allowed to perform SR if the arriving frame is indeed, the expected HE TB PPDU, and in order to determine this, the receiver must decode the entire preamble and SIG field, which requires the aRxPHYStartDelay plus additional time to actually perform the decode operation. I.e. SIFS + aRxPHYStartDelay only accounts for the appearance of the SIG field, but does not allow any time for decoding of the SIG field, so additional time is needed to account for that operation.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15749			Jarkko Kneckt			233			3			27.9.3.2			345			61			T			N			345.61			61			27.9.3.2						V			Matt Fischer			1410r6			781			The paragraph in lines 61 -65 is not clearly written. What is meant with:"In cases when condition 2) above is not met because there is no SR PPDU queued for transmission,".  Clause 27.9.3.5 allows only SR PPDU transmission in a SRP opportunity, so why a case when SR PPDU is not available for transmission relevant?  Please rewrite the paragraph more clearly and make sure that  there is no contradiction with 27.9.3.5.			Clarify or delete the lines 61 -65.			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 22:53:44Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/1410r6 that are marked with CID 15749, which deletes the paragraph because when condition 2 is not met for any reason, then the STA is not permitted to discontinue the reception or signal an idle medium condition, and therefore, no other reception should take place to which this STA will need to respond.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 20:51:26Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15750			Jarkko Kneckt			233			3			27.9.3.2			345			48			T			N			345.48			48			27.9.3.2						V			Matt Fischer			1410r6			781			Figure 27-11 should also show SR PPDU.			Please add SR PPDU to the figure.			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 22:54:15Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/1410r6 that are marked with CID 15750, which adds an SR PPDU and a BA and a PHY-CCARESET.request indication to the figure			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15751			Jarkko Kneckt			233			3			27.9.3.6			347			20			T			N			347.20			20			27.9.3.6						J			Matt Fischer			1410r6			711			Double negation should be avoided. Please change to positive wording.			Change double negation to positive.			REJECTED (SR: 2018-09-19 22:54:50Z) - what looks like a simple change is complex because the statement is adding a restriction for existing behavior, where a response would be transmitted normally but only if certain conditions are met, e.g. the PPDU is addressesd to the STA, at least one MPDU is correctly received, etc. To change the language, for example, to “unless all outstanding” sort of makes the language sound like if this one condition in this location is met, then the other conditions found throughout the standard can be ignored, but this is not true.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15752			Jarkko Kneckt			233			3			27.5.7			302			56			T			N			302.56			56			27.5.7						V			Guoqing Li			18/1830r1			781			The clause name is not generic.			Change the name of the clause to Persistent scheduling.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:43:46Z) - The section is about TSPEC handling, so change the title to Use of TSPEC by HE STAs.

Please implement the changes identified for CID15752 shown in document 11-18-1830r1.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15753			Jarkko Kneckt			233			3			27.5.7			302			61			T			N			302.61			61			27.5.7						V			Guoqing Li			18/1830r1			781			Unclear text			Change: "in order to facilitate efficient scheduling in the HE APs' MU operations." to "in order to facilitate efficient scheduling of the MU transmissions."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:44:01Z) - Explanation of the MU Operations term is added. 

Please implement the changes identified for CID15753 shown in document 11-18-1830r1.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15754			Jarkko Kneckt			233			3			27.5.7			302			59			E			N			302.59			59			27.5.7						A			Editor						781			A non-AP STA should be singular			Change: " ...provide their traffic..." to provide its traffic..."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:26:17Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:26:20Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15755			Jarkko Kneckt			233			3			27.2.6			261			34			T			N			261.34			34			27.2.6						V			Laurent Cariou			11-18/1496r1			781			A STA should be allowed to use EDCA parameters, if it has set  UL MU Data Disable to 1.			Please add that A STA is allowed to use EDCA parameters, if it has set UL MU Disable to 0 and UL MU Data Disable to 1.			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:23:39Z)
Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1496r1.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15756			Jarkko Kneckt			233			3			27.2.6			261			54			T			N			261.54			54			27.2.6						V			Laurent Cariou			11-18/1496r1			781			What is the meaning of the sentence? Why transmissions form ACs that has buffered frames to other than the associated AP should not be done? If the problem is the frame transmission to other STA than associated AP, then only this operation should be limited, not the use of the whole AC.			Please clarify.			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:24:22Z)
Rephrase the sentence and apply the changes as proposed in doc 1496r1.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15757			Jarkko Kneckt			233			3			27.7.4			326			20			T			N			326.20			20			27.7.4						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0192r0			796			The TWT Information frame is a management frame which handling/reception/parsing the content in the receiving STA takes  time. A STA may transmit a TWT Information frame to teminate an ongoing TWT SP. For the receiving device the processing time of the TWT Information frame may be too long for immediate TWT SP termination. The immediate SP termination would be better to do through EOSP or more data bits which handling time is much shorter.			Please change that EOSP (or PM) bit controls the termination of the currently ongoing TWT SP and the TWT Information frame controls the future TWT SPs, i.e. whether the STA be available at future TWT SP. Please allow a STA to terminate the ongoing SP without a transmission of the TWT Information frame.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 15:25:55Z) - The comment fails to identify a technical issue and seems to be hinting into an implementation issue which is out of scope of the standard. The proposed change on the other hand suggests the addition of another option for providing an existing functionality.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0192 Msic									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 21:22:48Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/28 21:22			EDITOR


			15758			Jarkko Kneckt			233			3			27.5.3.5			292			36			T			N			292.36			36			27.5.3.5						J			Po-Kai Huang			11-18/1486r0			705			The duration 128┬╡s is used as a maximum duration for most types of the trigger frames. There is no justification why the duration 128┬╡s is selected. The 128┬╡s seems to be too short to cover all relevant NDP types that are  used in the secure ranging of the next generation ranging.			Please increase the 128┬╡s to 168┬╡s to have enough duration for the next generation ranging signaling or justify why 128┬╡s is the best value.			REJECTED (MU: 2018-09-18 01:02:21Z)
Discussion: next generation ranging should be addressed in 11az, not in 11ax			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/15 20:11			EDITOR


			15759			Jarkko Kneckt			233			3			27.5.3.5			293			13			E			N			293.13			13			27.5.3.5						A			Editor						781			BRP trigger is changed to BFRP trigger.			Please change all BRP triggers to BFRP trigger			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:29:16Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:29:20Z - see #15140			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15760			Jerome Vanthournout			233			3			27.2.3			255			26			E			N			255.26			26			27.2.3						V			Editor						781			"A received PPDU that is a VHT MU PPDU with the RXVECTOR parameter GROUP_ID equal to 0 is an SRG PPDU"

This is not possible because a VHT MU PPDU is defined for GROUP ID between 1 and 62 (see 802.11-2016 chapter 21.3.11.4 Group ID).
Group ID = 0 indicates VHT SU PPDU.			"A received PPDU that is a VHT PPDU with the RXVECTOR parameter GROUP_ID equal to 0 is an SRG PPDU"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 16:30:08Z) - Change to "A VHT PPDU that is received with RXVECTOR parameter GROUP_ID equal to 0…". For consistency, change the next sentence to "An HE MU PPDU that is received with…"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 16:30:46Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15761			Jerome Vanthournout			233			3			27.9.2.2			341			39			T			N			341.39			39			27.9.2.2						J			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			682			One condition for the non-SRG OBSS PD spatial reuse is that the "non-SRG OBSS PD SR Disallowed"  field of the "spatial reuse parameter set" is zero.

But in table 27-10 (Determining Non-SRG OBSS PD Min and Non-SRG OBSS PD Max values), page 341:
The first column and last row define a value for non-SRG OBSS PD Min and non-SRG OBSS PD Max when the "non-SRG OBSS PD SR Disallowed" is high.
- Why these 2 values are defined if we can't use the non-SRG OBSS PD spatial reuse ?
- Maybe this mean that we can use non-SRG OBSS PD spatial reuse when disallowed but only with these two restrictive values ?			Remove the last row.			REJECTED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:44:37Z) - by setting the values in the last row to -82dBm, OBSS_PD SR is effectively disallowed.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15762			Jerome Vanthournout			233			3			27.9.2.1			338			9			E			N			338.09			9			27.9.2.1						A			Editor						781			"The second type is defined in 27.9.2.2 (General
operation with non-SRG OBSS PD level)"

The reference to the chapter is not correct.			Should be :
"The second type is defined in 27.9.2.3 (General operation with SRG OBSS PD level)"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:45:00Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:45:03Z - see #16704			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15763			Jerome Vanthournout			233			3			27.9.2.2			338			58			E			N			338.58			58			27.9.2.2						V			Matt Fischer			19/0140r1			797			When we receive an inter-BSS CF-END PPDU, we should clear the basic NAV. But if we follow the OBSS PD spatial reuse rules, we should not update the basic NAV and enter in a spatial reuse transmit power restriction.
Maybe something should be clarified in this case, no ?			Add :
 "- An CF-END."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:28:10Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-19/0140r1 that are marked with CID 15763 which add a note indicating that the NAV is not reset when the CF-End is discarded, as the existing language says “not update the NAV” and this means no change to the NAV.			EDITOR			Matt 19/0140 MAC Misc						Technical comment			I			EDITOR: 2019-01-25 17:34:27Z			4			2019/1/25 17:34			EDITOR


			15764			Jerome Vanthournout			233			3			27.9.2.3			339			40			E			N			339.40			40			27.9.2.3						V			Matt Fischer			19/0140r1			797			When we receive an inter-BSS CF-END PPDU, we should clear the basic NAV. But if we follow the OBSS PD spatial reuse rules, we should not update the basic NAV and enter in a spatial reuse transmit power restriction.
Maybe something should be clarified in this case, no ?			Add :
 "- An CF-END"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:28:21Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-19/0140r1 that are marked with CID 15764 which add a note indicating that the NAV is not reset when the CF-End is discarded, as the existing language says “not update the NAV” and this means no change to the NAV.			EDITOR			Matt 19/0140 MAC Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-25 17:34:37Z			4			2019/1/25 17:34			EDITOR


			15765			Jian Yu			233			3			27.6			303			10			T			Y			303.10			10			27.6						J			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			774			An UL sounding mechanism for multiple STAs is needed for UL MU scheduling or user grouping.			Add sounding sequences and related rules for UL MU sounding			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 02:17:15Z) - the comment does not provide a rationale for the requested change and no submission was made.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15766			Jian Yu			233			3			27.8			310			42			T			Y			310.42			42			27.8						J			Jarkko Kneckt			1246r8			685			Delete the whole prargraph of the NOTE, there is no need to mention this			As in comment			REJECTED (MAC: 2018-09-20 21:40:27Z)


 Rejected. The note specifies the subsequent PPDU in more details.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15767			Jian Yu			233			3			27.6.4			311			43			T			Y			311.43			43			27.6.4						V			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			781			The note uses words like: can, cannot. Use words like shall, may to make it clear if it is mandatory or optional. It is better to have a mechanism to collect the missing segments instead of repeating the whole process, which is a big overhead. In VHT, there is BF report poll. 11ax can use that			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 02:17:44Z) - notes can not contain normative statements, but they reflect or clarify normative statements elsewhere in the  draft. Change the note to: "NOTE—When using non-TB sounding, if the HE beamformer does not successfully receive all feedback segments, the HE beamformer cannot use a BFRP Trigger frame to request retransmission of the missing feedback segments. In this case the HE beamformee can only repeat the entire non-TB sounding sequence.". The note reflects that the STA Info field does not convey information other than the AID11 in case of non-TB sounding.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 20:51:35Z - "When" implies that it will happen, which is not the case. Use "In an HE non-TB sounding seqeunce,…"			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15768			Jian Yu			233			3			27.6.5			312			3			T			Y			312.03			3			27.6.5						V			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			781			Use HE sounding NDP transmision, as there are two kinds of HE NDP in 11ax			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 02:18:47Z) - replace all occurrences of "HE NDP PPDU" with "HE sounding NDP" (~23x) and replace all occurrences of "HE TB NDP PPDU" with "HE feedback NDP" (3x). At 94.31 replace "HE NDP" with "HE sounding NDP". At 121.6 change "NDP" to "HE sounding NDP" (2x), at 121.10 change "NDP" to "HE sounding NDP". At 159.22, 159.23, 159.31, 159.32, 159.43, 159.50, 222.50, 222.52, 222.52 change "HE NDP" to "HE sounding NDP".			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 21:32:22Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15769			John Coffey			233			3			4.3.14a			42			14			E			Y			42.14			14			4.3.14a						A			Editor						781			The "under certain circumstances" seems misplaced: the tools (i.e., features) are provided in all circumstances. The 4x improvement appears only under certain circumstances (highly unrepresentative ones, but it's not necessary to state that).			Change the sentence to "These HE features can, under certain circumstances, improve the average throughout per STA in an HE BSS by a factor of four, compared to VHT."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-11 21:28:08Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-11 21:28:12Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15770			John Coffey			233			3			4.3.14a			42			17			E			Y			42.17			17			4.3.14a						A			Editor						781			Missing period: "e.g,".			Change to "e.g.,".			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:15:08Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:15:12Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15771			John Coffey			233			3			9.4.2.244.2			176			4			E			Y			176.04			4			9.4.2.244.2						A			Editor						781			Supurious definite article: "mitigate the interference". What interference?			Delete "the".			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:49:29Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:49:33Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15772			John Coffey			233			3			9.4.2.244.2			176			30			E			Y			176.30			30			9.4.2.244.2						A			Editor						781			Spurious definite article: "requested the participation".			Delete "the".			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:50:14Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:50:17Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15773			John Coffey			233			3			9.4.2.244.2			176			30			T			Y			176.30			30			9.4.2.244.2						A			ChaoChun Wang			18/1855r4			782			The key words for normative statements are "shall", "should", and "may". We should avoid introducing unnecessary variations. Here we have the variation "not recommended". ("Other transmissions are not recommended during the period.") This is the only context in the entire draft in which something is "not recommended". Is this meant to be stronger than "should not", or weaker, or the same? And why is the intended behavior even discussed here at all, since it's dealt with comprehensively in clause 27?			Delete "Other transmissions are not recommended during the period."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:07:21Z)			EDITOR			ChaoChun 18/1855 QTP									I						4			2019/1/24 19:25			EDITOR


			15774			John Coffey			233			3			9.4.2.244.3			177			10			T			Y			177.10			10			9.4.2.244.3						V			ChaoChun Wang			18/1855r4			782			"Other transmissions are not recommended during the period." This is already stated in 9.4.2.244.2, so what's the point of repeating it here? What is the point of stating it in either place, since the full functionality is given in clause 27? And with "shall", "should", and "may" being the standard and clear options for normative statements, why introduce the variant "not recommended"?			Delete "Other transmissions are not recommended during the period."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:20:51Z) - TGax editor, please make changes as shown in document 11-18/1855r4 under CID 15774			EDITOR			ChaoChun 18/1855 QTP									I						4			2019/1/24 19:25			EDITOR


			15775			John Coffey			233			3			9.4.2.244.4			178			16			T			Y			178.16			16			9.4.2.244.4						V			ChaoChun Wang			18/1855r4			782			"Other transmissions are not recommended during the period." This is already stated in 9.4.2.244.2 and 9.4.2.244.3, so what's the point of repeating it here? What is the point of stating it in either place, since the full functionality is given in clause 27? And with "shall", "should", and "may" being the standard and clear options for normative statements, why introduce the variant "not recommended"?			Delete "Other transmissions are not recommended during the period."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:20:53Z) - TGax editor, please make changes as shown in document 11-18/1855r4 under CID 15775			EDITOR			ChaoChun 18/1855 QTP									I						4			2019/1/24 19:25			EDITOR


			15776			John Coffey			233			3			27.2.5.2			259			14			E			Y			259.14			14			27.2.5.2						A			Editor						781			Spurious comma: "primitive, shall".			Delete comma.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 16:35:07Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 16:35:10Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15777			John Coffey			233			3			27.2.5.3			259			50			E			Y			259.50			50			27.2.5.3						A			Editor						781			Incorrect subclause number : "27.5.2.4".			Change to "27.5.3.5".			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 16:36:03Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 16:36:07Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15778			John Coffey			233			3			27.5.3.5			292			60			E			Y			292.60			60			27.5.3.5						A			Editor						781			Missing parenthesis: the left parenthesis immediately before "using" has no corresponding right parenthesis.			Change "(NAV)" to "(NAV))".			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:24:04Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:24:07Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15779			John Coffey			233			3			27.5.3.5			292			65			E			Y			292.65			65			27.5.3.5						V			Editor						781			Missing comma: "i.e.".			Change to "i.e.,".			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:24:45Z) - also remove "time"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:25:35Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15780			John Coffey			233			3			27.9.3.1			344			57			E			Y			344.57			57			27.9.3.1						A			Editor						781			Subcluase only partially marked off by commas: "certain conditions, designed ... recipient are met". There should be an additional comma after "recipient".			Add comma after "recipient".			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:04:18Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:04:21Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15781			John Coffey			233			3			27.9.2.6			344			26			T			Y			344.26			26			27.9.2.6						J			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			682			This section is missing some important details. "If an HE STA ignores an inter-BSS PPDU ... it may resume EDCAF procedures", but (for good reason) the preamble detect part of the EDCAF procedures only applies "in an otherwise idle channel". The inter-BSS PPDU may be ignored, but does that mean the channel is "idle" for purposes of the EDCAF procedures? There are some difficulties whether the answer is "yes" or "no". If "yes" (channel idle, preamble detect applies), then the HE STA must be able to detect any new PPDU at -82dBm or higher within aCCATime, with probability 90%. Are we sure that this is possible? The 90% requirement is tied to the assumption that the channel is idle, and that the -82dBm preamble is affected only by the effective noise floor, -95dBm or so; matters may be quite different when there's also an ongoing PPDU at -81dBm. If the answer is "no" (channel is not idle, so only energy detect applies), then the requirement should be achievable; but in that case it seems likely we will experience more collisions (new STAs keep piling on until -62dBm is exceeded for all the rest). And that interpretation seems at odds with the extended description in the immediately preceding section, which envisions multiple inter-BSS PPDUs piled up on one another. The draft should spell out which is the correct interpretation, and what is then required, and not leave implementers to guess. The proposed change provides one way of doing this. [NOTE--For some purposes it can be important to know if a device is a compliant implementation, i.e., strictly follows the letter of all applicable rules, so we should not impose a requirement that we are not sure can be met. The proposed change addresses this by retaining preamble detect for the resumed EDCAF procedures, but with a "should" instead of a "shall". Unfortunately the preamble detect operation would then operate on an "honor code" basis. Feel free to develop a better solution.]			Add at the end of the subclause "For purposes of the resumed EDCAF procedures, the channel shall not be considered "otherwise idle" for the signaled duration of the inter-BSS PPDU"; for purposes of the resumed EDCAF procedures, the HE STA should detect the beginning of a PPDU at a received power level of -82dBm or greater within aCCATime with probability at least 90%."			REJECTED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:47:43Z) -  the issue raised here is not specific to spatial reuse operation. The CCA rules are defined as a test in a scenario where the channel is idle. When not in such scenario of idle channel, the spec does not define any tests for it.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15782			John Coffey			233			3			27.9.3.3			346			6			E			Y			346.06			6			27.9.3.3						A			Editor						781			"back-off" (two instances in this sentence)			Change to "backoff"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:11:09Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:11:12Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15783			John Coffey			233			3			27.9.3.3			346			6			T			Y			346.06			6			27.9.3.3						J			Matt Fischer			1410r6			711			This section discusses continuing an existing backoff procedure even though another PPDU has been detected. By 'continuing' a backoff procedure, the STA (it seems) performs CCA in each new slot, including preamble detect. But the CCA requirements for preamble detect assume (for good reason) an 'otherwise idle' channel (that is, other than the new PPDU arriving), and that's important for the STA to be able to achieve the required 90% detection probability within aCCATime. What are the requirements for CCA when an existing backoff procedure is continued? I.e., though there may be an 'SRP opportunity', permitting the STA to 'eschew' updating the NAV, does that mean that the channel is considered to be 'otherwise idle' for purposes of CCA, or not? There are several possibilities, of which the proposed change is just one, but at the very least the spec needs to define something, and not leave implementers to guess.			Add after first sentence "For purposes of the countdown of an existing backoff procedure, the channel shall not be considered "otherwise idle" for the duration of the SRP opportunity"; for purposes of the countdown, the HE STA should detect the beginning of a PPDU at a received power level of -82dBm or greater within aCCATime with probability at least 90%."			REJECTED (SR: 2018-09-19 22:55:20Z) - if the ignored signal is anything above -82 dBm, then the detection of a signal at -82 dBm will be impossible, so the proposed requirement cannot be added. The group does not see the need for a performance requirement, as the receiver will naturally view any incoming signal with sufficient SINR, where the noise component of that SINR will include the signal that is being ignored, as decodable and will decode it.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15784			John Coffey			233			3			27.16.4.1			374			54			T			Y			374.54			54			27.16.4.1						V			ChaoChun Wang			18/1855r4			782			There is a fundamental discrepancy between the first sentence of this subclause ("The QTP ... defines a period ... during which only HE STA which supports the peer-to-peer operation may transmit frames") and the rest of the subclause. The second and third sentences say that HE STAs that do not participate in peer-to-peer operation "should not" send frames (implying that they may), and the final sentence explicitly says that they may send frames. But the "only" in the first sentence indicates that they cannot. (If there is a difference between "supporting" and "participating in" peer-to-peer operation, it is not explained anywhere in the amendment; for this comment I'm assuming they're the same thing.) It is not fully clear whether the first sentence is normative (in which case we have contradictory normative statements) or descriptive (in which case the description is inaccurate). I.e., if we say "only an HE STA that satisfies condition C may perform action A", does that have equivalent force to the normative statement "an HE STA that does not satisfy condition C shall not perform action A"? Either way the sentence needs to change.			Change the first sentence of the subclause to "The QTP (quiet time period) is an optional feature that defines a period that is intended by a Requester HE STA and its AP to be used primarily for peer-to-peer operation. The QTP is intended to inform other HE STAs of the period and the intended peer-to-peer operation, and to request that those other HE STAs do not transmit during the QTP unless they are participating in the peer-to-peer operation defined by the Quiet Time Period Setup element." Delete the second and thrd sentences in this paragraph, and change the fourth sentence to "Any HE STA may ignore the request."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:11:30Z) - TGax editor, please make changes as shown in document 11-18/1855r4 under CID 15784			EDITOR			ChaoChun 18/1855 QTP									I						4			2019/1/24 19:25			EDITOR


			15785			John Coffey			233			3			27.16.4.1			374			55			T			Y			374.55			55			27.16.4.1						V			ChaoChun Wang			18/1855r4			782			The second and third sentences here are puzzling: what does the third sentence add to the meaning of the second? If "any HE STA" should not transmit frames during the period, doesn't that mean that all HE STAs in the HE BSS (and those not in the HE BSS as well) should remain quiet? If that's the case, delete the third sentence. If the intention is that HE STAs in an OBSS don't count, then the second sentence is badly worded and adds nothing compared to the third. One or other needs to go. Better still, delete both of them: in either case the "should" is weak. The entire feature is of very questionable value, but it may be barely acceptable if understood as simply conveying information to other STAs; more information can't hurt.			Delete either the second sentence (if the request to stay quiet does not apply to OBSS HE STAs) or the third sentence (if it does), or (better still) delete both sentences.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:11:56Z) - TGax editor, please make changes as shown in document 11-18/1855r4 under CID 15784			EDITOR			ChaoChun 18/1855 QTP									I						4			2019/1/24 19:25			EDITOR


			15786			John Coffey			233			3			27.16.4.1			374			61			E			Y			374.61			61			27.16.4.1						A			Editor						781			"fieldin". (The redline version shows that this was changed from "field in" sometime between D2.0 and D3.0.)			Change to "field in"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:44:45Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:44:49Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15787			John Coffey			233			3			27.16.4.1			374			62			E			Y			374.62			62			27.16.4.1						V			ChaoChun Wang			18/1855r4			782			The last two sentences are garbled ("decides to stay quiet pause", "if choose").			Fix these errors.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:12:54Z) - TGax editor, please make changes as shown in document 11-18/1855r4 under CID 15787			EDITOR			ChaoChun 18/1855 QTP									I						4			2019/1/24 19:25			EDITOR


			15788			John Coffey			233			3			27.16.4.2			375			33			E			Y			375.33			33			27.16.4.2						A			ChaoChun Wang			18/1855r4			782			Improper use of gerund or missing verb: "The Quiet Time Request element indicating the duration, interval, and type of operation (indicated by Service Specific Identifier)."			Change "indicating" to "indicates", if that is what is intended.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:15:23Z)			EDITOR			ChaoChun 18/1855 QTP									I						4			2019/1/24 19:25			EDITOR


			15789			John Coffey			233			3			27.16.4.3			376			11			T			Y			376.11			11			27.16.4.3						A			ChaoChun Wang			18/1855r4			782			"Only HE STA which supports the operation indicated by the Service Specific Identifier field of the Quiet Time Period element may transmit frames in the quiet time period." This introduces a major discrepancy with the discussion in 27.16.4.1, which casts quiet time period as optional to obey; see in particular the last sentence of 27.16.4.1, which says that all HE STAs may transmit during a quiet time period. It is essential to resolve the discrepancy, and the meaning in 27.16.4.1 seems to be by far the better one, as well as being the intended one.			Delete the cited sentence in 27.16.3.4.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:19:51Z)			EDITOR			ChaoChun 18/1855 QTP									I						4			2019/1/24 19:25			EDITOR


			15790			John Coffey			233			3			28.2.6.1			404			40			E			Y			404.40			40			28.2.6.1						A			Editor						781			Blank line in middle of paragraph.			Delete it.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 15:47:44Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 15:47:49Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15791			John Coffey			233			3			28.3.11.5.1			517			22			E			Y			517.22			22			28.3.11.5.1						A			Editor						781			"is define in"			Change to "is defined in"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 23:00:36Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 23:00:40Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15792			John Coffey			233			3			28.3.11.15			536			26			T			Y			536.26			26			28.3.11.15						J			Youhan Kim			11-18/1591r1			676			The draft is severely bloated, and would be greatly improved by removing any modes that are only tangentially related to the main goals of the project. One of these is DCM, yet another (relatively) low-rate, longer-range mode: this has relatively little to do with high efficiency in dense deployments. The arguments that have been given in its support are unconvincing: (1) the argument that DCM gains 4dB or so depends on comparing a DCM mode with its counterpart that has the same modulation scheme and coding rate, i.e., that has double the data rate. The 'gain' of DCM is really one side of the same rate-range tradeoff that is a part of every clause in the entire standard. Doubling up again (DDCM?) would by the same token achieve some 'gain', probably the same 4dB or so; it does not follow that we should include such a mode; (2) the argument (from comment resolution on D2.0) that DCM is useful to combat narrowband interference caused by narrowband UL MU transmissions seems far-fetched: rather than a single narrow-band interferer we usually have interference across each channel bandwidth, but of varying strength, with overall interference low enough not to trigger CCA. This is a marginal justification for a marginal mode. The one argument in DCM's favor is that it is so tightly interwined throughout the draft that removing it would cause significant instability. That's a valid point, though in turn it demonstrates just how much clutter the mode brings to the project. Fortunately there is a simple way of removing DCM in effect, while not causing any short-term instability in the draft: we can require that all HE STAs signal that they do not support the option. At some later time, perhaps in TGm (md or me), we can complete the process of deleting it entirely.			Add at end of 28.3.11.15: "An HE STA shall set the DCM Max Constellation Rx subfield of the HE PHY Capabilities Information field to 0." Also at 378.65, delete "DCM (transmit and receive)".			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:59:47Z)

The proposed resolution does not address the argument made by the commenter.  An AP may still send a Trigger frame instructing the non-AP STA to transmit HE TB PPDU using DCM.  Also, even if devices declare no support for DCM RX at this point, some devices may choose still implement DCM transmission with the anticipation that some future device may indicate support for DCM RX, with which DCM could be used.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15793			John Coffey			233			3			28.3.19.1			560			30			T			Y			560.30			30			28.3.19.1						V			Youhan Kim			18/1849r1			781			"For tests in this subclause ... [e]ach output port of the transmitting STA shall be connected through a cable to one input port of the Device Under Test." This is ambiguous because it is not clear what it covers. There are only two items in this subclause that are described as "tests": Receiver Miminum Input Sensitivity and Adjacent Channel Rejection. Is the intention that the specification of a cabled measurement applies only to these? The requirement for nonadjacent channel rejection is not described as a test, but does mention a measurement; does this fall under the cabled scenario also? Or is the intention to specify all normative requirements in this subclause in terms of cabled measurements? In particular, 28.3.19.6 (CCA Sensitivity) falls under thie same subclause; are CCA requirements to be understood as applying only to cabled measurements? It seems there is a difference of opinion on this; if so, the specification should resolve the ambiguity. In partciular, CCA requirements should apply to over-the-air transmissions. (1) The CCA function's entire utility and importance depends on its performance in normal--i.e., wireless--operation; (2) CCA-ED (extra requirements in some regulatory domains) in particular seems to imply an over-the-air context; (3) the current text is best read (I believe) as implying an over-the-air context for CCA, since the word "test" is not used, so the proposed change to the draft is a clarification rather than a material change to required device functionality. [N.B.: A similar comment for the failed letter ballot on D2.0 was rejected on the basis that this "test" language appears in the baseline and a suggestion that the comment should be submitted to TGmd. This is a completely unsatisfactory resolution. The baseline contains some clauses with the cabled language and others without it, so the precedent cuts both ways. And the cabled language was first added in TGn; if it was in order to add it then, it's in order to take it out now. And finally TGmd is not currently dealing with HE functionality and it's not clear it ever will, so the only venue in which the HE question can be addressed is TGax. **If this comment is rejected on a similar basis, I plan to file a formal complaint with the 802.11WG, and, if necessary, with the IEEE 802 Executive Committee.**			Change "For tests in this subclause" to "For receiver minimum input sensitivity, adjacent channel rejection, and nonadjacent channel rejection".			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:52:46Z)

Tgax Editor: implement the proposed text for CID 15793 as in 11-18/1849r1			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 00:29:05Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15794			John Coffey			233			3			28.3.19.6.4			566			1			E			Y			566.01			1			28.3.19.6.4						A			Editor						781			"is define in"			Change to "is defined in"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-22 21:42:38Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-22 21:42:45Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15795			John Coffey			233			3			28.3.19.6.5			566			36			E			Y			566.36			36			28.3.19.6.5						A			Editor						781			"is define in"			Change to "is defined in"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-22 21:43:08Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-22 21:43:12Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15796			Jonathan Segev			233			3			27.11.6			357						T			N			357.00						27.11.6						V			Matt Fischer			1410r6			781			Section 27.11.6 SPATIAL_REUSE describes a TXVector in the occurance its an FTM frame.
Spatial reuse special consideration should not consider FTM frames as part of the Tx Vector because these are not measurement/sounding frames but are management frames used for negotiation. HE format for FTM can be used as part of negotiation but not beyond that, using HE format for FTM measurement is not backward compatible and will make existing devices non-standard compliant.
"An HE STA shall set the TXVECTOR parameter SPATIAL_REUSE to SRP_AND_NON_SRG_OBSS_PD_ PROHIBITED for a PPDU containing an FTM or NDP Announcement frame and in any frame that is transmitted as a response to an FTM or NDP Announcement frame." P. 357, L.10-13 (D3.0).			Remove the special consideration (L.10-13) for SPATIAL_REUSE of FTM negotiation frames as FTM frame used for negotiation does not require special consideration for spatial reuse, furthermore an FTM frame used for measurement cannot be transmitted in HE format: "An HE STA shall set the TXVECTOR parameter SPATIAL_REUSE to SRP_AND_NON_SRG_OBSS_PD_ PROHIBITED for a PPDU containing an FTM or NDP Announcement frame and in any frame that is transmitted as a response to an FTM or NDP Announcement frame." P. 357, L.10-13 (D3.0).			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 22:55:49Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/1410r6 that are marked with CID 15796, which removes the mention of the FTM frame, as appropriate.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15797			Jonathan Segev			233			3			27.11.6			357						T			N			357.00						27.11.6						V			Matt Fischer			1410r6			711			Section 27.11.6 SPATIAL_REUSE describes a TXVector in the occurance its an FTM frame.
Spatial reuse special consideration should not consider FTM frames as part of the Tx Vector because these are not measurement/sounding frames but are management frames used for negotiation. Using HE format for FTM measurement frames will make 802.11-2016 STA none standard compliant. "An HE STA with dot11HESRPOptionImplemented set to false may set the TXVECTOR parameter SPATIAL_ REUSE to SRP_DISALLOW for any PPDU that is not an HE TB PPDU or an NDP PPDU or a PPDU containing an FTM or NDP Announcement frame and that is not a frame that is transmitted as a response to an FTM or NDP Announcement frame" P.357 L.36,37			Remove the special consideration (L.10-13) for SPATIAL_REUSE of FTM negotiation frames as FTM frame used for negotiation does not require special consideration for spatial reuse, furthermore an FTM frame used for measurement cannot be transmitted in HE format: "An HE STA with dot11HESRPOptionImplemented set to false may set the TXVECTOR parameter SPATIAL_ REUSE to SRP_DISALLOW for any PPDU that is not an HE TB PPDU or an NDP PPDU or a PPDU containing an FTM or NDP Announcement frame and that is not a frame that is transmitted as a response to an FTM or NDP Announcement frame"			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 22:56:09Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/1410r6 that are marked with CID 15796, which removes the mention of the FTM frame, as appropriate. Note that CID 15797 text changes are redundant to the text changes for CID 15796.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 20:52:16Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15798			Jonathan Segev			233			3			27.11.6			357						T			N			357.00						27.11.6						V			Matt Fischer			1410r6			711			Using HE format for FTM measurement frames will make 802.11-2016 STAs implementing FTM non standard compliant, using HE format for FTM negotiation does not require special Spatial Reuse considerations "of any HE PPDU to SRP_AND_NON_SRG_OBSS_PD_ PROHIBITED, unless the HE PPDU contains an NDP, an FTM or an NDP Announcement frame or is a frame that is transmitted as a response to an FTM or NDP Announcement frame." P.357 L48,49			of any HE PPDU to SRP_AND_NON_SRG_OBSS_PD_ PROHIBITED, unless the HE PPDU contains an NDP, an FTM or an NDP Announcement frame or is a frame that is transmitted as a response to an FTM or NDP Announcement frame."			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 22:56:40Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/1410r6 that are marked with CID 15796, which removes the mention of the FTM frame, as appropriate. Note that CID 15798 text changes are redundant to the text changes for CID 15796.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 20:52:07Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15799			Jonathan Segev			233			3			27.15.2			365						T			N			365.00						27.15.2						V			Yongho Seok			18/1181r5			781			an FTM frame used for FTM measurement cannot use HE format as legacy STAs will become non standard compliant. There is no need for special handling of ACK frames used for FTM as part of HE more than already existing in 802.11-2016.			Proposed change is to remove the special handing of ACK frame of FTM: "An Ack frame sent as a response to an HE ER SU PPDU or HE SU PPDU containing an FTM frame shall be sent in the same PPDU format as the soliciting PPDU except when the FTM frame is carried in HE SU PPDU and the most recent successfully received PPDU sent by the responding STA to the soliciting STA after association was an HE ER SU PPDU in which case the Control frame shall be carried in HE ER SU PPDU."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 21:57:23Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. 
Handing of response to VHT FTM is may be carried in a VHT PPDU ACK to allow for same BW as the eliciting FTM frame, otherwise the accuracy of FTM is suvirely hindered. 
 
When a control response frame of the FTM frame using 40MHz/80MH/160MHz/80+80MHz bandwidth is sent in the non-HT duplicate PPDU, the ToA measurement of the control response frame should be based on the 20MHz because a vendor specific phase change can be occurred over each 20MHz channels. In such case, the gain of using the wideband FTM measurement is lost. It is recommended to use an HT or VHT PPDU in the PPDU format of the control response frame. 

TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-18/1181r5 under all headings that include CID 15799.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-30 18:34:53Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15800			Jonathan Segev			233			3			28.3.20			570						T			N			570.00						28.3.20						V			Xiaogang Chen			18/1181r5			781			An FTM management frame used for management signaling does not make use of ToD/ToA. An FTM used for measurement cannot use any of the HE formats as this will make existing 802.11-2016 STAs non-standard compliant.			Recommend removal of the following text: "start immediately if TIME_OF_DEPARTURE_REQUESTED is true, based on the parameters passed in the PHY-TXSTART.request primitive. If all of the following conditions are met: -- if dot11TODImplemented and dot11TODActivated are true or if dot11TimingMsmtActivated is true, -- the TXVECTOR parameter TIME_OF_DEPARTURE_REQUESTED is true, then the PHY shall issue a PHY-TXSTART.confirm(TXSTATUS) primitive to the MAC, forwarding the TIME_OF_DEPARTURE corresponding to the time when the first frame energy is sent by the transmitting port and TIME_OF_DEPARTURE_ClockRate parameter within the TXSTATUS vector. If dot11TimingMsmtActivated is true, then the PHY shall forward the value of TX_START_OF_FRAME_OFFSET in TXSTATUS vector."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 21:58:30Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. 

TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-18/1181r5 under all headings that include CID 15800.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-30 19:17:29Z- see #15800			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15801			Jonathan Segev			233			3			28.2.2			396			50			T			N			396.50			50			28.2.2						V			Bo Sun			18/1181r5			781			An FTM management frame used for management signaling does not make use of ToD/ToA. An FTM used for measurement cannot use any of the HE formats as this will make existing 802.11-2016 STAs non-standard compliant.			Remove TIME_DEPARTURE from table 28-1			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 21:59:16Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. 

TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-18/1181r5 under all headings that include CID 15801.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-30 19:14:15Z - This entry should not have been deleted. Table 28-1 should be a superset of 21-1.			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15802			Jonathan Segev			233			3			28.3.18.5									T			N			559.52						28.3.18.5						V			Youhan Kim			18/1181r5			781			An FTM management frame used for management signaling does not make use of ToD/ToA. An FTM used for measurement cannot use any of the HE formats as this will make existing 802.11-2016 STAs non-standard compliant.			Delete section 28.3.18.5 as FTM management signaling does not use TOD.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 21:59:38Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. 

TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-18/1181r5 under all headings that include CID 15802.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-30 19:16:02Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15803			Joseph Levy			233			3			3.2			33			22			G			Y			33.22			22			3.2						J			Po-Kai Huang			18/1800r1			746			Define what a High Efficacy (HE) non-AP STA is, as this term is used throughout the amendment.   This is a key term for the amendment and defining it in 4.3.14a is not adequate.			Provide a definition			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:11:46Z) - HT or VHT STA is also not defined in 3.2. The modifier placed before STA is well understood to be modifiers for physical and operational characteristics. Please see the texts below.
 
In IEEE Std 802.11, the addressable unit is a station (STA). Physical and operational characteristics are defined by modifiers that are placed in front of the term STA.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15804			Joseph Levy			233			3			3.2			33			22			G			Y			33.22			22			3.2						J			Po-Kai Huang			18/1800r1			746			Define what a High Efficacy (HE) AP is, as this term is used throughout the amendment			Provide a definition			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:12:02Z) - HT or VHT AP is also not defined in 3.2. The modifier placed before STA is well understood to be modifiers for physical and operational characteristics. Please see the texts below.
 
In IEEE Std 802.11, the addressable unit is a station (STA). Physical and operational characteristics are defined by modifiers that are placed in front of the term STA.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15805			Joseph Levy			233			3			9.2.4.1.8			65			36			T			Y			65.36			36			9.2.4.1.8						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1775r1			746			Why is it necessary to restrict the optional AP behavior of setting the More Data subfield to 1 in Ack frames to a non-HE STA.  If an HE STA receives and Ack frame with the More Data subfield set to 1 is there a problem?  I hope not as if there is then there is a significant backward compatibility issue as HE AP should be able to support non-HE STAs.  Therefore remove the restriction on an AP not setting the More Data subfield to an Non-HE STA.			Revert this paragraph back to as it was in 802.11-2016 and modified by 802.11ah.  If additional restriction are necessary for an HE STA add them in a separate paragraph.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:19:15Z) - The comment is asking several questions. 

The optional behavior of the AP setting the MD bit to 1 in Ack frames sent to non-HE STAs is from baseline. As such it is out of scope for this amendment, however the reason would be that an MD bit equal to 0 would cause the non-HE STA to go to doze state, while the AP would want the STA to be there (requiring it to set the MD bit to 1) which is not backwards compatible. 
There is no problem for an HE STA to receive a frame with MD bit set to 1 provided that the AP supports setting the MD bit to 1 and the STA also support its reception, in which case the HE STA cannot early terminate the TWT SP. As mentioned above the issue would be when the AP does not support setting the MD to 1, and in turn the STA receiving an MD of 0 would go to doze state but the AP would have not wanted it to.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15806			Joseph Levy			233			3			9.2.4.1.8			65			38			T			Y			65.38			38			9.2.4.1.8						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1775r1			746			There is no need to specify the behavior of an HE AP regarding the use of the  more data subfield in the frame format section on the More Data subfield.  How an HE AP indicates its support or nonsupport of the More Data subfield should be described elsewhere.			Remove/relocate the text: "An HE AP indicates that it supports setting the More Data subfield to 1 in these control response frames by setting he More Data Ack subfield to 1 in the QoS Info field of elements it includes in frames transmitted to the STA. The QoS Info field is present in the QoS Capability, EDCA Parameter Set, and MU EDCA Parameter Set elements transmitted by an HE AP."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:19:28Z) - The spec text added in this subclause provides the setting of the MD bit in different cases, non-HE, HE and so on and is not describing behavior per se. The behavior is described in clause 27.7 which is cited in the subclause itself to help the reader find the normative behavior.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15807			Joseph Levy			233			3			4.3.14a			42			33			E			N			42.33			33			4.3.14a						V			Editor						781			I don't understand the phrase "Among other benefits, different combinations of these" means. I think the meaning of the text can be clearer.			Change the text to read:
HE features can reduce protocol overhead and increase aggregate network throughput (e.g., DL and UL OFDMA, DL/UL MU-MIMO), enhance peak link throughput (e.g., MCS 10, 11), enhance dense network efficiency (e.g., spatial reuse), and/or enhance power conservation (e.g., TWT). HE features can improve the average throughput per STA in an HE BSS by more than four times that of a VHT BSS.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:16:45Z) - Since the other benefits are not mentioned, change to read: "These features can reduce…"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:17:26Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15808			Joseph Levy			233			3			6.3.7.2			46			17			T			Y			46.17			17			6.3.7.2						V			Jae Seung			1252r0			781			6.3.7.2 is MLME-ASSOCIATE.request, not as shown MLME-ASSOCIATE.confirm.  Section 6.3.7.2 should not be renamed to .confirm.			Correct the paragraph numbering 6.3.7.3 is MLME-ASSOCIATE.confirm			REVISED (MAC: 2018-08-14 23:01:31Z)


Revise.

Agree with the commenter. 

The clause number should be changed to 6.3.7.3

The clause number 6.3.8.2 should also be changed to 6.3.8.3.

See the proposed text change in 11-18/1252r0			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.1			motion passed						I						3.1			2019/1/17 21:26			EDITOR


			15809			Joseph Levy			233			3			6.3.7.2			46			15			T			Y			46.15			15			6.3.7.2						V			Jae Seung			1252r0			781			6.3.7.2 MLME-ASSOCIATE.request, is not being modified to include HE parameters.  I believe that it is necessary to do so.			Add HE parameters to MLME-ASSOCIATE.request			REVISED (MAC: 2018-08-14 23:02:24Z)


Revise.

802.11ax added HE Capabilities element and Channel Switch Timing element to Association Request frame. 
Since HE Capabilities element is already contained in MLME-JOIN.request primitive and the association process is triggered when the MLME-JOIN.request primitive is issued by the local SME, it is not necessary to include HE Capabilities element in
MLME-ASSOCIATE.request primitive (Reference: Resolution to CID 11926 on Draft 2.0, 11-17-1766r2).

However, Channel Switch Timing element is not included and it should be included in MLME-ASSOCIATE.request primitive.

See the proposed text change in 11-18/1252r0			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.1			motion passed						I						3.1			2019/1/17 21:26			EDITOR


			15810			Julien Sevin			233			3			27.14.2			362			57			E			N			362.57			57			27.14.2						J			Editor						781			"An AP shall set the No More RA-RU subfield to 1 in a User Info field with AID12 subfield equal to 0 (for an associated STA) or 2045 (for an unassociated STA) if it does not intend to allocate the corresponding RARUs in subsequent Trigger frames until either the end of the current TWT SP or the duration indicated by the Duration/ID field in case of no TWT SP"

According this sentence ("duration indicated by the Duration/ID field"),  the setting of the "No More RA-RU" subfield  is not limited to TWT usage contrary to the purpose of the section.			As the paragraph is not limited to TWT, move it to a less specific subclause, not relative to TWT.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 19:10:34Z) - TWT is prevasive, but this section is not specifically related to TWT. The title is "Power save with UORA" and does not mention TWT.  There is, in fact, a section dedicated to TWT: 27.7.5			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 19:12:59Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15811			Julien Sevin			233			3			27.14.2			363			1			E			N			363.01			1			27.14.2						J			Editor						781			"If the OBO counter decrements to a nonzero value, then the STA may enter
the doze state until either the end of the current TWT SP or the duration indicated by the Duration/ID field in
case of no TWT SP if no other condition requires it to remain awake and the following conditions are met:"
According this sentence, the usage of the "No More RA-RU" subfield  is not limited to TWT usage  contrary to the purpose of the section.			As the paragraph is not limited to TWT, move it to a less specific subclause, not relative to TWT.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 19:13:22Z) - TWT is prevasive, but this section is not specifically related to TWT. The title is "Power save with UORA" and does not mention TWT.  There is, in fact, a section dedicated to TWT: 27.7.5			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 19:13:44Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15812			Julien Sevin			233			3			27.14.2			363			6			T			N			363.06			6			27.14.2						V			Abhishek Patil			11-18/1266r6			781			"The More TF subfield in the Common Info field of the Trigger frame is equal to 1 and the No More RA-RU subfield is equal to 1 in User Info fields with AID12 subfield equal to 0 (for an associated STA) or 2045 (for an unassociated STA)."

Although the "No More RA-RU" subfield is set to 1, some scheduled RUs can be allocated for the given STA  by the AP in subsequent trigger frames. Consequently, if the station enters in anticipated manner in doze mode, It  is not able to transmit a HE TB PPDU in the scheduled RUs			As it is not in line with the standard (section 27.5.3.3 STA behavior for UL MU operation ), modify the usage of "No More RA-RU" subfield.			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:36:52Z)
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1266r6 for CID 15812			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15813			Julien Sevin			233			3			27.14.2			362			57			T			N			362.57			57			27.14.2						V			Abhishek Patil			11-18/1266r6			781			"An AP shall set the No More RA-RU subfield to 1 in a User Info field with AID12 subfield equal to 0 (for an associated STA) or 2045 (for an unassociated STA) if it does not intend to allocate the corresponding RARUs
in subsequent Trigger frames until either the end of the current TWT SP or the duration indicated by the Duration/ID field in case of no TWT SP". The sentence is not clear. In which trigger frame the setting is done ?			Please clarify.			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:38:35Z)
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1266r6 for CID 15813			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15814			Kazuto Yano			233			3			27.10.2			348			27			E			N			348.27			27			27.10.2						A			Editor						781			There is no period "." at the end of the first paragraph.			Add a period "." at the end of the first paragraph.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:15:55Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:16:02Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15815			Laurent Cariou			233			3			9.4.2.6			130			47			T			N			130.47			47			9.4.2.6						J			Laurent Cariou			18/1867r0			749			In case the TIM element is transmitted in an OPS frame, the encoding for non-OPS STAs could be the same as for OPS STAs, in order to simplify the computation.			Define different encoding rules for non-OPS STAs when included in an OPS frame			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:49:41Z) - It is simpler to have the same computation across all frames.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15816			Laurent Cariou			233			3			9.4.2.246			179			40			T			N			179.40			40			9.4.2.246						V			Laurent Cariou			1497r2			781			"may go to doze state" is not fully sufficient as OPS STA that are active can also be unavailable			change the text to "can go to doze state or be unavailable"			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 05:09:41Z)

Revised – agree with the comment. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1497r2.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			Not all comments tagged since editing instructions in 18/1467r2 do not always identify a specific comment.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15817			Laurent Cariou			233			3			27.2.3			255			5			T			N			255.05			5			27.2.3						V			Matt Fischer			1410r6			781			An HE AP may effectively use OBSSPDmin and max as it chooses with this paragraph.			There should be rules that regulate this or a procedure for the APs to define an SRG			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 22:57:13Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/1410r6 that are marked with CID 15817, commenter to note that there are restrictions with regards to BSS  Color value 0. The BSS Color corresponding to the one used by the AP sending this element should also not be considered. This is defined in the 27.2.2, so no need to write something specific in this subclause. The changes add rules for AP setting BSS color map for itself and STAs.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15818			Laurent Cariou			233			3			27.5.6			300			3			T			N			300.03			3			27.5.6						J			Laurent Cariou			18/1498r4			772			NDP feedback report procedure should be defined for unassociated STAs.			Include the description of the procedure for NDP feedback report for unassociated STAs			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 07:07:00Z) - not sufficient consensus in the group			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15819			Laurent Cariou			233			3			27.5.6.2			300			19			T			N			300.19			19			27.5.6.2						V			Laurent Cariou			18/1498r4			781			20MHz only STAs can respond without restrictions to NFRP triggers, but it is not explicit in the spec			Add a note that describes the constraints for 20MHz-only STAs			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 07:07:13Z) - agree with the commenter. Add a simple note to indicate that the restrictions are no longer there.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-07 21:12:38Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15820			Laurent Cariou			233			3			9.4.2.242			174			20			T			N			174.20			20			9.4.2.242						V			Laurent Cariou			18/1498r4			781			The default value for the resource request buffer threshold exponent is missing from the description.			Add the default values in the description of the			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 07:09:04Z) - Agree with the commenter. Apply the changes as described in doc 1498r4			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-07 21:21:12Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15821			Laurent Cariou			233			3			27.14.3.1			363			23			T			N			363.23			23			27.14.3.1						V			Laurent Cariou			1497r2			781			"Opportunistically go to doze state": this is not fully accurate as active STAs can also be unavailable.			Modify the sentence and throughout the spec to clarify that active STAs can be unavailable			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 05:10:21Z)


Revised – agree with the comment. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1497r2.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			Not all comments tagged since editing instructions in 18/1467r2 do not always identify a specific comment.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15822			Laurent Cariou			233			3			27.14.3.3			364			12			T			N			364.12			12			27.14.3.3						V			Laurent Cariou			1497r2			781			This applies to active STAs as well as PS STAs and this should be more explicitly written			Modify the sentence and throughout the spec to clarify that active STAs can be unavailable			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 05:44:04Z)


Revised – agree with the comment. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1497r2.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			Not all comments tagged since editing instructions in 18/1467r2 do not always identify a specific comment.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15823			Laurent Cariou			233			3			28.3.10.10			508			11			T			N			508.11			11			28.3.10.10						V			Ron Porat			11-18/1514r1			781			In table 28-29, RU tone index should start at 0 and not 1, as considered in section 27.5.6			Modify accordingly			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:39:19Z)

Editor: replace formula on page 301 line 24 
RU_TONE_SET_INDEX = (AID - Starting AID) mod (18 x 2^BW)
with: 
RU_TONE_SET_INDEX = 1+((AID - Starting AID) mod (18 x 2^BW))			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-02 23:05:19Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15824			Laurent Cariou			233			3			27			253			5			T			N			253.05			5			27						V			Laurent Cariou			18/1211r4			784			802.11ax included support for the 6GHz band. There needs to be several changes throughout the spec to fully enable this support.			Make the appropriate changes			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 22:28:55Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution adds details throughout the spec to cover the basic 6 GHz functionalities.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1211r4 under all headings that include CID 15824.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1211 27.16.1 6 GHz									I						4			2019/1/25 23:51			EDITOR


			15825			Laurent Cariou			233			3			27			253			5			T			N			253.05			5			27						V			Laurent Cariou			18/1227r14			793			802.11ax now enables support for 6GHz band. Most devices will soon become tri-band devices. The discovery of APs and corresponding scanning time will increase and impact overhead in the channel and power/time consumption on STAs side. Full discovery of 6GHz APs should be enabled by simply scanning 2.4 and 5GHz bands only as today. This can simply be achieved by defining a multi-band collocated device that has multiple APs in different bands, and by imposing rules so that a discovery message (neighbor report, multiband element) is included in the 2.4 and 5GHz APs to describe the collocated AP at 6GHz			Define a Multiband collocated AP, that is part of a Multiband collocated device. And define rules to enable full discovery at 2.4 and 5GHz of collocated 6GHz APs.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 16:41:27Z) - agree with the commenter. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1227r14.			EDITOR			Laurent 18/1227 6 GHz Discovery									I						4			2019/1/24 21:59			EDITOR


			15826			Laurent Cariou			233			3			27			253			5			T			N			253.05			5			27						J			Laurent Cariou			19/0177r1			794			6GHz APs will be multi-band APs operating also at 2.4/5GHz. Most STAs will also be tri-band capable. Load balancing/traffic steering between bands is the most powerful tool to limit the load at 6GHz and ensure QoS, high throughput or low latency. BTM requests, neighbor reports that are in the spec right now provide most of the tools to enable efficient load balancing. What is however missing is the description of the policy that a multi-band collocated AP is applying across it's different bands to inform the STAs of which traffic is recommended in which band, and to enable a very simple admission control per band. A policy should then be defined for a multi-band collocated AP, and this would define how a STA should operate with this AP, before association and after association. This policy could say that there are no restrictions (default for main deployments) or would enable specific modes where a realistic admission control for the 6GHz band is in place and where associaiton at 6GHz is allowed only after receiving a BTM request for instance, or is allowed only through pre-association at 6GHz through the collocated APs at 2.4 and 5GHz.			Define a multi-band collocated AP operation policy, which defines different modes for how to interact with this AP across different bands, before and after association (for instance association allowed only after receiving BTM request)... If this element is not included, interaction with the 6GHz AP should be exactly the same as today: no restrictions.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 21:19:08Z) - Insufficient support on the adoption of this concept.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0177 6 GHz Misc									N									2019/1/28 19:27			EDITOR


			15827			Laurent Cariou			233			3			11.40.1			244			56			T			N			244.56			56			11.40.1						V			Laurent Cariou			18/1211r6			784			As we are using a new operating class for 6GHz channels, the equations in Table 11-24 can not work properly in case the 2 segments and CCFS of an 80+80MHz are in different bands (5 and 6GHz)			Modify the equations of Table 11-24, for instance as proposed in doc 18-397r0			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 22:29:10Z) - Proposed resolution is to provide the CCFS signaling in the HE Operation element as part of a 6 GHz operation information field, which is separate from the lower band functionalities.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1211r6 under all headings that include CID 15827.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1211 27.16.1 6 GHz									I						4			2019/1/25 23:51			EDITOR


			15828			Laurent Cariou			233			3			11.40.1			244			56			T			N			244.56			56			11.40.1						V			Laurent Cariou			18/1211r6			784			As we are using a new operating class for 6GHz channels, the equations in Table 11-26 can not work properly in case the 2 segments and CCFS of an 80+80MHz are in different bands (5 and 6GHz)			Modify the equations of Table 11-26, for instance as proposed in doc 18-397r0			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 22:29:25Z) - Proposed resolution is to provide the CCFS signaling in the HE Operation element as part of a 6 GHz operation information field, which is separate from the lower band functionalities.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1211r6 under all headings that include CID 15828.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1211 27.16.1 6 GHz									I						4			2019/1/25 23:51			EDITOR


			15829			Laurent Cariou			233			3			27.16.1			369			47			T			N			369.47			47			27.16.1						V			Laurent Cariou			18/1471r4			783			An HE BSS can operate at 6GHz. The description is missing in this subclause.			Specify how a STA determines channelization when operating at 6GHz			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 22:20:27Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution is to provide operation details on how the non-AP STA can discover and associate with a 6 GHz AP, by either using passive scanning or active scanning, in the 6 GHz band when certain conditions are satisfied.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1471r4 under all headings that include CID 15829.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1471 27.16.1 6 GHz									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-25 21:50:09Z - see #15122			4			2019/1/25 21:50			EDITOR


			15830			Laurent Cariou			233			3			27.5.6.2			300			19			T			N			300.19			19			27.5.6.2						V			Laurent Cariou			18/1498r4			781			A STA can be in PS mode and doze state and respond to an NDP feedback report. There needs to be some clarification of what this means for the power state of the STA. A response to NFRP should be considered as an indication that the STA is in the awake state.			Define that a response to NFRP by a PS STA is considered as a switch to active state for the different power save modes defined in 802.11.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 07:07:22Z) - agree with the commenter. Add a subclause for power save operation related to NDP Feedback Report. Apply the changes as defined in doc 1498r4.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-07 21:20:00Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15831			Laurent Cariou			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			156			24			T			N			156.24			24			9.4.2.237.3						V			Lochan Verma			18/1211r6			784			Channel width set is defined to describe channel width support at 2.4 and 5GHz. Now that 6GHz is supported, we should consider including bandwidth support at 6GHz as well.			Change the table to enable indicating channel width support at 6GHz			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 22:27:53Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1211r6 under all headings that include CID 15831.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1211 27.16.1 6 GHz									I						4			2019/1/25 23:51			EDITOR


			15832			Laurent Cariou			233			3			27.16.1			371			22			T			N			371.22			22			27.16.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0192r0			796			a multi-band non-AP STA should be able to provide more capabilities about its collocated non-AP STA in another band (6GHz). The multi-band element is the current solution in 802.11 specification to describe a collocated STA, so this would be the natural solution. The multi-band element should however be modified to include an optional subelement field to be able to include capabilities and other information on 6GHz operation.			Modify multi-band element to include optional subelements field and defines normative text associated to its usage in 27.16.1			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 15:26:10Z) - A solution that uses RNR element was proposed and discussed as described in 11-18/1227r13 to provide these functionalities.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1227r13 under all headings that include all CIDs.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0192 Msic									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 21:23:17Z - under tag 18/1227r13			4			2019/1/28 21:23			EDITOR


			15833			Laurent Cariou			233			3			27			253			5			T			N			253.05			5			27						J			Laurent Cariou			19/0177r1			794			Some channels at 6GHz are likely to be disallowed for operation because of the presence of incumbents. APs should have the ability to inform the STAs of which channels are disallowed in their location. This way, the STAs performing scanning at 6GHz, which will be needed anyway to detect 6GHz-only APs such as soft APs, will only scan the channels on which there could be operating APs and will not spend time and energy on channels that are not allowed.			Define an element or frame carrying the list of channels that are allowed in the current location, and possibly the regulatory power limits on the different bands. Define a way for a STA to query such list.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 21:19:25Z) - the task group needs more visibility on the regulatory rules before discussing this			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0177 6 GHz Misc									N									2019/1/28 19:27			EDITOR


			15834			Laurent Cariou			233			3			27			253			5			T			N			253.05			5			27						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0177r1			794			6GHz APs will be multi-band APs operating also at 2.4/5GHz and full discovery should be enabled at 2.4 and 5GHz. Beacons at 2.4 and 5GHz shall then carry the discovery elements (neighbor report or multiband element) describing the collocated AP at 6GHz. If the information is not complete, there should be a way for a STA to send a probe request to the 2.4/5GHz AP and ask for information related to the 6GHz collocated AP. OCT is in the spec today to achieve this and is the straighforward solution and should be used for this purpose.			Define a way for a STA to receive a probe response carying information on a collocated 6GHz AP, when sending a probe request at 2.4 or 5GHz to the collocated APs. OCT is the solution in the 802.11 spec for this and should be used.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 21:19:53Z) - apply the changes as defined in doc 18-1227r13			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0177 6 GHz Misc									I			See tag 11/1227r13			4			2019/1/28 21:13			EDITOR


			15835			Laurent Cariou			233			3			9.4.2.162			138			60			T			N			138.60			60			9.4.2.162						V			Yongho Seok			19/0085r3			790			Local max transmit power can be defined by the transmit power envelope element, which defines power limits for 20MHz, 40MHz, 80MHz, 160MHz. These limits are for single user transmissions using these bandwidth. 11ax defines operation with UL MU where a STA can transmit on 20MHz or less but not on the primary channel. Clarification should be added to 11ax spec on how to derive the max transmit power if the AP uses transmit power envelope element.			Define the rules to derive max TxPower when operating with UL MU and when the Transmit Power Envelope element is used by the AP.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 18:16:03Z) - Agree in principle. 
Please refer the discussion part in 11-19/0085r3.

TGax editor makes changes as shown in the as specified in 11-19/0085r3.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/0085 MAC Misc Part 2									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 18:49:08Z			4			2019/1/28 18:49			EDITOR


			15836			Laurent Cariou			233			3			27.5.6.3.1			301			53			T			N			301.53			53			27.5.6.3.1						V			Laurent Cariou			18/1498r4			781			It is not clear why the NDP feedback report element is included or not and what is the impact on NFRP operation			Clarify that NDP feedback report can work without this element being sent, and that if this element is sent, the parameters are changed for NDP feddback report operation.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:58:36Z) - agree with the comment. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1498r4.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-07 21:21:47Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15837			Laurent Cariou			233			3			27.5.6.4			302			13			T			N			302.13			13			27.5.6.4						J			Laurent Cariou			18/1498r4			772			There should be a specific type for NDP feedback report to report a change of PS state			Define a new type for a STA to indicate that it is in the awake state.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-12-07 21:22:42Z) - not sufficient support in the group			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15838			Laurent Cariou			233			3			27			253			5			T			N			253.05			5			27						J			Laurent Cariou			19/0177r1			794			6GHz APs will be multi-band APs operating also at 2.4/5GHz. Admission control is crutial to low latency and QoS and is currently too complex and never implemented. Multi-band operation and the new 6GHz band is a great opportunity to define a very simple multi-band admission control.			Define a multi-band admission control mechanism, especially for multi-band collocated APs that operate at 6GHz and 2.4/5GHz.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 21:20:11Z) - current admission control can be used.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0177 6 GHz Misc									N									2019/1/28 19:27			EDITOR


			15839			Laurent Cariou			233			3			27.14.1			361			6			T			N			361.06			6			27.14.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1775r1			781			Intra PPDU power save can also be used by active STAs. The statement currently only refers to "move to doze state" so this should be change to something such as "become unavailable" to cover the unavailability of any STAs, in active mode or PS mode.			Change "move to doze state" by "become unavailable" or make changes to active mode to also allow in very specific circunstances to go to doze state.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:21:08Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution adds the necessary clarifications.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1775r1 under all headings that include CID 15839.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-30 22:07:35Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15840			Laurent Cariou			233			3			27.7.3.1			317			10			T			N			317.10			10			27.7.3.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1697r1			782			Opportunistic power save does not require the AP to be TWT scheduling AP. Clarify this in this sentence.			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 22:55:10Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution clarifies that this applies to the scheduled OPS.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1697r1 under all headings that include CID 15840.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1697 27.7.3									I						4			2019/1/24 17:51			EDITOR


			15841			Laurent Cariou			233			3			27.7.3.1			317			55			T			N			317.55			55			27.7.3.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1697r1			782			Opportunistic power save does not require the STA to be TWT scheduled STA. Clarify this in this sentence.			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 22:55:21Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution clarifies that this applies to the scheduled OPS.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1697r1 under all headings that include CID 15841.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1697 27.7.3									I						4			2019/1/24 17:51			EDITOR


			15842			Laurent Cariou			233			3			27.7.3.2			321			23			T			N			321.23			23			27.7.3.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1697r1			782			"or any indication that the STA ... is in the awake state". In other places in the TWT spec, there is a note that indicate that a response to NFRP is such an indication. This note should also be present here or a reference to it should be added.			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 22:55:31Z) - Agree in principle. Added as suggested.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1697r1 under all headings that include CID 15842.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1697 27.7.3									I						4			2019/1/24 17:51			EDITOR


			15843			Laurent Cariou			233			3			27.7.3.3			325			49			T			N			325.49			49			27.7.3.3						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1697r1			782			Broadcast TWT with TWT ID=0 have very specific behavior and most of the rules defined in 27.7.3 don't apply for TWT ID=0, and is mostly used to inform the STAs about when a AP will transmit specific frames (UORA TF...). It would be much clearer if we had a specific subclause for broadcast TWT with TWT ID=0.			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 22:55:42Z) - Proposed resolution provides the list of possible choices in a bulleted list, regarding the trigger field, TWT recommendation field, and expected behavior. Please note that the subclause contains a lot of spec that applies to this particular case as well. Hence, to avoid duplications the language is kept in the same subclause.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1697r1 under all headings that include CID 15030 and 15843.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1697 27.7.3									I						4			2019/1/24 17:51			EDITOR


			15844			Laurent Cariou			233			3			27.7.3.3			326			8			T			N			326.08			8			27.7.3.3						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1697r1			782			"or any indication that the STA ... is in the awake state". In other places in the TWT spec, there is a note that indicate that a response to NFRP is such an indication. This note should also be present here or a reference to it should be added.			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 22:55:52Z) - Agree in principle. Added as suggested.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1697r1 under all headings that include CID 15844.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1697 27.7.3									I						4			2019/1/24 17:51			EDITOR


			15845			Laurent Cariou			233			3			27.7.4.4			328			17			T			N			328.17			17			27.7.4.4						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1472r2			782			"may go to doze state": this is not fully accurate as active STAs can also be unavailable. Modify the normative text to ensure that active mode STAs can be unavailable during that period.			Change "move to doze state" by "become unavailable" or make changes to active mode to also allow in very specific circunstances to go to doze state.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:04:20Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution clarifies this aspect by specifying that the STA may be unavailable in alternative to the doze state. Additionally, the comment resolution fixes some backward compatibility issues that were introduced in 11.2.3.2 as part of the comment resolution of CID 15822 that was dealing with similar items in the baseline text.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1472r2 under all headings that include CID 15845.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1472 27-7-4									I						4			2019/1/24 0:19			EDITOR


			15846			Laurent Cariou			233			3			27.9.2.1			338			7			E			N			338.07			7			27.9.2.1						V			Editor						781			The 2 types refer to the same subclause while there should refer to 2 separate subclauses.			Modify the reference subclause for the second type.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:42:32Z) - Change second to 27.9.2.3			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:42:55Z - see #16704			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15847			Laurent Cariou			233			3			27.9.2.1			338			11			T			N			338.11			11			27.9.2.1						V			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			781			"Within a single beacon interval" does not seem to be relevant here. The 2 modes can be used simultaneously, depending on the classification of the frames they receive, but disregards of a beacon interval.			Remove: "within a single beacon interval"			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:32:52Z) - agree with the commenter. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1495r6			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15848			Laurent Cariou			233			3			9.3.1.23			104			2			T			N			104.02			2			9.3.1.23						V			Abhishek Patil			18/1456r8			781			The equations given for computing the length of the MAC trigger frame padding needed are only valid for the BCC case and do not account for LDPC.  Either the equations should be removed completely and the length calculation should be left to the implementer in all cases to meet the requirement from 27.5.3.2.2 or explanatory text should be added to clarify these equation are examples only valid for the BCC case.			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:38:46Z) - Agree with the comment. The equations and spec text in clause 9 doesn’t cover the random access case or take into account the duration/size of subsequent user info fields in the frame. Further, it doesn’t account for LDPC coding. Section 27.5.3.2.2 provides comprehensive rules on how an AP can meet a particular STA’s padding requirements. These rules also cover random access, presence of subsequent user info fields and coding type (LDPC or BCC). In addition, the clause also accounts for and allows other forms of padding. As such the equations and the discussion in clause 9 is incomplete and redundant in some cases (e.g., BCC coding) therefore deleted.
TGax editor please make changes as shown in doc 11-18-1456r8 with the tag 15848			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15849			Laurent Cariou			233			3			27.7.2			316			36			T			N			316.36			36			27.7.2						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1474r2			746			"or any indication that the STA ... is in the awake state". In other places in the TWT spec, there is a note that indicate that a response to NFRP is such an indication. This note should also be present here or a reference to it should be added.			As in comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:29:58Z) - The note is present in the paragraph immediately preceding the paragraph where the comment is made. Quoting the note: 
NOTE 2—Other indications that the STA is in the awake state are the transmission of an HE TB NDP PPDU in response to an NFRP Trigger frame (see 27.5.6 (NDP feedback report procedure)) or the transmission of a frame that indicates that the STA is in active mode (see 11.2.3.2 (STA power management modes)).

In alternative to a rejection of the comment, the proposed resolution can be revised and moving the note to follow the paragraph where the comment has pointed the lack of the note.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15850			Laurent Cariou			233			3			27			253			5			T			N			253.05			5			27						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0192r0			796			For operating at 6GHz, STAs and APs may be forced to use local max power that are very localized in frequency. There should be a way for APs to inform its associated STAs about those local max power with different frequency bandwidth granularities and rules for STAs to respect those limits. The information provided may be within the operating BW of the AP or outside the operating BW of the AP.			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 15:24:08Z) - A similar CID was resolved in 11-18/0097r3. The proposed resolution is to specify that the STAs follow the mandatory rules defined in 11.7.5 (Specification of regulatory and local maximum transmit power levels) if the STA has received Transmit Power Envelope elements and combinations of Country and Power Constraint elements received on that channel from that AP to which the STA is currently associated.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/0097r3 under all headings that include CID 15650.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0192 Msic									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 22:40:53Z - see #15650			4			2019/1/28 22:40			EDITOR


			15851			Lei Huang			233			3			4.3.14a			41			39			E			N			41.39			39			4.3.14a						A			Editor						781			"an non-AP HE STA" should be changed to "a non-AP HE STA"			as in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:06:31Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:06:35Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15852			Lei Huang			233			3			6.3.4.2.4			46			7			T			N			46.07			7			6.3.4.2.4						J			Jae Seung			1252r0			661			Basic HE-MCS And NSS Set field is defined in the HE Operation element.			change "HE Operation parameter" to "HE Operation element"			REJECTED (MAC: 2018-08-14 23:03:20Z)

Reject. 

In this paragraph, HE Operation parameter means a parameter used in MLME primitives whose value is from HE Operation element.

The same language is used in baseline spec such as HT Operation parameter, VHT Operation parameter, etc in clause 6.3.4.2.4			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N			EDITOR: 2018-08-17 15:47:41Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15853			Lei Huang			233			3			6.3.11.2.4			56			47			T			N			56.47			47			6.3.11.2.4						J			Jae Seung			1252r0			661			Basic HE-MCS And NSS Set field is defined in the HE Operation element.			change "HE Operation parameter" to "HE Operation element"			REJECTED (MAC: 2018-08-14 23:05:36Z)


Reject. 

In this paragraph, HE Operation parameter means a parameter used in MLME primitives whose value is from HE Operation element.

The same language is used in baseline spec such as HT Operation parameter, VHT Operation parameter, etc in clause 6.3.11.2.4			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						I						3.1			2018/8/17 15:48			EDITOR


			15854			Lei Huang			233			3			8.3.4.4			58			32			T			N			58.32			32			8.3.4.4						A			Xiaogang Chen			18/1493r3			781			If the value of the parameter DOPPLER is 1, NUMBER_OF_HELTF_SY
MBOLS_AND_MIDAMBLE_PREIODICITY field indicates the number of HE-LTF symbols and the periodicity of midamble present in
the expected HE TB PPDU.			change "Indicates the number of HE-LTF symbols.." to "Indicates the number of HE-LTF symbols and the periodicity of midamble ...			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 18:44:19Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 18:54:56Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15855			Lei Huang			233			3			28.3.3.2.3			424			23			E			N			424.23			23			28.3.3.2.3						A			Editor						781			"a non-AP that sets..." should be "a non-AP STA that sets..."			as in comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 18:54:01Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 18:54:05Z -  - see #15964			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15856			Li-Hsiang Sun			233			3			27.4.4.4			274			47			T			N			274.47			47			27.4.4.4						J			George Cherian			1501r1			702			It is not clear why 'the A-MPDU includes only one MPDU, and the MPDU is an EOF-MPDU' is not an S-MPDU			replace with S-MPDU			REJECTED (MAC: 2018-09-22 18:27:13Z)



Rejected - 

EOF (& non-EOF) MPDU is defined to remove the ambiguity of S-MPDU in a multi-TID AMPDU context			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15857			Li-Hsiang Sun			233			3			27.4.4.4			274			35			T			N			274.35			35			27.4.4.4						J			George Cherian			1501r1			702			"If a Management frame that solicits acknowledgment is carried in an HE MU PPDU, then the response is carried in an HE TB PPDU." It is not clear the intention of this sentence. In this subcluse, when we talk about management frame, is the management frame must be in a HE MU PPDU? This seems to be in conflict with L43 item 1), 2),			add 'HE SU PPDU, or HE ER SU PPDU' after HE MU PPDU			REJECTED (MAC: 2018-09-22 18:27:58Z)

Rejected - 

The explicit statement for management frame is added to clarify that maangement frame carried in HE MU PPDU can only be responded with HE TB PPDU (see 27.4.4.3)			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15858			Li-Hsiang Sun			233			3			27.4.4.4			274			52			T			N			274.52			52			27.4.4.4						J			George Cherian			1501r2			702			If a management frame is aggredated with a trigger frame, in a HE SU PPDU, but the receiver did not decode the trigger frame, does the receiver follow the prcedure in 27.4.4.2? Is this expected by the AP?			Mandate management frame sent in the context of 27.4.4.4 in a HE (ER) SU PPDU must include TRS control subfield			REJECTED (MAC: 2018-09-22 18:28:50Z)


Rejected - 

Management frame that is carred in HE(ER) SU PPDU may be responded either with HE TB PPDU or with HE SU PPDU depending on whether TRS control subfield is present or not.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15859			Li-Hsiang Sun			233			3			27.4.4.2			273			5			T			N			273.05			5			27.4.4.2						J			George Cherian			18/1777r1			761			The original intention of HTP ack policy is to let rx know not to use the entire 20MHz to ack if no UL schedule info is decoded in the solicting PPDU. It is because ack with 20MHz would interfere with other STA's HE TB PPDU. This is not an issue if the soliciting PPDU is a HE (ER) SU PPDU whether it carries trigger frame or not.			remove 'and that does not include a Trigger frame or a frame with TRS Control subfield'			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:15:23Z) - Ack response rules should not depend on the PPDU that carries the MPDU. Response rules/format should be self-contained within MPDU. Agree with the usecase cited - however, there is no motivation for elicting STA to set Ack policy to HTP Ack if it is not expecting an HE TB PPDU response (which may be needed for link imbalance cases)			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15860			Liwen Chu			233			3			8.3.4.4			57			63			T			N			57.63			63			8.3.4.4						V			Xiaogang Chen			18/1493r3			781			Changed to "...to the Trigger frame or TRS field."			As in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 18:43:33Z) - TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1493r3 under all headings that include CID 15860.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 16:35:25Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15861			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.2.4.5.6			68			34			T			N			68.34			34			9.2.4.5.6						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1699r3			781			the buffer status when UV=0 is not defined.			fix the the bug.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 06:52:55Z) - Agree in principle that the paragraph is not very clear. Proposed resolution is to clearly add the UV equal to 0 case in the spec text.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1699r2 under all headings that include CID 15861.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15862			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.2.4.5.6			68			51			T			N			68.51			51			9.2.4.5.6						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1699r3			770			It seems the value of 2 147 328 is not right.			fix the the bug.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 06:53:07Z) - The value is obtained as 148 480 + 61*32 768, which is equal to 2 147 328. The values 62 and 63 are not used due to the SF value being 3, i.e., the 254 and 255 values that have a meaning of greater than 2 147 328 and unknown, respectively. Hence, the value is correct.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-12-07 20:30:45Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15863			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.2.4.6a.1			72			6			T			N			72.06			6			9.2.4.6a.1						V			Yongho Seok			18/1504r1			781			change to "...HE MU PPDU, HE SU PPDU, HE ER SU PPDU that solicits..."			As in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 18:53:57Z) - Agree in principle. 
(CID 15009, 15863, 17030 are same comment)
All HE PPDUs can carry the TRS Control subfield. 

TGax editor makes changes as shown in the as specified in 11-18/1504r1.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-05 16:42:39Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15864			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.2.4.6a.2			72			51			T			N			72.51			51			9.2.4.6a.2						V			Jarkko Kneckt			1246r8			781			if the BW is 20MHz, it can be non-primary 20MHz channel.			Change to "...for 20MHz, 1 for parimary 40MHz, 2 for primary 80MHz..."			

Revised. Agree in principle of the comment. A STA that operates in 20 MHz BW may be configured to operate in other than its primary 20 MHz. - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/1246r8 that are marked with CID 15864.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15865			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.2.4.6a.2			72			55			T			N			72.55			55			9.2.4.6a.2						V			Jarkko Kneckt			1246r8			781			"The subfield is set to 0 to indicate that the STA has no recommendation on AP's DL MU-MIMO operation."

Baed on the name of the subfield, the subfield is set to 0 in order to indicate that the STA has no recommendation on AP's resound for L MU-MIMO operation. If the original text is correct, the field name should be changed to			As in the comment			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-20 21:42:37Z)


 Revised, agree in principle with the comment.  The subfield indicates whether a STA requests resounding or does not provide instruction for the sounding frequency. - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/1246r8 that are marked with CID 15865.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-04 21:04:11Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15866			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.2.4.6a.4			78			16			T			N			78.16			16			9.2.4.6a.4						V			Yongho Seok			18/1504r1			781			"A queue size value of 254 is used for all sizes greater than 254x SF octets."

The sentence is not right when the value in the Scaling Factor subfield is not 3.			Change the text according to the comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 18:55:28Z) - Change to 
“A queue size value of 254 in the Queue Size High and Queue Size All subfields indicates that the amount of buffered traffic is greater than 254 x SF octets.”

TGax editor makes changes as shown in the as specified in 11-18/1504r1.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-05 16:52:36Z - The instruction is not clear. The instruction is to change, but then there is a reference to 18/1504r1. 18/1504r1 containst a lot of edits related to different comments. There is also a similar change to the next sentence in the cited paragraph but there are not instructions associated with specific comments to make this change. I am making the additional change since it seems that was the intent and the will of the group.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15867			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.2.4.6a.6			78			16			T			N			78.16			16			9.2.4.6a.6						J			Zhou Lan						689			Available 20MHz channel report should be based on the ED CCA and virtual carrier sensing			Change the text according to the comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-05 17:18:10Z) - The usage of BQRP is for the AP to understand the real singaling status of each individual 20MHz channel so that OFDMA scheduling or preamble puncuture decision can be made. The virtual carrier sensing results may polute the information.  

TGax editor to make no changes			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-10-05 17:18:24Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15868			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.2.5.2			82			6			T			N			82.06			6			9.2.5.2						J			Po-Kai Huang			11-18/1189r4			680			Trigger to solicit HE TB PPDU after MU-RTS/CTS is missing. Another observation is that MU-RTS/CTS may be followed by DL MU PPDU + UL acknowledgement.			Change the text according to the comment.			REJECTED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:13:36Z)
We note that we use a general description for any frame that may be transmited by the iniatior of TXOP as shown below.


1a) In an MU-RTS Trigger frame, the Duration/ID field is set to the estimated time, in microseconds, required to transmit the pending frame, plus one CTS frame, plus the time to transmit the
solicited HE TB PPDU if required, plus the time to transmit the acknowledgment for the solicited HE TB PPDU if required, plus applicable IFSs.

The pending frame includes the Trigger frame and the DL MU PPDU.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15869			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.2.5.7			83			38			T			N			83.38			38			9.2.5.7						V			Po-Kai Huang			11-18/1189r4			781			This contradicts with the rule in 9.2.5.2: Basic Trigger can use single protection and the acknowledgement in frame exchange with Basic Trigger uses multiple protection always.			Change the text according to the comment.			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:15:38Z)
TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1189r4 under all headings that include CID 15869.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-04 15:25:40Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15870			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.3.1.9.7			89			28			T			N			89.28			28			9.3.1.9.7						A			Tomoko Adachi			18/1851r3			781			"A non-AP HE STA sets the RA field to the TA field of the soliciting frame or to the address of the recipient STA whose Data or Management frames are acknowledged."

Non-AP STA's M-BA can't have Per AID TID Info subfields with different AID values.			Remove "that transmits a Multi-STA BlockAck frame with a single Per AID TID Info field or with multiple Per AID TID Info subfields each carrying the same AID value, " from the sentence			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:41:16Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15871			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.3.1.9.7			92			37			T			N			92.37			37			9.3.1.9.7						V			Tomoko Adachi			18/1851r3			781			acknowledging a fragment with one bit in BA Bitmap is missing.			Add the missed case in the subclause.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:41:24Z) - Agree in principle. 
See the instructions to the TGax editor in doc. 11-18/1851r3.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15872			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.3.1.23			102			26			T			N			102.26			26			9.3.1.23						V			Abhishek Patil			11-18/1266r6			781			make it clear that the more tha none RU are continuous RUs.			As in the comment			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:40:21Z)
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1266r6 for CID 15872			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-04 19:41:30Z - No specific changes in 18/1266r6 assocaited with this CID			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15873			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.3.1.23			103			34			T			N			103.34			34			9.3.1.23						J			Abhishek Patil			18/1456r8			775			For UL MU with single STA to transmit HE TB PPDU, the target RSSI can be any reasonable value since there is no interference from the other transmission of HE TB PPDU. Add a additional value to indicate that STA can transmit HE TB PPDU by using any power.			As in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:41:05Z) - It is true that for single STA transmitting HE TB PPDU interference is not an issue. However, the MCS of the HE TB PPDU is specified by the AP. Therefore, specifying target RSSI can help to ensure the STA to transmit with enough power for that MCS.   Also note that target RSSI already has a special value (127) that request STA to transmit at its max power of the assigned MCS.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-12-11 17:57:33Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15874			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.3.1.23.4			106			18			E			N			106.18			18			9.3.1.23.4						A			Editor						781			Change "Length" to "UL Length"			As in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 16:32:09Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 16:32:16Z - see #15014			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15875			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.3.3.3			109			63			T			N			109.63			63			9.3.3.3						V			Jae Seung			18/1987r2			800			An HE STA always has dot11QoSOptionImplemented being 1. So "dot11QosOption-
Implemented and" should be removed from he sentence.			As in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 14:26:37Z) - Agree with the commenter.
Changed the text accordingly.

See the proposed text change in 11-18/1987r3			EDITOR			Jae Seung 18/1987 MAC Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 23:13:53Z			4			2019/1/28 23:13			EDITOR


			15876			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.4.1.62			120			29			T			N			120.29			29			9.4.1.62						V			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			781			The descripion of Sounding Dialog Token is not right. Fix it.			As in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 02:18:58Z) -change to "Set to the same value as the Sounding Dialog Token Number field in the corresponding HE NDP Announcement frame."			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 19:33:59Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15877			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.4.2.6			130			42			T			N			130.42			42			9.4.2.6						V			Laurent Cariou			1497r2			781			OPS can be used without TWT. The related changes are needed for TIM element also.			As in the comment			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 05:07:06Z)


Revised – apply the changes as proposed in doc 1497r2.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			Not all comments tagged since editing instructions in 18/1467r2 do not always identify a specific comment.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15878			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.4.2.6			130			42			T			N			130.42			42			9.4.2.6						V			Laurent Cariou			1497r2			781			This bullet doesn't apply to OPS frame.			As in the comment			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 05:07:50Z)

Revised – apply the changes as proposed in doc 1497r2.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			Not all comments tagged since editing instructions in 18/1467r2 do not always identify a specific comment.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15879			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.4.2.158.3			138			41			T			N			138.41			41			9.4.2.158.3						A			Editor						791			Change to "...that MCS (0, 1 or 2 for MCS 0-7, 1 or 2 for MCS 8, 2 for MCS 9)"			As in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-12 02:27:58Z) - specifically, the incorrect "MAC" is changed to "MCS"			EDITOR			Editor November 2018									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 19:23:19Z			4			2019/1/28 19:23			EDITOR


			15880			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.4.2.200			144			16			T			N			144.16			16			9.4.2.200						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			1465r1			781			It is not clear what is TWT parameter of "TWT".			Change it to the parameters in TWT element.			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-21 23:56:56Z)


Revised –

Agree with comment. Accounted for the suggested change.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1465r1 under all headings that include CID 15880.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15881			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.4.2.200			144			9			T			N			144.09			9			9.4.2.200						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			1465r1			781			A TWT scheduling AP can also use it to reject the membership request.

Add "This command is valid if the TWT Request field is 0; otherwise not applicable."			As in the comment			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-21 23:57:38Z)


Revised –

Agree with comment that TWT scheduling AP can use it. Clarification is added that the TWT scheduling STA is the TWT scheduling AP. Please note that this command is also used in a request (refer to table 27-6), as such it is applicable when the TWT request is 0 as well. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1465r1 under all headings that include CID 15881.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15882			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.4.2.200			144			6			T			N			144.06			6			9.4.2.200						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			1465r1			781			It seems that a TWT scheduling AP can use it.

Add "This command is valid if the TWT Request field is 0; otherwise not applicable."			Change the description accoridng to the comment			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-21 23:58:19Z)


Revised –

Agree with comment that TWT scheduling AP can use it. Clarification is added that the TWT scheduling AP can use it. And clarified that the command is not valid in the condition suggested. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1465r1 under all headings that include CID 15882.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15883			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.4.2.200			144			27			T			N			144.27			27			9.4.2.200						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			1465r1			781			Change to "...indicate that at least one Trigger frame or a frame carrying TRS Control subfield is transmitted during..."			As in the comment			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-21 23:59:01Z)

Revised –

Agree with the comment. Incorporated the suggestion.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1465r1 under all headings that include CID 15883.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15884			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.4.2.237.2			149			57			T			N			149.57			57			9.4.2.237.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1775r1			781			Add the sentence in encoding column that an AP sets it to 1.			As in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:22:00Z) - Agree and incorporated as suggested.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1775r1 under all headings that include CID 15884.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-30 22:18:26Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15885			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.4.2.237.2			148			48			T			N			148.48			48			9.4.2.237.2						V			Yasu Inoue			18/1808r1			781			Change to "Dynamic Fragmentation Support"			As in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:50:06Z) - Agreed in principle.

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-18/1808r1 for CID 15885.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-11 21:07:32Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15886			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.4.2.237.2			153			14			T			N			153.14			14			9.4.2.237.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1775r1			781			The definition of the Capability is not in line with the nomative description subclause. Harmonize them.			As in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:22:10Z) - Agree with the comment. Proposed resolution is to point where the normative behavior is defined.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1775r1 under all headings that include CID 15886.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-30 22:18:36Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15887			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.4.2.237.2			154			17			T			N			154.17			17			9.4.2.237.2						V			Yasu Inoue			18/1808r1			781			Change the name to "A-MPSU in Ack-enabled A-MPDU Support"			As in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:50:28Z) - Agreed in principle.

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-18/1808r1 for CID 15887.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-11 21:17:52Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15888			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			157			30			T			N			157.30			30			9.4.2.237.3						J			Lochan Verma			11-18/1459r1			666			It seems the note is misleading. Those STAs must set LDPC supprot to 1. Othe STAs may also be able to set the bit to 1.			Change the description accoridng to the comment			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 06:16:35Z)

The Note is accurate. 
LDPC coding support (transmit and receive) is mandatory for a STA that supports more than 4 spatial streams
LDPC coding support (transmit and receive) is mandatory for a STA that supports HE PPDU BW > 20 MHz
LDPC coding support (transmit and receive) is mandatory for a STA that supports MCS 10 and MCS 11			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 22:03:40Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15889			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			162			59			T			N			162.59			59			9.4.2.237.3						J			Lochan Verma			11-18/1459r1			666			The relationship with HE MCS NSS Support is missing			Change the encoding and definition accoridng to the comment			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 06:24:02Z)

In 11ax D2.0, 1024-QAM was allowed for use on RU sizes > 242-tone RU. This restriction was relaxed in D3.0 by addition of the following capabilities -- Tx 1024-QAM<242-tone RU Support; Rx 1024-QAM<242-tone RU Support.

MCS and NSS map definition tied to BWs (<=80 MHz, >80MHz) and not RU sizes. Hence no change is required.

Furthermore, Pg:L::366:34 has description of the capabilities			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 22:23:04Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15890			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			163			6			T			N			163.06			6			9.4.2.237.3						J			Lochan Verma			11-18/1459r1			666			The relationship with HE MCS NSS Support is missing			Change the encoding and definition accoridng to the comment			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 06:24:20Z)

The reason for rejection of CID15889 applies			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 22:23:09Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15891			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			162			40			T			N			162.40			40			9.4.2.237.3						V			Lochan Verma			11-18/1459r1			781			Remove the row since it duplicates with the row in P162L59			Change the encoding and definition accoridng to the comment			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 06:20:55Z)

TGax Editor: make changes for CID 15891 according to 11-18-1459-01-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 22:22:27Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15892			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			162			44			T			N			162.44			44			9.4.2.237.3						V			Lochan Verma			11-18/1459r1			781			Remove the row since it duplicates with the row in P163L6			Change the encoding and definition accoridng to the comment			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 06:22:45Z)

TGax Editor: make changes for CID 15892 according to 11-18-1459-01-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 22:25:55Z- see #15891			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15893			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			163			10			T			N			163.10			10			9.4.2.237.3						J			Lochan Verma			11-18/1459r1			666			Shouldn't the field name be "Rx Full BW SU RU Using HE MU PPDU With Compressed SIGB"			As in the comment			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 06:25:25Z)

The current capability, “Rx Full BW SU Using HE MU PPDU With Compressed SIGB” is not ambiguous.

Furthermore, the description of the capability makes it clear that this capability indicates support for reception of an HE MU PPDU with single RU spanning the entire PPDU BW, using compressed HE-SIG-B.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 22:23:15Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15894			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			163			15			T			N			163.15			15			9.4.2.237.3						J			Lochan Verma			11-18/1459r1			666			Shouldn't the field name be "Rx Full BW SU RU Using HE MU PPDU With Non-Compressed SIGB"			As in the comment			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 06:25:38Z)

The current capability, “Rx Full BW SU Using HE MU PPDU With Compressed SIGB” is not ambiguous.

Furthermore, the description of the capability makes it clear that this capability Indicates support for reception of an HE MU PPDU with single RU spanning the entire PPDU bandwidth, using non-compressed HE-SIG-B format, when its PPDU bandwidth is less than or equal to 80MHz.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 22:23:19Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15895			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.4.2.237.4			164			15			T			N			164.15			15			9.4.2.237.4						J									791			This field is also valid when R3 is 1 (80+80MHz is supported)			As in the comment			Rejected. 

80+80 MHz is already included in the table			EDITOR			Osama November 2018									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 19:01:41Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/28 19:01			EDITOR


			15896			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.4.2.237.4			164			26			T			N			164.26			26			9.4.2.237.4						J									791			This field is also valid when R3 is 1 (80+80MHz is supported)			As in the comment			Rejected. 

80+80 MHz is already included in the table			EDITOR			Osama November 2018									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 19:01:45Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/28 19:01			EDITOR


			15897			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			163			10			T			N			163.10			10			9.4.2.237.3						V			Lochan Verma			11-18/1459r3			781			It seems that HE DL MU PPDU from AP to STA is mandatory. Are you saying that HE MU PPDU with single full BW RU to STA is optional?			Clarify it.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 09:12:47Z)

TGax Editor: make changes for CID 15897 according to 11-18-1459-03-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 20:15:12Z - It is not the bandwidth that is allocated to a user, it is the RU.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15898			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.4.2.241			173			29			T			N			173.29			29			9.4.2.241						V			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			781			make it clear that the bit related to BSS color 0 is reserved.			As in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-10-04 17:29:53Z) - agree with the comment. Apply the changes as in doc 1495r6.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15899			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.4.2.242			174			1			T			N			174.01			1			9.4.2.242						J									791			Other resource request may have threshlod value. An AP may support some of them. Based on this observation, it is better to have a Control field with each bit indicates whether an AP supports the NDP feedback report and the related threshold value (followed by optional threshold fields).			As in the comment			Rejected. 

The additional multiple threshold values would require the defintion of different variants of the NFRP trigger frame which would add to the complexity without perceived benefits.			EDITOR			Osama November 2018									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 19:01:49Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/28 19:01			EDITOR


			15900			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.4.2.244.1			175			17			T			N			175.17			17			9.4.2.244.1						V			ChaoChun Wang			18/1855r4			782			This is no "Quiet Time Period field" in QTP element			Clarify it.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:06:15Z) - revise the text to clarify the confusion.

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in document 11-18/1855r4 under CID 15900			EDITOR			ChaoChun 18/1855 QTP									I						4			2019/1/24 19:25			EDITOR


			15901			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.7.3			197			7			T			N			197.07			7			9.7.3						V			Liwen Chu			18/1858r7			781			Change "Action" to "Management frame except Action no Ack"			As in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:30:06Z) - Generally agree with the commenter.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-18/1858r7   under CID 15901.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15902			Liwen Chu			233			3			9.7.3			197			17			T			N			197.17			17			9.7.3						V			Liwen Chu			18/1858r7			781			Add "BQRP" after "or BSRP"			As in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:30:30Z) - Generally agree with the commenter.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-18/1858r7   under CID 15902.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15903			Liwen Chu			233			3			10.9			215			15			T			N			215.15			15			10.9						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1473r2			781			Reception of Control field with Control ID 15 can be treated same as other reserved Control ID: the receiver will discard the remainder.			Delte the paragraph or generalize it.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:25:11Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution is to generalize the discard rule for both cases, ONES and reserved and/or unsupported Control IDs..

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1473r2 under all headings that include CID 15903.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15904			Liwen Chu			233			3			10.12			216			10			T			N			216.10			10			10.12						J									791			Ack-enabled A-MPDU is like an S-MPDU where the QoS Data asks for Ack. So A-MSDU In A-MPDU is not needed.			Remove A-MSDU In A-MPDU from the draft			Rejected. 

The capability bit provides flexibility to the receipiant for indicating optional support of receiving this type of A-MSDU withing an ACK-enabled A-MPDU			EDITOR			Osama November 2018									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 19:01:54Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/28 19:01			EDITOR


			15905			Liwen Chu			233			3			10.13.3			217			53			T			N			217.53			53			10.13.3						J									791			DMG STA doesn't consider Minimum MPDU Start Spacing for QoS Null. However HE STA considers Minimum MPDU Start Spacing for QoS Null. What is the reason for such difference?			Clarify it.			Rejected. 

The commenter is asking a question. The reason for such difference lies behind the definition of the station. In one case it is DMG STA and the other case is HE STA with different capabilities in processing MPDUs.			EDITOR			Osama November 2018									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 19:01:59Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/28 19:02			EDITOR


			15906			Liwen Chu			233			3			27.2.1			253			41			T			N			253.41			41			27.2.1						V			Huizhao Wang			18/1995r3			782			dot11TXOPDurationRTSThreshold is always preset in a non-AP HE STA.			Change the sentence per the commnet			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 22:26:44Z) - TGax editor, please make changes as showing in doc 11-18-1995-03-00ax			EDITOR			Huizhao 18/1995 Duration based RTS									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 19:44:06Z			4			2019/1/24 19:44			EDITOR


			15907			Liwen Chu			233			3			27.2.2			254			7			T			N			254.07			7			27.2.2						V			Kaiying Lv			18/1655r3			781			Clarify which part of BSS color is used for the comparison.			As in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 21:16:29Z) - Agree with the comment. 

TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-18/1655r3			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15908			Liwen Chu			233			3			27.2.2			254			27			T			N			254.27			27			27.2.2						V			Kaiying Lv			18/1969r1			781			BSS color 0 should not be treated as intra-BSS PPDU. Otherwise the Duration will be ignord by the following HE TB transmission.			As in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 02:31:31Z) - Agree with the comment. 

As the commenter pointed out that BSS color 0 should not be treated as intra-BSS so that intra-BSS NAV will not be set and therefore the NAV will not be ignored by the following HE TB transmission. On the other hand, BSS color 0 should not be treated as inter-BSS either because  spatial reuse should not be applied on this PPDU. Therefore BSS color 0 shall not be classified as either intra-BSS or inter-BSS and the basic NAV shall be set. 


TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-18/1969r2


TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-18/1969r1			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15909			Liwen Chu			233			3			27.2.3			255			29			T			N			255.29			29			27.2.3						V			Matt Fischer			1410r6			711			Change "RA" to "TA".			As in the comment			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 22:57:39Z) - changes are redundant to those already made for CID 15760 - TGax editor to make no additional changes – commenter to note that RA is the correct field. See Table 10-12—Settings for the TXVECTOR parameters GROUP_ID and PARTIAL_AID for VHT
STAs, where the Group_ID value of 0 clearly denotes a PPDU that contains MPDUs that are addressed to an AP, making the RA the address of the AP, which is what the color refers to.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 20:49:00Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15910			Liwen Chu			233			3			27.2.3			254			61			T			N			254.61			61			27.2.3						J			Matt Fischer			1410r6			711			The control frames transmitted by AP is missing from the subclause. Add the rules related to them.			As in the comment			REJECTED (SR: 2018-09-19 22:58:23Z) - the commenter appears to be referring to an attempt to classify control frames as SRG or not. Currently, the draft lets all such frames fall to the final paragraph, which declares them as not SRG PPDU. Any attempt to determine SRGness of a frame without SIG field information or a BSSID field would rely on just 6 bits of MAC address information to attempt to discern SRG from non-SRG. The hash collision probability is too great to permit this			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15911			Liwen Chu			233			3			27.2.5.1			257			47			T			N			257.47			47			27.2.5.1						V			Po-Kai Huang			11-18/1418r1			781			Remove "from one or" from the sentnce.			As in the comment			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:04:40Z)
TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1418r1 under all headings that include CID 15911.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-03 21:02:13Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15912			Liwen Chu			233			3			G5			677			31			T			N			677.31			31			G5						V			Osama Aboul-Magd			18/1852r1			781			MU-RTS can't be transmitted with HTC			Change the text according to the comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:05:20Z) - Agree with the commenter. While Trigger frame is a control frame, the use of the Wrapper is prohibited in 11ax.

TGax Editor: Please do the changes highlighted in the text in this submission (11-18/1852r0).			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			see #17056			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15913			Liwen Chu			233			3			27.2.5.2			259			23			T			N			259.23			23			27.2.5.2						J			Po-Kai Huang			11-18/1418r1			679			MU-RTS shouldn't be in HE SU/ER-SU PPDU otherwise legacy STA (11a/g, HT/VHT STA can't set NAV correctly).			As in the comment			REJECTED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:05:17Z)
We note that there are multiple ways to achieve legacy protection from the TXOP holder. For example, the TXOP holder can start the sequence with CTS-to-self carrying in non-HT format, then continue with MU-RTS not carried in non-HT format. It is better to leave all the possible sequences to the decision of TXOP holder rather than adding further rules in the spec.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15914			Liwen Chu			233			3			27.7.7			331			14			T			N			331.14			14			27.7.7						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			1468r2			781			1, 20MHz operation STA should be allowed for this operation.
2, The rules related to operation chanel change should be defined.			As in the comment			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 04:57:29Z)


Revised –

Agree in principle with the comment. 
For item 1: the proposed resolution is to clarify that any STA can negotiate residing in a 20 MHz subchannel, independent of its capabilities. 
For item 2: it is misleading to call them operation channels since it may give the impression that the BSS has switched to that channel which is not true. Resolutoin clarifies the rules for switching between the primary channel of the BSS and the subchannel that is indicated in the TWT Channel field.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1468r2 under all headings that include CID 15914.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-08 21:24:35Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15915			Liwen Chu			233			3			27.15.2			365			28			T			N			365.28			28			27.15.2						V			Yongho Seok			1484r2			781			The rules related to control frame PPDU format is not complete.			Change the text according to the comment.			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 05:56:04Z)

Revised

Discussion: The paragraph P365 L28 defines the control frame formats from HE STA to HE STA. Per the paragraph, the initiating control frmae RTS, NDPA will follow 11ac since no additional rules in the paragraph P365L28 metioned them in the paragraph. Argurablly P365L28 paragraph also contradicts with the following sentence “An HE STA may transmit an HE SU PPDU to a peer HE STA” (the sentence is also not suitable to RTS/CTS and CTS-to-self). 11ac criteria should be followed by 11ax except HE ER PPDU for low power STA than AP.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-18/1484r2 under CID 15915			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-09 17:41:52Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15916			Lochan Verma			233			3			28.1			377			1			T			Y			377.01			1			28.1						J			Lochan Verma			18/2017r1			737			6GHz PHY operation definition is missing.			Add definition of 6GHz PHY operation			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-14 07:47:40Z)

The comment is right that the text on 6GHz PHY is missing in D3.0. However, as part of the resolution for 16772, in 18/1841r1 the following text is added: “In the 6 GHz band, the HE PHY is the same as the HE PHY in the 5 GHz band”.  The request of comment has already been satisfied.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15917			Lochan Verma			233			3			28.1			378			5			T			Y			378.05			5			28.1						A			Lochan Verma			18/1735r0			781			Delete 'HE PHY supports the regulatory requirements in 21.3.13'. There is already an explicit section 28.3.23 for it			Delete 'HE PHY supports the regulatory requirements in 21.3.13 (Regulatory requirments)'			ACCEPTED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:25:19Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-27 22:54:11Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15918			Lochan Verma			233			3			28.3.10.7.2			461			1			T			Y			461.01			1			28.3.10.7.2						V			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1435r1			664			TxBF' is 'Tx BF' everywhere in spec. except in HE-SIG-A table.			Change 'TxBF' to 'Tx BF' in Table 28-18			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 03:47:30Z)

Note to Editor:  These changes have been made by CID 16038 (c.f., 18/1123r4) and have been reflected in D3.1			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 21:38:29Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15919			Lochan Verma			233			3			28.3.10.8.5			489			1			T			Y			489.01			1			28.3.10.8.5						V			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1435r1			781			Tx Beamforming' field is not used in spec but 'Tx BF'. Replace 'Tx Beamforming' with 'Tx BF' in Table 28-25 (User field format for a non-MU-MIMO Allocation)			As in comment			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 03:49:03Z)

Please make the changes according to the changes in doc 18-1435r1			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.1			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 21:52:10Z - see #16038			3.1			2019/1/17 21:26			EDITOR


			15920			Lochan Verma			233			3			28.3.16			547			22			T			Y			547.22			22			28.3.16						V			Matt Fischer			18/0496r15			781			Enable sounding in transmissions where certain channels are punctured			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:48:27Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/0496r15 that are marked with CID 16723 which are redundant to changes for CID 15920			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-05 14:46:03Z - see #16723			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15921			Lochan Verma			233			3			28.3.5			430			37			T			Y			430.37			37			28.3.5						V			Xiaogang Chen			11-18/1493r3			781			Definition of DCM tone mapper is not provided. The functionality is described only.			as in comment			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 09:17:07Z)

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1493r3 under all headings that include CID 15921.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 18:03:33Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15922			Lochan Verma			233			3			27.6.2			303			64			T			Y			303.64			64			27.6.2						A			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			781			"An MU beamformee is a non-AP HE STA (support for the MU beamformee role is mandatory in a non-AP
HE STA). An HE AP is not an MU beamformee." -- This text is not precise and needs to be improved.			Change to "A non-AP HE STA shall support operation as an MU beamformee. An HE AP does not support operation as an MU beamformee."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 02:19:06Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 20:32:43Z - This resolution directly contradicts the resolution to #16955 in the same document. Accommodate both with "A non-AP HE STA is an MU beamformee and shall set the MU Beamformee subfield in the HE PHY Capabilities Information field in the HE Capabilities element it transmits to 1. An HE AP is not an MU beamformee and shall set the MU Beamformee subfield to 0." UPDATE: There is no MU Beamformee subfield so just use the accepted resolution.			4			2019/1/24 19:22			EDITOR


			15923			Lochan Verma			233			3			27.6.2			304			58			T			Y			304.58			58			27.6.2						V			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			781			"An HE beamformer shall not send an HE NDP Announcement frame that initiates an HE TB sounding
sequence with a STA Info field addressed to an HE beamformee if the STA Info field and the PHY Capabilities
Information field in the HE Capabilities element last received from the HE beamformee meet the following
conditions:" --This text seems to be flawed in logic as it is talking about not sending the NDPA under certain conditions and the conditions are dependent on something contained in the NDPA (STA info).			The text should describe what you cannot do in the STA Info field when certain capabilities are not supported. Please make necessary changes to make the logic clear.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 02:19:13Z) - change as shown in <this document> under CID 15688. The change implements the request by the commenter and makes some editorial improvements.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 18:31:26Z - The introduction of "FeedbackType" does not make sense. The statement says "where FeedbackType refers to the <subfields> per Table 9-25a, but ther term "FeedbackType is not present in this table. It seems to be a term that represents the concatenation of these two subfields. However, since Table 9-25a refers the the subfields separately the text here should to too, even if it is more verbose.			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15924			Lochan Verma			233			3			27.6.2			305						T			Y			305.00						27.6.2						V			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			781			"An HE beamformer shall not transmit an HE NDP Announcement frame that initiates an HE TB sounding
sequence and that solicits SU feedback, partial bandwidth MU feedback or CQI feedback unless the HE
beamformer has set the Trigger SU feedback subfield, Triggered MU Beamforming Partial BW subfield or
Triggered CQI Feedback subfield, respectively, to 1." --improve text			Change to "An HE beamformer shall not transmit an HE NDP Announcement frame that initiates an HE TB sounding
sequence soliciting an SU feedback, partial bandwidth MU feedback or CQI feedback unless the HE
beamformer has set the Trigger SU feedback subfield, Triggered MU Beamforming Partial BW subfield or
Triggered CQI Feedback subfield, respectively, to 1."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 02:19:24Z) - delete this paragraph, as it duplicates the requirements above. See also CID 16237.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 18:37:11Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15925			MARC EMMELMANN			233			3												G			Y															J									791			The CAD does not address coexistence for the frequency bands added by changing the scope (i.e. including above 6GHz).			Submit a revised CAD for approval to meet the LMSC operation rules.  The revised CA document needs to address the aspects introduced by the change of the scope of the amendment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-13 13:28:45Z) - This is not a comment on the draft amendment, however with respect to the CA document:

The IEEE 802
LMSC OPERATIONS MANUAL states as follows "The CA document shall address coexistence with all relevant approved IEEE 802 LMSC wireless
standards specifying devices for unlicensed operation. The WG should consider other
specifications in their identified target band(s) in the CA document."

802.11 coexistence with non-802.11 systems is addressed in Section 3 of the CA document.  There is no LMSC requirement for analysis or simulation or testing.

CA document has been amended to acknowledge UWB with the relevant regulations.  Refer to https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/16/11-16-1348-04-00ax-coexistence-assurance.docx			EDITOR			Editor November 2018									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 19:23:23Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/28 19:23			EDITOR


			15926			Mark Hamilton			233			3			27.5.6.4			302			16			E			N			302.16			16			27.5.6.4						V			Editor						781			There's 27.5.6.4.1, but no 27.5.6.4.2, or following.  This is poor style.  It further confuses that the title of 27.5.6.4 is "NDP feedback report types", but there is only one type.			Move the content of 27.5.6.4 into the previous subclauses for the appropriate device (some of it is redundant already), and remove 27.5.6.4.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:24:00Z) - Remove the current 27.5.6.4 heading and uplevel 27.5.6.4.1			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:25:02Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15927			Mark Hamilton			233			3			27.6.2			304			58			T			Y			304.58			58			27.6.2						V			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			781			This list of conditions is mutually exclusive.  Assumably, the intent is to not send the Announcement to a beamformee that meets any one (or more) of the conditions.			Insert "any", so the lead-in sentence ends, "... if ... meet any (one or more) of the following conditions:"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 02:19:34Z) - change as shown in <this document> under CID 15688. The change implements the request by the commenter and makes some editorial improvements.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 20:39:05Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15928			Mark Hamilton			233			3			27.6.3			306			24			E			N			306.24			24			27.6.3						A			Editor						781			"after SIFS"?  "after a SIFS" would be better.			Insert "a" in occurances of "after SIFS".  (3 occurances)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:51:43Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:52:14Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15929			Mark Hamilton			233			3			3.1			33			10			T			Y			33.10			10			3.1						V			Yasu Inoue			18/1807r7			782			The intention seems to be that A-MSDUs can now be fragmented.  There are assumptions in legacy MAC/PHY that will likely break (because the baseline text now assumes all A-MSDUs could be a fragment unless stated otherwise, so it needs to be clearly stated otherwise where things will break), and there are other places in the text that are inconsistent with this.			Add to the definition of GCR frame, that it must be an unfragmented A-MSDU.  Correct the statement in the Note following the defintion of MMPDU that says, "An A-MSDU is trasmitted in one MPDU."  In the first sentence of 10.4, add that the MAC may fragment and reassemble A-MSDUs, also, (but only if it is HE and the peer is HE and both support A-MSDU Fragmentation).  Clarify the extent of the Editor's instruction at P109.6.  Does this apply to _every_ occurance of A-MSDU in the entire rest of the Standard?  (Surely, not.)  There are probably more examples.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 17:02:01Z) - Agreed in principle.

TGax Editor:  Please implement the proposed changes in 11-18/1807r7 for CID 15929.			EDITOR			Yasu 18/1807 Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-25 19:53:53Z			4			2019/1/25 19:53			EDITOR


			15930			Mark Hamilton			233			3			9.3.1.9.3			87			22			T			Y			87.22			22			9.3.1.9.3						V			Tomoko Adachi			18/1851r3			781			These changes to BlockAck are not backwards compatible, and are not described as only applicable to HE links.			Add text that if either STA (at either end of a link) are non-HE, then the Fragment Number subfield still must be set to 0.  (And, by implication, the Block Ack Bitmap must be only 8 octets.)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:40:48Z) - Agree in principle. 
See the instructions to the TGax editor in doc. 11-18/1851r3.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-11 18:33:46Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15931			Mark Hamilton			233			3			3.1			36			38			T			Y			36.38			38			3.1						J									791			Are A-MSDUs still Bufferable Units for HE STAs?			Add "and high efficiency (HE) STAs" to the list of STA types that handle A-MSDUs.  Similarly for Individually Addressed BU defintion.  Similarly, in NOTE 4 of Table 9-25.  There are probably more with slightly different syntax.			Rejected.

 The comment fails to identify a technical issue. There is no mention bufferable units in page 36 and line 38. The commenter is invited to submit a more detailed comment.			EDITOR			Osama November 2018									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 19:02:04Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/28 19:02			EDITOR


			15932			Mark Hamilton			233			3			3.2			33			56			T			Y			33.56			56			3.2						V									804			Did this definition really mean to use the Clause 19 (and not Clause 21) spectral mask?  Bullet (e) for VHT STAs is only constrained by the clause 21 mask ( -40 dBr at the extreme skirts).  Further, since an HE STA _is_ a [V]HT STA, bullets (h) and (e) become contradictory.			Specify the same spectral mask requirements as done for VHT, to make backward implementation easier.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 23:53:40Z) Change 
"A Clause 17 (Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) PHY specification) PPDU transmitted by an HE STA using the transmit spectral mask defined in Clause 19 (High Throughput (HT) PHY specification)." 
to 
"A Clause 17 (Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) PHY specification) PPDU transmitted by an HE STA using the transmit spectral mask defined in Clause 28 (High Efficiency (HE) PHY specification)".			EDITOR			Editor January 2019									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-29 04:02:03Z			4			2019/1/29 4:02			EDITOR


			15933			Mark Hamilton			233			3			3.2			37			24			E			Y			37.24			24			3.2						V			Editor			18/1815r3			781			This definition is getting into normative details of _how_, beyond just the _what_.			Stop the defintion of "broadcast resource unit" before (without) describing how it is identified.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:29:18Z) - Agree with the comment. Please see resolution for CID 15999			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3						Asking for a technical change			I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15934			Mark Hamilton			233			3			3.2			37			17			E			Y			37.17			17			3.2						V			Liwen Chu			18/2040r6			782			This definition is getting into normative details of _how_, beyond just the _what_.			Stop the defintion of "ack-enabled A-MPDU" before (without) describing how individual bits are set within one.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 22:41:37Z) - Generally agree with the commenter.

TGax editor to make changes under CID 15606.			EDITOR			Liwen 18/2040 Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 23:25:06Z - see #15606			4			2019/1/24 23:25			EDITOR


			15935			Mark Hamilton			233			3			3.2			37			31			T			Y			37.31			31			3.2						V						18/1935r3			781			Aren't all MU PPDUs "downlink" MU PPDUs?			Why do we need a definition of "downlink MU PPDU"?			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:23:48Z) - The word downlink is used to differentiate from the uplink case. A new definition for uplink MU PPDU is added.

TGax Editor to make changes in 11-18/1935r2 related to CID 15935			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3						There is something missing in this definition; it essentially defines a DL HE MU PPDU as an HE MU PPDU. Why even use the term DL HE MU PPDU if that is the case?			I			EDITOR: 2018-12-07 19:24:53Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15936			Mark Hamilton			233			3			3.2			39			10			T			Y			39.10			10			3.2						J									768			Saying that an RU is (even with a specific list of subcarrier options) an "allocation unit" doesn't help, if "allocation unit" isn't used or defined anywhere.			Change definition to, "a group of 26, 52, 106, 242, 484, 996 or 2├ù996 subcarriers allocated to a particular user of the channel, within a data transmission to or from several users of the channel."			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-14 07:32:17Z)

Reason: the conception of "RU" is not necessarily bundled with allocation to any user.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15937			Mark Hamilton			233			3			11.24.2			243			6			E			N			243.06			6			11.24.2						A			Editor						781			Link isn't "hot"			Make cross-reference to 11.24.2.7 a clickable link.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-13 23:07:15Z) - Temperature increased			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-13 23:07:32Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15938			Mark Hamilton			233			3			11.24.2.7			243			20			E			N			243.20			20			11.24.2.7						J			Editor						781			Insert "how" and "is"			"... carries information about _how_ the BSS color _is_ used by OBSSs ..."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-13 23:09:38Z) = That would be a technical change for which that commenter has not identified a problem. Information about the color used is technically different from information about how the color is used.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-13 23:11:09Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15939			Mark Hamilton			233			3			11.24.2.8			243			26			E			N			243.26			26			11.24.2.8						V			Editor			19/0085r3			790			Parse problemThe first sentence of 11.24.2.8 does not parse properly.			Change to "... to inform its associated AP that a BSS color is in use by the non-AP HE STA."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 18:16:28Z) - Agree in principle. 

But, the proposed changes were already applied in TGax Draft 3.3 from 11-18/1780r5. 
 
TGax editor needs no spec change for thid CIDs.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/0085 MAC Misc Part 2						I can't make head or tails of this sentence. It looks like the non-AP HE STA is sending the report to it "assocaited AP", but it is not clear whether the second non-AP HE STA is itself or some other STA. Passing to ad-hoc.			N			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 18:50:11Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/28 18:50			EDITOR


			15940			Mark Hamilton			233			3			11.24.2.8			243			24			T			Y			243.24			24			11.24.2.8						V			Yongho Seok			18/1780r5			781			The "color in use" (report) mechanism is not well described.  How does this differ from (or relate to) "color collision"?  How can a non-AP STA be using a color, if that color is not in collision?  And, clearly, the non-AP STA should not report the associated AP's own color to it, even thought the non-AP STA is using that color to talk to it.			This is confusing, and should be clarified.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:45:26Z) - Please refer the following submission for the background of the BSS color in use event report.  https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/18/11-18-0456-01-00ax-lb230-cr-txvector-parameter-bss-color.docx

When a non-AP STA that is associated with an AP is communicating (e.g., Soft AP, P2P, mesh network) with a peer STA that uses the different BSS color with its associated AP, the non-AP STA uses the BSS color in use even report for avoiding an interference from the SR. 

But, for more background information, some clarification texts are added in 11.24.2.8. 

TGax editor makes changes as shown in the as specified in 11-18/1780r5.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15941			Mark Hamilton			233			3			4.3.14a			42			10			E			Y			42.10			10			4.3.14a						A			Editor						781			Suggested edit to help make various uses of Trigger more clear.			Add "also" ("Trigger frames can _also_ be scheduled by the AP ...")			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-11 21:24:23Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2						The term scheduled is being missused here. Scheduling is a basic operation that is always performed. What is mean here is that the schedule is published (sent in the beacon) so that the non-AP STA knows when it will be triggered.			I			EDITOR: 2018-10-11 21:24:26Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15942			Mark Hamilton			233			3			10.24.4.2.3			227			1			T			Y			227.01			1			10.24.4.2.3						V			George Cherian			18/1777r1			761			Admission Control for UL MU is not clear.  Since the amendment doesn't significantly change 10.22.4.2.3, it currently would imply that all transmissions happening in parallel during an MU uplink period would be "charged" the full air time as used_time against their admittedItime limit.  This results in "under selling" the medium capacity.  The AP could (potentially) pre-compute the expected portion of the full bandwidth that a given non-AP STA is expected to use, and "over book" the total medium time, taking into account each individual STA's likely portion of any MU periods.  This requires considerable pre-computation information available to the AP, and could become invalid as channel conditions (and MU options) change.  Alternatively, admission control could be recast for MU channels, to account for the product of air time and RU subcarriers, out of a total channel capacity based on the total bandwidth.  Either way, hints for use of admission control with MU should be added to Annex K.			Either modify admission control when used on a BSS with MU capability to include a factor for bandwidth (number of subcarriers), or clarify recommendations for AP behavior with the traditional metrics and "over selling" the available medium capacity, at least in Annex K, if not also in clause 10.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:20:43Z) - This comment is already incorporated in D3.2. No further change is needed			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-12-06 21:37:51Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15943			Mark Hamilton			233			3			T			679			1			T			Y			679.01			1			T						V			Abhishek Patil			18/1815r3			781			Annex T should be updated to discuss BSS color as another method (for HE BSSs) to use for overlapping BSSs, and to give recommendations on its usage.			Add recommendations on use of BSS color to Annex T.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:31:52Z) - Updated Annex T to provide details on the BSS color feature.
TGax editor, please make changes as showing in doc 11-18-1815r3			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15944			Mark Hamilton			233			3			27.5.1.2			278			35			T			Y			278.35			35			27.5.1.2						V			Abhishek Patil			18/1815r3			781			A receiving non-AP STA can't possibly know what the AP set in its TXVECTOR parameter to its PHY.			Change the wording to reference over-the-air signalling that the non-AP STA can receive, that gives it this indication.  Same in the next sentence.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:30:50Z) - Agree with the comment. The text was updated to specify action on the non-AP side with reference to RXVECTOR parameter.
TGax editor, please make changes as showing in doc 11-18-1815r3			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15945			Mark Hamilton			233			3			8.3.5.2.2			60			50			T			Y			60.50			50			8.3.5.2.2						J			Xiaogang Chen			18/1493r3			709			Why does PHY-DATA.request need an additional, new parameter to identify which receiving STA the octet is for, instead of using the USER_INDEX parameter already there for VHT MU?  The STA_ID_LIST provided in the TXVECTOR for HE should be indexable, just as it was for VHT.			Delete the addition of STA_INDEX.  Update the definition of USER_INDEX to apply to HE MU PPDUs (in addition to VHT MU PPDUs), and to index into the STA_ID_LIST in the HE case.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 18:45:34Z) - STA_ID_LIST defined clearly already. Why repurpose an old definition?			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15946			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.10.8.5			489			6			T			Y			489.06			6			28.3.10.8.5						V			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1601r2			781			Table 28-25---User field format for a non-MU-MIMO allocation needs to say all the fields except STA-ID are reserved if STA-ID is 2046 (unallocated), and ditto Table 28-26---User field for an MU-MIMO allocation			At the end of the two referenced tables, add a "NOTE---Subfields other than the STA-ID subfield are reserved if the STA-ID subfield is 2046."			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 09:06:48Z)

Please make the changes according to the changes in doc 11-18/1601r2			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-03 19:56:20Z - These apear to be normative statements and should not be notes (which are informative).			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15947			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															A			Editor						781			"Compressed Beamforming Feedback Matrix" should not be uppercase			Change "Compressed Beamforming Feedback
Matrix" to "compressed beamforming feedback
matrix" in Table 9-76b---HE Compressed Beamforming Report information			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 19:26:25Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 19:26:29Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15948			Mark RISON			233			3			27.5.3.4			291			1			E			Y			291.01			1			27.5.3.4						V			Editor						781			There is no "Compressed Beamforming And CQI frame"			Prepend "HE" in 27.5.3.4 (2x)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:18:23Z) - Change to "HE Compressed Beamforming/CQI frame" to be consistent with #16328			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:19:56Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15949			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.10.8.3			483			5			E			Y			483.05			5			28.3.10.8.3						A			Editor						781			"y2y1y0" digits should be subscript			Subscript digits in "y2y1y0" in 28.3.10.8.3 (2x)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 22:28:41Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 22:28:46Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15950			Mark RISON			233			3			9.3.1.23			101			24			T			Y			101.24			24			9.3.1.23						V			Abhishek Patil			18/1456r8			781			"The encoding of B19-B13 of the RU Allocation subfield" -- no, it's the encoding of those bits of the User Info field			Change the heading for Table 9-25h to "The encoding of B7-B1 of the RU Allocation subfield"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:38:17Z) - Agree with the comment. The title of the (new) table reflects the change asked by the comment.
TGax editor please make changes as shown in doc 11-18-1456r8 with the tag 15950			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-11 17:56:06Z - Just reference the bits and subfield name in the table title. Encoding is implied. See #15616			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15951			Mark RISON			233			3			28.2.3			401			33			T			Y			401.33			33			28.2.3						V			Bo Sun			18/1759r1			781			The MU-MIMO LTF mode does not apply if OFDMA is also being used			In Table 8-4 and Table 28-2 after "that is not using 1x HE-LTF" append "and is not using OFDMA".  In 9.3.1.23 prepend "and is not using OFDMA, " before "in which case the MU-MIMO LTF Mode subfield is"			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:42:48Z)

TGax Editor: please implement the proposed text changes to 802.11ax D3.2 for CID 15951 in 11-18/1759r2			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 00:08:50Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15952			Mark RISON			233			3			27.5.3.6			294			47			T			Y			294.47			47			27.5.3.6						A			Liwen Chu			18/2040r6			782			"The HE STA shall not solicit an immediate response for the frames carried in the HE TB PPDU (e.g., by setting the Ack Policy subfield of the frame to Normal Ack or Implicit Block Ack Request)." is very confusing as to whether the parens are what you should do or what you should not do			Change the cited text to "The HE STA shall not solicit an immediate response for the frames carried in the HE TB PPDU (e.g.,
the Ack Policy subfield of a QoS Data frame shall not be set to Normal Ack or Implicit Block Ack Request)."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 13:16:50Z)			EDITOR			Liwen 18/2040 Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 23:28:03Z			4			2019/1/24 23:28			EDITOR


			15953			Mark RISON			233			3			28.2.2			396			22			E			Y			396.22			22			28.2.2						A			Editor						781			"HE_SIGA_RESERVED" is poorly named			Change all 3 instances to "HE_SIG_A2_RESERVED"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 15:22:18Z) -			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 15:22:28Z - see #16832			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15954			Mark RISON			233			3			9.3.1.23			98			23			T			Y			98.23			23			9.3.1.23						V			Abhishek Patil			18/1842r2			781			"the MU-MIMO LTF Mode subfield is
set to one of the following:
--- If a Trigger frame allocates an RU that spans the entire HE TB PPDU bandwidth and the RU is assigned to more than one STA, then the MU-MIMO LTF Mode subfield is set to indicate either HE single stream pilot HE-LTF mode or HE masked HE-LTF sequence mode." -- this is behaviour not format and should not be in Clause 9.  In fact it's already in 27.5.3.2.3: "If an AP transmits a Trigger frame that allocates an RU that spans the entire HE TB PPDU bandwidth and assigns the RU to more than one STA (i.e., for UL MU-MIMO) and with the GI And LTF Type subfield of the Common Info field set to indicate [...]"			Change lines 23 to 54 of page 98 to "The MU-MIMO LTF Mode subfield of the Common Info field indicates the LTF mode of the UL MU-
MIMO non-OFDMA HE TB PPDU response when the GI And LTF Type subfield of the Common Info field is set to indicate either 2x LTF + 1.6 us GI or 4x LTF + 3.2 us GI, as defined in Table 9-25e.  Otherwise, this subfield is reserved."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 10:51:45Z) - In  OFDMA UL-MU-MIMO HE TB PPDU and OFDMA HE TB PPDU, MU-MIMO LTF Mode is not reserved as proposed in the resolution. 

However, there is a need to improve the language for clarity.

TGax Editor: make changes for CID 15954 according to 11-18-1842-02-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 21:10:59Z - The resolution to this comment introduces an obvious error: the MU-MIMO LTF Mode subfield is clearly in the Trigger frame, but the new text places it "In a non-OFDMA MU-MIMO HE TB PPDU".			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15955			Mark RISON			233			3			27.1.1			353			1			T			Y			353.01			1			27.1.1						V			Po-Kai Huang			18/1815r3			781			"The AP may include only one element with" -- I think the intent here is that it shall not include more than one, but that is not what it says			Change each of the three statements of this form on the page (lines 1, 8, 13) to start "The AP shall not include more than one element with" instead			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:31:14Z) - Section 27.5.1.2 has normative text that essentially says the same (i.e., only RU corresponding to STA_ID 2046 may repeat). Deleted duplicate spec text.
TGax editor, please make changes as showing in doc 11-18-1815r3			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15956			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.10.10			496			40			T			Y			496.40			40			28.3.10.10						V			Ron Porat			11-18/1514r1			781			There is inconsistency/confusion between HE LTF "mode" and HE LTF "type".  E.g. in Table 28-28--HE-LTF mode and GI duration combinations for various HE PPDU formats things like "1x HE-LTF" is called an HE LTF mode, but in Table 28-1---TXVECTOR and RXVECTOR parameters that's an HE-LTF type and HE LTF mode is whether it's single-stream pilot or masked			Use "mode" for the 1x/2x/4x thing and "type" for the masked/single-stream thing.  So in 28.3.10.10 change "HE-LTF mode" to "HE-LTF type" throughout (not forgetting the plural at 496.40 and 507.31) except at 507.12 and 507.39.  Make the same change in 28.3.16 and 28.3.17			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:37:16Z)

Editor instruction: in 28.3.10.10 
- change "HE-LTF mode" to "HE-LTF type" throughout (not forgetting the plural at 496.40 and 507.31) except at 507.12 and 507.39.  
- change "HE-LTF mode" to "HE-LTF type" throughout 28.3.16 and 28.3.17			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-02 22:57:33Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15957			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			162			44			E			Y			162.44			44			9.4.2.237.3						V			Editor						781			"fro"			Change to "for"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 20:42:16Z) - Deleted with resolution to #16053			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 20:42:20Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15958			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			164			44			T			Y			164.44			44			9.4.2.237.3						J			Lochan Verma			11-18/1459r1			666			"Rx 1024-QAM Support < 242-tone RU
Indicates support fro [sic] receiving 1024-QAM on a 26-, 52-, and 106-tone RU.
[...]
An HE STA may transmit an HE PPDU with 1024-QAM on a 26-, 52-, and 106-tone RU to a recipient STA if it has received from the recipient STA an HE Capabilities element with the Rx 1024-QAM Support < 242-tone RU subfield in the HE PHY Capabilities Information field equal to 1; otherwise the HE STA shall not transmit an HE PPDU with 1024-QAM on a 26-, 52-, and 106-tone RU."
Does this mean that if the AP sets this to 0, the STA should refuse to transmit 1024-QAM on a 26/52/106-tone RU even if commanded to do so by the AP in the Trigger frame?			Add a requirement that an AP that sets Rx 1024-QAM Support < 242-tone RU to 0 shall not request an RU with < 242 tones and 1024-QAM			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 06:25:59Z)

The comment is already resolved by the following text P:L::366:40
“An HE AP shall not set UL MCS subfield of the User Info field in a Trigger frame to 10 or 11 for a 26-, 52- , or 106-tone RU allocation unless the User Info field is addressed to a non-AP HE STA from which the HE AP has received an HE Capabilities element with the Tx 1024-QAM Support < 242-tone RU subfield in the HE PHY Capabilities Information field equal to 1.”			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 22:23:22Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/15 20:15			EDITOR


			15959			Mark RISON			233			3			27.2.5.3			259			37			T			Y			259.37			37			27.2.5.3						A			Po-Kai Huang			11-18/1418r1			781			There are three instances of "TA set" and one of "RA set"			Insert "field" before "set" in each of the instances			ACCEPTED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:05:48Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-03 22:54:23Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15960			Mark RISON			233			3			9.2.4.5.6			68			45			T			Y			68.45			45			9.2.4.5.6						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1699r3			781			"When SF is equal to 3, the actual queue size minus 148,480 is rounded up to the nearest 32,768 octets and placed into the UV subfield." is not correct.  The value is divided by 32768 before it is placed in the UV subfield			Insert ", divided by 32 768," after "octets" in the cited text and make the same change for the two bullets above except the divisor is 256 for the first and 2048 for the second			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 06:57:48Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested changes.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1699r2 under all headings that include CID 15960.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15961			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															A			Editor						781			Don't use commas in the middle of integers, as this is confusing (looks like a separator for a real number)			Change "148,480" to "148 480" throughout and "17,408" to "17 408" throughout and "6,500,631" to "6 500 631" throughout and "32,768" to "32 768" throughout			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-11 21:40:37Z) - Style guide requires space as 1000s seperator			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-11 21:40:42Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15962			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.3.2.3			424			16			E			Y			424.16			16			28.3.3.2.3						A			Editor						781			"A AP"			Change to "An AP"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 18:52:38Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 18:52:42Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15963			Mark RISON			233			3			9.2.4.5.6			68			15			T			Y			68.15			15			9.2.4.5.6						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1699r3			781			It goes "The queue size value,
QS, for a non-AP HE STA transmitting the Queue Size subfield to an HE AP is calculated as follows:" then gives the rules twice, neither clearly!  The rules should be given on the transmitter in terms of equations (not text) of the form SF =
IF(QS<1024,0,
IF(QS<17408,1,
IF(QS<148480,2,
3))),
UV = CEIL(
IF(QS<=1008,QS/16,
IF(QS<=17152,(QS-1024)/256,
IF(QS<=146432,(QS-17408)/2048,
IF(QS<=2147328,(QS-148480)/32768,
62))))),
and Equation (9-0a) should be restricted to the case where the Queue Size field value is <254.  The "QS is calculated" immediately following the "If transmitted by a non-AP HE STA to an HE AP" is confusing as it suggests the calculation is made by the non-AP STA, but for the purposes of E9-0a the calculation is the one made by the AP			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 06:54:55Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution clarifies that the equation is from the AP’s perspective (RX) and the rule for calculating the QS is from STA’s perspective (TX).

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1699r2 under all headings that include CID 15963.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15964			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.3.2.3			424			22			E			Y			424.22			22			28.3.3.2.3						A			Editor						781			"A non-AP that" -- the concept of "a non-AP" is not defined			Insert "STA" after "AP"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 18:53:45Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 18:53:49Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15965			Mark RISON			233			3			28.2.2			398			56			E			Y			398.56			56			28.2.2						A			Editor						781			The field is called SERVICE, not service/Service			Change "service" at 571.40 and "Service" at 398.56 to "SERVICE"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 15:46:34Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 15:46:41Z - see #15985			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15966			Mark RISON			233			3			27.6.2			304			13			T			Y			304.13			13			27.6.2						V			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			781			"Full bandwidth feedback is
solicited if the RU Start Index subfield in the Partial BW subfield is 0 and the following conditions apply:" duplicates Table 27-4			Change "Full bandwidth feedback is
solicited if the RU Start Index subfield in the Partial BW subfield is 0 and the following conditions apply:" and the following bullets to "Full bandwidth feedback is
solicited if the RU Start Index subfield in the Partial BW subfield is 0 and the RU  End  Index  subfield  in  the  Partial  BW  subfield  is  the value shown in Table 27-4 where partial
bandwidth is not supported by the HE beamformer, for the bandwidth of the HE NDP Announcement frame"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 02:19:48Z) - change as shown in <this document> under CID 15966. A reference to Table 27-4 is added, but the verbatim description is maintained yet improved.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 18:13:31Z - There is no need to keep repeating "in the Partial BW subfield". Once the location of the RU End Index subfield has been established the "in the Partial BW subfield" is just redundent. Anyway, I've added it.			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15967			Mark RISON			233			3			28.2.2			395			53			T			Y			395.53			53			28.2.2						A			Bo Sun			18/1759r1			781			"It is only present for full bandwidth MU-MIMO not using 1x HE-LTF" -- in that case it's optional			Change "Y" to "O" at the referenced location			ACCEPTED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:40:09Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-27 23:55:16Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15968			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															A			Editor						781			It's sometimes "<n>x LTF", sometimes "<n> x HE-LTF"			Change all instances of "x LTF" to "x HE-LTF" throughout the document			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 19:51:30Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 19:51:35Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15969			Mark RISON			233			3			28.2.2			395			40			E			Y			395.40			40			28.2.2						V			Bo Sun			18/1759r1			781			"a 1x HE-LTF for 3.2 us" is confusing.  Should always use the <n>x notation			Delete " for 3.2 us", " for 6.4 us" and " for 12.8 us" in Table 28-1			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:39:59Z)

TGax Editor: please implement the proposed text changes to 802.11ax D3.2 for CID 15969 in 11-18/1759r2			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3						Passing to PHY ad-hoc			I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15970			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.10.10			497			15			E			Y			497.15			15			28.3.10.10						A			Editor						781			"TGI4,Data" is confusing.  Should always use the <n> us notation, except when it's the actual time (subscript after T) in an equation etc.			Change "T_GI1,Data" and "TGI,Pre-HE" to "0.8 <micro>s", "T_GI2,Data" to "1.6 <micro>s", "T_GI4,Data" to "3.2 <micro>s" in Table 28-28 and Subclauses 28.3.16 and 28.3.17 and 28.3.6			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 22:44:13Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 22:44:22Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15971			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			154			56			T			Y			154.56			56			9.4.2.237.3						A			Lochan Verma			11-18/1459r1			781			3.2 ms is awfully long for a GI			Change "ms" to "<micro>s" at the referenced location			ACCEPTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 06:15:17Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 22:03:37Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15972			Mark RISON			233			3			9.3.1.23.1			104			63			E			Y			104.63			63			9.3.1.23.1						A			Editor						781			"MSF" is never used (only "MMSF")			Change the second para of the referenced subclause to "The MPDU MU Spacing Factor subfield is used for calculating the value by which the minimum MPDU start spacing is multiplied (see 10.13.3)."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 16:30:01Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 16:30:05Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15973			Mark RISON			233			3			9.3.1.23.8			107			51			E			Y			107.51			51			9.3.1.23.8						V			Editor						781			"can be set to 0 or 1" is not normative			Change the cited text to "may be set to any value"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 16:35:05Z) - Statements in Clause 9 are declarative. Change "can be set to" to "is set to either"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 16:35:44Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15974			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.2.2			414			23			T			Y			414.23			23			28.3.2.2						V			Yujin Noh			11-18/1453r1			781			Delete the "Central 26-tone RU" text in Figure 28-5---RU locations in a 20 MHz HE PPDU, since this is confusing: it is not the magic bonus central 26-tone RU that you get for 80M+ PPDUs and that is signalled in the Center 26-tone RU subfield of the Common field of HE-SIG-B			As it says in the comment			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:30:52Z)

TGax Editor: make changes according to this document 11-18-1453-01-00ax CR on PHY subcarriers and RU part 1			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.1			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-01 22:15:31Z - see #15976			3.1			2019/1/17 21:26			EDITOR


			15975			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.10.8.4			484			10			T			Y			484.10			10			28.3.10.8.4						J			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1436r1			665			The "Central 26-tone RU" text in Figure 28-5---RU locations in a 20 MHz HE PPDU is confusing: it is not the magic bonus central 26-tone RU that you get for 80M+ PPDUs and that is signalled in the Center 26-tone RU subfield of the Common field of HE-SIG-B			Add a NOTE to Table 28-23 to say that the Center 26-tone RU subfield being referred to is the one shown in Figure 28-7, not the one shown in Figure 28-5.			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 05:58:51Z)

In the description of the center 26-tone RU, it already has the figure reference.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15976			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.2.2			416			3			E			Y			416.03			3			28.3.2.2						V			Editor						781			It's generally referred to as the centre 26-tone RU, not the central 26-tone RU			Change "Central" to "Centre" in Figures 28-5 and 28-7			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 18:06:25Z) - Use American spelling "center"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 18:06:43Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15977			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.2.2			416			3			T			Y			416.03			3			28.3.2.2						V			Yujin Noh			11-18/1453r1			781			The "Central 26-tone RU" text in Figure 28-5---RU locations in a 20 MHz HE PPDU is confusing: it is not the magic bonus central 26-tone RU that you get for 80M+ PPDUs and that is signalled in the Center 26-tone RU subfield of the Common field of HE-SIG-B			Prepend "Additional" to "Central 26-tone RU" in Figure 28-7			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:31:13Z)

Same modification proposal as to CID15974.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.1			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-01 22:16:01Z - see #15528			3.1			2019/1/17 21:26			EDITOR


			15978			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.10.7.2			460			43			T			Y			460.43			43			28.3.10.7.2						J			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1601r2			677			It is not specifeid that in HE-SIG-A for SU/ER PPDU, DCM = STBC = 1 shall only be used if GI+LTF Size is 3			At the end of the NOTE for the DCM row in Table 28-18 add "DCM is only applied for 4x HE-LTF."			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 09:03:53Z)

First of all, DCM can be applied for any type of HE-LTF.

Moreover, When DCM = STBC =1 if GI+LTF Size is not 3, the spec has said DCM and STBC cannot be applied simultaneously, hence it will be treated as an invalid mode of HE-SIG-A by the Rx.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			15979			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.10.7.2			460			43			E			Y			460.43			43			28.3.10.7.2						V			Ross Yu Jian			18/1764r0			781			The wording for DCM and STBC should be the same			Align the wording for the DCM row and the STBC row in Table 28-18			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:19:41Z)

IEEE 802.11ax editor:
Please make the changes according to 18-1764r0.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-27 21:41:44Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15980			Mark RISON			233			3			9.3.1.23			102			47			T			Y			102.47			47			9.3.1.23						V			Abhishek Patil			18/1842r2			781			There is nothing to prevent STBC being set to 1 in the Common Info field of a Trigger frame, and DCM being set to 1 in one or more of the User Info fields			At the end of the paragraph at the referenced location add "The UL DCM subfield is set to 0 if the UL STBC subfield of the Common field is set to 1."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 10:53:12Z) - TGax Editor: make changes for CID 15980 according to 11-18-1842-02-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 21:28:25Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15981			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															A			Editor						781			The STBC, Packet Extension, Length, BW, Spatial Reuse, HE-SIG-A2 Reserved fields in Common have "UL" prepended			Prepend "UL" to the cited terms at 99.23 (first instance), 106.18 (2x), 106.19 (2x), 107.54 (3x), 287.40, 287.51 (second instance), 283.47			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-11 21:41:26Z) - Fixed through other comments.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									N			EDITOR: 2018-10-11 21:41:40Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15982			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															V			Editor						781			The STBC, Packet Extension, Length, BW, Spatial Reuse, HE-SIG-A2 Reserved fields in Common have "UL" prepended			Prepend "UL" to the cited terms wherever missing in references to those fields of the Common field			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-10-11 22:09:20Z) - Location not cited. This problem exists in 9.3.1.22.8 so fix issue as suggested there.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-11 22:10:00Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15983			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			158			28			T			Y			158.28			28			9.4.2.237.3						V			Lochan Verma			11-18/1459r1			781			DCM Max Constellation Tx and DCM Max NSS Tx should be reserved for an AP since they're for TB PPDU tx			At the end of the rightmost cell of the rows for DCM Max Constellation Tx and DCM Max NSS Tx in Table 9-262aa, add "Reserved at an AP."			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 06:17:13Z)

Instruction to Editor: please implement the proposed changes counting to CID 15983 as in 11-18/1459r1			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 22:08:43Z - Moved to the last column for consistency with other reserved statements. Appropriate changes made.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15984			Mark RISON			233			3			27.2.5.3			259			60			E			Y			259.60			60			27.2.5.3						V			Editor						781			"The data rate to be used for the non-HT or non-HT duplicate PPDU response shall be 6 Mb/s." is a bit circuitous			Change the cited text to "The non-HT or non-HT duplicate PPDU response shall be transmitted at 6 Mb/s."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 16:42:59Z) - To avoid repetitiion, consolidate the sentences starting at L54 into a single paragraph that reads: "The CTS frame sent in response to an MU-RTS Trigger frame shall be carried in a non-HT or non-HT duplicate PPDU (see Clause 17) with a 6 Mb/s rate and with the TXVECTOR parameter SCRAMBLER_INITIAL_VALUE to the same value as the RXVECTOR parameter SCRAMBLER_INITIAL_VALUE of the PPDU carrying the MU-RTS Trigger frame. The PPDU carrying the CTS frame shall be transmitted on the 20 MHz channels indicated in the RU Allocation subfield of the User Info field of the MU-RTS Trigger frame."			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 16:44:02Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15985			Mark RISON			233			3			28.2.2			398			51			E			Y			398.51			51			28.2.2						A			Editor						781			The subfield is called Scrambler Initialization and the field is called SERVICE			At the referenced location change the rightmost cell to "In TXVECTOR, if present, indicates the value of the Scrambler Initialization field in the SERVICE field, after scrambling.
In RXVECTOR, indicates the value of the Scrambler Initialization field in the SERVICE field, prior to descrambling."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 15:42:17Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 15:42:20Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15986			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			159			33			T			Y			159.33			33			9.4.2.237.3						A			Lochan Verma			11-18/1459r1			781			"The minimum value of this field is 3." should not be the case for Beamformee STS > 80 MHz if the STA does not support > 80 MHz			Change the last sentence of the rightmost cell at the referenced location to "Reserved if the SU Beamformee field is 0 or the Channel Width Set field does not indicate support for bandwidths greater than 80 MHz."			ACCEPTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 06:19:55Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 22:12:56Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15987			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			159			33			E			Y			159.33			33			9.4.2.237.3						V			Editor						781			"The minimum value of this field is 3." is confusing when followed by "Reserved if"			Change ". The" to "; the" in the rightmost cell at 159.23 and 159.33			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 20:38:20Z) - Use indenting to show that this sentence is part of the "If the SU Beamformee subfield is 1:" condition.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 20:39:05Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15988			Mark RISON			233			3			27.6.5			312			15			T			Y			312.15			15			27.6.5						A			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			781			"Otherwise, NUM_STS is set to any value.", well no, only a value in the range 1-8			Change "NUM_STS is set to any value." to "NUM_STS is set to any value in the range 1 to 8." at the referenced location			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 02:20:10Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 21:33:22Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15989			Mark RISON			233			3			27.6.5			312			15			T			Y			312.15			15			27.6.5						V			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			781			"Otherwise,
NUM_STS is set to any value." contradicts " The NUM_STS
parameter may be set to any value, subject to the constraint of the previous sentence" below			Change "Otherwise, NUM_STS is set to any value." to "See below for additional constraints on NUM_STS." at the referenced location and change "The NUM_STS parameter may be set to any value" to " The NUM_STS parameter may be set to any value in the range 1 to 8" at 312.47			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 02:20:24Z) - change as shown in <this document> under CID 15989. The changes implement along the lines sugested in the comment.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 21:36:13Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15990			Mark RISON			233			3			27.8.3			336			23			T			Y			336.23			23			27.8.3						J			Jarkko Kneckt			18/1831r4			802			"UL MU data transmission is suspended" is not clear because it is not clear whether the special case of a Trigger frame that solicits from a single STA is "UL MU"			At the referenced location change "only UL MU data transmission is suspended but UL MU control response transmissions in response to a Basic Trigger frame or a frame with TRS Control subfield present is not suspended" to "only transmission of QoS Data frames in HE TB PPDUs is suspended but transmission of Control frames in HE TB PPDUs in response to a Basic Trigger frame or a frame with TRS Control subfield present is not suspended"			A proposal was discussed in doc 11-18/1831r5. The draft includes two mechanisms for UL MU disable. After debating the issues it was decided not to include a third mechanism.  A straw poll indicated that a technical consensus of 75% would not be achieved in an equivalent motion.			EDITOR			Jarkko 18/1831 OM Control									N									2019/1/29 17:24			EDITOR


			15991			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															A			Editor						781			There needs to be a (non-break) space between numbers and units			Change "0MHz" to "0 MHz" where the space is a non-break space, on pp. 106 (3x), 403, 405 (8x), 429, 557.  Similarly add NBSP in "5GHz" at 632.19 and "6Mbps" at 575.23			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 19:21:02Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 19:21:06Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15992			Mark RISON			233			3			C.3			651			28			E			Y			651.28			28			C.3						A			Editor						781			"per20MHz bitmap" should not have the "MHz "			Delete the "MHz" and space in the cited text at the referenced location			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 17:36:25Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 17:36:30Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15993			Mark RISON			233			3			10.22.2.5			220			32			E			Y			220.32			32			10.22.2.5						A			Editor						781			All subclause numbers should be hyperlinks			Hyperlinkify the reference to 28.3.17.6.5 at 220.32			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:03:50Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:03:54Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15994			Mark RISON			233			3			10.3.2.4			203			31			E			Y			203.31			31			10.3.2.4						A			Editor						781			"Based on the setting rule," is not clear			Delete the cited text at the referenced location and uppercase the next letter			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 22:38:42Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 22:38:45Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15995			Mark RISON			233			3			27.2.4			257			17			E			Y			257.17			17			27.2.4						A			Editor						781			"Based on the setting rule," is not clear			Delete the cited text at the referenced location and uppercase the next letter			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 16:34:03Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 16:34:06Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15996			Mark RISON			233			3			9.3.1.20			95			53			E			Y			95.53			53			9.3.1.20						V			Editor						781			"Set to 0 to request Nc = 1, set to 1 to request Nc = 2, ..., set to 7 to request Nc = 8." -- one would hope that people reading this document would be able to perform subtraction of 1 without explicit guidance			Delete the cited text at the referenced location, and in Table 9-76a delete the "Set to [...]" and "..." lines in the Nc Index and Nr Index rows			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 23:25:02Z) - Delete the cited sentence and, in addition, change the previous sentence to read "If the HE NDP Announcement frame has more than one STA Info field then the Nc field indicates the number of columns, Nc, in the Compressed Beamforming Feedback Matrix subfield and is set to Nc minus 1" (Nc parameter in italics). This clearly separates what is incicated (the number of columns) from the encoding.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 23:26:09Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15997			Mark RISON			233			3			28.2.2			398			45			E			Y			398.45			45			28.2.2						A			Editor						781			The correct form is "STA-ID"			Change "STAID" at the referenced location to "STA-ID"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 15:28:00Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 15:39:02Z - see #16153			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			15998			Mark RISON			233			3			3.1			37			24			T			Y			37.24			24			3.1						V			Abhishek Patil			18/1815r3			781			"by the STA-ID values 2045, 2047 and 0 to 2n - 1 when the AP transmits a Multiple BSSID element and n is equal to the MaxBSSID Indicator field advertised by the AP in the Multiple BSSID element" -- it is not clear whether the "when" applies to 2045 and 2047 too			Change the definition at the referenced location to "a resource unit within an HE MU PPDU, intended for unassociated STAs or any STA associated with the BSS, identified when the AP does not transmit a Multiple BSSID element by the STA-ID values 0 and 2045, and otherwise by the STA-ID values 2045, 2047 and 0 to 2n - 1, where n is the MaxBSSID Indicator field advertised by the AP in the Multiple BSSID element."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:29:36Z) - The definition was simplified as a resolution to CID 15999. The revised definition avoids get into the details of STA-ID value for each case. This is covered in section 27.
TGax editor, please make changes as showing in doc 11-18-1815r3			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			15999			Mark RISON			233			3			3.1			37			24			T			Y			37.24			24			3.1						V			Po-Kai Huang			18/1815r3			781			There should not be so much detail in a definition			Change the definition at the referenced location to "a resource unit within an HE MU PPDU, intended for unassociated STAs or any STA associated with the BSS."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:28:41Z) -Agree with the comment. The current definition is too detailed and not scalable if new STA_ID values are specified in the future to represent a specific category of broadcast RU. The definition need not get in to the details of how the RUs are identified for associated/unassociated STAs for single/Multi-BSS case.
TGax editor, please make changes as showing in doc 11-18-1815r3			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16000			Mark RISON			233			3			9.2.4.5.6			68			6			T			Y			68.06			6			9.2.4.5.6						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1775r1			746			"of all MSDUs and A-MSDUs buffered at the STA".  A STA does not buffer A-MSDUs.  The things it receives via MA-UNITDATA.request are MSDUs, and those are the things it buffers prior to transmission			Change the cited text at the referenced location and 68.29, 78.12, to "of all MSDUs buffered at the STA"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:20:11Z) - This terminology is inherited from REVmd and is present in 802.11-2016 as well. While I tend to agree that the things that are buffered at the STA are the MSDUs and not the A-MSDUs I think this is a topic to be discussed in REVmd since it has implications also for legacy devices that are using the same description. Hence, no further clarifications are needed for this subclause.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16001			Mark RISON			233			3			9.2.4.5.6			68			6			T			Y			68.06			6			9.2.4.5.6						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1775r1			746			"of all MSDUs and A-MSDUs buffered at the STA".  A STA does not buffer A-MSDUs.  The things it receives via MA-UNITDATA.request are MSDUs, and those are the things it buffers prior to transmission			Add a "NOTE---Buffered MSDUs are those that have been received in an MA-UNITDATA.request but that have not been successfully transmitted."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:19:56Z) - This terminology is inherited from REVmd and is present in 802.11-2016 as well. While I tend to agree that the things that are buffered at the STA are the MSDUs and not the A-MSDUs I think this is a topic to be discussed in REVmd since it has implications also for legacy devices that are using the same description. Hence, no further clarifications are needed for this subclause.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16002			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.2.237.5			166			11			T			Y			166.11			11			9.4.2.237.5						A						18/1850r2			781			"6 x (NSTS + 1) bits" -- need to be clear this is the field value rather than the NSTS itself (which is one more than the field value)			After the cited text at the referenced location add ", where NSTS is the value in the NSTS field,"			ACCEPTED (PHY: 2018-11-14 05:03:59Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-29 00:03:58Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16003			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.10.7.2			471			51			E			Y			471.51			51			28.3.10.7.2						A			Editor						781			"For HE TB PPDU:" is not necessary since the table is about HE TB PPDUs only			Delete the cited text at the referenced location and deindent the remainder of the cell			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 22:01:58Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 22:02:04Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16004			Mark RISON			233			3			28.2.2			397			32			E			Y			397.32			32			28.2.2						V			Bo Sun			18/1850r2			781			"If the PPDU contains at least one MPDU whose RA field is broadcast group address, then the value of NOMINAL_PACKET_PADDING is 16 us." -- this should not be buried in the TXVECTOR table			Delete the cited text at the referenced location and insert it at the end of Subclause 28.3.12			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-14 05:05:24Z)

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-18/1850r2 for CID 16004.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-29 00:29:42Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16005			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															V			Editor						781			In some places (PE) is PPDU extension (e.g. 99.52), in some packet extension (e.g. 168.38); also it is missing from the glossary			Use PE as meaning packet extension, NPE as meaning nominal packet extension (not PPE), change PPET to NPET, change T_PE,nominal to T_PE,minimum			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-10-11 22:06:41Z) - The field is called the PE field. Fields should have a single name. If it is an abbreviated name (PE field) so be it. No need to call a field something and then abbreviate it.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-11 22:07:48Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16006			Mark RISON			233			3			27.12			358			22			E			Y			358.22			22			27.12						A			Editor						781			"Nominal Packet Padding" is not a field etc.			Change the cited text to lowercase in 27.12 (3x), 28.2.2 and delete "value" where it follows the cited-text case-insensitively in 27.12 (4x inc. one split across a parenthesis), 28.2.2			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:56:42Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:56:45Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16007			Mark RISON			233			3			27.12			358			33			E			Y			358.33			33			27.12						A			Editor						781			"RU value Allocation size" and "RU Allocation size" -- uppercase "Allocation" is spurious and "value" is spurious			Change each of the three instances of the cited texts to "RU allocation size" in Table 27-12			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 19:01:18Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 19:01:23Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16008			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															J			Yujin Noh			18/1790r1			737			"a" is a terrible name for the pre-fec padding factor!			Change all uses of "a" as the PFPF to "PFPF"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-11 21:58:47Z) - The commentor fails to identify what kinds of issues “a” as pre-FEC padding factor occur. In the current draft spec, “a” and “pre-FEC padding factor value” are used together and “a” is generally used to make the corresponding equations or indications simple. (e.g. equations in 28.3.11.2 (Pre-FEC padding process) or 28.3.11.5 (Coding)).

There is no harm to keep it this way.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16009			Mark RISON			233			3			27.6.4			311			13			E			Y			311.13			13			27.6.4						V			Editor						781			"MU Exclusive Beamforming Report information" -- missing "HE"			Prepend "HE" to the two instances of "MU Exclusive Beamforming Report information" in the referenced subclause			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:08:53Z) - The content of the report is defined in 27.6.1. Remove "consisting of the HE Compressed Beamforming Report information followed by any MU Exclusive Beamforming Report information"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:09:33Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16010			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															V			Editor						781			We don't say "SU-only feedback", so we don't need to say "CQI-only feedback" either			Delete "-only" and " only" throughout when immediately following "CQI"; in Table 9-25a just say "CQI" not "CQI-only feedback"; in 28.3.15.3 change "HE CQI-only feedback" to just "CQI feedback" (2x)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-10-11 22:01:10Z) - As of D3.2 there is no longer any use of "CQI-only"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									N			EDITOR: 2018-10-11 22:01:50Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16011			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.1.64			126			32			T			Y			126.32			32			9.4.1.64						V			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			781			In HE MU Exclusive Beamforming Report field there are references to Equation (9-2) but this doesn't work as Equation (9-2) is specifically about VHT ("the average SNR of space-time stream i reported in the VHT Compressed Beamforming Report information")			At the referenced location change " is computed using Equation (9-2). In Equation (9-2), k is the subcarrier index in the range scidx(0), ..., scidx(Ns - 1)." to " is computed using Equation (9-2) except that k is the subcarrier index in the range scidx(0), ..., scidx(Ns - 1) and <bar>SNR_i is the average SNR of space-time stream i reported in the HE Compressed Beamforming Report information (Average SNR of Space-Time Stream i field).".  In Table 9-76 after every "(9-2)" insert " as modified above"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:50:47Z) - change as shown in <this document> under CID 16011. The changes implement what the commenter requests with some minor edits.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 18:46:26Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16012			Mark RISON			233			3			27.5.3.2.2			282			23			T			Y			282.23			23			27.5.3.2.2						V			Liwen Chu			18/2040r6			782			"the duration of the PPDU that follows BSYM"  unclear as it suggests that there are two PPDUs involved			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "the PPDU duration after BSYM"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 13:17:06Z) - See the changes in 11-18/1906r0. No further changes are needed.			EDITOR			Liwen 18/2040 Misc									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 23:28:12Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/24 23:28			EDITOR


			16013			Mark RISON			233			3			9.3.1.20			95			38			E			Y			95.38			38			9.3.1.20						V			Editor						781			Delete " feedback" for CQI in Table 9-25a---Feedback Type And Ng subfield and Codebook Size subfield encoding and in Table 9-76a---HE MIMO Control field encoding as it is not used for other forms of feedback			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 23:20:06Z) - Change from "CQI only feedback" to "CQI" for consistency with rest of the table. Change all occurances of CQI-only to CQI in field names and terms			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 23:21:16Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16014			Mark RISON			233			3			27.2.5.3			259			57			T			Y			259.57			57			27.2.5.3						J			Po-Kai Huang			18/1907r0			737			"A  non-AP  HE  STA  transmitting  a  CTS  frame  in  response  to  an  MU-RTS  Trigger  frame  shall  set  the TXVECTOR parameter SCRAMBLER_INITIAL_VALUE to the same value as the RXVECTOR parameter SCRAMBLER_INITIAL_VALUE of the received MU-RTS Trigger frame." -- should a NOTE to say this means the scrambler seed cannot be taken directly from the MU-RTS			After the para at the referenced location add a "NOTE---The scrambler seed to be used for the transmission to achieve this must be computed from the received scrambled initialization value."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 21:33:00Z) - The proposed note is one way of implementation, there could be other method(s) how the Non-AP STA calculate the scrambling sequence when transmitting MU-CTS, the spec does not need to specify one particular method.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-29 16:00:13Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16015			Mark RISON			233			3			28.2.2			398			56			E			Y			398.56			56			28.2.2						A			Editor						781			"SCRAMBLER_INTIAL_VALUE"			Add an "I" immediately after the "N"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 15:45:40Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 15:45:43Z - see #17089			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16016			Mark RISON			233			3			27.5.3.3			288			56			T			Y			288.56			56			27.5.3.3						V			Abhishek Patil			18/1455r3			781			"CODING_TYPE" is not in TXVECTOR			Change to "FEC_CODING"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 21:03:46Z) - Agree with the comment
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1455r2			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16017			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															A			Editor						781			There should not be, spurious commas			Delete the comma in "An HE AP that has set the BSS Color Disabled field in the HE Operation element to 1, shall " in 27.11.15 and "A STA, that is not a TXOP holder, " (2x) in 27.2.4.  Conversely add a comma as shown in "that can be sent in a DL
MU-MIMO transmission on an RU****,**** where the RU might or might not span the entire PPDU bandwidth, that includes that STA." in Table 9-262aa (2x)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-11 22:13:57Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-11 22:14:01Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16018			Mark RISON			233			3			C.3			661						E			Y			661.00						C.3						A			Editor						781			MIB descriptions need to be ASCII-only			Delete " <alpha>r" in C.3 (2x)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-22 22:07:33Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-22 22:07:37Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16019			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			160			54			T			Y			160.54			54			9.4.2.237.3						A			Lochan Verma			11-18/1459r1			781			"Indicates that the STA supports a power boost factor <alpha>r for the r-th RU in the range [0.5, 2]." -- r is undefined			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "Indicates that the STA supports a power boost factor for RUs in an HE MU PPDU in the range [0.5, 2]."			ACCEPTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 06:20:17Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 22:16:33Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16020			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			160			54			T			Y			160.54			54			9.4.2.237.3						J			Lochan Verma			11-18/1459r1			666			"Indicates that the STA supports a power boost factor <alpha>r for the r-th RU in the range [0.5, 2]." -- the description in 28.3.9 Mathematical description of signals does not use this terminology and instead says "the ratio between the maximum value of <alpha>r and the minimum value of <alpha>r to 2 unless the Power Boost Factor subfield of the HE PHY Capabilities Information field in the HE Capabilities element from all recipient STAs is 1, in which case the AP can use a ratio of up to 4" --- would be better to align the wordings			As it says in the comment			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 06:20:07Z)

The capability indicates support of power boost factor for RUs in an HE MU PPDU in the range [0.5,2]. In other words, its an indication for support of +/-3dB power boost on RUs.

The normative behaviour of this capability is described in 28.3.9.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 22:12:59Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16021			Mark RISON			233			3			9.3.1.23.4			106			14			T			Y			106.14			14			9.3.1.23.4						V			Po-Kai Huang			11-18/1418r1			781			"The  UL  BW  subfield  in  the  Common  Info  field  indicates  the  total  PPDU  bandwidth,  and  is  defined  in
Table 9-25c (UL BW subfield encoding)." -- the concept of a "total PPDU bandwidth" is undefined			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "The UL BW subfield in the Common Info field indicates the bandwidth in the HE-SIG-A of the HE TB PPDU as described in 9.3.1.23."			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:01:27Z)
TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1418r1 under all headings that include CID 16021.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-03 20:58:09Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16022			Mark RISON			233			3			9.3.1.23			101			16			T			Y			101.16			16			9.3.1.23						A			Abhishek Patil			18/1456r8			781			"The first bit, B12," -- the first bit of the RU Allocation subfield is B0.  In fact, this is true of all subfields!			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "B0 of the RU Allocation subfield", and delete ", B19-B13," at line 19.  At line 48 change "B12" to "B0 of the RU Allocation subfield" (2x), and ditto at 102.21, 102.22, 106.30, 106.31.  At line 51 delete "indices B19-B13" and prepend "the" before "subsequent".  At 101.54, 102.1, 102.10, 102.21 change "B19-B13" to "B7-B1 of the RU Allocation subfield".  At 106.35/40/44/48/56/61/65 change "B19-B13" to "B7-B1"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:37:26Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 23:02:59Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16023			Mark RISON			233			3			9.3.1.23.4			106			32			T			Y			106.32			32			9.3.1.23.4						V			Po-Kai Huang			11-18/1418r1			781			" For 160 MHz and 80+80 MHz indication, B12 of the RU Allocation subfield
is set to 1." indicates that for >80M only the secondary 80M can be used.  I don't think that's the intent			Replace the paragraph at the referenced location with "B0 of the RU Allocation subfield is reserved."			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:02:28Z)
TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1418r1 under all headings that include CID 16023.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-03 21:01:08Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16024			Mark RISON			233			3			9.3.1.23.4			106			32			T			Y			106.32			32			9.3.1.23.4						J			Po-Kai Huang			11-18/1418r1			679			The rules allow the position of the primary 20 and primary 40 to be described, but not the primary 80 in an 80+80/160			If the UL BW field indicates 80+80 or 160, use 67 to say the primary 80 is the lowest-frequency one (clarify meaning of 67), 69 to say the primary 80 is the highest-frequency one (new) and 68 to say the whole 160/80+80 is used (no change)			REJECTED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:03:07Z)
We note that the designed rule follows the design in 9.3.1.23 Trigger frame. Primary 80 does not need to be described due to the following the reason. Specifically, if the UL BW field indicates 160/80+80, and only primary 80 is solicited, then B12 is set to 0 to indicate that. Further, solicitation of CTS in secondary 80 MHz has not been agreed in 11ax design.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16025			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															V						18/1849r1			781			"power boost factor" is generally about the <alpha>r thing.  However, in a couple of instances it is used for something else.  To avoid confusion, those other two instances should be reworded to use a different term.  "the received power measured based on the non-HE portion of the HE PPDU preamble and captured in the RXVECTOR parameter RSSI_LEGACY in the PHY-RXSTART.indication primitive shall be decreased by 3 dB to compensate for the power boost factor when compared to the OBSS PD level." in 27.9.2.2 and "eta_field,k is the power boost factor of the k-th subcarrier of a given field within an OFDM symbol," in 28.3.9			Change the term from "power boost factor" to "power difference" in the two pieces of cited text			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:51:07Z)

Tgax Editor:  Proposed text update in 11-18/1849r1 for CID 16025 implements the changes suggested by the commenter.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 00:20:56Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16026			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															V			Po-Kai Huang			18/1800r1			781			PPDUs don't have a MAC header, in general			In 10.22.2.8 change "When the Duration field value in the MAC header of an HE TB PPDU is set to 0," to "When the Duration field in the MAC header of MPDUs in an HE TB PPDU is set to 0,".  In 27.11.5 change "the Duration field in the MAC header of the response PPDU is set based on the Dura-
tion field in the MAC header of the soliciting PPDU" to "the Duration field in the MAC header of MPDUs in the response PPDU is set based on the Duration field in the MAC header of the MPDUs in the soliciting PPDU"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:12:23Z) - We revise in the current location of D3.2 based on the suggestion. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1800r1 under all headings that include CID 16026.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16027			Mark RISON			233			3			27.11.5			356			4			T			Y			356.04			4			27.11.5						A			Po-Kai Huang			11-18/1189r4			781			"Otherwise, the TXVECTOR parameter TXOP_DURATION is set to 8448" -- should be a shall			Change "is" to "shall be" in the cited text at the referenced location			ACCEPTED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:17:20Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-04 15:24:33Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16028			Mark RISON			233			3			27.11.5			356			4			E			Y			356.04			4			27.11.5						A			Editor						781			The Duration field contains a number, not a duration in us			Delete " <micro>s" at the referenced location			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:46:18Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:46:21Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16029			Mark RISON			233			3			27.11.5			356			6			T			Y			356.06			6			27.11.5						A			Po-Kai Huang			11-18/1189r4			781			"NOTE 1---Except for a PS-Poll frame, the Duration/ID field in a Data frame, Management frame and Control frame
indicates duration information." -- this is both commonly known and liable to spec rot			Delete this NOTE			ACCEPTED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:17:53Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-04 15:24:51Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16030			Mark RISON			233			3			27.11.5			356			14			T			Y			356.14			14			27.11.5						J			Po-Kai Huang			11-18/1189r4			680			The concept of a "potential duration" is nebulous			Delete "potential" throughout the referenced paragraph			REJECTED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:18:47Z)
The reason for having the potential duration is the following. First, there is a concensus from the group that every STA shall calculate the same value in the TXOP duration field of HE-SIG-A.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16031			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.11.9			526			8			T			Y			526.08			8			28.3.11.9						J			Youhan Kim			11-18/1590r4			675			" In an HE MU PPDU or HE TB PPDU, DCM can be applied only to
RUs containing data for 1 user" is not clear -- it can be applied only to those RUs, but can it also be applied to other RUs?			To the cited text append " and cannot be applied to RUs containing data for more than one user"; also change "1" to "one" in the cited text			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:57:29Z)

Draft is clear that DCM can be applied “only” to RUs containing data for 1 user.  Hence, the change proposed by the commenter is redundant.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16032			Mark RISON			233			3			28									E			Y			377.00						28						A			Editor						781			In general the thing in an HE PPDU is called a Data field (see 28.3.4), not an HE-Data field			Change "HE-Data" to "Data" throughout the referenced subclause			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:00:37Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 21:00:42Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16033			Mark RISON			233			3			27.12			358			37			E			Y			358.37			37			27.12						A			Editor						781			"Result of comparison of the constellation index" -- the index is unspecified			Add an italic " x" after the cited text at the referenced location, middle column			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 19:02:22Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 19:02:26Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16034			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.2.237.4			165			1			E			Y			165.01			1			9.4.2.237.4						V			Editor						781			"Each Rx HE-MCS Map subfield and each Tx HE-MCS Map subfield have" -- broken grammar			Change "have" to "has" in the cited text at the referenced location			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 20:48:28Z) A named subfield has single struncture, not a structure per instance, so the use of "each" here is inappropriate. Change to read: "The Rx HE-MCS Map and Tx HE-MCS Map subfields have the structure shown…"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 20:49:34Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16035			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.2.237.1			148			34			E			Y			148.34			34			9.4.2.237.1						A			Editor						781			"Tx Rx HE-MCS NSS Support" -- no such field			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "Supported HE-MCS And NSS Set"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:58:36Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:58:40Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16036			Mark RISON			233			3			9.2.4.6a.2			72			46			E			Y			72.46			46			9.2.4.6a.2						V			Editor						781			"RX NSS support" has the wrong case and is also unclear			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "maximum number of spatial streams that the STA supports in reception".  Also change at 117.55 and 332.61 and 371.15 and 371.18			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 22:38:35Z) - Agree that Rx NSS support is better described as "maximum number of spatial streams that the STA supports in reception". Make changes here and at 117.55 and 332.61. It is not clear that Max NSS at 371.15 and 371.18 should be similarly changed (no change there).			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 22:40:00Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16037			Mark RISON			233			3			27.9.2.4			340			49			T			Y			340.49			49			27.9.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			781			" the Highest NSS Supported M1 subfield in the Supported HE-MCS and
NSS Set field of its HE Capabilities element field" -- there is no such subfield			Delete lines 49 to 55 in the referenced page, and delete "for non-AP STAs" in the line above			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:39:50Z) - agree with the commenter. The same behaviour should be by using the support for transmitting 3 SSs or not. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1495r6.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16038			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.10.7.2			462			45			E			Y			462.45			45			28.3.10.7.2						A			Editor						781			"TxBF" should be "Beamformed", for consistency with VHT			As it says in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 21:42:22Z) - Conssitently use "Beamformed" as the name of the field in HE-SIG-A and the User field of HE-SIG-B			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 21:43:01Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16039			Mark RISON			233			3			27.16.1			370			41			E			Y			370.41			41			27.16.1						A			Editor						781			" MCSs 8(n - 1) to 8(n - 1) + 7" should have explicit multiplication symbols			Insert a multiplication glyph after each "8" in the cited text at the referenced location			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:28:55Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:28:59Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16040			Mark RISON			233			3			27.6.3			310			45			E			Y			310.45			45			27.6.3						V			Editor						781			" Sounding Dialog Token Number" is missing "field"			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:03:56Z) - Change "The value of the Sounding Dialog Token Number" to "The Sounding Dialog Token Number field"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:04:35Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16041			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															J			Po-Kai Huang			18/1800r1			746			There is no such thing as "unsuccessful reception" of a frame: either a frame is received, or it is not			Delete "successfully" and "successful" before "rece" throughout			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:12:45Z) - “successfully receive(s)” are used throughput the baseline. For example,

If an originator successfully receives a BlockAck frame in response to a BlockAckReq frame, the originator
shall maintain block ack state as defined in 10.24.3.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16042			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.20			570			52			T			Y			570.52			52			28.3.20						A			Xiaogang Chen			11-18/1493r3			781			"When a packet extension and/or a signal extension present, the PHY-TXEND.confirm
primitive is generated at the end of the packet extension or signal extension." -- well, which?			Change the para at the referenced location to "A packet extension and/or a signal extension may be present in the PPDU. The PHY-TXEND.confirm primitive is generated at the latest of the actual ending time of the PPDU, the end of the packet extension if present, and the end of the signal extension if present."			ACCEPTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 11:40:53Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 19:02:04Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16043			Mark RISON			233			3			9.3.1.23			99			27			T			Y			99.27			27			9.3.1.23						J			Abhishek Patil			18/1842r2			737			There is no specification of how the AP sets the LDPC Extra Symbol Segment subfield in the Trigger frame (except for MU-RTS and NFRP, where it is reserved).  There are descriptions of how to determine it for HE SU/ER/TB PPDUs, but not for the Trigger frame itself			Add normative text on how an AP sets the LDPC Extra Symbol Segment subfield			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 10:52:09Z) - Section 28.3.11.5.5 describes LDPC Extra Symbol Segment compute.
D3.0, P.L 521.22 “ For an HE TB PPDU with LDPC encoding, follow HE SU PPDU padding and encoding process as introduced in 28.3.11.2 (Pre-FEC padding process), 28.3.11.5.2 (LDPC coding), and 28.3.11.5.3 (Post-FEC padding), with the following exceptions..”			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 21:23:41Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16044			Mark RISON			233			3			28.4.3			588						E			Y			588.00						28.4.3						A			Editor						781			"LDPCExtra" is missing a space			Add a space after "C" in each of the 2 instances on the referenced page			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-22 21:54:43Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-22 21:54:47Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16045			Mark RISON			233			3						420						E			Y			420.00												A			Editor						781			"STA finds" is too casual			Change each of the 2 instances on the referenced page to "STA determines"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-11 21:59:11Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-11 21:59:15Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16046			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.3.2.3			424			13			E			Y			424.13			13			28.3.3.2.3						A			Editor						781			"an HE TB PPDUs" -- broken grammar			Delete "s" in the cited text at the referenced location			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 18:52:12Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 18:52:16Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16047			Mark RISON			233			3			27.6.3			306			57			T			Y			306.57			57			27.6.3						V			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			781			It should be possible to do HE BF to a peer TDLS STA; in this case the AID subfield should be set to 0 (like for IBSS and MBSS peers)			Change the para at the referenced location to "An HE beamformer that transmits an HE NDP Announcement frame to an HE beamformee that is an AP,
TDLS peer STA, mesh STA or IBSS STA shall include one STA Info field in the HE NDP Announcement frame and shall set the AID11 field in the STA Info field of the frame to 0. An HE beamformer that is an AP and
transmits an HE NDP Announcement frame to one or more HE beamformees shall set
the AID11 field in the STA Info field addressed to a non-AP STA to the 11 LSBs of the AID of the non-AP
STA. An HE NDP Announcement frame shall not include more than one STA Info field that has the same
value in the AID11 subfield."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:50:56Z) - change as shown in <this document> under CID 16047. The changes implement what the commenter requests with some minor edits.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 18:55:24Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16048			Mark RISON			233			3			9.2.5.2			763			15			T			Y			763.15			15			9.2.5.2						V			Po-Kai Huang			11-18/1189r4			781			It is not clear how a TXOP holder computes the estimated duration, when an exchange involves or might involve an M-BA that might in turn contain an "all-ack" rather than a bitmap.  It's probably safest to assume the bitmap			At the end of NOTE 2 at the referenced location add "The duration of a Multi-STA BlockAck frame ought to be estimated on the assumption it will not contain an all-ack indicator."			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:15:04Z)
TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1189r4 under all headings that include CID 16048.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-04 15:25:18Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16049			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															V			Editor						781			There is inconsistency between "all-ack", "all ack", "all Ack", "all ACK" and so on			Change all instances of "all ack" (case-insensitively) to "all-ack" (9.4.2.237.2 @ 151.38, 27.4.2 @ 270.4 270.17 270.36, 27.4.4.2 @ 273.26, 27.4.4.3 @ 274.9, 27.4.4.4 @ 274.63, 27.4.4.5 @ 275.42), or "All-ack" iff it is first in a sentence or heading (27.4.2 @ 270.48), or "All-Ack" if it is in the name of the  HE MAC Capabilities Information field subfield (9.4.2.237.2 @ 148.60, 151.36, 27.4.2 @ 270.48, 27.4.4.2 @ 273.27, 27.4.4.3 @ 274.9, 27.4.4.4 @ 274.63, 27.4.4.5 @ 275.43)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 19:09:10Z) - Let's go with "All Ack" (no hyphen) to be more consistent with "block ack". Change P87L37 from "All ACK" to "All Ack". Change P91L29 from "All-ack" to "All ack". Consistenly use "all ack context" (lowercase)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 19:15:16Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16050			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															J			Po-Kai Huang			18/1907r0			737			It would be clearer if the *XVECTOR parameter were called SCRAMBLER_INITIALIZATION_VALUE			Change "SCRAMBLER_INITIAL_VALUE" to "SCRAMBLER_INITIALIZATION_VALUE" throughout (including vertical text at 398.51-63)			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 21:32:28Z) - The proposed new name does not make any difference from current name.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-27 21:43:17Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16051			Mark RISON			233			3			28.2.2			398			51			T			Y			398.51			51			28.2.2						V			Bo Sun			18/1759r1			781			It is not clear why the SCRAMBLER_INITIALIZATION_VALUE does not optionally need to be present in non-non-HT formats, since nothing stops an MU-RTS from being sent in a non-non-HT PPDU, e.g. an HE SU PPDU (the only restriction I can find is "An MU-RTS Trigger frame shall not be carried in a VHT MU PPDU or an HE MU PPDU." at the end of 27.2.5.2)			Delete the "FORMAT is NON_HT" at the referenced row and delete the cells from "Otherwise" to the right in the row below			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:41:42Z)

TGax Editor:  please implement the proposed text changes to 802.11ax D3.2 for CID 16051 in 11-18/1759r2			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 00:06:56Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16052			Mark RISON			233			3			28.1.1			379			40			E			Y			379.40			40			28.1.1						A			Editor						781			"1.6 us GI duration on the HE-LTF and Data field symbols when the 1x HE-LTF is used (receive) for full bandwidth UL MU-MIMO if the HE AP supports UL MU-MIMO" at 379.40 and "1.6 us GI duration on both HE-LTF and data symbols when the 1x HE-LTF is used (transmit) for full bandwidth UL MU-MIMO if the non-AP HE STA supports UL MU-MIMO" at 380.58 should be deleted from there and merged as a single "1.6 us GI duration on both HE-LTF and data symbols when the 1x HE-LTF is used for full
bandwidth UL MU-MIMO if the HE STA supports UL MU-MIMO." under the list after "An HE STA shall support the following features:" at 378.8			As it says in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 14:51:53Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 14:51:58Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16053			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			162			40			E			Y			162.40			40			9.4.2.237.3						A			Editor						781			"Tx 1024-QAM Support < 242-tone RU" and "Rx 1024-QAM Support < 242-tone RU" are not fields that exist and are in the wrong place anyway (see line 59 for the correct version)			Delete the "Tx 1024-QAM Support < 242-tone RU" and "Rx 1024-QAM Support < 242-tone RU" rows from Table 9-262aa			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 20:40:36Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 20:40:41Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16054			Mark RISON			233			3			27.6.3			306			42			T			Y			306.42			42			27.6.3						V			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			781			"An HE AP shall not send an HE NDP Announcement frame with STA Info fields that are addressed to STAs from two or more BSSs of a multiple BSSID set to a STA unless the STA has set the Rx Control Frame To MultiBSS subfield" -- which is "a/the STA"?			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "An HE AP shall not send an HE NDP Announcement frame with STA Info fields that are addressed to STAs from two or more BSSs of a multiple BSSID set unless all the STAs have set the Rx Control Frame To MultiBSS subfield"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:51:04Z) - change as shown in <this document> under CID 16054. The changes implement what the commenter requests with some minor edits.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 20:44:31Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16055			Mark RISON			233			3			8.3.4.4			57			44			T			Y			57.44			44			8.3.4.4						A			Xiaogang Chen			18/2033r3			782			Table 8-4 and Table 28-2 duplicate the TRIGVECTOR information			Do not make the insertions to Table 8-4 shown and instead at the end of the referenced subclause insert a para "The Clause 28 PHY TRIGVECTOR and contains parameters related to the operation of UL MU (see Table 28-2)."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 18:06:05Z)			EDITOR			Xiaogang 18/2033 Sounding						Editor: The resolution in 18/1493r3 (approved with motion 709) is to delete Table 8-4. However, this would create backward compatibility issues since Table 8-4 includes rows for vectors other than TRIGVECTOR. Reconsider this resolution.			I			EDITOR: 2019-01-29 17:24:12Z			4			2019/1/29 17:24			EDITOR


			16056			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.10.7.2			466			38			T			Y			466.38			38			28.3.10.7.2						A			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1435r1			781			", up to 4," adds nothing of value			Delete the cited text at the referenced location			ACCEPTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 03:48:32Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 21:49:40Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16057			Mark RISON			233			3			9.3.1.23.8			107			57			T			Y			107.57			57			9.3.1.23.8						V			Laurent Cariou			18/1498r4			781			"The Number Of HE-LTF Symbols And Midamble Periodicity subfield of the Common Info field indicates the number of HE-LTF symbols present in the NDP feedback report response and is set to 1 for two 4x HE-LTF symbols." -- that setting contains the number of symbols, not their length.  In any case, we don't specify the meaning of values for other fields			Delete "for two 4x HE-LTF symbols" from the cited text at the referenced location			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:57:44Z) - agree with the commenter. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1498r4.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-07 21:06:41Z - should be accepted			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16058			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.10.7.2			466			45			T			Y			466.45			45			28.3.10.7.2						J			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1601r2			677			"B10 is set to 0 if the TXVECTOR parameter MIDAM-
BLE_PERIODICITY is 10 and set to 1 if the TXVEC-
TOR parameter PREAMBLE_PERIODICITY is 20." -- refer to meaning as for B8-B9			Change the cited text to "B10 is encoded as follows:
0 indicates 10 symbol midamble periodicity
1 indicates 20 symbol midamble periodicity"			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 09:04:49Z)

First of all, VHT-SIG-A content also refers to TXVECOR. The PHY doesn’t know the corresponding information itsef, but from the TXVECTOR.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16059			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.10.7.2			460			1			T			Y			460.01			1			28.3.10.7.2						J			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1601r2			677			HE-SIG-A fields should not be tied simply to TXVECTOR values; they should have independent meanings of their own			For the UL/DL field at line 25 change "Set to
the value indicated by the TXVECTOR parameter
UPLINK_FLAG." to "Set to 1 if the HE PPDU is addressed to an AP.  Set to 0 otherwise.  See the TXVECTOR parameter UPLINK_FLAG."			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 09:02:58Z)

First of all, VHT-SIG-A content also refers to TXVECOR. The PHY doesn’t know the UL/DL information itsef, but from the TXVECTOR.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16060			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.16			547			36			T			Y			547.36			36			28.3.16						V			Tianyu Wu			11-18/1534r1			781			"the Nsts field in HE SIG-A" -- there is no such field			Change the cited text to "the NSTS And
Midamble Periodicity field in HE-SIG-A"			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:44:03Z)

TGax Editor:  Please implement the proposed change from commenter in 551.36 in D3.1			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-02 23:22:11Z - Approved as REVISED, but actually ACCEPTED since the proposed change is adopted. Editorially changed to "The number of HE-LTF symbols in the HE NDP is indicated in the NSTS And Midamble Periodicity field in the HE-SIG-A field" to correctly identify HE-SIG-A as a field and use the more accurate term indicated rather than determined.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16061			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															A			Editor						781			"Where" should be lowercase if following an expression			Change "Where" to "where" at 462.20 and 466.20 and 472.20 and 507.23			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-11 22:00:32Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-11 21:36:59Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16062			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.10.7.2			462			7			T			Y			462.07			7			28.3.10.7.2						J			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1601r2			677			HE-SIG-A fields should not be tied simply to TXVECTOR values; they should have independent meanings of their own			Change the rightmost cell for the TXOP field to "Set to 127 to indicate no duration information.
Otherwise, set to indicate duration information for NAV setting and protection of the TXOP as
follows:
- it the duration is less than 512 <micro>s, then B0 is set to 0 and B1-B6 is set to
floor(TXOP_DURATION/8)
- otherwise, B0 is set to 1 and B1-B6 is set to floor ((TXOP_DURATION - 512) / 128).
See the TXVECTOR parameter TXOP_DURATION."			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 09:04:06Z)

First of all, VHT-SIG-A content also refers to TXVECOR. The PHY doesn’t know the corresponding information itsef, but from the TXVECTOR			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16063			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.10.7.2			460			1			T			Y			460.01			1			28.3.10.7.2						J			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1601r2			677			HE-SIG-A fields should not be tied simply to TXVECTOR values; they should have independent meanings of their own			Fix the descriptions of the UL/DL, BSS Color (3x), NSTS And Midamble, Periodicity, TXOP (3x), Spatial Reuse, Number of HE-LTF Symbols And Midamble Periodicity, Spatial Reuse
1-4 in the tables in the referenced subclause.  Also fix STA-ID in T28-25, T28-26			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 09:02:40Z)

First of all, VHT-SIG-A content also refers to TXVECOR. The PHY doesn’t know the corresponding information itsef, but from the TXVECTOR			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16064			Mark RISON			233			3			27.5.3.3			287			62			T			Y			287.62			62			27.5.3.3						V			Abhishek Patil			18/1455r3			781			"The MIDAMBLE_PERIODICITY parameter is present if the Doppler subfield in the Common Info field of the Trigger frame is set to 1. If present, it is set to the value of the Number Of HE-LTF Symbols And Midamble Periodicity subfield in the Common Info field of the Trigger frame." is broken since that subfield is set to 0-2 or 4-6 in that case, and includes both the number of HE-LTF symbols and the midamble periodicity			Change the cited text to "[...] is set to the value indicated by the Number Of HE-LTF Symbols And
Midamble Periodicity subfield of the Common Info field of the Trigger frame."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 21:02:49Z) - Agree with the comment
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1455r2			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16065			Mark RISON			233			3			28.2.3			401			37			T			Y			401.37			37			28.2.3						J			Bo Sun			18/1759r1			737			There is no need to have obscurely encoded mushed-up fields in a *VECTOR			Change "NUMBER_OF_HELTF_SYMBOLS_AND_MIDAMBLE_PERIODICITY" to two parameters, NUMBER_OF_HELTF_SYMBOLS and MIDAMBLE_PERIODICITY.  The latter is only present if DOPPLER is set to 1 and has possible values 10 and 20.  The former can take values 1, 2, 4, 6 or 8 if DOPPLER is set to 0 and 1, 2, 4 if DOPPLER is set to 1			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:43:02Z)

Reason: there’re different opinions on the principle of using combined field or not. Since there’s no obvious benefit to choose another one, it’s preferred to keep the current format.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 00:09:54Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16066			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															V			Editor						781			Numbers should not be spelt out in numeric contexts			Change the "eight" in 28.3.10.8.5, 28.3.11.2, 28.3.11.13 to "8".  In 28.3.10.10 change "take any value among one, two, four, six or eight" to "be 1, 2, 4, 6 or 8".  Change "sixteen" to "16" in 28.3.11.13 (2x).  Change "five" to "5" in 28.3.10.8.5 (2x)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 19:39:37Z) - As suggested except that keep "five 26-tone" to avoid confusion. There may be some way to reword this (as part of a future comment).			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 19:40:18Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16067			Mark RISON			233			3			AA			679			4			T			Y			679.04			4			AA						V						18/1980r1			781			There should be an example where non-MU-MIMO RUs are skipped over (i.e. unused) by using STA-ID 2046			As it says in the comment			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-13 09:36:49Z)

TGax Editor:  Please make changes to IEEE P802.11ax D3.2 according to the proposed text changes as resolution to CID 16067  in 11-18/1980r1			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-29 17:10:16Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16068			Mark RISON			233			3			AA			679			48			E			Y			679.48			48			AA						A			Editor						781			"The User fields for the two MU-MIMO STAs on 484-tone RU 1 are split to 2, 0 on two HE-SIG-B content
channels to balance their load." is not clear			Change to "The User fields for the two MU-MIMO STAs on 484-tone RU 1 are split with 2 User fields on HE-SIG-B content channel 1 and none on channel 2, to balance their load."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 17:26:38Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 17:26:41Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16069			Mark RISON			233			3			27.6.3			306			60			T			Y			306.60			60			27.6.3						V			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			781			"An HE beamformer that transmits an HE NDP Announcement frame to one or more HE beamformees that are non-AP STAs shall set the AID11 field in the STA Info field addressed to a non-AP STA to the 11 LSBs of the AID of the non-AP STA." contradicts "An HE beamformer that transmits an HE NDP Announcement frame to an HE beamformee that is an AP, mesh STA or STA that is a member of an IBSS, shall include one STA Info field in the HE NDP Announcement frame and shall set the AID11 field in the STA Info field of the frame to 0. " because mesh STAs and IBSS STAs are non-AP STAs			At the referenced location change "An HE beamformer that transmits " to "Otherwise, an HE beamformer that transmits "			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:51:16Z) - change as shown in <this document> under CID 16069. The changes implement what the commenter requests with some minor edits.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 18:55:32Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16070			Mark RISON			233			3			27.6.3			307			19			T			Y			307.19			19			27.6.3						A			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			781			"An HE beamformer that transmits an HE NDP Announcement frame and sets the Feedback Type And Ng subfield of a STA Info field to indicate MU shall set the Nc subfield of the STA Info field to a value less than or equal to the minimum of" but that subfield contains the actual Nc minus one			In the cited text at the referenced location change "to a value" to "to indicate a value"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:51:22Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 18:57:43Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16071			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			156			20			E			Y			159.20			20			9.4.2.237.3						A			Editor						781			"If SU beamformee capable" is not the way it's said for other things			In Table 9-262aa change the cited text to "If the SU Beamformee field is 1"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 20:19:36Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 20:19:40Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16072			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			161			6			T			Y			161.06			6			9.4.2.237.3						V			Lochan Verma			11-18/1459r3			781			"For a transmitting STA acting as a beamformee" is not clear (transmitting what?)			Change the definition at the referenced location to "For a STA transmitting HE beamforming feedback, it indicates the maximum supported Nc for HE beamforming.".  Change "beamforming sounding feedback" in the encoding to "HE beamforming feedback"			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 09:12:02Z)

TGax Editor: make changes for CID 16072 according to 11-18-1459-03-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 20:04:47Z- It is nonsensical to have "For a STA transmitting HE beamforming feedback" since, at the time the STA transmits the capabilities information (pre-assocaited) it has not sent and is not sending such a beast. Also the term used for the "feedback" is "HE compressed beamforming/CQI report"			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16073			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			156			20			E			Y			156.20			20			9.4.2.237.3						V			Editor						781			The "reserved" indications are sometimes in the middle column, sometimes in the rightmost one			Move all the "reserved"s in the middle column of Table 9-262aa to the rightmost column			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 20:32:18Z) - Move the reserved indication to the rightmost column except for DCM Max BW, where it is better left in the middle column.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 20:33:11Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16074			Mark RISON			233			3			27.16.1			371			51			T			Y			371.51			51			27.16.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			1467r1			781			The HE feedback fragmentation rules are in 27.6.3:

The HE compressed beamforming feedback shall be transmitted in a single HE Compressed Beamforming And CQI frame unless the size of the feedback results in an HE Compressed Beamforming And CQI frame that would exceed 11 454 octets, in which case the feedback shall be segmented as defined in 27.6.4 (Rules for generating segmented feedback).

An HE beamformer shall support a maximum MPDU length for HE Compressed beamforming feedback which is the minimum between 11 454 octets and the maximum length of the HE compressed beamforming feedback that the HE beamformer intends to solicit from its HE beamformees.

i.e. you fragment only if it's more than 11k, irrespective of the MPDU length capability of the BFer.

But it also says in 27.16.1:

An HE STA shall not transmit an MPDU in an HE PPDU to a STA that exceeds the maximum MPDU
length capability indicated in the VHT Capabilities element received from the recipient STA

which contradicts this, in the case the max MPDU len is <11k and the feedback is >8k			At the end of the sentence containing the cited text in the referenced location insert ", excepf if it is an HE Compressed Beamforming And CQI frame"			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 04:50:54Z)

Revised –

Agree with the comment. Added the exception as suggested.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1467r1 under all headings that include CID 16074.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-08 20:54:52Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16075			Mark RISON			233			3			G.3			677			52			T			Y			677.52			52			G.3						V			Osama Aboul-Magd			18/1852r1			781			The production rules are incomplete			Add a definition of "cascading-mu-sequence"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:05:32Z) - Agree sith the commenter. Cascade system is added.


TGax Editor: Please do the changes highlighted in the text in this submission (11-18/1852r0).			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			see #17056			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16076			Mark RISON			233			3			27.5.4			295			9			T			Y			295.09			9			27.5.4						J			Ming Gan			11-18/1512r0			697			"An MU cascading sequence is a frame exchange sequence between an AP and a non-AP STA carried in an
HE MU PPDU in the downlink and HE TB PPDU in the uplink and characterized by the exchange of Con-
trol,  Data  and/or  Management  frames  in  both  directions." is far too vague.  The key point is the use of an UL MU trigger combined with acknowledgment			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "An MU cascading sequence is a frame exchange sequence between an AP and a non-AP STA where at least one transmission by the AP includes both an acknowledgment and an UL MU trigger."			REJECTED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:53:53Z)
The transmitted MPDU’s Ack policy in the MU cascading sequence is allowed to set  to “No Ack”, when all the MPDUs’ Ack policies are set to “No Ack”, there is no solicited acknowledgement. The comment failed to identify this case.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16077			Mark RISON			233			3			9.2.4.5.6			68			30			T			Y			68.30			30			9.2.4.5.6						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1699r3			781			"including the MSDUs or A-MSDUs in the transmission" -- it is not clear what is meant by "the transmission"			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "excluding the MSDU of the present QoS Data frame" (to match the non-HE case at 68.7)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 06:57:27Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution clarifies that transmission refers to the present MPDU or A-MPDU.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1699r2 under all headings that include CID 16077.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16078			Mark RISON			233			3			9.2.4.5.6			67			54			T			Y			67.54			54			9.2.4.5.6						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1775r1			746			It needs to be clear that the Queue Size is based on what has been passed in MA-UNITDATA.request and there is no visibility of any traffic queued above the MAC SAP			At the end of the referenced subclause add "NOTE---The Queue Size is based on data received by the STA at the MAC SAP (MA-UNITDATA.request).  Any data in layers above the MAC is not taken into account."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:19:40Z) - The fact that the queue size is reporting the queue size for a particular TID is clearly an indication that the queue size is reported for what is visible at the MAC layer, since TID is an identifier that is assigned to the MSDUs received from the SAP at the MAC itself. Hence, no further clarifications are needed for this subclause.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16079			Mark RISON			233			3			12.6.18			2391			4			T			Y			2391.04			4			12.6.18						J									791			"NOTE 2---Because the IEEE 802.11 Null frame does not derive from an MA-UNITDATA.request primitive, it is not protected." -- the real reason is that there is nothing to protect.  Some TDLS frames, for example, are not derived from MA-UNITDATA.requests, but are protected nonetheless.  It's not clear what the point of this NOTE is anyway			Delete the cited text at the referenced location, and delete the " 1" immediately above			Rejected. 

This comment seems to be out of scope of this amendment. Please submit the comment to REVmd.			EDITOR			Osama November 2018									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 19:02:08Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/28 19:02			EDITOR


			16080			Mark RISON			233			3			27.15.2			364			55			T			Y			364.55			55			27.15.2						V			Yongho Seok			18/1778r3			781			"An HE STA may transmit a 242-tone HE ER SU PPDU to a non-AP HE STA unless the most recently
received OM Control field from that non-AP HE STA has the ER SU Disable subfield equal to 1. An HE
STA shall not transmit a 242-tone HE ER SU PPDU to a STA if the most recently received OM Control sub-
field from that STA has the ER SU Disable subfield equal to 1." -- duplication			Delete the first of the two cited sentences at the referenced location			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 10:03:39Z) - The first sentence is saying that a 242-tone HE ER SU PPDU can be sent to to an HE STA. 
The second sentence is saying a 242-tone HE ER SU PPDU can’t be sent to an HE STA with some condition. 

Both sentences are needed. But, the wording should be simplified.

TGax editor makes changes as shown in the as specified in 11-18/1778r3.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-05 19:33:29Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16081			Mark RISON			233			3												G			Y															J			Osama Aboul-Magd			18/1852r1			746			All the D1.0 comments "resolved" as "REJECTED in the interest of releasing D2.0" or similar (about 500 of them!) were not in fact resolved			Resolve all D1.0 comments that were not resolved			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:04:41Z) - Draft D1.0 was published on December 1st 2016. Since then the draft has gone through a number of revisions with many changes to almost all the Clauses.

Comments that were submitted back then are either not applicable now or have been resolved to the satisfaction of the commenters. Commenters are always welcome to re-submit their comments in subsequent letter ballots in case resolutions to their comments are not satisfactory.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16082			Mark RISON			233			3												G			Y															J			Osama Aboul-Magd			18/1876r3			801			All the D2.0 comments "resolved" as "[REJECTED] Due to lack of submission or consensus" or similar (about 300 of them!) were not in fact resolved, including many where no submission was needed as the proposed change was simple and unambiguous, and no attempt was in fact made to find consensus (they were not even discussed)			Resolve all D2.0 comments that were not resolved			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:20:48Z) - Draft D2.0 was published on October 5th  2017. Since then the draft has gone through a number of sub-revisions and one majr revision with many changes added to almost all the Clauses.

Comments that were submitted back then are either not applicable now or have been resolved to the satisfaction of the commenters. Commenters are always welcome to re-submit their comments in subsequent letter ballots in case resolutions to their comments are not satisfactory.			EDITOR			Osama 18/1876 Misc MAC									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-29 03:39:17Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/29 3:39			EDITOR


			16083			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.10.8.4			487			54			E			Y			487.54			54			28.3.10.8.4						A			Editor						781			Broken layout			Move the contents of the first subbullet ("The 20 MHz" to the end of the previous sentence (after "where") and make the second bullet ("In this case") the next sentence (not a subbullet)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 22:37:06Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 22:37:09Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16084			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.10.8.4			487			54			E			Y			487.54			54			28.3.10.8.4						A			Editor						781			Broken grammar			Change "comprises" to "comprise"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 22:35:25Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 22:35:29Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16085			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.10.8.4			487			58			T			Y			487.58			58			28.3.10.8.4						V			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1601r2			781			The 40 MHz puncturing rule should be normative, not informative			Change the NOTE at the cited location to a non-NOTE saying "The preamble is punctured in a  over the 40 MHz comprising of the adjacent 20 MHz subchannels S1 and S2 of an HE MU PPDU if and only if the  RU  Allocation  subfield  value  corresponding  to each of the  20  MHz  subchannels  S1 and S2 is B7...B0 = 01110001 (242-tone empty)" (same format as text above)			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 09:06:07Z)

Please make the changes according to the changes in doc 11-18/1601r2			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-03 19:45:28Z - some editorial changes so the bit references are more closely associated with the subfields ("B7-B0 of the RU Allocation subfield"). It is not clear why the second bullet is sub-bulleted.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16086			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															J									768			The resolution to CID 12587 suggests that there is no pre-compensation, just compensation			Change "pre-compensat" to "compensat" throughout, case-insensitively and case-preservingly			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-14 07:24:07Z)

Reason: the group has searched draft D3.2 for "pre-compensat" and didn't find any result.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16087			Mark RISON			233			3			17.3.9.10			249			14			T			Y			249.14			14			17.3.9.10						V			Po-Kai Huang			18/1901r1			781			This is confusing as it first talks of "a non-HT or non-HT duplicate PPDU where the TXVECTOR parameter TRIGGER_RESPONDING is present and true" and then talks of "the PPDU carrying the soliciting MU-RTS Trigger frame"			In the referenced subclause at the referenced location change "a non-HT or non-HT duplicate  PPDU where the TXVECTOR parameter  TRIGGER_RESPONDING is present and true" to "a CTS frame in response to an MU-RTS Trigger frame"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 04:04:40Z) - Proposed text in 11-18/1901r1 has cleaned up to language.
Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-18/1901r1 for CIDs 16087, 16089 and 16570.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-07 18:41:21Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16088			Mark RISON			233			3			17.3.9.10			249			17			T			Y			249.17			17			17.3.9.10						J			Po-Kai Huang			18/1901r1			765			The resolution to CID 12587 mostly aligned 17.3.9.10 and 28.3.14.3 but there's a "for data subcarriers" in the latter that is not in the former			After "2 kHz" in the referenced subclause add " for data subcarriers"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 04:06:14Z) - 28.3.14.3 measures the residual CFO after the HE-SIG-A, i.e., in the HE modulated fields, whereas 17.3.9.10 measures the residual CFO after L-STF, which is essentially the entire PPDU (minus the L-STF).  Hence, there is no need to specifically call out “data subcarriers” in 17.3.9.10.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16089			Mark RISON			233			3			17.3.9.10			249			24			T			Y			249.24			24			17.3.9.10						V			Po-Kai Huang			18/1901r1			781			What is "A  STA  that  transmits  a  non-HT  or  non-HT  duplicate  PPDU  where  the  TXVECTOR  parameter  TRIG-
GER_RESPONDING is true and that is a response to a PPDU containing a MU-RTS Trigger frame received
from an AP shall ensure that the arrival time of the non-HT or non-HT duplicate PPDU at the AP is" doing in a PHY clause?			Move to Clause 27			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 04:04:55Z) - This text belongs to a PHY clause as it deals with PHY level synchronization accuracy requirements.  Proposed text in 11-18/1901r1 has cleaned up to language.
Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-18/1901r1 for CIDs 16087, 16089 and 16570.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-07 18:44:49Z - see #16087			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16090			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															J									791			The MAC requirements on HE STAs should be in Clauses 10 and 11, not in a separate subclause.  Otherwise it is not clear which of the Clause 10/11 requirements apply to HE STAs			Move the MAC requirements to the MAC/MLME clauses			Rejected.

 TGax is fiollowing the new Editorial style guide as instruvted by the 802.11 WG leadership.			EDITOR			Osama November 2018									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 19:02:12Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/28 19:02			EDITOR


			16091			Mark RISON			233			3			27.16.5									T			Y			376.24						27.16.5						J			Yongho Seok			18/1506r2			788			ER beacons don't work for the same reason they didn't work with STBC (and got obsoleted): the AP typically has higher tx power so the AP can reach STAs but STAs can't reach the AP.  The slight advantage conferred by the ability of the STA to use 10 MHz transmissions is not sufficient to overcome this			Delete Subclause 27.16.5			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:37:23Z) - In 802.11ax PAR, it requires to support the use case of outdoor deployment and improve robustness transmission in outdoor propagation environments. 
802.11ax simulation scenario [11-14-0980-16] defines the simulation and evalution cases for outdoor in the case 4 and 4a with coverage of inter-AP space 130m. The contribution [11-14-0801] simulated transmission robustness at different CP lengths, and concludes that short CP length does not secure the robustness for outdoor cases. 
The longer CP is needed to improve the rubustness of transmission in the outdoor deployment case. 
But the legacy non-HT PPDU would not be able to provide longer CP length. 
For improving signal robustment in outdoor scenario (i.g., as using longer CP), the HE Beacon transmission should be in the spec.			EDITOR			Yongho 18/1506 ER Beacon									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 17:15:49Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/28 17:15			EDITOR


			16092			Mark RISON			233			3			9.3.1.9.7			91			46			T			Y			91.46			46			9.3.1.9.7						V			Tomoko Adachi			18/1851r3			781			This para and the next one duplicate Table 9-24b.  For example "If the Ack Type subfield is 1 and the TID subfield is less than 8 or equal to 15, then the Block Ack Starting
Sequence  Control  and  Block  Ack  Bitmap  subfields  are  not  present" is shown in Table 9-24b as the first cell from the top saying "Not present".  Similarly "If the Ack Type subfield is 0 and the TID value of the Per AID TID Info subfield is smaller than 8, then the
Block Ack Starting Sequence Control and Block Ack Bitmap subfields are present." is the first cell from the top saying "Present"			Delete the para at the referenced location			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:41:39Z) -Agree in principle. 
See the instructions to the TGax editor in doc. 11-18/1851r3.
The duplication of the Table is deleted. Also, the explanation which is covered in 27.4 is deleted from this subclause.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16093			Mark RISON			233			3			9.3.1.9.7			91			46			T			Y			91.46			46			9.3.1.9.7						V			Tomoko Adachi			18/1851r3			781			This para contains behavioural requirements, e.g. "The Ack Type subfield is not set to 1 when responding to an MU-BAR Trigger frame. ", which do not belong in Clause 9, which is about formats			Move the behavioural requirements to Clause 27			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:41:51Z) - Agree in principle. 
See the instructions to the TGax editor in doc. 11-18/1851r3.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16094			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.10.10			512			56			E			Y			512.56			56			28.3.10.10						A			Editor						781			"HE ER PPDU" -- no such PPDU			Change to "HE ER SU PPDU"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 22:49:32Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 22:49:35Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16095			Mark RISON			233			3			10.7.5.8									E			Y			209.15						10.7.5.8						A			Editor						781			"HE_ER_SU  PPDUs" -- no such PPDUs			Change to "HE ER SU PPDUs"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 22:51:39Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 22:51:42Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16096			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.10.9									E			Y			556.07						28.3.18.4.4						A			Editor						781			"HE extended range SU PPDU" -- no such PPDU			Change to "HE ER SU PPDU"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-22 21:38:29Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-22 21:38:33Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16097			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.18.4.4									E			Y			556.07						28.3.18.4.4						A			Editor						781			"HE extended rate
SU PPDU" -- no such PPDU			Change to "HE ER SU PPDU"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-22 21:37:26Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-22 21:37:31Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16098			Mark RISON			233			3			27.15.2									E			Y			365.59						27.15.2						A			Editor						781			"ER SU PPDU" -- no such PPDU			Change to "HE ER SU PPDU"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:00:01Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:00:04Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16099			Mark RISON			233			3			3.2			37			43			E			Y			37.43			43			3.2						A			Editor						781			Spurious capitalisation			Change "high Efficiency" to "high efficiency"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 20:53:19Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 20:53:22Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16100			Mark RISON			233			3			3.2			37						T			Y			37.00						3.2						V			Yasu Inoue			18/1807r7			782			There are two definitions of "high efficiency (HE) extended range (ER) single user (SU) physical layer (PHY) protocol data unit (PPDU)"			Delete the first			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:11:09Z) - Agreed in principle.

TGax Editor:  Please implement the proposed changes in 11-18/1807r7 for CID 16100.			EDITOR			Yasu 18/1807 Misc									I			see #15001			4			2019/1/25 19:48			EDITOR


			16101			Mark RISON			233			3			3.2			37						T			Y			37.00						3.2						V			Yasu Inoue			18/1807r7			782			There are two definitions of "high efficiency (HE) extended range (ER) single user (SU) physical layer (PHY) protocol data unit (PPDU)"			Delete the second			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:11:20Z) - Agreed in principle.

TGax Editor:  Please implement the proposed changes in 11-18/1807r7 for CID 16101.			EDITOR			Yasu 18/1807 Misc									I			see #15001			4			2019/1/25 19:48			EDITOR


			16102			Mark RISON			233			3			3.2			37						T			Y			37.00						3.2						V			Yasu Inoue			18/1807r7			782			There are two definitions of "high efficiency (HE) extended range (ER) single user (SU) physical layer (PHY) protocol data unit (PPDU)"			Delete the one that does not match the form used for other PPDUs			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:11:30Z) - Agreed in principle.

TGax Editor:  Please implement the proposed changes in 11-18/1807r7 for CID 16102.			EDITOR			Yasu 18/1807 Misc									I			see #15001			4			2019/1/25 19:48			EDITOR


			16103			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															J			Po-Kai Huang			18/1800r1			746			It is not clear whether an HE ER SU PPDU is a type of HE SU PPDU, i.e. whether rules that apply to HE SU PPDUs also apply to HE ER SU PPDUs			State that all rules that apply to HE SU PPDUs apply to HE ER SU PPDUs except where explicitly so indicated			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:13:24Z) - HE SU PPDU and HE ER SU PPDU are different types of HE PPDU. See 28.1.4 PPDU formats.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16104			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															A			Editor						781			"HE_EXT_SU" -- no such format			Change each of the 3 instances to "HE_ER_SU"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 19:29:00Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 19:29:03Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16105			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															J			Editor						781			"HE_EXT_TB" -- no such format			Change each of the 3 instances to "HE_TB"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 19:23:38Z) - No instances found			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 19:23:48Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16106			Mark RISON			233			3			9.2.4.6a.1									E			Y			71.46						9.2.4.6a.1						A			Editor						781			"HT TB PPDU" -- no such PPDU			Change to "HE TB PPDU"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 22:15:41Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 22:15:45Z - see #16390			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16107			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															A			Editor						781			"HE TB NDP PPDU" -- no such PPDU			Change each of the instances to "HE TB NDP feedback PPDU"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 17:38:28Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 17:38:34Z - 3x			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16108			Mark RISON			233			3			27.11.5									E			Y			356.16						27.11.5						A			Editor						781			"HT TB NDP feedback PPDU" -- no such PPDU			Change to "HE TB NDP feedback PPDU"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:47:33Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:47:37Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16109			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.10.9									T			Y			494.55						28.3.10.9						A			Ron Porat			11-18/1514r1			781			"participates in the HE TB NDP feedback" is not clear			Change to "sends an HE TB NDP report response (see 27.5.6)"			ACCEPTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:37:00Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-02 22:45:53Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16110			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.10.10									T			Y			512.36						28.3.10.10						A			Ron Porat			11-18/1514r1			781			"HE TB NDP feedback is used" is not clear			Change to "for an HE TB NDP report response"			ACCEPTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:39:41Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-02 23:08:15Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16111			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.12									T			Y			541.03						28.3.12						V			Yujin Noh			11-18/1452r1			781			" for the HE TB NDP feedback " is not clear			Change to " for an HE TB NDP feedback PPDU "			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 07:20:25Z)

TGax Editor: make changes according to this document 11-18-1452-01-00ax CR on Packet Extension			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-01 21:57:29Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16112			Mark RISON			233			3			C.3			645			60			T			Y			645.60			60			C.3						A			Edward Au			18/1939r1			781			"The default value of this variable is 30 mins and the maximum is 1 hr." duplicates the SYNTAX and DEFVAL lines			Delete the cited line; also the " in seconds" two lines above			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 21:44:39Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-29 20:21:12Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16113			Mark RISON			233			3			C.3			645			53			T			Y			645.53			53			C.3						A			Edward Au			18/1939r1			781			It is not clear why one might not want a tolerance time less than 5 minutes.  Maybe even 0			Change "300..3600" to "0..3600" at the referenced location			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 21:44:34Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-29 20:20:01Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16114			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															A			Editor						781			There should be a non-break space between values and units			Add a NBSP after "5" in "5GHz" at 632.19			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 16:49:23Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 16:49:27Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16115			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															J									791			There are about a dozen instances of wording referring to transmission of a $something "MHz HE TB PPDU".  However, for OFDMA the PPDUs do in general not have a width that is a multiple of 20 MHz			Apparently (see CID 12612) "The term refers to PPDUs that are transmitted with CH_BANDWIDTH set to indicate that value. It would be cumbersome to use "TXVECTOR parameter CH_BANDWIDTH that indicates X MHz" so we use the shorthand "x MHz PPDU"".  If that's the intent of the wording, it needs to be stated somewhere			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-12 02:08:30Z) - The statement refered to in the proposed change ("The term refers to PPDUs that are transmitted with CH_BANDWIDTH set to indicate that value") is made in the definitions for "20 MHz PPDU", "40 MHz PPDU", etc. in 3.2.			EDITOR			Editor November 2018									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 19:23:48Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/28 19:23			EDITOR


			16116			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															J			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1436r1			665			"SIGB" is not a defined abbreviation			Change "SIGB" to "HE-SIG-B" throughout the document			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 05:56:01Z)

Field name uses “SIGB” while description uses “HE-SIG-B”. B18-21 uses “HE-SIG-B” in lieu of “SIG-B” since it refers to # of HE-SIG-B field symbols. In my opinion, the current definition of field names is fine.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16117			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															J									791			Field values should not be expressed as binary numbers unless it is clear which bit of the binary number is the msb and which is the lsb			Either express such field values as decimal or put them in a table where each bit has its own explicitly numbered column (see baseline)			Rejected. 

The comment doesn't identify the paragraph or the location where the issue occurs. The commenter is invite to submit a more precise comment identifying the locations where suchh an issue occurs.			EDITOR			Osama November 2018						I think this is primarily directed at HE-SIG-B encoding.			N			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 19:02:16Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/28 19:02			EDITOR


			16118			Mark RISON			233			3			9.7.3			194			28			T			Y			194.28			28			9.7.3						V			Liwen Chu			18/1858r7			781			"The A-MPDU is transmitted by a STA that is
neither a TXOP holder nor an RD responder
or the A-MPDU is transmitted by an HE AP
in response to an HE TB PPDU and the
transmitter also needs to transmit one of
the following immediate response frames:" has a precedence ambiguity			Add a comma before " and the transmitter"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:31:10Z) - Generally agree with the commenter.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-18/1858r7   under CID 16118			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16119			Mark RISON			233			3			9.7.3			196			7			E			Y			196.07			7			9.7.3						A			Editor						781			": One " -- wrong case			Change to ": one"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:25:57Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:26:00Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16120			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															J			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1473r2			746			It is not clear what the value of transmission of HE MU PPDUs by a non-AP STA is			Add a NOTE in Clause 28 saying (per CID 12627's resolution) "Transmission of HE MU PPDUs from a non-AP STA has the appreciable value that, compared to an HE (ER) SU and ER SU PPDU, the HE MU PPDU has an HE-SIG-B field that contains additional information (most importantly the identifier of the transmitter or receiver) that can be used by the recipient of the HE MU PPDU to determine the transmitter of the PPDU even in those cases where the Data field of the PPDU is not received. This allows the originator of persistently failing PPDUs to be identified."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:26:20Z) - The comment fails to identify a technical issue. The spec already contains a note that specifies that an HE MU PPDU sent by a STA contains the transmit identifier. However, since the spec is not defining rules on when and how to use this HE MU PPDU the note also specifies that its use is out of scope of the standard. Please note that the example in the proposed change is one example of its use but is not limited to it.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16121			Mark RISON			233			3			10.3.2.10.2			204			46			E			Y			204.46			46			10.3.2.10.2						V			Editor						781			" Management
frame that solicits an immediate response" is not immediately clear			Change to " Management
frame other than an Action No Ack frame"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 22:40:03Z) - Let's try to stnadardize on "Management frame that solicits acknowledgment" (change accordingly)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 22:40:26Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16122			Mark RISON			233			3			27.5.3.2.2			282			54			E			Y			282.54			54			27.5.3.2.2						A			Editor						781			"MinTrigProcTime" is used almost everywhere, but not quite everywhere			Change "the additional time requirement announced in Trigger Frame
MAC Padding Duration subfield" to "the MinTrigProcTime requirement", with "MinTrigProcTime" italicised			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:57:43Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:57:46Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16123			Mark RISON			233			3			27.16.5			376			23			T			Y			376.23			23			27.16.5						J			Yongho Seok			18/1506r2			788			"Protection of transmission in ER BSS is out of scope of this specification." is a cop-out and violates coexistence assurances			Delete this subclause			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:36:22Z) - In 802.11ax PAR, it requires to support the use case of outdoor deployment and improve robustness transmission in outdoor propagation environments. 
802.11ax simulation scenario [11-14-0980-16] defines the simulation and evalution cases for outdoor in the case 4 and 4a with coverage of inter-AP space 130m. The contribution [11-14-0801] simulated transmission robustness at different CP lengths, and concludes that short CP length does not secure the robustness for outdoor cases. 
The longer CP is needed to improve the rubustness of transmission in the outdoor deployment case. 
But the legacy non-HT PPDU would not be able to provide longer CP length. 
For improving signal robustment in outdoor scenario (i.g., as using longer CP), the HE Beacon transmission should be in the spec.			EDITOR			Yongho 18/1506 ER Beacon									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 17:15:56Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/28 17:16			EDITOR


			16124			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															J			Laurent Cariou			18/1866r5			782			"HESIGA_Spatial_reuse_value15_allowed" is a very odd and unclear (what is value 15) field name?			Change to "SRP And Non-SRG OBSS_PD Allowed" throughout (per CID 12655's resolution)			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:52:18Z) - The meaning of this bit is that it allows the associated STA to set the HE-SIGA SR value to value 15 or not. The proposed change would not be clearer.			EDITOR			Laurent 18/1866 OBSS PD									N									2019/1/29 17:24			EDITOR


			16125			Mark RISON			233			3			AA			679			35			E			Y			679.35			35			AA						A			Editor						781			"STA-ID" duplicated in "STA-IDSTA-ID"			Delete the first "STA-ID" at the referenced location			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-22 22:37:20Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-22 22:37:25Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16126			Mark RISON			233			3			27.15.2			365			11			T			Y			365.11			11			27.15.2						A			Yongho Seok			18/1778r3			781			"if the PPDU is sent to a single TDLS STA" -- a non-AP STA can't send a PPDU to multiple TDLS STAs			Delete "single" in the cited text at the referenced location			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 10:05:37Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-05 20:34:03Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16127			Mark RISON			233			3			27.15.2			365			6			T			Y			365.06			6			27.15.2						J			Yongho Seok			1484r2			699			The resolution to CID 12627 on HE MU tx by a STA claims that this is desirable because "the MU PPDU has a SIG-B field that contains additional information (most importantly the identifier of the transmitter or receiver) that can be used by the recipient of the MU PPDU to determine which is the generator of the PPDU".  However, the only such field in HE-SIG-B is the STA-ID, and other parts of the spec make it clear that this contains the STA-ID of the recipient not the transmitter (see 8.3.5.2.2, 27.11.1, 28.3.2.5)			Delete the Rx HE MU PPDU From Non-AP STA subfield in the HE PHY Capabilities Information field (Figure 9-589cl and Table 9-262aa) and "to a peer STA unless it has received from the peer
STA an HE Capabilities element with the Rx HE MU PPDU From Non-AP STA subfield in the HE PHY
Capabilities Information field equal to 1" and following NOTE in 27.15.2			REJECTED (MAC: 2018-09-22 05:50:01Z)


Rejected

Discussion: in P352L57, STAID field with transmitter’s AID is defined, i.e. “If an RU is intended for an AP, then the STA_ID_LIST contains only one element that is set to the 11 LSBs of the AID of the non-AP STA transmitting the PPDU”.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16128			Mark RISON			233			3			27.5.1.2			278			24			T			Y			278.24			24			27.5.1.2						J			Abhishek Patil			18/1815r3			756			"If an RU is intended for an AP, then the STA_ID_LIST contains only one element that is set to the 11 LSBs of the AID of the non-AP STA transmitting the PPDU." contradicts other statements like "Each element of the TXVECTOR parameter STA_ID_LIST identifies the STA or group of STAs that is the recipient of an RU in the HE MU PPDU." in 27.11.1 and "for an HE MU PPDU and indicates the STA or group of STAs that is the recipient of an RU" in 8.3.5.2.2 and " The STA-ID field in each User field indicates the intended recipient user of the corresponding spatial streams and the RU." in 28.3.2.5			Add caveats of the form "except when sent to an AP" to the referenced locations.  Also add text in 27.5.1.2 to describe the setting ot the STA-ID field from a non-AP STA			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:30:31Z) - Section 27.5.1 is specific to HE DL operation. Therefore, the transmitter is the AP and the TXVECTOR setting is on the AP side. Section 27.11.1 is general and describes the STA_ID value for either case – i.e., where the AP or non-AP STA is the transmitter.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16129			Mark RISON			233			3			27.4.4.6			276			54			T			Y			276.54			54			27.4.4.6						V			George Cherian			1320r4			781			"The  AP  shall  set  the  STA_ID_LIST  field  as  defined  in  27.11.1
(STA_ID_LIST).", "an AP may respond with a Multi-STA BlockAck frame
with RA field set to broadcast address and STA_ID_LIST field set to 2047" -- no STA_ID_LIST field exists in a Multi-STA BlockAck frame			Change "STA_ID_LIST" to "AID11" and then change the first sentence cited to "[...] field to the 11 LSBs of the AID of the STA"			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-21 23:15:54Z)


Revised
The text in the two bullets refer to the STA_ID of the broadcast RU in the DL HE MU PPDU. Therefore, the reference to STA_ID is correct. It is not referring to the AID field in the multi-STA BA. The text in the bullets was revised to provide additional clarification.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1320r2 for CID 16129			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16130			Mark RISON			233			3			3.2			36			60			T			Y			36.60			60			3.2						A			Yasu Inoue			18/1807r7			782			"user: An individual station or group of stations (STAs) identified by a single receiver address (RA) or a
STA-ID in HE-SIG-B in the context of single-user multiple input, multiple output (SU-MIMO), multi-user
multiple input, multiple output (MU-MIMO), or orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA)." has confusing precedence.  Also it omits SISO users and the signalling for users for VHT DL MU-MIMO, which does not use a STA-ID			Change the definition to "An individual station or group of stations (STAs) using a single identifier, in the context of single input single output (SISO), single-user multiple input, multiple output (SU-MIMO), multi-user
multiple input, multiple output (MU-MIMO), or orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA)."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-25 19:43:37Z)			EDITOR			Yasu 18/1807 Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-25 19:46:16Z			4			2019/1/25 19:46			EDITOR


			16131			Mark RISON			233			3			27.11.1			352			48			T			Y			352.48			48			27.11.1						J			Yongho Seok			18/1505r1			787			Elements are things with an Element ID, a Length and some following octets			Change "element" to "member" throughout the referenced subclause			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:15:13Z) - In the baseline specification (802.11REVmd 1.5), depending on the context, the element has different meanings.

For example, see Table 8-5 and 10-16. Channel-list element indicates the primary, secondary, secondary40, secondary80, etc.			EDITOR			Yongho 18/1505 MAC TXVECTOR									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 17:14:01Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/28 17:14			EDITOR


			16132			Mark RISON			233			3			AA			679			4			E			Y			679.04			4			AA						A			Editor						781			"MCS10" etc. should have "HE-" before and a space before the number			Change each "MCS<n>" in the referenced subclause to "HE-MCS<NBSP><n>"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 17:17:28Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 17:17:31Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16133			Mark RISON			233			3			27.15.3			376			14			E			Y			367.14			14			27.15.3						A			Editor						781			"When sending a Trigger Frame, the HE AP shall not set the DCM subfield of User Info field in the
Trigger Frame to 1 if the destination non-AP HE STA sets the DCM Max Constellation Tx field to 0 in the
HE PHY Capabilities Information field."			Change the cited text to "An HE AP shall not set the DCM subfield of a User Info field in a
Trigger frame to 1 if it has not received from the recipient
STA an HE Capabilities element with the DCM Max Constellation Tx subfield in the HE PHY Capabilities
Information field greater than 0."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:50:56Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:51:00Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16134			Mark RISON			233			3			28.2.2			398			39			T			Y			398.39			39			28.2.2						A			Bo Sun			18/1759r1			781			"Set to 1 if the HE PPDU is addressed to an AP.
Set to 0 otherwise" -- 0 can be used even if it is addressed to an AP; see 27.11.2			Change to "Set to 1 if the HE PPDU is addressed to an AP, except as indicated in 27.11.2.
Set to 0 if the HE PPDU is not addressed to an AP, except as indicated in 27.11.2"			ACCEPTED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:41:21Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 00:02:45Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16135			Mark RISON			233			3			27.15.2			365			6			T			Y			365.06			6			27.15.2						J			Yongho Seok			1484r2			699			"A non-AP STA transmitting an HE MU PPDU sets the TXVECTOR parameter UPLINK_FLAG to 1 if the
PPDU is sent to the AP" is not necessarily true (see 27.11.2).  And "transmitter's AID if the UPLINK_FLAG is 1 and the
receiver's AID if the UPLINK_FLAG is 0" -- the link between the AID (actually STA-ID) setting and the UPLINK_FLAG setting is not required by the spec anywhere			Delete the NOTE at the referenced location			REJECTED (MAC: 2018-09-22 05:51:41Z)

Discussion: UPLINK_FLAG setting being 1 for HE MU PPDU addressed to an AP is defined in 27.11.2 “A STA transmitting an HE PPDU that is addressed to an AP shall set the TXVECTOR parameter UPLINK_FLAG to 1, except when the HE PPDU is an HE ER SU PPDU with the TXVECTOR parameter TXOP_DURATION set to UNSPECIFIED and contains an RTS or CTS frame in which case the STA may set the TXVECTOR parameter UPLINK_FLAG to 0”. The exception applies to HE ER SU PPDU. Transmitter’s AID for HE MU PPDU to AP and receiver’s AID for other HE MU PPDU are defined in 27.11.1, i.e. P352 L57 and P352L52 in D3.0.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/15 20:15			EDITOR


			16136			Mark RISON			233			3			27.15.2			365			6			T			Y			365.06			6			27.15.2			16135			J			Yongho Seok			1484r2			699			"transmitter's AID if the UPLINK_FLAG is 1 and the
receiver's AID if the UPLINK_FLAG is 0" -- the link between the AID (actually STA-ID) setting and the UPLINK_FLAG setting is not required by the spec anywhere, but it seems to be relied upon in 27.14.1 Intra-PPDU power save for non-AP HE STAs			Add a requirement that the UPLINK_FLAG be 1 if the STA-ID in an HE MU PPDU is the transmitter's ID, and be 0 if it is the receiver's			REJECTED (MAC: 2018-09-22 05:52:27Z)

Discussion: UPLINK_FLAG setting being 1 for HE MU PPDU addressed to an AP is defined in 27.11.2 “A STA transmitting an HE PPDU that is addressed to an AP shall set the TXVECTOR parameter UPLINK_FLAG to 1, except when the HE PPDU is an HE ER SU PPDU with the TXVECTOR parameter TXOP_DURATION set to UNSPECIFIED and contains an RTS or CTS frame in which case the STA may set the TXVECTOR parameter UPLINK_FLAG to 0”. The exception applies to HE ER SU PPDU. Transmitter’s AID for HE MU PPDU to AP and receiver’s AID for other HE MU PPDU are defined in 27.11.1, i.e. P352 L57 and P352L52 in D3.0.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/15 20:15			EDITOR


			16137			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			155			14			E			Y			155.14			14			9.4.2.237.3						A			Editor						781			Three bits signal similar things: Rx HE MU PPDU From Non-AP STA,  Rx Full BW SU Using HE MU PPDU With Compressed SIGB,  Rx Full BW SU Using HE MU PPDU With Non-Compressed SIGB, but the first has a confusingly different name			Change "Rx HE MU PPDU From Non-AP STA" to "Rx Partial BW SU Using HE MU PPDU From Non-AP STA" throughout (3 instances)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 19:03:53Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 19:03:57Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16138			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			158			49			T			Y			158.49			49			9.4.2.237.3						V			Lochan Verma			11-18/1459r3			781			The description in Table 9-262aa is "Indicates support for the reception on an RU in an HE
MU PPDU from a non-AP STA where the RU does not span the entire PPDU bandwidth (106-tone RU within 20 MHz bandwidth)" but the description in the text below makes no reference to 106-tone RUs of 20M BW: "A non-AP HE STA shall not transmit an HE MU PPDU with an RU not occupying the entire PPDU band-
width to a peer STA unless it has received from the peer STA an HE Capabilities element with the Rx HE
MU PPDU From Non-AP STA subfield in the HE PHY Capabilities Information field equal to 1."			Delete the parenthesis from the cited table text			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 06:18:23Z)

Instruction to Editor: please implement the proposed modificatins counting to CID 16138 as in 11-18/1459r3			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 19:53:59Z - primary 20 MHz channel is irrelavant and does not makes sense. If the PPDU is 20 MHz it can only be transmitted on the primary channel. Even if the PPDU were transmitted on a secondary channel it is not possible for a 106-tone RU in the PPDU to be present in the primary channel.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16139			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			156			4			T			Y			156.04			4			9.4.2.237.3						V			Lochan Verma			11-18/1459r3			781			Table 28-19 indicates that HE-SIG-B compression is used if and only if full-bandwidth MU-MIMO is being used.  Therefore references to compressed HE-SIG-B would be much clearer as references to full-bandwidth MU-MIMO (and ditto non-compressed)			Change "Rx Full BW SU Using HE MU PPDU With Non-Compressed SIGB" to "Rx Full BW SU Using HE MU PPDU With MU-MIMO" throughout; change "Rx Full BW SU Using HE MU PPDU With Compressed SIGB" to "Rx Full BW SU Using HE MU PPDU Without MU-MIMO" throughout			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 09:10:51Z)

TGax Editor: make changes for CID 16139 according to 11-18-1459-03-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 19:50:14Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16140			Mark RISON			233			3			27.15.2			365			15			T			Y			365.15			15			27.15.2						V			Yongho Seok			18/1778r3			781			"An HE STA shall not transmit an HE MU PPDU with an RU occupying the entire PPDU bandwidth and a
compressed HE-SIG-B to a peer STA unless the HE STA has received from the peer STA an HE Capabili-
ties element with the Rx Full BW SU Using HE MU PPDU With Compressed SIGB subfield in the HE PHY
Capabilities Information field equal to 1." appears to allow a non-AP STA to refuse to support full-bw DL MU-MIMO			In the cited text change "a peer STA" to "an AP" and "the peer STA" to "the AP"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 10:05:46Z) - See the discussion of CID 15897 in 11-18/1459r3.  

However, the text descriptions requires qualification that the capability is only for DL MU PPDU sent to a single user.

TGax editor makes changes as shown in the as specified in 11-18/1778r3.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-05 20:36:41Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16141			Mark RISON			233			3			27.15.2			365			21			T			Y			365.21			21			27.15.2						V			Yongho Seok			18/1778r3			781			"An HE STA shall not transmit an HE MU PPDU with an RU occupying the entire PPDU bandwidth and a
non-compressed HE-SIG-B to a peer STA unless the PPDU bandwidth is less than or equal to 80 MHz and
the HE STA has received from the peer STA an HE Capabilities element with the Rx Full BW SU Using HE
MU PPDU With Non-Compressed SIGB subfield in the HE PHY Capabilities Information field equal to 1." appears to allow a non-AP STA to refuse to support full-bw DL OFDMA			In the cited text change "a peer STA" to "an AP" and "the peer STA" to "the AP"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 10:05:58Z) - See the discussion of CID 15897 in 11-18/1459r3.  

However, the text descriptions requires qualification that the capability is only for DL MU PPDU sent to a single user. 

The proposed change is same as the 11-18/1459r3 approved in Sep 2018.

TGax editor makes changes as shown in the as specified in 11-18/1778r3.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-05 20:36:57Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16142			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			155			5			T			Y			155.05			5			9.4.2.237.3						V			Lochan Verma			11-18/1459r3			781			There is a DCM Max NSS Tx capability field, but no normative behaviour associated with it			Add normative behavioural requirements in Subclause 27.15.3			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 06:15:38Z)

TGax Editor: make changes for CID 16142 according to 11-18-1459-03-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 19:45:19Z - Modified to more accurately identify the subfields.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16143			Mark RISON			233			3			27.15.3			367			13			T			Y			367.13			13			27.15.3						V			Yongho Seok			18/1778r3			781			The DCM Max BW constraint needs to be applied to requests in Trigger frames too, not just			At the end of the referenced paragraph add a sentence "An HE AP shall not set the UL BW subfield of the Common Info field in a
Trigger frame to a value greater than that indicated in any of the recipient STAs' DCM Max BW subfieldsin the HE PHY Capabilities
Information field of the HE Capabilities element.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 10:07:43Z) - Agree in principle. 

Also, while reviewing the TGax Draft 3.2, we realized that the same issue has been observed in setting the UL STBC subfield in the Trigger frame.

The proposed changes cover both the DCM Max BW contstraint and the UL STBC constraint. 

TGax editor makes changes as shown in the as specified in 11-18/1778r3.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-05 21:52:28Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16144			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															J			Po-Kai Huang			18/1800r1			746			It is not clear whether a GCR MU-BAR is a type of MU-BAR (cf. BlockAckReq v. Basic BlockAckReq v. Compressed BlockAckReq); see also constructs like "a GCR MU-BAR Trigger frame or MU-BAR Trigger frame" and "The Trigger Type of the Trigger frame is either MU-BAR or GCR MU-BAR"			Prefix "MU-BAR" with "Basic" throughout, where not prefixed with "GCR"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:15:16Z) - MU-BAR Trigger frame is a variant of Trigger frame. GCR MU-BAR is another variant of Trigger frame. There is no need to prefix MU-BAR with “basic.”			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16145			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			159			12			T			Y			159.12			12			9.4.2.237.3						A			Lochan Verma			11-18/1459r1			781			An AP that supports >=4SS is required to support DL MU-MIMO (resolution to CID 12669 missed this point)			Copy the NOTE from the SU Beamformer row's rightmost cell to the end of the MU Beamformer row's rightmost cell			ACCEPTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 06:19:42Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 22:11:24Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16146			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															J									791			That an AP with >= 4SS needs to support DL MU-MIMO is stated too many times			Delete in at least one of 4.13.4a, T9-262aa, 27.6.2, 28.1.1, 28.3.3.9.2			Rejected. 

The comment doesn't identify  problem with the draft. It does not cause any harm to repeat the term in several place.			EDITOR			Osama November 2018									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 19:02:26Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/28 19:02			EDITOR


			16147			Mark RISON			233			3			27.6.2			303						E			Y			303.00						27.6.2						V			Editor						781			"MU beamformer subfield" should be "MU Beamformer subfield" (2x)			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:28:19Z) - One occurance			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:28:30Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16148			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															J			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1698r1			782			The MU Beamformer subfield has no associated behaviour.  The resolution to CID 12673 states that "For less then 4SS, support of MU-MIMO is optional for AP." -- this is true but beside the point.  There needs to be some kind of shall/should/may behaviour associated with the subfield (i.e. what does another STA do based on the setting of this subfield), or it serves no purpose			Delete the subfield from 9.4.2.237.3 (figure and table) and from 27.6.2 (last sentence first bullet, and second bullet)			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:26:23Z) - The normative behavior for the MU beamformer, which is defined in the third paragraph of 27.6.2:
“An MU beamformer is an HE AP that sets the MU beamformer subfield in the HE PHY Capabilities Information field in the HE Capabilities element it transmits to 1.”
is provided in multiple following paragraphs in 27.6.2. Quoting an example paragraph for ease of review:
“An MU beamformer may solicit full bandwidth MU feedback from an MU beamformee in an HE TB sounding sequence. An MU beamformer may solicit partial bandwidth MU feedback from an MU beamformee in an HE TB sounding sequence if the MU beamformee indicates support by setting the Triggered MU Beamforming Partial BW Feedback subfield to 1.”			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1698 Misc Part 2									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 18:35:05Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/24 18:35			EDITOR


			16149			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															V									781			"intended for" is vague			Change to "addressed to" throughout when an address is present (see REVmd)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-10-11 18:16:23Z) - Change as suggested at P318L33, P318L42, P327L62, P331L22 (D3.1)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-11 18:25:59Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16150			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															V						18/1935r3			781			An S-MPDU is a type of MPDU, so "MPDU or S-MPDU" is pleonastic			Delete "or S-MPDU" in "MPDU or S-MPDU" throughout			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:25:03Z) - TGax Editor to make changes in 11-18/1935r2 related to CID 16150			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3						All usage seems to be related to fragmentation. A related terminology issue is that terminology such as "fragment in an MPDU" is used. But a fragment is an MPDU (per definition). Both issues need to be fixed.			I			EDITOR: 2018-12-07 19:21:53Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16151			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															V			Laurent Cariou			19/0177r1			794			Per 802.11 convention, there should be no "shall" in Clause 9 except the one in the baseline at the start			Change "20 MHz only STA shall set to 0." to "A 20 MHz only STA sets this to 0." at 162.50.  Move " The  SNR  per  subcarrier  computation
should be done on at least 4 subcarriers in a 26-tone RU." to Clause 27 (this is behaviour not format); also "If an
MSDU or A-MSDU is fragmented and is not carried in an A-MPDU, then the queue size value may remain
constant in all fragments even if the amount of queued traffic changes as successive fragments are sent.".  In 9.6.8.36 delete "The FILS Discovery frame may include a TIM element" and instead change the baseline table/figure that defines the contents of this frame to show an optional TIM element.  Ditto "The FILS Discovery frame may include a broadcast TWT element"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 20:20:55Z) - apply the changes as proposed in document 19-0177r1			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0177 6 GHz Misc						I've editorially changed the 20 MHz only STA issue. The remaining issues related to OPS and sounding. The main problem is OPS so reclassifying as OPS topic.			I						4			2019/2/1 17:41			EDITOR


			16152			Mark RISON			233			3			27.16.5									T			Y			376.27						27.16.5						V			Yongho Seok			18/1506r2			788			"in P20" is not a defined term			Change "high frequency 106-
tone RU in P20" to "the higher frequency 106-tone RU of the primary 20 MHz channel"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:38:02Z) - Agree in principle. 

TGax editor makes changes as shown in the as specified in 11-18/1506r2.			EDITOR			Yongho 18/1506 ER Beacon									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 17:17:44Z			4			2019/1/28 17:17			EDITOR


			16153			Mark RISON			233			3			28.2.2			398			45			E			Y			398.45			45			28.2.2						A			Editor						781			Per CID 12695 it should always be "STA-ID"			Change "STA ID" to "STA-ID"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 15:27:31Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 15:27:54Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16154			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															V			Editor						781			Is it "OBSS PD" or "OBSS-PD" or "OBSS_PD"			Pick one and use it throughout (note SRG OBSS PD Min/Max Offset fields, Equation (27-3), Figure 27-9)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-10-11 20:50:57Z) - As of D3.2, all instances are now "OBSS PD". No additional changes required.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									N			EDITOR: 2018-10-11 20:51:32Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16155			Mark RISON			233			3						122						T			Y			122.00												V									791			"left" and "right" are not well-defined for frequencies			At 122.14 change "For the left of" to "Below"
At 122.18 change "For the right of" to "Above"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-12 02:00:13Z) - Agree in principle. Change "For the left of DC" to "Below DC" and change "on the left of DC" to "below DC". Change "For the right of DC" to "Above DC"			EDITOR			Editor November 2018									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 19:24:58Z- Text removed with changes in 19/0002r0						2019/1/28 19:25			EDITOR


			16156			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															J									791			"left" and "right" are not well-defined for frequencies			Fix "NGuard,Left", "NGuard,Right", "LTF80MHz_left_1x", "LTF80MHz_right_1x", "LTF80MHz_left_4x", "LTF80MHz_right_4x"			Rejected. 

The draft use the convention used in 802.11 draft REVmd. D1.2

[From EDITOR: using left and right in a name is ok. It would be problematic if part of the definition.]			EDITOR			Osama November 2018									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 19:04:06Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/28 19:04			EDITOR


			16157			Mark RISON			233			3			27.9.3.2			345			31			T			Y			345.31			31			27.9.3.2						V			Matt Fischer			1410r6			781			"legacy portion of the SRP PPDU" is not a defined concept			Define these portions as the L-STF, L-LTF and L-SIG fields			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 22:58:49Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/1410r6 that are marked with CID 16157, which replaces the cited text with an approximation of what the commenter suggests.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 20:49:27Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16158			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															J			Editor						781			There are instances of "x" as a multiplication symbol			Change to the multiplication glyph in B.4.27.2, T28-23, 28.1.1, 10.3.2.4			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 21:26:51Z) - The comment is not specific enough on the location of the problems.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									N			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 21:27:16Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16159			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															J			Editor						781			"1x", "2x", "4x" are forms of multiplication			Change the "x" to the multiplication glyph in each case, where it is not in a field name			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 21:13:32Z) - If used as terms or names multiplication is not necessary. Could be read 1 ex, as in 1 times variable x (which I think was the intent with x being the "normal" (3.2 us) duration)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									N			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 21:14:50Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16160			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															V			Po-Kai Huang			18/1800r1			781			"An HE AP may operate an ER BSS in addition to a non-HT BSS. An ER BSS, when present, shall operate independent of the non-HT BSS and shall have a BSSID different from the non-HT BSS operated by the AP." is written as if an AP is a physical device.  But it's not, in the 802.11 standards, it's a logical concept, and one that corresponds to exactly one BSS and BSSID			Change the cited text to "An HE AP may operate an ER BSS collocated with an AP operating a non-HT BSS. An ER BSS shall operate independently of any collocated non-HT BSS (including having a different BSSID)."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:13:43Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. We revise the sentence based on the suggestion from the commenter. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1800r1 under all headings that include CID 16160.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16161			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															V			Po-Kai Huang			18/1800r1			781			"An ER BSS may have larger coverage area." -- this is not an implementation option			Change the cited text to a "NOTE---An ER BSS is expected to have a larger coverage area than a non-ER BSS."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:14:02Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1800r1 under all headings that include CID 16161.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16162			Mark RISON			233			3			10.3.2.10.2									T			Y			204.44						10.3.2.10.2						A			George Cherian			18/1777r1			781			The rules for HE MU PPDUs related to HTP Ack (i.e. only ack if received with Trigger or UMRS) don't apply to UL or direct links			Add "A non-AP STA shall not set the ack policy to HTP Ack."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:16:18Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-06 20:13:31Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16163			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															J			Liwen Chu			18/2040r6			782			There are multiple instances of "ack-enabled A-MPDU"			Change each of them to "ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 13:17:48Z) - The sepc defines ack-enabled A-MPDU and ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU. They are different.			EDITOR			Liwen 18/2040 Misc									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 23:28:16Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/24 23:28			EDITOR


			16164			Mark RISON			233			3			9.7.3			197			54			T			Y			197.54			54			9.7.3						V			Liwen Chu			18/1858r7			781			Per the resolution of CID 12743, the claim that multiple Trigger frames are beneficial is not clear			At the end of Table 9-426 add a "NOTE---The inclusion of multiple Trigger frames in an A-MPDU can increase robustness."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:31:23Z) -Generally agree with the commenter.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-18/1858r7   under CID 16164			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16165			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.1.63									T			Y			120.42						9.4.1.63						V			Menzo Wentink			19/0002r0			792			"For 40 MHz and 80 MHz, [...] when the S-tone and E-tone indices lie on different sides of DC, the following relationships hold separately for the two sides of DC." -- the case of 160 MHz and 80+80 MHz is missing			Describe how scidx(i) is derived from scidx(i-1) (or otherwise) for 160 and for 80+80, covering both the "S-tone and E-tone indices lie on different sides of DC" and "same sides of DC" cases			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:51:31Z) - Make the changes shown under “Proposed changes” in 19/002r0, which address the issues raised and also fix an error for 20 MHz partial-BW feedback with Ng=16.			EDITOR			Mark 19/0002 beamforming feedback									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-23 20:50:09Z- 			4			2019/1/23 20:50			EDITOR


			16166			Mark RISON			233			3			9.2.4.6a.2									E			Y			72.46						9.2.4.6a.2						V			Editor						781			"RX NSS" should be "Rx NSS"			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 22:40:06Z) - Change Rx NSS support" to "maximum number of spatial streams that the STA supports in reception" See resolution to #16036.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 22:40:48Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16167			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.2									T			Y			138.41						9.4.2						A			Editor						791			"(0, 1 or 2 for MCS 0-7, 1 or 2 for MCS 8, 2 for MCS 9)" and "(0, 1, or 2 for MCS 0-7, 1 or 2 for MCS 8-9, 2 for MCS 10-11)" is duplication.  The information about which values indicate which MCSes is already given elsewhere (e.g. "The Max HE-MCS For n SS subfield (where n = 1, ..., 8) is encoded as follows:
--- 0 indicates support for HE-MCS 0-7 for n spatial streams" etc.			Delete in 9.4.2.158.3 and 9.4.2.237.4 (2x)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-12 02:27:02Z)			EDITOR			Osama November 2018									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 19:06:30Z			4			2019/1/28 19:06			EDITOR


			16168			Mark RISON			233			3						290			5			T			Y			290.05			5									V			Liwen Chu			18/2040r6			782			"(A-)MPDU" is wrong because an A-MPDU and an MPDU are quite different things (one contains the other)			Delete the "(A-)" at the referenced location			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 22:42:45Z) - Discussion: dynamic fragmentation is only allowed in HE PPDU. So only S-MPDU (one specific format of A-MPDU) and A-MPDU can carry dynamic fragments.

TGax editor to change the note to “The STA additionally follows the rules defined in 27.3.2 (Dynamic fragmentation) when fragments are present in the soliciting A-MPDU"			EDITOR			Liwen 18/2040 Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 23:30:15Z			4			2019/1/24 23:30			EDITOR


			16169			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															V			Editor						791			Per editorial convetions, need to say "dual carrier modulation (DCM)" the first time the term is used after Clause 3			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-12 02:22:56Z) - Agree in principle. The first use of DCM after clause 3 that is not in a field or parameter name is at 79.24 of D3.2. Change "Recommended usage of DCM" to "Recommended usage of dual carrier modulation (DCM)"			EDITOR			Editor November 2018									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-11 21:30:50Z- EDITOR: 2018-12-11 21:30:47Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:08			EDITOR


			16170			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															J									781			The baseline definition "aggregate medium access control (MAC) service data unit (A-MSDU): A structure that contains one or more  MSDUs  and  is  transported  within  a  single  (unfragmented)  data  medium  access  control  (MAC) protocol data unit (MPDU)." is no longer true with dynamic fragmentation			Extend the definition to allow for dynamic fragmentation			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-11 20:54:44Z) - The baseline definition has been modified with the bracketed unfragmented deleted.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									N			EDITOR: 2018-10-11 20:55:26Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16171			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															J									768			"long GI" from the baseline needs to be changed since it is now the shortest of the three GIs for ax			In the baseline, change "short GI" to "400 ns GI" and "long GI" to "800 ns GI" throughout			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-09 03:38:23Z)

"Long GI" is only a term with specific definition, like "VHT". It's not expected to assume its meaning by the term itself since advanced tech in the future will always make challenge to that.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16172			Mark RISON			233			3			11.23.1									T			Y			242.43						11.23.1						J									791			The set of features that TDLS STAs may and shall not use needs to be specified			In the referenced subclause add "A TDLS STA shall not transmit an HE MU PPDU or HE TB PPDU to a peer TDLS STA."			Rejected. 

TDLS STA cannot send a triiger frame to solicit an HE TB PPDU. HE MU PPDU is allowed under certain conditions. Please refer to page 365 line 11.			EDITOR			Osama November 2018									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 19:06:33Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/28 19:06			EDITOR


			16173			Mark RISON			233			3			27.5.3.5			293			13			T			Y			293.13			13			27.5.3.5						V			Po-Kai Huang			11-18/1486r0			781			"BRP Trigger frame" -- no such frame			Change to "BFRP Trigger frame"			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-18 01:03:09Z)
TGax editor to change “BRP Trigger” to “BFRP Trigger” through D3.0			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-09 20:29:55Z - see #15140			3.1			2019/1/17 21:26			EDITOR


			16174			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y			119.20						9.4.1.62						V			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			781			"Set to 0 for Nr = 1" is not a valid setting for CBR			Change to "0 is reserved"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:51:55Z) - Nr should reflect the Nss of the sounding NDP.

125.30 change as shown

"Indicates the number of rows, Nr, in the compressed beamforming feedback matrix minus 1, and for CQI feedback, the Nss of the HE sounding NDP minus 1:"			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 19:21:17Z - see #17057			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16175			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															J			Osama Aboul-Magd			18/1876r3			801			"dynamic fragmentation" is poorly named			Rename it to "variable-length fragmentation"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:19:59Z) - The word “dynamic” better describes the intended function.			EDITOR			Osama 18/1876 Misc MAC									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-29 03:39:23Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/29 3:39			EDITOR


			16176			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.2.3									T			Y			130.02						9.4.2.3						V			Yongho Seok			18/1780r5			781			It should be made clear with a NOTE that you must not include the 126 membership selector (VHT) if you want to allow 20-MHz-only HE STAs, only 125 (HE) and 127 (HT)			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 17:20:42Z) - When the BSS membership selector value is set to 126 (VHT), the association of a 20 MHz-only non-AP HE STA is exceptionally allowed. 

TGax editor makes changes as shown in the as specified in 11-18/1780r5.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-11 20:25:43Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16177			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.20									T			Y			570.52						28.3.20						V			Xiaogang Chen			11-18/1493r3			709			"When a packet extension and/or a signal extension present, the PHY-TXEND.confirm
primitive is generated at the end of the packet extension or signal extension." -- this is not an implementation choice.  The primitive must be generated at the later of the two, if both are present			Change the para at the referenced location to "A packet extension and/or a signal extension may be present in the PPDU. The PHY-TXEND.confirm primitive is generated at the latest of the end of the last symbol of the PPDU, the packet extension if present and the signal extension if present."			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 11:41:10Z)

No more change/modification required.

Resolved in resolution to CID 16042. Duplicated Comment.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 18:01:07Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16178			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			154			46			T			Y			154.46			46			9.4.2.237.3						J			Lochan Verma			11-18/1460r1			667			The resolution to CID 12798 "Sending an UL MU PPDU has no value" was "Agree in principle. All references have been removed with resolutions to other comments. No further change required."  However, there do in fact remain various references to sending UL MU PPDUs			Make Rx HE MU PPDU
From Non-AP STA, Rx Full BW SU
Using HE MU
PPDU With Com-
pressed SIGB and Rx Full BW SU
Using HE MU
PPDU With Non-
Compressed SIGB only apply to rx by a non-AP STA			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 06:48:18Z)

The resolution to CID12798 on D2.0 is “Reject” in document 685r0. The motion number 600 in May 2018 reflects it.
The reject reason is copied from 685r0 as below.
“UL MU PPDU contains SIG-B field which contains the transmit identifier, or the receive identifier (depending if intended to an AP or a non-AP STA). This information contained in the PHY preamble is beneficial for the receiver to determine the transmitter or if it is the receiver of the PPDU even if all the PSDU is received incorrectly and can be used for fast recovery procedures at the MAC layer”			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16179			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.10.7.2									T			Y			462.45						28.3.10.7.2						J			Ross Yu Jian			18/1764r0			714			No behaviour is associated with the "TxBF" field in HE-SIG-A			At the end of the rightmost cell for the row on TxBF in the cited subclause, add a "NOTE---This field enables the receiver to make decisions about smoothing."			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:20:26Z)

In 11ax, the Rx may perform smoothing, when the Tx beamforming is applied.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-27 21:41:50Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16180			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.10.8.5									T			Y			488.10						28.3.10.8.5						J			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1441r2			712			No behaviour is associated with the "Tx Beamforming" field in HE-SIG-A			At the end of the rightmost cell for the row on Tx Beamforming in the cited subclause, add a "NOTE---This field enables the receiver to make decisions about smoothing."			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 11:57:08Z)

In 11ax, the Rx may perform smoothing, when the Tx beamforming is applied.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16181			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.10.7.2									E			Y			460.01						28.3.10.7.2						V			Editor						781			The field should not be called "TxBF" in one place and "Tx Beamforming" in another			Change "TxBF" to "Tx Beamforming" in the referenced subclause			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 21:26:13Z) - Change field name in HE-SIG-A to "Tx Beamforming" for consistency with User field in HE-SIG-B			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 21:31:41Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16182			Mark RISON			233			3			27.2.2			254			6			T			Y			254.06			6			27.2.2						V			Kaiying Lv			18/1655r3			781			"PARTIAL_AID[5:8] not equal to the partial BSS color announced by the BSS" -- partial BSS colour is not announced, the full colour is, with an extra info that partial BSS colour bits are in use for AIDs.  And it's the HE AP that announces, not the BSS			Reword as "PARTIAL_AID[5:8] is not compatible with the BSS color announced by the HE AP".  At 254.35 reword as "PARTIAL_AID[5:8] is compatible with the BSS color announced by the HE AP"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 21:16:50Z) - Agree with the comment. 

TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-18/1655r3			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16183			Mark RISON			233			3			27.11.4			355			18			T			Y			355.18			18			27.11.4						V			Abhishek Patil			1244r1			781			"PARTIAL_AID [5:8] for VHT PPDUs transmitted by an HE AP
with the TXVECTOR parameter GROUP_ID equal to 63 is not the same as the partial BSS color announced
by the HE AP" -- partial BSS colour is not announced, the full colour is, with an extra info that partial BSS colour bits are in use for AIDs			Reword as "PARTIAL_AID [5:8] for VHT PPDUs transmitted by an HE AP
with the TXVECTOR parameter GROUP_ID equal to 63 is not compatible with the partial BSS color announced
by the HE AP"			REVISED (MAC: 2018-08-14 22:26:12Z)

Revised
Agree with the comment. Changed text to say ‘consistent with’ instead of same as.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1244r1 for CID 16183			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.1			motion passed						I						3.1			2019/1/17 21:26			EDITOR


			16184			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															J			Po-Kai Huang			18/1800r1			746			"a frame with the duration information indicated by a Duration field in the PSDU of the PPDU with the RXVECTOR parameter TXOP_DURATION" (4 instances:  10.3.2.4 2x, 27.2.4 2x) is not clear			Change the sentence for each of the 6 instances to "An MPDU with duration information is not received"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:14:21Z) - In baseline, the duration information is described together with the frame. Using “frame” is a better option than “MPDU”. Spec texts are shown below.

The duration information is also available in the MAC headers of all frames (M53)other than (11ah)PV1 MAC frames and PS-Poll frames			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16185			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			161			37			T			Y			161.37			37			9.4.2.237.3						A			Lochan Verma			11-18/1460r1			781			It's not just 160 MHz OFDMA.  The resolution to CID 12814 claims this is about the PPDU bandwidth, but this is not clear			Change "160 MHz" to "160/80+80 MHz" at the referenced location			ACCEPTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 06:54:43Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 22:29:03Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16186			Mark RISON			233			3			10.3.2.10.1			204			1			T			Y			204.01			1			10.3.2.10.1						A			George Cherian			18/1777r1			781			The "carried in SU format" is not clear.  Does it refer to HE SU PPDUs only or also to HE TB PPDUs?			Change "in SU format" to "in an SU PPDU" throughout the referenced subclause (including the heading)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:16:31Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-06 20:11:03Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16187			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															V									781			It is not clear whether an HE TB PPDU is the transmission by a given STA or the union of the transmissions by a set of STAs (as specified in the Trigger frame/UMRS).  Wording like "IIndicates the value of the L-SIG Length field of the HE TB PPDU that is the response to the Trigger frame." implies the latter but wording like "A non-AP STA that sends an HE TB PPDU as a response to a Basic Trigger frame" implies the former.  The resolution to CID 12829 is an odd REVISED "The current text already captures the idea that the HE-TB PPDU is a union of transmissions from multiple STAs." but in any case as the examples above show, there are places where an HE TB PPDU is a transmission by a specific STA			State in 28.3.4 that an HE TB PPDU is the waveform generated by a given STA, and that an UL MU PPDU consists of one or more HE TB PPDUs
Change the last para of 27.4.4.5 to "If there is an HE TB PPDU from more than one STA, the AP shall respond with a Multi-STA BlockAck frame carried [...]"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-10-11 19:50:26Z) - An HE TB PPDU is the response of a given STA no the union of the transmissions. A PPDU is the transmission from a STA to one or more other STAs. Clarify by changing "of the HE TB PPDU that is the response to the Trigger frame" to "of the solicited HE TB PPDUs" (for subfields of the Common Info field) and "of the solicited HE TB PPDU" (for subfields of the User Info field) except at P401L22 where it should be "the expected HE TB PPDU"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-11 20:02:53Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16188			Mark RISON			233			3			27.8.1			332			48			T			Y			332.48			48			27.8.1						V			Jarkko Kneckt			1246r8			781			"When a first STA transmit both OM Control field and Operating Mode field
in different PPDUs to a second STA, the second STA shall use the most recently received one to decide  the
opering mode of the first STA. [...] An HE STA should not transmit an OM Control subfield and an Operating Mode field in the same PPDU." -- not clear what happens if send in same MPDU.  The resolution to CID 12839 claimed that "The standard denies the use of OM Control and OMI fields in the same MPDU to avoid STAs to indicate contradicting parameters" but I cannot find this in D3.0			Add to the end of the para "When a first STA transmits both an OM Control field and an Operating Mode field
in the same PPDU to a second STA, the second STA shall use the most recently received one to decide  the
opering mode of the first STA.  NOTE---An OM Control field is received before an Operating Mode field in the same MPDU."  Change "transmit" to "transmits" at 286.57 of D2.0, add a space at the start of the sentence, delete "An HE STA should not transmit an OM Control subfield and an Operating Mode field in the same PPDU. " at 287.16 of D2.0			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-20 21:44:34Z)


 Revised. OM Control and operating mode field contain different parameters and if these fields are present in the same MPDU, the information from both fields should be updated. The Bandwidth and the NSS fields control the same parameters. A Note is added to further clarify which field should be used if they are in the same MPDU. 
The spec discusses on transmission order of the field, not the reception order of the field. 
- TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/1246r8 that are marked with CID 16188.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16189			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3									T			Y			409.01						28.3						V			Lochan Verma			18/1842r2			781			28.3.4 is fairly clear that the only HE PPDU fromats are SU, MU, ER and TB, but some other parts of the spec seem to think HE NDP and HE NDP short feedback are (HE) PPDU formats too			Change F28-44, F28-45 to not refer to an HE (TB) NDP (feedback) PPDU format			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 12:08:52Z)

TGax Editor: please make changes for CID 16189 according to 11-18-1842-02-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 22:01:01Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16190			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															J									791			Various places that explicitly refer to HE SU PPDUs need to also refer to HE ER PPDUs			Add references to HE ER PPDUs after the reference to HE SU PPDUs in 27.4.5, 27.15.3, 28.3.11.2, 27.4.4.2, Table 28-15, 28.3.11.5.1			Reject. 

HE ER PPDU and HE SU PPDU are two different formats. There is no need to refernece HE ER PPDU every time HE SU PPDU is referenced			EDITOR			Osama November 2018									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 19:06:39Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/28 19:06			EDITOR


			16191			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															V						18/2034r0			781			Need to be clearer the packet extension is completely distinct and independent from the signal extension (also need to make sure the HE PHY is mentioned wherever the ERP/HT PHYs are currently mentioned for signal extension, in the baseline)			As it says in the comment			Commenter has not provided specific location on where the packet extension is not clearly different from signal extension.  The comment resolution group feels the two are disambiguously different.
11-18/2034r0 updated 10.3.8 to add HE PPDUs to the list of PPDUs using signal extension.
Instruction to Editor:  Implement the text updates for CID 16191 in 11-18/2034r0			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-07 18:56:12Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16192			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															J									791			Sometimes the spec wording indicates that an RU is necessarily less than the full PPDU bandwidth, sometimes it indicates that a non-OFDMA transmission contains a single RU of the same width as the PPDU bandwidth			State that a full-width transmission is an RU, and then simplify things like "HE-MCSs for 242-tone RU and non-OFDMA 20 MHz, NSS = 1" to "HE-MCSs for 242-tone RU, NSS = 1"			Rejected. 

The comment doesn't identify the paragraph or the location where the issue occurs. The commenter is invite to submit a more precise comment identifying the locations where suchh an issue occurs.			EDITOR			Osama November 2018									N									2019/1/28 19:07			EDITOR


			16193			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															V									781			"Values 0 to 60 map to -20 dBm to 40 dBm" is not clear			Delete Table 9-25f and change "The AP Tx
Power subfield encoding is defined in Table 9-25f (AP Tx Power subfield encoding)." to "The AP Tx
Power subfield contains the AP Tx power in dBm plus 20; values above 60 are reserved."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-10-11 16:20:27Z)- Along the lines proposed, change the paragraph to read: "The AP Tx Power subfield of the Common Info field indicates the combined average power per 20 MHz bandwidth, referenced to the antenna connector, of all antennas used to transmit the Trigger frame. The transmit power is reported with a resolution of 1 dB, with values in the range 0 to 60 representing –20 dBm to 40 dBm, respectively. Values above 60 are reserved." Delete the table.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-11 16:21:14Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16194			Mark RISON			233			3			9.3.1.23			99			46			T			Y			99.46			46			9.3.1.23						V			Abhishek Patil			18/1456r8			775			"Values 0 to 60 map to -20 dBm to 40 dBm" is not clear			Change the cited text to "The AP Tx power in dBm, plus 20"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:34:47Z) - Agree with the comment. D3.2 already has the requested by the comment.
TGax editor, no further changes are needed			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-12-11 17:36:06Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16195			Mark RISON			233			3						578			34			E			Y			578.34			34									A			Editor						781			Still one instance of HE_PREAMBLE			Change to "HE-PREAMBLE" at the referenced location			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-22 21:46:59Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-22 21:47:03Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16196			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															A			Editor						781			The L-SIG field is called LENGTH not Length			Change Length to LENGTH where it refers to the L-SIG field (in D2.0 this was at 333.5, 333.11, 382.47, 383.24, 402.52, 403.1, 452.36)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 17:36:41Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 17:36:52Z - Corrected 2 instances			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16197			Mark RISON			233			3			27.4.4.1			272			64			E			Y			272.64			64			27.4.4.1						A			Editor						781			"frame ," -- spurious space			Delete the space in the cited text			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:52:49Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:52:53Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16198			Mark RISON			233			3			27.4.4.1			272			64			T			Y			272.64			64			27.4.4.1						V			George Cherian			1501r1			781			The PPDU type is also important.  The resolution to CID 12892 states that "Though it is true that that there are some special rules based on PPDU format (like HE TB PPDU), the Ack rules are self-contained within the frame", but as the headings of the subsequent subclauses indicates ("Responding to an HE <format> PPDU") the format is a factor in deciding the form of the acknowledgment			Add "PPDU format" to the list of deciding factors			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 20:50:01Z)


Revised - 

Agree in principle

TGax editor shall incorporate changes in 11-18-1501-01-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16199			Mark RISON			233			3			27.4.4.3			273			42			T			Y			273.42			42			27.4.4.3						J			George Cherian			1501r1			702			This subclause is about responding, so rules on what the AP may or may not do are not appropriate.  The resolution to CID 12893 claims that "The rules for response is in the first paragraph" but this is not true: the first para is about the rules for the transmitter, and contains no rules for the responder			Move the first para (inc. bullets) to a different subclause			REJECTED (MAC: 2018-09-22 20:50:49Z)

As responded earlier, the intention is to capture related rules in a single section, not to lose the context. However, commenter may propose an alternative subclause, which is missing in the comment.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16200			Mark RISON			233			3			27.4.4.4			274			31			T			Y			274.31			31			27.4.4.4						J			George Cherian			1501r1			702			This subclause is about responding, so rules on what the AP may or may not do are not appropriate.  The resolution to CID 12894 claims that "The rules for response is part of the sentence" but this is not true: the first sentence is about the rules for the transmitter, and contains no rules for the responder			Move the first sentence to a different subclause			REJECTED (MAC: 2018-09-22 20:51:19Z)

The intention is to capture related rules in a single section, not to lose the context. However, commenter may propose an alternative subclause, which is missing in the comment.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/15 20:17			EDITOR


			16201			Mark RISON			233			3			27.4.4.5			275			16			T			Y			275.16			16			27.4.4.5						J			George Cherian			1501r1			702			This subclause is about responding, so rules on what the non-AP STA may or may not do are not appropriate.   The resolution to CID 12893 claims that "The rules for response is in the first paragraph" but this is not true: the first para is about the rules for the transmitter, and contains no rules for the responder			Move the first para to a different subclause			REJECTED (MAC: 2018-09-22 20:51:58Z)

The intention is to capture related rules in a single section, not to lose the context. However, commenter may propose an alternative subclause, which is missing in the comment.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/15 20:17			EDITOR


			16202			Mark RISON			233			3			9.3.1.9.7			91			38			T			Y			91.38			38			9.3.1.9.7						V			Tomoko Adachi			18/1851r3			781			"an Action frame carried in an [...] S-MPDU" -- other MMPDUs can also be carried in an S-MPDU and need to be acked			After "Sent as a response to an Action frame carried in an A-
MPDU or S-MPDU," append "a Management frame, other than an Action No Ack frame, carried in an S-MPDU,"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:42:02Z) - Agree in principle.  
Note that, from the description saying it is sent as a response to a Mangement frame, it is obvious that the Management frame is other than an Action No Ack frame. 
See the instructions to the TGax editor in doc. 11-18/1851r3.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16203			Mark RISON			233			3			27.4.4.5			275			61			E			Y			275.61			61			27.4.4.5						A			Editor						781			"and the if the AP" is garbled			Change "and the if the AP ends the response in a DL
SU PPDU" to "and if the HE AP intends to send the response in a
DL SU PPDU format" at the referenced location			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 21:14:24Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 21:14:28Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16204			Mark RISON			233			3			27.4.4.5			275			21			T			Y			275.21			21			27.4.4.5						J			George Cherian						702			"If the HE TB PPDU carries MPDUs only from one STA" -- an HE TB PPDU always carries MPDUs only from one STA, per what I think is the understanding that an HE TB PPDU is the waveform generated by a transmitting STA rather than the waveform received by a receiving STA			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "If the AP has received an HE TB PPDU from only one STA" and below change "If the HE TB PPDUs carry MPDUs from more than one STA" to "If the AP has received more than one HE TB PPDU"			REJECTED (MAC: 2018-09-22 20:52:33Z)

From the definition of HE TB PPDU, a single HE TB PPDU can carry PSDUs from multiple STAs.

"high efficiency (HE) trigger-based (TB) physical layer protocol data unit (PPDU): An HE PPDU transmitted
with HE TB PPDU format that is capable of carrying one or more PHY service data units (PSDU) for
one or more users."			EDITOR			Approved No Change			1501r1						N									2019/1/15 20:18			EDITOR


			16205			Mark RISON			233			3			27.4.4.6			276			3			T			Y			276.03			3			27.4.4.6						J			George Cherian			1501r1			702			This subclause is about responding, so rules on what the non-AP STA may or may not do are not appropriate.   The resolution to CID 12907 claims that "The rules for response is part of the sentence" but this is not true: the first sentence is about the rules for the transmitter, and contains no rules for the responder			Move the first sentence to a different subclause			REJECTED (MAC: 2018-09-22 20:53:27Z)

The intention is to capture related rules in a single section, not to lose the context. However, commenter may propose an alternative subclause, which is missing in the comment.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/15 20:18			EDITOR


			16206			Mark RISON			233			3			10.3.2.10.3									E			Y			205.34						10.3.2.10.3						A			Editor						781			There are still 4 "Multi-STA BA"s (all in Figure 10-12d)			Change each to "Multi-STA BlockAck"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 22:47:13Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 22:47:17Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16207			Mark RISON			233			3			9.7.3									T			Y			192.21						9.7.3						V			Liwen Chu			18/1858r7			781			The A-MPDU context tables, especially Table 9-425, have turned into an incomprehensible mess similar to the multirate rules mess			Restructure the tables so that the per-PHY/per-role (AP/STA) etc. caveats are clearer			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:31:43Z) - Table 9-425 is complicated. To simplify the Table 9-425, a new table for A-MPDU contents HE PPDU in the data enabled immediate response context is defined.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-18/1858r7   under CID 16207			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16208			Mark RISON			233			3			9.7.3									T			Y			192.21						9.7.3						V			Liwen Chu			18/1858r7			781			The rules for multi-TID A-MPDUs should not both be in 9.7.3 and in Clause 27			Delete the stuff that is already covered in Clause 27 from 9.7.3 (making sure what's left is not wrong/misleading)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:32:01Z) - Generally agree with the commenter.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-18/1858r7   under CID 16208			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16209			Mark RISON			233			3			9.7.3			197			17			T			Y			197.17			17			9.7.3						V			Liwen Chu			18/1858r7			781			"In an ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU context between two HE STAs
at most one of the following is present: [...] One  or  more  Trigger  frames" -- this needs to be restricted to a transmission from an AP			Restore the "If transmitted by an AP" the resolution for CID 12921 indicated would be kept			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:32:12Z) - Note 2 in Table 9-aaax make it clear that Trigger frame is wlays in A-MPDU transmitted by AP.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-18/1858r7   under CID 16209			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16210			Mark RISON			233			3			9.7.3			194			4			T			Y			194.04			4			9.7.3						V			Liwen Chu			18/1858r7			781			There are references to A-MPDU contexts that are not listed in Table 9-424: data enabled A-MPDU context, non-ack-enabled A-MPDU context, multi-TID A-MPDU context, single TID A-MPDU context (3x)			Add a description of these contexts			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:32:22Z) - Generally agree with the commenter.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-18/1858r7   under CID 16210			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16211			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															J			Po-Kai Huang			18/1800r1			746			An MPDU delimiter with a Length field of 0 indicates that the A-MPDU subframe does not contain an MPDU.  Hence most of the discussion of non-zero length MPDU delimiters is spurious			Change " nonzero length MPDU delimiters" to "MPDUs" in 9.7.3; delete "of the non-zero length MPDU" (2x) and "nonzero length" in 27.4.2; delete "nonzero length" (2x) in 27.5.3.4 and fix the article; change "nonzero length A-MPDU subframe" to "MPDU" (3x) in 27.10.2 and fix the article; change "a  nonzero  length  A-MPDU  subframe" to "an MPDU" in 27.10.3			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:14:42Z) - In 9.7.3, the original text is 

There are at least two nonzero length MPDU delimiters in the A-MPDU of which at least one has the EOF field equal to 1

The EOF field setting requires the description of non-zero length MPDU delimiters. 

In 27.4.2, we have similar considerations. 

In 27.5.3.4, we have similar considerations. 

In 27.10.2, we have similar considerations. 

In 27.10.3, we have the following texts. 

The STA shall not add an A-MPDU subframe with the EOF field set to 1 and with the MPDU Length field set to 0 before an A-MPDU subframe with a nonzero MPDU Length field (see 10.13.7 (Setting the EOF field of the MPDU delimiter) and 27.10.4.3 (Ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU operation)).

It seems that the original text is already revised with a better way.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16212			Mark RISON			233			3			9.7.3									T			Y			192.21						9.7.3						J			Liwen Chu			18/1858r7			751			"at most one of the following is present: x, y, z" is not clear.  Does it mean that only what is specified in x or y or z can be present, or can e.g. you have stuff in x plus other stuff as long as it is not in y or z?			Add ", and no other frames" before the colon in each case			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:32:35Z) - Discussion: “at most one of the following is present” is used 11 baseline spec.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16213			Mark RISON			233			3			27.10.4.3			351			5			T			Y			351.05			5			27.10.4.3						V			Liwen Chu			18/1859r7			785			"One or more non-EOF-MPDUs each of which is a QoS Data frame with the Ack Policy field set to
Implicit Block Ack Request, HTP Ack, or Block Ack and belonging to a block ack agreement, and
one or more EOF-MPDUs each of which is a QoS Data frame with the Ack Policy field set to Nor-
mal Ack or HTP Ack and with a different TID." -- it is not clear whether "different TID" means different between the EOF-MPDUs if there is more than one, or between the EOF-MPDU(s) and the non-EOF-MPDU(s)			Change "with a different TID" to "where the TIDs of the EOF-MPDUs differ if there is more than one", in the second, third and fourth bullet			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:58:55Z) - See the changes in Table 9-532d A-MPDU contents in the ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU (data enabled immediate response) in HE PPDU context			EDITOR			Liwen 18/1859 27.10.4									I						4			2019/1/26 0:21			EDITOR


			16214			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															V			Liwen Chu			18/2040r6			782			The definitions and rules for multi-TID A-MPDUs are not clear			Adopt the proposals in 17/0949			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 13:18:14Z) - 11-18/1858 and 11-18/1859 update multi-TID A-MPDU rules.			EDITOR			Liwen 18/2040 Misc									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 23:30:35Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/24 23:30			EDITOR


			16215			Mark RISON			233			3			27.2.4			256			36			T			Y			256.36			36			27.2.4						A			Po-Kai Huang			11-18/1189r4			781			PPDUs do not solicit anything, only the MPDUs in it do so			Change "the PPDU carrying the frame does
not solicit an immediate response from the STA" to "the PPDU carrying the frame does
not contain a frame that solicits an immediate response from the STA"			ACCEPTED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:19:27Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-04 15:23:44Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16216			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															J			Editor						781			Binary Convolutional Coding should be Binary Convolutional Code, per the list of abbreviations in the baseline			Change "coding" to "code"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 17:44:54Z - binary convolutional code is the noun and the abbreviated form. Binary convolutional coding is the verb (not abbreviated). Where a verb is warrented, binary convolutional coding is appropriate.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N									2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16217			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															J			Editor						781			LDPC Coding should be LDPC Code, per the abbreviations for BCC in the baseline			Change "coding" to "code"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 17:46:51Z) - The use of of LDPC code (noun) and LDPC coding (verb) depends on the context and there is no reason to restrict all use to the noun form. Using the noun form only would result in the cumbersome LDPC code encoding (or similar) when a verb is needed.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N									2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16218			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															J			Editor						781			It would be easier for description purpose to move CSD operation outside per user processing; as CSD operation needs global information, such as spatial and frequency allocation.			As it says in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 21:15:35Z) - The comment does not clearly identify a problem with the draft. A specific location is not cited and an ambiguous acronym is used. Cyclic shift diversity operation?			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									N			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 21:16:39Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16219			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.2.237.2			136			10			E			Y			136.10			10			9.4.2.237.2						J			Editor						781			"leat"			Change to "least"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:19:07Z) - The problem identified is not at the cited location and cannot be located with a search.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:19:39Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16220			Mark RISON			233			3			27.10.4			300			23			E			Y			300.23			23			27.10.4						J			Editor						781			Headings should not start with a lowercase letter			Change "multi-TID" to "Multi-TID" at the referenced locaiton			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:17:09Z) - The problem is not present at the cited location or at 27.10.4			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:17:28Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16221			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															V			Liwen Chu			18/2040r6			782			It is not clear whether "ack-enabled A-MPDU"s and "ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDUs" are the same thing or not			Change "ack-enabled A-MPDU" to "ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU" throughout.  Change "Ack-Enabled Aggregation Support" to "Ack-Enabled Multi-TID A-MPDU Support" throughout			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 13:18:31Z) - 11-18/1858 defines ack-enabled A-MPDU and ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU in different tables. No further changes are needed.			EDITOR			Liwen 18/2040 Misc									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 23:30:55Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/24 23:30			EDITOR


			16222			Mark RISON			233			3												G			Y															J			Editor						791			New amendment style is a bad idea.  It means you need to look in multiple places to find what the requirements really are			Use traditional style, i.e. incorporate 802.11ax into 802.11 baseline text, by merging Clause 27 into Clauses 10 and 11			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-12 02:12:49Z) - The pros and cons of the new amedendment style have been debated in the editors meeting and during WG plenary with the general concensus being to adopt the new style. Task group ax reaffirms this decision.			EDITOR			Editor November 2018									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 19:25:26Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/28 19:25			EDITOR


			16223			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.2.3									T			Y			130.20						9.4.2.3						V			Yongho Seok			18/1780r5			781			Should make it clear that an AP must not include the 126 membership selector (VHT) if it wants to allow 20-MHz-only HE STAs			Add a "NOTE---To allow association of 20 MHz-only STAs, an HE AP omits the VHT PHY BSS membership selector and only includes the HT PHY and HE PHY membership selectors."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 17:20:53Z) - When the BSS membership selector value is set to 126 (VHT), the association of a 20 MHz-only non-AP HE STA is exceptionally allowed. 

TGax editor makes changes as shown in the as specified in 11-18/1780r5.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-11 20:25:50Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16224			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															J			Osama Aboul-Magd			18/1876r3			801			Multi-STA BlockAcks are very badly named, as they are also used in single-STA contexts			Change "Multi-STA BlockAck" to "Extended BlockAck" throughout			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:20:15Z) - multi-user includes one or more users. Therefore the term “single user” is a subset of multi-users.			EDITOR			Osama 18/1876 Misc MAC									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-29 03:39:28Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/29 3:39			EDITOR


			16225			Mark RISON			233			3			27.10.4									T			Y			349.27						27.10.4						A			Liwen Chu			18/1859r7			785			"An HE STA may aggregate in a multi-TID A-MPDU QoS Data frames with multiple TIDs as defined in
Table 9-425 (A-MPDU contents in the data enabled immediate response context) or Table 9-426 (A-MPDU
contents in the data enabled no immediate response context)." duplicates "An HE STA shall construct a multi-TID A-MPDU as defined in 9.7" above			Delete the (first) cited text			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:59:06Z)			EDITOR			Liwen 18/1859 27.10.4									I						4			2019/1/26 0:21			EDITOR


			16226			Mark RISON			233			3			27.9.2.4			340			49			T			Y			340.49			49			27.9.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			781			"the Highest NSS Supported M1 subfield in the Supported HE-MCS and NSS Set field" -- no such subfield			Change "with the Highest NSS Supported M1 subfield in the Supported HE-MCS and
NSS Set field of its HE Capabilities element field equal to or less than 1." to "that does not support more than two spatial streams.".  At line 54 change " with the Highest NSS Supported M1 subfield in the Supported HE-MCS and
NSS Set field of its HE Capabilities element field equal to or greater than 2." to "that supports more than two spatial streams.".  At line 47 change "non-AP STAs" to "a non-AP STA"			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:40:27Z) - agree with the commenter. The same behaviour should be by using the support for transmitting 3 SSs or not. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1495r6.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16227			Mark RISON			233			3			27.16.1									T			Y			369.47						27.16.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			1467r1			781			The VHT Operation Information field is not needed as a VHT Operation element will always be present  in the same frame (Beacon etc.), per "A STA that sets dot11HEOptionImplemented to true shall set  dot11VeryHighThroughputOptionImplemented and dot11HighThroughputOptionImplemented to true when operating in the 5 GHz band."			Delete all the text and figure components related to "VHT Operation Information" (including "VHT Operation Information Present) (14 instances)			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 04:52:06Z)

Revised –

Agree in principle with the comment. An HE AP can decide to not accept VHT STAs even if it implements VHT. To do so the HE AP can omit from including the VHT Operation element in the Beacon frames, in which case it needs to signal the Channel Width, Segment 0 and Segment 1 to its HE STAs. Having the VHT Operation Information present in the HE Operation element allows to do so. Proposed resolution clarifies this aspect for when this field is present in the MGMT frames that would contain it. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1467r1 under all headings that include CID 16227.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-08 20:53:05Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16228			Mark RISON			233			3			9.7.3									T			Y			192.21						9.7.3						J			Liwen Chu			18/1858r7			751			"Zero of more", but all the items in the A-MPDU context tables are implicitly zero or more unless stated otherwise			Delete the cited text			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:32:47Z) - Discussion: with zero or more description, the A-MPDU content is clear			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16229			Mark RISON			233			3			28.2.2									T			Y			387.27						28.2.2						A			Bo Sun			18/1759r1			781			"Nss value is larger than 1" -- there is no Nss parameter in the *XVECTORs			Change to "NUM_STS"			ACCEPTED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:37:24Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-27 23:53:10Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16230			Mark RISON			233			3			28.2.2									E			Y			387.27						28.2.2						A			Editor						781			"Nss value is larger than 1" -- it's always the value			Delete "value" at 387.27 and change "value is true" to "is 1" at 387.30			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 15:07:32Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 15:07:38Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16231			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.11.10									T			Y			526.59						28.3.11.10						V			Youhan Kim			18/1850r2			781			The fact that STBC is not to be used with >1SS or DCM is still repeated half a million times (T28-1 under STBC and under DCM, 28.3.5 twice, T28-18 under DCM and under GI+LTF Size and under STBC, 28.3.11.9, 28.3.11.10)			Say it in 28.3.11.10 and nowhere else			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-14 05:06:26Z)

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-18/1850r2 for CID 16231.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-29 00:51:40Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16232			Mark RISON			233			3			9.2.4.5.6			67			43			T			Y			67.43			43			9.2.4.5.6						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1699r3			781			" The Queue Size subfield is present in
QoS Data and QoS Null frames sent by non-AP STAs with bit 4 of the QoS Control field equal to 1." -- the insertion of "and QoS Null" breaks existing non-HE implementations			Before "QoS Null" insert "(for HE STAs) "			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 06:55:50Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution is to separate the functionalities into separate subclauses so that there is no confusion.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1699r2 under all headings that include CID 16232.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16233			Mark RISON			233			3			3.2			37			1			E			Y			37.01			1			3.2						A			Editor						781			The canonical form is "20 MHz-only non-AP HE STA"			Change "20 MHz-only non-AP STA" in 4.3.14a, "20 MHz only STA" in T9-262aa, "20MHz-only non-AP HE STA" in F28-1 and F28-2 (2x each) to "20 MHz-only non-AP HE STA"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 20:45:33Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 20:45:49Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16234			Mark RISON			233			3			C.3			645			1			T			Y			645.01			1			C.3						A			Edward Au			18/1944r0			781			27.5.3.4 indicates dot11HEUPHControlActivated is a non-AP STA variable and that it is set to true unless the STA has signalled UL MU disablement			Change the DESCRIPTION to "This is a status variable.

This attribute, when true, indicates that the capability of transmitting
frames with an UPH Control subfield is enabled. The capability is disabled
otherwise." and change the DEFVAL to { true }			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 21:48:26Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-29 20:42:32Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16235			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															A			Editor						781			There are 4 instances of "control frame"			Change each to "Control frame"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 16:48:38Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 16:48:44Z - changed 4 instances			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16236			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															A			Editor						781			There are 4 instances of "data frame"			Change each to "Data frame"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 16:50:56Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 16:51:00Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16237			Mark RISON			233			3			27.6.2			305			26			T			Y			305.26			26			27.6.2						A			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			781			"An HE beamformer shall not transmit an HE NDP Announcement frame that initiates an HE TB sounding
sequence and that solicits SU feedback, partial bandwidth MU feedback or CQI feedback unless the HE
beamformer has set the Trigger SU feedback subfield, Triggered MU Beamforming Partial BW subfield or
Triggered CQI Feedback subfield, respectively, to 1." duplicates the bullets above			Delete the cited para			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:52:04Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 18:37:01Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16238			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			159			6			T			Y			159.06			6			9.4.2.237.3						J			Lochan Verma			11-18/1460r1			667			There is no normative behaviour associated with the SU Beamformee field			Add at the end of 27.6.2 (or in 27.6.3?) wording like "A STA shall not request non-trigger-based SU-type feedback from another STA unless it has received from that STA an HE PHY Capabilities Indication field with the SU Beamformee subfield equal to 1."			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 06:53:52Z)

The spec. describes on P:L::303:50, the definition of SU beamfomee (a STA with SU Beamformee = 1). Then on P:L::304:33, behaviour of SU beamformee is described.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16239			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			158			54			T			Y			158.54			54			9.4.2.237.3						J			Lochan Verma			11-18/1460r1			667			There is no normative behaviour associated with the SU Beamformer field			Add at the end of 27.6.2 (or in 27.6.3?) wording like "A STA shall not request SU-type feedback unless it has transmitted an HE PHY Capabilities Indication field with the SU Beamformer subfield equal to 1."			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 06:53:31Z)

The spec. describes on P:L::303:47, the definition of SU beamfomer (a STA with SU Beamformer = 1). Then on P:L::304:33, behaviour of SU beamformer is described			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16240			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			159			11			T			Y			159.11			11			9.4.2.237.3						J			Lochan Verma			11-18/1460r1			667			There is no normative behaviour associated with the MU Beamformer field			Add at the end of 27.6.2 (or in 27.6.3?) wording like "A STA shall not request MU-type or CQI feedback unless it has transmitted an HE PHY Capabilities Indication field with the MU Beamformer subfield equal to 1."			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 06:54:07Z)

The spec. describes on P:L::303:55, the definition of MU beamfomer (a STA with MU Beamformer = 1). Then on P:L::304:42, behaviour of MU beamformer is described.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16241			Mark RISON			233			3			14.2.7			247			47			E			Y			247.47			47			14.2.7						A			Editor						781			"HE -MCS" has a spurious space			Delete the space in the cited text			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-13 23:31:35Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-13 23:31:38Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16242			Mark RISON			233			3			C.3			642			5			E			Y			642.05			5			C.3						A			Editor						781			"HE MCS" should have a hyphen			Change the space to a hyphen in the cited text			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-22 21:56:44Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-22 21:56:48Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16243			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															V			Editor						781			"HT MCS" and "VHT MCS" should have a hyphen			Change the space to a (non-break) hyphen in all instances of the cited terms			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-10-11 21:04:32Z) - The baseline uses "HT MCS" and "VHT-MCS". As of D3.2 all instances of VHT MCS have been changed to VHT-MCS.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									N			EDITOR: 2018-10-11 21:05:48Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16244			Mark RISON			233			3			C.3			651			33			T			Y			651.33			33			C.3						V			Edward Au			18/1939r1			781			A STA only operates on one band at any given time; there is no such thing as a dual-band STA			Delete the "dot11HEDualBandImplemented" MIB variable and the reference to it in Table 28-50			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:39:41Z) - Agree in principle with the comments.

To TGax editor:
1.  Remove the row "dot11HEDualBandImplemented" from Table 28-51.
2. Remove the row "dot11HEDualBandImplemented" from Dot11PhyHEEntry in page 666 line 54.
3.  Remove the description of "dot11HEDualBandImplemented" from page 667 line 63 to page 668 line 8.
4.  Remove "dot11HEDualBandImplemented" from dot11PhyHEComplianceGroup OBJECT-GROUP in page 684 line 64.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-29 20:33:36Z - see #16420			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16245			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.8			446			51			T			Y			446.51			51			28.3.8						J			Hongyuan Zhang			11-18/1492r1			668			"For an HE MU PPDU, NDBPS is undefined" -- so NDBPS only applies to HE SU PPDUs, so u will always be 0, so there is no point definining NDBPS,u			Delete NDBPS,u from Table 28-15			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 07:10:12Z)

The definition of NDBPS,u is necessary for STAs participating in HE MU PPDU. The statement of "For an HE MU PPDU, NDBPS is undefined" means that NDBPS does not apply to an HE MU PPDU transmission. 
This is the same definition as in Revmd_D0.4 Table 21-6 Frequently used parameters			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N			EDITOR: 2018-10-01 20:50:05Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16246			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															V			Editor						781			Sometimes it's "NDBPS,LAST,init", sometimes "NDBPS,last,init"			Change "LAST" to "last" wherever it is used immediately after "NDBPS," (e.g. in E(28-62)).  Ditto after NCBPS			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:34:31Z) - Lower case "LAST" in instances of  N_DBPS,LAST and N_CBPS,LAST.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:35:22Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16247			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.2.237.2			152			57			E			Y			152.57			57			9.4.2.237.2						A			Editor						781			Missing closing paren			Add a closing paren after "(see 27.10 (A-MPDU operation)"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:59:20Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 18:59:23Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16248			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.2.242			174			22			E			Y			174.22			22			9.4.2.242						A			Editor						781			"Resource request buffer threshold value" has spurious capitalisation			Change the first letter to lowercase			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:44:25Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:44:28Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16249			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.2.242			174			20			E			Y			174.20			20			9.4.2.242						A			Editor						781			" Resource Request Buffer Threshold Exponent" what?			Add "field" after the cited text			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:43:28Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:43:32Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16250			Mark RISON			233			3			10.13.2			216			37			T			Y			216.37			37			10.13.2						V			Liwen Chu			18/2040r6			782			"A STA indicates in the Maxi-
mum A-MPDU Length Exponent field in its HT Capabilities, VHT Capabilities and HE Capabilities elements
the maximum length of the A-MPDU pre-EOF padding that it can receive in an HE PPDU." is not true if the Maximum A-MPDU Length Exponent Extension field is not 0			Change Subclause 10.13.2 to add caveats on the A-MPDU length rules for STAs whose Maximum A-MPDU Length Exponent Extension is non-zero			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 13:18:56Z) - Generally agree with the commenter. What the commenter asks is defined in 27.10.1

TGax editor to make changes in 11-18/2040r2 under CID 16250			EDITOR			Liwen 18/2040 Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 23:34:03Z			4			2019/1/24 23:34			EDITOR


			16251			Mark RISON			233			3			27.16.1			371			56			T			Y			371.56			56			27.16.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			1467r1			781			"An HE STA shall not transmit an A-MPDU in an HE PPDU to a STA that exceeds the maximum A-MPDU
length capability indicated in the HE Capabilities, VHT Capabilities, and HT Capabilities element received
from the recipient STA. The maximum A-MPDU length capability is obtained as a combination of the Max-
imum A-MPDU Length Exponent subfields in the HE Capabilities and VHT Capabilities element if the
recipient STA has transmitted the VHT Capabilities; otherwise it is obtained from a combination of the
Maximum A-MPDU Length Exponent subfields in the HE Capabilities and the HT Capabilities element." has forgotten about the Maximum A-MPDU Length Exponent Extension field			Add a reference to the Maximum A-MPDU Length Exponent Extension field			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 04:52:53Z)

Revised –

Agree with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1467r1 under all headings that include CID 16251.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-08 21:02:09Z - the logic related to "if the recipient STA has transmitted the VHT Capabilities element; otherwise…" is not clear. Reworded using the conanical form: "If <condition> then <requirement>. Otherwise, <requirement>". Also used "derived from" instead of "obtained from a combination of" since the mapping of these fields to the capability is formulaic and not combinatory.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16252			Mark RISON			233			3			27.10.1			347			56			T			Y			347.56			56			27.10.1						V			Liwen Chu			18/1857r3			781			The special case for a non-zero Maximum A-MPDU Length Exponent Extension field should only apply to A-MPDUs sent between HE STAs (e.g. a non-HE VHT STA should not be required to transmit/receive more than the non-extended length)			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:47:08Z) - TGax editor to make changes in 11-18/1857r1 under CID 16252

See the changes per CID 16647			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3						EDITOR: 2018-11-15 02:01:47Z - Check the doc reference in comments; should be r3.               			I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16253			Mark RISON			233			3			9.7.3			170			3			T			Y			170.03			3			9.7.3						J			Liwen Chu			18/1858r7			751			"All of the MPDUs within an A-MPDU have the same TA." -- a new requirement cannot be imposed on existing non-HE STAs			Change the cited text to "All of the MPDUs within an A-MPDU transmitted by an HE STA have the same TA. "			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:32:58Z) - Discussion: 802.11 baseline requires that a STA associates with a single AP and the A-MPDU is from its associated AP. So the TA in one A-MPDU is same.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16254			Mark RISON			233			3												G			Y															A									781			Some subclause (and maybe other) cross-references are not hyperlinks			Make sure all cross-references to objects within the document are hyperlinks			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-18 18:37:55Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-18 18:38:19Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16255			Mark RISON			233			3			27									T			Y			253.00						27						J			Po-Kai Huang			18/1800r1			746			The protection rules for HE ER PPDUs are not specified.  This was rejected under CID 12736 because "It is generally up to the TXOP holder to decide if RTS frame or MU-RTS Trigger frame will be used for protection at the start of the TXOP. Hence, the spec does not need to mandate the protection operation when an HE ER SU PPDU is transmitted."  However, the point is to protect non-ER STAs (including non-HE STAs) from the ER SU PPDUs, not protecting the TXOP per se			Add a subclause "Protection" stating "A TXOP holder that transmits an HE ER PPDU in a TXOP shall transmit an RTS frame or MU-RTS Trigger frame at the start of the TXOP."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:14:58Z) - RTS frame or MU-RTS frame is used to protect the TXOP from the non-ER STAs. Note that HE ER SU PPDU is not the first attempt from 802.11 to have long range transmission. For example, STBC frame can also be used to support longer range, but there is no mandatory requirement for the TXOP that transmits STBC frame to transmit RTS frame.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16256			Mark RISON			233			3			27.4.2			270			56			E			Y			270.56			56			27.4.2						A			Editor						781			"from the unassociated STA" -- no antecedent			Change to "from an unassociated STA"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:22:47Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:22:51Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16257			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.1.65			128			19			T			Y			128.19			19			9.4.1.65						J			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			774			"Ncqi = (RUEndIndex - RUStartIndex) + 1,  where  RUStartIndex  and  RUEndIndex  are  the  RU  Start  Index
and RU End Index subfields in the HE MIMO Control field. The RU indices ruidx(0) and ruidx(Ncqi - 1)
are equal to the RU Start Index and RU End Index subfields, respectively." -- no need for intermediate variables			Change the cited text to "Ncqi = (ruidx(Ncqi - 1)  - ruidx(0)) + 1,  where  ruidx(0) and ruidx(Ncqi - 1)
are equal to the RU Start Index and RU End Index subfields in the HE MIMO Control field, respectively."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:52:15Z) - the current text is currently clear.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16258			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.1.63			122			2			T			Y			122.02			2			9.4.1.63						J			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			774			"Ns is a function of the RU Start Index, RU End Index and
Grouping subfields in the HE MIMO Control field " -- the function needs to be specified			As it says in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:52:25Z) - the sentence conveys what Ns is dependent on, which is useful, but does not imply a requirement to define the function.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16259			Mark RISON			233			3			28.1.1			377			6			T			Y			377.06			6			28.1.1						J			Lochan Verma			18/1841r1			737			28.1.1 Introduction to the HE PHY seems to be not just an intro but also a list of requirements, some of which don't appear to be specified elsewhere in the clause			Move the normative requirements into a new Subclause 28.1.1b, and keep only general introductory material in 28.1.1			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:57:32Z)

Traditionally the PHY requirements are put into introduction subclause: for example, Clause 21.1.1 (VHT) also lists the mandatory /optional features of VHT			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 19:19:47Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16260			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.1.63			122			35			T			Y			122.35			35			9.4.1.63						V			Menzo Wentink			19/0002r0			792			"(S, E) for 80 MHz" is unclear, especially when the RU index is different (e.g. at 123.17, with 20M index 1, is the "(S, E) for 80 MHz" the one for the same row (i.e. 80M index 15) or the one for 80M index 1?)			Just give the value directly			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:52:35Z) - Make the changes shown under “Proposed changes” in 19/0002r0, which address the issues raised and also fix an error for 20 MHz partial-BW feedback with Ng=16.			EDITOR			Mark 19/0002 beamforming feedback									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-23 20:50:28Z- 			4			2019/1/23 20:50			EDITOR


			16261			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.12			541			52			T			Y			541.52			52			28.3.12						J			Yujin Noh			11-18/1452r1			671			There is no behaviour associated with PE_DURATION			After "When transmitting an HE TB PPDU for which the TXVECTOR parameter TRIGGER_METHOD is TRS,
each transmitter of the HE TB PPDU shall append a PE field with the duration TPE equal to the value specified in the TXVECTOR parameter DEFAULT_PE_DURATION."  add "Otherwise, when transmitting an HE PPDU, a STA shall append a PE field with the duration TPE equal to the value specified in the TXVECTOR parameter PE_DURATION"			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 07:20:59Z)

When it comes to a PE field of HE PPDU, spec shows the descrption - The duration of the PE field for an HE SU PPDU, HE ER SU PPDU or HE MU PPDU is determined by both the pre-FEC padding factor value in the last OFDM symbol(s) of the Data field, and the TXVECTOR parameter NOMINAL_PACKET_PADDING – at P539L1 which is enough. Since PE_DURATION parameter is not used in the spec, this entry is deleted.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N			EDITOR: 2018-10-01 21:58:13Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16262			Mark RISON			233			3			28.2.2			397			56			T			Y			397.56			56			28.2.2						V			Bo Sun			18/1759r1			781			PE_DURATION and DEFAULT_PE_DURATION are enumerated types with enumeration values, but these enumerated values are not used anywhere, and wording like " with the duration TPE equal to the value specified in the TXVECTOR parameter DEFAULT_PE_DURATION." is not clear, since an enumeration value is not a duration			Change to an integer type, with allowed values 0, 4, 8, 12, 16 us			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:40:40Z)

TGax Editor: please implement the proposed text changes to 802.11ax D3.2 for CID 16262 in 11-18/1759r2			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-27 23:58:53Z - Give the parameter a type (integer) and enumerate the possible values.			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16263			Mark RISON			233			3			3.2			37			18			E			Y			37.18			18			3.2						A			Editor						781			"One of the A-
MPDU subframe" -- bad grammar			Append "s" to the cited text			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 20:48:51Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 20:48:54Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16264			Mark RISON			233			3			9.7.1			191			17			T			Y			191.17			17			9.7.1						V			Liwen Chu			18/1856r2			781			The EOF field no longer always indicates EOF			Delete "End of frame indication." at the referenced location			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:37:32Z) - Generally agree with the commenter. 

TGax editor please make changes in subclause 9.7.1 as shown in 11-18/1856r2 under CID 16264

TGax editor please replace End of frame  with EOF through 11ax draft and 11md draft			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16265			Mark RISON			233			3			9.7.1			191			28			E			Y			191.28			28			9.7.1						A			Editor						781			"a Ack response" -- bad grammar			Change to "an Ack response"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:22:19Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:22:27Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16266			Mark RISON			233			3			9.7.1			191			28			T			Y			191.28			28			9.7.1						V			Liwen Chu			18/1856r2			781			"a Ack response" -- undefined term			Change to "an response in the acknowledgment context (see Table 9-24b)"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:37:45Z) - TGax editor please make changes in subclause 9.7.1 as shown in 11-18/1856r2 under CID 16266			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-03 23:01:03Z - No editing instructions associated with #16266, but I assume the deletion of NOTE was intended.			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16267			Mark RISON			233			3			9.7.1			191			22			T			Y			191.22			22			9.7.1						V			Liwen Chu			18/1856r2			781			"a QoS Data frame or Action frame soliciting an Ack frame in response that are contained in
an ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU" is confusing because (a) an Action frame always solicits an ack and (b) for an aemTAM you don't get an Ack frame but an M-BA.  The rejection of CID 12816 misses the point			Change " set to 1 in a MPDU delimiter preceding a QoS Data
frame or Action frame soliciting an Ack frame in response that are contained in
an ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU" to "set to 1 in an MPDU delimiter preceding a QoS Data
frame that solicits a non-block acknowledgment or preceding an Action frame, where contained in
an ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:37:58Z) - Discussion: non-block acknowledgement is confusing since there is no such thing of it. Howerver Action frame should be extended to cover a management frame other than Action frame. The accurate text should be PerAID TID Info with Ack Type being 1.

TGax editor please make changes in subclause 9.7.1 as shown in 11-18/1856r2 under CID 16267			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16268			Mark RISON			233			3			G.3			677			42			E			Y			677.42			42			G.3						A			Editor						781			"A MPDU" space should be hyphen			As it says in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-22 22:08:57Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-22 22:09:01Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16269			Mark RISON			233			3			27.5.2			279			60			E			Y			279.60			60			27.5.2						A			Editor						781			"control, data and Management frames" needs more uppercase letter			Change to "Control, Data and Management frames"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:10:40Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:10:44Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16270			Mark RISON			233			3			27.4.4.4			274			44			T			Y			274.44			44			27.4.4.4						V			George Cherian			1501r1			781			"contains MPDUs that solicits acknowledgment" -- suggests more than one MPDU is required (and bad grammar)			Change to "contains one or more MPDUs that solicit acknowledgment"			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 20:54:15Z)


Revised - 

Agree in principle

TGax editor shall incorporate changes in 11-18-1501-01-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16271			Mark RISON			233			3			9.7.3									T			Y			192.21						9.7.3						J			Liwen Chu			18/1858r7			751			Only ack policy No Ack is allowed for QoS Nulls in the A-MPDU case, except for S-MPDU.
It would be desirable for a STA to be able to know the peer has received whatever it's trying to signal in the QoS Null (here the QoS Null would have EOF=1 and Ack Policy=Normal/Implicit,
and would be the only frame with that TID)			Allow ack policy Normal Ack for QoS Null frames sent in A-MPDUs between HE STAs			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:33:10Z) - Discussion: the group agreed that it is not necessary to allow acknowledging QoS Null in A-MPDU. Another observation is that if the transmitter wants the Ack of QoS Null, a S-MPDU can be used.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16272			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.1.63									T			Y			120.42						9.4.1.63						V			Menzo Wentink			19/0002r0			792			The rules for which subcarriers are in HE CBR is grotesquely complex (e.g. different rules for 20M and 40M+, outside subcarriers not necessarily Ng-separated from adjacent subcarrier, hand-waving for 160/80+80).  Needs to be simplified both technically and editorially, especially for partial-BW's sake, otherwise there is essentially zero chance of interoperability			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 22:21:12Z) - Make the changes shown under “Proposed changes” in 19/0002r0, which address the issues raised and also fix an error for 20 MHz partial-BW feedback with Ng=16.			EDITOR			Mark 19/0002 beamforming feedback									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-23 20:50:45Z- 			4			2019/1/23 20:50			EDITOR


			16273			Mark RISON			233			3			9.3.1.23			99			60			E			Y			99.60			60			9.3.1.23						A			Abhishek Patil			18/1456r8			781			There is no value, just confusion/verbosity, in having a Packet Extension subfield itself containing two subfields			Just show the two subfields directly in the Figure and remove references to a Packet Extension subfield (the REVISED for CID 12875 seems to have been for a different comment)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:35:11Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-11 17:54:19Z - Also updated title and reference to Figure 9-31f			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16274			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															A			Editor						781			"PE Disambiguity" is not a field etc. name			Change to "PE disambiguity" in the rightmost cells in Table 28-18 and 28-19			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-11 21:00:44Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-11 21:00:48Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16275			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.12			542			49			E			Y			542.49			49			28.3.12						V			Editor						781			"is PE Disambiguity subfield of the HE-SIG-A field for an HE SU, HE ER SU or HE MU
PPDU, and an indicated value of PE Disambiguity subfield" is odd			Change to "is the value of the PE Disambiguity subfield of the HE-SIG-A field for an HE SU, HE ER SU or HE MU
PPDU, and the value of the PE Disambiguity subfield"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 20:56:29Z) - Change to read: "is the value indicated by the PE Disambiguity subfield of the HE-SIG-A field for an HE SU, HE ER SU or HE MU PPDU, or the value indicated by the PE Disambiguity subfield in the UL Packet Extension subfield of the Common Info field in the Trigger frame (see Table 9-31f (Subfields of the UL Packet Extension subfield)) for an HE TB PPDU."			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 20:56:41Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16276			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.21			578			38			E			Y			578.38			38			28.3.21						A			Editor						781			"THE-PREAMBLE, NSYM, TPE and NMA are defined in Equation (28-120), Equation (28-121), Equation (28-
122) and Equation (28-123), respectively." -- nope, the first three are not correct			Permute the first three references to refer to the correct equation			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-22 21:49:20Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-22 21:49:24Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16277			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.10.7.2			462			16			T			Y			462.16			16			28.3.10.7.2						A			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1435r1			781			"where B1 is the LSB" -- this is the standard order			Delete the cited text in T28-18, T28-19, T28-20 (2x each).  Delete the NOTE in T28-18, T28-19, T28-20, T28-23, T28-25, T28-26			ACCEPTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 03:47:55Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 21:46:33Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16278			Mark RISON			233			3			3.2			39			19			E			Y			39.19			19			3.2						A			Editor						781			"has the SR PPDU subfield of the CAS A-control field is equal to 1" -- no such thing as a CAS A-control field and grammar broken			Change to "has the SR PPDU subfield of the CAS Control subfield equal to 1"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 20:56:57Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 20:57:00Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16279			Mark RISON			233			3			27.9.3.5			347			13			T			Y			347.13			13			27.9.3.5						V			Matt Fischer			1410r6			781			"an A-Control field with the SR PPDU subfield set to 1" -- A-Control fields have Control subfields, not SR PPDU subfields			Refer to a subfield that exists			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 22:59:18Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/1410r6 that are marked with CID 16279, which specifies that the SR PPDU subfield is in the CAS Control subfield.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16280			Mark RISON			233			3			27.10.4.1			349			37			T			Y			349.37			37			27.10.4.1						V			Liwen Chu			18/1859r7			785			"An HE STA shall set the Ack-Enabled Aggregation Support subfield to 1 in the HE MAC Capabilities Infor-
mation field in the HE Capabilities element it transmits. An HE STA with dot11AckEnabledAMPDUOp-
tionImplemented equal to false shall set the Ack-Enabled Aggregation Support subfield to 0." is self-contradictory when that MIB variable is true			Insert "with dot11AckEnabledAMPDUOp-
tionImplemented equal to false " before the first "shall" in the cited text at the referenced locatino			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:59:17Z) - Gererally agree with the commenter.

TGax editor: please make changes in 11-18/1859r7 under CID 15700			EDITOR			Liwen 18/1859 27.10.4									I						4			2019/1/26 0:21			EDITOR


			16281			Mark RISON			233			3			27.10.4.1			349			49			T			Y			349.49			49			27.10.4.1						V			Liwen Chu			18/1859r7			785			"One EOF-MPDU that is either a QoS Data frame with the Ack Policy field set to Normal Ack or
HTP Ack each" -- it is not clear what "each" refers to here			Delete "each" in the cited text at the referenced location			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:59:47Z) - The cited sentense is moved to Table 9-532b A-MPDU contents in the ack-enabled A-MPDU (data enabled immediate response) in HE PPDU context. No further change is needed.			EDITOR			Liwen 18/1859 27.10.4									I						4			2019/1/26 0:21			EDITOR


			16282			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															V			Liwen Chu			18/2040r6			782			It seems from the resolution to CID 12927 that the intent is that an ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU is not an ack-enabled A-MPDU.  Some parts of the spec (e.g. T9-422, T9-425, T9-428, 27.3.3.2/3, 27.10.4.1 in part) support this interpretation, but others suggest an aeAM can be an aeMTAM			Add to the definition in 3.2 of ack-enabled A-MPDU that the TIDs of all the QoS Data frames are the same.  Extend "A-MSDU In
A-MPDU Support" in T9-262zz and 10.12 to also apply to aeMTAMs.  Extend 27.5.3.4, 27.10.2 (2x) to refer to aeMTAMs too where they refer to aeAMs.  Add a NOTE in 27.10.4.1 after the definition of aeMTAMs: "NOTE--An ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU is not an ack-enabled A-MPDU."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 22:40:55Z) - 11-18/1858 uses two tables to defines ack-enabled A-MPDU and ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU. They are two different A-MPDUs. See also CID 15606 about updating the related definitions in Annex 3			EDITOR			Liwen 18/2040 Misc									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 23:34:15Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/24 23:34			EDITOR


			16283			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.2.237.2			154			17			T			Y			154.17			17			9.4.2.237.2						V			Liwen Chu			19/0098r2			782			"A-MSDU In A-MPDU Support" is a bad name since this is actually about ack-enabled A-MPDUs			Change the field name to "A-MSDU In Acknowledgment Context In A-MPDU Support"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 20:24:33Z) - Agreed in principle. 11ax D3.3 changed the name to “A-MSDU In Ack-Enabled A-MPDU Support”. No further change is needed			EDITOR			Liwen 19/0098 Misc									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-25 17:05:36Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/25 17:05			EDITOR


			16284			Mark RISON			233			3			27.10.4.2			351			34			T			Y			351.34			34			27.10.4.2						V			Liwen Chu			18/1859r7			785			The term "non-ack-enabled A-MPDU" appears in two locations (T9-425 and 27.10.4.2) but is not defined			Add a suitable definition in 27.10.4.2.  Make it clear whether a "legacy" A-MPDU is a non-ack-enabled A-MPDU or whether this is an HE-only class of A-MPDUs			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 15:21:15Z) - the revised Subcaluse 9.7 includes the definition of non-ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU context. 

See 11-18/1858			EDITOR			Liwen 18/1859 27.10.4									I						4			2019/1/26 0:21			EDITOR


			16285			Mark RISON			233			3			27.10.4.1			349			52			E			Y			349.52			52			27.10.4.1						A			Editor						781			"under the block ack agreements" -- spurious "the"			Delete "the" in the cited text at the referenced location			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:31:19Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:31:22Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16286			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															V			Editor						781			"non-EOF MPDU" is undefined			Change the two instances to "non-EOF-MPDU"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-10-11 21:02:06Z) - Change definition so that the term is "non-EOF MPDU" rather than "non-EOF-MPDU)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-11 21:02:52Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16287			Mark RISON			233			3			27.10.4.1			349			55			E			Y			349.55			55			27.10.4.1						A			Editor						781			"can't contains" -- bad grammar			Change to "does not contain" at the referenced location			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:32:06Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:32:09Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16288			Mark RISON			233			3			9.7.3			196			45			E			Y			196.45			45			9.7.3						A			Editor						781			Too many ands			Change "and and" to "and" at the referenced location			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:26:29Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:26:32Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16289			Mark RISON			233			3			27.10.4.1			349			47			T			Y			349.47			47			27.10.4.1						V			Liwen Chu			18/1859r7			785			T9-425 says an ack-enabled A-MPDU contains "One frame with a single TID value with the Ack Policy field
equal to Normal Ack or HTP Ack, or one Management frame
that solicits an Ack frame, at least one QoS Null frame with Ack
Policy set to No Ack and and zero or more Trigger frames." but 27.10.4.1 says it contains "One EOF-MPDU that is either a QoS Data frame with the Ack Policy field set to Normal Ack or
HTP Ack each, or a Management frame that solicits acknowledgment
One or more non-EOF MPDUs that are not under the block ack agreements".  These do not coincide			Put all the format rules in T9-425.  In 27.10.4.1 state that an ack-enabled A-MPDU is an A-MPDU that solicits the HE acknowledgment context as opposed to the legacy acknowledgment mechanisms			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 15:21:30Z) - Generally agree with the commenter. 

TGax editor: please make changes in 11-18/1859r7 under CID 16289			EDITOR			Liwen 18/1859 27.10.4									I						4			2019/1/26 0:21			EDITOR


			16290			Mark RISON			233			3			9.7.3			196			41			T			Y			196.41			41			9.7.3						V			Liwen Chu			18/1858r7			781			Frames can only have a single TID at most			In T9-425 change "One frame with a single TID value" to "One QoS Data frame"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:33:24Z) - Table 9-425 is resumed to the baseline content. No further change is needed.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16291			Mark RISON			233			3			9.7.3			196			21			T			Y			196.21			21			9.7.3						V			Liwen Chu			18/1858r7			781			"single TID non-ack-enabled A-MPDU" is not a defined term			Delete "single TID" at the referenced location, and at line 38 change "In a single TID A-MPDU
context" to "In an A-MPDU that is not a multi-TID A-MPDU"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:33:33Z) - Generally agree with the commenter

TGax editor to make changes in 11-18/1858r7   under CID 16291			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16292			Mark RISON			233			3			9.7.3			196						T			Y			196.00						9.7.3						V			Liwen Chu			18/1858r7			781			The contexts are defined in a table; other things are not contexts			Delete "context" at lines 22, 50, 38, 45 on page 196 and at 197.6			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:33:45Z) - Generally agree with the commenter

TGax editor to make changes in 11-18/1858r7   under CID 16292			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16293			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.2.237.2			154			19			T			Y			154.19			19			9.4.2.237.2						A			Liwen Chu			19/0098r2			782			"an A-MSDU is carried in
a QoS Data frame for which no
block ack agreement exists." -- an A-MSDU is always carried in a QoS Data frame			Change the cited text to "an A-MSDU is transmitted that is not under a block ack agreement."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 20:24:50Z)			EDITOR			Liwen 19/0098 Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-25 17:10:41Z instad of "transmitted" use "that carries an A-MSDU that is not under a block ack agreement".			4			2019/1/25 17:12			EDITOR


			16294			Mark RISON			233			3			9.7.1			191			22			T			Y			191.22			22			9.7.1						V			Liwen Chu			18/1856r2			781			" a QoS Data
frame or Action frame soliciting an Ack frame in response that are contained in
an ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU" -- the EOF-MPDUs solicit the acknowledgment context, not necessarily an Ack frame (might get an M-BA frame instead)			Change "soliciting an Ack frame" to "soliciting the acknowledgment context"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:38:09Z) - See CID 16267			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16295			Mark RISON			233			3			27.10.4			349			26			T			Y			349.26			26			27.10.4						V			Liwen Chu			18/1859r7			785			The underlying intent of the zoo of A-MPDU variants (traditional, ack-enabled, non-ack-enabled, ack-enabled multi-TID, non-ack-enabled multi-TID) is not clear			In 27.10.4 add a para "A multi-TID A-MPDU allows multiple TIDs, all corresponding to a block ack agreement, to be present in an A-MPDU.  An ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU additionally allows one or more frames not sent under a block ack agreement to be included.  An ack-enabled A-MPDU allows one or more frames not sent under a block ack agreement to be included, but does not allow multiple TIDs to be present." etc. to outline in broad terms the intent of each flavour of A-MPDU			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 15:21:41Z) - Generally agree with the commenter.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-18/1859r7 under CID 16295			EDITOR			Liwen 18/1859 27.10.4									I						4			2019/1/26 0:21			EDITOR


			16296			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															J									791			The concept of "would be acknowledged with an Ack frame if it were the only one in the A-MPDU, but since it isn't it gets acknowledged with a particular setting of the Per AID TID Info subfield in a Multi-STA BlockAck frame" recurs but is inconsistently referred to			Change all references to soliciting an Ack etc. to soliciting the acknowledgment context per 27.4.2			Rejected. 

The cited text couldn't be found. Please be more specific.			EDITOR			Osama November 2018									N									2019/1/28 19:07			EDITOR


			16297			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y												17029			V			Editor						781			Sometimes it's "acknowledgement" sometimes "acknowledgment"			Change all instances of "acknowledgement" to "acknowledgment", case-preservingly			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 17:59:57Z) - Resolved as suggested with #17029			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 18:00:19Z - see #17029			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16298			Mark RISON			233			3			27.6.3			306			1			T			Y			306.01			1			27.6.3						V			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			774			There are various issues with the description of HE sounding:
- To avoid confusion between "addresses" in the context of the RA and in the context of a STA Info field's AID11, the latter should be referred to as "identifies"			Make the changes indicated in 18/0737			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:52:54Z) - the comment is related to an older version of the draft. The changes in 18/737 can not be made because the draft has changed substantially since.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 20:39:18Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16299			Mark RISON			233			3			27.6.3			306			1			T			Y			306.01			1			27.6.3						J			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			774			There are various issues with the description of HE sounding:
- The wording for non-infrastructure BSSes is self-contradictory			Make the changes indicated in 18/0737			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:53:09Z) - the comment is related to an older version of the draft. The changes in 18/737 can not be made because the draft has changed substantially since.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16300			Mark RISON			233			3			27.6.3			306			1			T			Y			306.01			1			27.6.3						J			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			774			There are various issues with the description of HE sounding:
- The requirement for each STA Info to identify a different STA should be taken out of Clause 9 (it's already in Clause 27)			Make the changes indicated in 18/0737			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:53:17Z) - the comment is related to an older version of the draft. The changes in 18/737 can not be made because the draft has changed substantially since.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16301			Mark RISON			233			3			27.6.3			306			1			T			Y			306.01			1			27.6.3						J			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			774			There are various issues with the description of HE sounding:
- The Codebook Size subfield is ignored in non-TB sounding too, so should (like the Nc and Feedback Type And Ng subfields) be set to 0			Make the changes indicated in 18/0737			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:53:29Z) - the comment is related to an older version of the draft. The changes in 18/737 can not be made because the draft has changed substantially since.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16302			Mark RISON			233			3			27.6.3			306			1			T			Y			306.01			1			27.6.3						J			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			774			There are various issues with the description of HE sounding:
- HE NDPAs can only be transmitted by HE STAs to HE STAs, so qualifiers like "to/from an HE beamformee" do not need to be constantly repeated (a single statement at the beginning suffices)			Make the changes indicated in 18/0737			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:53:38Z) - the comment is related to an older version of the draft. The changes in 18/737 can not be made because the draft has changed substantially since.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 18:39:11Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16303			Mark RISON			233			3			27.6.3			306			1			T			Y			306.01			1			27.6.3						J			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			774			There are various issues with the description of HE sounding:
- TB sounding can be used for SU and CQI feedback, not just MU feedback			Make the changes indicated in 18/0737			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:53:46Z) - the comment is related to an older version of the draft. The changes in 18/737 can not be made because the draft has changed substantially since.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16304			Mark RISON			233			3			27.6.3			306			1			T			Y			306.01			1			27.6.3						J			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			774			There are various issues with the description of HE sounding:
- It is not clear which of the various fields are N/A or ignored in which contexts			Make the changes indicated in 18/0737			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:54:15Z) - the comment is related to an older version of the draft. The changes in 18/737 can not be made because the draft has changed substantially since.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16305			Mark RISON			233			3			27.6.3			306			1			T			Y			306.01			1			27.6.3						J			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			774			There are various issues with the description of HE sounding:
- Some of the wording needs caveats to allow for the case where a STA Info field is a fake that does not actually identify an actual STA			Make the changes indicated in 18/0737			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:54:21Z) - the comment is related to an older version of the draft. The changes in 18/737 can not be made because the draft has changed substantially since.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 18:39:14Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16306			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															J			Bo Sun			18/1759r1			737			There are various issues with the TRIGVECTOR material			I will supply an annotated version of 18/0823			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:35:28Z)

Reason: the comment fails to provide an implementable modification proposal.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-27 22:58:33Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16307			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.10.8.4			484			59			T			Y			484.59			59			28.3.10.8.4						J			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1436r1			665			"indexes the size of the
RUs and their placement in the frequency domain" is not clear (what index?)			Change to "lists the size of the RUs and their placement in the frequency domain"			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 06:13:35Z)

Index is used for indictating the size of the RUs and their placement in the frequency based on the 8 bits indices in an RU allocation subfiled in the Common field of HE-SIG-B. The 8 bits indices are presented in Table 28-24.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16308			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.10.8.4			484			62			T			Y			484.62			62			28.3.10.8.4						V			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1601r2			781			"The number of User fields in a 20 MHz BW within the HE-SIG-B content channel: the number of
users multiplexed in the RUs indicated by the arrangement; for RUs of size greater than or equal to
106 tones that support MU-MIMO, it indicates the number of users multiplexed using MU-MIMO." is not clear.  There is one user for RUs < 106, multiple otherwise			Change to "The possible number of User fields for a given a 20 MHz subchannel within the HE-SIG-B content channel.  For RUs of size less than 106 tones, there is one User field.  For RUs of size greater than or equal to 106 tones, there can be multiple users multiplexed using MU-MIMO."			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 09:05:26Z)

Please make the changes according to the changes in doc 11-18/1601r2			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-03 19:28:22Z - The resolution leaves a lot of redundancy: "that support MU-MIMO" "if MU-MIMO is not used" "multiplexed using MU-MIMO". The proposed resolutions seemed a lot better to me. For consistency with other usage, use the term "subcarriers" and not "tones". (tone is in the names 26-tone, etc., but those are just names).			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16309			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.10.8.4			484			34			T			Y			484.34			34			28.3.10.8.4						V			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1436r1			781			"The same value is applied to
both HE-SIG-B content channels." is a hidden shall			Make this an explicit "shall"			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 06:13:20Z)

Please make the changes according to the changes in doc 11-18/1436r1			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 22:01:24Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16310			Mark RISON			233			3			27.6.3			306			1			T			Y			306.01			1			27.6.3						J			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			774			(Ref 18/0446) Instead of saying:

An HE beamformer that transmits an HE NDP Announcement frame that has only one STA Info field shall set the Nc subfield to 0 and the Feedback Type And Ng subfield to 0 except when the HE NDP Anouncement frame requests for CQI-only feedback (#12699). The HE beamformee that is the intended receiver of an HE NDP Announcement frame that has only one STA Info field shall ignore the values of the Nc subfield except when the HE NDP Anouncement frame requests for CQI-only feedback (#12699), Ng subfield (B26 of the STA Info subfield) and Codebook Size subfield.

say something like:

An HE beamformer that transmits an HE NDP Announcement frame that has only one STA Info field shall do one of the following:
* set the Feedback Type And Ng, Codebook Size and Nc subfields to 0
* set the Feedback Type And Ng and Codebook Size subfields to indicate CQI-only feedback (see Table 9-25a (Feedback Type And Ng subfield and Codebook Size subfield encoding)), if the intended receiver supports this (see 27.6.2)

The HE beamformee that is the intended receiver of an HE NDP Announcement frame that has only one STA Info field shall:
* if the Feedback Type And Ng and Codebook Size subfields indicate CQI-only feedback, return CQI-only feedback (with the specified Nc), if it supports this
* otherwise, ignore the values of the Feedback Type And Ng, Codebook Size and Nc subfields and return SU-type feedback (it selects Ng, codebook size and Nc)

Also need changes in:

The HE NDP Announcement frame shall indicate the Ng, codebook and Nc to be used by the intended HE
beamformees  for  the  generation  of  HE  compressed  beamforming  feedback  except  when  the  HE  NDP
Announcement frame contains only one STA Info field, in which case the Ng, codebook and Nc to be used
for the generation of the HE compressed beamforming feedback report shall be determined by the recipient
of the HE NDP Announcement frame.

to take account of the fact that Nc is specified by the BFer (not
determined by the BFee) in the case of non-TB CQI-only FB,
and also changes in in:

An HE beamformer that transmits an HE NDP Announcement frame and sets the Feedback Type And Ng
subfield of a STA Info field to indicate MU shall set the Nc subfield of the STA Info field to a value less
than or equal to the minimum of:

to cover the CQI-only case too.			As it says in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:54:32Z) - the cited paragraph appears to be at 309.23, but is quite different from the paragraph cited in the comment. It is not possible to act on the comment.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 18:39:06Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16311			Mark RISON			233			3			27.6.2			305			36			T			Y			305.36			36			27.6.2						A			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			781			"An HE beamformee shall set the Beamformee STS <= 80 MHz subfield
to indicate a maximum number of HE-LTFs of 4 or greater." is already in Clause 9			Delete the cited sentence			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:54:39Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 18:38:55Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16312			Mark RISON			233			3												G			Y															A									781			There are some rogue CID references (e.g. "(#13553, #13291, #13290)", "(#13428)" and many others in C.3)			Remove all CID references			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-11 19:46:21Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-11 19:46:25Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16313			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1698r1			782			The changes to allow for fake STA Info fields in TB sounding are the wrong fix to the problem of being about to use TB sounding with a single STA.  Instead, make the choice between TB sounding and non-TB sounding dependent only on whether the NDPA is broadcast or unicast			Make the changes indicated in 18/0737			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:26:39Z) - Similar comments were addressed in the last F2F. Proposed resolution is the same as for those CIDs that were approved in the September F2F meeting as per 11-18/1502r2. Quoting:

“Existing implementations use both methods for distinguishing between TB and non-TB sounding. It would be prudent to keep the definition as is. Changes fix the requirement on setting the AID in the STA info field to accommodate a mesh STA, AP or IBSS member recipient (these don’t have AIDs).”

Note to editor: These changes are already present in D3.2. As such no further changes are needed for this CID. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1502r2 under all headings that include CID 16673.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1698 Misc Part 2									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 18:36:09Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/24 18:36			EDITOR


			16314			Mark RISON			233			3			28.1.1			380			14			T			Y			380.14			14			28.1.1						V			Lochan Verma			18/1841r1			737			"A non-AP HE STA shall support the following features: [...] A 20 MHz-only non-AP HE STA shall support" is broken.  But where is the requirement for a normal non-AP HE STA?			Delete the "A 20 MHz-only non-AP HE STA shall support" and say "(20 MHz-only STA only)" after			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 12:00:26Z)

There are two comments:
First, where is RU size support requirement for non-AP STA? The answer is the bullet above P.L 380.39 (D3.0).
Second,  an editorial improvement to text, which is being addressed.

Tgax Editor: make changes for CID 16314 according to 11-18-1841-01-00ax			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			The editorial change doesn't make any sense. It replaces "A x shall" with "For a X, it shall" which is just ungramatical and unecessarily verbose. It does not address the comment.

The intro statement introduces a list of requirments that apply to a "non-AP HE STA". What the commenter is pointing out is that the item in the list beginning "A 20 MHz operating non-AP HE STA…" is not a feature supported by a non-AP HE STA.  This particular bullet seems to add a requirement that is specific to that subset of non-AP HE STAs, i.e., "20 MHz operating non-AP HE STAs". It should probably sit in a paragraph by itself.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16315			Mark RISON			233			3			28.1.1			380			14			T			Y			380.14			14			28.1.1						V			Lochan Verma			18/1841r1			737			"A non-AP HE STA shall support the following features: [...] A 20 MHz-only non-AP HE STA shall support" -- where is the requirement for this item for a normal non-AP HE STA?			Delete the "A 20 MHz-only non-AP HE STA shall support"			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 12:00:00Z)

This cid is copy of CID16314. Please refer to resolution of CID16314.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 19:40:36Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16316			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			157			26			T			Y			157.26			26			9.4.2.237.3						V			Lochan Verma			11-18/1460r1			781			There is no normative behaviour associated with the LDPC Coding In Payload bit			Add something in Clause 28 to say that a STA shall not transmit using LDPC coding in an HE PPDU if it has not received from the peer STA(s) an HE PHY Caps with LDPC Coding equal to 1			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 06:52:53Z)

TGax Editor: make changes for CID 16316 according to 11-18-1460-01-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 22:36:06Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16317			Mark RISON			233			3			9.3.1.23			91			11			T			Y			91.11			11			9.3.1.23						V			Abhishek Patil			18/1456r8			781			"A similar ordering is followed for 106-tone RU, 242-tone RU and 484-tone RU." is a cop-out			Need to specify fully, including any values not used (e.g. "The value 53 indicates 106-tone RU1 [-122:-17], the value 54 indicates 106-tone RU2 [17:122], and the values 55-60 are not used.").  Ditto at line 22			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 17:03:53Z) - Agree with the comment. The spec should clearly call the possible combinations. Replaced Table 9-31g with a new table which lists the various permutations for RU allocation.
TGax editor please make changes as shown in doc 11-18-1456r8 with the tag 16317			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-11 17:33:58Z - see #15616			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16318			Mark RISON			233			3			9.3.1.23.4			96			3			T			Y			96.03			3			9.3.1.23.4						V			Abhishek Patil			18/1456r8			781			"If the BW subfield indicates 80 MHz, 80+80 MHz or 160 MHz, then" -- all this stuff is not really BW-dependent.  It also applies when the BW subfield indicates 20M/40M, it's just that some values are not used			Replace from "If the BW subfield indicates 20 MHz, then the primary 20 MHz channel is indicated by setting B19-B13 of
the RU Allocation subfield to 61." to the end of the subclause with "The primary 20 MHz channel is indicated by setting B19-B13 of the RU Allocation subfield to 61
when the primary 20 MHz channel is the only 20 MHz channel or the lowest frequency 20 MHz channel in the primary 80MHz
channel, 62 when the primary 20 MHz channel is the second lowest frequency 20 MHz channel in
the primary 40 MHz or 80MHz (if present), 63 when the primary 20 MHz channel is the third lowest frequency 20 MHz
channel in the primary 80MHz (if present), and 64 when the primary 20 MHz channel is the fourth lowest fre-
quency 20 MHz channel in the primary 80 MHz (if present).
The primary 40 MHz channel is indicated by setting B19-B13 of the RU Allocation subfield to 65
when the primary 40 MHz channel is the only 40 MHz channel or the lowest frequency 40 MHz channel in the primary 80 MHz
channel and 66 when the primary 40 MHz channel is the second lowest frequency 40 MHz channel
in the primary 80 MHz channel (if present).
The primary 80 MHz channel is indicated by setting B19-B13 of the RU Allocation subfield to 67.
The primary and secondary 80 MHz is indicated by setting B19-B13 of the RU Allocation subfield to 68."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:39:32Z) - Agree that there is duplication of text and some confusion with respect to how the values are set. Added a figure to clarify the assignment.
TGax editor please add new figure as shown in doc 11-18-1456r8 with the tag 16318			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-11 00:10:00Z -			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16319			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.11.2			453			3			T			Y			453.03			3			28.3.11.2						V			Hongyuan Zhang			11-18/1492r1			781			"In the case of STBC, the FEC output bits and post-FEC padding bits are modulated into the last two OFDM symbols by STBC encoding, each with the same number of effective symbol segments." -- not clear enough how "a" / pre-FEC padding factor works for STBC			As it says in the comment			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 07:12:26Z)

Change to as in the resolution of CID16319 in doc IEEE802.11-18/1492r1.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-01 21:26:59Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16320			Mark RISON			233			3			27.4.3			238			22			T			Y			238.22			22			27.4.3						V			George Cherian			1501r1			781			"The recipient shall not include in the Buffer Size field of an ADDBA Response frame a value that would
cause the BlockAck Bitmap length of its block ack responses to exceed the BlockAck Bitmap length that is
derived by the Buffer Size field of the ADDBA Request frame sent by the originator. "  is not clear (especially the "is derived by the Buffer Size field")			Should at least add a NOTE to say that if the originator wants to use >64 bitmaps it needs to set the Buffer Size in the request to >64 (can't be less, can't be 0)			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 20:54:51Z)

Agree in principle

TGax editor shall incorporate changes in 11-18-1501-01-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16321			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															A			Editor						781			"PPE Threshold/threshold" needs to be plural, since there is more than one			Make plural where singular (including in "PPE Threshold Present", "PPE Threshold field"), except in "PPE threshold values"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 18:07:18Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 18:07:22Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16322			Mark RISON			233			3			27.12			358			28			E			Y			358.28			28			27.12						A			Editor						781			"The decision of PPE threshold is" -- huh?			Change to "The nominal packet padding as a function of the PPE thresholds, the number of spatial streams and the RU allocation index is"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:58:13Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:58:17Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16323			Mark RISON			233			3			27.12			358			33			T			Y			358.33			33			27.12						J						18/1850r2			737			It is not clear what to do if the PPET8 and PPET16 comparisons in Table 27-12 give different rows			Express as a list: if <list of conditions> then the Nominal Packet Padding value is 16 us, otherwise if <another list of conditions> then 8 us, otherwise 0 us.			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-14 05:05:04Z)

There are three rows in Table 27-12, with each row representing combinations of PPET8 and PPET16 values.  Note that the last row states “all other combinations”.  Hence, if the combination of PPET8 and PPET16 values for a given NSTS and RU size does not match either of the first two rows, then the last row ‘catches’ all these cases.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16324			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			160			47			T			Y			160.47			47			9.4.2.237.3						J			Lochan Verma			18/1901r1			765			PPE Thresholds Present field not required as can be determined unambiguously by length of element			Delete this field			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-14 07:45:30Z)

While it is theoretically possible to compute the existence of the PPE Thresholds field based on the length and some other subfield parameters within the HE PHY Capabilities Information field, industry has adopted and is relying on the simpler method of using an explicit 1 bit signalling to indicate the existence of the PPE Thresholds field.  There is no significant benefit at this point from deleting the PPE Thresholds Present field			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16325			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.2.237.5			167			33			T			Y			167.33			33			9.4.2.237.5						V						18/1850r2			781			"The value of the PPET8 NSTSn RUb subfield is always less than the value of the PPET16 NSTSn RUb subfield, except if the PPET8 subfield is 7." -- there are other constraints			Add the other constraints, e.g. value for NSSi must be no more than for NSSj for given RUm, if i > j			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-14 05:04:43Z)

Instruction to Editor:  Delete the sentence “The value of the PPET8 NSTSn RUb subfield is always less than the value of the PPET16 NSTSn RUb subfield, except if the PPET8 subfield is 7.” from D3.2 P174L33.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-29 00:23:30Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16326			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1775r1			781			The generic concept should be "HE compressed beamforming and CQI feedback", by analogy with the baseline's "VHT compressed beamforming feedback".  This in turn consists of HE Compressed Beamforming Report information, HE MU Exclusive Beamforming Report information and/or HE CQI Report information.  This in turn gets put into one or more HE  Compressed  Beamforming  And  CQI  frames			In 27.6.1 "The HE compressed beamforming and CQI report is carried in" should be about the "feedback", not "report". "the HE beamforming feedback" at the end of 27.6.1 should be "the HE compressed beamforming and CQI feedback".  In 28.3.15.2 "the HE compressed
beamforming feedback" should be "the HE compressed
beamforming and CQI feedback" (2x)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:21:43Z) - Agree in principle with the comment’s general description. Several issues raised by the comment have already been addressed by CIDs resolved in 11-18/1502r2, e.g., defining HE Compressed Beamforming/CQI frame and referring to the feedback as HE compressed beamforming/CQI report. 
Since report and feedback are synonyms in this context the preference is to use the terminology that was already motioned as such in the September F2F as part of 1502r2 and as part of the resolutions to CID 16328.

TGax editor: Replace “HE compressed beamforming report” with “HE compressed beamforming/CQI report”, when it is not part of the name of a field or frame, throughout the draft.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1775r1 under all headings that include CID 16326.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-30 22:12:39Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16327			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1775r1			781			The generic concept should be "HE compressed beamforming and CQI feedback", by analogy with the baseline's "VHT compressed beamforming feedback".  This in turn consists of HE Compressed Beamforming Report information, HE MU Exclusive Beamforming Report information and/or HE CQI Report information.  This in turn gets put into one or more HE  Compressed  Beamforming  And  CQI  frames			Also fix refs to "beamforming feedback" in 28.3.15.3, 28.3.16			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:21:27Z) - Agree in principle with the comment’s general description. Several issues raised by the comment have already been addressed by CIDs resolved in 11-18/1502r2, e.g., defining HE Compressed Beamforming/CQI frame and referring to the feedback as HE compressed beamforming/CQI report. 
Since report and feedback are synonyms in this context the preference is to use the terminology that was already motioned as such in the September F2F as part of 1502r2 and as part of the resolutions to CID 16328.

TGax editor: Replace “HE compressed beamforming report” with “HE compressed beamforming/CQI report”, when it is not part of the name of a field or frame, throughout the draft.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1775r1 under all headings that include CID 16327.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-30 22:12:34Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16328			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															V			Editor						781			"compressed beamforming and CQI" should be "compressed beamforming/CQI" since it's one or the other but not both			Globally change "compressed beamforming and CQI" to "compressed beamforming/CQI"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 19:03:28Z) - Globally replace "HE Compressed Beamforming And CQI frame" with "HE Compressed Beamforming/CQI frame". Globally replace "HE compressed beamforming and CQI report" with "HE compressed beamfroming/CQI report". Change erroneous "HE Compressed Beamforming And CQI Report frame" to "HE Compressed Beamforming/CQI frame"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 19:05:05Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16329			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.1.62			120			15			T			Y			120.15			15			9.4.1.62						V			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			781			"Set to 0 if not the first feedback segment or if the HE Compressed Beam-
forming Report field and HE MU Exclusive Beamforming Report field are
not present in the frame." -- so always 0 for CQI feedback?  This is counter-intuitive for a field called "First Feedback Segment"			Add a "NOTE---The First Feedback Segment subfield is always set to 0 for CQI feedback."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:54:49Z) - add " NOTE---The First Feedback Segment subfield is always set to 0 for CQI feedback 
because CQI feedback is always less than 11454 octets.".			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 19:31:28Z - It is the frame that is less than 11454, not the feedback. Also, reference should be to the Feedback Type field, not the feedback type. Change to "NOTE—The First Feedback Segment subfield is always set to 0  if the Feedback Type subfield indicates CQI because the HE Compressed Beamforming/CQI Report frame is always less than 11 454 octets."			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16330			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.1.65			127			14			T			Y			127.14			14			9.4.1.65						V			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			781			9.4.1.63/64 describe the use to which HE Compressed Beamforming Report field and HE MU Exclusive Beamforming Report field can be put ("for  use  by  a  transmit  beamformer  to  determine  steering
matrices  Q,  as  described  in  10.32.3  (Explicit  feedback  beamforming)  and  19.3.12.3  (Explicit  feedback
beamforming)." and "can be used by the transmit MU beamformer to determine the steering matrices Q, as described
in 28.3.3.1 (DL MU-MIMO)."), but 9.4.1.65 says nothing about the use to which HE CQI-only Report field can be put			Add some words to the first para to describe what the SNRs can be used for			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:55:04Z) - agree with the comment.

at 127.20, add "The CQI-only report can be used to obtain information about the quality of the link. ".			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 20:18:03Z - "can be used to obtain" is not accurate. The field does not obtain the information; it is the information. Change to "The HE CQI Report field contains information about the quality of the link"			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16331			Mark RISON			233			3			3			33			1			E			Y			33.01			1			3						J			Editor						781			All abbreviations in defintions need to be expanded			As it says in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-11 21:08:03Z) - A quick scan finds none. Apparently instances are rare enough that they can be identified with comments targeting specific instances.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									N			EDITOR: 2018-10-11 21:08:46Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16332			Mark RISON			233			3			C.3									T			Y			639.00						C.3						J			Edward Au			18/1939r1			737			MIB does not compile			Ensure MIB compiles			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 21:44:19Z) - The comment fails to identify changes in sufficient detail so that the specific wording of the changes that will satisfy the commenter can be determined.

Note to the commenter:  For the mandatory draft review, MIB compliance will be checked and ensured.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16333			Mark RISON			233			3			C.3									T			Y			639.00						C.3						J			Edward Au			18/1939r1			737			MIB does not have all the compliance groups			Ensure MIB has all the compliance groups			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 21:44:05Z) - The comment fails to identify changes in sufficient detail so that the specific wording of the changes that will satisfy the commenter can be determined.

Note to the commenter:  For the mandatory draft review, MIB compliance will be checked and ensured.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16334			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															V			Editor						781			"intended for"/"intended to" should be "addressed to" unless it's e.g. something that could be broadcast			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 18:11:18Z) -

Use of "intended for" in the context of buffered traffic is ok, since the addressing at this point has not necessary being determined (and the traffic may never be sent).

At P90L32, change "intended for an AP" to "sent to an AP".

At P278L42, "information intended for" is OK since this is broadcast traffic.

At P316L44, leave TWT realted usage of "intended for" unchaged since there is at least one note on the meaning of "intended for". A comment specific to this usage in TWT might be approriate.

Use of "intended for" in 27.11.1 deserves specific comments since these don't concern station addressing but rather allocation for a particular purpose.

At P152L6, change "Indicates support for the reception of a Multi-STA BlockAck frame that has a 32-bit BlockAck Bitmap intended to it" to "Indicates support for the reception of a Multi-STA BlockAck frame that has a Per AID Info subfield addressed to it with a 32-bit Block Ack Bitmap subfield". Change "Set to 1 if the STA supports reception of a Multi-STA BlockAck frame that has a 32-bit Block Ack Bitmap subfield intended to it" to "Set to 1 if the STA supports reception of a Multi-STA BlockAck frame that has a Per AID Info subfield addressed to it with a 32-bit Block Ack Bitmap subfield".

At P269L7, P269L13, P269L23, P275L63, P277L7, P284L35 change "intended to" to "addressed to"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 18:36:56Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16335			Mark RISON			233			3			4.3.14a			41			17			T			Y			41.17			17			4.3.14a						V			Guoqing Li			18/1868r7			1868			An HE STA cannot be a VHT STA, because a VHT STA is required to support 80M operation, but a 20 MHz-only HE STA is not			Change "An HE STA is also a VHT STA" to say "An HE STA that is not a 20 MHz-only STA is also a VHT STA"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 21:02:44Z) - HE 20MHz-only STA is also a VHT STA which only supports 20MHz channel bandwidth. However, there is some inconsistency with some text in clause 21.

Please see the proposed text in 18/1868r7 to clarify this point.

TGax editor to make the changes as shown in 11/18/1868r7			EDITOR			Guoqing 18/1868 Clause 4									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 19:41:01Z			4			2019/1/24 19:41			EDITOR


			16336			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.15.2			546			51			T			Y			546.51			51			28.3.15.2						J			Lochan Verma			18/1842r2			737			"The number of bits for quantization, tone grouping factor, and the number of col-
umns in the HE compressed beamforming feedback are determined by the beamformee only if the HE NDP
Announcement frame contains a single STA Info field. " -- the "only" is not clear and adds nothing			Delete "only" in the cited text at the referenced location			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-10 12:10:32Z)

The word “only” highlights that this is the only condition that BFee determines these parameters. This sentence and the one before it should be read together to get the full picture.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 22:02:57Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16337			Mark RISON			233			3			27.6.3			309			24			T			Y			309.24			24			27.6.3						A			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			781			"An HE beamformer that transmits an HE NDP Announcement frame that has only one STA Info field shall
set the Nc subfield to 0 and the Feedback Type And Ng subfield to 0" -- the Codebook Size is also not used so should be set to 0 too			Change to "An HE beamformer that transmits an HE NDP Announcement frame that has only one STA Info field shall
set the Nc, Feedback Type And Ng and Codebook Size subfields to 0"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:55:10Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 19:03:38Z - After #16678, this becomes: "An HE beamformer soliciting SU feedback in an HE non-TB sounding sequence shall set the Feedback Type And Ng, Codebook Size and Nc subfields in the HE NDP Announcement frame to 0"			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16338			Mark RISON			233			3			27.6.3			309			24			T			Y			309.24			24			27.6.3						J			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			774			"An HE beamformer that transmits an HE NDP Announcement frame that has only one STA Info field shall
set the Nc subfield to 0 and the Feedback Type And Ng subfield to 0" -- should reserve, not force to 0			Change to say the fields are reserved			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-12-10 19:05:06Z) -  setting these fields to reserved implies that there may be some future use of them when only one STA Info field is present.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16339			Mark RISON			233			3			9.3.1.9.3			88			30			E			Y			88.30			30			9.3.1.9.3						A			Editor						781			"HE Fragmentation Support" -- no such field			Change "HE Fragmentation Support" to "Fragmentation Support" throughout the document			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 22:59:42Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 22:59:45Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16340			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.10.10			496			42			T			Y			496.42			42			28.3.10.10						V			Ron Porat			11-18/1514r1			781			"It is mandatory to support 1x HE-LTF
for full bandwidth UL MU-MIMO, for a STA declaring support for UL MU-MIMO." is not clear as to whether this is tx or rx or both			State this is for both tx and rx			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:38:09Z)

Editor please replace  on 496.42
“It is mandatory to support 1x HE-LTF…”
With 
"It is mandatory to support the transmission of 1x HE-LTF
for full bandwidth UL MU-MIMO, for a STA declaring support for UL MU-MIMO transmission"			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-02 23:01:40Z - The requirement is on an implementation so reword to "A STA that declares support for UL MU-MIMO shall support transmission of 1x HE-LTF for full bandwidth UL MU-MIMO"			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16341			Mark RISON			233			3			28.1.1			379			1			T			Y			379.01			1			28.1.1						V			Lochan Verma			18/1841r1			781			"HE SU PPDUs with 0.8 us GI duration on both the HE-LTF and Data field symbols when the HE-
LTF is a 1x LTF (transmit and receive)." -- also for ER PPDUs, per Table 28-28			Add "and HE ER PPDUs" after "HE SU PPDUs"			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:59:19Z)

TGax Editor: make changes for CID 16341 according to 11-18-1841-01-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 19:38:31Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16342			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.10.10			497			7			T			Y			497.07			7			28.3.10.10						J			Ron Porat			11-18/1514r1			673			Table 28-28 misses the conditional nature of the optionality of HE SU and HE MU 4x 0.8 us indicated in 28.1.1: "shall support [...] HE SU PPDUs with 0.8 us GI duration on both the HE-LTF and Data field symbols when the HE-
LTF is a 4x LTF if the STA supports HE ER SU PPDUs with 0.8 us GI duration on both the HE-
LTF and Data field symbols when the HE-LTF is a 4x LTF (transmit and receive). [...] HE MU PPDUs with 0.8 us GI duration on both the HE-LTF and Data field symbols when the 4x
HE-LTF is used if the HE AP supports HE ER SU PPDUs with 0.8 us GI duration on both the HE-
LTF and Data field symbols when the HE-LTF is a 4x LTF (transmit)."			Indicate in the table that those combinations are mandatory if the corresponding ER combinations are supported			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:38:47Z)

This option is fundamentally optional so keeping it as O in the table seems suitable			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16343			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.10.10			497			7			T			Y			497.07			7			28.3.10.10						J			Ron Porat			11-18/1514r1			673			Table 28-28 is not clear as to whether it's about tx or rx or both			Indicate in each cell whether it is about tx or rx and whether it is about an AP or a non-AP STA			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:38:34Z)

This detailed information can be found in section 28.1.1 and adding it to the table will render it cumbersome			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16344			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.10.10			497			40			T			Y			497.40			40			28.3.10.10						J			Ron Porat			11-18/1514r1			673			"It is optional
to support the 1x HE-LTF in an HE SU PPDU and HE ER SU PPDU. It is mandatory to support 1x HE-LTF
for full bandwidth UL MU-MIMO, for a STA declaring support for UL MU-MIMO. The 1x HE-LTF is dis-
allowed in an HE MU PPDU and in an HE TB PPDU with more than one RU." duplicates a subset of the information in Table 28-28			Delete the cited text			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:39:01Z)

It doesn’t hurt to have it written as long as there is no contradiction			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16345			Mark RISON			233			3			9.3.1.23			98			6			E			Y			98.06			6			9.3.1.23						A			Editor						781			Sometimes the HE LTF is referred to without "HE-"			Add "HE-" before "LTF" in Table 8-4 and Table 9-25d and Table 28-2			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 23:31:02Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 23:31:07Z - see #15968			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16346			Mark RISON			233			3												E			Y															J			Editor						781			Sometimes the HE LTF is referred to without "HE-"			Add "HE-" before "LTF" where missing			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 17:58:46Z) - No instances of HE LTF found in D3.0			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N									2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16347			Mark RISON			233			3			27.5.3.3			288			34			T			Y			288.34			34			27.5.3.3						V			Abhishek Patil			18/1455r3			781			Some TXVECTOR parameters are missing in the TRS case (cf. the Trigger frame case)			Add to this list that STARTING_STS_NUM is 0, that TXPWR_LEVEL_INDEX is set as for the Trigger frame case			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 21:03:28Z) -Agree with the comment
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1455r2			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16348			Mark RISON			233			3			28.2.2			387			49			T			Y			387.49			49			28.2.2						J			Bo Sun			18/1759r1			737			"numberOfOctets" is not a defined operator			Define this operator			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:37:34Z)

Reason: numberOfOctets is clear as it says.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-27 23:53:15Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16349			Mark RISON			233			3			28.2.2			397			51			T			Y			397.51			51			28.2.2						J			Bo Sun			18/1759r1			737			It's a bit obscure that the PE in the basic trigger case isn't the default, it's fully specified
by a combination of trigger fields and well hidden bits of the standard, but for the TRS case you need a TXVECTOR parameter for the default			Make both cases or neither take a TXVECTOR parameter for the PE			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:40:18Z)

Reason: the spec text addressed by this comment has been discussed during the resolution to CID 9490 in cr document 11-17/0465r8 and consensus was reached in the group.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-27 23:55:20Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16350			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.1.63			121			37			T			Y			121.37			37			9.4.1.63						V			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			781			"Compressed Beamforming Feedback Matrix subfield" -- no such subfield. It is arguable that Table 9-76b implies that there is a set of such subfields (one per subcarrier) but this is certainly not clear and also " the Compressed Beamforming Feedback Matrix subfield " in 9.3.1.20 and 9.4.1.63 is not clear either since "the" has no antecedent			Add a figure showing a "Compressed Beamforming Feedback Matrix" subfield to the referenced subclause			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:55:32Z) - At the end of 9.3.1.19 (101.7 in D3.2) change "in the Compressed Beamforming Feedback Matrix subfield" to "in the compressed beamforming feedback matrix".
 
In 9.4.1.65 (127.62 in D3.2) change "the Compressed Beamforming Feedback Matrix subfield (see 9.4.1.65 (HE Compressed Beamforming Report field))" to "the compressed beamforming feedback matrix" (deliberately deleting xref, since it's to the same subclause).
 
Fix the xrefs to Table 9-67 in Table 9-94b (D3.2) by changing to Table 9-73, and in third para of 9.4.1.65 (126.65 in D3.2).			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 20:12:42Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16351			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															V			Liwen Chu			18/2040r6			782			Shouldn't be allowed to have an S-MPDU TID (EOF=1) and a BA TID (EOF=0 for same TID) in the same (ack-enabled) multi-TID A-MPDU			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 13:19:18Z) - In Table 9-532d of 11ax D3.3 EOF MPDU and non-EOF MPDU for the same TID are not allowed in an ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU. No further change is needed.			EDITOR			Liwen 18/2040 Misc									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 23:34:24Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/24 23:34			EDITOR


			16352			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															J			George Cherian			19/0170r0			782			Should allow for more than one ack-enabled MPDU in an ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU (with a mechanism to ensure it's clear which is being acked, of course)			As it says in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:50:09Z) - This is already clarified in the resolution to CID 16295. “A non-ack- multi-TID A-MPDU allows multiple TIDs, all corresponding to a block ack agreement, to be present in an A-MPDU.  An ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU additionally allows one or more frames not sent under a block ack agreement to be included.  An ack-enabled A-MPDU allows one or more frames not sent under a block ack agreement to be included, but single MPDU can solicit Ack.(#16295)”

The proposed allowance will create ambiguity in response			EDITOR			George 19/0170 Ack related									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 19:30:17Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/24 19:30			EDITOR


			16353			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															J			George Cherian			19/0170r0			782			Can an S-MPDU sent by a non-AP STA be acked by an M-BA from the AP?  Maybe only if the S-MPDU is sent in an UL MU transmission (i.e. HE TB PPDU)?			As it says in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:50:22Z) - It is not allowed. No motivaton to allow MBA in SU PPDU case, since it will be inefficient.			EDITOR			George 19/0170 Ack related									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 19:30:20Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/24 19:30			EDITOR


			16354			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															J									791			The baseline does not allow EOF=0 MPDUs after EOF=1 MPDUs, but ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDUs can be like that			Soften the baseline to allow this in PPDUs exchanged between HE STAs			Rejected. 

The baseline has been modified. Please refer to Table 9-526.			EDITOR			Osama November 2018									N									2019/1/28 19:07			EDITOR


			16355			Mark RISON			233			3			27.10.4.1			349			47			T			Y			349.47			47			27.10.4.1						V			Liwen Chu			18/1859r7			785			The definition of an ack-enabled A-MPDU should be in the subclause about this			Pull the material in 27.10.4.1 that is about ack-enabled A-MPDUs into its own subclause, to match 27.10.4.2 for non-ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDUs and 27.10.4.3 for ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDUs			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 15:22:39Z) - Generally agree with the commenter.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-18/1859r7 under CID 16355			EDITOR			Liwen 18/1859 27.10.4									I						4			2019/1/26 0:21			EDITOR


			16356			Mark RISON			233			3			27.10.4									T			Y			349.27						27.10.4						V			Liwen Chu			18/1859r7			785			An A-MPDU with two EOF=1 MPDUs is also an ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU, even if there are no EOF=0 MPDUs			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 15:22:49Z) - Generally agree with the commenter. Table 9-aaa4 already cover this case. No further change is needed.			EDITOR			Liwen 18/1859 27.10.4									I						4			2019/1/26 0:21			EDITOR


			16357			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															V									791			There are various references to A-MPDUs that solicit an immediate response.  However, A-MPDUs don't do this, only the constitutent MPDUs do			Reword in terms of the MPDUs soliciting an immediate response, not the A-MPDU itself			Revised.

TGax to make the changes:
D3.2 references:

Table 9-13—Ack Policy subfield in QoS Control field of QoS Data frames

Change "HE ER SU PPDU that solicits a response in an HE TB PPDU"
to "HE ER SU PPDU that contains at least one MPDU that solicts a response in an HE TB PPDU"

Table 9-30b—Context of the Per AID TID Info subfield and presence of optional subfields if the AID11 subfield is not 2045

Change "A-MPDU that solicits an immediate response" to "A-MPDU that contains at least one MPDU that solicits an immediate response"

27.3.3.3 Level 2 dynamic defragmentation
Change "that solicits the immediate response" to "and solicits an immediate response"
Change "that solicits an immediate response" to "and solicit an immediate response"

27.3.3.4 Level 3 dynamic defragmentation
Change "that solicits the immediate response" to "and solicits an immediate response"

27.4.4.4 Responding to an HE MU PPDU, HE SU PPDU or HE ER SU PPDU with an HE TB
PPDU
Change "PPDU that solicits an immediate response carried in an HE TB PPDU" to
"PPDU that contains at least one MPDU that solicits an immediate response carried in an HE TB PPDU"


27.5.5.3 Transmission procedure for UORA
Change "transmits an HE TB PPDU that solicits an immediate response" to
"transmits an HE TB PPDU that contains at least one MPDU that solicits an immediate response"

10.24.2.2 EDCA backoff procedure
Change "the PPDU solicits an HE TB PPDU" to "the PPDU contains at least one MPDU that solicits an HE TB PPDU"


			EDITOR			Osama November 2018									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 19:18:12Z			4			2019/1/28 19:18			EDITOR


			16358			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.12			541			17			T			Y			541.17			17			28.3.12						V			Yujin Noh			11-18/1452r1			781			The equation for T_HE-PREAMBLE below E(28-115) duplicates that in E(28-122)			Under E(28-115) just say T_HE-PREAMBLE is defined in Equation (28-122)			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 07:20:44Z)

TGax Editor: make changes according to this document 11-18-1452-01-00ax CR on Packet Extension			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-01 21:58:02Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16359			Mark RISON			233			3			9.3.1.9.7			91			30			T			Y			91.30			30			9.3.1.9.7						V			Tomoko Adachi			18/1851r3			781			"multi-TID A-MPDU that solicit an immediate block  acknowledgment" / "multi-TID A-MPDU that solicits an immediate response" -- this is known by the transmitter but not necessarily by the receiver (because corruption might hide the multi-TIDness)			Reword in terms of "receives QoS Data or QoS Null frames with ack policy other than No Ack or Block Ack and with more than one TID, or receives a QoS Data or QoS Null frame with ack policy other than No Ack or Block Ack and an Action frame"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:42:10Z) - See the instructions to the TGax editor in doc. 11-18/1851r3.
Note that Ack Type subfield being 1 and TID subfield being 14 can be only used when all the MPDUs carried in the A-MPDU are received correctly. If there is any error in the A-MPDU, this combination can’t be used.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16360			Mark RISON			233			3			27.15.2			364			47			E			Y			364.47			47			27.15.2						V			Osama Aboul-Magd			18/1876r3			801			"An HE STA may transmit an HE SU PPDU to a peer HE STA." -- really?  I'd never have guessed			Express this in such a way that it seems less of a statement of the bleeding obvious!			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:21:13Z) - The CID is resolved by CID 15915 in draft D3.2			EDITOR			Osama 18/1876 Misc MAC									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-29 03:39:38Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/29 3:39			EDITOR


			16361			Mark RISON			233			3			27.4									T			Y			268.00						27.4						J			George Cherian			1501r1			702			The rules for acknowledgment should be simplified.  Irrespective of PPDU format, role, direction, etc., for a given RU+set of spatial streams:
- if there is only one STA and only one MPDU to ack, and it had EOF=1, then send an Ack frame
- otherwise, if there is only one STA and only one TID to ack, then send a C-BA
- otherwise, send an M-BA			As it says in the comment			REJECTED (MAC: 2018-09-22 20:55:29Z)

The proposed simplified rule ignores many aspects: management frame acknowledgment procedure, All-Ack setting, combination of certain Ack-policy setting for certain TIDs and another Ack-policy settings for other TIDs etc.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16362			Mark RISON			233			3			27.8.2			335			26			T			Y			335.26			26			27.8.2						J			Jarkko Kneckt			1246r8			685			"An OMI initiator that is an HE AP should be capable of receiving within an operating channel width and
with NSS that are up to the values of the most recently transmitted Channel Width subfield and Rx NSS sub-
field that the OMI initiator has successfully indicated in the OM Control subfield or in the Operating Mode
field sent to any associated STA." -- should honour promises made			Change "should" to "shall" in the cited text			REJECTED (MAC: 2018-09-20 21:45:24Z)


Rejected. The 802.11ax has discussed and agreed long time that should provide enough support for the feature.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16363			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															J						18/2007r0			737			Preamble puncturing is inadequately defined and described.  Needs to be clearer that it's basically about using OFDMA and restricting the allocated RUs			As it says in the comment			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-14 05:11:45Z)

The comment is quite general and failed to point out the specific reason that preamble puncture is not well defined. The preamble puncturing is in good shape after several round of CR. 
In addition, preamble puncturing is not equivalent to OFDMA with RU restriction. E.g. specturem mask is defined for preamble puncturing but not for OFDMA.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-29 16:00:32Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16364			Mark RISON			233			3			27.5.3.3			289			1			T			Y			289.01			1			27.5.3.3						V			Abhishek Patil			18/1733r1			781			"The  DEFAULT_PE_DURATION  parameter  is  set  to  the  default  PE  duration  value  for  UL  MU response scheduling, which is indicated by the AP in the Default PE Duration subfield of the HE Operation element it transmits and the pre-FEC padding factor is set to 4 (see 28.3.12 (Packet extension))" -- the bit from "and the pre-FEC" onwards is broken.  It's set where?  How does this relate to the TXVECTOR parameters (which is what the list is about)?			Delete "and the pre-FEC padding factor is set to 4 (see 28.3.12)" from the cited text.  The resolution to CID 12790 did not address the two specific issues identified ("It's set where?  How does this relate to the TXVECTOR parameters (which is what the list is about)?")			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 21:39:38Z) - The pre-FEC padding factor is not related to setting TXVECTOR parameters when a STA transmits an HE TB PPDU in response to a frame containing a TRS Control subfield. This setting is moved in 28.3.11.5.5 (Encoding process for an HE TB PPDU).

TGax Editor: make changes according to this document 11-18-1733-01-00ax CID16364 on Packet Extension			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-29 19:53:29Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16365			Mark RISON			233			3			27.6.3			308			31			E			Y			308.31			31			27.6.3						A			Editor						781			"80+80/160" is not the canonical form			Change "80+80/160" to "160/80+80" in Table 27-4			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:59:37Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:59:41Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16366			Mark RISON			233			3			9.2.4.7.1			80			9			T			Y			80.09			9			9.2.4.7.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1699r3			781			HE Compressed Beamforming And CQI frames might be 11454 octets in size, even if the receiver doesn't normally support that MPDU size			Add a NOTE to Table 9-19 to say that the maximum MPDU size might be greater than indicated in the VHT Capabilities Information field in the case of HE Compressed Beamforming And CQI frames			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 06:56:04Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested changes.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1699r2 under all headings that include CID 16366.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16367			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1775r1			781			It is not clear whether an HE STA in the 2.4 GHz band uses the HT or VHT capabilities related to MPDU size			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:18:57Z) -The rules for MPDU size support for an HE STA are specified in 27.16.1 (Basic HE BSS functionality). Quoting: 
An HE STA shall not transmit an MPDU in an HE PPDU to a STA that exceeds the maximum MPDU
length capability indicated in the VHT Capabilities element received from the recipient STA or that exceeds the Maximum A-MSDU Length in the HT Capabilities element received from the recipient STASTA unless the MPDU is an HE Compressed Beamforming/CQI frame (see 27.6.3 (Rules for HE sounding protocol sequences))”.

Proposed resolution is to clarify that the A-MSDU Length dependency is valid when no VHT Capabilities element is received from the recipient STA.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1775r1 under all headings that include CID 16367.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-30 22:00:50Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16368			Mark RISON			233			3			9.4.1.63			122						T			Y			122.00						9.4.1.63						J			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			774			"For the left of DC, scidx(i) = scidx(i-1) + Ng, where 1 <= i <= L and scidx(L) = -4.
For the right of DC, scidx(i) = scidx(i-1) + Ng, where L + 2 <= i <= Ns -- 2 and scidx(L + 1) = 4." -- the cases where i is L+1 or Ns -- 1 are undefined			Extend the equations to cover these two cases			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:55:43Z) - The case where i=L+1 is defined in the sentence quoted by the commenter: “scidx(L + 1) = 4”.

The case where i=Ns-1 is defined in Table 9-94c in 11ax draft 3.2.  Table 9-94c defines scidx() for i=0 and Ns-1 together with the sentence "Subcarriers scidx(0) and scidx(Ns - 1) represent the S (Start)-tone corresponding to the RU Start Index and E (End)-tone corresponding to the RU End Index, respectively. "

The sentences quoted by the commenter are trying to define scidx() for i=1~Ns-2.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16369			Mark RISON			233			3			27.6.1									T			Y			303.13						27.6.1						V			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			781			The concepts "SU-type" and "MU-type" are never defined			Define these concepts; also have a NOTE that the way in which the feedback is obtained (trigger-based, i.e. UL MU or non-trigger-based, i.e. UL SU) is orthogonal to the feedback type			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:55:59Z) - given that the baseline sees no need to say "-type" after MU or SU, HE might not need to either. 


Therefore,

- Replace "MU-type feedback" with "MU feedback" and "SU-type feedback" with "SU feedback" throughout (D3.0 Table 9-262aa, 27.6.3, C.3)


- Before the last para of 27.6.1 add the following note:
 
"NOTE---Use of HE TB sounding does not necessarily imply MU feedback. TB sounding can be used to obtain SU feedback and CQI feedback."

(Note that we don't need to mention the other case, since non-TB sounding cannot be used to obtain MU feedback.)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 20:29:12Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16370			Mark RISON			233			3			27.4.2			270			56			T			Y			270.56			56			27.4.2						J			George Cherian			1501r1			702			"Pre-association ack context: A recipient receiving a Management frame from the unassociated STA, that requires an acknowledgment, shall set the Ack Type field to 0, AID subfield to 2045, and the TID field to 15 in the Per AID TID Info field, and the RA field of the Per AID TID Info field to the intended recipient's MAC address to indicate the successful reception of that Management frame."  And in 27.1 we have "If the Ack Type field is 0, and the AID field is 2045, and the TID field is 15, then Per AID TID Info field indicates the acknowledgement of an EOF-MPDU that is a Management frame soliciting immediate acknowledgment. The RA field in the Per AID TID Info field is the MAC address of an unassociated STA for which the Per AID TID Info subfield is intended."  And in 27.4.2 we have "If the Ack Type field is 0 and the TID field is 15, then the Per AID TID Info field indicates the acknowledgment of a single Management frame sent by the unassociated STA as defined by the acknowledgment context."  This should not be triplicated			Put the rules on pre-assoc ack context in one place and one place only			REJECTED (MAC: 2018-09-22 20:56:06Z)


Rejected.

Different sections are addressing different aspects of the same feature (for example, overview section provides overall description on many aspects out of which one is pre-assoc.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16371			Mark RISON			233			3			9.3.1.9.7			91			5			T			Y			91.05			5			9.3.1.9.7						V			Tomoko Adachi			18/1851r3			781			"Pre-association ack context: A recipient receiving a Management frame from the unassociated STA, that requires an acknowledgment, shall set the Ack Type field to 0, AID subfield to 2045, and the TID field to 15 in the Per AID TID Info field, and the RA field of the Per AID TID Info field to the intended recipient's MAC address to indicate the successful reception of that Management frame."  And in 27.1 we have "If the Ack Type field is 0, and the AID field is 2045, and the TID field is 15, then Per AID TID Info field indicates the acknowledgement of an EOF-MPDU that is a Management frame soliciting immediate acknowledgment. The RA field in the Per AID TID Info field is the MAC address of an unassociated STA for which the Per AID TID Info subfield is intended."  And in 27.4.2 we have "If the Ack Type field is 0 and the TID field is 15, then the Per AID TID Info field indicates the acknowledgment of a single Management frame sent by the unassociated STA as defined by the acknowledgment context."  However in the associated context this combination is reserved, and a different combination is used for Management frames			Align all of these so that it's always Ack Type 1 and TID 15 to ack an MMPDU			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:42:21Z) - See the instructions to the TGax editor in doc. 11-18/1851r3.
Table 9-24b (Table 9-30b in D3.2) is for the case when AID11 is not 2045, while the first two references from the commenter are for the case when AID11 is 2045 and the third reference from the commenter is also mentioning especially of the case when AID11 is 2045 from the context. Note that, when the AID11 is 2045, the settings of the Ack Type and TID subfields are fixed to 0 and 15, respectively, regardless of the original meaning of the subfields.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16372			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															J			George Cherian			18/1777r1			761			Responder should not use M-BA if it could use C-BA or Ack			Specify that if a STA can ack using just an Ack frame, it shall do so, otherwise if it can ack using just a C-BA frame it shall do so, otherwise it uses an M-BA			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:16:51Z) - Depends on the context. Please see section 27.4.4 for different conditions and rules			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16373			Mark RISON			233			3												G			Y															A									791			Do not use the Symbol font anywhere, as this introduces proprietary Unicode codepoints that are not found in search (cf. CID 12705 resolution)			Change all uses of the Symbol font to Times New Roman			Accepted			EDITOR			Osama November 2018									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 19:20:59Z			4			2019/1/28 19:21			EDITOR


			16374			Mark RISON			233			3			9.3.1.9.7			91			52			T			Y			91.52			52			9.3.1.9.7						V			Tomoko Adachi			18/1851r3			781			"The responding STA
determines  that  all  the  MPDUs  carried  in  the  eliciting  A-MPDU  are  successfully  received  if  the  all  the
MPDUs that precede the first MPDU delimiter with EOF equal to 1 and MPDU Length field equal to 0 are
received successfully." -- since now HE allows EOF-MPDUs to be spread around with EOF=1 non-MPDUs this is too strict			Change the cited text to "The  responding  STA  determines  that  all  the  MPDUs  carried  in  the  eliciting  A-MPDU  are  successfully
received if there were no delimiter CRC errors and there were no MPDU FCS errors in that A-MPDU." and move to 27.4.2.a)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:42:33Z) - See the instructions to the TGax editor in doc. 11-18/1851r3.
Note that an EOF-MPDU has a non-zero value in the MPDU Length field because an MPDU is carried therein. By saying that MPDUs preceding the first MPDU delimiter with EOF equal to 1 and MPDU Length field equal to 0, EOF-MPDUs are included while EOF padding subframes are excluded. And the cited text in 9.3.1.9.7 is moved to 27.4.2.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16375			Mark RISON			233			3			9									T			Y			65.00						9						J									791			There should be no behavioural requirements in Clause 9, which is about format only			Move all behavioural requirements to Clause 27/28			Rejected. 

TGax is fiollowing the new Editorial style guide as instruvted by the 802.11 WG leadership.			EDITOR			Osama November 2018									N									2019/1/28 19:07			EDITOR


			16376			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.11.5.5									T			Y			521.02						28.3.11.5.5						V			Youhan Kim			18/1850r2			781			It is not clear how what the AP indicates maps to what the non-AP STA uses in HE TB			See proposed changes for CID 12652			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-14 05:06:06Z)

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-18/1850r2 for CID 16376.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-29 00:45:11Z - Saying that the AP indicates certain fields in a frame is meaningless. The frame is the sum of its fields. A more meaningful statement might be "The HE TB PPDU duration, use of STBC, presence of LDPC extra symbol, etc. are defined by the UL Length field, UL STBC, etc. subfields in the Trigger frame".			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16377			Mark RISON			233			3			27.4.2			270			4			T			Y			270.04			4			27.4.2						J			George Cherian			1501r1			702			A Multi-TID BlockAck should be used in response to a multi-TID A-MPDU rather than a Multi-STA BlockAck, if there is only one STA to respond to (e.g. when the transmitter of the A-MPDU is an AP)			Change "If all MPDUs in the A-MPDU are received successfully, then the recipient may follow the procedure  described  in  the  All  Ack  context.  Otherwise,  the  recipient  may  follow  the  procedure described in the BlockAck context." to "If all MPDUs in the A-MPDU are received successfully, then the recipient may follow the procedure  described  in  the  All  Ack  context.  Otherwise,  the  recipient  shall generate a Multi-TID BlockAck frame."			REJECTED (MAC: 2018-09-22 20:56:52Z)

Rejected.

11ax has made a decision early on to use Multi-STA Block-Ack for both Multi-TID acking as well we multi-STA acking.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16378			Mark RISON			233			3												T			Y															J									791			We need to look at the PPDU type to decide whether to respond to a DL MU PPDU anyway (because Action frames are allowed and do not have an ack policy), so the HTP Ack ack policy has no value -- just use Normal Ack/Implicit BAR			Delete the references to HTP Ack throughout the draft and instead state that the rules previously described as pertaining to that ack policy instead pertain to frames received by a non-AP STA in an HE MU PPDU			Rejected. 

The presence of two values for the ACK policy namely Normal and HTP ACK provide the AP the flexibility to control the PPDU format for the control response (SU vs HE TB PPDU)			EDITOR			Osama November 2018									N									2019/1/28 19:07			EDITOR


			16379			Mark RISON			233			3			9.3.1.9.7			90			10			T			Y			90.10			10			9.3.1.9.7						V			Tomoko Adachi			18/1851r3			781			The reserved field has no value.  There is no point trying to "keep the basic length of the Per AID TID Info subfield the same with the unit length of the BA Information field of the Multi-TID BlockAck" (per CID 12596 resolution)			Delete the Reserved field in Figure 9-38c			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:42:49Z) - An originator STA that is not subject to the Per AID TID Info subfield with the AID11 subfield being 2045 is also required to parse 10 octets following the AID TID Info subfield as the remainder. There is already such implementation. The proposed change will not be a simple software change and saving a couple of octets won’t justify the change at this stage. 
See the instructions to the TGax editor in doc. 11-18/1851r3. 
A SP was taken whether to accept this resolution during the AM1 session on Nov.14, 2018 and the result was Y33: N2: A5.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16380			Mark RISON			233			3			9.3.1.23			100			63			T			Y			100.63			63			9.3.1.23						V			Abhishek Patil			18/1456r8			781			"An AID12 subfield set to 4095 is reserved to indicate start of Padding field", "The Padding field of the Trigger frame, if present, is at least two octets in length and is set to all 1s. The start of the Padding field is identified by the value 4095 in the AID12 subfield of a User Info field that would otherwise be present." -- the requirements should not be duplicated			Delete the first cited text			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:35:35Z) - The duplicated text has been deleted and the spec text revised to indicate that AID12=4095 is a special value to indicate start of Padding field.
TGax editor please make changes as shown in doc 11-18-1456r8 with the tag 16380			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 22:00:34Z No need for "value x", simply use "x". The RA-RUS statemes do not align with the definition of an RA-RU. The User Info field cannot be an RA-RU. It allocates RA-RUs. The intro sentence is inaccurate or misleading ("identifies zero or more") and is unecessary.			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16381			Mark RISON			233			3			28.3.10.7.2									T			Y			464.55						28.3.10.7.2						J			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1435r1			664			"Set to 7 for preamble puncturing in 160 MHz or
80+80 MHz, where in the primary 80 MHz of the preamble the primary 40 MHz is present." -- huh?  This is not clear.  The secondary 40 MHz is entirely missed out, but the secondary 80 MHz is still there?  Or the presence/absence of the secondary 40 MHz is undefined (might be present, might be 50% present, might be absent?)  Why not the mode where one of the 20 MHz of the secondary 40 MHz is punctured, like in 80 MHz bw?			Change the cited text to "The value 7 is reserved."			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 03:48:20Z)

For 80MHz, if both channels in secondary channel are punctured out, then it goes back to 40MHz. This is different for 160MHz/80+80MHz channel.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 21:48:28Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16382			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			cover			1			7			G			N			1.07			7			cover						A			Editor						781			Since 11ak is a published (or a soon to be published) amendment, we should replace "IEEE P802.11ak(TM)/D5.0" with "IEEE P802.11ak(TM)-2018" on the cover page.			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 19:30:06Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 19:30:09Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16383			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			keywords			2			6			G			Y			2.06			6			keywords						V			Osama Aboul-Magd			18/1852r1			781			"dense deployment" should be added to the keyword lists. It is used in the draft (either literally or in the form of "dense deployments" or "dense network") and this is one of the primary goals of 11ax existence to begin with.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:04:55Z) - Agree with the commenter. The word “dense” has been used in at least 4 locations in the draft. Adding the “dense deployment” to the key words reflect a main aspect of 802.11ax and the need for the project as it is stated in the PAR.

TGax Editor – Please add “dense deployment” to the list of Keywords			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-30 19:21:38Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16384			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			Contents			19			20			E			Y			19.20			20			Contents						J			Editor						781			The titles of all annexes are not in the table of content (contrary to what one can see in IEEE 802.11-2016 for instance). It makes it difficult for the reader to get what is the scope of the annex from the toc (in particular annex AA which do not have any subclause). Please do a correct referencing of the annex title in the table of content.			As in comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-11 21:06:13Z) - Comment is out of scope since it refers to frontmatter that will be updated during publication editing.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									N			EDITOR: 2018-10-11 21:06:57Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16385			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			3.1			33			14			T			N			33.14			14			3.1						J									791			Does the MU MIMO definition intend to cover OFDMA case as well (which I doubt). If not, then may I suggest to add an emphasis on the subcarrier notion or allocation, something like:

"multi-user multiple input, multiple output (MU-MIMO): A technique by which multiple stations
(STAs), each with one or more antennas, either simultaneously transmit to a single STA with more than one antennas or simultaneously receive from a single STA with more than one antennas independent data streams over the same radio frequency resources"
A bit Ambiguous (frequencies			As in comment.			Rejected. 

The current definition is intended to be generic enough to cover both cases; Partial bandwidth and full bandwidth MU MIMO.			EDITOR			Osama November 2018									N									2019/1/28 19:07			EDITOR


			16386			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			3.2			37			24			T			Y			37.24			24			3.2						V			Po-Kai Huang			18/1815r3			781			The mapping between the STA-ID values and either an unassociated STA (2045) or any associated STA (0) is not clearly defined in the broadcast resource unit (RU) definition. Please consider clarification /reordering. Something like:
"a resource unit within an HE MU PPDU, intended for any STA associated with the BSS or unassociated STAs, identified by the STA-ID values 0 and 2045, respectively when the AP does not transmit a Multiple BSSID element. A resource unit within an HE MU PPDU, intended for unassociated STAs or any STA associated with a BSS, identified by the STA-ID values 2045, 2047 and STA-ID values 0 to 2n - 1, respectively when the AP transmits a Multiple BSSID element and n is equal to the MaxBSSID Indicator field advertised by the AP in the Multiple BSSID element."
or just a simple inversion:
"resource unit within an HE MU PPDU, intended for any STA associated with the BSS or unassociated STAs, identified by the STA-ID values 0 and 2045 when the AP does not transmit a Multiple BSSID element, and by the STA-ID values 2045, 2047 and 0 to 2n - 1 when the AP transmits a Multiple BSSID element and n is equal to the MaxBSSID Indicator field advertised by the AP in the Multiple BSSID element.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:29:49Z) - The definition was simplified as a resolution to CID 15999. The revised definition avoids get into the details of STA-ID value for each case. This is covered in section 27.
TGax editor, please make changes as showing in doc 11-18-1815r3			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16387			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			4.3.14a			41			18			T			Y			41.18			18			4.3.14a						A			Guoqing Li			18/1868r7			1868			As far as I know, there is no VHT STA defined in the 6 GHz up to 7.125 GHz band.			Replace "An HE STA is also a VHT STA" with "An HE STA is also a VHT STA when operating in the 5 GHz band".			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 21:02:52Z)			EDITOR			Guoqing 18/1868 Clause 4									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 19:35:30Z			4			2019/1/24 19:35			EDITOR


			16388			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			4.3.14a			41			40			T			Y			41.40			40			4.3.14a						A			Guoqing Li			18/1868r7			1868			Similar comment I made in D2.0 and I'm not satisfied with the answer provided in D3.0:
An HE non-AP STA shall support reception of DL MU-MIMO but may support HE sounding protocol to support beamforming. It seems to me that without beamforming feedback, DL MU-MIMO is highly inefficient. If DL MU-MIMO reception is mandatory for an non-AP-STA, then HE sounding should also be mandatory, otherwise the feature is highly inefficient

As it is clearly stated in subclause 27.6 of D3.0, "Transmit beamforming and DL MU-MIMO require knowledge of the channel state to compute a steering matrix that is applied to the transmit signal to optimize reception at one or more receivers. HE STAs use the HE sounding protocol to determine the channel state information.". Therefore, if support of DL MU-MIMO reception is mandatory for an non-AP HE STA, then support for the HE sounding protocol to support beamforming SHOULD be mandatory as well.			Replace "Optional support for the HE sounding protocol to support beamforming" with "Mandatory support for the HE sounding protocol to support beamforming"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 21:03:06Z)			EDITOR			Guoqing 18/1868 Clause 4									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 19:36:09Z			4			2019/1/24 19:36			EDITOR


			16389			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			9.2.4.5.6			68			49			T			Y			68.49			49			9.2.4.5.6						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1699r3			781			The queue size value (QS) is calculated by equation (9-0a). Based on this equation it is not possible to have QS = 254 or QS = 255. Therefore "A queue size value of 254" and "A queue size value of 255" do not make any sense. I think the intent is to refer to the bitmap (combination of SF and UV bits) leading to such values, which is the "Queue Size subfield" value.

Replace "A queue size value of 254" with "A Queue Size subfield equals to 254" and "A queue size value of 255" with "A Queue Size subfield equals to 255".

You may also replace "A queue size value of 0" with "A Queue Size subfield equals to 0" but in this case both are correct.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 06:56:35Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution clarifies this aspect by providing the Queue Size field as a list of value ranges.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1699r2 under all headings that include CID 16389.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16390			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			9.2.4.6a.1			71			46			E			Y			71.46			46			9.2.4.6a.1						A			Editor						781			Replace 'HT TB PPDU" with "HE TB PPDU"			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 22:15:33Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 22:15:36Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16391			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			9.3.1.9.7			89			10			T			Y			89.10			10			9.3.1.9.7						V			Tomoko Adachi			18/1851r3			781			I do not see why 4 octets should be reserved in the Per AID TID Info subfield when AID subfield is 2045 (aka ack to a non-associated STA). Those should be removed to reduce the overhead of an acknowledging frame which will most likely be sent with a low MCS ... in particular if several non-associated STAs (in a dense deployment) need to have their transmissions acknowledged.

Remove these reserved octets.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:43:04Z) - An originator STA that is not subject to the Per AID TID Info subfield with the AID11 subfield being 2045 is also required to parse 10 octets following the AID TID Info subfield as the remainder. There is already such implementation. The proposed change will not be a simple software change and saving a couple of octets won’t justify the change at this stage. 
See the instructions to the TGax editor in doc. 11-18/1851r3. 
Refer to the SP result in 16379.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16392			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			9.3.1.23.8			107			41			E			Y			107.41			41			9.3.1.23.8						A			Editor						781			Delete "The NFRP Trigger frame format is defined in Figure 9-52c (Trigger frame)." to be consistent with the subclauses of other variants.			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 16:33:08Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 16:33:12Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16393			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			9.3.1.23.8			107			46			E			Y			107.46			46			9.3.1.23.8						A			Editor						781			Delete "The Common Info field of the NFRP Trigger frame is defined in Figure 9-52d (Common Info field)."			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 16:34:14Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 16:34:18Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16394			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			9.3.1.23.8			107			52			T			Y			107.52			52			9.3.1.23.8						V			Laurent Cariou			18/1498r4			781			"The CS Required subfield of the NFRP Trigger frame can be set to 0 or 1." does not really help.

If it has no specific role or it is not reserved, consider deleting this sentence and its default behavior (defined in subclause 9.3.1.23) will apply.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:57:28Z) - include a reference to the section the defines the normative text. Apply the change as proposed in doc 1498r4.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-07 21:06:20Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16395			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			9.4.2.67.1			136			17			T			Y			136.17			17			9.4.2.67.1						V			Yongho Seok			18/1780r5			781			I may have missed the submission between 2.0 and 3.0, but what is the purpose of asking a non-AP HE STA its color in use? It makes no sense for an associated STA and it can be inferred by its HE transmission (PHY part)? Subclause 11.24.2.8 does not give a clear and useful use case of when or why this event occurs. Is this in case of a d2d communication within a BSS? Please provide a clarification in the dedicated subclause (most likely 11.24.2.8) or remove this event.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:43:55Z) - Please refer the following submission for the background of the BSS color in use event report.  https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/18/11-18-0456-01-00ax-lb230-cr-txvector-parameter-bss-color.docx

When a non-AP STA that is associated with an AP is communicating (e.g., Soft AP, P2P, mesh network) with a peer STA that uses the different BSS color with its associated AP, the non-AP STA uses the BSS color in use even report for avoiding an interference from the SR. 

But, for more background information, some clarification texts are added in 11.24.2.8. 

TGax editor makes changes as shown in the as specified in 11-18/1780r5.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16396			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			154			46			G			Y			154.46			46			9.4.2.237.3						V			Lochan Verma			18/1211r6			784			With the added support of the 6GHz band, it would be useful to replace the Dual Band Support field with an equivalent field. Indeed, knowing from the association which band a station supports may help in subsequent steering operations, enabling a better network efficiency.

A possible implementation could be a "BandSupport" subfield using 3 bits from the HE PHY Capabilities Information filed which are reserved in D3.0 and allocate one bit per band supported (e.g. B78 indicating 2.4GHz support , B79 indicating 5 GHz support, B80 indicating 6 GHz support, the minimum condition being that this "BandSupport" subfield cannot be zero).			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 22:28:11Z) - The Dual Band Support field was removed from the HE Capabilities element (please refer to D3.2). However, the corresponding MIB variable “dot11HEDualBandImplemented” is still there. The proposed resolution is to remove the MIB variable as well.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1211r6 under all headings that include CID 16396.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1211 27.16.1 6 GHz									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-25 23:50:05Z- Appears to have been removed with #16420						2019/1/25 23:51			EDITOR


			16397			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			9.7.1			191			27			E			Y			191.27			27			9.7.1						A			Editor						781			Make the NOTE of Table 9-422 consistent, ie. replace:
"NOTE--The EOF field indicates EOF in a VHT PPDU. In an HE PPDU the
EOF indicates either the EOF or that the immediate following MPDU solicits a
Ack response."
with:
"NOTE--In a VHT PPDU the EOF field indicates the EOF. In an HE PPDU the
EOF indicates either the EOF or that the immediate following MPDU solicits a
Ack response."			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:22:01Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:22:05Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16398			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			10.43.1			234			55			E			Y			234.55			55			10.43.1						J			Editor						781			"TWT requesting STA" and "TWT responding STA" have been defined. Please replace "transmitting STA" with "TWT requestig STA" and "responding STA" with "TWT responding STA" in this paragraph where it applies.			As in comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:32:43Z) - This is a technical change. "transmitting STA' is not necessarily equivalent to "requesting STA". The requesting STA is the one that requests the TWT agreement but it could be the responding STA that does the transmitting.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-13 22:34:56Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16399			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			27.4.2			269			65			E			Y			269.65			65			27.4.2						A			Editor						781			Space inserted at the wronf place in "QoS Data frames with Ack Policy fiel dequal to".
Replace with "QoS Data frames with Ack Policy field equal to"			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:21:54Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:21:57Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16400			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			27.4.2			270			64			E			Y			270.64			64			27.4.2						V			Editor						781			Replace
"the TID field to the TID value of if that EOF-MPDU is a QoS Data frame or to the TID value of 15 if the EOF-MPDU is a Management frame or PS-Poll frame."
with:
"the TID field to the TID value of that EOF-MPDU if the EOF-MPDU is a QoS Data frame or to the TID value of 15 if the EOF-MPDU is a Management frame or PS-Poll frame."			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:37:17Z) - Reword slightly so that the fields reference the frame type rather than the EOF-MPDU. Change sentence to "A  recipient that sets the Ack-Enabled Aggregation Support subfield in the HE Capabilities element to 1 and that receives an EOF-MPDU soliciting acknowledgment shall set the Ack Type field to 1 and, if the EOF-MPDU is a QoS Data frame, set the TID field to the TID of the QoS Data frame, or, if the EOF-MPDU is a Management frame or PS-Poll frame, set the TID field to 15."			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:38:18Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16401			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			27.4.3			272			5			E			N			272.05			5			27.4.3						A			Editor						781			Table 27-1 should not interrupt the paragraph. Move it after "as long as it can indicate
the receive status of at least the successfully received MPDUs in the A-MPDU."			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:49:37Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:49:41Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16402			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			27.4.4.5			275			14			T			Y			275.14			14			27.4.4.5						V			George Cherian			1501r1			781			"DL SU PPDU" is not defined. In subclause 27.4.4.3, when responding to an HE MU PPDU, we did not precise UL SU PPDU, but just SU PPDU. I do think that the same should be used in this subclause			Replace "DL SU PPDU" with "SU PPDU" in this subclause.			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 20:57:50Z)


Revised - 

Agree in principle

TGax editor shall incorporate changes in 11-18-1501-01-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16403			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			27.5.2			279			14			E			Y			279.14			14			27.5.2						A			Editor						781			Replace "A non-A STA" with "A non-AP STA"			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 21:55:28Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 21:55:31Z - see #17113			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16404			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			27.5.3.2.3			283			10			T			Y			283.10			10			27.5.3.2.3						J			Liwen Chu			18/1487r3			782			Why the last part on spatial streams in "If a Trigger frame is transmitted in an RU of an HE MU PPDU and the RU is addressed to multiple STAs, then the Trigger frame shall not include any User Info fields addressed to a STA that is identified as recipient of another RU or spatial stream of the same HE MU PPDU."

I'm assuming that in this case multiple STAs are scheduled with DL MU MIMO transmission on this RU. To be sure that STAs can be triggered, you need the STAs to be on this particular RU, but I don't see the relation with the spatial stream. I would have say:

"If a Trigger frame is transmitted in an RU of an HE MU PPDU and the RU is addressed to multiple STAs, then the Trigger frame shall not include any User Info fields addressed to a STA that is identified as recipient of another RU of the same HE MU PPDU."			As in comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 19:58:20Z) - what the sentence means is that the HE MU PPDU includes MU MIMO in another RU. Normally a broadcast frame can’t be in an RU for DL MU MIMO transmission.			EDITOR			Liwen 18/1487 27.5.3.2.3									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 22:03:07Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/24 22:03			EDITOR


			16405			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			27.5.5.5			299			42			E			Y			299.42			42			27.5.5.5						A			Editor						781			Remove the extra "shall" in "shall include at most one Management frame in the HE TB PPDU"			Replace "shall include at most one Management frame in the HE TB PPDU" with "include at most one Management frame in the HE TB PPDU"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:04:12Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:04:20Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16406			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			27.5.5.5			299			51			E			Y			299.51			51			27.5.5.5						A			Editor						781			In "An unassociated non-AP STA that has not received an UORA Parameter Set element from the AP with which it intends to communicate shall use the default OCW values as defined in 27.5.5.1 (General).Each ...", add a space between . and Each			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:04:44Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:04:49Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16407			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			27.5.5.5			299			64			E			Y			299.64			64			27.5.5.5						V			Editor						781			"An AP shall respond with a Multi-STA BlockAck Frame in an SU PPDU if the AP receives a Management frame from an unassociated non-AP HE STA by following the UORA procedure." this sentence seems to imply that the AP should send a Multi-STA BlockAck Frame by following the UORA procedure, which I'm not sure is the intent.

Consider revision by removing "by following the UORA procedure" for instance or something like:

"An AP shall respond with a Multi-STA BlockAck Frame in an SU PPDU if the AP receives a Management frame from an unassociated non-AP HE STA that has followed the UORA procedure."			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:08:56Z) - Change to "An AP that receives a Management frame from an unassociated non-AP  STA in an HE TB PPDU transmitted on an RA-RU shall respond with a Multi-STA BlockAck Frame in an SU PPDU." This also fixes a problem with how the AP determines that the STA has followed the UORA procedure (not relavant - only the transmission of the HE TB PPDU on the RA-RA us relavant).			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:11:37Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16408			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			27.5.6.1			300			6			E			Y			300.06			6			27.5.6.1						V			Editor						781			Replace "The NDP feedback report is a mechanism for an HE AP to collect feedback from multiple HE STAs in a more efficient manner than with an HE TB PPDU. The feedback is not for channel sounding."
with:
"The NDP feedback report is a mechanism for an HE AP to collect feedback from multiple HE STAs in a more efficient manner than with an HE TB PPDU when the feedback is not for channel sounding."			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:14:38Z) - Change to "The NDP feedback report procedure allows an HE AP to collect feedback that is not channel sounding from multiple HE STAs in a more efficient manner than with an HE TB PPDU" so that we refer to the procedure and not the report.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:15:21Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16409			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			27.7.4.1			326			53			E			N			326.53			53			27.7.4.1						A			Editor						781			Check NOTE font size, it should be lower.			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:26:16Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:26:19Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16410			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			27.8.1			332						E			Y			332.00						27.8.1						V			Editor						781			In subclause 27.8.1., we have NOTE 1 (p332,l43), then NOTE (p333,l10), then NOTE2 (p334,55), then NOTE 3 (p334,l1). Check NOTE numbering consistency. Usually you put an number when more than one NOTE are one after another (and you reset the numbering)			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:27:52Z) - Remove numbers on single notes and revise number where 2 or more appear together			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:28:26Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16411			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			27.9			337			30			T			Y			337.30			30			27.9						J			Matt Fischer			18/1866r5			782			With the current Class B accuracy requirements on the absolute transmit power (+/-9dB), all these "nice" equations of the OBSS PD-based spatial reuse can lead to really weird decision since tx power assumed can be wrong up to +9dB.
With the current Class B accuracy requirements on the RSSI measurement accuracy, SRP-based spatial reuse operation may also lead to strange results (-/+ 5dB margin).

I can understand that using Matlab-like simulation tool, SR may give an improvement in certain scenarios (since power is set in an absolute manner), but when loose requirements are authorized for a STA which lead to bad reference values to be used to transmit over an existing transmission, then I think that it will not go well in the field.

For instance OBSS PD-based has a dynamic of 20 dB, and a class B can be wrong on its measurement with a 18 dB window (9 dB on both direction) ... decision will be done on values which are highly uncertain (not by 3 dB, but potentially much more than that).

Since this specification seems to allow low-cost devices with very loose requirement in terms of measurements which are essential to spatial reuse operation, I would prefer such devices to be forbidden of using these spatial reuse methods unless their requirements are tighten.			Due to their extremely weak requirements on tx accuracy and RSSI measurement accuracy, Class B STAs shall not be allowed to use spatial reuse operation on other STAs (both OBSS PD-based and SRP-based SR), no matter what the later signal in their transmissions.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 22:37:03Z) - Not enough details on the resolution. There were some debate and some other proposals were suggested, but without a conclusive outcome.			EDITOR			Laurent 18/1866 OBSS PD									N									2019/1/29 17:24			EDITOR


			16412			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			27.9.2.4			340			38			E			Y			340.38			38			27.9.2.4						A			Editor						781			Improve the quality of Figure 27-9, it hurts my eyes.			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:56:19Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 16:56:23Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16413			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			27.10.4.1			349			37			T			Y			349.37			37			27.10.4.1						V			Liwen Chu			18/1859r7			785			"An HE STA shall set the Ack-Enabled Aggregation Support subfield to 1 in the HE MAC Capabilities Information field in the HE Capabilities element it transmits. An HE STA with dot11AckEnabledAMPDUOptionImplemented
equal to false shall set the Ack-Enabled Aggregation Support subfield to 0."

The first sentence seems to imply that Ack-Enabled Aggregation Support subfield equal to 1 for all HE STA, while the second one seems to link this subfiled to dot11AckEnabledAMPDUOptionImplemented.

Consider revision of the first sentence, e.g.:
"An HE STA with dot11AckEnabledAMPDUOptionImplemented
equal to true shall set the Ack-Enabled Aggregation Support subfield to 1 in the HE MAC Capabilities Information field in the HE Capabilities element it transmits."			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 15:23:01Z) - Generally agree with the commenter.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-18/1859r7 under CID 16413			EDITOR			Liwen 18/1859 27.10.4									I						4			2019/1/26 0:21			EDITOR


			16414			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			27.10.4.1			349			56			E			Y			349.56			56			27.10.4.1						V			Editor						781			Replace
"NOTE--An ack-enabled A-MPDU can't contains more than one of the following frames: QoS Data frames, Management frame that solicits acknowledgment."
with
"NOTE--An ack-enabled A-MPDU cannot contain more than one of the following frames: QoS Data frames, Management frame that solicits acknowledgment."			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:32:39Z) - Change "cant' contains" to "does not contain"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:33:05Z - see #16287			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16415			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			27.16.2.1			372			54			E			Y			372.54			54			27.16.2.1						V			Editor						781			Plural form, replace:
"Since a BSS corresponding to IBSS or a mesh does not have a single coordinator in their BSS, the color change mechanism doesn't apply for these BSS."
with:
"Since a BSS corresponding to IBSS or a mesh does not have a single coordinator in their BSS, the color change mechanism doesn't apply for these BSSs."			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:29:58Z) - Fixed with resolution to #16467			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:30:22Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16416			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			28.2.6.1			404			39			E			Y			404.39			39			28.2.6.1						A			Editor						781			Remove extra blank line in "
Clause 15 (DSSS PHY specification for the 2.4 GHz band

designated for ISM applications)"			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 15:47:38Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 15:47:41Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16417			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			28.3.1.1			409			23			E			Y			409.23			23			28.3.1.1						A			Editor						781			In "UL MU transmissions for UL MU-MIMO and UL OFDMA are preceded by a Trigger frame from the AP.", the part "for UL MU-MIMO and UL OFDMA" is not needed.

Replace with:"UL MU transmissions are preceded by a Trigger frame from the AP".			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 17:36:11Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 17:36:15Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16418			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			28.3.14.3			545			12			T			Y			545.12			12			28.3.14.3						J			Lochan Verma			18/1842r2			737			I issued the following comment in D2.0 which was rejected in the may meeting I missed:

"the minimum requirement for absolute transmit power accuracy of class B device being +/- 9dB is extremely loose. I could understand +/- 6 dB, but here we are talking about almost 10 dB of tolerance in both directions. What kind of device would pass any certification/regulation (coexistence) tests with such loose requirements? I think the purpose of the specifications is to give reasonable targets and not low-end values."

I'm sorry but the answer provided does not seem to address my concern.

"REJECTED (PHY: 2018-05-16 02:03:23Z)
Defining Class B device is for low-cost devices which may not be a good choice to group Class B device with Class A device for MU transmissions. Thereofer +/-9dB is defined for such purpose."

It is clear that you don't want to group  class A and B devices together in an MU transmission, but my comment was on the values of the class B itself. So a class B STA which says to transmit to 20dBm may in fact be transmitting at 11dBm ...or worst, the STA is saying it transmits at 11dBm while it is actually transmitting at 20dBm  ... I'm sure you do not even want to consider such device for OFDMA / MU MIMO operation . or even SU			Define Class B to have no more than -/+ 6dB of accuracy in terms of "absolute transmit power accuracy" in Table 28-44			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-10 12:09:40Z)

To achieve good Tx power accuracy, RF calibration is required. For low end device,  RF calibration can  be a cost burden.  +/-9dB range is chosen based on the feedbacks from many vendors on the uncalibrated implementations. 
It should be clarified that Tx power inaccuracy is mostly a bias instead of random error.  Although such class B device initial Tx power may be off, AP may conspensate such bias in the following schedueling by adjusting target RSSI.  It is possible class B devices can still be used for UL OFDMA and MU-MIMO transmission, let alone SU transmission.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 22:02:42Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16419			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			28.3.22.1			579			11			E			Y			579.11			11			28.3.22.1						V			Editor						781			"Channel allocation in the 2.4 GHz band is defined in 19.3.15.2 (Channel allocation in the 2.4 GHz band). Channel allocation in the 5 GHz band is defined in 19.3.15.3 (Channel allocation in the 5 GHz band). Channel allocation in the 6 GHz band is defined in 28.3.22.2 (Channel allocation in the 6 GHz band)."

Presentation could be improved using bullet list, e.g.
- Channel allocation in the 2.4 GHz band is defined in 19.3.15.2 (Channel allocation in the 2.4 GHz band).
- Channel allocation in the 5 GHz band is defined in 19.3.15.3 (Channel allocation in the 5 GHz band).
- Channel allocation in the 6 GHz band is defined in 28.3.22.2 (Channel allocation in the 6 GHz band).			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 21:01:52Z) - A list needs an introduction. Change to: "Channel allocation for each band is defined as follows:
- In 19.3.15.2 (Channel allocation in the 2.4 GHz band) for the 2.4 GHz band
- In 19.3.15.3 (Channel allocation in the 5 GHz band) for the 5 GHz band
- In 28.3.20.2 (Channel allocation in the 6 GHz band) for the 6 GHz band"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 21:02:27Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16420			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			28.4.2			650			14			T			Y			650.14			14			28.4.2						V			Edward Au			18/1939r1			781			Remove "dot11HEDualBandImplemented" mention in D3.0. The associated bit in D2.0 being now marked as reserved in the HE PHY Capabilities Information field, having such parameter doesn't make sense anymore.

It is mention+A43ed in:
- ┬º28.4.2, Table 28-50, p583,l14 --> remove the associated row
- ┬ºC.3 (Dot11PhyHEEntry entry), p650,l21 --> remove the associated row
- ┬ºC.3 (dot11HEDualBandImplemented entry), p 651,l34 --> remove the complete entry			As in comment.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-14 07:43:19Z)

Agree in principle with the comments.

To TGax editor:
1.  Remove the row "dot11HEDualBandImplemented" from Table 28-51.
2. Remove the row "dot11HEDualBandImplemented" from Dot11PhyHEEntry in page 666 line 54.
3.  Remove the description of "dot11HEDualBandImplemented" from page 667 line 63 to page 668 line 8.
4.  Remove "dot11HEDualBandImplemented" from dot11PhyHEComplianceGroup OBJECT-GROUP in page 684 line 64.

Note to Editor:  This resolution is the same as CID 16224			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-29 20:32:58Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16421			Massinissa Lalam			233			3			Annex AA			679						E			N			679.00						Annex AA						V			Editor						781			Annex AA has no subclause. It makes it difficult to understand from the table of content what is its content/scope. Since it only contains HE-SIG-B content examples, then add one subclause per example, e.g.
AA.1 HE-SIG-B field with resource allocation signaling for an 80 MHz HE MU PPDU example

AA.2 HE-SIG-B field with full bandwidth MU-MIMO resource allocation for more than 1 user in an 80 MHz HE MU PPDU example

AA.3 HE-SIG-B field when HE-SIG-A subfield SIGB is set to one example			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 17:13:29Z) - Publication editing will fix the table of content issue. Added subclauses along the lines suggested.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 17:14:10Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16422			Matthew Fischer			233			3			27.5.3.5			292			33			T			N			292.33			33			27.5.3.5						V			Po-Kai Huang			11-18/1189r4			781			The draft introduces a split NAV and provides lots of information regarding how to set each of the intra-BSS NAV and the basic NAV
However, there is no language that indicates what a STA is supposed to do with each of these NAVs
Except within 27.2.4, "if the basic NAV of the STA is nonzero" includes a reference to:
27.5.3.5 UL MU CS mechanism
The language on NAV use here is extremely confusing, in particular, because there are no adjectives for NAV
So which NAV is being referred to at any instance?			Modify the language in 27.5.3.5 to clearly identify which of two NAVs must be considered for each of the cases described.
Modify the language of 10.3.2.1 CS mechanism to identify the behavior that is specific to the two NAV case			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:20:42Z)
TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1189r4 under all headings that include CID 16422.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-04 15:24:19Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16423			Matthew Fischer			233			3			27.7.3.2			321			33			T			N			321.33			33			27.7.3.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1697r1			782			The language here is a bit misleading, in that it mentions only that the BU count rules are not to be followed, but really, the wake determination rules are also modified			change "An announced TWT SP, without following the rules regarding the number of buffered BUs to be delivered in 11.2.3.6 (AP operation during the CP) as long as the BU delivery does not exceed the duration of the TWT SP and the TWT scheduled STA has indicated to be awake for that TWT SP and as long as the TWT scheduled STA has not entered the doze state" to "An announced TWT SP, without waiting for an explicit indication that the STA is in the AWAKE state, and disregarding the limits of the number of buffered BUs to be delivered in 11.2.3.6 (AP operation during the CP) as long as the BU delivery does not exceed the duration of the TWT SP and the TWT scheduled STA has indicated that it is awake for that TWT SP and as long as the TWT scheduled STA has not entered the doze state"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 22:56:05Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution is to separate the two cases (announced and unannounced) in separate sentences so that the rules that are exemptions are clear.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1697r1 under all headings that include CID 16423.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1697 27.7.3									I						4			2019/1/24 17:51			EDITOR


			16424			Matthew Fischer			233			3			27.7.2			316			47			T			N			316.47			47			27.7.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1474r2			781			The language here is a bit misleading, in that it mentions only that the BU count rules are not to be followed, but really, the wake determination rules are also modified			change "without waiting for an explicit indication that the STA is in the AWAKE state, and disregarding the limits of the number of buffered Bus" to "without following the rules regarding the number of buffered BUs"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:30:12Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution is to separate the two cases (announced and unannounced) in separate sentences so that the rules that are exemptions are clear.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1474r2 under all headings that include CID 16424.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16425			Matthew Fischer			233			3			27.7.4.2			327			25			T			N			327.25			25			27.7.4.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1472r2			782			When the ALL TWT == 1 indication is signaled in a TWT Information frame with a Next TWT Field present for the resume TWT operation and if some of the TWT agreements have indicated Flexible vs not Flexible, what are the resumption times for the TWT SPs of each TWT agreement, most interestingly, the Flexible ones? It might appear that all of the Flexible ones will change their next TWT SP Start time to match the single Next TWT time value in the resume frame.			Change "except that the resumptions of the respective TWTs occur not earlier than the Next
TWT value contained in the TWT Information frame." to "except that the resumptions of the respective TWTs occur not earlier than the Next
TWT value contained in the TWT Information frame and always at the next scheduled TWT for the respective TWT agreement, even when the value of the Flexible TWT Schedule Support field of the HE Capabilities element transmitted by the TWT requesting STA is equal to 1."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:04:38Z) - Agree in principle. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change with minor editorial modifications for further clarity. Also added the All TWT field in the TWT Teardown frame so that the same applies to the tear down functionality for all TWTs.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1472r2 under all headings that include CID 16425.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1472 27-7-4									I						4			2019/1/24 0:19			EDITOR


			16426			Matthew Fischer			233			3			27.7.4.3			327			64			T			N			327.64			64			27.7.4.3						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1472r2			782			Just to clarify because the bit is not mentioned, the text should include a statement about the Flexible TWT condition			Change "shall resume all broadcast TWT sessions in their respective broadcast
TWT schedules, which occur not earlier than from the value indicated in the next TWT value
contained in the transmitted TWT Information frame" to "shall resume all broadcast TWT sessions at the next scheduled TWT for each respective broadcast TWT agreement, which occurs not earlier than the value indicated in the Next TWT field contained in the transmitted TWT Information frame, regardless of the values of Flexible TWT Schedule Support fields in the respective Broadcast TWT members' HE Capabilities elements"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:04:50Z) - Agree in principle. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change with minor editorial modifications for further clarity. Also please note that the TWT Information frame does not have a broadcast TWT ID which is necessary if we were to flexibly resume the TWT SPs of member STAs.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1472r2 under all headings that include CID 16426.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1472 27-7-4									I						4			2019/1/24 0:19			EDITOR


			16427			Matthew Fischer			233			3			27.7.4.1			326			37			T			N			326.37			37			27.7.4.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1472r2			782			The dependency of the value of the Next TWT field on the Flexible bit in the HE Cap element is fine for individual TWT agreements, but the text here mentions scheduling AP and for that case, the scheduling AP can only stray from the periodically scheduled TWT SP Start times for Broadcast TWTs if all of the particpating STAs have indicated Flexible in their HE Cap IEs. Note that there are group member BTWTs and the all STA BTWT, and those two cases are different. Need to fix the language to account for these BTWT differences.			Change the language here to ensure that the selection of the next TWT value must be from existing TWT values for the agreement when at least one of the member STAs of the agreement has Flexible == 0, or use the logical inverse, your choice			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:05:01Z) - Agree in principle with the comment but not with the interpretation. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change. Also please note that the TWT Information frame does not have a broadcast TWT ID which is necessary if we were to flexibly resume the TWT SPs of member STAs. So the selection of the broadcast TWTs is from the existing schedules independently of the value of the Flexible TWT Support field.
TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1472r2 under all headings that include CID 16427.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1472 27-7-4									I						4			2019/1/24 0:19			EDITOR


			16428			Matthew Fischer			233			3			27.7.4.4			328			19			T			N			328.19			19			27.7.4.4						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1472r2			782			The language of the first sentence is very specific about indicating that the TWT information frame for this case may be transmitted at any time, but this qualifier is not contrasted by any alternative qualifier in other sections, nor do those sections include this qualifier. (i.e. "at any time (i.e. without participating in any TWT sessions)") - given the relative difference in the language of the sections, it feels like there is some implied restriction on when the TWT information frame may be sent within the other cases - i.e. see the first sentences of 27.7.4.2 and 27.7.4.3 TWT information for individual and broadcast TWT, respectively, where there is no qualifier present in the very similar first sentences - i.e. it appears that for those cases too, the TWT information frame may be sent to any party of the agreement at any time. So is there a missing restriction in those cases? If so, please make it explicit. If not, then the extra qualifier in this section should be removed so that the language of this section looks more like the language of the others and eliminates the appearance of an implied restriction. Honestly, I am not certain what the first paragraph is trying to say: haven't the previous two sections already given STAs the permission to transmit TWT information frames in all cases? Is this sentence here to describe the non-AP STA to non-AP STA case? If it is, is that case not already covered by the individual and broadcast TWT because even in that situation, one STA needs to be the requesting STA and the other the responding STA? Not certain what to do here. Note that the heading of the subclause is also confusing.			Modify the first paragraph of the subclause to provide meaningful behavioral rules for a clearly identified case which is distinct from the cases indicated in the previous two subclauses.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:05:12Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. The difference between this subclause and the previous subclauses is that in this case the STA needs not negotiate individiaul TWTs and needs not follow broadcast TWT schedules to send a TWT information frame. An additional aspect is that in this mode the STA preserves the PM mode it has when it switches to until it wakes again. Also, that the STA can be in unavailable state. Proposed resolution clarifies this aspect in the first paragraph of the subclause and in other subclauses of interest.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1472r2 under all headings that include CID 16428.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1472 27-7-4									I						4			2019/1/24 0:19			EDITOR


			16429			Matthew Fischer			233			3			27.7.4.4			328			28			T			N			328.28			28			27.7.4.4						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1472r2			782			This entire paragraph is talking about PS operation  - maybe it should be moved to the next subclause, which is the PS operation within TWT description and rules. But I also see similar paragraphs in the individual and broadcast TWT information frame sections, so there is a parallel structure here - not certain what the best solution is, but at least, make this subclause somehow distinct.			Move the cited paragraph to appear somewhere in 27.7.4.5 Power Save operation during TWT SPs			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:05:25Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. The paragraphs in the subclause related to the use of TWT Information frames provide details for the generation and interpretation of the TWT information frames in different conditions. Since there is overlap in certain cases between these subclauses and the subclause related to PS operation the proposed resolution is to add two declarative statements for both TWT requesting STA and TWT scheduled STA classifying the reception of TWT information frames as TWT SP termination events, avoiding any duplication.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1472r2 under all headings that include CID 16429.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1472 27-7-4									I						4			2019/1/24 0:19			EDITOR


			16430			Matthew Fischer			233			3			27.3.3.4			267			59			T			N			267.59			59			27.3.3.4						V			Ming Gan			18/1844r0			781			The last paragraph does not consider the case when the received AMPDU contains fragments which complete an MSDU.			Change "The recipient STA shall discard any fragments that have been received" to "The recipient STA shall discard any fragments of incomplete MSDUs that have been received"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:06:17Z) - Agree in principle, The proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change.

TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-18/1844 r0			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16431			Matthew Fischer			233			3			27.3.3.4			267			17			T			N			267.17			17			27.3.3.4						J			Ming Gan			18/1844r0			777			Is it possible that a single fragment of an MSDU is received within within an AMPDU where that fragment is the last needed to complete an MSDU and therefore, no fragment indication is needed in the block ack bitmap, such that the receiving STA can send a fully compressed bitmap in response?			Add language to cover this case and the more general case of multiple fragments received but no more than one per MSDU, allowing a fully compressed bitmap to be used.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:05:31Z) - The referred case of multiple fragments received but no more than one per MSDU is level 2. But in level 3, there is no assumption of up to one fragment per MSDU at the transmitted side, so it is impossible to use fully compressed bitmap by the received side except for some special case, i.e., only the first fragment per MSDU contained in the A-MPDU, that is included in the case of “ all the received MPDU's Fragment Number fields of zero values”			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16432			Matthew Fischer			233			3			27.3.3.4			267			17			T			N			267.17			17			27.3.3.4						V			Ming Gan			18/1844r0			781			Add a statement to indicate what to do in the case when level 3 is selected, but no fragments are present at the receive side - in that case, either state directly that the response is a fully compressed bitmap, or provide a reference to some other subclause where that behavior is already described.			Add language as indicated in the comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 17:15:31Z) - The second bullet of subcluase 27.3.3.4 describes when to respond the fragment Block Ack, that is “when at least one received MPDU's Fragment Number field is of nonzero value that solicits the immediate response”, implicitly describing when to respond the the original Block Ack.

To make it clear, add an explicit sentence and note to address this comment.

TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-18/1844 r0			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16433			Matthew Fischer			233			3			27.3.3.3			267			6			T			N			267.06			6			27.3.3.3						V			Ming Gan			18/1844r0			781			The last paragraph does not consider the case when the received AMPDU contains fragments which complete an MSDU.			Change "A recipient STA shall discard any fragments that have been received" to "The recipient STA shall discard any fragments of incomplete MSDUs that have been received"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:04:07Z) - Agree in principle, The proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change.

TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-18/1844 r0			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16434			Matthew Fischer			233			3			27.3.3.3			266			40			T			N			266.40			40			27.3.3.3						J			Ming Gan			18/1844r0			777			Is it possible that a single fragment of an MSDU is received within within an AMPDU where that fragment is the last needed to complete an MSDU and therefore, no fragment indication is needed in the block ack bitmap, such that the receiving STA can send a fully compressed bitmap in response?			Add language to cover this case and the more general case of multiple fragments received but no more than one per MSDU, allowing a fully compressed bitmap to be used.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:04:37Z) - The referred case of multiple fragments received but no more than one per MSDU is level 2, so it uses fully compressed bitmap. There is no related change in level 2 subclause.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16435			Matthew Fischer			233			3			27.3.3.3			266			40			T			N			266.40			40			27.3.3.3						V			Ming Gan			18/1844r0			781			Add a statement to indicate what to do in the case when level 3 is selected, but no fragments are present at the receive side - in that case, either state directly that the response is a fully compressed bitmap, or provide a reference to some other subclause where that behavior is already described.			Add language as indicated in the comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 20:22:49Z) - The comment may have typo on “level 3”, it should be level 2 based on the page number.

The second bullet of subcluase 27.3.3.3 describes when to respond the Block Ack with exceptional rule, that is “when the received fragments…”, implicitly describing when to respond the the original Block Ack.

To make it clear, add a note to address this comment.

TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-18/1844 r0			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-15 20:23:29Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16436			Matthew Fischer			233			3			9.4.2.200			145			23			T			N			145.23			23			9.4.2.200						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			1465r1			781			The BSR is not mentioned in the table. It should be included.			Add BSR to the table at rows for values 1 and 2			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 00:00:50Z)


Revised –

Agree with the comment. Incorporated the suggestion.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1465r1 under all headings that include CID 16436.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16437			Matthew Fischer			233			3			10.22.2.9			225			54			T			N			225.54			54			10.22.2.9						J			Po-Kai Huang			11-18/1189r4			680			Several cases missing here.			Add the case of when the CF-End is not identified as either intra or inter-BSS for both lines 54 and 61
Add a sentence to say what happens if none of the conditions described in the subclause are met - e.g. if none of these conditions is met, then no NAV is reset, being careful to not contradict the baseline text in the same subclause.			REJECTED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:16:48Z)
Based on 9.3.1.6 CF-End frame format, a CF-End frame contains BSSID. Further, based on the description in 27.2.2, a frame with BSSID field can always be identified as intra-BSS or inter-BSS by an associated HE STA. Hence, we only add description for an unassociated HE STA, which basically follows the legacy rule to reset NAV in every condition.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16438			Matthew Fischer			233			3			10.22.2.9			225			48			T			N			225.48			48			10.22.2.9						V			Po-Kai Huang			11-18/1189r4			781			There are contradictions to the baseline text that are introduced by the changes in this subclause. There are a couple of locations in the baseline text in this same subclause that mention that receipt of a CF-End causes NAV reset. Either this new text needs to be merged and modified with the existing text, or qualifiers need to be added to both sets of text.			Resolve the inconsistencies between the proposed changes to the subclause and the existing baseline text of the subclause.			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:16:07Z)
TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1189r4 under all headings that include CID 16438.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-04 15:25:57Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16439			Matthew Fischer			233			3			28.3.2.7			421			52			T			N			421.52			52			28.3.2.7						V			Yujin Noh			11-18/1453r1			781			160 MHz in 2.4 GHz? Sounds like a band grab! (That's a pun...) (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Land_grabbing)			Delete "In 2.4 GHz band"			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:32:58Z)

TGax Editor: make changes according to this document 11-18-1453-01-00ax CR on PHY subcarriers and RU part 1			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-01 23:46:27Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16440			Matthew Fischer			233			3			9.3.1.9			85			52			T			N			85.52			52			9.3.1.9						J			Tomoko Adachi			18/1851r3			782			It would be nice to have the ability to inform the transmitter of an AMPDU that missing acknowledgements for some MPDUs are not due to a poor MCS choice, but instead, to local interference that occurred during the AMPDU reception. An indication of such occurence should be signaled in the BA.			Add a mechanism in the BA frame, perhaps the MBA, to allow a recipient transmitting the MBA to indicate to the originator that missing acknolwedgements within the BA frame are due to local interference and not a poor MCS choice.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 18:01:19Z) - Detailed proposal is required to decide. However, it may be presumed by the position of errors in the bitmap, how long is the error burst, etc, which can be done by the current format.			EDITOR			Tomo 18/1851 9.3.1.9									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-25 18:51:43Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/25 18:51			EDITOR


			16441			Matthew Fischer			233			3			9.2.4.6a.5			78			25			T			N			78.25			25			9.2.4.6a.5						J			Yongho Seok			19/0085r3			790			It would be useful to have a way to signal that the recipient of DATA MPDUs is experiencing eithe resource constraints or local interference that might cause a complete lack of an acknowledgement transmission and that the failure of an AMPDU originator to receive an acknowledgement when thus indicated should not be a reason to adjust the MCS for the link.			Add a signaling indication to the UPH Control to indicate that the recipient is currently resource constrained and that missing acknowledgement frames should not be construed as indicative of a poor MCS choice for the link.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 18:16:41Z) - The comment fails to identify a specific issue to be addressed16441. It fails to identify changes in sufficient detail so that the specific wording of the changes that will satisfy the commenter can be determined.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/0085 MAC Misc Part 2									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 18:50:18Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/28 18:50			EDITOR


			16442			Matthew Fischer			233			3			28.3.22.2			579			17			T			N			579.17			17			28.3.22.2						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0177r1			794			Do 11ax device operate as independent BSSs in the channels cited here starting at 5.940? Or is there a couple/colocation to operation in a 5 GHz or 2.4 GHz band?			Specify whether the operation in the 6 GHz band is as a BSS that is independent of any BSS operation in a 5 GHz band.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 21:21:01Z) - apply the changes as proposed in doc 18-1227r13 and 18-1471r4			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0177 6 GHz Misc									I			See tag 11/1227r13			4			2019/1/28 21:13			EDITOR


			16443			Matthew Fischer			233			3			9.6			181			17			T			N			181.17			17			9.6						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1775r1			746			Coordination between Aps is needed to ensure good utilization of DL OFDMA and TWT. Provide some simple coordination mechanism or at least signaling that allows Aps and STAs to exchange information regarding their scheduled activity.			Add a mechanism to exchange schedule information between STAs among different BSSs.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:20:32Z) - Some basic level of coordination is already possible with broadcast TWT since the TWT schedules in this case are visible to BSSs due to their inclusion in beacon frames, which in turn can be considered by OBSS STAs when creating their schedules. The addition of more complex signaling for AP coordination is out of scope of IEEE802.11ax and may be investigated in detail in future amendments.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16444			Matthew Fischer			233			3			28.3.22.2			579			17			T			N			579.17			17			28.3.22.2						J			Matt Fischer						795			Given that a new protocol might be defined for the 5.940 band, it would be good to have some way to disable EDCA access by Tgax devices in this band to allow most efficient use of this new spectrum.			Add a signaling mechanism that allows future devices to disable EDCA in Tgax devices operating in channels referenced to 5.940 GHz			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 17:57:21Z) - A proposal was made in doc 11-18/1828 to add a new mode of operation in response to the CIDs. Effort was made to reach consensus. It was felt that a new mode is not needed and the 11ax draft already has enough mechanisms to address the comments. After debating the issues a straw poll indicated that a technical consensus of 75% would not be achieved in an equivalent motion			EDITOR			New channel access									N									2019/1/29 17:24			EDITOR


			16445			Matthew Fischer			233			3			9.4.2.200			146			44			T			N			146.44			44			9.4.2.200						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			1465r1			781			The Broadcast TWT Persistence fields are not compatible with the behavioral specification for using these fields in 27.7.3.2 where it says that there is a Broadcast TWT Persistence subfield, but there is not such a field, and that that field can only decrement by one, but the combined mantissa and exponent cannot accommodate this rule because if the exponent is roughly greater than 1, then the expressible broadcast persistence count values are frequently separated by more than one.			Fix either the field definitions to allow expression of a set of persistence values that are separated by a count of 1 so that at each beacon, the field value can be included with a value of 1 less than the previous beacon. Or change the behavioral rules to ensure that the element is not present except for every n beacons, where n is equal to the value of the Broadcast TWT Persistence Exponent field.			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 00:01:35Z)


Revised –

Agree with the comment. Proposed resolution is the same as that for CID 15030. Provided a linear enumeration of the persistence value, and due to the reduction of the available numbers (to 255) provide a mandatory behavior rather than recommendation for an AP to indicate future parameters when being modified.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1465r1 under all headings that include CID 16436.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16446			Matthew Fischer			233			3			27.16.1			371			27			T			N			371.27			27			27.16.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1211r6			784			Missing a reference to 6 GHz operation.			Change "5 GHz" to "5 GHz or 6 GHz"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 22:26:01Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution is to include a statement that refers the reader to the subclause 27.16.2 where the channelization rules for the 6 GHz operation are defined.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1211r6 under all headings that include CID 16446.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1211 27.16.1 6 GHz									I						4			2019/1/25 23:51			EDITOR


			16447			Matthew Fischer			233			3			28.1.1			377			17			T			N			377.17			17			28.1.1						V			Lochan Verma			18/1211r6			784			Missing a reference to 6 GHz operation.			Here and in many other places throughout the draft, update references to include mention of 6 GHz operation. There are at least 49 places that mention 5 GHz. Most of them also need to mention 6 GHz.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 22:28:26Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1211r6 under all headings that include CID 16447.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1211 27.16.1 6 GHz									I						4			2019/1/25 23:51			EDITOR


			16448			Matthew Fischer			233			3			9.2.4.6a.5			78			44			T			N			78.44			44			9.2.4.6a.5						V			Yongho Seok			18/1779r6			789			The draft needs a mechanism that provides per MCS link transmit power information so that closed loop transmit power adjustments can be made which reduce the excess margin introduced by the use of conservative estimates for various, unknown link components and allow higher throughputs to be achieved. Also note that UPH value is not useful without knowledge of the UPH sender's TX PA settings per MCS. If a value of 3 is given for UPH at MCS7, does this mean that the transmitted TX Power is 3 dB from the maximum that the PA can output, or does it mean that the power is 3 dB from where the transmitter thinks that TXEVM will be exceeded for this MCS? And how does this 3 dB relate to any other MCS? Probably need to refine the meaning of the UPH value to answer some of these questions. Note that by providing a complete list of TX power values per MCS, a single UPH response can indicate to the AP what values of MCS and Target RSSI are appropriate for each non-AP STA.			At a minimum, refine the meaning of "available power headroom" - with reference to what? To max PA power? To the point when TX EVM is expected to be exceeded? Or to what? Best to also include a link transmit power signaling mechanism to provide a reference value for the UPH parameter.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 18:18:45Z) - The Power Capability element in IEEE 802.11 REVmd 2.0 specifies the minimum and maximum transmit powers with which a STA is capable of transmitting in the current channel. The usage of the the minimum and maximum transmit power capability is the beyond of this standard. 
But, the maximum transmit power can be varied depending on the MCS, as mentioned by CID 16448. Providing the more exact power capability information of the STA can be helpful to improve the performance (e.g., the uplink power control for the HE TB PPDU). Please also refer the previous submissions, 11-17/112r5 and 11-17/123r2.

TGax editor makes changes as shown in the as specified in 11-18/1779r6.			EDITOR			Yongho 18/1779 Tx Power Control									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 18:40:36Z			4			2019/1/28 18:40			EDITOR


			16449			Matthew Fischer			233			3			27.3.1			262			14			T			N			262.14			14			27.3.1						J			Ming Gan			19/0076r1			782			Need a mechanism to allow the transmitter of fragments to re-partition an MSDU. This requires a fragment flush command.			Add a mechanism to allow the transmitter of fragments to re-partition an MSDU by creating the ability to signal a fragment flush command to its recipient STA.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 16:48:26Z) - It is not necessary to add Fragment Flushing mechanism because the existing Block Ack Request already provides a flushing mechanism. And the TGax group had a discussion and failed to reach consensus on this proposed mechanism.			EDITOR			Ming 19/0076 Fragmentation									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-25 17:43:31Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/25 17:43			EDITOR


			16450			Matthew Fischer			233			3			27.16.1			370			52			T			N			370.52			52			27.16.1						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0192r0			796			Need a mechanism to convey a list of subchannels that are restricted (i.e. no transmissions allowed on those channels) to support a punctured channel mode of operation. Also need some text describing which punctured choices are allowed.			Create an element that can be carried in various management frames and potentially additionally create a management action frame to also carry it, the element conveying transmission-restricted channels. Create an allowed set of punctured channels.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 15:26:33Z) - The group tried to reach consensus on this subject as per discussions evolved in 11-18/496r1-r15. Based on those discussions the commenter removed that portion of the proposal that introduced this idea due to no consensus.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0192 Msic									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 21:26:19Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/28 21:26			EDITOR


			16451			Matthew Fischer			233			3			27.5.5.1			296			33			T			N			296.33			33			27.5.5.1						V			Matt Fischer			19/0006r6			799			Provide default parameters for UORA operation.			Provide default UORA parameters, including values for minimum UORA trigger frequency and minimum UORA allocations per trigger			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 22:26:36Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-19/0006r6 that are marked with CID 16451 which establish default operational parameters for UORA.			EDITOR			Matt 19/0006 Default UORA parameters									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 23:05:56Z			4			2019/1/28 23:05			EDITOR


			16452			Matthew Fischer			233			3			27.7.3.3			323			1			T			N			323.01			1			27.7.3.3						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1697r1			782			Nowhere does it say that a BTWT participant non-AP STA is allowed to use normal EDCA access within a BTWT SP, add it. Might need to add conditions, such as whether the SP is triggered or not, and announced or not.			Add statements indicating when it is ok to use normal EDCA vs MU EDCA during BTWT SPs.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 22:56:15Z) - Ommitance in the rules indicates that normal contention is followed. To clarify this aspect a note is added that specifies that the TWT scheduled STA contends for accessing the medium as defined in 27.2.6.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1697r1 under all headings that include CID 16452.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1697 27.7.3									I						4			2019/1/24 17:51			EDITOR


			16453			Matthew Fischer			233			3			27.7.2			315			53			T			N			315.53			53			27.7.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1474r2			781			Nowhere does it say that an iTWT participant non-AP STA is allowed to use normal EDCA access within its iTWT SP, add it. There might need to be some conditions, for example, if the iTWT is triggered, then should the non-AP STA be allowed to use normal EDCA parameters instead of MU EDCA during its iTWT SPs? I doubt it. But what if it is triggered and announced? Then maybe so...			Add statements indicating when it is ok to use normal EDCA vs MU EDCA during iTWT SPs.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:30:32Z) - Ommitance in the rules indicates that normal contention is followed. To clarify this aspect a note is added that specifies that the TWT requesting STA contends for accessing the medium as defined in 27.2.6.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1474r2 under all headings that include CID 16453.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16454			Menzo Wentink			233			3												E			N															V			Editor						781			Document 11-18-1118-00-00ax contains some editorial suggestions on 11ax D3.0.			Please implement some or all of the editorial suggestions in 11-18-1118-00-00ax.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 21:38:57Z) - Change instances of "a MPDU" to "an MPDU". Change "indicated the support of" to "indicated support for". Change "doesn't solicit HE" to "does not solicit an HE". Change to "and the PPDU" to "and an MPDU in the non-initial PPDU" P219L10. Modify as suggested at P219L40. Change all occurances of "an DL" to "a DL". Change "trigger-based (TB) sounding" to "HE trigger-based (TB) sounding". Change "channel width in" to "channel width indicated in" at cited locations. Add "the" at P310L42. Delete "the" at P311L01. Insert "an" at P311L55. Change "doesn't receive the resposne" to "does not receive a response" at P311L63. Insert "the" at P312L13. Delete "is" at P348L5 and L14			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 22:06:01Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16455			Michael Montemurro			233			3			28.3.11.4			516			33			T			Y			516.33			33			28.3.11.4						J			Youhan Kim			11-18/1590r4			675			Given that 802.11az is based on IEEE 802.11aq, and 802.11aq has added a client privacy feature, 802.11ax needs to describe consistent scrambler behaviour.			Insert the following paragraph at the cited location "If dot11MACPrivacyActivated is true, the initial state of the scrambler shall be reset when the STA's MAC address is changed."			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:47:49Z)

The paragraph suggested by the commenter is already present in the IEEE Std 802.11aq-2018 amendment.  As 11aq is a part of the baseline for the 11ax amendment (see P1L8 of the 11ax D3.1), there is no need to duplicate the paragragh in 11ax.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16456			Michael Montemurro			233			3			27.2.2			254			50			T			Y			254.50			50			27.2.2						J			Kaiying Lv			18/1655r3			704			Is the cross reference clause mentioned in the comment correct?			It looks to me as though theclause should be10.21, not 10.20 assuming S1G. Otherwise could it be 10.19? However this looks to be based on S1G			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 21:17:29Z)- The reference is correct in IEEE Std 802.11™-2016.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16457			Michael Montemurro			233			3			27.2.2			254			50			T			Y			254.50			50			27.2.2						J			Kaiying Lv			18/1655r3			704			the Note references a clause that refers to an S1G STA.			Clause 10.20 looks to be an S1G specific clause. It looks as though the clause needs to be modified to refer either generically to STAs or to both S1G and HE STAs. Any clauses in 10 should be written in a way tha clearly indicates that they are applicable to HE STAs.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 21:17:09Z) - The reference is correct in IEEE Std 802.11™-2016.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16458			Michael Montemurro			233			3			27.15.3			365			4			T			Y			365.04			4			27.15.3						J			Yongho Seok			18/1778r3			755			It's not clear which rules from Clause 10.7 apply to HE STAs in the staement "follow the rules defined in 10.7". Note that this appears to be a problem everywhere that adopts cluase 9, 10, and 11 rules by reference.			For all HE MAC speciification sub-clauses that refer to clause 9-11 by reference, either specify exactly which requirements in the coross-referenced clauses apply or merge the subclause back into Clause 9-11. For instance, does the HE STA follow DMG requirements? (likely no) Does it follow any VHT requirements (likely yes)? Are there requirements that do not apply?			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 10:05:27Z) - In 4.3.14a (High efficiency (HE) STA), 
An HE STA is a VHT STA when it operates in the 5 to 7.125 GHz bands. 
Also, an HE STA is an HT STA when it operates in the 2.4 GHz band. 

In the 5GHz band, an HE STA follows the VHT requirement. And, in the 2.4 GHz band, an HE STA follows the HT requirement.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-12-05 19:17:24Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16459			Ming Gan			233			3			9.4.2.200			144			4			T			N			144.04			4			9.4.2.200						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			1456r1			781			Does Dictate TWT work for TWT scheduling STA and Scheduled STA?			If it does, please add them for Dictate TWT			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 00:02:20Z)


Revised –

Agree with the comment. It does. Added.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1465r1 under all headings that include CID 16459.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16460			Ming Gan			233			3			9.4.2.200			140			35			T			N			140.35			35			9.4.2.200						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			1465r1			690			The description for Negotiation Type is obscure. Separate Negoation Type field into  Broadcast TWT subfield and Service Type subfield			as in comment			REJECTED (MAC: 2018-09-22 00:02:57Z)


Rejected –

In the previous draft the two bits were separate, and it received many comments to be merged into one single table for ease of interpretation. In order to keep the encoding consistent suggestion is to keep the description and encoding as is.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16461			Ming Gan			233			3			9.4.2.200			147			45			T			N			147.45			45			9.4.2.200						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1698r1			782			Is there any condition for a TWT scheduled STA to set the TWT Protection subfield to 0? i.e., "if TWT protection is not requested for the
corresponding TWT(s)." as a TWT requesting STA. Otherwise, the TWT Protection subfield is reserved for  a TWT scheduled STA.			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:27:43Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Protected TWT field is not present in broadcast TWT, as per D3.2, as such these protection mechanisms do not apply to this case. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1698r0 under all headings that include CID 16461.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1698 Misc Part 2									I						4			2019/1/24 18:34			EDITOR


			16462			Ming Gan			233			3			27.7.7			331			55			T			N			331.55			55			27.7.7						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			1468r2			781			It says non-AP STA shall not access the medium on the secondary channel using a DCF and EDCAF. However, the latter sentence says the non-AP can do it once some condition is met. They conflict each other.			Change new operation channel to primary channel			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 04:58:10Z)


Revised –

Agree in principle with the comment that the statement may be misleading. The text is organized such that it does not leave room to ambiguity of the expected behavior from the STA side.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1468r2 under all headings that include CID 16462.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-08 21:51:54Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16463			Ming Gan			233			3			27.7.3.2			321			30			T			N			321.30			30			27.7.3.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1697r1			782			It is not clear what will be followed when A TWT scheduling AP may deliver multiple buffered
BUs to the TWT scheduled STA, the original bullets are vague, emphasis "without following" all the time.			The intention is to say A TWT scheduling AP ca deliver more than one BUs, not a BU as decribed in 11.2.3.6. Please reword these two bullets			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 22:56:26Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution further clarifies this aspect to indicate the exemption rule from baseline and the intent to have the AP transmit as many BUs as possible to the STA subject to the respective rules provided in the bullets.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1697 27.7.3									I						4			2019/1/24 17:51			EDITOR


			16464			Ming Gan			233			3			27.9.2.4			340			49			T			N			340.49			49			27.9.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			781			What is Highest NSS Supported M1 subfield?			Please clarify it.			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:40:52Z) - agree with the commenter. The same behaviour should be by using the support for transmitting 3 SSs or not. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1495r6.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16465			Ming Gan			233			3			11.24.2.8			243			26			T			N			243.26			26			11.24.2.8						V			Yongho Seok			18/1780r5			781			According to DCN456r1, a HE STA can have two BSS colors. In this subcluause, it says "The BSS color in use event report enables a non-AP HE STA to inform a BSS color in use by the non-AP HE STA to its associated AP." It is not clear whether the BSS color in use event report is the same as that of the accocitated AP or not.			Change it to "The BSS color in use event report enables a non-AP HE STA to inform a BSS color in use by the non-AP
HE STA to its associated AP, which is different from the BSS color used by its associated AP"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:46:31Z) - The BSS color in use event report provides the different BSS color as that of its associated AP. 

TGax editor makes changes as shown in the as specified in 11-18/1780r5.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16466			Ming Gan			233			3			27.7.6			330			24			T			N			330.24			24			27.7.6						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			1469r2			781			What is AdjustedMinimumTBTTWakeDuration? It only appears one time in 11ax D3.0			As in comment			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 05:00:34Z)


Revised –

Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution clarifies this aspect. Also fixed a couple of bugs in the subclause as well related to the TWT request and TWT response which are not actual “frames”.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1469r2 under all headings that include CID 16466.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-08 22:08:53Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16467			Ming Gan			233			3			27.16.2.1			372			54			T			N			372.54			54			27.16.2.1						V			Abhishek Patil			1244r1			781			Delete"NOTE1" and change this note to be nomative. In P373L48, the last paragraph has the similar meaning as NOTE1, harmonize them.			As in comment			REVISED (MAC: 2018-08-14 22:27:04Z)

Revised
Agree with the comment. Text updated as suggested by the comment
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1244r1 for CID 16467			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.1			motion passed						I						3.1			2019/1/17 21:26			EDITOR


			16468			Ming Gan			233			3			27.14.2			362			3			T			N			362.03			3			27.14.2						V			Abhishek Patil			11-18/1266r6			781			It says "the following condtions are met". However, once either condition is met , the STA may enter doze state			Change "the following condtions are met" to "one of the following condtions is met"			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:39:55Z)
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1266r6 for CID 16468			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16469			Ming Gan			233			3			27.14.3.2			363			44			T			N			363.44			44			27.14.3.2						J			Laurent Cariou			1497r2			696			It says "The AP should transmit a FILS Discovery frame instead of an OPS frame if
the target transmission time aligns with the transmission time of a FILS Discovery frame." It seems "shall" is more suitable			Change "should" to "shall". Do the same change for P363 L64.			REJECTED (MAC: 2018-09-22 05:25:59Z)


Reject – using FD is more efficient in such case as the AP does not need to send 2 frames. But it is not a “shall” as the AP is free to do what it wants, without issues.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N			EDITOR: 2018-10-08 23:01:53Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16470			Ming Gan			233			3			27.14.3.3			363			51			T			N			363.51			51			27.14.3.3						V			Laurent Cariou			1497r2			781			Generaly speaking, trigger frame is not individually addressed frames. It does not make sense to say "including to trigger the STA to send HE TB PPDUs"			Change it to "the AP should not send individually addressed frames to the
STA and Trigger frames to the STA to solicit the HE TB PPDUs during the OPS period"			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 05:39:55Z)


Revised – agree with the comment. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1497r2.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			Not all comments tagged since editing instructions in 18/1467r2 do not always identify a specific comment.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16471			Ming Gan			233			3			27.14.3.2			363			57			T			N			363.57			57			27.14.3.2						V			Laurent Cariou			1497r2			781			TWT flow identifier field is for individual TWT. It is abused here			Change "TWT flow identifier field" to "Broadcast TWT Recommendation field" or "TWT Flow Identifier/Broadcast TWT Recommendation". Do the same change for P363 L3.			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 05:40:35Z)


Revised – agree with the comment. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1497r2.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			Not all comments tagged since editing instructions in 18/1467r2 do not always identify a specific comment.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16472			Ming Gan			233			3			9.4.1.60			118			15			T			N			118.15			15			9.4.1.60						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1473r2			746			The TWT Flow Identifier subfiled in Fig 9-121c is also used for Broadcast TWT, so it is not aligned with that in TWT element.			Change "TWT Flow Identifier" to "TWT Flow Identifier/Broadcast TWT Recommendation" Do the same change for "TWT Flow Identifier subfield" in P118L25, P118L26 and other places where it is related to Broadcast TWT			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:25:29Z) - The proposed resolution provided to CID 15026 in 11-18/1465r1 solves this issue by separating the fields into individual TWT parameter set (where TWT Flow Identifier resides) and broadcast TWT parameter set (where Broadcast TWT Recommendation resides). As such the functionalities are clearly separated as the TWT Flow Identifier functionality herein only refers to its use in individual TWT sessions. Proposed resolution is the same as that of CID 15026 which addressed this issue.

Note to TGax Editor: The changes below already appear in D3.2, as such no further changes are needed for the resolution of this CID.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-30 23:42:41Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16473			Ming Gan			233			3			27.14.3.2			363			61			T			N			363.61			61			27.14.3.2						V			Laurent Cariou			1497r2			781			"TWT Flow Identified field" has a typo, it should be The TWT Flow Identifier subfiled. But it it better to replace it to  "TWT Flow Identifier/Broadcast TWT Recommendation", keeping aligned with the terminology in the TWT element			Change "TWT flow Identified field" to "Broadcast TWT Recommendation field" or "TWT Flow Identifier/Broadcast TWT Recommendation"			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 05:41:54Z)


Revised – agree with the comment. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1497r2.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			Not all comments tagged since editing instructions in 18/1467r2 do not always identify a specific comment.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16474			Ming Gan			233			3			27.14.3.2			364			6			T			N			364.06			6			27.14.3.2						V			Laurent Cariou			1497r2			781			Generaly speaking, trigger frame is not individually addressed frames. It does not make sense to say "including to trigger the STA to send HE TB PPDUs"			Change it to "the AP should not send individually addressed frames to the
STA and Trigger frames to the STA to solicit the HE TB PPDUs during the OPS period" Do the same change for P364 L24 and P364 L25.			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 05:43:22Z)

Revised – same resolution as 16470. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1497r2.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			Not all comments tagged since editing instructions in 18/1467r2 do not always identify a specific comment.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16475			Ming Gan			233			3			27.5.3.3			287			20			T			N			287.20			20			27.5.3.3						J			Abhishek Patil			18/1455r3			683			There is no PE TXVECTOR paramet settting when the STA transmitting an HE TB PPDU in response to a Trigger frame			Please add the descrition for the PE TXVECTOR paramet settting to this paragraph			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 21:02:31Z) - There is no such TXVECTOR parameter (called PE). The DEFAULT_PE_DURATION parameter applies only to TRS case (in case the comment was referring to it).			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16476			Ming Gan			233			3			28.3.20			567			28			T			N			567.28			28			28.3.20						V			Xiaogang Chen			11-18/1493r3			781			In P501L22 subclause 28.3.11.1, it says "If BCC encoding is used, the Data field shall consist of the SERVICE field, the PSDU, the pre-FEC PHY padding bits, the tail bits, and the post-FEC padding bits". However, in Figure 28-53, it shows "Pre-FEC Padding if needed"			Change "Pre-FEC Padding if needed" to "Pre-FEC PHY Padding if needed"			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 11:39:10Z)

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1493r3 under all headings that include CID 16476.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 16:41:56Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16477			Ming Gan			233			3			28.3.20			568			13			T			N			568.13			13			28.3.20						V			Xiaogang Chen			11-18/1493r3			781			In P501L22 subclause 28.3.11.1, it says "If BCC encoding is used, the Data field shall consist of the SERVICE field, the PSDU, the pre-FEC PHY padding bits, the tail bits, and the post-FEC padding bits". However, in Figure 28-54, it shows "Pre-FEC Padding if needed"			Change "Pre-FEC Padding if needed" to "Pre-FEC PHY Padding if needed"			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 11:39:24Z)

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1493r3 under all headings that include CID 16477.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 16:42:02Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16478			Ming Gan			233			3			28.3.20			568			43			T			N			568.43			43			28.3.20						V			Xiaogang Chen			11-18/1493r3			781			In P501L22 subclause 28.3.11.1, it says "If BCC encoding is used, the Data field shall consist of the SERVICE field, the PSDU, the pre-FEC PHY padding bits, the tail bits, and the post-FEC padding bits". However, in Figure 28-55, it shows "Pre-FEC Padding if needed"			Change "Pre-FEC Padding if needed" to "Pre-FEC PHY Padding if needed"			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 11:40:06Z)

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1493r3 under all headings that include CID 16478.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 16:42:09Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16479			Ming Gan			233			3			28.3.20			569			12			T			N			569.12			12			28.3.20						V			Xiaogang Chen			11-18/1493r3			781			In P501L22 subclause 28.3.11.1, it says "If BCC encoding is used, the Data field shall consist of the SERVICE field, the PSDU, the pre-FEC PHY padding bits, the tail bits, and the post-FEC padding bits". However, in Figure 28-56, it shows "Pre-FEC Padding if needed"			Change "Pre-FEC Padding if needed" to "Pre-FEC PHY Padding if needed"			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 11:40:16Z)

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1493r3 under all headings that include CID 16479.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 17:59:42Z - Resolution not present in 18/1493r3, but change seems obvious enough: change "Pre-FEC padding" to "Pre-FEC PHY padding" in Fig 28-56. BTW, resolutuion here should be accept.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16480			Ming Gan			233			3			28.3.20			567			28			T			N			567.28			28			28.3.20						J			Xiaogang Chen			11-18/1493r3			709			In Figure 28-53, it shows "Tail bits if needed". However, tail bits are always there.			Change it to "Tail bits"			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 11:38:42Z)

LDPC doesn’t have TB.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16481			Ming Gan			233			3			28.3.20			568			13			T			N			568.13			13			28.3.20						J			Xiaogang Chen			11-18/1493r3			709			In Figure 28-54, it shows "Tail bits if needed". However, tail bits are always there.			Change it to "Tail bits"			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 11:39:47Z)

LDPC doesn’t have TB.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16482			Ming Gan			233			3			28.3.20			558			43			T			N			558.43			43			28.3.20						J			Xiaogang Chen			11-18/1493r3			709			In Figure 28-55, it shows "Tail bits if needed". However, tail bits are always there.			Change it to "Tail bits"			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 11:38:25Z)

LDPC doesn’t have TB.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16483			Ming Gan			233			3			28.3.20			569			12			T			N			569.12			12			28.3.20						J			Xiaogang Chen			11-18/1493r3			709			In Figure 28-56, it shows "Tail bits if needed". However, tail bits are always there.			Change it to "Tail bits"			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 11:40:37Z)

LDPC doesn’t have TB.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16484			Ming Gan			233			3			28.3.10.8.4			487			51			T			N			487.51			51			28.3.10.8.4						V			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1601r2			781			484(0) was proposed for load balance on user fields in HE-SIG-B common and 242(0) was proposed for preamble puncture. For preamble puncture, 242(0) is enough. Adding the function preamble puncture indication to 484(0) will complicate the implementation. First, there are two funcations for 484(0) such that the receiver need differentiate them by signal parse. Second, it requires the receiver to decode two SIB contents channels correctly, however, 242(0) can avoid this case.			Remove the second bullet on 484(0) for preamble puncture.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 09:05:45Z)

The author agrees with the commenter. Whilst considering implementation at this stage, the author would like to keep both ways.

Please make the changes according to the changes in doc 11-18/1601r2			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-03 20:52:15Z - Resolutions to 16085 and 16484 modify the same text but reference different document revisions. I'll assume the latest revision takes precedence, although the differences appear to be in paragraph formating and much of the formatting does not make sense.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16485			Ming Gan			233			3			28.3.2.1			410			46			T			N			410.46			46			28.3.2.1						J			Yujin Noh			11-18/1453r1			672			An OFDM symbol is constructed of subcarriers, the number of which is a function of the
PPDU bandwidth. There are several subcarrier types, inlcuding Data subcarriers, Pilot subcarriers and Unused subcarriers. However, do the unused subcarriers contain Null subcarries? It seems Null subcarriers are resulted from tone plan in OFDMA.			Please correct it.			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:30:35Z)

The comment fails to identify the specific issue when Null subcarrier is classified into the unused subcarriers and provide any appropriate resolution for changes. 

In the spec at P410L46, the unused subcarrier is defined as the subcarriers which are not used for either data or pilot transmssion.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N			EDITOR: 2018-10-01 22:12:56Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16486			Naveen Kakani			233			3			3.2			36			43			T			N			36.43			43			3.2						A			Ming Gan			19/0076r1			782			Fragmentation covers both MSDU and A-MSDU, shouldn't defragmentation include A-MSDU as well ?			Change "an MSDU" to "an MSDU, A-MSDU"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 13:27:15Z)			EDITOR			Ming 19/0076 Fragmentation									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-25 17:45:27Z			4			2019/1/25 17:45			EDITOR


			16487			Naveen Kakani			233			3			27.8.1			333						E			N			333.00						27.8.1						V			Editor			18/2085r1			782			Table 27-9 is missing HE and the Columns are referring to VHT.			Make the following change:
Edit Table 27-9:
1. Delete the last two columns as the intent is to signal the Nss for 160MHz and not the center frequency
2. Change the header of the column starting with "VHT NSS Support" to "NSS Support"			Agree in principle with the commenter. We note that 27-9 is for the HE STA using VHT PPDU. Further, we observe that there is ambiguity on the interprepation of transmitting bandwidth and receiving bandwidth for HE NSS calculation under MU operation. 


We fix the ambiguities in the proposed text. 

TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/2085r1 that are marked with CID 16487.			EDITOR			Po-Kai 18/2085 MU Capability									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-27 21:41:26Z			4			2019/1/27 21:41			EDITOR


			16488			Naveen Kakani			233			3			27.8.1			332						T			N			332.00						27.8.1						V			Jarkko Kneckt			1246r8			781			Table 27-9 is intended to determine the Nss to be used when a HE STA is signaling specific Nss for 20/40/80/160MHz. However, for 160MHz there is no specific signaing for Nss signaling in OMI. The Nss to be used for 160MHz is based on the Nss that was signaled for 80MHz and this applicable to HE as well (not limited to VHT).			Make the following change the text in 13 - 16:
A HE STA transmitting an OM Control Subfield will use the Supported Channel Width, and Extended Nss BW Support fields as signaled in VHT Capabilities and as defined in Table 27-9 to determine:
- the allowed Nss when operating in HE mode using channel bandwidth of 160MHz or 80+80
- the allowed VHT Channel Width and VHT Nss when operating in VHT mode			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-20 21:46:11Z)

Revised. Agree in principle with the comment. - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/1246r8 that are marked with CID 16488.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16489			Naveen Kakani			233			3			27.8.2			335						T			N			335.00						27.8.2						V			Jarkko Kneckt			1246r8			781			The following is true only if the Channel Width is <= 80MHz: "The OMI responder shall update the operating channel width and the maximum NSS values as obtained from
the Channel Width and Rx NSS subfields, respectively, of the most recently received OM Control subfield " add text to clarify the allowed Nss to be used when Channel Width is 160MHz.			Add the following text after line 39:
If the received OM Control subfield has channel width subfield signaling 160MHz or 80_80MHz, then the OMI responder shall update the maximum Nss values based on the value determined by using the value of Rx Nss subfield and Table 27-9.			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-20 21:47:07Z)

Revised. Agree in principle with the comment. - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/1246r8 that are marked with CID 16489.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16490			Naveen Kakani			233			3			10.13.1			216						T			N			216.00						10.13.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1473r2			781			Not sure if this is correct: If an A-MPDU contains multiple QoS Control fields, then bits 4 of the QoS Control fields shall be
identical and bits 8-15 of these QoS Control fields that have the same TID shall be identical
A-MPDU has multiple MPDUs and each MPDU has QoS Control field.			Change the text to: In an A-MPDU, the QoS Control Field carried in each MPDU shall have the same value for bit4, and for MPDUs that have the same value for the TID sub-field in QoS Control, shall have the same value for bits 8 to 15 in QoS Control Field.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:26:03Z) - The proposed change seems to be conceptually identical with what the current specification is saying. Perhaps the confusion comes from the use of identical. Proposed resolution is to clarify the language a little bit more so that it does not leave room to ambiguity. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1473r2 under all headings that include CID 16490.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16491			Naveen Kakani			233			3			27.10.4.1			349			51			E			N			349.51			51			27.10.4.1						V			Editor						781			Clarify the text "HTP Ack each, " is this supposed to be HTP ACK ?			Clarify the text..			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:30:20Z) - Delete "each"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:30:29Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16492			Naveen Kakani			233			3			27.10.4.1			349			52			T			N			349.52			52			27.10.4.1						J			Liwen Chu			18/1859r7			785			Clarify the text " One or more non-EOF MPDUs that are not under the block ack agreements ".
Intent seems to allow for non-EoF MPDUs that are carrying TIDs, which do not have Block ACK session established.			Change text to: One or more non-EOF MPDUs, with ACK Policy field set to No-ACK.
Delete the Note as well.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 15:23:14Z) - non-EoF MPDU could be Control frame which has no Ack Policy field.			EDITOR			Liwen 18/1859 27.10.4									N									2019/1/25 23:53			EDITOR


			16493			Naveen Kakani			233			3			27.10.4.1			350						T			N			350.00						27.10.4.1						V			Liwen Chu			18/1859r7			785			Section 9.3.1.23.1 Page 105, Lines 6 to 10 requires te TID Aggregation Limit to be > 0 and signal the actual number of TIDs that are allowed in HE TB PPDU. However, in Section 27.10.4.1, Page 350, line 12-13 allows Multi TID MPDUs in HE TB PPDU if the "TID Aggregation Limit field of the User Info field addressed to the STA is nonzero." clarify			Change text from "TID Aggregation Limit field of the User Info field addressed to the STA is nonzero. " to "TID Aggregation Limit field of the User Info field addressed to the STA is greater than one."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 15:23:27Z) - Generally agree with the commenter. The TID Aggregation Limit in 9.3.1.23.1 is updated. However the cited text in 27.10.4.1 is based on the original definition of the TID Aggregation Limit field.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-18/1859r7 under CID 16493			EDITOR			Liwen 18/1859 27.10.4									I						4			2019/1/26 0:21			EDITOR


			16494			Naveen Kakani			233			3			27.10.4.1			351						T			N			351.00						27.10.4.1						V			Liwen Chu			19/0098r2			782			Note on Page 270 Line 42-44 (NOTE--The maximum number of Per AID TID Info fields that the STA is capable of including in the Multi-STA BlockAck frame for the same value of the AID field is indicated in the Multi-TID Aggregation Rx Support field of HE
Capabilities element it transmits.).
A STA that is advertising Multi-TID Aggregation Rx Support subfield to "Zero" in the HE MAC Capabilities Information field, is not allowed to include more than one TID AID Info in Multi-STA Block ACK frame for the same value of the AID field.
Note on Page 351 Lines 23-27 allows for aggregation of Management frame irrespective of the Multi-TID Aggregation Rx Support.
"NOTE--A multi-TID A-MPDU allows the aggregation of an Action frame regardless of the value indicated in the Multi-TID Aggregation Rx Support subfield in the HE MAC Capabilities Information field of the HE Capabilities element as long as the indicated in the value of the TID Aggregation Limit subfield in the Trigger Dependent User Info field of a the Basic Trigger frame is nonzero. " If the TID Aggregation Limit Subfield = 1, and the HE TB PPDU has both QoD Data of a TID, and also an Action Frame then the response i.e., Multi-STA Block ACK has two PER AID TID Info fields. This seems to be contradicting Note on Page 270. Clarify and change Note in Page 270 to be aligned with Table 27-2.			If the Action Frame is included even when Multi-TID Aggregation RX support being 0, remove the restriction on the number of PER AID TID Info fields to not count the PER AID TID info that has TID=15 as part of the limit (Multi-TID Agrgegation Rx Support field).			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 13:23:52Z) - note on P351L23 is right. The note on P270L42 should be changed accordingly.

TGax editor to change the note on P270L42 “NOTE--The maximum number of Per AID TID Info fields that the STA is capable of including in the Multi-STA BlockAck frame for the same value of the AID field is indicated in the Multi-TID Aggregation Rx Support field of HE Capabilities element it transmits.” to “NOTE--The maximum number of Per AID TID Info fields <u>except the Per AID TID Info field for a Management frame if exists</u> that the STA is capable of including in the Multi-STA BlockAck frame for the same value of the AID field is indicated in the Multi-TID Aggregation Rx Support field of HE Capabilities element it transmits.”			EDITOR			Liwen 19/0098 Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-25 17:20:07Z - the "if exists" is misleading. The "for a management frame" is misleading (this is acknowledgement). Change note to read: "A STA indicates the maximum number of Per AID TID Info fields with the same AID and that do not acknowledge a Management frame that it can include in the Multi-STA BlockAck frame in the Multi-TID Aggregation Rx Support field in the HE Capabilities element it transmits"			4			2019/1/25 17:24			EDITOR


			16495			Naveen Kakani			233			3			27.4.1			269			43			E			N			269.43			43			27.4.1						A			Editor						781			Clarify what "with respect to" is referring to ?
Intent seems to be to allow for TIDs that correspond to the priority of an AC or higher that was used to get access to the medium.			Change text from "with respect to" to "than"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:21:27Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:21:30Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16496			Naveen Kakani			233			3			27.4.2			271						T			N			271.00						27.4.2						V			George Cherian			1501r1			781			An un-associated STA is allowed to send a Management Frame, if the A-MPDU received has more than one EoF-MPDU then it cannot be from an un-associated STA.
Clairfy the text "or 15 (for indicating acknowledgment of an Action frame or a Management frame sent by the unassociated HE STA, e.g., Association Request)."			delete "or a Management
frame sent by the unassociated HE STA, e.g., Association Request"			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 20:58:32Z)


Revised - 

Agree in principle. Removed 'unassociated', since the management frames can be sent by associated STAs under this context

TGax editor shall incorporate changes in 11-18-1501-01-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16497			Naveen Kakani			233			3			27.4.4.4			274						T			N			274.00						27.4.4.4						J			George Cherian			18/1777r1			761			If the frame is carried in an HE MU PPDU, HE SU PPDU or HE ER SU PPDU that
carries an MPDU that solicits a response in an HE TB PPDU the addressed recipient
returns an Ack, Compressed BlockAck, or Multi-STA BlockAck frame carried in an
HE TB PPDU a SIFS after the PPDU. However, in Section 27.4.4.4 "If the A-MPDU does not include an EOF-MPDU but does include one or more non-EOF-MPDUs
that are QoS Data frames belonging to the same block ack agreement and with the Ack Policy field
equal to HTP Ack for at least one MPDU " and ACK is not allowed. If there is one non-EoF-MPDU with ACK Policy = HTP ACK an ACK frame should be allowed.			Clarify and allow ACK frame as an allowed response if there is one non-EOF-MPDU with ACK Policy = HTP ACK.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:17:12Z) - Proposed change will introduce ambiguity in  response, since responding STA might have missed the other non-EOF MPDUs.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16498			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			9.3.1.23.1			105			12			T			N			105.12			12			9.3.1.23.1						V			Abhishek Patil			18/1812r2			781			"The Preferred AC subfield indicates the lowest AC that is recommended for aggregation of MPDUs in the
A-MPDU contained in the HE TB PPDU sent as a response to the Trigger frame. The encoding of the Preferred
AC subfield as defined in Table 9-136 (ACI-to-AC encoding)." Is this applicable for the RA case ? i.e. are only STAs with AC traffic at or above the preffered AC allowed to compete for the resource ?			Clarify that it is applicable to both RA and scheduled access.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 07:21:36Z) - Agree with the comment. A STA should not consider an RA-RU as eligible if it cannot satisfy the conditions specified in the Common Info field and the User Info field corresponding to that RU
TGax editor, please make changes as showing in doc 11-18-1812r2 for CID 16498			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3						Approved with 684: REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:31:19Z)
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1266r6 for CID 16498			I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16499			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			9.4.2.241			173			32			T			N			173.32			32			9.4.2.241						V			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			781			"Each bit of the bitmap corresponds to one of the 63 available BSS Colors, where
the lowest numbered bit corresponds to BSS Color value 0 and the highest numbered bit corresponds to BSS
Color value 63." There are 64 numbers from 0 to 63.			change to "one of 64 available colors"			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:28:18Z) - agree with the comment. Apply the changes as in doc 1495r6.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16500			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			27.2.5.3			259			50			E			N			259.50			50			27.2.5.3						A			Editor						781			"See 27.5.2.4 (UL MU CS mechanism)
for details". Wrong reference			Should be 27.5.3.5			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 16:36:11Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 16:36:14Z - see #15777			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16501			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			27.4.4.2			273			5			T			N			273.05			5			27.4.4.2						J			George Cherian			18/1777r1			761			The original intention of HTP ack policy is to let rx know not to use the entire 20MHz to ack if no UL schedule info is decoded in the solicting PPDU. It is because ack with 20MHz would interfere with other STA's HE TB PPDU. This is not an issue if the soliciting PPDU is a HE (ER) SU PPDU whether it carries trigger frame or not.			remove 'and that does not include a Trigger frame or a frame with TRS Control subfield'			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:17:31Z) - Ack response rules should not depend on the PPDU that carries the MPDU. Response rules/format should be self-contained within MPDU. Agree with the usecase cited - however, there is no motivation for elicting STA to set Ack policy to HTP Ack if it is not expecting an HE TB PPDU response (which may be needed for link imbalance cases)			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/15 20:24			EDITOR


			16502			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			27.2.6			260			51			E			N			260.51			51			27.2.6						V			Editor						781			"An HE AP may announce MU EDCA parameters for non-AP HE STAs, by including the MU EDCA
Parameter Set element in selected Beacon frame,". Should be "a selected Beacon frame" or "selected Beacon frames".			correct singular vs plural form as shown in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 16:47:20Z) - "in selected Beacon frames" and remove spurious commas.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 16:48:08Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16503			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			27.5.2			279			14			T			N			279.14			14			27.5.2						A			Editor						781			A non-A STA may.... Should be AP			correct "A" to "AP"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 21:58:41Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 21:58:45Z - see #17113			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16504			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			27.5.3.1			280			27			T			N			280.27			27			27.5.3.1						V			Liwen Chu			18/2040r6			782			" A non-AP HE STA with dot11ULMUMIMOOptionImplemented equal to true is referred to as an UL MU
capable STA."... UL OFDMA is UL capable as well? There may be confusion on this. Change to UL MU-MIMO capable if only talking about MU-MIMO or add parameter for OFDMA.			change naming to UL MU-MIMO capable as UL OFDMA is UL MU but does not need a parameter since it is mandatory.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 13:14:50Z) - The term 'UL MU capable STA' is not used anywhere in the spec. So deleting the sentence is fine.

TGax editor:Delete the following paragraph from the draft “A non-AP HE STA with dot11ULMUMIMOOptionImplemented equal to true is referred to as an UL MU capable STA” .			EDITOR			Liwen 18/2040 Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 23:36:38Z			4			2019/1/24 23:36			EDITOR


			16505			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			27.5.3.5			293			13			T			N			293.13			13			27.5.3.5						V			Po-Kai Huang			11-18/1486r0			781			"An AP that transmits a BRP Trigger frame". BRP is an 80-2.11ad/ay term. Should this be BSRP?			Correct acronym			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-18 01:03:53Z)
See the resolution of CID 16173			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-09 20:30:18Z  - see #15140			3.1			2019/1/17 21:26			EDITOR


			16506			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			27.5.5.1			296			18			T			N			296.18			18			27.5.5.1						V			Abhishek Patil			18/1812r2			781			"An HE AP may transmit a Basic Trigger frame, BQRP Trigger frame or a BSRP Trigger frame that contains
one or more RUs for random access.
NOTE--Trigger frame variants other than Basic, BQRP or BSRP are not allowed to carry RA-RUs." Is the Trigger Dependent User Info subfield for the Basic Trigger variant applicable here? i.e. does the perferred AC field limit the STAs that compete for the RA-RU ?			Please clarify and if so explicitly state this in the specification e.g. in a NOTE			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 07:22:20Z) - Please see resolution to CID 16498			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3						Approved with 684: REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:30:47Z)
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1266r6 for CID 16506			I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16507			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			27.5.5.3			298			35			T			N			298.35			35			27.5.5.3						V			Abhishek Patil			11-18/1266r3			781			"If the selected RU is idle as a result of both physical and virtual CS as defined in 27.5.3.5 (UL MU CS mechanism),". May be misleading as it implies a CS mechanism on a RU granularit.			Use same language as in 27.5.3.5: "channel that contains the STA's selected RU is idle, where the sensed subchannel consists of one or more MHz channels."			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:31:45Z)
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1266r3 for CID 16507			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16508			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			27.6.2			304			15			G			N			304.15			15			27.6.2						V			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			781			" Full bandwidth feedback is
solicited if the RU Start Index subfield in the Partial BW subfield is 0 and the following conditions:"., Does this mean "all" of the following conditions or "any/one" ? Need to clarify.			Make "any/one of the following conditions"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:56:07Z) - change as shown in <this document> under CID 16508. This changes "and the following conditions apply" to "and any of the following conditions apply".			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 18:16:32Z - "any of" shuold be "one of" since only one condition can apply.			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16509			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			27.6.1			303			38			E			N			303.38			38			27.6.1						V			Editor						781			"The HE compressed beamforming and CQI report is carried in a single HE Compressed Beamforming And
CQI Report frame if the resulting frame is less than or equal to 11 454 octets in length (see 27.6.3 (Rules for
HE sounding protocol sequences)). Otherwise, the HE beamforming feedback is segmented and each segment
is carried in an HE Compressed Beamforming And CQI Report frame." almost identical information to pg 310 line 50. Is there a need for both?			One paragraph may be removed.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:45:58Z) - Duplication of information. Remove the paragraph at 310.50. Move the paragraph at 310.57 to below the cited paragraph so that the MPDU length requirements are kept together.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:46:22Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16510			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			27.9.2.2			338			44			E			N			338.44			44			27.9.2.2						V			Editor						781			"The received signal strength level measured, which is measured from the L-STF, L-LTF or L-SIG of
the PPDU and which is used to determine PHY-CCA.indication, is below the non-SRG OBSS PD
level. The non-SRG OBSS PD level is defined in 27.9.2.4 (Adjustment of OBSS PD and transmit
power). If the STA has dot11HESRPOptionImplemented set to true, it also follows the rules defined
in 27.9.4 (Interaction of OBSS PD and SRP-based spatial reuse) to determine Non-SRG OBSS PD
level." be consistent in capitalization of (n)Non-SRG OBSS PD. Line 47 is (n) and line 49 is (N).			fix this instance of the different capitalizations for the exact same word. Generalize comment to entire specification.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:46:25Z) - lowercase n at L49			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:46:46Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16511			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			27.9.2.3			339			29			E			N			339.29			29			27.9.2.3						A			Editor						781			"The received PPDU is an SRG PPDU (see 27.2.3 (SRG PPDU identification)". Extra closing bracket is needed			Add extra bracket			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:55:16Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:55:20Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16512			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			27.9.2.4			340			57			T			N			340.57			57			27.9.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			781			"TXPWR is the STA transmission power in dBm at the output of the antenna connector." Where is TXPWR derived from ?			Have note stating from (11.8.6, 11.8.7) for normal PPDUs and from  (see 28.3.14.2 (Power pre-correction)) for HE TB  PPDUs			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:42:43Z) - agree with the commenter. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1495r6.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16513			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			27.9.2.4			341			13			T			N			341.13			13			27.9.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			781			"HE STAs shall maintain a non-SRG OBSS PD level, with its value selected by respecting the OBSS PD
level condition in Equation (27-4) ...". Pg 340 line 4 indicates that it "may".			Clarify relationship between the two sentences			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:43:48Z) - Modify P340L4 to resolve ambiguity. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1495r6.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16514			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			27.9.2.4			341			43			T			N			341.43			43			27.9.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			781			"HE STAs shall maintain a SRG OBSS PD level, with its value selected by respecting the OBSS PD level
condition in Equation (27-4) but with SRG...". Pg 340 line 4 indicates that it "may".			Clarify relationship between the two sentences			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:45:19Z) - Modify P340L4 to resolve ambiguity. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1495r6.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16515			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			27.9.2.4			341			40			T			N			341.40			40			27.9.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			781			Entry in table says "Don't care". Who defines this? Is it based on a capability of the STA? is it based on signaling from the AP?			Clarify meaning and signaling of "Don't care"			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:44:59Z) - Clarify the meaning by saying that this field can be any values. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1495r6			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-04 17:44:52Z - 18/1495r6 does not associate specific edits with this comment.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16516			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			27.9.2.5			342			34			T			N			342.34			34			27.9.2.5						V			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			781			27.9.2.5 OBSS PD SR transmit power restriction period. The TXPWR_max seems to be a  a function of the OBSS_PD_level (eqn 27-5) which in turn in is a function of the TXPWR (eqn 27-4). The final transmit power depends on the TXPWR max. Can you please clarify this relationship with an example in the specification?			Clarify that STA gets orignal TXPWR, estimates OBSS_PD then gets TXPWR_max then transmits. Identify where STA gets original TXPWR (11.8.6/11.8.7/28.3.14.2)			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:45:40Z) - add a note to clarify that the STA can derive OBSS_PD level from transmit power, or derive max transmit power level from OBSS_PD level. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1495r6			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16517			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			27.9.3.1			344			63			E			N			344.63			63			27.9.3.1						V			Sean Coffey						781			"to SRP_ AND_NON_SRG_OBSS_PD_PROHIBITED to forbid OBSS STAs
from performing SRP-based SR transmission during the ensuing uplink PPDU duration"			use consistent language for no SR. currently have "forbid","disallow", "probihit". Change to one e.g. disallow			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:06:22Z) - forbid -> disallow			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:06:32Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16518			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			27.11.6			357			1			E			N			357.01			1			27.11.6						V			Sean Coffey						781			"An HE AP with dot11HESRPOptionImplemented set to true may set the TXVECTOR parameter SPATIAL_
REUSE of an MSDU, A-MPDU or MMPDU to the value SRP_DISALLOW to forbid OBSS STAs
from performing SRP-based SR transmission during the duration of the corresponding HE SU PPDU, HE
ER SU PPDU, or HE MU PPDU."			use consistent language for no SR. currently have "forbid","disallow", "probihit". Change to one e.g. disallow			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:50:51Z) - Change "forbid" to "disallow"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:51:07Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16519			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			27.9.3.1			345			1			T			N			345.01			1			27.9.3.1						J			Matt Fischer			1410r6			711			"Trigger frame shall not set the SR field in the Common Info field of the Trigger frame to SR_DELAY or
SR_RESTRICTED." However pg 357 line 15 says "An HE AP that transmits an HE SU PPDU or an HE ER SU PPDU that contains a Trigger frame should set
the TXVECTOR parameter SPATIAL_REUSE to SR_DELAY." the AP is transmitting Triggers in both cases but the SR_DELAY behavior is different.			Please clarify behavior of AP with trigger frame or trigger frame like transmission. There may be some discrepancy for example with a NOTE and a justification.			REJECTED (SR: 2018-09-19 22:59:51Z) - the Common Info SR field is not used by third party recipients to determine whether SR during the trigger frame PPDU, but instead, this field is used by intended trigger recipients to determine what value to place into their HE TB PPDU SIG field’s SR subfields			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16520			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			28.1.1			378			20			E			N			378.20			20			28.1.1						J			Yujin Noh			18/1735r0			737			"* An RU allocated to a single user in an HE MU PPDU or for an HE TB PPDU with a number of
spatial streams greater than 4
". Material may be organized as frequency information then spatial information.			bullet point three: "An RU allocated to a single user in an HE MU PPDU"
"bullet point five: "An RU allocated for an HE TB PPDU with a number of
spatial streams greater than 4			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-11 22:09:56Z) 

- Nothing wrong with contents when BCC is not used.
In two bullets with 1) An HE SU PPDU with number of spatial streams greater than 4 and 2) An RU allocated to a single user in an HE MU PPDU or for an HE TB PPDU with a number of spatial streams greater than 4, the point is “all supported HE PPDU types with number of spatial streams greater than 4”.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-27 22:55:43Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16521			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			28.1.3.2			382			33			E			N			382.33			33			28.1.3.2						J			Editor						781			28.1.3.2 PHY management entity (PLME)			Missing word "Layer"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 14:55:28Z) - In the acronyms sections we have "PHY = physical layer" and "PLME = physical layer management entity". So, if we do a combo, we get "PLME = PHY management entity"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 14:56:55Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16522			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			28.3.1.1			409			23			T			N			409.23			23			28.3.1.1						A			Lochan Verma			18/1841r1			781			"UL MU-MIMO and UL OFDMA are preceded
by a Trigger frame from the AP." does not account for the TRS frame			use statement: UL MU transmissions are preceded by a Trigger frame or frame carrying a TRS Control subfield from the AP. see pg 420 line 28 for similar language			ACCEPTED (PHY: 2018-11-10 12:01:39Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 20:02:45Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16523			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			28.3.1.1			409			29			E			N			409.29			29			28.3.1.1						A			Editor						781			"The transmission within an RU
in a PPDU may be single stream to one user, spatial multiplexed to one user (SU-MIMO), or spatial multiplexed
to multiple users (MU-MIMO)." should be sptially multiplexed and not spatial multiplexed			change to "spatially"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 17:37:32Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 17:37:36Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16524			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			28.3.1.2			410			1			T			N			410.01			1			28.3.1.2						J			Lochan Verma			18/1841r1			737			"n RU. With OFDMA, different transmit powers may be
applied to different RUs.". Clarify that is it both downlink and uplink			chane to "n RU. With DL and UL OFDMA, different transmit powers may be
applied to different RUs."			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-10 12:01:50Z)

While 802.11ax defines UL and DL OFDMA, this specific section is describing the general concept of OFDMA. The DL and UL OFDMA are discussed in the following sections.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 20:02:48Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16525			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			28.3.2.1			410			54			E			N			410.54			54			28.3.2.1						V			Yujin Noh			18/1790r1			781			"The resource units (RUs) defined for DL and UL transmission are as follows" The acronym RU should be defined much earlier  e.g. pg 410 line 2 ?			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-11 21:59:56Z) - Agreed in priciple.
Given that RU is shown earlier than 28.3.2.2. (Resource unit, guard and DC subcarriers), the acronym RU needs to be defined before 28.3.2.2.

Now the definition of RU is shown in 28.3.1.2 (OFDMA).

TGax Editor: make changes according to this document 11-18-1790-01-00ax CR on PHY Miscellaneous on PHY Miscellaneous			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 23:28:02Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16526			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			28.3.2.1			410			58			E			N			410.58			58			28.3.2.1						J			Yujin Noh			18/1790r1			737			"The 26-tone RU, 52-tone RU, 106-tone RU and 242-tone RU are used in the 20 MHz, 40 MHz, 80 MHz,
160 MHz and 80+80 MHz HE MU PPDU format. The 52-tone RU, 106-tone RU and 242-tone RU are used
in the 20 MHz, 40 MHz, 80 MHz, 160 MHz and 80+80 MHz HE TB PPDU format. The 26-tone RU is used
in the 20 MHz, 40 MHz, 80 MHz, 160 MHz and 80+80 MHz HE TB PPDU format, except when a STA is
operating in an operating class for which the behavior limits set listed in Annex E includes the
DFS_50_100_Behavior (see 27.5.3.2.1 (General) and 27.5.3.3 (STA behavior for UL MU operation)). The
106-tone RU is used in the HE ER SU PPDU format." Bullet points for easier reading ?			Make into bullet points			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-11 22:01:37Z) - The current description is fully readable, so bullet points do not make any difference.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16527			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			28.3.2.2			411			43			E			N			411.43			43			28.3.2.2						A			Editor						781			Table 28-6--Data and pilot subcarrier : place below reference in text to be consistent with other tables.			Move below 414 line 1			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 18:01:00Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 18:01:03Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16528			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			28.3.2.2			417			36			E			N			417.36			36			28.3.2.2						J			Yujin Noh			18/1790r1			737			"The 20 MHz HE MU PPDU and HE TB PPDU with one or more RUs smaller than 242 tones has 7 DC subcarriers
located at [∩Ç¡3: 3]. The 20 MHz HE SU PPDU, HE MU PPDU and HE TB PPDU with a 242-tone
RU has 3 DC subcarriers located at [∩Ç¡1: 1]. The 40 MHz HE PPDU has 5 DC subcarriers located at [∩Ç¡2: 2].
An 80 MHz HE MU PPDU and HE TB PPDU with one or more RUs smaller than 996 tones has 7 DC subcarriers
located at [∩Ç¡3: 3]. The 80 MHz HE SU PPDU, HE MU PPDU and HE TB PPDU with a 996-tone
RU has 5 DC subcarriers located at [∩Ç¡2: 2]. The same structure as used in the 80 MHz HE PPDU is used for
each 80 MHz frequency segment of the 160 MHz and 80+80 MHz HE PPDU. The DC tones are located on
subcarriers [∩Ç¡11: 11]."; Place in table like Table 28-9 (Null subcarriers)			Have reference table			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-11 22:01:55Z) - The current description corresponds to Figure 28-5 (RU locations in a 20 MHz HE PPDU), Figure 28-6 (RU locations in a 40 MHz HE PPDU) and Figure 28-7 (RU locations in an 80 MHz HE PPDU) especially for DC tones depending on the HE PPDU format and its bandwidth.

Given the three figures, having additional reference table does not make big difference when it comes to the readable aspect.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16529			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			28.3.2.2			417			47			E			N			417.47			47			28.3.2.2						J			Yujin Noh			18/1790r1			737			"The 20 MHz HE PPDU format has 11 guard subcarriers: the 6 lowest frequency subcarriers [∩Ç¡128: ∩Ç¡123]
and 5 highest frequency subcarriers [123: 127] as shown in Figure 28-5 (RU locations in a 20 MHz HE
PPDU). The 40 MHz HE PPDU has 23 guard subcarriers: the 12 lowest frequency subcarriers [∩Ç¡256: ∩Ç¡245]
and the 11 highest frequency subcarriers [245: 255] as shown in Figure 28-6 (RU locations in a 40 MHz HE
PPDU). The 80 MHz HE PPDU has 23 guard subcarriers: the 12 lowest frequency subcarriers [∩Ç¡512: ∩Ç¡501]
and the 11 highest frequency subcarriers [501: 511] as shown in Figure 28-7 (RU locations in an 80 MHz
HE PPDU). For 160 MHz and 80+80 MHz HE PPDUs, the same number of lowest frequency and highest
frequency guard subcarriers as 80 MHz are defined at each edge of the 160 MHz and 80+80 MHz.":  Place in table like Table 28-9 (Null subcarriers)			Have reference table			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-11 22:02:12Z) - The current description corresponds to Figure 28-5 (RU locations in a 20 MHz HE PPDU), Figure 28-6 (RU locations in a 40 MHz HE PPDU) and Figure 28-7 (RU locations in an 80 MHz HE PPDU) especially for Guard tones depending on its bandwidth of HE PPDU.

Given the three figures, having additional reference table does not make big difference when it comes to the readable aspect.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16530			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			28.3.2.5			419			39			E			N			419.39			39			28.3.2.5						A			Editor						781			containing the
STA-ID of designated MU-MIMO STA as defined in Table 28-27 (Spatial Configuration subfield" Missing article "the"			"containing the
STA-ID of THE designated MU-MIMO STA as defined in Table 28-27 (Spatial Configuration subfield"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 18:37:42Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 18:37:45Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16531			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			28.3.2.5			419			47			E			N			419.47			47			28.3.2.5						V			Editor						781			"In each HE-SIG-B content channel, the number of spatial streams for a user in an
RU is indicated by the NSTS field in the User field if there is only one User field (see Table 28-25 (User
field format for a non-MU-MIMO allocation)) corresponding to the RU in the HE-SIG-B content channel." Re-organize sentence and move to above line 58.			Modify to "If there is only one User field (see Table 28-25 (User
field format for a non-MU-MIMO allocation)) corresponding to the RU in the HE-SIG-B content channel, the number of spatial streams for a user in an
RU is indicated by the NSTS field in the User field In each HE-SIG-B content channel" . Similar to paragraph starting on line 58			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 18:44:11Z) - Move as suggested and reword to "If there is only one User field (see Table 28-25 (User field format for a non-MU-MIMO allocation)) for an RU in the HE-SIG-B content channel, then the number of spatial streams for the user in the RU is indicated by the NSTS field in the User field."			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 18:45:22Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16532			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			28.3.3.1.2			423			21			E			N			423.21			21			28.3.3.1.2						A			Editor						781			"The maximum number of space-time streams supported
for reception of HE SU PPDUs is indicated for various bandwidths in Supported HE-MCS and NSS Set field
in the HE Capabilities element." Missing article "the"			Change to "The maximum number of space-time streams supported
for reception of HE SU PPDUs is indicated for various bandwidths in {THE} Supported HE-MCS and NSS Set field
in the HE Capabilities element."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 18:51:21Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 18:51:26Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16533			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			28.3.3.2.4			424			40			E			N			424.40			40			28.3.3.2.4						A			Editor						781			"The maximum number of spatial streams supported for the transmission of an HE SU PPDUs is indicated". Singlar should not have "s"			"The maximum number of spatial streams supported for the transmission of an HE SU PPDU is indicated"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 18:55:05Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 18:55:09Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16534			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			28.3.4			425			42			T			N			425.42			42			28.3.4						V			Tianyu Wu			11-18/1534r1			781			"This format is used
for a transmission that is a response to a Trigger frame." Also response to A-control frame			"This format is used
for a transmission that is a response to a Trigger frameor frame carrying a TRS Control subfield from the AP". see pg 420 line 28 for similar language			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:44:41Z)

TGax Editor:  Please replace the text as below in D3.1 P429Ln41
"This format is used for a transmission that is a response to a Trigger frame." 
with  
“This format is used for a transmission that is a response to a Trigger frame or frame carrying a TRS Control subfield from the AP.”			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-02 23:14:04Z -"from an AP" is not relavant. If anything the STA type is relavant then it is the STA type doing the transmission that is relavant (i.e., the non-AP STA). Anyway, that will be a future comment.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16535			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			28.3.10.7.2			473			20			T			N			473.20			20			28.3.10.7.2						J			Matt Fischer			19/0161r0			782			Table 28-21--"SRP_DISALLOW" and "SRP_AND_NON_SRG_OBSS_PD_PROHIBITED". Both are doing the same thing i.e. stopping a type or multiple types of SR. Do not understand why we have to use different words			Use one term, disallowed or prohbited			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:43:11Z) - Both values are doing similar things, but not in the same context. SRP and OBSS_PD are very different spatial reuse mechanisms, and have different protocols for stopping that type of SR. SRP may be stopped by the STA itself at its own unfettered discretion, whereas OBSS_PD is by default permitted, and the STA requires permission from its AP before stopping it. While this could be argued both ways (and we don’t “have to” use different words), it seems useful to do so to help distinguish them. This terminology has been stable for some considerable time now and on balance it does not seem worthwhile to change it at this point.			EDITOR			Sean 19/0161 Spatial Reuse									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-25 17:59:33Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/25 17:59			EDITOR


			16536			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			28.3.10.8.4			486			43			E			N			486.43			43			28.3.10.8.4						V			Yujin Noh			18/1790r1			781			"When signaling RUs of size greater than 242 subcarriers, y2y1y0 = 000-111 indicates number of User fields in
the HE-SIG-B content channel that contains the corresponding 8-bit RU Allocation subfield. Otherwise, y2y1y0
= 000-111 indicates number of STAs multiplexed in the 106-tone RU, 242-tone RU or the lower frequency 106-
tone RU if there are two 106-tone RUs and one 26-tone RU is assigned between two 106-tone RUs. The binary
vector y2y1y0 indicates 22 ├ù y2 + 21 ├ù y1 + y0 + 1 STAs multiplexed the RU.
z2z1z0 = 000-111 indicates number of STAs multiplexed in the higher frequency 106-tone RU if there are two
106-tone RUs and one 26-tone RU is assigned between two 106-tone RUs. The binary vector z2z1z0 indicates
22 ├ù z2 + 21 ├ù z1 + z0 + 1 STAs multiplexed in the RU." article "the" is missing before the word "number" three times in this paragraph			When signaling RUs of size greater than 242 subcarriers, y2y1y0 = 000-111 indicates THE number of User fields in
the HE-SIG-B content channel that contains the corresponding 8-bit RU Allocation subfield. Otherwise, y2y1y0
= 000-111 indicatesTHE number of STAs multiplexed in the 106-tone RU, 242-tone RU or the lower frequency 106-
tone RU if there are two 106-tone RUs and one 26-tone RU is assigned between two 106-tone RUs. The binary
vector y2y1y0 indicates 22 ├ù y2 + 21 ├ù y1 + y0 + 1 STAs multiplexed the RU.
z2z1z0 = 000-111 indicatesT THE number of STAs multiplexed in the higher frequency 106-tone RU if there are two
106-tone RUs and one 26-tone RU is assigned between two 106-tone RUs. The binary vector z2z1z0 indicates
22 ├ù z2 + 21 ├ù z1 + z0 + 1 STAs multiplexed in the RU.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-11 22:03:05Z) - Agreed in priciple.

TGax Editor: make changes according to this document 11-18-1790-01-00ax CR on PHY Miscellaneous			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 23:30:42Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16537			Oghenekome Oteri			233			3			28.3.17			548			1			T			N			548.01			1			28.3.17						J			Tianyu Wu			11-18/1534r1			674			the HE TB NDP feedback PPDU Has two 4x HE-LTF symbols but no data symbols. If there is no data symbol, why is there a need to transmit the LTF.			Clarify the need for the HE-LTF symbols transmitted or explicity say in a NOTE that it will not be processesd.			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:44:19Z)

As described in 28.3.17, HE TB NDP feedback PPDU is used to carry NDP feedback report information instead of data symbols. The NDP feedback report is carried in HE-LTF symbols as explained in 27.5.6.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N			EDITOR: 2018-10-02 23:25:48Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16538			Pascal VIGER			233			3			27.5.3.3			289			19			T			N			289.19			19			27.5.3.3						V			Abhishek Patil						781			The RA field of the QoS Null frames, QoS Data frames and Management frames sent in response to a Trigger frame shall be set to the MAC address of the destination AP. It should be preferable to indicate precisely who is the destination AP in case of multi-BSS support.			Text can be amended as other sections: "set the RA field of the frame carried in the HE TB PPDU to the TA address of the soliciting Trigger frame or to the address of a nontransmitted BSSID if the soliciting BSS corresponds to transmitted BSSID."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-10-04 19:05:02Z) - Agree with the comment that the language is not clear. Added a note after the paragraph on RA rules in 27.5.3.3
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1266r6 for CID 16538			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-04 19:05:20Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16539			Pascal VIGER			233			3			27.5.5.5			298			44			T			N			298.44			44			27.5.5.5						V			Abhishek Patil			11-18/1266r6			781			The sentence "set the RA field of the frame carried in the HE TB PPDU to the TA address of the soliciting Trigger frame or to the address of a nontransmitted BSSID if the soliciting BSS corresponds to transmitted BSSID" seems not correct for one case : when the solliciting AP is the transmitted BSSID and the answer is intended to the transmitted BSSID.			Modify the sentence to cover the case where the address of a transmitted BSSID is to be set if the soliciting BSS corresponds to transmitted BSSID abd the intended BSS for registration is also the  transmitted BSSID.			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:32:38Z)
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1266r6 for CID 16539			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16540			Pascal VIGER			233			3			27.5.5.1			296			18			T			N			296.18			18			27.5.5.1						V			Abhishek Patil			11-18/1266r6			781			When AP supports the multiple BSS function, the UORA procedure can not trigger several (that means either individual or all) BSSs at a time.			For an AP with dot11MultiBSSIDActivated equal to true, if the RA-RU is intended for more than one associated STA in random access, AID12 value is set to 0 for transmitted BSSID or to the value of the BSSID Index field corresponding to that BSS (see 9.4.2.74 (Multiple BSSID-Index element)) for a nontransmitted BSSID.
Thus the AID values are 0 to n - 1 when the AP transmits a Multiple BSSID element and n is equal to the number of BSSs advertised by the AP in the Multiple BSSID element.
Additionnaly, if the RA-RU is intended for associated STA on all its BSSs, the AID12 value is set to 2047.			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:42:11Z)
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1266r5 for CID 16540			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16541			Patrice Nezou			233			3			9.3.1.23.5			107			1			T			N			107.01			1			9.3.1.23.5						J			Abhishek Patil			18/1456r8			775			There is no description for the BSRP format.			Add description or at least a cross reference to the corresponding clause.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:39:55Z) -As stated in 9.3.1.23, the subsections (.1 thru .8) provide the format for the trigger variant. It doesn’t need to get into the details of the usage of the Trigger frame variant.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-12-11 18:07:58Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16542			Patrice Nezou			233			3			9.3.1.23.7			107			7			T			N			107.07			7			9.3.1.23.7						J			Zhou Lan			19/0166r0			782			There is no description for the GCR MU-BAR format.			Add description or at least a cross reference to the corresponding clause.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:39:33Z) - Subclauses 9.3.1.22.1 to 9.3.1.22.8 only define Trigger Dependent Common Info field or Trigger Dependent User Info field if present. 

There is already text added in section 9.3.1.22.1 for the GCR MU-BAR case. So thers is no need for TGax editor to make new changes			EDITOR			Zhou 19/0166 BQR									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-25 19:54:36Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/25 19:54			EDITOR


			16543			Patrice Nezou			233			3			9.3.1.23.7			107			32			T			N			107.32			32			9.3.1.23.7						J			Zhou Lan			11-18/1516r1			689			There is no description for the BQRP format.			Add description or at least a cross reference to the corresponding clause.			REJECTED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:49:02Z)
The usage of BQRP is for the AP to understand the real singaling status of each individual 20MHz channel so that OFDMA scheduling or preamble puncuture decision can be made. The virtual carrier sensing results may polute the information.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-10-05 17:19:05Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16544			Patrice Nezou			233			3			9.3.1.23			103			29			T			N			103.29			29			9.3.1.23						V			Abhishek Patil			11-18/1266r6			781			"The No Further RA RU subfield is set to 1 to indicate that random access RUs are not allocated in subsequent
Trigger frames that are sent before either the end of the current TWT SP or the end of the current
TXOP in the case of no TWT SP."

This information is not sufficient for a non-AP STA to decide going in doze state or not. If a scheduled RU is assigned to a STA after the "No further random RUs" was set to 1, if it is in doze state, it cannot answer to a scheduled RU. Moreover this bit seems to be limited for the TWT usage. But why not extend for others cases ?			Add another bit to drive the status "No further scheduled RU" and remove the words "before either the end of the current TWT SP or the end of the current TXOP in the case of no TWT SP"			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:38:59Z)
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1266r6 for CID 16544			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16545			Patrice Nezou			233			3			27.14.2			362			6			T			N			362.06			6			27.14.2						V			Abhishek Patil			11-18/1266r6			781			"This subclause illustrates the power save mechanisms for UORA capable non-AP HE STAs that are operating
in PS mode using the UORA procedure (see 27.5.5.3 (Transmission procedure for UORA))."

This subclause is only valid in the area of TWT scenario. It is not a global power save management procedure.			Please move this section in the subclause dedicated to TWT subclause.			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:36:00Z)
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1266r6 for CID 16545			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16546			Patrice Nezou			233			3			27.14.2			362			57			T			N			362.57			57			27.14.2						V			Abhishek Patil			11-18/1266r6			781			"An AP shall set the No More RA-RU subfield to 1 in a User Info field with AID12 subfield equal to 0 (for an
associated STA) or 2045 (for an unassociated STA) if it does not intend to allocate the corresponding RARUs
in subsequent Trigger frames until either the end of the current TWT SP or the duration indicated by the
Duration/ID field in case of no TWT SP."

The No More RA-RU subfield is only used for TWT scenario. It creates many inconsistencies. More globally a STA can enter in power save mode because this bit is set to 1, although it can be scheduled by an AP in the same TXOP.			Please restrict the usage of this bit in a TWT scenario only. At least, add a restriction to avoid being scheduled after  entering in power save mode.			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:39:25Z)
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1266r6 for CID 16546			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16547			Patrice Nezou			233			3			27.5.2			279			47			T			N			279.47			47			27.5.2						J			Zhou Lan			11-18/1515r4			688			"The STA that receives a BQRP Trigger frame shall follow the rules defined in 27.5.3.3 (STA behavior for UL MU operation) to generate the HE TB PPDU when the Trigger frame contains the STA's AID in any of the Per User Info fields; otherwise the STA shall follow the rules defined in 27.5.5 (UL OFDMA-based random access (UORA)) to gain access to an RA-RU and generate the HE TB PPDU when the Trigger frame contains one or more RA-RUs."

If the STA's AID equals to 0 only, the STA shall follow the rules defined in 27.5.5.			It is not possible to to set a RU with AID other than an associated STAs' AID or AID = 0. For instance, a RU with AID= 2045 must be forbidden in a BQRP Trigger frame. Please add a note to precise this condition.			REJECTED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:47:47Z)
There is no issue for an unassociated STA to send Assoc. req (management frame) that contains HT control (A-control) to report the BQR to help AP understand the channel congestion situation. 

TGax editor: makes no changes.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-10-05 17:03:40Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16548			Patrice Nezou			233			3			27.5.3.2.1			281			7			T			N			281.07			7			27.5.3.2.1						J			Liwen Chu			18/1485r1			698			An AP may sollicit an HE TB PPDU through a TF that includes User Info fields with AID12 equal to 0, 2045 or the 12LSBs of the AID of the STA.

There is also another case when AID12 = 2046 that is not written here.			Please add a bullet describing the case when the AID12 is set to 2046			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 21:08:41Z) - Discussion:
AID12=2046 within an User Info field is used to announce a RU that is not addressed to any STA. The sentence is used for describing the solicition of HE TB PPDU from STAs.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16549			Peter Loc			233			3						42			7			T			Y			42.07			7									A			Guoqing Li			18/1868r7			1868			AP only targets trigger frame to non-AP HE STAs			Change the first sentence of the paragraph to: "An HE AP sends a Trigger frame to non-AP HE STAs to initiate OFDMA or MU-MIMO transmissions in the uplink direction"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 21:04:10Z)			EDITOR			Guoqing 18/1868 Clause 4									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 19:37:10Z			4			2019/1/24 19:37			EDITOR


			16550			Peter Loc			233			3						378						T			Y			378.00												J			Yujin Noh			18/1735r0			737			Incomplete requirements on the type of coding to be used for HE SU PPDUs that occupy bandwidth larger than 20 MHz.			Remove the last sentence "Binary convolutional coding is not used in the following cases:" and the following 6 sub-bullets.			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:28:28Z)

There is nothing wrong with the description contents-wise when BCC is not used.

There had been a long discussion that “shall support A feature (e.g. LDPC)” does not mean “shall not support B feature (e.g. BCC)” before.

For example. “LDPC coding (transmit and receive) shall support in all supported HE PPDU types, RU sizes, and number of spatial streams if the STA supports transmitting and receiving in channel bandwidths greater than 20 MHz” does not mean “BCC is not used in the following cases: 1) An HE SU PPDU with a bandwidth greater than 20 MHz and 2) An RU of size greater than 242 subcarriers in an HE MU PPDU or an HE TB PPDU)

It would be better to keep it as of now			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-27 22:53:30Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16551			Peter Loc			233			3						41			59			E			N			41.59			59									A			Editor						781			Missing "for"			In a non-AP STA, optional support for individual TWT operation			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:07:15Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:07:19Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16552			Peter Loc			233			3						378						T			Y			378.00												J			Yujin Noh			18/1735r0			737			Incomplete requirements on the type of coding coding to be used for HE SU PPDUs or an RU in an HE MU PPDU or HE TB PPDU using HE-MCSs 10 or 11			Remove the last sentence "Binary convolutional coding is not used in the following cases:" and the following 6 sub-bullets.			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:28:59Z)

There is nothing wrong with the description contents-wise when BCC is not used.

There had been a long discussion that “shall support A feature (e.g. LDPC)” does not mean “shall not support B feature (e.g. BCC)” before.

For example. “LDPC coding (transmit and receive) shall support in all supported HE PPDU types, RU sizes, and number of spatial streams if the STA supports transmitting and receiving in channel bandwidths greater than 20 MHz” does not mean “BCC is not used in the following cases: 1) An HE SU PPDU with a bandwidth greater than 20 MHz and 2) An RU of size greater than 242 subcarriers in an HE MU PPDU or an HE TB PPDU)

It would be better to keep it as of now			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-27 22:53:25Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16553			Peter Loc			233			3						378			5			G			N			378.05			5									V			Yujin Noh			18/1735r0			781			Incorrect reference to the "Regulatory Requirements"			Change the statement as follows: The HE PHY supports the regulatory requirements in 28.3.23 (Regulatory requirements).			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:25:52Z)

TGax Editor: make changes according to this document 11-18-1735-00-00ax CR on PHY Intro			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-27 22:55:35Z - see #15917			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16554			Peter Loc			233			3						378			5			E			N			378.05			5									V			Yujin Noh			18/1735r0			781			Need additional  reference for "Regulatory Requirements" for 6-7 GHz band			The HE PHY is intended to operate in frequency bands between 1 GHz and 7.125 GHz. It may need to reference additional requirements for frequency band from 6 - 7.1 GHz when it is formulated. One solution is to add a TBD sub clause under the 28.3.23 sub clause.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:27:20Z)

TGax Editor: make changes according to this document 11-18-1735-00-00ax CR on PHY Intro			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-27 22:55:21Z - see #15917			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16555			Peter Loc			233			3						379			28			T			Y			379.28			28									J			Yujin Noh			18/1735r0			737			Should emphasize that HE AP only uses MCS 0 -5 to transmit HE-SIG-B.			Change the paragraph to: "Transmission of the HE-SIG-B field in an HE MU PPDU using only HE-MCSs 0 to 5."			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:31:12Z)

Looking at Table 28-19 (HE-SIG-A field of an HE MU PPDU), SIGB MCS field indicates MCS 0 to 5 such that there is no way to use beyond MCS 5. The original text is clear enough as of now.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-27 22:55:52Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16556			Peter Loc			233			3						168						T			N			168.00												J			Jae Seung			18/1987r2			800			Contradictory statements in the same paragraph.			The second statement of this paragraph contradicts with the first statement. Remove the second statement. It should read:"The VHT Operation Information Present subfield is set to 1 to indicate that the VHT Operation Information
field is present in the HE Operation element and set to 0 otherwise."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 14:28:06Z) - The second statement is about how to set the field when the VHT Operation element (which is not VHT Operation Information field) is contained in the frame and it is not a contradiction. In D3.3, the second statement has been removed and the paragraph references clause 27.17. 
It is not necessary to change the current text in D3.3.			EDITOR			Jae Seung 18/1987 MAC Misc									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 23:13:57Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/28 23:13			EDITOR


			16557			Peter Loc			233			3						374						T			Y			374.00												J			Peter Loc			18/1932r5			782			There is potentially a technical issue with the rule for  reporting the status of BSS color collision. Based on this paragraph, starting from line 28, once the AP sets the Color Disabled bit to 1 in HE Operation Element that it transmits, the non-AP HE STA does not report the BSS color collision even if it no longer exits. If it's the case, the HE AP could announce a BSS color change prematurely. This can give the hacker an easy way to force the HE AP to change its BSS color very frequently.			Remove the "Bss color collision no longer exists". The paragraph should read: "A non-AP HE STA that intends to autonomously report a BSS color collision to its associated HE AP, shall do so by scheduling for transmission a BSS color collision Event Report frame every dot11BSSColorCollisionSTAPeriod  the associated HE AP has set the BSS Color Disabled bit to 1 in HE Operation element that it transmits or if the non-AP STA has transmitted several such reports to its associated HE AP.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 13:29:38Z) - Although in certain race conditions, to allow the AP to continue to   change its BSS color even when the reporting STA no longer detects the BSS Color collision, would have minimal impact on the network performance.			EDITOR			Peter 18/1932 Misc									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-25 17:45:52Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/25 17:45			EDITOR


			16558			Peter Loc			233			3						169						G			N			169.00												V			Jae Seung			18/1987r2			800			Almost identical paragraphs appear in different places, here and on page 354, lines 49-54. It's not relevant for this paragraph to be placed in this section.			Remove this paragraph (An HE STA  that transmits ..... BSS Color subfield)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 14:28:16Z) - Agree with the commenter in principle.

Changed the text accordingly.

See the proposed text change in 11-18/1987r3			EDITOR			Jae Seung 18/1987 MAC Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 23:28:22Z			4			2019/1/28 23:28			EDITOR


			16559			Peter Loc			233			3						374						T			N			374.00												J			ChaoChun Wang			18/1855r4			782			At the end of the Quiet Time period, the HE STA that chooses not to be silent will have an unfair advantage over the HE STA that decides to stay quiet in term of access to the WM. The rule needs to be applied uniformly over all HE STAs, whether they choose to be silent or not during the QTP.			Modify the paragraph as follows: "An AP that supports QTP shall set the QTP Support field in the AP's HE Capabilities element to 1 and shall set the QTP Capability field to 0 otherwise. All HE STAs shall continue the countdown."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:10:01Z) - The spirit of the Quiet Time Period is to encourage a cooperative behavior among STAs in a BSS. 

An STA with no urgent data to send decides to pause its countdown counter when another application announces that it will have heavy traffic. In doing so, contention of the channel is reduced during the period and as a result, will improve the utilization of the radio resource.			EDITOR			ChaoChun 18/1855 QTP									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 19:27:55Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/24 19:27			EDITOR


			16560			Peter Loc			233			3						374						T			Y			374.00												V			ChaoChun Wang			18/1855r4			782			Bullet c) implies that there are CCA rules that apply specifically to HE STA. But there are no such rules that have been defined so far. This bullet needs to be revised as suggested.			When a Quiet Time Period Setup element is received, the requester HE STA may transmit frames. The transmission of a frame by HE STA in this period shall follow the normal channel access rules			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:10:34Z) - Delete the sentence,”The transmission of a frame by HE STA in this period shall follow the CCA rules applying to HE STA.”			EDITOR			ChaoChun 18/1855 QTP									I						4			2019/1/24 19:25			EDITOR


			16561			Peter Loc			233			3						375			35			T			Y			375.35			35									V			ChaoChun Wang			18/1855r4			782			The Identifier of the Service Specific Identifier field and its corresponding operation type is not defined.			Define the Identifiers and its corresponding operation types			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 22:40:43Z) - The service specific Identifier is randomly selected by a peer-to-peer operation. There is no need for 11ax specification to define it. 

To the Editor: add to Note 1 in 27.16.4.2			EDITOR			ChaoChun 18/1855 QTP									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 19:29:05Z			4			2019/1/24 19:29			EDITOR


			16562			Peter Loc			233			3						258						T			Y			258.00												V			Po-Kai Huang			11-18/1418r1			781			MU-RTS is targeted to non-AP HE STAs only			Change STA to non-AP HE STA for the entire sub clause.			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:06:46Z)
TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1418r1 under all headings that include CID 16562.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-03 21:06:31Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16563			Peter Loc			233			3						259			28			T			Y			259.28			28									V			Po-Kai Huang			11-18/1418r1			781			MU-RTS is targeted to non-AP HE STAs only			Change STA to non-AP HE STA for the entire sub clause.			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:07:22Z)
TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1418r1 under all headings that include CID 16562.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-03 22:52:23Z - see #16562			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16564			Peter Loc			233			3						258						T			Y			258.00												V			Po-Kai Huang			11-18/1418r1			781			Trigger frames, including MU RTS, are only transmitted from HE AP			Change "..., the transmitter of the MU-RTS Trigger frame shall request ..." to "the HE AP shall request ..."			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:07:47Z)
TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1418r1 under all headings that include CID 16562.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-03 22:52:12Z - see #16562			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16565			Peter Loc			233			3						259			1			T			N			259.01			1									V			Po-Kai Huang			11-18/1418r1			781			Trigger frames, including MU RTS, are only transmitted from HE AP			Change "the transmitter" to "the HE AP"			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:08:22Z)
TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1418r1 under all headings that include CID 16562.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-03 22:50:27Z - see #16562			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16566			Peter Loc			233			3						259			5			T			N			259.05			5									V			Po-Kai Huang			11-18/1418r1			781			Trigger frames, including MU RTS, are only transmitted from HE AP			Change "the STA shall wait" to "the HE AP shall wait"			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:09:01Z)
TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1418r1 under all headings that include CID 16562.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-03 22:50:43Z - see #16562			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16567			Peter Loc			233			3						259			9			T			N			259.09			9									V			Po-Kai Huang			11-18/1418r1			781			Trigger frames, including MU RTS, are only transmitted from HE AP			Change "the STA shall conclude" to "the HE AP shall conclude"			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:09:31Z)
TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1418r1 under all headings that include CID 16562.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-03 22:50:54Z - see #16562			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16568			Peter Loc			233			3						259			18			T			N			259.18			18									V			Po-Kai Huang			11-18/1418r1			781			Trigger frames, including MU RTS, are only transmitted from HE AP			Change "the STA may process" to "the HE AP may process"			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:09:57Z)
TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1418r1 under all headings that include CID 16562.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-03 22:51:05Z - see #16562			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16569			Peter Loc			233			3						543			40			E			N			543.40			40									V			Editor						781			Missing "from" in the sentence.			Modify the statement as follows:"An AP may schedule in the same HE TB PPDU transmission from both Class A and Class B devices"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-10-11 22:21:31Z) - There is a fundamental problem in this sencence and elsewhere in the paragraph: reference is made to a single HE TB PPDU that is the combined transmission of multiple STAs. In fact, each STA is transmitting an HE TB PPDU. Change the paragraph so that it reads: "An AP may solicit simultaneous HE TB PPDU transmissions from multiple non-AP STAs using a Trigger frame. Since there are multiple transmitters, transmission time, frequency, sampling symbol clock, and power pre-correction by the non-AP STAs is necessary to mitigate synchronization and interference issues at the AP. Frequency and sampling clock pre-corrections are needed to prevent inter-carrier interference. Power pre-correction is necessary to control interference between HE TB PPDU transmissions from the non-AP STAs. An AP may solicit simultaneous HE TB PPDU transmissions from both Class A and Class B devices. A non-AP STA that supports HE TB PPDU transmission shall support power pre-correction as described in 28.3.14.2 (Power pre-correction) and shall meet the pre-correction accuracy requirements described in 28.3.14.3 (Pre-correction accuracy requirements)."			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-11 22:23:12Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16570			Peter Loc			233			3						545						T			Y			545.00												V			Peter Loc			18/1901r1			781			Without an actual measurement and feedback from the HE AP, the non-AP HE STA has no way of knowing that the HE TB PPDU it transmits arrives at the AP within +/-0.4 ╬╝s of TXTIME + aSIFSTime + RTD from the transmission start time of the triggering PPDU			On line 46 of this paragraph, change "shall ensure" to "should ensure"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 04:05:08Z) - Proposed text in 11-18/1901r1 provides additional clarification on the timing requirement of HE TB PPDU transmissions.
Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-18/1901r1 for CIDs 16087, 16089 and 16570.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-07 18:45:09Z - see #16087			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16571			Peter Loc			233			3						231						T			Y			231.00												V			Peter Loc			18/1932r5			782			The RD responder, which is a HE AP, may transmit a Basic Trigger frame to one or more non-AP HE STAs, not just any STAs			Modify the paragraph as follows: "If the RD initiator is an HE STA and the RD responder is an HE AP, the RD responder may transmit a Basic Trigger frame to trigger more than one non-AP HE-STA to do UL MU-MIMO transmission. The triggered non-AP HE-STA shall include the RD initiator in its transmitted HE TB PPDU."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 13:29:53Z) - The proposed resolution is accepted with  a minor editorial change (see 11-18-1932r5)			EDITOR			Peter 18/1932 Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-25 17:48:16Z			4			2019/1/25 17:48			EDITOR


			16572			Peter Loc			233			3						377						T			Y			377.00												V			Yujin Noh			18/1735r0			781			The HE PHY can not possibly support 8 users per RU in the DL MU-MIMO transmissions. This must be a typo.			Remove "per RU" from line 36 of this paragraph.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:24:32Z)

TGax Editor: make changes according to this document 11-18-1735-00-00ax CR on PHY Intro			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-27 22:53:18Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16573			Peter Loc			233			3						156						T			N			156.00												J			Peter Loc			18/1932r5			782			To emphasize the existence of the 20 MHz only non-AP HE STA, bit B1 should be described as suggested.			In the Encoding column, replace the description of B1 with the following: " For 5 GHz band, B1 is set to 1 for 20 MHz only non-AP HE STA. B1 is set to 1 for HE AP			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 13:30:12Z) - Although the proposed text offers a slightly better descriptionof B1, it does not change the technical meaning of the current description. Moreover, leaving it the way it is would maintain the consistency with other descriptions in the same table.			EDITOR			Peter 18/1932 Misc									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-25 17:48:20Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/25 17:48			EDITOR


			16574			Peter Loc			233			3						156						T			N			156.00												J			Peter Loc			18/1932r5			782			The definition of B4 should only apply to non-AP HE STAs			Change the definition for B4 to: "In 2.4 GHz band, a non-AP HE STA that sets the 20 MHz In 40 MHz HE PPDU subfield to 1 sets B4 to 1 to indicate support of 242-tone RU in a 40 MHz HE MU PPDU. Otherwise, B4 is set to 0"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 13:30:25Z) - Although the proposed text offers a slightly better  description of B1, it does not change the technical meaning of the current description. Moreover, leaving it the way it is would maintain the consistency with other descriptions in the same table.			EDITOR			Peter 18/1932 Misc									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-25 17:48:24Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/25 17:48			EDITOR


			16575			Peter Loc			233			3						156						T			Y			156.00												A			Peter Loc			18/1932r5			782			B5 definition should only apply to non-AP HE STAs.			In the definition of B5, change all non-AP STAs to non-AP HE STAs.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 13:30:30Z)			EDITOR			Peter 18/1932 Misc									N			This doesn't make any sense. The HE capabilities element is, by definition, only transmitted by an HE STA (that's what defines an HE STA) Everything in this element applies to HE STAs not just B5.						2019/1/25 17:52			EDITOR


			16576			Peter Loc			233			3						157						E			N			157.00												J			Editor						781			The bit definition of the Punctured Preamble Rx subfield should be consistent.			Replace the definition of B3 with "B3 indicates support for the reception of a 160 MHz or 80+80 MHz preamble where in the primary 80 MHz of the preamble, the secondary 40 MHz is punctured.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 20:36:03Z) - The commenter identifies an issue with consitency, however, "the primary 40 MHz is present" does not imply that "the secondary 40 MHz is punctured" and thus "the secondary 40 MHz is punctured" cannot be substituted.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 20:36:36Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16577			Peter Loc			233			3						249						T			Y			249.00												J			Youhan Kim			11-18/1591r1			676			Without an actual measurement and feedback from the HE AP, the non-AP HE STA has no way of knowing that the HE TB PPDU it transmits arrives at the AP within +/-0.4 ╬╝s of TXTIME + aSIFSTime + RTD from the transmission start time of the triggering PPDU			On line 27 of this paragraph, change "shall ensure" to "should ensure"			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:59:21Z)

STA is expected to transmit the CTS frame 16 usec +- 0.4 usec after the end of the MU-RTS frame, which can be measured by an external equipment if necessary.  The STA is not expected to measure or compensate for the RTD.  See NOTE 1 at D3.1 P251L33.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16578			Peter Loc			233			3						249			24			T			N			249.24			24									V			Youhan Kim			11-18/1591r1			781			Only non-AP HE STAs respond to MU-RTS			At the beginning of this paragraph, change "A STA" to "A non-AP HE STA"			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:59:33Z)

Instruction to Editor:  Change “STA” to “non-AP HE STA” at D3.1 P251L25.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-03 18:50:50Z - Resolution should be ACCEPTED			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16579			Peter Loc			233			3						225						T			Y			225.00												V			Peter Loc			18/1932r5			782			Non-AP HE STAs are required to maintain 2 NAVs.			This paragraph does not apply to HE STA. There is no requirement that a HE STA that maintains one NAV would keep track of what caused the last update of the NAV.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 13:30:44Z) - Only HE STAs that are associated to an HE AP are required to maintain two NAVs. An HE AP may support one or two NAvs. Proposed resolution clarified this aspect.

Tgax editor to make the changes shown in this document under all headings containing 16579			EDITOR			Peter 18/1932 Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-25 17:56:57Z			4			2019/1/25 17:56			EDITOR


			16580			Peter Loc			233			3						253						T			Y			253.00												A			Peter Loc			18/1932r5			782			There is no known  benefits for a HE STA to determine a PPDU is an intra-BSS or inter-BSS PPDUs when it is associated with a non HE-AP.			Remove the paragraph.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 13:30:55Z)			EDITOR			Peter 18/1932 Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-25 17:58:59Z - presumably just the bullet and not the paragraph			4			2019/1/25 17:59			EDITOR


			16581			Peter Loc			233			3						116						T			N			116.00												J			Jae Seung			18/1987r2			800			Incorrect reference to the Table 9-75 that indicates Setting of the Channel Width subfield			Change "Table 9-75" to "Table 9-81".			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 14:27:02Z) - The description that references Table 9-75 is from the baseline. It is out of scope of TGax to modify it.			EDITOR			Jae Seung 18/1987 MAC Misc									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 23:28:44Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/28 23:28			EDITOR


			16582			Peter Loc			233			3						116						T			N			116.00												J			Jae Seung			18/1987r2			800			Incorrect reference to the Table 9-75 that indicates Setting of the Channel Width subfield			Change "Table 9-75" to "Table 9-81".			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 14:27:18Z) - The description that references Table 9-75 is from the baseline. It is out of scope of TGax to modify it.			EDITOR			Jae Seung 18/1987 MAC Misc									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 23:28:48Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/28 23:28			EDITOR


			16583			Peter Loc			233			3						116						T			N			116.00												J			Jae Seung			18/1987r2			800			HE STA is required to support LDPC if it supports certain features such as transmitting and receiving bandwidth > 20 MHz, no. of spatial streams is > 4 etc...			Add to the description of the No LDPC subfield: "Set to 0 for an HE STA that supports any of the following: - bandwidth > 20 Mhz  - transmitting and receiving more than 4 spatial streams - transmitting and receiving HE MCS 10 and 11"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 14:27:35Z) - The No LDPC is an operation bit and not a capability bit. This is the same as the UL MU Disable, NSS, BW restrictions in OMI.
An HE STA that supports LDPC might still prefer not to receive LDPC for some reasons such as power saving. The HE STA might still want to set this bit to 1 so that HT and VHT PPDUs are not sent with LDPC.			EDITOR			Jae Seung 18/1987 MAC Misc									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 23:28:55Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions. EDITOR: 2019-01-28 23:28:52Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/28 23:28			EDITOR


			16584			Peter Loc			233			3						296						T			Y			296.00												V			Matt Fischer			19/0006r6			799			An HE AP has no way of knowing if there is an unassociated STA or STAs wanting to join the BSS, so it frequently allocates RA RUs with AIDs 2045 for unassociated STAs to transmit UL. This is very inefficient because most of the time, there is no STAs wanting to associate. Regardless of the setting of its dot11OFDMARandomAccessOptionImplemented, an HE STA should contend for the WM using EDCA for sending UL frames to the HE AP with which it intends to communicate, then follows the UORA procedure if its dot11OFDMARandomAccessOptionImplemented is set to true.			Replace the Note with: "A non-AP STA can first contend for the WM using EDCA for sending UL frames to the AP with which it intends to communicate. "			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 22:26:57Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-19/0006r6 that are marked with CID 16584 which establish default operational parameters for UORA.			EDITOR			Matt 19/0006 Default UORA parameters									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 23:06:02Z			4			2019/1/28 23:06			EDITOR


			16585			Peter Loc			233			3						318						T			Y			318.00												J			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1698r1			782			In the example of Broadcast TWT operation, it is not clear that how STA1 and STA2 would know where to transmit their PS_Poll and QoS Null Frame in the UL, given that the HE AP transmits a Basic Trigger frame to a broadcast address. Also, there could be a number of STAs that have woken up due to the Broadcast TWT carried in the Beacon and collision may occur.  This example can be misleading.			Add a statement somewhere in the example that STA1 and STA2 are two of the STAs that happen to select unused RUs to successfully transmit indications to the AP that they are awake.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:27:52Z) - A broadcast Trigger frame contains User Info fields, each of which contains the AID12 of the STA that is to send the HE TB PPDU in response to it. In this example the AP can either allocate random RUs, or include 2 User Info fields, each addressed to one of the two STAs. The example as specified allows for both cases.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1698 Misc Part 2									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 18:36:14Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/24 18:36			EDITOR


			16586			Po-Kai Huang			233			3			27.16.6			376			48			T			N			376.48			48			27.16.6						J			Abhishek Patil						804			Due to the reason that multiple BSSID element is not mandatory support by the no-HE non-AP STA, Co-located BSSID set is introduced to enable Intra-BSS identification when virtual AP concept is still used.  However, the concept of one control like Trigger frame that can be sent to associated STAs of different VAP is not enabled under Co-located BSSID set. Given that Trigger frame is one of the core concept introduced in 11ax to improve efficiency, enabling similar concept in Co-located BSSID is beneficial for efficiency improvement.			Except the Max Co-Located
BSSID Indicator for intra-BSS identification, enable the concept of one control frame with a transmitted BSSID like MAC address that can be sent to STAs associated with BSSs in the same Co-located BSSID set. AP can indicate the n LSBs of the MAC address in HE operation element. The 48-n MSB of the MAC address can be the same as the BSSID of the AP that sends the HE operation elements.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 15:30:41Z) - Multiple BSSID and Co-Located BSSID are separate features/concepts. 

In a Co-located BSSID set, each BSS is treated independent and as a result, each BSS sends a beacon or mgmt. response frames. Management frames are sent a low MCS and have very high medium occupancy (see studies presented for 11ai). This results in a lot of mgmt. frame overhead. Majority of the gains in a multi-BSS set come from mgmt. frame aggregation. Extending multi-BSS Control frame concept to Co-Located BSSID set will introduce unnecessary complexities (new signaling, etc) with very little gains. 

Further, enabling control frame aggregation in a Co-Located set, would discourage AP vendors from moving towards the more efficient multiple BSSID set alternative.			EDITOR			Editor January 2019									N									2019/1/29 17:24			EDITOR


			16587			Po-Kai Huang			233			3			27.16.6			376			48			T			N			376.48			48			27.16.6						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0160r2			782			The value of n under the Multiple BSSID concept is  bounded by 8. Since Co-located BSSID is similar to Multiple BSSID concept for usage of multiple VAPs, suggeste to bound the value n under Co-located BSSID concept by 8.			The maximum value of n shall be 8. Normative texts shall be provided in the description for the indication in HE operation element.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 14:58:56Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. In HE Operation element, the value of n can be up to 255, which represents an unrealistic 2^255 co-locatted APs. Since the value of n is limited to 8 when multiple BSSID set is used, and co-hosted BSSID set is created in situation that multiple BSSID element can not be used due to legacy compatibility, we revise to make the maximum value of n to be 8.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0160r2 under all headings that include CID 16587			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/0160 Co-hosted BSS									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-29 03:57:49Z			4			2019/1/29 3:57			EDITOR


			16588			Po-Kai Huang			233			3			10.7.5.1			209			2			T			N			209.02			2			10.7.5.1						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0097r2			782			6 GHz band is enabled for 11ax AP and non-AP STA. In 6 GHz band, there is no non-HE STA, and transmission of beacon frame with non-HT format is then not a requriement, and enabling beacon transmission with HE SU PPDU format is then possible. HE SU PPDU maybe transmitted with larger MPDU content and higher data rate. These features are beneficial because when multiple BSSID concept is used larger MPDU content is reuqired for carrying all nontransmitted BSSID profiles, and higher data rate can redcue the transmission overhead.			Enable beacon frame to be transmitted with HE SU PPDU format in 6 GHz band. Add rate selection for the beacon frame with HE SU PPDU.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 21:28:23Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution is to enable an AP to send Beacons in HE SU PPDUs, for which case rate selectiona and other PHY transmit parameter settings are explicitly defined. For completeness also the ER beacon rules were reviewed to ensure consistency on the subclauses, adding rules that had been missing. Furthermore, resolution additionally adds the rules that STAs follow when transmitting frames, prior to associating to the AP, in terms of rate selection, bandwidth selection, and number of spatial streams, depending on reception of FILS Discovery frames, or HE Operation elements from that AP. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/0097r2 under all headings that include CID 16588.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0097 6 GHz beacon									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 22:40:26Z			4			2019/1/28 22:40			EDITOR


			16589			Po-Kai Huang			233			3			11.1.3.8			237			15			T			N			237.15			15			11.1.3.8						V			Abhishek Patil			18/1814r2			781			Group addressed frame transmission under multiple BSSID concept can only be achieved in the following two methods. First, group addressed frames of different BSSs in the Multiple BSSID set are transmitted one after the other after one beacon frame. Second, group addressed frames of different BSSs in Multiple BSSID set are transmitted in different beacon interval based on DTIM indication. The first approach increases power concumption of the STAs because STAs may need to wait for group addressed frames from other BSSs to be transmitted before received the group addressed frames from its own BSS. The second approach increase the delay of transmitting group addressed frame if the group addressed transmission are spreaded out in different Beacon Intervals.			Enable group addressed frame transmission for different BSSs in the multiple BSSID set to be spreaded out withn a beacon interval.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:52:48Z) - Baseline spec allows each nonTxBSSID to have a different DTIM interval. A multi-AP has the flexibility to select an appropriate  DTIM interval for each nonTxBSSID such that the BSS can satisfy the delay constraints required by the STAs associated with that BSS.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/18140r2 for CID 16589			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-06 00:18:43Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16590			Po-Kai Huang			233			3			11.1.3.8			237			64			T			N			237.64			64			11.1.3.8						V			Abhishek Patil			1320r4			781			Currently, AP may choose to include only a partial list of nontransmitted BSSID profiles in the Beacon frame due to the size limit of beacon frame. There are two problems. First, STA does not know that the beacon frame does not have all the nontransmitted BSSID profiles. Second, STA does not know when transmitted BSSID AP will include the nontransmitted BSSID profile of the associated BSS in a beacon.			Provide methods to solve the two problems. AP can indicate the period with unit of Beacon interval such that all the nontransmitted BSSID profiles are spreaded out in different Beacons within the period and repeated periodically based on the period.			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-21 23:27:57Z)

Revised
Agree with the comment. Please see resolution to CID 15056 and REVmd D1.4
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1320r4 for CID 16590			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-05 16:30:45Z - The meaning of "Please see resolution to CID 15056 and REVmd D1.4" is not clear. Editing instructions are somewhat vague, but edits in 18/1320r4 under "Discussion" have been executed. Tagged with #15056. Some conflicts in 11.1.3.8 need to be resolved.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16591			Po-Kai Huang			233			3			11.1.3.8			237			64			T			N			237.64			64			11.1.3.8						V			Abhishek Patil			1320r4			781			Currently, AP may choose to include only a partial list of nontransmitted BSSID profiles in the Probe response frame due to the size limit of probe response frame. There are two problems. First, STA does not know that the probe response does not have all the nontransmitted BSSID profiles. Second, STA does not have a way to retrive the nontransmitted BSSID profiles that are not included in the probe response.			Provide methods to solve the two problems. First, AP can indicate that the probe response does not include all the nontransmitted BSSID profiles. Second, STA can send a probe request with indication that certain BSS information are not requied so that AP shall respond with probe response that do not include BSS information that are not requested by the STA and meet the size requirement of probe response.			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-21 23:28:48Z)


Revised
Agree with the comment. Please see resolution to CID 15056 and REVmd D1.4
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1320r4 for CID 16591			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-05 16:29:38Z - Instructions are somewhat vague, but edits under "Discussion" have been executed. Tagged with #15056			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16592			Po-Kai Huang			233			3			27.2.5.2			259			19			T			N			259.19			19			27.2.5.2						V			Po-Kai Huang			11-18/1418r1			781			It is described here that if MU-RTS initiates a TXOP and has transmission failure, then backoff procedure is invoked. It may be useful to add a note to describe that PIFS recovery can be used if MU-RTS does not initates a TXOp and has transmission failure.			Add a note as described in the comment.			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:10:30Z)
TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1418r1 under all headings that include CID 16592.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-03 22:51:19Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16593			Po-Kai Huang			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			156			25			T			N			156.25			25			9.4.2.237.3						J			Lochan Verma			11-18/1460r1			667			The channel width set field in HE PHY capabilities field creates confusion. For an AP, the channel width support is part of the BSS bandwidth indication, which is already described by 11.40. As a result, this additional field for AP may create conflict with the existing indication in 11.40.			This field shall not be applied for an HE AP, which may create conflict for existing indication.			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 06:52:36Z)

Each device regardless of being an AP or client shall advertise the BWs it supports. This is achieved through Channel Width Set subfield.
The comment does not identify any case where there exists discrepancy.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16594			Po-Kai Huang			233			3			E.1			675			15			T			N			675.15			15			E.1						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0177r1			794			In 9.4.1.46, the band ID indication currently does not have 6 GHz indication. Since 6 GHz is enabled for 11ax STA, an additional entry shall be added for 6 GHz support.			Add additional entry for 6 GHz in Band ID element.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 21:21:26Z) - this change was made already in REVmd. No further changes needed.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0177 6 GHz Misc									I			See tag 11/1227r13			4			2019/1/28 21:13			EDITOR


			16595			Po-Kai Huang			233			3			27.14			361			1			T			N			361.01			1			27.14						V			Po-Kai Huang			18/1415r2			781			SM Power save is one of the important power save operation introduced for SU operation. 11ax enables MU operation, and a similar SM power save operation shall be enabled for 11ax MU operation.			Extend the SM Power save procedure defined in 11.2.6 for MU operation. Proposal will be provided by the commenter.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 21:13:09Z) - Agree in principle of the commenters. We proposa to have a STA enable all Rx chains after receiving a trigger frame of the following variants addressed to the STA: MU-RTS, basic, BSRP, BQRP

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1415r2 under all headings that include CID 16595			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-09 20:13:36Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16596			Po-Kai Huang			233			3			27.5.5.2			297			3			T			N			297.03			3			27.5.5.2						V			Abhishek Patil			11-18/1220r3			781			In 27.5.3.2.3 Allowed settings of the Trigger frame fields and TRS Control subfield, AP may include more than one user info field for allocating RA RUs. However, for non-RA response to Trigger frame, STA only needs to deal with one one user info field in the Trigger frame, and the exception allowed by UORA increases STA implementation complexity to support response to random access.			There are two options to ease the implemtation complexity by non-AP STA. Option 1: AP shall only inlucde at most one user info for allocating RA-RU for associated STAs. AP shall only inlucde at most one user info for allocating RA-RU for unassociated STAs. Option 2: Allow STA to read any User Info fields added in Trigger frame for allocating RA-RU to do UORA backoff.			REVISED (MU: 2018-08-14 20:25:56Z)
TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1220r3 under all headings that include CID 16596			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 14:37:29Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:26			EDITOR


			16597			Po-Kai Huang			233			3			27.5.3.4			290			13			T			N			290.13			13			27.5.3.4						V			Liwen Chu			18/1975r4			782			It needs to be clarified that the description starting from line 13 for STA resposne to basic Trigger frame is for the "asspcoated" STA. It needs to be clarified that for unassociated STA response to basic Trigger frame, only management frame is allowed for response.			Clarify that the description starting from line 13 is for associated STA. Add a sentence that only allows management frame to be included in response to basic Trigger frame for unassociated STA.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:31:02Z) - Generally agree with the commenter.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-18/1975r4 under CID 16597			EDITOR			Liwen 18/1975 27.5.3.4									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 22:51:40Z			4			2019/1/24 22:51			EDITOR


			16598			Po-Kai Huang			233			3			27.15.2			365			43			T			N			365.43			43			27.15.2						V			Yongho Seok			18/1181r5			781			For the sentence from line 43 to 48, it does not make sense to design FTM response rule in 11ax since we already have a separate 11az group dealing with ranging algorithm. The sentence also suggests that we will have FTM in HE format, which will have the following issues. 1. It is not backward compatible with REVmc STAs (something which is contradicting to the TGaz PAR and CSD)
Essentially it will create no
2. The longer symbol time of HE format is expected to increase medium usage, which is already a problem of REVmc FTM, 11az mitigate this by using NDP with shorter symbol time from data HE PPDU. REVmc FTM uses long management frames for sounding purposes.
3. There is no (range accuracy) performance advantage of using HE format (because REVmc FTM already supports all BWs),
the performance is expected to somewhat degrade due to larger number of guard SC.
4. Developing a new FTM mode in 11ax is clearly conflicting to the 11ax and 11az charters - the work is already well in progress in 11az.
The WG can decide to modify the 11ax PAR to include FTM, however till then, 11az should allow to continue its work without interference from other TG.
5. Developing an 11ax variant of FTM will create market confusion because 11az STAs are developing the HE support for FTM already well in progress.			Remove the cited sentence in 11ax draft. Bring the discussion to 11az group to make sure that HE design can be harmonized without conflicting with 11az design.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 21:57:48Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. 

TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-18/1181r5 under all headings that include CID 15799.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-30 19:16:40Z- see #15799			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16599			Po-Kai Huang			233			3			28.3.20			570			9			T			N			570.09			9			28.3.20						V			Xiaogang Chen			18/1181r5			781			For the sentence from line 9 to 28, the description suggests that we will have FTM in HE format, which will have the following issues. 1. It is not backward compatible with REVmc STAs (something which is contradicting to the TGaz PAR and CSD), Essentially it will create no
2. The longer symbol time of HE format is expected to increase medium usage, which is already a problem of REVmc FTM, 11az mitigate this by using NDP with shorter symbol time from data HE PPDU. REVmc FTM uses long management frames for sounding purposes.
3. There is no (range accuracy) performance advantage of using HE format (because REVmc FTM already supports all BWs),
the performance is expected to somewhat degrade due to larger number of guard SC.
4. Developing a new FTM mode in 11ax is clearly conflicting to the 11ax and 11az charters - the work is already well in progress in 11az.
The WG can decide to modify the 11ax PAR to include FTM, however till then, 11az should allow to continue its work without interference from other TG.
5. Developing an 11ax variant of FTM will create market confusion because 11az STAs are developing the HE support for FTM already well in progress.			Remove the cited sentence in 11ax draft. Bring the discussion to 11az group to make sure that HE design can be harmonized without conflicting with 11az design.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 21:58:43Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. 

TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-18/1181r5 under all headings that include CID 15800.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-30 19:17:38Z- see #15800			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16600			Po-Kai Huang			233			3			28.2.2			396			51			T			N			396.51			51			28.2.2						V			Bo Sun			18/1181r5			781			The entry for "TIME_OF_DEPARTURE_RE" suggests that we will have FTM in HE format, which will have the following issues. 1. It is not backward compatible with REVmc STAs (something which is contradicting to the TGaz PAR and CSD), Essentially it will create no
2. The longer symbol time of HE format is expected to increase medium usage, which is already a problem of REVmc FTM, 11az mitigate this by using NDP with shorter symbol time from data HE PPDU. REVmc FTM uses long management frames for sounding purposes.
3. There is no (range accuracy) performance advantage of using HE format (because REVmc FTM already supports all BWs),
the performance is expected to somewhat degrade due to larger number of guard SC.
4. Developing a new FTM mode in 11ax is clearly conflicting to the 11ax and 11az charters - the work is already well in progress in 11az.
The WG can decide to modify the 11ax PAR to include FTM, however till then, 11az should allow to continue its work without interference from other TG.
5. Developing an 11ax variant of FTM will create market confusion because 11az STAs are developing the HE support for FTM already well in progress.			Remove the cited entry in TXVECTOR and RXVECTOR table. Bring the discussion to 11az group to make sure that HE design can be harmonized without conflicting with 11az design.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 21:59:27Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. 

TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-18/1181r5 under all headings that include CID 15801.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-30 19:16:51Z- see #15801			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16601			Po-Kai Huang			233			3			28.3.18.5			559			52			T			N			559.52			52			28.3.18.5						V			Youhan Kim			18/1181r5			781			The section refers to design in Annex P. Annex P is an informative annex for a mode of FTM which is completely broken called Differential Time Of Arrival (TDOA). Section 28.3.18.5 refers all modes of FTM to TDOA, this is simply incorrect - this mode is not implementable and not relevant for FTM. 11az tries to fix this TDOA mode, it requires a great level of changes.			Remove section 28.3.18.5. Bring the discussion to 11az group to make sure that the design can be harmonized without conflicting with 11az design.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 21:59:47Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. 

TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-18/1181r5 under all headings that include CID 15802.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-30 19:17:02Z- see #15802			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16602			Po-Kai Huang			233			3			9.2.4.6a.2			73			50			T			N			73.50			50			9.2.4.6a.2						V			Jarkko Kneckt			1219r2			781			The ER SU disable field in OM control is supposed to be only used by non-AP STA since AP can already disable reception of ER SU PPDU by setting the ER SU disable bit in HE Operation element.			Revise the paragraph as the following. "The ER SU Disable subfield is set to 1 by HE non-AP STA to indicate that 242-tone HE ER SU PPDU reception is disabled and is set to 0 by HE non-AP STA, to indicate that 242-tone HE ER SU PPDU reception is enabled. THe ER SU Disable subifeld is reserved for HE AP."			REVISED (MAC: 2018-08-14 22:47:48Z)


Revised – 

Agree in principle with the commenter.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1219r2 under all headings that include CID 16602.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.1			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 14:32:44Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:26			EDITOR


			16603			Po-Kai Huang			233			3			27.11.6			357			11			T			N			357.11			11			27.11.6						V			Matt Fischer			1410r6			711			For the FTM description in this section, the description suggests that we will have FTM carried in HE format, which will have the following issues. 1. It is not backward compatible with REVmc STAs (something which is contradicting to the TGaz PAR and CSD), Essentially it will create no
2. The longer symbol time of HE format is expected to increase medium usage, which is already a problem of REVmc FTM, 11az mitigate this by using NDP with shorter symbol time from data HE PPDU. REVmc FTM uses long management frames for sounding purposes.
3. There is no (range accuracy) performance advantage of using HE format (because REVmc FTM already supports all BWs),
the performance is expected to somewhat degrade due to larger number of guard SC.
4. Developing a new FTM mode in 11ax is clearly conflicting to the 11ax and 11az charters - the work is already well in progress in 11az.
The WG can decide to modify the 11ax PAR to include FTM, however till then, 11az should allow to continue its work without interference from other TG.
5. Developing an 11ax variant of FTM will create market confusion because 11az STAs are developing the HE support for FTM already well in progress.			Remove FTM description in this sectioin. Bring the discussion to 11az group to make sure that HE design can be harmonized without conflicting with 11az design.			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 23:00:15Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/1410r6 that are marked with CID 15796, which removes the mention of the FTM frame, as appropriate. Note that CID 16603 text changes are redundant to the text changes for CID 15796.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 20:52:23Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16604			Pooya Monajemi			233			3			General									E			N									General						V			Editor						781			HE is commonly pronounced "eich E" hence it must be preceeded by "an", not "a"			Replace occurences of "a HE" with "an HE". Pg 257 ln 15, pg 299 ln 5, pg 336 ln 21, pg 402 ln 56, pg 403 ln 1, pg 403 ln 6.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-10-11 20:58:10Z) - Do a global search to find all instances of "a HE" and replace with "an HE"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-11 20:58:41Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16605			Pooya Monajemi			233			3			27.5.1.1			278			20			T			N			278.20			20			27.5.1.1						J			Zhou Lan			18/1887r3			782			This language belongs to a PHY section			Move to clause 28			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:23:42Z) - The rule for the AP to construct the HE MU PPDU with Number of OFDM symbols in the SIG-B is defined in Table 28-19 (B18-B21) and Table 9-322b (Longer Than 16 HE SIG-B OFDM Symbols Support)

The sentence here is to gurantee AP doesn’t send MU PPDU with SIG B greater than 16 symbols to a STA operating in 20MHz channel. The STA doesn’t have to be a 20MHz only STA. So the table 9-322b doesn’t cover this case. 

TGax editor to make no changes on CID 15679.			EDITOR			Zhou 18/1887 27.5									N									2019/1/25 19:54			EDITOR


			16606			Pooya Monajemi			233			3			27.5.2			279			14			E			N			279.14			14			27.5.2						A			Editor						781			A "non-A STA" is not defined			Correct to "non-AP STA"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 14:39:03Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 21:58:57Z - see #17113			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16607			Pooya Monajemi			233			3			27.5.3.2.3			282			64			T			Y			282.64			64			27.5.3.2.3						J			Liwen Chu			18/1487r3			782			MultiBSSID deployments are very common in both enterprise and home environments (eg with guest SSIDs). Lack of device support for multi-BSSID triggers will significantly reduce UL efficiency			Make Rx Control Frame To MultiBSS mandatory for HE STAs			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 13:11:02Z) - The control frame addressed to STAs of multiple BSSs can increase the chance of MU PPDU transmission. However it is the enhancement of basic MU operation. With Rx Control Frame To MultiBSS capability subfield, the feature can be implemented later (after the deployment of basic MU operation).			EDITOR			Liwen 18/1487 27.5.3.2.3									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 22:03:11Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/24 22:03			EDITOR


			16608			Pooya Monajemi			233			3			27.5.3.2.3			283			25			T			Y			283.25			25			27.5.3.2.3						V			Liwen Chu			18/1487r3			782			The Trigger Dependent Common Info subfield contents will vary based on the trigger type and needs not stay the same among AMPDUs			Add the Trigger Dependent Common Info subfield to the exceptions			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 13:11:33Z) - The commenter is right that the Trigger Dependent Common Info subfields in different A-MPDUs can be different, e.g. when GCR MU-BAR Trigger frames are in different A-MPDUs. 

Tgax editor to make changes in 11-18/1487r3 under CID 16608			EDITOR			Liwen 18/1487 27.5.3.2.3									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 22:09:11Z			4			2019/1/24 22:09			EDITOR


			16609			Pooya Monajemi			233			3			27.5.3.2.3			283			36			E			N			283.36			36			27.5.3.2.3						A			Editor						781			Language must clarify that the AMPDUs are transmitted in one HE MU PPDU			Insert "in an HE MU PPDU" after "one AMPDU" as in the two paragraphs above.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 14:44:08Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 14:44:13Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16610			Pooya Monajemi			233			3			27.5.3.4			291			45			T			Y			291.45			45			27.5.3.4						V			Liwen Chu			18/1975r4			782			Transmission of UL Power Headroom in TRS Control subfield seems incorrect			The subfield used to transmit UL power headroom should be the UPH Subfield			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:31:14Z) - See 15088			EDITOR			Liwen 18/1975 27.5.3.4									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 22:51:49Z			4			2019/1/24 22:51			EDITOR


			16611			Pooya Monajemi			233			3			27.5.4			295			62			E			N			295.62			62			27.5.4						V			Abhishek Patil			18/1815r3			781			In this language "a STA" can be interpretted as "at least one of the STAs", while the intention seems to be "any of the STAs"			Replace "a STA" with "any of the STAs"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:31:02Z) - Agree with the comment.
TGax editor, please make changes as showing in doc 11-18-1815r3			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3						There is a timing issue here. The description should be written so that it is clear that the detction of a response is based STF detection in the first 4us following SIFS. Not "receving and immediate response" includes the case where the FCS is incorrect. Passing to ad-hoc for resolution.			I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16612			Pooya Monajemi			233			3			27.5.5.2			297			8			E			N			297.08			8			27.5.5.2						V			Editor						781			"RA-RU" is commonly pronounced "ar ey - RU" hence it must be preceeded by "an", not "a"			Change to "an RA-RU"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:47:56Z) - Change all occurances of "a RA-RU" to "an RA-RU"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:48:32Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16613			Pooya Monajemi			233			3			27.5.5.5			299			25			E			N			299.25			25			27.5.5.5						V			Editor						781			"Discovery" needs to be in verb form			Change "discovery" to "discover"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:01:39Z) - Change the last part of the sentence to "to assist unassociated STA discovery of the BSS and its operating parameters"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:02:10Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16614			Pooya Monajemi			233			3			27.8.1			332			53			E			N			332.53			53			27.8.1						V			Editor						781			"Recently" needs to be in adjective form			Change "recently" to "recent"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:30:42Z) - Change to "recently received"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:31:15Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16615			Pooya Monajemi			233			3			27.8.3			336			10			T			Y			336.10			10			27.8.3						V			Jarkko Kneckt			1246r8			781			Value "1 1" assigned to a bit is incorrect and per table 9-18b UL MU Data Disable must be set to 1 to indicate suspension of UL MU operation			Change values assigned to both UL MU Disable and UL MU Data Disable subfields to 1 to indicate UL operation suspension			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-20 21:43:46Z)



 Revised. Agree that the value of the field is incorrect. - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/1246r8 that are marked with CID 16615.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16616			Pooya Monajemi			233			3			27.8.3			336			30			E			N			336.30			30			27.8.3						J			Editor						781			"Resumption or continuation" is redundant			Remove one or clarify the distinction if any			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:36:34Z) - The setting either continues the non-disablement or resumes enablement.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:37:08Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16617			Pooya Monajemi			233			3			27.16.2.2			374			15			T			Y			374.15			15			27.16.2.2						V			Abhishek Patil			1244r1			781			Language does not address the channels on which OBSS colors are detected. If STA is reporting non-co-channel OBSS colors (found possibly during scans) then channel information must accompany the report.			Indicate that only co-channel OBSSs shall be reported. Alternatively, revise 9.4.2.68.7 to add channel information			REVISED (MAC: 2018-08-14 22:29:24Z)


Revised
Agree in principle. The section is updated to say the collision occurred on the channels where the AP’s BSS is operating.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1244r1 for CID 16617			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.1			motion passed						I						3.1			2019/1/17 21:26			EDITOR


			16618			Pooya Monajemi			233			3			27.16.2.2			374			15			T			N			374.15			15			27.16.2.2						J			Abhishek Patil			1244r1			659			RSSI information about the color-colliding OBSSs is vital for optimizing BSS Color selection			HE STAs should include RSSI information along with BSS Color reports. Revise this subclause and 9.4.2.68.7 accordingly. Alternatively, enable AP to announce RSSI thresholds below which STAs shall ignore BSS Color collisions.			REJECTED (MAC: 2018-08-14 22:30:03Z)


Reject
This would be implementation dependent and most likely be the ED threshold. A client would report a collision when it impacts it decision to classify a frame as inter or intra. Since each client has an opportunity to detect and report a collision as it sees, the spec doesn’t need to define rules or a threshold value.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 19:53:18Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16619			Pooya Monajemi			233			3			27.16.4.1			374			63			E			N			374.63			63			27.16.4.1						V			ChaoChun Wang			18/1855r4			782			Sentence needs commas			Change to "stay quiet, pause its countdown counter, and resume"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:14:18Z) - TGax editor, please make changes as shown in document 11-18/1855r4 under CID 15787			EDITOR			ChaoChun 18/1855 QTP									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 19:29:15Z			4			2019/1/24 19:29			EDITOR


			16620			Pooya Monajemi			233			3			27.16.4.1			374			64			E			N			374.64			64			27.16.4.1						V			ChaoChun Wang			18/1855r4			782			Incorrect grammar in "if choose"			Change to "if it chooses"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:14:36Z) - TGax editor, please make changes as shown in document 11-18/1855r4 under CID 15787			EDITOR			ChaoChun 18/1855 QTP									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 19:29:21Z			4			2019/1/24 19:29			EDITOR


			16621			Pooya Monajemi			233			3			27.16.4.2			375			34			E			N			375.34			34			27.16.4.2						A			ChaoChun Wang			18/1855r4			782			Verb is missing			Change "indicating" to "indicates"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:16:07Z) - See 15788			EDITOR			ChaoChun 18/1855 QTP									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 19:29:29Z			4			2019/1/24 19:29			EDITOR


			16622			Pooya Monajemi			233			3			27.16.4.2			375			34			T			N			375.34			34			27.16.4.2						V			ChaoChun Wang			18/1855r4			782			Control field is not indicated			Indicate which control field is set to 0			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:16:46Z) - Agree with  the comment.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in document 11-18/1855r4 under CID 15126			EDITOR			ChaoChun 18/1855 QTP									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 19:29:40Z			4			2019/1/24 19:29			EDITOR


			16623			Pooya Monajemi			233			3			27.16.5			376			31			E			N			376.31			31			27.16.5						A			Editor						781			Adjective used where adverb is needed			Change "independent" to "independently"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:53:29Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:53:33Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16624			Pooya Monajemi			233			3			28.3.10.8			477			28			T			Y			477.28			28			28.3.10.8						J			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1441r2			712			Spec is unclear since HESIGB description departs from convention used for every other 802.11 PHY: a) define contents, b) define encoding, c) define modulation			Change order to 28.3.10.8.1, 28.3.10.8.2, existing28.3.10.8.4, existing28.3.10.8.5, existing28.3.10.8.2, then existing28.3.10.8.3.			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 11:51:01Z)

It seems there is no such convention of splitted description of coding and modulation. Likewise, there is no necessity to split coding and modulation into two subclauses in HE-SIG-B.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16625			Pooya Monajemi			233			3			28.3.10.8.3			480			21			T			N			480.21			21			28.3.10.8.3						J			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1436r1			665			With load balancing, the following language is confusing/misleading "i.e., the first HE-SIG-B content channel carries Common field and User Specific field corresponding to RUs whose subcarrier indices fall in the range [∩Ç¡244: ∩Ç¡3]
and the second HE-SIG-B content channel carries Common field and User Specific field corresponding to RUs whose subcarrier indices fall in the range [3:244]." since this seems to imply (certainly does not contradict) the idea that User Specific information for users in an RU484 appear in both content channels, which would lead to an invalid RU Allocation field. This is because the RU Allocation field is not just about RUs, it also defines how many users per RU there are; so the language needs to be more complete.			Add a description / cross-reference / constraint pertaining to load balancing here. Ditto for 80 and 160 MHz PPDUs.			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 05:57:09Z)

The term "fall in the range" covers the case of “load balancing.”			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16626			Pooya Monajemi			233			3			28.3.10.8.5			490			32			T			Y			490.32			32			28.3.10.8.5						J			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1434r1			663			Load balancing is defined in terms of receiver behavior within the User Specific fields but also affects the design of the (earlier) common field, where there is effectively no description. Thus this content is too late / unnatural. Also, we should try to define TX behavior, not RX behavior, whereever possible.			Describe load balancing more clearly in the common field, and from the perspective of the transmitter: i.e. add to 28.3.10.8.4 something like "For PPDUs 40 MHz or wider, for RUs that are 484 subcarriers or larger, the STA may split users of the RU across both content channels. The exact split between the content channels is not specified."			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 03:43:29Z)

The description talks about the user fields			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 21:32:29Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16627			Pooya Monajemi			233			3			28.3.10.8.2			478			34			T			Y			478.34			34			28.3.10.8.2						V			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1434r1			781			It seems permissible to have 1 or more HESIGB OFDM symbols that are purely padding, yet this is not desirable. Specifically, this is not prohibited by P478L34 " Further padding bits are appended to each HE-SIG-B content channel so that the number of
OFDM symbols after encoding and modulation in the HE-SIG-B content channel equals the Number Of HE-
SIG-B Symbols Or MU-MIMO Users field in the HE-SIG-A field for an HE MU PPDU" nor P465L11			Add language to constrain padding to increase the larger CC to the next OFDM symbol boundary and no further.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 03:40:47Z)

Tgax Editor: please implement the modification counting to CID 16627 as in doc 11-18/1434r1			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 21:29:36Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16628			Pooya Monajemi			233			3			28.3.10.8.2			478			34			T			Y			478.34			34			28.3.10.8.2						V			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1434r1			781			The language "Further padding bits are appended to each HE-SIG-B content channel so that the number of
OFDM symbols after encoding and modulation in the HE-SIG-B content channel equals the Number Of HE-
SIG-B Symbols Or MU-MIMO Users field in the HE-SIG-A field for an HE MU PPDU." is invalid if there are >16 HESIGB OFDM symbols. Ditto if SIGB Compression equals 1.			Limit this to "if the SIGB Compresison field equals 0 and the Number Of HE-
SIG-B Symbols Or MU-MIMO Users field in the HE-SIG-A field equals 0 to 14."			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 03:39:36Z)

Please refer to CID16627 in doc 18-1434r1			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 21:29:22Z - see #16627			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16629			Pooya Monajemi			233			3			28.3.10.7.2			465			7			T			Y			465.07			7			28.3.10.7.2						V			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1434r1			781			"Indicates the number of OFDM symbols in the HE-
SIG-B field when the HE-SIG-B Compression field is 0" is misleading since actually it indicates that number *minus*1* ... or much less if the HESIB is >16 OFDM symbols.			Remove this sentence - too misleading. The other language is accurate, and remains complete without this sentence.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 03:38:09Z)


The changes have been made by CID 15494 by editorial changes which are noted in 18-1123r4 and also reflected in D3.1

NOTE to the editor: there is no further text changes needed.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.1			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 21:26:15Z - see #15494			3.1			2019/1/17 21:26			EDITOR


			16630			Pooya Monajemi			233			3			28.3.10.9			492			12			T			Y			492.12			12			28.3.10.9						J			Ron Porat			11-18/1514r1			673			LSTF of DSRC operating at 10MHz in 5.9 GHz has 1.6us periodicity, and is a more-primary technology than classic Wi-Fi at 5.9 GHz. If 11ax devices attempt to use DSRC spectrum, having a field with a periodicity of 1.6us means that ther eis a much higher chance that HETB PPDUs will be detected as DSRC and cause DSRC-protection mecanisms to be invoked even if no DSRC is even present.			Add the option to send HESTF in HETB as 10 x 0.8us (e.g. HESTF of HESU duplicated). Make this option mandatory in DSRC spectrum.			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:36:46Z)

The rules for DSRC are not decided yet. 
Simulation results in https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/15/11-15-0381-01-00ax-he-stf-proposal.pptx show that for TB PPDU 0.8uS periodicity had poor performance.
Hence it’s premature to make any technical changes to the spec solely for the DSRC band			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/15 20:32			EDITOR


			16631			Pooya Monajemi			233			3			28.3.10.8.2			478			28			T			Y			478.28			28			28.3.10.8.2						V			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1441r2			781			Spec never explicitly spells out size of CRC field in HESIGB User Specific field. Or Tail.			Create a table for the User Block field akin to Table 28-23			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 11:56:40Z)

Please make the changes according to the changes in doc 11-18/1441r2			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 21:12:36Z- No instructions on where to place the table other than the vague "in 28.3.10.8.5". Added reference sentence.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16632			Pooya Monajemi			233			3			28.3.2.4			418			38			T			Y			418.38			38			28.3.2.4						V			Lochan Verma			18/1734r1			781			Are there indeed cases where an HE-LTF would not have any pilot subcarriers?			Either a) Rewrite to "The location of pilot subcarrers ... shall be the same as ... the 4x HE-LTF except for pilot subcarriers that are deleted because they do not meet the following conditions: in a 1x HE-LTF, pilot subcarriers that are not a multiple of 4 are deleted, and in a 2x HE-LTF pilot subcarriers that are not a multiple of 2 are deleted" or b) add a note to explain how this field can be entirely bereft of pilot subcarriers			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 12:19:07Z)

TGax Editor: make changes according to this document 11-18-1734-01-00ax CR on PHY subcarriers and RU part 2			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 23:23:40Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16633			Pooya Monajemi			233			3			28.3.11.2			514			51			T			Y			514.51			51			28.3.11.2						V			Youhan Kim			18/1850r2			781			Pre-FEC padding factor in Trigger frame (Table 9-25g) maps to two terms in PHY. At P514L51, PFPF is a_init ("pre-FEC padding factor value or a init") but at P518L23, it is a ("With the final pre-FEC padding factor value a")			Clarify which pre-FEC padding factor is meant in Table 9-25g (e.g .refer to a PHY eqn) but also use sensible naming in the PHY - e.g. call "a_init" as Initial PFPF and call "a" as just "PFPF" (without a modifier)			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-14 05:05:43Z)

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-18/1850r2 for CID 16633.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-29 00:42:07Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16634			Pooya Monajemi			233			3			28.3.10.8.2			477			54			T			Y			477.54			54			28.3.10.8.2						V			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1436r1			781			Fig 28-25 conflicts with the text. Which is correct? Fig 28-25 says the Common field always comprises Common Bits + CRC + Tail (so >=10 bits). But later text says that, when SIGB Compression field is 1, there is no Common field (so 0 bits)			The golden rule is that figures should reflect the text and text should reflect the figures. Otherwise we have a very poor spec which fails at its basic purpose of providing an unambiguous reference. Update Fig 28-25 to allow for SIGB compression.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 05:56:47Z)

Please make the changes according to the changes in doc 11-18/1436r1			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 21:57:29Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16635			Pooya Monajemi			233			3			28.2.2			400			27			T			Y			400.27			27			28.2.2						J			Bo Sun			18/1759r1			737			HE_TB_PE_DISAMBIGUITY is incorrectly described. "1 indicates PE disambiguity" is incorrect; rather HE_TB_PE_DISAMBIGUITY, whether it be 0 or 1, is used to disambiguate how many OFDM symbols there are in the Data field.			Describe as "Indicates PE Disambiguity as defined in 28.3.12 (Packet
extension).". Ditto P402L12			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:42:09Z)

The value of parameter HE_TB_PE_DISAMBIGUITY comes from the PE Disambiguity subfield of the UL Packet Extension subfield in the Common Info field in the Trigger frame. Therefore it follows the same interpretation of PE Disambiguity subfield.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 00:07:00Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16636			Pooya Monajemi			233			3			28.3.12			538			59			T			Y			538.59			59			28.3.12						J			Yujin Noh			11-18/1452r1			671			Packet is a vague term but the IEEE dictionary most closely associates it with a layer 3 entity so "Packet Extension" is a poor name			Replace "Packet Extension" by "PPDU Extension" here and thruout the spec. Ditto Nominal Packet Padding, NDP, etc.			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 07:20:11Z)

“Packet” has been broadly used in not only 11ax draft 3.0 but also in other IEEE 802.11 amendments without any ambiguity. (e.g.  IEEE P802.11-REVmd™/D1.3, August 2018). The comment fails to idenify a specific issue when term “packet” is used.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N			EDITOR: 2018-10-01 21:52:08Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16637			Robert Stacey			233			3			3.2			37			43			T			N			37.43			43			3.2						V									781			"transmitted by an HE STA" is not relavant to the defintion of an HE BSS. A STA wanting to join the BSS would not know whether or not the transmitting STA is HE STA. And it certainly wouldn't matter. The use of the indefinite article on "a Beacon frame" is incorrect; the condition is (a Beacon frame including an HE Operation element) is met if even one Beacon transmitted in the distant past included an HE Operation element. The use of the definite article on "the HE Operation element" is incorrect: there is only one HE Oepration element format but there are many instances of an HE Operation element.			Change definition to "A BSS in which the Beacon frames include an HE Operation element"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-10-11 16:48:32Z) - Change to "A BSS in which the transmitted Beacon frame includes an HE Operation element."			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-11 16:49:09Z - see #16690			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16638			Robert Stacey			233			3			4.3.14a			41			20			E			N			41.20			20			4.3.14a						A			Editor						781			operation with a 20 MHz channel width -> a 20 MHz operating channel width			As in comment, here and at 29. Also, change "operation with a 40 MHz channel width" to "a 40 MHz operating channel width at L31.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 20:59:39Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:00:26Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16639			Robert Stacey			233			3			4.3.14a			41			21			E			N			41.21			21			4.3.14a						A			Editor						781			20 MHz-only non-AP STA -> 20 MHz-only non-AP HE STA			As in comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:00:46Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:00:50Z - see #16233			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16640			Robert Stacey			233			3			4.3.14a			42			9			T			N			42.09			9			4.3.14a						V			Guoqing Li			18/1868r7			1868			The transmission is not acknowledged. It is the frames that solicit acknolwedgement are acknowledged.			Change statement to "An AP may use a Multi-STA BlockAck frame to acknowledge frames from more than one STA that are received in the UL MU transmissions."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 21:05:12Z) - TGax editor to make the changes as shown in 11/18/1868r7			EDITOR			Guoqing 18/1868 Clause 4									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 19:38:09Z			4			2019/1/24 19:38			EDITOR


			16641			Robert Stacey			233			3			4.3.14a			42			15			E			N			42.15			15			4.3.14a						V			Editor						781			Previous statements refer to MAC features in an HE STA and PHY features in an HE STA and now they are referred to as HE features.			Change "HE features" to "HE STA features"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:13:27Z) - The subclasue talks about MAC and PHY features. Remove the "HE" adjective. i.e., just refer to "features"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:14:56Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16642			Robert Stacey			233			3			4.3.14a			42			19			T			N			42.19			19			4.3.14a						J			Guoqing Li			18/1868r7			1868			Why more than 4 times? Surely the same features might also produce 2 times improvement. Or 3 times imrpovement. What is a VHT?			Change to "These features, under certain circumsances improve the aggregate throughput in an HE BSS compared to a VHT BSS."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 21:09:35Z) - The four times wording here is to match the PAR requriement that 11ax shll provide 4 times throughput than 11ac. There is also “under circumstatances” to not generalize the 4 times claims to all cases.			EDITOR			Guoqing 18/1868 Clause 4									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 19:38:38Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/24 19:38			EDITOR


			16643			Robert Stacey			233			3			8.3.5.12.3			62			55			T			N			62.55			55			8.3.5.12.3						V			Xiaogang Chen			18/1958r4			781			The use of the per20bitmap element in  PHY-CCA.indication() is incompatible with existing MAC text. For example, 802.11-2016 P1105 below Equation (9-3), P1394 second paragraph in 10.2.3.2.4, P1434L2, P1756 paragraph 4 of 11.16.9. One of three fixes is necessary; all require a lot of work. Option 1: all existing references to PHY-CCA.indication(BUSY, channel-list) must describe behavior when channel-list is per20bitmap in addition to existing behavior where channel-list is primary, secondary, etc. Option 2: Define a single unified way of signaling channel busy -- a single set of channel-list options that handles busy on each 20 MHz subchannel independently and update existing MAC text to use this new mechanism. Option 3: Add another parameter, for example PHY-CCA.indication(IDLE|BUSY, channel-list, per20bitmap), and apply the new parameter only where needed, e.g. in the BQR behavior.			Fix per comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:53:13Z) - The modification of P1105 below Equation (9-3) as shown in 11-18/1958r4

No change for 10.22.3.2.4, because HCCA is not used by HE STAs.


No change for P1434L2, 10.24.10.3 GCR block ack BlockAckReq and BlockAck frame exchanges. Because the GCR BAR and BA are only for SU transmission, it doesn’t related to per20bitmap.


No change for 11.16.9 STA CCA sensing in a 20/40 MHz BSS. Because in 11ax spec, only following sentence is mentioined ”An HE STA shall follow the rules defined in 11.16 (20/40 MHz BSS operation) for channel selection, determining scanning requirements, channel switching, NAV assertion when operating in 2.4 GHz unless explicitly stated otherwise in Clause 27” it doesn’t include STA CCA sensing.

Besides the paragraphs mentioned in this comment, PHY-CCA.indication(BUSY,{per20bitmap}) is missed in the 4th paragraph of 28.3.17.6.3 CCA sensitivity for the primary 20 MHz channel. It is added as shown in 11-18/1958r4			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3						Not motioned			I			EDITOR: 2018-12-11 19:58:22Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16644			Robert Stacey			233			3			9.2.4.6a.1			71			62			E			N			71.62			62			9.2.4.6a.1						A			Editor						781			The HE TB PPDU Length field is misnamed. We usually use "length" to mean number of octets, but here it is the number of OFDM symbols.			Change name to "UL Data Symbols" or "UL NSYM" (use UL rather than HE TB PPDU to align with Trigger frame field naming). Change the sentence at L62 to read "The <name> subfield indicates the number of OFDM symbols in the Data field of the HE TB PPDU and is set to the number of OFDM symbols minus 1."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 22:27:00Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 22:27:05Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16645			Robert Stacey			233			3			9.2.4.6a.1			71			63			T			N			71.63			63			9.2.4.6a.1						A			Yongho Seok			18/1504r1			781			It is not clear why we need the second statement in this paragraph (about calculating the PPDU duration).			Remove the statement "The duration of the ..."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 18:51:37Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-05 16:38:23Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16646			Robert Stacey			233			3			9.3.1.20			94			1			T			N			94.01			1			9.3.1.20						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1698r1			782			TB sounding sequence is adequately distinguished from non-TB sounding sequence using the RA field alone (individually addressed vs broadcast). Additionally using the number of STA Info fields to distinguish the sequences just complicates things. HE TB sounding can involve 1 or more STAs (NOT 2 or more). HE non-TB sounding only a one STA.			Chage "The Duration, RA, and TA fields are set as in a VHT NDP Announcement frame." to "The Duration and TA fields are set as in a VHT NDP Announcement frame."

Change "An HE NDP Announcement frame contains at most 1 STA Info field per STA." to "The HE NDP Announcement frame contains one or more STA Info fields each addressed to a different STA. If the HE NDP Announcement frame contains one STA Info field, then the RA field is set either to the MAC address of the STA identified by the AID11 subfield in the STA Info field or to the broadcast address. If the HE NDP Announcement frame contains more than one STA Info field, the RA field is set to the broadcast address."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:27:13Z) - Similar comments were addressed in the last F2F. Proposed resolution is the same as for those CIDs that were approved in the September F2F meeting as per 11-18/1502r2. Quoting:

“Existing implementations use both methods for distinguishing between TB and non-TB sounding. It would be prudent to keep the definition as is. Changes fix the requirement on setting the AID in the STA info field to accommodate a mesh STA, AP or IBSS member recipient (these don’t have AIDs).”

Note to editor: These changes are already present in D3.2. As such no further changes are needed for this CID. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1502r2 under all headings that include CID 16673.			EDITOR			Alfred 18/1698 Misc Part 2									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 18:36:26Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/24 18:36			EDITOR


			16647			Robert Stacey			233			3			9.7.1			191			4			T			N			191.04			4			9.7.1						V			Liwen Chu			18/1856r2			781			The max A-MPDU pre-EOF padding in an HE PPDU is wrong (not consistent with Table 9-19 & Table 28-51)			Change 8,388,607 to 6,500,631.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:38:22Z) - Generally agree with the commenter. 8, 388, 607 is acquired from the maximal length defined by HE Capabilities element. However per the maximal PHY PPDU length, the maximal -MPDU length can’t be more than 6, 500, 631.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-18/1856r2 under CID 16647			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-03 22:41:47Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16648			Robert Stacey			233			3			9.7.3			195			23			T			N			195.23			23			9.7.3						V			Liwen Chu			18/1858r7			781			A Multi-STA BlockAck frame is a variant of a BlockAck frame. Either the "HT immediate BlockAck" (which is not defined) needs to become "Compressed BlockAck" or the two rows need to be combined as a more general "BlockAck frame"			Either combine this row and the previous row as "BlockAck" or change "HT-immediate BlockAck" to "Compressed BlockAck"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:33:57Z) - Generally agree with the commenter

TGax editor to make changes in 11-18/1858r7   under CID 16648			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16649			Robert Stacey			233			3			9.7.3			196			41			T			N			196.41			41			9.7.3						V			Liwen Chu			18/1858r7			781			"One frame with a single TID" -- what does that mean? A BlockAck frame has a single TID. Some management frames (ADDBA for example) carry TIDs. Was the intention here to include both QoS Data and QoS Null frames? Clarify.			Explicitly state the frame types.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:34:07Z) - Generally agree with the commenter

TGax editor to make changes in 11-18/1858r7   under CID 16649			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16650			Robert Stacey			233			3			9.7.3			196						T			N			196.00						9.7.3						J			Liwen Chu			18/1858r7			751			Not only QoS Data frames can be sent with ACK Policy="Normal ACK", "HTP ACK","Block ACK" but also QoS Null frames as well.
From the current spec, it implies that QoS Null frames are sent only with ACK Polcy= No ACK.			In a single TID non-ack-enabled A-MPDU context between two HE STAs at most one of the following is present:
-- One or more QoS Data frames or QoS Null frames with a single TID value with the Ack Policy field equal to Implicit Block Ack Request or HTP Ack or Block Ack, zero or more QoS Null frames with Ack Policy set to No Ack, and zero or more Trigger frames. The Trigger frame is one of Basic Trigger, BQRP Trigger or BSRP Trigger, where the content of all Trigger frames in the A-MPDU is the same			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:34:36Z) - Discussion: the group agreed that it is not necessary to allow acknowledging QoS Null in A-MPDU. Another observation is that in a single non-ack-enabled A-MPDU context, a frame is not allowed to solicit Ack.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16651			Robert Stacey			233			3			9.7.3			197			7			T			N			197.07			7			9.7.3						V			Liwen Chu			18/1858r7			781			The 3rd column refers to "Management frame that solicits an Ack frame" but the 1st column only lists "Action frame"			Change "Action" in first column to "Management frame that solicits acknowledgment"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:34:48Z) - Generally agree with the commenter.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-18/1858r7   under CID 16651			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16652			Robert Stacey			233			3			10.24.7.1			228			18			T			N			228.18			18			10.24.7.1						V			George Cherian			18/1777r1			781			The parameter BitmapLength is defined for a non-HE STA, but is undefined for an HE STA. Also, a description of what this parameter represents would be beneficial.			Change to read: "The parameter BitmapLength represents the maximum length, in bits, of the Block Ack Bitmap field in the Compressed BlockAck frame and Multi-STA BlockAck frame for a particular TID. For a non-HE STA, BitmapLength is always 64. For an HE STA, BitmapLenth is negotiated when the block ack agreement is established as defined in 27.4.3." Add a description to 27.4.3 on how BitmapLength is negotiated (Negotiated buffer size 1-64: BitmapLength=64, Negotiated buffer size 65-128: BitmapLength=128, Negotiated buffer size 129-256, BitmapLength=256)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:18:09Z) - Agree in principle. 

TGax editor shall incorporate changes in 11-18-1777-01-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-06 21:40:41Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16653			Robert Stacey			233			3			27.2.6			261			61			T			N			261.61			61			27.2.6						V			Laurent Cariou			11-18/1496r1			781			"default dot11EDCATable" is not clear. The MIB object dot11EDCATable contains the most recently parameters received from the AP and, if none have been received, the defaults. So just referrencing dot11EDCATable is sufficient.			Refer to dot11EDCATable since it contains what is needed here.			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:25:16Z)
Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1496r1.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16654			Robert Stacey			233			3			27.4			268			2			T			N			268.02			2			27.4						V			George Cherian			18/1777r1			781			There is are no statements in 27.4 that provide guidance on how the different Block Ack Bitmap field lengths are used. There are restrictions on the maximum length but this is not sufficient. Further implementation guidance is required. This is particualrly true for the BlockAck frame that is sent in response to a BAR. For BlockAckReq, there is a statement in 10.24.7.4 (802.11-2016) to the effect that if the state is lost, then WinEndR = WinStartR + WinSizeR -1. In the second paragraph of 10.24.7.6 there is a statement "The values in the recipient's record of status of MPDUs beginning with the MPDU for which the Sequence Number subfield value is equal to WinStartR and ending with the MPDU for which the Sequence Number subfield value is equal to WinEndR shall be included in the bitmap of the BlockAck frame." Does this mean that the maximum size bitmap is returned even though it contains no more information than the smallest bitmap?			Provide implementation guidance for the use of the different bitmap lengths. For example, "The length of the Block Ack Bitmap subfield in a Compressed BlockAck frame or the BA Information field of a Multi-STA BlockAck frame may be less than the negotiated buffer size. The length selected by the recipient should be sufficient to include the recipient's scoreboard state for MPDUs begining with the MPDU for which the Sequence Number subfield value is WinStartR and ending with the MPDU for which the Sequence Number subfield is WinEndR. If the BlockAck frame is in response to a BlockAckReq frame and under partial state operation with no scoreboard state available, then the length of the Block Ack Bitmap subfield may be the shortest permitted for the frame type provided the capability requirements of the originator are met."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:18:30Z) - Agree in principle. 

TGax editor shall incorporate changes in 11-18-1777-01-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-06 21:52:05Z - Avoid the use of "can"; "may" is the appropriate normative verb. Combine the two sentences since the "may" is also dependent on the condition that the entire scoreboard be returned.			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16655			Robert Stacey			233			3			27.4.2			271			8			T			N			271.08			8			27.4.2						V			George Cherian			1501r1			781			Why are these "allowed values"? Specify the constraints on the value that can be used. Also, the requirements for TID=15 are not comprehensive -- PS Poll is not present.			Change to read "The TID field is set to the TID of the QoS Data or QoS Null frame that is being acknowledged and set to 15 for a Management frame soliciting acknowledgement or PS Poll frame."			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 20:59:12Z)

Revised - 

Agree in principle

TGax editor shall incorporate changes in 11-18-1501-01-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16656			Robert Stacey			233			3			27.4.3			271			61			T			N			271.61			61			27.4.3						V			George Cherian			18/1777r1			781			In 10.24.7.1 the parameter BitmapLength is introduced. This parameter is not described, but presumably represents the maximum Block Ack Bitmap field length in bits for a particular TID. This section should define that parameter and how it is derviced. Note that (I have another comment 11.24.7.1 on defining it for an HE STA.			The best way to define BitmapLength would be to replace the Compressed and Multi-STA columns in Table 27-1 with a BitmapLength column with entires 64, 128 and 256 in each of the three rows. Then add statements on the permissible Block Ack Bitmap subfield lenghts given the negotiated BitmapLength. For example, "If the negotiated BitmapLength is 64, then the Block Ack Bitmap subfield in the Compressed BlockAck frame shall be 64 and the Block Ack Bitmap subfield in the Multi-STA BlockAck frame shall be either 32 or 64." Etc.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:18:41Z) - Agree in principle. 

TGax editor shall incorporate changes in 11-18-1777-01-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-06 22:03:11Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16657			Robert Stacey			233			3			27.4.3			272			39			E			N			272.39			39			27.4.3						A			Editor						781			"intended receiver" is cumbersome and unnecessary			Change "A recipient that is the intended receiver of a BlockAckReq frame..." to "The recipient of a BlockAckReq frame..."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:50:34Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:50:38Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16658			Robert Stacey			233			3			27.4.3			272			40			T			N			272.40			40			27.4.3						V			George Cherian			1501r1			781			The reason for this statement is not clear. Why explicitly call out the requirement to follow the rules in 10.24.7 for the BlockAckReq frame, MU-BAR Trigger frame, etc, but not for QoS Data frames? The reason for the extra statement "with the restirction that the Block Ack Bitmap field shall be greater than or equal to WinEndR-WinSTartR is not clear. The section already has this restriction (statement at P228L51). Anyway, it is not clear again why this resriction is specific to BlockAckReq frame, etc and not QoS Data frames that solicit BA.			Remove statement. There is already a statement in 27.4.1 that the HE acknowledgement procedure builds on the procedure in 10.24.7 -- see P268L6			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 20:59:50Z)


Revised - 

Agree in principle

TGax editor shall incorporate changes in 11-18-1501-01-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16659			Robert Stacey			233			3			27.4.3			272			51			T			N			272.51			51			27.4.3						V			George Cherian			1501r1			781			The subject of the requirement is not clear. The STA that sets the HE Fragment Support subfield is not the STA that does the Fragment Number subfield setting. Also, while "may" permits behavior it does prevent behavior and there is behavior here that needs to be prevented.			Change to: "A recipient shall not transmit to an originator a BlockAck frame where the LSB of the Fragment Number subfield is 1 unless the recipient has received from the originator an HE Capabiltiies element where the HE Fragmentation Support subfield is 3."			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 21:00:39Z)


Revised - 

Agree in principle

TGax editor shall incorporate changes in 11-18-1501-01-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16660			Robert Stacey			233			3			27.4.3			272			53			T			N			272.53			53			27.4.3						V			George Cherian			18/1777r1			781			What are the BA Bitmap fields? Who is doing the remapping? I can't find any description of a remapping operation in 27.3?			If this is frame format description, then  it belongs in Clause 9. If this is behavior, then fix it.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:19:49Z) - Agree in principle. 

TGax editor shall incorporate changes in 11-18-1777-01-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-06 22:00:23Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16661			Robert Stacey			233			3			27.4.4.4			274			56			T			N			274.56			56			27.4.4.4						V			George Cherian			1501r1			781			If this is an HE TB PPDU response, then the correct ack policy is HTP Ack not Normal Ack			Change "Normal Ack" to "HTP Ack"			Revised - 

Agree in principle

TGax editor shall incorporate changes in 11-18-1501-01-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16662			Robert Stacey			233			3			27.4.4.4			275			5			T			N			275.05			5			27.4.4.4						V			George Cherian			1501r1			781			If this is an HE TB PPDU response, then the correct ack policy is HTP Ack not Normal Ack			Change "Normal Ack, or Implicit Block Ack Request" to "HTP Ack"			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 21:01:48Z)


Revised - 

Agree in principle

TGax editor shall incorporate changes in 11-18-1501-01-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16663			Robert Stacey			233			3			27.5.3.2.2			282			22			T			N			282.22			22			27.5.3.2.2						V			Liwen Chu			18/2040r6			782			The padding requirement for the Trigger frame should be indepenent of the packet extension. The packet extension is added to accommodate PHY receive processing on *all* frames -- the extra time needed in the PHY to deliver the last byte of the last frame to the MAC with the 4x symbol. The Trigger frame padding accommodates the extra processing required on Trigger frames. Defining the Trigger frame padding to include the packet extension is problematic: effectively, a Trigger frame sent in an HE PPDU with PE will have *less* MAC procesing time than a Trigger frame sent in a non-HT PPDU because the time between B_SYM and the end of the PPDU includes the PE. An implementation is forced to overspecify the trigger frame padding requriement as a result.			Define as "shall ensure that the duration of the PPDU that follows B_SYM, excluding the PE field (if present), is greater than or equal to MinTrigProcTime...". Delete ", or the PE field at the end of HE PPDU" from P282L56.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 13:19:47Z) - Agree in principle. See the changes in 11-18/1906r0. No further changes are needed.			EDITOR			Liwen 18/2040 Misc									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 23:36:42Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/24 23:36			EDITOR


			16664			Robert Stacey			233			3			27.5.3.4			283			1			T			N			283.01			1			27.5.3.4						V			Liwen Chu			18/1975r4			782			This list of conditions is poorly formated and difficult to follow. Some of the requirements are conditional on "intent", which is not testable. And some of the conditions are hard to parse since they pile on additional conditions. Since the conditions are on the Trigger frame, the list is better formated as a set of statements using the connanical form: "If a STA responds to a Basic Trigger frame with <condition>, then the content of the A-MPDU shall be as defined in Table 9-X"			Replace bullet with statement "If a STA responds to a Basic Trigger frame where the TID Aggregation Limit field of the User Info field addressed to the STA is 0 and the Trigger frame is in an A-MPDU that includes a frame that solicits immediate acknowledgment, then the content of the A-MPDU sent by the STA shall be as defined in Table 9-428".			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:31:24Z) - Discussion: “intent” is used through 802.11 baseline. Since subclause 9.7.3 is changed, the referred Tables should be updated accordingly. 

TGax editor to make changes in 11-18/1975r4 under CID 16664			EDITOR			Liwen 18/1975 27.5.3.4									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 22:52:44Z			4			2019/1/24 22:52			EDITOR


			16665			Robert Stacey			233			3			27.5.3.4			283			6			T			N			283.06			6			27.5.3.4						V			Liwen Chu			18/1975r4			782			This list of conditions is poorly formated and difficult to follow. Some of the requirements are conditional on "intent", which is not testable. And some of the conditions are hard to parse since they pile on additional conditions. Since the conditions are on the Trigger frame, the list is better formated as a set of statements using the connanical form: "If a STA responds to a Basic Trigger frame with <condition>, then the content of the A-MPDU shall be as defined in Table 9-X"			Replace bullet with statement "If a STA responds to a Basic Trigger frame where the TID Aggregation Limit field of the User Info field addressed to the STA is 0 and the Trigger frame is either not in an A-MPDU or is in an A-MPDU that does not include a frame that solicits immedaite acknowledgment, then the content of the A-MPDU sent by the STA shall be as defined in Table 9-426".			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:31:35Z) - See 16664			EDITOR			Liwen 18/1975 27.5.3.4									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 22:52:52Z			4			2019/1/24 22:52			EDITOR


			16666			Robert Stacey			233			3			27.5.3.4			283			16			T			N			283.16			16			27.5.3.4						J			Robert Stacey						804			A requirement (shall/should/may statement) must never be dependent on "intent" since intent is not testable. We don't care what the intent is, we just care about the A-MPDU content. This entire bullet is unnecessary since we do not have "S-MPDU" in an HE PPDU; we just have EOF-MPDUs and sometimes there is one EOF-MPDU and it is the only MPDU in the A-MPDU.			Remove bullet.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 17:03:33Z) - The comment fails to identify a specific issue to be addressed. It fails to identify changes in sufficient detail so that the specific wording of the changes that will satisfy the commenter can be determined.			EDITOR			Editor January 2019									N									2019/1/29 17:24			EDITOR


			16667			Robert Stacey			233			3			27.5.3.4			283			26			T			N			283.26			26			27.5.3.4						V			Liwen Chu			18/1975r4			782			This list of conditions is poorly formated and difficult to follow. Some of the requirements are conditional on "intent", which is not testable. And some of the conditions are hard to parse since they pile on additional conditions. Since the conditions are on the Trigger frame, the list is better formated as a set of statements using the connanical form: "If a STA responds to a Basic Trigger frame with <condition>, then the content of the A-MPDU shall be as defined in Table 9-X"			Replace this bullet and the one at L39 with the statement: "If a STA responds to a Basic Trigger frame where the TID Aggregation Limit in the User Info field addressed to the STA is greater than 0, then the content of the A-MPDU sent in response is as defined in Table 9-425 with the following additional restrictions: - If a Management frame that solicits acknowledgement is not present, then number of different TIDs in the QoS Data frames and QoS Null frames present in the A-MPDU shall be less than or equal to the value of the TID Aggregation Limit field. - If a Management frame that solicits acknowledgement is present, then the number of different TIDs in the QoS Data frames and QoS Null frames present in the A-MPDU shall be less than the value of the TID Aggregation Limit field."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:31:52Z) - See 16664			EDITOR			Liwen 18/1975 27.5.3.4									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 22:53:25Z			4			2019/1/24 22:53			EDITOR


			16668			Robert Stacey			233			3			27.5.3.3			286			50			T			N			286.50			50			27.5.3.3						V			Abhishek Patil			18/1799r1			781			This statement requires that a STA transmit an HE TB PPDU in response to a Trigger frame or RTS Control, however, there is insufficient implementation guidance on what the A-MPDU should contain if the STA has no frames pending.			Add a statement "A STA that transmits an HE TB PPDU shall include at least one MPDU in the A-MPU. If the STA has no frames pending or is unable to include pending frames because the allocated resource is insufficient, then the STA shall include a QoS Null frame with any TID and with Ack Policy field No Ack." Add an additional constraint on the AP to ensure that it always allocates enough space for a QoS Null frame.			Agree in principe with the comment

Added a paragraph in 27.5.3.2.1 to cover the rules on AP side to allocate enough resources by considering the following aspects:
•	all variants of Trigger frame
•	typical HE TB response or UORA response
•	from associated or unassociated STAs.

For UL MU response from an associated non-AP STA, we add a sentence to say that the non-AP STA shall include a QoS Null frame when other frames can not be included.

For UORA response from an unassociated STA, we observe that it is hard to standardize the required time for probe request frame or association request frame. We suggest to leave this consideration to implementation specific and allow unassociated STA not to respond in UORA manner if there is no enough resources sending frames like probe request frame or assocation request frame. 

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1799r2			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-30 21:39:03Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16669			Robert Stacey			233			3			27.5.3.3			288			40			T			N			288.40			40			27.5.3.3						V			Abhishek Patil			18/1842r2			781			This statement does not make sense. TXTIME gives the PPDU duration in us. How does this get converted into an L_LENGTH value? The PLME SAP for TRS Control is broken.			Fix the PLME SAP for HT TB PPDUs sent in response to a TRS Control field. Define how L_LENGTH is obtained from the HE TB PPDU Length and other fields.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 10:53:38Z) - There are two steps to compute the L-LENGTH.  1) Compute TXTIME using Eq 28-135 in which Nsym is set to to Fval+1
2) Compute the L-LENGTH from TXTIME using eq 28-11.    The current text is correct but minor text clean up is helpful.

TGax Editor: make changes for CID 16669 according to 11-18-1842-02-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 21:36:32Z - The resolution fails to address the comment. The comment states that the PLME SAP for TRS Control is broken. The MAC issues a PLME-TXTIME.request. It gets back a PLME-TXTIME.confirm with the value TXTIME. The MAC uses this information to set L_LENGTH. The current text has the MAC reach into the PHY and tweak NSYM in one equation without describing its relationship to the PLME SAP. The resolution makes editorial changes that fail to address the comment. Failing to address the comment leaves the commenter unsatisfied and the comment will return.			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16670			Robert Stacey			233			3			27.5.3.4			289			1			T			N			289.01			1			27.5.3.4						J			Liwen Chu			18/1975r4			782			The response to TRS Control is not "A-MPDU contents in the data enabled no immediate response context". The response to TRS Control is an A-MPDU that always includes an Ack or BlockAck frame and possibly some no ack QoS Nulls.			Remove this bullet.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:32:01Z) - Discussion: the A-MPDU with QoS Null solicited by TRS doesn’t ask for Ack. So it is A-MPDU enabling no immediate response context.			EDITOR			Liwen 18/1975 27.5.3.4									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 22:54:42Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/24 22:54			EDITOR


			16671			Robert Stacey			233			3			27.5.3.4			289			35			T			N			289.35			35			27.5.3.4						J			Liwen Chu			18/1975r4			782			We need a rule to the effect that a TRS Control field must only be present on a frame that solicits acknowledgement. Otherwise we run into issues. For example, if we allow TRS Contol on all frames in an A-MPDU, both those that solicit ack and those that don't then if the ones that solicit ack are not received the response might be an empty A-MPDU. In this case I don't see an issue with the STA not sending a response at all. TRS Control should never be present if an ack is not being solicited.			Add a statement "An HE STA shall not transmit a frame that carries a TRS Control subfield unless the frame solicits immediate acknowledgement"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:32:13Z) - Discussion: in 802.11 baseline, the frames with same type should have same HT Control field.			EDITOR			Liwen 18/1975 27.5.3.4									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 22:54:46Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/24 22:54			EDITOR


			16672			Robert Stacey			233			3			27.6.2			304			42			T			N			304.42			42			27.6.2						A			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			781			It is not clear that MU feedback can only be solicited using the TB sounding sequence.			Add a sentence to this paragraph: "An MU beamformer shall not solicit MU feedback in an HE non-TB sounding seqeunce."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:56:11Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 20:38:02Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16673			Robert Stacey			233			3			27.6.3			306			4			T			N			306.04			4			27.6.3						V			Menzo Wentink			11-18/1502r2			781			TB sounding sequence is adequately distinguished from non-TB sounding sequence using the RA field alone (individually addressed vs broadcast). Additionally using the number of STA Info fields to distinguish the sequences just complicates things. HE TB sounding can involve 1 or more STAs (NOT 2 or more). HE non-TB sounding only a one STA.			Remove "with a single STA Info field". (If necessary, add a separate requirement that an individually addressed HE NDP Announcement shall have a single STA Info field).			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-18 01:07:19Z)
TGax editor to make changes in <this doc>			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16674			Robert Stacey			233			3			27.6.3			306			21			T			N			306.21			21			27.6.3						V			Menzo Wentink			11-18/1502r2			781			TB sounding sequence is adequately distinguished from non-TB sounding sequence using the RA field alone (individually addressed vs broadcast). Additionally using the number of STA Info fields to distinguish the sequences just complicates things. HE TB sounding can involve 1 or more STAs (NOT 2 or more). HE non-TB sounding only a one STA.			Remove "with two or more STA Info fields"			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-18 01:07:53Z)
TGax editor to make the changes in <this doc>			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16675			Robert Stacey			233			3			27.6.3			307			1			T			N			307.01			1			27.6.3						V			Menzo Wentink			11-18/1502r2			781			TB sounding sequence is adequately distinguished from non-TB sounding sequence using the RA field alone (individually addressed vs broadcast). Additionally using the number of STA Info fields to distinguish the sequences just complicates things. HE TB sounding can involve 1 or more STAs (NOT 2 or more). HE non-TB sounding only a one STA.			Change "except when the HE NDP Announcement frame contains only one STA Info field..." to "unless the HE NDP Announcement frame is individually addressed..."			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-18 01:08:22Z)
TGax editor to make the changes in <this doc>			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16676			Robert Stacey			233			3			27.6.3			307			10			T			N			307.10			10			27.6.3						V			Menzo Wentink			11-18/1502r2			781			TB sounding sequence is adequately distinguished from non-TB sounding sequence using the RA field alone (individually addressed vs broadcast). Additionally using the number of STA Info fields to distinguish the sequences just complicates things. HE TB sounding can involve 1 or more STAs (NOT 2 or more). HE non-TB sounding only a one STA.			Change "An HE beamformer that transmits an HE NDP Announcement with more than one STA Info field..." to "An HE beamformer that transmits a broadcast HE NDP Announcement frame..."			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-18 01:08:56Z)
TGax editor to make the changes in <this doc>			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16677			Robert Stacey			233			3			27.6.3			308			12			T			N			308.12			12			27.6.3						V			Menzo Wentink			11-18/1502r2			781			TB sounding sequence is adequately distinguished from non-TB sounding sequence using the RA field alone (individually addressed vs broadcast). Additionally using the number of STA Info fields to distinguish the sequences just complicates things. HE TB sounding can involve 1 or more STAs (NOT 2 or more). HE non-TB sounding only a one STA.			Change "when the HE NDP Announcement frame has only on STA Info field" to "if the HE NDP Announcement frame is individually addressed"			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-18 01:09:26Z)
TGax editor to make the changes in <this doc>			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16678			Robert Stacey			233			3			27.6.3			309			23			T			N			309.23			23			27.6.3						V			Menzo Wentink			11-18/1502r2			781			TB sounding sequence is adequately distinguished from non-TB sounding sequence using the RA field alone (individually addressed vs broadcast). Additionally using the number of STA Info fields to distinguish the sequences just complicates things. HE TB sounding can involve 1 or more STAs (NOT 2 or more). HE non-TB sounding only a one STA.			Change "an HE NDP Announcement frame that has only one STA Info field" to "an individually addressed HE NDP Announcement frame"			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-18 01:09:50Z)
TGax editor to make the changes in <this doc>			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16679			Robert Stacey			233			3			27.6.3			309			34			T			N			309.34			34			27.6.3						A			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			781			It is defined as a sequence at P306L4, not as a "protocol". Also, "single HE beamformee" is not part accurate (not part of the definition).			Change to read "An example of an HE non-TB sounding sequence is shown in Figure 27-6." and move anchor to paragraph that defines the sequence (P306L4).			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:56:16Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 19:08:56Z - Referenceing text needs to move as well (which I think is the intent of the proposed change). A figure is always anchored at the sentence where it is first referenced.			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16680			Robert Stacey			233			3			27.6.3			310			1			T			N			310.01			1			27.6.3						A			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			781			It is defined as a sequence at P306L21, not as a "protocol". Also, more than one HE beamformee is not accurate (not part of the definition).			Change to read "An example of an HE TB sounding sequence is given in Figure 27-7." and move anchor to paragraph that defines the sequence (P306L21).			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:56:21Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 19:11:27Z - Move paragraph to cited location as well. A figure is always anchored with the sentence that first references it.			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16681			Robert Stacey			233			3			27.6.3			310			26			T			N			310.26			26			27.6.3						V			Menzo Wentink			11-18/1502r2			781			TB sounding sequence is adequately distinguished from non-TB sounding sequence using the RA field alone (individually addressed vs broadcast). Additionally using the number of STA Info fields to distinguish the sequences just complicates things. HE TB sounding can involve 1 or more STAs (NOT 2 or more). HE non-TB sounding only a one STA.			Remove "that has more than one STA Info field"			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-18 01:10:19Z)
TGax editor to make the changes in <this doc>			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16682			Robert Stacey			233			3			27.1			347			53			E			N			347.53			53			27.1						A			Editor						791			The sublcauses in clause 27 are ordered so that low level features are described ahead of high level features. Move "A-MPDU operation" ahead of "HE sounding procedure".			As in comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-12 02:29:38Z)			EDITOR			Editor November 2018									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-11 21:27:44Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:08			EDITOR


			16683			Robert Stacey			233			3			27.10.3			348			47			T			N			348.47			47			27.10.3						V			Liwen Chu			18/1857r3			781			This statement assumes that the parameter "PSDU_LENGTH" has meaning inherent in its name (i.e., PSDU_LENGTH means number of octets in the PSDU), but this is not obvious. It also does not define how the computation is performed.			Replace statement with:  "The number of octets in the PSDU, PSDU_LENGTH, is obtained by issuing a PLME-TXTIME.request to the PHY, which performs the calculation and returns the result in the PLME-TXTIME.confirm primitive."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:47:31Z) - Discussion: The original text is not suitable as the commenter indicated.  The statement that the commenter provides is not necessary since sbcaluse 6.5 already defines PSDU_LENGTH.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-18/1857r2 under CID 16683			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3						EDITOR: 2018-11-15 02:01:47Z - Check the doc reference in comments; should be r3.               			I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16684			Robert Stacey			233			3			27.10.4.3			351			63			T			N			351.63			63			27.10.4.3						J			Liwen Chu			18/1859r7			785			Including management frames in an ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU does not make sense. Management frames are sent very infrequently and performance beneift from this type of aggregation is negligable. Supporting management frames complicates the receiver: 1. requires special ack handling. 2. it requires special handling for decryption.			Remove the first and third bullet items so that the definition of an ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU does not include the presence of a Management frame. Update table in 9.7. Update ack response text since this combination will no longer be possible.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 15:24:06Z) - an AP anyway needs to receive management frames and QoS Data frams in HE TB PPDU. Receiving management frame in an ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU add no additional requirement.			EDITOR			Liwen 18/1859 27.10.4									N									2019/1/25 23:53			EDITOR


			16685			Robert Stacey			233			3			27.15.2			364			61			T			N			364.61			61			27.15.2						V			Yongho Seok			18/1778r3			755			The ER SU disable feature is not well defined. There are requirements for a non-AP STA setting the OM Control field and there are reqirements for the AP setting the HE Operation element, but there are no requirements for a non-AP STA setting the HE Operation element (e.g., for TDLS) or for the AP setting the OM Control field (e.g., making it consistent with HE Operation element). The current statements are also cumbersome ("may... unless" rather than "shall not... unless").			Fix this mess. Better yet convert ER SU Disable to a capability, which is what it really is.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 10:04:11Z) - If the OM Control field is transmitted by an HE AP, then the ER SU Disable subfield is reserved.

The proposed rule has been implemented in the resolution of CID 16602.

So, TGax editor needs no more changes for this CID.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-12-05 19:38:25Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16686			Robert Stacey			233			3						365			50			T			N			365.50			50									V			Robert Stacey						804			Clause 10.7.6.5.3 in 802.11-2016 defines MCS selection for a control response frame. It is not clear how this applies to the use of HE ER SU PPDUs carrying control response frames. For example, how is DCM applied?			Clarify the MCS seelction rules for control response frames that are sent in HE ER SU PPDUs. I would suggest that we make this implementation dependent, i.e., don't have strong rules, and allow the			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 14:43:48Z) - The problem identified by the commenter has been resolved with the resolution to 16688: "Agree in principle. 

The PPDU format, DCM, 106-tone RU selection rules of the control response frame are changed to the recommendation. 

TGax editor makes changes as shown in the as specified in 11-18/1778r3."

These changes were adopted in D3.3. No further change is needed.			EDITOR			Editor January 2019									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-29 03:52:10Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/29 3:52			EDITOR


			16687			Robert Stacey			233			3			27.15.3			366			16			T			N			366.16			16			27.15.3						V			Yongho Seok			18/1778r3			781			This needs to be two separate statements because 6 Mb/s is not an MCS (it's a rate) and is implicitly 1 SS.			Change to "- A Control frame carried in an HE ER SU PPDU that is a response to a frame received in an HE ER SU PPDU shall use the <HE-MCS, NSS> tuple <MCS0, 1>. - A Control frame carried in a non-HT PPDU that is a response to a frame received in an HE ER SU PPDU shall use rate 6 Mb/s."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 10:06:23Z) - Agree in principle. 

TGax editor makes changes as shown in the as specified in 11-18/1778r3.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-05 21:58:53Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16688			Robert Stacey			233			3			27.15.3			366			16			T			N			366.16			16			27.15.3						V			Yongho Seok			18/1778r3			781			This statement is unecessary. There could be a large power assymmetry between an AP and a non-AP STA (e.g., AP has 23 dBm output power and non-AP STA has 0 dBm output power), with the rsult that the AP could use a much higher MCS than MCS0 in response to an HE ER SU PPDU. The rate selection should be up to the recipient. We can have some consistency requirements so that the initiator can learn the rate over time.			Change the title of this subclause to "HE multirate support". Remove this bullet and add rules in subsequent paragraphs that for control frame responses to accommodate large power assymetries. In particular, allow response MCS to be higher than received MCS. Allow non-HT PPDU in response to HE ER SU PPDU. The rules would be something like the MCS can be less than or equal to the MCS used for data in the return parth.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 10:06:59Z) - Agree in principle. 

The PPDU format, DCM, 106-tone RU selection rules of the control response frame are changed to the recommendation. 

TGax editor makes changes as shown in the as specified in 11-18/1778r3.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-05 21:37:49Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16689			Robert Stacey			233			3			27.15.3			367			28			T			N			367.28			28			27.15.3						V			Yongho Seok			18/1778r3			781			This statement is incompatible with the statement at P365L50. It also does not account for the capabilities of the receiver.			Remove statement. Add more general rules that leave MCS, NSS and DCM selection for control responses up to the responder.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 10:07:20Z) - Agree in principle. 

The PPDU format, DCM, 106-tone RU selection rules of the control response frame are changed to the recommendation. 

TGax editor makes changes as shown in the as specified in 11-18/1778r3.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-05 21:38:14Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16690			Robert Stacey			233			3			27.16.1			369			49			T			N			369.49			49			27.16.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			1467r1			781			The statement "A BSS started by an HE STA is an HE BSS" is not accurate and not aligned with definition of HE BSS in 3.2. The definition in 3.2 also has problems: remove "transmited by an HE STA" since it is not relavant (how does another device know whether or not the transmitter is an HE STA?)			Change statement to "An HE BSS is a BSS in which the Beacon frames include an HE Operation element" and remove the definition from 3.2			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 04:55:02Z)


Revised –

Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution is to include a statement as suggested. However, keeping the statement that an HE BSS is started by an HE STA. Also keeping the definition, since it was requested by a commenter in the past CR, and amended it as suggested in the comment.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1467r1 under all headings that include CID 16690.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-08 20:32:11Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16691			Robert Stacey			233			3			28.3.2.6			420			46			T			N			420.46			46			28.3.2.6						V			Yujin Noh			11-18/1453r1			781			This statement belongs in the MAC clause since it has to do with sequencing and channel access. I'm not sure its necessary in any case.			Move to MAC clause or delete.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:32:29Z)

TGax Editor: make changes according to this document 11-18-1453-01-00ax CR on PHY subcarriers and RU part 1			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-01 22:25:00Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16692			Robert Stacey			233			3			28.3.2.7			421			45			T			N			421.45			45			28.3.2.7						V			Lochan Verma			18/1734r1			781			This statement and the one in the next paragraph belong in the MAC clause.			Move to MAC clause			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 12:19:22Z)

TGax Editor: make changes according to this document 11-18-1734-01-00ax CR on PHY subcarriers and RU part 2			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 23:23:48Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16693			Robert Stacey			233			3			28.3.2.8			421			55			T			N			421.55			55			28.3.2.8						V			Lochan Verma			18/1734r1			781			This whole subclause belongs in the MAC clause			Move to MAC clause			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 12:19:38Z)

TGax Editor: make changes according to this document 11-18-1734-01-00ax CR on PHY subcarriers and RU part 2			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 23:23:53Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16694			Robert Stacey			233			3			28.3.2.9			422			50			T			N			422.50			50			28.3.2.9						J			Lochan Verma			18/1734r1			737			The statements in this subclause belong in the MAC clause			Move to MAC clause			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-10 12:20:02Z)

Reason: Once two statements in this subclause moves into to MAC, no contents are left. Deleting the subclause of “28.3.2.9 80 (MHz operating non-AP HE STAs)” may cause readers not to catch a big picture of 11ax resource allocation.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 23:23:56Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16695			Robert Stacey			233			3			28.3.10.5			457			22			T			N			457.22			22			28.3.10.5						A			Ron Porat			11-18/1514r1			781			The statement "The LENGTH field shall be set to the value given by Equation (28-11)" is not true. In the case of an HE TB PPDU, the LENGTH field is set to the value received in the TXVECTOR parameter L_LENGTH (since it is obtained from the Trigger frame).			Change to "For an HE TB PPDU, the LENGTH field is set to the TXVECTOR parameter L_LENGTH. For an HE SU PPDU, HE ER SU PPDU and HE MU PPDU, the LENGTH field is set to the value given by the Equation (28-11)." Remove the note at L38.			ACCEPTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:35:50Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-02 21:04:25Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16696			Robert Stacey			233			3			28.3.16			547			21			E			N			547.21			21			28.3.16						V			Editor						781			Is it an HE sounding NDP or an HE NDP?			Choose one			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 17:41:46Z) - Use HE NDP PPDU			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 17:41:59Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16697			Robert Stacey			233			3			28.3.16			547			21			E			N			547.21			21			28.3.16						A			Editor						781			Clause 28.3.16 and 28.3.17 define PPDU formats and should be part of 28.3.4			Move test in 28.3.16 and 28.3.17 (including figures) to 28.3.4.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 20:36:32Z) - Also, update corssreferences.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 20:36:48Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16698			Robert Stacey			233			3			28.3.19.2			548			43			T			N			548.43			43			28.3.19.2						V			Youhan Kim			11-18/1591r1			781			The sentence "The test in ..." is not parsable. It is not possible to figure out whether a particular PPDU meets this condition.			Write the condition as a bulleted list: "The requirements in this subclause apply to PPDUs that meet all the following conditions: - STBC is not used; - 0.8 us GI is used; - If the PPDU bandwidth is 20 MHz, BCC is used; - If the PPDU bandwidth is greater than 20 MHz, LDPC is used; - The PPDU is an HE SU PPDU			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 09:00:00Z)

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-18/1591r1 for CID 16698.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-03 19:01:18Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16699			Robert Stacey			233			3			28.3.19.6.2			552			11			T			N			552.11			11			28.3.19.6.2						V			Youhan Kim			18/1849r1			781			What is a BQR transmission?			Define BQR transmission			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:52:03Z)

 Proposed text update in 11-18/1849r1 for CID 16699 clarifies the term “BQR transmission.”			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 00:25:36Z - Use terminology adopted elsewhere: "a frame that includes a BQR Control subfield"			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16700			Robert Stacey			233			3			28.4.3			586			10			T			N			586.10			10			28.4.3						V			Jianhan Liu			18/1832r0			781			PSDU_LENGTH not defined for HE TB PPDU			Add calculation for PSDU_LENGTH for HE TB PPDU.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:18:15Z)

11ax editor, please see the discussion for instructions of CID 16700 in doc IEEE 802.11-18/1832r0.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-27 19:57:27Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16701			Robert Stacey			233			3			Annex G			677			17			T			N			677.17			17			Annex G						V			Osama Aboul-Magd			18/1852r1			781			Annex G is incomplete.			Add missing seqences or add a statement to the effect that HE sequences are note described.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:05:53Z) - Aree with the commenter. Annex G is updated by adding to the attribute Table and adding more HE sequences


TGax Editor: Please do the changes highlighted in the text in this submission (11-18/1852r0).			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			see #17056			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16702			Robert Stacey			233			3			27.5.4			295			43			T			N			295.43			43			27.5.4						J			Ming Gan			11-18/1512r0			697			We should probably prevent an AP from sending an A-MPDU with QoS Data frame (or anything) soliciting acknowledgement AND a Trigger frame with TIG Agg Limit > 0 to a STA			Add statement to the effect that AP shall not send an A-MPDU with a frame that solicits acknowledgment together with a Trigger frame that has TID Agg Limit > 0 unless the STA supports cascading			REJECTED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:54:43Z)
to provide the motivation or the reason to have the proposed restriction.

Morover, the setting of TID Aggregation Limit subfield in Trigger frame depends on the the value indicated in the Multi-TID Aggregation Tx Support subfield in the HE Capabilities element.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16703			ron porat			233			3			9.4.1.65			140			27			T			N			140.27			27			9.4.1.65						J			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			774			Tabel 9.76g defines the CQI report format, i.e. 'Average SNR for space-time stream X for RU index k', where X can be 1, 2, ..., Nc. Just like the compress V feedback format, where the columns of V are following eigen modes in the descending order, propose to clearly specify the space-time streams are ordered in descending order of the eigen modes.			add a note for table 9.76g: space-time streams are ordered in descending order of their corresponding eigen values.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:56:31Z) - the term eigen values is not used in the draft, and also not in REVmd draft 1.5.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16704			ron porat			233			3			27.9.2.1			338						E			N			338.00						27.9.2.1						A			Editor						781			Wrong reference to a subclause			Change from "The second type is defined in 27.9.2.2 (General operation with non-SRG OBSS PD level)" to "The second type is defined in 27.9.2.3 (General operation with SRG OBSS PD level)"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:42:03Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:42:07Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16705			ron porat			233			3			28.1.1			378			50			E			N			378.50			50			28.1.1						J			Yujin Noh			18/1735r0			737			"HE ER SU PPDU is not used" is not an item the HE STA shall support			Move it to a sub-item to the previous line "Single spatial stream HE-MCS ..." similar to the BCC requirement at line 15 of the same page.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-11 22:10:13Z) -There had been a long discussion that “shall support A feature” does not mean “shall not support B feature before.

For example. Supporting mandatorily “Single spatial stream HE-MCSs 0 to 2 in primary 20 MHz channel for HE ER SU PPDUs.” does not mean “HE-MCS greater than 2 when 242 subcarriers are not used in the Data field OFDM symbols” for HE ER SU PPDUs

Even though it seems not to be nature between “shall” and “not used”, it would be better to keep it as of now.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-27 22:55:47Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16706			ron porat			233			3			28.3.2.7			421			50			E			N			421.50			50			28.3.2.7						V			Yujin Noh			18/1790r1			737			"An HE AP shall not allocate an RU in an 160 MHz or 80+80 MHz HE MU PPDU or HE TB PPDU to a 20 MHz operating non-AP HE STA with the 20 MHz In 160/80+80 MHz HE PPDU In 2.4 GHz Band subfield in the HE PHY Capabilities Information field in its HE Capabilities element equal to 0"			160MHz not applicable in 2.4GHz band.Need to change band details.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 20:32:54Z) - Already fixed in D3.2 based on 11-18/1453r1. No further change required.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/15 20:33			EDITOR


			16707			ron porat			233			3			28.3.5			430			36			E			N			430.36			36			28.3.5						V			Editor						781			Text reads "The DCM tone mapper, which is part of the constellation
mapper, is applied only if the DCM indication in HE-SIG-A field is set to 1."			The DCM tone mapper, which is part of the constellation
mapper, is applied only if the DCM indication for HE-SIG-B in HE-SIG-A field is set to 1			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 19:02:04Z) - change "DCM indication" to "SIG DCM field"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 19:02:38Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16708			ron porat			233			3			28.3.5			433			38			G			N			433.38			38			28.3.5						V			Xiaogang Chen			11-18/1493r3			781			Figure for Transmitter Block Diagram for MU-MIMO with BCC missing			Addition of block diagram for MU-MIMO with BCC encoding.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 09:17:25Z)

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1493r3 under all headings that include CID 16708.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 18:29:45Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16709			ron porat			233			3			28.3.6.6			439			3			E			N			439.03			3			28.3.6.6						A			Editor						781			"Duplication and phase rotation: Duplicate the RL-SIG field over each occupied 20 MHz subchannel
of the channel bandwidth. Apply appropriate phase rotation for each occupied 20 MHz subchannel
as described in 28.3.9 (Mathematical description of signals) and 21.3.7.5 (Definition of tone rotation)."			Change RLSIG to HE SIG-A			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 19:04:39Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 19:04:42Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16710			ron porat			233			3			28.3.6.9			440			28			T			N			440.28			28			28.3.6.9						V			Xiaogang Chen			11-18/1493r3			781			Paragraph does not describe HE TB NDP PPDU			To subclause b, add a sentence describing there is no pilot mapping for HE TB NDP PPDU			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 11:37:58Z)

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1493r3 under all headings that include CID 16710.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 18:29:26Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16711			ron porat			233			3			28.3.7			443			6			E			N			443.06			6			28.3.7						V			Editor						781			edit sentence "The 242-tone RU can only be .." (for clarity/disambiguation)			"The ER SU PPDU with 242-tone RU"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 19:07:47Z) - Change "The" to "An HE ER SU PPDU with a".			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 19:08:39Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16712			ron porat			233			3			28.3.7			443			7			E			N			443.07			7			28.3.7						V			Editor						781			edit sentence "The 106-tone RU can only be .." (for clarity/disambiguation)			"The ER SU PPDU with 106-tone RU"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 20:21:04Z) - Change "The" to "An HE ER SU PPDU with a".			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 20:21:45Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16713			ron porat			233			3			28.3.10.8.3			481						E			N			481.00						28.3.10.8.3						J			Editor						768			The nararration on page 482 L62-65 is more accurate and could be carried over to page 481 L1-4			If a single RU overlaps with more than one of the tone ranges[-500:-259], [-258:-17], [17:258] or [259:500] , the corresponding RU Allocation subfields in the respective content channels shall all refer to the same RU.			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-14 07:07:35Z)

Reason: the addressed issue has been fixed in 11ax D3.2			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16714			ron porat			233			3			28.3.10.8.4			487			45			E			N			487.45			45			28.3.10.8.4						J			Editor						768			The preamble is punctured ... if and only if ....

The 'is' reads as a 'must' now, and implies that if RU Allocation 01110001 or 01110010 are used, the corresponding subbands must be punctured. That is not in sync with the MAC requirements: Section: "27.5.1.3. RU allocation in an HE MU PPDU" which does not state that all non-punctured subbands should have at least 1 RU loaded. Actually, on page 483 L35, it already says "If preamble puncturing is present, then an RU that overlaps a punctured 20 MHz subchannel shall not be allocated." This new section should only serve to make it more concrete without imposing extra constraints.			"Preamble puncturing is allowed ... if ..." or "If the preamble is punctured ... then ..."			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-14 07:14:02Z)

Reason: the current statement doesn't prohibit preamble to be present in a 20 MHz while there's no data RU assigned. This can be achieved by setting the AID in User Field to be 2046.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16715			ron porat			233			3			28.3.11.14			535						E			N			535.00						28.3.11.14						J			Editor						781			Mention that definition of all mathematical symbols can be found in 28.3.9			At eh cost of repetition, please mention the following after the NOTE. "All symbol definitions are given in 28.3.9"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 21:10:48Z) - Backward references for things like this are not needed. We can assume that the reader as read 28.3.9 by the time she gets here.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									N									2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16716			ron porat			233			3			28.3.11.16			537			55			E			N			537.55			55			28.3.11.16						V			Yujin Noh			18/1790r1			737			"When midamble is used in an HE SU PPDU, HE ER SU PPDU or HE MU PPDU, the number of space-time
streams in the PPDU shall not be greater more than that indicated by the maximum..."			Change "...PPDU shall not be greater more than that indicated..." to "...PPDU shall not be greater than that indicated.."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-11 22:05:33Z) - TGax Editor: make changes according to this document 11-18-1790-01-00ax CR on PHY Miscellaneous			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 23:41:55Z- Conflicts with #17100, which is a more substantive change						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16717			ron porat			233			3			28.3.18.1									E			N			548.37						28.3.18.1						V			Yujin Noh			18/1790r1			781			Edits to "N is the number of 20 MHz ppunctured channels. An example transmit spectral mask for Nx20..." to improve readability			Denote the number of 20 MHz punctured channels by N. An example transmit spectral mask for Nx20 MHz preamble punctured channel with transmission on both the upper and lower subchannels is shown in Figure 28-51, where the X axis in the plot is centered in the middle of the punctured subbands. Two examples are illustrated below in figures 28-51, 28-52			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-11 22:05:48Z) - TGax Editor: make changes according to this document 11-18-1790-01-00ax CR on PHY Miscellaneous			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 23:46:30Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16718			ron porat			233			3			28.3.18.1			553						E			N			553.00						28.3.18.1						J			Editor						781			Superfluous text between figures 28-51 and 28-52			Remove this text since it is identical to the captions of fig 28-51, 28-52			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 20:43:47Z) - Each figure must be introduced with body text. If there is supperfluous text, then it is in the figure title (which should be concise).			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									N									2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16719			ron porat			233			3			28.4.2			583			14			T			N			583.14			14			28.4.2						J			Edward Au						806			Table has missing elements			Add following capability elements as MIB attributes:
- Midamble
- Non triggered CQI
- 1024 on RU < 242 (RX,TX)
- Full BW SU usage HE MU PPDU w. compressed SIGB
- Full BW SU usage HE MU PPDU w. uncompressed SIGB
- HESIGB w. > 16 symbols
- Max NC
- DCM MAX BW
- DCM MAX Constellation TX
- DCM MAX Constellation RX			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 17:54:35Z) - Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn									N									2019/1/29 17:24			EDITOR


			16720			ron porat			233			3			28.4.2			583			14			T			N			583.14			14			28.4.2						V			Edward Au			18/1939r1			781			Table has superfluous elements			Remove the following elements from the table as they are not related to PHY capabilities:
- Dual band support
- Punctured preamble TX			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 21:43:08Z) - Delete the entries “dot11HEPuncturedPreambleTxImplemented” and “dot11HEPuncturedPreambleTxActivated” in Table 28-51.

Delete “dot11HEPuncturedPreambleTxImplemented” and “dot11HEPuncturedPreambleTxActivated” in page 685 lines 1 and 2.

Remove the row "dot11HEDualBandImplemented" from Table 28-51.

Remove the row "dot11HEDualBandImplemented" from Dot11PhyHEEntry in page 666 line 54.

Remove the description of "dot11HEDualBandImplemented" from page 667 line 63 to page 668 line 8.

Remove "dot11HEDualBandImplemented" from dot11PhyHEComplianceGroup OBJECT-GROUP in page 684 line 64.

Note to Editor:
The change related to dual band is the same as those for CID 16224.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-29 20:18:00Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16721			ron porat			233			3			27.15.4.1			367			54			E			N			367.54			54			27.15.4.1						A			Editor						781			Section 27.15.4.1 (Rx supported HE-MCS and NSS Set) refers section 28.5 (Parameters for HE-MCSs) for mandatory support of <HE-MCS,NSS> tuple for a given BW. But, the corresponding paragraph (present in D2.0) in section 28.5 was removed in D3.0.			Instead of refering to section 28.5, refer to section 28.1.1			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:17:15Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:17:18Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16722			ron porat			233			3			27.15.4.2			368			30			E			N			368.30			30			27.15.4.2						A			Editor						781			section 27.15.4.2 (Tx supported HE-MCS and NSS Set) refers section 28.5 (Parameters for HE-MCSs) for mandatory support of <HE-MCS,NSS> tuple for a given BW. But, the corresponding paragraph (present in D2.0) in section 28.5 was removed in D3.0.			Instead of refering to section 28.5, refer to section 28.1.1			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:18:18Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:18:22Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16723			ron porat			233			3			28.3.16			547			53			T			N			547.53			53			28.3.16						V			Matt Fischer			18/0496r15			781			preamble puncturing as currently defined in D3.0 is lacking several features needed to make it useful especially in Radar channels when some subchannels are blocked for very long durations			Please consider adding the following enhancements: 1. Broadcast message to declare punctured subchannels 2. Punctured NDP to enable BF and DL MU-MIMO 3. NDPA signaling of punctured subbands in the NDP 4. Punctured Non-HT Dup to carry NDPA 5. New PHY modes to enable single user transmission across the entire available punctured BW with at least 60MHz support and one mode for >80MHz (e.g. 120MHz)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:48:14Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/0496r15 that are marked with CID 16723			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-05 14:45:45Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16724			RUI YANG			233			3			28.1.1			378						E			N			378.00						28.1.1						J			Yujin Noh			18/1735r0			737			It looks very strange to have this "not used" cases under "An HE STA shall support the following features".			It is better to create a paragraph to include all "not supported" cases			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-11 22:09:38Z) 

- There had been a long discussion that “shall support A feature (e.g. LDPC)” does not mean “shall not support B feature (e.g. BCC)” before.

For example. “LDPC coding (transmit and receive) shall support in all supported HE PPDU types, RU sizes, and number of spatial streams if the STA supports transmitting and receiving in channel bandwidths greater than 20 MHz” does not mean “BCC is not used in the following cases: 1) An HE SU PPDU with a bandwidth greater than 20 MHz and 2) An RU of size greater than 242 subcarriers in an HE MU PPDU or an HE TB PPDU)

Even though it seems not to be nature between “shall” and “not used”, it would be better to keep it as of now.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-27 22:53:21Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16725			RUI YANG			233			3			28.1.1			378						T			Y			378.00						28.1.1						J			Lochan Verma			18/1841r1			737			In these three bullets, each has a condition for LDPC coding. It is not clear how logically those conditions are related. It is better to put them under one bullet and using "and" or "or" relate them.			See comment			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:59:02Z)

Each bullet is self contained. If there is a dependency the individual bullet describes it. Note similar procedure is followed elsewhere in the spec. (e.g., entire HE PHY introduction). If the three bullets are combined into one, the sentence will be too long and may lead to misunderstanding.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 19:33:54Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16726			RUI YANG			233			3			28.3.1.2			409						T			Y			409.00						28.3.1.2						J			Lochan Verma			18/1841r1			737			Conceptually, the description of OFDM and OFDMA in this paragraph is not accurate. Since they are well-known concepts, it is not necessary to have this paragraph. Also, this paragraph is crossed out in the redlined version. Not sure if it is an editorial error or not.			Remove this paragraph			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-10 12:01:22Z)

The comment doesn’t point out which part of description is not accurate. While the concepts of OFDM and OFDMA are known, this is the first amendment of 802.11 that adds OFDMA feature. A small paragraph introducing the concept is justifiable.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 19:57:28Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16727			RUI YANG			233			3			3.2			38			12			E			N			38.12			12			3.2						J			Editor						781			Define "HE PPDU" explicitly when it is first introduced.			Change "high efficiency (HE) physical layer protocol data unit (PPDU)" to "high efficiency physical layer protocol data unit (HE PPDU)"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-11 21:17:21Z) - Unecessary. Nothing wrong with terms built from term acronyms.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									N			EDITOR: 2018-10-11 21:17:25Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16728			RUI YANG			233			3			3.2			38			21			E			N			38.21			21			3.2						J			Editor						781			Define "HE SU PPDU" explicitly when it is first introduced.			Change "high efficiency (HE) single-user (SU) physical layer protocol data unit (PPDU)" to "high efficiency  single-user physical layer protocol data unit (HE SU PPDU)"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-11 21:17:41Z) - Unecessary. Nothing wrong with terms built from term acronyms.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									N			EDITOR: 2018-10-11 21:17:45Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16729			RUI YANG			233			3			3.2			38			7			E			N			38.07			7			3.2						J			Editor						781			Define "HE MU PPDU" explicitly when it is first introduced.			Change "high efficiency (HE) multi-user (MU) physical layer protocol data unit (PPDU)" to "high efficiency  multi-user physical layer protocol data unit (HE MU PPDU)"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-11 21:17:01Z) - Unecessary. Nothing wrong with terms built from term acronyms.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									N			EDITOR: 2018-10-11 21:17:05Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16730			RUI YANG			233			3			3.2			38			26			E			N			38.26			26			3.2						J			Editor						781			Define "HE TB PPDU" explicitly when it is first introduced.			Change "high efficiency (HE) trigger-based (TB) physical layer protocol data unit (PPDU)" to "high efficiency trigger-based physical layer protocol data unit (HE TB PPDU)"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-11 21:17:51Z) - Unecessary. Nothing wrong with terms built from term acronyms.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									N			EDITOR: 2018-10-11 21:17:57Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16731			RUI YANG			233			3			3.2			37			59			E			N			37.59			59			3.2						J			Editor						781			Define "HE ER SU PPDU" explicitly when it is first introduced.			Change "high efficiency (HE) extended range (ER) single-user (SU) physical layer (PHY) protocol data unit
(PPDU)" to "high efficiency extended range  single-user  physical layer protocol data unit
(HE ER SU PPDU)"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-11 21:14:52Z) - Unecessary. Nothing wrong with terms built from term acronyms.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									N			EDITOR: 2018-10-11 21:15:02Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16732			RUI YANG			233			3			28.3.4			425			29			E			Y			425.29			29			28.3.4						V			Editor						781			"twice as long as" what?			Change "the HE-SIG-A field is twice as long as for other formats" to "the HE-SIG-A field is twice as long as the field for other formats"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 18:57:05Z) - Change to "the HE-SIG-A field is twice as long as the HE-SIG-A field in other HE PPDU formats"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 18:57:19Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16733			RUI YANG			233			3			28.3.4			427			1			E			Y			427.01			1			28.3.4						J			Yujin Noh			18/1790r1			737			It says "When the HE modulated fields are located in more than one 20 MHz channel, the pre-HE modulated fields are duplicated over the multiple 20 MHz channels, as shown in Figure 28-12", but Figure 28-12 doesn't show those fields, and neither the duplication.			Make a new figure to show the duplication of these fields			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-11 22:00:30Z) - Figure 28-14 shows “When the HE modulated fields are located in more than one 20 MHz channel, the pre-HE modulated fields are duplicated over the multiple 20 MHz  channels” with the texts on three kinds of RUs
-	RUs located in one 20MHz channel (need 20 MHz pre-HE modulated fields)
-	RUs located in two 20MHz channels (need 40 MHz duplicated pre-HE modulated fields)
-	RUs located in four 20MHz channels (need 80 MHz duplicated pre-HE modulated fields)

Here, pre-HE modulated fields implicately means L-STF, L-LTF, L-SIG, RL-SIG and HE-SIG-A fields. We had a long discussion about this figure and decided this is the best way to explain the number of 20 MHz channels when transmitting the HE TB PPDUs.			EDITOR			Approved No Change						Passing to ad-hoc for resolution			N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16734			RUI YANG			233			3						452			55			E			Y			452.55			55									A			Editor						781			"For" should be "for"			Change to "for the L-STF and L-LTF fields"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-11 21:44:37Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-11 21:44:41Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16735			RUI YANG			233			3			28.3.10.5			457			32			E			Y			457.32			32			28.3.10.5						J			Editor						781			m cannot be 1 and 2			change to "m is 1 for an HE MU PPDU and HE ER SU PPDU, or 2 otherwise"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 20:31:50Z) - the use of the conjunction "and" does not imply that m is two things; it merly joins the two related phrases			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 20:32:55Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16736			RUI YANG			233			3						384			48			E			N			384.48			48									J			Bo Sun			18/1759r1			737			Define 'HE Training Symbols" when it is first introduced			Change "HE Training Symbols" to "HE Training Symbols, which include HE-STF and HE-LTF,"			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:36:57Z)

Reason: the issue addressed by the comment doesn’t exist in 11ax D3.0.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-27 23:24:08Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16737			SAI SHANKAR NANDAGOPALAN			233			3			9.4.2.237.2			148			39			T			N			148.39			39			9.4.2.237.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0096r1			803			Use of TWT information frames. It is not mandated as part of certification in certification body of 802.11ax program and hence request this bit of supported or not supported to be included in HE MAC capabilities			Use one of the reserved bits b45 to b47 to indicate that			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-18 04:01:08Z) - This CID was discussed, and a reject resolution was provided in Nov F2F meeting as part of 11-18/1473r2:
“TWT Informaiton frames are a subpart of the TWT operation procedure, and while its use may not be tested as part of a certification body, its nontestability would not bring any interop issues since the STA that ignores the instructions in the TWT information frame would take a performance hit because the transmitting STA will not be there for the exchange.”
The rejection is re-considered, since an erroneous behavior from the recipient side would bring performance degradation which is not desirable. As such the proposed resolution is to allow the recipient to enable/disable reception of this frame so that it is inline with activities in other programs and does not bring performance degradation. The proposed resolution however does not use a capability bit since there is only one left but uses one of the available 4 bits present in the TWT element itself.
In addition, as part of the proposed resolutions, we are providing clarifications regarding the selection of the TWT Flow ID, how the update of the parameters is performed for an existing TWT session, and the setting of the dialog token for an unsolicited TWT (using same functionalities of other protocols in the baseline).

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/0096r1 under all headings that include CID 16737.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0096 TWT fixes									I			EDITOR: 2019-02-01 17:15:39Z- EDITOR: 2019-02-01 17:15:35Z			4			2019/2/1 17:15			EDITOR


			16738			SAI SHANKAR NANDAGOPALAN			233			3			9.2.4.6a.6			78			60			T			N			78.60			60			9.2.4.6a.6						J			Yongho Seok			19/0085r3			790			The channel availability bit map has the lowest resolution of 20 MHz. But there may be colocated radios in future in the field. In those case it may be the case that they require finer resolution atleast in the order of 26 tone or 52 tone RU that is interfered or not interfered. This information when communicated to AP, the scheduler in AP can make RU allocation appropriately to that STA			Whenvever only one 20 MHz channel is available out of entire 80 MHz/160 MHz operating channel, then there are two ways to solve this. First way:.There are two bits available in the BQR Control. In that case use that to indicate whether the upper half (10MHz of that 20 MHz Channel) or lower half (lower 10 MHz part of 20 MHz) is free when the Bits b0 to b7 have only one channel 20 MHz set. Second way: Expand the number of bits to indicate finer resolution and change the coding scheme to 26 tone RU by including 7 more bits which will give resolution in order of 26 tone RU			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 18:16:49Z) - The comment fails to identify a specific issue to be addressed. It fails to identify changes in sufficient detail so that the specific wording of the changes that will satisfy the commenter can be determined.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/0085 MAC Misc Part 2									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 18:50:22Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/28 18:50			EDITOR


			16739			Shimi Shilo			233			3			9.3.1.23.8			108			8			T			Y			108.08			8			9.3.1.23.8						J			Laurent Cariou			19/0177r1			794			NDP feedback currently supports only associated STAs, and doesn't provide an opportunity for non-associated STAs to  request a probe response, which means a large amount of probe requests and probe response messages will be transmitted, lowering the system efficiency, sometimes significantly.			"Add 1 bit from 'reserved' for 'Request for Probe Response'.
Change Eq. 9-ax1 to N_STA=18*2^BW*(Multiplexing_Flag)-2^BW*'Request_for_Probe_Response'"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 21:21:44Z) - the commenter didn’t come with a proposal for this comment. The group does not have enough information to accept this comment.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0177 6 GHz Misc									N									2019/1/28 19:27			EDITOR


			16740			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			9.2.4.6a.1			71			62			T			Y			71.62			62			9.2.4.6a.1						J			Yongho Seok			18/1504r1			687			"The HE TB PPDU Length subfield indicates the length of the HE TB PPDU response and is set to the number
of OFDM symbols in the Data field of the HE TB PPDU minus 1." Why not use the same encoding as used in the Trigger frame? In fact, Table 28-1 says the following about L_LENGTH: "Indicates the value in the LENGTH field of the L-SIG field in
the range of 1 to 4095. The value is obtained from the Trigger
frame or the TRS Control subfield in the frame to which the
HE TB PPDU is a response". It would be better to respect this format in the TRS Control field as well.			Change to "The HE TB PPDU Length subfield indicates the value of the L-SIG Length field of the HE TB PPDU."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 18:51:15Z) - The UL Length field of the Trigger frame is 12 bits. 
But, the HE TB PPDU Length in the TRS Control subfield is 5 bits.
The same encoding can’t be used.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16741			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			9.2.4.6a.1			72			1			T			Y			72.01			1			9.2.4.6a.1						V			Yongho Seok			18/1504r1			781			"The RU Allocation subfield indicates the resource unit (RU) assigned for transmitting the HE TB PPDU
response and the encoding is defined in 9.3.1.23". Be more specific.			Add reference to Table 9-25h			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 18:52:03Z)

Agree in principle. 

Replace with Table 9-25h (The encoding of B19–B13 of the RU Allocation subfield).			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-05 16:40:13Z - I assume the instruction means reaplace 9.3.1.23 with Table 9-25h			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16742			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			9.2.4.6a.3			75			18			T			Y			75.18			18			9.2.4.6a.3						V			Yongho Seok			18/1504r1			781			"RU index encoding is as defined 9.3.1.23 (Trigger
frame format)." Be more specific.			Add reference to Table 9-25h			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 18:54:32Z) - Agree in principle. 
(Similar comment with CID 16741)

Replace with Table 9-25h (The encoding of B19–B13 of the RU Allocation subfield). 

TGax editor makes changes as shown in the as specified in 11-18/1504r1.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-05 16:43:28Z - see #16741			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16743			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			9.4.1.63			122			14			T			Y			122.14			14			9.4.1.63						V			Menzo Wentink			19/0002r0			792			"For the left of DC, scidx(i) = scidx(i-1) + Ng, where 1 Γëñ i Γëñ L, L is the number of subcarriers on the left of DC for which feedback is sent to the beamformer and scidx(L) = -4."
It looks like scidx(L) is defined twice. Once by "scidx(i) = scidx(i-1) + Ng, where 1 Γëñ i Γëñ L" and once explicitly as "scidx(L) = -4". Probably the range of i should be 1 Γëñ i < L.			Change "1 Γëñ i Γëñ L" to "1 Γëñ i < L"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:56:46Z) - Make the changes shown under “Proposed changes” in 19/0002r0, which reformulate the determination of subcarrier indices without needing a variable L.			EDITOR			Mark 19/0002 beamforming feedback									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-23 20:50:56Z- 			4			2019/1/23 20:50			EDITOR


			16744			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			162			40			T			Y			162.40			40			9.4.2.237.3						V			Lochan Verma			11-18/1459r1			781			Definition of "Tx 1024-QAM Support < 242-tone RU" in Table 9-262ss is duplicated on line 59			Remove duplication			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 06:22:32Z)

Refer to resolution of CID15891			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 22:22:42Z - see #15891			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16745			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			162			40			T			Y			162.40			40			9.4.2.237.3						J			Lochan Verma			11-18/1459r1			666			Why is "Tx 1024-QAM Support < 242-tone RU" reserved for an AP? Is this for TB only?			Clarify			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 06:22:14Z)

Yes, the capability is for HE TB PPDU. It allows AP to set MCS correctly in the Trigger frame for this non-AP STA.

This field is reserved for an AP because Tx properties are not advertised.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 22:22:32Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16746			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			162			40			T			Y			162.40			40			9.4.2.237.3						V			Lochan Verma			11-18/1459r1			781			Name of subfield is "Tx 1024-QAM < 242-tone RU Support" in Figure 9-589cl. In Table 9-262aa "Tx 1024-QAM Support
< 242-tone RU" is used (for one of the duplicate entries)			Align names between Figure 9-589cl and Table 9-262aa.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 06:21:57Z)

TGax Editor: make changes for CID 16746 according to 11-18-1459-01-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 22:25:22Z- see #15891			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16747			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			162			44			E			Y			162.44			44			9.4.2.237.3						V			Editor						781			Typo fro -> for			See comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 20:42:26Z) - Deleted with resolution to #16053			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 20:42:30Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16748			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			162			44			T			Y			162.44			44			9.4.2.237.3						V			Lochan Verma			11-18/1459r1			781			Name of subfield is "Rx 1024-QAM < 242-tone RU Support" in Figure 9-589cl. In Table 9-262aa "Rx 1024-QAM Support
< 242-tone RU" is used (for one of the duplicate entries)			Align names between Figure 9-589cl and Table 9-262aa.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 06:23:22Z)

Refer to resolution of CID 16746.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 22:24:44Z- see #15891			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16749			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			162			45			T			Y			162.45			45			9.4.2.237.3						V			Lochan Verma			11-18/1459r1			781			Definition of "Rx 1024-QAM Support < 242-tone RU" in Table 9-262ss is duplicated on page 163, line 6			Remove duplication			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 06:23:35Z)

Refer to resolution of CID 16746.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 22:24:55Z- see #15891			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16750			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			27.2.1			253			25			T			Y			253.25			25			27.2.1						V			Huizhao Wang			18/1995r3			782			"An HE AP can configure to use". Can configure what?			Complete sentence			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 22:25:57Z) - TGax editor, please make changes as showing in doc 11-18-1995-03-00ax			EDITOR			Huizhao 18/1995 Duration based RTS									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 19:44:14Z			4			2019/1/24 19:44			EDITOR


			16751			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			27.4.4.5			275			35			E			Y			275.35			35			27.4.4.5						V			Editor						781			Typo "manamgement frame" -> "management frame"			Fix Typo			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 21:10:14Z) - Also cpaitalize Management			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 21:10:04Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16752			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			27.5.2			279			14			E			Y			279.14			14			27.5.2						A			Editor						781			Change "a non-A STA" to a non-AP STA						ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 21:58:23Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 21:58:27Z - see #17113			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16753			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			27.5.3.3			286			50			T			Y			286.50			50			27.5.3.3						J			Abhishek Patil			18/1455r3			683			"A STA shall transmit an HE TB PPDU a SIFS after a received PPDU, if all the following conditions are met". Add: "It shall not transmit an HE TB PPDU otherwise"			See comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 21:01:51Z) - The spec has provided clear rules as to when a STA shall send a TB PPDU. It is natural that if any of the conditions are not satisfied, a STA shall not send a TB PPDU. We will need to update several sections of the spec if we start adding such negative rules.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16754			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			27.5.3.3			286			54			T			Y			286.54			54			27.5.3.3						V			Abhishek Patil			18/1455r3			781			"The User Info field in the Trigger frame (...)". "The" is not correct since the Trigger frame will contain multiple User Info fields.			Change "The User Infro field" to "A User Infor field"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 21:02:02Z) - Agree with the comment
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1455r2			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16755			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			27.5.3.3			287			63			T			Y			287.63			63			27.5.3.3						V			Abhishek Patil			18/1455r3			781			"The MIDAMBLE_PERIODICITY parameter (...) set to the value of the Number Of HE-LTF Symbols And Midamble Periodicity subfield in the Common Info field of the Trigger frame". This subfield contains information on both HE-LTF and midamble.			Change to "set to the value of Midamble periodicity indicated by the  Number Of HE-LTF Symbols And Midamble Periodicity subfield in the Common Info field of the Trigger frame"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 21:03:15Z) - Agree with the comment
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1455r2			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16756			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			27.6.3			307			11			T			Y			307.11			11			27.6.3						J			Menzo Wentink			19/1921r4			782			"An HE beamformer that transmits an HE NDP Announcement frame with more than one STA Info field shall transmit a BFRP Trigger frame a SIFS after the HE NDP to solicit an HE compressed beamforming and CQI report".
SU-style feedback should also be allowed for multiple STA Info fields, similar to the 11ac sounding protocol.			Allow SU feedback of compressed beamforming and CQI report, similar to 11ac.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 22:34:07Z) - This is already allowed per D3.0 clause 27.6.2, at 304.36:

"An SU beamformer may solicit partial bandwidth or full bandwidth SU feedback from an SU beamformee in an HE TB sounding sequence if the SU beamformee indicates support by setting the Triggered SU Beamforming Feedback subfield in the HE PHY Capabilities Information field in the HE Capabilities element it transmits to 1."			EDITOR			Menzo 18/1921 Sounding									N									2019/1/25 17:43			EDITOR


			16757			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			27.9.2.3			339			26			T			Y			339.26			26			27.9.2.3						J			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			682			"before the end of the PPDU". I could actually be at the end of the PPDU (see SR_DELAY)			Correct statement			REJECTED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:36:21Z) - CCAreset is always send at the end of the PPDU, what is different here is that under certain conditions, it is possible to do this before the end. In the case of SR_delay, this is an exception where this is not possible, and this exception is stated later in this subclause.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16758			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			27.9.2.4			340			17			T			Y			340.17			17			27.9.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			781			Figure 27-9 looks like a 8-bit graphic. Quality of the Figure needs to be improved.			See comment			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:38:59Z) - agree with the commenter. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1495r6			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16759			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			27.9.4			340			50			T			Y			340.50			50			27.9.4						V			Matt Fischer			1495r6			781			"Highest NSS Supported M1 subfield in the Supported HE-MCS and NSS Set field of its HE Capabilities element field". There is no Highest NSS Supported M1 subfield.			Update text			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:50:34Z) - agree with the commenter. The same behaviour should be by using the support for transmitting 3 SSs or not. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1495r6			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-04 17:41:56Z - 18/1495r6 does not associate specific edits with this comment			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16760			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			27.9.4			340			53			T			Y			340.53			53			27.9.4						V			Matt Fischer			1495r6			781			"Highest NSS Supported M1 subfield in the Supported HE-MCS and NSS Set field of its HE Capabilities element field". There is no Highest NSS Supported M1 subfield.			Update text			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:50:57Z) - agree with the commenter. The same behaviour should be by using the support for transmitting 3 SSs or not. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1495r6			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-04 17:42:10Z - 18/1495r6 does not associate specific edits with this comment			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16761			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			27.9.2.4			341			9			T			Y			341.09			9			27.9.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			781			Why "+ -82 dBm"			Replace with "- 82 dBm"			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:43:09Z) - agree with the commenter. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1495r6			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-04 17:43:40Z - 18/1495r6 does not associate specific edits with this comment. I suspect these changes were made editorially in 3.1.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16762			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			27.9.2.4			341			10			T			Y			341.10			10			27.9.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			781			Why "+ -82 dBm"			Replace with "- 82 dBm"			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:43:29Z) - agree with the commenter. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1495r6			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-04 17:44:23Z - 18/1495r6 does not associate specific edits with this comment. I suspect these changes were made editorially in 3.1.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16763			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3						346						T			Y			346.00												J									807			"minus a safety margin value not to exceed 5 dB". Why do we need to specify this value and be so specific about setting the value of the Acceptable Interference Level? The Acceptable Interference Level is determined by the AP and should be left to implementation.			Use more generic wording like "should be chosen by the AP to ensure correct reception in the presence of the expected interference"			Rejected.

 A safety margin value greater than 5 dB leaves almost no range remaining in the acceptable interference level.			EDITOR			Spatial Reuse									N									2019/1/29 17:24			EDITOR


			16764			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			27.10.1			348			5			E			Y			348.05			5			27.10.1						A			Editor						781			Change "A_MPDU" to "A-MPDU"			See comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:14:58Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:15:01Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16765			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			27.10.4.1			349			56			E			Y			349.56			56			27.10.4.1						V			Editor						781			Change "can't contains" to "can't contain"			See comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:32:14Z) - Change to "does not contain"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:32:25Z - see #16287			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16766			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			27.11.2			353			20			T			Y			353.20			20			27.11.2						J			Yongho Seok			18/1505r1			787			UPLINK_FLAG has some rules for mesh and TDLS frames (see Table 28-19)			Add rules for mesh and TDLS frames			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:15:25Z) - Table 28-19 does not have any different rule for the mesh and TDLS frames. 
Especially, the second bullet of 27.11.2 covers the mesh and TDLS frames.			EDITOR			Yongho 18/1505 MAC TXVECTOR									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 17:14:31Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/28 17:14			EDITOR


			16767			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			27.11.3			353			35			T			Y			353.35			35			27.11.3						V			Yongho Seok			18/1505r1			787			Description of "BEAM_CHANGE" only explains when it should be set to 1. It does not explain the purpose of the field.			Provide explanation of the meaning of the field, as is done for the other fields			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:15:49Z) - Agree in principle. 

TGax editor makes changes as shown in the as specified in 11-18/1505r1.			EDITOR			Yongho 18/1505 MAC TXVECTOR									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 17:15:28Z			4			2019/1/28 17:15			EDITOR


			16768			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			27.11.3			353			35			T			Y			353.35			35			27.11.3						V			Yongho Seok			18/2023r2			781			BEAM_CHANGE = 0 could be problematic if beamforming is applied to the legacy preamble. Beamforming may cause sudden phase jumps in the channel estimate. For this reason, HT, VHT and HE beamformed transmissions come with a "smoothing" or "beamformed" indication in the preamble, so the receiver can adjust. This is not possible if BF is applied from the start of the packet. Since the receiver can not know whether BF is applied or not, it may have no choice but to disable channel smoothing. This would be quite ironic since it would result in a reduction of channel estimate quality, which BEAM_CHANGE is supposed to help with.			Add a bit to the HE Capabilities to allow the receiver to indicate that it is (or is not) willing to accept packets with BEAM_CHANGE=0 for which beamforming is applied.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 21:55:05Z) - 11ax editor, please see the discussion for instructions of CID 16768 in doc IEEE 802.11-18/2023r2.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-29 21:06:17Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16769			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			27.11.4			354			4			T			Y			354.04			4			27.11.4						V			Abhishek Patil			1244r1			781			The notation "HE (ER) SU" is used here in two places as shorthand for "HE SU PPDU or HE ER SU PPDU". This notation is not used anywhere else in the document.			Replace "HE (ER) SU" with "HE SU PPDU or HE ER SU PPDU" (two occurences)			REVISED (MAC: 2018-08-14 22:23:39Z)


Revised
Agree with the comment. Text updated as suggested by the comment
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1244r1 for CID 16769			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.1			motion passed						I						3.1			2019/1/17 21:26			EDITOR


			16770			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			27.16.4.1			374			54			E			Y			374.54			54			27.16.4.1						A			Editor						781			Change "during which only HE STA which supports" to "during
which only HE STAs that support"			See comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:42:39Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:42:42Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16771			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			27.16.4.1			374			61			E			Y			374.61			61			27.16.4.1						A			Editor						781			Change "fieldin the AP's ..." to "field in the AP's"			See comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:45:07Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 20:45:06Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16772			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.1.1			377			30			T			Y			377.30			30			28.1.1						V			Lochan Verma			18/1841r1			781			"The HE PHY is based on (...) in the 5 GHz band. The HE PHY is based on (...) in the 2.4 GHz band."
The information on the bands comes at the end of a long sentence. For clarity, put "In the 5 GHz band" and " In the 2.4 GHz band" at the beginning of the respective sentence.			Change to: "In the 5 GHz band, the HE PHY is based on (...). In the 2.4 GHz band, the HE PHY is based on (...)."			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:57:55Z)

TGax Editor: make changes for CID 16772 according to 11-18-1841-01-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 19:24:48Z - A PHY is a logical entity -- a design -- and does not exist in a particular band. It might operate in a band. Changed "In the 5 GHz band" to "For 5 GHz band operation"			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16773			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.1.1			377			36			T			Y			377.36			36			28.1.1						V			Lochan Verma			18/1735r0			781			"the maximum number of users supported for DL MU-MIMO transmissions to eight per RU". RU is used before the acronym is defined. Note that on line 38, the term "resource unit" is used instead.						REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:23:31Z)

TGax Editor: make changes according to this document 11-18-1735-00-00ax CR on PHY Intro			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-27 22:52:59Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16774			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.1.1			379			29			T			Y			379.29			29			28.1.1						V			Lochan Verma			18/1841r1			781			Confusing bullet: "Single spatial stream HE-MCSs 0 to 7 (transmit) in all supported channel widths and RU sizes for
HE MU PPDUs (transmit) or HE TB PPDUs (receive)". First it says in parentheses "(transmit)". Later it also includes "(receive)" for HE TB PPDUs.			Split into two bullets: transmit for MU PPDU and receive for TB PPDU			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:59:38Z)

TGax Editor: make changes for CID 16774 according to 11-18-1841-01-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 19:40:04Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16775			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.1.1			380			36			T			Y			380.36			36			28.1.1						J			Lochan Verma			18/2017r1			737			Split bullet "Single spatial stream HE-MCSs 0 to 7 in all supported channel widths and RU sizes for HE MU
PPDUs (receive) or HE TB PPDUs (transmit)" into two bullets, one for transmit and one for receive requirement.			See comment			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-14 07:47:57Z)

The current text is clear. There is no technical benefit to split the bullet into two.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16776			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.1.4			383			1			T			Y			383.01			1			28.1.4						J			Lochan Verma			18/1841r1			737			Delete "With this format the HE-SIG-A field is not
repeated". This is too much information for this bullet list. Compare to non-HT, HT and VHT format in the same list. No specifics about premable are given.						REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-10 12:00:47Z)

Unlike previous amendents, 11ax introduces many new PPDU format. Extra text to highlight the differences between these formats may be helpful to the reader. There is no technical error in current text.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 19:57:20Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16777			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.1.4			383			10			T			Y			383.10			10			28.1.4						J			Lochan Verma			18/1841r1			737			Delete "The preamble format prior to the
HE-STF field is identical to the HE SU PPDU". This is too much information for this bullet list. Compare to non-HT, HT and VHT format in the same list. No specifics about premable are given.						REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-10 12:01:00Z)

Unlike previous amendents, 11ax introduces many new PPDU formats. Extra text to highlight the differences between these formats may be helpful to the reader. There is no technical error in current text.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 19:57:24Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16778			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.2.1			383			20			T			Y			383.20			20			28.2.1						V			Bo Sun			18/1759r1			781			"The interface includes TXVECTOR, RXVECTOR, and PHYCONFIG_VECTOR.". TRIG_VECTOR is also defined in this section, but omitted from the list.			Mention TRIG_VECTOR in this introduction			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:36:24Z)

TGax Editor: please implement the proposed text changes to 802.11ax D3.2 for CID 16778 in 11-18/1759r2.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-27 23:10:12Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16779			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.2.2			384			46			T			Y			384.46			46			28.2.2						J			Bo Sun			18/1759r1			737			"Contains a vector in the number of selected subcarriers containing feedback matrices as defined in 28.3.15.2". Feedback matrices are input to the calculation of the expansion matrix, but need not be the same.
Same comment on line 53.			Replace "feedback matrices" with "spatial mapping matrices"			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:36:42Z)

Reason: the parameter EXPANSION_MAT is used to transfer “feedback matrices” as the input to calculate the spatial mapping/steering matrix Q.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-27 23:24:03Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16780			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3						390			20			T			Y			390.20			20									V			Bo Sun			18/1759r1			781			Enumerated formats are ususally indicated with a name and a brief explanation (see other instances of enumerated type in Table 28-1).			Provide a name for the two enumerated modes			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:37:49Z)

TGax Editor: please implement the proposed text changes to 802.11ax D3.2 for CID 16780 in 11-18/1759r2			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-27 23:27:09Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16781			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3						394			14			T			Y			394.14			14									V			Bo Sun			18/1759r1			781			"8 bits for 20 MHz and 40 MHz PPDU;
16 bits for 80 MHz PPDU;
32 bits for 160 MHz and 80+80 MHz PPDU."
This is the number of bits per content channel. This would not cover the total BW for 40, 80 and 160 MHz.			Correct the number of bits			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:38:54Z)

TGax Editor: please implement the proposed text changes to 802.11ax D3.2 for CID 16781 in 11-18/1759r2			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16782			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3						395			40			T			Y			395.40			40									V			Bo Sun			18/1759r1			781			"1x HE-LTF for 3.2 ╬╝s". By definition, 1x HE-LTF means 3.2 usec.			Delete " for 3.2 ╬╝s". Similar for 2xHE-LTF and 4xHE-LTF.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:39:33Z)

TGax Editor: please implement the proposed text changes to 802.11ax D3.2 for CID 16782 in 11-18/1759r2			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16783			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3						399			26			T			Y			399.26			26									J			Laurent Cariou			18/1498r4			772			Shouldn't entry on column "RXVECTOR" be "MU" instead of "Y" for NDP_REPORT?			Change			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:59:13Z) - The value should be Y as the parameter is already an array for all the users.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16784			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3						402			17			T			Y			402.17			17									V			Bo Sun			18/1759r1			781			"Set to 1 to indicate that midambles are present.". For consistency with other rows, change to "Set to 1 to indicate that midambles are present in the expected HE TB PPDU".			See comment			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:43:21Z)

TGax Editor: please implement the proposed text changes to 802.11ax D3.2 for CID 16784 in 11-18/1759r2			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 00:09:43Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16785			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3						406			18			T			Y			406.18			18									V									781			Sentence "When a PHY-TXSTART.request(TXVECTOR) primitive with the FORMAT parameter equal to NON_HT,
the behavior of the HE PHY is defined in Clause 15 (...)". Sounds like some words are missing.
Maybe "when a PHY-TXSTART.request (...) is received, the behavior (..)			Fix sentence			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-10-11 19:36:03Z) - Problem fixed with rewording associated with #15434 and similar			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									N			EDITOR: 2018-10-11 19:37:36Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16786			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3						406			19			T			Y			406.19			19									V									781			Sentence doesn't parse. "the behavior of the HE PHY is defined in Clause 15 (...), Clause 16 (...), Clause 17 (...), Clause 18 (...) PHYs respectively depends on the parameter NON_HT_MODULATION."			Fix sentence. Similar issue in paragraph starting at line 58.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-10-11 19:37:52Z) - Problem fixed with rewording associated with #15434 and similar			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									N			EDITOR: 2018-10-11 19:38:03Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16787			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3						409			32			E			Y			409.32			32									A			Editor						781			Start new paragraph at "The HE PHY defines DL MU-MIMO and UL MU-MIMO (...)			See comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 21:09:43Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 21:09:47Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16788			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.2.2			417			37			E			Y			417.37			37			28.3.2.2						A			Editor						781			Change "has 7 DC" to "have 7 DC"						ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 18:17:15Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 18:17:18Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16789			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.2.2			417			40			E			Y			417.40			40			28.3.2.2						A			Editor						781			Change "has 7 DC" to "have 7 DC"						ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 18:18:40Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 18:18:43Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16790			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.2.6			420			35			T			Y			420.35			35			28.3.2.6						V			Yujin Noh			11-18/1453r1			781			"The value of GI duration shall be the same for all users in an HE MU PPDU". This is a section on HE TB PPDUs.			Change "MU PPDU" to "TB PPDU"			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:32:00Z)

TGax Editor: make changes according to this document 11-18-1453-01-00ax CR on PHY subcarriers and RU part 1			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-01 22:24:46Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16791			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.3.2.3			424			17			E			Y			424.17			17			28.3.3.2.3						A			Editor						781			Change "A AP" to "An AP"			See comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 18:52:46Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 18:52:49Z - see #15962			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16792			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.4			426			28			T			Y			426.28			28			28.3.4						V			Tianyu Wu			11-18/1534r1			781			Change "The duration of the PE field" to "the definition of the PE field"			See comment			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:45:40Z)

TGax Editor: Replace “duration” with “definition” in D3.1 P430Ln28			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-02 23:18:57Z - "The PE field is defined in 28.3.12" is more succinct (although why we specifically reference the PE field and not the other fields is beyond me).			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16793			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.6.2			435			61			T			Y			435.61			61			28.3.6.2						V			Xiaogang Chen			11-18/1493r3			781			CSD is mentioned twice in the construction of L-STF. Depending on whether Beam Change is used or not, it refers to either stream-based or chain-based CSD. It would be better to distinguish the names accordingly.			Change first and second occurrence of CSD to "stream CSD" and "chain CSD" respectively.
Similar comment for other preamble fields.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 11:37:33Z)

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1493r3 under all headings that include CID 16793.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 18:39:49Z - It seems that the group does not pay attantion to the resolutions adopted. Why change "CSD for each transmit chain" to "CSD per chain for each transmit chain"? And why change "CSD for each spatial stream" to "CSD per STS for each space-time stream"?			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16794			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.8			444			8			T			Y			444.08			8			28.3.8						A			Hongyuan Zhang			11-18/1492r1			781			Change "depending on GI used" to "depending on GI used for data", to be consistent with earlier definitions in the same Table (e.g. T_GI,HE-LTF)			See comment			ACCEPTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 07:08:43Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-01 20:41:51Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16795			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.8			446			35			T			Y			446.35			35			28.3.8						V			Hongyuan Zhang			11-18/1492r1			781			N_user,total is only vaguely described in words. Provide an unambiguous formula.			Add definition of N_user,total, e.g. N_user,total = sum_r N_user,r			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 07:09:45Z)

Change to as in the resolution of CID16795 in doc IEEE802.11-18/1492r1.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-01 20:50:02Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16796			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.8			447			7			T			Y			447.07			7			28.3.8						V			Hongyuan Zhang			11-18/1492r1			781			Change "the r-th RU of the transmission" to "the r-th occupied RU of the transmission"			See comment			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 07:10:31Z)

Change to as in the resolution of CID16796 in doc IEEE802.11-18/1492r1.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-01 20:50:47Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16797			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.8			450			16			T			Y			450.16			16			28.3.8						V			Hongyuan Zhang			11-18/1492r1			781			All three instance of t_HE-Data can be written as t_HE-LTF + N_HE-LTF x T_HE-LTF-SYM, using the notations from Table 28-12.			Use a single formula instead of three different formulas			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 07:11:13Z)

Change to as in the resolution of CID16797 in doc IEEE802.11-18/1492r1.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-01 21:18:20Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16798			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.8			450			38			T			Y			450.38			38			28.3.8						V			Hongyuan Zhang			11-18/1492r1			781			r_Subfield should have additional indices r and u as shown in equation (28-4)			Add indices r and u			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 07:11:26Z)

Change to as in the resolution of CID16798 in doc IEEE802.11-18/1492r1.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-01 21:18:26Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16799			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.8			450			51			T			Y			450.51			51			28.3.8						V			Hongyuan Zhang			11-18/1492r1			781			"HE modulated fields refer to the HE-STF, HE-LTF, Data, and PE fields".
This is not consistent with the text on page 426, line 33. There PE is not listed as an HE modulated field.			Is PE an HE-modulated field or not? Given that no waveform is specified it may be better to not include it in the HE modulated fields.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 07:12:00Z)

Change to as in the resolution of CID16799 in doc IEEE802.11-18/1492r1.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-01 21:20:21Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16800			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.8			451			13			T			Y			451.13			13			28.3.8						A			Hongyuan Zhang			11-18/1492r1			781			Delete "excluding DC subcarriers". The Tables already exclude those.			See comment			ACCEPTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 07:12:12Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-01 21:21:22Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16801			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.10.3			455			59			T			Y			455.59			59			28.3.10.3						J			Hongyuan Zhang			11-18/1492r1			668			Equation (28-6) shows a sum over i_BW in the set Omega_20MHz. Similar Equation (28-8) shows the same sum over i_BW as going from 0 to N_20MHz-1. Is there a reason for this difference? The notation in (28-6) is more general and covers all PPDU formats (even if BEAM_CHANGE only applies to SU)			Similar comments on page 456. 62, 458.62, 459.41, 476.13			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 07:13:16Z)

The commenter is right that “sum over i_BW in the set Omega_20MHz” also applies to equation 28-8 when BEAM_CHANGE is 0. However, the current version of explicitly summing from 0 to N_20MHz-1 is more concise and clearer to indicate pre-HE modulated fields transmit on all 20MHz channels contained in the transmit bandwidth.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N			EDITOR: 2018-10-01 21:34:52Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16802			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.10.5			457			38			T			Y			457.38			38			28.3.10.5						V			Ron Porat			11-18/1514r1			781			"The value of the LENGTH field for an HE TB PPDU is set to the value decoded from the preceding Trigger
frame." Should the value included in the Trigger frame use the value m=2. I don't believe this is explicitly stated anywhere.			Clarify that UL Length in Trigger frame needs to follow (28-11) as well.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:36:14Z)

Editor please add on page 97 of D3.0 line 32: 
The UL Length subfield shall use the value m=2 in Equation (28-11)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-02 22:43:34Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16803			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.10.7.2			460			23			T			Y			460.23			23			28.3.10.7.2						V			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1601r2			781			"pre-HE modulated fields of the PPDU are spatially mapped the same way as the first symbol of the HE-LTF on each tone". This statement is confusing since the tone spacing between the two parts of the preamble is different.			Clarify the statement to account for the different tone spacings.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 09:03:23Z)

Please make the changes according to the changes in doc 18-1601r2			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-03 19:15:23Z - Actor is not clear. Who does the refering? Is it the reader of the sepc or is it the implementation? Change to "Equation (x) apply if the Beam Change field is set to y".			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16804			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.10.7.2			461			8			T			Y			461.08			8			28.3.10.7.2						A			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1435r1			781			"indicates a value that is used to determine a limit on the transmit power of a spatial reuse transmission". This is only true for SRP-based SR, which does not apply to SU.			Remove "indicates
a value that is used to determine a limit on the transmit power of a spatial reuse transmission"			ACCEPTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 03:47:44Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 21:41:19Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16805			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.10.7.2			462			48			T			Y			462.48			48			28.3.10.7.2						V			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1601r2			781			Definition of UL/DL field for MU is not consistent with SU, where it simply refers to the value of UPLINK_FLAG (See Table 28-18)			Align definition with Table 28-18			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 09:04:26Z)

Please make the changes according to the changes in doc 18-1601r2			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-03 19:20:37Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16806			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.10.7.2			464			22			T			Y			464.22			22			28.3.10.7.2						A			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1435r1			781			"indicates a value that is used to determine a limit on the transmit power of a spatial reuse transmission". This is only true for SRP-based SR, which does not apply to MU.			Remove "indicates
a value that is used to determine a limit on the transmit power of a spatial reuse transmission"			ACCEPTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 03:48:05Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 21:48:23Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16807			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.10.7.2			471			52			T			Y			471.52			52			28.3.10.7.2						J			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1441r2			712			The Bandwidth of a TB PPDU is ambiguous. Better to say that the value of the Bandwidth field is the value contained in the Trigger frame.			Remove "Set to 0 for 20 MHz
Set to 1 for 40 MHz
Set to 2 for 80 MHz
Set to 3 for 160 MHz and 80+80 MHz"			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 11:50:14Z)

The preamble HE TB PPDU spans the entire indicated bandwidth. Moreover, the Spatial Reuse relies on the value of the Bandwidth field. Therefore, it is better to keep the description.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16808			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.10.7.2			472			52			T			Y			472.52			52			28.3.10.7.2						A			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1441r2			781			"For 80 MHz four Spatial Reuse fields for each 20 MHz sub-band" is confusing. It sounds like four fields are given for each 20 MHz sub-band.			Change to "For 80 MHz four Spatial Reuse fields, one for each 20 MHz sub-band"			ACCEPTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 11:50:28Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 20:56:39Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16809			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.10.7.2			472			65			T			Y			472.65			65			28.3.10.7.2						A			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1441r2			781			"For 160 MHz and 80+80 MHz four Spatial Reuse fields for each 40 MHz sub-band" is confusing. It sounds like four fields are given for each 40 MHz sub-band.			Change to "For 160 MHz and 80+80 MHz four Spatial Reuse fields, one for each 40 MHz sub-band"			ACCEPTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 11:50:40Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 20:57:35Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16810			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.10.7.4			477			4			T			Y			477.04			4			28.3.10.7.4						V			Hongyuan Zhang			11-18/1492r3			781			(28-18) is a 20 MHz waveform centered around DC. Shouldn't it be shifted to the primary 20?			Correct			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 07:14:28Z)

Change to as in the resolution of CID16810 in doc IEEE802.11-18/1492r3.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-01 21:40:50Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16811			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.10.8.3			481			1			T			Y			481.01			1			28.3.10.8.3						V			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1434r1			781			"If a single RU overlaps with more than one of the tone ranges [-500:-259], [-258:-17], [17:258] or
[259:500], it shall have an RU allocation subfield in the respective content channels for each of the ranges
with which it overlaps." This text change is not the latest agreed version. It should be similar to the text on lines 62-65 of page 482.			Change text accordingly			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 03:41:55Z)

Please refer to the modification counting to CID16811 in doc 18-1434r1			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 21:30:53Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16812			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.10.8.3			483			5			E			Y			483.05			5			28.3.10.8.3						A			Editor						781			Change "If RU size" to "If the RU size"			See comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 22:29:58Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 22:30:01Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16813			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.10.8.5			490			33			T			Y			490.33			33			28.3.10.8.5						V			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1434r1			781			"When MU-MIMO is used in RUs of size greater than 242 subcarriers, User fields corresponding to the same MU-MIMO allocations are split into two HE-SIG-B content channels". I don't believe this is manadatory for non-full BW MU-MIMO.			Change "are split" to "may be split"			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 03:45:12Z)

Refer to the modification counting to CID 16813 as in doc 11-18/1434r1			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 21:33:51Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16814			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.10.9			492			20			T			Y			492.20			20			28.3.10.9						J			Hongyuan Zhang			11-18/1492r1			668			"The HE-STF field is constructed by mapping the M sequence(s) multiplied by (1+j)/sqrt(2) or (-1-j)/sqrt(2)". All multiplications are with (1+j)/sqrt(2), the sign is in the M sequence.			Change sentence to: "The HE-STF field is constructed by mapping the M sequence(s) multiplied by (1+j)/sqrt(2)"			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 07:15:46Z)

As shown in equations (28-23) to (28-27), (28-29) to (28-36), the HES sequences include portion of
-M*(1+j)/sqrt(2), which is equivalent to M sequence multiplied by (-1-j)/sqrt(2).			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N			EDITOR: 2018-10-01 21:34:56Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16815			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.11.5			516			49			T			Y			516.49			49			28.3.11.5						V			Youhan Kim			11-18/1590r4			781			"LDPC is the only FEC coding scheme in the HE PPDU Data field for HE-MCSs 10 and 11 in a 242- 484-,
996- and 2x996-tone RU." Now that MCS 10 and 11 are also allowed on smaller RU sizes, isn't it mandatory there too?			Clarify requirements fro 26, 52 and 106-tone RUs			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:48:42Z)

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-18/1590r2 for CID 16815 and 17093.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-03 17:42:01Z - see #17093			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16816			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.11.5.4			519			13			T			Y			519.13			13			28.3.11.5.4						V			Youhan Kim			11-18/1590r4			781			Change "Update" to "Calculate". There is nothing to update since this is the first time these values are determined.			See comment			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:49:52Z)

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-18/1590r2 for CID 16816.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-03 18:32:03Z - Resolution should be ACCEPTED. Why send the send the editor (and commenter) to a Word document that has the exact resolution the commenter proposed?			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16817			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.11.10			526			61			T			Y			526.61			61			28.3.11.10						V			Youhan Kim			11-18/1036r5			781			"For an HE PPDU, STBC is applied only with 1 or 2 spatial streams" contradicts "The STBC encoding process is described in 21.3.10.9.4 (Space-time block coding), with NSS,0 = 1 and NSTS,0 = 2" on page 527, line 1.			Correct			REVISED (PHY: 2018-08-14 07:20:14Z)

Resolved by CID 17098			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.1			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 17:22:42Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:26			EDITOR


			16818			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.11.13			533			15			T			Y			533.15			15			28.3.11.13						V			Youhan Kim			11-18/1590r4			781			"For a 484-tone RU transmission, the pilot mapping for 8 pilots in 242-tone RU is replicated in the two 242-RUs of the 484-tone RU transmission.". This is redundant information. The pilot tones are given in Table 28-41. No need to get into how these tones were selected.			Delete "For a 484-tone RU transmission, the pilot mapping for 8 pilots in 242-tone RU is replicated in the two 242-
RUs of the 484-tone RU transmission."			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:58:16Z)

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-18/1590r2 for CID 16818			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-03 18:47:23Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16819			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.11.13			533			54			T			Y			533.54			54			28.3.11.13						V			Youhan Kim			11-18/1590r4			781			"For a 996-tone RU transmission, the same mapping method is applied to its 16 pilots as for a 484-tone RU
transmission." This is redundant and unclear. The pilot tones are given in Table 28-42. No need to get into how these tones were selected.			Delete "For a 996-tone RU transmission, the same mapping method is applied to its 16 pilots as for a 484-tone RU
transmission."			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:58:32Z)

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-18/1590r2 for CID 16819.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-03 18:48:07Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16820			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.12			542			21			T			Y			542.21			21			28.3.12						V			Yujin Noh			11-18/1452r1			781			L_LENGTH in Equations (28-120) and (28-121) should be "LENGTH". See e.g. (28-115) and (28-116)			Change L_LENGTH to LENGTH			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 07:21:15Z)

TGax Editor: make changes according to this document 11-18-1452-00-00ax CR on Packet Extension			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-01 22:03:27Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16821			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.18.1			552			56			T			Y			552.56			56			28.3.18.1						V			Youhan Kim			11-18/1591r1			781			"When preamble puncturing happens in an HE MU PPDU, the HE MU PPDU is still treated as an 80 MHz
PPDU if the Bandwidth field on HE-SIG-A field of the HE MU PPDU is set to 4 or 5 or a 160 MHz or
80+80 MHz PPDU if the Bandwidth field in HE-SIG-A field of the HE MU PPDU is set to 6 or 7, therefore
the spectral mask is the same as those defined for the total channel width." This requirement is already spelled out in the first paragraph of 28.3.18.1.			Delete lines 56-60.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 09:00:38Z)

Instruction to Editor:  Delete the paragraph at D3.1 P556L56-60.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-03 19:03:05Z - Resolution is ACCEPTED (not REVISED)			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16822			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.18.1			553			29			T			Y			553.29			29			28.3.18.1						V			Youhan Kim			11-18/1591r1			781			"An example transmit spectral mask for the N├ù20 MHz preamble punctured channel with transmission on
both the upper and lower subchannels is shown in Figure 28-52". Wrong description of the figure. This figure describes a mask on the lower-subchannel.			Change "both the upper and lower subchannels" to "the lower sub-channel"			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 09:00:58Z)

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-18/1591r1 for CID 16822 and 15573.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-03 19:04:45Z - Resolution is ACCEPTED (not REVISED)			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16823			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.18.4.4			556			54			T			Y			556.54			54			28.3.18.4.4						V			Youhan Kim			18/1850r2			781			"+/- 3 tone neighbors" is ambiguous. It could mean {-3, +3} instead of {-3, -2, -1 0, 1, 2, 3}			Improve wording (Repeated several time in this paragraph)			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-14 05:09:18Z)

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-18/1850r2 for CID 16823.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-29 15:32:44Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16824			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.18.4.4			558			56			T			Y			558.56			56			28.3.18.4.4						V			Youhan Kim			18/1850r2			781			What are the correct arguments of I_u(i_f, i_s, i_RU)? On page 558.56, it says that the last argument (i_RU) is the index of an unoccupied RU. In (28-128), the summation over i_RU is a summation over subcarriers. In (28-129), the last argument of I_u() is given as i_SC, indicating that it is a subcarrier index.			Clean up notation. Replace i_RU in (28-128) with i_SC. Replace "k" in (28-128) with i_RU. Correct definition of I_u and Q_u on line 55, page 558.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-14 05:10:10Z)

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-18/1850r2 for CID 16824.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-29 15:40:00Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16825			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.18.4.4			559			33			T			Y			559.33			33			28.3.18.4.4						V			Youhan Kim			18/1850r2			781			In (28-128), the argument of UnusedToneError_RMS is an absolute RU index. In (28-131) it is a gap in units of 26 tones. Which is correct?			Clarify			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-14 05:10:33Z)

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-18/1850r2 for CID 16825.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-29 15:54:25Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16826			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.19.6.5			578			34			T			Y			578.34			34			28.3.19.6.5						V			Youhan Kim			18/1849r1			781			Why are there two expressions for RXTIME (Equations (28-132) and (28-133))? The only one that applies at the receiver if (28-133)			Delete (28-132)			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:54:21Z)

Instruction to TGax Editor:  Change “Equation (28-132)” at D3.2 P594L12 to “Equation (28-133)”.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 00:31:02Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16827			Sigurd Schelstraete			233			3			28.3.19.6.5			578			60			E			Y			578.60			60			28.3.19.6.5						A			Editor						781			Change "present to the MAC" to "presented to the MAC"			See comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-22 21:49:52Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-22 21:49:55Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16828			Song-Haur An			233			3			28.2.1			383			20			E			Y			383.20			20			28.2.1						V			Bo Sun			18/1759r1			781			Need to include the new item TRIGVECTOR to the introduction section.			Add TRIGVECTOR to the inclusion list and a brief intro statement in the next paragraph.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:35:55Z)

TGax Editor: please implement the proposed text changes to 802.11ax D3.2 for CID 16828 in 11-18/1759r2.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3						Passing to ad-hoc for resolution			I			EDITOR: 2018-11-27 23:10:03Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16829			Song-Haur An			233			3			28.2.2			398						T			Y			398.00						28.2.2						J			Bo Sun			18/1759r1			737			What's the format of STA_ID_LIST?  How is it associated with the RUs in RU_ALLOCATION?			Please update if agreed.			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:40:52Z)

Reason: details of STD_ID_LIST and how it is used is specifically defined in section 27.11.1 STD_ID_LIST			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-27 23:59:30Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16830			Song-Haur An			233			3			28.2.2			393			55			T			Y			393.55			55			28.2.2						V			Bo Sun			18/1759r1			781			NUM_USERS in TXVECTOR is not used in HE.  Instead, it is noted that the number of users for an HE MU PPDU is determined  by RU_ALLOCATION.  Is it an accurate note?  According to sec 27.11.1, some RU (when STA ID = 2046) may carry no user.			Update the note if agreed and also include how to figure out NUM_USERS from other parameters in TXVECTOR.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:38:43Z)

TGax Editor: please implement the proposed text changes to 802.11ax D3.2 for CID 16830 in 11-18/1759r2			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16831			Song-Haur An			233			3			28.2.2			395						E			N			395.00						28.2.2						V			Bo Sun			18/1759r1			781			The second 1x, 2x, 4x in the respective line seems unnecessary.			Remove them if agreed.  For  example, change from "1xHE-LTF indicates a 1xHE-LTF for 12.8 us with 0.8 us or 1.6 us" to "1xHE-LTF indicates a HE-LTF for 12.8 us with 0.8 us or 3.2 us GI," and the like.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:39:08Z)

TGax Editor:  please implement the proposed text changes to 802.11ax D3.2 for CID 16831 in 11-18/1759r2			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3						Passing to PHY ad-hoc. I tend to agree. It's either a 3.2us HE-LTF or it’s a 1x HE-LTF, but having both is redundent. Also, is it a "3.2us HE-LTF with 0.8 or 3.2 us GI" or is it a "4us or 6.4us HE-LTF symbol"?			I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16832			Song-Haur An			233			3			28.2.2			396						E			N			396.00						28.2.2						V			Editor						781			Suggest maintaining the consistent format to represent SIG-A and SIG-B.			If agreed, change the parameter "HE_SIGA_RESERVED" to "HE_SIG_A_RESERVED."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 15:22:40Z) - Change to "HE_SIG_A2_RESERVED"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 15:19:16Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16833			Song-Haur An			233			3			28.2.2			396			51			E			Y			396.51			51			28.2.2						V			Editor						781			Incomplete parameter name			It seems to be "TIME_OF_DEPARTURE_REQUESTED" according to Table 21.1.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 15:24:55Z) - resize table row			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 15:25:11Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16834			Song-Haur An			233			3			28.2.3			401			9			T			Y			401.09			9			28.2.3						J			Bo Sun			18/1759r1			737			It seems the parameters in Table 28-2 is a subset of Table 28-1.  Can PHY assume the parameters in Table 28-2 have been ported to Table 28-1 properly by MAC when FORMAT is HE TB?  If not, how is the consistency quaranteed?			Please clarify.			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:42:33Z)

The parameters contained in Table 28-1 is used for current transmitting or receiving. While the parameters in Table 28-2 serves for the next receiving of HE TB PPDU. The comment is more like a question rather than a change request.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 00:07:04Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16835			Song-Haur An			233			3			28.2.6.2			407						E			Y			407.00						28.2.6.2						J			Editor						768			Table 28-4: Cannot find CH_BANDWIDTH_IN_NON_HT and DYN_BANDWIDTH_IN_NON_HT in Clause 18 (in 802.11  2016 version).			Please discard both terms from the Clause 18 column  when confirmed.			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-14 07:04:27Z)

Reason: the definition for these two parameters are offored in 11ax D3.0 in clause 18			EDITOR			Approved No Change						Passing to PHY ad-hoc. I believe this is a technical issue. 11ac added BW signaling to the 5 GHz band PHY (Clause 17) but not to the 2.4 GHz band PHY. I think we need it in the 2.4 GHz band PHY as well (for 40 MHz NDP Announcement frame).			N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16836			Song-Haur An			233			3			28.3.2.3			418			7			T			Y			418.07			7			28.3.2.3						V			Yujin Noh			11-18/1453r1			781			Table 28-9: Add 160 MHz to the table for completion.  Missing 160 MHz has probably resulted in another issue found next in Table 18-13.			Please update if agreed.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:31:44Z)

TGax Editor: make changes according to this document 11-18-1453-01-00ax CR on PHY subcarriers and RU part 1			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-01 22:23:16Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16837			Song-Haur An			233			3			28.3.8			445			30			T			Y			445.30			30			28.3.8						J			Hongyuan Zhang			11-18/1492r1			668			Table 28-13: N_DC of CBW160 should be 33 to add up to 2048 with N_ST, N_Guard,Left, and N_Guard,Right.			Please update if agreed.			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 07:09:13Z)

There are 5 unused tones in lower and upper 80MHz channels respectively, but these 10 tones are not DC tones.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N			EDITOR: 2018-10-01 20:41:56Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16838			Song-Haur An			233			3			28.3.8			466			62			T			Y			466.62			62			28.3.8						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0192r0			796			Does N_RU include the RU that has no user (e.g., STA ID=2046)?			Please clarify because the implication is different depending on the answer.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 15:23:39Z) - The commenter is asking a question. N_RU represents the number of occupied RUS in transmission. And RU identified by STA_ID 2046 is idle (i.e., not occupied).

Pleaser refer to table 28-16.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0192 Msic									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 21:26:25Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/28 21:26			EDITOR


			16839			Song-Haur An			233			3			28.3.10.7.2			460			14			T			Y			460.14			14			28.3.10.7.2						J			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1441r2			712			Table 28-18: The format "HE MU PPDU" is missing.			Add "or HE MU PPDU" to follow "HE TB PPDU."			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 11:49:35Z)

This Format field is not used to differentiate HE MU PPDU, which relies on other approaches. Please refer to L49 P576 of 802.11ax D3.0 for details			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16840			Song-Haur An			233			3			28.3.10.7.2			465						T			Y			465.00						28.3.10.7.2						J			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1441r2			712			Table 28-19: In B18-B21, the description of set to 15 seems ambiguous.  Firstly, there is no Larger Than 16 HE SIG-B OFDM Symbols Support subfield in the HE Capabilities element (as shown in Fig 9-589cj (p.148)).  It seems another layer down and should be HE PHY Capabilities Information field as shown in Fig. 9-589cl (p.156).   Secondly, how does PHY know the values transmitted by the recipient STAs at this point?   Should it be determined by MAC?			If confirmed, please correct and clarify the questions raised in the comment.			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 11:49:55Z)

Larger Than 16 HE-SIG-B OFDM Symbols Support subfield is in HE PHY Capabilities Information field, and HE PHY Capabilities Information field is part of HE Capablities element.
It is exchanged between the AP and the STA during the capablity negotiation.

Besides, the Description at L23 P465 has already mentioned: “The exact number of OFDM symbols in the HE-SIG-B field is calculated based on the number of User fields in the HE-SIG-B content channel which is indicated by HESIGB common field in this case.”			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16841			Song-Haur An			233			3			28.3.10.8.2			477			56			E			Y			477.56			56			28.3.10.8.2						A			Editor						781			Figure 28-25: Two labels at the bottom "1 User Block field" may need to change to "1st User Block field" and "2nd User Block field," respectively.			If agreed, please update accordingly as suggested in the comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 22:25:24Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 22:25:27Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16842			Song-Haur An			233			3			28.3.10.8.3			480			38			T			Y			480.38			38			28.3.10.8.3						J			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1436r1			665			Figures 28-27, 28-28, 28-29: What is the rationale of having channel 2 on top of channel 1 in the figure?  Shall channel 1 come first and followed by channel 2 in the HE-SIG-B field of MU PPDU?			Clarify the comment issue as appropriate.			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 05:57:37Z)

Content channel 1 locates in the channel with low frequency, and the tone indexes with low frequency are negative, which is correct. Similar rationale for other figures.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16843			Song-Haur An			233			3			28.3.10.8.2			477			36			E			N			477.36			36			28.3.10.8.2						J			Yujin Noh			18/1790r1			737			The subclause title "Encoding and modulation" doesn't seem to be compatible to the content description.  It seems to me that this subclause addresses frequency allocations  for the users.			Update accordingly if confirmed.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-11 22:02:46Z) - It is true some part addresses freuquency allocation for users. However, it mostly corresponds to how to encode as shown an example of Figure 28-25 (HE-SIG-B field encoding structure in each 20 MHz) that each two users (only one user before Padding, if needed) are grouped and BCC encoded, and common bits are BCC encoded, respectively. Moreover, this subcluse contains how to modulate HE-SIG-B by a value in SIGB MCS field in HE-SIG-A. 

More specific frequency allocation for User Specific field consisting of multiple User fields come up with 28.3.10.8.5 HE-SIG-B per user content.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16844			Song-Haur An			233			3			28.3.10.8.4			484			17			T			Y			484.17			17			28.3.10.8.4						J			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1601r2			677			Suggest adding "allocated" to read like "It also indicates the number of users allocated in each RU"  in Table 28-23, RU Allocation description.  No all Rus is used.			If agreed, update accordingly as stated in the comment.			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 09:05:08Z)

Need number of users (even for un-allocated RU) from common block to compute user blocks.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16845			Song-Haur An			233			3			28.3.10.8.4									T			Y			484.02						28.3.10.8.4						J			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1436r1			665			Need clarification on "the number of users per RU" and "the number of User Fields per RU."  It seems the former specifies the maximum number of users allocated in each RU.  What does the latter mean, the number of users transmitting data in each RU or the same as the former, or something else?  Please clarify one way or the other.			Update the language accordingly if agreed.			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 05:58:14Z)

The commenter confuses the number of users per RU and the number of entries. The meaning of the number of users per RU and the number of user fields per RU are clear and do not need further explanation.

Note, the commented text is not found on Page 484, Line 02, but page 490.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16846			Song-Haur An			233			3			3.2			38			26			T			Y			38.26			26			3.2						V						18/1980r1			781			Starting line 26 on page 38 (section 3.2 definition) " ... HE TB PPDU ... is capable of .... (PSDU) for one or more users" seems conflicting with " ... number of users for an ... or HE TB PPDU is always 1" as stated in the Note of NUM_USERS in TXVECTOR (Line 55, p. 393).			Please clarify and update accordingly if agreed.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-29 17:27:32Z) - TGax Editor:  Please make changes to IEEE P802.11ax D3.2 according to the proposed text changes as resolution to CID 16846  in 11-18/1980r1			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-29 16:01:03Z- Changed the definition of HE TB PPDU. There are references to "P404Ln28, P406Ln32, P406Ln40, P410Ln35" but  markup only for NUM_STS (410.35). Only apply the marked up changes.			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16847			Song-Haur An			233			3			3.2			37						T			Y			37.00						3.2						J			Abhishek Patil			18/1815r3			756			Is it intentional to have STA ID value 2045 appear in both conditions?  If yes, please explain.			Please clarify and update accordingly if agreed.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:30:10Z) - STA_ID 2045 represents broadcast RU for unassociated STA case. There are two cases to handle, a single BSS AP and an AP that belongs to a multiple BSSID set. Hence the two occurrences of STA_ID 2045.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16848			Song-Haur An			233			3			3.2			33			22			E			N			33.22			22			3.2						J			Editor						781			Suggest adding DCM to the definition section.						REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-11 21:09:27Z) - DCM, as an acronym, is defined in 3.4			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									N			EDITOR: 2018-10-11 21:09:49Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16849			Song-Haur An			233			3			3.4			39			44			E			N			39.44			44			3.4						J			Editor						781			Suggest adding TWT to the acronym section						REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 20:57:41Z) - Already present in baseline (via 11ah)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 20:58:11Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16850			Song-Haur An			233			3			28.3.10.3			455			37			T			Y			455.37			37			28.3.10.3						J			Ron Porat			11-18/1514r1			673			Where is "the set of 20 MHz channels" defined or passed to for HE TB PPDU and HE MU PPDU?  This is the first time appearing in the equations.  It will be nice to note the source of the set, if any.			Please clarify or provide.			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:35:32Z)

The current text is pretty clear what the set is for the various PPDU formats			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/15 21:00			EDITOR


			16851			Song-Haur An			233			3			3.2			33			22			T			Y			33.22			22			3.2						J									791			Suggest adding the usage description of preamble puncturing since this is a new function for 11ax.  It's not about the English definition but about when and how it is implemented.						Rejected. 

The comment failed to identify any technical issue. How a feature is implemented is an implementation specific. For information on the rules to transmit it please refer to 10.22.2.5			EDITOR			Osama November 2018									N									2019/1/28 19:07			EDITOR


			16852			Song-Haur An			233			3			28.3.10.7.4			475			5			E			N			475.05			5			28.3.10.7.4						J			Yujin Noh			18/1790r1			737			The subclause title "Encoding and modulation" doesn't seem to be compatible to the content description.			Please update accordingly if agreed.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-11 22:02:31Z) - Commentor fails to clarify why "Encoding and modulation" is not compatible to the content desciption. This subclause contains how HE-SIG-A1 and HE-SIG-A2 are BCC encoded and BPSK/QBPSK modulated in addition to the time domain waveforms for the HE-SIG-A field which need to be present in HE-SIG-A subclause.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16853			Song-Haur An			233			3			28.3.10.10			496			11			E			Y			496.11			11			28.3.10.10						J			Yujin Noh			18/1790r1			737			Not sure mentioning N_RX is intentional in a transmit centric paragraph.  It seems no particular value.  Can we delete the sentence or correct it if it is a typo or elaborate it if N_RX is intended?			Please update accordingly if agreed.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-11 22:04:02Z) - NRX × NSTS,r,total in the r-th RU is the general expression for the MIMO channel that can be estimated. It is intentional and has presented in VHT-LTF as well. NRX is also used for the receive signal at beamformee later at 28.3.15 (SU-MIMO and DL MU-MIMO beamforming)			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16854			Song-Haur An			233			3			28.3.10.10			496			6			E			N			496.06			6			28.3.10.10						V			Yujin Noh			18/1790r1			781			Does HE SU PPDU or HE ER SU PPDU incur one RU only?  If so, r-th RU in the sentence is confusing.  Suggest breaking it up to two sentences to cover SU PPDU and MU PPDU carrying N_STS and N_STS,r,total, respectively, as defined in table 28-15.			Please update accordingly if agreed.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-11 22:03:29Z) -Looking at P466L20, there is Note that Nsts,r,total = Nsts for an HE SU PPDU. To be consistent, current text is modified.

In case of HE ER SU PPDU, only “upper frequency 106-tone RU” can be used such that to use Nsts is fine as well. 

TGax Editor: make changes according to this document 11-18-1790-01-00ax CR on PHY Miscellaneous			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 23:33:56Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16855			Song-Haur An			233			3			28.2.10.10			496			44			T			Y			496.44			44			28.3.10.10						J			Bo Sun			18/1759r1			737			Can a user be assigned to two different RUs?  Depending on the answer, the phrase " ... in an HE TB PPDU with more than one RU" may conflict with " ... number of users for an ... or HE TB PPDU is always 1" as stated in the Note of NUM_USERS in TXVECTOR (line 55, p. 393).			Please clarify.			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:43:55Z)

Reason: the addressed sentence doesn’t imply that one user can be assigned with two or more Rus.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 00:09:47Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16856			Song-Haur An			233			3			28.3.10.10			512			19			E			Y			512.19			19			28.3.10.10						V			Yujin Noh			18/1790r1			781			The index u and r on the right hand side of eq. 28-59 are fixed numbers.  Should they need to appear on the left hand side of the equation like i_Seg and i_Tx?			Please clarify.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-11 22:04:16Z) - Agreed in principle.

The corresponding equations for HE-STF, HE-LTF and HE-data need to be updated.

TGax Editor: make changes according to this document 11-18-1790-01-00ax CR on PHY Miscellaneous			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 23:37:51Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16857			Song-Haur An			233			3												G			N															J									768			The document approaches to maturing (very good shape).  Because of that, the consistency/accuracy throughout the document is critical.  If not done so yet, I suggest we should consider to have at least two independent coders develop the test vectors to verify all the equations given the TXVECTOR as the input.  One of them can be the one close to the editing team, and the other one is preferably an outsider.  He/she codes it simply from reading the draft standard.						REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-09 03:41:22Z)

The comment proposes a verifying method instead of suggestion of how to specifically modify the spec text. Th reviewer cannot implement any changes to the spec text directly from the comment itself.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16858			Song-Haur An			233			3			28.1.1			379			20			E			N			379.20			20			28.1.1						J			Editor						768			It seems not clear that (DL OFDMA) is to annotate the whole sentence.  Remember, OFDMA is a new function in 11ax.  It's good to be clear.			Transmission of DL OFDMA in an HE MU PPDU where none of the RUs utilizes MU-MIMO.			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-14 07:00:06Z)

Reason: the current description is correct and accurate.			EDITOR			Approved No Change						Passing to ad-hoc for discussion. My personal opinion is that we should not get too carried away enumerating all the support requirements in the introduction. A few general statements about the HE PHY should sufficient. For example, "The HE PHY supports DL and UL OFDMA and DL and UL MU-MIMO."			N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16859			Song-Haur An			233			3			28.1.1			379			22			E			N			379.22			22			28.1.1						J			Editor						768			It seems not clear that (UL OFDMA) is to annotate the whole sentence.			Transmission of UL OFDMA in an HE TB PPDU where none of the RUs utilizes MU-MIMO.			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-14 07:00:48Z)

Reason: the current description is correct and accurate.			EDITOR			Approved No Change						Passing to ad-hoc for discussion. My personal opinion is that we should not get too carried away enumerating all the support requirements in the introduction. This is a good example. The HE PHY by design supports UL OFDMA. OFDMA is an access technique -- a technique for multiplexing users in the frequecy domain. It is not something that a STA transmits. The introduction should make general statements about the HE PHY design instead of making detailed individual statements on narrow aspects that shall or may be supported.			N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16860			Song-Haur An			233			3			28.1.1			379			19			E			Y			379.19			19			28.1.1						J			Editor						781			Is HE AP meant for AP HE STA?  If so, suggest to use it to be compatible with non-AP HE STA in other paragraphs.			If concurred, change "HE AP" to "AP HE STA"  (both lines 19 and 54 on the same page).			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 14:32:10Z) - While an AP is a STA, by convention we just call it an AP and don't use the term AP as a STA modifier.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 14:33:17Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16861			Song-Haur An			233			3			28.1.1			380			16			E			N			380.16			16			28.1.1						J			Editor						768			It seems not clear that (DL OFDMA) is to annotate the whole sentence.			Transmission of DL OFDMA in an HE MU PPDU where the RU allocated to the non-AP STA is not utilizing MU-MIMO.			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-14 07:01:47Z)

Reason: the current description is correct and accurate.			EDITOR			Approved No Change						Passing to ad-hoc for discussion			N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16862			Song-Haur An			233			3			28.1.1			380			19			E			N			380.19			19			28.1.1						J			Editor						768			It seems not clear that (UL OFDMA) is to annotate the whole sentence.			Transmission of UL OFDMA in an HE TB PPDU where the RU allocated to the non-AP STA is not utilizing MU-MIMO.			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-14 07:02:17Z)

Reason: the current description is correct and accurate.			EDITOR			Approved No Change						Passing to ad-hoc for discussion			N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16863			stephane baron			233			3			28.3.21			575			51			T			N			575.51			51			28.3.21						V			Xiaogang Chen			11-18/1493r3			781			The PHY Rx state machine contains an inconsistency between the description text (page 577, line 64-65) and the corresponding states and transitions in the state diagram. According to the description, the condition to determine if a PPDU is filtered out or not, is based on the determination of the BSS color value in the HE-SIG-A, and not on the content of the PHYCONFIG_VECTOR. Please correct the state diagram.			Modifiy the condition "Evaluate whether the PPDU is filtered out or not based on PHYCONFIG_VECTOR" by "Evaluate wether the PPDU is filtered out or not based on the BSS Color value in HE-SIG-A"			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 11:42:14Z)

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1493r3 under all headings that include CID 16863.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 18:37:02Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16864			stephane baron			233			3			28.3.21			575			60			T			N			575.60			60			28.3.21						V			Xiaogang Chen			11-18/1493r3			781			The PHY Rx state machine contains an inconsistency between the description text (page 578, line 1-9) and the corresponding states and transitions in the state diagram. According to the description, the latest condition to determine if a PPDU is filtered out or not, is based on the determination of the presence of an intended STA_ID in the HE-SIG-B, and not on the content of the PHYCONFIG_VECTOR (BSS color). Please correct the state diagram.			Modifiy the condition "Evaluate whether the PPDU is filtered out or not based on PHYCONFIG_VECTOR" by "Evaluate wether the PPDU is filtered out or not based on the presence of an intended STA-ID in HE-SIG-B"			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 11:42:54Z)

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1493r3 under all headings that include CID 16864.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 18:37:28Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16865			stephane baron			233			3			28.3.21			575			57			T			N			575.57			57			28.3.21						V			Xiaogang Chen			11-18/1493r3			781			Reason for filtering out a PPDU after HE-SIG-B reception is incorrect in the PHY Rx state machine.			Replace the filtering reason "Filtered out (No Match BSS color)" by "Filtered out (No intended STA_ID)			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 11:42:36Z)

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1493r3 under all headings that include CID 16865.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 18:49:25Z - see #16863			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16866			stephane baron			233			3			28.3.21			578			5			T			N			578.05			5			28.3.21						J			Xiaogang Chen			11-18/1493r3			709			intended STA-ID is quite fuzzy. Intended STA-ID can be 2045 if the station is non associated, and for associated stations, the intended STA-ID can be 0 or 2047 (for broadcast) or the AID of the station. Please clarify the definition of intended STA-ID :  Identifier of the STA or the broadcast
identifier(s) intended for the STA.			As in comment			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 11:45:16Z)

STA-ID can be individual ID or broadcast ID. Receiver need to parse the data if either one is detected.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16867			stephane baron			233			3			28.3.21			574			1			E			N			574.01			1			28.3.21						A			Editor						781			Page break error.			remove page break between "state" and "machine"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-22 21:44:28Z) - Artifact of the table positioning at anchor point. I'll make this one float.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-22 21:44:55Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16868			stephane baron			233			3			27.5.3.1			281			1			T			N			281.01			1			27.5.3.1						J			Liwen Chu			18/2040r6			782			This part describes a mandatory behavior of the AP. This part should not be a note but rather a normative text.			Turn the note text into a normative text. Replace the text : "NOTE--an AP does not send..." by "An AP shall not send..."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 13:15:30Z) - the normative behavior is described in 27.8.3. The notes is intended to provide the reader a reference where the normative behaviour is defined.			EDITOR			Liwen 18/2040 Misc									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 23:36:46Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/24 23:36			EDITOR


			16869			stephane baron			233			3			27.5.4			295			9			T			N			295.09			9			27.5.4						V			Ming Gan			11-18/1512r0			781			MU cascading sequence may involve several non AP STAs (as in the example of the figure 27-4). Please update the text accordingly.			Change the text "An MU cascading sequence is a frame exchange sequence between an AP and a non-AP STA" by "An MU cascading sequence is a frame exchange sequence between an AP and non-AP STAs"			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:55:32Z)
TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-18/1512 r0			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-09 17:09:37Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16870			stephane baron			233			3			27.5.5.3			298			48			T			N			298.48			48			27.5.5.3						V			Abhishek Patil			18/1812r2			781			this sentence is incomplete (the OBO selection is missing) and redundant with the sentence line1-6 of the same page. Please update this sentence, or remove it.			as in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:58:48Z) -- Agree with the comment.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1812r2 for CID 16870			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16871			Stephen McCann			233			3			28.3.11.9			524			6			E			N			524.06			6			28.3.11.9						J			Yujin Noh			18/1790r1			737			Figures 28-36 through 28-39 use very tiny fonts and are difficult to read.			It would be useful to enlarge these figures to the edges of the page, and possibly increase the size of the font by 1 or 2 pts.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-11 22:04:54Z) - Those figures are the constellation bit mapping of 1024 QAM. The same comment (CID9012) was rejected in 11-17-0331r02 since if zoomed in, it can be readable.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16872			Stephen McCann			233			3			8.3.4.4			58			6			E			N			58.06			6			8.3.4.4						V			Editor						781			The use of the term "HE LTF" is sometimes used with a hypen or a space, or not at all.			Use the consistent term "HE-LTF" as much as possible. The same issue also appears in equations, such as equation 28-40 on P498L5 and many other places in the document.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:30:56Z) -Consistenly use HE-LTF throughout.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:31:15Z - see #15968			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16873			Stephen McCann			233			3			27.16.4.2			375			48			T			N			375.48			48			27.16.4.2						V			ChaoChun Wang			18/1855r4			782			Regarding Note 1, an element can be created (quite simply), but it should use ANQP, as GAS is just a transport mechanism for un-associated frames. ANQP-elements then carry the information payloads.			Create a new ANQP-element in clause 9 and some associated behaviour text. Commenter can assist with the creation of the text.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:18:11Z) - Delete NOTE 1.
The Note 1 simply shows an example. There are other method for a peer-to-peer application to inform AP about the identifier. The commenter is welcomed to submit a contribution to define an ANQP element and associated behavior.			EDITOR			ChaoChun 18/1855 QTP									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 19:29:49Z			4			2019/1/24 19:29			EDITOR


			16874			Stephen McCann			233			3			27.6.3			308			28			T			Y			308.28			28			27.6.3						A			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			774			There are CID mark-ups starting with "(#" within the document, which means it's not in a suitable state for sponsor ballot.			Remove CID mark-ups on this line and similar ones throughout the document.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:56:59Z)			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 18:58:32Z- Cleaned up with prior edits (D3.1 or D3.2)						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16875			Stephen McCann			233			3			C.3			646			52			T			Y			646.52			52			C.3						V			Edward Au			18/1939r1			781			There are references to documents mark-ups starting with "(18" within the document, which means it's not in a suitable state for sponsor ballot.			Remove the document reference on this line and similar ones throughout the document.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 21:45:21Z) - Delete all of the 34 instances of “(18” throughout the draft amendment.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-29 20:24:43Z - While D3.0 had a few instances where tags were left, these have all been removed. There are new tags beginning "(18" but these tag new documents associated with the change. These, along with comment tags, will be removed before D4.0.			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16876			Stephen Shellhammer			233			3			3			2			17			T			Y			2.17			17			3						J			Eldad Perahia			18/1532r2			746			802.19 comment from Timothy Harrington: IEEE 802.15.4 HRP UWB and LRP UWB PHYs operate in the 6 GHz band. Coexistence has not been characterized  or analyzed with respect to 802.15.4 HRP UWB and LRP UWB which use Impulse Radio (IR) modulation. Standard 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz standard CCA will not sense low power IR transmissions 6 GHz band as IEEE 802.15.4 UWB. Therefore co-existence must be tested and analyzed			Change to: "The traditional mechanisms for 802.11 devices to coexist with non-802.11 devices is clear channel assessment (CCA).  However, traditional CCA techniques may not be adequate to sense UWB IR radios transmitting at -41.3 dBM. Analysis of sensing IR UWB transmissions at 6-7.125 GHz must performed."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-13 10:49:16Z) - This is not a comment on the draft amendment, however with respect to the CA document:

The IEEE 802
LMSC OPERATIONS MANUAL states as follows "The CA document shall address coexistence with all relevant approved IEEE 802 LMSC wireless
standards specifying devices for unlicensed operation. The WG should consider other
specifications in their identified target band(s) in the CA document."

802.11 coexistence with non-802.11 systems is addressed in Section 3 of the CA document.  There is no LMSC requirement for analysis or simulation or testing.

CA document has been amended to acknowledge UWB with the relevant regulations.  Refer to https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/16/11-16-1348-04-00ax-coexistence-assurance.docx			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16877			Stephen Shellhammer			233			3			3			2			20			T			Y			2.20			20			3						J			Eldad Perahia			18/1532r2			746			802.19 comment from Timothy Harrington: Tests to determine whether UWB Impulse Radios, (both LRP and HRP as specified in 802.15.4), can be sensed have not been performed. The current values do not address sensing Impulse Radios.			Perform tests, analyze, and document results			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-13 10:49:51Z) - This is not a comment on the draft amendment, however with respect to the CA document:

The IEEE 802
LMSC OPERATIONS MANUAL states as follows "The CA document shall address coexistence with all relevant approved IEEE 802 LMSC wireless
standards specifying devices for unlicensed operation. The WG should consider other
specifications in their identified target band(s) in the CA document."

802.11 coexistence with non-802.11 systems is addressed in Section 3 of the CA document.  There is no LMSC requirement for analysis or simulation or testing.

CA document has been amended to acknowledge UWB with the relevant regulations.  Refer to https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/16/11-16-1348-04-00ax-coexistence-assurance.docx			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16878			Stephen Shellhammer			233			3			3			2			20			T			Y			2.20			20			3						J			Eldad Perahia			18/1532r2			746			802.19 comment from Timothy Harrington: Add analysis of LRP and HRP Impulse Radios 802.15.4 as both victim and interferer			Perform analysis multiple channel sizes referenced for 802.11ax as both victim and interferer for both LRP and HRP Impule Radios			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-13 10:50:18Z) - This is not a comment on the draft amendment, however with respect to the CA document:

The IEEE 802
LMSC OPERATIONS MANUAL states as follows "The CA document shall address coexistence with all relevant approved IEEE 802 LMSC wireless
standards specifying devices for unlicensed operation. The WG should consider other
specifications in their identified target band(s) in the CA document."

802.11 coexistence with non-802.11 systems is addressed in Section 3 of the CA document.  There is no LMSC requirement for analysis or simulation or testing.

CA document has been amended to acknowledge UWB with the relevant regulations.  Refer to https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/16/11-16-1348-04-00ax-coexistence-assurance.docx			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16879			Stephen Shellhammer			233			3			5.2			3			27			T			Y			3.27			27			5.2						J			Eldad Perahia			18/1532r2			746			802.19 comment from Timothy Harrington: Analysis of noise floor impact to low power -41.3 dBm devices IR radios at different distances were not performed			Analysis of noise floor impact to low power -41.3 dBm devices using 802.15.4 compliant devices with IR radios at different distances should be performed			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-13 10:51:25Z) - This is not a comment on the draft amendment, however with respect to the CA document:

The IEEE 802
LMSC OPERATIONS MANUAL states as follows "The CA document shall address coexistence with all relevant approved IEEE 802 LMSC wireless
standards specifying devices for unlicensed operation. The WG should consider other
specifications in their identified target band(s) in the CA document."

802.11 coexistence with non-802.11 systems is addressed in Section 3 of the CA document.  There is no LMSC requirement for analysis or simulation or testing.

CA document has been amended to acknowledge UWB with the relevant regulations.  Refer to https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/16/11-16-1348-04-00ax-coexistence-assurance.docx			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16880			Stephen Shellhammer			233			3			5.6			4			20			T			Y			4.20			20			5.6						J			Eldad Perahia			18/1532r2			746			802.19 comment from Timothy Harrington: 5.6 specifies that values for 5 GHz will be applied to 6 GHz - 7.125 GHz. There is no analysis of impact to LRP and HRP Impulse Radios that operate in this band in conformance to the IEEE 802.15.4 standard.			An analysis of Packet error rate or 802.11ax, and frame error rate or bit rate for LRP and HRP when used within the a several amounts of operational ranges would be useful			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-13 10:52:10Z) -This is not a comment on the draft amendment, however with respect to the CA document:

The IEEE 802
LMSC OPERATIONS MANUAL states as follows "The CA document shall address coexistence with all relevant approved IEEE 802 LMSC wireless
standards specifying devices for unlicensed operation. The WG should consider other
specifications in their identified target band(s) in the CA document."

802.11 coexistence with non-802.11 systems is addressed in Section 3 of the CA document.  There is no LMSC requirement for analysis or simulation or testing.

CA document has been amended to acknowledge UWB with the relevant regulations.  Refer to https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/16/11-16-1348-04-00ax-coexistence-assurance.docx			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16881			Stephen Shellhammer			233			3			5.6			4			20			T			Y			4.20			20			5.6						J			Eldad Perahia			18/1532r2			746			802.19 comment from Timothy Harrington: No analysis of 6 GHz is specified. Assuming that 5 GHz methodology will operate properly with 6 GHz Impulse Radios is not valid.			Analysis of the effects of 802.11ax CSMA on IR UWB. Must determine whether CSMA can sense HRP and LRP pulses?			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-13 10:52:26Z) - This is not a comment on the draft amendment, however with respect to the CA document:

The IEEE 802
LMSC OPERATIONS MANUAL states as follows "The CA document shall address coexistence with all relevant approved IEEE 802 LMSC wireless
standards specifying devices for unlicensed operation. The WG should consider other
specifications in their identified target band(s) in the CA document."

802.11 coexistence with non-802.11 systems is addressed in Section 3 of the CA document.  There is no LMSC requirement for analysis or simulation or testing.

CA document has been amended to acknowledge UWB with the relevant regulations.  Refer to https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/16/11-16-1348-04-00ax-coexistence-assurance.docx			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16882			Stephen Shellhammer			233			3			5.6			4			20			T			Y			4.20			20			5.6						J			Eldad Perahia			18/1532r2			746			802.19 comment from Timothy Harrington: Analysis of coexistence at the different 802.11ax channel widths with UWB is not provided			Perform analysis of the different bandwidths options affect UWB devices, and document results.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-13 10:52:46Z) - This is not a comment on the draft amendment, however with respect to the CA document:

The IEEE 802
LMSC OPERATIONS MANUAL states as follows "The CA document shall address coexistence with all relevant approved IEEE 802 LMSC wireless
standards specifying devices for unlicensed operation. The WG should consider other
specifications in their identified target band(s) in the CA document."

802.11 coexistence with non-802.11 systems is addressed in Section 3 of the CA document.  There is no LMSC requirement for analysis or simulation or testing.

CA document has been amended to acknowledge UWB with the relevant regulations.  Refer to https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/16/11-16-1348-04-00ax-coexistence-assurance.docx			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16883			Stephen Shellhammer			233			3			5.6			4			20			T			Y			4.20			20			5.6						J			Eldad Perahia			18/1532r2			746			802.19 comment from Timothy Harrington: No analysis of the effects at the center frequencies or extremes is provided for 802.15.4 6 GHz UWB IR Radios.			What are the effects at similar center frequencies, and at different frequencies for LRP, HRP, and 802.11ax?. What happens at the extremes?			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-13 10:53:12Z) - This is not a comment on the draft amendment, however with respect to the CA document:

The IEEE 802
LMSC OPERATIONS MANUAL states as follows "The CA document shall address coexistence with all relevant approved IEEE 802 LMSC wireless
standards specifying devices for unlicensed operation. The WG should consider other
specifications in their identified target band(s) in the CA document."

802.11 coexistence with non-802.11 systems is addressed in Section 3 of the CA document.  There is no LMSC requirement for analysis or simulation or testing.

CA document has been amended to acknowledge UWB with the relevant regulations.  Refer to https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/16/11-16-1348-04-00ax-coexistence-assurance.docx			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16884			Stephen Shellhammer			233			3			1			2						T			N			2.00						1						J			Eldad Perahia			18/1532r2			746			802.19 comment from Stephen Palm: "The new amendment shall enable backward compatibility and coexistence with legacy IEEE 802.11 devices operating in the same band."  Are they really legacy 802.11 devices in the 6 to 7.125 GHz band?			Clarify in which band " backward compatibility and coexistence" should occur			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-13 10:54:51Z) - This is not a comment on the draft amendment, however with respect to the CA document:

There is nothing in the amendment that prohibits "legacy operation" in the 6 GHz band.  As such, the same backward compatibility and coexistence mechanisms used in 2.4 and 5 GHz apply to 6 GHz.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16885			Stephen Shellhammer			233			3			5.6			4						T			N			4.00						5.6						J			Eldad Perahia			18/1532r2			746			802.19 comment from Stephen Palm: Equation 28-134 and a value of 253 seems to channels to 7.205 compared to the earlier stated 7.125 GHz. Please clarify			Please clarify equation 28-134 or a limit less than 253			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-13 10:55:07Z) - The equation merely provides channel numbering.  Valid channels are indicated in Annex E, with the last channel being 233.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16886			Stephen Shellhammer			233			3												G			N															J			Eldad Perahia			18/1532r2			746			802.19 comment from Alaa Mourad: Add consideration of 802.15.4 HRP UWB and LRP UWB PHYs which both include channel definitions operating in 6 GHz band. Coexistence has not been characterized  or analyzed with respect to impulse modulations in the same band.						REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-13 10:55:34Z) - This is not a comment on the draft amendment, however with respect to the CA document:

The IEEE 802
LMSC OPERATIONS MANUAL states as follows "The CA document shall address coexistence with all relevant approved IEEE 802 LMSC wireless
standards specifying devices for unlicensed operation. The WG should consider other
specifications in their identified target band(s) in the CA document."

802.11 coexistence with non-802.11 systems is addressed in Section 3 of the CA document.  There is no LMSC requirement for analysis or simulation or testing.

CA document has been amended to acknowledge UWB with the relevant regulations.  Refer to https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/16/11-16-1348-04-00ax-coexistence-assurance.docx			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16887			Stephen Shellhammer			233			3			1			1			1			T			Y			1.01			1			1						J			Eldad Perahia			18/1532r2			746			802.19 comment from Benjamin Rolfe: In general, the CAD assumes that the coexistence characteristics of 802.11ax are "just like" legacy 802.11 OFDM,  addressing only where new features would differ, which seemed reasonable. However with the expansion of channel plans into bands previously not specified, the 'just like' assumption is no longer true.  There are other 802 services in the bands covered by the expanded scope which need to be considered and are not.			Expand the analysis to include specifically coexistence between 802.11ax and 802.15.4 UWB systems operating in the bands above 6 GHz.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-13 10:55:50Z) - This is not a comment on the draft amendment, however with respect to the CA document:

The IEEE 802
LMSC OPERATIONS MANUAL states as follows "The CA document shall address coexistence with all relevant approved IEEE 802 LMSC wireless
standards specifying devices for unlicensed operation. The WG should consider other
specifications in their identified target band(s) in the CA document."

802.11 coexistence with non-802.11 systems is addressed in Section 3 of the CA document.  There is no LMSC requirement for analysis or simulation or testing.

CA document has been amended to acknowledge UWB with the relevant regulations.  Refer to https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/16/11-16-1348-04-00ax-coexistence-assurance.docx			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16888			Stephen Shellhammer			233			3			1			2			1			T			Y			2.01			1			1						J			Eldad Perahia			18/1532r2			746			802.19 comment from Benjamin Rolfe: The CAD does not discuss coexistence in bands other than 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz, other than when describing the PAR scope. In Clause 2 it explicitly says "Therefore 802.11ax will be an enhancement to 802.11n in 2.4 GHz and 802.11ac in 5 GHz" but this is not consistent with the project scope as identified in clause 1.  There are devices implementing 802.15.4 operating in the band above 6 GHz using the LRP and HRP UWN PHYs. The entire scope of 802.11ax is within the scope of the CAD, not just 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz operation.			Add analysis of coexistence with services based on  802.15.4 using the LRP and HRP UWB PHYs in all bands where 802.11ax and 802.15.4 UWB PHYs overlap.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-13 10:56:12Z) - This is not a comment on the draft amendment, however with respect to the CA document:

The IEEE 802
LMSC OPERATIONS MANUAL states as follows "The CA document shall address coexistence with all relevant approved IEEE 802 LMSC wireless
standards specifying devices for unlicensed operation. The WG should consider other
specifications in their identified target band(s) in the CA document."

802.11 coexistence with non-802.11 systems is addressed in Section 3 of the CA document.  There is no LMSC requirement for analysis or simulation or testing.

CA document has been amended to acknowledge UWB with the relevant regulations.  Refer to https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/16/11-16-1348-04-00ax-coexistence-assurance.docx			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16889			Stephen Shellhammer			233			3			2			2			13			T			Y			2.13			13			2						J			Eldad Perahia			18/1532r2			746			802.19 comment from Benjamin Rolfe: This paragraph is not consistent with the project scope for 802.11ax nor the current content of the draft. It is also inconsistent with clause 5.6 of this document. .			Remove first sentence after "7.125 GHz"; remove second sentence. Add a list of the bands in which 802.11ax will operate.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-13 10:56:28Z) - This is not a comment on the draft amendment, however with respect to the CA document:

Change "Though the PAR specifies the frequency range between 1 GHz and 7.125 GHz, the focus of 802.11ax is on the 2.4 GHz and the 5 GHz frequency bands. Therefore 802.11ax will be an enhancement to 802.11n in 2.4 GHz and 802.11ac in 5 GHz." to "Though the PAR specifies the frequency range between 1 GHz and 7.125 GHz, 802.11ax is an enhancement to 802.11n in 2.4 GHz and 802.11ac in 5 GHz frequency bands and an extension into the 6 GHz band."  Refer to https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/16/11-16-1348-04-00ax-coexistence-assurance.docx			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16890			Stephen Shellhammer			233			3			3			2			16			T			Y			2.16			16			3						J			Eldad Perahia			18/1532r2			746			802.19 comment from Benjamin Rolfe: This paragraph describes CCA as "The mechanism" for coexistence with other 802 wireless systems other than legacy 802.11, but does not provide any analysis of the effect of CCA on mitigating interference.			Provide technical analysis of how the 802.11ax signals will perform with respect to other 802 wireless services in the same bands of operation both potential impact of 802.11ax as "assailant" and as "victim" The CAD should characterize the performance of each system (e.g. packet loss, latency) and include all 802 systems operating in the same bands. Where the expected performance and impacts are "just like" analysis done for previous standards, reference CAD documents as appropriate.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-13 10:56:47Z) - This is not a comment on the draft amendment, however with respect to the CA document:

The IEEE 802
LMSC OPERATIONS MANUAL states as follows "The CA document shall address coexistence with all relevant approved IEEE 802 LMSC wireless
standards specifying devices for unlicensed operation. The WG should consider other
specifications in their identified target band(s) in the CA document."

802.11 coexistence with non-802.11 systems is addressed in Section 3 of the CA document.  There is no LMSC requirement for analysis or simulation or testing.

CA document has been amended to acknowledge UWB with the relevant regulations.  Refer to https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/16/11-16-1348-04-00ax-coexistence-assurance.docx			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16891			Stephen Shellhammer			233			3			3			2			16			T			Y			2.16			16			3						J			Eldad Perahia			18/1532r2			746			802.19 comment from Benjamin Rolfe: Of particular interest is coexistence impacts in the 6 GHz band, where previously 802.11 has not operated and previous coexistence analysis has not covered.  The 802.15.4 LRP and HRP UWB PHYs operate in this band.  Include analysis of the impacts of these services on 802.11ax (likely none) and the impacts of 802.11ax on these services. In particular, the only mitigation method given, CCA, a reasonable question is will the current CCA mechanisms detect UWB signals (which seems likely not), and analysis including  expected performance impacts (PER, latency, etc.) as well as mitigation factors and techniques other than CCA and CSMA which may apply.			Complete analysis as described in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-13 10:57:11Z) - This is not a comment on the draft amendment, however with respect to the CA document:

The IEEE 802
LMSC OPERATIONS MANUAL states as follows "The CA document shall address coexistence with all relevant approved IEEE 802 LMSC wireless
standards specifying devices for unlicensed operation. The WG should consider other
specifications in their identified target band(s) in the CA document."

802.11 coexistence with non-802.11 systems is addressed in Section 3 of the CA document.  There is no LMSC requirement for analysis or simulation or testing.

CA document has been amended to acknowledge UWB with the relevant regulations.  Refer to https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/16/11-16-1348-04-00ax-coexistence-assurance.docx			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16892			Stephen Shellhammer			233			3			3			2			16			T			Y			2.16			16			3						J			Eldad Perahia			18/1532r2			746			802.19 comment from Benjamin Rolfe: The current 802.11ax draft reference [1] defines multiple channels in the bands above 6 GHz overlapping 802.15.4 UWB; operation in different channels will have different impacts. A discussion of performance in different channels is useful in illustrating potential mitigation techniques, such as provisioning decisions.			Analyze and describe impacts of each channelization especially above 6 GHz.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-13 10:57:31Z) - This is not a comment on the draft amendment, however with respect to the CA document:

The IEEE 802
LMSC OPERATIONS MANUAL states as follows "The CA document shall address coexistence with all relevant approved IEEE 802 LMSC wireless
standards specifying devices for unlicensed operation. The WG should consider other
specifications in their identified target band(s) in the CA document."

802.11 coexistence with non-802.11 systems is addressed in Section 3 of the CA document.  There is no LMSC requirement for analysis or simulation or testing.

CA document has been amended to acknowledge UWB with the relevant regulations.  Refer to https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/16/11-16-1348-04-00ax-coexistence-assurance.docx			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16893			Stephen Shellhammer			233			3			3			2			16			T			Y			2.16			16			3						J			Eldad Perahia			18/1532r2			746			802.19 comment from Benjamin Rolfe: The 802.11ax draft includes channel definitions in particular above 6 GHz which are based on rules not yet formulated.  Existing 802.15.4 based systems operate under existing rules between 6 as 10 GHz, allowed because of the very low PSD. Rulemaking opening up license exempt operation at higher power levels than authorized under current rules in the band may allow 802.15.4 UWB based systems to operate at higher PSD than currently allowed. Such systems may have a significant impact on the 802.11ax victim. This seems like a useful scenario to include in the CAD analysis.			Include analysis of impacts of 802.11ax and 802.15.4 UWB systems operating at similar power limits, e.g. with both operating at current allowed limits and both operating at expected limits.  Include analysis of each system as victim and assailant.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-13 10:57:56Z) - This is not a comment on the draft amendment, however with respect to the CA document:

The IEEE 802
LMSC OPERATIONS MANUAL states as follows "The CA document shall address coexistence with all relevant approved IEEE 802 LMSC wireless
standards specifying devices for unlicensed operation. The WG should consider other
specifications in their identified target band(s) in the CA document."

802.11 coexistence with non-802.11 systems is addressed in Section 3 of the CA document.  There is no LMSC requirement for analysis or simulation or testing.

CA document has been amended to acknowledge UWB with the relevant regulations.  Refer to https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/16/11-16-1348-04-00ax-coexistence-assurance.docx			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16894			Stephen Shellhammer			233			3			5.1			3			13			T			Y			3.13			13			5.1						J			Eldad Perahia			18/1532r2			746			802.19 comment from Benjamin Rolfe: It is useful to note that this feature may result in substantially higher aggregate energy, which would be expected to have a different coexistence implication than prior 802.11 systems without this feature.  Since this is clearly not "just like it's always been", quantified performance impacts and vulnerabilities seem appropriate.			Complete analysis, providing impacts as victim and assailant, of this feature.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-13 10:58:13Z) - This is not a comment on the draft amendment, however with respect to the CA document:

The IEEE 802
LMSC OPERATIONS MANUAL states as follows "The CA document shall address coexistence with all relevant approved IEEE 802 LMSC wireless
standards specifying devices for unlicensed operation. The WG should consider other
specifications in their identified target band(s) in the CA document."

802.11 coexistence with non-802.11 systems is addressed in Section 3 of the CA document.  There is no LMSC requirement for analysis or simulation or testing.

CA document has been amended to acknowledge UWB with the relevant regulations.  Refer to https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/16/11-16-1348-04-00ax-coexistence-assurance.docx			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16895			Stephen Shellhammer			233			3			5.2			3			22			T			Y			3.22			22			5.2						J			Eldad Perahia			18/1532r2			746			802.19 comment from Benjamin Rolfe: It would be helpful to know how the expected magnitude of interference  floor increase.			Provide the expected increase. E.g. expected level at various distances from contributing devices relative to the receiver.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-13 10:58:29Z) - This is not a comment on the draft amendment, however with respect to the CA document:

The IEEE 802
LMSC OPERATIONS MANUAL states as follows "The CA document shall address coexistence with all relevant approved IEEE 802 LMSC wireless
standards specifying devices for unlicensed operation. The WG should consider other
specifications in their identified target band(s) in the CA document."

802.11 coexistence with non-802.11 systems is addressed in Section 3 of the CA document.  There is no LMSC requirement for analysis or simulation or testing.

CA document has been amended to acknowledge UWB with the relevant regulations.  Refer to https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/16/11-16-1348-04-00ax-coexistence-assurance.docx			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16896			Stephen Shellhammer			233			3			5.3			3			33			T			Y			3.33			33			5.3						J			Eldad Perahia			18/1532r2			746			802.19 comment from Benjamin Rolfe: Clearly a larger BSS sphere of influence will potentially expand the number of potential assailant and victim devices as stated. Longer duration of the preamble will also increase interference footprint (both as assailant and victim) in an interference limited environment.  What is the magnitude of this effect on coexistence? Also, what about bands other than 2.4 GHz?			Include consideration of the impact of longer duration packets. Include consideration of other bands covered by the amendment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-13 10:58:42Z) - Duration of 11ax packets are comparable to legacy formats.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16897			Stephen Shellhammer			233			3			1			2			1			T			Y			2.01			1			1						J			Eldad Perahia			18/1532r2			746			802.19 comment from Billy Verso: The 802.11ax CAD does not consider that 802.15 UWB deployments are active in the 6 to 7 GHz band and likely to be severly affected victims of any inband 802.11ax transmitters that are within a line-of-sight range of a few hundred metres. (Ref doc 19-18-0017-00-0000).			802.11ax should consider how it coexists with 802.15 UWB in this band and modify 11ax accordingly.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-13 10:59:04Z) - This is not a comment on the draft amendment, however with respect to the CA document:

The IEEE 802
LMSC OPERATIONS MANUAL states as follows "The CA document shall address coexistence with all relevant approved IEEE 802 LMSC wireless
standards specifying devices for unlicensed operation. The WG should consider other
specifications in their identified target band(s) in the CA document."

802.11 coexistence with non-802.11 systems is addressed in Section 3 of the CA document.  There is no LMSC requirement for analysis or simulation or testing.

CA document has been amended to acknowledge UWB with the relevant regulations.  Refer to https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/16/11-16-1348-04-00ax-coexistence-assurance.docx			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16898			Stephen Shellhammer			233			3			1			2			7			T			Y			2.07			7			1						J			Eldad Perahia			18/1532r2			746			802.19 comment from Billy Verso: While the PAR may be correctly repoduced here, why does it not read "The new amendment shall enable backward compatibility with legacy IEEE 802.11 devices and coexistence with legacy IEEE 802 devices operating in the same band."			Can the PAR be changed to include coexistence with legacy 802.11 and 802.15 devices.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-13 13:30:38Z) - The comment proposes a PAR modification; while the COEX document quotes the PAR, the PAR is not the balloted document, and a modification to the coexistence document does not modify the PAR.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16899			Stephen Shellhammer			233			3			2			2			12			T			Y			2.12			12			2						J			Eldad Perahia			18/1532r2			746			802.19 comment from Billy Verso: This text acknowledges the encroachment into the 6 to 7 GHz band but says the work is focused on 2.5 and 5 GHz bands.  Clearly this is a mistake as far as coexistance is concerned, where both 802.15.4 HRP UWB PHYs and LRP UWB PHYs operate in the 6 to 7 GHz band.			Properlty consider workable coexistance with these 802.15 UWB deployments or remove 6 to 7 GHz operation from 11ax to only focus on bands currently allowed by FCC.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-13 10:59:41Z) - This is not a comment on the draft amendment, however with respect to the CA document:

The IEEE 802
LMSC OPERATIONS MANUAL states as follows "The CA document shall address coexistence with all relevant approved IEEE 802 LMSC wireless
standards specifying devices for unlicensed operation. The WG should consider other
specifications in their identified target band(s) in the CA document."

802.11 coexistence with non-802.11 systems is addressed in Section 3 of the CA document.  There is no LMSC requirement for analysis or simulation or testing.

CA document has been amended to acknowledge UWB with the relevant regulations.  Refer to https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/16/11-16-1348-04-00ax-coexistence-assurance.docx			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16900			Stephen Shellhammer			233			3			3			2			15			T			Y			2.15			15			3						J			Eldad Perahia			18/1532r2			746			802.19 comment from Billy Verso: In general this clause is considering only devices in 2.5 GHz and 5 GHz bands, and is not considering the 802.15.4 HRP UWB PHY and LRP UWB PHY operating in the 6 to 7 GHz band.			Include coexistance mechanisms for these 802.15 UWB deployments or remove the channels from 11ax that cover 6 to 7 GHz band.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-13 10:59:57Z) - This is not a comment on the draft amendment, however with respect to the CA document:

The IEEE 802
LMSC OPERATIONS MANUAL states as follows "The CA document shall address coexistence with all relevant approved IEEE 802 LMSC wireless
standards specifying devices for unlicensed operation. The WG should consider other
specifications in their identified target band(s) in the CA document."

802.11 coexistence with non-802.11 systems is addressed in Section 3 of the CA document.  There is no LMSC requirement for analysis or simulation or testing.

CA document has been amended to acknowledge UWB with the relevant regulations.  Refer to https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/16/11-16-1348-04-00ax-coexistence-assurance.docx			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16901			Stephen Shellhammer			233			3			3			2			16			T			Y			2.16			16			3						J			Eldad Perahia			18/1532r2			746			802.19 comment from Billy Verso: I expect 802.11's normal CCA mechanisms will not work with 802.15 UWB modulations, which have a TX power density is -41.3 dBm/MHz and messages that are typically only a few hundred microseconds in duration.			802.11ax will need to consider other coexistance mechanisms			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-13 11:00:10Z) - This is not a comment on the draft amendment, however with respect to the CA document:

The IEEE 802
LMSC OPERATIONS MANUAL states as follows "The CA document shall address coexistence with all relevant approved IEEE 802 LMSC wireless
standards specifying devices for unlicensed operation. The WG should consider other
specifications in their identified target band(s) in the CA document."

802.11 coexistence with non-802.11 systems is addressed in Section 3 of the CA document.  There is no LMSC requirement for analysis or simulation or testing.

CA document has been amended to acknowledge UWB with the relevant regulations.  Refer to https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/16/11-16-1348-04-00ax-coexistence-assurance.docx			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16902			Stephen Shellhammer			233			3			5			2			37			T			Y			2.37			37			5						J			Eldad Perahia			18/1532r2			746			802.19 comment from Billy Verso: In this clause are lots of techniques to make very high density of use of the band, which is good for 2.4 and 5GHz bands where CCA is an effectrive coexistance mechanism.  However if this is translated into the 6 to 7 GHz band, I fear that any coexisting systems using 802.15.4 HRP UWB or LRP UWB PHYs will cease to operate effectively.  This is worrying because these systems are critical in applications such as: robot guidance, factory automation, hospital security/safety, automotive keyless entry, safety of personnel around machines, first responder location etc.			Include coexistance mechanisms for these 802.15 UWB deployments or remove the channels from the 11ax amendment that cover 6 to 7 GHz band.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-13 11:00:25Z) - This is not a comment on the draft amendment, however with respect to the CA document:

The IEEE 802
LMSC OPERATIONS MANUAL states as follows "The CA document shall address coexistence with all relevant approved IEEE 802 LMSC wireless
standards specifying devices for unlicensed operation. The WG should consider other
specifications in their identified target band(s) in the CA document."

802.11 coexistence with non-802.11 systems is addressed in Section 3 of the CA document.  There is no LMSC requirement for analysis or simulation or testing.

CA document has been amended to acknowledge UWB with the relevant regulations.  Refer to https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/16/11-16-1348-04-00ax-coexistence-assurance.docx			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16903			Stephen Shellhammer			233			3			5.6			4			17			T			Y			4.17			17			5.6						J			Eldad Perahia			18/1532r2			746			802.19 comment from Billy Verso: Here is operation in the 6 GHz band with lots of channels..... see my general commenrt on section 5, and worries expressed			Include coexistance mechanisms that ensure 11ax will not disrupt systems based on 802.15.4 UWB PHYs			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-13 11:00:43Z) - This is not a comment on the draft amendment, however with respect to the CA document:

The IEEE 802
LMSC OPERATIONS MANUAL states as follows "The CA document shall address coexistence with all relevant approved IEEE 802 LMSC wireless
standards specifying devices for unlicensed operation. The WG should consider other
specifications in their identified target band(s) in the CA document."

802.11 coexistence with non-802.11 systems is addressed in Section 3 of the CA document.  There is no LMSC requirement for analysis or simulation or testing.

CA document has been amended to acknowledge UWB with the relevant regulations.  Refer to https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/16/11-16-1348-04-00ax-coexistence-assurance.docx			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16904			Stephen Shellhammer			233			3												T			Y															J			Eldad Perahia			18/1532r2			746			802.19 comment from Robert Heile: I am supporting Ben Rolfe's comments on this
-----------------------------------
Hello 802.19 voters:
The 802.11ax is currently out for ballot, following updates based on the project scope change. I've reviewed it and submitted comments.
With the change in project scope to include bands above 6 GHz, the CAD no longer meets the requirements stated in the IEEE 802 LMSC Operations Manual (clause 12) "The CA document shall address coexistence with all relevant approved IEEE 802 LMSC wireless standards specifying devices for unlicensed operation."
802.15.4 defines wireless licensed exempt operation in the 6 to 10 GHz range (HRP and LRP UWB PHYs). The updates to the CAD have not address the impacts with 802.15.4 UWB based services.


Thus I am asking for a vote to disapprove the CAD and ask 802.11 WG to update it to meet the LMSC requirements.A  I have submitted comments to assist the 802.11 WG in completing the CAD.A  Below is a summary of the issues I've identified in submitted comments for those who are interested.


Thank you for your consideration.
Best Regards
Benjamin Rolfe (affiliation: Blind Creek Associates, UWB Alliance)


===A  details ===
Summary of comments on the 802.11ax Coexistence Assurance Document (B. Rolfe)
- CAD assumes that the coexistence characteristics of 802.11ax are the same as legacy 802.11 OFDM,A  addressing only where new features would differ, however with the expansion of the channel plans into bands previously not specified, the 'just like' assumption is no longer true.A  The move into 6 GHz to 10 GHz is new.
- The CAD does not discuss coexistence considerations in other than the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz bands.A  In Clause 2 it explicitly says "Therefore 802.11ax will be an enhancement to 802.11n in 2.4 GHz and 802.11ac in 5 GHz" which was accurate with the original project scope but is not with the current project scope.
- I am asking that the CAD include analysis of coexistence with services based onA  802.15.4 using the LRP and HRP UWB PHYs in all bands where 802.11ax and 802.15.4 UWB PHYs overlap.
- The CAD states that CCA (and CSMA) are the primary coexistence mechanisms in 802.11. It does not describe how CCA will (or will not) work with services based onA  802.15.4 using the LRP and HRP UWB PHYs. I am asking that analysis is provided on CCA as a coexistence mechanism with UWB systems.
- I am aware that there has been considerable work done by 802.11 WG members on coexistence with 3GPP.A  None of this good work is used or referenced in the CAD; This would be good content for the CAD. Note the LMSC Operations Manual says "The WG should consider other specifications in their identified target band(s) in the CA document", and the work on coexistence with LTE based services would fall under this recommendation.						REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-13 11:01:00Z) - This is not a comment on the draft amendment, however with respect to the CA document:

The IEEE 802
LMSC OPERATIONS MANUAL states as follows "The CA document shall address coexistence with all relevant approved IEEE 802 LMSC wireless
standards specifying devices for unlicensed operation. The WG should consider other
specifications in their identified target band(s) in the CA document."

802.11 coexistence with non-802.11 systems is addressed in Section 3 of the CA document.  There is no LMSC requirement for analysis or simulation or testing.

CA document has been amended to acknowledge UWB with the relevant regulations.  Refer to https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/16/11-16-1348-04-00ax-coexistence-assurance.docx			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16905			Stephen Shellhammer			233			3			3			2						T			Y			2.00						3						J			Eldad Perahia			18/1532r2			746			802.19 comment from Jay Holcomb: Per the IEEE Operations Manual, v21, section 13 includes, ... The CA document shall address coexistence with all relevant approved IEEE 802 LMSC wireless standards specifying devices for unlicensed operation. The WG should consider other specifications in their identified target band(s) in the CA document.  I do no see in the CAD any reference to already approved non-IEEE 802.11 standards and the coexistance with them.			Document what the affects are to IEEE 802.15.4 HRP and LRP UWB communications with an 802.11ax signal present, and vica-versa.  At least worse case.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-13 11:01:21Z) - This is not a comment on the draft amendment, however with respect to the CA document:

The IEEE 802
LMSC OPERATIONS MANUAL states as follows "The CA document shall address coexistence with all relevant approved IEEE 802 LMSC wireless
standards specifying devices for unlicensed operation. The WG should consider other
specifications in their identified target band(s) in the CA document."

802.11 coexistence with non-802.11 systems is addressed in Section 3 of the CA document.  There is no LMSC requirement for analysis or simulation or testing.

CA document has been amended to acknowledge UWB with the relevant regulations.  Refer to https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/16/11-16-1348-04-00ax-coexistence-assurance.docx			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16906			Tomoko Adachi			233			3			27.2.5.3			259			64			T			Y			259.64			64			27.2.5.3						J			Po-Kai Huang			11-18/1418r1			679			As an AP cannot distinguish CTSs from multiple STAs, the RU Allocation subfield of the User Info field is not that important for the STAs to follow. There is already the UL BW subfield of the Common Info field that can be used instead.			Change the sentence from "A CTS frame sent in response to an MU-RTS Trigger frame shall be transmitted on the 20 MHz channels indicated in the RU Allocation subfield of the User Info field of the MU-RTS Trigger frame." to "A CTS frame sent in response to an MU-RTS Trigger frame shall be transmitted on the 20 MHz channels indicated in the UL BW subfield of the Common Info field or the RU Allocation subfield of the User Info field of the MU-RTS Trigger frame."			REJECTED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:10:59Z)
The UL BW subfield is basically the bandwidth occupied by the MU-RTS frame. However, the CTS response may not need to be the same bandwidth as the bandwidth covered by MU-RTS frame. For example, if the MU-RTS covers 80 MHz, then the CTS response can be primary 20, primary 40, or primary 80. This is good for alleviating the situation that the STA is allocating in the following transmission on primary 20 MHz, but the protection is done in the whole 80 MHz.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16907			Tomoko Adachi			233			3			10.3.7									T			Y			208.00						10.3.7						V			Tomoko Adachi			18/1853r2			782			Table 10-5 (Determination of the EstimatedAckTxTime based on properties of the PPDU causing the EIFS) in the baseline should be revisited to be compatible with 11ax.			As the response frame will be in variable length by multiple TIDs and multiple AIDs, it seems it's impossible to estimate the duration of the response frame. Thus, considering that dot11DynamicEIFSActivated is read-only, it's better to add a sentence in 10.3.7 that an HE STA with dot11DynamicEIFSActivated set to true and joining an HE BSS shall not use Equation (10-8).
Or delete the whole mechanism related to dot11DynamicEIFSActivated.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 22:58:42Z) - 
See the instructions to the TGax editor in doc. 11-18/1853r2.			EDITOR			Tomo 18/1853 10.3.7, 3.1, 3.2, and 27.5.1.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-25 19:28:52Z			4			2019/1/25 19:28			EDITOR


			16908			Tomoko Adachi			233			3			9.7.1									T			Y			190.40						9.7.1						V			Liwen Chu			18/1856r2			781			The EOF field is no more a field indicating the end of the frame. It now additionally shows the presence of a QoS Data frame or action frame soliciting an Ack frame. The field name should reflect the intention of the field.
In the past, for example, we've change the Order bit to +HTC/Order bit when we added another role, which is to indicate the presence of the HT Control field, for that bit.			Change the EOF field to EOF/Ack solicitation field throught the draft.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:38:31Z) -See 16264			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16909			Tomoko Adachi			233			3			3.1			33			9			T			Y			33.09			9			3.1						V			Tomoko Adachi			18/1853r2			782			The part "(unfragemented)" is deleted from the definition of the A-MSDU. However, even with this change, it still says the A-MSDU is carried in a single MPDU, which means its not fragmented. After fragmentation, there will be multiple MPDUs generated. There is no need to describe the relation with MPDUs now.			Change the definition to simply "A structure that contains one or more MSDUs."
Or if there is an intention to clarify that the fragmentation can be done only when the recipient HE STA has such capability, add such explanation after the above.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 22:59:03Z) - See the instructions to the TGax editor in doc. 11-18/1853r2.			EDITOR			Tomo 18/1853 10.3.7, 3.1, 3.2, and 27.5.1.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-25 19:41:26Z			4			2019/1/25 19:41			EDITOR


			16910			Tomoko Adachi			233			3			3.1									T			Y			33.05						3.1						V			Tomoko Adachi			18/1853r2			782			The baseline, IEEE Std 802.11-2016, has the PPDU definition as follows: "The unit of data exchanged between two peer PHY entities to provide the PHY data service." This can't include MU PPDU. (Note that this comment was submitted in the previous LB, and rejected saying that 802.11-2016 is defining it as "The uniit of data exchanged between PHY entities." but this is not true. Checked all the baselines to P802.11ax D3.0, also P802.11REVmd D1.0 and D1.1 and found no such change.)			Copy and paste the definition of PPDU from the baseline to clause 3.1 of the draft and strike out the part "two peer" to show its deleted.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 18:25:10Z) - Agree in principle. 
See the instructions to the TGax editor in doc. 11-18/1853r2.			EDITOR			Tomo 18/1853 10.3.7, 3.1, 3.2, and 27.5.1.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-25 19:41:35Z			4			2019/1/25 19:41			EDITOR


			16911			Tomoko Adachi			233			3			9.2.4.5.6			68			53			T			Y			68.53			53			9.2.4.5.6						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1699r3			781			"If an MSDU or A-MSDU is fragmented and is not carried in an A-MPDU, then the queue size value may remain constant in all fragments even if the amount of queued traffic changes as successive fragments are sent." An MSDU/A-MSDU won't be directly carried in an A-MPDU but the fragments are the ones that can be carried in an A-MPDU. And this sentence should be describing the fragments that are carried in non-A-MPDU frames, in S-MPDUs, or in different A-MPDUs.			Change it to read "If an MSDU or A-MSDU is fragmented, the queue size values of the fragments carried in non-A-MPDU frames, in S-MPDUs, or in different A-MPDUs may remain constant even if the amount of queued traffic changes as succeesive fragments are sent."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 06:56:47Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested changes, while using similar language as the language used in doc 11-18/1540r2, which proposed similar changes for BSR Control field.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1699r2 under all headings that include CID 16911.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16912			Tomoko Adachi			233			3			9.2.4.5.6			68			55			T			Y			68.55			55			9.2.4.5.6						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1699r3			781			"If an MSDU or A-MSDU is fragmented and is carried in an A-MPDU, then the queue size bits 8-15 of the QoS Control field is set as defined in 10.13.1 (A-MPDU contents)." An MSDU/A-MSDU won't be directly carried in an A-MPDU but the fragments are the ones that can be carried in an A-MPDU. And this sentence should be describing all or a subset of fragments that are carried in the same A-MPDU.			Change it to read "When the fragments are carried in the same A-MPDU, the queue size bits 8-15 of the QoS Control field are set as defined in 10.13.1 (A-MPDU contents)."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 06:57:02Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested changes, while using similar language as the language used in doc 11-18/1540r2, which proposed similar changes for BSR Control field.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1699r2 under all headings that include CID 16912.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16913			Tomoko Adachi			233			3			9.2.4.6a.4			78			17			T			Y			78.17			17			9.2.4.6a.4						V			Yongho Seok			18/1504r1			781			"If an MSDU or A-MSDU is fragmented and is not carried in an A-MPDU, the queue size value might remain constant in all fragments even if the amount of queued traffic changes as successive fragments are transmitted." An MSDU/A-MSDU won't be directly carried in an A-MPDU but the fragments are the ones that can be carried in an A-MPDU. And this sentence should be describing the fragments that are carried in non-A-MPDU frames, in S-MPDUs, or in different A-MPDUs.			Change it to read "If an MSDU or A-MSDU is fragmented, the queue size values of the fragments carried in non-A-MPDU frames, in S-MPDUs, or in different A-MPDUs might remain constant even if the amount of queued traffic changes as succeesive fragments are transmitted."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 18:55:51Z) - Agree in principle. 


Change to 
“When the fragments are carried in non-A-MPDU frames or S-MPDUs, the queue size value of the MPDUs containing the fragments might remain constant in all fragments even if the amount of queued traffic changes as successive fragments are transmitted.”

TGax editor makes changes as shown in the as specified in 11-18/1504r1.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-05 16:54:38Z - When -> If			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16914			Tomoko Adachi			233			3			9.2.4.6a.4			78			19			T			Y			78.19			19			9.2.4.6a.4						V			Yongho Seok			18/1504r1			781			"If an MSDU or A-MSDU is fragmented and is carried in an A-MPDU, the queue size values are set according to the rules in 10.13.1 (A-MPDU operation)." An MSDU/A-MSDU won't be directly carried in an A-MPDU but the fragments are the ones that can be carried in an A-MPDU. And this sentence should be describing all or a subset of fragments that are carried in the same A-MPDU. And the subclause title of 10.13.1 is wrong...			Change it to read "When the fragments are carried in the same A-MPDU, the queue size values are set according to the rules in 10.13.1 (A-MPDU contents)."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 18:56:16Z) - (Similar comment with CID 16913)

Change to 
“When the fragments are carried in the A-MPDU, the queue size values of the MPDUs containing the fragments are set according to the rules in 10.13.1 (A-MPDU contents).”

TGax editor makes changes as shown in the as specified in 11-18/1504r1.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-05 16:55:10Z - When -> If			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16915			Tomoko Adachi			233			3			3.1									T			Y			33.05						3.1						V			Tomoko Adachi			18/1853r2			782			The definition of OFDMA should be in 3.1 as the same with MU-MIMO.			Add the following definition to 3.1.
orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA): A technique by which multiple stations (STAs) either simultaneously transmit to a single STA or simultaneously receive from a single STA over different radio frequencies.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 22:59:27Z) - Agree in principle. 
See the instructions to the TGax editor in doc. 11-18/1853r2.			EDITOR			Tomo 18/1853 10.3.7, 3.1, 3.2, and 27.5.1.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-25 19:41:43Z			4			2019/1/25 19:41			EDITOR


			16916			Tomoko Adachi			233			3			3.2			38			26			T			Y			38.26			26			3.2						J			Tomoko Adachi			18/1853r2			782			Now that the definition of MU PPDU says its uses the DL-MU-MIMO technique, DL OFDMA technique, or a combination of the two techniques, the similar description should be added to the definition of HE TP PPDU.			Change the definition of HE TB PPDU to read "An HE PPDU transmitted with HE TB PPDU format that is capable of carrying one or more PHY service data units (PSDU) for one or more users using the uplink multi-user multiple input, multiple output (UL MU-MIMO) technique, uplink orthogonal frequency division multiple access (UL OFDMA) technique, or a combination of the two techniques."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 22:59:44Z) - The definition of MU PPDU covers all the DL MU PPDUs and is a larger concept than HE MU PPDU. And the deifinition for HE MU PPDU doesn’t add such phrase. Therefore, HE TB PPDU which stands on the equal level with the HE MU PPDU doesn’t need to add such phrase. 
Note that a general term to express an UL MU PPDU, which will be a contrast to MU PPDU, is not defined. Currently, we don’t need to define it because HE TB PPDU is the only one.			EDITOR			Tomo 18/1853 10.3.7, 3.1, 3.2, and 27.5.1.1									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-25 19:41:45Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/25 19:41			EDITOR


			16917			Tomoko Adachi			233			3			3.2			36			50			E			Y			36.50			50			3.2						A			Editor						781			There is "DL-MU-MIMO".			Change it to "DL MU-MIMO".			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 19:53:27Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 19:53:34Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16918			Tomoko Adachi			233			3			3.2			37						T			Y			37.00						3.2						V			Yasu Inoue			18/1807r7			782			There are two similar definitions, one is for "high efficiency (HE) extended range (ER) single user (SU) physical layer (PHY) protocol data unit (PPDU)" starting from line 54 and the other is for "high efficiency (HE) extended range (ER) single-user (SU) physical layer (PHY) protocol data unit (PPDU)" starting from line 59. The second term is correct, as a hypen should be needed between singla and user. But for the sentence for the definition, the first one aligns with other definitions in the baseline.			Delete the second definition starting from pp.ll 37.59 and add "-" between "single" and "user" in pp.ll 37.54.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 17:05:31Z) - Agreed in principle.

TGax Editor:  Please implement the proposed changes in 11-18/1807r7 for CID 16918.			EDITOR			Yasu 18/1807 Misc									I			see #15001			4			2019/1/25 19:48			EDITOR


			16919			Tomoko Adachi			233			3			10.3.2.10.3			206			25			T			Y			206.25			25			10.3.2.10.3						V			George Cherian			18/1777r1			761			The explanation of Figure 10-12b says the BlockAck frames are sent by DL OFDMA in pp.ll 206.1, not just DL MU. The title of Figure 10-12b should align with it. Moreover, it looks like the UL MU transmission is also UL OFDMA.			Change the title of Figure 10-12b to "An example of an UL OFDMA transmission with an immediate DL OFDMA transmission containing individually addressed BlockAck frames acknowledging the frames received from the respective STAs".
Or, change the sentence starting from pp.ll 206.1 to "An example of multiple BlockAck frames sent in DL MU is shown in Figure 10-12b (...)."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:20:10Z) - Agree in principle. It is already corrected in D3.2. So, no change needed			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-12-06 20:13:44Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16920			Tomoko Adachi			233			3			10.3.2.10.3			207			8			T			Y			207.08			8			10.3.2.10.3						A			George Cherian			18/1777r1			781			Figures 10-12a to 10-12c all have n STAs, but only Figure 10-12d has 4. If there is no special intention, the figure should align with others in series.			Change Figure 10-12d to show n STAs are involved in the sequence.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:20:22Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-06 21:37:46Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16921			Tomoko Adachi			233			3			27.5.1.1			277			55			T			Y			277.55			55			27.5.1.1						V			Tomoko Adachi			18/1853r2			782			"An AP shall not transmit an HE MU PPDU of DL MU-MIMO within OFDMA allocated in an RU that is addressed to a STA unless the AP has received from the STA ..." Here, "a STA" should be "STAs", as multiple STAs are always transmitted in DL MU-MIMO within OFDMA. If it is to a single STA, then it don't have to be in DL MU-MIMO...			Change it to read "An AP shall not transmit an HE MU PPDU of DL MU-MIMO within OFDMA allocated in an RU that is addressed to STAs unless the AP has received from each of the STAs ...".			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:00:17Z) - It is resolved by CID 15643.			EDITOR			Tomo 18/1853 10.3.7, 3.1, 3.2, and 27.5.1.1									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-25 19:41:51Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/25 19:41			EDITOR


			16922			Tomoko Adachi			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			162			50			T			Y			162.50			50			9.4.2.237.3						V			Lochan Verma			11-18/1460r1			781			"20 MHz only STA shall set to 0." It has "shall" and the correct terminology defined in 3.2 is 20 MHz-only non-AP HE STA.			Change it to "Set to 0 for 20 MHz-only non-AP HE STAs."			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 06:54:55Z)

TGax Editor: make changes for CID 16922 according to 11-18-1460-01-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 22:37:29Z - see #15035			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16923			Tomoko Adachi			233			3			4.3.14a			41			21			E			Y			41.21			21			4.3.14a						A			Editor						781			The correct terminology is defined in 3.2 to be 20 MHz-only non-AP HE STA.			Change to read "An HE STA that is not a 20 MHz-only non-AP HE STA shall support ...".			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:01:05Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 21:01:09Z - see #16233			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16924			Tomoko Adachi			233			3			9.4.1.62			120			35			E			Y			120.35			35			9.4.1.62						V			Editor						781			"... not carrying all or part of ..." If it's not all, then it means it a part.			Change to "... not carrying ..." or to "carrying part of ...".			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 17:05:20Z) - Change to "not carrying an"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 17:05:35Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16925			Vincent Knowles IV Jones			233			3			27.16.5			376			24			T			Y			376.24			24			27.16.5						J			Yongho Seok			18/1506r2			788			Dual-beacon (STBC beacon) was removed from the IEEE-2016 specification.  Now 11ax is adding back dual-beacon (HE ER).  I think we know that the industry won't build this feature due to the fact that sending this kind of beacon will encourage devices to use slow data rates thus lowering efficiency, both in-BSS efficiency and multi-BSS efficiency.			Remove this "feature"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:37:47Z) - In 802.11ax PAR, it requires to support the use case of outdoor deployment and improve robustness transmission in outdoor propagation environments. 
802.11ax simulation scenario [11-14-0980-16] defines the simulation and evalution cases for outdoor in the case 4 and 4a with coverage of inter-AP space 130m. The contribution [11-14-0801] simulated transmission robustness at different CP lengths, and concludes that short CP length does not secure the robustness for outdoor cases. 
The longer CP is needed to improve the rubustness of transmission in the outdoor deployment case. 
But the legacy non-HT PPDU would not be able to provide longer CP length. 
For improving signal robustment in outdoor scenario (i.g., as using longer CP), the HE Beacon transmission should be in the spec.			EDITOR			Yongho 18/1506 ER Beacon									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 17:19:27Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/28 17:19			EDITOR


			16926			Vincent Knowles IV Jones			233			3			27			253			5			T			Y			253.05			5			27						J									781			There are not enough features			There are not enough features in the 11ax.  Add some more			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-11 17:36:49Z) - 
Insufficient detail has been provided to action changes to the draft. 

However, task group members are dilligently working to add new features. With this balloting round we have a number of 6 GHz related features. While not yet successful, attempts have been made to fundamentally change channel access with a proposal to ban EDCA. Existing features continue to gain subfeatures. TWT, for example, has extended its tenticles into almost every other feature (UORA, OPS, 20 MHz operation on secondary channels) and is poised to gain another barnacle (doze transition signaling). The proposal on disallowed subchannels, while not yet adopted, is on its 12th revision.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									N			EDITOR: 2018-10-11 17:41:23Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16927			Vincent Knowles IV Jones			233			3			27.4.4.6			276			1			T			Y			276.01			1			27.4.4.6						J			George Cherian			19/0170r0			782			Using an ACK mechanism in a non-legacy PHY format will cause EIFS and in general, loss of slotting			Eliminate this way of ACKing a TB PPDU and save the industry a big headache			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:52:38Z) - Agree with the reasoning for 2.4/5GHz. This could be useful in 6GHz.			EDITOR			George 19/0170 Ack related						Listed in 18/1777 but not reseolved there			N			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 19:30:26Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/24 19:30			EDITOR


			16928			Vincent Knowles IV Jones			233			3			B.4.4.2			627			3			T			Y			627.03			3			B.4.4.2						J			Edward Au			18/1942r1			737			Whether any kind of frame is transmitted by an AP is up to the AP, and shouldn't be mandatory			Change Mandatory frames transmitted by an AP to O			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 21:51:23Z)- It is true the AP can choose to transmit or not at any given time, but an HE AP shall be capable of transmitting the HE format frames.   The “M” in the PIC expresses this requirement.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16929			Vincent Knowles IV Jones			233			3			B.4.4.2			627			26			T			Y			627.26			26			B.4.4.2						J			Edward Au			18/1942r1			737			Trigger frame transmission should be optional since the scheduler of an AP decides whether it is appropriate or not			Change to O			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 21:51:39Z) - It is true the AP can choose to transmit or not at any given time, but an HE AP shall be capable of transmitting the trigger frames.   The “M” in the PIC expresses this requirement.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16930			Vincent Knowles IV Jones			233			3			27.2.5			257			42			T			Y			257.42			42			27.2.5						J			Po-Kai Huang			11-18/1418r1			679			MU-CTS won't work in practice.  STAs within earshot of two or more MU-CTS transmissions may not be able to decode any of the CTS frames due to a variety of PHY layer issues, thus defeating the whole purpose of reserving the medium.			Remove this "feature"			REJECTED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:12:03Z)
Decoding of simultaneous CTS is similar to the decoding of simultaneously HE-SIG-A field in HE TB response. Various simulations have shown that it will work (see 15/867 and 15/806), and various design has done to make sure that different STAs can respond the same CTS frame.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16931			Vincent Knowles IV Jones			233			3			27.3.2.4			265			1			T			Y			265.01			1			27.3.2.4						J			Ming Gan			18/1844r0			777			Dynamic Fragmentation is overly complicated with too many options.  No one will implement Level 3 anyway, so simplify the draft and remove it.			Remove this "feature"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:02:52Z) - The benefits of level 3 fragmentation is clear.
Level 3 allows to aggregate more than one fragments per MSDU/A-MSDU in one A-MPDU such as to improve MSDU delivery latency, i.e., retransmitted fragmentes and the new transmited fragments of the same MSDU can be transmitted together through level 3. 

Moreover, level 3 does not require very strict conditions as level 2, i.e., level 2 only allows immediate response and the fragments must be sent in order.

Now the draft already makes Level 1,2 and 3 work seamlessly, to achieve the best performance in all the scenarios			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16932			Xiaofei Wang			233			3			27.2.2			253			64			T			N			253.64			64			27.2.2						V			Kaiying Lv			18/1969r1			781			Is the phrase " with the RXVECTOR parameter BSS_COLOR not equal to 0" necessary? I would imagine that being a HE STA associated with a non-HE AP and receiving a HE PPDU is sufficient to classify the packet as inter-BSS PPDU.			Remove the phrase " with the RXVECTOR parameter BSS_COLOR not equal to 0"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 07:12:55Z) - Agree with the comment. 

As the commenter pointed out that BSS color 0 should not be treated as intra-BSS so that intra-BSS NAV will not be set and therefore the NAV will not be ignored by the following HE TB transmission. On the other hand, BSS color 0 should not be treated as inter-BSS either because  spatial reuse should not be applied on this PPDU. Therefore BSS color 0 shall not be classified as either intra-BSS or inter-BSS and the basic NAV shall be set. 


TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-18/1969r1			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16933			Xiaofei Wang			233			3			27.2.2			254			54			T			N			254.54			54			27.2.2						A			Kaiying Lv			18/1655r3			704			The note seems to be unnecessary since the the entire section is on criterias how a packet is categories as inter-BSS or intra-BSS PPDUs			remove the note on line 54			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 21:17:47Z) - It is already removed in D3.1			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-10-09 20:23:37Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16934			Xiaofei Wang			233			3			27.2.2			254			58			T			N			254.58			58			27.2.2						V			Kaiying Lv			18/1655r3			781			A PPDU cannot be determined as an intra-BSS PPDU and as inter-BSS PPDU at the same time, since there is "Otherwise" present in the intra-BSS conditions at P254L24. The word "otherwise" in the intra-BSS PPDU condition make it impossible for a PPDU to be categoried as both Inter-BSS and Intra-BSS PPDU at the same time.			rewrite the condition for intra-BSS PPDU, e.g., by removing the word "Otherwise" from P254L24.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 21:19:25Z)

(approved as accepted, but instructions indicate an alternate change)

Agree with the comment. Modify the expression by removing the “otherwise”. 
TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-18/1655r3			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16935			Xiaofei Wang			233			3			27.2.3			255			5			T			N			255.05			5			27.2.3						V			Matt Fischer			1495r6			781			The sentence "An HE AP may use an SRG that is different from that which it
has transmitted to other STAs in Spatial Reuse Parameter Set elements to identify BSSs that are members of
the AP's SRG to determine whether or not a received inter- BSS PPDU is an SRG PPDU." is very difficult to understand. Please rewrite in a more clear way.			Suggest to replace "An HE AP may use an SRG that is different from that which it
has transmitted to other STAs in Spatial Reuse Parameter Set elements to identify BSSs that are members of the AP's SRG to determine whether or not a received inter- BSS PPDU is an SRG PPDU." with "An HE AP may use an SRG different than that which it includes in Spatial Reuse Parameter Set elements transmitted to other STAs to determine whether a received inter- BSS PPDU is an SRG PPDU."			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:52:15Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/1495r6 that are marked with CID 16935, which makes a modification nearly identical to the one requested by the commenter.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16936			Xiaofei Wang			233			3			27.2.3			255			7			T			N			255.07			7			27.2.3						V			Matt Fischer			1495r6			781			The sentences "Each HE STA
shall set the value of SRG OBSS PD Min and SRG OBSS PD Max offsets to dot11SRGAPOBSSPDMin-
Offset and dot11SRGAPOBSSPDMaxOffset, respectively. An HE AP may transmit SRG OBSS PD Min
and SRG OBSS PD Max offset values that are different from the ones that it uses." don't seem to be long in the section of SRG PPDU identification, but rather in the spatial reuse section.			move the sentences to the spatial reuse section			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:51:28Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/1495r4 that are marked with CID 16936, which removes the sentences from this subclause and moves one to the spatial reuse subclause, noting that the other sentence is redundant to existing information in the SR sublcause.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-04 17:34:14Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16937			Xiaofei Wang			233			3			27.2.3			255			38			T			N			255.38			38			27.2.3						J			Matt Fischer			1410r6			711			Not sure what function this following sentence serves "An HE AP that has not transmitted a
Spatial Reuse Parameter Set element with a value of 1 in the SRG Information Present subfield may classify received PPDUs as SRG PPDUs using information that it has not transmitted." There is no normative behavior or interactions with other devices and seems to be only implementation, which should be removed			remove the sentence "An HE AP that has not transmitted a
Spatial Reuse Parameter Set element with a value of 1 in the SRG Information Present subfield may classify
received PPDUs as SRG PPDUs using information that it has not transmitted."			REJECTED (SR: 2018-09-19 23:00:51Z) - the sentence allows an AP to implement SRG SR without requiring its associated STAs to also implement SRG SR. Without this sentence, it is not clear if an AP would be allowed to do this			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16938			Xiaofei Wang			233			3			27.2.4			255			53			T			N			255.53			53			27.2.4						J			Po-Kai Huang			11-18/1189r4			680			This paragraph is not very clear. It starts by stating that two NAVs are beneficial when a STA requires protection from intra-BSS PPDU, and avoids interference caused by inter-BSS PPDU. But the example given is a STA in UL MU transmissions will not transmit if basic NAV is set. Not sure where the protection from intra-BSS PPDU is. In addition, there is no normative behavior and only discuss benefit. Maybe it is better to either clarify the intent or remove it.			clarify the intent of the paragraph or remove the paragraph.			REJECTED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:19:59Z)
We note that since the basic NAV is set and not overridden by the intra-BSS frame, the interface to inter-BSS can be avoided as described in the description. 

We also note that if we only keep inter-BSS NAV, and the Trigger frame does not set NAV, then when the inter-BSS NAV expires, the intra-BSS STA will contend and interfere with the UL transmission. As a result, the protection from intra-BSS PPDU can be maintained with two NAVs.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16939			Xiaofei Wang			233			3			27.2.6			261			6			T			N			261.06			6			27.2.6						V			Laurent Cariou			11-18/1496r1			781			Is the phrase "of all Beacon frames" together with the mandatory "shall" in the same sentence implying that HE STAs must listen to all beacons, and hence not allowed to use power saving algorithms in which a few beacons may be skipped? If not so, the word "all" should be removed or changed.			remove the word "all".			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:25:43Z)
Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1496r1.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-04 16:03:44Z - Accommodate edits from #15068			3.1			2019/1/17 21:26			EDITOR


			16940			Xiaofei Wang			233			3			27.2.6			261			8			T			N			261.08			8			27.2.6						J			Laurent Cariou			11-18/1496r1			681			the required action "the HE STA shall send a Probe Request frame to the AP to query for any update." is too restrictive and calls for sometimes unnecessary transmissions. An alternative action could be for the STAs to wait for additional beacons to get the current MU EDCA values, for example, if the STA doesn't have any pending packets to transmit, or if the STA doesn't participate in UL MU operations.			add more options for the non-AP STA to retrieve the most up to date MU EDCA parameters, or alternatively, have the AP transmit the information more frequently.			REJECTED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:26:16Z)
This is used in the baseline for updating the EDCA parameters			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-10-04 15:51:55Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16941			Xiaofei Wang			233			3			27.4.1			269			48			T			N			269.48			48			27.4.1						V			George Cherian			1501r1			781			The sentence "An HE STA that transmits a BlockAckReq frame carried in an HE TB PPDU contains the TID Values of the Per TID Info subfields of the BAR Information field of the BlockAckReq frame for the MPDUs of which
TIDs correspond to any AC." is not unclear and confusing and needs to be revised.			Please clarify and reformulate the sentence.			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 21:02:24Z)


Revised - 

Agree in principle

TGax editor shall incorporate changes in 11-18-1501-01-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16942			Xiaofei Wang			233			3			27.4.1			269			39			T			N			269.39			39			27.4.1						J			George Cherian			18/1777r1			761			The sentences "An HE STA that transmits a Multi-TID BlockAckReq frame shall contain the TID Values of the Per TID
Info subfields of the BAR Information field of the Multi-TID BlockAckReq frame for the MPDUs of which
TIDs correspond to AC that has the same or higher priority with respect to the primary AC, except when the
Multi-TID BlockAckReq frame is carried in an HE TB PPDU in which case the HE STA contains the TID
Values of the Per TID Info subfields of the BAR Information field of the Multi-TID BlockAckReq frame for
the MPDUs of which TIDs correspond to any AC." are unclear and confusing. Please clarify and rewrite what these sentences meant.			please clarify and reformulate			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:15:57Z) - This point was discussed in the group during early stages of development and decided to keep the current rules- Rational was that there was no strong evidence from simulation results presented that there is a significant fairness issue. Moreover, adding additional signalling for UL MU scenarios could lead to a very complex design. So, the group decided in favour of a simple design. 

Given the draft where it is now, suggest not to change the rules to avoid spec instability.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16943			Xiaofei Wang			233			3			27.4.4.2			273			3			T			N			273.03			3			27.4.4.2						V			George Cherian			1501r1			781			The phrase "receives an HE SU PPDU or HE ER SU PPDU with an A-MPDU" is unclear and confusing. Please clarify			please clarify the meaning of the phrase			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 21:03:17Z)


Revised - 

Agree in principle

TGax editor shall incorporate changes in 11-18-1501-01-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16944			Xiaofei Wang			233			3			27.4.4.3			273			45			T			N			273.45			45			27.4.4.3						V			George Cherian			18/1777r1			781			Does these conditions apply for a non-AP STA that transmit a HE MU PPDU since a non-AP STA can transmit a HE MU PPDU as well?			Please clarify whether the requirements apply to non-AP STA as well. If so, please add the appropriate text or otherwise change the title of this section to indicate the appropriate content.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:21:00Z) - Agree in principle. 

TGax editor shall incorporate changes in 11-18-1777-01-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-06 22:01:10Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16945			Xiaofei Wang			233			3			27.4.4			272			57			T			N			272.57			57			27.4.4						J			George Cherian			1501r1			702			The different acknowledgement schemes seem to be very complicated, since a STA needs to chose different options, such as ACK, multi-STA BA, carried in SU PPDU, or HE TB PPDU, and the receiving STA may not know the format that it should use until it has decoded the last MPDU in a frame, which may be trigger frame or including TRS Control subfield. It would be much easier, and more straightforward to have at least an option to have the transmitter of a packet to indicate the acknowledgement it expects, such as SU, HE TB, ACK, Mutli-STA ACK, etc., which the transmitter often knows anyway, due to the contents of its transmitted PPDU. This approach would be inline with the previous approach of ACK policy indication.			Simply the current HE acknowledgement procedure or at least add an option in which the  transmitter of a packet indicates the acknowledgement it expects, such as SU, HE TB, ACK, Mutli-STA ACK, etc., which the transmitter often knows anyway, due to the contents of its transmitted PPDU.			REJECTED (MAC: 2018-09-22 21:04:01Z)


Rejected. 

Rules are enumerated to explcitly set the rules for acking using HE SU PPDU, HE TB PPDU, and also  based on eliciting PPDU type. Commentor is welcomg to bring a simplified rules that can be discussed.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16946			Xiaofei Wang			233			3			27.5.1.1			278			7			T			N			278.07			7			27.5.1.1						V			Editor						781			The word "those" seems to be out of place and should be removed			remove "those"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 21:19:07Z) - Change "those" to "the"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 21:19:19Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16947			Xiaofei Wang			233			3			27.5.1.1			278			13			T			N			278.13			13			27.5.1.1						V			Editor						781			The word "those" seems to be out of place and should be removed			remove "those"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 21:19:28Z) - Change "those" to "the"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 21:19:34Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16948			Xiaofei Wang			233			3			27.5.3.1			280			8			E			N			280.08			8			27.5.3.1						V			Editor						781			A "the" is missing in front of "type MU-RTS"			add "the" in front of "type"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:13:33Z) - And fix some of the other issues here: frames are sent in a PPDU not a PPDU format. Requirements should be against an implementation (non-AP STA) and not a collective (non-AP STAs). Change the sentence to read "A non-AP HE STA shall follow the rules in this subclause for the transmission of response frames in an HE TB PPDU unless the Trigger frame is an MU-RTS Trigger frame, in which case the response is a CTS frame sent in a non-HT PPDU (see 27.2.5 (MU-RTS Trigger/CTS frame exchange(#15729) procedure))"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:17:23Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16949			Xiaofei Wang			233			3			27.5.3.1			280			14			T			N			280.14			14			27.5.3.1						V			Liwen Chu			18/2040r6			782			The condition "if it supports receiving a Trigger frame soliciting an HE TB PPDU that uses UL MU-MIMO within an RU that spans the entire PPDU bandwidth" is not correct, since receiving such a trigger frame is always supported, the real requirement is to support the transmission of HE TB PPDU in response to such a trigger frame.			change the phrase "if it supports receiving a Trigger frame soliciting an HE TB PPDU that uses UL MU-MIMO within an RU
that spans the entire PPDU bandwidth" to "if it supports transmitting an HE TB PPDU that uses UL MU-MIMO within an RU that spans the entire PPDU bandwidth in response to a soliciting Trigger frame"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 13:15:51Z) - TGax editor to change the phrase "if it supports receiving a Trigger frame soliciting an HE TB PPDU that uses UL MU-MIMO within an RU
that spans the entire PPDU bandwidth" to "if it supports transmitting an HE TB PPDU that uses UL MU-MIMO within an RU that spans the entire PPDU bandwidth"			EDITOR			Liwen 18/2040 Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 23:38:23Z-			4			2019/1/24 23:38			EDITOR


			16950			Xiaofei Wang			233			3			27.5.3.1			280			22			T			N			280.22			22			27.5.3.1						V			Liwen Chu			18/2040r6			782			The condition "if it supports receiving a Trigger frame soliciting an HE TB PPDU that uses UL MU-MIMO within an RU that does not span the entire PPDU bandwidth" is not correct, since receiving such a trigger frame is always supported, the real requirement is to support the transmission of HE TB PPDU in response to such a trigger frame.			change the phrase "if it supports receiving a Trigger frame soliciting an HE TB PPDU that uses UL MU-MIMO within an RU
that does not span the entire PPDU bandwidth" to "if it supports transmitting an HE TB PPDU that uses UL MU-MIMO within an RU that does not span the entire PPDU bandwidth in response to a soliciting Trigger frame"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 13:16:06Z) - TGax editor to change the phrase "if it supports receiving a Trigger frame soliciting an HE TB PPDU that uses UL MU-MIMO within an RU
that does not span the entire PPDU bandwidth" to "if it supports transmitting an HE TB PPDU that uses UL MU-MIMO within an RU that does not span the entire PPDU bandwidth"			EDITOR			Liwen 18/2040 Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 23:39:29Z			4			2019/1/24 23:39			EDITOR


			16951			Xiaofei Wang			233			3			27.5.3.2.1			281			33			T			N			281.33			33			27.5.3.2.1						V			Liwen Chu			18/1485r1			781			The note contains normative behavior and should not be in a note.			move the text from the note to be a regular part of the normative text			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 21:09:14Z) - Discussion: The commenter is right.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-18/1485r1 under CID 16951			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16952			Xiaofei Wang			233			3			27.5.3.2.1			281			54			T			N			281.54			54			27.5.3.2.1						V			Liwen Chu			18/1485r1			781			The clause following "that" is not correct since the conditions listed below don't always relate to Trigger frame or TRS Control subfield. This needs to be changed.			change the phrase "that satisfies all of
the following conditions:" into "unless all of
the following conditions are satisfied:"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 21:09:33Z) - Discussion: Agree with the commenter that “that” is not suitable. However if the following condition are all satisfied, the AP can’t transmit the Trigger frame or TRS. So the “that” should be changed to “if”

TGax editor to make changes shown in 11-18/1485r1 under CID 16952			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16953			Xiaofei Wang			233			3			27.5.3.2.1			282			11			E			N			282.11			11			27.5.3.2.1						A			Editor						781			an "a" is missing between "or" and "frame"			change "or frame with" into "or a frame with"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:26:03Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:26:07Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16954			Xiaofei Wang			233			3			27.5.3.6			294			18			E			N			294.18			18			27.5.3.6						A			Editor						781			a word "to" is missing after "in response"			add "to" after "in response"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:33:30Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:33:34Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16955			Xiaofei Wang			233			3			27.6.2			303			63			T			N			303.63			63			27.6.2						V			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			781			The sentence "An MU beamformee is a non-AP HE STA (support for the MU beamformee role is mandatory in a non-AP
HE STA)." is very strange in stating a mandatory normative behavior			Change the sentence "An MU beamformee is a non-AP HE STA (support for the MU beamformee role is mandatory in a non-AP
HE STA)." into "A non-AP HE STA shall support the role of a MU beamformee."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:57:07Z) - agree with the comment. Implement changes shown in <this document> under CID 16955.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			This resolution directly contradicts the resolution to #15922 in the same document. Accommodate both with "A non-AP HE STA is an MU beamformee and shall set the MU Beamformee subfield in the HE PHY Capabilities Information field in the HE Capabilities element it transmits to 1. An HE AP is not an MU beamformee and shall set the MU Beamformee subfield to 0."			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16956			Xiaofei Wang			233			3			27.6.2			303			63			T			N			303.63			63			27.6.2						J			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			774			Is the support for SU Beamformeee also mandatory?			Please clarify whether support for SU beamformee role is also mandatory?			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:57:27Z) - see 303.52: "A non-AP HE STA shall set the SU Beamformee subfield to 1. An HE AP may set the SU Beamformee subfield to 1."			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16957			Xiaofei Wang			233			3			27.6.2			304			29			E			N			304.29			29			27.6.2						J			Editor						781			Should the phrase "See Table 27-4 (Settings for
BW, RU Start Index, and RU End Index fields in HE NDP Announcement frame)." be in a parenthesis instead of being a separate sentence?			put the phrase "See Table 27-4 (Settings for
BW, RU Start Index, and RU End Index fields in HE NDP Announcement frame)." in a parenthese			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:50:19Z) - The reference is for both the previous sentence and the one before that.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 16:50:43Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16958			Xiaofei Wang			233			3			27.6.3			306			21			T			N			306.21			21			27.6.3						V			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			781			Since a figure 27-7 is already included in the spec, the text explaining HE TB Sounding should refer to it to further illustrate the procedure.			add a reference to Figure 27-7			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:57:49Z) - agree with the comment. At 306.3, at the end of the paragraph, add "See Figure 27-7 (An example of the sounding protocol with more than one HE beamformee)."			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 20:41:00Z - The resolution to #16680 moves the reference to this location.			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16959			Xiaofei Wang			233			3			27.6.3			306			24			T			N			306.24			24			27.6.3						V			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			781			"from an HE beamformee" should be "from HE beamformees" if "An HE beamformer that initiates
an HE TB sounding sequence shall transmit the HE NDP Announcement frame with two or more STA Info fields and the RA field set to the broadcast address as the initial frame of the sequence.", meaning that there need to at least two beamformees.			Change "from an HE beamformees" to "from two or more HE beamformees"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:57:59Z) - at 306.30 delete "from an HE beamformee".			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 20:42:42Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16960			Xiaofei Wang			233			3			27.6.3			306			3			T			N			306.03			3			27.6.3						V			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			781			Refer to Figure 27-6 to provide further illustration of HE non-TB sounding sequence. It would be strange if such an illustration is included in the spec, but the direct text description is not referring to it.			add a reference to figure 27-6			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:58:08Z) - agree with the comment. At 306.3, at the end of the paragraph, add "See Figure 27-6 (An example of the sounding protocol with a single HE beamformee)."			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 20:40:17Z - The resolution to #16679 moves a references from later in the subclause to this location.			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16961			Xiaofei Wang			233			3			27.7.1			313			38			T			N			313.38			38			27.7.1						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1474r2			746			What if a non-AP that doesn't support TWT attemps to associate with an AP which has set TWT Required subfield to 1, will the STA be rejected? If so, please add the normative text;  and may need to define additional rejection reason in Status code field in the association response.			Please clarify whether a non-AP that doesn't support TWT attemps to associate with an AP which has set TWT Required subfield to 1, will the STA be rejected? If so, please add the normative text;  and may need to define additional rejection reason in Status code field in the association response.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:30:51Z) -It is up to the AP to decide whether to reject the association of a STA. In general, the AP can reject association of a STA for any reason, on of which can be the non-support of a feature. As for adding a status code there is no benefit for adding it since there is no actionable step that can be taken by the STA, well perhaps generate an e-mail to the implementer asking to implement the feature, but this is clearly out of scope of the standard.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16962			Xiaofei Wang			233			3			27.7.2			316			13			T			N			316.13			13			27.7.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1474r2			781			In previous sections in Clause 27, trigger frame or TRS control subfield used to trigger uplink transmissions have always been treated as two cases. It is better to make the text uniform across the same spec, and not using language such as "The Trigger frame can also be an TRS Control subfield" since trigger frame is a particular frame and is not a TRS control subfield.			move the content of Note 2 to normative text and clearly list the case a TRS Control subfield is used to solicitate HE TB transmissions.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:31:08Z) - The AP is still required to send a Trigger frame in the TWT SP if the STA reported a nonzero BSR. Proposed resolution clarifies that the AP allocates enough resources for the STA to transmits the data it reported in the BSR.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1474r2 under all headings that include CID 16962.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16963			Xiaofei Wang			233			3			27.14.2			363			44			T			N			363.44			44			27.14.2						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0177r1			805			please clarify what it means to have "the target transmission time aligns with the transmission time of a FILS Discovery frame", 10ns, 10ms? Maybe it is more clear to define a variable for such alignment.			define a variable for the tolerance of timing difference between the target transmission time of a OPS frame and the target transmission time of a FILS Discovery frame.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 15:18:09Z) - The resoluition for 15171 clarifies that the target transmission time only needs to be closely aligned. The resolution for 15171 is "Revised – agree with the comment. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 18/1497r2."			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0177 6 GHz Misc									I						4			2019/2/1 17:40			EDITOR


			16964			Xiaogang Chen			233			3			28.1.1			377			48			T			N			377.48			48			28.1.1						V			Lochan Verma			18/1841r1			781			The spec specified a mask that should be met for preamble puncturing.
However, there are other requirements which add more restrictions to preamble puncturing:
e.g. "For PPDU bandwidths greater than or equal to 80 MHz, the HE PHY supports preamble punctured HE MU
PPDU transmissions where pre-HE modulated fields (see Figure 28-22 (Timing boundaries for HE PPDU
fields)) are not transmitted in one or more of the non-primary 20 MHz channels, and RUs associated with
those punctured 20 MHz channels are not allocated". what's meaning of "associated"? It's possible a 242 tone RU overlap with the punctured 20MHz. we don't want to disable this RU for resource allocation.			remove "and RUs associated with
those punctured 20 MHz channels are not allocated." because we define preamble puncturing mask already.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:58:32Z)

TGax Editor: make changes for CID 16964 according to 11-18-1841-01-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 19:33:51Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16965			Xiaogang Chen			233			3			28.3.10.8.3			483			35			T			N			483.35			35			28.3.10.8.3						A			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1434r1			781			The spec specified a mask that should be met for preamble puncturing.
However, there are other requirements which add more restrictions to preamble puncturing:
e.g "If preamble puncturing is present, then an RU that overlaps a punctured 20 MHz subchannel shall not be
allocated." That means any RU, including 242 or 106 tone RU cannot be allocated even only 3 tones are overlapped with the punctured 20MHz			remove the paragraph "If preamble puncturing is present, then an RU that overlaps a punctured 20 MHz subchannel shall not be
allocated."			ACCEPTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 03:42:29Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 21:32:25Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16966			Xiaogang Chen			233			3			28.3.18.5			559			52			T			N			559.52			52			28.3.18.5						V			Youhan Kim			18/1181r5			781			There are some hooks for FTM which is under discussion in 11az. these hooks are copied from 11ac.
they should be removed and wait for 11az to discuss.			remove clause "28.3.18.5 Time of Departure accuracy"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 21:59:57Z) -Agree in principle with the commenter. 

TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-18/1181r5 under all headings that include CID 15802.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-30 19:17:13Z- see #15802			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16967			Xiaogang Chen			233			3			28.3.20			570			9			T			N			570.09			9			28.3.20						V			Xiaogang Chen			18/1181r5			781			There are some hooks for FTM which is under discussion in 11az. these hooks are copied from 11ac.
they should be removed and wait for 11az to discuss.			remove "Transmission of the PHY preamble may start if TIME_OF_DEPARTURE_REQUESTED is false, and shall
start immediately if TIME_OF_DEPARTURE_REQUESTED is true, based on the parameters passed in the
PHY-TXSTART.request primitive.
If all of the following conditions are met:
-- if dot11TODImplemented and dot11TODActivated are true or if dot11TimingMsmtActivated is
true,
-- the TXVECTOR parameter TIME_OF_DEPARTURE_REQUESTED is true,
then the PHY shall issue a PHY-TXSTART.confirm(TXSTATUS) primitive to the MAC, forwarding the
TIME_OF_DEPARTURE corresponding to the time when the first frame energy is sent by the transmitting
port and TIME_OF_DEPARTURE_ClockRate parameter within the TXSTATUS vector. If dot11TimingMsmtActivated is true, then the PHY shall forward the value of TX_START_OF_FRAME_OFFSET in
TXSTATUS vector."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 21:59:00Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. 

TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-18/1181r5 under all headings that include CID 15800.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-30 19:17:48Z- see #15800			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16968			Xiaogang Chen			233			3			28.3.10.8.3			483			8			E			N			483.08			8			28.3.10.8.3						J			Editor						781			"If RU size equals 996 tones, for each HE-SIG-B content channel, the first 8-bit RU Allocation subfield used
to signal that 996-tones RU may use entry 11010y2y1y0 as in Table 28-24 (RU Allocation subfield) with
y2y1y0 indicating the number of User fields signaled in the corresponding content channel, while the second
8-bit RU Allocation subfield used to signal that 996-tones RU shall be set to 01110011." The 01110011 appears before it's defined.			add "as in Table 28-24 (RU Allocation subfield)" after 01110011.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-11 21:50:14Z) - The reference seems unnecessary since the requirement is to set the field to a certain value.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									N			EDITOR: 2018-10-11 21:50:37Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16969			Xiaogang Chen			233			3			27.6			303			10			T			N			303.10			10			27.6						J			Menzo Wentink			18/2033r3			782			sounding for 20MHz operating devices are not defined in spec			define the sounding rule for 20MHz device.
e.g. Keep the current RU index in NDPA and the (S,E) tone index unchanged. For the 20MHz operating devices, they only feedback the CSI for the available tones overlapped with the (S,E) tone index. Since AP knows the available tones of 20MHz device, AP can parse the feedback information w/o ambiguity. E.g. 80MHz AP request CSI for RU 9 and RU10 ( -260 : -204), 20MHz device will feedback CSI for tone -204:-250.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 18:06:49Z) - Please refer to the discussion under CID 16969 of 11-18/2033r3 for detailed reasons.			EDITOR			Xiaogang 18/2033 Sounding									N									2019/1/29 17:24			EDITOR


			16970			Xiaogang Chen			233			3			9.4.1.65			128			64			T			N			128.64			64			9.4.1.65						J			Menzo Wentink			18/2033r3			782			CQI only feedback refer the SNR calculation to HE Compressed beamforming feedback.
However, the SNR calculation in HE compressed BF is defined as " Each SNR value per subcarrier in stream i
(before being averaged) corresponds to the SNR associated with column i of the beamforming feedback
matrix V determined at the beamformee. Each SNR corresponds to the predicted SNR at the beamformee
when the beamformer applies all columns of the matrix V."
CQI only feedback doesn't feedback V, so which V should be referred for SNR calculation?
Also CQI only feedback cannot guarantee BFer apply the same V as BFee, so the "predicted SNR" is not applicable to CQI only FB.			Replace "The SNR per subcarrier calculation is
defined in 9.4.1.63 (HE Compressed Beamforming Report field)", with "The SNR value per subcarrier in stream i
(before being averaged) corresponds to the SNR associated with column i of the orthogonal
matrix determined at the beamformee."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 18:06:27Z) - Given the usage of the CQI only feedback, reject the comment for now. Please refer to the discussion under CID 16970 of 11-18/2033r3 for detailed reasons.			EDITOR			Xiaogang 18/2033 Sounding									N									2019/1/29 17:24			EDITOR


			16971			Xiaogang Chen			233			3			9.3.1.20			95			39			E			N			95.39			39			9.3.1.20						V			Editor						781			"CQI-only" is used to describe CQI-only report;
"CQI only" is used to describe feedback type and only appeared twice in the draft.
it's better to unify the name as "CQI-only"			as commented			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 23:21:47Z) - Change all occurances of CQI-only to CQI. See #16013			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 23:22:14Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16972			Xiaogang Chen			233			3			28.3.3.2.3			424			13			T			N			424.13			13			28.3.3.2.3						A			Yujin Noh			11-18/1453r1			781			HE masked HE-LTF sequence mode as defined in Equation (28-57).
Eq 28-57 doesn't specify the HE masked HE-LTF but 28-59 does.			Replace 28-57 with 28-59			ACCEPTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:34:15Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-01 23:49:14Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16973			Xiaogang Chen			233			3			28.3.2.7			421			52			T			N			421.52			52			28.3.2.7						V			Yujin Noh			11-18/1453r1			781			An HE AP shall not allocate an RU in an 160 MHz or 80+80 MHz HE MU PPDU or HE TB PPDU to a
20 MHz operating non-AP HE STA with the 20 MHz In 160/80+80 MHz HE PPDU In 2.4 GHz Band subfield in the HE PHY Capabilities Information field in its HE Capabilities element equal to 0.

we don't have "20 MHz In 160/80+80 MHz HE PPDU In 2.4 GHz Band" subfield			should be 20 MHz In 160/80+80 MHz HE PPDU in 5 GHz Band			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:33:43Z)

TGax Editor: make changes according to this document 11-18-1453-01-00ax CR on PHY subcarriers and RU part 1			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-01 23:47:20Z - see #16439			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16974			Xiaogang Chen			233			3			27.6.2			304			17			T			N			304.17			17			27.6.2						J			Menzo Wentink			18/2033r3			782			The description of full bandwidth feedback need to be refined for 20MHz operating non-AP STA.			as commented.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 18:07:08Z) - Please refer to the discussion under CID 16974 of 11-18/2033r3 for detailed reasons.			EDITOR			Xiaogang 18/2033 Sounding									N									2019/1/29 17:24			EDITOR


			16975			Xiaogang Chen			233			3			27.6.3			308			38			T			N			308.38			38			27.6.3						J			Menzo Wentink			18/2033r3			782			If NDPA BW is greater than 20MHz, need to include 20MHz BW in the 2nd column of table 27-4 to support 20mHz device sounding			as commented			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 18:07:19Z) - Please refer to the discussion under CID 16975 of 11-18/2033r3 for detailed reasons.			EDITOR			Xiaogang 18/2033 Sounding									N									2019/1/29 17:24			EDITOR


			16976			Xiaogang Chen			233			3			28.3.11.5.4			518			57			T			N			518.57			57			28.3.11.5.4						V			Youhan Kim			11-18/1590r4			781			for each user u using Equation (28-64) if user u is BCC
encoded, or Equation (28-64) if user u is LDPC encoded.

The same equation is used for both BCC and LDPC. so no need to mention twice			remove "if user u is BCC
encoded, or Equation (28-64) if user u is LDPC encoded"			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:49:37Z)

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-18/1590r2 for CID 16976 and 17096.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-03 18:31:24Z - Resolution should be ACCEPTED. See #17096			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16977			Xiaogang Chen			233			3			28.3.12			541			16			E			N			541.16			16			28.3.12						A			Editor						781			b_PE-Disambiguity is used in eq. 28-116 but defined after eq. 28-115.			move the explanation of b_PE-Disambiguity after eq.28-116			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 20:54:34Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 20:54:38Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16978			Xiaogang Chen			233			3			28.3.11.9			526			9			T			N			526.09			9			28.3.11.9						J			Youhan Kim			11-18/1590r4			675			"DCM is not applied with MU-MIMO", and in the paragraph after the spec say "DCM can be applied only to
RUs containing data for 1 user". these are talk about the same rule. only need one or the other.			remove "In an HE MU PPDU or HE TB PPDU, DCM can be applied only to
RUs containing data for 1 user."			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:57:44Z)

The first phrase (“DCM can be applied only to RUs containing data for 1 user”) does indicate that DCM cannot be used together with MU-MIMO.  However, the first phrase also clarifies that the if an HE MU or HE TB PPDU has multiple RUs, where some RUs have 1 user while other RUs have multiple users, then the RUs with 1 user can still use DCM.  Hence, it is recommended to keep both phrases			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16979			Xiaogang Chen			233			3			28.3.12			541			3			E			N			541.03			3			28.3.12						A			Editor						781			"except for the HE TB NDP feedback which has a TPE = 0."

should be "except for the HE TB NDP feedback PPDU which has a TPE = 0."			as commented			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 20:50:08Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-12 20:50:16Z - See #16111			3.2			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16980			Xiaogang Chen			233			3			28.3.12			542			59			T			N			542.59			59			28.3.12						V			Yujin Noh			11-18/1452r1			781			The receiver computes NSYM, TPE and NMA using Equation (28-120), Equation (28-121) and Equation (28-
123), respectively.

these three equations are supposed to be used for all HE PPDU types. but 28-123 is for TB PPDU only and non-TB PPDU use 28-113.			make it clear how N_MA is calculated for different PPDU types			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 07:21:32Z)

TGax Editor: make changes according to this document 11-18-1452-01-00ax CR on Packet Extension			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-01 22:11:26Z - It would seem that "for an HE TB PPDU" is associated with computing N_MA and not with "same result"			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16981			Xiaogang Chen			233			3			28.3.16			547			49			T			N			547.49			49			28.3.16						V			Tianyu Wu			18/1534r3			781			"If the Tx BF field in HE-SIG-A of an HE NDP PPDU is 1, then the receiver of the HE NDP PPDU shall not
perform channel smoothing when generating the compressed beamforming feedback report."

NDP is not supposed to be BFed when requesting SU or MU type feedback. The sentence confuses people.			remove this sentence.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 12:12:46Z)

TGax Editor:  Please make changes to IEEE P802.11ax D3.2 according to the proposed text changes as resolution to CID 16981  in 11-18/1534r3			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 22:06:53Z - The normative verb for a recommendation is "should" (see IEEE style manual). Changed "shall not" to "should not".			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16982			Xiaogang Chen			233			3			28.4.3			586			4			T			N			586.04			4			28.4.3						V			Jianhan Liu			18/1832r0			781			NMA is the number of midambles. It is given by Equation (28-118) if the TXVECTOR value DOPPLER is 1,
and is 0 otherwise.

eq. 28-118 is for TB PPDU only.			change to: It is given by Equation (28-118) and Equation (28-113) if the TXVECTOR value DOPPLER is 1,
and is 0 otherwise.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:17:44Z)

11ax editor, please see the discussion for instructions of CID 16982 in doc IEEE 802.11-18/1832r0.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-27 19:57:21Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16983			Xiaogang Chen			233			3			9.3.1.23			104			15			T			N			104.15			15			9.3.1.23						V			Abhishek Patil			18/1456r8			781			eq 9-0b and eq 9-0c don't consider LDPC coding in which one CW could
include both user info field and padding field. such that the padding bits
cannot gain processing time to process the trigger frame.			Since the number of padding bits depends on MCS, and it's case by case regarding if
user info field and padding field belong to the same LDPC CW or not, it's better to
remove the equations and leave the padding bits to implementation.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:39:01Z) - Please see resolution to CID 15848			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16984			Xiaogang Chen			233			3			27.5.3.2.2			282			25			T			N			282.25			25			27.5.3.2.2						V			Liwen Chu			18/1906r4			781			shall
ensure that the duration of the PPDU that follows BSYM is greater than or equal MinTrigProcTime indicated
by the soliciting non-AP STA.

The decoding could end before the end of the BSYM because pre-FEC padding have 4 possible segments.
The post-FEC padding with in the symbol can be used to parse trigger frame. so if MinTrigProcTime is counted after BSYM, AP are adding
more padding than the non-AP STA needed.			replace "BSYM is the OFDM symbol of the PPDU that contains either" with
"BSYM is the PPDU that contains either"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:45:12Z) - Refer to resolutions on CID 15662			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-07 22:16:37Z- see #15622			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16985			Xun Yang			233			3			28.3.3.2.3			424			23			E			N			424.23			23			28.3.3.2.3						A			Editor						781			"STA" is missed after "A non-AP"			Add "STA" after "A non-AP"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-10 21:18:24Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 18:54:23Z- see #15964			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16986			Xun Yang			233			3			28.3.3.2.3			424			17			E			N			424.17			17			28.3.3.2.3						A			Editor						781			"A AP" should be "An AP"			Change 'A' to 'An'			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 18:53:02Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 18:53:05Z - see #15962			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16987			Yan Zhang			233			3			10.7.12.3			213			8			E			N			213.08			8			10.7.12.3						A			Editor						781			"A STA should not transmit an 80 MHz, 160 MHz or 80+80 MHz VHT PPDU with a <VHT-MCS, NSS> tuple that has VHT-MCS 0 or 1 and NSS less than or equal to 4 to a receiver STA that has marked as unsupported the HT MCS values of both 2xVHT-MCS + 8x(NSS - 1) and 2 xVHT-MCS + 1 + 8x (NSS - 1) in the Rx MCS Bitmask field in the HT Capabilities element it transmits." "Rx MCS Bitmask field in the HT Capabilities element" should be "Rx MCS Bitmask subfield of the Supported MCS Set field in the HT Capabilities element". Same applies to texts on P212L65, P368L54, P368L64			as in comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 22:56:21Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 22:56:25Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16988			Yan Zhang			233			3			28.3.2.7			421			52			T			N			421.52			52			28.3.2.7						V			Yujin Noh			11-18/1453r1			781			An HE AP shall not allocate an RU in an 160 MHz or 80+80 MHz HE MU PPDU or HE TB PPDU to a 20 MHz operating non-AP HE STA with the 20 MHz In 160/80+80 MHz HE PPDU In 2.4 GHz Band subfield in the HE PHY Capabilities Information field in its HE Capabilities element equal to 0. It should be 5GHz Band instead of 2.4GHz Band.			as in comment			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:33:13Z)

TGax Editor: make changes according to this document 11-18-1453-01-00ax CR on PHY subcarriers and RU part 1			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-01 23:46:52Z - see #16439			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16989			Yan Zhang			233			3			28.2.2			387			19			T			N			387.19			19			28.2.2						V			Bo Sun			18/1759r1			781			"In an HE MU PPDU and HE TB PPDU where each RU includes no more than 1 user: Set to 1 to indicate that for all RUs the Data field is STBC encoded Set to 0 to indicate that in no RU is the Data field STBC encoded.
 In an HE SU PPDU, HE ER SU PPDU or HE TB PPDU: Set to 1 to indicate that the Data field is STBC encoded Set to 0 to indicate that the Data field is not STBC encoded.
 If at least one of the following conditions is satisfied, STBC is set to 0: -- FORMAT is HE_MU or HE_TB, and RU_ALLOCATION value indicates two or more users in one RU".
The descriptions are confusing to interpret for HE_TB PPDU. Remove "or HE TB PPDU" from "In an HE SU PPDU, HE ER SU PPDU or HE TB PPDU".			as in comment			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:37:11Z)

TGax Editor: please implement the proposed text changes to 802.11ax D3.2 for CID 16989 in 11-18/1759r2			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-27 23:51:43Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16990			Yan Zhang			233			3			28.2.2			393			13			T			N			393.13			13			28.2.2						V			Bo Sun			18/1759r1			781			Table 28-1--TXVECTOR and RXVECTOR parameters , RU_ALLOCATION description, "8 bits for 20 MHz and 40 MHz PPDU; 16 bits for 80 MHz PPDU; 32 bits for 160 MHz and 80+80 MHz PPDU.".  According to structure of common field of HE-SIG-B, each HE-SIG-B content channel contains 8 bits RU_ALLOCATION for 40MHz PPDU, each HE-SIG-B content channel contains 16 bits RU_ALLOCATION for 80MHz PPDU,  each HE-SIG-B content channel contains 32 bits RU_ALLOCATION for 160MHz and 80+80MHz PPDU. Why TXVECTOR RU_ALLOCATION only counts the number of bits in one HE-SIG-B content channel?			Change to , "8 bits for 20 MHz PPDU; 16 bits for 40 MHz PPDU; 32 bits for 80 MHz PPDU; 64 bits for 160 MHz and 80+80 MHz PPDU."			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:38:30Z)

TGax Editor: please implement the proposed text changes to 802.11ax D3.2 for CID 16990 in 11-18/1759r2			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16991			Yan Zhang			233			3			28.3.9			453			36			T			N			453.36			36			28.3.9						V			Hongyuan Zhang			11-18/1492r1			781			"For pre-HE modulated fields, T_CS,HE(l) =0". This is not accurate if BEAM_CHANGE=0. Change to "For pre-HE modulated fields when BEAM_CHANGE=1 or not present, T_CS,HE(l) =0, For pre-HE modulated fields when BEAM_CHANGE=0, and HE modulated fields, T_CS,HE(l) represents the cyclic shift per space-time stream,...".			as in comment			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 07:12:52Z)

Change to as in the resolution of CID16991 in doc IEEE802.11-18/1492r1.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-01 21:34:49Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16992			Yan Zhang			233			3			28.3.10.8.3			483			29			E			N			483.29			29			28.3.10.8.3						A			Editor						781			"The mapping of the HE-SIG-B content channels to 20 MHz segments shall be the same as for an 80 MHz PPDU (see Figure 28-29 (Mapping of the two HE-SIG-B content channels and their duplication in a 160 MHz PPDU when the SIGB Compression field in the HE-SIG-A field of an HE MU PPDU is set to 0)), with the exception that punctured 20 MHz channels shall be excluded." Change to "The mapping of the HE-SIG-B content channels to 20 MHz segments shall be the same as for an 160 MHz PPDU (see Figure 28-29 (Mapping of the two HE-SIG-B content channels and their duplication in a 160 MHz PPDU when the SIGB Compression field in the HE-SIG-A field of an HE MU PPDU is set to 0)), with the exception that punctured 20 MHz channels shall be excluded."			as in comment			ACCEPTED (PHY: 2018-11-14 07:10:56Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3						Appears to propose a technical change			I			EDITOR: 2018-12-07 19:13:06Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			16993			Yan Zhang			233			3			28.3.11.5.4			518			58			E			N			518.58			58			28.3.11.5.4						J			Yujin Noh			18/1790r1			737			"First compute initial pre-FEC padding factor value (ainit,u) for each user u using Equation (28-61), and the initial number of OFDM symbols (NSYM,init,u) for each user u using Equation (28-64) if user u is BCC encoded, or Equation (28-64) if user u is LDPC encoded." Remove "if user u is BCC encoded, or Equation (28-64) if user u is LDPC encoded".			as in comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-11 22:04:36Z) - It was already modified by the CID17096 and implemented well in D3.2.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16994			Yan Zhang			233			3			28.3.11.10			526			61			T			N			526.61			61			28.3.11.10						V			Youhan Kim			11-18/1036r5			781			. "For an HE PPDU, STBC is applied only with 1 or 2 spatial streams and only if DCM is not applied." Remove 2 spatial streams. For HE PPDU, if Nss is greater than 1, STBC is set to 0.			as in comment			REVISED (PHY: 2018-08-14 07:21:28Z)

Resolved by CID 17098			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.1			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 17:22:46Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:26			EDITOR


			16995			Yan Zhang			233			3			28.3.18.4.4			558			50			E			N			558.50			50			28.3.18.4.4						A			Editor						781			P558L50, i_s = 1 is missing from summation in equation (28-128).			as in comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-22 21:41:52Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-22 21:41:55Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16996			Yanchun Li			233			3			27.9.2.1			338			9			E			N			338.09			9			27.9.2.1						A			Editor						781			In "The second type is defined in 27.9.2.2 (General operation with non-SRG OBSS PD level) and allows a STA, under specific conditions, to ignore inter-BSS PPDUs that are identified as being SRG PPDUs, using an SRG OBSS PD level.", replace "27.9.2.2 (General operation with non-SRG OBSS PD level)" with "27.9.2.3 General operation with SRG OBSS PD level", due to it refers to the wrong subsection.			as in comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:44:33Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:44:36Z - see #16704			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16997			Yanchun Li			233			3			27.2.6			262			3			E			N			262.03			3			27.2.6						A			Editor						781			In "regardless of whether the HEMUEDCATimer[AC] has reached zero", replace "HEMUEDCATimer[AC]" with "MUEDCATimer[AC]", according to "3.4 Abbreviations and acronyms" and Figure 9-589cw--MU AC Parameter Record field format.			as in comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 17:57:57Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 17:58:01Z - see #17015			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			16998			Yanchun Li			233			3			9.4.2.243			174			50			T			N			174.50			50			9.4.2.243						J			Abhishek Patil			18/1815r3			756			When BSS Color Change Announcement element is carried in unicast Action frame (with Ack) to an HE STA, with Color Switch Countdown being set to 0, the HE STA can accept an HE PPDU with the new BSS color immediately after acknowledging this Action frame. So that the HE STA can have smooth roaming to an AP using new BSS color, without waiting for next TBTT.			Append "When BSS Color Change Announcement element is carried in unicast Action frame (with Ack) to an HE STA, with Color Switch Countdown being set to 0, the HE STA can accept an HE PPDU with the new BSS color immediately after acknowledge this Action frame." to the end of this paragraph.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:31:32Z) - Due to processing delays, non-AP STA may not be able to switch to a new color immediately upon receiving a unicast color change announcement. Instead of picking an arbitrary value, it is best that the standard maintains a consistent behavior even for the unciast case. In addition, having the color change occur at a TBTT, provides an unambiguous expectation on both the AP and non-AP STA side.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			16999			Yasuhiko Inoue			233			3			3.2			37			54			E			N			37.54			54			3.2						V			Editor						804			"high efficiency (HE) extended range (ER) single user (SU) physical layer (PHY) protocol data unit (PPDU): A Clause 28 (High Efficiency (HE) PHY specification PPDU) PPDU with the TXVECTOR parameter FORMAT equal to HE_ER_SU.

high efficiency (HE) extended range (ER) single-user (SU) physical layer (PHY) protocol data unit (PPDU): An HE PPDU transmitted with HE ER SU PPDU format that carries one PHY service data units (PSDU) for one user."

There are two definitions for the HE ER SU PPDU.			Remove either one.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 22:17:34Z) - Delete the entry that reads: "high efficiency (HE) extended range (ER) single-user (SU) physical layer (PHY) protocol data unit (PPDU): An HE PPDU transmitted with HE ER SU PPDU format that carries one PHY service data units (PSDU) for one user."			EDITOR			Editor January 2019									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-29 03:50:32Z - Conflicts with resolution to #15001. Use #15001			4			2019/1/29 3:50			EDITOR


			17000			Yasuhiko Inoue			233			3			3.2			38			46			T			N			38.46			46			3.2						V			Laurent Cariou			1497r2			781			"opportunistic power save (OPS) STA: A non-AP HE STA that supports the opportunistic power save mechanism.

opportunistic power save (OPS) AP: An HE AP that supports the opportunistic power save mechanism."

If we would like to define OPS STA and OPS AP like this, there should be definition of "opportunistic power save mechanism."			Add definition of opportunistic power save mechanism, e.g., "Opportunistic power save (OPS) mechanism: a power save mechanism to allow OPS STAs to opportunistically go to doze
state for a defined period."			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 05:04:42Z)


Revised – apply the changes as proposed in doc 1497r2.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			Not all comments tagged since editing instructions in 18/1467r2 do not always identify a specific comment.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17001			Yasuhiko Inoue			233			3			3.2			39			17			G			N			39.17			17			3.2						V			Laurent Cariou			18/1866r5			782			There should be the definition of Spatial Reuse Group (SRG) in subclause 3.2.			As in the comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:52:48Z) - Agree with the commenter. Add a definition in 3.2 and apply the changes as defined in doc 1866r5.			EDITOR			Laurent 18/1866 OBSS PD									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-29 03:51:21Z			4			2019/1/29 3:51			EDITOR


			17002			Yasuhiko Inoue			233			3			4.3.14a			41			14			T			N			41.14			14			4.3.14a						J			Guoqing Li			18/1868r7			1868			"An HE STA that is a mesh STA does not transmit and does not receive HE TB PPDUs."

I do not understanda why this restriction is needed.			Remove this sentence.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 21:01:37Z) - Currently only AP is sending trigger frame to solicit UL OFDMA transmssoin. Since mesh STA has no AP role, it cannot do UL OFDMA. o support UL OFDMA in mesh, a lot of technical details need to be defined, for example, capability indication of “AP” vs. “STA” role in UL OFDMA operation, BSS color selection in SIG-A content. Therefore we have this restriction.			EDITOR			Guoqing 18/1868 Clause 4									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 19:38:43Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/24 19:38			EDITOR


			17003			Yasuhiko Inoue			233			3			8.3.4.4			58			58			T			N			58.58			58			8.3.4.4						A			Xiaogang Chen			18/1493r3			781			Table 8-4, Value of GI_HELTF TYPE:
"Indicates the GI and HE-LTF type of the expected HE TB PPDUs.

Enumerated type:
1x LTF + 1.6 ╬╝s GI
2x LTF + 1.6 ╬╝s GI
4x LTF + 3.2 ╬╝s GI"

I am not sure if this is the actual coding of this parameter value.			Instead of enumerated type, other way (e.g., something like following description) seems to be good.

Set to 0 for 1x LTF + 1.6 ╬╝s GI.
Set to 1 for 2x LTF + 1.6 ╬╝s GI.
Set to 2 for 4x LTF + 3.2 ╬╝s GI.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 18:45:07Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 18:59:14Z - There are exactly 0 uses of this parameter. Why is it even defined?			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17004			Yasuhiko Inoue			233			3			9.2.4.6.4			70			11			E			N			70.11			11			9.2.4.6.4						V			Editor						781			"9.2.4.6.4 A-Control"

The title of this subclause should be "HE variant" since the title of 9.2.4.6.2 is HT variant and the title of 9.2.4.6.3 is VHT variant.

All the contents of 9.2.4.6.4 A-Control subfield can be moved under subclause 9.2.4.6.4 HE variant.			As in the comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 22:12:53Z) - The title of 9.2.4.6.4 should be "HE variant" as suggested. However, the subclause depth exceeds 5 levels if 9.2.4.6a is brought into 9.2.4.6.4 so leave it where it is.			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 22:14:29Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			17005			Yasuhiko Inoue			233			3			9.3.1.23			95			64			E			N			95.64			64			9.3.1.23						J			Editor						781			"A Trigger frame allocates resources for and solicits one or more HE TB PPDU transmissions."

Ambiguous sentence.
Not sure a Trigger frame allocates resources for what.			Clarify.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 23:27:44Z) The sentence is clear. The Trigger frame allocates resources for one or more HE TB PPDUs and solicits one or more HE TB PPDUs			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									N			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 23:28:49Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			17006			Yasuhiko Inoue			233			3			9.4.2.242			174			20			E			N			174.20			20			9.4.2.242						V			Editor						781			"The Resource Request Buffer Threshold Exponent is used to calculate the buffer threshold between two different resource requests, as defined in 27.5.2.7.3.1."

Wrong reference.
There is no subclause numbered 27.5.2.7.3.1.			Correct.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:42:33Z) - Change refrence to 27.5.6.4.1. (NDP feedback report with resource request type)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:42:58Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			17007			Yasuhiko Inoue			233			3			9.4.2.242			174			23			E			N			174.23			23			9.4.2.242						A			Editor						781			2^(Ressource Request Buffer Threshold Exponent)
Typo.

It should be
2^(Resource Request Buffer Threshold Exponent).			As in the comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:44:59Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:45:02Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			17008			Yasuhiko Inoue			233			3			9.7.1			190			51			E			N			190.51			51			9.7.1						A			Editor						781			"In a VHT or HE PPDU, the following padding is present, as determined by the rules in 10.13.6 (A-MPDU padding for VHT PPDU)"

We may want to change the title of 10.13.6.			e.g., A-MPDU padding for VHT and HE PPDUs			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 22:08:34Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 22:08:38Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			17009			Yasuhiko Inoue			233			3			27.1			253			13			E			N			253.13			13			27.1						V			Osama Aboul-Magd			18/1876r3			801			"Frame exchanges are still considered as initiated by the STA as defined in Clause 11, and Clause 12 even if the initiating frame of the frame exchange is sent in response to a Trigger frame as defined in the subclauses below."

The intention of this sentence is not clear enough.			Clarify, or remove this sentence.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-14 23:20:31Z) - Proposed new text is added in order to make the sentence clearer.

TGax Editor to make the changes in 11-18/1876r3 under the heading CID 17009.			EDITOR			Osama 18/1876 Misc MAC									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-29 03:42:27Z			4			2019/1/29 3:42			EDITOR


			17010			Yasuhiko Inoue			233			3			27.2.3			255			1			E			N			255.01			1			27.2.3						A			Editor						781			"An non-AP HE STA" should be "A non-AP HE STA"			As in the comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 16:25:24Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 16:25:26Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			17011			Yasuhiko Inoue			233			3			27.5.5.3			297			43			E			N			297.43			43			27.5.5.3						A			Editor						781			Figure 27-5 is too small.			Please make it beggier.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:51:20Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:51:24Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			17012			Yasuhiko Inoue			233			3			27.9.2.1			338			8			E			N			338.08			8			27.9.2.1						A			Editor						781			"... under specific conditions, to ignore an inter-BSS PPDU using a Non-SRG OBSS PD level."

Non-SRG OBSS PD level --> non-SRG OBSS PD level			As in the comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:43:59Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:44:02Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			17013			Yasuhiko Inoue			233			3			27.9.2.1			338			8			E			N			338.08			8			27.9.2.1						A			Editor						781			"The second type is defined in 27.9.2.2 (General operation with non-SRG OBSS PD level) and allows a STA, under specific conditions, to ignore ..."

The second type seems to be defined in 27.9.2.3 (General operation with SRG OBSS PD level).			As in the comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:44:21Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:44:24Z - see #16704			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			17014			Yasuhiko Inoue			233			3			27.9.2.4			341			21			T			N			341.21			21			27.9.2.4						J			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			682			Table 27-10 should be revised.
(1) The second row should be merged into the first row.
(2) The "Value of Non-SRG OBSS PD Max" on the last row will be -62.			As in the comment.			REJECTED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:44:09Z) - For (1), row 1 and 2 are clearer if they are separated, even if they lead to the same values. For (2), the max value has to be set to -82 in this case as this row corresponds to the case where OBSS_PD SR is disallowed.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			17015			Yongho Seok			233			3			27.2.6			262			3			E			N			262.03			3			27.2.6						A			Editor						781			Change HEMUEDCATimer to MUEDCATimer.			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 17:57:02Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 17:57:07Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			17016			Yongho Seok			233			3			27.8.2			335			57			T			N			335.57			57			27.8.2						V			Jarkko Kneckt			1246r8			781			"An OMI responder that receives a frame that carries an OM Control field with the DL MU-MIMO Resound Recommendation field equal to 1 from an OMI initiator may resound the channel or increase the frequency of the channel sounding with the OMI initiator."
If the OMI responder thinks that the DL MU-MIMO is not appropriate for the OMI Initiator through the DL MU-MIMO Resound Recommendation field, it can change to the SU transmissions for the OMI Initiator.
Please change the sentence as the following:
"... may resound the channel or increase the frequency of the channel sounding with the OMI initiator if the OMI responder sends the DL MU-MIMO PPDU to the OMI initiator."			As in comment.			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-20 21:48:01Z)


Revised. Agree in principle with the comment. The more frequent resounding is needed only if the AP sends DL MU-MIMO PPDUs addressed to the OMI initiator. - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/1246r8 that are marked with CID 17016.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17017			Yongho Seok			233			3			27.8.2			335			50			T			N			335.50			50			27.8.2						V			Jarkko Kneckt			1246r8			781			"A OMI initiator that is a non-AP STA and that has no recommendation on the AP's DL MU-MIMO operation shall set DL MU-MIMO Resound Recommendation subfield to 0."
Also add the following sentence:
"An OMI initiator that is an AP shall set the DL MU-MIMO Resound Recommendation subfield to 0."			As in comment.			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-20 21:48:48Z)


Revised. Agree in principle with the comment. 
- TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/1219r2 that are marked with CID 16602.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-04 21:08:09Z - This seems to be saying that 17017 has the same resolution as 16602. 16602 was not resolved in the cited document.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17018			Yongho Seok			233			3			27.8.2			335			48			E			N			335.48			48			27.8.2						A			Editor						781			Change "A OMI" to "An OMI".			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:33:15Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:33:18Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			17019			Yongho Seok			233			3			27.8.2			335			50			E			N			335.50			50			27.8.2						A			Editor						781			Change "A OMI" to "An OMI".			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:33:21Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:33:50Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			17020			Yongho Seok			233			3			27.11.6			357			12			T			N			357.12			12			27.11.6						V			Matt Fischer			1410r6			711			"An HE STA shall set the TXVECTOR parameter SPATIAL_REUSE to SRP_AND_NON_SRG_OBSS_PD_PROHIBITED for a PPDU containing an FTM or NDP Announcement frame and in any frame that is transmitted as a response to an FTM or NDP Announcement frame."
The Format And Bandwidth field (Table 9-272 (Format And Bandwidth field)) in the FTM Parameters element indicates the requested or allocated PPDU format and bandwidth that can be used by Fine Timing Measurement frames in an FTM session.
Because Table 9-272 does not have the HE PPDU, the HE PPDU can't be used by  Fine Timing Measurement frames in an FTM session.			Please remove the "an FTM or" from the cited sentence.			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 23:01:18Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/1410r6 that are marked with CID 15796, which removes the mention of the FTM frame, as appropriate. Note that CID 17020 text changes are redundant to the text changes for CID 15796.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 20:52:30Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			17021			Yongho Seok			233			3			27.11.6			357			36			T			N			357.36			36			27.11.6						V			Matt Fischer			1410r6			711			"An HE STA with dot11HESRPOptionImplemented set to false may set the TXVECTOR parameter SPATIAL_ REUSE to SRP_DISALLOW for any PPDU that is not an HE TB PPDU or an NDP PPDU or a PPDU containing an FTM or NDP Announcement frame and that is not a frame that is transmitted as a response to an FTM or NDP Announcement frame."
The Format And Bandwidth field (Table 9-272 (Format And Bandwidth field)) in the FTM Parameters element indicates the requested or allocated PPDU format and bandwidth that can be used by Fine Timing Measurement frames in an FTM session.
Because Table 9-272 does not have the HE PPDU, the HE PPDU can't be used by  Fine Timing Measurement frames in an FTM session.			Please remove the "an FTM or" from the cited sentence.			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 23:01:36Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/1410r6 that are marked with CID 15796, which removes the mention of the FTM frame, as appropriate. Note that CID 17021 text changes are redundant to the text changes for CID 15796.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 20:52:34Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			17022			Yongho Seok			233			3			27.11.6			357			48			T			N			357.48			48			27.11.6						V			Matt Fischer			1410r6			711			"If the HESIGA_Spatial_reuse_value15_allowed subfield of the SR Control field of the most recently received Spatial Reuse Parameter Set element from its associated AP is equal to 0, or if STA has not received a Spatial Reuse Parameter Set element from its associated AP, the STA shall not set the TXVECTOR parameter SPATIAL_REUSE of any HE PPDU to SRP_AND_NON_SRG_OBSS_PD_PROHIBITED, unless the HE PPDU contains an NDP, an FTM or an NDP Announcement frame or is a frame that is transmitted as a response to an FTM or NDP Announcement frame."
The Format And Bandwidth field (Table 9-272 (Format And Bandwidth field)) in the FTM Parameters element indicates the requested or allocated PPDU format and bandwidth that can be used by Fine Timing Measurement frames in an FTM session.
Because Table 9-272 does not have the HE PPDU, the HE PPDU can't be used by  Fine Timing Measurement frames in an FTM session.			Please remove the "an FTM" from the cited sentence.			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 23:01:54Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/1410r6 that are marked with CID 15796, which removes the mention of the FTM frame, as appropriate. Note that CID 17022 text changes are redundant to the text changes for CID 15796.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 20:52:38Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			17023			Yongho Seok			233			3			27.15.2			365			43			T			N			365.43			43			27.15.2						V			Yongho Seok			18/1181r5			781			"An Ack frame sent as a response to an HE ER SU PPDU or HE SU PPDU containing an FTM frame shall be sent in the same PPDU format as the soliciting PPDU except when the FTM frame is carried in HE SU PPDU and the most recent successfully received PPDU sent by the responding STA to the soliciting STA after association was an HE ER SU PPDU in which case the Control frame shall be carried in HE ER SU PPDU."
The spec stated the following:
"The responding STA shall not use an HE format if the STA indicated VHT or HT-mixed or non-HT format in the initial Fine Timing Measurement frame."
Because Table 9-272 (Format And Bandwidth field) does not have the HE PPDU, the HE PPDU can't be used by  Fine Timing Measurement frames in an FTM session.			Please remove the cited sentence.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 21:58:09Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. 

TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-18/1181r5 under all headings that include CID 15799.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-30 19:16:18Z - see #15799			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17024			Yongho Seok			233			3			9.4.2.247			180			63			T			N			180.63			63			9.4.2.247						V			Ming Gan			18/1511r0			781			"RUmax is a normalizing factor depending on the maximum RU size of the BSS bandwidth, and is set to 1"
Because this is a constant value 1, it is meaningless.			Please remove the cited sentence.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 21:11:29Z) - Agree in principal. The proposed resolution is to correct it and other some typos.


TGax editor makes changes as shown in the as specified in 11-18/1511r0.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-09 17:30:23Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17025			Yongho Seok			233			3			9.4.2.6			130			27			T			N			130.27			27			9.4.2.6						V			Laurent Cariou			1497r2			781			"When a TIM element is included in a TIM frame or FILS Discovery frame,..."
When a TIM element is included in an OPS frame, the DTIM Count field is also reserved.			As in comment.			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 05:06:17Z)


Revised – this is clarified in the following paragraph.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			Not all comments tagged since editing instructions in 18/1467r2 do not always identify a specific comment.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17026			Yongho Seok			233			3			27.14.3.2			363			48			T			N			363.48			48			27.14.3.2						V			Laurent Cariou			1497r2			781			"The TIM element is encoded specifically as defined in 9.4.2.6 (TIM element) in order to provide the information of which STAs are scheduled and not scheduled during the OPS period."
The TIM element does not provide whether the STA is scheduled.
* Bit N in the traffic indication virtual bitmap is 0 if the OPS AP does not intend to transmit to the OPS STA including to trigger the OPS STA for an UL MU transmission during the TWT SP and before the next TWT SP.
* Otherwise, bit N in the traffic indication virtual bitmap for the OPS STA is 1.
If "Otherwise" is limited to a specific information, , please change 9.4.2.6 (TIM element).			As in comment.			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 05:38:17Z)


Revised – agree with the comment. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1497r2.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			Not all comments tagged since editing instructions in 18/1467r2 do not always identify a specific comment.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17027			Yongho Seok			233			3			9.4.2.6			130			43			T			N			130.43			43			9.4.2.6						V			Laurent Cariou			1497r2			781			"Bit N in the traffic indication virtual bitmap is 0 if the OPS AP does not intend to transmit to the OPS STA including to trigger the OPS STA for an UL MU transmission during the TWT SP and before the next TWT SP."
In an unscheduled opportunistic power save, an OPS AP should not send frames during the OPS period. Please add this rule.			As in comment.			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 05:08:40Z)

Revised – apply the changes as proposed in doc 1497r2.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			Not all comments tagged since editing instructions in 18/1467r2 do not always identify a specific comment.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17028			Yongho Seok			233			3			27.2.6			262			1			E			N			262.01			1			27.2.6						A			Editor						781			"acknowledegment" -> "acknowledgment"			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 17:56:28Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 17:56:32Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			17029			Yongho Seok			233			3												E			N															A			Editor						781			Replace "acknowledgement" with "acknowledgment" thoughout the draft.
I know both are correct. But, because the baseline spec (802.11-2016) is choosing "acknowledgment" term, I suggest to follow the same terminology for a consistency.			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-09 16:57:43Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-09 16:57:46Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			17030			Yongho Seok			233			3			9.2.4.6a.1			72			6			T			N			72.06			6			9.2.4.6a.1						V			Yongho Seok			18/1504r1			781			"...used for the HE MU PPDU that..."
The HE SU PPDU and HE ER SU PPDU are also possible.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 18:52:59Z) Agree in principle. 
(CID 15009, 15863, 17030 are same comment)
All HE PPDUs can carry the TRS Control subfield. 

TGax editor makes changes as shown in the as specified in 11-18/1504r1.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-05 16:43:11Z- see #15863			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17031			Yongho Seok			233			3			9.2.4.6a.2			73			21			T			N			73.21			21			9.2.4.6a.2						J			Jarkko Kneckt			18/1831r4			802			"Trigger based UL MU Control response transmission triggered by a Basic Trigger frame or a frame with TRS Control subfield present soliciting only Ack, or Multi-STA BlockAck frames are enabled by the STA (see 27.8.3 (Transmit operating mode (TOM) indication))."
How about is other Trigger frames? Is a response triggered by a BFRP, MU-BAR, MU-RTS, BSRP, GCR MU-BAR, BQRP, or NFRP enabled? Please clarify it.			As in comment.			A proposal was discussed in doc 11-18/1831r5. The draft includes two mechanisms for UL MU disable. After debating the issues it was decided not to include a third mechanism.  A straw poll indicated that a technical consensus of 75% would not be achieved in an equivalent motion.			EDITOR			Jarkko 18/1831 OM Control									N									2019/1/29 17:24			EDITOR


			17032			Yongho Seok			233			3			27.8.3			336			10			E			N			336.10			10			27.8.3						A			Editor						781			"The UL MU Disable subfield to 1 1 and the UL MU Data Disable subfield to 0 to indicate suspension"
Change from "1 1" to "1".			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:35:08Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:35:11Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			17033			Yongho Seok			233			3			27.8.3			336			23			T			N			336.23			23			27.8.3						J			Jarkko Kneckt			18/1831r4			802			"...indicate that only UL MU data transmission is suspended but UL MU control response transmissions in response to a Basic Trigger frame or a frame with TRS Control subfield present is not suspended (see 27.5.3 (UL MU operation) except only Ack or BlockAck frame transmission is allowed)."
Is only data transmission is suspended? Does it means that an UL MU mangement frame is not suspended? Pleasse clarify it.
Also please clarify whether a response triggered by a BFRP, MU-BAR, MU-RTS, BSRP, GCR MU-BAR, BQRP, or NFRP is not suspedned. (refer the comment that I submitted in 9.2.4.6a.2.)			As in comment.			A proposal was discussed in doc 11-18/1831r5. The draft includes two mechanisms for UL MU disable. After debating the issues it was decided not to include a third mechanism.  A straw poll indicated that a technical consensus of 75% would not be achieved in an equivalent motion.			EDITOR			Jarkko 18/1831 OM Control									N									2019/1/29 17:24			EDITOR


			17034			Yongho Seok			233			3			27.8.3			336			49			T			N			336.49			49			27.8.3						V			Jarkko Kneckt			1246r8			781			"The TOM parameters UL MU Disable and UL MU Data Disable changes from higher to lower when its value changes from 0 to 1."
Based on Table 9-18b, what is happened if UL MU Disable value changes from 1 to 0 and UL MU Data Disable value changes from 0 to 1?
Probably, it should be changed depending on the AP supports the OM Control UL MU Data Disable RX.			As in comment.			 Revised. Agree in principle with the comment. Clarified that this change is from lower values to the higher OMI values. - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/1246r8 that are marked with CID 17034.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17035			Yongho Seok			233			3			9.3.1.23			96			50			T			N			96.50			50			9.3.1.23						V			Abhishek Patil			18/1456r8			781			UL Length, UL BW, UL STBC, UL Packet Extension, UL Spatial Reuse
Trigger frame solicits the UL transmission. Why is "UL" in the field name needed?
A concern is that it cause a lot of inconsistency error about the field name. See Page 287 Line 40, 43, 51.			Fix field name inconsistency throughout the draft.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:40:19Z) - Fixed the incorrect field names as pointed out by the comment.
TGax editor please make changes as shown in doc 11-18-1456r8 with the tag 17035			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-11 17:36:01Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17036			Yongho Seok			233			3			9.3.1.23			101			4			T			N			101.04			4			9.3.1.23						V			Abhishek Patil			18/1456r8			775			UL FEC Coding Type, UL MCS, UL DCM, UL Target RSSI
Trigger frame solicits the UL transmission. Why is "UL" in the field name needed?
A concern is that it cause a lot of inconsistency error about the field name. See Page 106 Line 23.			Fix field name inconsistency throughout the draft.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:40:37Z) - The errors pointed out by the comment are already fixed in D3.2
TGax editor, not further changes are needed			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-19 17:07:26Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			17037			Yongho Seok			233			3			9.7.3			196			42			T			N			196.42			42			9.7.3						V			Liwen Chu			18/1858r7			781			"...equal to Normal Ack or HTP Ack, or one Management frame that solicits an Ack frame..."
Are you sure that any management frame can be aggregated in an ack-enabled A-MPDU?
If it is yes, add a new row for a management frame to MPDU Description column of Table 9-425 (A-MPDU contents in the data enabled immediate response context).			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:35:04Z) - Generally agree with the commenter.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-18/1858r7   under CID 17037			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17038			Yongho Seok			233			3			9.7.3			197			12			T			N			197.12			12			9.7.3						V			Liwen Chu			18/1858r7			781			"...Policy set to No Ack, up to one Action frame, and zero or more..."
Up to one Action frame is right? Or, up to one management frame that solicits an Ack frame is right?
Based on 27.10.4.3 (Ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU operation), up to one management frame is right.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:35:15Z) - Generally agree with the commenter.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-18/1858r7   under CID 17038			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17039			Yongho Seok			233			3			27.4.2			271			9			T			N			271.09			9			27.4.2						V			George Cherian			1501r1			781			"The allowed values for the TID field in this context are 0 to 7 (for indicating acknowledgment of QoS Data or QoS Null frames) or 15 (for indicating acknowledgment of an Action frame or a Management frame sent by the unassociated HE STA, e.g., Association Request)."
Value 15 can be used for a Management frame sent by the associated HE STA.
Remove "sent by the unassociated STA, e.g., Association Request)"			As in comment.			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 21:04:55Z)


Revised - 

Agree in principle

TGax editor shall incorporate changes in 11-18-1501-01-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17040			Yongho Seok			233			3			9.7.1			191			22			T			N			191.22			22			9.7.1						V			Liwen Chu			18/1856r2			781			"...and set to 1 in a MPDU delimiter preceding a QoS Data frame or Action frame soliciting an Ack frame in response that are contained in an ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU..."
Based on 27.10.4.2 and 27.10.4.3, "Action frame" shall be chagned to "Management frame".			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:38:40Z) - See CID 16267			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17041			Yongho Seok			233			3			27.10.4.1			351			23			T			N			351.23			23			27.10.4.1						V			Liwen Chu			18/1859r7			785			"NOTE--A multi-TID A-MPDU allows the aggregation of an Action frame regardless of the value indicated in the..."
Based on the 27.10.4.3, "Action frame" shall be changed to "Management frame that solicits an Ack frame".			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 15:24:17Z) - Generally agree with the commenter. 

TGax editor to make changes in 11-18/1859r7 under CID 17041			EDITOR			Liwen 18/1859 27.10.4									I						4			2019/1/26 0:21			EDITOR


			17042			Yongho Seok			233			3			27.10.4.1			350			19			T			N			350.19			19			27.10.4.1						V			Liwen Chu			18/1859r7			785			"The multi-TID A-MPDU may contain an Action frame if the TID Aggregation Limit is nonzero and the AP supports reception of ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDUs."
Based on the 27.10.4.3, "Action frame" shall be chagned to "Management frame that solicits an Ack frame".			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 15:24:29Z) - The A-MPDU contents are referred to the related tables in 9.7.3 where Action frame is changed to “Management frame that is bot Action No Ack frame”

TGax editor to make changes in 11-18/1859r7 under CID 17042.			EDITOR			Liwen 18/1859 27.10.4									I						4			2019/1/26 0:21			EDITOR


			17043			Yongho Seok			233			3			9.3.1.9.7			91			38			T			N			91.38			38			9.3.1.9.7						V			Tomoko Adachi			18/1851r3			781			"Action frame/PS-Poll acknowledgment context: Sent as a response to an Action frame carried in an AMPDU or S-MPDU, or PS-Poll frame in an S-MPDU."
Management frame that solicits an Ack frame is also included in this context.
Please change "Action frame" to "Management frame".			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 23:43:40Z) - Agree in principle.  
See the instructions to the TGax editor in doc. 11-18/1851r3.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17044			Yongho Seok			233			3			9.4.2.237.2			154			38			T			N			154.38			38			9.4.2.237.2						J									791			Please clarify whether the OM Control UL MU Data Disable RX Support is a capablity variable or a control variable.			As in comment.			Rejected.

 The field is within the HE Capabilities element, as such it is a capability.			EDITOR			Osama November 2018									N									2019/1/28 19:07			EDITOR


			17045			Yongho Seok			233			3			27.2.3			255			26			T			N			255.26			26			27.2.3						V			Matt Fischer			1410r6			711			"A received PPDU that is a VHT MU PPDU with the RXVECTOR parameter GROUP_ID equal to 0 is an SRG PPDU..."
The GROUP_ID parameter of a VHT MU PPDU can't be set to 0. Remove this paragraph.			As in comment.			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 23:02:30Z) - changes are redundant to those already made for CID 15760 - TGax editor to make no additional changes. See Table 10-12—Settings for the TXVECTOR parameters GROUP_ID and PARTIAL_AID for VHT
STAs, where the Group_ID value of 0 clearly denotes a PPDU that contains MPDUs that are addressed to an AP, making the RA the address of the AP, which is what the color refers to.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 20:48:54Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			17046			Yongho Seok			233			3			11.24.2.8			243			31			T			N			243.31			31			11.24.2.8						V			Yongho Seok			19/0085r3			790			"..., it shall not transmit frames to the non-AP HE STA."
The restriction shall be applied only in the valid timer (e.g., OBSS PD SR transmit power restriction period).			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-15 18:17:06Z) - The restriction in the BSS color un use event report shall be applied only in the TXOP.

But, the proposed changes were already applied in TGax Draft 3.3 from 11-18/1780r5. 
 
TGax editor needs no spec change for thid CIDs.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/0085 MAC Misc Part 2									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 18:50:27Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/28 18:50			EDITOR


			17047			Yongho Seok			233			3			27.7.7			331			59			T			N			331.59			59			27.7.7						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			1468r2			781			"A STA that receives a PPDU on the secondary channel shall update its NAV according to 27.2.4 (Updating two NAVs)."
Please clarify how to update the NAV from the PPDU received on the secondary channels.			As in comment.			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 04:58:57Z)

Revised –

Subclause 27.2.4 is clear on how the NAV is updated based on a received PPDU. 

Agree in principle to clarify that this is not really a secondary channel but a subchannel.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1468r2 under all headings that include CID 17047.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-08 21:52:06Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17048			Yongho Seok			233			3			9.4.2.30			133			28			T			N			133.28			28			9.4.2.30						V			Guoqing Li			18/1830r1			781			"For HE STAs the Scheduling subfield is reserved."
There is no reason that this field is reserved to an HE STA. Please define the Scheduling subfield for an HE STA based on 802.11ax feature.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:44:17Z) - Agree in principle. There is no need to distinguish HE and non-HE STA on the use of this field, so removing the dinstinction in the text. 

Please implement the changes identified for CID17048 shown in document 11-18-1830r1.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17049			Yongho Seok			233			3			4.3.14a			42			10			T			N			42.10			10			4.3.14a						V			Guoqing Li			18/1868r7			1868			"Trigger frames can be scheduled by the AP to allow non-AP STAs to save power."
Trigger frame itself does not help to save the power.
Please remove the cited sentence.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 21:06:16Z) - Removed this sentence. Instead added some wording to the next sentence on 11ax power saving. 
TGax editor to make the changes as shown in 11/18/1868r7			EDITOR			Guoqing 18/1868 Clause 4									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 19:39:00Z			4			2019/1/24 19:39			EDITOR


			17050			Yongho Seok			233			3			4.3.14a			42			16			T			N			42.16			16			4.3.14a						J			Guoqing Li			18/1868r7			1868			In 802.11ax PAR,
"Average throughput per station is directly proportional to both aggregate basic service set (BSS) throughput and area throughput. The 5th
percentile measure of the per station throughput may be used to determine that the desired distribution of throughput among a number of
stations in an area is satisfied. These metrics, along with the satisfaction of the packet delay and the packet error ratio (PER) requirements of
applications, will directly correspond to user experience in identified scenarios."
Please add that 802.11ax STA is also helpful to meet the QoS requirement (such as the packet dealy and the packet error ratio).			As in comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-24 19:39:58Z) -  Agree in principle witih the commenter. However, there is no direct mapping from throughput to delay/PER. Packet latency and PER depen on many factors such as congestion levels, MCS, hidden node scenarios etc. Therefore, suggest to keep the original wording. An experienced designer will be able to map these 11ax features into their QoS design requirements. The wording cited by the commenter is in the explanatory note section 8.1, not in the scope section,			EDITOR			Guoqing 18/1868 Clause 4									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 19:40:09Z- Changed resolution to REJECTED to more accurately reflect that there is no change to the draft.						2019/1/24 19:40			EDITOR


			17051			Yongho Seok			233			3			4.3.14a			41			65			T			N			41.65			65			4.3.14a						J			Guoqing Li			18/1868r7			1868			"Optional support for multi-TID A-MPDU operation"
Based on 27.10.4 (Multi-TID A-MPDU and ack-enabled A-MPDU), please clarify whether the ack-enabled A-MP∞ù¼ is an optional support or a mandatory support.			As in comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 21:03:49Z) - From section 27.10.4: A multi-TID AMPDU is either a non-ack-enabled multi-TID AMPDU or an ack-enabled multi-TID AMPDU, both are optional, so this bulletin covers both cases correctly.			EDITOR			Guoqing 18/1868 Clause 4									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 19:40:43Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/24 19:40			EDITOR


			17052			Yongho Seok			233			3												G			N															V			Matt Fischer			19/0140r1			797			The premable puncturing mechanism on the DFS channels is useful to improve the spectrum efficiency.
Please refer the submission (11-18-0496r03).			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 14:28:45Z) - group generally agrees with commenter. Tgax editor to note that this comment is satisfied by the previously executed draft text changes found in document 11-18-0496r15 which are already part of TGax D3.3.			EDITOR			Matt 19/0140 MAC Misc									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-25 17:34:57Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/25 17:35			EDITOR


			17053			Yongho Seok			233			3			27.6.3			306			23			T			N			306.23			23			27.6.3						V			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			774			"The HE beamformer may send additional BFRP Trigger frames to solicit a subset of the HE compressed beamforming and CQI report in the same TXOP as shown in Figure 27-7 (An example of the sounding protocol with more than one HE beamformee)."
What does the subset of the HE compressed beamforming and CQI report mean? Please clarify it.
And, can't additional BFRP Trigger frames be sent in a different TXOP? if it is yes, please include the related normative text. Otherwise, remove "in the same TXOP".			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:58:48Z) - per changes described in 11-18-1502-02-00ax-differentiating-tb-from-non-tb-sounding, under CID 16676. The text has been updated in to indicate that BFRP Trigger frames cannot be sent in TXOPs different from that containing the corresponding HE NDPA.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 20:41:47Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			17054			Yongho Seok			233			3			G.5									T			N			677.15						G.5						V			Osama Aboul-Magd			18/1852r1			781			"dl-mu-sequence | ul-mu-sequence | cascading-mu-sequence"
An dl-mu-sequence, ul-mu-sequence and cascading-mu-sequence are not defined.			An dl-mu-sequence, ul-mu-sequence and cascading-mu-sequence have to be defined in Annex G.5.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:06:10Z) - Agree with the commenter.
The missing sequeces are defined.


TGax Editor: Please do the changes highlighted in the text in this submission (11-18/1852r0).			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			see #17056			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17055			Yongho Seok			233			3			G.5									T			N			677.15						G.5						V			Osama Aboul-Magd			18/1852r1			781			The usage case of the He-mu-sequence is not inclued in the basic sequence.			Include the He-mu-sequence to the basic sequence.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:06:34Z) - Agree with the commenter.
The missing sequece is defined.


TGax Editor: Please do the changes highlighted in [18/1852r1]			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			see #17056			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17056			Yongho Seok			233			3			G.5									T			N			677.15						G.5						V			Osama Aboul-Magd			18/1852r1			781			"(Trigger) | (Trigger +a-mpdu + mu-user-respond + a-mpdu-end) 1{Data[+HTC]+QoS+(no-ack | block-ack)+a-mpdu}
+ a-mpdu-end; [+mu-user-respond other-users];"
Syntax of the above formula is not correct.			Fix any syntax error in Annex G.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:07:57Z) - Annex G is updated.

TGax Editor: Please do the changes highlighted in the text in this submission (11-18/1852r0).			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-30 20:10:03Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17057			Yongho Seok			233			3			9.4.1.62			119			18			T			N			119.18			18			9.4.1.62						V			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			781			When the Feedback Type is the CQI feedback, Nr Index shall be reserved.
Please add this missing statement.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:59:02Z) - Nr should be the same as Nss of the sounding NDP.

125.30 change as shown

"Indicates the number of rows, Nr, in the compressed beamforming feedback matrix minus 1, and for CQI feedback, the Nss of the HE sounding NDP minus 1:"			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 19:17:34Z - Changed text is not sufficiently clear that the encoding depends on the Feedback Type subfield. Change to "If the Feedback Type subfield indicates SU or MU, then the Nr Index subfield indicates the number of rows, Nr, in the compressed beamforming feedback matrix minus 1:
Set to 0 for Nr = 1
Set to 1 for Nr = 2
…
Set to 7 for Nr = 8
If the Feedback Type subfield indicates CQI, then the Nr Index subfield indicates the Nss of the HE NDP PPDU minus 1."			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17058			Yongho Seok			233			3			9.4.1.62			119			33			T			N			119.33			33			9.4.1.62						V			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			781			When the Feedback Type is the CQI feedback, Grouping shall be reserved.
Please add this missing statement.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:59:17Z) - agree with the comment. At 119.37, in the "Grouping" row, add a new line "Reserved for CQI-only feedback".			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 19:23:06Z - The change should refer to the Feedback Type subfield. Change to "If the Feedback Type subfield indicates SU or MU, then the Grouping subfield indicates the subcarrier grouping, Ng, used for the compressed beamforming feedback matrix:
Set to 0 for Ng = 4
Set to 1 for Ng = 16
If the Feedback Type subfield indicates CQI, then the Grouping subfield is reserved."			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17059			Yongho Seok			233			3			9.4.1.62			119			38			T			N			119.38			38			9.4.1.62						V			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			781			When the Feedback Type is the CQI feedback, Codebook Information shall be reserved.
Please add this missing statement.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:59:26Z) - agree with the comment. At 119.45, in the "Codebook Information" row, add a new line "Reserved for CQI-only feedback".			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 19:24:53Z - Add "Reserved if the Feedback Type subfield indicates CQI."			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17060			Yongho Seok			233			3			9.4.1.62			120			30			T			N			120.30			30			9.4.1.62						V			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			781			"The ending RU index indicates the last RU26 for which the HE beamformer is requesting feedback."
Above explantion about the Sounding Dialog Token Number is not correct.			Change as the following:
"The sounding dialog token from the VHT/HE NDP Announcement frame soliciting feedback"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:59:35Z) - change to "Set to the same value as the Sounding Dialog Token Number field in the corresponding HE NDP Announcement frame."			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 19:34:49Z- see #15876			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17061			Yongho Seok			233			3			27.2.2			254			58			T			N			254.58			58			27.2.2						J			Kaiying Lv			18/1655r3			704			"If the received frame satisfies both intra-BSS and inter-BSS conditions, the decision made by using the MAC address takes precedence over the decision made by using the RXVECTOR parameter BSS_COLOR."
The resolution of CID6176 and CID9727 discussed in 11-17/389r10 was approved by the group in 2017 September meeting.
But, the proposed text change was not implemented in D2.0 because it was conflicted with resolutions of other CIDs.
BTW, remove the cited text. Please refer the resolution of CID6176 and CID9727.
It never satisfies the inter-BSS conditions if the received frame is a real intra-BSS frame
Eg. When an AP receives an HE DL MU PPDU with the same color, the received HE DL MU PPDU satisfies both intra-BSS and inter-BSS conditions.
In that case, the AP definitely knows that the received HE DL MU PPDU is an inter-BSS frame. So, it is not necessary to decode the PSDU to check the MAC address.			As in discussion and proposed change of 11-17/389r10, remove the following text.
"If the received frame satisfies both intra-BSS and inter-BSS conditions, the decision made by using the MAC address takes precedence over the decision made by using the RXVECTOR parameter BSS_COLOR."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 21:19:05Z) - When a non-AP STA receives an HE DL MU PPDU from OBSS AP with the same color, the received HE DL MU PPDU satisfies both intra-BSS and inter-BSS conditions.
In that case, the decision made by using the MAC address takes precedence over the decision made by using the RXVECTOR parameter BSS_COLOR.”			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			17062			Yongho Seok			233			3			27.2.2			254			58			T			N			254.58			58			27.2.2						A			Kaiying Lv			18/1655r3			781			"If the received frame satisfies both intra-BSS and inter-BSS conditions, the decision made by using the MAC address takes precedence over the decision made by using the RXVECTOR parameter BSS_COLOR."
The public action frame transmitted from a first AP to a second AP meets the following conditions for both an intra-BSS frame and an inter-BSS frame.
- The PPDU carries a frame that has a BSSID field, the value of which is not the BSSID of the BSS or any BSS that is a member of the same multiple BSSID set as the BSS of which the STA is a member. (inter-BSS frame condition)
- The PPDU carries a frame that has an RA, TA or BSSID field value that is equal to the BSSID of the BSS or the BSSID of any BSS that is a member of the same multiple BSSID set as the BSS of which the STA is a member. The Individual/Group bit in the TA field value is forced to the value 0 prior to the comparison. (intra-BSS frame condition)
Because the BSSID field of the public action frame is set to either the BSS's BSSID or the wildcard BSSID value (refer 11.20) and the TA of the public action frame is set to the BSSID.
If the received frame satisfies both intra-BSS and inter-BSS conditions by using the MAC address, the received frame have to be classified into an intra-BSS frame.			Insert the following sentence:
"If the received frame satisfies both intra-BSS and inter-BSS conditions by using the MAC address, the received frame have to be classified into an intra-BSS frame."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 21:18:02Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-09 20:27:16Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17063			Yongho Seok			233			3			C.3			651			62			T			N			651.62			62			C.3						V			Edward Au			18/1944r0			781			dot11HEPuncturedPreambleRxImplemented MIB variable is not aligned with the Fragmentation Support field in the HE MAC Capabilities Information field.			Please update the MIB variable based on the Fragmentation Support field in the HE MAC Capabilities Information field.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 21:48:39Z) - In page 668, line 28, replace “Unsigned32 (0..3)” with “OCTET STRING(Size(2))”.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-29 20:44:06Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17064			Yongho Seok			233			3			C.3			652			15			T			N			652.15			15			C.3						V			Edward Au			18/1944r0			781			dot11HEPuncturedPreambleRxActivated MIB variable is not aligned with the Fragmentation Support field in the HE MAC Capabilities Information field.			Please update the MIB variable based on the Fragmentation Support field in the HE MAC Capabilities Information field.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 21:48:54Z) - In page 668, line 46, replace “Unsigned32 (0..3)” with “OCTET STRING(Size(2))”.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-29 20:45:29Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17065			Yoshio Urabe			233			3			9.2.4.6a.7			79			39			T			N			79.39			39			9.2.4.6a.7						V			Yongho Seok			18/1504r1			781			"higher AC" is not clear.			Replace with "higher priority AC".			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 18:57:55Z) - Agree in principle. 

Replace “higher AC” with “higher priority AC” throughout the TGax Draft 3.0. 

TGax editor makes changes as shown in the as specified in 11-18/1504r1.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-05 17:03:07Z - Two changes			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17066			Yoshio Urabe			233			3			27.10.4.1			350			62			T			N			350.62			62			27.10.4.1						V			Liwen Chu			18/1859r7			785			"higher AC" is not clear.			Replace with "higher priority AC".			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 15:24:45Z) - the text is already changed in D3.2 as what the commenter proposed. No further change is needed.			EDITOR			Liwen 18/1859 27.10.4									I						4			2019/1/26 0:21			EDITOR


			17067			Yoshio Urabe			233			3			27.10.4.1			351			1			T			N			351.01			1			27.10.4.1						V			Liwen Chu			18/1859r7			785			"the AC that is same or higher" is not clear.			Replace with "the AC that has the same or higher priority".			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 15:25:03Z) - the text is already changed in D3.2 as what the commenter proposed. No further change is needed.			EDITOR			Liwen 18/1859 27.10.4									I						4			2019/1/26 0:21			EDITOR


			17068			Yoshio Urabe			233			3			27.10.4.1			351			2			T			N			351.02			2			27.10.4.1						V			Liwen Chu			18/1859r7			785			"an AC lower than" is not clear.			Replace with "an AC that has a lower priority".			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 15:25:30Z) - Generally agree with the commenter.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-18/1859r7 under CID 17068			EDITOR			Liwen 18/1859 27.10.4									I						4			2019/1/26 0:21			EDITOR


			17069			Yoshio Urabe			233			3			27.6.3			310			32			E			N			310.32			32			27.6.3						A			Editor						781			Grammer: "The HE beamformee shall transmit the HE TB PPDU its HE compressed beamforming and CQI report"			Insert "containing" before "its HE compressed beamforming and CQI report"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:02:23Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:02:26Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			17070			Yoshio Urabe			233			3			27.9.3.2			345			21			E			Y			345.21			21			27.9.3.2						A			Editor						781			Wrong reference:
Table 28-21 (Spatial Reuse field encoding for an HE SU PPDU, HE ER SU PPDU, and HE MU PPDU)			Replace with "Table 28-22 (Spatial Reuse field encoding for an HE TB PPDU)".			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:09:46Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:09:50Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			17071			Yoshio Urabe			233			3			27.9.3.4			346			35			E			Y			346.35			35			27.9.3.4						A			Editor						781			Wrong reference:
Table 28-21 (Spatial Reuse field encoding for an HE SU PPDU, HE ER SU PPDU, and HE MU PPDU)			Replace with "Table 28-22 (Spatial Reuse field encoding for an HE TB PPDU)".			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:12:02Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:12:06Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			17072			Yoshio Urabe			233			3			9.3.1.23			100			56			T			N			100.56			56			9.3.1.23						V			Abhishek Patil			18/1456r8			781			Figure 9-52g (User Info field) does not apply to NFRP.			Add "except for an NFRP Trigger frame (9.3.1.23.8 NDP Feedback Report Poll (NFRP) variant)" after "The User Info field is defined in Figure 9-52g (User Info field)".			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:35:21Z) - Agree with the comment.
TGax editor please make changes as shown in doc 11-18-1456r8 with the tag 17072			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 21:45:46Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17073			Yoshio Urabe			233			3			9.3.1.23.4			106			23			T			N			106.23			23			9.3.1.23.4						A			Po-Kai Huang			11-18/1418r1			781			old names in "The MCS, Coding Type, DCM, SS Allocation and Target RSSI fields"			Replace with "The UL MCS, UL FEC Coding Type, UL DCM, SS Allocation / RA-RU Information and UL Target RSSI subfields".			ACCEPTED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:03:41Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-03 21:00:01Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17074			Yoshio Urabe			233			3			9.3.1.23.8			108			8			E			N			108.08			8			9.3.1.23.8						A			Editor						781			Target RSSI in Table 9-52n should be "UL Target RSSI".			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 16:37:12Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 16:37:15Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			17075			Yoshio Urabe			233			3			28.3.18.4.4			556			37			E			Y			556.37			37			28.3.18.4.4						A			Editor						781			Wrong reference. Table 9-25g should be Table 9-25i.			Replace "Table 9-25g (Target RSSI subfield encoding)" with "Table 9-25i (UL Target RSSI subfield encoding)".			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-22 21:39:59Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-22 21:40:03Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			17076			Yoshio Urabe			233			3			27.9.2.2			338			55			T			N			338.55			55			27.9.2.2						V			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			781			Approved CR to remove "group addressed" (CID 9716) is not reflected in "A non-HE PPDU that carries a group addressed Public Action frame".
The CR is in 11-17/941r2 and database 11-17/0010r14, approved in July 2017, CR Motion #320.			Remove "group addressed"			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:35:22Z) - apply the changes as proposed in 1495r6			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17077			Yoshio Urabe			233			3			3.2			39			1			G			Y			39.01			1			3.2						V			Laurent Cariou			18/1866r5			782			"OBSS PD SR opportunity" is defined but not used.			Explain its meaning or usage in 27.9.2 and clarify the difference to "OBSS PD SR transmit power restriction period" in 27.9.2.5.
If it is identical with OBSS PD SR transmit power restriction period, align the terminology.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:52:31Z) - agree with the commenter, this is not used, and can be removed. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1866r5			EDITOR			Laurent 18/1866 OBSS PD									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-29 03:47:10Z			4			2019/1/29 3:47			EDITOR


			17078			Yoshio Urabe			233			3			27.9.3.1			344			54			T			Y			344.54			54			27.9.3.1						V			Matt Fischer			1410r6			781			"SRP-based SR opportunity" is not defined.			Replace with "SRP opportunity" or vice versa			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 23:02:59Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/1410r6 that are marked with CID 17078, which use the phrase “SRP opportunity” as this appears in many other places.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17079			Yoshio Urabe			233			3			27.9.3.2			345			12			E			N			345.12			12			27.9.3.2						V			Editor						781			"SRP PPDU SRP opportunity" is used only here. Just "SRP opportunity" is used throughout the clause.			Remove "SRP PPDU".			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:07:27Z) Change "a SRP PPDU SRP opportunity" to "an SRP opportunity"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:07:43Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			17080			Yoshio Urabe			233			3			3.2			39			18			T			Y			39.18			18			3.2						V			Matt Fischer			1410r6			781			"SRP opportunity" is not defined.
It is used many times in 27.9.3 as well.			Define "SRP opportunity" in Clause 3.2 as a time period with specific starting/ending point.			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 23:03:44Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/1410r6 that are marked with CID 17080, which add a definition for SRP opportunity to 3.2			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 20:22:32Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17081			Yoshio Urabe			233			3			27.9.3.1			344			54			T			Y			344.54			54			27.9.3.1						V			Matt Fischer			1410r6			781			The sentence "An HE STA may initiate an SR transmission during an SRP-based SR opportunity using an adjusted transmit power level (see 27.9.2.4 (Adjustment of OBSS PD and transmit power)) for the duration of an ongoing PPDU when certain conditions, designed to avoid interfering with the reception of the ongoing PPDU at the recipient are met." is not clear.
The transmit power level according to 27.9.2.4 (OBSS PD-based) is not designed to avoid interfering with the reception of the ongoing PPDU at the recipient.			If the intention of the adjusted transmit power is the power according to SRP, remove "(see 27.9.2.4 ...)" and add "(27.9.3.2)" at the end of this sentence (after "are met").
Otherwise if both transmit power conditions of OBSS PD-based SR and SRP should be met at the same time in SRP opportunity, clarify the meaning.			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 23:03:21Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/1410r6 that are marked with CID 17081, which remove the reference to the adjustment of the transmit power level, noting to the commenter that the certain conditions being referred to here are the SRP conditions.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17082			Yoshio Urabe			233			3			27.9.3.2			345			39			T			Y			345.39			39			27.9.3.2						A			Matt Fischer			1410r6			781			"due to the receipt of a SRP PPDU" is not clear and it may be redundant.
If it means that the receipt of a SRP PPDU is one of the conditions to identifying the SRP opportunity, it is always true for the (D)SRP-based SR because other type of SRP-based SR is not accepted.
If it means that the SRP field of the Trigger frame in the SRP PPDU is used to identify the SRP opportunity, it should not be limited to the case. That is, even if RXVECTOR of the HE TB PPDU is used for determine the SRP value instead of the Trigger frame in the SRP PPDU, the STA may issue a PHY-CCARESET.request as well.
There are two more "due to the receipt of a SRP PPDU" in the same paragraph (P345L35 and L45) and they seems to be redundant too.			Remove three "due to the receipt of a SRP PPDU" in the paragraph.			ACCEPTED (SR: 2018-09-19 23:04:12Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-10 20:51:09Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17083			Yoshio Urabe			233			3			27.9.3.4			346			50			T			Y			346.50			50			27.9.3.4						V			Matt Fischer			1410r6			781			The meaning of "Acceptable Receiver Interference Level_AP" seems to be wrong.
The sentence says, in short,
Acceptable Receiver Interference Level = Recent (N+I) + Requred SNR (except the margin),
which seems to be a required RSSI, not an acceptable interference level. It should be:
(Acceptable Receiver Interference Level + Recent (N+I)) = Received Signal Power - Required SNR,
where the sum in the left term is performed in true value, not in dB.
This can be rewritten as:
Acceptable Receiver Interference Level (dB) = 10*log10(10^((Received Signal Power - Required SNR) / 10) - 10^((Recent (N+I) / 10)).
The "Received Signal Power" above should be derived from UL Target RSSI for each user. So we should calculate Acceptable Receiver Interference Level for each user and select the minimum value among the users within the bandwidth corresponding to the SRP field.
Instead of the precise calculation above, I prefer to ignore the ambient noise plus interference for simplicity, because the margin up to 5dB may handle the effect of the ambient noise and interference in most case.			Replace "should be set to the ambient noise plus interference power level observed at the AP immediately prior to the transmission of the Trigger frame plus the minimum SNR value that yields ... ensuing uplink HE TB PPDU, minus a safety margin value ..." with
"should be set to the minimum value among the values of (the value of UL Target RSSI minus the minimum SNR value that yields ... ensuring uplink HE TB PPDU) for each User Info field assigned within the bandwidth corresponding to the SRP field of the Trigger frame, minus a safety margin value ...".			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 23:04:37Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-18/1410r6 that are marked with CID 17083, which remove the noise plus interference term and substitute UL Target RSSI which should already have been calculated to account for the N+I term and changes plus to minus to get a noise limit, which might very well be equal to N+I, while leaving the safety margin adjustment in place. Note that the equation could just state that the Acceptable interference is N+I minus safety margin, but this does not account for a case when the AP might suggest a target RSSI that includes a safety margin already.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17084			Youhan Kim			233			3			9.4.2.237.2			149			26			T			Y			149.26			26			9.4.2.237.2						J			Youhan Kim						806			The size of the HE Capabilities element has been evolving.  And since the HE Capabilities element has variable size, and does not have any version bit(s), it is not possible for the recipient device to know which draft of HE Capabilities element is being received.  Note that B7 of HE PHY Capabilities Information field in D2.0 is equivalent to B47 of HE MAC Capabilities Information field in D3.0.  And both of these bits are reserved.  Hence, changing this bit to 1 could help provide some information to dinstinguish between D2.3 and D3.X.  Also, we should add additional version bits to be future proof.			In Figure 9-589ck (P149L26), change B45-B47 from RESERVED to: B45-B46 = Reserved, B47 = HE Capabilities Version B0.
Add a row to Table 9-262z with Subfield = HE Capabilities Version B0, Definition = Set to 1.  This bit is used to differentiate from HE Capabilities Element whose definition followed that of D2.0, Encoding = Set to 1.
In figure 9-589cl (P156L6), change B78-B87 from RESERVED to: B78-B86 = Reserved, B87 = HE Capabilities Version B1.
Add a row to Table 9-262aa with Subfield = HE Capabilities Version B1, Defintion = Set to 0.  This bit set to 0, together with the HE Capabilities Version B0 = 1, indicates that the HE Capabilities element follows the definition in D3.X.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 17:55:46Z) - Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn									N									2019/1/29 17:24			EDITOR


			17085			Youhan Kim			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			156			6			T			N			156.06			6			9.4.2.237.3						V			Youhan			11-18/1590r4			781			HE Capabilities element is too long.  For example, VHT Capabilities element is 14 bytes long.  However, the HE Capabilities element can be as long as 60 bytes.  Part of the reason for the long duration is the PPE Thresholds field, which could be as long as 24 bytes.  HE Capabilities already has a bit "PPE Threshold Present" which allows devices which does not require any packet extension in all cases to not include the PPE Thresholds field.  However, it is likely that many devices would require some amount of packet extension.  Hence, we should add additional cases to use a single bit to signal the PPE Thresholds and skip the PPE Thresholds field			In figure 9-589cl (P156L6), change B78 from Reserved to "PPE Threshold Not Present Reason".  Also add a row to Table 9-262aa with Subfield = PPE Threshold Not Present Reason, Definition = Indicates the reason for the PPE Threshold field not being present in the HE PHY Capabilities Information field, Encoding = If PPE Threshold Present field is 1: Set to 0 if the required Nominal Packet Padding value is 0 for all cases.  Set to 1 if the required Nominal Packet Padding value is 1 for all cases.  If PPE Threshold Present fiels is 0: Reserved and set to 0.  At P358L11, change "A STA that sets the PPE Thresholds Present subfield in HE Capabilities elements that it transmits to 0 has zero packet extension duration value for all constellations, NSS and RU allocations it supports." to "A STA that sets the PPE Thresholds Present subfield to 0 and the PPE Threshold Not Present Reason field set to 0 in the HE Capabilities elements has Nominal Packet Padding value of 0 for all constellations, NSS and RU allocations it supports.  A STA that sets the PPE Thresholds Present subfield to 0 and the PPE Threshold Not Present Reason field set to 1 in the HE Capabilities elements has Nominal Packet Padding value of 16 for all constellations, NSS and RU allocations it supports."			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:47:10Z)

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-18/1590r4 for CID 17085			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-03 17:21:57Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17086			Youhan Kim			233			3			9.4.2.237			148			8			T			Y			148.08			8			9.4.2.237						J			Youhan Kim						806			HE Capabilities element is too long.  For example, VHT Capabilities element is 14 bytes long.  However, the HE Capabilities element can be as long as 60 bytes.  A "variant" of the HE Capabilities element should be created which has smaller length.  Note that a "variant" could be a different 'version' of the HE Capabilities element and/or a new element (new element ID).  For example, one variant could drop bits for features X1, X2 and X3, with default 'meaning' for the features (e.g. if using this variant of HE Capabilities element, X1 is supported, X2 and X3 are not supported.)  Another variant could group several features (Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4) into one bit, with that single bit indicating whether the group of features is supported or not.			Create variant(s) of the HE Capabilities element which has shorter length.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 17:55:51Z) - Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn									N									2019/1/29 17:24			EDITOR


			17087			Youhan Kim			233			3			27.2.5.3			259			57			T			Y			259.57			57			27.2.5.3						V			Po-Kai Huang			11-18/1418r1			781			It is not clear how the SCRAMBLER_INITIAL_VALUE is used.			Make use of the "switch" in Figure 17-7 in 802.11-2016 to clearly describe how the scrambling is 'coordinated' for CTS transmissions in response to MU-RTS.			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:11:34Z)
TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1418r1 under all headings that include CID 17087.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-03 22:54:36Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17088			Youhan Kim			233			3			27.10.1			348			11			T			Y			348.11			11			27.10.1						V			Liwen Chu			18/1857r3			781			"An HE STA that does not send a VHT Capabilities element".  Also at P371L51: "An HE STA shall not transmit an MPDU in an HE PPDU to a STA that exceeds the maximum MPDU length capability indicated in the VHT Capabilities element received from the recipient STA or that exceeds the Maximum A-MSDU Length in the HT Capabilities element received from the recipient STA."  But if VHT Capabilities elemeng is not sent, does it mean that the HE STA can only use max. 7935 bytes MPDU (that's the max. A-MSDU length in HT)?  More in general, is it even allowed that an HE STA can choose not to send the VHT Capabilities element?			Clarify if and when an HE STA may choose not to send the VHT Capabilities element.  Also, clarify what is the max. MPDU size an HE STA can receive if it does not send the VHT Capabilities element.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:47:21Z) - Generally agree with the commenter.

TGax editor: please make changes in 11-18/1857r2 under CID 17088.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3						EDITOR: 2018-11-15 02:01:47Z - Check the doc reference in comments; should be r3.               			I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17089			Youhan Kim			233			3			28.2.2			398			52			E			Y			398.52			52			28.2.2						V			Editor						781			Change SCRAMBLER_INTIAL_VALUE to SCRAMBER_INITIAL_VALUE			Change SCRAMBLER_INTIAL_VALUE to SCRAMBER_INITIAL_VALUE			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 15:44:49Z) - Change to "SCRAMBLER_INITIAL_VALUE"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-16 15:45:07Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			17090			Youhan Kim			233			3			27.16.1			370			46			T			Y			370.46			46			27.16.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			1467r1			781			"An HE AP or an HE mesh STA shall set the VHT Operation Information Present field in the HE Operation
element to 0 if dot11VeryHighThroughputOptionImplemented is false".  But VHT Operation element must be used to signal the channel center frequency even if VHT is not implemented.			Clarify that VHT Operation element must always be present (whether inside or outside of HE Operation element) for HE operations.			REVISED (MAC: 2018-09-22 04:55:42Z)


Revised –

Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution clarifies these two cases. In general, the VHT Operation element is not present in the 2.4 and 6 GHz case. And the VHT Operation Information field is present only in the 5 GHz when the VHT Operation element is not present in the frame carrying the HE Operation element.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/11467r1 under all headings that include CID 17090.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-08 20:35:59Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17091			Youhan Kim			233			3			28.3.11.2			515			1			E			Y			515.01			1			28.3.11.2						J			Editor						781			Change "N_SD,short" to "N_SD,SHORT"			Change "N_SD,short" to "N_SD,SHORT" at P515L1, P515L4 and P515L7.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-10-12 17:33:42Z) - Trying to standardize on lowercase			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.2									N									2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			17092			Youhan Kim			233			3			28.3.11.5			516			41			T			Y			516.41			41			28.3.11.5						V			Youhan Kim			11-18/1590r4			781			HE TB PPDU is missing			Change "User Info field in a Trigger frame, as defined in" to "User Info field in the corresponding Trigger frame in case of HE TB PPDU, as defined in".			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:48:09Z)

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-18/1590r2 for CID 17092.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-03 17:40:07Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17093			Youhan Kim			233			3			28.3.11.5			516			49			T			Y			516.49			49			28.3.11.5						V			Youhan Kim			11-18/1590r4			781			MCS10 and 11 are allowed in all RU sizes in D3.0			At P516L49, delete "in a 242- 484-,
996- and 2x996-tone RU"			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:48:27Z)

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-18/1590r2 for CID 16815 and 17093.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-03 17:41:09Z - should be ACCEPTED			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17094			Youhan Kim			233			3			28.3.11.5.2			517			39			T			Y			517.39			39			28.3.11.5.2						V			Youhan Kim			11-18/1590r4			781			Npld is defined twice (once at P517L39 and once in Equation (28-69)), with two different definitions.  Yes, the two definitions in fact end up with the same number, but still seems confusing.			At P517L39, delete ", i.e., Npld = Nservice + 8 x APEP_LENGTH + NPAD,Pre-FEC."			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:49:03Z)

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-18/1590r2 for CID 17094.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-03 18:28:30Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17095			Youhan Kim			233			3			28.3.11.5.2			518			30			T			Y			518.30			30			28.3.11.5.2						J			Youhan Kim			18/1849r1			737			If an extra OFDM symbol was added due to LDPC extra symbol segment, then the new last OFDM symbol does not have any "data" bits.  So, to say that "last symbol is calculated as NDBPS,last = NDBPS,last,init" seems incorrect.			Fix the issue identified in the comment.			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:51:38Z)

The closest place where N_DBPS,last could have been used in the draft is Equation (28-136) in D3.2 to compute the PSDU_LENGTH.  But since the PSDU_LENGTH computation uses N_SYM,init which excludes the extra OFDM symbol which was added by the LDPC extra symbol segment, the equation is still correct.  Furthremore, while we could remove the variable N_DBPS,last from the draft for LDPC transmission, other readers may find it confusing to be not defined for LDPC while it is defined for BCC.  While the naming ‘last’ may not be crisp in this case, there is nothing wrong technically, hence it would be better to keep the current draft text as-is.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 00:20:59Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			17096			Youhan Kim			233			3			28.3.11.5.4			518			57			T			Y			518.57			57			28.3.11.5.4						V			Youhan Kim			11-18/1590r4			781			Both BCC and LDPC cases use Equation (28-64).			At P518L57, delete "if user u is BCC encoded, or Equation (28-64) if user u is LDPC encoded"			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:49:28Z)

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-18/1590r2 for CID 16976 and 17096.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-03 18:30:46Z - resolution should be ACCEPTED			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17097			Youhan Kim			233			3			28.3.11.5.4			519			44			E			Y			519.44			44			28.3.11.5.4						V			Editor						781			Grammar			At P519L44, change ", meets the following condition" to ", that meets the following condition"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-16 23:29:22Z) - Reword as "If there is at least one user with LDPC encoding for which step d) of the LDPC encoding process in 19.3.11.7.5 meets the following condition:"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-17 15:35:53Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			17098			Youhan Kim			233			3			28.3.11.10			526			61			T			Y			526.61			61			28.3.11.10						A			Youhan Kim			11-18/1036r5			781			STBC is used with 1 spatial streams only			At P526L61, change "1 or 2 spatial streams" to "1 spatial stream".			ACCEPTED (PHY: 2018-08-14 07:15:24Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.1			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 17:22:34Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:26			EDITOR


			17099			Youhan Kim			233			3			28.3.11.10			526			64			T			Y			526.64			64			28.3.11.10						V			Youhan Kim			11-18/1590r4			781			Better wording needed.  This is really an editorial comment, but marking it as technical so that people can review.			At P526L64, change "If in an RU, DL MU-MIMO is applied, STBC shall not be used in any RU in the HE MU PPDU." to "If any RU in an HE MU PPDU uses DL MU-MIMO, then STBC shall not be used in any RU in the HE MU PPDU."			REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 08:57:58Z)

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-18/1590r2 for CID 17099.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-10-03 18:38:12Z - Resolution should be ACCEPTED.			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17100			Youhan Kim			233			3			28.3.11.16			536			44			T			Y			536.44			44			28.3.11.16						V			Youhan Kim			18/1848r1			781			PHY does not know the destination STA's capability.  MAC does.  Hence, P536L44 ~ P537L62 need to be moved to Clause 27.			Create a section for Midamble operation in Clause 27, and move this portion to Clause 27.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 12:15:36Z)

Tgax Editor: implement the proposed text change for CID 17100 as in 11-18/1848r1			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 22:53:22Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17101			yujin noh			233			3			27.5.3.2.3			283			41			T			N			283.41			41			27.5.3.2.3						V			Editor						781			HE TB PPDU Length field ==> HE TB PPDU Length subfield						REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 14:44:46Z) - Fixed with changes from #16644			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 14:45:04Z - see #16644			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			17102			yujin noh			233			3			9.3.1.23			98			51			T			Y			98.51			51			9.3.1.23						V			Abhishek Patil			18/1842r2			781			make it clear the text "pilots are not used in the LTF mode of the UL MU-MIMO HE TB PPDU response". Then what is the responding STA's behavior?						REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-27 21:47:33Z) - Text is improved for clarity.
TGax Editor: make changes for CID 17102 according to 11-18-1842-02-00ax			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-28 21:21:56Z - Resolution fails to address the comment. It is not clear why a statement about the format of the HE TB PPDU is needed the Trigger frame format description.			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17103			yujin noh			233			3			9.3.1.23			102			26			T			Y			102.26			26			9.3.1.23						V			Abhishek Patil			11-18/1266r6			781			make it clear the text "If there is more than one RA-RU, the sizes of all RA-RUs are the same and equal to the size of the first RU.
Further, all the remaining subfields of the User Info field apply to all the RA-RUs." What does the size here indicate? it is not clear whether it is its RU size or User info field or etc.						REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:40:46Z)
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1266r6 for CID 17103			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17104			yujin noh			233			3			9.3.1.23			101			17			T			N			101.17			17			9.3.1.23						V			Abhishek Patil			18/1456r8			781			duplicated description on B12 at L17 and L49. reorganize it without duplication.						REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:38:00Z) - Agree with the comment. The duplicate spec text was deleted.
TGax editor please make changes as shown in doc 11-18-1456r8 with the tag 17104			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-11 17:55:49Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17105			yujin noh			233			3			9.3.1.23			103			26			T			Y			103.26			26			9.3.1.23						J			Abhishek Patil			18/1456r8			775			The starting spatial stream can not be always 1 on each RA-RU (except for one RA-RU assigned). The starting stream index for the STA is computed by summing the number of spatial stream (here 1) prior to RA-RU(s) sort of.						REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:38:31Z) - The RA-RUs are used in OFDMA fashion not MU-MIMO, therefore the start of SS will be 1 for all of them.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-12-11 17:57:28Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			17106			yujin noh			233			3			9.3.1.23			104			29			T			N			104.29			29			9.3.1.23						V			Abhishek Patil			18/1456r8			781			For padding field, it missed the case for RA-RU for unassociated STAs.						REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 09:39:16Z) - Please see resolution to CID 15848			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17107			yujin noh			233			3			9.4.1.62			120			30			T			Y			120.30			30			9.4.1.62						V			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			781			Description of Sounding Dialog Token Number is not correct with copy and paste error from the above row						REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:59:46Z) - change to "Set to the same value as the Sounding Dialog Token Number field in the corresponding HE NDP Announcement frame."			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 19:34:16Z - see #15876			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17108			yujin noh			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			162			40			T			N			162.40			40			9.4.2.237.3						V			Lochan Verma			11-18/1459r1			781			same capability defined repeatedly at L40 and L59. delete one of them						REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 06:21:34Z)

Refer to resolution of CID 16746.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 22:25:13Z- see #15891			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17109			yujin noh			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			162			44			T			N			162.44			44			9.4.2.237.3						V			Lochan Verma			11-18/1459r1			781			same capability defined repeatedly at P162L44 and P163L06. delete one of them						REVISED (PHY: 2018-09-20 06:23:05Z)

Refer to resolution of CID 16746.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2			motion passed						I			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 22:26:12Z- see #15891			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17110			yujin noh			233			3			9.4.2.244.1			175			13			E			N			175.13			13			9.4.2.244.1						A			Editor						781			Period seems to be period (Not capital P here)						ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:45:57Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-10 21:46:01Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			17111			yujin noh			233			3			9.2.4.6.4			71			26			T			Y			71.26			26			9.2.4.6.4						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1473r2			781			mismatch between Table 10-8a and Table 9-18a. Add ONES to the case where Control ID value equal to 16						REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:26:56Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution is to add the Control ID value 15 to the table.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1473r2 under all headings that include CID 17111.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17112			yujin noh			233			3			27.3.1			262			61			E			Y			262.61			61			27.3.1						V			Editor						781			"The" needs to start with small "t"						REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:14:27Z) - Change The to the			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 20:14:25Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			17113			yujin noh			233			3			27.5.2			279			14			E			Y			279.14			14			27.5.2						A			Editor						781			A non-A STA seems to say non-AP STA						ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 21:55:22Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 21:55:25Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			17114			yujin noh			233			3			27.5.2			279			60			E			Y			279.60			60			27.5.2						A			Editor						781			control, data and management frames or Control, Data and Management frames? Two expressons are mixed within one paragraph or even through MAC spec						ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:10:53Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:10:57Z - see #16269			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			17115			yujin noh			233			3			27.5.3.1			280			12			E			N			280.12			12			27.5.3.1						A			Editor						781			add "equal to" between dot11ULMUMIMOOptionImplemented and  true						ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:18:45Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:18:49Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			17116			yujin noh			233			3			27.5.3.1			280			19			E			N			280.19			19			27.5.3.1						A			Editor						781			add "equal to" between dot11ULMUMIMOOptionImplemented and  true						ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:18:52Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 22:18:55Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			17117			yujin noh			233			3			27.5.3.2.3			284			29			T			N			284.29			29			27.5.3.2.3						J			Liwen Chu			18/1487r3			782			delete the "unicast" and add more text if needed even though "when a Trigger frame contains one User Info field" seems enough. This is the only place to use a unicast frame term.						REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 13:11:53Z) - In 11ax D3.2 “a unicast” is changed to “an individually addressed”. No further change is needed.			EDITOR			Liwen 18/1487 27.5.3.2.3									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 22:09:17Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/24 22:09			EDITOR


			17118			yujin noh			233			3			27.5.3.5			293			13			E			Y			293.13			13			27.5.3.5						V			Editor						781			no BRP Trigger frame defined in the spec. make it clear.						REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:28:58Z) - Change to "BFRP Trigger frame"			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 15:28:54Z - see #15140			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			17119			yujin noh			233			3			27.6.3			310			54			T			N			310.54			54			27.6.3						V			Menzo Wentink			18/1921r4			774			add "otherwise" before The HE beamformee shall not segment an HE compressed beamforming and CQI report that is CQI feedback						REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-19 16:59:54Z) - the otherwise is not needed at this location, because the normative statement is correct as is. However, at 310.54, change "CQI feedback" to "CQI-only feedback". In Table 9-25a (Feedback Type And Ng subfield and Codebook Size subfield encoding), at  95.39, change "CQI only" to "CQI-only".			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-12-10 20:45:34Z- There is no such thing as "CQI-only feedback". The term "CQI feedback" has been defined and is used elsewhere. No need to change these instances.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			17120			yujin noh			233			3			27.6.5			312			37			E			Y			312.37			37			27.6.5						A			Editor						781			space is needed between "TXTIME" and "is"						ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:18:12Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:18:15Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			17121			yujin noh			233			3			27.8.3			336			10			E			Y			336.10			10			27.8.3						A			Editor						781			at the text of "The UL MU Disable subfield to 1 1..." it should be 1 not 11						ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:35:28Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:35:33Z -see #17032			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			17122			yujin noh			233			3			27.11.4			354			12			T			Y			354.12			12			27.11.4						V			Abhishek Patil			1244r1			781			what is the definition of "active BSS color"? Maybe the case HE STA shall set the BSS Color Disabled subfield in the HE Operation element to 0.						REVISED (MAC: 2018-08-14 22:24:47Z)


Revised
Active color does not dependent on the value of BSS Color Disabled subfield. After BSS Color change TBTT, BSS Color Disabled subfield can be 1 while the active color is the new color. To further clarify active color, the text was revised to separate setting of TXVECTOR BSS_COLOR and the definition of active color.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1244r1 for CID 17122			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.1			motion passed						I						3.1			2019/1/17 21:26			EDITOR


			17123			yujin noh			233			3			27.9.2.1			338			8			E			Y			338.08			8			27.9.2.1						A			Editor						781			wrong reference of the second type			The second type is defined in 27.9.2.3 (General operation with SRG OBSS PD level)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:44:06Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 17:44:09Z - see #16704			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			17124			Yunbo Li			233			3			27.5.5.1			296			19			T			Y			296.19			19			27.5.5.1						V			Abhishek Patil			11-18/1266r6			781			change the "RA-RU" to "RA-RUs", because multiple RA-RUs could be allocated			as in comment			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:29:45Z)
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1266r6 for CID 17124			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17125			Yunbo Li			233			3			27.5.5.1			296			19			T			Y			296.19			19			27.5.5.1						V			Abhishek Patil			11-18/1266r6			781			change "a STA" to "STAs", because the RA-RU is not allocated to a specific STA, mulitple STAs could contend for it.			as in comment			REVISED (MU: 2018-09-17 22:30:23Z)
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-18/1266r6 for CID 17125			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I						3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17126			Yunbo Li			233			3			27.5.6.4.1			302			51			T			Y			302.51			51			27.5.6.4.1						V			Laurent Cariou			18/1498r4			781			in the last sentence of the paragraph, there is a scenario that AP send the NDP Feedback Report Parameter Set element, but STA dosen't received it. So it is better to modified the last sentence, and descripe it from the STA side.			Change the last sentence to "The resource request buffer threshold
is equal to 256 octets if a STA doesn't received NDP Feedback Report Parameter Set element from the AP to which
the STA is associated."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 22:58:57Z) - agree with the comment. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1498r4.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-07 21:25:00Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17127			Yunbo Li			233			3			27.9.2.1			338			9			T			Y			338.09			9			27.9.2.1						V			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			781			The second type is defined in 27.9.2.3 instead of 27.9.2.2, please correct it.			as in comment			REVISED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:32:30Z) - agree with the commenter. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 1495r6.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.2									I			EDITOR: 2018-10-04 17:41:31Z			3.2			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17128			Yunbo Li			233			3			28.2.2			390			31			T			Y			390.31			31			28.2.2						V			Bo Sun			18/1759r2			781			For the CH_BANDWIDTH of HE MU, althrough there is bandwidth indication of preamble puncture modes, but there are only 4 types (same as BW indication in HE SIG A field), the indication has ambiguity. As a result, the PHY layer can not clearly know which 20MHz sub-channels in S40 and S80 are punctured for some type.			Propose to clearly indicate each 20MHz sub-channel is punctured or not. E.g. add a bitmap for preamble puncture modes.			REVISED (PHY: 2018-11-10 11:38:11Z)

TGax Editor: please implement the proposed text changes to 802.11ax D3.2 for CID 17128 in 11-18/1759r2			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I						3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17129			Yunbo Li			233			3			10.28.3			232			9			T			Y			232.09			9			10.28.3						V			Yunbo Li			19/0148r2			798			In the last sentence, it mentions that the duration indicated by the Duration/ID field is available for the RD response burst and RD initiator final PPDU.  It doesn't include the HE TB PPDU that send by RD initiator that follows the Basic Trigger that send by RD responder.			modify the text to include the HE TB PPDU that send by RD initiator.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-01-18 03:56:31Z) - Agree in principle. 
Add to UL MU-MIMO transmission into the RD response burst in section 10.30.2 . So the the comment related sentence in section 10.30.3 will cover that case.


More details of discussion can be found in 11/19-0148r2.			EDITOR			Yunbo 19/0148 CR for 17129									I			EDITOR: 2019-01-28 22:49:48Z - I'm assuming the editing instructions are the ones in 19/0148r2			4			2019/1/28 22:50			EDITOR


			17130			Yunbo Li			233			3			28.3.10.7.2			468			12			T			Y			468.12			12			28.3.10.7.2						J			Ross Yu Jian			11-18/1434r1			663			It is not clear which 20MHz subband is the first 20MHz subband. Similar comments for second, third and forth 20/40MHz subband in Table 28-20.			clarfy them. E.g. first 20MHz subband means the 20MHz subband with lowest frequency.			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 03:39:10Z)

There are descriptions in P472, L43 in P802.11ax D3.0.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N			EDITOR: 2018-09-28 21:26:35Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			17131			Yunbo Li			233			3			27.9.2.4			340			42			T			Y			340.42			42			27.9.2.4						J			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			682			When the OBSS-PD spatial reuse is applied to bandwidth larger than 20MHz, the OBSS_PDlevel is increased. In the proceudre, the mid-packet detection is not considered. In order to maximize the gain of spatial reuse, the mid-packet detection in secondary channel need to be considered.			as in comment			REJECTED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:39:24Z) - this is already described in the CCA section			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			17132			Yusuke Tanaka			233			3			27.2.2 Intra-BSS and inter-BSS frame determination			253			55			E			N			253.55			55			27.2.2 Intra-BSS and inter-BSS frame determination						V			Editor						781			This subclause defines rules of intra-BSS and inter-BSS "PPDU" determination, therefore the title should be "27.2.2 Intra-BSS and inter-BSS PPDU determination".			As commented.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-14 16:22:58Z) - Change title to "Intra-BSS and inter-BSS PPDU classication" - the section describes the classification of PPDUs			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-14 16:23:46Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			17133			Yusuke Tanaka			233			3			27.9.2.2 General operation with non-SRG OBSS PD le			338			52			T			N			338.52			52			27.9.2.2 General operation with non-SRG OBSS PD le						J			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			682			Non-SRG OBSS PD provides opportunity for a STA's MAC sublayer to issue a PHY-CCARESET. request primitive "before the end of the PPDU", but the last condition requires identification of a frame type carried in the PPDU that can be done only after the end of the PPDU. Therefore a PHY-CCARESET. request primitive is never issued  before the end of the PPDU. The same comment is applied to PP339L37.			Remove the last comdition.			REJECTED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:35:03Z) - the last condition is important to disable OBSS_PD for specific frames. It is true that a) send CCAReset is anyway not possible but b) ignore NAV is possible.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			17134			Yusuke Tanaka			233			3			27.9.2.1 General			339			52			T			Y			339.52			52			27.9.2.1 General						J			Laurent Cariou			1495r6			682			In order to allow efficient use of SR resource, STA should be allowed to subtract the time it took to determine that the received PPDU is an inter-BSS PPDU  from its BO timer.
This is especially important to effectively utilize the SR resource, because by the time the BO expires in many cases the OBSS PPDU would be already be finished.
Simple substraction of the time from BO timer could allow multiple zero hiting BO counters which cause collision, therefore CW shall not be decremented but only AIFS shall be decremented. In adittion, AC priority should be considered, then maxisimum substraction time shall not exceed AIFS of AC_VO.			Add "If the PHYCCARESET.request primitive is issued before the end of the PPDU, the Backoff counter of the STA may be decremented by the time it took from the beginning of the PPDU until the PHYCCARESET.request primitive was issued or AIFS[AC_VO], whichever is smaller.			REJECTED (SR: 2018-09-19 21:36:45Z) - Making such changes would complicate the procedure as several other corner cases would need to be covered by the rules.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			17135			Yusuke Tanaka			233			3			27.11.4 BSS_COLOR			354			1			E			N			354.01			1			27.11.4						V			Editor						781			"HE (ER) SU PPDU" should be "HE SU PPDU or HE ER SU PPDU" as same as other subclause.			As commented.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:41:23Z) - Fixed with resolution to #16769			EDITOR			Editorials in D3.1									I			EDITOR: 2018-08-15 18:41:39Z			3.1			2019/1/17 21:35			EDITOR


			17136			Yusuke Tanaka			233			3			B.4.27.1 HE MAC features			630			34			T			Y			630.34			34			B.4.27.1 HE MAC features						A			Edward Au			18/1942r1			781			SU beamformer is mandatory for AP which is MU beamformer, and MU beamformer is mandatory if the AP supports 4SS(PP303L55), but current texts says it is optional if the supported maximum number of transmit spatial streams equal to 4.			HEM6.1
SU beamformer capable if the supported
maximum number of transmit
spatial streams is less than 4

HEM6.2
SU beamformer capable if the supported
maximum number of transmit
spatial streams is greater than or equal to 4			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 21:51:53Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-29 20:59:47Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17137			Yusuke Tanaka			233			3			B.4.27.1 HE MAC features			630			46			T			Y			630.46			46			B.4.27.1 HE MAC features						A			Edward Au			18/1942r1			781			MU beamformer is mandatory for AP which supports 4SS(PP303L55), but current texts says it is optional if the supported maximum number of transmit spatial streams equal to 4.			HEM6.4
MU beamformer capable if the supported
maximum number of transmit
spatial streams is less than 4

HEM6.5
MU beamformer capable if the supported
maximum number of transmit
spatial streams is greater than or equal to 4			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2018-11-14 21:51:59Z)			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-11-29 21:00:36Z			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17138			Zhou Lan			233			3			27.5.3.5			293						T			N			293.00						27.5.3.5						J			Po-Kai Huang			11-18/1486r0			705			There is no direct relationship between 76 and 128us. Clarify otherwise remove this note			as in the comment			REJECTED (MU: 2018-09-18 01:04:25Z)
Discussion: what the note says is that the value 76 of the UL Length field means 128us HE TB PPDU length. This the relationship between 76 and 128us.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			17139			Zhou Lan			233			3			27.5.3.5			293			13			T			N			293.13			13			27.5.3.5						J			Po-Kai Huang			11-18/1486r0			705			"An AP that transmits a BRP Trigger frame with the Length subfield in the Common Info field set to a value
greater than 76 shall set the CS Required subfield in the Common Info field to 1." number 76 here is lacking of clarification. The following note doesn't provide sufficient justification. Clarify otherwise remove the setence.			as in the comment			REJECTED (MU: 2018-09-18 01:04:54Z)
Discussion: in 11ax D2.0 comment resolution, the group agree 128us as the threshold of the HE TB PPDU length for deciding whether CS Required is set or not when the HE TB PPDU doesn’t carry acknowledgement.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			17140			Zhou Lan			233			3			27.3.2			263			15			T			N			263.15			15			27.3.2						J			Ming Gan			19/0076r1			782			The current Dynamic Fragmentation mechanism is lacking of flexibillity of flushing fragments at the receiver side. This may compromise the advantage of dynamic fragmentation. Add fragment flush mechanism.			as in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 16:47:51Z) - It is not necessary to add Fragment Flushing mechanism because the existing Block Ack Request already provides a flushing mechanism. And the TGax group had a discussion and failed to reach consensus on this proposed mechanism.			EDITOR			Ming 19/0076 Fragmentation									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-25 17:45:30Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/25 17:45			EDITOR


			17141			Zhou Lan			233			3			27.5.2			279			11			T			N			279.11			11			27.5.2						J			Zhou Lan						804			The current BQR operation only supports per 20MHz bandwidth query. The granularity should be enhanced to support 6GHz band operation.			as in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-17 17:10:16Z) - The comment fails to identify a specific issue to be addressed. It fails to identify changes in sufficient detail so that the specific wording of the changes that will satisfy the commenter can be determined.			EDITOR			Editor January 2019									N									2019/1/29 17:24			EDITOR


			17142			Zhou Lan			233			3			27.5.3.3			286			6			T			N			286.06			6			27.5.3.3						J			Abhishek Patil			18/1455r3			683			When a STA received a basic trigger that is aggregated in an AMPDU, if all the other MPDUs have bad FCS, how the STA should responde? Clarify the behavior in the spec.			as in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 21:01:00Z) - D3.0 already provides guidance for this scenario – please see 27.5.3.4 bullet starting on pg 290 line 21 when TID Agg Limit = 0 and bullet starting on line 39 when the TID Agg Limit > 0.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			17143			Zhou Lan			233			3			27.7.7			331			14			T			N			331.14			14			27.7.7						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			18/1900r4			781			There is no technical reason to limit 20MHz only device to have the capability to operate on the seconeary channel. Enhance the spec to allow other type of device to have this capability			as in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2018-11-15 02:25:07Z) - Agree with the comment in principle. Due to the text change per D3.2. Propose to adjust the proposed text change to D3.2. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-18/1900r4.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-05 23:10:02Z- see #15696			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17144			Zhou Lan			233			3			9.4.2.237.3			161						T			N			161.00						9.4.2.237.3						J			Lochan Verma			11-18/1460r1			667			"80 MHz In 160/80+80 MHz HEPPDU" this capability allows a 80MHz HE STA to supports 160 MHz OFDMA. However how the PPDU is constructed is not clear. How the BW of the PPDU is set? 80 or 160? All these details need to be clarified.			as in the comment			REJECTED (PHY: 2018-09-20 06:54:29Z)

Section 28.3.2.9 describes the behavior for STAs that indicate support of 80MHz In 160/80+80MHz HE PPDU. The key points are as follows
-	Incoming waveform is 160MHz PPDU, i.e., BW in HE-SIG-A = 160 MHz. This is evident from the term “160 MHz or 80+80MHz HE MU PPDU …” in the section.
-	RU to ‘this’ STA allocated within primary 80 MHz			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			17145			Zhou Lan			233			3			27.2.5.2			259						T			N			259.00						27.2.5.2						J			Po-Kai Huang			18/1803r1			763			"If the MAC does not receive a PHYRXSTART.
indication primitive during the CTSTimeout interval, the STA shall conclude that the transmission
of the MU-RTS Trigger frame has failed, and, if the MU-RTS Trigger frame initiated a TXOP," This spec text was added to allow all other type of trigger frame exchange before the MU-RTS/CTS to enhance the protection of DL transmission to far end STA. However, to support this mechanims, the TXOP holder has to record what type of frame initialized the TXOP which is not a good design. In addition, this mechanism requires long frame exchange for DL frame protection and is very easy to break. So the whole mechanism of DL protection for the far end STA need a major enhancement.			as in the comment			Sending two variants of Trigger frame is already part of many design. 

For example, AP can send BQRP Trigger frame, BSRP Trigger frame, or NFRP Trigger frame in front of any UL or DL MU sequence. If these sequence succeeds, then the following MU sequence can all follow the PIFS recovery rule. 

There is no difference between these existing designs and the MU-RTS design.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N			EDITOR: 2018-12-06 22:04:39Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			17146			Zhou Lan			233			3			9.2.4.6a.4			76						T			N			76.00						9.2.4.6a.4						J			Yongho Seok			18/1504r1			687			Please unify the design of BSR in A-control and QoS control otherwise remove A-control based BSR.			as in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 18:54:54Z) - The comment fails to identify a specific issue to be addressed. It fails to identify changes in sufficient detail so that the specific wording of the changes that will satisfy the commenter can be determined.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			17147			Zhou Lan			233			3			27.10.4.1			349						T			N			349.00						27.10.4.1						J			Liwen Chu			18/1859r7			785			"One or more non-EOF MPDUs that are not under the block ack agreements", shouldn't the setence be "One or more non-EOF MPDUs that are under the block ack agreements"? Please clarify			as in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 15:25:39Z) - non-EoF MPDUs are correct since the ack-enabled A-MPDU doesn’t allow non-EoF MPDUs under the block ack agreements.			EDITOR			Liwen 18/1859 27.10.4									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-26 00:20:55Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/26 0:20			EDITOR


			17148			Zhou Lan			233			3			27.4.1			268						T			N			268.00						27.4.1						J			George Cherian			1501r1			702			"Acknowledging QoS Data frames with two or more TIDs using a Multi-STA BlockAck frame", can MTID Block Ack be used in this case? Please clarify.			as in the comment			REJECTED (MAC: 2018-09-22 21:05:34Z)
Multi-TID Block Ack cannot be used. This was disussed in the early times of 11ax, and the group decided to use Multi-STA BA even when there is only one AID			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			17149			Zhou Lan			233			3			27.4.1			268						T			N			268.00						27.4.1						J			George Cherian			1501r1			702			"Pre-Association acknowledgment, which acknowledges pre-association Management frames for
multiple STAs using a single Multi-STA BlockAck frame" can we use two MSTA BlockACK in one AMPDU in this case? Please clarify.			as in the comment			REJECTED (MAC: 2018-09-22 21:06:07Z)


Rejected.

Rules in D3.0 are clear that one MBA acks more than one STAs. Having multiple MBAs in an AMPDU was discussed during early times of 11ax development, and group decided against it.			EDITOR			Approved No Change			motion passed						N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			17150			Zhou Lan			233			3			27.4.1			268						T			N			268.00						27.4.1						V			George Cherian			17/1703r2			781			"An HE AP that sends a Multi-STA
BlockAck frame where the Per AID TID Info fields are all addressed to a single recipient STA and that is
sent in response to an HE TB PPDU may set the RA field of the Multi-STA BlockAck frame to either the
address of the recipient STA or to the broadcast address. An HE AP that sends a Multi-STA BlockAck
frame where the Per AID TID Info fields are all addressed to a single recipient STA and that is sent in
response to an HE SU PPDU, HE ER SU PPDU or HE MU PPDU shall set the RA field to the address of the
recipient STA." Please clarify why the RA setting rule is different of HE TB PPDU from other type of PPDU. MSTA BA is a MAC frame and the setting of the field of a MAC frame should be PHY agnostic.			as in the comment			See the instructions to the TGax editor in doc. 11-18/1703r2. 
Not making any technical changes to 27.4.1 but reworded. There are also a correction in 9.3.1.8.7.			EDITOR			Approved Edits in D3.3									I			EDITOR: 2018-12-05 22:43:46Z - It is not clear what the otherwise applies to. It would appear to be the negative of the HE TB PPDU condition, so add statement "An HE AP that sends a Multi-STA BlockAck frame where the Per AID TID Info fields are all addressed to a single recipient STA and that is not sent in response to an HE TB PPDU shall set the RA field of the Multi-STA BlockAck frame to either the address of the recipient STA." Align language in Clause 9 and 27 (repetition is bad but repitition with differences is worse).			3.3			2019/1/17 21:27			EDITOR


			17151			Zhou Lan			233			3			27.5.3.2.1			281						T			N			281.00						27.5.3.2.1						J			Liwen Chu			18/1485r1			698			"More than one Trigger frame may be aggregated in an A-MPDU. If more than one Trigger frame is aggregated
in an A-MPDU, all of them shall have the same content." whether to repeat the same content trigger frame in the same A-MPDU should be a pure implementation choice. Remove this requiremnt.			as in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 21:09:57Z) - Discussion:
It is upto the implementation that whether mothan one Trigger frame is aggregated in an A-MPDU. Once multiple Trigger frames are aggregated in one A-MPDU, they have to be same. Otherwise the receiving STA can’t decide which one to use for HE TB PPDU transmission.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			17152			Zhou Lan			233			3			27.5.3.2.1			281						T			N			281.00						27.5.3.2.1						J			Liwen Chu			18/1485r1			698			"A non-AP STA shall not send a Trigger frame or a frame with a TRS Control subfield." A non AP STA should be allowed to send Trigger frame or a frame with TRS control subfield soliciting response from single user. It provides flexibility for the STA to operate while doesnt require that STA to have receive capability from multiple STAs simutaneousely			as in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2018-09-27 21:10:11Z) - Discussion: the Trigger frame is used to solicit frame which carries Ack/BA, buffer status, bandwidth status, sounding feedback, CTS, short NDP feedback. In baseline a non-AP STA solicits Ack/BA, CTS, sounding feedback, available BW from a single AP/STA without using Trigger frame. There is no use case for a STA to solicit feedback from multiple STAs.			EDITOR			Approved No Change									N									2019/1/13 17:34			EDITOR


			17153			Zhou Lan			233			3			27.5.3.2.2			282			42			T			N			282.42			42			27.5.3.2.2						J			Liwen Chu			18/2040r6			782			"An AP transmitting a Trigger frame that contains at least one User Info field with AID12 subfield set to
2045 (i.e., an RA-RU for unassociated STAs) should ensure that the duration of the PPDU that follows
UnassocUoraBSYM is at least 16 ╬╝s. UnassocUoraBSYM is the OFDM symbol of the PPDU that contains
either the last bit of SCH when BCC is used to encode the PSDU or the last coded bit of the LDPC codeword
that encodes the last bit of SCH when LDPC is used to encode the PSDU, where SCH is the last User Info
field with AID12 subfield equal to 2045." The padding of trigger frame is to allow STA to have sufficient time to prepare TB PPDU with high HE rate. However, unassociated STA only use base rate to transmit management frame. 16us is too much overhead that compromise the efficiency. Remove this paragraph or clarify.			as in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-01-16 13:16:34Z) - the AP doesn’t know the capability of unassociated STA’s MAC padding capability for a received Trigger frame. As such the AP needs to use 16us MAC padding length for unassociated STAs to correctly prepare the HE TB PPDU transmission.			EDITOR			Liwen 18/2040 Misc									N			EDITOR: 2019-01-24 23:39:32Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/1/24 23:39			EDITOR
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Comments


			CID			Commenter			LB			Draft			Clause Number(C)			Page(C)			Line(C)			Type of Comment			Part of No Vote			Page			Line			Clause			Duplicate of CID			Resn Status			Assignee			Submission			Motion Number			Comment			Proposed Change			Resolution			Owning Ad-hoc			Comment Group			Ad-hoc Status			Ad-hoc Notes			Edit Status			Edit Notes			Edited in Draft			Last Updated			Last Updated By


			20000			Abhishek Patil			238			4			6			45			1			T			N			45.01			1			6						V			Abhishek Patil			19/1147r1			873			HE Extended Capabilities, UL MU Power Capabilities and Known BSSID are missing in certain MLME methods.			Add missing elements to appropriate MLME methods			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 11:58:32Z) - Clause 6 is updated to include missing elements in various MLME primitives.
Also fixed a typo for the element name on P436L55.
Several editorial changes based on offline feedback.
TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/1147r1			EDITOR			Abhi 19/1147r1									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-21 01:20:20Z			4.3			2019/9/21 1:20			EDITOR


			20001			Abhishek Patil			238			4			9.3.1.22.1			103			22			E			N			103.22			22			9.3.1.22.1						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Missing 'that': For a Trigger frame that ...			Fix typo			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 17:13:53Z) - Change "For a Trigger frame is not a GCR MU-BAR or NFRP or an MU-RTS Trigger frame, " to "For a Trigger frame that is not a GCR MU-BAR, NFRP or MU-RTS Trigger frame, and"			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 17:12:14Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20002			Abhishek Patil			238			4			9.3.1.22.1			104			47			T			N			104.47			47			9.3.1.22.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0394r1			809			26.14.2 describes client-side action when the bit is set to 1 or 0. It doesn't describe how or when the value for this bit is set.			Remove reference to 26.14.2			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:36:57Z) - Agree with the comment. The paragraph was updated to remove reference to 26.14.2. Additional changes were made to the paragraph as a resolution to CID 20003
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0394r1 CID 20002			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0394 9.3.1.22									I						4.1			2019/4/10 22:34			EDITOR


			20003			Abhishek Patil			238			4			9.3.1.22.1			104			47			T			N			104.47			47			9.3.1.22.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0394r1			809			The rules for setting the value of this bit are buried in clause 26.8 and they are the same for individual and broadcast TWT. Consolidate the rules and move them early on in the clause.			Consolidate the rules for setting this bit from 26.8.2 and 26.8.3.2 and move them 26.8.1 (General) with appropriate terms to describe the AP - e.g., TWT scheduling AP for the case of broadcast TWT.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:37:11Z) - Agree with the comment. The references were updated to point to the exact subclause which describes the conditions for setting the value.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0394r1 CID 20003			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0394 9.3.1.22									I						4.1			2019/3/22 17:03			EDITOR


			20004			Abhishek Patil			238			4			9.3.1.22.1			111			15			T			N			111.15			15			9.3.1.22.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0394r1			809			When the UL BW is 80+80 or 160MHz, can AP allocate a contiguous set which spans across an 80 MHz segment?			AP should allocate RA-RUs such that the contiguous set falls within each 80MHz segment of 80+80 or 160MHz. Since AP's TF is allowed to carry more than one User Info fields for RA-RU, AP can allocate RA-RUs in each segment separately			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:41:09Z) - Agree with the comment. Since the RU allocation within each 80MHz segment is signaled separately (i.e., bit B0 identifies each 80MHz segment and bits B1-B7 determines the RU index within each segment), a non-AP STA cannot determine the RU allocation that lie outside an 80MHz segment.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0394r1 CID 20004			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0394 9.3.1.22									I						4.1			2019/3/22 17:03			EDITOR


			20005			Abhishek Patil			238			4			9.3.1.22.1			111			17			T			N			111.17			17			9.3.1.22.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0394r1			809			This clause provides the format for TF and the values for each field. When User Info field corresponds to RA-RU, the Starting Spatial Stream and Number Of Spatial Streams subfields are assumed to be 1. Such implicit indication should be covered in normative clause.			Delete the sentence "The starting spatial
stream and the number of spatial streams of the HE TB PPDU transmitted on each RA-RU are 1" and add a normative sentence in clause 26.5.5.1 to capture this point.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:41:56Z) - Agree with the comment. However to avoid any ambiguity, the text in question is converted to a note and normative text is added to clause 26.5.3
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0394r1 CID 20005			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0394 9.3.1.22									I						4.1			2019/3/22 17:03			EDITOR


			20006			Abhishek Patil			238			4			9.3.1.22.2			112			37			E			N			112.37			37			9.3.1.22.2						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Incorrect section reference. Ditto for P331L28 and P354L45			Fix reference to Table 9-154			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 17:22:54Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 17:22:58Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20007			Abhishek Patil			238			4			9.3.1.22.5			113			59			T			N			113.59			59			9.3.1.22.5						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0492r1			821			Which 80MHz segment is it referring to? [several instances in this sub-clause]			Change to "primary 80 MHz segment"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:25:57Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. There is no definition of primary 80 Mhz segment. However, we note that primary 80 MHz channel already covers the case for 160 MHz as shown below. 

primary 80 MHz channel: In a 160 MHz or 80+80 MHz very high throughput (VHT) basic service set (BSS), the 80 MHz channel that is used to transmit 80 MHz physical layer (PHY) protocol data units (PPDUs). 

As a result, we just remove 80 MHz segment and say primary 80 MHz.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0492r1 under all headings that include CID 20007			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/492 MU-RTS									I						4.1			2019/3/21 20:30			EDITOR


			20008			Abhishek Patil			238			4			9.3.1.22.9			115			18			T			N			115.18			18			9.3.1.22.9						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0394r1			809			The Common Info field is same for all TFs. Sub-clause 9.3.1.22.1 has a statement indicating that NFRP variant has a different User Info field format.			Delete the 1st paragraph of this subclause and the text "by renaming the fields of the User Info field defined in Figure 9-64d (User Info field)" in the 7th paragraph			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:46:10Z) - Agree with the comment. Sub-clause for each Trigger variant should not repeat the behavior for each subfield of the Common Info field. Also see resolution for CID 20574
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0394r1 CID 20008			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0394 9.3.1.22									I						4.1			2019/4/10 22:41			EDITOR


			20009			Abhishek Patil			238			4			9.3.1.22.9			115			37			T			N			115.37			37			9.3.1.22.9						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0394r1			809			Trigger Dependent User Info field is not present for NFRP variant. Add a sentence to mention this.			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:46:38Z) - Agree with the comment. Added a sentence at the end of the paragraph to indicate that a Trigger Dependent User Info field is not present in the NFRP variant of Trigger frame.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0394r1 CID 20009			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0394 9.3.1.22									I						4.1			2019/4/10 22:41			EDITOR


			20010			Abhishek Patil			238			4			9.3.3.10			122			7			T			N			122.07			7			9.3.3.10						V			Ming Gan			19/745r1			836			Probe Request may include Short SSID List IE.			Please include approved changes from doc 11-19/61r7 (CR motion 782). It may be better to check all previously approved contributions to make sure if nothing else was missed.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 15:59:54Z) - Agree with the comment in principle. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change.

TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-19/0745 r1 under the tag 20010.			EDITOR			Ming 19/745r1 9.4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-24 22:10:17Z - Something similar is already present from #20256.			4.2			2019/5/24 22:11			EDITOR


			20011			Abhishek Patil			238			4			9.3.3.11			122			47			T			N			122.47			47			9.3.3.11						V			Ming Gan			19/745r1			836			As described in clause 26.17.2.3.2, an AP operating in 6GHz may send unsolicated broadcast Probe Response frames. Therefore, the critera dot11FILSOmitReplicateProbeResponses doesn't hold any more.			Either remove the criteria dot11FILSOmitReplicateProbeResponses or add critera that covers 6GHz case (i.e., add dot11HE6GOptionImplemented with appropriate conditions)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:00:23Z) - Agree with the comment in principle. 

It was resolved by the resolution of CID 20080. “A 6 GHz AP shall set the dot11FILSOmitReplicateProbeResponses to true” was added to D4.1

No change for 802.11ax D4.1			EDITOR			Ming 19/745r1 9.4.2									N									2019/5/24 22:11			EDITOR


			20012			Abhishek Patil			238			4			9.4.1.9			123			28			T			N			123.28			28			9.4.1.9						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0479r0			817			Status code 18 (REFUSED_BASIC_RATES_MISMATCH) should be updated to include Basic HE MCS and NSS Set.			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:18:48Z) - The row corresponding to Status Code 18 is updated in Table 9-52 to include HE basic MCS/NSS.
TGax editor, please make changes as showing in 11-19/0479r0 with the tag CID 20012			EDITOR			Abhi 19/479									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-21 20:54:16Z			4.1			2019/4/10 22:44			EDITOR


			20013			Abhishek Patil			238			4			9.4.1.9			123			28			T			N			123.28			28			9.4.1.9						J			Pooya Monajemi						933			The current spec allows an AP to disassociate a STA for any reason. It would be beneficial if a 6GHz AP provides specific reasons for disassociation. For example, if the STA is too aggressive in using EDCA or not respecting the EDCA parameters provided by the AP			Add appropriate status codes to indicate such association rejection in 6GHz			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 04:18:39Z) - A proposal was presented in 19/1610r2. After debating the issues a strawpoll indicated that technical consensus of 75 % would not be achieved on an equivalent motion.			EDITOR			No consensus									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20014			Abhishek Patil			238			4			9.4.1.9			123			28			T			N			123.28			28			9.4.1.9						J			Editor						933			A 6GHz AP should have the ability to tell a STA for how long it cannot accept a subsequent association from the STA when/if the AP disassociates or rejects association from the STA			Add an association rejection code indicating temporary rejection. Define a new field or reuse an existing field to indicate wait time.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-12 12:58:04Z) - The commenter withdraws the comment.			EDITOR			Withdrawn									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20015			Abhishek Patil			238			4			9.4.1.17			124			32			T			N			124.32			32			9.4.1.17						V			Srini Kandala			19/0619r4			932			What are "these control response frames"?			Explicitly identify the fames (ACK and BA)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-16 04:57:07Z) - Agree with the comment.
TGax editor, change, “these control response frames” to “Ack and BlockAck frames” at the referenced location			EDITOR			Srini 19/0619r4 Select Comments									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-21 08:46:56Z			5			2019/9/21 8:47			EDITOR


			20016			Abhishek Patil			238			4			9.4.2.5			142			32			T			N			142.32			32			9.4.2.5						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0415r2			842			Clause 9.4.2.5 is empty. Since these are new rules which are applicable only when the meaning of TIM bitmap is overloaded for OPS feature, it should be in it's own subclause			Create a new sub-clause after 9.4.2.5.5 and move this content under the new clause			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 17:44:17Z) - agree with the commenter. Move the content to the general section. Apply the changes marked with CID 20016 as proposed in doc 19/0415r2.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/415r2 OPS									N			The editing instructions are not clear. The instruction seem to indicate that the newly inserted material goes under a subclause (General), but this would mean that the existing text "hangs" upder the top level clause. Alos the new text is not "general".						2019/5/29 22:29			EDITOR


			20017			Abhishek Patil			238			4			9.4.2.36			148			20			T			N			148.20			20			9.4.2.36						J			Alfred Asterjadhi									It would be beneficial for a 2.4/5 AP to provide TPC information for it's co-located with a 6GHz AP. This way a probe request sent to the 6GHz AP can honor the TCP requirements.			Add TCP element to the list of Optional Sub-elements			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 14:46:25Z) - Insufficient detail			EDITOR			6GHz out of band discovery									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20018			Abhishek Patil			238			4			9.4.2.45			149			10			T			N			149.10			10			9.4.2.45						A			Abhishek Patil			19/0506r3			835			Like (V)HT/HE Capabilities element, the HE Extended Capabilities element is common to all BSSIDs in a multiple BSSID set.			Add HE Extended Capabilities the list.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 15:52:59Z)			EDITOR			Abhi 19/506r3 Multi-BSSID									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-24 21:33:12Z			4.2			2019/5/24 21:33			EDITOR


			20019			Abhishek Patil			238			4			9.4.2.170.2			153			20			T			N			153.20			20			9.4.2.170.2						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0417r8			877			An option of Length = 2 (i.e., TBTT Offset and BSS Parameter subfield) can be beneficial in scenarios where an AP is reporting APs that have the same SSID.			Provide an option for Length = 2 in Table 9-282			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:00:28Z) - agree with the commenter. Modify the table to add a line for length 2 with TBTT offset and BSS Parameters. Apply the chnges marked as CID 20019 in doc 0417r8.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0417r8 6 GHz out-of-band discovery									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			20020			Abhishek Patil			238			4			9.4.2.170.2			154			24			E			N			154.24			24			9.4.2.170.2						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Figure number should be incremented to 9-625a			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 16:27:23Z) - Figure 9-629a			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 16:27:36Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20021			Abhishek Patil			238			4			9.4.2.170.2			154			24			T			N			154.24			24			9.4.2.170.2						V			Abhishek Patil			19/1520r4			932			What is the need to have two fields to signal if the reported AP is a nonTxBSSID in a multiple BSSID set? A single bit is sufficient.			Mark B2 as reserved and delete the paragraph descibing the Multiple BSSID subfield. Rename B3 to Nontransmitted BSSID and replace the description for Transmitted BSSID subfield with the following: "When the Nontransmitted subfield is set to 1, it indicates the reported AP is a nontransmitted BSSID in a multiple BSSID set. Otherwise the subfield is set to 0 to indicate that the reported AP is either a single BSS AP or a transmitted BSSID in a multiple BSSID set." Replace the paragraph starting on P433L46 in clause 26.17.2.4 with: "If the 6 GHz AP reported in a TBTT Information field in a Reduced Neighbor Report is not part of a multiple BSSID set or is the transmitted BSSID in a multiple BSSID set, then the BSS Parameters subfield shall be included with the Nontransmitted BSSID subfield set to 0. If the 6 GHz AP reported in a TBTT Information field in a Reduced Neighbor Report is the nontransmitted BSSID in a multiple BSSID set, then the BSS Parameters subfield shall be included with the Nontransmitted BSSID subfield set to 1.
Note: A non-AP STA scanning on the 6GHz channel can identify the transmitted BSSID based on the Beacon frame that carried Multiple BSSID element with the value n in the MaxBSSID Indicator field such that 48-n bits (BSSID[0:(47-n)]) is the same as the reported nontransmitted BSSID."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 06:44:13Z) - doc 11-19/1520r4 provides several fixes/clarifications related to advertisement of RNR in a Multiple BSSID (esp, for 6GHz discovery) scenario. 

The doc also covers a few non-RNR related multiple BSSID changes necessary to address ambiguities in the spec.

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-19/1520r4			EDITOR			Abhi 19/1520r4 Multi-BSS Pt 3									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-23 20:07:43Z			5			2019/9/23 20:07			EDITOR


			20022			Abhishek Patil			238			4			9.4.2.170.2			154			24			T			N			154.24			24			9.4.2.170.2						J			Alfred Asterjadhi						948			RNR should provide an indication that the advertised AP has enabled TPC constraints.			Add a bit to BSS Parameter subfield to indicate if the reported AP has TPC enabled. Further, add TPC element of the reported AP as a sub-element to Neighbor Report element. When the TPC bit in BSS Parameter subfield in RNR is set to 1, a receiving STA may send a Neighbor Report ANQP query to gather TPC info of the reported AP and use appropriate TxPower when probing the reported AP.			Insufficient detail			EDITOR			6GHz out of band discovery									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20023			Abhishek Patil			238			4			9.4.2.170.2			154			27			E			N			154.27			27			9.4.2.170.2						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Fix reference to OCT section throughout the spec			As in comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 16:29:53Z) - 2 references			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 16:30:02Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20024			Abhishek Patil			238			4			9.4.2.170.2			154			46			E			N			154.46			46			9.4.2.170.2						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Rename the subfield to be more representative			Raname "Member Of Co-located ESS" subfield to: "Member of ESS with 2.4/5GHz co-located AP"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-15 08:05:11Z)			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20025			Abhishek Patil			238			4			9.4.2.177			155			8			T			N			155.08			8			9.4.2.177						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0436r2			816			Are HT and VHT values valid when probing in 6GHz? Spec should clarify.			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:16:00Z) - Added text to prohibit a STA from setting the value to HT or VHT when probing in 6GHz band.
TGax editor, please make changes as showing in 11-19/0436r2 with the tag CID 20025			EDITOR			Abhi 19/436 11.1.4									I						4.1			2019/3/21 21:39			EDITOR


			20026			Abhishek Patil			238			4			9.4.2.199			157			6			E			N			157.06			6			9.4.2.199						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Bit B5 of Request Type field is repurposed for Broadcast TWT Parameter Set field. The reference to Implicit field is incorrect.			Delete "Implicit/"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 22:02:03Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-10 22:02:07Z - see #20112			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20027			Abhishek Patil			238			4			9.4.2.242.2			170			15			T			N			170.15			15			9.4.2.242.2						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Incorrect section reference. Ditto for P216L15, P322L48, P331L2 and P342L38			Fix reference to clause 26.6			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 22:18:00Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-10 22:18:05Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20028			Abhishek Patil			238			4			9.4.2.243			187			16			E			N			187.16			16			9.4.2.243						A			Editor			1123r2			923			6 GHz Operation Information field when present is 5 bytes in length			Replace octet value for 6 GHz Operation Information field to 0 or 5			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 16:32:03Z) - Fixed with #20108			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 16:32:16Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20029			Abhishek Patil			238			4			9.6.24.9			209			59			E			N			209.59			59			9.6.24.9						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Fix section reference for TWT element throughout the spec			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 22:30:25Z) - Change references to 10.43 to 10.48			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 22:30:15Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20030			Abhishek Patil			238			4			10.12			248			58			T			N			248.58			58			10.12						V			Yongho Seok			19/1141r2			917			Is the last sentence necessary? The previous two sentences capture the indication from recipient side and the action on the transmitted side.			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:47:13Z) - Agree in principle. 

The last sentence “Support for the reception of fragmented A-MSDUs is indicated with the A-MSDU Fragmentation Support field in the HE Capabilities element” is not necessary. 

TGax editor makes changes as specified in 11-19/1141r2 for CID 20030.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/1141r2 Misc									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20031			Abhishek Patil			238			4			11.1.3.8			274			64			T			N			274.64			64			11.1.3.8						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0289r2			811			Encoding PVB with Method B is far more efficient and requires less number of octets. Per baseline spec clause 9.4.2.5.1, a STA that supports multiple BSSID feature is required to support Method B encoding of PVB in TIM element. Further, an AP is required to use Method B when it determines that each intended recipient supports multiple BSSID feature.			Add normative equivalent for text in 9.4.2.5.1 to the 5th paragraph.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:58:22Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0289r2 under all headings that include CID 20031			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/289 Multi-BSS Bug									I						4.1			2019/3/22 21:22			EDITOR


			20032			Abhishek Patil			238			4			11.1.4.3.2			275			18			G			N			275.18			18			11.1.4.3.2						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0436r2			816			Changes from 11-19/61r7 are missing (CR motion 782).			Please include approved changes from doc 11-19/61r7 (CR motion 782). It may be better to check all previously approved contributions to make sure other changes were not missed.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:14:37Z) - The instruction to the editor in doc 11-19/61r7 were not clear (implied adding a new paragraph). The editor had incorporated the change at the correct location – bullet d. No further changes are needed.			EDITOR			Abhi 19/436 11.1.4									N									2019/3/14 16:16			EDITOR


			20033			Abhishek Patil			238			4			11.1.4.3.4			276			19			T			N			276.19			19			11.1.4.3.4						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0436r2			816			REVmd recently discussed and updated this sub-clause to cover the case of Probe Response in a multiple BSSID set. The approved changes appear in D2.1.			Remove bullet L			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:15:16Z) - Agree with the comment. REVmd D2.1 provides the same rules as 11ax – i.e., in a multiple BSSID set, only the TxBSSID responds to a probe (see doc 11-19/0146r3). Therefore, 11ax doesn’t need to repeat the rule.
TGax editor, please make changes as showing in 11-19/0436r2 with the tag CID 20033			EDITOR			Abhi 19/436 11.1.4									I						4.1			2019/3/21 21:39			EDITOR


			20034			Abhishek Patil			238			4			11.1.4.3.4			276			33			E			N			276.33			33			11.1.4.3.4						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Delete this change as REVmd has deleted the paragraph			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-27 22:06:19Z) - Remove editing instruction. Note changes already made with #20272. No further changes needed.			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20035			Abhishek Patil			238			4			11.1.4.3.10			276			34			T			N			276.34			34			11.1.4.3.10						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0436r2			816			Update the list in 11.1.4.3.10 to include dynamic parameters that 11ax added.			Add MU-EDCA Parameter set, Spatial Reuse Parameter Set, HE BSS Load, Quiet Time Parameter and any other relavent ones to the list.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:16:56Z) - The list in 11.1.4.3.10 is updated to include IEs added (or referenced) by 11ax that can frequently change values and hence should be ignored by a STA that maintains a BSS configuration set.
TGax editor, please make changes as showing in 11-19/0436r2 with the tag CID 20035			EDITOR			Abhi 19/436 11.1.4									I						4.1			2019/4/10 22:45			EDITOR


			20036			Abhishek Patil			238			4			11.2.3.17			278			45			E			N			278.45			45			11.2.3.17						V			Laurent Cariou			19/1281r2			880			Update section reference to align with baseline spec			Update to 11.2.3.17			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:46:16Z) - agree with the commenter. Change "11.2.3.17 TIM Broadcast" to "11.2.3.15 TIM Broadcast" in page 284 L52 in draft 4.2			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1281r2 Last CIDs									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:23			EDITOR


			20037			Abhishek Patil			238			4			11.2.3.17			279			53			T			N			279.53			53			11.2.3.17						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0415r2			842			What does 'current' beacon mean? Broadcast TIM frame has a different interval than TBTTs and therefore, the term 'present beacon' is ambiguous.			Replace '... and is present in the current Beacon frame.' with '... and will be carried in Beacon frame transmitted at the next TBTT'.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 17:44:27Z) - Agree with the commenter. Apply the changes marked with CID20037 as proposed in doc 19/0415r2.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/415r2 OPS									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-29 22:32:17Z			4.2			2019/5/29 22:32			EDITOR


			20038			Abhishek Patil			238			4			11.7			281			7			T			N			281.07			7			11.7						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0305r0			814			6Ghz band' is missing at the 2nd occurrence.			Approved change from doc 11-18/1211r6 (MAC motion 784) is missing.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:10:07Z) - Agree with the comment. Proposed resolution incorporates the missing item.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0305r0 under all headings that include CID 20038.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/305 TPC									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-21 21:47:06Z- See #21507			4.1			2019/3/21 21:47			EDITOR


			20039			Abhishek Patil			238			4			11.22.2.8			282			50			T			N			282.50			50			11.22.2.8						V			Yongho Seok			19/1141r2			917			Convoluted sentence - the logic is hard to follow - consider simplifying so that it is easy to follow.			Consider rewording to:
"An AP shall not transmit frames to a non-AP HE STA during a TXOP, if it has received a BSS color in use event report from that non-AP HE STA with a nonzero BSS color in the Event Report field and the AP ignore an inter-BSS PPDU with the same BSS color value as the one carried in the Event Report field to obtain a TXOP by following the procedure in 26.10.2.2 (General operation with non-SRG OBSS PD level) and 26.10.2.3 (General operation with SRG OBSS PD level)"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:48:46Z) - TGax Editor makes changes as the following for the cited sentence. 
"An AP shall not transmit frames to a non-AP HE STA during a TXOP, if it has received a BSS color in use event report from that non-AP HE STA with a nonzero BSS color in the Event Report field and the AP ignores an inter-BSS PPDU with the same BSS color value as the one carried in the Event Report field to obtain a TXOP by following the procedure in 26.10.2.2 (General operation with non-SRG OBSS PD level) and 26.10.2.3 (General operation with SRG OBSS PD level)"			EDITOR			Yongho 19/1141r2 Misc									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20040			Abhishek Patil			238			4			11.32.5			284			30			T			N			284.30			30			11.32.5						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0417r8			877			This is a roundabout way of indicating support for OCT. An AP RNR may report a neighboring AP that has a co-located BSS and supports OCT while the advertising AP doesn't support OCT. Such indirect indication is error prone. A direct indication is always preferred.			The bit in Multi-band element is sufficient to indicate whether or not the AP supports OCT. The other fields in the element can be set to 0 to disable features that are unrelated to 6GHz discovery case.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:01:16Z) - modify the paragraph to indicate that there are 2 ways to indicate support for OCT: with the Multiband element, and with RNR. And to clarify that with the RNR option, both the reported and reporting APs support OCT. Apply the changes marked as CID20040 in doc 0417r8.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0417r8 6 GHz out-of-band discovery									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			20041			Abhishek Patil			238			4			11.32.5			284			32			T			N			284.32			32			11.32.5						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0417r8			877			Does this mean that an AP that doesn't support OCT is not allowed to report another AP that suppports OCT? Also what is the motive for an AP that doesn't have a co-located BSS to support OCT? Allowing an one AP to tunnel message on behalf of another physical AP can have serious security implications. Support for OCT must be limited to the case where an AP has a co-located BSS. Further, the indication must be direct (i.e., carried in mgmt frame of the AP that supports OCT), instead of indirect indication via inclusion or exclusion of other APs that support OCT			The bit in Multi-band element is sufficient to indicate whether or not the AP supports OCT. The other fields in the element can be set to 0 to disable features that are unrelated to 6GHz discovery case.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:01:45Z) - the current spec defines that if a reporting AP1 sends an RNR to report a reported AP2, and the OCT recommended bit is set to 1, both AP1 and AP2 support OCT an the OCT procedure can be used between AP1 and AP2.
The commenter however points out another possible use case. AP1 is reporting 2 reported APs: AP2 and AP3 (AP2 co-located with AP3 for instance, and not with AP1), and AP2 and AP3 support OCT and the OCT procedure can be used between AP2 and AP3. But AP1 does not support OCT, at least with AP2 and AP3, meaning that the OCT procedure can not be used to reach AP3 from AP1. This can not be signaled today with the RNR as there is way to indicate a specific relationship between 2 reported APs. It would however be beneficial to cover this scenario with the Neighbor Report element. A BSS transition management frame carrying 2 reported APs that are collocated and that support OCT between them. 
Propose to define a Co-located With a 6GHz field in the Neighbor report element describing that the reported AP is collocated with a 6 GHz AP and that the 6 GHz AP can be iscovered by management gframes sent by the reported AP.. These management frames will also carry the information if the reported AP can do OCT with the 6 GHz AP. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 0417r8.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0417r8 6 GHz out-of-band discovery									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			20042			Abhishek Patil			238			4			11.5			285			51			T			N			285.51			51			11.5						V			Laurent Cariou			19/1161r4			879			The instructions to the editor were incorrect in doc 1227r14. The instruction should have asked for replacing the last paragraph with the following.			Change instruction to replace the last paragraph in this sub-clause of baseline spec with this paragraph.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:43:27Z) - agree with the commenter. Change the instruction and make the changes marked as CID20042 in 19/1161r4.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1161r4									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:23			EDITOR


			20043			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.5.3.1			325			5			E			N			325.05			5			26.5.3.1						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Simplify the MIB name to match the feature name			Suggest renaming to dot11TRSOptionImplemented			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 15:11:46Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 15:11:51Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20044			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.5.3.2.1			326			1			T			N			326.01			1			26.5.3.2.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0510r3			841			This subclause covers the Triggering side (i.e., AP-side) rules. The spec needs to provide corresponding normative rule to cover the Rx (non-AP)-side rules.			Add normative text in 26.5.3.1 to cover non-AP STA side action - i.e., the STA sets the UL 2├ù996-tone RU Support subfield in HE Capabilities element to 1 if it supports transmitting an HE TB PPDU in 2x996 tone RU. Need to have two sentences to capture TRS and Trigger frame separately based on other criteria (e.g., dot11ULMUMIMOOptionImplemented set to true for TRS case)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:27:07Z) - Agree with the comment. A sentence is added as suggested by the commenter

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/510r3 with the tag 20044			EDITOR			Abhi 19/510r3 MU Operation									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-29 21:11:55Z			4.2			2019/5/29 21:11			EDITOR


			20045			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.5.3.2.1			326			26			T			N			326.26			26			26.5.3.2.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0510r3			841			This is applicable only if the non-AP STA supports UORA.			In the last two bullets (associated and unassociated case), replace text starting " ... (not) associated with the AP and ..." to the end of the bullet with " ... (not) associated with the AP and have OFDMA RA Support subfield in HE Capabilities element it transmits set to 1 (see 26.5.5 (UL OFDMA-based random access (UORA)))"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:27:29Z) - The bullets related to random access are updated to indicate that the rules apply only to the STAs that have indicated support for UORA

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/510r3 with the tag 20045			EDITOR			Abhi 19/510r3 MU Operation									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-29 21:19:59Z			4.2			2019/5/29 21:19			EDITOR


			20046			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.5.3.2.1			326			61			T			N			326.61			61			26.5.3.2.1						A			Abhishek Patil			19/0510r3			841			This is an important rule that needs to be called out at the beginning of the UL MU clause. Besides, this subclause cover AP-side rules.			Move this as the 2nd sentence of 26.5.3.1			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:27:36Z)			EDITOR			Abhi 19/510r3 MU Operation									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-29 22:17:25Z			4.2			2019/5/29 22:17			EDITOR


			20047			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.5.3.2.1			327			25			T			N			327.25			25			26.5.3.2.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0510r3			841			This subclause covers AP-side rules for Triggering			Move this sentence to 26.5.3.1			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:27:48Z) - TGax editor, please move the paragraph at the referenced location to the new location indicated by the comment.			EDITOR			Abhi 19/510r3 MU Operation									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-29 22:03:25Z - as last paragraph			4.2			2019/5/29 22:03			EDITOR


			20048			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.5.3.2.4			329			12			T			N			329.12			12			26.5.3.2.4						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0510r3			841			Simplify the text in the paragraph			Replace the contents of the paragraph with: "An AP shall not send a Trigger frame, to a non-AP STA, containing User Info fields addressed to non-AP STAs associated with at least two different BSSs of a multiple BSSID set, unless the non-AP STA has set the Rx Control Frame To MultiBSS subfield in HE Capabilities element it transmits to 1. The exception to this is NFRP Trigger frame which may be addressed to non-AP STAs associated with different BSSIDs in a multiple BSSID set."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 18:05:25Z) - The 1st sentence in the paragraph was updated by doc 11-19/0506 as a resolution to CIDs 20582, 20315. The revised sentence partially addresses the commenters concerns. The 2nd sentence in this paragraph is updated to be consistent with the revised 1st sentence and to clarify its intent.

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/510r3 with the tag 20048			EDITOR			Abhi 19/510r3 MU Operation									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-29 21:33:12Z			4.2			2019/5/29 21:33			EDITOR


			20049			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.5.3.2.4			330			15			T			N			330.15			15			26.5.3.2.4						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0510r3			841			The intention of the note is to indicate how a responding STAs gather information to prepare an HE TB PPDU. The term 'common information' is misleading as it points to Common Info field of Trigger frame. Reword the terminology to clarify the intention of the note.			Replace the first sentence as: "Non-AP STAs obtains information required to prepare a TB PPDU explicitly, implicitly or both."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:28:04Z) - The note is updated as suggested by the commenter with further changes to focus on a single STA.

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/510r3 with the tag 20049			EDITOR			Abhi 19/510r3 MU Operation									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-29 21:37:36Z			4.2			2019/5/29 21:37			EDITOR


			20050			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.5.3.3.1			332			18			T			N			332.18			18			26.5.3.3.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0510r3			841			The first sentence is confusing. Clause 26.5.3.3.2 provides rules on when a triggered non-AP STA will not respond. Call it out separately and then provide the rules when the non-AP will respond.			Replace the sentence as: "A non-AP STA shall not transmit an HE TB PPDU if any of the conditions specified in 26.5.3.3.2 are satisfied. Otherwise, a non-AP STA shall transmit an HE TB PPDU a SIFS after a received PPDU if all of the following conditions are met:"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:28:16Z) - TGax editor, please update the cited text as: “A non-AP STA shall not transmit an HE TB PPDU if all of the conditions specified in 26.5.3.3.2 are satisfied. Otherwise, a non-AP STA shall transmit an HE TB PPDU a SIFS after a received PPDU if all of the following conditions are met:"			EDITOR			Abhi 19/510r3 MU Operation									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-29 22:11:55Z			4.2			2019/5/29 22:11			EDITOR


			20051			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.5.3.3.1			332			34			T			N			332.34			34			26.5.3.3.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0510r3			841			Incorrect reference to clause 26.5.5			Support for UORA is indicated via a bit in HE MAC Capabilities field in HE Capabilities element. Update the two bullets on UORA to point to the OFDMA RA Support subfield in HE Capabilities element.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:28:27Z) - The two bullets on random access are updated to indicate that the non-AP STA should have indicated support for UORA feature by setting the OFDMA RA Support subfield in HE Capabilities element to 1.

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/510r3 with the tag 20051			EDITOR			Abhi 19/510r3 MU Operation									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-29 21:51:28Z			4.2			2019/5/29 21:51			EDITOR


			20052			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.5.3.4			336			6			T			N			336.06			6			26.5.3.4						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0508r5			834			The case of unassociated STA sending TB PPDU to the AP is covered in 26.5.5.5. Move the rules for unassociated STA TB PPDU to this clause so that they are all in one place.			At the beginning of this sub-clause add a sentence which says that rules for generating a  TB PPDU by an unassociated non-AP STA are described in 26.5.5.5. Consolidate and move the content on P336L6 and P337L20 to 26.5.5.5.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 12:40:55Z) - The two paragraphs in 26.5.2.4 cited by the comment are deleted and corresponding paragraph in 26.5.4.5 is updated to capture the content from the deleted paragraphs.

Based on discussion on 5/9/19 (ad-hoc):
The reference to S-MPDU and Class 1 and Class 2 is deleted. 

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/508r4 with the tag 20052			EDITOR			Abhi 19/508r4 UORA									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-24 16:07:16Z			4.2			2019/5/24 16:07			EDITOR


			20053			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.5.3.6			340			1			E			N			340.01			1			26.5.3.6						V			Editor			1123r2			923			BSRP should be moved one level up to it's own subclause - similar to BQRP and NFRP			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 17:45:05Z) - Agree in principle. Move 26.5.3.6 (HE buffer status feedback operation for UL MU) to just after 25.5.5 (UORA) and change title to "Buffer status report operation" since more closely resembles the term used in the body text.

Also, for consistency, "Move 26.5.2 (HE bandwidth query report operation for UL MU) to just after Buffer status report operaion subclause and change title to "Bandwidth query report operation" removing HE because that does not appear in the term used in the body text and removing "for UL MU" since it is not used for anything else.			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 17:52:39Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20054			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.5.5.2			343			60			T			N			343.60			60			26.5.5.2						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0508r5			834			Should a STA consider RA-RUs outside its operating BW as eligible? Or a subset of them?			Please clarify			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 12:35:50Z) - Per clause 26.5.4.2, a non-AP STA is required to consider the conditions described in clause 26.5.2.3 when determining an RA-RU as ‘eligible’. Clause 26.5.2.3.2 requires that a non-AP STA ignore a TF if it doesn’t recognize or is unable to satisfy or support the values in the TF’s Common Info or User Info subfields. Updated the text in 26.5.2.3.2 to suggest that the non-AP STA doesn’t respond to the TF. Further clarified that the User Info field is applicable to RA-RU case.

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/508r4 with the tag 20054			EDITOR			Abhi 19/508r4 UORA									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-23 20:07:24Z			4.2			2019/5/23 20:07			EDITOR


			20055			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.5.5.2			344			31			T			N			344.31			31			26.5.5.2						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0508r5			834			The choice of considering a sub-set of eligible RA-RU for count-down and selection for transmission should fall under transmission rules.			Move this paragraph and the note to the next clause (26.5.5.3) and clarify that amongst the eligible set, the STA may consider a subset or all of the RUs for countdown and transmission			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 12:38:03Z) - Resolution to CID 20663 would clarify that the subset can be a full set. The paragraph and note is not moved. Instead, text is updated to clarify that for the STA considers a subset of RA-RUs for countdown and transmission process.

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/508r4 with the tag 20055			EDITOR			Abhi 19/508r4 UORA									I			I've tried to merge the resolution to 20055 with the resolution to 20663 by looking at the sentence fragments that are changed by each.			4.2			2019/5/23 21:47			EDITOR


			20056			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.5.5.5			347			9			T			N			347.09			9			26.5.5.5						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0508r5			834			An AP transmits a trigger frame. Same comment applies to P425L36. There may be other such instances throughtout the spec.			Replace all such 'STA' instances with 'AP' or 'AP STA'			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 12:38:49Z) - Agree with the comment. The cited paragraph is updated to say ‘An HE AP’

TGax editor, please implement the changes as suggested by CID 20056			EDITOR			Abhi 19/508r4 UORA									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-24 16:09:06Z			4.2			2019/5/24 16:09			EDITOR


			20057			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.5.5.5			347			30			E			N			347.30			30			26.5.5.5						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Fix reference to clause describing FD frame transmission. Same applies to P431L24			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-04-10 19:33:22Z) - As suggested: change to 11.46.2.1 at both locations			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 18:02:22Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20058			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.8.3.1			370			59			T			N			370.59			59			26.8.3.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0508r5			834			Avoid reference to magic numbers (2045). TGax has discussed this topic before and had decided to replace all references to AID12=0 or AID12=2045 with RA-RU for associated or unassociated STA.			Replace reference to AID12=2045 with RA-RU for unassociated STA			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 12:43:04Z) - Agree with the comment. The sentence is updated to say ‘STAs not associated with the AP’. Similar instance in Trigger frame format is updated. 9th paragraph in 26.5.4.5 is updated to clarify the values carried in the Broadcast TWT Parameter set. Table 931f1 is added to help provide a reference to the AID12 mapping

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/508r4 with the tag 20058			EDITOR			Abhi 19/508r4 UORA									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-24 17:54:35Z			4.2			2019/5/24 17:54			EDITOR


			20059			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.8.3.1			370			64			T			N			370.64			64			26.8.3.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0508r5			834			Since 6GHz AP is permitted to send unsolicated broadcast Probe Response			Add dot11HE6GOptionImplemented set to true criteria to the last sentence.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 12:43:15Z) - D4.1 has fixed this by requiring that an AP operating in 6GHz sets dot11FILSOmitReplicateProbeResponses to true (see 26.17.2.1 P434L65 of D4.1). No further changes are needed.			EDITOR			Abhi 19/508r4 UORA									N									2019/5/24 18:16			EDITOR


			20060			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.11.1			404			63			E			N			404.63			63			26.11.1						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Fix reference to Multiple BSSID-Index element			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-04-10 19:35:03Z) - As suggested: change to 9.4.2.73			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 21:59:12Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20061			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.11.4			405			39			T			N			405.39			39			26.11.4						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0395r1			810			The first two paragraphs don't belong here. This section describes TXVECTOR parameters. Move the two paragraphs to 26.17.3.			Create a new section under 26.17.3 to describe initial color selection. Add a reference to 26.17.3 in this subclause. Update any refences in the spec related to initial color selection to point to the new clause in 26.17.3			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:51:40Z) - Agree with the comment. The paragraphs were moved to clause 26.17.3 with minor changes to match the existing content in that subclause.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0395r1CID 20061			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0395 BSS color									I						4.1			2019/4/10 22:43			EDITOR


			20062			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.11.4			405			61			T			N			405.61			61			26.11.4						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0505r2			864			An AP operating in 6GHz is allowed to send broadcast Probe Response frame or a FILS Discovery frame in a DL MU PPDU carried in an RU with STAID set to 2045 along with other RUs (directed or broadcast) for associated STAs. In such cases, what should be the BSS Color parameter in the TXVECTOR set to?.			Please clarify			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:17:41Z) - Revised the paragraph so that each case is covered as a separate bullets. The revised text covers the DL MU PPDU case where an AP can set the color to 0 when the PPDU carries an RU with STAID set to 2045 (unassociated STAs). This will also help the case when a DL MU PPDU carries multi-STA BA for unassociated STAs (see 26.5.4.5 in 11ax D4.1). Further, an exception is added such that the PPDU color is not set to 0 when the PPDU carries TF. This is to help case when the AP allocated RA-RUs for unassociated STAs (see clause 26.5.4.5). In such case, an unassociated STA can determine the AP’s color based on the PPDU’s BSS color value.

5/16/19 PM1: resolution updated based on feedback from Liwen and other members to exempt an MU PPDU from setting the color to 0 when it carries RU for unassociated STA.

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-19/505r2 tagged as 20062			EDITOR			Abhi 19/505r2 BSS color									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 15:28:25Z			4.2			2019/6/6 15:28			EDITOR


			20063			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.11.4			406			37			T			N			406.37			37			26.11.4						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0395r1			810			This subclause describes the TXVECTOR Parameter BSS_COLOR. The 3 paragraphs starting line 37 don't belong to this subclause. Same applies to the two paragraph starting line 57			Move the paragraphs to 26.17.3			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:52:42Z) - Agree with the comment. The paragraphs were moved to clause 26.17.3 with minor changes to match the existing content in that subclause.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0395r1CID 20063			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0395 BSS color									I						4.1			2019/4/10 22:43			EDITOR


			20064			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.11.4			406			57			T			N			406.57			57			26.11.4						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0395r1			810			Expand A1, A2 to Address 1, Address 2 fields			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:52:58Z) - Agree with the comment. There is no such field as A1 or A2 in the frame header. The sentence was revised as suggested by the comment. Please note, the paragraph is moved as a resolution to CID 20063
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0395r1CID 20064			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0395 BSS color									I						4.1			2019/4/10 22:44			EDITOR


			20065			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.14.2			415			28			T			N			415.28			28			26.14.2						A			Abhishek Patil			19/0508r5			834			Simplify the sentence and update it to reflect the actions of a single non-AP STA. The reference to 26.5.5.3 can be deleted as the rest of the subclause provides detailed references.			Replace the paragraph as: "This subclause illustrates the power save mechanisms for a non-AP HE STA that is operating in PS mode and is UORA and TWT capable."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 12:41:11Z)			EDITOR			Abhi 19/508r4 UORA									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-24 18:15:13Z -  "illustrates" might imply that the subclause is informative. Change "illustrates" to "defines"			4.2			2019/5/24 18:16			EDITOR


			20066			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.14.2			415			32			T			N			415.32			32			26.14.2						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0508r5			834			TWT IE is not carried in all mgmt frames. Further, PS rules are not applicable to unassociated STAs. Therefore, TWT IE carried in Beacon and (Re-)Association frames are of interest in this context.			Replace Management frame in this section with Beacon and (Re-)Association Response frames.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 12:41:23Z) - Management frame is replaced with Beacon frame. (Re-)Association Response frame carries individual TWT hence it doesn’t apply to this case.

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/508r4 with the tag 20066			EDITOR			Abhi 19/508r4 UORA									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-24 18:17:04Z			4.2			2019/5/24 18:17			EDITOR


			20067			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.14.2			416			10			T			N			416.10			10			26.14.2						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0508r5			834			The last paragraph in this sub-clause provides PS rules based on the value of More RA-RU bit. The rules for setting the value of this field should be covered in another clause.			Move this paragraph to 26.5.5.1.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 12:42:35Z) - The (5th) paragraph describing the rules for setting the More RA-RU subfield is moved to 26.5.4.1. Reference to AID12=0 or 2045 is removed and Table 931f1 is added to help provide a reference to the AID12 mapping

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/508r4 with the tag 20067			EDITOR			Abhi 19/508r4 UORA									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-24 17:55:57Z			4.2			2019/5/24 17:55			EDITOR


			20068			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.14.2			416			25			T			N			416.25			25			26.14.2						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0508r5			834			Avoid reference to magic numbers (2045). TGax has discussed this topic before and had decided to replace all references to AID12=0 or AID12=2045 with RA-RU for associated or unassociated STA.			Replace reference to AID12=0 (2045) with RA-RU for associated (unassociated) STA			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 12:42:47Z) - The text in the last paragraph of 26.14.2 is update to remove any reference to AID12=0 or 2045. Table 931f1 is added to help provide a reference to the AID12 mapping

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/508r4 with the tag 20068			EDITOR			Abhi 19/508r4 UORA									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-24 17:56:03Z			4.2			2019/5/24 17:56			EDITOR


			20069			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.14.3.1			424			31			T			N			424.31			31			26.14.3.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0506r3			835			Baseline spec requires that STAs that are multiple BSSID capable must be capable of decoding PVB in TIM element encoded as Method B. Further it requires that an AP that determines that all recipients are capable, it must encode with Method B. In case of TIM carried in FD frame, all the recipients are OPS capable HE STAs (i.e., support multiple BSSID).			Add an informative note that PVB in a TIM element carried in FILS Discovery frame or OPS frame is encoded as Method B per the rules in 9.4.2.5.1.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 15:54:45Z) - As pointed by the comment, per baseline spec (clause 9.4.2.5.1), a STA that supports multiple BSSID feature shall be capable of reconstructing the TIM bitmap encoded as Method B. The spec further requires that when an AP determines that all the recipients support multiple BSSID, it encodes the TIM using Method B (which is more efficient). Added a NOTE at the end of sub-clause on traffic advertisement which says that when TIM element is carried in an HE Beacon, HE ER Beacon, FD or OPS frame, the recipients are all HE STAs and hence the AP encodes the bitmap using Method B.

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/506r3 with the tag 20069			EDITOR			Abhi 19/506r3 Multi-BSSID									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-24 21:07:04Z			4.2			2019/5/24 21:07			EDITOR


			20070			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.14.3.2			416			64			T			N			416.64			64			26.14.3.2						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0415r2			842			FILS Discovery frame and OPS frames carry the same information for OPS STAs (OPS element / TIM element). Therefore, an must send only one of them if the timing aligns. Remove the recommendation and make it a mandatory requirement			Replace 'should' with 'shall' on P416L64 and P417L21			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 17:44:41Z) - According to the spec, it is possible that the FILS DF is transmitted in an HE MU PPDU and be received only by unassociated STAs. In such case, even if the timing is aligned, the OPS frame could be used instead of the FILS DF. The “should” helps to cover for this case. However, the sentence should be changed to clarify that only one FILS DF is transmitted. Apply the changes as proposed in this document.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/415r2 OPS									N			EDITOR: 2019-05-29 22:33:26Z - No specific instructions associated with CID in submission.						2019/5/29 22:37			EDITOR


			20071			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.15.6			424			34			T			N			424.34			34			26.15.6						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0506r3			835			Baseline spec requires that STAs that are multiple BSSID capable must be capable of decoding PVB in TIM element encoded as Method B. Further it requires that an AP that determines that all recipients are capable, it must encode with Method B.			Add an informative note that PVB in a TIM element carried in an HE Beacon is encoded as method B per the rules in 9.4.2.5.1. Add similar note for ER Beacon			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 15:55:00Z) - A NOTE is added at the end of sub-clause on traffic advertisement which says that when TIM element is carried in an HE Beacon, HE ER Beacon, FD or OPS frame, the recipients are all HE STAs and hence the AP encodes the bitmap using Method B.
Also see resolution for CID 20069.

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/506r3 with the tag 20071			EDITOR			Abhi 19/506r3 Multi-BSSID									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-24 21:07:10Z			4.2			2019/5/24 21:07			EDITOR


			20072			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.15.7			424			54			T			N			424.54			54			26.15.7						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1390r3			932			The last sentence is bit ambiguous. Revised the text to clarify that an FILS Discovery frame or a broadcast Probe Response frame when carried in HE SU PPDU or HE MU PPDU shall be contained in an S-MPDU. Further consolidate the rule with the ones in 26.17.2.3.2 and specify them in one place (this sub-clause). Avoid duplication of rules.			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 03:15:08Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution removes redundancies, adds a statement that all Class 1 and Class 2 frames are sent as an S-MPDU and added references to these rules from other clauses of interest. The rules for inclusion of group addressed frames (including FD and PRs) are added as a separate subclause, inline with the suggestion.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1390r3 under all headings that include CID 20072.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1390r3 Preassociation									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-27 21:28:01Z			5			2019/9/27 21:28			EDITOR


			20073			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.15.7			424			54			T			N			424.54			54			26.15.7						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0552r1			932			A 6GHz AP should have the ability to reject an association request based on the RSSI of the received request. Further AP must providing appropriate information (e.g., status code, retry-timeout, approrpiate RSSI threshold) to the STA to take further action (e.g., retry after some time if certain criteria are met). Provide appropriate rules for non-AP STA. Such a signaling will prevent STA from operating close to TPC limit and/or causing excessive retries when it can't exceed the set TxPower threshold			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 02:22:12Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution is to use Status code 34 (DENIED_POOR_CHANNEL_CONDITIONS) to reject an association request if the frame was received at an RSSI below a threshold. Further, a new  Reason code is added (POOR_CHANNEL_CONDITIONS). An AP can disassociate a STA if the frames from the STAs RSSI are received below a threshold for a certain amount of time. A non-AP STA that is denied association or receives disassociation frame with the above mentioned status or reason code is recommended to rety after sufficient amount of time has passed or the STA’s frames can be received by the AP at a sufficiently high RSSI level compared to its previous transmission.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0552r1 tagged as CID 20073.			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0552r1									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-27 20:36:18Z			5			2019/9/27 20:36			EDITOR


			20074			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.17.2.1			429			50			T			N			429.50			50			26.17.2.1						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0965r1			887			FILS Authentication scheme (12.12) dramatically cuts down the number of frames exchanges during authentication. In order to reduce mgmt frame overhead, make it mandatory for non-AP STAs operating in 6GHz to support FILS Authentication scheme.			As in comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:25:49Z) - This was discussed in the May F2F meeting and the group could not reach consensus on it. A STA can implement the feature if it wants to reap the benefits of it.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0965r16 GHz inband discovery									N									2019/9/21 1:29			EDITOR


			20075			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.17.2.1			429			64			T			N			429.64			64			26.17.2.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0965r1			887			In addition to not transmitting (V)HT Cap/Op, the related MIB variables should also be set to false so that the condition to include these IEs in various mgmt frames formats is not met (Table 9-34, 96 and so on)			Mention that shall set dot11HTOption... and dot11VHTOptionImplemented to false.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:26:07Z) - This CID has been resolved in document 19/963r1 under CID 20456. The resolution is to remove the cases that mention that these MIB variables are set to false since HE STAs are VHT STAs.  

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0963r1 under all headings that include CID 20456.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0965r16 GHz inband discovery									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-21 01:29:16Z			4.3			2019/9/21 1:29			EDITOR


			20076			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.17.2.2			430			63			T			N			430.63			63			26.17.2.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0301r1			813			Incorrect reference.			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:03:42Z) - Resolution fixes the reference.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0301r1 under all headings that include CID 20076.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/301 HE beacon in 6 GHz									I						4.1			2019/3/21 22:00			EDITOR


			20077			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.17.2.3.2			431			15			T			N			431.15			15			26.17.2.3.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0910r1			853			The rules in this subclause cover AP side actions to enable fast passive scanning while the next sub-clause covers the non-AP STA side actions for fast passive scanning. Update the section titles to be more representative.			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 13:56:25Z) - Agree in principle with comment. Proposed resolution renames the subclause to “AP behavior for fast passive scanning”.
 
TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0910r1 under all headings that include CID 20077.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/910r1 Fast Passive Scanning									I						4.2			2019/5/30 21:01			EDITOR


			20078			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.17.2.3.2			431			49			T			N			431.49			49			26.17.2.3.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0910r1			853			Incorrect field name			The field name should be Primary Channel Presence Indicator. Also need to cover Channel Center Frequency Segment 1 Presence Indicator is set to 0			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 13:56:58Z) - Agree in principle with comment. Proposed resolution deletes the sentence as we can simply rely on baseline subclause 11.46.2.1 which covers the setting of these fields.
 
TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0910r1 under all headings that include CID 20078.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/910r1 Fast Passive Scanning									I						4.2			2019/5/30 21:01			EDITOR


			20079			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.17.2.3.2			431			53			T			N			431.53			53			26.17.2.3.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0910r1			853			Clause 11.46.2.1 and 11.1.3.8 provides rules that only the transmitted BSSID transmits a FILS Discovery frame or an unsolicited Broadcast Probe Response frame. No need to repeat the rules. Same comment for the 1st sentence on line 22 and 38 on this page			Remove the sentences that repeat the rule and instead add a note with reference to the sections where these rules are described.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 13:57:10Z) - Agree in principle with the comment to remove reduncancies. Proposed resolution removes the sentence related to the setting of the Multiple BSSID Presence Indicator and instead provides a reference to clause 11.46.2.1. As for the rule that forbids the AP to generate FILS Discovery frames for the nontransmitted BSSID there was no such statement in either of these subclauses hence did not remove it. As for the rest of the citations of text related to transmitted BSSID, those are removed and replaced with a reference to 11.1.3.8.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0910r1 under all headings that include CID 20079.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/910r1 Fast Passive Scanning									I						4.2			2019/5/30 21:01			EDITOR


			20080			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.17.2.3.3			432			5			T			N			432.05			5			26.17.2.3.3						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0436r2			816			An AP operating in 6GHz should be mandated to follow the additional rules described in 11.1.4.3.4 (P2132L8) when responding to a Probe Request carrying FILS Request Parameter element.			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:15:47Z) - Agree with the comment. FILS Request Parameters element carries criteria that an AP needs to meet in order to respond to a probe request frame. Mandating these rules will reduce unwanted probe response frames on 6 GHz. Further, if a Beacon frame is queued for transmission, an AP can respond with a Beacon frame as described in 11.1.4.3.4
TGax editor, please make changes as showing in 11-19/0436r2 with the tag CID 20080			EDITOR			Abhi 19/436 11.1.4									I						4.1			2019/3/21 21:39			EDITOR


			20081			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.17.2.3.4			433			22			T			N			433.22			22			26.17.2.3.4						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0417r8			877			The 3 paragraphs starting line 22 describe unsolicited advertisement. However, it is not clear what is the expected behavior when a non-AP STA's request a specific SSID. Do all co-hosted APs respond?			For the three paragraphs starting line 22, separate the AP side rules for carrying RNR in Beacon versus a directed Probe Response frame. The beacon rules may also cover other group addressed frames such as broadcast Probe Response or FILS Discovery if the AP choses to send those in 2.4/5G.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:18:52Z) - add a sentence that clarifies that the AP follows the rules in 11.1.4.3.4 to determine if it responds to a probe request. Apply the changes marked as CID20081 in 19/0417r8.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0417r8 6 GHz out-of-band discovery									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			20082			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.17.2.3.4			433			59			T			N			433.59			59			26.17.2.3.4						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0417r8			877			If the reporting AP and the reported AP have Co-Located bit set to 0 (i.e., do not have a co-located 6GHz AP), why is OCT Support discussed under the 6GHz out-of-band discovery context?			Delete the following sentence: "A reporting AP may set the OCT Recommended subfield to 1 in the BSS Parameters subfield of a TBTT Information field in a Reduced Neighbor Report element if both the reporting AP and the reported AP have the same SSID and support OCT and the Co-Located AP subfield is 0 in the TBTT Information Header subfield of the same Neighbor AP Information field."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:19:35Z) - the comment wrongly interprets the non-colocated bit being set to 0 as the fact that the reported AP is not operating at 6 GHz. The suggested resolution does not match the comment. The commenter is asking whether the use of OCT with a non-co-located AP to discover a 6 GHz AP is considered as Out-of-band discovery, which is the title of the subclause. The response is yes. Now it is possible that this is used more widely (not only for a 6 GHz AP.) so we can move the rules related to the fields in BSS parameters that are generic in subclause 11.50 and reference them in section 26.17 to make sure that these rules are followed when performing the discovery of a 6 GHz AP.
Apply the changes marked as CID20082 in 19/0417r8			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0417r8 6 GHz out-of-band discovery									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			20083			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.17.2.3.4			434			6			T			N			434.06			6			26.17.2.3.4						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0417r8			877			The current description covers the AP side details however, the non-AP STA side details are missing			The spec needs to describe the details how a non-AP STA uses ANQP mechanism to gather additional information of a 6GHz AP.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:19:48Z) - Add a paragraph to describe STA behavior. Apply the changes marked as CID20083 in 19/0417r8.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0417r8 6 GHz out-of-band discovery									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			20084			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.17.3.1			435			31			T			N			435.31			31			26.17.3.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0395r1			810			"such BSS" is ambiguous since the first sentence in the paragraph described non-AP STAs in an infrastructure BSS			Replace 'such' with 'IBSS or mesh'			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:53:49Z) - Agree with the comment. Also see CID 20931. The term ‘such BSS’ could also mean infrastructure BSS (which is the case in the 1st sentence of this paragraph). Revised the sentence to replace ‘such BSS’ with ‘IBSS or mesh BSS’ to eliminate any ambiguity.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0395r1CID 20084			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0395 BSS color									I						4.1			2019/4/10 22:44			EDITOR


			20085			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.17.5.1			436			50			T			N			436.50			50			26.17.5.1						V			Kaiying Lv			19/1163r1			888			Briefly explain how the mechanism works - i.e., a STA makes a request to the AP and AP in turn informs it's associated STAs to remain quiet during the specified period. Associated non-APS STAs may choose to honor the request.			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:29:56Z) - Agree with the commenter in principle.

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/1163r1CID 20085			EDITOR			Kaiying 19/1163r1 QTP									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:29			EDITOR


			20086			Abhishek Patil			238			4			26.17.5.1			436			64			T			N			436.64			64			26.17.5.1						V			Kaiying Lv			19/1163r1			888			What is the expected behavior if a non-AP STA has indicated support for QTP? Does it honor the request and remain quiet during the specified time period? Since it is up to the STA to request Quiet Time, a capability bit is not required in the non-AP STA side.			Provide clarification on what is the expectation from a non-AP STA that has indicated support by setting the QTP Support bit in HE Capabilities element.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:30:13Z) - Agree with the commenter in principle.

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/1163r1CID 20086			EDITOR			Kaiying 19/1163r1 QTP									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:29			EDITOR


			20087			Albert Petrick			238			4			27.1.1			445			18			E			N			445.18			18			27.1.1						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/1377r1			932			grammar sentence structure			Change text to read "supported and not applicable..."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-16 04:27:49Z) - We revise according to the suggestion based on the latest text in D4.3 and align the description with other subbullet.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1377r1 under all headings that include CID 20087			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/1377r1 PHY Intro									I						5			2019/9/21 8:12			EDITOR


			20088			Albert Petrick			238			4			27.1.1			445			43			E			N			445.43			43			27.1.1						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/1377r1			932			grammar sentence structure			Change text to read "and received) and not applicable..."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-16 04:27:57Z) - We revise according to the suggestion based on the latest text in D4.3 and align the description with other subbullet.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1377r1 under all headings that include CID 20088			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/1377r1 PHY Intro									I						5			2019/9/21 8:12			EDITOR


			20089			Albert Petrick			238			4			27.3.14.3			609			31			T			N			609.31			31			27.3.14.3						V			Youhan Kim			19/0379r1			824			Calls out the transmit power accuracy is based on  the entire range of transmit power that a Station is capable of.  The transmit range is dependent on the band of operation e.g., 5 GHz, 6 GHz and limits are set forth by the regulatory domain.			Change text to read "....that the STA is capable of as specified by the regulatory domain (as defined in Annex E).			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:00:16Z) - Regulatory rules do not dictate the transmit power range a STA is “capable” of, but rather, the range a STA “may use”.  So, it is not appropriate to say “STA is capable of as specified by the regulatory domain”.  Instead, the proposed text update below clarifies that only the TX power range the STA intends to use (taking into consideration of both what the STA is capable of, and what the regulatory allows).

Instruction to Editor:  At D4.0 P609L30, change “entire range of transmit power that the STA is capable of” to “the entire range of transmit power that the STA is intending to use for the current band of operation.”			EDITOR			Youhan 19/379 Part 1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-21 14:56:29Z			4.1			2019/3/21 14:56			EDITOR


			20090			Albert Petrick			238			4			ANNEX E			738						T			N			738.00						ANNEX E						V			Laurent Cariou			19/1161r4			879			Annex E defines global operating classes for 5 GHz.  Add a table for US Operating Classes for U-NII-5, U-NII-6 and U-UNII-7 for US.			As commented			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:34:06Z) - US rules currently don't allow operation at 6 GHz. CEPT report 83 is the basis for the global classes. Changes may be needed in future revisions when regulation changes. There are however some editorial changes that need to be on table E-4. Apply the changes marked as CID20090 as proposed in 19/1161r4.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1161r4									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:23			EDITOR


			20091			Albert Petrick			238			4			ANNEX G			739						E			N			739.00						ANNEX G						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Spelling error			change "singe user" to "single user"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-25 23:04:01Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-25 23:04:04Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20092			Albert Petrick			238			4			ANNEX G			750			64			T			N			750.64			64			ANNEX G						V			Osama Aboul-Magd			19/1259r1			932			Add frame exchange sequence for NFRP_Trig			As commented			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 22:25:02Z) - NFRP sequence is added.

TGax Editor- please make changes in 19/1259r1 related to CID 20092			EDITOR			Osama 19/1259r1 Annex G									I						5			2019/9/23 17:45			EDITOR


			20093			Albert Petrick			238			4			9.3.1.22.1			104			37			T			N			104.37			37			9.3.1.22.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0394r1			809			NFRP is defined in  Table 9-31b and should to be added to Clause 3.0 Definitions			As commented			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:34:48Z) - Agree with the comment. Added definition to clause 3.4 as suggested by the comment.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0394r1 CID 20093			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0394 9.3.1.22									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-22 17:01:09Z - The resolution in 19/394r1 adds NFRP to the acronym list, not definitions. It should not be added to acronym list since it is a frame name and is defined in Clause 9. There are some early examples of frame names in acronyms list (RTS, CTS) but our current practise is to not do this. The acronyms list is for technical terms, not names.			4.,1			2019/6/14 19:15			EDITOR


			20094			Albert Petrick			238			4			27.1.1			442			3			E			N			442.03			3			27.1.1						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Missing space			Add space after period. "respectively. The....."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-25 23:25:12Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-25 23:25:16Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20095			Albert Petrick			238			4			27.1.1			442			15			T			N			442.15			15			27.1.1						V			Sameer Vermani			19/0385r2			826			Clarify fast varying channels.			Add " in the presence of fast varying channels."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:05:53Z) - Agree with the comment.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0385r2 CID 20095			EDITOR			Sameer 19/385 27.1.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-20 21:44:24Z - Avoid the use of may in descriptive material. Add the description as a separate sentence. Changed paragraph to "The HE PHY provides support for midambles. Midambles facilitate updating of the channel estimate during HE PPDU reception and might be of use in high mobility scenarios that often result in significant variations of the wireless channel over the duration of a PPDU."			4.1			2019/3/20 21:51			EDITOR


			20096			Albert Petrick			238			4			27.3.2.7			486			9			T			N			486.09			9			27.3.2.7						A			Youhan Kim			19/0379r1			824			The operation of the HE PHY operation for 6 GHz is the same as 5 GHz. To be consistent with text, the data pilot subcarrier indices for 20 MHz HE PPDU should include the 6 GHz band.			change text to read "...in the 2.4, 5 and 6 GHz bands.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:02:13Z)			EDITOR			Youhan 19/379 Part 1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-21 14:47:21Z			4.1			2019/3/21 14:47			EDITOR


			20097			Albert Petrick			238			4			27.3.2.7			486			8			E			N			486.08			8			27.3.2.7						J			Editor			1123r2			923			Table reference not correct for 20 MHz HE PPDU RU and tone mapping			Table reference to 27-7 and 27-8 not correct. Fix table number sequence			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 14:16:23Z) - Correct table is referenced for 20 MHz HE PPDU			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 14:16:40Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20098			Albert Petrick			238			4			11.1.3.8			273			20			E			N			273.20			20			11.1.3.8						J			Editor			1123r2			923			EMA AP is referred to as an AP that supports discovery and advertisement. It's not defined in the IEEE 802.11-2016 or in IEEE 802.11REVmd - D2.0.			Add definition of EMA AP in the description of APs or in the Clause 3.0 definition section			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-28 19:10:14Z) The term (EMA) is only used in 11.1.3.8. Since it is restricted to this subclause it does not need a definition in Clause 3.2			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20099			Albert Petrick			238			4			11.3.3.2			276			54			T			N			276.54			54			11.3.3.2						J			Laurent Cariou			19/1161r4			879			Power save mode clause reference missing. A reference clause should be added to be consistent with the preceding text on line 52			Add "as described in  clause 11.2.2.2 (STA Power Management modes).			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:34:49Z) - Reference is not needed in the second sub-bullet.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1161r4									N									2019/9/21 1:23			EDITOR


			20100			Albert Petrick			238			4			ANNEX B			668			13			T			N			668.13			13			ANNEX B						J			Edward Au			19/1243r4			932			PICS parameter CFHE160 missing for 160 MHz BW operation. CFHE80 is for 80 MHz and 80+80 non-contiguous BW and not 160 MHz.  CFHE160 operation is for HE PHY operation in the 5 and 6 GHz bands.			Add PICS for 160 MHz BW CFHE160. Text: "HE operation with capability of 160 MHz"  "for Clause 27			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-23 18:06:23Z) - CFHE80 is for HE operation with capability of 80 MHz or wider channel width, which includes 160 MHz.			EDITOR			Edward 19/1243r4 PICS									N									2019/9/23 18:06			EDITOR


			20101			Albert Petrick			238			4			9.4.2.249.3			196			48			T			N			196.48			48			9.4.2.249.3						A			Kaiying Lv			19/1163r1			888			Grammar			Change text to read: "A repetition count equal to 0 indicates the set up time of the quiet time period is for a one time operation."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:07:12Z) - TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/1163r1CID 20101			EDITOR			Kaiying 19/1163r1 QTP									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:29			EDITOR


			20102			Albert Petrick			238			4			9.4.2.249.3			196			49			T			N			196.49			49			9.4.2.249.3						A			Kaiying Lv			19/1163r1			888			Grammar			Change text to read: "A repetition count equal to 0xFF indicates the setup of the quiet time period is cancelled."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:07:22Z) - TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/1163r1CID 20102			EDITOR			Kaiying 19/1163r1 QTP									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:29			EDITOR


			20103			Albert Petrick			238			4			9.4.2.249.3			196			54			T			N			196.54			54			9.4.2.249.3						V			Kaiying Lv			19/1163r1			888			Grammar			Change text to read: "The HE STAs that participate in the peer-to-peer operation are given preference to transmit frames in the period."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:07:32Z) - Agree with the commenter in principle.

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/1163r1CID 20103			EDITOR			Kaiying 19/1163r1 QTP									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:29			EDITOR


			20104			Alfred Asterjadhi			238			4			9.3.1.8.7			96			18			T			Y			96.18			18			9.3.1.8.7						V			Tomoko Adachi			19/1200r1			926			Please replace "is ignores" with "ignores". And specify that the originator is still expected to parse the following Per AID TID Info fields that follow this one (if any).			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 20:35:28Z) - Agree in principle.  
See the instructions to the TGax editor in doc. 11-19/1200r1  under all headings that include CID 20104.
Subclause 26.4.2 didn’t describe such exception, so added there, too.			EDITOR			Tomo 19/1200r1 Block Ack									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20105			Alfred Asterjadhi			238			4			9.3.1.8.7			97			18			T			Y			97.18			18			9.3.1.8.7						V			Tomoko Adachi			19/0816r2			854			Some of the descriptions that were present in D3.0 (please refer to P119-120 L62-L15) are still beneficial (e.g., how the responding STA determines that all the MPDUs carried in the eliciting A-MPDU are successfully received). Another example is the Ack Type field setting when responding to MU BAR Trigger frame.			Please add some of the clarifying text that was removed from the paragraphs after this table to the table itself.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 13:51:47Z) - See the instructions to the TGax editor in doc. 11-19/0816r2  under all headings that include CID 20105.
The two points that the commenter pointed out are identified to be the only ones to consider restoring. The second point is restored in 26.4.2. 
The first point, how the responding STA determines all the MPDUs within the A-MPDU are correct, is covered in 26.4.2. Please see pp.ll 314.55 in D4.0.			EDITOR			Tomo 19/816r2 9.3.1.8									I						4.2			2019/5/30 21:27			EDITOR


			20106			Alfred Asterjadhi			238			4			9.3.1.19			102			32			T			Y			102.32			32			9.3.1.19						J			Matt Fischer			19/1064r6						The description of the Disallowed Subchannel Bitmap subfield seems to long. Suggest to compress the description a little bit. Also "is not disallowed" I am guessing can be replaced with "is allowed".			As in comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 07:50:10Z) - a careful reading of the description of the subfield indicates that the paragraph contains no more and no less than what is needed to provide a complete and accruate description of the subfield. As to the suggestion to use “allowed” in place of the phrase “is not disallowed”, this cannot easily be done, as there is a definition for disallowed, but there is not a complimentary definition of allowed.			EDITOR			Matt 19/1064r6 Disallowed Subchannels									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20107			Alfred Asterjadhi			238			4			9.4.2.243			187			1			T			Y			187.01			1			9.4.2.243						A			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1219r0			932			VHT Operation element is not present if the VHT Operation Information field is present in the HE Operation element. Please replace "VHT Operation element" with "VHT Operation element (if present)". Also one "6 GHz band"addition is missing in clause 11.7. Please refer to 11-18/1211r6.			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-04 21:19:49Z) -			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1219r0									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-04 21:22:54Z			5			2019/10/4 21:27			EDITOR


			20108			Alfred Asterjadhi			238			4			9.4.2.243			187			16			T			Y			187.16			16			9.4.2.243						A			Ming Gan			19/745r1			836			6 GHz Operation Information field is 5 bytes (see Figure 9-772k). Please replace "0 or 4" with "0 or 5" in the last column of this figure.			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:00:38Z)			EDITOR			Ming 19/745r1 9.4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-24 21:40:13Z			4.2			2019/5/24 21:40			EDITOR


			20109			Alfred Asterjadhi			238			4			9.4.2.243			187			54			T			Y			187.54			54			9.4.2.243						V			Srini Kandala			19/0619r4			932			The value 0 of the TXOP Duration RTS Threshold field has a special meaning (see 26.2.1), as such it has to be explicitly added here as an exception as well. Specify that the value 0 indicates "no update or smth like that. Also clarify in what MGMT frames this value 0 is allowed.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-16 04:58:10Z) - Agree with the comment.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0619r4 with the tag CID 20109			EDITOR			Srini 19/0619r4 Select Comments									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-21 08:51:10Z			5			2019/9/21 8:51			EDITOR


			20110			Alfred Asterjadhi			238			4			9.4.2.243			189			36			T			Y			189.36			36			9.4.2.243						V			Srini Kandala			19/0619r4			932			Make sure that these two definitions (Seg 0 and Seg 1) are consistent with each other and their use is consistent with the normative behavior table (Table 26-14).			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-16 04:58:31Z) - Agree with the comment

Comment 21351 points out the differences. The resolution to comment 21351 provides the required clarification and the changes shown in 11-19/0304r2 under all headings that include CID 21351.

No further instructions to the editor			EDITOR			Srini 19/0619r4 Select Comments									N			EDITOR: 2019-09-21 09:00:49Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/9/21 9:00			EDITOR


			20111			Alfred Asterjadhi			238			4			9.4.2.243			189			47			T			Y			189.47			47			9.4.2.243						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1390r3			932			Unclear sentence. Please rephrase as " The Minimum Rate field indicates the minimum rate, in units of 1 Mbps, that the non-AP STA is allowed to use for sending HE PPDUs (see 26.17.4.3), where the rate is obtained with an HE-NSS that is less than or equal to 3 and an HE-MCS that is less than or equal to 3.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 03:15:44Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change minus the fact that this applies to any PPDU in certain conditions.

TGax editor: Please replace the sentence with the following: “The Minimum Rate field indicates the minimum rate, in units of 1 Mbps, that the non-AP STA is allowed to use for sending PPDUs (see 26.15.4.3), where the rate is obtained with an NSS that is less than or equal to 3 and an MCS that is less than or equal to 3.”			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1390r3 Preassociation									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-27 20:56:19Z			5			2019/9/27 20:56			EDITOR


			20112			Alfred Asterjadhi			238			4			9.4.2.199			157			6			E			Y			157.06			6			9.4.2.199						A			Editor			1123r2			923			The field is called "Last Broadcast Parameter Set" in a broadcast TWT element. Hence remove "Implicit/".			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 22:00:26Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-10 22:00:31Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20113			Alfred Asterjadhi			238			4			9.4.2.199			158			26			E			Y			158.26			26			9.4.2.199						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Wrong subclause citation. Please replac 26.8.4 with 26.8.6.			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 22:03:31Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-10 22:03:35Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20114			Alfred Asterjadhi			238			4			B			687			1			T			Y			687.01			1			B						J			Edward Au			19/1243r4			937			The tables of Annex B seem to have been updated but the changes from D3.0 to D4.0 are not shown in the redline version of the document. As such it is difficult to determine which changes are to be commented on. Please ensure that Annex B is up to date.			As in comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 07:36:34Z) - The commenter does not provide specific technical resolution.			EDITOR			Edward 19/1243r4 PICS									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20115			Alfred Asterjadhi			238			4			10.6.5.1			239			38			T			Y			239.38			38			10.6.5.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0301r1			813			I don't think the "non-" qualifier is inherited here. Please replace ", ER beacon, or HE beacon" with that is neither ER beacon nor HE beacon"			As in comment. Also please enable cross references for the links.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:02:22Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Resolution fixes the inconsistency and the references.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0301r1 under all headings that include CID 20115.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/301 HE beacon in 6 GHz									I						4.1			2019/3/21 22:00			EDITOR


			20116			Alfred Asterjadhi			238			4			10.13.2			250			15			T			Y			250.15			15			10.13.2						V			Ming Gan			19/745r1			836			Extended HE Capabilities element is missing in the list. Also check that all the fields that the Extended HE Capabilities is providing for the 6 GHz band is cited in the normative behavior subclauses where the respective normative behavior of each of the capability bits is cited.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:00:49Z) - Agree with the comment in principle. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change.


TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-19/0745 r1 under the tag 20116.			EDITOR			Ming 19/745r1 9.4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-24 22:09:06Z			4.2			2019/5/24 22:09			EDITOR


			20117			Alfred Asterjadhi			238			4			10.30.2			266			9			E			Y			266.09			9			10.30.2						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Typo. Replace "dp" with "do"			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 21:09:22Z) - See #20629, which modifies the text and does away with "do"			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 21:08:02Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20118			Alfred Asterjadhi			238			4			26.7			356			10			T			Y			356.10			10			26.7						J			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			The preamble punctured sounding changes are sparse and bring some confusion. Please place them in a separate subclause of the sounding subclause.			As in comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:21:47Z) - the comment does not identify a technical issue, while the proposed reshuffling of the text would require a submission.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									N									2019/6/6 15:59			EDITOR


			20119			Alfred Asterjadhi			238			4			26.8.2			369			59			T			Y			369.59			59			26.8.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0725r1			849			The indication sent "previous to the TWT SP" is an indication that is certainly sent after the last TWT SP. Please clarify so that it is clear. Also specify (perhaps in a note) that delivery of DL BU frames outside of TWT SPs follow baseline rules, not only for the AM but also for the PS. This last note perhaps at the end of the subclause. Apply to broadcast TWT as well for consistency.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:34:17Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution clarifies that the indication is sent previous to the start of the TWT SP but after the end of the most recent TWT SP. Also added a sentence clarifying that DL BU delivery outside of TWT SPs follows baseline rules.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0725r0 under all headings that include CID 20019.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/725r1 Individual TWT									I						4.2			2019/5/30 18:17			EDITOR


			20120			Alfred Asterjadhi			238			4			26.8.3.2			374			14			T			Y			374.14			14			26.8.3.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0961r3			884			Need to add exception in baseline (11.2.smth) that the AP may schedule these DL BU deliveris not immediately following the DTIM beacon. Also subclause 10.13.4 (A-MPDU aggregation of group addressed Data frames) need to be updated for the 11ax case.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:04:54Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution adds several references to baseline subclauses for the additional rules that apply to the 11ax case. In particular it adds exemptions and references to subclauses 10.6.5.3 (related to rate selection rules for HE ER SU and HE SU PPDU carrying group addressed frames), 10.13.4 (related to A-MPDU aggregation of group addressed frames, fixing some bugs found in baseline spec and using similar language throughout the items of the paragraph of interest, and adding respective rules for the 6 GHz band), and 11.2.3.6 (AP operation) related to group addressed frame delayed delivery during broadcast TWT SPs. The proposed resolution also clearly states what type of group addressed frames can be aggregated in both subclauses 26.15.5 (related to HE ER SU PPDU) and 26.15.6 (related to HE SU PPDU).

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0961r3 under all headings that include CID 20120.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0961r3 Group addressed MPDUs									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:25			EDITOR


			20121			Alfred Asterjadhi			238			4			26.8.3.2			374			58			T			Y			374.58			58			26.8.3.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0724r3			839			Maybe good to specify that the same broadcast TWT ID subfield can appear up to two times if the TWT Command is Alternate TWT and multiple times if the Broadcast TWT ID field is zero.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:19:27Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. The normative behavior described in this subclause and in other subclasues is clear in stating that there can be more than one Broadcast TWT Parameter Set fields in these two cases. The proposed resolution is to simply add a note that indicates the possibility of these two conditions.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0724r3 under all headings that include CID 20121.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/724r3 Broadcast TWT									I						4.2			2019/5/29 20:30			EDITOR


			20122			Alfred Asterjadhi			238			4			26.8.7.2			386			47			T			Y			386.47			47			26.8.7.2						V			Yongho Seok			19/0771r1			899			Need to clarify that the RUs do not exceed the BW of the receiving STA now that they can be 80 MHz STAs as well. Also clarify that whether the RUs addressed to the SST STAs can also be the broadcast RUs as well or rather the STA is required to move to the primary to receive these group addressed frames.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:49:34Z) - Agree in principle. 

80 MHz operating SST STA can receive 160 MHz or 80+80 MHz HE MU PPDU. 

Clarification texts are included. 

The broadcast RU for SST STA are implementation specific. Any requirement is not defined in the spec. 

TGax editor makes changes as specified in 11-19/0771r1 for CID 20122.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/0771r1 HE SST									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:35			EDITOR


			20123			Alfred Asterjadhi			238			4			26.8.7.2			386			47			T			Y			386.47			47			26.8.7.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0961r3			884			It is not clear how the AP delivers group addressed DL BUs in the 6 GHz band using the HE PPDU format.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:05:04Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Baseline rules still apply. In addition, we need to add rules for the case of including the group addressed frames in an A-MPDU when carried in an HE PPDU. Hence adding these clarifications in clause 10.13.4, and in the additional rules for HE SU beacons and group addressed frames.  Proposed resolution is to add these clarifications. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0961r3 under all headings that include CID 20123.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0961r3 Group addressed MPDUs									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:25			EDITOR


			20124			Alfred Asterjadhi			238			4			26.8.2			369			22			T			Y			369.22			22			26.8.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0725r1			849			Proposed resolution for CID 16453 seems to not be fully incorporated. Please refer to 11-18/1474r2.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:34:27Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution incorporates the changes that were approved for CID 16453 in 11-18/1474r2 in this document. Proposed resolution also harmonizes the language used in individual and broadcast TWT paragraphs on the same description.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0725r0 under all headings that include CID 20124.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/725r1 Individual TWT									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-27 14:45:42Z			4.2			2019/6/27 14:45			EDITOR


			20125			Alfred Asterjadhi			238			4			26.8.3.2			373			61			T			Y			373.61			61			26.8.3.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0724r3			839			Please make this note consistent with the note located in the individual TWT subclause. Essentially add at the end of the note: "and is recommended to allocate enough resources in subsequent Trigger frames sent during the TWT SP so that the STA can send as much as possible of the data reported in the BSR".			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:19:39Z) - Agree with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested changes.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0724r3 under all headings that include CID 20125.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/724r3 Broadcast TWT									I						4.2			2019/5/29 20:30			EDITOR


			20126			Alfred Asterjadhi			238			4			26.17.1			429			5			T			Y			429.05			5			26.17.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0302r1			830			This last sentence is applicable only for the 6 GHz band. Add " the 6 GHz band".			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-18 20:10:34Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0302r1 under all headings that include CID 20126.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/302 HE BSS									I						4.1			2019/3/18 22:12			EDITOR


			20127			Alfred Asterjadhi			238			4			26.17.2.3.2			431			15			T			Y			431.15			15			26.17.2.3.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0962r4			885			Some terminologies in this subclause are not consistent. Please refer to 11-18/1471r4. E.g., good to use "broadcast destination address" throughout.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:15:47Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested changes.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0962r4 under all headings that include CID 20127.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0962r4 Non-AP STA Scanning									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:28			EDITOR


			20128			Alfred Asterjadhi			238			4			26.15.7			424			54			T			Y			424.54			54			26.15.7						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0964r3			924			The first sentence of this paragraph is similar to the sentences in 26.17.2.3.2. Suggest removing duplication (perhaps best to keep these rules here). Also the following two paragraphs apply to "any PPDU that is not HE TB PPDU". Please refer to 11-19/0097r3.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 20:32:58Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution incorporates the changes as motioned in document 11-19/0097r3, while exempting PPDUs sent in response to Trigger frame from the minimum rate rules, since they have their own MCS rules dictated by AP in the Trigger frame, and moves the paragraph that is related to the PPDUs sent after association and follow the minimum rate field, since their current subclause is related to HE PPDU only and not for non-HT PPDUs. This subclause instead is more appropriate since it covers additional rules for 6 GHz band. The rules for inclusion of group addressed frames (including FD and PRs) are added as a separate subclause, inline with the suggestion.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0964r3 under all headings that include CID 20128.			EDITOR			PPDU format selection									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20129			Alfred Asterjadhi			238			4			26.15.4.3			423			65			T			Y			423.65			65			26.15.4.3						V			Yongho Seok			19/0770r2			843			This sentence is not phrased correctly. Please fix it accordingly, ensuring that the minimum rate requirement applies to any PPDU (not only HE PPDUs) and that the field name is cited correctly "Minimum Rate" field.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 15:31:31Z) - Agree in principle. 
The minimum rate requirement is applied to both non-HT PPDU and HE PPDU. 

TGax editor makes changes as specified in 11-19/0770r2 for CID 20129.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/770r2 PPDU format, BW, etc.									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-30 14:55:14Z			4.2			2019/5/30 14:55			EDITOR


			20130			Alfred Asterjadhi			238			4			26.17.2			429			49			T			Y			429.49			49			26.17.2						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0965r1			887			HE STAs are the first 802.11 STAs to use the 6 GHz band. For which we can enforce respecting of TXOP limits. Ensure that a TXOP holder shall not exceed the TXOP limit specified for the BSS of which it is a member of when transmitting PPDUs in the 6 GHz band.			As in comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:27:06Z) - This was discussed in the May F2F meeting and the group could not reach consensus on it. A device that is standards compliant will already be respecting the TXOP.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0965r16 GHz inband discovery									N									2019/9/21 1:29			EDITOR


			20131			Alfred Asterjadhi			238			4			9.7.3			221			11			T			Y			221.11			11			9.7.3						V			Liwen Chu			19/0734r3			890			Why has it switched from "One Ack or BlockAck frame" to "Zero or one Ack or BlockAck frame" in the A-MPDU control response context? If it is because of the sounding sequence please clarify it explicitly			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:14:12Z) - Discussion: in 11ax D4.0, the feedback of sounding refers to the table. So the table changes to “zero or one”. The resolution of CID 20640 removes such reference. So in this table, we should change it back to one Ack or Block Ack”.

TGax editor to make change in 11-19/0734r3 under CID 20131.			EDITOR			Liwen 19/0734r3 9.7.3									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:30			EDITOR


			20132			Alfred Asterjadhi			238			4			9.7.3			222			35			T			Y			222.35			35			9.7.3						J			Liwen Chu			19/0734r3			890			These QoS Null frames can appear at any time in this context. Hence, instead of repeating everytime jas part of the group, ust mention them as a separate row that is not part of the "one of the following" conditions. Please do the same for the subsequent tables as well.

Also add " MU BAR Trigger frame is not present if any QoS Data frames are present" as done in the other tables (e.g., Table 9-532c) in the second column of the Trigger row.			As in comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:17:33Z) - Discussion: The comment fails to identify a technical reason. It fails to identify changes in sufficient detail so that the specific wording of the changes can be determined. Please note that the newly added tables follow the structure of the existing tables in the baseline, with the addition of the new combination of frames that are enabled by the 11ax amendment, namely presence of Trigger frames, ack-enabled A-MPDU, non-ack-enabled A-MPDUs and multi TID A-MPDU constructions.			EDITOR			Liwen 19/0734r3 9.7.3									N									2019/9/21 1:30			EDITOR


			20133			Alfred Asterjadhi			238			4			9.7.3			223			1			T			Y			223.01			1			9.7.3						V			Liwen Chu			19/0734r3			890			The title of the table is misleading since the A-MPDU can contain a Management frame that solicits an immediate response as well. Please remove "single TID" from the title			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:14:44Z) - Discussion: by adding the single TID in the title, this kind of A-MPDU can be explicitly differentiated from ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU. A note can be added to clarify that the ack-enabled single-TID A-MPDU includes the case that only one Management frame soliciting acknowledgement and other frames soliciting no acknowledgement are aggregated in the A-MPDU.
 
TGax editor to make changes in Table 9-527 as shown in 11-19/0437r1 under CID 20133			EDITOR			Liwen 19/0734r3 9.7.3									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:30			EDITOR


			20134			Alfred Asterjadhi			238			4			9.7.3			223			31			T			Y			223.31			31			9.7.3						J			Liwen Chu			19/0734r3			890			Implicit BAR and MU BAR frames seem to have been lost in the table for ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU. Please add them with the usual limitations (e.g., number of TIDs, non-presence if QoS Data frames are present etc). Check if anything else is missing from the split of the one table (of D3.0) into 4 separate tables in D4.0.			As in comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:15:07Z) - Discussion: P223L31 is about single-TID A-MPDU. In table 9-532c where non-ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU is defined, MU-BAR is allowed. For multi-TID ack-enabled A-MPDU, MU-BAR is same as multi-TID non-ack-enabled A-MPDU since the MU-BAR can’t solicit Ack for EoF-MPDU.			EDITOR			Liwen 19/0734r3 9.7.3									N									2019/9/21 1:30			EDITOR


			20135			Alfred Asterjadhi			238			4			26.6.1			352			6			E			Y			352.06			6			26.6.1						J			Liwen Chu			19/1387r4			932			These two paragraphs say in a convoluted way the following: An HE STA may include one or more QoS Null frames with Ack Policy field equal to No Ack in an A-MPDU that it transmits to another HE STA. The QoS Null frames may have any TID value and their inclusion is not subject to: 1) the Multi-TID Aggregation Rx Support, Multi-TID Aggregation Tx Support fields in the HE Capabilities element sent by the receiving STA, 2) the TID Aggregation Limit, and Preferred AC subfield of a Basic Trigger frame that solicited the A-MPDU.			As in comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-16 03:57:56Z) - The two paragraphs described the different scenarios: one is for A-MPDU in HE PPDU other than HE TB PDU, another one is for A-MPDU in HE TB PPDU.			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1387r4 Misc									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			20136			Alfred Asterjadhi			238			4			26.6.4.1			354			12			T			Y			354.12			12			26.6.4.1						V			Liwen Chu			19/1023r4			867			The two cases need to be called out explicitly:
1) The non-AP STA shall not send a non-ack enabled multi-TID A-MPDU in an HE TB PPDU unless it is a response to a basic Trigger frame where the TID Aggregation limit is greater than 1
2) The non-AP STA shall not send a ack enabled multi-TID A-MPDU in an HE TB PPDU unless it is a response to a basic Trigger frame where the TID Aggregation limit is greater than 0"			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 11:18:05Z) - 

Discussion: the commenter is right that the following case should be added that ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU could include one Management frame and QoS Data frame from one TID which can be solicited by basic Trigger frame with TID Aggregation Limit 1.

Tgax editor to make changes in 11-19/1023r4 under CID 20136			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1023r4									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:17			EDITOR


			20137			Alfred Asterjadhi			238			4			26.6.4.1			354			9			T			Y			354.09			9			26.6.4.1						V			Liwen Chu			19/1023r4			867			This note was accompained with a normative sentence in D3.0 which was lost. Please add it back: "The multi-TID A-MPDU may contain an Action frame if the TID Aggregation Limit is nonzero and the AP supports reception of ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDUs." Similarly the rule that indicated that the number of TIDs will not exceed that declared by the recipient is also missing. Please check ensure that normative language is not missing due to re-org of subclauses.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 11:22:48Z) - Discussion: agree with the commenter. A note is added.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-19/1023r4 under CID 20137			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1023r4									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:17			EDITOR


			20138			Amelia Andersdotter			238			4			10.6.13.3			245			25			E			N			245.25			25			10.6.13.3						J			Editor			1123r2			923			In "VHT-MCS 0, 1, 2 or 3 " it is not clear why there is not "is equal to" disappeared.			Put "VHT-MCS is equal to 0, 1, 2 or 3"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 17:56:06Z) - By convention we name the VHT-MCS  VHT-MCS 0, VHT-MCS 1, etc. rather than just number them.			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N									2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20139			Amelia Andersdotter			238			4			10.6.13.3			245			33			E			N			245.33			33			10.6.13.3						V			Editor			1123r2			923			In " VHT-MCS 0 or 1" it is not clear why there is no "is equal to"			Put " VHT-MCS is equal to 0 or 1"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 17:59:29Z) - By convention we name the VHT-MCS  VHT-MCS 0, VHT-MCS 1, etc. rather than just number them.			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									N									2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20140			Bin Tian			238			4			27.3.8			512			14			T			Y			512.14			14			27.3.8						A			Yan Zhang			19/0793r1			855			In table 27-16, replace all the explantion of subsript r from "in the r-th RU" to " in the r-th occupied RU"			as in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:15:15Z) - Page number is 515.30, Table index is 27-15 in D4.1.			EDITOR			Yan 19/793r1 PHY Math									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-31 20:23:17Z			4.2			2019/5/31 20:23			EDITOR


			20141			Bin Tian			238			4			27.3.9			514			18			T			Y			514.18			18			27.3.9						V			Yan Zhang			19/0793r1			855			HE can be used in 6GHz while VHT can not.  Here the start frequency and channel width are referred to VHT channel Table 21-22.  Please check if there is any issue for 6GHz band			as in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:15:36Z) - The channel starting frequency and center frequency  for 6GHz band are defined in 27.3.22.2 (Channel allocation in the 6 GHz band).  The calculation of center frequency is the same for 5GHz band and 6GHz band except the starting frequency and the number of valid channels are different. 
Change to as in the resolution of CID20141 in doc IEEE802.11-19/0793r1.			EDITOR			Yan 19/793r1 PHY Math									I						4.2			2019/5/31 20:17			EDITOR


			20142			Bin Tian			238			4			27.3.9			514			51			T			Y			514.51			51			27.3.9						A			Yan Zhang			19/0793r1			855			Please add "when midamble is not present. " after  " shown in Equation (27-2)			as in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:15:46Z) - Page number is 518.53 in D4.1.			EDITOR			Yan 19/793r1 PHY Math									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-31 20:34:19Z			4.2			2019/5/31 20:34			EDITOR


			20143			Bin Tian			238			4			27.3.9			516			15			T			Y			516.15			15			27.3.9						A			Yan Zhang			19/0793r1			855			Change to " in the rth occupied RU"			as in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:15:55Z) - Page number is 519.44 in D4.1.			EDITOR			Yan 19/793r1 PHY Math									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-31 20:35:01Z			4.2			2019/5/31 20:35			EDITOR


			20144			Bin Tian			238			4			27.3.9			516			20			T			Y			516.20			20			27.3.9						A			Yan Zhang			19/0793r1			855			"Power difference" is not the right wording. Chage to power scale factor			as in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:16:05Z) - Page number is 520.30 in D4.1.			EDITOR			Yan 19/793r1 PHY Math									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-31 20:36:17Z			4.2			2019/5/31 20:36			EDITOR


			20145			Bin Tian			238			4			27.3.9			517			1			T			Y			517.01			1			27.3.9						V			Yan Zhang			19/0793r1			855			The vairable N^tone_Field is only used in Eq 27-5 for pre-HE modulated fields while in Table 27-17 it is also defined for the HE modeulated fields which are never used. Remove its values for the HE modulated fields			as in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:16:14Z) - Agree with the commentor. 
Change to as in the resolution of CID20145 in doc IEEE802.11-19/0793r1.			EDITOR			Yan 19/793r1 PHY Math									I						4.2			2019/5/31 20:17			EDITOR


			20146			Bin Tian			238			4			27.3.14.3			608			41			T			Y			608.41			41			27.3.14.3						J			Editor						933			The minimum power is defined for MCS0 while the EVM requirement has to meet is for MCS7. Can we instead define the minimum power for MCS7 ?			as in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-15 06:44:16Z) - The commenter withdraws the CID.			EDITOR			Withdrawn									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20147			Bin Tian			238			4			27.3.14.3			609			1			E			Y			609.01			1			27.3.14.3						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Change  "shall support the absolute transmit power requirements"" to "shall support the aboslute and relative transmit power accuracy requirements"			as in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-04-10 19:36:04Z) - As suggested with spelling of aboslute corrected to absolute.			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 19:14:16Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20148			Bin Tian			238			4			27.3.18.4.4			623			1			T			Y			623.01			1			27.3.18.4.4						A			Youhan Kim			19/0379r1			824			The index i_RU index should be I_sc for variable Qu			as in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:01:00Z)			EDITOR			Youhan 19/379 Part 1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-21 14:58:12Z			4.1			2019/3/21 14:58			EDITOR


			20149			Bin Tian			238			4			27.3.19.1			624			38			T			Y			624.38			38			27.3.19.1						V			Youhan Kim			19/0379r1			824			LDPC should be used for 1024QAM even when bandwidth is 20MHz			as in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:01:18Z) - Commenter is correct that 1024-QAM may be used for 20 MHz HE PPDUs, in which case LDPC is the only option for coding.

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-19/0379r1 for CID 20149, 20360.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/379 Part 1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-20 23:03:24Z - see #20360			4.1			2019/3/20 23:03			EDITOR


			20150			Bin Tian			238			4			27.3.21			641			36			T			Y			641.36			36			27.3.21						V			Xiaogang Chen			19/0866r3			862			How does a receiver determine the SignalExtension? Shouldn't based on the TXVECTOR.			as in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:53:36Z) - NO_SIG_EXTN is not a RXVECTOR. Receiver determine Signalextension presented or not by the operating band 2.4/5GHz

-TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0866r3 under all headings that include CID 20150.			EDITOR			Xiaogang 19/0866r3 Misc									I						4.2			2019/6/5 17:41			EDITOR


			20151			Bin Tian			238			4			27.3.3.2.4			489			1			E			Y			489.01			1			27.3.3.2.4						V			Editor			1123r2			923			"less that " should be "less than"			as in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-04-11 14:31:04Z) - Fix as suggested at 489.01 and 423.63			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-04-11 16:50:32Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20152			Bin Tian			238			4			27.3.2.3			483						E			Y			483.00						27.3.2.3						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Since Table 27-10 added content for 160MHz, the duplicated description about 160MHz in the paragraph after Table 27-10, may be removed			Remove "a 160MHz or" in the sentence			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-04-11 14:36:38Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-04-11 16:55:08Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20153			Bin Tian			238			4			27.3.2.9			487						E			Y			487.00						27.3.2.9						J			Editor			1123r2			923			Change "In" to "in"			See my comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 14:17:26Z) - Part of field name			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 14:17:36Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20154			Bin Tian			238			4			27.3.10.5			522			38			E			Y			522.38			38			27.3.10.5						J			Editor			1123r2			923			Notation of m in (27-11) is same as another "m" used in (27-10) and (27-13) but has different meanings			May change the notation of m to another notation			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-03 19:01:59Z) - True, but the context is different and there is no confusion on the meaning of m in each context.			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20155			Bin Tian			238			4			27.3.10.8.4			549			46			E			Y			549.46			46			27.3.10.8.4						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Should describe over what bits is CRC calculated for completeness, similar to the CRC field in Table 27-26			Add "The CRC is calculated over bits 0 to Nx8 if the Center 26-tone RU field is present, and bits 0 to Nx8-1, otherwise." before "See 27.3.10.7.3 (CRC computation)"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 17:55:38Z) - Agree in principle, but refer to the Bandiwdth field in HE-SIG-A rather than whether or not a field in the current field is present. Reword as "The CRC is calculated over bits 0 to N × 8 if the Bandwidth field in the HE-SIG-A field indicates a bandwidth greater than 40 MHz, and bits 0 to N × 8 - 1, otherwise. See 27.3.10.7.3 (CRC computation)."			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 17:56:22Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20156			Bin Tian			238			4			27.3.10.9			560			51			E			Y			560.51			51			27.3.10.9						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Change "extended range" to "ER" to unify notations			See my comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-04-11 14:46:37Z) - 
Make the suggested change.

In addition, at 38.17 change the second instance of "extended range (ER)" to "ER". Change "high efficiency extended range basic service set (ER BSS)" to "ER basic service set (BSS)"

At 147.54 change "extended range BSS" to "ER BSS".

Change the name of the HE ER BSS subfield to ER BSS at 147.16, 147.53 and 147.55.			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-04-11 16:58:48Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20157			Bin Tian			238			4			9.3.1.22			103			23			E			N			103.23			23			9.3.1.22						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Add "that" after "For a Trigger frame" and before " is not a GCR MU-BAR..."			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 17:15:10Z) - Change "For a Trigger frame is not a GCR MU-BAR or NFRP or an MU-RTS Trigger frame, " to "For a Trigger frame that is not a GCR MU-BAR, NFRP or MU-RTS Trigger frame, and" - see #20001			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 17:15:22Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20158			Bin Tian			238			4			9.3.1.22.5			114			16			E			N			114.16			16			9.3.1.22.5						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Add frequency after "lowest " and before "80 MHz channel in the primary 80 MHz channel"			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 17:24:33Z) - Removed with resolution to #20007. No further change required.			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									N			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 17:24:51Z						2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20159			Bin Tian			238			4			9.3.1.22.5			114			17			T			Y			114.17			17			9.3.1.22.5						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0492r1			821			How to indicate "primary 80 MHz channel is the higher frequency 80 MHz channel in the 80+80/160 MHz"			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:21:31Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. We just revise the texts to say primary 80 MHz channel.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0492r1 under all headings that include CID 20159			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/492 MU-RTS									I						4.1			2019/3/21 20:30			EDITOR


			20160			Bin Tian			238			4			9.3.1.22.5			114			34			T			Y			114.34			34			9.3.1.22.5						J			Po-Kai Huang			19/0492r1			821			In Figure 9-64j, B7-B1=68 should span entire 160 or 80+80			as in comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:21:45Z) - 68 already span entire 160 or 80+80			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/492 MU-RTS									N									2019/3/21 20:18			EDITOR


			20161			Bin Tian			238			4			9.4.1.64			128			8			E			N			128.08			8			9.4.1.64						A			Editor			1123r2			923			redundent explanation of "Set to a value between 1 and 6 for a feedback segment that is neither the
first nor the last of a segmented report"			remove it			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 16:08:45Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 16:08:49Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20162			Bin Tian			238			4			9.4.1.65			136			28			E			N			136.28			28			9.4.1.65						J			Editor			1123r2			923			typo in "8-bit 2s complement" , shown up in both avgSNR and deltaSNR			Add ' after 2 and before s			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 16:10:38Z) - 2s is correct and consistent with baseline.			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N									2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20163			Bin Tian			238			4			9.4.1.67			139			2			T			Y			139.02			2			9.4.1.67						V			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			In case of NDP puncturing, some RU26s are disallowed, should put the disallowed # of RU26 into caculation of Ncqi			"Ncqi = (RUEndIndex - RUStartIndex) + 1-Disallowed # of RU26,"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:21:57Z) - at the cited location, add "- Disallowed # of RU26".

Ask Matt for definition.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 17:36:51Z - Approved resolution seems incomplete			4.2			2019/6/6 17:37			EDITOR


			20164			Bin Tian			238			4			27.3.16			611			52			T			Y			611.52			52			27.3.16						A			Ron Porat			19/0386r1			825			"The preamble subcarriers overlapping the 242 RUs corresponding to bits with a value of 0 in the bitmap of
the TXVECTOR parameter INACTIVE_SUBCHANNELS" .. " are punctured." Should be RU242 with value 1 are punctured			As in comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:03:50Z)			EDITOR			Ron 19/386 Disallowed Subchannels									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-20 22:50:04Z			4.1			2019/3/20 22:50			EDITOR


			20165			Bin Tian			238			4			27.3.19.6.5			630			31			T			Y			630.31			31			27.3.19.6.5						J			Editor						933			In per 20MHz CCA checking, the CCA level per 20MHz is different between the 20MHz and 40Mhz PPDU. Does per 20MHz CCA need to detect PPDU BW? Also the level to detect 160MHz PPDU is missing.			As in comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-15 06:46:31Z) - The commenter withdraws the CID.			EDITOR			Withdrawn									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20166			Bo Sun			238			4			27.1.1			441			33			E			N			441.33			33			27.1.1						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/1377r1			932			The appearance of 6 GHz operation description in this paragraph is pretty strange and unappropriate.			Move the sentence into paragraph on line 43			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-16 04:28:05Z) - TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1377r1 under all headings that include CID 20166			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/1377r1 PHY Intro						Agree that the statement is in the wrong place. However, the statement is obvious incorrect since the descriptions in the next paragraphs show differences.			I						5			2019/9/21 8:12			EDITOR


			20167			Bo Sun			238			4			26.2.2			295			56			T			N			295.56			56			26.2.2						J			Kaiying Lv			19/0835r3			869			The term "Intra-BSS PPDU" and "inter-BSS PPDU" are confusing. Both terms are used for MAC function of NAV setting, but PPDU is a PHY layer conception. PHY layer has no idea what's an Intra-BSS PPDU while MAC layer only knows A-MPDU/MPDU			Change the terms "Intra-BSS PPDU" to "Intra-BSS A-MPDU/MPDU" and "Inter-BSS PPDU" to "Inter-BSS A-MPDU/MPDU".			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 11:27:50Z) - The RXVECTOR parameter BSS_COLOR from the received PPDU can be used by MAC layer to classify the frame carried in the PPDU as an inter-BSS or intra-BSS frame, even though the A-MPDU/MPDU may not be correctly decoded. As discussed in 11-19/0604r1, a sentence is added in 26.2.2 to clarify that a frame carried in a PPDU identified as intra-BSS is an intra-BSS frame. Similar sentence is added for inter-BSS frame.			EDITOR			Kaiying 19/0835r3 PPDU classification									N									2019/9/21 1:18			EDITOR


			20168			Bo Sun			238			4			26.2.3			291			1			T			N			291.01			1			26.2.3						J			Matt Fischer			19/0613r6			932			The term "SRG PPDU" and "Non-SRG PPDU" are confusing. Both term are  used for MAC function of spatial reuse operation. But PPDU is a PHY layer conception. PHY layer has no idea what's an SRG PPDU or a Non-SRG PPDU while MAC layer only knows A-MPDU/MPDU			Change the terms "SRG PPDU" to "SRG A-MPDU/MPDU" and "Non-SRG PPDU" to "Non-SRG A-MPDU/MPDU".			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 04:08:16Z) - the PPDU is the entity that is subject to the SR operation and it is possible to identify, through PPDU SIG field information, whether the SR operation is allowed or not, thereby creating the possibility that no MPDU is ever identified.			EDITOR			Matt 19/0613r6 SRP									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			20169			Bo Sun			238			4			27.3.10.7.2			530			54			E			N			530.54			54			27.3.10.7.2						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Typo of 'NU-MIMO'			changed to 'MU-MIMO'			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 17:42:56Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 17:42:59Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20170			Bo Sun			238			4			27.3.10.8.1			542			33			T			N			542.33			33			27.3.10.8.1						V			Ross Yu Jian			19/1125r2			908			Besides resource allocation information, the HE-SIG-B field will also provide other useful signalings, such as MCS,coding type etc, to allow STA to decode corresponding data payload.			Change the sentence 'The HE-SIG-B field provides the OFDMA and DL MU-MIMO... in the data portion of the frame'            to                                                                'The HE-SIG-B field provides necessary signalings including the OFDMA and DL MU-MIMO resource allocation information to allow STA to decode corresponding data payload in the frame'			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:28:30Z) - Agree in principle, the detail changes are shown.

Please make the changes according to the changes in doc 11-19/1125r2.			EDITOR			Dandan 19/1125r2 HE-SIG-B									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:38			EDITOR


			20171			Bo Sun			238			4			27.3.10.8.2			543			24			G			N			543.24			24			27.3.10.8.2						J			Ross Yu Jian			19/1125r2			908			The case 'otherwise' is missed and it should be depicted for completeness			A similar depiction as below can be added into:                                     Otherwise, two user fields are contained.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:28:56Z) - Please find the description in Page 560, Line 56:
Each non-final User Block field is made up of two User fields that contain information for two STAs that is used to decode their payloads. The final User Block field contains information for one or two STAs depending on the number of users in the HE-SIG-B content channel.

Please find the description in Page 561, Line 6:
If the SIGB Compression field in the HE-SIG-A field of an HE MU PPDU is set to 1 (indicating full bandwidth MU-MIMO transmission) and the Number Of HE-SIG-B Symbols Or MU-MIMO Users field in the HE-SIG-A field of an HE MU PPDU is set to 0 (indicating 1 MU-MIMO user), the User Specific field in the HE-SIG-B field consists of a single User Block field containing one User field for a non-MU-MIMO allocation as shown in Table 27-28 (User field format for a non-MU-MIMO allocation).

The “REJECT” reason: 
If “Otherwise, two user fields are contained” is added at the end of the paragraph (P561, L6), which means that as long as not in the case of full bandwidth MU-MIMO transmission and the 1 MU-MIMO user, there are two user fields. That doe not include the one user field case where only one user in the final User Block field.			EDITOR			Dandan 19/1125r2 HE-SIG-B									N									2019/9/21 1:38			EDITOR


			20172			Bo Sun			238			4			27.3.10.8.2			543			28			G			N			543.28			28			27.3.10.8.2						A			Ross Yu Jian			19/1125r2			908			Given that 11ax can not support such a case, where padding field is added between common and user specific field, the sentence,'Padding is not added between the Common field and the User Specific field'  is redundancy and supposed to be removed.			Remove the commented sentence.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:29:07Z)			EDITOR			Dandan 19/1125r2 HE-SIG-B									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:38			EDITOR


			20173			Bo Yang			238			4			26.5.3.2.3			328			28			E			N			328.28			28			26.5.3.2.3						A			Editor			1123r2			923			the definition formula of m_PAD has  a typo for a non-HT PPDU, HT PPDU and VHT PPDU based on MinTrigProcTime. m_PAD equals 4 when MinTrigProcTime is 16 us instead of 8 us.			the last line on the right of the bracket (m_pad =)should be ' 4 if MinTrigProcTime is 16 us '			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 17:15:53Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 17:15:57Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20174			Chunyu Hu			238			4			9.2.4.10			70			17			T			N			70.17			17			9.2.4.10						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0593r0			840			A HE capable STA can use non-HT rate to transmit a QoS-data frame as it operates at various distance of the wireless link range. The HTC field has been a necessity for many essential 11ax features and the support is indicated by the HTC capability. For a HE capable STA that has indicated support HTC in the HE capability field, the FC bit 15 should be always interpretated as presence of +HTC field if set to 1 regardless the PPDU's format (including non-HT.)			Add a sentence to state:
For a HE capable STA that has indicated support HTC in the HE capability field, the FC bit 15 should be always interpretated as presence of +HTC field if set to 1 regardless the PPDU's format (including non-HT.)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:24:11Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution clarifies that the functionality is independent of the PPDU format when the carries frame is sent to an HE STA.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0593r0 under all headings that include CID 20174.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/593r0 Frame Control									I						4.2			2019/5/29 20:33			EDITOR


			20175			Chunyu Hu			238			4			26.2.7			303			37			T			N			303.37			37			26.2.7						V			Zhou Lan			19/0765r12			932			The MU EDCA procedure is lack of an explicit or implicit signaling mechanism that allows AP or non-AP STAs to exit current MU EDCA backoff period when AP stops triggering. The lack of the mechanism can cause non-AP STAs' UL traffic being delayed significantly.			Define an explicit or implicit signaling mechanism to solve this problem.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 03:29:08Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-19/0765r10 that are marked with CID 20175 which generally agree with the commenter’s suggestion.			EDITOR			Zhou 19/0765r12 MU EDCA									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-27 20:52:27Z			5			2019/9/27 20:52			EDITOR


			20176			Chunyu Hu			238			4			26.3.3.3			310						T			N			310.00						26.3.3.3						J			Ming Gan			19/1676r1			932			W.r.t. dynamic defragmentation, it is mentioned that a recipient STA shall discard incomplete fragments when receiving a BlockAckReq to move the BA window. When the STA receives a DELBA to tear down the BA agreement, the STA should/shall do the same. Furthermore, an explicit mechanism to request the recipient STA to discard all pending fragments in current BA window should be introduced for various benefits.			1) add texts to state: the recipient STA shall discard incomplete fragments when receiving a DELBA request.
2) Add explicit 'discard' request. E.g. using the proposal described in doc 11-18-0218-03-00ax-fragment-flushing-blockackreq.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 14:03:39Z) - The specific suggested change that satisfies the commenter is not identified.

Moreover, there is no necessity to add Fragment Flushing mechanism because the existing Block Ack Request already provides a flushing mechanism.			EDITOR			Ming 19/1676r1 Frag flush									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			20177			Chunyu Hu			238			4			26.3.3.4			311						T			N			311.00						26.3.3.4						J			Ming Gan			19/1676r1			932			Same as above			Same as above			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 14:04:11Z) - The specific suggested change that satisfies the commenter is not identified.

Moreover, there is no necessity to add Fragment Flushing mechanism because the existing Block Ack Request already provides a flushing mechanism.			EDITOR			Ming 19/1676r1 Frag flush									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			20178			Chunyu Hu			238			4			26.4.1			312			57			E			N			312.57			57			26.4.1			21589			J			Editor			1123r2			923			An HE STA that transmits a Multi-STA BlockAck frame shall use a rate, HT MCS, <VHT-MCS, NSS> tuple or <HE-MCS, NSS> tuple that is supported by all recipient STAs.			"a rate" is too general here. Change to "a non-HT rate".			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 23:29:19Z) - "rate" is the term used for the "MCS" of a non-HT PPDU. "non-HT rate" is not a term used in the baseline.			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 23:29:36Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20179			Chunyu Hu			238			4			26.4.2			313			60			E			N			313.60			60			26.4.2						J			Editor			1123r2			923			An HE AP that receives an A-MPDU that includes one MPDU, and the MPDU is an EOF-MPDU
that is a Management frame that solicits an acknowledgment prior to association may generate a
Multi-STA BlockAck frame using the procedure described in the pre-association ack context defined
below.			Suggest to change "that solicits" to "soliciting"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 14:09:00Z) - Fails to identify a problem with the draft			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N									2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20180			Chunyu Hu			238			4			26.4.2			314			11			E			N			314.11			11			26.4.2						J			Editor			1123r2			923			and if the A-MPDU includes an EOFMPDU
that is a Management frame that solicits acknowledgment,			Same as above, suggest to change "that solicits" to "soliciting".			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 14:11:14Z)  - Fails to identify a problem with the draft			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N									2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20181			Chunyu Hu			238			4			26.4.2			314			42			E			N			314.42			42			26.4.2						J			Editor			1123r2			923			NOTE--A STA indicates the maximum number of Per AID TID Info fields with the same AID and that do not acknowledge
a Management frame that it can include in the Multi-STA BlockAck frame in the Multi-TID Aggregation Rx Support
field in the HE Capabilities element it transmits.			Needs to re-write the sentence to make intention clear and improve readability.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 20:26:44Z) - The note is clear and readable.			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N									2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20182			Chunyu Hu			238			4			26.4.4.3			317			64			T			N			317.64			64			26.4.4.3						J			George Cherian			19/0756r1			851			W.r.t. this paragraph/condition -- "The A-MPDUs in the HE MU PPDU shall not contain a Management frame that solicits acknowledgment."
It's not complete true that the AP cannot include a management as S-MPDU in a HE MU PPDU solicitng ACK from the intended recipient STA. As long as there is only one such management frame as S-MPDU in the HE MU PPDU, the remaining A-MPDUs intended for other STAs can be solicited by BAR following the first ACK (in SU PPDU.)			Suggest to add corresponding description.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 14:14:19Z) - Agree with the commentor in principle that the rules could be relaxed to allow QoS Data frames that don't solicit immediate acknowledgment. HE TB PPDU response to Management frame carried in HE MU PPDU is already possible (see section 26.4.4.4)

However, given the stability of draft, and limited applicability of the proposed extension, propose to reject the comment.			EDITOR			George 19/756r1 26.4 Ack procedure									N									2019/5/30 18:38			EDITOR


			20183			Chunyu Hu			238			4			26.4.4.3			318			34			E			N			318.34			34			26.4.4.3						J			Editor			1123r2			923			An AP that sends an HE MU PPDU shall not set the Ack Policy to Normal Ack or Implicit Block Ack
Request for any of the MPDUs carried in the HE MU PPDU if the solicited PPDU containing a control
response would occupy ....			for clarity and to be explicit, suggest to change "the solicited PPDU" to "the solicited responding PPDU".			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 14:15:01Z) - Solicited implies response.			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 14:15:41Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20184			Chunyu Hu			238			4			26.5.3.2.3			328			28			G			N			328.28			28			26.5.3.2.3						V			Tianyu Wu			19/0703r0			904			4 if MinTrigProcTime is 8 us			8 us --> 16 us			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:10:58Z) - Agree with commenter. Already resolved by CID 20173 and changed in D4.1. No further text change needed.			EDITOR			Tianyu 19/0703r0									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:36			EDITOR


			20185			Chunyu Hu			238			4			26.5.3.2.5			331			61			E			N			331.61			61			26.5.3.2.5						J			Editor			1123r2			923			If an AP does not receive an immediate response with at least one MPDU from at least one non-AP STA
solicited by a PPDU that contains at least one Trigger frame the frame exchange is not successful.			Suggest to change "an immediate response" to "any immediate response".			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 17:17:48Z) - the comment fails to identify a problem with the draft			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 17:18:19Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20186			Chunyu Hu			238			4			26.5.3.4			336			6			T			N			336.06			6			26.5.3.4						V			Liwen Chu			19/0750r4			919			An unassociated non-AP STA shall not include more than one Management frame in the HE TB PPDU that
is sent on an RA-RU allocated for unassociated STAs.			Nothing wrong with this paragraph, but it would be best to add a second paragraph stating rules for associated non-AP STA's behavior -- can include one or more Management frames but only one of them requires acknolwedgement.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:56:43Z) - Discussion: The cited sentence is amended for unassociated STA to transmit management frame with the resolution to 20052. We fix an inconsistency in the amended sentence in this document. The behavior for associated STA to transmit management frame with other frames is defined in 7th paragraph of 26.5.3.4 (refer to Table 9-532b and 9-532d). The text about soliciting single management frame can be further calrified. In addition, the proposed resolution organizes the paragraph by adding the S-MPDU context under the main descritpions of the normative behavior for Basic Trigger frame format, and explicitly covering all the possible combinations of the TID Aggregation Limit settings so that there is no ambiguity. Note that the control response context with S-MPDU no longer requires the TID Aggregation Limit to be greater than 0, i.e., it is relaxed.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-19/0750r4 under CID 20186			EDITOR			Liwen 19/0750r4 9.7.3									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20187			Chunyu Hu			238			4			26.5.3.4			337			24			T			N			337.24			24			26.5.3.4						J			Zhou Lan			19/1655r1			938			In the scenario described in "If the associated non-AP STA has no frames pending or is unable to include pending frames in response to a
Basic Trigger frame because the allocated resource is insufficient, then the associated non-AP STA shall
include in the A-MPDU at least one QoS Null frame.", AP is lack of information to figure out minimum resource. AP can guess or allocate maximum resource but it incurrs overhead/delay to do it heuristically.			Introduce an explicit signaling mechanism to tell AP minimum resource, e.g. add an A-control field to specify current minimum buffer size. The non-AP STA can respond with this info in the QoS-null frame. AP would adjust resource allocation in next trigger frame immediately.			Insufficient detail			EDITOR			Zhou 19/1655r1									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20188			Chunyu Hu			238			4			26.5.3.5			338			61			E			N			338.61			61			26.5.3.5						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/1014r2			922			"The intra-BSS NAV is not considered in virtual CS for a non-AP STA that responds to a Trigger frame." needs better wording.			Suggest to change to:
"The intra-BSS NAV is not considered by a non-AP STA when examining the virtual CS as part of the determination of whether it may respond to a Trigger frame"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 20:06:02Z) - Agree in principle. We do editorial revision to align with the baseline writing style.


A STA that receives an RTS frame addressed to it considers the NAV in determining whether to respond
with CTS, unless the NAV was set by a frame originating from the STA sending the RTS frame (see
10.24.2.2 (EDCA backoff procedure)).

We also clarify that this sentence is for response to associated AP and add a note about consideration of intra-BSS NAV to unassociated AP. 


TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1014r2 under all headings that include CID 20188			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/1014r2 NAV									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20189			Chunyu Hu			238			4			26.5.3.5			338			64			E			N			338.64			64			26.5.3.5			21600			V			Po-Kai Huang			19/1014r2			922			"The basic NAV is considered in virtual CS for a STA that responds to a Trigger frame from an associated
AP if the counter of the basic NAV is not 0." needs better wording.			Suggest to change to:
"The basic NAV is considered by a STA when examining the virtual CS as part of determination of whether it may respond to the trigger frame from an associated AP."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 20:06:40Z) - Agree in principle. We do editorial revision to align with the baseline writing style.


A STA that receives an RTS frame addressed to it considers the NAV in determining whether to respond
with CTS, unless the NAV was set by a frame originating from the STA sending the RTS frame (see
10.24.2.2 (EDCA backoff procedure)).

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1014r2 under all headings that include CID 20189			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/1014r2 NAV									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20190			Chunyu Hu			238			4			26.5.3.5			339			1			E			N			339.01			1			26.5.3.5			21601			V			Po-Kai Huang			19/1014r2			922			"A NAV is considered in virtual CS for a non-AP STA"			Similar to above. There are multiple similar sentences that need similar re-wording.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 20:07:09Z) - Agree in principle. We do editorial revision to align with the baseline writing style.


A STA that receives an RTS frame addressed to it considers the NAV in determining whether to respond
with CTS, unless the NAV was set by a frame originating from the STA sending the RTS frame (see
10.24.2.2 (EDCA backoff procedure)).

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1014r2 under all headings that include CID 20190			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/1014r2 NAV									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20191			Chunyu Hu			238			4			26.5.5.2			344			24			T			N			344.24			24			26.5.5.2						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0394r1			809			"NOTE--If contiguous RA-RUs are assigned, the size of all contiguous RA-RUs is the same and equal to the size of the
first RU. Further, all the remaining subfields of the User Info field apply to all the contiguous RA-RUs in the set and the
values for starting spatial stream and the number of spatial streams of the HE TB PPDU transmitted on each RA-RU are
set to 1." -- typo in the value. Should be 0.			"are set to 1" --> "are set to 0".			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:42:13Z) - The note is deleted as a resolution to CID 20639 and replaced with normative text. Further, the bullets related to number of spatial streams and start of spatial stream in 26.5.3.3.3 are updated to cover the RA-RU case. Also see resolution to CID 20479.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0394r1 CID 20191			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0394 9.3.1.22									I						4.1			2019/4/10 22:38			EDITOR


			20192			Chunyu Hu			238			4			26.5.5.5			347			3			T			N			347.03			3			26.5.5.5						J			Abhishek Patil			19/1218r0			895			"An AP transmitting a Trigger frame that allocates one or more RA-RUs for unassociated STAs shall transmit
the Trigger frame in an HE PPDU so that an unassociated non-AP STA can determine the AP's BSS
color." imposes the trigger frame to be tx'd in HE PPDU un-necessarily. The non-AP STA can determine the BSS color from the AP's beacons.			Remove this paragraph.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:35:24Z) - An unassociated scanning STA may not have any information on the AP’s BSS configuration (e.g., BSS Color etc) when it receives a Trigger frame with RA-RUs for unassociated STAs. In such cases, the STA will not be able to construct a TB PPDU with the correct color information. TGax had discussed this topic at great length (early 2018 timeframe) – there were two options on the table – #1, a TF carrying RA-RUs for unassociated STAs should carry enough information (e.g., overload the Trigger Dependent User Info field to carry primary channel information) or #2, have the STA wait until it receives a Beacon frame from this AP. Both options had their pros and cons. Specifically with #2, a STA would loose an opportunity to send a mgmt. frame to the AP. TGax members debated the topic over a couple of IEEE meetings and decided to add a requirement that a TF carrying RA-RU for unassociated STA should be transmitted in HE PPDU so that the STAs can determine the BSS color of the AP.			EDITOR			Abhi 19/1218r0 UORA Pt 2									N									2019/9/21 1:34			EDITOR


			20193			Chunyu Hu			238			4			26.6.1			352			19			T			N			352.19			19			26.6.1						V			Liwen Chu			19/1023r4			867			Paragraph in the "NOTE" seems to disallow a qos-null requiring ACK to be transmitted as a S-MPDU. It conflicts with Table 9-532 (A-MPDU contents in the S-MPDU context) where "Any MPDU" is allowed.			Add to the end of the sentence: except that the A-MPDU is an S-MPDU as defined in Table 9-532 (A-MPDU contents in the S-MPDU context).			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 11:21:42Z) - Generally agree with the commenter.

TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-19/1023r4 under CID 20193.			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1023r4									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:17			EDITOR


			20194			Chunyu Hu			238			4			26.6.4.1			353			54			E			N			353.54			54			26.6.4.1						A			Editor			19/1123r2			923			In "An HE STA with dot11AMPDUwithMultipleTIDOptionImplemented equal to true shall set the Ack-
Enabled Aggregation Support subfield to 1 ...", "dot11AMPDUwithMultipleTIDOptionImplemented" is a typo for "dot11AckEnabledAMPDUOptionImplemented."			Change "dot11AMPDUwithMultipleTIDOptionImplemented"  to "dot11AckEnabledAMPDUOptionImplemented."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 20:03:10Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 20:03:15Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:28			EDITOR


			20195			Chunyu Hu			238			4			26.6.4.1			354			22			G			N			354.22			22			26.6.4.1						J			Liwen Chu			19/1023r4			867			In the paragraph, it's stated "an HE MU PPDU transmitted by a non-AP STA". It should be a HE TB PPDU since a non-AP STA cannot transmit a HE MU PPDU.			Change "an HE MU PPDU" to "an HE TB PPDU".			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 11:21:05Z) - In 11ax, an HE non-AP STA can transmit HE MU PPDU, e.g. in 26.11.2 UPLINK_FLAG. An HE non-AP STA can transmit multi-TID A-MPDU in HE TB PPDU. However an HE non-AP STA will not check TXOP limit when transmitting multi-TID A-MPDU in HE TB PPDU since the HE TB PPDU is solicited by an AP.			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1023r4									N									2019/9/21 1:17			EDITOR


			20196			Chunyu Hu			238			4			26.6.4.4			356			5			T			N			356.05			5			26.6.4.4						V			Liwen Chu			19/1035r1			870			"A STA that transmits an ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU that contains at least two MPDUs with different
TIDs carried in A-MPDU subframes that have the EOF field equal to 1 shall ignore the immediate response
if it is an Ack frame." doesn't cover all possible, legmitate case and discarding an ACK frame is not always right. E.g. if the recipient STA is only able to receive one S-MPDU and can respond with an ACK. The transmitter in this case should not discard the ACK as response.			Remove this paragraph.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 11:32:33Z) - Discussion: In an ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU, a frame in an A-MPDU subframe with EoF field equal to 1 will always solicit Ack. When a STA that transmitted an ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU with two aggregated frames to solicit Ack receives a solicited Ack from the recepient, the transmitter can’t figure out which frame is correctly received by the recipient. The text about the following A-MPDU should also be added: one QoS Data frame and one Management frame in an Ack-enabled A-MPDU to solicit Ack.  


TGax editor to make changes in 11-19/1035r1 under CID 20196.			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1035r1									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:19			EDITOR


			20197			Chunyu Hu			238			4			26.7.2			357			27			T			N			357.27			27			26.7.2						J			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			The condition to determine if the solicited sounding feedback is full bandwidth as described in the four paragraphs can be simplified to avoid unnecessary complexity.			Use condition of "RU End Index subfield equal to 0x3F" to indicate full bandwidth explicitly.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:22:31Z) - the curent text is not in error and there is not enough perceived benefit for the change.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									N									2019/6/6 15:59			EDITOR


			20198			Chunyu Hu			238			4			26.7.3			358			1			T			N			358.01			1			26.7.3						J			Menzo Wentink			19/1137r2			932			HE MU sounding feedback can be obtained using HE TB sounding sequence. When UL MU is disabled by the non-AP STA, AP's DL MU-MIMO transmission can not be performed due to this constraint and this limitation contraints 11ax performance/gain.			Extend the paragraph as follows:
An MU beamformer may solicit full bandwidth MU or CQI feedback from an MU beamformee in an HE non-TB sounding sequence ...			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 02:30:31Z) - the current text reflects what was decided in the task group. The requested addition of a new sounding option is considered to add complexity without sufficient technical justification. (Copy of CID 15692, which was previously rejected. CID 16672 explicitly added that "An MU beamformer shall not solicit MU feedback in an HE non-TB sounding seqeunce.".)			EDITOR			Menzo 19/1137r2 Sounding protocol									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			20199			Emily Qi			238			4			3.4			41			1			E			N			41.01			1			3.4						A			Editor			1123r2			923			"MU-RTS" and "MUEDCATimer" need to be reordered. Note that the hyphen should be ignored in the ordering.			As stated in the comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 14:27:14Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 14:27:18Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20200			Emily Qi			238			4			9.3.1.8.7			95			53			E			N			95.53			53			9.3.1.8.7						V			Tomoko Adachi			19/0816r2			854			The AID11 subfield needs to be defined before using it for other field definitions.			Move paragraphs (including the figure) at 96.21 to 96.41 to 95.52.
At 95.51, add a paragraph or something like: "The Per AID TID Info subfield includes the AID TID Info subfield and optional subfields."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 13:47:44Z) - Agree in principle. 
See the instructions to the TGax editor in doc. 11-19/0816r2  under all headings that include CID 20200.			EDITOR			Tomo 19/816r2 9.3.1.8									I						4.2			2019/5/30 21:27			EDITOR


			20201			Emily Qi			238			4			9.2.4.6.3a			74			54			E			N			74.54			54			9.2.4.6.3a						V			Editor			1123r2			923			The way of handling variable length lists in IEEE 802.11-2016/REVmd changed to the pattern shown at 1605.26 - 1605.56 or 1606.38-1606.60 (REVmd D2.0).  Figure 9-19a follows the old pattern with repeating fields shown in the frame format.			Change the format of list of the fields "Control 1" to "Control N" to the format that is similar to 1605.26 - 1605.56 or 1606.38-1606.60 (REVmd D2.0).			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 21:45:07Z)  - Replace the "Control 1", etc subfields in the figure with a "Control List" subfield. Change "The A-Control subfield contains a sequence of one or more Control subfields. The length of the A-Control
subfield is equal to 30 bits. The format of each Control subfield is shown in Figure 9-19b (Control subfield format)." to "The A-Control subfield is 30 bits in length. The Control List subfield contains one or more Control subfields. The format of each Control subfield is shown in Figure 9-19b (Control subfield format)"			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-10 21:47:08Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20202			Emily Qi			238			4			9.3.1.22.1			103			9			E			N			103.09			9			9.3.1.22.1						V			Editor			1123r2			923			The way of handling variable length lists in  IEEE 802.11-2016/REVmd changed to the pattern shown at 1605.26 - 1605.56 or 1606.38-1606.60 (REVmd D2.0).  Figure 9-64a follows the old pattern with repeating fields shown in the frame format.			Change the format of figure 9-64a to the format that is similar to 1605.26 - 1605.56 or 1606.38-1606.60 (REVmd D2.0).			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 17:07:53Z) - In Figure 9-64a, replace the User Info field cells , including the ellipses cell, with a single "User Info List" field with "variable" octets. At 107.57 (D4.0) add a statement: "The User Info List field contains zero ro more User Info fields."			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 17:10:10Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20203			Emily Qi			238			4			9.4.2.242.5			185			51			E			N			185.51			51			9.4.2.242.5						J			Youhan Kim			19/1226r1			916			The way of handling variable length lists in  IEEE 802.11-2016/REVmd changed to the pattern shown at 1605.26 - 1605.56 or 1606.38-1606.60 (REVmd D2.0).  Figure 9-772g follows the old pattern with repeating fields shown in the frame format.			Change the format of figure 9-772g to the format that is similar to 1605.26 - 1605.56 or 1606.38-1606.60 (REVmd D2.0).			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:43:09Z) - REVmd has re-opened discussion on this topic.  Suggest to wait until that has been settled at REVmd.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/1226r1									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20204			Emily Qi			238			4			9.4.2.256			203			13			E			N			203.13			13			9.4.2.256						J			Yongho Seok			19/1140r1			898			The way of handling variable length lists in  IEEE 802.11-2016/REVmd changed to the pattern shown at 1605.26 - 1605.56 or 1606.38-1606.60 (REVmd D2.0).  Figure 9-772ai follows the old pattern with repeating fields shown in the frame format.			Change the format of figure 9-772ai to the format that is similar to 1605.26 - 1605.56 or 1606.38-1606.60 (REVmd D2.0).			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:43:15Z) - Please look at Figure 9-501 (Beacon Timing element format), 9.4.2.115 (PXU element), and so on, in REVmd 2.0.
REVmd is still using both styles. 
And, if it is a formal guideline, please update 802.11 Editorial Style Guide (https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/09/11-09-1034-13-0000-802-11-editorial-style-guide.docx).			EDITOR			Yongho 19/1140r1 UL MU Power Capabilities									N									2019/9/21 1:35			EDITOR


			20205			Emily Qi			238			4			10.26.5			261			41			E			N			261.41			41			10.26.5						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Editor instruction is incorrect. Should "10.26.6"  be "10.26.5" ?			change "Replace the content of 10.26.6 with the following" to "Replace the content of 10.26.5 with the following"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 21:13:42Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 21:13:46Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20206			Gaurav Patwardhan			238			4			26.17.2.3.3			432			7			T			N			432.07			7			26.17.2.3.3						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0967r1			932			Not all countries and/or regulatory domains currently have or will be expected in the near future to have most of the 20MHz channels operational in the 6 GHz spectrum. For example, with the NPRM rules as currently proposed by the FCC there are four or five 20MHz channels in U-NII-6 and about twelve 20MHz channels in U-NII-8 depending on how the channel frequency masks are defined. Other regulatory bodies like CEPT have even lesser channels available. The existence of incumbents operating with different channel frequency masks makes the availability of the channels even less. The whole point of using preferred scanning channels is to make scanning the whole spectrum more efficient. Therefore due to less availability of the channels, having one channel in four as a preferred scanning channel would make the STAs take a hit on performance without the apparent benefits of using a preferred scanning channel.			Propose to change it to one preferred 20MHz scanning channel in two 20MHz channels to have enough preferred scanning channels which still halves the time required for scanning the whole 6 GHz spectrum but allows the flexibility of channel availability in different regulatory domains.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 23:02:54Z) - The preferred scanning channels periodicity (once every four channels) is independent of regulatory allowances/restrictions. A STA is always expected to respect them. The selection was based on the pros and cons of different values from a scanning time perspective and amount of spectrum that was desirable to be kept clean from active probing traffic. This was discussed at length and different periodicities have different pros and cons. Please refer to the following contribution for more information:
https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/18/11-18-1624-00-00ax-discovery-channels-for-6-ghz-band.pptx

 The group ended up converging on a PSC periodicity of 4.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0967r1 Fast Passive Scan Pt 2									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			20207			Gaurav Patwardhan			238			4			26.17.2.3.3			432			8			T			N			432.08			8			26.17.2.3.3						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0967r1			932			The equation for preferred scanning channels is too restrictive and not extensible for when different regulatory bodies (independent of each other) will open up the spectrum in the future. This also sets a precedent for any other frequency band opening up in the future.			Add an annex with tabulated form of preferred channels which is easily extensible in the future.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 23:03:11Z) - The equation specifies that one every 4 20 MHz channels, equally spaced, are defined as preferred scanning channels, and are pre-defined so that their location is independent of regulatory bodies decisions in different regions. This pre-defined setting allows future compliance and is easily extensible if more spectrum is to be opened in the future (by simply expanding the range of the index N).			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0967r1 Fast Passive Scan Pt 2									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			20208			Gaurav Patwardhan			238			4			26.17.2.3.2			431			55			T			N			431.55			55			26.17.2.3.2						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0967r1			932			Similar to a beacon interval, the FILS Discovery frame interval should not be fixed to 20 TUs in the standard.			Keep it open for interpretation and fix it in the certification process.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 23:03:35Z) - The comment fails to identify a technical issue. The FILS Discovery frame interval is not fixed to 20 TUs but rather the maximum value is 20 TUs. The CRC discussed this issue at length and decided that using this same value as OCE is a good trade-off between over-the-air overhead and scanning delay.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0967r1 Fast Passive Scan Pt 2									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			20209			GEORGE CHERIAN			238			4			26.17.2.1			430			44			T			N			430.44			44			26.17.2.1						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1061r0			901			Allow FTM frames in VHT format in 6GHz			As in the comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:00:58Z) - 
Since 6 GHz band is greenfield the only allowed PPDU formats are non-HT and HE PPDU. TGaz allows the transmission of FTM frames using HE PPDU format so no need for the use of VHT PPDU.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1061r0 HE FTM in 6 GHz									N									2019/9/21 1:36			EDITOR


			20210			GEORGE CHERIAN			238			4			26.17.2.3			431						T			N			431.00						26.17.2.3						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1388r4			932			6GHz scannning: Consider allowing STAs to send Probe Req in PSC, after detecting Xms of IDLE time on the channel (X < 20ms. The exact value is TBD)			As in the comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 02:20:07Z) - Agree in principle. Proposed resolution is to use a default value of 7 ms, which covers the maximum possible duration of a PPDU (~5.5ms plus an extra time of 1.5 ms of idle time) and a minimum value which is ~5.5 ms. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1388r6 under all headings that include CID 20210.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1388r4									I						5			2019/9/23 22:18			EDITOR


			20211			GEORGE CHERIAN			238			4			26.17.2			430						T			N			430.00						26.17.2						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0965r1			887			6GHz access: Add rules to MU EDCA access that will help AP to better manage the medium. For example, instead of starting the MU EDCA timer only for the AC for which an MPDU is sent in the HE TB PPDU, start the timer for all ACs (of course, with different values as in the draft) if the HE TB PPDU is sent by the STA irrespective of the AC of the MPDU that is carried in the HE TB PPDU			As in the comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:27:18Z) - This was discussed earlier in the preceding meetings and the group could not reach consensus on it. The expectation is that a device will generally wait to be triggered by the AP, and if the AP behaves appropriately (i.e., schedules the STA frequently) then the STA will not contend on its own to send frames using EDCA.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0965r16 GHz inband discovery									N									2019/9/21 1:29			EDITOR


			20212			GEORGE CHERIAN			238			4			26.17.2.3			431						T			N			431.00						26.17.2.3						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0967r1			932			6GHz scanning: Extend FILS Discovery Frame to advertise whether Probe Requests are allowed in SU PPDU format, or if Probe Requests are not allowed at all on that channel for certain duration			As in the comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 23:03:53Z) - Discussed earlier (September 2018) and could not reach consensus. Couple of options are currently available:
1)	AP does not send FILS Discovery frame, hence STAs are not polled to send Probe Request (best if in a controlled environment so that all APs are cooperating so that the channel remains clean from active scanning traffic. 
2)	AP sends RNR IE with 20 TU Unsolicited Probe Response Active field set to 1, hence STAs cannot send PR to the AP/SSID identified in the RNR.
3)	AP sends a NAV-setting frame together with/or in alternative to (Probe Response) for the 20 TU period. Drawback being that all traffic is suspended (in BSS (okay since the AP can trigger all its STAS), and O-BSS (only okay if APs coordinate their NAV reservations as well).			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0967r1 Fast Passive Scan Pt 2									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			20213			GEORGE CHERIAN			238			4			26.4.2			314			41			T			N			314.41			41			26.4.2						V			George Cherian			19/0756r1			851			Management frame reference in the following note is irrelavent. Remove it. I am not able to find a CID that caused this change.

NOTE--A STA indicates the maximum number of Per AID TID Info fields with the same AID and that do not acknowledge
a Management frame that it can include in the Multi-STA BlockAck frame in the Multi-TID Aggregation Rx Support
field in the HE Capabilities element it transmits			As in the comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 14:14:46Z) - Agree in principle. Requested change made in the document.

TGax editor shall incorporate changes in 11-19-0756-01-00ax			EDITOR			George 19/756r1 26.4 Ack procedure									I						4.2			2019/5/30 19:03			EDITOR


			20214			Hongyuan Zhang			238			4			26.5.3.2.3			328			6			T			N			328.06			6			26.5.3.2.3						V			Tianyu Wu			19/0703r0			904			Is (26-1) applicable for all cases or just when BCC is used in TF?			Clarify			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:12:24Z) - (26-1) is only applicable to BCC coded TFs.  For LDPC coded TFs, the padding follows the requirements defined in the end of this subclause. See more discussions below. 

TGax Editor:  Please make changes to IEEE P802.11ax D4.1 according to the proposed text changes as resolution to CID 20214 in 11-19/0703r0			EDITOR			Tianyu 19/0703r0									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:36			EDITOR


			20215			Hongyuan Zhang			238			4			26.5.3.2.3			328			58			T			N			328.58			58			26.5.3.2.3						V			Tianyu Wu			19/0703r0			904			For LDPC, does the padding rule include both the additional 4 bullets, and (26-1), whichever leads to longer T_trigproc?			Clarify			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:12:37Z) - See resolution for CID 20214.			EDITOR			Tianyu 19/0703r0									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:36			EDITOR


			20216			Hongyuan Zhang			238			4			26.5.3.2.3			329			8			T			N			329.08			8			26.5.3.2.3						V			Tianyu Wu			19/0703r0			904			"T_PE,Nominal" is defined in clause 27, may need to quote the clause. A question is: does MAC level knows the exact T_PE.Nominal value (derived by running the math of clause 27.3.12), given that the TXVECTOR only provides the primitive "NOMINAL_PACKET_PADDING"?			Clarify, may need some editorial changes			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:13:30Z) - Agree in principle. Add a reference to 27.3.12 for TPE,nominal.

TXVECTOR is for MAC to provide parameters to PHY. No need to add parameters for TPE,nominal in TXVECTOR.  TPE,nominal should be given by table 27-44 and “a” factor in the table should be calculated in MAC. It is same as MAC calculate and signal “a” factor in the Trigger frame for following HE TB PPDU.  

TGax Editor:  Please make changes to IEEE P802.11ax D4.1 according to the proposed text changes as resolution to CID 20216 in 11-19/0703r0			EDITOR			Tianyu 19/0703r0									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:36			EDITOR


			20217			Hongyuan Zhang			238			4			27.3.18.3			619			6			T			N			619.06			6			27.3.18.3						J			Youhan Kim			19/1225r2			915			"+/-20 ppm in the 5 GHz and 6 GHz bands". The HE PPDU tone plan uses approx +/-78.125kHz or +/-156.25kHz (for HE SU PPDUs) as the DC guard tone spaces, depending on the signal bandwidth. It was originally designed for up to 5.9GHz and up to 40ppm relative center frequency difference between Tx and Rx. Now that the highest center freq could be up to 7GHz (20% up), the impact from LO leakage + CFO could be larger. On the other hand the state of the art radio/PLL design can make the center frequency much more accurate than +/-20ppm, should we make this requirement more stringent for 6GHz band?			Need discussions, possibly reduce the ppm requirement to, e.g. +/-15ppm in 6GHz band.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:35:31Z) - For HE SU or full BW HE MU/TB PPDUs, there is no performance impact from the larger frequency offset in 6 GHz.  For DL/UL OFDMA, only the center/inner-most 26-tone RU has small impact.  Hence, it does not seem necessary to change the ppm requirement for the 6 GHz band.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/1225r2									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20218			Huizhao Wang			238			4			9.3.1.22.1			107			49			T			Y			107.49			49			9.3.1.22.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0394r1			809			Move the example of setting TB PPDU's HE-SIGA2 reserved bits into a Note instead			Move the following statement into a note:
"Bits B54 to B62 of the Common Info field are set to
1 and correspond to the bits B7 to B15 in the HE-SIG-A2 subfield of the HE TB PPDU, respectively"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:39:18Z) - This can’t be a note, as it specifies the value that an HE AP is required to set in the soliciting Trigger frame and requirement that the responding STAs set the same value in the SIG-A field of the response PPDU. Also see resolutions to CIDs 20597 and 21481
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0394r1 CID 20218			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0394 9.3.1.22									I						4.1			2019/4/10 22:36			EDITOR


			20219			Huizhao Wang			238			4			26.4.2			314			42			T			Y			314.42			42			26.4.2						V			George Cherian			19/0756r1			851			The Note is incomprehenceable			Please rewrite the following Note in a way that a human can understand:

"NOTE--A STA indicates the maximum number of Per AID TID Info fields with the same AID and that do not acknowledge
a Management frame that it can include in the Multi-STA BlockAck frame in the Multi-TID Aggregation Rx Support
field in the HE Capabilities element it transmits."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 14:15:00Z) - Agree in principle. This is addressed with CID20213. Seems like some text wrongly without a corresponding CID.

TGax editor shall incorporate changes in 11-19-0756-01-00ax			EDITOR			George 19/756r1 26.4 Ack procedure									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-30 19:04:44Z - Changes in 19/756r1 incorporated, but there is no specific reference in the editing instructions to this CID			4.2			2019/5/30 19:05			EDITOR


			20220			Huizhao Wang			238			4			26.5.1.3			321			24			T			Y			321.24			24			26.5.1.3						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0510r3			841			Missing the rule of sending HE MU PPDU with 80MHz PPDU BW, with RU allocated to 20MHz operating non-AP HE STA.			Please add a paragraph to describe the rule of allocating RU for 20MHz operating STA for HE MU PPDU BW equal to 80MHz			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:29:21Z) - Agree with the comment. A sentence is added requiring the AP to allocated an RU that lies within the STA’s operating BW and the subchannel that the STA is operating on.

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/510r3 with the tag 20220			EDITOR			Abhi 19/510r3 MU Operation									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-29 21:09:51Z			4.2			2019/5/29 21:09			EDITOR


			20221			Huizhao Wang			238			4			26.5.3.2.1			325			40			T			Y			325.40			40			26.5.3.2.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0548r1			844			Missing rule of allocating RU for 80MHz HE TB PPDU to a 20 MHz operating non-AP HE STA.			Please add a paragraph to describe the rule of allocating RU for 20MHz operating STA for TB PPDU BW equal to 80MHz			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 17:55:12Z) - Agree with the comment. A sentence is added in 26.5.2.2.4 requiring the AP to allocated an RU that lies within the STA’s operating BW and the subchannel that the STA is operating on.
Based on discussion on 5/10/19 MAC ad-hoc, the term ‘operating BW’ is replaced with ‘channel in which the STA is operating’

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/548r1 with the tag 20221			EDITOR			Abhi 19/548r1 TF format									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-30 15:02:19Z			4.2			2019/5/30 15:02			EDITOR


			20222			Huizhao Wang			238			4			26.7.2			357			48			T			Y			357.48			48			26.7.2						J			Menzo Wentink			19/1137r2			932			Allow SU beamformer soliciting partial BW SU feedback, just like allowing SU beamformer soliciting CQI-only feedback. This is to assist DL OFDMA operation.			Remove:
"An SU beamformer shall not solicit partial bandwidth SU feedback in an HE non-TB sounding sequence "			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 02:31:13Z) - the current text reflects what was decided in the task group. The requested addition of a new sounding option is considered to add complexity without sufficient technical justification. (Copy of CID 15687, 15689, 15692, which were previously rejected.)			EDITOR			Menzo 19/1137r2 Sounding protocol									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			20223			Huizhao Wang			238			4			26.7.2			357			55			T			Y			357.55			55			26.7.2						J			Menzo Wentink			19/1137r2			932			allow non-TB sounding sequence to solicit MU feedback as well.			Change the paragraph as below:

"An MU beamformer may solicit full bandwidth MU feedback from an MU beamformee in an HE TB or no-TB sounding
sequence. An MU beamformer may solicit partial bandwidth MU feedback from an MU beamformee in
an HE TB or non-TB sounding sequence if the MU beamformee indicates support by setting the Triggered MU Beamforming
Partial BW Feedback subfield to 1."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 02:31:25Z) - the current text reflects what was decided in the task group. The requested addition of a new sounding option is considered to add complexity without sufficient technical justification. (Copy of CID 15692, which was previously rejected. CID 16672 explicitly added that "An MU beamformer shall not solicit MU feedback in an HE non-TB sounding seqeunce.".)			EDITOR			Menzo 19/1137r2 Sounding protocol									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			20224			Huizhao Wang			238			4			26.7.3			359			57			T			Y			359.57			57			26.7.3						J			Menzo Wentink			19/1137r2			932			Should allow SU beamformer to solicit partial BW feedback			Remove the paragraph of:

"An HE beamformer shall not initiate an HE non-TB sounding sequence with an HE NDP Announcement
frame that has a Partial BW Info field that indicates less than full bandwidth (see Table 26-4 (Settings for
BW, RU Start Index, and RU End Index fields in HE NDP Announcement frame))."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 02:32:13Z) - the current text reflects what was decided in the task group. The requested addition of a new sounding option is considered to add complexity without sufficient technical justification. (Copy of CID 15687, 15689, 15692, which were previously rejected.)			EDITOR			Menzo 19/1137r2 Sounding protocol									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			20225			Huizhao Wang			238			4			26.7.3			361			12			T			Y			361.12			12			26.7.3						J			Menzo Wentink			19/1137r2			932			SU beamformee may take the Ng, codebook, and Nc parameters from the NDPA STA_INFO field as well.			Add following statement:

"The HE beamformee can optionally take the Ng, codebook size, and Nc parameters from the STA Info in NDP Announcement frame."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 02:32:22Z) - the current text reflects what was decided in the task group. The requested addition of a new sounding option is considered to add complexity without sufficient technical justification. (Copy of CID 15690, 15693, which were previously rejected.)			EDITOR			Menzo 19/1137r2 Sounding protocol									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			20226			Huizhao Wang			238			4			26.7.3			363			45			T			Y			363.45			45			26.7.3						J			Menzo Wentink			19/1137r2			932			If allows SU beamformee optionally to take the SU feedback parameters from NDPA's STA_INFO field, then these fields (feedback type & Ng, codebook size and Nc) are allowed to have non zero values.			Remove:

"An HE beamformer soliciting SU feedback in an HE non-TB sounding sequence shall set the Feedback
Type And Ng, Codebook Size and Nc subfields in the HE NDP Announcement frame to 0."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 02:32:34Z) -  the current text reflects what was decided in the task group. The requested addition of a new sounding option is considered to add complexity without sufficient technical justification. (Copy of CID 15690, 15693, which were previously rejected.)			EDITOR			Menzo 19/1137r2 Sounding protocol									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			20227			Huizhao Wang			238			4			26.8.2			369			27			E			Y			369.27			27			26.8.2						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Missing "but" in the following sentence:			Change the statement as below:

"The TWT requesting STA decides which frames to transmit within or outside TWT SPs and while it is recommended that the STA not "to" transmit", but"  the STA is still permitted to do so"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 20:31:57Z) - The note seems to be commenting on the recommended nature of the requirement to not transmit outside the SP. Change the first sentence of the note to read: "The TWT requesting STA decides which frames to transmit within or outside a TWT SP and while it is recommended that the TWT requesting STA not transmit outside a TWT SP the TWT requesting STA might still do so."

While we are removing "permitted", at 354.54 change "is still permitted to" to "might still"			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-04-11 18:16:08Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20228			Huizhao Wang			238			4			26.8.33			376			55			E			Y			376.55			55			26.8.3.3						V			Editor			1123r2			923			The above paragraph is using keyword "should", so this note here is only making confusing, no new information provided. Please delete it.			Remove the Note:

"NOTE-The TWT scheduled STA decides what frames to transmit within or outside TWT SPs and while it is recommended
that the STA not to transmit it is still permitted to do so. If the STA decides to transmit then the STA might contend
for accessing the medium as defined in 26.2.7 (EDCA operation using MU EDCA parameters)."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 20:43:01Z) - Align with modification to note through #20227; change "is still permitted to do so" to "might still"			EDITOR			Editorials updated 2019-06-27									I			Updated resolution. A motioned resolution reinstated the "is still permitted to" language. Change this to "might still"			4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20229			Huizhao Wang			238			4			26.8.4.2			381			26			E			Y			381.26			26			26.8.4.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0966r2			932			This statement is poorly worded. Please change it			Change the statement as below:
"A TWT request STA that receives an TWT information as response to a transmitted TWT Information frame from this STA that:"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 10:30:58Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. The current sentence does not explicitly indicate who transmitted the frame. Proposed resolution clarifies this in the cited paragraph and similar paragraphs in other subclauses of relevance.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0966r2 under all headings that include CID 20229.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0966r2 TWT Pt2									I						5			2019/9/25 18:51			EDITOR


			20230			Huizhao Wang			238			4			26.8.4.2			381			28			E			Y			381.28			28			26.8.4.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0966r2			932			Make the statement more clarity			Change the statement as below:

"Does not contain a Next TWT field shall consider that TWT session suspended, the other TWT sessions (individual TWT and broadcast TWT) and the default PS operations are not affected."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 10:31:08Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. However, the proposal is to keep the term “agreement” rather than “session” to keep terminology consistency, and to add an independent bullet that indicates that other agreements and schedules are not affected by the transmission of the frame, unless the All TWT subfield is equal to 1 (which suspends, reschedules all TWTs). 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0966r2 under all headings that include CID 20230.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0966r2 TWT Pt2									I						5			2019/9/25 18:51			EDITOR


			20231			Huizhao Wang			238			4			26.8.4.2			381			38			E			Y			381.38			38			26.8.4.2						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0966r2			932			Make the statement more clarity			Change the statement as below:

"When the TWT Information frame's All TWT subfield is equal to 1, and the Next TWT value is none zero, it will resume all individual TWT sessions. The first resumption will occur at or after the time indicated in the Next TWT field".			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 10:31:17Z) - The comment fails to identify a technical issue. The current wording is clearer than the proposed change. Please note that the paragraph applies not only to the resumptions but also to the suspensions, hence the use of the terms “the above rules apply”. Additionally, there is no “first” resumption but a resumption of a particular TWT agreement.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0966r2 TWT Pt2									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			20232			Huizhao Wang			238			4			26.8.4.2			382			6			E			Y			382.06			6			26.8.4.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0966r2			932			Make the statement more clarity			Change the statement as below:

"except that the TWT scheduled STA shall consider all the Broadcast TWT sessions are resumed at or after the time indicated in the Next TWT field in the TWT Information frame."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 10:31:32Z) - Agree in principle with the comment but not with the proposed change, since it creates more ambiguity as to when the schedules are resumed. Proposed resolution changes the sentence to improve clarity.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0966r2 under all headings that include CID 20232.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0966r2 TWT Pt2									I						5			2019/9/25 18:51			EDITOR


			20233			Huizhao Wang			238			4			26.8.5			383			57			T			Y			383.57			57			26.8.5						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0315r1			815			Rules of TWT termination by More Data bit = 0 is too broad			This paragraph will allow inadvertly TWT termination if any of the control or mgmt frame individually addressed to the STA without the More data bit set to 1. Please remove it			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:11:36Z) - The comment is out of scope:  i.e., it is not on changed text, text affected by changed text or text that is the target of an existing valid unsatisfied comment.

Please note that the AP sets the MD bit to 1 to indicate that it has DL BUs for the STA; and sets it to 0 otherwise. If the AP has no data for the STA then STA can go to doze state. There is nothing inadvertent about the rule. Also please note that the AP explitly declares support of setting the MD to 1 in control response frames by setting the More Data Ack field in the QoS Info field it transmits.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/315 TWT PS									N									2019/3/21 21:40			EDITOR


			20234			Huizhao Wang			238			4			26.8.5			384			1			T			Y			384.01			1			26.8.5						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0315r1			815			Rules of TWT termination by More Data bit = 0 is too broad			Same reason as above, please remove it			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:12:13Z) - The comment is out of scope:  i.e., it is not on changed text, text affected by changed text or text that is the target of an existing valid unsatisfied comment.

Please note that the AP sets the MD bit to 1 to indicate that it has DL BUs for the STA; and sets it to 0 otherwise. If the AP has no data for the STA then STA can go to doze state. There is nothing inadvertent about the rule. Also please note that the AP explitly declares support of setting the MD to 1 in control response frames by setting the More Data Ack field in the QoS Info field it transmits.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/315 TWT PS									N									2019/3/21 21:40			EDITOR


			20235			Huizhao Wang			238			4			26.8.5			384			6			T			N			384.06			6			26.8.5						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0966r2			932			This rule does not make sense, it allows TF which is not addressed to the TWT STA to accidentally terminate its TWT SP			Please change the text to:

""equal to 0 and is addressed to the TWT requesting STA..."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 10:31:47Z) - The rule in question indicates that the STA can go to doze state after receiving a Trigger frame that has the More TF field set to 0 that is not addressed to it provided that the STA is in the awake state but has not yet indicated its awake state to the AP. STAs that are waiting to be polled by the AP can go to doze state in this case since the AP does not intend to poll anybody anymore. Please note that there is no accidental termination of TWT SPs here since the AP is in control of the Trigger frame and the setting of the bits therein. If we were to change the rule as suggested by the commenter then a STA would be going to doze state when the Trigger frame is addressed to the STA, but if the Trigger is addressed to the STA then why would the STA would be allowed to go to doze state?			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0966r2 TWT Pt2									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			20236			Huizhao Wang			238			4			26.8.7.2			386			39			T			Y			386.39			39			26.8.7.2						J			Zhou Lan			19/1655r1			938			Allow SST STAs To Receive Beacons & Broadcast/mcast frames while stay in the secondary channel			Add optional rules:
1. AP sends beacons and broadcast/mcast frames using non-HT-dup PPDU with non-HT-dup BW covers the secondary channels where SST STAs are scheduled.			Insufficient detail			EDITOR			Zhou 19/1655r1									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20237			Huizhao Wang			238			4			26.15.2			419			47			T			Y			419.47			47			26.15.2						V			Yongho Seok			19/0770r6			932			The statement is wrong			Change the text as below:

"unless the most recent received PPDU sent by the soliciting STA to the responding STA..."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 02:28:49Z) - Current statement is correct. 
But, For more clarification, the wording is changed. 

TGax editor makes changes as specified in 11-19/0770r5 for CID 20237.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/0770r6 PPDU format									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-23 22:35:27Z			5			2019/9/23 22:35			EDITOR


			20238			Huizhao Wang			238			4			26.17.1			426			40			E			Y			426.40			40			26.17.1						J			Editor			1123r2			923			Missing HE Capability IE			Add "and HE Capability element"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 22:39:49Z) - It is not an exhaustive list; It effectively defining how a STA determines that a BSS is an HE BSS.			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 22:41:18Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20239			Huizhao Wang			238			4			26.17.1			427			13			E			Y			427.13			13			26.17.1						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Missing 6GHz			Add "and 6GHz;"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 22:49:25Z) - Remove the sentence. Delete "NOTE 1--" at 178.20 (D4.2) and renumber subsequent notes.			EDITOR			Editorials updated 2019-06-27						Discuss during the May session			I			Updated resolution. Previous resolution modified the setence at 427.13.			4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20240			Huizhao Wang			238			4			26.17.1			429			20			T			Y			429.20			20			26.17.1						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0963r2			886			160MHz MCS + NSS capabilities for VHT may not be the same as in HE			Remove the statements

"If a STA supports 160 MHz, the Maximum NSS defined by its Rx VHTMCS Map field and Extended NSS BW Support field in the VHT Capabilities element at 160 MHz shall not be more than the maximum NSS defined by its Rx HE-MCS Map For 160 MHz field in the HE Capabilities element at 160 MHz. If a STA supports 80+80 MHz, the maximum NSS defined by its Rx VHT-MCS Map field and Extended NSS BW Support field in the VHT Capabilities element at 80+80 MHz shall not be more than the maximum NSS defined by its Rx HE-MCS Map For 80+80 MHz field in the HE Capabilities element at 80+80 MHz. "			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:19:11Z) - The CRC disagrees with the comment that the capabilities may not be the same. 

Please note that the capabilities of a device are the same independently of the amendment. Once the STA associates with or operates as a VHT/HE device then the STA can lower or increase its operating parameters. This is inline with the PAR requirement that an HE STA is a VHT STA.			EDITOR			BSS operation									N									2019/9/21 1:28			EDITOR


			20241			Huizhao Wang			238			4			26.17.2.1			429			58			T			Y			429.58			58			26.17.2.1						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0304r2			850			Allow 20MHz-only STA in 6GHz			Remove the statements			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 18:02:27Z) - The requirement of supporting at least 80 MHz applies to APs. Quoting:
“An HE AP operating in the 6 GHz band shall indicate support for at least 80 MHz channel width.”

20 MHz-only STAs are non-AP STAs as such this requirement does not apply to them, i.e., 20 MHz-only STAs are already allowed.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/304r2 HE BSS in 6 GHz									N									2019/5/30 18:36			EDITOR


			20242			Huizhao Wang			238			4			26.17.2.3.3			432			21			T			Y			432.21			21			26.17.2.3.3						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0962r4			885			Allow STA to send probe req after missed beacons/probe resp for a period of time			Add Active Scan Timeout IE to advertise a time period that if a STA has missed beacon or probe resp for that period of time, then it is allowed to send out probe request.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:10:19Z) - The sentence relates to Probe Request frames sent for discovery purposes i.e., the probe request is sent to the broadcast destination address. Proposed resolution clarifies this. A new IE is not needed since the AP is already discovered, and if it is discovered the STA can send an individually addressed probe request frame.

Tgax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0962r4 under all headings that include CID 20242.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0962r4 Non-AP STA Scanning									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:28			EDITOR


			20243			Huizhao Wang			238			4			26.17.2.3.3			432						E			Y			432.00						26.17.2.3.3						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Change to 20TUs			Change 20480 to 20TUs instead			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-04-10 20:57:30Z) - Change "20 480 us" to "20 TUs". See also #20488.			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 23:21:18Z - see #20488			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20244			Huizhao Wang			238			4			26.17.2.4			434			26			T			Y			434.26			26			26.17.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0417r8			877			Cannot understand this paragraph			Please rewrite the paragraph so that a human being can understand			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:02:22Z) - a note was added in section 9.4.2.170.2 for a human being to understand this. Add a similar note in this subclause. Apply the changes marked as CID20244 in doc 0417r8.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0417r8 6 GHz out-of-band discovery									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			20245			James Yee			238			4			3.2			39			59			G			N			39.59			59			3.2						V			Laurent Cariou			19/1161r4			879			The definition of "Spatial Reuse" based on a single PPDU transmission predicated on what would have 'normally' prevented the transmission is too vague and not useful. Should be defined as a mode of operation.			Define SR as: A BSS operating mode that allows the medium to be reused more often between OBSSs in  dense deployment  scenarios  by  the  early identification  of  signals  from  overlapping  basic  service  sets (OBSSs) and interference management.
Or, delete the definition.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:35:05Z) - modify the sentence to improve readability. Apply the changes marked as CID20245 in 19/1161r4.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1161r4									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:23			EDITOR


			20246			James Yee			238			4			26.8.7.2			386			41			E			N			386.41			41			26.8.7.2						V			Yongho Seok			19/0771r1			899			In multiple instances, "SST STA" should be "HE SST STA" and "SST AP" should be "HE SST AP", to be consistent with the definitions.			As suggested.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:47:29Z) - Agree in principle. 
Editorial changes have been applied in the below proposed text updates.

TGax editor makes changes as specified in 11-19/0771r1 for CID 20246.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/0771r1 HE SST									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:35			EDITOR


			20247			Jarkko Kneckt			238			4			3.2			37			64			T			N			37.64			64			3.2						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0561r2			918			Broadcast TWT should not be set for a single time, rather it should be set for a set of times. The signalng overhead and delays to arrange a single time instant broadcast TWT are not worth of the effort. Also one-time reservations are not possible to organize with the Broadcast TWT Persistence subfield as described in p.372 26.8.3.2.			Please, change the definition to read: broadcast target wake time (TWT): A  set of times broadcast by an access point (AP) to multiple non-AP stations (non-AP STAs) to be awake in order to exchange frames with the AP.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:50:58Z) - The definition is consistent with the use and terminology in 26.8. There are two cases (aperiodic, which is the single schedule) and the periodic (which is the set of schedules). The AP can chose either of the two (with preference on the periodic if overhead becomes an issue).			EDITOR			Alfred 19/561r2 miscellaneous TWT									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20248			Jarkko Kneckt			238			4			3.2			38			5			E			N			38.05			5			3.2						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Alfabeticaly Co-hosted should be before Co-located			Change to alfabetical order			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 23:59:56Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-28 00:00:06Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20249			Jarkko Kneckt			238			4			3.2			37			18			T			N			37.18			18			3.2						J			Abhishek Patil			19/0506r3			835			Please add Reduced Neighbor Report element as elements from which the Nontransmitted BSSID information can be received.			Change to: ... encoded in  Probe Response, Beacon and directional multi-gigabit (DMG) Beacon frames and in Reduced Neighbor Report and Neighbor Report elements.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 19:57:11Z) - Per the definition, the (nontransmitted) BSSID is derived from information carried in the Probe or Beacon of a transmitted BSSID. The RNR IE can advertise information (e.g., BSSID, SSID etc) about a nonTxBSSID. The BSSID if present is explicitly provided not derived from the TxBSSID – i.e., RNR doesn’t carry the Multiple BSSID element (which aids the derivation of the nonTxBSSID – see 9.4.2.45).			EDITOR			Abhi 19/506r3 Multi-BSSID									N									2019/5/24 18:38			EDITOR


			20250			Jarkko Kneckt			238			4			3.2			39			30			T			N			39.30			30			3.2						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0415r2			842			Please clarify what is meant with: "if it is explicitly not scheduled by its associated OPS AP."			Please delete "if it is explicitly not scheduled by its associated OPS AP."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 17:45:06Z) - modify the sentence to clarify the meaning of explicitly not scheduled. Apply the changes as defined in this document.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/415r2 OPS									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-29 22:25:43Z			4.2			2019/5/29 22:25			EDITOR


			20251			Jarkko Kneckt			238			4			4.3.15a			43			48			E			N			43.48			48			4.3.15a						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Mandatory MAC features should be listed prior Optional MAC features similarly as done in the PHY features.			Please, change the order of the MAC features and list the mandatory features first. Perhaps the mandatory AP features should  be listed before the non-AP features.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 14:55:20Z) -As suggest. List mandotry features ahead of optional features. Withing the mandatory block, list AP specific features ahead of non-AP STA features ahead of features that apply to both.			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 14:56:27Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20252			Jarkko Kneckt			238			4			9.4.2.170.2			152			45			T			N			152.45			45			9.4.2.170.2						J			Jarkko Kneckt			19/1222r4			931			The scanning STA should get information whether all bands that have a co-located AP are listed in the Reduced Neighbor Report. This ensures that STA does not need to further request co-located BSSs and the STA knows all candidate APs easily.			Two alternative resolutions are proposed:
1. Either write that all bands in which the reporting AP has a co-located AP  are included to the Reduced Neighbor Reports,
2. or add a bit to the Reduced Neighbor Report element that indicates whether all bands in which a colocated AP operates are included to the reduced neighbor report.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 20:49:36Z) - 802.11ax is defining out-of-the-band discovery for 6 GHz BSSs. Other bands are not discussed in 802.11ax. 6 GHz out-of-the-band rules define the BSSs and the fields that are present in RNR element, so no indication is needed for 6 GHz.			EDITOR			Jarkko 19/1222r4									N			Believe that the intention is 19/1222r4, which is the document that is reviewed						2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20253			Jarkko Kneckt			238			4			9.4.2.170.2			152			45			T			N			152.45			45			9.4.2.170.2						V			Jarkko Kneckt			19/1222r4			931			Enable in active scanning the scanning non-AP STA to request information that is included to the Reduced Neighbor Report. For example, a non-AP STA should be capable to indicate the bands in which it is interested to operate and request AP information on these bands to be added to the Reduced Neioghbor Report elements.			Please create a new Reduced Neighbor Report Criteria element that may be included to the Probe Request frames. This element can request the bands from which the AP information should be added to the Reduced Neighbor Report element.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 20:49:51Z) - The CRC did not consider the band specific request for RNR content as relevant new feature. 

The CRC considered that current workding in clause 11.1.4.3.4 could be reworded to be more clear. 

The dot11ColocatedRNRImplemented MIB variable is used only in clause 11.1.4.3.4. With new clarifications of the Probe Response content this MIB parameter is not needed.  

TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-19/1222r0 that are marked with CID 202			EDITOR			Jarkko 19/1222r4									I			Believe that the intention is 19/1222r4, which is the document that is reviewed			4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20254			Jarkko Kneckt			238			4			9.4.2.170.2			154			16			T			N			154.16			16			9.4.2.170.2						J			Editor						933			Reduced Neighbor Report does not need to have information whether a listed AP has the transmitted BSSID or not. The STA is able to operate with the AP without this information and this will not cause difficulties to the data transmissions.			Please make the transmitted BSSID in Reduced Neighbor Report element as reserved and remove all description related to the transmitted BSSID field.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-15 11:43:29Z) - The commenter withdraws the comment.			EDITOR			Withdrawn									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20255			Jarkko Kneckt			238			4			9.4.2.170.2			152			45			T			N			152.45			45			9.4.2.170.2						J			Jarkko Kneckt			19/1222r4			931			Allow a non-AP STA to request whether only the co-located APs are included in the Reduced Neighbor Report or whether to include neighbor AP information  to the Reduced Neighbor Report.			Please create a new Reduced Neighbor Report Criteria element that may be included to the Probe Request frames. This element can request to include only co-located AP information or to include neighbor AP information to the Reduced Neighbor Report included to the Probe Response frames.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 20:50:04Z) - The responding AP may have reasons to include non co-located BSS in the Reduced Neighbor Report. For instance, the Co-located BSS may be congested, and the other BSS may have more resources available. However, the STAs benefit, if they get knowledge that AP has provided all co-located APs.			EDITOR			Jarkko 19/1222r4									N			Believe that the intention is 19/1222r4, which is the document that is reviewed						2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20256			Jarkko Kneckt			238			4			9.3.3.10			122			10			T			N			122.10			10			9.3.3.10						V			Jarkko Kneckt			19/0447r1			812			Submission 19/0061r7 was motioned in in CR Motion #782 at Jan2019 IEEE meeting. This submission includes Short SSID to the Probe Request frames, but it is not shown in D4.0			Include Short SSID List to the Probe Request frames motioned in the CR Motion #782 in Jan 19.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:00:34Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-19/447r1 that are marked with CID 20256			EDITOR			Jarkko 19/0447r1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-21 22:05:34Z			4.1			2019/9/13 23:56			EDITOR


			20257			Jarkko Kneckt			238			4			11.1.4.3.4			275			65			T			N			275.65			65			11.1.4.3.4						V			Jarkko Kneckt			19/0447r1			812			D4.0 has implemented wrong reference number. The submission 19/0061r7 contains a reference to the clause 27.16.1a.1 (Out of the band discovery of 6GHz BSS) which discusses how the 6 GHz BSSs are advertised in 2.4 and 5 GHz bands. D4.0 has a reference to "scanning in 6 GHz". The reference should be to the "out of the band discovery" clause, because this clause defines how 6 GHz BSS information is present in the lower bands.			Please change the reference at the end of the steps 2a and 6 to 26.17.2.4 (Out of band discovery of a 6 GHz BSS), as should be implemented based on the  accepted CR motion #782.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:00:49Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-19/447r1 that are marked with CID 20257			EDITOR			Jarkko 19/0447r1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-21 22:05:46Z			4.1			2019/9/13 23:56			EDITOR


			20258			Jarkko Kneckt			238			4			11.1.4.3.4			275			61			E			N			275.61			61			11.1.4.3.4						J			Editor			1123r2			923			The step 2a) should be step 3), as all other steps are having own unique numbering.			Change 2a) to 3) and renumber the bullets accordingly.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-27 18:29:46Z) - The bullet is inserted between items 2 and 3 in the baseline. We use the sublettering convention to indicate this. When the amendment is rolled into the base standard as part of the maintenance release the numbering will be updated.			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20259			Jarkko Kneckt			238			4			9.4.2.237			164			54			T			N			164.54			54			9.4.2.237						V			Abhishek Patil			19/1148r2			883			The Profile Periodicity should be a small number to reduce the duration of the passive scanning STAs. A not should hint this.
To ensure that PS STAs receive the non-transmitted BSS information without additional wake ups, the non-transmitted BSSID information shall be present in multiple of the DTIM periods of the non-tarnsmitted BSS. This should be clearly stated in the normative text.			Please change the note to standard text by including  to the end of the line 12: "The AP shall send a non-transmitted BSSs information in a beacon that is multiple of the non-transmitted BSS's DTIM beacons.  Change the Note in p274,l33 to read: NOTE--It is recommended that an AP selects a small value to Profile Periodicity field to make make non-transmitted BSS information fast available for passive scannnign devices.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:58:42Z) - Agree with the comment. However, the group discussed this CID and decided to keep the note. Further a new note was added recommending that the profile periodicity be a small value to aid fast discovery of nonTxBSSIDs. Several other minor editorial fixes were added to clause 11.1.3.8 as part of resolution to this CID

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-19/1148r2			EDITOR			Abhi 19/1148r2 Multi-BSS									I			Believe that the intention for the resolution is to apply 19/1148r2 based on the motion result			4.3			2019/9/21 1:25			EDITOR


			20260			Jarkko Kneckt			238			4			26.5.6.5			350			55			T			N			350.55			55			26.5.6.5						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0414r3			866			DL frames delivery after NDP feedback to a non-AP STA in PS mode is not clear:
 - The STA may not have configured the APSD for all its ACs. In this case the DL frame may not be transmitted to the STA
- The buffered frame may not be from delivery enabled AC. In this case the APSD SP is not initiated and no DL frame is transmitted.
If a TWT SP is initiated, then there may be confusion when the TWT SP is terminated. There may be multiple BC TWT SPs ongoing at the same time and it is unclear how long the STA should remain awake. The APSD SPs are terminated when the  TWT SP is terminated.
To simpify the operation, the AP could consider the PS-mode STA to have transitioned to active mode when AP receives an NDP as a response to NFRP trigger. Thus, there is no ambiguity when AP may send DL frame to the STA.			Please change the If a STA in power saving mode responds to a NFRP Trigger, then the AP shall consider the STA in active mode.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 04:15:20Z) - For TWT, there are no issue, as all indications that the STA is awake is treated the same way. For legacy PS mode, NFRP response is equivalent to Ps-Poll. For U-APSD, an ambiguity exists when only some Acs are delivery-enabled, in which case there is a difference between a Ps-Poll and a trigger. In such case, the NFRP response is equivalent to the U-APSD trigger.
Make changes throughout the section 11.2 Power management in order to clarify how power save mechanisms work with an indication that the STA is in the awake state thanks to NFRP response. To enable BU delivery to the STA, the STA need not report a non-zero buffer status, hence the resolution proposes to allow the STA to respond to an NFRP trigger frame with resource request type, even though it does not have buffer status to report. Apply the changes marked as CID20260 in 19/0414r3.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0414r3 NFRP									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:15			EDITOR


			20261			Jarkko Kneckt			238			4			26.5.6.5			350			55			T			N			350.55			55			26.5.6.5						J			Laurent Cariou			19/0414r3			866			The clause 26.5.6.5 should be merged to 26.5.6.4, because they both discuss on the same trigger type. 26.5.6.5 provides instructions how to operate with power saving STAs.			Please merge the clause 26.5.6.5 to the clause 26.5.6.4.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 04:16:16Z) - it is clearer to have separate sections, as one is about the description of operation with a specific Feedback type, and there could be other types, while the other is about power save operations, disregards of the types used.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0414r3 NFRP									N									2019/9/21 1:15			EDITOR


			20262			Jarkko Kneckt			238			4			26.8.2			369			60			T			N			369.60			60			26.8.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0725r1			849			In triggered announced TWT SP any UL frame that a STA includes to a HE TB PPDU should be considered as an indication that a STA is awake for the TWT SP duration. There is no need to require that such a frame is U-APSD trigger frame or to transmit a PS-Poll frame.			Please change the text to read: " ... shall include a PS-Poll, management or a data frame in the HE TB PPDU which inclusion is not prohibited by other rules, see  not prohibit their inclusion, see 26.5.3 (UL MU operation).In general change U-APSD trigger frame to a frame that indicates the STA to be available in TWT SP.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:34:42Z) - The frame can be any type of frame as long as the frame does solicit an immediate response from the AP, since the absence of an immediate response allows the STA to maintain its aggressiveness in contending for the medium increasing the likelihood of collisions. Hence, the proposed resolution is to clarify that the indication can be any frame that solicits an immediate response. Similar changes applied to broadcast TWT counterpart.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0725r0 under all headings that include CID 20262.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/725r1 Individual TWT									I						4.2			2019/5/30 18:17			EDITOR


			20263			Jarkko Kneckt			238			4			26.8.2			369			60			T			N			369.60			60			26.8.2						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0725r1			849			In announced TWT SP any UL frame that is received during the TWT SP should be considered as an indication that a STA is awake, there is no need to:
1. couple APSD and TWT together and require that only APSD trigger frame allows AP to transmit frames to the STA
2. require that STA transmits PS-Poll. PS-Poll frame adds transmission overheads.			Please allow an announced TWT SP to start with a control, data or a management frame that is addressed to the AP and transmitted by the non-AP STA to which the SP is initiated in the beginning of the TWT SP.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:34:58Z) - The comment fails to identify a technical issue. Regarding item 1) There is no coupling between the APSD and TWT but rather the reason is that TWT is built on top of existing baseline power saving features, namely baseline PS, reason for which PS-Poll is called out, and APSD, reason for which APSD trigger frame is called out. 
2) the STA is not required to send PS-Poll but rather has a choice to chose what to transmit between PS-Poll, APSD trigger frame, or any other indication that is valid for indicating that the STA is in awake state.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/725r1 Individual TWT									N									2019/5/30 18:13			EDITOR


			20264			Jarkko Kneckt			238			4			9.4.2.170.2			152			45			T			N			152.45			45			9.4.2.170.2						J			Jarkko Kneckt			19/1222r4			931			A STA should be capable to request that Reduced Neighbor Report contains AP information only on the SSIDs that are included in the Probe Request frame. The guidance helps to reduce the size of the Neighbor Report element and to provide essential information for the scanning STA.			Please create a new Reduced Neighbor Report Criteria element that may be included to the Probe Request frames. This element can request to include information of APs that match with the SSIDs included to the Probe Request frame to the Reduced Neighbor Report in the Probe Response frames that are transmitted as a response to the Probe Request.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 20:50:16Z) - The responding AP may have reasons to include BSS with different SSIDs to RNR in broadcast Probe Response. For instance, AP may have free networks that are avaialbe for all STAs and the AP may desire to advertise them to the STAs.			EDITOR			Jarkko 19/1222r4									N			Believe that the intention is 19/1222r4, which is the document that is reviewed						2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20265			Jarkko Kneckt			238			4			9.4.2.170.2			152			45			T			N			152.45			45			9.4.2.170.2						J			Jarkko Kneckt			19/1222r4			931			A STA should be capable to request that Reduced Neighbor Report contains information of All APs in the ESS from which the STA may receive a Beacon. Information of all APs ensures that the STA knows all available APs and can select the best AP.			Please create a new Reduced Neighbor Report Criteria element that may be included to the Probe Request frames. This element can request to include information of all APs in the ESS that are within a coverage that the requesting STA could receive a beacon from them to the Reduced Neighbor Report in the Probe Response frames that are transmitted as a response to the Probe Request.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 20:50:25Z) - The responding AP may have reasons not to include all APs in its response. For instance, the medium may be congested and AP may need to save medium time, or the AP may not know all neighboring APs.			EDITOR			Jarkko 19/1222r4									N			Believe that the intention is 19/1222r4, which is the document that is reviewed						2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20266			Jerome Vanthournout			238			4			26.5.3.3.4			335			8			E			N			335.08			8			26.5.3.3.4						V			Editor			1123r2			923			"The HE_LTF_MODE, STBC, and NUM_STS parameters are set to 0".
NUM_STS value cannot be 0 and is at least 1.			The HE_LTF_MODE, STBC, and NUM_STS parameters are set to 1.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 17:24:02Z)  Change to "The HE_LTF_MODE and STBC parameters are set to 0, and the NUM_STS parameter is set to 1"			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 17:24:16Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20267			Jerome Vanthournout			238			4			27.2.2			451			28			E			N			451.28			28			27.2.2						A			Editor			1123r2			923			"If at least one of the following conditions is satisfied, STBC is
set to 0:
-- FORMAT is HE_MU or HE_TB, and RU_ALLOCATION
value indicates two or more users in one RU
-- NUM_STS is larger than 1
-- DCM is 1"

In STBC, NSS=1 and NUM_STS = 2.
With the above condition, the STBC can never be set.			"If at least one of the following conditions is satisfied, STBC is
set to 0:
-- FORMAT is HE_MU or HE_TB, and RU_ALLOCATION
value indicates two or more users in one RU
-- NUM_STS is larger than 2
-- DCM is 1"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-25 23:33:53Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-25 23:33:58Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20268			Joseph Levy			238			4												T			Y															V			Srini Kandala			19/1275r0			946			The draft states that it is an amendment to IEEE P802.11REVmdD2.0, however many edits and text additions appear to be made to older version of the 802.11 draft and are therefore unintended or undocumented changes to the base draft.  Some specific examples of this issue are provided in other comments provided by this commenter.			Review all proposed changes to the P802.11REVmdD2.0 text and assure that the base line text is used as the basis for proposed changes or clarify that what document is used as a basis.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 10:16:18Z) - TGax editor to apply edits in 19/1275r0			EDITOR			Srini 19/1275r0 REVmd updates									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-01 15:56:05Z			5			2019/10/1 15:56			EDITOR


			20269			Joseph Levy			238			4			9.2.4.1.8			69			36			T			Y			69.36			36			9.2.4.1.8						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0309r1			820			The baseline text being modified in 9.2.4.1.8 is not consistent with P802.11REVmdD2.0.  For example the baseline text in mdD2.0 begins the 5th paragraph (called the 4th paragraph in the amendment) with "An AP optionally sets the More Data subfield to 1 in Ack frames to a non-DMG and non-S1G(11ah) STA ...", while the amendment test starts the 4th paragraph with "An AP optionally sets the More Data subfield to 1 in Ack frames sent to a non-DMG non-HE STA and in Ack, BlockAck and Multi-STA BlockAck frames sent to an HE STA."			Reference the correct location of the text in the baseline amendment: the 5th and 6 paragraphs and correct the baseline text so that the edits are correct.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-04-02 21:59:21Z) - Agree in principle with the comment that one word of the paragraph is not updated. However, the paragraph numbers are correct. Proposed resolution corrects the outdated word.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0309r0 under all headings that include CID 20269.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0309r1 Frame Control									I						4.1			2019/9/14 0:11			EDITOR


			20270			Joseph Levy			238			4			9.2.4.1.8			69			36			T			Y			69.36			36			9.2.4.1.8						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0309r1			820			The text being modified is an optional behavior of an AP that applies to ACK frames sent to non-DMG and non-S1G STAs.  The text is modified changes this optional behavior to apply only to non-DMG non-HE STAs.  Hence this optional behavior is no longer applicable to non-DMG STAs or non-S1G STAs.  This breaks the existing legacy specification.			Correct the text so that this optional behavior applies to Ack frames sent to non-DMG non-HE STAs and non-S1G STAs.  Also there is no reason that non-HE needs to be added to this restriction, as later in the sentence it is explicitly stated that it may be sent to an HE STA in an ACK Frame.  It would be best to simply leave the legacy text as it is and then add the additional condition supporting BlockACK and Multi-STA BlockACK frames sent to an HE STA.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-04-02 21:58:20Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution fixes the inconsistency inline with the suggestion.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0309r0 under all headings that include CID 20270.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0309r1 Frame Control									I						4.1			2019/9/14 0:11			EDITOR


			20271			Joseph Levy			238			4			11.1.4.3.4			276			1			T			Y			276.01			1			11.1.4.3.4						J			Abhishek Patil			19/0436r2			816			It isn't necessary to restrict the STA behavior to include dot11SSIDListImplemented is true.  If the STA received a SSID List element in the Probe Request frame it should check if the SSID of the STA's BSS is in that element independent of if dot11SSIDListImpemented is true.			Delete the addition and edit and return the text to the base line wording: "The SSID List element is present in the Probe Request frame and includes the SSID of the STA's BSS."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:15:01Z) - Implementation of SSID List feature is option. However, at present, there is no indication of whether an AP supports reception and responding to a Probe Request frame carrying SSID List element. The (new) MIB dot11SSIDListImplemented is added to indicate this support			EDITOR			Abhi 19/436 11.1.4									N			EDITOR: 2019-03-21 21:39:31Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/3/21 21:39			EDITOR


			20272			Joseph Levy			238			4			11.1.4.3.4			276			33			T			Y			276.33			33			11.1.4.3.4						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0436r2			816			Deletion of the 4th paragraph (which is really the 5th paragraph in the base line) changes the base line FILS behavior.  I don't believe this paragraph should be deleted.  If this behavior is not desired for HE STAs then a restriction should be added.			Delete the deletion of the paragraph			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:15:36Z) - The changes in 11ax spec that only TxBSSID responds to a probe request are applicable to any multi-BSS AP (i.e., not limited to HE AP, therefore applicable to FILS AP too). Further, REVmd has deleted this paragraph as a resolution to CID 2010 which proposes the same rules as 11ax (only TxBSSID responds to a probe). See doc 11-19/0146r3. Therefore, the instruction for deleting this paragraph should be removed from 11ax draft. 
TGax editor, please make changes as showing in 11-19/0436r2 with the tag CID 20272			EDITOR			Abhi 19/436 11.1.4									I						4.1			2019/3/21 21:39			EDITOR


			20273			Joseph Levy			238			4			17.3.9.10			289			14			T			Y			289.14			14			17.3.9.10						V			Youhan Kim			19/0830r1			858			The first paragraph of this section provides requirements for non-AP STA transmitting non-HT or non-HT duplicate PPDUs.  This is not a HE requirement and provides additional performance requirements for non-HT STAs.  This is out of scope for this amendment.			Delete the performance requirements for non-AP STAs.  If it is desirable to add these requirements provide a submission to TGmd.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:40:02Z) - The requirement is on HE STAs responding to triggering frames, hence should be captured in TGax draft.  Proposed text updates in 11-19/0830 moves the requirements to clause 27.3.14 to address the commenter’s concern that this adds “additional performance requirements for non-HT STAs”.

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text updates for CIDs 20273, 20472, 20916, 21573 in 11-19/0830r1.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/830r1 Clause 17									I						4.2			2019/6/4 18:56			EDITOR


			20274			kaiying Lv			238			4			3.2			34			2			T			N			34.02			2			3.2						V			Srini Kandala			19/0619r4			932			Change "using transmitting mask" to "using the 20MHz transmit spectral mask"			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-16 04:58:47Z) - Commenter used the word “transmitting” instead of the word in draft, “transmit”. However, Agree with the comment in principle.

TGax editor, Insert “20 MHz” before “transmit spectral mask” at the referenced location			EDITOR			Srini 19/0619r4 Select Comments									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-21 08:27:58Z			5			2019/9/21 8:28			EDITOR


			20275			kaiying Lv			238			4			3.2			34			61			E			N			34.61			61			3.2						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Miss the full name of the chapter. Please change it to "Clause 21( Very high throughput (VHT) PHY specification)"			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 23:35:29Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 23:35:34Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20276			kaiying Lv			238			4			3.2			34			64			E			N			34.64			64			3.2						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Miss the full name of the chapter. Please change it to "Clause 19(High-throughput (HT) PHY specification)"			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 23:36:06Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 23:36:10Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20277			kaiying Lv			238			4			3.2			34			64			T			N			34.64			64			3.2						J			Youhan Kim			19/0831r1			859			Why does a 40 MHz non-HT duplicate PPDU (TXVECTOR parameter CH_BANDWIDTH equal to CBW40) transmitted by an HE STA use the 40 MHz transmit spectral mask defined in Clause 19 instead of using mask defined in clause 27?			Change to "a 40 MHz non-HT duplicate PPDU (TXVECTOR parameter CH_BANDWIDTH equal to CBW40) transmitted by an HE STA using the 40 MHz transmit spectral mask defined in Clause 27(High Efficiency (HE) PHY specification)"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:46:18Z) - The shape of the transmit spectrum is primarily a function the PPDU type, not the STA type.  Even if an HE STA is transmtting a 40 MHz non-HT duplicate PPDU, it is using the subcarrier spacing (312.5 KHz), number of subcarriers, symbol duration, etc. as defined in clause 19.  Spectral mask in clause 27 is specifically for the case of narrower subcarrier spacing (78.125 KHz), longer symbol duration (12.8 usec), etc.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/831r1 Part 2									N									2019/6/4 20:13			EDITOR


			20278			kaiying Lv			238			4			3.2			35			17			T			N			35.17			17			3.2						J			Youhan Kim			19/0831r1			859			Since a STA operating in 6GHz band doesn't support VHT operation, the STA transmits an 80 MHz non-high throughput (non-HT) duplicate PPDU (TXVECTOR parameter CH_BANDWIDTH equal to CBW80) transmitted using the 80 MHz transmit spectral mask defined in Clause 27(High Efficiency (HE) PHY specification) instead of in Clause 21 (Very High Throughput (VHT) PHY specification). Please clarify it.			As in comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:46:29Z) - The shape of the transmit spectrum is primarily a function the PPDU type, not the STA type.  Even if an HE STA is transmtting a 80 MHz non-HT duplicate PPDU, it is using the subcarrier spacing (312.5 KHz), number of subcarriers, symbol duration, etc. as defined in clause 21.  Spectral mask in clause 27 is specifically for the case of narrower subcarrier spacing (78.125 KHz), longer symbol duration (12.8 usec), etc.
Furthermore, while an HE STA in 6 GHz is not a VHT STA, it does not mean that we cannot reference some of the information (e.g. transmit spectral mask) in clause 21.  For example, cyclic shift values for pre-HE modulated fields refer to Table 21-10 (see D4.1 P523L62).  The fact that we reference some information (e.g. CSD values) in clause 21 does not mean that HE cannot operate in the 6 GHz band.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/831r1 Part 2									N									2019/6/4 20:13			EDITOR


			20279			kaiying Lv			238			4			3.2			40			1			T			N			40.01			1			3.2						V			Matt Fischer			19/0613r6			932			SRP opportuntiy can be identified by the HE-SIG-A of the HE TB PPDU and/or the UL SR field in common info field of trigger frame			Change to "spatial reuse parameters (SRP) opportunity: a spatial reuse opportunity that is established based on the value of the Spatial Reuse field in the HE-SIG-A field of an HE TB PPDU and /or the UL spatial reuse  field in the common info field of a Trigger frame."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 04:09:56Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-19/0613r6 that are marked with CID 20279 which add the text suggested by the commenter with corrected formatting.			EDITOR			Matt 19/0613r6 SRP									I						5			2019/9/25 21:59			EDITOR


			20280			kaiying Lv			238			4			8.3.4.4			63			43			T			N			63.43			43			8.3.4.4						V			Editor			1123r2			923			The reference of the chapter in the paragraph is not clear. Please clarify it.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 15:00:00Z) - Agree in principle that use the Clause number to refer to the type of PHY is unnecessarily vague. The preceding paragraphs in this subclause do the same for HT PHY and VHT PHY. Change "Clause 19" to "HT" and delete "operation of the" (since it is redundent) in the 2nd paragraph of the baseline . Change "Clause 21" to "VHT" and delete "operation of the" in the 3rd paragraph I the baseline. Change "Clause 27" to "HE"  and delete "operation of the" in the inserted paragraphs.			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 15:10:04Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20281			kaiying Lv			238			4			9.2.4.5.4			71			50			E			N			71.50			50			9.2.4.5.4						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Delete "that carries an MPDU"			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 15:28:54Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 15:28:57Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20282			kaiying Lv			238			4			9.2.4.6a.3			78			36			E			N			78.36			36			9.2.4.6a.3						A			Editor			1123r2			923			B24 is 1 bit in Figure 9-22c,which is missing.			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 21:34:22Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-10 21:34:26Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20283			kaiying Lv			238			4			9.3.1.22.1			103			40			T			N			103.40			40			9.3.1.22.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0394r1			809			"the address of the transmitted BSSID" is incorrect.			Change to "The TA field is the transmitted BSSID if the Trigger frame is addressed to STAs from at least two different BSSs of the multiple BSSID set. "			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:35:13Z) - Agree with the comment. The transmitted BSSID is indeed an address. The sentence was revised as suggested by the comment.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0394r1 CID 20283			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0394 9.3.1.22									I						4.1			2019/4/10 22:34			EDITOR


			20284			kaiying Lv			238			4			9.3.1.22.1			110			21			E			N			110.21			21			9.3.1.22.1						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Change "HE TB PPDUe" to "HE TB PPDUs"			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 17:20:34Z) - Change to "HE TB PPDU" -- only one is solicited			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 17:21:11Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20285			kaiying Lv			238			4			9.3.1.22.6			114			46			T			N			114.46			46			9.3.1.22.6						J			Abhishek Patil			19/0394r1			809			There is no details about other subfield setting of this variant.			Please clarify other subfield setting of BSRP trigger frame, such as CS Required subfield .The sentence"The CS Required subfield in the Common Info field is set as described in 26.5.3.5 (UL MU CS mechanism)." could be added here.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:45:17Z) - The fields in Common Info field are common to all the TF variants. Further, description in 9.3.1.22.1 points to normative text in 26.5.3.5. This doesn’t need to repeat for each TF variant. Also see resolution for CID 20574			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0394 9.3.1.22									N									2019/3/22 17:02			EDITOR


			20286			kaiying Lv			238			4			9.3.1.22.7			115			5			E			N			115.05			5			9.3.1.22.7						A			Editor			1123r2			923			The reference chapter of GCR BlockAckReq variant is wrong. Change "9.3.1.8.6(GCR BlockAckReq variant)" to "9.3.1.7.5 GCR BlockAckReq variant"			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 17:26:23Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 17:26:27Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20287			kaiying Lv			238			4			9.3.1.22.8			115			12			T			N			115.12			12			9.3.1.22.8						J			Abhishek Patil			19/0394r1			809			There is no details about other subfield setting of this variant.			Please clarify other subfield setting of BQRP trigger frame, such as CS Required subfield .The sentence"The CS Required subfield in the Common Info field is set as described in 26.5.3.5 (UL MU CS mechanism)." could be added here.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:45:52Z) - The fields in Common Info field are common to all the TF variants. Further, description in 9.3.1.22.1 points to normative text in 26.5.3.5. This doesn’t need to repeat for each TF variant. Also see resolution for CID 20574			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0394 9.3.1.22									N			EDITOR: 2019-03-22 17:02:50Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/3/22 17:02			EDITOR


			20288			kaiying Lv			238			4			9.4.2.29			145			11			E			N			145.11			11			9.4.2.29						A			Editor			1123r2			923			In Table 9-158,"HE STA" here refers to "non-AP HE STA"			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 16:19:46Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 16:19:49Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20289			kaiying Lv			238			4			9.4.2.29			145			18			E			N			145.18			18			9.4.2.29						A			Editor			1123r2			923			In Table 9-158,"HE STA" here refers to "non-AP HE STA"			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 16:19:54Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 16:20:12Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20290			kaiying Lv			238			4			9.4.2.36			147			62			T			N			147.62			62			9.4.2.36						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0417r8			877			The explaination of "20 TU Probe Response Active subfield" in Neighbor Report element should be consistent with the same subfield in  Reduced Neighbor Report element.And "that might be detected by a STA" is more suitable than "in the coverage area of the STA".			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:03:16Z) - agree with the commenter. Use the same sentence as in the Reduced Neighbor Report element. Make the changes marked as CID20290 in doc 0417r8.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0417r8 6 GHz out-of-band discovery									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			20291			kaiying Lv			238			4			9.4.2.36			147			53			E			N			147.53			53			9.4.2.36						V			Editor			1123r2			923			"the High Efficiency subfield is 1" is redudant, please delete it.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 16:24:28Z) - Delete "When the High Efficiency subfield is 1" and capitalize "the"			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 16:24:43Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20292			kaiying Lv			238			4			9.4.2.199			157			6			E			N			157.06			6			9.4.2.199						A			Editor			1123r2			923			The subfield is called "Last
Broadcast Parameter Set"			Delete "implicit/"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 22:02:18Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-10 22:02:22Z - see #20112			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20293			kaiying Lv			238			4			9.4.2.237			164			49			E			N			164.49			49			9.4.2.237						V			Abhishek Patil			19/1148r2			883			The format of the Multiple BSSID Configuration element is shown in Figure 9-763
(Active BSSID Count Multiple BSSID Configuration element format)			As comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:57:45Z) - Doc 11-19/512r2 moved ‘Active BSSID Count element’ from REVmd to 11ax as ‘Multiple BSSID Configuration element’. With this change, the issue pointed by the comment no longer exists in D4.2.
TGax editor, no further changes are needed.			EDITOR			Abhi 19/1148r2 Multi-BSS									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:25			EDITOR


			20294			kaiying Lv			238			4			11.1.3.8			274			2			E			N			274.02			2			11.1.3.8						J			Editor			1123r2			923			see  9.4.2.237  (Active  BSSID  Count  Multiple  BSSID Configuration element)) in itsBeacon frame			As comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-28 19:12:02Z) - Comment does not identify a problem wih the draft			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20295			kaiying Lv			238			4			9.4.2.242.3			174			37			T			N			174.37			37			9.4.2.242.3						V			Youhan Kim			19/0837r1			845			"If a non-AP STA operates with 20 MHz channel width and 20 MHz In 160/80+80 MHz HE PPDU subfield is set to 1, then B5 indicates support of 242-tone RUs in a 40 MHz, 80 MHz, 160 MHz, and 80+80 MHz HE MU PPDU in the 5 GHz band".  It should also apply to 6GHz band.			Change "in the 5GHz band" to "in the 5GHz and 6GHz band"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 17:54:38Z) - CID 20798 provides similar text update and has been accepted.
Note to Editor:  There is no additional text update for CID 20295 (text changes are coverd by CID 20798).			EDITOR			Youhan 19/837r1 HE Capabilities									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-30 15:05:12Z			4.2			2019/5/30 15:05			EDITOR


			20296			kaiying Lv			238			4			9.4.2.246			193			29			E			N			193.29			29			9.4.2.246						A			Editor			1123r2			923			There is no "The SRG Partial BSSID Bitmap subfield"			Change "The SRG Partial BSSID Bitmap subfield" to "The SRG Partial BSSID Bitmap field"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 16:34:50Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 16:34:54Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20297			kaiying Lv			238			4			9.6.24.12			210			24			T			N			210.24			24			9.6.24.12						J			Editor			1123r2			923			Change " Table  9-504  (TWT  Information  frame Action field format)."  to "Figure 9-142--TWT Information field format".			As in comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 22:31:58Z) - The does not seem like a good idea. Leave reference to table that defines Action field format.			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N									2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20298			kaiying Lv			238			4			10.6.5.1			239			38			T			N			239.38			38			10.6.5.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0301r1			813			ER beacon and HE beacon shall be transmitted in a non-HT PPDU. Change to "If the BSSBasicRateSet parameter is not empty, a non-STBC PSMP frame or a non-STBC Beacon frame that is not an ER beacon or HE beacon shall be transmitted in a non-HT PPDU using one of the rates included in the BSS-BasicRateSet parameter. "			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:02:44Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0301r1 under all headings that include CID 20298.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/301 HE beacon in 6 GHz									I						4.1			2019/3/21 22:00			EDITOR


			20299			kaiying Lv			238			4			10.32.2			249			59			T			N			249.59			59			10.32.2						A			Liwen Chu			19/1387r3			932			The HE capabilites element doesn't include Maximum A-MPDU Length Exponent field. Delete the word "and HE Capabilites elements"			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 22:43:26Z)			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1387r4 Misc									N			Already deleted in D4.3						2019/9/21 7:23			EDITOR


			20300			kaiying Lv			238			4			10.32.2			250			16			T			N			250.16			16			10.32.2						V			Yongho Seok			19/1141r2			917			The HE capabilites element doesn't include Maximum A-MPDU Length Exponent field.Delete the word "and HE Capabilites elements"			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:47:37Z) - Agree in principle. 

The HE Capabilities element has the HE Maximum A-MPDU Length Exponent Extension field. 

TGax editor makes changes as specified in 11-19/1141r2 for CID 20300.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/1141r2 Misc									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20301			kaiying Lv			238			4			10.32.2			250			29			T			N			250.29			29			10.32.2						V			Yongho Seok			19/1141r2			917			The HE capabilites element doesn't include Maximum A-MPDU Length Exponent field.Delete the word "and HE Capabilites elements"			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:47:44Z) - Agree in principle. 

The HE Capabilities element has the HE Maximum A-MPDU Length Exponent Extension field. 

TGax editor makes changes as specified in 11-19/1141r2 for CID 20301.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/1141r2 Misc									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20302			kaiying Lv			238			4			10.24.2.9			258			43			T			N			258.43			43			10.24.2.9						J			Ming Gan			19/0785r1			863			In chapter 26.3.2.4, up to 4 dynamic fragments are supported in  Level 3 dynamic fragmentation. The 16th dynamic fragmentation will never be the case.			Change "Transmission of the 16th dynamic fragment of an MSDU or MMPDU" to "Transmission of the last dynamic fragment of an MSDU or MMPDU"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:04:32Z) - The referred bullet is one exception to exceed the TXOP limit for TXOP holder. It is not related to how many fragments per MSDU or MMPDU are allowed in each fragmentation level. If there is no16th fragment, it can not be an exception to exceed the TXOP limit for the TXOP holder.			EDITOR			Ming 19/785r1 Fragmentation									N									2019/6/6 14:56			EDITOR


			20303			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.2.1			295			35			T			N			295.35			35			26.2.1						V			Huizhao Wang			19/1209r2			932			If the TXOP Duration RTS Threshold subfield in the most recently received HE Operation element sent by the AP to which a non-AP HE STA is associated is equal to a zero value, then the non-AP HE STA  shall set zero to the value of the TXOP Duration RTS Threshold subfield, because value zero means the RTS should
be always used for TXOP transmission as defined in "dot11TXOPDurationRTSThreshold OBJECT-TYPE" in Annex C (P705L33)			Change the sentence to "The non-AP HE STA shall set dot11TXOPDurationRTSThreshold to the value of the TXOP Duration RTS Threshold subfield in the most recently received HE Operation element sent by the AP to which the non-AP HE STA is associated"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-16 07:20:34Z) - Changed the value range to {1..1023} in Annex C.

Text changes are under CID 20303			EDITOR			Huizhao 19/1209r2 Duration-based RTS/CTS									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-23 19:46:44Z			5			2019/9/23 19:47			EDITOR


			20304			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.2.3			297			24			T			N			297.24			24			26.2.3						J			Matt Fischer			19/0613r6			932			"A received PPDU that is an inter-BSS PPDU is an SRG PPDU if BSSID information from an MPDU of the PPDU is correctly received and the bit in the SRG Partial BSSID Bitmap field which corresponds to the numerical value of BSSID[39:44] is set to 1." Can this case cover the cases for VHT PPDU and HE PPDU? If yes, then the subsequent paragraphs about VHT PPDU and HE PPDU are not necessary. Or clarify that here the BSSID information is the A3  address.			Please clarify it.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 04:08:35Z) -  It is possible for a single PPDU to pass more than one test for identification as an SRG PPDU, but this does not mean that some conditions are redundant. The conditions have been written so that one can identify a PPDU reception event wherein the received PPDU matches only one condition in the subclause, thereby rendering that condition as essential and not redundant. As an example, for the case for the commenter’s cited conditions, it is quite possible that the GROUP_ID value is decoded correctly, but no MPDU is decoded correctly, so only one of the two suspected redundant conditions matches.			EDITOR			Matt 19/0613r6 SRP									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			20305			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.2.3			297			28			T			N			297.28			28			26.2.3						V			Matt Fischer			19/0613r6			932			"A VHT PPDU that is received with RXVECTOR parameter GROUP_ID equal to 0 is an SRG PPDU...".  It should be identified as an inter-BSS PPDU first.			Change the whole sentence to "A VHT PPDU that is an inter-BSS PPDU is an SRG PPDU if the received RXVECTOR parameter GROUP_ID equal to 0 and the bit in the SRG Partial BSSID Bitmap field that corresponds to the numerical value of bits [39:44] of the RA field of any correctly received MPDU from the PPDU is set to 1."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 04:09:01Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-19/0613r6 that are marked with CID 20305 which add a requirement that the AP shall set its own BSS color bitmap bit and partial BSSID bitmap bit to 0 in the SRP element. With this new condition, the color or bitmap position matching test described in the cited text can only succeed when the PPDU is indeed, definitively inter-BSS and the condition of inter-BSS therefore does not need to be added into the paragraph cited by the commenter.			EDITOR			Matt 19/0613r6 SRP									I						5			2019/9/25 21:14			EDITOR


			20306			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.2.3			297			33			T			N			297.33			33			26.2.3						V			Matt Fischer			19/0613r6			932			"A VHT PPDU that is received with RXVECTOR parameter GROUP_ID equal to 0 is an SRG PPDU...".  It should be identified as an inter-BSS PPDU first.			Change the whole sentence to "A VHT PPDU that is an inter-BSS PPDU is an SRG PPDU if the received RXVECTOR parameter GROUP_ID equal to 63 and the bit in the SRG Partial BSSID Bitmap field that corresponds to the numerical value of bits [39:44] of the TA field of any correctly received MPDU from the PPDU is set to 1."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 04:09:25Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-19/0613r6 that are marked with CID 20306 which add a requirement that the AP shall set its own BSS color bitmap bit and partial BSSID bitmap bit to 0 in the SRP element. With this new condition, the color or bitmap position matching test described in the cited text can only succeed when the PPDU is indeed, definitively inter-BSS and the condition of inter-BSS therefore does not need to be added into the paragraph cited by the commenter.			EDITOR			Matt 19/0613r6 SRP									I						5			2019/9/25 21:14			EDITOR


			20307			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.2.3			297			38			T			N			297.38			38			26.2.3						V			Matt Fischer			19/0613r6			932			It should be identified as an inter-BSS PPDU first.			Change the whole sentence to "An HE SU PPDU, HE ER SU PPDU or HE MU PPDU that is inter-BSS PPDU is an SRG PPDU if the received RXVECTOR parameter UPLINK_FLAG equal to 1 and the bit in the SRG Partial BSSID Bitmap field that corresponds to the numerical value of bits [39:44] of the RA field of any correctly received MPDU from the PPDU is set to 1."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 04:09:40Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-19/0613r6 that are marked with CID 20307 which add a requirement that the AP shall set its own BSS color bitmap bit and and partial BSSID bitmap bit to 0 in the SRP element. With this new condition, the color or bitmap position matching test described in the cited text can only succeed when the PPDU is indeed, definitively inter-BSS and the condition of inter-BSS therefore does not need to be added into the paragraph cited by the commenter.			EDITOR			Matt 19/0613r6 SRP									I						5			2019/9/25 21:14			EDITOR


			20308			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.2.5			299			61			G			N			299.61			61			26.2.5						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0604r5			872			Please change "inter-BSS frame" to "inter-BSS PPDU" in the spec.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 11:48:09Z) - We note that “intra-BSS frame” and “inter-BSS frame” are described in various places of the spec. However, we recognize that “intra-BSS PPDU” and “inter-BSS PPDU” are used in 26.2.2 (Intra-BSS and inter-BSS PPDU classification). We add sentence in 26.2.2 to describe that a frame carried in a PPDU identified as intra-BSS is an intra-BSS frame. Similar sentence is added for inter-BSS frame. 

We also go through the spec to make sure that the text is consistent. 

Tgax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0604r5 under all headings that include CID 20308			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/0604r5 NAV									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:20			EDITOR


			20309			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.2.5			300			11			E			N			300.11			11			26.2.5						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Change "... all their maintained NAV(s) .." to "..all its maintained NAV(s)".			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 23:16:41Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 23:16:46Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20310			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.2.6.1			300			44			T			N			300.44			44			26.2.6.1						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0492r1			821			In the figure 26-1,Non-AP STA1 and Non-AP STAs also need to update the NAV, so it is nit accurate to say "other" updates the NAV in the figure.			Please clarify it.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:23:12Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0492r1 under all headings that include CID 20310			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/492 MU-RTS									I						4.1			2019/3/21 20:30			EDITOR


			20311			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.2.6.1			301			20			T			N			301.20			20			26.2.6.1						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0492r1			821			In the figure 26-2,Non-AP STA1 and Non-AP STAs also need to update the NAV, so it is nit accurate to say "other" updates the NAV in the figure.			Please clarify it.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:23:23Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0492r1 under all headings that include CID 20311			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/492 MU-RTS									I						4.1			2019/3/21 20:30			EDITOR


			20312			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.2.7			303			58			T			N			303.58			58			26.2.7						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0413r4			852			Change " an  updated  EDCA  parameter  set. " to  " an  updated  MU EDCA  parameter  set. "			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 12:28:47Z) - apply the changes as proposed in doc 19/0413r4			EDITOR			Laurent 19/413r4 MU EDCA Parameters									I						4.2			2019/5/30 20:49			EDITOR


			20313			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.2.7			303			60			T			N			303.60			60			26.2.7						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0413r4			852			Change " an  received  EDCA  parameter  set element. " to  " an  received  MU EDCA  parameter  set  element "			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 12:29:06Z) - apply the changes as proposed in doc 19/0413r4			EDITOR			Laurent 19/413r4 MU EDCA Parameters									I						4.2			2019/5/30 20:49			EDITOR


			20314			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.4.1			312			64			E			N			312.64			64			26.4.1						A			Editor			1123r2			923			The reference chapter number is wrong. Change  "27.4.2 (Acknowledgement context in a Multi-
STA BlockAck frame)" to "26.4.2 (Acknowledgement context in a Multi-
STA BlockAck frame)"			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 23:31:29Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 23:31:33Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20315			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.4.1			313			28			T			N			313.28			28			26.4.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0506r3			835			When a STA that transmits an HE Capabilities element with the Rx Control Frame To MultiBSS subfield in HE MAC CapabilitiesInformation field set to 0 is associated with the BSS with the transmitted BSSID, the AP can  send to the STA a Multi-STA BlockAck frame that has Per AID TID Info fields for STAs associated with more than one BSS in a multiple BSSID set.			Change to "...unless the HE AP has received from the STA an HE Capabilities element with the Rx Control Frame To MultiBSS subfield in HE MAC Capabilitie Information field set to 1 or the STA is associated with the BSS with transmitted BSSID."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 15:55:39Z) - Agree with the commenter. The condition applies only for STAs associated with nonTxBSSID. The cited sentence and several others throughout the spec were updated to add the condition that the STA is associated with a nonTxBSSID. Further editorial changes were made to improve readability based on discussion on 5/9/19 (ad-hoc).

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/506r3 with the tag 20315			EDITOR			Abhi 19/506r3 Multi-BSSID									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-24 21:24:58Z			4.2			2019/5/24 21:24			EDITOR


			20316			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.4.2			315			48			T			N			315.48			48			26.4.2						J			George Cherian			19/0756r1			851			Devide the paragraph to two paragraphs to make it clearer. One pragraph describes the QoS data, another one describes the management and PS-poll.			As in comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 14:15:12Z) - The since the procedure is the same, it will be confusing to duplicate the paragraph one for management frame, and the other one for PS-Poll			EDITOR			George 19/756r1 26.4 Ack procedure									N									2019/5/30 18:38			EDITOR


			20317			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.4.4.2			317			45			T			N			317.45			45			26.4.4.2						V			George Cherian			19/0756r1			851			Change " Normal Ack, or Implicit Block Ack Request," to "Normal Ack or Implicit Block Ack Request". It is the name of the single subfield.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 14:15:25Z) - Updated per comment.			EDITOR			George 19/756r1 26.4 Ack procedure									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-30 19:01:47Z			4.2			2019/5/30 19:01			EDITOR


			20318			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.4.4.4			319			19			T			N			319.19			19			26.4.4.4						V			George Cherian			19/0756r1			851			In this condition, the A-MPDU can not include a  Implicit Block Ack Request. Delete ", or Implicit Block Ack Request"			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 14:15:39Z) - Updated per comment			EDITOR			George 19/756r1 26.4 Ack procedure									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-30 19:01:36Z			4.2			2019/5/30 19:01			EDITOR


			20319			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.4.4.4			319			32			E			N			319.32			32			26.4.4.4						A			Editor			1123r2			923			change " Normal  Ack/Implicit  Block  Ack  Request " to " Normal  Ack or Implicit  Block  Ack  Request "			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 14:17:05Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 14:17:09Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20320			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.4.4.6			320			20			E			N			320.20			20			26.4.4.6						A			Editor			1123r2			923			change " Normal  Ack/Implicit  Block  Ack  Request " to " Normal  Ack or Implicit  Block  Ack  Request "			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 14:18:25Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 14:18:29Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20321			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.5.3.2.1			325			35			E			N			325.35			35			26.5.3.2.1						J			Editor			1123r2			923			The same paragraph appears in the first paragraph of 26.5.1.3(RU allocation in an HE MU PPDU),please delete the redundant paragraph.			As in comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-04-10 21:08:44Z) - 26.5.3.2.1 is about HE TB PPDU and 26.5.1.3 is about HE MU PPDU.			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N			Comment initially accepted and the paragraph deleted in 4.1. Reinstated paragraph in 4.2.						2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20322			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.5.3.2.1			325			42			E			N			325.42			42			26.5.3.2.1						J			Editor			1123r2			923			The same paragraph appears in the second paragraph of 26.5.1.3(RU allocation in an HE MU PPDU),please delete the redundant paragraph.			As in comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-04-10 21:09:27Z) - 26.5.3.2.1 is about HE TB PPDU and 26.5.1.3 is about HE MU PPDU			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N			Comment initially accepted and the paragraph deleted in 4.1. Reinstated paragraph in 4.2.						2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20323			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.5.3.2.1			326			44			T			N			326.44			44			26.5.3.2.1						J			Abhishek Patil			19/0510r3			841			Change to " if any of the MPDUs contain a fragment"			As in comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:29:35Z) - A fragment is an MPDU (please see 10.4 of D2.2 baseline)			EDITOR			Abhi 19/510r3 MU Operation									N									2019/5/29 21:20			EDITOR


			20324			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.5.3.3.4			335			2			T			N			335.02			2			26.5.3.3.4						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0510r3			841			TRS control field can appear in HE MU PPDU, HE SU PPDU or HE ER SU PPDU. So the soliciting PPDU should also include HE SU PPDU or HE ER SU PPDU.			Change "the soliciting DL MU PPDU" to "the soliciting DL HE MU PPDU or HE SU PPDU or HE ER SU PPDU."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:30:21Z) - A non-AP STA is not permitted to send frame carrying TRS Control subfield. Therefore the term ‘DL’ is required. Agree with the comment that the term ‘MU’ is limiting as a DL SU or DL ER SU PPDU may also include TRS Control subfield. Updated the text to say ‘DL HE PPDU’

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/510r3 with the tag 20324			EDITOR			Abhi 19/510r3 MU Operation									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-29 22:14:56Z			4.2			2019/5/29 22:14			EDITOR


			20325			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.5.3.5			338			59			E			N			338.59			59			26.5.3.5						A			Editor			1123r2			923			change "Intra-BSS NAV" to "intra-BSS NAV"			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 17:28:35Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 17:28:39Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20326			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.5.3.5			339			47			E			N			339.47			47			26.5.3.5						A			Editor			1123r2			923			change  "HE TB PPDU (HTP) Ack" to "HTP Ack"			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 17:31:56Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 17:32:01Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20327			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.5.5.1			343			43			E			N			343.43			43			26.5.5.1						V			Editor			1123r2			923			change "(Re)Association frame" to "(Re)Assoication response frame"			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-04-10 21:12:35Z) - Change to "(Re)Association Response frame" at cited location and at 348.58 and 349.52			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 17:56:44Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20328			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.5.6.2.1			349			1			E			N			349.01			1			26.5.6.2.1						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Change "HE NDP feedback report response" to "NDP feedback report response"			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-27 15:32:23Z) - As suggested. At 572.53 change "an HE TB feedback NDP report response" to "an NDP feedback report reponse"			EDITOR			Editorials updated 2019-06-27									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20329			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.6.2			352			45			E			N			352.45			45			26.6.2						V			Editor			1123r2			923			delete this sentence because the same sentence appears in L23,P353, 26.6.3			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 19:57:20Z) - Change the 2nd level title to "A-MPDU operation in an HE PPDU" (since the content here is specific to HE PPDUs". Create a new 3rd level subclause "A-MPDU padding in an HE PPDU" and place 26.6.2 and 26.6.3 under this subclause as 4th level subclauses. Add a "General" subclause and move this requriement to that subclause.			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 19:59:33Z - Chage in 4.1, but fixed level of 26.6.3 to make it 4th level in 4.2.			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20330			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.6.4.4			355			48			E			N			355.48			48			26.6.4.4			21462			A			Editor			19/1123r2			923			change "A non-ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU " to "An ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU"			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 20:09:39Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 20:09:42Z - see #21462			4.1			2019/7/19 20:31			EDITOR


			20331			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.7.3			359			38			E			N			359.38			38			26.7.3						V			Editor			1123r2			923			There is no definition of HE NDP. Change "HE NDP" to "HE Sounding NDP"			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-04-11 15:11:33Z) - Change to "HE sounding NDP" (lowercase s)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 20:14:50Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20332			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.8.2			367			54			E			N			367.54			54			26.8.2						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Change to "10.48.4 (Implicit TWT operation)"			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 20:24:21Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 20:24:24Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20333			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.8.4.1			380			34			G			N			380.34			34			26.8.4.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0652r2			848			Change "the Next TWT" to "the Next TWT subfield"			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:25:48Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change, applying it throughout the subclause. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0652r2 under all headings that include CID 20333.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/652r2 TWT Info frames									I									2019/5/30 16:55			EDITOR


			20334			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.8.4.4			382			56			T			N			382.56			56			26.8.4.4						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0652r2			848			Change "the next TWT information" to "the Next TWT field of the TWT information".			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:26:14Z) - Agree with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change, with editorial improvements (the TWT Information frame). 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0652r2 under all headings that include CID 20334.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/652r2 TWT Info frames									I									2019/5/30 16:55			EDITOR


			20335			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.8.4.3			382			64			T			N			382.64			64			26.8.4.3						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0652r2			848			change to "the TWTs are resumed or suspended"			As in comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:26:26Z) - This subclause describes the Flexible TWT case, which is achieved by sending a TWT Information frame that contains a flexible TWT (i.e., a next TWT subfield). The suspension is achieved by sending a TWT Information frame that does not contain a Next TWT subfields and is covered extensively in the previous subclauses.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/652r2 TWT Info frames									N									2019/5/30 16:54			EDITOR


			20336			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.10.2.3			395			25			E			N			395.25			25			26.10.2.3						V			Matt Fischer			19/0613r6			932			change "the BSS color and partial BSSID bitmap values" to "the bits of the SRG BSS color bitmap field and the SRG partial BSSID bitmap field"			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 07:59:39Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-19/0613r6 that are marked with CID 20336 which change the statements to refer to the bits in the fields as suggested by the commenter.			EDITOR			Matt 19/0613r6 SRP						Editor: Correct the field names and remove comma.

Mark Rison: Not convinced that the "field"/"subfield" distinctions are all correct.  "and/or" is guaranteedto elicit a comment on the next round.  I don't think we should be trying to ad lib a definition of ESS here.			I			EDITOR: 2019-09-25 21:17:11Z			5			2019/9/25 21:17			EDITOR


			20337			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.10.2.3			395			37			T			N			395.37			37			26.10.2.3						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0416r1			822			There is no definition of the dot11SRGAPBSSColorBitmap and dot11SRGAPBSSIDBitmap.			Define dot11SRGAPBSSColorBitmap and dot11SRGAPBSSIDBitmap.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:23:46Z) - Agree with the commenter. Add a definition for it in section Annex C. Apply the changes marked with CID 20337 in doc 19/0416r1.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/416 SR									I						4.1			2019/3/21 16:17			EDITOR


			20338			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.10.2.4			397			15			T			N			397.15			15			26.10.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0416r1			822			There is no definition of the dot11NonSRGAPOBSSPDMaxOffset			Define dot11NonSRGAPOBSSPDMaxOffset.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:24:03Z) - Agree with the commenter. Add a definition for it in section Annex C. Apply the changes marked with CID 20338 in doc 19/0416r1.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/416 SR									I						4.1			2019/3/21 16:17			EDITOR


			20339			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.10.2.4			397			45			E			N			397.45			45			26.10.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			19/1281r2			880			Table 26-11 is for non-AP STA. Change to "Table 26-11 (Determining SRG OBSS PD Min and SRG OBSS PD Max values for non-AP STA)."			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:47:27Z) - Agree with the commenter. Change "Table 26-11 Determining SRG OBSS PD Min and SRG OBSS PD Max values" to "Table 26-11 SRG OBSS PD Min and SRG OBSS PD Max values for non-AP STAs"			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1281r2 Last CIDs									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:23			EDITOR


			20340			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.10.2.4			398			6			E			N			398.06			6			26.10.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			19/1281r2			880			Table 26-11 is for non-AP STA. Change to "Table 26-11 (Determining SRG OBSS PD Min and SRG OBSS PD Max values for non-AP STA)."			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:47:45Z) - Agree with the commenter. Change "Table 26-11 Determining SRG OBSS PD Min and SRG OBSS PD Max values" to "Table 26-11 SRG OBSS PD Min and SRG OBSS PD Max values for non-AP STAs"			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1281r2 Last CIDs									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:23			EDITOR


			20341			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.10.3.1			401			43			E			N			401.43			43			26.10.3.1						V			Editor			1123r2			923			change "SRP-based SR opportunities" to "SRP  opportunities			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 21:55:44Z) - As suggested but go singular. Change "SRP-based SR opportunities are" to "An SRP opportunity is"			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1						We have about 20 "SRP-based SR"s and about 30 "SRP-based spatial reuse"s.  Do they need fixing?			I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 21:55:55Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20342			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.10.3.1			401			43			T			N			401.43			43			26.10.3.1						V			Matt Fischer			19/0613r6			932			Change to "SRP opportunities are identified from the value of the RXVECTOR parameter SPATIAL_REUSE of an HE TB PPDU and/or the contents of a Trigger frame."			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 04:07:22Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-19/0613r6 that are marked with CID 20342 which generally agree with the commenter’s suggestion.			EDITOR			Matt 19/0613r6 SRP									I						5			2019/9/25 21:20			EDITOR


			20343			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.10.3.1			401			51			G			N			401.51			51			26.10.3.1						V			Matt Fischer			19/0613r6			932			change " the SR field in the Common Info field of the Trigger frame" to " the UL spatial reuse field in the Common Info field of the Trigger frame" in  whole text			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 04:07:36Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-19/0613r6 that are marked with CID 20343 which generally agree with the commenter’s suggestion.			EDITOR			Matt 19/0613r6 SRP									I						5			2019/9/25 21:20			EDITOR


			20344			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.10.3.2			402			11			E			N			402.11			11			26.10.3.2						A			Editor			1123r2			923			change "spatial reuse information" to "UL Spatial Reuse field"			As in comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 21:01:08Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2						Mark Rison: This field consists of 4 subfields, so how is "the value obtained" "based on" this?			I			EDITOR: 2019-06-10 21:01:15Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20345			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.10.3.2			402			14			E			N			402.14			14			26.10.3.2						V			Matt Fischer			19/0613r6			932			delete "the Spatial Reuse information of"			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 04:10:34Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-19/0613r6 that are marked with CID 20345 which use the correct formal language which in the case of a reception, should refer to RXVECTOR parameters and not a subfield of the HE SIGA.			EDITOR			Matt 19/0613r6 SRP						Mark Rison: There is no such thing as "the Spatial Reuse field in the HE-SIG-A field of 
the HE TB PPDU" (there are 4 fields, called Spatial Reuse n), so this doesn't work			I						5			2019/9/25 21:59			EDITOR


			20346			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.11.4			406			39			T			N			406.39			39			26.11.4						V			Kaiying Lv			19/0494r3			868			How to ensure that all HE STAs associated with a non-HE AP use the same active BSS color for all their TDLS links? Provide a mechanism to ensure it, such as using partial BSSID of the non-HE AP as the active BSS color of the TDLS links.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 11:24:43Z) - Agree with the comment.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0494r3 CID 20346			EDITOR			Kaiying 19/0494r3 BSS color									I			The motion is for document revision 3. Believe that the intent of the resolution is based on revsion 3.			4.3			2019/9/21 1:18			EDITOR


			20347			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.17.1			427			12			T			N			427.12			12			26.17.1						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0302r1			830			80 MHz is mandatory in 6GHz band. Add the case for 6GHZ.			Change to "If the STA is an HE AP then it shall indicate support for at least 80 MHz channel width if it operates in 5 GHz or 6GHz; otherwise it may indicate any channel width support."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-18 20:10:51Z) - This requirement is already stated in subclause 26.17.2.1 (General). 

“An HE AP operating in the 6 GHz band shall indicate support for at least 80 MHz channel width.”

Adding it here would be a duplication.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/302 HE BSS									N			EDITOR: 2019-03-18 22:14:33Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/3/18 22:14			EDITOR


			20348			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.17.1			427			46			T			N			427.46			46			26.17.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0302r1			830			VHT Operation is not supported in the 6GHz.			Change to: "An HE AP or an HE mesh STA shall set the VHT Operation Information Present field in the HE Operation element to 0 if a VHT Operation element is present in the frame that carries the HE Operation element or if the frame that carries the HE Operation element is sent in the 2.4 GHz band or 6GHz band."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-18 20:11:08Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. However, we already specify this requirement in clause 26.17.2.1. Proposed resolution is to make it explicitly clear that it is the HE Operation element that contains the VHT Operation Information field.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0302r1 under all headings that include CID 20348.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/302 HE BSS									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-18 22:14:16Z			4.1			2019/3/18 22:14			EDITOR


			20349			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.17.2.3.2			431			22			T			N			431.22			22			26.17.2.3.2						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0910r1			853			Does it mean that an AP operating in the 6 GHz band must support 11ai?			Please clarify it.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 13:57:25Z) - The comment fails to identify a technical issue and is asking a question. The question is related to the statement requiring the AP transmit a FILS Disocvery frame. Accordingly, it is not required for the AP to support IEEE802.11ai (although the AP is free to do so) but rather generate FILS Discovery frames.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/910r1 Fast Passive Scanning									N									2019/5/30 20:49			EDITOR


			20350			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.17.2.3.2			431			33			T			N			431.33			33			26.17.2.3.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0910r1			853			Beacon is always transmitted in 6GHz band. So here it should clarify that when a beacon frame is shceduled within the current period of the FILS Discovery frame.			Change to "if a broadcast Probe Response frame or a Beacon frame is scheduled of transmission within the current transmission period of the FILS Discovery frame"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 13:57:37Z) - Agree in principle with the comment that some more clarification is helpful. Although in this particular case it si not related to the current transmison period but rather to the fact that the frames are interchangeable if their transmission is scheduled at that target transmit time.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0910r1 under all headings that include CID 20350.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/910r1 Fast Passive Scanning									I						4.2			2019/5/30 21:01			EDITOR


			20351			kaiying Lv			238			4			26.17.2.3.2			431			56			T			N			431.56			56			26.17.2.3.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0910r1			853			"An AP that has dot11MultiBSSIDImplemented equal to true and that corresponds to the transmitted BSSID shall set the Multiple BSSID Presence Indicator subfield to 1 in FILS Discovery frames it transmits." it is redundant to say "that corresponds to the transmitted BSSID" because the AP that corresponds to the non-transmitted BSSID shall not transmit FILS Discovery frame.			Please clarify it.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 13:57:48Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution deletes the sentence and adds a reference to 11.1.3.8 where these rules are actually defined for the case of an AP setting the dot11MultiBSSIDImplemented to true.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0910r1 under all headings that include CID 20351.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/910r1 Fast Passive Scanning									I						4.2			2019/5/30 21:01			EDITOR


			20352			Laurent Cariou			238			4			9.4.2.199			157			32			T			N			157.32			32			9.4.2.199						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0561r2			918			Nominal Minimum TWT Wake duration field is 1 byte in length and encoded in units of 256us, which means that the TWT SP duration can no exceed 56 ms. For some use cases, it is helpful to have a longer TWT SP duration. An option with 4x this max duration would be helpful.			Define a new field in TWT element that parametrize the encoding of the Nominal Minimum TWT Wake duration field, so that it can be in units of 256us as today, and in units of 1ms for instance.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:51:11Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution is to use one bit of the TWT element to indicate the unit of the Wake Duration field and clarify that a non-HE STA sets this bit to 0 for backward compatibility.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0561r2 under all headings that include CID 20352.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/561r2 miscellaneous TWT									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20353			Laurent Cariou			238			4			11.2.3.5.1			2149			28			T			N			2149.28			28			11.2.3.5.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0652r2			848			Flexible TWT allows a PS STA that is Flexible TWT capable to indicate that it goes to doze state until a point in time, even if the STA does not have a TWT agreement with an AP that is also Fexible TWT capable. This indication to doze has to be considered in other power save mechanisms, including APSD.			Clarify in 11.2.3.5.1 that the TWT Info frame exchange with Flexible TWT is a condition that allows a STA to go to doze state with APSD.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:30:45Z) - Agree in principle with the comment, although not with the proposed change. Proposed resolution is to follow the new editorial style guide where the instruction is to explicitly call baseline subclauses and then add the explicit exemptions that apply due to the new behavior. In this case we mention subclasue 11.2.3.6 as the rule set that the STA follows depending on the power management mode. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0652r2 under all headings that include CID 20353.


TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0652r0 under all headings that include CID 20353.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/652r2 TWT Info frames									I									2019/5/30 16:55			EDITOR


			20354			Laurent Cariou			238			4			11.2.3.6			2153			20			T			N			2153.20			20			11.2.3.6						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0652r2			848			Flexible TWT allows a PS STA that is Flexible TWT capable to indicate that it goes to doze state until a point in time, even if the STA does not have a TWT agreement with an AP that is also Fexible TWT capable. In sections describing legacy power save mechanisms, a condition is missing to clarify that sending such frames are a condition to transition to doze state..			Clarify this behavior in 11.2.3.6			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 16:33:25Z) - Agree in principle with the comment, although not with the proposed change. Proposed resolution is to follow the new editorial style guide where the instruction is to explicitly call baseline subclauses and then add the explicit exemptions that apply due to the new behavior. In this case we mention subclasue 11.2.3.6 as the rule set that the STA follows depending on the power management mode. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0652r2 under all headings that include CID 20354.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/652r2 TWT Info frames									I									2019/5/30 16:55			EDITOR


			20355			Laurent Cariou			238			4			11.2.3.7			2157			7			T			N			2157.07			7			11.2.3.7						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0652r2			848			Flexible TWT allows a PS STA that is Flexible TWT capable to indicate that it goes to doze state until a point in time, even if the STA does not have a TWT agreement with an AP that is also Fexible TWT capable. In sections describing legacy power save mechanisms, a condition is missing to clarify that sending such frames are a condition to transition to doze state..			Clarify this behavior in 11.2.3.7			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:31:18Z) - Agree in principle with the comment, although not with the proposed change. Proposed resolution is to follow the new editorial style guide where the instruction is to explicitly call baseline subclauses and then add the explicit exemptions that apply due to the new behavior. In this case we mention subclasue 11.2.3.6 as the rule set that the STA follows depending on the power management mode. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0652r2 under all headings that include CID 20355.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/652r2 TWT Info frames									I									2019/5/30 16:55			EDITOR


			20356			Laurent Cariou			238			4			11.2.3.8			2158			7			T			N			2158.07			7			11.2.3.8						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0652r2			848			Flexible TWT allows a PS STA that is Flexible TWT capable to indicate that it goes to doze state until a point in time, even if the STA does not have a TWT agreement with an AP that is also Fexible TWT capable. In sections describing legacy power save mechanisms, a condition is missing to clarify that sending such frames are a condition to transition to doze state..			Clarify this behavior in 11.2.3.8			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:31:34Z) - Agree in principle with the comment, although not with the proposed change. Proposed resolution is to follow the new editorial style guide where the instruction is to explicitly call baseline subclauses and then add the explicit exemptions that apply due to the new behavior. In this case we mention subclasue 11.2.3.6 as the rule set that the STA follows depending on the power management mode. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0652r2 under all headings that include CID 20356.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/652r2 TWT Info frames									I									2019/5/30 16:55			EDITOR


			20357			Laurent Cariou			238			4			11.2.3.12			2159			24			T			N			2159.24			24			11.2.3.12						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0652r2			848			Flexible TWT allows a PS STA that is Flexible TWT capable to indicate that it goes to doze state until a point in time, even if the STA does not have a TWT agreement with an AP that is also Fexible TWT capable. In sections describing legacy power save mechanisms, a condition is missing to clarify that sending such frames are a condition to transition to doze state..			Clarify this behavior in 11.2.3.12			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:31:43Z) - Agree in principle with the comment, although not with the proposed change. Proposed resolution is to follow the new editorial style guide where the instruction is to explicitly call baseline subclauses and then add the explicit exemptions that apply due to the new behavior. In this case we mention subclasue 11.2.3.6 as the rule set that the STA follows depending on the power management mode. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0652r2 under all headings that include CID 20357.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/652r2 TWT Info frames									I									2019/5/30 16:55			EDITOR


			20358			Laurent Cariou			238			4			11.2.4.4			2177			12			T			N			2177.12			12			11.2.4.4						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0652r2			848			Flexible TWT allows a PS STA that is Flexible TWT capable to indicate that it goes to doze state until a point in time, even if the STA does not have a TWT agreement with an AP that is also Fexible TWT capable. In sections describing legacy power save mechanisms, a condition is missing to clarify that sending such frames are a condition to transition to doze state..			Clarify this behavior in 11.2.4.4			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:31:52Z) - Agree in principle with the comment, although not with the proposed change. Proposed resolution is to follow the new editorial style guide where the instruction is to explicitly call baseline subclauses and then add the explicit exemptions that apply due to the new behavior. In this case we mention subclasue 11.2.3.6 as the rule set that the STA follows depending on the power management mode. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0652r2 under all headings that include CID 20358.


TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0652r0 under all headings that include CID 20358.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/652r2 TWT Info frames									I									2019/5/30 16:55			EDITOR


			20359			Laurent Cariou			238			4			26.8.4.4			382			41			T			N			382.41			41			26.8.4.4						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0652r2			848			Flexible TWT can be used if the STA does not have a TWT agreement with the AP. This function is therefore much wider than just TWT. For clarity, it would be much better not to call this functionality Flexible TWT, but something like Flexible Power state indication			Rename the Flexible TWT functionality, by something more generic, such as Flexible Power State Indication			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 17:39:42Z) - The current naming is appropriate. The STA that transmits the frame has flexibility in terms of the target wake time that it plans to wake, but does not have flexibility in terms of the power state since the PM mode is preserved from the time the TWT Information frame is sent to the time indicated in the Next TWT subfield of the TWT Information frame. Proposed resolution is to replace in the subclause title TWT with “wake time”.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0652r2 under all headings that include CID 20359.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/652r2 TWT Info frames									I									2019/5/30 16:55			EDITOR


			20360			Laurent Cariou			238			4			26.8.4.4			382			58			T			N			382.58			58			26.8.4.4						V			Youhan Kim			19/0379r1			824			Paragraph line 58 page 382 seems a bit redundant with first paragraph of page 383. Do we need 2 paragraphs?			Propose to reformulate the 2 identified paragraph to make it more readable.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:01:27Z) - Commenter is correct that 1024-QAM may be used for 20 MHz HE PPDUs, in which case LDPC is the only option for coding.

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-19/0379r1 for CID 20149, 20360.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/379 Part 1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-20 22:58:15Z - Use HE-MCS rather than MCS			4.1			2019/3/20 23:02			EDITOR


			20361			Laurent Cariou			238			4			26.8.4.4			382			43			T			N			382.43			43			26.8.4.4						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0652r2			848			Flexible TWT can be used if the STA does not have a TWT agreement with the AP. This function is therefore much wider than just TWT and applies to any legacy power save mechanism. This should be better clarified in this section. This section should also reference the different section describing the legacy power save mechnaims that are impacted by this flexible TWT.			Clarify the use of flexible TWT without TWT agreements and the impact on legacy power save mechanisms.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:26:59Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution is to follow the new editorial style guide where the instruction is to explicitly call baseline subclauses and then add the explicit exemptions that apply due to the new behavior. In this case we mention subclasue 11.2.3.6 as the rule set that the STA follows depending on the power management mode. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0652r2 under all headings that include CID 20361.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/652r2 TWT Info frames									I									2019/5/30 16:55			EDITOR


			20362			Laurent Cariou			238			4			11.2.3			2144			18			T			N			2144.18			18			11.2.3						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0414r3			866			As described in 26.5.6.5, the transmission of a response to an NFRP trigger frame is an indication that the STA is in the awake state. This condition should be clarified for legacy power save mechanisms throughout section 11.2.3			Define the condition to transition to the awake state based on the transmission of a response to an NFRP trigger frame, for the power save mechnaisms defined thoughout section 11.2.3.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 04:16:55Z) - agree with the commenter. Include a response to an NFRP trigger as an indication that the STA is in the awake state throughout the section 11.2.3. Apply the changes marked as CID20362 in 19/0414r3.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0414r3 NFRP									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:15			EDITOR


			20363			Laurent Cariou			238			4			11.2.3			2144			18			T			N			2144.18			18			11.2.3						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0414r3			866			As described in 26.5.6.5, the transmission of a response to an NFRP trigger frame is an indication that the STA is in the awake state. It should be clarified that this triggers the delivery from the AP of DL BUs for the power save mechanisms throughout section 11.2.3			Define the condition for the AP to delliver DL BUs to a STA that transitioned to the awake state based on the transmission of a response to an NFRP trigger frame, for the power save mechnaisms defined thoughout section 11.2.3.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 04:17:42Z) - agree with the commenter. Include a response to an NFRP trigger as an indication that the STA is in the awake state throughout the section 11.2.3. Apply the changes marked as CID20363 in 19/0414r3.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0414r3 NFRP									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:15			EDITOR


			20364			Laurent Cariou			238			4			26.5.6.4			350			14			T			N			350.14			14			26.5.6.4						J			Laurent Cariou			Reject directly without document			882			As described in 26.5.6.5, the transmission of a response to an NFRP trigger frame is a solution to indicate that the STA transitioned to the awake state. Following the transmission of a beacon frame, an AP wants to know the STAs that are awake and for which it has DL BUs to deliver. The NFRP trigger frame is a very efficient solution for this. However, the NFRP concept is currently used only to make a request for UL traffic, and together with that indicate that the STA is awake. As in many cases, STAs in power save don't have UL traffic to send and just want to indicate to the AP that they are awake to receive their buffered DL BUs, the NFRP concept should define a new type of feedback, so that a STA can respond to indicate that it transitioned to the awake state, disregard whether it has traffic in UL or not.			Define a new type "power save" for NFRP trigger frame, so that the response to that trigger is an indication that the STA transitioned to the awake state, disregard whether this STA has UL traffic or not.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-16 18:36:40Z) - A proposal was presented in doc 11-19/0769r0 and was discussed. The SP result indicated no consensus on the proposed resolution.			EDITOR			NDP feedback									N			EDITOR: 2019-09-21 01:24:48Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/9/21 1:24			EDITOR


			20365			Laurent Cariou			238			4			26.17.2.4			433			26			T			N			433.26			26			26.17.2.4						J			Laurent Cariou			19/0417r8			877			The Filtered Neighbor AP subfield set to 1 is also an indication that the reported AP has the same SSID and should therefore added in this sentence as a condition.			Add the Filtered Neighbor AP subfield set to 1 in the list of ways to indicate that the reported AP has the same SSID			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:03:44Z) - when included in a probe response, this field indicate that the SSID matches the SSID in the probe request and not the SSID of the reported AP.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0417r8 6 GHz out-of-band discovery									N									2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			20366			Laurent Cariou			238			4			9.4.2.36			147			1			T			N			147.01			1			9.4.2.36						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0417r8			877			OCT recommended field is included in reduced neighbor report to indicate that both the reporting AP and the reported AP support OCT and that OCT can be used to communicate with one AP through the other AP, if the 2 APs are collocated or not collocated in the same device. In a similar manner, OCT support should be indicated when a reported AP is reported in a Neighbor Report, as the functionality is similar. We should therefore define a new field in the Neighbor Report element, in figure 9-334, that indicates that both the reporting AP and reported AP support OCT. There could also be another field indicating that OCT is recommended with the AP collocated with the reported AP.			Define a new field in the Neighbor Report element, in figure 9-334, that indicates that both the reporting AP and reported AP support OCT.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:04:44Z) - partially agree with the commenter. Define new fields in the Neighbor Report element to describe the different possibilities of OCT support: between the reporting AP and the reported AP, , and modify section 11.32 to describe this behavior. We didn’t include a field to indicate that OCT is supported between 2 reported APs (not including the reporting AP) as we proposed to report only one of the AP in this case and to have a field indicating that this AP is collocated with a 6 GHz AP (whether it supports OCT can be then discovered by probing the reported AP.)
Apply the changes marked as CID20366 as proposed in doc 0417r8.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0417r8 6 GHz out-of-band discovery									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			20367			Laurent Cariou			238			4			11.35.2			284			29			T			N			284.29			29			11.35.2						V			Laurent Cariou			19/1161r4			879			OCT support shall also be indicated if a reporting AP sends a Neighbor Report describing a reported AP. Define a new field in the Neighbor Report element to describe that both the reported and reporting AP supports OCT, and modify the conditions to indicate support for OCT in section 11.35.2			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:35:29Z) - this CID was resolved with CID20366 in the latest revision of document 19/417. Apply the changes marked as CID20366 as proposed in the latest revision of document 19/417.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1161r4									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:23			EDITOR


			20368			Laurent Cariou			238			4			11.35.2			284			29			T			N			284.29			29			11.35.2						J			Laurent Cariou			19/1161r4			879			OCT support could also be indicated for all the APs that are part of the same ESS. This could be done by adding a field in the ESS Report element			Include a new field in the ESS Report element to indicate that within this ESS, OCT is supported.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:35:59Z) - Not sufficient support for this proposal			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1161r4									N									2019/9/21 1:23			EDITOR


			20369			Laurent Cariou			238			4			9.4.2.36			147			1			T			N			147.01			1			9.4.2.36						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0417r8			877			A new field was defined in the neighbor report element to indicate that the reported AP is colocated with the reporting AP. What is still missing is the way for a reporting AP to indicate that 2 or more of the reported APs that are reported with 2 or more neighbor report elements in the same frame are co-located, and possibly support OCT.			Define a new field in the Neighbor report element, in figure 9-334, that indicates that the reported AP is colocated with the immediately following or preceeding neigbor report element in the same frame.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:04:55Z) - Do not add the proposed  field, instead, , define a new field in Neighbor Report element to indicate that the reported AP is collocated with a 6 GHz AP.  Apply the changes as proposed in doc 0417r8.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0417r8 6 GHz out-of-band discovery									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			20370			Laurent Cariou			238			4			26.17.2.4			433			55			T			N			433.55			55			26.17.2.4						J			Laurent Cariou			19/0417r8			877			An HE STA that is capable of operating at 6 GHz should be mandated to support OCT. This is anyway very beneficial for STA for seamless switching, and this will reduce the options, which cause interop issues in testing.			Add a statement in 26.17.2.4 that an HE non-AP STA capable of operating at 6 GHz shall support OCT.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:05:33Z) - No sufficient support for this proposal.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0417r8 6 GHz out-of-band discovery									N									2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			20371			Laurent Cariou			238			4			26.17.2.4			444			6			T			N			444.06			6			26.17.2.4						J			Laurent Cariou			19/0417r8			877			Using Neighbor Report ANQP protocol to get the SSID of the reported APs received in Reduced Neighbor Reports was defined to cover for the gap that a STA can only know the short SSID when receiving the Reduced Neighbor report (in case this Short SSID does not match the SSID of the reporting AP), and that this was helpful in order to send a probe request at 6 GHz to that particular SSID. As we also defined that a STA can send a probe request with a targetted Short SSID, the need to use the ANQP function to get SSID does not seem useful anymore. Unless there is an important other need for this function, this should be removed from the spec.			Same as comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:05:54Z) - no consensus reached on that proposal.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0417r8 6 GHz out-of-band discovery									N									2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			20372			Laurent Cariou			238			4			11.35.2			284			29			T			N			284.29			29			11.35.2						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0417r8			877			There should be a simpler way for a non-AP STA to indicate support for OCT than including a multiband element in probe request, association requests, ... This requirement could be relaxed or a simple capability could be defined			Same as comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-23 15:11:12Z) - agree with the commenter. Define a capability for a non-AP STA to indicate that it supports OCT. Apply the changes as proposed in 19/0417r8.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0417r8 6 GHz out-of-band discovery									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			20373			Laurent Cariou			238			4			26.17.2.3.2			431			22			T			N			431.22			22			26.17.2.3.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1390r3			932			An AP collocated with a 6 GHz AP shall include an RNR describing the 6 GHz AP (26.17.2.4). In this paragraph, it says that the AP shall schedule FILS DF every 20 TUs, unless a collocated AP sends an RNR. So the "shall" statement in this paragraph does not apply to collocated APs. To ease the understanding, simplify the paragraph so that the requirement to send FILS SF applies only to 6 GHz-only APs.			Same as comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 03:15:30Z) - It is correct that this statement does not apply to co-located AP. The rules in this subclause apply to the AP that operates in the 6 GHz band. While the rules in subclause 26.17.2.4 appy to the AP that is collocated with an AP that operates in the 6 Ghz band. The rule here is saying that the 6 GHz AP may omit transmitting the FILS Discovery frame if the BSSID, SSID, etc information is advertised in an RNR element advertised by a co-located AP. If this statement was to be removed, then it would not be clear what such an AP would do. Currently the case of the AP sending an unsolicited probe response when its collocated AP has set the respective bit to 1 is missing. Proposed resolution is to specify this case.

 TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1390r3 under all headings that include CID 20373.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1390r3 Preassociation									N			There are no edits in 19/1390r3 tagged with #20373						2019/9/27 21:29			EDITOR


			20374			Laurent Cariou			238			4			26.17.2.3.2			432			53			T			N			432.53			53			26.17.2.3.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0962r4			885			This paragraph says that the STA, under specific conditions, may send a probe request with the "SSID set to the SSID of that AP". Under the same conditions, the probe request should be authorized to be sent to the BSSID or the short SSID of that AP, and not be restricted only to SSID.			Same as comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:15:21Z) - Agree in principle that the STA can send the Probe Request with the Short SSID instead of the SSID. Proposed resolution accounts for this case. Regarding the BSSID this is already covered in the bullet that follows. To make it clearer that this presence is possible via any means the proposed resolution clarifies this as well.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0962r4 under all headings that include CID 20374.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0962r4 Non-AP STA Scanning									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:28			EDITOR


			20375			Laurent Cariou			238			4			9.3.3.10			122			1			T			N			122.01			1			9.3.3.10						V			Laurent Cariou			19/1161r4			879			The Short SSID List should be included in probe request as per doc 61r7 agreed in January 2019. This got omitted in D4.0 and should be added back to the spec.			Same as comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:43:11Z) - this was already resolved and the Short SSID List is in the probe request in Draft 4.2 thanks to the resolution of CID20501.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1161r4									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:23			EDITOR


			20376			Laurent Cariou			238			4			26.17.2.3.2			432			18			T			N			432.18			18			26.17.2.3.2						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0962r4			885			If a STA sends a probe request to a Short SSID, the BSSID is set to Wildcard BSSID and SSID to Wildcard SSID. This should be allowed and the sentece should therefore account for this particular case.			Same as comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:15:35Z) - When the SSID field is set to the Wildard SSID then all APs that receive that Probe Request frame are required to respond. Having the short SSID present in the Probe Request frame has no purpose. In the 6 GHz band the STA cannot send a Probe Request frame with the SSID set to the Wildcard SSID. If the STA wants to send a Probe Request frame with the Short SSID then the STA has to set the SSID to any other value, other than the Wildard SSID obviously. This is already allowed. Hence, no further changes are necessary.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0962r4 Non-AP STA Scanning									N									2019/9/21 1:28			EDITOR


			20377			Laurent Cariou			238			4			26.1			392			55			T			N			392.55			55			26.1						J			Laurent Cariou			19/1281r2			880			It could be useful for an AP to know the STAs that support OBSS_PD, especially the SRG version of OBSS_PD. This way, it can know whose STAs will implement it when tuning the SRG OBSS_PD level			Define a capability for SRG OBSSPD			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:47:02Z) -  The commenter has not provided sufficient detail to satisfy the comment.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1281r2 Last CIDs									N									2019/9/21 1:23			EDITOR


			20378			Laurent Cariou			238			4			27.3.21			639			53			T			N			639.53			53			27.3.21						V			Xiaogang Chen			19/0866r3			862			"If the CRC check is valid, the PHY entity shall report TXOP, BSS Color and
check Format field, and continue to receive HE-STF." In this section, it is my understanding that if the Reserved bit is set to an Unreserved value, the receiving STA will still read the TxOP, the BSS Color and the Format fields if the CRC is valid, and not the other fields. This way, it can still do spatial reuse or intra-PPDU power save, based on the BSS color field, for that PPDU. However, this would need to be better described to make sure that this is the expected behavior.			Add clarification in the spec for this behavior to collect BSS Color and TxOP duration, even when the Reserved bit in HE-SIGA is set to the unreserved value, is the expected behavior.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:53:46Z) - Clean up the text. SR is not feasible if CRC failure.


-TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0866r3 under all headings that include CID 20378.			EDITOR			Xiaogang 19/0866r3 Misc									I						4.2			2019/6/5 17:41			EDITOR


			20379			Laurent Cariou			238			4			27.3.10.5			522			27			T			N			522.27			27			27.3.10.5						J			Youhan Kim			19/0379r1			824			The spec says: "In an HE PPDU, the RATE field shall be set to the value representing 6 Mb/s". However, the RXTIME calculation in 27-132 and 27-133 is calculated without taking into account the value of the RATE field and always assumes 6 Mbps. This value of 6 Mbps is also not used to classify EHT PPDU compared to other PPDUs. Therefore, it should be allowed to set the RATE field to any allowed value (valid RATE), while the calculation of the RXTIME considers 6 Mbps as today.			Remove the requirement to set the RATE field in L-SIG to 6Mbps throughput the spec.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 17:59:32Z) - HE PHY receive procedure (27.3.21) is clear that receivers do not consider PPDUs to be HE unless the L-SIG rate is 6 Mbps.  The division by 3 in Equations (27-133) and (27-120)/(27-121) (both used by (27-132)) require that the L-SIG rate is set to 6 Mbps for HE PPDUs.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/379 Part 1									N			EDITOR: 2019-03-21 14:49:17Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/3/21 14:49			EDITOR


			20380			Laurent Cariou			238			4			26.8.2			370			19			T			N			370.19			19			26.8.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0725r1			849			AP isn't able to always predict if the current TF transmission  is the last TF  in the  Individual TWT SP because the medium might be shared with other BSSs which will prevent additional transmissions			Replace the original sentence with the following 2 sentences: The TWT responding STA may set the More TF subfield to 0 when the Trigger frame is the last Trigger frame of the TWT SP. The TWT responding STA shall set the More TF subfield to 0 when the Trigger frame is sent outside of a TWT SP			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:35:22Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution is to specify that the Trigger frame is the last scheduled Trigger frame rather than the last transmitted Trigger frame. Also added in the note that the AP can cancel the transmission of a scheduled Trigger frame if the AP gains access to the wireless medium outside of the TWT SP.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0725r0 under all headings that include CID 20380.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/725r1 Individual TWT									I						4.2			2019/5/30 18:17			EDITOR


			20381			Laurent Cariou			238			4			26.8.3.2			374			29			T			N			374.29			29			26.8.3.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0724r3			839			AP isn't able to always predict if the current TF transmission  is the last TF  in the  Broadcast TWT SP because the medium might be shared with other BSSs which will prevent additional transmissions			Replace the original sentence with the following 2 sentences: The TWT scheduling AP may set the More TF subfield to 0 when the Trigger frame is the last Trigger frame of the TWT SP. The TWT scheduling AP shall set the More TF subfield to 0 when the Trigger frame is sent outside of a trigger-enabled TWT SP			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:19:48Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution is to specify that the Trigger frame is the last scheduled Trigger frame rather than the last transmitted Trigger frame. Also added in the note that the AP can cancel the transmission of a scheduled Trigger frame if the AP gains access to the wireless medium outside of the TWT SP.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0724r3 under all headings that include CID 20381.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/724r3 Broadcast TWT									I						4.2			2019/5/29 20:30			EDITOR


			20382			Laurent Cariou			238			4			26.17.2.3.1			431			7			T			N			431.07			7			26.17.2.3.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/1150r3			932			There is no definition for co-located AP			Add a definition for Co-located AP			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 02:15:47Z) - Added a new definition for co-located AP set and updated many references in the spec to align with the new terminology.

TGax editor please make changes as showing doc 11-19/1150r3 with changes tagged as 20382.			EDITOR			Abhi 19/1150r3 Co-located BSSID									I			see #21288			5			2019/9/23 21:48			EDITOR


			20383			Laurent Cariou			238			4			26.8.2			370			10			T			N			370.10			10			26.8.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0725r1			849			AP might not be able to send Trigger Frame to STAs in each TWT SP due to medium busy or  internal decision to serve specific STAs			Clarify that "schedule for transmission" means that the AP is doing its best to send it but may not do it because of busy medium, or internal queues			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:36:09Z) - The commenter is right that there are cases where due to busy medium the STA may not be able to access the medium in time for sending the Trigger frame. This is the reason why the statement refers to the schedule for transmission rather than transmit. In order to clarify that the STA might not be able to transmit due to wireless medium conditions we add a note to specify that the STA might cancel the transmission if the STA gains access to the medium after the TWT SP. Internal queues are not an issue because the STA is in charge of managing its internal queues.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0725r0 under all headings that include CID 20383.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/725r1 Individual TWT									I						4.2			2019/5/30 18:17			EDITOR


			20384			Li-Hsiang Sun			238			4			9.7.3			226			41			T			N			226.41			41			9.7.3						V			Liwen Chu			19/0734r3			890			In conditions column "Zero or more EOF-MPDUs each of which ...", is it suppose to be "Zero or more non-EOF-MPDUs"?			change to non-EOF-MPDUs			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:15:24Z) - Discussion: Generally agree with the commenter.

TG ax editor to make changes shown in 11-19/0734r3 under CID 20384			EDITOR			Liwen 19/0734r3 9.7.3									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:30			EDITOR


			20385			Li-Hsiang Sun			238			4			9.7.3			226			8			T			N			226.08			8			9.7.3						J			Liwen Chu			19/0734r3			890			In condition column bullet 1 with only 1 EOF-MPDU seems to be the same as ack-enabled single TID AMPDU,

Bullet 1 with 2 or more EOF-MPDUs seems to be a subset of bullet 3			Modify the 1st bullet to cover the case that AMPDU has 1 EOF-MPDU (data or management)+ one or more non-EOF-MPDU (QoS data)			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:15:43Z) - Discussion: Bullet 1 is different from ack-enabled single TID A-MPDU since ack-enabled single-TID A-MPDU only can include one EOF-MPDU.			EDITOR			Liwen 19/0734r3 9.7.3									N									2019/9/21 1:30			EDITOR


			20386			Li-Hsiang Sun			238			4			26.2.4			298			13			T			N			298.13			13			26.2.4						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0604r5			872			"The procedure in 10.3.2.7 (CTS and DMG CTS procedure) applies to an HE STA maintaining two NAVs,and the NAV referred by the description in 10.3.2.7 is the basic NAV." contradicts with the paragraph begins in L7, also the sentence does not seem to address how does STA determines the TXOP holder address

For example, in 10.3.2.7, it says 'In this subclause (11ah)for a non-S1G STA, "NAV indicates idle" means that the NAV count is 0 or that the NAV count is nonzero but the nonbandwidth signaling TA obtained from the TA field of the RTS frame matches the saved TXOP holder address'

Substitute the NAV above with basic NAV would be in conflict with the paragraph in L7

Also it does not say how does STA handles the saved TXOP holder address with 1) 2 NAVs, 2) when STA has only decoded 11ax preamble but not MAC header			Modify 10.3.2.7 to make it usable for 11ax STAs			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 11:49:22Z) - We clarify that the reference should be 10.3.2.9.

Further we clarify that the sentence in 26.2.4 does not contradict with 10.3.2.9. Specficially, in the baseline, we also have the following description for virtual CS, and it does not contradict with 10.3.2.9. 

10.3.2.1 CS mechanism
In non-S1G STAs, when
the NAV counter is 0, the virtual CS indication is that the medium is idle; when the counter is nonzero, the
indication is busy. 

The reaon is that 10.3.2.9 is specifically about the medium state for responding to RTS frame, which is the reason why  "NAV indicates idle" is quoted.

As for the saving the TXOP holder address, the following baseline sentence applies for any MAC frame received with Address 2 field. 

A STA shall save the TXOP holder address for the BSS in which it is associated, which is the MAC address
from the Address 2 field of the frame that initiated a frame exchange sequence except when this is a CTS
frame, in which case the TXOP holder address is the Address 1 field.

The TXOP holder address is used for identifying if the sender of the RTS is from the same BSS based on the following text.

A STA that receives an RTS frame addressed to it considers the NAV in determining whether to respond
with CTS, unless the NAV was set by a frame originating from the STA sending the RTS frame

For 11ax STA that maintains two NAVs, because only the basic NAV is consider in response for RTS, it does not matter whether TXOP holder address is saved for intra-BSS NAV or not. 


TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0604r5 under all headings that include CID 20386			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/0604r5 NAV									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:20			EDITOR


			20387			Li-Hsiang Sun			238			4			26.2.4			298			62			T			N			298.62			62			26.2.4						J			Po-Kai Huang			19/0604r5			872			"A STA that is not a TXOP holder shall update the intra-BSS NAV with the duration information indicated by the RXVECTOR parameter TXOP_DURATION if and only if all the following conditions are met:"
Shall STA still do this if it has determined from HE-SIG-B that it is the intended receiver?			change "shall" to "should"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 11:50:20Z) - We note that the STA still needs to do this because in DL HE MU case, the STA may not be solicited for immediate response, and the STA needs to set intra-BSS NAV to avoid disruption of other HE TB PPDU that are solicited for immediate response.			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/0604r5 NAV									N									2019/9/21 1:19			EDITOR


			20388			Li-Hsiang Sun			238			4			26.4.4			318			5			T			N			318.05			5			26.4.4						J			George Cherian			19/0756r1			851			How does a rx STA be certain that the 'A-MPDU carries only one MPDU...', 'A-MPDU includes more than one MPDU...', 'A-MPDU does not include an EOF-MPDU...', 'A-MPDU includes two or more QoS Data frames...' if it has only decoded a subset of MPDUs/delimiters in the AMPDU?			add a note to indicate that 'includes/carries' in 26.4.4 means the decoded content seen by the receiver			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 14:15:56Z) - Since the text is written from a recepient standpoint, it is clear that it is the recepient that makes a determination of whether the AMPDU carries only one MPDU or not (by checking if there are any CRC failures) - however they are implementation specific, and no need to standardize it.			EDITOR			George 19/756r1 26.4 Ack procedure									N									2019/5/30 18:38			EDITOR


			20389			Li-Hsiang Sun			238			4			26.5.1.3			323			19			E			N			323.19			19			26.5.1.3						V			Editor			1123r2			923			An AP shall not transmit a 40 MHz HE MU PPDU with an RU allocated to a 20 MHz operating non-AP HE STA unless the AP has received from the 20 MHz operating non-AP HE STA an HE Capabilities element with the 20 MHz In 40 MHz HE PPDU In 2.4 GHz Band subfield in the HE PHY Capabilities Information field equal to 1'			change to 'An AP shall not transmit a 40 MHz HE MU PPDU in 2.4GHz band with an RU allocated to a 20 MHz operating non-AP HE STA ...'			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 14:58:29Z) - Change to "An AP shall not transmit a 40 MHz HE MU PPDU in the 2.4 GHz band with an RU allocated to a 20 MHz operating non-AP HE STA..."			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 14:58:41Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20390			Li-Hsiang Sun			238			4			26.5.3.2.1			326			36			E			N			326.36			36			26.5.3.2.1						J			Editor			1123r2			923			During comment resolution for D3.0 CID15856, it was clarified S-MPDU is no longer a term in use in 11ax			Change to 'EOF MPDU'			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 20:32:09Z) - S-MPDU is still used and has its original meaning; an EOF MPDU that is the only MPDU in the A-MPDU. The more general EOF MPDU term is used for the case where it does not matter whehter or not the EOF MPDU is the only MPDU in the A-MPDU.			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N									2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20391			Li-Hsiang Sun			238			4			26.6.4.1			353			43			T			N			353.43			43			26.6.4.1						V			Liwen Chu			19/1417r1			932			An ack-enabled A-MPDU includes one or MORE
QoS Data frames not sent under a block ack agreement, but only one of the frames solicits acknowledgement.' seems contradicting with Table 9-532b conditions column			Change to be consistent with Table 9-532b			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 22:38:51Z) - Dsicussion: the description of ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU, non-ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU and ack-enabled single -TID A-MPDU are descriped per EoF MPDU, non-EoF MPDU.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-19/1417r1 under CID 20391.			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1417r1 26.6.3.1									I						5			2019/9/21 4:45			EDITOR


			20392			Li-Hsiang Sun			238			4			26.6.4.1			353			54			E			N			353.54			54			26.6.4.1			20194			A			Editor			1123r2			923			An HE STA with dot11AMPDUwithMultipleTIDOptionImplemented equal to true shall set the Ack-Enabled Aggregation Support subfield to 1'. Should it be dot11AckEnabledAMPDUOptionImplemented instead?			change to dot11AckEnabledAMPDUOptionImplemented			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 20:03:45Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 20:03:59Z - see #20194			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20393			Li-Hsiang Sun			238			4			26.6.4.4			355			47			E			N			355.47			47			26.6.4.4			21462			A			Editor			19/1123r2			923			A non-ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU is an A-MPDU with contents defined in Table 9-532d (A-MPDU contents in the HE ack-enabled multi-TID immediate response context).'

should be ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU			remove 'non-'			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 20:09:19Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 20:09:26Z - see #21462			4.1			2019/7/19 20:30			EDITOR


			20394			Li-Hsiang Sun			238			4			26.6.4.4			356			5			T			N			356.05			5			26.6.4.4						J			Liwen Chu			19/1035r4			932			A STA that transmits an ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU that contains at least two MPDUs with different TIDs carried in A-MPDU subframes that have the EOF field equal to 1 shall ignore the immediate response if it is an Ack frame.'

If a rx is not certian how many TIDs in AMPDU, can the rx use MBA with ack type=1 and with a TID if the STA has only decoded 1 EOF-MPDU, to avoid this situation? Is using MBA in this case currently disallowed in the spec?			Add a note to clarify that rx STA could send a MBA to avoid this situation.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 22:05:53Z) - The group can’t get the consensus about whether to add the text in 11ax draft about using M-BA to acknowledge an EoF MPDU with “Normal Ack” in Ack Policy Indicator subfield fwhen the recipient supports the Rx of ack-enable multi-TID A-MPDU. The result of the related sStraw poll: which one do you support to resolve 20394 is
Option1: reject the comment 4
Option2: allow the recipient to transmit M-BA 5
Option 3: abstain  7
The other reason to reject the comment is that it is a corner case that the recipient only decodes one EoF-MPDU that solicit Ack acknowledgement correctly in a received ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU which inludes two aggregated EoF MPDUs that solicit Ack acknowledgement.			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1035r4 26.6.4.2/4 (remaining)									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			20395			Lisa Ward			238			4			27.3.18.4.4			623			52			T			N			623.52			52			27.3.18.4.4						V			Youhan Kim			19/0378r4			823			Equation 27-131 for the Unusedtoneerror(k) does not seem to work if the allocated RU is greater than an RU26 (that is more than 26 tone sized RU)			Contribution will be made			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 17:54:41Z) - Agree with the commenter that Equation (27-131) has an error when used for RU sizes greater than 26-tones.  Proposed text update in 11-19/0378r4 fixes the equation.  It also clarifies that a) unused tone error is not measured when the RU size is 2x996 tones and b) unused tone error is measured only in the 80 MHz segment in which the occupied RU is in when the HE TB PPDU is 80+80 MHz.
Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-19/0378r4 for CID 20395.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/378 Unused Tone EVM									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-21 15:50:01Z			4.1			2019/3/21 15:50			EDITOR


			20396			Liwen Chu			238			4			26.2.2			296			26			T			N			296.26			26			26.2.2						V			Kaiying Lv			19/0835r3			869			When BSS color collision happens, this bullet needs to be disabled. Otheriwse OBSS PPDU may be treated as IBSS PPDU.			As mentioned in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 11:28:17Z) - When BSS color collision happens, the received PPDU can be identified based on the exception rule described in this sub-clause that “If the received frame satisfies the intra-BSS conditions using the RXVECTOR parameter BSS_COLOR and also satisfies the inter-BSS conditions using MAC address information, then the classification made using the MAC address information takes precedence”.

Add the condition that when the BSS Color is disabled, the MAC address information will always take precedence.

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0835r3 CID 20396.			EDITOR			Kaiying 19/0835r3 PPDU classification									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-21 01:18:36Z			4.3			2019/9/21 1:18			EDITOR


			20397			Liwen Chu			238			4			26.2.2			296			58			T			N			296.58			58			26.2.2						J			Kaiying Lv			19/0835r3			869			It seems this will never happen..			Delete the paragraph			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 11:28:30Z) - Because the BSSID field of the public action frame is set to either the BSS's BSSID or the wildcard BSSID value (refer 11.18 “Public Action frame addressing”) and the TA of the public action frame is set to the BSSID, the conditions for both an intra-BSS frame and an inter-BSS frame could happen.			EDITOR			Kaiying 19/0835r3 PPDU classification									N									2019/9/21 1:18			EDITOR


			20398			Liwen Chu			238			4			9.4.2.245			191			53			T			N			191.53			53			9.4.2.245						J			Laurent Cariou			19/0413r4			852			It is not clear when this MU EDCA toimer will start if AIFSN is 0. Normally MU EDCA timer starts once a HE TB PPDU with QoS Data frames is acked for AIFN not equal to 0.			Clarify it.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 12:29:25Z) - The rule for when the MU EDCA timer starts is independent from the AIFSN value.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/413r4 MU EDCA Parameters									N									2019/5/30 19:05			EDITOR


			20399			Liwen Chu			238			4			26.8.2			370			8			T			N			370.08			8			26.8.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0725r1			849			Add a note that TWT responding STA can transmit multiple PPDUs within the TWT SP to a TWT request STA once a PS Poll or u-apsd trigger is received from the TAT request STA.			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:41:18Z) - Since these are service periods then multiple PPDUs can be sent. However, agree in principle to add it as part of a note. Instead of adding another note the resoluton is to clarify this aspect in the note following the subsequent paragraph since it covers both cases, unannounced and announced. Similar changes applied to the broadcast TWT counterpart.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0725r0 under all headings that include CID 20399.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/725r1 Individual TWT									I						4.2			2019/5/30 18:17			EDITOR


			20400			Liwen Chu			238			4			26.8.3			373			18			T			N			373.18			18			26.8.3						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0966r2			932			same value in TWT Setup Comand is not right since one vale is Alternate and another one is accept			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 10:31:59Z) - The value of the TWT Setup Command is switched from Alternate TWT to Accept TWT only at the TBTT at which the changes take effect, not during the time that the alternate TWTs are advertised (during which both parameters have a command of Alternate TWT). In order to make it clear what parameters the TWT scheduled STAs follow the proposed resolution is to add a note that indicates that the current broadcast TWT parameters are followed until the future broadcast TWT parameters set come in effect.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0966r2 under all headings that include CID 20400.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0966r2 TWT Pt2									I						5			2019/9/25 18:51			EDITOR


			20401			Liwen Chu			238			4			26.8.3			374			43			T			N			374.43			43			26.8.3						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0724r3			839			This may create mismatch of TWT start time between AP and STA.			Fix the issue			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 18:18:07Z) - The next TWT is obtained as the future value of the TWT field of the Broadcast TWT Parameter Set field which contains the bits 10:25 of the TSF timer at that TWT time and with bits 0 to 9 assumed to be 0. Since the requirement is unambiguous to both sides both AP and STA will have a clear indication as to which is the TWT for the particular broadcast TWT schedule. The mismatch may occur only because of clock drifting between the AP and the STA. With a +-100ppm requirement clock accuracy requirement there may be a drifting if the STA stays in doze state for significant amounts of time, however this is not the case because the STA generally wakes to read the Beacon to determine if the TIM bit for its AID is set to 1, in which case the STA also synchronizes its own internal clock to the value of the Timestamp field of the Beacon that is sent by the AP. In addition, to overcome this drifting the STA may decide to wake a little bit earlier than the estimated TWT start time.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/724r3 Broadcast TWT									N									2019/5/29 19:41			EDITOR


			20402			Liwen Chu			238			4			26.8.4			380			29			T			N			380.29			29			26.8.4						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0652r2			848			The baseline never uses this field. IT seems duplicated with Next TWT Request field			Use Next TWT Request field here			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:27:30Z) - It is unclear what field the baseline never uses. The cited line has the following fields: Response Requested and the Next TWT Request subfields, which are defined in 9.4.1.60 and are used to request the delivery of a TWT Information frame in response to the soliciting TWT Information frame (with Next TWT required or not). Since 11ax is not using those combinations then the specific text here is indicating that the TWT Infromation frame shall have both these fields set to 0.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/652r2 TWT Info frames									N									2019/5/30 16:54			EDITOR


			20403			Liwen Chu			238			4			26.8.4			380			60			T			N			380.60			60			26.8.4						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0652r2			848			by TWT Responding STA, scheduling STA is missing.			Technical			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:27:59Z) - This bullet is covering the TWT suspension case, which can be only initiated by a TWT requesting STA or a TWT scheduled STA. I.e., a TWT responding STA and a TWT scheduling AP can only reschedule a TWT but not suspend it. An AP that needs to deal with coexistence can use the suspend and resume command. Reason being that it is beneficial for the STA to know when the AP will be again available for frame exchanges.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/652r2 TWT Info frames									N									2019/5/30 16:54			EDITOR


			20404			Liwen Chu			238			4			26.8.4			381			40			T			N			381.40			40			26.8.4						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0652r2			848			based on this, it doesn't matter whether the next TWT is a existed TWT SP start time.						REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 17:40:49Z) - It is unclear what is the part that does not matter. According to the functionality the STA can ask suspension and resumption of the TWT session for that particular TWT Flow ID (as indicated in the TWT Information frame, with the requirement that the next TWT is selected from existing TWTs for that session. Now in case the STA sets the All TWT subfield to 1 then the STA is also suspending or resuming the other sessions as well but starting from their respective TWTs that start not earlier than the time indicated in the Next TWT.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/652r2 TWT Info frames									N									2019/5/30 16:54			EDITOR


			20405			Liwen Chu			238			4			26.8.4			381			46			T			N			381.46			46			26.8.4						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0966r2			932			Add a note that this operation may create frame loss since the AP may keep transmitting frames to the STA until the end of the TWT SP.			Add a note or change the text to let the power save take effect after the TWT SP			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 10:32:16Z) - The described behavior here is the same as in baseline from the perspective of a STA going to doze state. I.e., the STA may go to doze state (baseline) and no requirement is poised at the AP to terminate transmissions to the STA after that (baseline). Although obviously the AP should not transmit frames to a STA that is in doze state. Adding a note in this context does not really help.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0966r2 TWT Pt2									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			20406			Liwen Chu			238			4			26.8.6			384			55			T			N			384.55			55			26.8.6						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0315r1			815			the behavior related with this is not defined.			Add the ralated behavior or delete the bullet			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:12:27Z) - The comment is out of scope:  i.e., it is not on changed text, text affected by changed text or text that is the target of an existing valid unsatisfied comment.

Please note that the normative behavior is already covered since the bullet covers the normative behavior of the Nominal Minimum TWT Duration field covers, which is the requested TBTT wake duration. This value is then used be the TWT responder to select the appropriate duration sent in response in the same field in the TWT response.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/315 TWT PS									N									2019/3/21 21:40			EDITOR


			20407			Liwen Chu			238			4			26.8.7			387			3			T			N			387.03			3			26.8.7						J			Yongho Seok			19/0771r1			899			this should be also applied to PS STA in primary channel. Otherwise remove it.			As in comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:50:41Z) - The rule is for the HE SST STA operating in the non-primary channel.

The STA operating in the primary channel is not related with the SST operation.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/0771r1 HE SST									N									2019/9/21 1:35			EDITOR


			20408			Liwen Chu			238			4			26.8.4			380			33			T			N			380.33			33			26.8.4						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0652r2			848			It is not clear when "by any HE STA to a peer STA that supports TWT" is used			Clarify it.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:28:33Z) - Agree in principle with the comment that it is not clear. Proposed resolution specifies it to be the STA that has set the Flexible TWT Schedule Support field to 1 in the HE Capabilities element it transmits.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0652r2 under all headings that include CID 20408.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/652r2 TWT Info frames									I									2019/5/30 16:55			EDITOR


			20409			Liwen Chu			238			4			26			295			5			G			N			295.05			5			26						J			Editor						933			In some scenario, an AP requires to no frame exchange with it.			Add a mechanism for an AP to disable the reception frames from its associated STAs			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-16 13:22:16Z) - The commenter withdraws the comment.			EDITOR			Withdrawn									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20410			Liwen Chu			238			4			26.8			366			26			T			N			366.26			26			26.8						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0561r2			918			It can help the TWT agreement negotiation if the STA's traffic charteristic is known.			As in comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:51:26Z) - The comment fails to identify a specific issue to be addressed. It fails to identify changes in sufficient detail so that the specific wording of the changes that will satisfy the commenter can be determined.
 
Please note that in general knowing the STA’s traffic characteristics is beneficial for multiple protocols. In fact, the STA negotiates its TWTs accounting for as much information it has regarding its own traffic characteristics.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/561r2 miscellaneous TWT									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20411			Liwen Chu			238			4			26.17.2			429			46			T			N			429.46			46			26.17.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0304r2			850			It helps STA's SST operation if an AP announces its duplicate beacon transmission			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 14:39:05Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution is to add a bit in the HE Operation element that is used by the AP to declare non-HT duplicate beacon generation in 6 GHz band.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0304r2 under all headings that include CID 20411.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/304r2 HE BSS in 6 GHz									I						4.2			2019/5/30 18:37			EDITOR


			20412			Liwen Chu			238			4			11.1.3.8			273			47			T			N			273.47			47			11.1.3.8						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0289r2			811			TIM should be deleted.			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:58:12Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. We note that FMS Descriptor element is only in Beacon frame. We simply remove FMS Descriptor from the description.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0289r2 under all headings that include CID 20412			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/289 Multi-BSS Bug									I						4.1			2019/3/22 21:22			EDITOR


			20413			Liwen Chu			238			4			11.1.3.8			273			9			T			N			273.09			9			11.1.3.8						J			Abhishek Patil			19/1148r2			883			It is not good for a STA that already knew all non-transmitted BSS profiles to transmit Probe Request with non-transmitted BSSID as RA.			Add the rules per the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:58:26Z) - A STA could have retrieved information some time ago and later made a choice to associate with a particular nonTxBSSID. In such case, it would need to probe again to retrieve the latest information. In addition, from a power point of, it would make sense to allow for STAs to send directed Probe Request to the nonTxBSSID that it wishes to associate with.			EDITOR			Abhi 19/1148r2 Multi-BSS									N									2019/9/21 1:25			EDITOR


			20414			Liwen Chu			238			4			9.7.3			224			26			T			N			224.26			26			9.7.3						A			Liwen Chu			19/0734r3			890			Delete "at most " since one of them must be in the A-MPDU.			As in comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:16:17Z)			EDITOR			Liwen 19/0734r3 9.7.3									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:30			EDITOR


			20415			Liwen Chu			238			4			9.7.3			226			7			T			N			226.07			7			9.7.3						A			Liwen Chu			19/0734r3			890			Delete "at most " since one of them must be in the A-MPDU.			As in comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:16:40Z)			EDITOR			Liwen 19/0734r3 9.7.3									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:30			EDITOR


			20416			Liwen Chu			238			4			26.5.4			342			48			T			N			342.48			48			26.5.4						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0510r3			841			delete this since HE MU frame exchange success definition is in 27.5.			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:30:33Z) - The cited paragraph is deleted and replaced with reference to clause 26.5.2.2.5 – P334L52 in D4.1. Text in 26.5.2.2.5 is updated to indicate that AP will perform backoff procedure described in 10.24.2.2.

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/510r3 with the tag 20416			EDITOR			Abhi 19/510r3 MU Operation									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-29 21:56:41Z			4.2			2019/5/29 21:56			EDITOR


			20417			Liwen Chu			238			4			26.6.4			354			17			T			N			354.17			17			26.6.4						V			Liwen Chu			19/1023r4			867			change to "If the TXOP limit of the Primary AC is greater than 0,..."			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 11:19:46Z) - Agree with the commenter. 

TGax editor to change the sentence to “If the TXOP limit of the primary AC is greater than 0…”			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1023r4									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:17			EDITOR


			20418			Liwen Chu			238			4			26.6.4			354			14			T			N			354.14			14			26.6.4						J			Liwen Chu			19/1417r1			932			The HE MU PPDU from AP should be the exception. Otherwise the sentence in L35 should be changed.			As in comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 22:39:16Z) - Discussion: with the current text, when the TXOP limit is not 0, the AP can transmit multi-TID A-MPDU			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1417r1 26.6.3.1									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			20419			Mark Hamilton			238			4			9.3.1.22.1			103			22			T			Y			103.22			22			9.3.1.22.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0394r1			809			NFRP should be in the acroyms. It's used many times throughout the amendment.  It should be spelled out at this first usage (at the cited location).			Add "NFRP<tab>NDP Feedback Report Poll" to 3.4			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:33:54Z) - Agree with the comment. Added definition to clause 3.4 as suggested by the comment.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0394r1 CID 20419			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0394 9.3.1.22									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-22 16:59:41Z - Not added to acronym list. It is a frame name and is defined in Clause 9. There are some early examples of frame names in acronyms list (RTS, CTS) but our current practise is to not do this. The acronyms list is for technical terms, not names.			4.1			2019/6/14 19:10			EDITOR


			20420			Mark Hamilton			238			4			9.3.1.22.9			115			46			T			Y			115.46			46			9.3.1.22.9						J			Laurent Cariou			19/0414r3			866			The Feedback Type field (in the User Info field of NFRP Trigger frames) adds no information since it is always zero.  For now, leave this a reserved field, that could be used for a number of purposes in the future (including some potential feedback type indicator).			Merge the "Feedback Type" field with the following "Reserved" field in Figure 9-64l.  Remove Table 9-31i and associated text.  Change "If the Feedback Type subfield in the User Info field of the NFRP Trigger frame is set to 0" to "Upon reciept of an NFRP Trigger frame" at P350.19.  Delete "with the Feedback Type subfield in the User Info field set to 0" at P350.57.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 04:19:50Z) - The commenter has not identified a technical issue. The field is self contained and no further changes are needed.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0414r3 NFRP									N									2019/9/21 1:15			EDITOR


			20421			Mark Hamilton			238			4			26.5.6.4			350			14			E			N			350.14			14			26.5.6.4						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Simplify the subclause heading; "with resource request type" doesn't add anything			Change the subclause heading to just "NDP feedback report"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 19:43:17Z) - The mechanism can be extended to support up to 15 "feedback types". It would appear that this subclause describes one of those feedback types, specifically the feedback type enumerated as "Resource request" in Table 9-31i. Change the title to "NDP feedback report for resource request"			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 19:45:45Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20422			Mark Hamilton			238			4			26.5.6.2.1			349			1			E			Y			349.01			1			26.5.6.2.1						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Remove 5th level subclause strcture that doesn't add anything.			Remove the subclause structure of 26.5.6.2.1 and promote the text to be part of 26.5.6.2.  Remove the subclause structure of 26.5.6.3.1 and 26.5.6.3.2 and promote the text in these subclauses to be the text for 26.5.6.3.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 19:32:29Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 19:32:38Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20423			Mark Hamilton			238			4			10.4			1739			21			T			Y			1739.21			21			10.4						V			Ming Gan			19/0785r1			863			Now that 10.4 also mentions dynamic fragmentation, 10.5 needs to mention it also.			Insert a new, single-sentence paragraph at the start of 10.5, "An HE STA may use the procedure below or the dynamic defragmentation fragmentation procedure as defined in 26.3.3 to reassemble fragmented MSDUs or MMPDUs."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:04:53Z) - Agree with the comment in principle. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change.

TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-19/0785r1 under CID 20423			EDITOR			Ming 19/785r1 Fragmentation									I						4.2			2019/6/6 15:00			EDITOR


			20424			Mark Hamilton			238			4			26.3.1			305			51			E			Y			305.51			51			26.3.1						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Incorrect references to 10.5 and 10.6			Changes the references to point to 10.4 and 10.5 (I think).  Also in the second paragraph of this subclause, in 26.3.2. and in the PICS			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 23:21:13Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 23:25:06Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20425			Mark Hamilton			238			4			10.4			238			37			E			Y			238.37			37			10.4						A			Ming Gan			19/1184r1			871			Now that 10.4 also mentions dynamic fragmentation, the title needs to mention that A-MSDUs can be fragmented.			Change the subclause title to "MSDU, A-MSDU and MMPDU fragmentation".  Similarly, 10.5.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 11:44:27Z)			EDITOR			Ming 19/1184r1 MAC Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-21 01:19:29Z			4.3			2019/9/21 1:19			EDITOR


			20426			Mark Hamilton			238			4			3.2									T			Y			33.32						3.2						J			Srini Kandala			19/0619r4			932			The baseline definition of ?\"bufferable unit" says A-MSDUs are only bufferable on HT and DMG STAs.  11ax needs to clarify the buffering of A-MSDUs for HE STAs, including at least TWT support for A-MSDUs.			Add HE STAs to list of STA types that can buffer A-MSDUs.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-16 04:59:00Z) - An HE STA is also an HT STA and the definition thus covers an HE STA			EDITOR			Srini 19/0619r4 Select Comments									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			20427			Mark Hamilton			238			4			26.6.4.4			355			47			E			Y			355.47			47			26.6.4.4			21462			A			Editor			19/1123r2			923			Typo			Change "non-ack-enabled" to "ack-enabled"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 20:08:56Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 20:09:00Z - see #21462			4.1			2019/7/19 20:30			EDITOR


			20428			Mark Hamilton			238			4			26.6.4.2			355			14			T			Y			355.14			14			26.6.4.2						V			Liwen Chu			19/1035r4			932			Clarification.  This subclause is for ack-enabled single TID A-MPDU opeartion, which is different from multi-TID opeation covered in 26.6.4.4.  In general, it is confusing to have the term "ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU" but an ack-enabled A-MPDU is explicitly a disjoint set of things (because the latter must be single-TID).  Rename "ack-enabled A-MPDU" as "ack-enabled single-TID A-MPDU" throughout the Standard.			Insert in subclause title: "Ack-enabled _single-TID_ A-MPDU operation"  Similarly, insert "single-TID" in all sentences in the Standard that state "ack-enabled A-MPDU".			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 22:01:05Z) - Discussion: Generally agree with the commnetter to change the name to ack-enabled single-TID A-MPDU. Since the Management frame to solicit Ack can be in ack-enabled single-TID A-MPDU, the firt note in the subclause is updated to clarify that the Management frame to solicit Ack is treated as TID 15. 

TGax editor to make change in 11-19/1035r4 under CID 20428

TGax editor: Please change “ack-enabled A-MPDU” to “ack-enabled single-TID A-MPDU” through the draft			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1035r4 26.6.4.2/4 (remaining)									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-21 07:53:28Z			5			2019/9/21 7:53			EDITOR


			20429			Mark Hamilton			238			4												E			N															J			Editor			1123r2			923			Inconsistent hyphenation			Single TID has no hyphen, but multi-TID, single-STA and multi-STA all have hyphens.  Make these consistent.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 21:32:22Z) - multi is a contraction of multiple and thus deserves a hyphen. Single TID does not include a contraction.			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 21:33:09Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20430			Mark Hamilton			238			4			3.2			39			56			T			Y			39.56			56			3.2						V			Srini Kandala			19/0619r4			932			As an "allocation unit" of what?			Change "allocation unit" to "allocation of subcarriers for uplink transmissions"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-16 04:59:12Z) - Agree with the comment in principle. But RU is applicable to both downlink and uplink and so removing the word, “uplink”.

TGax editor,  change “allocation unit” to “allocation of subcarriers for transmission” at the referenced location”			EDITOR			Srini 19/0619r4 Select Comments									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-21 08:30:12Z			5			2019/9/21 8:30			EDITOR


			20431			Mark Hamilton			238			4			9.4.2.5			142			19			E			Y			142.19			19			9.4.2.5						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Clarification.  This subclause is for single-TID ack-enabled A-MPDU opeartion, which is different from multi-TID opeation covered in 26.6.4.4.			Replace "is the HE BSS" with "is also an HE BSS"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 16:18:13Z) - Change to "is an HE BSS" -- see #20641.			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 16:18:46Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20432			Mark Hamilton			238			4			26.1			295			11			E			N			295.11			11			26.1						J			Editor			1123r2			923			Self-referential			Change "Clause 26" to "this clause".   I could find 4 such occurrences, two in 26.1 and two in 26.17.1.  Also, 9 occurrences of "clause 27" within clause 27.  Replace all occurrences within clauses 26 and 27.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 19:46:57Z) - The reference would still be serlf-referential even if "this clause" is used instead of "Clause X". The comment fails to identify and issue with the draft.			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N									2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20433			Mark Hamilton			238			4			26.1			295			13			E			Y			295.13			13			26.1						J			Editor			1123r2			923			Some cross-references are not "hot links", causing them to be missed/not updated as numbering changes.			At the cited location "Clause 12" is not a hot link.  Check for other occurrences throughout the amendment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 23:09:38Z) - "Hot links" (cross references) can only be made to subclauses preset in the document. Clause 12 is not present (exists only in the baseline).			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 23:11:01Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20434			Mark Hamilton			238			4			27.2.6.1			469			46			E			Y			469.46			46			27.2.6.1						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Incorrect reference			"Clause 28" should have updated to "Clause 27".  There are 2 occurrences in this paragraph, and several in Figures 27-1, 27-2 and 27-3.  Making sure all cross-references are hot links will help catch all of these.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-25 23:46:30Z) - Not feasible to hotlink from figures			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-25 23:47:05Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20435			Mark Hamilton			238			4			C.3			704			45			E			Y			704.45			45			C.3						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Incorrect reference			Replace "27.10.4" with "26.6.4", in two occurrences in this DESCRIPTION text.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-25 22:56:29Z) - The MIB object descriptions should make sense without specific references to the 802.11 spec. 1. Because they will quickly become out of date as the spec is revised and 2. because an management station operator is not knowledgable in the nuances of the 802.11 spec. Delete references at 704.46 and 704.58			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-25 22:59:16Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20436			Mark Hamilton			238			4			3.2			37			60			E			Y			37.60			60			3.2						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Acronyms should be spelled out upon first use in each definition.  In broadcast RU, "HE MU PPDU" is not spelled out.			Spell out, as in "high efficiency (HE) multi-user (MU) physical layer (PHY) protocol data unit (PPDU)".  HE PPDU similarly needs to spell out "SU", "MU", "ER" and "TB".    HE single stream HE-LTF  mode has also has several acroynms like this.  Look for other acronyms that got missed.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 23:58:30Z) - Most of the PPDU format definitions have the acronyms spelled out in the term being defined. Reviewed and corrected other acronym usage.			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 23:59:11Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20437			Mark Hamilton			238			4			3.2			27			5			T			Y			27.05			5			3.2						V			Guoqing Li			19/1237r5			932			The definition of MU PPDU seems to only include downlink techniques.			Delete "downlink" (2 instances) from this definition.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 23:08:55Z) - Please see the proposed text in 19/1237r5			EDITOR			Guoqing 19/1237r5 4.3.15a									I						5			2019/9/23 19:40			EDITOR


			20438			Mark Hamilton			238			4			9.4.2.243			187			61			T			Y			187.61			61			9.4.2.243						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0506r3			835			An AP that is doing multi-BSSID does not set the Co-Hosted BSS subfield to 1.			Add "but is advertising information using its own Beacon or Probe Response frames," after "at least one other BSS"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 15:53:20Z) - Updated the description of Co-Hosted subfield to mention that the AP advertises its information in it’s own beacon/probes. Added further clarification that an AP with dot11MultBSSIDImplemented set to true sets the subfield to 0.

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/506r3 with the tag 20438			EDITOR			Abhi 19/506r3 Multi-BSSID									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-24 18:43:00Z			4.2			2019/5/24 18:43			EDITOR


			20439			Mark Hamilton			238			4			26.17.7			438			52			T			Y			438.52			52			26.17.7						A			Abhishek Patil			19/0506r3			835			Only HE APs have an HE Operation element in which to set the Co-Hosted BSSID subfield.			Add "HE" to the start of the first sentence of 26.17.7			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 15:53:48Z)			EDITOR			Abhi 19/506r3 Multi-BSSID									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-24 18:44:22Z			4.2			2019/5/24 18:44			EDITOR


			20440			Mark Hamilton			238			4			3.2			37			34			T			Y			37.34			34			3.2						A			Guoqing Li			19/1237r5			932			This definition doesn't parse.  When simplified, it says, effectively, "A non-AP STA that indicates ... that it transmits support for only 20 MHz channel width".  How does a STA "transmit support" for something?   It either supports it or it doesn't.			Perhaps, replace with "A non-AP HE STA that indicates, via the Supported Channel Width Set ... element, that it supports only 20 MHz channel ..."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 23:07:10Z)			EDITOR			Guoqing 19/1237r5 4.3.15a									I						5			2019/9/23 19:40			EDITOR


			20441			Mark Hamilton			238			4			3.2			37			50			T			Y			37.50			50			3.2						V			Liwen Chu			19/1336r3			928			Is it necessary to say that an ack-enabled ("single-TID") A-MPDU must have at least two A-MPDU subframes?  It appears the definition (and subsequent operation requirements) would work just fine if this term also covered an A-MPDU with only one A-MPDU subframe, and it would simplify the definition.			Change definition to "An A-MPDU where all MPDUs in the A-MPDU subfields are from different TIDs and only one of the A-MPDU subframes ..."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 20:42:27Z) - Discussion: an ack-enabled single-TID A-MPDU will always includes at least two MPDUs. Otherwose it will be S-MPDU. The proposed change is not right since some MPDUs in a single-TID ack-enabled A-MPDU may not belong to any TID. The name is changed to ack-enabled single-TID A-MPDU per the group discussion.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-19/1336r3 under CID 20441			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1336r3									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20442			Mark Hamilton			238			4			9.7.3			222			10			E			Y			222.10			10			9.7.3						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Missing hyphen			Insert hyphen in "A-MPDU" at the end of the sentence.  Same thing at P223.10, P224.10 and P225.10.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 20:40:17Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-10 20:40:21Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20443			Mark Hamilton			238			4			3.2			40			18			T			Y			40.18			18			3.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0561r2			918			If this is only for a STA that follows the schedule in a broadcast TWT element, what is a STA that follows the schedule in a non-broadcast TWT element?			Delete "broadcast" from this definition.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:51:41Z) - STAs that follow schedules in a non-broadcast TWT element are not defined since in the non-broadcast TWT element the terminology of reference is TWT agreement. Proposed resolution here is to explicitly call out that we refer to the broadcast TWT schedule in this definition so that it is not ambiguous as to other potential schedules defined elsewhere.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0561r2 under all headings that include CID 20443.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/561r2 miscellaneous TWT									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20444			Mark Hamilton			238			4			3.2			37			60			T			Y			37.60			60			3.2						J			Editor			1123r2			923			We have developed a convention where "broadcast" means "all" and "multicast" means a specific set (possibly including "all"), and broadcast is a special case of multicast (multicast is the more general term).			Change "broadcast RU" to "multicast RU" and "broadcast TWT" to "multicast TWT"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-27 20:53:36Z) - There is nothing in the broadcast RU or broadcast TWT  that identifies a specific subset of STAs. In this regard it is different from multicast in the addressing context. The use in this sense is more like broadcast and thus the term broadcast is appropriate.			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20445			Mark Hamilton			238			4			3.2			38			1			T			Y			38.01			1			3.2						V			Abhishek Patil			19/1150r3			932			The definition co-located BSSID set does not appear to ever be used, except in the defintions of co-hosted BSSID set and multple BSSID set.  Further, since those latter two defintions both explicilty require a shared antnenna connector, they must already be operating on the same physical device, so including co-located BSSID set in those definitions is superfluous.  And, yet further, it is confusing whether there is a concept of a collection of APs operating in the same device that do _not_ share an antenna connector (which certainly seems possible, for a device with band-tuned antennas).  This then confuses what is meant by "co-located AP" in legacy usage such as Neighbor Report.  It's best to just not add this definition and confuse things.			Delete the definition "co-located BSSID set", and change the defintions of "co-hosted BSSID set" and "multple BSSID set" by replacing "A type of co-located BSSID set" with "A set of APs".  In the MIB DESCRIPTION of dot11ColocatedRNRImplemented, change "co-located BSSs" to "co-located APs' ".  Also, correct the typo in the MIB DESCRIPTION: "Reduced Neighbor List" to "Reduced Neighbor Report".			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 02:14:51Z) - Agree with the comment. 
Deleted the definition of co-located BSSID set, updated the definitions of co-hosted BSSID and reverted to baseline text in the definition of multiple BSSID set. Fixed error in MIB description for dot11ColocatedRNRImplemented. Also please see resolution to CID 21288.

TGax editor please make changes as showing doc 11-19/1150r3 with changes tagged as 20445.			EDITOR			Abhi 19/1150r3 Co-located BSSID									I			see #21288			5			2019/9/23 21:48			EDITOR


			20446			Mark Hamilton			238			4			3.2			38			11			E			N			38.11			11			3.2						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Ending of this defintiion "that carries one or more PSDUs" is superfluous.			Delete, "that carries one of more PSDUs"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-27 18:26:20Z) - Align PPDU definition with that of other HE PPDUs: Change to read "A PPDU transmitted
with TXVECTOR parameter FORMAT set to HE_MU. An HE MU PPDU carries one or more physical layer service data units (PSDUs)."			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20447			Mark Hamilton			238			4			3.2			38			34			E			N			38.34			34			3.2						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Typo, singular			Change "units" to "unit"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 17:29:17Z) - see #20918			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 17:29:28Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20448			Mark Hamilton			238			4			3.2			38			38			E			N			38.38			38			3.2						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Definition doesn't parse well			Change definition to "An UL MU-MIMO LTF mode that masks the HE-LTF sequence of each spatial stream with a distinct ..."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 13:47:36Z) -Definition changes to "An HE-LTF mode used in HE TB PPDU. The masked HE-LTF sequence mode does not have any pilot subcarriers in the HE-LTF field and uses a masked HE-LTF sequence generated by multiplying an orthogonal code (distinct to each spatial stream) over groups of subcarriers." with #21214			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 13:48:12Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20449			Mark Hamilton			238			4			3.2			39			5			T			Y			39.05			5			3.2						V			Liwen Chu			19/1336r3			928			There are definitions of ack-enabled (single TID) and multi-TID A-MPDU, and of non-ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU, but not of non-ack-enabled (single TID) A-MPDU.			Add a defintion, "non-ack-enabled single TID aggregate medium access control (MAC) protocool data unit  (non-ack-enabled single TID A-MPDU): An A-MPDU as defined in Table 9-532a."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 20:42:41Z) - TGax editor to make changes in 11-19/1336r3 under CID 20449			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1336r3									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20450			Mark Hamilton			238			4			3.2			39			32			E			Y			39.32			32			3.2						A			Editor			1123r2			923			I completely understand (and sympathize with) the desire to avoid "OPS non-AP STA".  But, to define a term "OPS STA" which takes a feature capability (support of OPS) and applies to only _non-AP_ STAs is contrary to all previous conventions, and is going to cause mass confusion.  Leave it as "OPS non-AP STA" (like other feature adjectives) and let a REVmd (REVme?) global fix for this situation fix it up consistently.			Chagne the definition "OPS STA" to "OPS non-AP STA" and all uses throughout the amendment to "OPS non-AP STA"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 13:55:28Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 13:55:32Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20451			Mark Hamilton			238			4			3.2			39			46			E			Y			39.46			46			3.2						A			Editor			1123r2			923			This definition isn't needed.  The concept is defined clearly in a subclause (26.10.2.5), and the term is used only within that subclause.  The definition only serves to duplicate behavior description in clause 3.			Delete the defintion for "OBSS PD SR transmit power restriction period"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 14:22:27Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 14:22:32Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20452			Mark Hamilton			238			4			26.17.2.3.3			432			8			T			N			432.08			8			26.17.2.3.3						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1017r4			876			Add parens, for clarity of operator precedence			Change the equation to: channel starting frequency + (5 ├ù 16 ├ù (n - 1))			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 12:05:17Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1017r4 under all headings that include CID 20452.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1017r4 6 GHz channelization									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:21			EDITOR


			20453			Mark Hamilton			238			4			26.17.2.3.3			432			8			T			Y			432.08			8			26.17.2.3.3						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1017r4			876			Eq 27-134 clearly indicates the channel starting frequency of 5.940 GHz, and the equation results in channel #1 being the lowest frequency, and centered on 5.945 Ghz.  However, the equation on P432.7 (for the PSCs) doesn't explicilty list the channcel starting frequency, so we assume it is 5.940 GHz per Annex E, and thus the lowest PSC is 5.940 GHz.			Replace the PSC equation with: (channel starting frequency + 5) +  (80 ├ù (n - 1))			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 12:05:57Z) - The comment and proposed change are not consistent with each other. The proposed resolution addresses the comment, which mentions that the equation here does not clearly state the channel starting frequency. To fix this the resolution clarifies that the channel starting frequency is defined in 27.3.22.2. 

In addition to that, there are problem in current PSC equation. Hence, modification is necessary. See discussion in 11-19/1017r1. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1017r4 under all headings that include CID 20453.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1017r4 6 GHz channelization									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:21			EDITOR


			20454			Mark Hamilton			238			4			26.17.2.3.3			432			12			T			Y			432.12			12			26.17.2.3.3						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0962r4			885			P432.12 says the non-AP STA shall operate per 11.1.4.3.2, but 11.1.4.3.2 has a lot of "may"s.  Are those supposed to be "shalls" now?			Clarify which "may"s in 11.4.3.2 are expected to be performed, and which are not.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:10:36Z) - All the rules in 11.1.4.3.2 are to be followed except when those rules are superseced by the rules are defined below. Proposed resolution clarifies this aspect.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0962r4 under all headings that include CID 20454.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0962r4 Non-AP STA Scanning									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:28			EDITOR


			20455			Mark Hamilton			238			4			9.4.2.45			148			42			E			N			148.42			42			9.4.2.45						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0506r3			835			Don't need to qualify Multiple BSSID element behavior based on dot11MultiBSSIDImplemented, since it must be true for any device formatting this element.			Delete "If dot11MultiBSSIDImplemented is true," in the NOTE			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 15:52:49Z) - Agree with the comment. Since this element and clause is applicable to multiple BSSID set, the note doesn’t need to call out the corresponding MIB value. The text was reorganized to match the recent changes made to baseline spec. The paragraph is split so that the note appears in the correct location.

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/506r3 with the tag 20455			EDITOR			Abhi 19/506r3 Multi-BSSID									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-24 18:32:51Z			4.2			2019/5/24 18:32			EDITOR


			20456			Mark Hamilton			238			4			26.17.1			427			6			T			Y			427.06			6			26.17.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0963r2			886			Setting dot11VeryHighThroughputOptionImplemented and dot11HighThroughputOptionImplemented to false in 6 GHz has a LOT of ripple effect.  Of course, there are no HTOperation element, no HTCapabilities element, or the VHT equivalents.  But, also Transmit Power Envelpope is not in the Beacon (per Table 9-34).  The 7th paragraph of 10.12 needs to be fixed.  11.22.16.2, 4th paragraph needs to be fixed (if we want DMS).  And 11.22.16.3.1, 2nd paragraph, if want weGCR. Etc.  Every reference to these MIB attributes needs to be checked.			Confirm each use of these 4 MIB attributes in the baseline, and that 6 GHz HE STAs don't need any of the related facilities, ever.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:19:28Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. It is impractical to investigate and confirm the use of each of the MIB attributes in the baseline and predict that the STA will not ever use certain facilities ever. An HE STA is a VHT and an HT STA afterall. Proposed resolution is to clarify that the STA maintains the setting of these two MIB variables to true, as per PAR, and specify that the HE STA operates as a VHT STA except that the STA does not follow VHT functionalities and/or requirements that are superseded by equivalent HE functionalities and/or requirements and that the STA uses HE format instead of the VHT, HT format for PPDUs transmitted in the 6 GHz band. We also provide a reference to the subclause that defines the additional rules for the 6 GHz band only.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0963r2 under all headings that include CID 20456.			EDITOR			BSS operation									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:28			EDITOR


			20457			Mark Hamilton			238			4			26.17.1			427			3			E			Y			427.03			3			26.17.1						A			Editor			1123r2			923			There is no dot11VeryHighThroughputOptionImplemented, it's "VHT"			Replace "dot11VeryHighThroughputOptionImplemented" with "dot11VHTOptionImplemented" (2 occurences)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 22:45:53Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 22:45:57Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20458			Mark Hamilton			238			4			9.3.3.3			117			64			E			Y			117.64			64			9.3.3.3						A			Editor			1123r2			923			It's dot11HE6GOptionImplemented, not dot116GOptionImplemented			Change "dot116GOptionImplemented" to "dotHE6GOptionImplemented" in 7 occurrences			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 15:51:47Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 15:51:52Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20459			Mark RISON			238			4			9.2.4.5.6			71			62			T			Y			71.62			62			9.2.4.5.6						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0303r4			838			"The Queue Size subfield is an 8-bit field that indicates the amount of buffered traffic for a given TC or TS at the non-HE non-AP STA sending the frame that contains this subfield and the amount of buffered traffic at the non-AP STA for transmission to the HE AP identified by the receiver address of the frame that contains this subfield." is misleading.  The Queue Size is always for a given TC or TS, not for all queues			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "The Queue Size subfield is an 8-bit field that indicates the amount of buffered traffic for a given TC or TS at the non-HE non-AP STA sending the frame that contains this subfield and the amount of buffered traffic for a given TC or TS at the HE non-AP STA for transmission to the HE AP identified by the receiver address of the frame that contains this subfield."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:07:20Z) - Agree with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0303r4 under all headings that include CID 20459.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/303r4 QoS Control									I						4.2			2019/5/29 19:40			EDITOR


			20460			Mark RISON			238			4			9.2.4.5.6			72			23			T			Y			72.23			23			9.2.4.5.6						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0303r4			838			The Queue Size, to be useful, needs to include traffic queued above the MAC SAP			At the end of the referenced paragraph add "The queue size may include MSDUs buffered above the MAC SAP."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:07:36Z) - The comment fails to identify a technical issue. The queue size is an 8-bit long field that provides the amount of buffered traffic for a given TC or TS (the buffered traffic accounts for buffered MSDUs), not the MSDU themselves buffered above the MAC SAP.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/303r4 QoS Control									I						4.2			2019/5/29 19:40			EDITOR


			20461			Mark RISON			238			4			9.2.4.5.6			72			28			T			Y			72.28			28			9.2.4.5.6						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0303r4			838			The Queue Size subfield should not be specified three times.  One for rx and one for tx is sufficient			Delete from "The Queue Size subfield contains:" to "A value of 255 to indicate a queue size that is unspecified or unknown" inclusive in the referenced subclause and replace with "The Queue Size subfield contains a UV subfield in the 6 LSBs and a SF subfield in the 2 MSBs."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 18:23:12Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change although we maintain the description related to the UV and SF subfields since their definitions are needed for the table. The Queue Size subfield encoding is now provided as a table that summarizes all the settings. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0303r4 under all headings that include CID 20461.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/303r4 QoS Control									I						4.2			2019/5/29 19:40			EDITOR


			20462			Mark RISON			238			4			9.2.4.5.6			72			50			T			Y			72.50			50			9.2.4.5.6						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0303r4			838			Equation (9-0a) is not correct when the QS is >= 254			Change the referenced line to "148 480 + 32 768 x UV, if the SF subfield is 3 and the UV subfield is < 62", append two lines ">  2 147 328 if the Queue Size subfield is 254" and "unspecified or unknown if the Queue Size subfield is 255" and delete the NOTE immediately following			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:12:21Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested changes. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0303r4 under all headings that include CID 20462.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/303r4 QoS Control									I						4.2			2019/5/29 19:40			EDITOR


			20463			Mark RISON			238			4			9.2.4.5.6			72			56			T			Y			72.56			56			9.2.4.5.6						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0303r4			838			The encoding should be expressed as equations, not prose			At the referenced location change "The transmitter rounds the actual queue size using the following procedure:" to "An HE non-AP STA sets the Queue Size subfield or its UV and SF subfields as follows:".  Change the first two bullets to "Else if QS <= 1008, UV = ceil( QS / 16 ) and SF = 0", the next two to "Else if QS <= 17 152, UV = ceil( (QS - 1024) / 256 and SF = 1", the next two to "Else if QS <= 146 432, UV = ceil ( (QS - 17 408) / 2048 ) and SF = 2", the next two to "Else if QS <= 2 147 328, UV = ceil( (QS - 148 480) / 32 768 ) and SF = 3" (where in all cases ceil( <x> ) is to be replaced by the ceiling symbols, - is to be replaced by the minus glyph and <= is to be replaced by the <= glyph), and append a new bullet "Else the Queue Size subfield is set to 254" and prepend at the start of the list a new bullet "If QS is unspecified or unknown, the Queue Size subfield is set to 255"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 18:23:31Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution removes this paragraph and instead provides a table with the encoding of the Queue Size subfiedls depending on the QS at the STA, inline with the current encoding.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0303r4 under all headings that include CID 20463.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/303r4 QoS Control									I						4.2			2019/5/29 19:40			EDITOR


			20464			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															V			Editor			1123r2			923			An S-MPDU is a non-A-MPDU (see 3.1)			In 9.2.4.5.6 change " non-A-MPDU or S-MPDU subframes" to " non-A-MPDU frames".  In 9.2.4.6a.4 change "non-A-MPDU frames or S-MPDUs" to "non-A-MPDU frames".  In 10.30.3 change "a non-A-MPDU frame, as an S-MPDU, or within an A-MPDU" to "a non-A-MPDU frame or within an A-MPDU".  In Table 9-30b change " carried in an A-MPDU or S-MPDU, or PS-Poll frame in an S-MPDU." to " carried in an A-MPDU or that is an S-MPDU, or PS-Poll frame that is an S-MPDU.".  In Table 9-321a change "an MPDU (that is not in an A-
MPDU) or S-MPDU" to "a non-A-MPDU frame" (3x); ditto in 26.3.1.  In 10.30.3 change "as a non-A-MPDU frame, as an S-MPDU," to "as a non-A-MPDU frame".  In 26.3.3.2/3/4 change "MPDU, S-MPDU or A-MPDU" to "MPDU".  In C.3 change " an MPDU (that is not in an A-MPDU) or S-MPDU" to "a non-A-MPDU frame" (3x)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-07 21:47:24Z) - No use of non-A-MPDU in 9.2.4.5.6. In 10.30.3 change as suggested. In Table 9-30b, fixed with #20954 (no further change needed). In Table 9-321a change "contained within an MPDU (that is not in an AMPDU) or S-MPDU" to "a non-A-MPDU frame" (a fragment is an MPDU is a frame). 26.3.1 and 26.3.3.* fixed with #21301 (no further change needed). In C.3 as suggested.			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-07 22:02:30Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20465			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.1.64			127			10			T			Y			127.10			10			9.4.1.64						A			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			"Indicates the number of columns, Nc, in the compressed beamforming feedback matrix minus 1:
Set to 0 for Nc = 1
Set to 1 for Nc = 2
...
Set to 7 for Nc = 8" -- people reading the spec can reasonably be assumed to be comfortable with the concept "minus 1"			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "Indicates the number of columns, Nc, in the compressed beamforming feedback matrix minus 1.". Similarly in the cell immediately below replace ":
Set to 0 for Nr = 1
Set to 1 for Nr = 2
...
Set to 7 for Nr = 8" with "."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:22:55Z)			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 17:07:23Z - "indicates x minus 1" conflates meaning with the encoding. The meaning is that it indicates x and the encoding is "set to x - 1". Change to "Indicates the number of columns, Nc, in the compressed beamforming feedback matrix and is set to Nc – 1" and "f the Feedback Type subfield indicates SU or MU, then the Nr Index subfield indicates the number of rows, Nr, in the compressed beamforming feedback matrix and is set to Nr – 1"			4.2			2019/6/6 17:15			EDITOR


			20466			Mark RISON			238			4			26.17.4			436			33			T			Y			436.33			33			26.17.4						J			Yongho Seok			19/1139r1			894			Equation (26-8) can result in a negative first operand to the mod operator, which is not clear			Add an xref to Subclause 1.4, where the behaviour for a negative first operand is defined			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:31:56Z) - In 1.5 (Terminology for mathematical, logical, and bit operations), 
“x mod y is the remainder when x is divided by y; this operator is not used in this standard if y is negative; the result is positive even if x is negative. For example, 5 mod 3 is 2 and –5 mod 3 is 1.”
The description when x is negative is already clear.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/1139r1 26.17.4									N									2019/9/21 1:33			EDITOR


			20467			Mark RISON			238			4			26.17.4			436			30			E			Y			436.30			30			26.17.4						V			Editor			1123r2			923			" for AID(5: 8)" is not clear			Delete the cited text at the referenced location			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 23:30:02Z) - Since the equation places a constraint on the AID allocations, change "shall allocate AIDs according to Equation (26-8) for AID(5: 8)" to "shall allocate AIDs that meet the constraint in Equation (26-8)"			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 23:31:15Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20468			Mark RISON			238			4			26.17.4			436			36			T			Y			436.36			36			26.17.4						V			Yongho Seok			19/1139r1			894			"where BCB(0:3) are the 4 LSBs of the BSS color" is not helpful, because it does not indicate in which way the bits are mapped (e.g. is b0 of the BSS color mapped to b3 in the number that forms part of the equation)?  Similarly BSSID(44:47) is not well-defined, nor is the bin[x, 4] cast operator			Describe the mapping from bits of the BSS color and the BSSID to numbers explicitly, and the mapping from numbers to bits of the AID explicitly			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:32:17Z) - In 9.2.2 Conventions, 
“MAC addresses are assigned as ordered sequences of bits. The Individual/Group bit is always transferred
first and is bit 0 of MAC address. Bit 47 of the MAC address is always transferred last. This is illustrated in
Figure 9-1 (Representation of a 48-bit MAC address).
MAC_ADDR[b:c] represent bits b to c inclusive of MAC address MAC_ADDR.”
BSSID(b:c) is not a correct convention. Change the BSSID(b:c) to BSSID[b:c]. 

In 1.5 (Terminology for mathematical, logical, and bit operations), 
“bin[x, k] is the operator that casts decimal value x into k bits binary vector, where x is less than 2k”
The baseline spec already have a definition of bin operator. Because it is a redundant definition, remove a definition of bin operator in 26.17.4. 

As commented, clarify the definition of BCB(0:3) and AID(5:8).

TGax editor makes changes as specified in 11-19/1139r1 for CID 20468.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/1139r1 26.17.4									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:33			EDITOR


			20469			Mark RISON			238			4			26.17.4			436			25			T			Y			436.25			25			26.17.4						J			Yongho Seok			19/1139r1			894			The AID assignment mechanism doesn't work, because if the AP is forced to change BSS colour it might not be able to keep the same 4 lsbs			Delete Subclause 26.17.4, the Partial BSS Color bit from Figure 9-772j (replace with "Reserved"), the para in 9.4.2.243 describing the Partial BSS Color subfield, the last para of 26.11.4 and the dot11PartialBSSColorImplemented MIB variable in C.3			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:31:36Z) - In 26.11.4 (BSS_COLOR), 
“If the value of TXVECTOR parameter PARTIAL_AID [5:8] for VHT PPDUs transmitted by an HE AP with the TXVECTOR parameter GROUP_ID equal to 63 is not consistent with the partial BSS color (i.e., BCB(0:3) described in 26.17.4 (AID assignment)) announced by the HE AP, then the HE AP shall set the Partial BSS Color field in the HE Operation element to 0.”

If the AP changes the BSS color and the PARTIAL_AID [5:8] is not consistent with the partial BSS color, the AP shall set the Partial BSS Color field to 0. 
In such case, the Partial BSS Color is deactivated.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/1139r1 26.17.4									N									2019/9/21 1:33			EDITOR


			20470			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.1.66			137			3			E			Y			137.03			3			9.4.1.66						V			Editor			1123r2			923			"The subset of subcarriers start from the lowest frequency subcarrier and continue to the highest frequency subcarrier. The subcarrier locations of the feedback for each Delta SNR subfield are identical to the subcarrier locations for the compressed beamforming feedback matrix V." should be "starts" and "indices" not "locations"			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 16:12:37Z) - As suggested. In addition change continue to continues.			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 16:13:04Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20471			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.14.3			609			48			E			Y			609.48			48			27.3.14.3						V			Editor			1123r2			923			"A STA that transmits an HE TB PPDU in response to a triggering PPDU shall ensure that the transmission
start time of the HE TB PPDU is within" is too circumlocutious			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "A STA shall start transmission of an HE TB PPDU within"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 21:05:19Z) - Updated with resolution to #20471 in a manner that fixes the identified problem. No further changes required.			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									N									2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20472			Mark RISON			238			4			17.3.9.10			289			28			T			Y			289.28			28			17.3.9.10						V			Youhan Kim			19/0830r1			858			"ensure that the arrival time of the non-HT or non-HT duplicate PPDU at the
AP that transmitted the triggering PPDU is within <plusminus>0.4 <micro>s of TXTIME + aSIFSTime + RTD of the transmission start time of the triggering PPDU, where TXTIME is that of the triggering PPDU and RTD is the
round trip delay between the AP and the non-AP HE STA.
NOTE 1---TXTIME includes the SignalExtension, thus TXTIME + aSIFSTime is equivalent to 16 <micro>s after the end of
transmission of the triggering PPDU. The STA is not expected to measure or compensate for the RTD when transmit-
ting the non-HT or non-HT duplicate PPDU." -- this is confusing; see 19/0002			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "start transmission of the non-HT or non-HT duplicate PPDU within <plusminus>0.4 <micro>s + 16 <micro>s from the end, at the STA's antenna connector, of the
last OFDM symbol of the triggering PPDU (if it contains no packet extension) or of the packet extension of
the triggering PPDU (if present).
NOTE 1---This end instant is before any signal extension, so this is equivalent to non-HT or non-HT duplicate PPDU transmission within 0.4 <micro>s
of SIFS after the end of the triggering PPDU including signal extension."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:40:12Z) - The proposed text by the commenter is essentially copying the language in 27.3.14.3.  Proposed text update in 11-19/0830 moves 17.3.9.10 into 27.3.14.3.  This essentially ends up using the same language as that proposed by the commenter.

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text updates for CIDs 20273, 20472, 20916, 21573 in 11-19/0830r1.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/830r1 Clause 17									I						4.2			2019/6/4 18:56			EDITOR


			20473			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															V			Editor			1123r2			923			Expressions like "an HE TB PPDU sent in response to a Trigger frame or frame carrying a TRS Control subfield" make no sense as HE TB PPDUs can't be sent in any other situation			In 3.2 change "An HE PPDU transmitted with HE TB PPDU format in response to a Trigger frame or frame carrying a TRS Control subfield." to "An HE PPDU transmitted in response to a triggering PPDU.".  In 26.5.5.3 change "in response to a Trigger frame allocating RA-RU(s)" to "in response to a Trigger frame that allocates RA-RU(s)".  In 26.5.6.2.1 change "A non-AP STA transmitting an NDP feedback report in response to a Trigger frame," to "A non-AP STA transmitting an NDP feedback report" (note deletion of comma too).  In 26.9.3 change "that it can transmit in response to a Trigger frame and TRS Control subfield sent by the OMI responder" to "that it can transmit in response to a triggering PPDU sent by the OMI responder"; delete "sent in response to a Trigger frame or frame carrying a TRS Control subfield" (2x); change "transmit in response to a Trigger frame or frame carrying a TRS Control subfield" to "transmit in an HE TB PPDU" (2x).  In 26.13 delete " in response to a Trigger frames and MPDUs containing TRS Control fields addressed to it". In 26.17.1 delete " sent in response to a Trigger frame or a frame with a TRS Control subfield".  In 27.3.14.3 delete "in response to a triggering PPDU".  In 26.5.3.3.2 and 26.5.5.3 change "Trigger frame allocating" to "Trigger frame that allocates".  In 9.3.1.22.1 change "AID12 subfield allocating an RA-RU" to "AID12 subfield equal to 0 or 2045".  In 9.6.7.36 and 26.5.3.2.1 and 26.5.5.2 (3x) change " field allocating" to " field that allocates".  In 26.5.3.2.1 and C.3 change "subfield allocating" to " subfield that allocates".  In 26.5.5.2 change " fields allocating" to "fields that allocate".  In 26.14.3.2 change "nor Trigger frames that solicit an HE TB PPDU from the STA" to "nor Trigger frames that identify the STA" and " Trigger frames that solicits HE TB PPDU from the STA" to " Trigger frames that identify the STA"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-28 17:27:24Z) - Agree in principle.

The definition of an HE TB PPDU has been modified with the resolution to another comment.

At 352.48 (D4.2) change "A non-AP STA transmitting an NDP feedback report in response to a Trigger frame" to "A non-AP STA transmitting an NDP feedback report". 

At 397.17 (D4.2) change "that it can transmit in response to a Trigger frame and TRS Control subfield sent by the OMI responder" to "that it can transmit in response to a triggering frame sent by the OMI responder". Delete "sent in response to a Trigger frame or frame carrying a TRS Control subfield" at 397.31 and 397.35.

At 398.23 and 398.26 change "transmit in response to a Trigger frame or frame carrying a TRS Control subfield" to "transmit in an HE TB PPDU". 

At 420.7 delete " in response to a Trigger frames and MPDUs containing TRS Control fields addressed to it".

At 335.18 and 347.45 change "Trigger frame allocating" to "Trigger frame that allocates". 

At 210.45, 327.48, 345.2, 345.8 and 345.33 change " field allocating" to " field that allocates". 

At 326.44, 327.47 and 724.36 (C.3) change "subfield allocating" to " subfield that allocates".

At 345.40 change "fields allocating" to "fields that allocate". 

At 423.6 change "Trigger frames that solicit an HE TB PPDU from the STA" to "Trigger frames with a User Info field that addresses the STA".

At 423.28 change " Trigger frames that solicits HE TB PPDU from the STA" to " Trigger frames with a User Info field that addresses the STA".			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20474			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															V			Editor			1123r2			923			"Trigger frame or TRS Control subfield" is just a triggering PPDU			Change "Trigger frame or TRS Control subfield" to "triggering PPDU" in Table 9-24a (2x).  In 26.13 change "The AP should not exceed the recommended RU
size indicated in the most recently received RU Allocation field of the HLA Control field when it sends a
Trigger frame or a TRS Control field addressed to the STA." to "When it sends a triggering PPDU to the STA, the AP should not allocate an RU that exceeds the size indicated in the most recently received RU Allocation field of the HLA Control field."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-12 22:26:03Z) - Actually it is a triggering frame. Replace all Trigger frame or frame that {carries,includes} a TRS Control subfield" to "triggering frame". See #21348			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-12 22:27:07Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20475			Mark RISON			238			4			26.9.3			392			47			E			Y			392.47			47			26.9.3						V			Jarkko Kneckt			19/1618r3			935			"The OMI responder shall indicate an RU allocation in the RU Allocation subfield of the Per User Info field
of a Trigger frame or TRS Control subfield addressed to the OMI initiator" is not clear			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "The OMI responder shall indicate to the OMI initiator an RU allocation in the RU Allocation subfield (of the Per User Info field
of a Trigger frame, or of a TRS Control subfield)"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 02:47:03Z) - The CID is similar to already resolved CID 21541. Keep the same wording as in D4.3:” The OMI responder shall indicate an RU allocation in the RU Allocation subfield of the User Info field(#21541) of a Trigger frame or TRS Control subfield addressed to the OMI initiator,…”			EDITOR			Jarkko 19/1618r3 TSPEC									N			EDITOR: 2019-09-27 21:31:20Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/9/27 21:31			EDITOR


			20476			Mark RISON			238			4			26.13			413			48			T			Y			413.48			48			26.13						V			Yongho Seok			19/1138r1			893			"The RU subfield shall cooperate with the BW subfield to indicate the RU at which the recommended
HE-MCS locates. The recommended RU shall be within an RU in which the measured HE PPDU is
located." -- neither of these sentences make any sense.  How do subfields cooperate?  Which is the measured HE PPDU?  How can an HE-MCS be located in a particular RU?			Delete the cited text at the referenced location			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:29:58Z) - Agree in principle. 
Clarification wording is provided. 

TGax editor makes changes as specified in 11-19/1138r1 for CID 20476.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/1138r1 HLA Control									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:33			EDITOR


			20477			Mark RISON			238			4			27.2.2			460			42			T			Y			460.42			42			27.2.2						V			Bo Sun			19/0407r4			827			There are references to "starting spatial stream"s, a Starting Spatial Stream subfield and a STARTING_STS_NUM parameter, but there's no description of how spatial streams are numbered.  And the concept of a "global space-time stream" is undefined.  And there is confusion between SSes and STSes			In Table 27-1 in the STARTING_STS_NUM row, change "Indicates the starting STS number in the global space-time
streams for the UL MU MIMO." to "Set to the starting spatial stream number minus 1 (spatial streams are numbered starting from 1).".  Globally replace "STARTING_STS_NUM" with "STARTING_SS_NUM"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:11:24Z) - Agree on the comment. The “global space-time” is a confusing conception. It could be defined as “spatial streams are globally numbered starting from 1”.  And throughout the whole spec, there’s only one place referring “STARTING_SS_NUM” incorrectly.

Instruction to TGax tech editor: 
1). Replace “Indicates the starting STS number in the global space-time
streams for the UL MU MIMO.” with “ Set to the starting spatial stream number minus 1 (spatial streams are globally numbered starting from 1).” at pg460/ln42 in IEEE P802.11ax D4.0.

2). Change  “STARTING_SS_NUM” to “STARTING_STS_NUM” at Pg577/Ln58 in IEEE P802.11ax D4.0			EDITOR			Bo 19/407 xVECTORS									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-20 21:17:01Z			4.1			2019/3/20 21:17			EDITOR


			20478			Mark RISON			238			4			26.5.5.2			344			22			T			Y			344.22			22			26.5.5.2						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0394r1			809			"and the
values for starting spatial stream and the number of spatial streams of the HE TB PPDU transmitted on each RA-RU are
set to 1".  This is already in 9.3.1.22.1 (at 111.17)			Delete the cited text at the referenced location			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:42:59Z) - The sentence in clause 9.3.1.22.1 referenced by the comment is converted to a NOTE so that the values for number of spatial streams and start of spatial stream are clearly specified for RA-RU case. Further bullets in 26.5.3.3.3 related to these two fields are updated to indicate the value of the TXVECTOR parameter for the two fields when it is RA-RU case.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0394r1 CID 20478			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0394 9.3.1.22									I						4.1			2019/4/10 22:39			EDITOR


			20479			Mark RISON			238			4			26.5.5.2			344			22			T			Y			344.22			22			26.5.5.2						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0394r1			809			"and the
values for starting spatial stream and the number of spatial streams of the HE TB PPDU transmitted on each RA-RU are
set to 1".  This is already in 9.3.1.22.1 (at 111.17).  But this is more behaviour than format			In 9.3.1.22.1 delete "The starting spa-
tial stream and the number of spatial streams of the HE TB PPDU transmitted on each RA-RU are 1.".  In 26.5.5.2 delete the first "NOTE---" (i.e. make into normative text)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:43:24Z) - Agree with the comment that the spec needs to provide normative text for setting the value of NUM_STS and STARTING_STS_NUM for RA-RU case. The sentence in clause 9.3.1.22.1 referenced by the comment is converted to a NOTE so that the values for number of spatial streams and start of spatial stream are clearly specified for RA-RU case. Further bullets in 26.5.3.3.3 related to these two fields are updated to indicate the value of the TXVECTOR parameter for the two fields when it is RA-RU case.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0394r1 CID 20479			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0394 9.3.1.22									I						4.1			2019/4/10 22:39			EDITOR


			20480			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															V			Editor			1123r2			923			It's not clear whether the things in an HE variant HT Control field are A-Control fields, or Control fields or Control subfields			Change 9.2.4.6a heading to "Variants of Control subfields of an A-Control subfield".  In 10.8 change "A-Control field" to "A-Control subfield" (2x).  In 26.10.3.5 change "an A-Control field" to "a"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-27 22:20:44Z) In 10.8 change "A-Control field" to "A-Control subfield" (already done through #20960). In 26.10.3.5 change "an A-Control field" to "a". (change already done through #20960). No further changes needed.			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20481			Mark RISON			238			4			10.8			247			62			T			Y			247.62			62			10.8						J			Zhou Lan						0			"The transmitting STA includes an A-Control field that con-
tains a Control subfield with Control ID subfield equal to
15 and Control Information subfield equal to all 1s and
whose content can be ignored by the HE recipient STA." -- assuming this is for forward-compatibility, this is useless since it can only carry about 26 bits of information at best (because the CI subfield is required to be all-ones)			Delete "and Control Information subfield equal to all 1s and
whose content can be ignored by the HE recipient STA" in the cited text at the referenced location			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-20 02:58:59Z) - Usually in the MAC, a value of 0 indicates that a field is reserved and is ignored by the receiver.�The identified field is an exception to this rule, as it has a value of all 1’s and is to be ignored by the receiver; the field is acting as padding, and can be ignored by the receiver. Therefore these 26 bits can be used in the future (when not set to all 1s); 26 bits may indeed provide value, depending on  future use/feature(s).			EDITOR			Zhou unfinished						WG motion			N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20482			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															J			Editor			1123r2			923			The things in an A-Control are referred to as fields (not subfields) when stand-alone			Change "<x> Control subfield" to "<x> Control field" throughout, where <x> is a parenthesised abbreviation in Table 9-22a, except in 9.2.4.6a			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-27 18:32:56Z) - The convention is to define as either a field or subfield in Clause 9 and then refer to at as defined, i.e., if it was defined as a subfield it is referred to as a subfield.			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20483			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.2.249.4			197			15			E			Y			197.15			15			9.4.2.249.4						A			Kaiying Lv			19/1163r1			888			"The Control field of values 2 indicate the Quiet Time Content is for Quiet Time Period Response operation." is grammatically broken and duplicative of Table 9-321f			Delete the cited text at the referenced location			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:07:54Z) - Agree with the commenter in principle.11-19/1163r1			EDITOR			Kaiying 19/1163r1 QTP									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:29			EDITOR


			20484			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.2.249.4			197			1			E			Y			197.01			1			9.4.2.249.4						A			Kaiying Lv			19/1163r1			888			"The  content  of  Quiet  Time  Content  subfield" missing article			Add "the" after "of" in the cited text at the referenced location			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:07:42Z)			EDITOR			Kaiying 19/1163r1 QTP									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:29			EDITOR


			20485			Mark RISON			238			4			9.2.4.6a			75			58			T			Y			75.58			58			9.2.4.6a						V			Editor			1123r2			923			"If the Control ID subfield in a Control subfield of an A-Control subfield is 0, the Control Information sub-
field of the Control subfield contains" -- duplicates Table 9-22a			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "The Control Information subfield in a TRS Control subfield contains", and make similar changes in the first sentences of the subclauses of the referenced subclause			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 21:23:05Z) - Change "If the Control ID subfield in a Control subfield of an A-Control subfield is 0, the Control Information subfield of the Control subfield" to "The Control Information subfield in a TRS Control subfield". Change "If the Control ID subfield in a Control subfield of an A-Control subfield is 1, the Control Information subfield of the Control subfield" to "The Control Information subfield in an OM Control subfield". Change "If the Control ID subfield in a Control subfield in an A-Control subfield is 2, the Control Information subfield in the Control subfield" to "The Control Information subfield in an HLA Control subfield". Change "If the Control ID subfield in a Control subfield in an A-Control subfield is 3, the Control Information subfield of the Control subfield" to "The Control Information subfield in a BSR Control subfield". Change "If the Control ID subfield in a Control subfield of an A-Control subfield is 4, then the Control Information subfield in the Control subfield" to "The Control Information subfield in an UPH Control subfield". Change "If the Control ID subfield in a Control subfield of an A-Control subfield is 5, then the Control Information subfield of the Control subfield" to "The Control Information subfield in a BQR Control subfield". Change "If the Control ID subfield in a Control subfield of an A-Control subfield is 6, then the Control Information subfield of the Control subfield" to "The Control Information subfield in a CAS Control subfield"			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-10 21:27:35Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20486			Mark RISON			238			4			3.4			41			38			E			Y			41.38			38			3.4						V			Editor			1123r2			923			3.4 says "UPH uplink power headroom" but other places say "UL power headroom"			Change "UL power headroom" to "Uplink power headroom" in Table 9-22a.  Change "UL power headroom" to "uplink power headroom" in 9.2.4.6a.5 and 26.5.3.4 (2x) and 27.3.14.2.  Change " UL headroom" to " uplink power headroom" in 26.5.3.4.  In 9.2.4.6a.5 change " available power headroom" to " available uplink power headroom"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 14:44:57Z) - Change the definition in 3.4 to "uplink (UL) power headroom". Change " UL headroom" to " UL power headroom" in 26.5.3.4.  In 9.2.4.6a.5 change " available power headroom" to " available UL power headroom" (it seems a bit silly to me that we define an acronym (UPH) and then never use it - use in a field name does not count since an expansion of the acronym is not necessary to understand the meaning of the field)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 14:46:16Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20487			Mark RISON			238			4			3.4			40			40			E			Y			40.40			40			3.4						A			Editor			1123r2			923			3.4 expansions should be lowercase			Lowercase all definitions in 3.4			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 14:25:59Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 14:26:03Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20488			Mark RISON			238			4			26.17.2.3.3			432						E			Y			432.00						26.17.2.3.3						V			Editor			1123r2			923			"20 480 <micro>s" is weird			Change "20 480 <micro>s" to "20 TU" throughout			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-27 15:04:47Z) - Change to "20 TUs" throughout			EDITOR			Editorials updated 2019-06-27									I			Implemented in 4.2 as "20 TU"			4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20489			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.2.254			201			65			E			Y			201.65			65			9.4.2.254						A			Editor			1123r2			923			"The Element Id, Length and the Element Id Extension are defined in 9.4.2.1 (General)." is non-canonical			Add "fields" before "are" in the cited text at the referenced location			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 16:38:05Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 16:38:10Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20490			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4									T			Y			126.36						9.4.1.64						V			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			"is included in" duplicates information and leads to spec rot			Delete the sentence with the cited text in 9.4.1.64, 9.4.2.254			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:23:41Z) - at 126.39 delete "The HE MIMO Control field is included in every HE Compressed Beamforming/ CQI frame (see 9.6.31.2 (HE Compressed Beamforming/CQI frame format))."

at 202.2 delete "The Short SSID List element is included in Probe Request frames, as described in 9.3.3.10 (Probe Request frame format)."			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 17:01:45Z - see also #20494			4.2			2019/6/6 17:01			EDITOR


			20491			Mark RISON			238			4			11.1.4.3.2			275			47			T			Y			275.47			47			11.1.4.3.2						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0436r2			816			"indicated in the SSID List and/or Short SSID List" -- the "and/or" is not clear.  It might be read as indicating the STA can just choose to ignore one or the other list			Clarify			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:14:13Z) - Bullet d is updated to indicate that the Probe Request may carry either SSID List or Short SSID List or both.
TGax editor, please make changes as showing in 11-19/0436r2 with the tag CID 20491			EDITOR			Abhi 19/436 11.1.4									I						4.1			2019/4/10 22:45			EDITOR


			20492			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			"Short SSID" is the name of a field			Change "Short SSID corresponding" to "Short SSID field corresponding" in 11.1.4.3.4 (2x).  Change "short SSID field" to "Short SSID field" in 11.46.2.1.  Change "Short SSID of" to "short SSID of" in 26.17.2.4			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-07 22:18:26Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-07 22:18:30Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20493			Mark RISON			238			4			26.17.2.3.1			431			11			T			Y			431.11			11			26.17.2.3.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0909r3			920			Not clear whether "includes more than one short SSID" is referring to inclusion of the Short SSID List element or inclusion of more than one Short SSID field			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "includes more than one Short SSID field"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 20:02:26Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. The Probe Request can include one Short SSID List element with no more than one Short SSID field. Resolution clarifies it.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0909r3 under all headings that include CID 20493.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0909r3 6 GHz Scanning									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20494			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.2.254			202			2			T			Y			202.02			2			9.4.2.254						A			Ming Gan			19/745r1			836			"The Short SSID List element is included in Probe Request frames, as described in
9.3.3.10 (Probe Request frame format)." is a prime candidate for spec rot			Delete the cited text at the referenced location			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:01:03Z)			EDITOR			Ming 19/745r1 9.4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-24 21:38:00Z			4.2			2019/5/24 21:38			EDITOR


			20495			Mark RISON			238			4			26.5.3.6			341			14			T			Y			341.14			14			26.5.3.6						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19.316r1			831			"NOTE 1---Similar to unsolicited BSR, a non-AP STA can include both the QoS Control field and the BSR Control sub-
field in the same QoS Null frame in response to the BSRP Trigger frame. The non-AP STA can set the Queue Sizes in
either the QoS Control field or the BSR Control subfield or both to 255 or other value to indicate unknown/unspecified
BSR or to some other value.
NOTE 2---If both a QoS Control field and a BSR Control field are present in a frame, the Queue Size subfield in each
might be different." is confusing (in addition to having various editorial issues)			Replace the two cited NOTEs with a single "NOTE 1---For both unsolicited and solicited BSR, a non-AP STA might include a BSR Control field in a QoS Data or QoS Null frame.  In this case, the Queue Size subfields in the QoS Control field and the BSR Control field might differ, and either or both might be 255 to indicate unspecified or unknown." and renumber NOTE 3 to NOTE 2			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-18 20:15:36Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Please note that the case of the unsolicited BSR is already covered in Note 2 of the preceding paragraph. This note is related to the solicited BSR which are carried only in QoS Null frames. In order to keep consistency in terms of carriers the proposed resolution fixes the notes (of the preceding paragraph for the unsolicited BSR) and this note as suggested by the commenter).

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0316r1 under all headings that include CID 20495.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/316 BSR operation									I						4.1			2019/3/18 21:45			EDITOR


			20496			Mark RISON			238			4			3			40			4			E			Y			40.04			4			3						A			Editor			1123r2			923			All abbreviations need to be expanded first time in definitions			In Clause 3 change "spatial reuse (SR) physical layer (PHY) protocol data unit (PPDU) (SR PPDU): a PPDU that is trans-
mitted during an SRP opportunity by an HE STA when SRP conditions for SRP-based spatial reuse opera-
tion are satisfied and that has the SR PPDU subfield of the CAS Control field equal to 1.
SRP physical layer (PHY) protocol data unit (SRP PPDU): a PPDU that contains a Trigger frame that
has a value in the UL Spatial Reuse subfield of the Common Info field that is neither SRP_DISALLOW nor
SRP_AND_NON_SRG_OBSS_PD_PROHIBITED." to "spatial reuse (SR) physical layer (PHY) protocol data unit (PPDU) (SR PPDU): a PPDU that is trans-
mitted during a spatial reuse parameters (SRP) opportunity by an HE STA when SRP conditions for SRP-based spatial reuse opera-
tion are satisfied and that has the SR PPDU subfield of the CAS Control field equal to 1.
spatial reuse parameters (SRP) physical layer (PHY) protocol data unit (SRP PPDU): a PPDU that contains a Trigger frame that
has a value in the UL Spatial Reuse subfield of the Common Info field that is neither SRP_DISALLOW nor
SRP_AND_NON_SRG_OBSS_PD_PROHIBITED."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 17:33:54Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 17:33:58Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20497			Mark RISON			238			4			26.17.1			428			13			E			Y			428.13			13			26.17.1						A			Editor			1123r2			923			"wherein" is a very odd and archaic adverb			Change "wherein" to "where"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 23:08:50Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 23:08:54Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20498			Mark RISON			238			4			3.2			37			4			T			Y			37.04			4			3.2						A			Guoqing Li			19/1237r5			932			"multi-user (MU) physical layer (PHY) protocol data unit (PPDU): A PPDU that carries one or more PHY service data units (PSDUs) for one or more stations (STAs) using the downlink multi-user multiple input, multiple output (DL MU-MIMO) technique, downlink orthogonal frequency division multiple access (DL OFDMA) technique, or a combination of the two techniques." is not accurate since MU PPDUs can also be used for UL; see also "uplink (UL) high efficiency (HE) multi-user (MU) physical layer (PHY) protocol data unit (PPDU): An HE MU PPDU transmitted by a non-AP STA. An UL HE MU PPDU carries only one PSDU."			Change the definition to "multi-user (MU) physical layer (PHY) protocol data unit (PPDU): A PPDU that carries one or more PHY service data units (PSDUs) for one or more stations (STAs) using the downlink multi-user multiple input, multiple output (DL MU-MIMO) technique, downlink orthogonal frequency division multiple access (DL OFDMA) technique, or a combination of the two techniques, or carries a PSDU for an AP and is in high efficiency (HE) MU PPDU format."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 23:07:26Z)			EDITOR			Guoqing 19/1237r5 4.3.15a									I						5			2019/9/23 19:40			EDITOR


			20499			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.2.256			203			31			T			Y			203.31			31			9.4.2.256						V			Yongho Seok			19/1140r1			898			" If a STA does not support HE-MCSs 8 to 11, the Relative Max
Transmit Power MCS n fields (where n = 8, ..., 11) are reserved." -- what if it supports HE-MCSs 8 and 9, but not 10 and 11?			Change to " If a STA does not support certain HE-MCSs, the Relative Max
Transmit Power MCS n fields corresponding to those HE-MCSs are reserved."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:44:38Z) - Agree in principle. 

TGax editor makes changes as specified in 11-19/1140r1 for CID 20499.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/1140r1 UL MU Power Capabilities									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:35			EDITOR


			20500			Mark RISON			238			4			26.5.3.4			338			12			T			Y			338.12			12			26.5.3.4						J			Yongho Seok			19/1141r2			917			As CID 16448 pointed out, the UPH is not well-defined.  If a value of 3 is given for UPH at HE-MCS 7, does this mean that the tx power is 3 dB from the maximum that the PA can output for this HE-MCS, or does it mean that the power is 3 dB from where the transmitter thinks that EVM will be exceeded for this HE-MCS?			As it says in the comment; CID 16448 suggested to refine the meaning of "available power headroom" - with reference to what? To max PA power? To the point when TX EVM is expected to be exceeded? Or to what?			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:48:54Z) - The reference of the available power headroom can be any implementation specific constraint.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/1141r2 Misc									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20501			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															V			Editor			1123r2			923			"the dot11" -- should not use article when a MIB variable is used as a noun			Delete "the" in "the dot11" except where the word after the MIB variable name is a noun (e.g. counter)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-07 22:04:42Z) - Change "An entry in the dot11HETransmitBeamformingConfig Table" to "An entry in dot11HETransmitBeamformingConfigTable". Remove "the" from "the  dot11ShortSSIDListImplemented" in Table 9-40. Remove "the" from "the dot11HECCAIndicationMode" in 10.24.2.5 (3x). Remove "the" from "the dot11SSIDListImplemented" in 11.1.4.3.4. Remove "the" from "the dot11HEUPHControlActivated" in 26.5.2.4 (2x). Remove "the" from "the dot11FILSOmitReplicateProbeResponses" in 26.17.2.1. Remove "the" from "the dot11FILSProbeDelay" in 26.17.2.3.3. Remove "the" from "the dot11HECCAIndicationMode" in 27.3.19.6 (6x)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-07 22:16:07Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20502			Mark RISON			238			4			C.3			707			23			T			Y			707.23			23			C.3						V			Edward Au			19/1236r5			937			Status variables cannot have a default			Delete "DEFVAL { true }" for dot11HEUPHControlActivated			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 07:41:44Z) - Agree in principle but the MIB dot11HEUPHControlActivatedis deleted per the CID 20649 in 19/1236r5.			EDITOR			Edward 19/1236r5									N			EDITOR: 2019-09-27 21:31:32Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/9/27 21:31			EDITOR


			20503			Mark RISON			238			4			C.3			714			53			T			Y			714.53			53			C.3						J			Edward Au			19/1236r1						There is no point reserving a dot11HECurrentChannelWidthSet value			Change the upper limit to 5 and delete ", and the value 6 is reserved"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 22:10:56Z) - The main reason “the value 6 is reserved” is because of the structure of the Supported Channel Width Set subfield of the HE PHY Capabilities Information field (c.f., Figure 9-772c).  In particular, as referred to Table 9-321b below, the Supported Channel Width Set subfield is a 7-bit subfield and B6 is reserved.			EDITOR			Edward 19/1235r1 MIB									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20504			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.21			638			58			T			Y			638.58			58			27.3.21						V			Xiaogang Chen			19/0866r3			862			"Figure 27-63---PHY receive state machine if midambles are not present" is missing the RXIND for the NoError case.  Also the RXEND is to be send after signal extension; see "When receiving a signal extended PPDU, the PHYRX-
END.indication primitive shall be emitted a period of aSignalExtension after the end of the actual ending
time of the PPDU." in 27.3.4			In the "End of Wait" box add "PHY-RXEIND.indication (RxEndStatus)".  In Figures 27-59 to 27-63 move the PHY-RXEND.indication to be immediately after the PHY-CCA.indication (IDLE)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:53:56Z) - As commenter suggested

-TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0866r3 under all headings that include CID 20504.			EDITOR			Xiaogang 19/0866r3 Misc									I						4.2			2019/6/5 17:41			EDITOR


			20505			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			PHY SAP primitives start "PHY-", not "PHY_" or just "PHY", and have no space around the dot			Change "PHY_" to "PHY-" throughout.  Change "PHYRXEND. indication" to "PHY-RXEND.indication".  Put a space before "(.confirm)".  Change "PHYRXEND.indication" to "PHY-RXEND.indication" in 10.3.2.4.  Change "PHYRXEND.indication" in 27.3.4 to "PHY-RXEND.indication".  Change "PHYCCA.indication" to "PHY-CCA.indication" (5x).  Change "PHYTXSTART.request" to "PHY-TXSTART.request" (2x).  Change "PHYTXEND.request" to "PHY-TXEND.request" in 27.3.20 and Figure 27-58			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 18:15:32Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-10 18:15:36Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20506			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															V			Editor			1123r2			923			PHY primitives are issued not "set"			Change "set PHY" to "issue PHY" and "Set PHY" to "Issue PHY" throughout			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-07 22:19:22Z) - Change "set PHY" to "issue a PHY" where PHY is a prefix to a Clause 8 primitive.			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-07 22:20:58Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20507			Mark RISON			238			4			10.6.1			239			26			T			Y			239.26			26			10.6.1						V			Youhan Kim			19/0858r0			846			PLME-TXTIME requires TXTIME to be integer, but HE TXTIME can be non-integer -- might this cause problems?			Clarify			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 17:50:37Z) - The reviewer could not find any requirement that TXTIME has to be an integer value.  Furthermore, PHY has equations using TXTIME (e.g. Equation (27-11), (27-118)).  Changing the TXTIME at this point will require reviewing the impact to various PHY equations and PHY assumptions.  Hence, the proposed text update in 11-19/0858 clarifies that TXTIME is not rounded up for HE PPDUs. 

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the text updates for CID 20507 in 11-19/0858r0.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/858r0 Clause 10									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-30 15:45:51Z			4.2			2019/5/30 15:45			EDITOR


			20508			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.1.64			127			28			E			Y			127.28			28			9.4.1.64						A			Editor			1123r2			923			"subcarrier indexes" should be "subcarrier indices"			As it says in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 16:06:42Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 16:06:46Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20509			Mark RISON			238			4			9.3.1.22.1			109			43			T			Y			109.43			43			9.3.1.22.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0394r1			809			"These values are in binary form in PHY" -- everything is in binary form everywhere!			Delete NOTE 1 in Table 9-31g and remove the number from NOTE 2			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:40:13Z) - Agree with the comment. Deleted the note and updated the numbering as suggested by the comment
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0394r1 CID 20509			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0394 9.3.1.22									I						4.1			2019/4/10 22:37			EDITOR


			20510			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.1.65			129			31			T			Y			129.31			31			9.4.1.65						V			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			"The angles are quantized as
defined in Table 9-68 (Quantization of angles)." -- this is not true because that table is specifically about VHT (and the xref is stale anyway)			Copy Table 9-76 and change "VHT" to "HE" (2x)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:23:59Z) - At 129.12, 129.58, 129.63, 130.5, 130.12 change "Table 9-74 (Order of angles in the Compressed Beamforming Feedback Matrix subfield when used in a non-S1G band) to "Table 9-73 (Order of angles in the Compressed Beamforming Feedback Matrix subfield when used in a non-S1G band)".

At 129.47, 129.54 change "Table 9-80 (Average SNR of Space-Time Stream i subfield)" to "Table 9-79 (Average SNR of Space-Time Stream i subfield)".

At 136.28, 136.31 change "Table 9-71 (Average SNR of Space-Time Stream i subfield)" to "Table 9-79 (Average SNR of Space-Time Stream i subfield)".

At 129.32, 610.52 change "Table 9-68 (Quantization of angles)" to "Table 9-76 (Quantization of angles), with b sub(psi) defined by the Codebook Information field of the HE MIMO Control field (see see 9.4.1.64 (HE MIMO Control field))".			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 17:34:16Z			4.2			2019/6/6 17:34			EDITOR


			20511			Mark RISON			238			4			C.3									E			Y			701.11						C.3						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Only ASCII can be used in the MIB			Change "(<phi>, <psi>)" to "(psi, phi)" (2x).  Change "<micro>s" to "microseconds" (10x).  Change "<closing double quote>" to "<sexless double quote>"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 21:14:07Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-10 21:14:19Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20512			Mark RISON			238			4			26.5.5.5			347			15			T			Y			347.15			15			26.5.5.5						V			Matt Fischer			19/0917r2			932			"An AP that receives an Authentication frame within an RA-RU should schedule for transmission at a time
no less than 3 TUs and no greater than 5 TUs subsequent to the transmission of the Authentication frame that
is a response to that reception, a Trigger frame that allocates one or more RA-RUs for unassociated STAs." is not clear			After the cited text at the referenced location insert a "NOTE---This Trigger frame allows the unassociated STA to transmit a further Authentication frame or an Association Request frame."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 04:15:24Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-19/0917r2 that are marked with CID 20512 which generally agree with the commenter’s suggestion but which slightly alter the wording to be better aligned with current theories of quantum dynamics.			EDITOR			Matt 19/0917r2 UORA									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-25 22:02:29Z			5			2019/9/25 22:02			EDITOR


			20513			Mark RISON			238			4			26.5.5.5			347			26			E			Y			347.26			26			26.5.5.5						A			Editor			1123r2			923			"An HE AP shall not transmit BQRP Trigger frame or BSRP Trigger frame" missing article			Add "a " before "BQRP" in the cited text at the referenced location			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 17:58:54Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 17:58:59Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20514			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															V			Editor			1123r2			923			"high frequency" should be "higher frequency" when it pertains to ER transmisions			Change "high frequency" to "higher frequency" in  26.17.6.  In Table 9-321b and C.3 (2x) change "high frequency 106-tone RU within primary 20 MHz channel" to "higher frequency 106-tone RU within the primary 20 MHz channel"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 17:53:47Z) - Statement in 26.17.6 revised with #21163. Remaining changes as suggested.			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-10 17:54:14Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20515			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.2.242.3			178			53			T			Y			178.53			53			9.4.2.242.3						V			Youhan Kim			19/0837r1			845			"Indicates support for the transmission and reception of
the Data field of the HE ER SU PPDU" -- the whole PPDU is in the 106U, not just the Data field			Change "of the Data field of the HE ER SU PPDU" to "of HE ER SU PPDUs" in the cited text at the referenced location.  In C.3 change "the Data field of the HE ER SU PPDU" to "HE ER SU PPDUs"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 17:57:20Z) - The whole PPDU is not transmitted in the high frequency 106-tone RU – the pre-HE modulates fields transmitted over the entire 20 MHz.  Proposed text updates in 11-19/0837 clarifies that the HE modulated fields are transmitted in the high frequency 106-tone RU.

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the text updates for CID 20515 in 11-19/0837r1.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/837r1 HE Capabilities									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-30 15:18:40Z			4.2			2019/5/30 15:18			EDITOR


			20516			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.7			507			61			T			Y			507.61			61			27.3.7						V			Xiaogang Chen			19/0866r3			862			"The HE-MCS is a compact representation of the modulation and coding used in the Data field of the PPDU. " -- also in the HE-SIG-B field			In the cited text at the referenced location change "the Data field of the PPDU" to "the VHT-SIG-B and Data fields of an HE PPDU"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:54:08Z) - the HE-SIG-B and Data fields of an HE PPDU			EDITOR			Xiaogang 19/0866r3 Misc									I						4.2			2019/6/5 17:41			EDITOR


			20517			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.9			514			44			T			Y			514.44			44			27.3.9						V			Yan Zhang			19/0793r1			855			There are 4 instances of "Data field OFDM symbol" and about 20 of "data OFDM symbol", defined as "Data OFDM symbols are OFDM symbols in the Data field of an HE PPDU that are not midamble symbols."			Delete "in the Data field" at 514.29, 580.48, p. 648 (4x).  Change "Data field OFDM symbol" to "data OFDM symbol" throughout (4x)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-31 20:27:50Z) -  Delete "in the Data field" at 518.31, 585.48, 654.46, 654.50, 654.54 and 654.56 in D4.1.			EDITOR			Yan 19/793r1 PHY Math									N			The resolution adopted is "ACCEPTED" but the instructions conflict with the proposed change. I'll assume that it was intended as "REVISED" and follow the instructions in the resolution.						2019/5/31 20:31			EDITOR


			20518			Mark RISON			238			4			26.17.2.3.3			432			7			T			Y			432.07			7			26.17.2.3.3						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1017r4			876			"The set of 20 MHz channels in the 6 GHz band, with channel center frequency, ch_a = channel starting frequency + 5 x 16 x (n - 1), where n = 1, ..., 15, are referred to as preferred scanning channels (PSCs)." -- normally channel 0 refers to the channel at the channel starting frequency			Change "(n - 1)" to "n" and change "1, ..., 15" to "0, ..., 14"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 12:05:45Z) - Modified equation based on similar way defined in section 27.3.22.2.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1017r4 under all headings that include CID 20518.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1017r4 6 GHz channelization									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:21			EDITOR


			20519			Mark RISON			238			4			26.17.2.3.3			432			7			T			Y			432.07			7			26.17.2.3.3						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1017r4			876			"The set of 20 MHz channels in the 6 GHz band, with channel center frequency, ch_a = channel starting frequency + 5 x 16 x (n - 1), where n = 1, ..., 15, are referred to as preferred scanning channels (PSCs)." -- normally channel 0 refers to the channel at the channel starting frequency.  See 27.3.22.2			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "The set of 20 MHz channels in the 6 GHz band with channel numbers 12 + 16 <mult> n, where n = 0, ..., 14, are referred to as preferred scanning channels (PSCs)."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 12:05:35Z) - Modified equation based on similar way defined in section 27.3.22.2.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1017r4 under all headings that include CID 20519.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1017r4 6 GHz channelization									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:21			EDITOR


			20520			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.22.2			642			22			E			Y			642.22			22			27.3.22.2						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Missing space before "(MHz)"			In Equation 27-134 add a space before "(MHz)"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 19:18:26Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 19:18:31Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20521			Mark RISON			238			4			9.3.1.22.1			106			63			T			Y			106.63			63			9.3.1.22.1						V			Lochan Verma			19/1183r3			930			"The AP Tx Power subfield of the Common Info field indicates the combined average power per 20 MHz bandwidth referenced to the antenna connector, of all antennas used to transmit the Trigger frame." is not clear.  There are two interpretations of "combined".  One interpretation is that the combining is performed over antenna, so the the AP Tx Power subfield has units of dBm/20 MHz.  An alternative interpretation is that the combining is performed over multiples of 20 MHz, so the AP Tx Power subfield has units of dBm. [powerprecorr]			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "The AP Tx Power subfield of the Common Info field indicates the total power at the antenna connector(s), in dBm per 20 MHz bandwidth, over all antennas used to transmit the PPDU containing the Trigger frame."
At 76.19, change "The DL TX Power subfield indicates the AP transmit power, in dBm, referenced to the antenna connector, combined over all TX antennas and normalized to 20 MHz bandwidth," to "The DL TX Power subfield indicates the total power at the antenna connector(s), in dBm per 20 MHz bandwidth, over all antennas used to transmit the PPDU containing the TRS Control field,"
In 27.3.14.2 change the wording after the second "where" to:
"Tx^AP_pwr represents the AP's transmission power and is the value indicated by the AP Tx Power subfield of the Common field in the Trigger frame or of the TRS Control field.
DL_RSSI represents the RSSI at the antenna connector(s), over the PPDU bandwidth, from the non-HE portion of the HE PPDU preamble of the triggering PPDU, averaged over all antennas used to receive the triggering PPDU.
NOTE---Tx_^AP_pwr is in units of dBm / 20 MHz; DL_RSSI is in implementation-defined units; Target_RSSI is in dBm.  Equations (27-124) and (27-125) need to take account of the differing units."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 20:45:37Z) - Words used in the description of AP Tx Power subfield in the Trigger frame format and TRS Control field need improvement to describe the intended behaviour as represented in the 27.4.14 (Transmit requirements for an HE TB PPDU).

TGax Editor: make changes for CID 20521 according to 11-19-1183-03-00ax.			EDITOR			Trigger frame format									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20522			Mark RISON			238			4			9.3.1.22.1			111			26			T			Y			111.26			26			9.3.1.22.1						J			Lochan Verma			19/1183r3			930			"The UL Target RSSI subfield of the User Info field indicates the expected receive signal power, averaged over the AP's antenna connectors, for the HE TB PPDU transmitted on the assigned RU." needs to be clearer that this is about the RSSI over the PPDU bandwidth (unlike AP Tx Power) [powerprecorr]			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "The UL Target RSSI subfield of the User Info field indicates the expected RSSI, in dBm, over the PPDU bandwidth, averaged over the AP's antenna connectors, for the HE TB PPDU transmitted on the assigned RU."
At 76.26 change "The UL Target RSSI subfield indicates, in units of dBm, the expected receive power at the AP (i.e., averaged RSSI over all the AP's antennas) for the HE TB PPDU transmitted on the assigned RU." to "The UL Target RSSI subfield indicates the expected RSSI, in dBm, over the PPDU bandwidth, averaged over the AP's antenna connectors, for the HE TB PPDU transmitted on the assigned RU." and in the next sentence change "The target receive power" to "The target RSSI, <italics>Target<subscript>RSSI</subscript></italics>,"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 20:45:48Z) - A Trigger frame can be sent in non-HT DUP format and hence AP Tx Power normalized to 20 MHz bandwidth. On the other hand, an AP is aware of the bandwidth (corresponding to the allocated RUs) of the solicited HE TB PPDU thereby normalization to bandwidth is not relevant. 

Furthermore, the HE TB PPDU bandwidth is greater than or equal to the bandwidth corresponding to the allocated RUs. Hence, an UL Target RSSI that is normalized to HE TB PPDU bandwidth changes the meaning of this subfield.			EDITOR			Trigger frame format									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20523			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.14.2			607			62			T			Y			607.62			62			27.3.14.2						V			Youhan Kim			19/1225r2			915			"TargetRSSI represents the target receive signal power averaged over the AP's antenna connectors for the
HE TB PPDU. TargetRSSI is the value, in dBm, of UL Target RSSI subfield of User Info field
in Trigger frame, the encoding of which is specified in Table 9-31h (UL Target RSSI subfield
encoding)." -- missing articles and inappropriate xref (just say indicated by the UL Target RSSI subfield), and assumes Trigger frame but could be TRS.  Following NOTE also spurious (and wrong for TRS) [powerprecorr]			Change the cited text to "TargetRSSI represents the target RSSI at the AP and is the value indicated by the UL Target RSSI subfield of the User Info field in the Trigger frame or of the TRS Control field." and change the following NOTE to "NOTE---A value of 127 in the UL Target RSSI subfield in a Trigger frame indicates that the HE TB PPDU is transmitted at its maximum transmit power for the assigned MCS; Equation (27-124) is not used.".
At the start of the referenced subclause change "Each STA that is scheduled in the Trigger frame" to "Each STA that is scheduled in a triggering PPDU".  Change the first sentence of 27.3.14.1 to "An AP may solicit simultaneous HE TB PPDU transmissions from multiple non-AP STAs using a triggering PPDU."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:36:36Z) - Proposed text update for CIDs 20561 and 20523 in 11-19/1225 implements parts of the spirit of the commenter, but with slightly different wording.  For example, the phrase “average RSSI” suggested by the commenter is not clear on what the average is over.
Regarding the changes by the commenter on computing the DL_RSSI using the antennas at STA which will be used for HE TB PPDU transmission, it is ultimately up to the STA on how it meets the Target_RSSI when using a subset of antennas.

Regarding the antennas used to receive the HE TB PPDU, it is obvious that the STA’s computation of TX power is based on the assumption that AP uses the same set of antennas for transmitting the Triggering frame and HE TB PPDU.  If the AP chooses to use different set of antennas, it is up to the AP to deal with it.

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the text updates for CIDs 20561 and 20523 in 11-19/1225r2.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/1225r2									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20524			Mark RISON			238			4			9.2.4.6a.1			76			19			E			Y			76.19			19			9.2.4.6a.1						A			Editor			1123r2			923			The field names in the TRS Control should match those of the corresponding fields in the Trigger frame [powerprecorr]			Change "DL TX Power"/"DL Tx Power"/"AP TX Power" to "AP Tx Power" throughout the document			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 21:33:29Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-10 21:33:32Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20525			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			"transmit" should not be abbreviated to "TX" in prose			Change "TX" to "transmit" at 76.21, 422.10, 608.40, 612.54, 619.27; to "Transmit" at 422.9			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 18:02:00Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-10 18:02:05Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20526			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															V			Editor			1123r2			923			"receive" and "transmit" should not be abbreviated to "rx" and "tx" in prose			Change "tx" to "transmit" and "rx" to "receive" (case-insensitively), except where in figure or part of field or variable name			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-27 20:14:04Z)
Agree in principle.

At 428.28 (title) change "Rx Supported HE-MCS and NSS Set" to "Receive HE-MCS and NSS set"

At 428.31 change "The Rx supported HE-MCS and NSS set of a first STA is determined..." to "The receive HE-MCS and NSS set is the set of <HE-MCS, NSS> tuples for PPDU bandwidths less than or equal to 80 MHz, 160 MHz PPDUs or 80+80 MHz PPDUs that a STA is capable of receiving. The receive HE-MCS and NSS set for a first STA is determined…" 

At 4238.61 and 428.65 change "Rx supported HE-MCS and NSS set" to "receive HE-MCS and NSS set"

At 429.1 (title) change "Tx Supported HE-MCS and NSS Set" to "Transmit HE-MCS and NSS set"

At 429.3 change "The Tx supported HE-MCS and NSS set of a first STA is determined..." to "The transmit HE-MCS and NSS set is the set of <HE-MCS, NSS> tuples for PPDU bandwidth less than or equal to 80 MHz, 106 MHz PPDUs or 80+80 MHz PPDUs that a STA is capable of transmitting. The transmit HE-MCS and NSS set of a first STA is determined…"

At 429.21 change "Tx supported HE-MCS and NSS set" to "transmit HE-MCS and NSS set"

At 441.46 change "Rx" to "receive"

At 441.51 change "Tx" to "transmit"

At 622.42 change "Rx" to "receive" (twice)

At 765.34 (in table) change "Tx" to "transmit"			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20527			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															J			Editor			1123r2			923			Some apostrophes are sexless			Make all apostrophes (e.g. the genitive "'s") sexy			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-27 18:35:12Z) - The commenter has failed to identify a problem with the draft. This editor uses the ASCII apostrophe.			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20528			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															V			Editor			1123r2			923			"higher" and "lower" do not make sense on their own when referring to ACs			In 9.3.1.22.2 change "lowest AC" to "lowest priority AC".  In 26.6.4.1 change " QoS Data frames from any one of the TIDs from the same AC or higher
priority  AC  as  indicated  in  the  Preferred  AC  subfield" to " QoS Data frames from TIDs that are from the same AC as or a higher
priority  AC than indicated  in  the  Preferred  AC  subfield" and " AC that is same or higher" to " AC that has the same or a higher priority" and " TID from the same or
higher priority AC indicated in the Preferred AC subfield" to " TID from the same AC as or
a higher priority AC than indicated in the Preferred AC subfield" and delete " If the HE STA has no buffered MPDU for TIDs belonging to the same or higher priority AC
indicated in the Preferred AC subfield in the Trigger Dependent User Info field of a Basic Trigger frame,
then the HE STA may include MPDUs for a TID belonging to any other AC in that A-MPDU carried in the
HE TB PPDU." (the previous sentence is just a "should" anyway)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-28 17:52:54Z) - At 116.42 (D4.2) change "lowest AC" to "lowest priority AC".

At 358.33 change "QoS Data frames from any one of the TIDs from the same AC or higher 
piority AC as  indicated in the Preferred AC subfield" to "QoS Data frames with TIDs that are from the same AC as or a higher priority AC than indicated in the Preferred AC subfield".

At 358.39 change "AC that is same or higher" to "AC that has the same or a higher priority"

At 358.54 change "from the same or 
higher priority AC indicated in the Preferred AC subfield" to "from the same AC as or 
a higher priority AC than indicated in the Preferred AC sfield"

At 358.56 change "same or higher priority AC indicated" to "same AC as or higher priority AC than indicated"			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20529			Mark RISON			238			4			10.30.4			268			21			T			Y			268.21			21			10.30.4						V			Yunbo Li			19/1130r1			896			"The RD responder shall set the same AC as RD initiator's in the
Preferred AC subfield of the Trigger Dependent User Info field in the Trigger frame." is not clear. "set the same AC" might be referring to the setting of the Preferred AC subfield by the RD responder (if it is an AP) or to the transmission of QoS Data frames by the RD responder (if it is a non-AP STA)			Delete the cited text at the referenced location			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:37:31Z) - The case of RD responder transmit Data frames under the condition that the AC Constraint subfield equeals to 1 is already covered in IEEE 802.11-2016. “If the AC Constraint subfield is equal to 1, the RD responder shall transmit Data frames of only the same AC as
the last frame received from the RD initiator.”(Page 1454, Line 1). So the commented sentence is only for the case that RD responder send Trigger frame. 

The sentence is modified to make it clearer.


Make changes as in doc 19/1130r1.			EDITOR			Yunbo 19/1130r1 RD									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-21 01:34:18Z			4.3			2019/9/21 1:34			EDITOR


			20530			Mark RISON			238			4			26.5.3.6			340			36			T			Y			340.36			36			26.5.3.6						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19.316r1			831			"The HE STA shall report the buffer status for all ACs, indicated by the ACI Bitmap subfield," is confusing: it's not (necessarily) reporting the status for all ACs			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "The HE STA shall report the buffer status of the ACs indicated by the ACI Bitmap subfield"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-18 20:14:22Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Applying the change of removing “all” in two instances (unsolicited and solicited).

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0316r1 under all headings that include CID 20530.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/316 BSR operation									I						4.1			2019/3/18 21:45			EDITOR


			20531			Mark RISON			238			4			26.5.3.2.4			331			30			T			Y			331.30			30			26.5.3.2.4						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0510r3			841			"If the AP does not have a recommendation then it shall set the Preferred AC
subfield to a value 0." would be clearer as "If the AP does not have a recommendation then it shall set the Preferred AC
subfield to indicate AC_BK."			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:30:57Z) - The text is updated to indicate that the value carried in the Preferred AC subfield corresponds to the ACI value from Table 9-154. Fix the table reference. Clarified that value 0 corresponds to AC_BE category.

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/510r3 with the tag 20531			EDITOR			Abhi 19/510r3 MU Operation									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-29 22:08:59Z			4.2			2019/5/29 22:08			EDITOR


			20532			Mark RISON			238			4			9.2.4.6a.4			83			7			T			Y			83.07			7			9.2.4.6a.4						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0303r4			838			Some Delta TID values are ambiguous, e.g. for 3 bits set in ACI Bitmap, if Delta TID indicates 4 or 5 TIDs, it is not clear which TIDs are being reported on			In Table 9-24d, embolden "Value 1 indicates 3 TIDs", "Value 1 indicates 4 TIDs", "Value 2 indicates 5 TIDs", "Value 1 indicates 5 TIDs", "Value 2 indicates 6 TIDs", "Value 3 indicates 7 TIDs" and add to the end of the table note "For the combinations shown in bold, it is not possible for the AP to determine which TIDs the STA is reporting buffer status for."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 18:24:06Z) - The Delta TID is used to indicate to the AP from how many TIDs the STA has data available in its buffers, not which TIDs. The number of TIDs is used then by the AP to set the TID Aggregation Limit in the User Info field addressed to the STA to an appropriate value. 

Added a note to clarify this point.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0303r4 under all headings that include CID 20532.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/303r4 QoS Control									I						4.2			2019/5/29 19:40			EDITOR


			20533			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			"BSS color collision event report" case is all over the place and "event" is sometimes missing.  Ditto for BSS color in use event report			Search case-insensitively for "BSS color collision event report" and "BSS color collision report" and change each instance to ""BSS color collision event report".  Ditto for "BSS color in use event report" and "BSS color in use report".  Change dot11AutonomousBSSColorCollisionReportingImplemented to dot11AutonomousBSSColorCollisionEventReportingImplemented throughout.  Change dot11AutonomousBSSColorInUseReportingImplemented to dot11AutonomousBSSColorInUseEventReportingImplemented throughout			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-12 22:42:37Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-12 22:42:41Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20534			Mark RISON			238			4			26.7.3			362			43			T			Y			362.43			43			26.7.3						J			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			Per 18/2033: the current spec doesn't explicitly spell out whether a 20 MHz operating STA can be sounded together with other 80 MHz operating STAs in one PPDU. The only clue is Table 26-4, which implicitly suggests a 20 MHz operating STA can only be sounded with a 20 MHz NDPA			Spell it out			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:24:25Z) - Table 26-4 specifies the permitted combinations of Operating channel width of the HE beamformee, Bandwidth of HE NDP Announcement frame and the sounded RUs (through the RU Start Index field and the RU End Index field). The permitted combinations can be inferred from it.

Sounding a 20 MHz STA with an 80 MHz NDPA is not possible according to Table 26-4.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									N									2019/6/6 15:59			EDITOR


			20535			Mark RISON			238			4			26.5.3.5			339						T			Y			339.00						26.5.3.5						A			Abhishek Patil			19/0510r3			841			The concept of an "unassociated AP" is not well-defined			Change "unassociated AP" to "AP with which it is not associated" (2x on page)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 17:38:48Z)			EDITOR			Abhi 19/510r3 MU Operation									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-29 22:17:05Z			4.2			2019/5/29 22:17			EDITOR


			20536			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															V			Editor			1123r2			923			"Signal Extension" should be lowercase.  Ditto "Packet Extension"			Lowercase in 27.3.4, Figure 27-58 rectangles (2x+2x), Figure 27-63 rectangle (1x+1x, only lowercase "extension"), Table 27-53.  In C.3 change "Post FEC Padding and Packet Extension" and "Post-FEC Padding and Packet
Extension Thresholds" to "post-FEC padding and packet extension thesholds"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-12 23:30:38Z) - Change "Packet Extension" to "Packet extension" and "Signal Extension" to "Signal extension" in Fig 27-59 to 27-62			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-12 23:32:20Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20537			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.21			638			62			T			Y			638.62			62			27.3.21						V			Xiaogang Chen			19/0866r3			862			Problems with Figure 27-63---PHY receive state machine if midambles are not present: the "Carrier lost" path checks for SE but the "Valid signal" path assumes its presence; the RX Symbol box has no check; the End of PSDU RX box has no check; refers to "HE-SIGA"			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:54:31Z) - But no change was made to RX Symbol box.

-TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0866r3 under all headings that include CID 20537.			EDITOR			Xiaogang 19/0866r3 Misc									I						4.2			2019/6/5 17:41			EDITOR


			20538			Mark RISON			238			4			26.5.3.2.3			328			27			T			Y			328.27			27			26.5.3.2.3						V			Tianyu Wu			19/0703r0			904			"4 if MinTrigProcTime is 8 <micro>s" -- previous line says 2 not 4			Change "8" to "16" in the cited text at the referenced location			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:11:17Z) - Agree with commenter. Already resolved by CID 20173 and changed in D4.1. No further text change needed.			EDITOR			Tianyu 19/0703r0									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:36			EDITOR


			20539			Mark RISON			238			4			26.5.3.2.4			329			51			T			Y			329.51			51			26.5.3.2.4						J			Abhishek Patil			19/0510r3			841			"An AP that transmits Trigger frames and frames carrying a TRS Control subfield in more than one A-MPDU
in an HE MU PPDU shall set the Common Info field of the Trigger frames and the TRS Control subfields in
each A-MPDU as follows:" -- should apply even if there is only one A-MPDU			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "An AP that transmits both Trigger frames and frames carrying a TRS Control subfield in an HE PPDU shall set the Common Info field of the Trigger frame(s) and the TRS Control subfield(s) as follows:"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 18:08:48Z) - The spec mandates that an A-MPDU shall not carry a TF and a frame carrying TRS Control (see P329L60 of D4.1). The context cited by the comment is with respect to an MU PPDU where multiple A-MPDUs are involved and the rules described are with respect to TF carried in one A-MPDU and TRS carried in another A-MPDU directed to a different STA.			EDITOR			Abhi 19/510r3 MU Operation									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-29 21:37:51Z			4.2			2019/5/29 21:37			EDITOR


			20540			Mark RISON			238			4			26.2.6.3			302			29			T			Y			302.29			29			26.2.6.3						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/605r0			832			"The ED-based CCA during the SIFS after receiving an MU-RTS Trigger frame and virtual CS functions are used to determine the state of the medium to respond to an MU-RTS Trigger frame. See 26.5.3.5 (UL MU CS mechanism) for details." -- impenetrable grammar			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "A combination of virtual CS and ED-based CCA during the SIFS after the PPDU containing the MU-RTS Trigger frame is used to determine whether the medium is idle (see 26.5.3.5 (UL MU CS mechanism))."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 18:59:45Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. We change note 2 from

“NOTE 2—A combination of virtual CS and ED-based CCA during the SIFS after the PPDU containing the MU-RTS Trigger frame is used to determine the state of the medium to respond to an MU-RTS Trigger frame (see 26.5.2.5 (UL MU CS mechanism)).”


 to the following

“NOTE 2—A combination of virtual CS and ED-based CCA during the SIFS after the PPDU containing the MU-RTS Trigger frame is used to determine the state of the medium (see 26.5.2.5 (UL MU CS mechanism)).”			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/605r0 MU-RTS Pt 2									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-23 19:59:42Z			4.2			2019/9/14 0:52			EDITOR


			20541			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															V			Editor			1123r2			923			Broken xrefs			Fix all the xrefs to point to the right baseline material.  E.g. the "10.28.4 (Rules for RD responder)"s are wrong; 10.28.4 is about L_LENGTH and L_DATARATE.  And references to F9-19 should be to F9-26 (in D2.1)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-27 18:39:01Z) - At 89.57 and  221.9 in D4.2, change 10.28.4 to 10.30.4. At 251.49 change 10.28 to 10.30			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20542			Mark RISON			238			4			26.5.5.2			344			3			T			Y			344.03			3			26.5.5.2						A			Abhishek Patil			19/0508r5			834			"the non-AP STA is an associated STA" -- not clear what the STA is associated to			Change "the non-AP STA is an associated STA, the TA field of the Trigger frame is set to the BSSID of the associated BSS" at the referenced location to "the non-AP STA is associated with the BSS whose BSSID is the value in the TA field of the Trigger frame"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 12:36:46Z)			EDITOR			Abhi 19/508r4 UORA									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-23 21:24:07Z			4.2			2019/5/23 21:24			EDITOR


			20543			Mark RISON			238			4			26.8.3.1			371			52			T			Y			371.52			52			26.8.3.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0966r2			932			There is a Figure 27-8---Example of broadcast TWT operation with optional TBTT negotiation but nothing for individual TWT			Add a figure in 26.8.2 showing an example of individual TWT operation (triggered and non-triggered, announced and unannounced)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 10:32:26Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution adds a figure and some descriptive text to provide an overview of the example for TWT setups with two STAs. Example is not meant to be exhaustive hence focused on providing descriptions for trigger-enabled TWTs, solicited and unsolicited TWT setups.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0966r2 under all headings that include CID 20543.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0966r2 TWT Pt2									I						5			2019/9/25 18:51			EDITOR


			20544			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.2.242.3			180			24			E			Y			180.24			24			9.4.2.242.3						A			Editor			1123r2			923			"bit B1" is pleonastic			Delete "bit " in the cited text at the referenced location			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-11 15:37:27Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-11 15:37:31Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20545			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															V			Editor			1123r2			923			Ack Policy in the baseline is now a generic concept, embodied by the Ack Policy Indicator subfield and other information			Change "Ack Policy" to "ack policy" throughout			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 18:41:25Z) Change "with Ack Policy field set to <P>" to "with <P> ack policy" throughout (where <P> is a setting or list of settings for the Ack Policy Indication subfield. Change "Implicit Block Ack Request" to "Implicit BAR" throughout. Change "all have the Ack Policy field equal to the same value" to "all have the same ack policy". In 10.3.2.13.3 change "(i.e.,  the Ack Policy subfield of the eliciting QoS Data frame is equal to Normal Ack or Implicit Block Ack Request)" to "(i.e., the ack policy of the eliciting QoS Data frame is Normal Ack or Implicit BAR)".

Change references to "Ack Policy field" to "Ack Policy Indicator subfield" (the previous resolution incorrectly called this "Indication" -- needs to be fixed)

At 321.60 in D4.1 (320.5 in D4.2) change "An AP shall set the Ack Policy field of the QoS Data and QoS Null frames to Normal Ack or Implicit Block Ack Request in at most one A-MPDU in the HE MU PPDU" to "An AP shall not transmit an HE MU PPDU with more than one A-MPDU that contains a QoS Data or QoS Null frame with ack policy Normal Ack or Implicit BAR"

At 322.33 in D4.1 (320.45 in D4.2) change "An AP that sends an HE MU PPDU shall not set the Ack Policy to Normal Ack or Implicit Block Ack Request for any of the MPDUs carried in the HE MU PPDU if the solicited PPDU containing a control response would ..." to "An AP shall not transmit an HE MU PPDU that contains a QoS Data frame or QoS Null frame with ack policy Normal Ack or Implicit BAR if the PPDU carrying the solicited control response would …"

At 323.30 in D4.1 (321.41 in D4.2) change "A non-AP STA that sends an HE TB PPDU as a response to a Basic Trigger frame shall set the Ack Policy field of the QoS Data frames or QoS Null frames to Normal Ack or Implicit Block Ack Request" to "The ack policy of a QoS Data frame or QoS Null frame in an HE TB PPDU shall be  Normal Ack or Implicit BAR" ("as a response to a Basic Trigger frame" is not necessary since that is the only way this beast can be sent)			EDITOR			Editorials updated 2019-06-27									I			Edits present in D4.2 mostly apply. Updated resolution with some additional changes.			4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20546			Mark RISON			238			4			9.7.3			224			56			E			Y			224.56			56			9.7.3						A			Editor			1123r2			923			"The MPDUs from the same TID all have the Ack Policy subfield set to the same value, which is either" - bad grammar			Delete "The" and "either" in the cited text at the referenced location			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 20:43:09Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-10 20:43:13Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20547			Mark RISON			238			4			9.7.3			227			7			E			Y			227.07			7			9.7.3						A			Editor			1123r2			923			"MPDUs from the same TID all have the Ack Policy subfield set to the same value, which is either" - bad grammar			Delete "either" in the cited text at the referenced location			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 20:45:10Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-10 20:45:14Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20548			Mark RISON			238			4			26.2.6.3			302			55			T			Y			302.55			55			26.2.6.3						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/605r0			832			"NOTE---The Frame Control field of the CTS frames sent in response to an MU-RTS Trigger frame are set to the same
value (see Figure 9-19 and 9.2.4.1.8 (More Data subfield))." is not clear.  1) to the same value as what.  2) it's not immediately obvious why the More Data subfield would be the same at each STA			Delete the cited NOTE and change the para above to "The Power Management and More Data subfields in a CTS frame sent in response to an MU-RTS Trigger frame shall be set
to 0."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 19:00:21Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. We update the note from 

“NOTE—The Frame Control field of the CTS frames sent in response to an MU-RTS Trigger frame are set to the same value (as described in Figure 9-26 ((Frame Control field subfield values within Control frames carried in a non-S1G PPDU)) and 9.2.4.1.8 (More Data subfield)).”

to the following.

“NOTE—Other subfields of the Frame Control field of the CTS frames sent in response to an MU-RTS Trigger frame
are set as described in Figure 9-26 (Frame Control field subfield values within Control frames carried in a non-S1G PPDU).”

Further, since in 9.2.4.1.8, it is not clear if invalid subfiled means that it is a reserved field. We modify the sentence from 

“The Power Management subfield in a CTS frame sent in response to an MU-RTS Trigger frame shall be set to 0.”

to the following.

“The Power Management and More Data subfields in a CTS frame sent in response to an MU-RTS Trigger frame shall be set to 0.”			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/605r0 MU-RTS Pt 2									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-23 20:02:02Z			4.2			2019/9/14 0:52			EDITOR


			20549			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			"set to the same value as Spatial Reuse <n> field" is missing an article			Add "the" after "as" in each instance of "set to the same value as Spatial Reuse" (6x)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-25 22:45:25Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-25 22:45:30Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20550			Mark RISON			238			4			C.3			706						T			Y			706.00						C.3						A			Edward Au			19/1236r1						The DESCRIPTION need not give min/max since these are in the SYNTAX			In C.3 delete " The minimum value of this variable is 50." and " The maximum value of this variable is 10."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 22:09:44Z)			EDITOR			Edward 19/1235r1 MIB									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20551			Mark RISON			238			4			C.3			727						T			Y			727.00						C.3						A			Edward Au			19/1236r1			932			"This attribute, when true, indicates the maximum number of space-time streams" -- can't simultaneously be Boolean and integer			In C.3 delete ", when true," in "This attribute, when true, indicates the maximum number of space-time streams" (2x)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 22:10:29Z)			EDITOR			Edward 19/1235r1 MIB									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-23 18:04:20Z			5			2019/9/23 18:04			EDITOR


			20552			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															V			Youhan Kim			19/1225r2			915			Table 27-14---Tone allocation related constants makes it clear that only 80+80M transmissions have two segments.  160M segments do not			In Table 9-31g change "segment" to "channel".  In the bullets in 9.3.1.22.5 and the para immediately after delete "/160 MHz" (7x).  In 27.3.2.2 (6x), 27.3.2.3, F27-12, 27.3.10.8.3 (9x) change "frequency segment" to "channel".  In 27.3.10.8.3 (4x), 27.3.10.8.4 (3x) change "MHz segment" to" MHz channel".  In 27.3.18.3  change the last two "frequency segments" to "channels"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:38:08Z) - Regarding the changes for Table 9-31h (D4.2), B0 indicates Primary 80 MHz vs. Secondary 80 MHz channel.  Proposed text update in 11-19/1225 updates the text accordingly for most of the places identified by the commenter except the following:

9.3.1.22.5: The phrase “segment” is not present in D4.2, hence the comment in no longer applicable.
27.3.2.3: D4.2 has been updated such that “segment” here only applies to 80+80 MHz, hence the comment is no longer applicable.
27.3.10.8.3, 27.3.10.8.4:  These subclauses have been re-written in D4.2, and the comments are no longer applicable.

Note also that for the comment on 27.3.18.3, REVmd D2.2 uses the term “frequency portion” for the similar section at 21.3.17.3.  Hence, “frequency portion” is used in the proposed text update in 11-19/1225.

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the text updates for CID 20552 in 11-19/1225r2.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/1225r2									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20553			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															J			Editor			1123r2			923			Spaces between number and unit			Put a (non-break) space between "0" and "MHz" throughout; ditto in "0.8<micro>s"; ditto in "6Mbps"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-25 22:50:24Z) - Can't find instances other than in  variable names. Any instances of Mbps should be Mb/s (issue in the baseline)			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N									2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20554			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			Missing article			At 205.60 in "Channel Center Frequency Segment 1 subfield is set" prepend "The ".  At 103.30 change "set to broadcast address" to "set to the broadcast address".  At 161.27 change "according to Broadcast TWT Recommendation field" to "according to the Broadcast TWT Recommendation field"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-27 20:58:47Z)			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20555			Mark RISON			238			4			26.7.3			363			12			E			Y			363.12			12			26.7.3						A			Editor			1123r2			923			"NOTE 2---The HE beamformee does not request feedback for the gap between the two 80 MHz segments
of the 80+80 MHz." is stated about half a page earlier			Delete the cited NOTE in Table 26-4			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 20:17:48Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 20:17:52Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20556			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															J			Youhan Kim			19/1225r2			915			The term "symbol segment" is not defined			Delete "segment" in "symbol segment", case-insensitively (note might be plural) throughout.  In (27-146) add a space between "LDPC" and "Extra"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:38:31Z) - The term “symbol segment” is defined in 27.3.11.2 (D4.2 P591L27).  If we change the “symbol segment” to “symbol”, then this leads to technical error in that the LDPC encoding process does not add a full OFDM symbol worth of coded bits, but the text would suggest otherwise (“extra symbol” instead of “extra symbol segment”).			EDITOR			Youhan 19/1225r2									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20557			Mark RISON			238			4			27.2.4			467			1			T			Y			467.01			1			27.2.4						V			Bo Sun			19/0407r4			827			"The PHYCONFIG_VECTOR carried in a PHY-CONFIG.request primitive for an HE PHY contains a CEN-
TER_FREQUENCY_SEGMENT_0 parameter, which identifies the center frequency of the channel (or of
segment 0 if the CHANNEL_WIDTH parameter indicates 80+80 MHz) and takes a value between 1 and
200. " does not account for 6 GHz channels			Add a PHYCONFIG_VECTOR parameter to specify the band, and allow a different channel number range in the 6G band			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:15:07Z) - Agree on the comment. The value range of CENTER_FREQUENCY_SEGMENT_0 and CENTER_FREQUENCY_SEGMENT_1 is not enough to cover the 6 GHz band. But it’s not necessary to define a new parameter for that. An efficient way is to extend the range of the value of parameter “CENTER_FREQUENCY_SEGMENT_0” and “CENTER_FREQUENCY_SEGEMNT_1”. According to current regulation plan as defined in ANNEX E, the greatest value used for Channel Center Frequency Index is 233. Therefore it’s reasonable to extend the value range of “CENTER_FREQUENCY_SEGMENT_0” and “CENTER_FREQUENCY_SEGEMNT_1” to 255.

Instruction to TGax tech editor: 
Replace “200” with “255” at pg467/ln05 in IEEE P802.11ax D4.0.			EDITOR			Bo 19/407 xVECTORS									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-20 21:30:18Z			4.1			2019/3/20 21:30			EDITOR


			20558			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.6.10.2			506			61			T			Y			506.61			61			27.3.6.10.2						J			Xiaogang Chen			19/0866r3			862			Table 27-14---Tone allocation related constants makes it clear that only 80+80M transmissions have two segments.  160M segments do not.  So in 27.3.6.10.2 what does 160M have a segment parser, and why does 160M but not 80+80M have a segment deparser?			Clarify			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:54:46Z) - 80+80 has two segment so no deparser is needed.			EDITOR			Xiaogang 19/0866r3 Misc									N									2019/6/5 17:41			EDITOR


			20559			Mark RISON			238			4			26.10.3.4			403			24			T			Y			403.24			24			26.10.3.4						V			Matt Fischer			19/0613r6			932			Make the clarifications to the terms of Equation (26-7) that are suggested for triggering PPDUs in   27.3.14.2 (Equations (27-124) and (27-125)).  Ditto RPL in 26.10.3.2 and UL Target RSSI in 9.3.1.22.9 and HE TB feedback NDP in 26.5.6.2  [powerprecorr]			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 04:07:55Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-19/0613r6 that are marked with CID 20559 which generally change the description of equation components so that they are consistent and refer to fields in triggers and TRS fields when possible.			EDITOR			Matt 19/0613r6 SRP									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-25 21:12:05Z			5			2019/9/25 21:12			EDITOR


			20560			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.14.2			608			17			T			Y			608.17			17			27.3.14.2						V			Youhan Kim			19/0831r1			859			"from the non-HE portion of the HE PPDU preamble of the Trigger frame" -- a Trigger frame might be carried in a non-HE PPDU.  Besides, a Trigger frame doesn't have a preamble [powerprecorr]			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "from the L-STF, L-LTF and L-SIG of the triggering PPDU (or from the PHY preamble, for triggering PPDUs that are DSSS or HR/DSSS PPDUs)".  After the first para of 26.5.3.1 add a para "A triggering PPDU shall not be transmitted in HT_GF format."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:44:47Z) - Agree with the commenter that the cited text does not take into account the cases where the trigger PPDU is not an HE PPDU.  Note that DSSS or HR/DSSS PPDUs cannot be used as a triggering PPDU (see D4.1 P330L39).  Also, while excluding HT_GF from being a triggering PPDU is an option, it is not necessary in resolving the problem stated by the commenter. 
Proposed text update in 11-19/0831 expands the language to cover the cases of triggering PPDUs being non-HT, non-HT duplicate, HT, VHT and HE PPDUs.
Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text updates for CID 20560 in 11-19/0831r1.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/831r1 Part 2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-04 20:34:00Z			4.2			2019/6/4 20:34			EDITOR


			20561			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.14.2			607			60			T			Y			607.60			60			27.3.14.2						V			Youhan Kim			19/1225r2			915			"target receive signal power averaged over the AP's antenna connectors for the
HE TB PPDU" -- but the STA can't determine this because all it knows is the path loss w.r.t. the antennas used to transmit the triggering PPDU.  Similarly it needs to measure the RSSI on the same antennas it will use to transmit the TB PPDU.  Note this comment should be resolved together with other comments marked [powerprecorr] as it makes makes changes in places they also make changes in			Change the cited text to "target RSSI for the HE TB PPDU averaged over the antenna connectors that were used for transmission of the triggering PPDU".  Below change "received power over the antennas on which the average PLDL is being computed" to "received power over the antennas on which the HE TB PPDU will be transmitted".
In 9.2.4.6a.1 change "the expected receive power at the AP (i.e., averaged RSSI over all the AP's antennas)" to "the expected average RSSI at the antennas used to transmit the triggering PPDU".
In 9.3.1.22.1 change "expected receive signal power, averaged over the AP's antenna connectors," to "expected average RSSI at the antennas used to transmit the triggering PPDU".			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:36:33Z) - Proposed text update for CIDs 20561 and 20523 in 11-19/1225 implements parts of the spirit of the commenter, but with slightly different wording.  For example, the phrase “average RSSI” suggested by the commenter is not clear on what the average is over.
Regarding the changes by the commenter on computing the DL_RSSI using the antennas at STA which will be used for HE TB PPDU transmission, it is ultimately up to the STA on how it meets the Target_RSSI when using a subset of antennas.

Regarding the antennas used to receive the HE TB PPDU, it is obvious that the STA’s computation of TX power is based on the assumption that AP uses the same set of antennas for transmitting the Triggering frame and HE TB PPDU.  If the AP chooses to use different set of antennas, it is up to the AP to deal with it.

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the text updates for CIDs 20561 and 20523 in 11-19/1225r2.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/1225r2									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20562			Mark RISON			238			4			26.7.2			359			7			T			Y			359.07			7			26.7.2						A			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			"Beamformee > 80 MHz" -- no such field			Change to "Beamformee STS > 80 MHz"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:24:45Z)			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 17:55:29Z			4.2			2019/6/6 17:55			EDITOR


			20563			Mark RISON			238			4			26.7.3			361			29			T			Y			361.29			29			26.7.3						V			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			"Rx  HE-MCS  Map  >  80 MHz" -- no such field			Change to "Rx HE-MCS Map 160 MHz"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:24:55Z) - At 361.29 change "> 80 MHz" to "160 MHz ".

At 422.29 delete "For" after "Map".

At 427.30 delete "For" after "Map".

At 427.33 delete "For" after "Map".

At 423.1 delete "For" after "Map".

At 430.12 delete the extra space between "Map" and "80 MHz".

For page 429, implement changes in <this document> at CID 20563.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 16:23:41Z			4.2			2019/6/6 16:23			EDITOR


			20564			Mark RISON			238			4			26.7.3			361			42			T			Y			361.42			42			26.7.3						A			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			"The HE beamformee indicates the maximum number of space-time streams it can receive in an HE NDP, N_STS,max, as defined in 27.6.2 (Sounding sequences and support)." -- N_STS,max does not appear in 27.6.2.  Nor does it appear anywhere else, in fact			Delete the cited text at the referenced location			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:25:01Z)			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 17:56:27Z			4.2			2019/6/6 17:56			EDITOR


			20565			Mark RISON			238			4			C.3			713			40			E			Y			713.40			40			C.3						V			Editor			1123r2			923			All MIB variables in Dot11PhyHEEntry should start "dot11HE"			Add "HE" after "dot11" in all instances of dot11MidambleRxMaxNSTS, dot11SRPbasedSRSupportImplemented, dot11SRPbasedSRSupportActivated, dot11PuncturedSoundingOptionImplemented throughout			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 13:37:48Z) - The conventions seems to be dot11Phy{HT,VHT}Table so no change there. Add HE to the MIB objectects listed			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 13:38:51Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20566			Mark RISON			238			4			C.3									T			Y			701.11						C.3						V			Edward Au			19/1635r1			932			I think you're no longer supposed to have both dot11FooImplemented and dot11FooActivated.  I think that the latter now implies the former			Delete all instances of "dot11HE[A-Za-z0-9]*Implemented" and "dot11SRPbasedSRSupportImplemented" throughout			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 05:02:35Z) - Delete the following terms and the corresponding description in Table 27-54 and Annex C:
•	dot11EightyMHzOperationActivated
•	dot11HEPuncturedPreambleRxActivated
•	dot11HELDPCCodingInPayloadActivated
•	dot11HESUPPDUwith1xHELTFand0point8GIActivated
•	dot11HESUPPDUandHEMUPPDUwith4xHELTFand0point8GIActivated
•	dot11HEERSUPPDUwith4xHELTFand0point8GIActivated
•	dot11HEERSUPPDUwith1xHELTFand0point8GIActivated
•	dot11HENDPwith4xHELTFand3point2GIActivated
•	dot11HESTBCTxLessThanOrEqualTo80Activated
•	dot11HESTBCTxGreaterThan80Activated
•	dot11HESTBCRxGreaterThan80Activated
•	dot11HEDopplerTxActivated
•	dot11HEDopplerRxActivated
•	dot11HEDCMActivated
•	dot11HEFullBWULMUMIMOActivated
•	dot11HEPartialBWULMUMIMOActivated
•	dot11HEPartialBWDLMUMIMOActivated
•	dot11HEULMUPayloadActivated
•	dot11HESRPbasedSRSupportActivated
•	dot11HEPowerBoostFactorActivated
•	dot11HEPartialBWERSUPayloadActivated
•	dot11HETriggeredSUBeamformingFeedbackActivated
•	dot11HETriggeredMUBeamformingFeedbackActivated
•	dot11HETriggeredCQIFeedbackSupportActivated

At 267.10, replace “dot11HELDPCCodingInPayloadActivated” with “dot11HELDPCCodingInPayloadImplemented”.			EDITOR			Edward 19/1635r1 MIB									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-25 20:56:40Z			5			2019/9/25 20:56			EDITOR


			20567			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															V			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			Triplication:

10.37.6: "If an HE STA transmits a VHT NDP where at least one of the intended recipients of the VHT NDP is an HE STA, then the following conditions apply:
--- If the bandwidth of an VHT NDP is less than or equal to 80 MHz, the number of space-time streams sounded as indicated by the TXVECTOR parameter NUM_STS shall not exceed the value indicated in the Beamformee STS <= 80 MHz field in the HE Capabilities element of any intended HE STA recipient of the VHT NDP."
[and similar for > 80M]

26.7.2: "An HE beamformer shall not transmit a 20 MHz, 40 MHz or 80 MHz HE NDP with a TXVECTOR parameter NUM_STS that is greater than the maximum number of HE-LTF symbols indicated in the Beamformee STS <= 80 MHz subfield of any STA addressed by a STA Info field in the preceding HE NDP Announcement frame."
[and similar for > 80M]

26.7.5: "If the HE NDP bandwidth is less than or equal to 80 MHz, the number of space-time streams sounded and as indicated by the NUM_STS parameter shall not exceed the value indicated in the Beamformee STS <= 80 MHz field in the HE Capabilities element of any intended recipient of the HE NDP."
[and similar for > 80M]			Detriplicate			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:25:13Z) - The first citation is for a VHT NDP. The second two are indeed duplications for HE. 

Implement changes specified in <this document> under CID 20567.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 16:58:49Z			4.2			2019/6/6 16:58			EDITOR


			20568			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															V			Editor			1123r2			923			"NDP" should always be qualified as "sounding" or "TB feedback", for HE			Add "HE sounding " before "NDP" at 102.33 (first one), 129.24 (2x, not in subscripts), 129.28, 175.54, 258.54 (second one), 358.8, 358.14 (first one), 359.38 (second one), 360.9 (second one).  Adjust any preceding indefinite article (an -> a).  Delete "PPDU" in "NDP PPDU" at 102.33.  Change "HE TB NDP PPDU" to "HE TB feedback NDP" at 375.4, 380.4.  Change "HE TB NDP" to "HE TB feedback NDP" at 577.35			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-12 22:47:06Z) - Change as suggested at 102.33 (first one), 129.24 (2x, not in subscripts), 129.28, 175.54. Change "HE TB NDP PPDU" to "HE TB feedback NDP" at 375.4, 380.4.

No change at 258.54 (second one) since reference to NDP is probably the generic NDP in baseline.

See also #20331 and #21323			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-12 22:54:16Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20569			Mark RISON			238			4			26.10.2.2			394			12			T			Y			394.12			12			26.10.2.2						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0416r1			822			"NDP" should always be qualified as "sounding" or "feedback", for HE -- what is the intent at 394.12?  Ditto with "NDP Announcement"			Change to "An NDP (including a HE sounding NDP or HE TB feedback NDP)"; also at 394.61.  Change "HE NDP PPDU" to "HE sounding NDP or HE TB feedback NDP" at 409.16, 409.28.  At 409.45 change " unless the HE PPDU contains an NDP," to " unless the HE PPDU is an HE sounding NDP or HE TB feedback NDP, or contains" and delete "is" in "is a frame" later in the sentence. CHange "an NDP" to "an HE sounding NDP or HE TB feedback NDP" at 718.32, 718.47.  Insert "VHT/HE" before "NDP Announcement" at 239.62, 394.11, 394.60, 409.32, 409.33, 409.45, 409.46.  Change "NDP  feedback  report  response"/"NDP feedback report poll response" to "HE TB feedback NDP" in 9.3.1.22.9 (3x), 25.5.6.2 (3x).  Change " NDP feedback report response" to " responses" and " The NDP feedback report response" to "The response" in 26.5.6.1.  Change " NDP feedback report " to " the NDP feedback report procedure " in 25.5.6.2, 26.5.6.3.1.  Change "NDP feedback report support subfield" to "NDP Feedback Report Support subfield" in 25.5.6.2.  Change "NDP feedback parameter values." to "NDP feedback report parameter values." at 348.62. Change " NDP Feedback Report operation" and "procedure of NDP Feedback report" to " the NDP feedback report procedure" in 26.5.6.3.1.  Change "NDP Feedback Report response" to "NDP feedback report response" in 26.5.6.5 (2x)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:24:30Z) - this term was used to encompass all NDP frames, it is proposed to be changed to non-HE NDP in this sentence as the exception for HE NDP is already defined thanks to the SPATIAL_REUSE Rx vector. Apply the changes marked as CID20569 in doc416r0.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/416 SR									I						4.1			2019/3/21 16:17			EDITOR


			20570			Mark RISON			238			4			9.2.4.1.8			69			40			T			Y			69.40			40			9.2.4.1.8						A			Laurent Cariou			19/1161r4			879			"The QoS Info field is pres-
ent in the QoS Capability, EDCA Parameter Set, and MU EDCA Parameter Set elements transmitted by an
HE AP." -- duplication			Delete the cited text at the referenced location			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:38:25Z) -			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1161r4									I			This is a revisited CID			4.1			2019/9/13 23:36			EDITOR


			20571			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															V			Kaiying Lv			19/1631r1			932			"no vendor specific" -- this restriction is unnecessary			Delete the sentence at the end of Subclauses 9.6.31.3, 9.6.31.4 and 9.6.32.2.  At the end of 9.6.31.2 change "vendor-specific" to "Vendor Specific"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 10:13:48Z) - Agree with the commenter in principle. 
For action frames except compressed beamforming/CQI frame, it is not necessary to restrict them from carrying vendor specific elements. Keep the restriction only for HE Compressed Beamforming/CQI frame.

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/1631r1 CID 20571			EDITOR			Kaiying 19/1631r1 QTP									I						5			2019/9/25 19:55			EDITOR


			20572			Mark RISON			238			4			9.2.4.5.6			72			1			T			Y			72.01			1			9.2.4.5.6						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0303r4			838			"The Queue Size subfield is present in QoS Data frames and, for non-AP HE STAs, in QoS Null
frames sent by non-AP STAs with bit 4 of the QoS Control field equal to 1." -- this is duplication, and inaccurate duplication at that (see Table 9-10---QoS Control field)			Delete the cited text at the referenced location			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:13:25Z) - It is beneficial to have this explicitly stated in the Queue Size subfield since only HE non-AP STAs can use QoS Null frames to provide queue size in the QoS Control field, whole non-HE non-AP STAs cannot. In the baseline this sublause mentions only the QoS Data frames, which is not the only frame carrying the Queue Size for HE STAs, as mentioned above. Also, reviewing Table 9-10, the CRC could not identify the inaccuracy of the statements. Please identify the inaccuracy and submit a new comment or point the inaccuracy by some other means. Proposed resolution is to clarify that QoS Data frames are the ones carrying the Queue Size for non-HE STAs and additionally the QoS null frames for HE STAs.

 TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0303r4 under all headings that include CID 20572.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/303r4 QoS Control									I						4.2			2019/5/29 19:40			EDITOR


			20573			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			"NDP" should always be qualified as "HE", for HE			Insert "HE " before "NDP Announcement" at 102.44.  Insert "VHT/HE" before "NDP Announcement" at 239.62, 394.11, 394.60			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-12 22:59:30Z) - As suggested. Note that at 103.44 suggested change is made with #20904			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-12 22:59:52Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20574			Mark RISON			238			4			9.3.1.22									T			Y			102.58						9.3.1.22						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0394r1			809			"The CS Required subfield in the Common Info field is set as described in 26.5.3.5" is duplication and behaviour			Delete the second para of 9.3.1.22.5 and 9.3.1.22.9			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:45:05Z) - Agree with the comment. Sub-clause for each Trigger variant should not repeat the behavior for each subfield of the Common Info field.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0394r1 CID 20574			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0394 9.3.1.22									I						4.1			2019/4/10 22:41			EDITOR


			20575			Mark RISON			238			4			26.5.6.4			350			16			T			Y			350.16			16			26.5.6.4						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0414r3			866			"An HE AP may send an NFRP Trigger frame with the type subfield set to 0." -- not clear what subfield is being referred to.  I think it's the Feedback Type subfield.  However, since all values other than 0 are reserved, this is not a very useful statement anyway			Delete the cited text at the referenced location.  In the referenced subclause change "is set to 0" to "is Resource request".  Change 26.5.6.5 to start "An HE AP that sends an NFRP Trigger frame to a non-AP STA and receives"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 04:18:37Z) - agree with the commenter. This sentence is actually not needed and can be deleted as proposed by the commenter. Apply the changes marked as CID 20575 in 19/0414r3.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0414r3 NFRP									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:15			EDITOR


			20576			Mark RISON			238			4			26.7.2			358						T			Y			358.00						26.7.2						A			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			"HE NDP sounding sequence" -- no such sequence			Change each of the 2 instances of the cited text to "HE TB sounding sequence"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:25:20Z)			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 17:40:18Z			4.2			2019/6/6 17:40			EDITOR


			20577			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.10.10			577			57			T			Y			577.57			57			27.3.10.10						A			Editor			1123r2			923			" SS Allocation / Random Access RU
Information subfield " -- no such subfield			Change the cited text at the referenced location to " the SS Allocation subfield ".   At 113.43 add spaces around "/"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 19:01:47Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 19:01:51Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20578			Mark RISON			238			4						333			55			T			Y			333.55			55									V			Abhishek Patil			19/0508r5			834			"SS Allocation field" -- what if it's actually an RA-RU Information subfield (AID12 is 0 or 2045)?  Ditto at 334.25,			Clarify			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 12:43:47Z) - Agree with the comment. D4.1 has address this issue as a resolution to CID 20479 (please see 26.5.2.3.3 P336L55 and P337L27 of D4.1).			EDITOR			Abhi 19/508r4 UORA									N									2019/5/24 18:16			EDITOR


			20579			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.10.10			577			57			T			Y			577.57			57			27.3.10.10						V			Yan Zhang			19/0793r1			855			"It is defined as STARTING_SS_NUM - 1 in SS Allocation / Random Access RU
Information subfield of Trigger frame User info field for u-th user in r-th RU in Figure 9-64e
(SS Allocation subfield format)." -- no, it's defined in Table 27-16			Delete the cited text at the referenced location			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:19:19Z) - The commentor is wrong about Mr,u is defined in Table 27-16 for HE TB PPDU. But it will be better to clarify that this citation is for HE TB PPDU only. Change to as in the resolution of CID20579 in doc IEEE802.11-19/0793r1.			EDITOR			Yan 19/793r1 PHY Math									I						4.2			2019/5/31 20:17			EDITOR


			20580			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			"Event Type" needs " field" after			Add at 150.1, 282.15			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-12 23:01:50Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-12 23:01:53Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20581			Mark RISON			238			4			9.3.1.22.1			109			41			E			Y			109.41			41			9.3.1.22.1						A			Editor			1123r2			923			"Value 68 denotes RU1, consists of two 996-tone
RUs, each located at each half of the PPDU
bandwidth" is duplication (and not clear -- are there 4 RUs in total?)			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "RU1".  At 482.31 change "each located at each half of the PPDU bandwidth" to "one RU in each of the 80 MHz channels"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 17:19:21Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 17:19:26Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20582			Mark RISON			238			4			26.4.1			313			27			T			Y			313.27			27			26.4.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0506r3			835			"An HE AP shall not send to the STA a Multi-STA BlockAck frame that has Per AID TID Info fields for
STAs associated with more than one BSS in a multiple BSSID set unless the HE AP has received from the
STA an HE Capabilities element with the Rx Control Frame To MultiBSS subfield in HE MAC Capabilities
Information field set to 1." -- as Table 9-321a indicates, this only applies to STAs on nontransmitted BSSIDs			Add a "non-AP STA is associated with a non-
transmitted BSSID" caveat, as in 26.2.6.3.  Ditto "If all the recipient non-AP STAs that sent an HE TB PPDU have indicated support for receiving
Control frames addressed to STAs from two or more BSSs of a multiple BSSID set by setting the Rx
Control Frame To MultiBSS subfield in the HE Capabilities element to 1, the AP may respond with
a Multi-STA BlockAck frame" at 321.11; "An AP shall not send a Trigger frame that is not an NFRP Trigger frame with User Info fields addressed to
non-AP STAs from two or more BSSs of a multiple BSSID set to a non-AP STA unless the non-AP STA has
set the Rx Control Frame To MultiBSS subfield in the HE MAC Capabilities Information field of the HE
Capabilities element it transmits to 1." at 329.12; "An HE AP shall not send an HE NDP Announcement frame with STA Info fields that are addressed to STAs
from two or more BSSs of a multiple BSSID set unless each of the addressed STAs has set the Rx Control
Frame To MultiBSS subfield in the HE MAC Capabilities Information field of the HE Capabilities element
it transmits to 1." at 360.42			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 15:55:23Z) - Agree with the commenter. The condition applies only for STAs associated with nonTxBSSID. The cited sentences were updated to add the condition that the STA is associated with a nonTxBSSID. Further editorial changes were made to improve readability based on discussion on 5/9/19 (ad-hoc).


TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/506r3 with the tag 20582			EDITOR			Abhi 19/506r3 Multi-BSSID									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-24 21:25:18Z			4.2			2019/5/24 21:25			EDITOR


			20583			Mark RISON			238			4						326			23			E			Y			326.23			23									A			Editor			1123r2			923			"sub-field" should not have a hyphen			Delete the hyphen in the cited text at the referenced location			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 20:31:35Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 20:31:40Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20584			Mark RISON			238			4			9.3.1.8.5			95			8			E			Y			95.08			8			9.3.1.8.5						A			Tomoko Adachi			19/0816r2			854			"is sent in response to the GCR MU-BAR Trigger frame" -- wrong article			Change "the" to "a" in the cited text at the referenced location			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 13:47:28Z)			EDITOR			Tomo 19/816r2 9.3.1.8									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-30 21:07:48Z			4.2			2019/5/30 21:07			EDITOR


			20585			Mark RISON			238			4			9.3.1.19			101			63			T			Y			101.63			63			9.3.1.19						J			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			"The Disambiguation subfield is set to 1 to prevent a non-HE VHT STA from wrongly determining its AID in
the NDP Announcement frame. The Disambiguation subfield coincides with the MSB of the AID12 subfield
of an expected VHT NDP Announcement when the HE NDP Announcement field is parsed by a non-HE
VHT STA." -- this is true for the two upper octets of each set of 4 octets, but what about the two lower ones?  b0-b11 can end up looking like an AID12 for a VHT STA, if the lsb of the Partial BW Info field is 0			Use a new Control subtype for HE NDP Announcement frames			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:25:30Z) - The AID11 will contain the AID of an HE STA and  therefore will not accidentally map to the AID of a non-HE STA.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									N									2019/6/6 15:59			EDITOR


			20586			Mark RISON			238			4			10.12			249			15			T			Y			249.15			15			10.12						V			Yongho Seok			19/1141r2			917			"An HE STA shall not transmit an A-MSDU that is carried in a QoS Data frame for which no block ack
agreement exists and that is part of an ack-enabled A-MPDU unless the recipient indicates support for A-
MSDU by setting the A-MSDU In Ack-Enabled A-MPDU Support in the HE MAC Capabilities Informa-
tion field of the HE Capabilities element to 1." garbled			Delete "for A-MSDU " in the cited text at the referenced location			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:47:27Z) - Agree in principle. 

It is change to “for the reception of A-MSDU in an ack-enabled A-MPDU”. 

TGax editor makes changes as specified in 11-19/1141r2 for CID 20586.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/1141r2 Misc									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20587			Mark RISON			238			4			26.5.3.2.3			328			12			T			Y			328.12			12			26.5.3.2.3						V			Tianyu Wu			19/0703r0			904			"the TRS Control subfield of the last or only frame" -- the last frame might not have a TRS Control, e.g. because it is a Control frame or the TRS Control won't fit			Change 328.9 "SCH  is either:
* the User Info field addressed to the STA of the last or only Trigger frame, or
* the TRS Control subfield of the last or only frame." to "SCH is the last of the following in the PSDU:
* a User Info field addressed to the STA, in a Trigger frame
* a TRS Control subfield in a frame addressed to the STA."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:13:01Z) - Agree in principle. “TRS control subfield of the last or only frame” is not accurate.  It should be “the last TRS control subfield in the PSDU”.  

TGax Editor:  Please make changes to IEEE P802.11ax D4.1 according to the proposed text changes as resolution to CID 20587 in 11-19/0703r0			EDITOR			Tianyu 19/0703r0									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:36			EDITOR


			20588			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.2.199			160			12			E			Y			160.12			12			9.4.2.199						A			Editor			1123r2			923			"the Negotiation Type subfield has
the value b00" is non-canonical			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "the Negotiation Type subfield is 0"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 22:04:42Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-10 22:04:45Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20589			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			Some things are Heisenfields, sometimes fields, sometimes subfields.  Like most of quantum mechanics, this makes no sense			Change "Negotiation Type field" to "Negotiation Type subfield" throughout.  Add a "The " at the start of the NOTE at 270.56.  Add " subfield" after " has the Negotiation Type" at 377.3			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-12 23:08:00Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-12 23:08:04Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20590			Mark RISON			238			4						210			8			T			Y			210.08			8			9.6.24.9						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0561r2			918			"The Negotiation Type subfield is reserved if set to 2." contradicts both the definition of "reserved" and Table 9-297a			Delete the cited text at the referenced location			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:52:03Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. It is the rest of the TWT Flow field that is reserved not the field value. Propopsed resolution clarifies this aspect by adding a figure for this combination where all the other fields are reserved. Also removed the sentence pointed out by the comment.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0561r2 under all headings that include CID 20590.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/561r2 miscellaneous TWT									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20591			Mark RISON			238			4			3.4									E			Y			75.40						9.2.4.6.3a						A			Editor			1123r2			923			What is ONES in Table 9-22a and in Table 10-11a?			Add an expansion "ONES" of "Ones Need Expansion Surely"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 21:48:54Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-10 21:49:06Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20592			Mark RISON			238			4			26.5.3.2.4			329			62			T			Y			329.62			62			26.5.3.2.4						A			Abhishek Patil			19/0510r3			841			"STBC subfields" -- no such subfield(s)			Change to "UL STBC subfields"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 17:39:07Z)			EDITOR			Abhi 19/510r3 MU Operation									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-29 22:04:34Z			4.2			2019/5/29 22:04			EDITOR


			20593			Mark RISON			238			4						92			6			E			Y			92.06			6									V			Editor			1123r2			923			Frame types should have a leading cap			Change "data frames" to "Data frames" at 92.6			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 17:37:33Z) - Also remove anthropomorphic "whose". Change "whose data frames" to "from which Data frames"			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 17:38:35Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20594			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															V			Editor			1123r2			923			"STA_ID_LIST element" is confusing because it's not an element			Change "STA_ID_LIST element" to "STA_ID_LIST set member" throughout			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-01 22:55:42Z) - Agree in principle. The TXVECTOR parameter STA_ID_LIST is no different from MCS, DCM or APEP_LENGTH which, in the MU case, are conceptually present multiple times, once per user. In the Table 27-1 a parameter that appears multiple times is identified with "MU" in the TXVECTOR (or RXVECTOR) column.

At 323.18 (D4.2) and 323.28 change "element of the TXVECTOR parameter STA_ID_LIST" to "TXVECTOR parameter STA_ID"

At 325.8 change "An AP shall set one or more elements in the TXVECTOR parameter STA_ID_LIST, which represents the list of STAs that are the recipients of the transmitted HE MU PPDU as described in 26.11.1. The AP shall not include in the TXVECTOR parameter STA_ID_LIST more than one STA-ID with the same value except for the value 2046. The STA-ID 2046 identifies an unallocated RU and may appear more than once." to "An AP includes in the TXVECTOR for an HE MU PPDU at least one parameter STA_ID for each RU in the HE MU PPDU as defined in 26.11.1. The AP shall not include in the TXVECTOR more than one parameter STA_ID with the same value unless the value is 2046 (indicating an unallocated RU)." 

At 325.16 change "A non-AP STA that receives an HE MU PPDU where the RXVECTOR parameter STA_ID_LIST includes an element that matches the 11 LSBs of the non-AP STA’s AID may disregard any broadcast RU in the
same HE MU PPDU. A non-AP STA that receives an HE MU PPDU where the RXVECTOR parameter
STA_ID_LIST includes an element that is equal to the BSSID Index of the BSSID of the AP with(#20862)
which the STA is associated with (see 9.4.2.73 (Multiple BSSID-Index element)) may disregard a broadcast
RU with a STA-ID equal to 2047." to "A non-AP STA that receives an HE MU PPDU where the RXVECTOR includes a parameter STA_ID that matches the 11 LSBs of the non-AP STA's AID may disregard any broadcast RU in the HE MU PPDU. A non-AP STA that receives an HE MU PPDU where the RXVECTOR includes a parameter STA_ID that is equal to the BSSID Index of the BSSID of the AP with which the STA is associated (see 9.4.2.73) may disregard a broadcast RU (parameter STA_ID equal to 2047)."

At 410.40 change subclause title to "STA_ID"

At 410.42 change "Each element of the TXVECTOR parameter STA_ID_LIST" to "Each parameter STA_ID in the TXVECTOR"

At 410.46, 410.48, 410.50, and 410.56, 410.60, 410.63, 411.5, 411.7 change "STA_ID_LIST element" to "parameter STA_ID"

At 410.51 change "the STA_ID_LIST contains only one element" to "the TXVECTOR includes a single STA_ID parameter"

At 41.53 change "identified by STA-IDs in the STA_ID_LIST" to "each identified by a parameter STA_ID"

At 416.42 and 416.44 change "elements in the TXVECTOR parameter STA_ID_LIST" to "STA_ID parameters in the TXVECTOR"

At 431.34 change "by STA_ID_LIST of 2045" to "by the TXVECTOR parameter STA_ID value 2045"

At 470.42 change the parameter name from "STA_ID_LIST" to "STA_ID" and change "Y" the TXVECTOR and RXVECTOR column to "MU"

At 563.43 and 564.31 change "element indicated from TXVECTOR parmeter STA_ID_LIST" to "the corresponding TXVECTOR parameter STA_ID"

The above changes all references to STA_ID_LIST			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials						STA_ID_LIST is inconsistent with other parameters that are indexed by user number (i.e., anything with MU in the TXVECTOR or RXVECTOR columns)			I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20595			Mark RISON			238			4			26.2.7			304			4			T			Y			304.04			4			26.2.7						A			Laurent Cariou			19/0413r4			852			"NOTE---The QoS Capability element is only present in a Beacon frame if the EDCA Parameter Set element and the MU
EDCA Parameter Set element are not present. In this case, the only way for an HE STA to obtain the updated parameters
is to send a Probe Request frame to the AP." is the wrong way round			Change to "NOTE---If the QoS Capability element is present in a Beacon frame, the EDCA Parameter Set element and the MU
EDCA Parameter Set element are not present. In this case, the only way for an HE STA to obtain the updated parameters
is to send a Probe Request frame to the AP."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 12:29:36Z)			EDITOR			Laurent 19/413r4 MU EDCA Parameters									I						4.2			2019/5/30 20:49			EDITOR


			20596			Mark RISON			238			4			26.2.7			303			43			T			Y			303.43			43			26.2.7						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0413r4			852			It is not clear that the MU EDCA param set is updated at the same time as the EDCA param set			Change at 303.56 "An HE STA shall update its MIB attributes that correspond to fields in an MU EDCA Parameter Set element
within an interval of time equal to one beacon interval after receiving an updated EDCA parameter set.
When updating its MIB attributes, an HE STA stores the value of the EDCA Parameter Set Update Count
subfield in the QoS Info field of the received EDCA Parameter Set element." to "An HE STA shall update its MIB attributes that correspond to fields in an EDCA Parameter Set or MU EDCA Parameter Set element
within an interval of time equal to one beacon interval after receiving an updated EDCA or MU EDCA parameter set.
When updating its MIB attributes, an HE STA stores the value of the EDCA Parameter Set Update Count
subfield in the QoS Info field of the received EDCA Parameter Set element."  At 191.31 change " MU AC parameters" to " MU EDCA parameters".  At 303.53 change "AC parameters
or the MU AC parameters" to "EDCA parameters or MU EDCA parameters"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 14:03:19Z) - agree with the commenter. Apply the changes in section 9 and 26 by defining the behavior both for EDCA mand MU EDCA parameters. Define a MIB variable to indicate if the AP intends to advertise MU EDCA parameters so that its associated STAs apply the MU EDCA Parameters procedure, in order to clarify the normative text.  Apply the changes as proposed in doc 19/0413r4			EDITOR			Laurent 19/413r4 MU EDCA Parameters									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-30 19:13:20Z			4.2			2019/5/30 19:13			EDITOR


			20597			Mark RISON			238			4			9.3.1.22.1			107			49			T			Y			107.49			49			9.3.1.22.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0394r1			809			" Bits B54 to B62 of the Common Info field are set to
1 and correspond to the bits B7 to B15 in the HE-SIG-A2 subfield of the HE TB PPDU, respectively." -- the first half is confusing and the second half is behaviour and duplicative			Change the cited text at the referenced location to " The UL HE-SIG-A2 Reserved subfield is set to all-1s."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:38:17Z) - The sentence was revised to suggest that the responding STA is required to set the value specified in this field. Further, the reference to the bits is replaced with the subfield name.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0394r1 CID 20597			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0394 9.3.1.22									I						4.1			2019/4/10 22:36			EDITOR


			20598			Mark RISON			238			4			26.3.2.2			307			50			T			Y			307.50			50			26.3.2.2						V			Ming Gan			19/0785r1			863			"not in an A-MPDU or S-MPDU that is not sent under a block ack agreement" -- this has about 8 possible interpretations depending on the precedence of the two nots and the or.  Ditto "that is not in an A-MPDU or S-MPDU using level 1 dynamic fragmentation." in the next subclauses			Clarify			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:05:09Z) - Agree with the comment in principle. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change.

TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-19/0785r1 under CID 20598			EDITOR			Ming 19/785r1 Fragmentation									I						4.2			2019/6/6 15:00			EDITOR


			20599			Mark RISON			238			4			11.2.3.2			276			50			T			Y			276.50			50			11.2.3.2						J			Laurent Cariou			19/1161r4			879			The "unavailable" state is the same as the doze state.  The only point is that a device in Active mode can be in the unavailable state.  It would be clearer to just allow an HE device in Active mode to enter doze state			Change "become unavailable" to "enter the doze state" throughout.  Then change "unavailable" to "in doze state" throughout except in 9.2.4.6a.6			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:39:52Z) - unavailable is not the same as doze state. The device in unavailable may be not dozing. Unavailable state is not a power management state while the doze state is a power management state. It is also clear in section 11.2 that if the STA is in active mode, then it can not go to doze state.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1161r4									N									2019/9/21 1:23			EDITOR


			20600			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1496r0			932			There are two instances each of "successfully exchanges" and "successful exchange", but the term is not defined			Change "successfully exchanges" to "receives an acknowledgment to" and "successful exchange" to "acknowledgment"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 02:17:33Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested changes plus some editorial changes to make the sentences clearer.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1496r0 under all headings that include CID 20060.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1496r0									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-23 21:52:48Z			5			2019/9/23 21:52			EDITOR


			20601			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			The baseline likes fewer es in "acknowledgement"			Delete the penultimate e in all instances of "knowledgement"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-12 23:09:00Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-12 23:09:04Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20602			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															A			Osama Aboul-Magd			19/1155r4			932			> 80 MHz capabilities make no sense for a device that does not support > 80 MHz			Add "or the Supported Channel Width Set field does not indicate support for bandwidths greater than 80 MHz" before the last full stop in the Encoding cell of the Number Of Sounding Dimensions > 80 MHz row in Table 9-321b.
Add "or if the Supported Channel Width Set field does not indicate support for bandwidths greater than 80 MHz" before the last full stop in the Encoding cell of the STBC Tx > 80 MHz row in Table 9-321b
Add "Reserved if the Supported Channel Width Set field does not indicate support for bandwidths greater than 80 MHz" at the end of the Encoding cell of the STBC Rx > 80 MHz row in Table 9-321b			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 21:15:10Z)			EDITOR			Osama 19/1155r4 Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-21 04:20:31Z			5			2019/9/21 4:20			EDITOR


			20603			Mark RISON			238			4			26.2.7			303			45			T			Y			303.45			45			26.2.7						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0413r4			852			"the MU EDCA
Parameter Set element shall be included in all Beacon frames that contain an EDCA Parameter Set element" is not clearly compatible with Clause 9			At 119.47 rightmost cell add "NOTE---The MU EDCA Parameter Set is present if the EDCA Parameter Set is present and the AP announces MU EDCA parameters."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 12:29:51Z) - agree with the commenter. Modify table 9-37 as suggested by the commenter. Apply the changes as proposed in doc 19/0413r4.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/413r4 MU EDCA Parameters									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-30 19:11:13Z - It is not clear if the "optionally" was deleted for the beacon frame. No markup is shown for the deletion. I assume it is not deleted since it is not necessary in the beacon.			4.2			2019/5/30 19:12			EDITOR


			20604			Mark RISON			238			4			26.2.7			303			45			T			Y			303.45			45			26.2.7						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0413r4			852			The EDCA Parameter Set and the MU EDCA Parameter Set should both be included, or neither, at least if the update count changes.  Otherwise the STA has to probe just in case the non-transmitted one has changed			At 303.45 change "If an HE AP announces both EDCA parameters and MU EDCA Parameters, the MU EDCA Parameter Set element shall be included in all Beacon frames that contain an EDCA Parameter Set element." to "If an HE AP announces both EDCA parameters and MU EDCA Parameters, either both the EDCA Parameter Set element and the MU EDCA Parameter Set element shall be included in all Beacon frames, or neither shall."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 12:30:03Z) - agree with the commenter. Modify the sentence as suggested by the commenter to make it clear that either both elements are present or none of the elements are present. Makes the changes as proposed in doc 19/0413r4.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/413r4 MU EDCA Parameters									I						4.2			2019/5/30 20:49			EDITOR


			20605			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.2.242.3			177			34			T			Y			177.34			34			9.4.2.242.3						V			Youhan Kim			19/0837r1			845			"RU r" -- this is undefined.  Also the para at the cited location seems to be defining two things, so is missing an "and" in the middle (although the rightmost cell only mentions one of the things, so the other seems subsidiary)			Change "it indicates the maximum number of space-time streams that the STA can receive in an HE sounding NDP, the maximum value for the total number of space-time streams over all the users in RU r, NSTS,r,total that can be sent in a DL MU-MIMO transmission on an RU, where the RU might or might not span the entire PPDU bandwidth, that includes that STA." to "indicates the maximum number of space-time streams that the STA can receive in an HE sounding NDP, which is also the maximum total number of space-time streams over all the users that can be sent in a DL MU-MIMO transmission on an RU that includes that STA, where the RU might or might not span the entire PPDU bandwidth."  Make the same change in the next cell down and on page 727 (2x).  At 562.1 change "RU r" to "RU".  At 562.11 change " RU r, which is calculated as a function of NSTS,r,total," to " RU, which is calculated as a function of the total number of space-time streams over all the users on that RU,"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 17:56:09Z) - Agree with the commenter that the phrase “RU r” is not very clear.  However, the commenter also proposes to delete NSTS,r,total from a location in 27.3.10.10 (HE-LTF).  Not that NSTS,r,total is defined in the paragraph preceding it, and do not need to be removed.
Proposed text update in 11-19/0837 incorporates most of the changes suggested by the commenter, with some additional updates such as the one highlight in the previous sentence.

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the text updates for CID 20605 in 11-19/0837r1.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/837r1 HE Capabilities									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-30 15:14:08Z - presumably also delete the "that includes that STA" at end of sentence			4.2			2019/5/30 15:14			EDITOR


			20606			Mark RISON			238			4			26.15.2			420			7			G			Y			420.07			7			26.15.2						V			Yongho Seok			19/0770r6			932			"An HE STA should send an Ack frame in the same PPDU format as the soliciting PPDU if the soliciting
PPDU is a VHT PPDU or HT PPDU containing an FTM frame." -- this is outside the scope of the TGax PAR and should be left to TGm or TGaz.  Also, there is no such thing as an FTM frame			Delete the cited text at the referenced location.  Also delete the proposed bullet g) in 10.6.6.1			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 02:29:03Z) - In previous letter ballot, TGax had debated how to support the FTM operation for the HE STA. 
And, as the conclusion, the HE STA has this recommendation. 
But, if the TGm decides that all STAs (including the legacy HT/VHT STA) follows this recommendation, the cited text can be removed from TGax draft.

But, regarding the last comment, the FTM frame should be changed to the Fine Timing Measurement frame. 

TGax Editor replaces “FTM frame” with “Fine Timing Measurement frame” throughout the TGax Draft 4.3.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/0770r6 PPDU format									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-23 22:48:48Z			5			2019/9/23 22:48			EDITOR


			20607			Mark RISON			238			4			26.4.3			316			26			T			Y			316.26			26			26.4.3						V			George Cherian			19/0756r1			851			"The recipient may respond with a Block Ack Bitmap subfield in the BA Information field that is less than
the maximum allowed Block Ack Bitmap for the negotiated buffer size. The length of the Block Ack Bitmap
subfield in a Compressed BlockAck frame or a Multi-STA BlockAck frame may be less than the negotiated
buffer size" -- duplication			Delete the first cited sentence at the referenced location			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 14:16:17Z) - The proposed deletion is actually a useful sentence to provide the context for the following sentence. Agree with commentor about duplicity of some aspects. So, I made the first sentence informative.

TGax editor shall incorporate changes in 11-19-0756-01-00ax			EDITOR			George 19/756r1 26.4 Ack procedure									I						4.2			2019/5/30 19:03			EDITOR


			20608			Mark RISON			238			4			26.4.3			315			65			T			Y			315.65			65			26.4.3						V			George Cherian			19/0756r1			851			"The allowed Block Ack Bitmap lengths for each of the negotiated buffer sizes are defined in Table 26-1 (Negoti-
ated buffer size and Block Ack Bitmap subfield length)." -- no, 32 is not allowed if the peer has not indicated support			Add a table "NOTE---32 is not allowed unless the originator has set the 32-bit BA Bitmap Support field in the HE MAC Capabil-
ities Information field in the HE Capabilities element to 1."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 14:16:29Z) - Agree in principle. Added the note.

TGax editor shall incorporate changes in 11-19-0756-01-00ax			EDITOR			George 19/756r1 26.4 Ack procedure									I						4.2			2019/5/30 19:03			EDITOR


			20609			Mark RISON			238			4			26.4.3			316			45			T			Y			316.45			45			26.4.3						J			George Cherian			19/0756r1			851			Because "A Multi-STA BlockAck frame might include Per AID TID Info fields with a 32-bit BlockAck Bitmap field
addressed to other originators and the nonsupporting originator needs to able to parse these fields to locate a possible Per
AID TID Info field addressed to it.", the 32-bit BA Bitmap Support field is essentially useless			Make B21 in Figure 9-772b "Reserved".  Delete the "32-bit BA Bitmap Support" row from Table 9-321a.  Delete the para starting "A recipient shall not include in a Multi-STA BlockAck frame a Per AID TID Info field with a 32-bit Block-
Ack Bitmap field" and the NOTE following it from 26.4.3			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 14:16:44Z) - The capability bit is needed to indicate if it is able to receive a 32-bit BA			EDITOR			George 19/756r1 26.4 Ack procedure									N									2019/5/30 18:38			EDITOR


			20610			Mark RISON			238			4			8.3.5.19			66			50			T			Y			66.50			50			8.3.5.19						A			Srini Kandala			19/0619r4			932			"The effect of the receipt of this primitive by the MAC is unspecified." -- then it serves no purpose.  It's also not referred to anywhere			Delete Subclause 8.3.5.19.  Delete the righmost X in Table 8-2			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-16 04:59:28Z) - Agree with the commentor. Furthermore, 802.11md is deleting a similar subclause (8.3.15.16)			EDITOR			Srini 19/0619r4 Select Comments									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-21 08:32:04Z			5			2019/9/21 8:32			EDITOR


			20611			Mark RISON			238			4						123			9			E			Y			123.09			9									A			Editor			1123r2			923			Orders should be incrementing by exactly 1 from one row to the next			Renumber Table 9-41 to be 101, 102, 103 at the end			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 15:54:00Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 15:54:04Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20612			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															J			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			RU Start Index and RU End Index in Partial BW Info in HE NDPA do not in fact correspond to any RUs (the subcarriers signalled by some indices overlap!)			Change "RU Start Index" to "Subcarrier Start Index" throughout and "RU End Index" to "Subcarrier End Index" throughout			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:25:43Z) - the definition of the SU Start Index field and the RU End Index field is clear that the field refers to the first and last 26-tone RU for which feedback is requested.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									N									2019/6/6 15:59			EDITOR


			20613			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.1.65			129			10			T			Y			129.10			10			9.4.1.65						J			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			The compressed beamforming feedback matrix for pilot subcarriers is useless			After "The HE Compressed Beamforming Report information contains the channel matrix elements indexed, first,
by matrix angles in order shown in Table 9-74 (Order of angles in the Compressed Beamforming Feedback
Matrix subfield when used in a non-S1G band), and second, by data and pilot subcarrier index from lowest
frequency to highest frequency. " add "The beamformer ignores the compressed beamforming feedback matrices for pilot subcarriers."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:25:57Z) - Since the sounding feedback uses Ng=4,  the precoding matrix for non-feedbacks tones are computed based on interpolation of feedback on Ng=4 tones.  So the compressed beamforming feedback on pilot tones are important for good interpolation to generate precoding matrix of neighboring tones.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									N									2019/6/6 15:59			EDITOR


			20614			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.1.65			129			10			T			Y			129.10			10			9.4.1.65						J			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			The compressed beamforming feedback matrix for pilot subcarriers is useless			Remove the pilot subcarriers from Table 9-93e (as was done for VHT)			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:26:06Z) - Since the sounding feedback uses Ng=4,  the precoding matrix for non-feedbacks tones are computed based on interpolation of feedback on Ng=4 tones.  So the compressed beamforming feedback on pilot tones are important for good interpolation to generate precoding matrix of neighboring tones.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									N									2019/6/6 15:59			EDITOR


			20615			Mark RISON			238			4			26.10.3.1			401			51			T			Y			401.51			51			26.10.3.1						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0416r1			822			"An AP sending a Trigger frame may set the SR field in the Common Info field of the Trigger frame to SRP_-
DISALLOW  or,  if  permitted,  to  SRP_  AND_NON_SRG_OBSS_PD_PROHIBITED" -- it's not clear who/what gives the permission			Delete ", if permitted," from the cited text at the referenced location			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:24:47Z) - the rules to set the field to SRP_AND_NON_SRG_OBSS_PD_PROHIBITED are defined in 26.11.6. Add a reference to this subclause in the commented sentence. Apply the changes marked as CID20615 in doc 19/0416r1.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/416 SR									I						4.1			2019/3/21 16:17			EDITOR


			20616			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			"SRP_ AND_NON_SRG_OBSS_PD_PROHIBITED" -- spurious space			Delete space in all 3 instances			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-12 21:39:17Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-12 21:39:23Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20617			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.11.9			591			42			T			Y			591.42			42			27.3.11.9						V			Yan Zhang			19/0793r1			855			" DCM can be applied only to
RUs containing data for 1 user." is ambiguous (can choose to apply to only X, or can only apply to X)			Change to "DCM cannot be applied to RUs containing data for more than one user."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:21:53Z) -  It was resolved by CID 20839.			EDITOR			Yan 19/793r1 PHY Math									N									2019/5/31 20:19			EDITOR


			20618			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.1.65			128			55			T			Y			128.55			55			9.4.1.65						V			Mark Rison			19/1667r1			932			This subclause is missing some of the material in the subclause on the VHT CBR field, e.g. the "where  Na  is  the  number  of  angles  used  for  the compressed  beamforming  feedback  matrix  subfield" (i.e. Na is not actually defined anywhere) and "No padding is present between angles in the VHT Compressed Beamforming Report information, even if they correspond to  different  subcarriers.  If  the  size  of  the  VHT  Compressed  Beamforming  Report  information  is  not  an integer multiple of 8 bits, up to seven zeros are appended to the end of the field to make its size an integer multiple of 8 bits." (i.e. the padding is not defined - there are some SU cases where 4 zero bits need to be appended)			Insert the cited text (changing VHT to HE) in the locations that parallel their locations in the subclause on the HE CBR field			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 04:06:49Z) - Make the changes shown in 19/1590r3, which deal with the padding issue.

In 9.4.1.65 HE Compressed Beamforming Report field change:

The HE Compressed Beamforming Report information has the structure and order defined in Table 9-93b 
(HE Compressed Beamforming Report information).

to:

The HE Compressed Beamforming Report information has the structure and order defined in Table 9-93b 
(HE Compressed Beamforming Report information), where Na is the number of angles used for the compressed beamforming feedback matrix (see Table 9-73 (Order of angles in the compressed beamforming feedback matrix when used in a non-S1G band)).			EDITOR			Mark 19/1667r1									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-27 19:30:03Z			5			2019/9/27 19:30			EDITOR


			20619			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.2			475			32			E			Y			475.32			32			27.3.2						J			Youhan Kim			19/1225r2			915			All the subcarrier assignments should be in tables, not in running text.  This includes guard bands and DC subcarriers (null subcarriers and pilots are OK -- Tables 27-10 and 27-11)			As it says in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:40:32Z) - There is no requirement that subcarrier assignments should be in tables.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/1225r2									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20620			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.2.2			476			53			E			Y			476.53			53			27.3.2.2						J			Youhan Kim			19/1225r2			915			The location of the central 26-tone RU should be in Tables 28-6 and 28-8, not in running text			Delete "The center 26-tone RU in the 20 MHz
and 80 MHz HE MU PPDU or HE TB PPDU formats using OFDMA transmission (Figure 27-5 (RU locations in a 20 MHz HE PPDU) and Figure 27-7 (RU locations in an 80 MHz HE PPDU)) is located on subcarriers [-16: -4, 4: 16].  " at the referenced location.  Delete " that spans subcarriers [-16:-4, 4:16]" throughout (3x)			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:40:42Z) - While RUs using subcarriers [-16:-4, 4:16] are included in Tables 27-7 and 27-9, they are referred to as “RU 5” and “RU 19”, respectively.  The text outside of Tables which the commenter is proposing to delete is the definition of the center 26-tones RU, hence must not be deleted.  Also, D4.2 has been updated such that the phrase “that spans subcarriers [-16:-4, 4:16]” is not present in 27.3.2.2.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/1225r2									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20621			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.10.8.3			545			48			T			Y			545.48			48			27.3.10.8.3						J			Ross Yu Jian			19/1125r2			908			"The first HE-SIG-B content channel of the 80 MHz PPDU carries a Common field and User Specific field
corresponding to RUs signaled in the Common field. The Common field of HE-SIG-B content channel 1
contains the following: an RU Allocation subfield for RUs with subcarrier indices in the range [-500:-259]
or overlapping with [-500:-259] if the RU is larger than 242 subcarriers, followed by a second RU Alloca-
tion subfield for RUs with subcarrier indices in the range [17:258] or overlapping with [17:258] if the RU is
larger than 242 subcarriers, followed by a 1 bit Center 26-tone RU subfield to indicate the presence of the
User field corresponding to the center 26-tone RU that spans subcarriers [-16:-4, 4:16].
The second HE-SIG-B content channel of the 80 MHz PPDU carries a Common field and User Specific
field corresponding to RUs signaled in the Common field. The Common field of HE-SIG-B content channel
2 contains the following: an RU Allocation field for RUs whose subcarrier indices fall in the range [-258:-
17] or overlapping with [-258:-17] if the RU is larger than 242 subcarriers, followed by a second RU Allo-
cation field for RUs with subcarrier indices in the range [259:500] or overlapping with [259:500] if the RU
is larger than 242 subcarriers, followed by a 1 bit Center 26-tone RU subfield to indicate the presence of a
User field corresponding to the center 26-tone RU that spans subcarriers [-16:-4, 4:16]." -- this basically seems to be saying Table 27-24 in prose			Delete the cited text at the referenced location			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:29:17Z) - The cited text has been polished and moved to Table 27-25 in D4.2.

Table 27-25 illustrates the RUs associated with each RU Allocation subfield for each HE-SIG-B content channel and PPDU bandwidth.			EDITOR			Dandan 19/1125r2 HE-SIG-B									N									2019/9/21 1:38			EDITOR


			20622			Mark RISON			238			4			26.2.7			304			28			T			Y			304.28			28			26.2.7						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0413r4			852			"NOTE 2---A non-AP STA that sends a QoS Data frame with Ack policy set to No Ack updates its state variables to the
values contained in the MU EDCA Parameter Set element irrespective of receiving immediate response from the AP.
The updated MUEDCATimer starts at the end of the HE TB PPDU." -- there will obviously be no immediate response from the AP.  Also poor grammar.  Also seems normative.  Also what if there are other ack-requiring frames in the PPDU?			Change to (non-NOTE) "A non-AP STA that sends a HE TB PPDU that does not contain any frames that require immediate acknowledgment updates its state variables to the
values contained in the MU EDCA Parameter Set element.
The updated MUEDCATimer[AC] starts at the end of the HE TB PPDU."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 12:30:14Z) - agree with the comment. Remove the NOTE and modify the normative text to separate the behavior for HE TB PPDUs that carry frames that require immediate acknowledgment and that don’t require immediate acknowledgment. Make the changes as proposed in doc 19/0413r4 marked with CID #20622.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/413r4 MU EDCA Parameters									I						4.2			2019/5/30 20:49			EDITOR


			20623			Mark RISON			238			4			26.2.7			303			56			T			Y			303.56			56			26.2.7						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0413r4			852			"An HE STA shall update its MIB attributes that correspond to fields in an MU EDCA Parameter Set element" -- no such MIB variables			Add suitable MIB variables to C.3.  Then at 304.28 refer to those rather than to the MU EDCA Parameter Set element			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 14:08:47Z) - agree with the comment. Apply the changes marked as CID20623 in doc 19/0413r4.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/413r4 MU EDCA Parameters									I						4.2			2019/5/30 20:49			EDITOR


			20624			Mark RISON			238			4			26.2.7			304			51			T			Y			304.51			51			26.2.7						V			Laurent Cariou			19/1204r1			897			"When the MUEDCATimer[AC] of a non-AP HE STA reaches zero, then the STA may update CWmin[AC],
CWmax[AC] and AIFSN[AC] either to the values that are contained in the most recently received EDCA
Parameter Set element sent by the AP with which the STA is associated, or to the default EDCA parameter
values (see Table 9-137 (Default EDCA Parameter Set element parameter values if dot11OCBActivated is
false)) if an EDCA Parameter Set element has not been received." -- this can't happen because an MU EDCA Params is always associated with an EDCA Params (and EDCA Params is sent in assoc rsp anyway)			Change to "When the MUEDCATimer[AC] of a non-AP HE STA reaches zero, the STA shall update CWmin[AC],
CWmax[AC] and AIFSN[AC] to the values that are contained in the most recently received EDCA
Parameter Set element sent by the AP with which the STA is associated."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:39:47Z) - baseline has contradicting statements. It is sometimes said that the EDCA parameter set element shall be always present in association frames, while it is said in other places that if it is not present, the default EDCA parameters apply. Modify baseline in order to solve this contradiction by making the inclusion of EDCA parameters optional in association response when the EDCA parameters are equal to default parameters. In this case, keep the sentences referenced in the comment unchanged. Apply the changes as proposed in <this document>.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/413r2 MU EDCA Parameters									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-21 01:34:30Z			4.3			2019/9/21 1:34			EDITOR


			20625			Mark RISON			238			4			26.2.7			304			8			T			Y			304.08			8			26.2.7						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0413r4			852			"A non-AP HE STA that receives a Basic Trigger frame that contains a User Info field addressed to the STA,
and that receives an immediate response from the AP for the transmitted HE TB PPDU, shall update its
CWmin[AC], CWmax[AC], AIFSN[AC] and MUEDCATimer[AC] state variables to the values contained
in the most recently received MU EDCA Parameter Set element sent by the AP" -- this seems to suggest that if the STA uses something like Block Ack ack policy, it could avoid having to use the MU EDCA parameters			Change to "A non-AP HE STA that receives a Basic Trigger frame that contains a User Info field addressed to the STA,
and that receives an acknowledgment from the AP for a frame in the HE TB PPDU, shall update its
CWmin[AC], CWmax[AC], AIFSN[AC] and MUEDCATimer[AC] state variables to the values contained
in the most recently received MU EDCA Parameter Set element sent by the AP"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 12:30:35Z) - agree in principle with the commenter. CID 20622 already modifies this sentence to have different behaviors if there is immediate acknowledgment or not. That means that if the policy is No Ack, the STA still switches to MU EDCA parameters without waiting for the acknowledgment. Apply the changes marked as #20625) as proposed in doc 19/0413r4.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/413r4 MU EDCA Parameters									I						4.2			2019/5/30 20:49			EDITOR


			20626			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			"Block Ack frame" should not have a space between "Block Ack" (6 instances)			Delete the space in each instance			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-12 23:10:44Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-12 23:10:48Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20627			Mark RISON			238			4			9.7.3			222			17			T			Y			222.17			17			9.7.3						V			Liwen Chu			19/0734r3			890			"Multi-TID Block" -- wrong type (everything is Multi-STA in ax)			Change to "Multi-STA Block".  Also at 234.29, 237.28, 258.17,			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:17:02Z) - Discussion: The commenter is right that in P222 L17, it should be multi-STA Block Ack. However if the frame is related to block ack request frame, e.g. in P234L29, P237L28, P258L17, the multi-TID Block Ack Request is correct name.

TGax editor: make changes as shown in 11-19/734r3 under CID 20627			EDITOR			Liwen 19/0734r3 9.7.3									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:30			EDITOR


			20628			Mark RISON			238			4			10.2.3.2			230			23			T			Y			230.23			23			10.2.3.2						A			Editor			1123r2			923			"Multi-STA  BlockAck  frames" -- should be singular			Change to "Multi-STA BlockAck frame"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 20:46:17Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-10 20:46:20Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20629			Mark RISON			238			4			10.30.2			266			8			E			Y			266.08			8			10.30.2						A			Editor			1123r2			923			"The Basic Trigger frames shall trigger the RD initiator and at least one other
STA to dp a full bandwidth UL MU-MIMO transmission." -- presumably "dp" is a typo for "do", but that verb is non-canonical anyway			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "The Basic Trigger frames shall trigger the RD initiator and at least one other STA in a full bandwidth UL MU-MIMO transmission."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 21:09:07Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 21:09:11Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20630			Mark RISON			238			4			10.30.2			266			8			T			Y			266.08			8			10.30.2						J			Yunbo Li			19/1130r1			896			In the baseline, RD currently allows the RDG to be spent on other devices, so it's not clear why OFDMA should not be allowed for TB within a RD response burst			Delete "The Basic Trigger frames shall trigger the RD initiator and at least one other
STA to dp a full bandwidth UL MU-MIMO transmission." at 266.7			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:37:23Z) - The topic of allow UL OFDMA in RDG when AP as a RD responder is already discussed in September 2017, see doc 11-17-1440. 

When AP (RD responder) transmit a Trigger frame to trigger RD initiator and other STAs to do full UL MU-MIMO, the AP shall allocate a number of streams for the RD initiator that is not smaller than the number of streams of the RD initiator’s last PPDU.  Similarly, when UL OFDMA is used, if the bandwith that allocated to the RD initiator is not reduced, it means AP  (RD responder) must extend bandwidth larger than what the initiator obtained at the beginning of the TXOP.  During the discussion, people have concern to extend bandwidth in the middle of TXOP. Because it may cause fairness issue in the secondary channels.			EDITOR			Yunbo 19/1130r1 RD									N									2019/9/21 1:34			EDITOR


			20631			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.2.242.4			183			11			T			Y			183.11			11			9.4.2.242.4						J			Youhan Kim			19/1226r1			916			The changes in 18/2085 to say "If the operating channel width of the
STA is greater than 80 MHz, indicates
the maximum value of the RXVECTOR
parameter MCS of a PPDU that can be
received by the STA for a PPDU with
bandwidth less than or equal to 80 MHz
for each number of spatial streams.
If the operating channel width of this
STA is less than or equal to 80 MHz,
indicates the maximum value of the
RXVECTOR parameter MCS for a
PPDU that can be received by the STA
for each number of spatial streams." are not clear.  The discussion of those changes suggested the intent was to be about the RU size not the PPDU width			Revert the changes made in 18/2085 to Table 9-321c---Subfields of the Supported HE-MCS And NSS Set field			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:42:40Z) - Tx/Rx HE-MCS Map allows three different capabilities for PPDU bandwidths ≤ 80 MHz, 160 MHz and 80+80 MHz to allow receiver reconfiguration based on PPDU bandwidth indicated in HE-SIG-A.  Hence, Table 9-321d in D4.0 is correct.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/1226r1									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20632			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.2.242.4			183			11			T			Y			183.11			11			9.4.2.242.4						J			Youhan Kim			19/1226r1			916			The changes in 18/2085 to say "If the operating channel width of the
STA is greater than 80 MHz, indicates
the maximum value of the RXVECTOR
parameter MCS of a PPDU that can be
received by the STA for a PPDU with
bandwidth less than or equal to 80 MHz
for each number of spatial streams.
If the operating channel width of this
STA is less than or equal to 80 MHz,
indicates the maximum value of the
RXVECTOR parameter MCS for a
PPDU that can be received by the STA
for each number of spatial streams." are not clear.  The discussion of those changes suggested the intent was to be about the RU size not the PPDU width			Change "for a PPDU with bandwidth less than or equal to 80 MHz" to "for a RU with 996 tones or fewer" in the cited text at the referenced location, and also in the cell immediately below			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:42:51Z) - Tx/Rx HE-MCS Map allows three different capabilities for PPDU bandwidths ≤ 80 MHz, 160 MHz and 80+80 MHz to allow receiver reconfiguration based on PPDU bandwidth indicated in HE-SIG-A.  Hence, Table 9-321d in D4.0 is correct.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/1226r1									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20633			Mark RISON			238			4			26.2.1			295			34			T			Y			295.34			34			26.2.1						A			Huizhao Wang			19/1209r2			932			"If the TXOP Duration RTS Threshold subfield in the most recently received HE Operation element sent by
the AP to which a non-AP HE STA is associated is equal to a nonzero value, then the non-AP HE STA shall
set dot11TXOPDurationRTSThreshold to the value of the TXOP Duration RTS Threshold subfield. Other-
wise, the non-AP HE STA shall not update dot11TXOPDurationRTSThreshold." -- this means the threshold can't be 0, because even if it's 0 in the assoc rsp it will be ignored and the MIB default of 1023 (disabled) will apply			At 705.21 change "(0..1023)" to "(1..1023)"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-16 07:20:51Z)			EDITOR			Huizhao 19/1209r2 Duration-based RTS/CTS									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-23 19:42:56Z			5			2019/9/23 19:43			EDITOR


			20634			Mark RISON			238			4			26.2.1			295			34			T			Y			295.34			34			26.2.1						V			Huizhao Wang			19/1209r2			932			"If the TXOP Duration RTS Threshold subfield in the most recently received HE Operation element sent by
the AP to which a non-AP HE STA is associated is equal to a nonzero value, then the non-AP HE STA shall
set dot11TXOPDurationRTSThreshold to the value of the TXOP Duration RTS Threshold subfield. Other-
wise, the non-AP HE STA shall not update dot11TXOPDurationRTSThreshold." -- this means the threshold can't be 0, because even if it's 0 in the assoc rsp it will be ignored and the MIB default of 1023 (disabled) will apply			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "If the TXOP Duration RTS Threshold subfield in the most recently received HE Operation element sent by
the AP to which a non-AP HE STA is associated is equal to a nonzero value, or when the non-AP HE STA receives an HE Operation element in a (Re)Association Response frame, then the non-AP HE STA shall
set dot11TXOPDurationRTSThreshold to the value of the TXOP Duration RTS Threshold subfield. Other-
wise, the non-AP HE STA shall not update dot11TXOPDurationRTSThreshold."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-16 07:21:09Z) - Changed in Annex C for the value range to (1..1023) in Annex C.

Text changes are under CID 20634			EDITOR			Huizhao 19/1209r2 Duration-based RTS/CTS									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-23 19:46:15Z			5			2019/9/23 19:46			EDITOR


			20635			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.2.4			483			44			T			Y			483.44			44			27.3.2.4						V			Youhan Kim			19/0379r1			824			"If pilot subcarriers are present in the HE-LTF field of an HE SU PPDU, HE MU PPDU, HE ER SU PPDU,
or HE TB PPDU, the pilot subcarrier locations in the HE-LTF field and Data field shall be the same for the
4x HE-LTF. In a 1x HE-LTF, the pilot subcarrier locations in the HE-LTF only consist of the pilot subcarri-
ers for the Data field that are multiples of four. If pilot subcarriers are present in a 2x HE-LTF, then their
locations shall be the same as those pilots in a 4x data symbol. All pilot subcarriers are at the even indices
enumerated in Table 27-11 (Pilot subcarrier indices)." is not clear: 1) "shall be the same" -- but no pointer to where the pilots for the Data field are; 2) the term "4x data symbol" is undefined; 3) all the numbers in T27-10 are even so no need to qualify as "at the even indices"			Delete the cited text at the referenced location			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 17:58:45Z) - Agree with the commenter that additional clarity is needed in the cited text.  Note that much of the details are defined in 27.3.10.10 (HE-LTF) and 27.3.11.3 (Pilot subcarriers).  All three concerns raised by the commenter are addressed in 11-19/0379r1 by removing redundant information and inserting references to other sections, and some re-wording of the text.

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-19/0379r1 for CID 20635.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/379 Part 1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-21 00:06:37Z - Incorrect use of verb "may". One of the three types of HE-LTF has to be used (there is no optionality here). Some confusion of field name and field type clarified. 4x HE-LTF is an HE-LTF field type and not the name of the field, so one can't say "in the 1x HE-LTF"			4.1			2019/3/21 0:12			EDITOR


			20636			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			Subfield is variously called "Recommended BSS Transition RSSI Threshold Within ESS" (6x),  "Recommended BSS Transition RSSI Threshold Within The ESS" (2x), "Recommended BSS Transition Threshold Within ESS" (1x)			Change all instances of the cited texts to ""Recommended BSS Transition RSSI Threshold Within ESS"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-12 23:12:46Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-12 23:12:50Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20637			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															V			Mark Rison			19/1667r1			932			The ESS Report might be useful in a non-HE BSS too (and indeed 11.22.7.5 has no HE restrictions)			Remove the restrictions on use only with HE			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 04:10:31Z) - In the table in 6.3.3.3.2 delete "dot11HEOptionImplemented is true and ".

In the table in 6.3.7.3.2, 6.3.7.5.2, 6.3.8.3.2, 6.3.8.5.2 delete " if dot11HEOptionImplemented is true; otherwise not present".

In Tables 9-34, 9-37, 9-39, 9-41 delete " if dot11HEOptionImplemented is true; otherwise it is not present".			EDITOR			Mark 19/1667r1						Resolution from Mark's email			I			EDITOR: 2019-09-27 19:16:00Z - see #20638			5			2019/9/27 19:16			EDITOR


			20638			Mark RISON			238			4			9.3.3.3			117			53			T			Y			117.53			53			9.3.3.3						V			Laurent Cariou			19/1161r4			879			The ESS Report might be useful in a non-HE BSS too (and indeed 11.22.7.5 has no HE restrictions)			Delete " if dot11HEOptionImplemented is true; otherwise it is not present" at the referenced location.  At 51.37 delete "if dot11HEOptionImplemented is true; otherwise not present"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:40:08Z) - agree with the commenter. Apply the changes proposed by the commenter in all locations where the ESS report element is included by makin the changes marked as CID20638 in 19/1161r4.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1161r4									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:23			EDITOR


			20639			Mark RISON			238			4			26.5.5.2			344			20			T			Y			344.20			20			26.5.5.2						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0394r1			809			"NOTE---If contiguous RA-RUs are assigned, the size of all contiguous RA-RUs is the same and equal to the size of the
first RU. Further, all the remaining subfields of the User Info field apply to all the contiguous RA-RUs in the set and the
values for starting spatial stream and the number of spatial streams of the HE TB PPDU transmitted on each RA-RU are
set to 1." -- this should be normative (e.g. seems to be only place NSS is specified to be 1 for TB PPDU), though it's not clear here whether the second sentence only applies if contiguous RA-RUs are assigned			Delete "NOTE---" in the cited text at the referenced location			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:44:08Z) - The note is removed and the content is added as normative text. Further, the and relevant bullets in clause 26.5.3.3.3 (TXVECTOR setting) are updated to indicate that in case of RA-RU, the Start of SS and Num SS are set to 1.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0394r1 CID 20639			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0394 9.3.1.22									I						4.1			2019/4/10 22:39			EDITOR


			20640			Mark RISON			238			4			26.5.3.4			337			28			T			Y			337.28			28			26.5.3.4						V			Liwen Chu			19/0750r4			919			"A non-AP STA that responds to a BFRP Trigger frame addressed to it shall construct the A-MPDU carried
in the HE TB PPDU as defined in Table 9-531 (A-MPDU contents MPDUs in the control response context),
except that only HE Compressed Beamforming/CQI frames shall be allowed in the A-MPDU; other frames
shall not be allowed in the A-MPDU." -- so it's not really the control response context rules at all			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "A non-AP STA that responds to a BFRP Trigger frame addressed to it shall not transmit frames other than HE Compressed Beamforming/CQI frames in its response."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:57:01Z) - Discussion: the commenter is right that the sounding feedback is not control response context.  The group agreed that it is not necessary to put sounding feedback under the A-MPDU context.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-19/0750r4 under CID 20640			EDITOR			Liwen 19/0750r4 9.7.3									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20641			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.2.3			142			18			E			Y			142.18			18			9.4.2.3						A			Editor			1123r2			923			"the BSS is the HE BSS" -- missing antecedent			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "the BSS is an HE BSS"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 16:17:24Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 16:17:27Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20642			Mark RISON			238			4			26.17.5.1			436			56			T			Y			436.56			56			26.17.5.1						V			Kaiying Lv			19/1163r1			888			"An HE STA may ignore the request and access the channel by following the CCA rule as specified in 26.2
(HE channel access)." -- there are multiple rules in 26.2, and there are other subclauses that describe channel access			Change the cited text at the referenced location to ""An HE STA may ignore the request."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:30:29Z) - Agree with the commenter in principle. Delete the discussion of channel access by a STA that ignores the QTP.

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/1163r1CID 20642			EDITOR			Kaiying 19/1163r1 QTP									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:29			EDITOR


			20643			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.2.252			200			28			T			Y			200.28			28			9.4.2.252						A			Ming Gan			19/745r1			836			" The default value
of dot11ChannelUtilizationBeaconIntervals is defined in Annex C." --- this is true of many MIB variables			Delete the cited text at the referenced location			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:01:11Z)			EDITOR			Ming 19/745r1 9.4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-24 21:39:06Z			4.2			2019/5/24 21:39			EDITOR


			20644			Mark RISON			238			4			C.3			710			19			T			Y			710.19			19			C.3						V			Edward Au			19/1661r2			937			" The default value for all PPET8 fields is NONE." -- this should be a DEFVAL			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 07:33:20Z) - Agree in principle.  Please refer to the changes as shown in 19/1661r2.			EDITOR			Edward 19/1661r2 MIB									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-27 21:41:59Z			5			2019/9/27 21:42			EDITOR


			20645			Mark RISON			238			4			C.3			710			6			T			Y			710.06			6			C.3						V			Edward Au			19/1661r2			937			"dot11PPEThresholdsMappingsTable" and its children is a disaster.  1) I think it's basically a big set of capability fields, per 411.23, but this is not clear.  2) "The PPE
 thresholds mappings are logically WRITE-ONLY. Attempts to read the
 entries in this table return unsuccessful status and values of null or 0." makes no sense.  3) "The default value for all PPET8 fields is NONE." makes no sense.  4) "RU Index of 0 is 996 tones" is wrong.  5) There is nothing that says you need both dot11PPEThresholdsMappingPPET8 and dot11PPEThresholdsMappingPPET16 to be specified for any given set of table indices.  6) "An index that determines a constellation value" can't be a TruthValue.  7) "6 is reserved" is not needed; just define the type as a MIB enumeration. 8) "PPE Thresholds mapping Table" should be "PPE Thresholds Mapping Table"			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 07:33:05Z) - Agree in principle.  Please refer to the changes as shown in 19/1661r2.			EDITOR			Edward 19/1661r2 MIB									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-27 21:42:07Z - see #20644			5			2019/9/27 21:42			EDITOR


			20646			Mark RISON			238			4			9.2.4.6.3a			74			45			T			Y			74.45			45			9.2.4.6.3a						J			Liwen Chu			11-19/0737r2			891			It is not clear which Confrol fields may be included in a non-HE PPDU (Liwen indicated not all may be)			At the end of 9.2.4.6a.7 add a para "A CAS Control field is not present in a PPDU that is not an HE PPDU."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:20:20Z) - Discussion: the spec will not list all the cases that are not allowed.			EDITOR			Liwen 19/0737r2									N									2019/9/21 1:31			EDITOR


			20647			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															V			Kaiying Lv			19/1163r1			888			QTP is sometimes referred to as "QTP operation", sometimes "QTP mechanism", sometimes "QTP procedure", sometimes plain "QTP"			Refer to it using one term throughout			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:36:42Z) - Agree with the commenter in principle.

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/1163r1CID 20647			EDITOR			Kaiying 19/1163r1 QTP									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:29			EDITOR


			20648			Mark RISON			238			4			9.3.1.8.7			96			18			T			Y			96.18			18			9.3.1.8.7						V			Tomoko Adachi			19/1200r1			926			"NOTE---An originator not supporting the UORA procedure and associated with an AP is ignores the 10 octets following
the AID TID Info subfield that are the remainder of the Per AID TID Info subfield if the AID11 subfield is 2045." -- an originator of what?  And this is behaviour not format anyway			Delete the cited text at the referenced location			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 20:35:52Z) - See the instructions to the TGax editor in doc. 11-19/1200r1  under all headings that include CID 20648. 
As the behaviour is not directly about the format, it is written as a Note. It is worth to write it here to avoid wrong implementation which may become a problem in the future. 
Subclause 26.4.2 where the behaviour requirements are described didn’t cover this exception, so added there, too.			EDITOR			Tomo 19/1200r1 Block Ack									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20649			Mark RISON			238			4			C.3			707			13			T			Y			707.13			13			C.3						A			Edward Au			19/1236r5			937			dot11HEUPHControlActivated makes no sense.  If UL MU is disabled, then it's not relevant.  If UL MU is not disabled, then it must be true			Delete lines 707.13-25, line 702.58, lines 337.62-65.  At 338.1 change "A non-AP STA with dot11HEUPHControlActivated equal to true that is scheduled in a Trigger frame or is
the intended receiver of an TRS Control subfield" to "A STA that transmits an HE TB PPDU" and later on in the sentence change " sent in response" to "," and "MPDUs " to "MPDUs (that can carry an HE-variant HT Control field) "			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 07:40:43Z)			EDITOR			Edward 19/1236r5									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-27 22:07:27Z			5			2019/9/27 22:07			EDITOR


			20650			Mark RISON			238			4			26.5.3.4			338			42			T			Y			338.42			42			26.5.3.4						V			Liwen Chu			19/0750r4			919			"A non-AP STA shall not include a Control subfield with a Control ID subfield set to 15 in the HE variant HT
Control field of the MPDUs carried in an HE TB PPDU." -- no justification for this			Delete the cited text at the referenced location			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:57:17Z) - Discussion: in HE TB PPDU, at least UPH Contrl field will be included if there is enough room. Then the Control subfield with a Control ID equal to 15 is not allowed in the HE variant HT Control field since the length of the related Control Information subfield is 26 bits. The clarification text is added.

TGax editor to make changes shown in 11-19/750r4 under CID 20650			EDITOR			Liwen 19/0750r4 9.7.3									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20651			Mark RISON			238			4			26.5.3.4			335			57			T			Y			335.57			57			26.5.3.4						V			Liwen Chu			19/0750r4			919			It is not clear what the UPH is reporting if there is also a OMI that is changing the NSTS/BW capabilities			At the end of the referenced paragraph add "If an MPDU includes both a UPH Control subfield and an OM Control subfield, the power headroom is determined based on the capabilities indicated in the OM Control subfield."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:57:32Z) - Discussion: the UPH Control field provides uplink power headroom for the current MCS (See 9.2.4.6a.5 UPH Control). It is not related to the operation mode change that will take effect after the TXOP. Some clarification is needed which is provided in the form of a note.

TGax editor to make changes shown in 11-19/750r4 under CID 20651			EDITOR			Liwen 19/0750r4 9.7.3									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20652			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															V			Editor			1123r2			923			The baseline term is "DL-MU-MIMO" (two hyphens).  (This helps disambiguate "non-DL MU-MIMO".)			Change "DL MU-MIMO" to "DL-MU-MIMO" throughout			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-01 16:59:00Z) - Hyphenation will not disambiguate non-DL MU-MIMO. The term DL MU-MIMO captures two apsects: a directional aspect (DL) and a spatial multiplexing to more than one user (MU-MIMO) aspect. Hyphenating does not remove the abiguity on which aspect is negated with the "non-" prefix. For example, is non-DL-MU-MIMO not DL, not MU-MIMO or not either? A better way to address ambiguity is to apply the non- prefix appropriately, ie., non-DL MU-MIMO would be "not DL", DL non-MU-MIMO would be DL but not MU-MIMO and non-DL non-MU-MIMO would be neither DL nor MU-MIMO. The term non-DL MU-MIMO is only used in the 27.3.5 and the changes below address the ambiguitity in its use in that subclause.

Change the title of Figure 27-17 to "Transmitter block diagram for the UL transmission or DL non-MU-MIMO transmission of a Data field with BCC encoding on a 26-, 52-, 106- or 242-tone RU".

At 502.61, change "Figure 27-17 shows the transmitter blocks used to generate the Data field of a non-DL MU-MIMO HE transmission within a 26-, 52-, 106-, or 242-tone RU with BCC encoding for a single frequency segment if the number of spatial streams is less than or equal to 4. The Data field of a non-DL MU-MIMO HE PPDU includes the Data field of an HE SU PPDU, the Data field for a STA on a single user allocated RU in a DL or UL OFDMA transmission and the Data field for a STA that is part of an UL MU-MIMO transmission"
to "Figure 27-17 shows the transmitter blocks for the UL transmission or DL non-MU-MIMO transmission of a Data field with BCC encoding on a 26-, 52-, 106-, or 242-tone RU for a single frequency segment if the number of spatial streams is less than or equal to 4. Figure 27-17 applies to the Data field of an HE MU PPDU that is transmitted on an RU allocated to a single user, the Data field of an HE SU PPDU, and the Data field of an HE TB PPDU (whether or not it is spatially multiplexed with other users)."

Change the title of Figure 27-18 to "Transmitter block diagram for the UL transmission or DL non-MU-MIMO  transmission of a Data field with LDPC encoding on a 26-, 52-, 106-, 242-, 484- or 996-tone RU"

At 503.64, change "Figure 27-18 shows the transmitter blocks used to generate the Data field of a non-DL MU-MIMO HE transmission in a 26-, 52-, 106-, 242-, 484-, or 996-tone RU with LDPC encoding for a single frequency segment." to "Figure 27-18 shows the transmitter blocks for the UL transmission or DL non-MU-MIMO transmission of a Data field with LDPC encoding on a 26-, 52-, 106-, 242-, 484-, or 996-tone RU for a single frequency segment. Figure 27-18 applies to the Data field of an HE MU PPDU that is tranmsitted on an RU allocated to a single user, the Data field of an HE SU PPDU, and the Data field of an HE TB PPDU (whether ot not it is spatially multiplexed with other users)." Delete the sentence "This figure also applies to the data field with LDPC encoding in an HE TB PPDU."

Change the title of Figure 27-19 to "Transmitter block diagram for the DL MU-MIMO transmission of a Data field with BCC encoding on a 106- or 242-tone RU"

At 504.31 change "Figure 27-19 shows the transmitter blocks used to generate the Data field of an HE DL MU-MIMO transmission within a 106-, 242-, 484-, or 996-tone RU with BCC encoding. This also includes the DL MU-MIMO transmission in an RU that is part of a DL OFDMA PPDU." to "Figure 27-19 shows the transmitter blocks for the transmission, in an HE MU PPDU, of the Data field with BCC encoding on a 106- or 242-tone RU allocated to more than one user."

Change the title of Figure 27-20 to "Transmitter block diagram for the DL MU-MIMO transmission of a Data field with LDPC encoding on a 106-, 242-, 484- or 996-tone RU"

At 505.41 change "Figure 27-20 shows the transmitter blocks used to generate the Data field of an HE downlink MU-MIMO transmission within a 106-, 242-, 484-, or 996-tone RU with LDPC encoding. This also includes the downlink MU-MIMO transmission in an RU that is part of a downlink OFDMA PPDU." to "Figure 27-20 shows the transmitter blocks for the transmission, in an HE MU PPDU, of the Data field with LDPC encoding on a 106-, 242-, 484-, or 996-tone RU allocated to more than one user."			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20653			Mark RISON			238			4			27.4.4			651			48			T			Y			651.48			48			27.4.4						V			Youhan Kim			19/1225r2			915			aRxPHYStartDelay needs to be a function of the number of HE-LTFs, as for VHT			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:40:17Z) - aRxPHYStartDelay of VHT was a function of the number of VHT-LTFs because VHT-SIG-B is after VHT-LTF.  In HE, however, all SIG fields are prior to HE-LTF, hence there is no need to include HE-LTF in aRxPHYStartDelay.
Proposed text update for CID 20653 in 11-19/1225 clarifies aRxPHYStartDelay for various HE PPDU types.

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the text updates for CID 20653 in 11-19/1225r2.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/1225r2									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20654			Mark RISON			238			4			10.24.2.4			253			35			T			Y			253.35			35			10.24.2.4						V			Liwen Chu			19/0735r7			892			It is not clear how multi-TID A-MPDUs work in
the context of EDCA, where the multiple TIDs are for more than one AC, e.g. which set of EDCA parameters (i.e. which EDCAF) is used, and how admission control works			At the end of "10.24.2.4 Obtaining an EDCA TXOP" add a para "For a multi-TID, ack-enabled multi-TID or non-ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU, the EDCAF that is used is the one that corresponds to the highest-priority TID in the A-MPDU.
NOTE---This applies to both backoff and admission control procedures."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:26:24Z) - Discussion: the relation of the backoff AC and the content of ack-enabled and non-ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU is defined in subclause 26.6: 
•	An HE AP may aggregate MPDUs from any TIDs in multi-TID A-MPDU for DL HE MU PPDU transmission
•	If the TXOP limit is greater than 0, then the STA may aggregate QoS Data frames from one or more TIDs in the A-MPDU under the following conditions 
o	The A-MPDU shall be carried in either an HE SU PPDU or an HE ER SU PPDU transmitted by the non-AP STA or the AP within the obtained TXOP or an HE MU PPDU transmitted by a non-AP STA within the obtained TXOP. 
o	The A-MPDU shall contain one or more MPDUs with any of the TIDs that correspond to the primary AC.
o	If no more MPDUs can be aggregated in the A-MPDU from any of the TIDs that correspond to the primary AC then the A-MPDU may additionally contain one or more MPDUs with TIDs that do not correspond to the primary AC if the TIDs correspond to any AC that has a higher priority with respect to the primary AC and the addition of these MPDUs does not cause the STA to exceed the current TXOP duration

For the admission control, 802.11md D2.2 includes the following text already in 10.24.2.7: With respect to admission control (see 10.24.4.2 (Contention based admission control procedures)),
all frames transmitted under TXOP sharing shall be treated as if they were from the primary AC. We can add the missing part in 10.24.2.7 about HE MU PPDU. TGax editor to make changes in 11-19/0735r7 under CID 20654			EDITOR			Liwen 19/0735r7									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:31			EDITOR


			20655			Mark RISON			238			4			26.5.3.4			338			28			T			Y			338.28			28			26.5.3.4						V			Liwen Chu			19/0750r4			919			"A non-AP STA shall include an HE variant HT Control field containing the UPH Control subfield in the MPDUs carried in the A-MPDU of the HE TB PPDU unless one of the following apply:" is not clear as to whether it should be included in all MPDUs (except for the exceptions) or just some.  The wording/grammar is also odd: "in the MPDUs unless [...] The MPDU si"			Change the para and bullets at the referenced location to "A non-AP STA shall include an HE variant HT Control field containing the UPH Control subfield in each
MPDU carried in the A-MPDU of the HE TB PPDU except that:
--- No UPH Control subfields are included when the remaining space in the A-MPDU, after inclusion of solicited MPDUs that cannot contain an HE variant HT Control field, is not sufficient to contain MPDU(s) that contain an HE variant HT Control field.
--- No UPH Control subfield is included in an MPDU when other Control subfields are included in the HE variant HT Control field of that MPDU and the available space is not sufficient to contain a UPH Control subfield too.
--- No UPH Control subfield is included in an MPDU that cannot contain an HE variant HT Control field."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:57:48Z) - Agree with the commenter that the grammar should be fixed. Proposed resolution fixes the grammar inline with the commenter’s suggestions, with minor editorial differences for technical consistency.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-19/0750r4 under CID 20655			EDITOR			Liwen 19/0750r4 9.7.3									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20656			Mark RISON			238			4			26.7			356			10			T			Y			356.10			10			26.7						V			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			102.6 says Nc is chosen by BFee for non-TB sounding (but also talks of a matrix, which is N/A for CQI feedback; ditto Table 9-93a).  179.35 does not qualify "Max Nc" as being only about TB sounding (and maybe also about non-TB CQI sounding; 363.55 suggests the BFer chooses here?).  Also spurious underline under "Nc" at 179.35.  361.24 makes the BFer look at Max Nc only for MU feedback, not for TB SU feedback or for non-TB CQI feedback.  At 363.55, first Nc should be italic.  137.1 says "The HE MU Exclusive Beamforming Report information consists of Delta SNR subfields for each of the space-time streams, 1 to Nc" but there is no explanation of Nc in 9.4.1.67 HE CQI Report field			Address the issues in the comment.  Really the rules for SU/MU/CQI v. TB/non-TB and which side determines what are such a huge mess that a table should be considered to capture it all clearly in one place			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:34:15Z) - make changes as specified in 19/0863r2 under CID 20656.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 15:59:17Z			4.2			2019/6/6 15:59			EDITOR


			20657			Mark RISON			238			4			10.3.5			237			49			T			Y			237.49			49			10.3.5						V			Huizhao Wang			19/1658r1			932			"If dot11RTSThreshold is 0, all MPDUs shall be delivered with the use of RTS/CTS." is not true if dot11TXOPDurationRTSThreshold is present and < 1023			Delete the cited text at the referenced location			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 01:24:30Z) - Agree with the comment. 
The cited text that is a baseline text should be updated.
When the TXOP duration-based RTS/CTS is enabled, dot11RTSThreshold is not utilized for the RTS/CTS frame exchange.  

Suggestion is to modify the cited text for an alignment with 26.2.1 (TXOP duration-based RTS/CTS). 

TGax editor makes changes as specified in 11-19/1658r1 for CID 20657.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/1658r1 Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-27 17:39:49Z			5			2019/9/27 17:39			EDITOR


			20658			Mark RISON			238			4			10.3.5			237			52			T			Y			237.52			52			10.3.5						V			Srini Kandala			19/0619r4			932			"A  non-AP  STA  that  transmits  the  MPDUs  in  an  HE  TB  PPDU  is  exempt  from  requirements  related  to
dot11RTSThreshold and dot11TXOPDurationRTSThreshold because the STA is not the TXOP holder." -- "the MPDUs" has no antecedent.  Also what if there was a RDG?			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "A  non-AP  STA  that  transmits  an  HE  TB  PPDU  outside the context of a RDG is  exempt  from  requirements  related  to
dot11RTSThreshold and dot11TXOPDurationRTSThreshold because the STA is not the TXOP holder."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-16 04:59:42Z) - Agree with the comment.
TGax editor, make the proposed change with “an RDG” replaced with “a RDG”			EDITOR			Srini 19/0619r4 Select Comments									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-21 09:04:21Z			5			2019/9/21 9:04			EDITOR


			20659			Mark RISON			238			4			26.5.3.4			335			65			T			Y			335.65			65			26.5.3.4						V			Liwen Chu			19/0750r4			919			"Otherwise, the non-AP STA is not required to include MPDUs in the A-MPDU." -- this is confusing			Add " (it includes only padding in the A-MPDU)" at the end of the sentence			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:58:04Z) - Agree and incorporate as suggested with some minor editorial improvement of the previous sentence of the same paragraph. Namely added parenthesis to preceding MPDU(s) because one MPDU is also possible.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-19/0750r4 under CID 20659.			EDITOR			Liwen 19/0750r4 9.7.3									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20660			Mark RISON			238			4			26.5.3.4			336			1			T			Y			336.01			1			26.5.3.4						A			Liwen Chu			19/0750r4			919			"NOTE---The MU-RTS Trigger frame and the NFRP Trigger frame are exempt from these construction rules since the
MU-RTS Trigger frame does not solicit an HE TB PPDU and the NFRP Trigger frame solicits an HE TB PPDU that
does not carry an A-MPDU." -- it's not the TFs that are exempt, it's the response			Change the cited text to "NOTE---The responses to a MU-RTS Trigger frame and a NFRP Trigger frame are exempt from these construction rules since the
 MU-RTS Trigger frame does not solicit an HE TB PPDU and the NFRP Trigger frame solicits an HE TB PPDU that
does not carry an A-MPDU."  At the start of the subclause change "A non-AP STA that receives a Trigger frame or a frame" to "A non-AP STA that receives a Trigger frame other than an MU-RTS Trigger frame or an NFRP Trigger frame or receives a frame"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:58:09Z)			EDITOR			Liwen 19/0750r4 9.7.3									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20661			Mark RISON			238			4			26.2.7			304						T			Y			304.00						26.2.7						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0413r4			852			NOTEs 1-3 on this page seem normative to me			Delete the "NOTE <n>---" in NOTEs 1-3			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 12:30:52Z) - agree with the commenter regarding NOTE 2. Modify the normative text above to list the conditions for updating the EDCA parameters to MU EDCA parameters to include the new normative text from note2. NOTE 1 and 3 are however already covered by the normative text above. Apply the changes marked with CID 20661 as proposed in doc 19/0413r4.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/413r4 MU EDCA Parameters									I						4.2			2019/5/30 20:49			EDITOR


			20662			Mark RISON			238			4			26.2.7			304			41			T			Y			304.41			41			26.2.7						A			Laurent Cariou			19/0413r4			852			"The  TxOPLimit[AC]  state  variables  are  not  updated  by  the  procedure  defined  in  this  subclause,  but  in
10.22.2.8 (TXOP limits)." -- there are no TxOPLimit[AC]  state  variables			Change the cited text at the referenced location to ""The  TXOP limits are  not  updated  by  the  procedure  defined  in  this  subclause,  but by that in
10.22.2.8 (TXOP limits)."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 12:30:58Z)			EDITOR			Laurent 19/413r4 MU EDCA Parameters									I						4.2			2019/5/30 20:49			EDITOR


			20663			Mark RISON			238			4			26.5.5.2			344			30			T			Y			344.30			30			26.5.5.2						A			Abhishek Patil			19/0508r5			834			"A non-AP HE STA may consider as eligible RA-RUs, a subset of the RA-RUs indicated by the User Info
fields in a Trigger frame that carries more than one User Info field allocating RA-RUs. In this case, the num-
ber of eligible RA-RUs for that non-AP STA shall be the total number of eligible RA-RUs indicated by the
selected subset of User Info fields."  is not clear in the case where the subset is the full set (esp. the "in such case", which suggests a subset does not include the full set)			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "A non-AP HE STA may consider as eligible RA-RUs all or a subset of the RA-RUs indicated by the User Info fields in a Trigger frame that carries more than one User Info field allocating RA-RUs. The number of eligible RA-RUs for that non-AP STA shall be the total number of eligible RA-RUs indicated by the selected User Info fields.".  Delete the comma in the immediately following NOTE			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 12:36:59Z)			EDITOR			Abhi 19/508r4 UORA						I've tried to merge the resolution to 20055 with the resolution to 20663 by looking at the sentence fragments that are changed by each.			I			EDITOR: 2019-05-23 21:48:12Z			4.2			2019/5/23 21:48			EDITOR


			20664			Mark RISON			238			4			3.4									E			Y			40.41						3.4						A			Editor			1123r2			923			It's quite hard to find out what PD means.  It is there if you look up "overlapping basic service set (OBSS) packet detect (PD)" in the definitions but it's not obvious that's where you'd look for it.  [I don't understand the rationale for what does or doesn't appear in the list of abbreviations.]			Add "PD     packet detect" to the abbreviations in 3.4			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 14:26:50Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 14:26:54Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20665			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.2.2			475			51			T			Y			475.51			51			27.3.2.2						V			Youhan Kim			19/0379r1			824			It is not clear what the subcarrier assignments for things that are not RUs (i.e. SU/ER PPDUs) are.  Tables 27-7 etc. only give them for RUs			Change the caption for Table 27-7 to "Data and pilot subcarrier indices for RUs in a 20 MHz HE PPDU and in a non-OFDMA 20 MHz HE PPDU" and at the end of the table add a para "The data and pilot subcarrier indices for a non-OFDMA 20 MHz HE PPDU are the same as those for a 242-tone RU."  Ditto in Tables 27-8 and 27-9			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 17:57:42Z) - Agree with the commenter.  Instructions below expands the proposal by the commenter to Tables 27-8 and 27-9.

Instruction to Editor:
Update the title of Table 27-7 (D4.0 P477L5) to “Data and pilot subcarrier indices for RUs in a 20 MHz HE PPDU and in a non-OFDMA 20 MHz HE PPDU”.
At D4.0 P477L32, add “The data and pilot subcarrier indices for a non-OFDMA 20 MHz HE PPDU are the same as those for a 242-tone RU.”
Update the title of Table 27-8 (D4.0 P477L35) to “Data and pilot subcarrier indices for RUs in a 40 MHz HE PPDU and in a non-OFDMA 40 MHz HE PPDU”.
At D4.0 P478L14, add “The data and pilot subcarrier indices for a non-OFDMA 40 MHz HE PPDU are the same as those for a 484-tone RU.”
Update the title of Table 27-9 (D4.0 P478L16) to “Data and pilot subcarrier indices for RUs in an 80 MHz HE PPDU and in a non-OFDMA 80 MHz HE PPDU”.
At D4.0 P479L16, add “The data and pilot subcarrier indices for a non-OFDMA 80 MHz HE PPDU are the same as those for a 996-tone RU.”			EDITOR			Youhan 19/379 Part 1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-20 23:31:43Z - This all seems kind of silly. I would just remove "RUs in the" from the titles. Even with the new title it is left to reader to interpret the meaning of "RU" in the body of the table for non-OFDMA PPDU.			4.1			2019/4/2 23:59			EDITOR


			20666			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.2.242.5			185			35			T			Y			185.35			35			9.4.2.242.5						V			Youhan Kim			19/0837r1			845			"The RU Index Bitmask subfield contains a bitmask that indicates whether PPE threshold values are present
for each of four RU allocation sizes according to their RU allocation index values (see Table 9-321e (RU
allocation index)). For example, if B3 is set to 1, PPE threshold values are present for the RU allocation cor-
responding to RU allocation index 0 and if B3 is set to 0, PPE threshold values are not present for the RU
allocation corresponding to RU allocation index being 0." is not clear.  B3 of the RU Index Bitmask is the wrong bit in the example			Delete the sentence starting "For example" in the cited text at the referenced location			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 17:58:20Z) - Agree with the commenter that it is hard to understand that 242-tone RU (RU allocation index 0) corresponds to B3 of the PPE Thresholds field format.  Proposed text update in 11-19/0837 clarifies the text.

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text updates for CID 20666 in 11-19/0837r1.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/837r1 HE Capabilities									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-30 15:27:50Z			4.2			2019/5/30 15:27			EDITOR


			20667			Mark RISON			238			4			C.3			709			16			T			Y			709.16			16			C.3						A			Edward Au			19/1236r1			932			"Reduced Neighbor List element" -- no such element			Change to "Reduced Neighbor Report elements"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 22:10:03Z)			EDITOR			Edward 19/1235r1 MIB									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-23 18:01:40Z - see #21306			5			2019/9/23 18:01			EDITOR


			20668			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															V			Laurent Cariou			19/1161r4			879			In the context of 19/0095 it was not clear whether the spec allows more than one RNR per frame.  It doesn't (compare in baseline "The Reduced Neighbor Report element is optionally present if" with "One or more Neighbor Report elements are present only in")			Address the suggestion that there could be multiple RNRs			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:40:35Z) - baseline only allows a single RNR. The consensus of the group is to keep this approach. However, modify the tables so that there can be multiple RNR elements, and that APs with dot11ColocatedRNRImplemented set to true can optionally include this element. Apply the changes marked as CID20668 in 19/1161r4.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1161r4									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:23			EDITOR


			20669			Mark RISON			238			4			26.10.2.1			393			34			T			Y			393.34			34			26.10.2.1						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0416r1			822			"A STA may operate using one of the two modes, neither mode, or both modes simul-
taneously." -- which modes are these?  Are they the "types" of OBSS PD in the same para?  Or is this a misplaced line and refers to OBSS PD and SRP modes in the previous subclause?			Move the cited sentence to the end of 26.10.1			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:25:12Z) - agree with the commenter. This actually refers to the types previously introduces so the term Modes should be replaced by types. Apply the changes marked with CID20669 in doc 19/0416r1.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/416 SR									I						4.1			2019/3/21 16:17			EDITOR


			20670			Mark RISON			238			4			26.7.3			361			24			T			Y			361.24			24			26.7.3						V			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			"An HE beamformer that transmits an HE NDP Announcement frame and sets the Feedback Type And Ng
subfield of a STA Info field to indicate MU shall set the Nc subfield of the STA Info field to indicate a value
less than or equal to the minimum of:" -- these restrictions also need to apply for SU and CQI feedback in a trigger-based sounding sequence (since the BFer picks Nc in those cases)			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:27:06Z) - agree with the comment, modify as shown in <this document> under CID 20670.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 16:15:32Z			4.2			2019/6/6 16:15			EDITOR


			20671			Mark RISON			238			4			10.24.4.2.3			261			3			T			Y			261.03			3			10.24.4.2.3						A			Liwen Chu			19/0735r7			892			"Frame exchange sequences for Management frames and the HE TB PPDU are excluded from the used_time update." is unclear (what is a frame exchange sequence for "the HE TB PPDU"?) and also gives an unfair advantage to HE STAs over non-HE STAs (note that non-HE STAs using RD don't get any exemption from updating used_time)			Revert the insertion of "and the HE TB PPDU" in the cited text at the referenced location			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:26:39Z) - Discussion: it is not good to exclude the medium time of the HE HB PPDU from the admission control. One similar case is the scheduled UL PPDU in HCCA where the medium time is counted for admission control.			EDITOR			Liwen 19/0735r7									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:31			EDITOR


			20672			Mark RISON			238			4			9.2.4.5.6			71			57			T			Y			71.57			57			9.2.4.5.6						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0303r4			838			"If sent by a non-HE STA or sent to a non-HE STA, the following apply: [...] If sent by a non-AP HE STA to an HE AP, the remainder of the subclause applies." -- this leaves undefined the cases of transmission to a peer HE TDLS STA or HE IBSS STA or HE mesh STA			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:13:37Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution clarifies that the Queue Size subfield is reserved if sent by a non-AP HE STA to another non-AP HE STA.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0303r4 under all headings that include CID 20672.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/303r4 QoS Control									I						4.2			2019/5/29 19:40			EDITOR


			20673			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.1.48			127			24			T			Y			127.24			24			9.4.1.64						A			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			Nr for SU/MU can't be 1			After the "Set to 7" line at 127.24 add "The value 0 is reserved."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:27:15Z)			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 17:23:36Z			4.2			2019/6/6 17:23			EDITOR


			20674			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.1.48			127			25			T			Y			127.25			25			9.4.1.64						A			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			"If the Feedback Type subfield indicates CQI, then the Nr Index subfield indicates the Nss of the HE sounding NDP minus 1." -- this makes no sense.  It's not indicating Nr and the BFer doesn't need to be reminded what NSS it used for the HE sounding NDP!			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "If the Feedback Type subfield indicates CQI, then the Nr Index subfield is reserved."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:27:21Z)			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 17:25:06Z			4.2			2019/6/6 17:25			EDITOR


			20675			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.1.64			128			38			T			Y			128.38			38			9.4.1.64						J			Menzo Wentink			19/1137r1			927			"In an HE Compressed Beamforming/CQI frame not carrying an HE compressed beamforming/CQI report, " -- not clear how this would ever happen			Give an explanation or xref (see VHT equivalent)			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-20 20:01:42Z) - the comment does identify a technical issue in sufficient detail. The HE equivalent does not provide more detail either.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/1137r1 Sounding protocol									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20676			Mark RISON			238			4			26.2.7			304			8			T			Y			304.08			8			26.2.7						J			Laurent Cariou			19/0413r4			852			"A non-AP HE STA that receives a Basic Trigger frame that contains a User Info field addressed to the STA,
and that receives an immediate response from the AP for the transmitted HE TB PPDU, shall update its
CWmin[AC], CWmax[AC], AIFSN[AC] and MUEDCATimer[AC] state variables to the values contained
in the most recently received MU EDCA Parameter Set element sent by the AP to which the STA is associ-
ated, for all the ACs from which QoS Data frames were transmitted successfully in the HE TB PPDU." -- should reword to make clearer only applies to QoS Data frames, not QoS Null or Action or Control			Change the cited text to "A non-AP HE STA that transmits an HE TB PPDU shall update its
CWmin[AC], CWmax[AC], AIFSN[AC] and MUEDCATimer[AC] state variables to the values contained in the most recently received MU EDCA Parameter Set element sent by the AP to which the STA is associated, for all the ACs from which QoS Data frames (i.e. not including QoS Null frames or Management or Control frames) are acknowledged by the AP."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 12:31:09Z) - the normative text already mentions that the STA updates its parameters only for the ACs for which QoS data frames are transmitted, and the note 3 further clarifies that it is only for QoS data frames.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/413r4 MU EDCA Parameters									N									2019/5/30 19:05			EDITOR


			20677			Mark RISON			238			4			26.10.2.1			393			24			T			Y			393.24			24			26.10.2.1						J			Laurent Cariou			19/0416r1			822			It was pointed out that in 26.10.2.1, the third sentence incorrectly refers to the first type of OBSS PD-based spatial reuse, which was described in the previous sentence.  So instead of "26.10.2.2 (General operation with non-SRG OBSS PD level)" it should refer to "26.10.2.3 General operation with SRG OBSS PD level".  For avoidance of doubt, it is only the *second* reference to the former section within the paragraph that needs changing.			As it says in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:25:27Z) - this change has been corrected in draft 4.0.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/416 SR									N									2019/3/21 16:16			EDITOR


			20678			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															V			Matt Fischer			19/0613r6			932			The terms "SR PPDU" and "SRP PPDU" are easy to confuse			Change the abbreviations so they are not so similar			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 04:12:41Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-19/0613r6 that are marked with CID 21118 which move all relevant descriptions to the MAC subclauses where they belong. The language is rewritten so that there is a more natural flow of the information as desired by the commenter.			EDITOR			Matt 19/0613r6 SRP									I						5			2019/9/25 21:59			EDITOR


			20679			Mark RISON			238			4			9.3.1.22.9			115			15			E			Y			115.15			15			9.3.1.22.9						J			Editor			1123r2			923			The way 9.3.1.22.9 NDP Feedback Report Poll (NFRP) variant is written is very different from the way other Trigger frame variants are written			Align the way 9.3.1.22.9 is written with the way 9.3.1.22.2-8 are written.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-27 18:46:09Z) - Fails to identify changes in sufficient detail so that the specific wording of the changes can be determined			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20680			Mark RISON			238			4			26.8.2			370			8			T			Y			370.08			8			26.8.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0725r1			849			"A TWT responding STA that receives a PS-Poll frame or a U-APSD trigger frame or any other indication
from a TWT requesting STA that is in PS mode during or before an announced TWT SP that the STA is in
the awake state during the TWT SP shall follow the rules defined in 11.2.3.6 (AP operation during the CP) " -- since TWT SPs are periodic, "during or before" is the same thing as "at any time"			Change to "A TWT responding STA that receives from a STA in PS mode a PS-Poll frame or a U-APSD trigger frame or any other indication
from a TWT requesting STA that the STA is in
the awake state during the TWT SP shall follow the rules defined in 11.2.3.6 (AP operation during the CP) "			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:42:15Z) - Agree in principle with the comment that this sentence can be clearer. Since the STA may go to doze state after the end of the previous TWT SP and as such it may send an indication that it is again in the awake state prior to the start of the subsequent TWT SP, it is beneficial to specify that the indication is received after the most recent TWT SP but before the current TWT SP.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0725r0 under all headings that include CID 20680.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/725r1 Individual TWT									I						4.2			2019/5/30 18:17			EDITOR


			20681			Mark RISON			238			4			G			739			1			T			Y			739.01			1			G						V			Osama Aboul-Magd			19/1259r1			932			Many HE frame sequences are missing (e.g. anything to do with Multi-STA BlockAck)			Add all the HE frame sequences to Annex G			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 22:15:44Z) - The NFRP sequence is added in CID 20092. The commenter is not specific what other aequences need to be added.

Annex G does not specify those BlockAck variant. Multi-STA BlockAck is implied in the HE UL seuqnce.			EDITOR			Osama 19/1259r1 Annex G									N									2019/9/23 17:46			EDITOR


			20682			Mark RISON			238			4			G			739			1			T			Y			739.01			1			G						V			Osama Aboul-Magd			19/1259r1			932			Some rules are not invoked (e.g. he-non-trigger-based-sounding) so are effectively useless			Hook the new rules into existing rules			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 22:16:06Z) - The he-non-trigger-based-sounding is added to account for a sounding from one STA. The sequence is updated to include the Compressed/CQI frame.

TGax Edior: please makes changes in this document related to CID 20682			EDITOR			Osama 19/1259r1 Annex G									I						5			2019/9/23 17:45			EDITOR


			20683			Mark RISON			238			4			G			739			1			E			Y			739.01			1			G						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Many typos (e.g. "singe", "ht-txop-sequence" (should be "he-")			Fix the typos			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-04-11 15:31:07Z) - Change the identified typos. Did not find others.			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-25 23:04:44Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20684			Mark RISON			238			4			8.3.5.3.2			64			28			E			Y			64.28			28			8.3.5.3.2						V			Editor			1123r2			923			"The primitive provides the following parameter:" -- there are now two			Add "(s)" before the colon			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 15:14:15Z) - Change parameter" to  "parameters"			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 15:14:35Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20685			Mark RISON			238			4			3									E			Y			33.01						3						A			Editor			1123r2			923			The first instance of "TID" in each definition, if any, needs to be expanded			Replace the first "TID" in each definition with "traffic identifier (TID)"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-27 18:49:09Z)			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20686			Mark RISON			238			4			3.2			39			4			T			Y			39.04			4			3.2						V			Liwen Chu			19/1336r3			928			The definition of non-ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU is useless.  It should be about what the frame is about, not an xref to a table			Change the definition to "An A-MPDU that contains QoS Data MPDUs from more than one TID, all of which are sent under a block ack agreement."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 20:42:54Z) - TGax editor to make changes in 11-19/1336r3 under CID 20686			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1336r3									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20687			Mark RISON			238			4			3.2			37			56			T			Y			37.56			56			3.2						V			Liwen Chu			19/1336r3			928			The definition of ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU is useless.  It should be about what the frame is about, not an xref to a table			Change the definition to "An A-MPDU that contains at least one QoS Data MPDU that is not sent under a block ack agreement, or at least one Management frame."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 20:43:04Z) - TGax editor to make changes in 11-19/1336r3 under CID 20687			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1336r3									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20688			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.2.256			203			1			E			Y			203.01			1			9.4.2.256						V			Yongho Seok			19/1140r1			898			"in the current channel" is meaningless and "for each MCS" is unclear.  MCS should be HE-MCS and have space.  The encoding is dB, not the maths.  "the reference maximum transmit power minus the nominal maximum transmit power for an HE
TB PPDU using RU size greater than or equal to 242 subcarriers, and HE-MCS n. The reference maximum
transmit power is the nominal maximum transmit power for an HE TB PPDU using RU size greater than or
equal to 242 subcarriers, and HE-MCS 0." is not clear			Change the first sentence to "The UL MU Power Capability element specifies the relative maximum transmit powers with which a STA is capable of transmitting an HE TB PPDU when using an RU size greater than or equal to 242 tones, as a function of HE-MCS.".  In the figure, change each "MCS" to "HE-MCS " (note space).    In the rest of the subclause change " MCS" to " HE-MCS" (note spaces).  Change "encoded as" to "containing".  Change "the reference maximum transmit power minus the nominal maximum transmit power for an HE
TB PPDU using RU size greater than or equal to 242 subcarriers, and HE-MCS n. The reference maximum
transmit power is the nominal maximum transmit power for an HE TB PPDU using RU size greater than or
equal to 242 subcarriers, and HE-MCS 0." to "the difference between the nominal maximum transmit power for an HE TB PPDU using an RU size greater than or equal to 242 subcarriers for HE-MCS 0 and that for HE-MCS n."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:43:53Z) - The ambiguity about “in the current channel” is clarified by changing to “in operating channel width”. 

Agree on changing MCS to HE-MCS. 

"encoded as" is changed to "contains” as suggested by the commenter.

The last changes are also applied with minor editorial updates.  

TGax editor makes changes as specified in 11-19/1140r1 for CID 20688.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/1140r1 UL MU Power Capabilities									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:35			EDITOR


			20689			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.2.256			203			31			T			Y			203.31			31			9.4.2.256						V			Yongho Seok			19/1140r1			898			"If a STA does not support HE-MCSs 8 to 11, the Relative Max
Transmit Power MCS n fields (where n = 8, ..., 11) are reserved." is not clear in the case where the STA supports 8 and 9 but not 10 or 11			Change to "If a STA does not support HE-MCSs 8 and 9, the Relative Max Transmit Power HE-MCS n fields (where n = 8 or 9) are reserved.  If a STA does not support HE-MCSs 10 and 11, the Relative Max Transmit Power HE-MCS n fields (where n = 10 or 11) are reserved."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:44:31Z) - Agree in principle. 

TGax editor makes changes as specified in 11-19/1140r1 for CID 20689.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/1140r1 UL MU Power Capabilities									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:35			EDITOR


			20690			Mark RISON			238			4			26.15.4.1			422			17			T			Y			422.17			17			26.15.4.1						V			Yongho Seok			19/1658r2			932			The "at that bandwidth" deletions made in 18/2085 in "Otherwise,
If the Operating Mode field is received from the first HE STA, the <HE-MCS, NSS> tuple is supported by the first STA on receive as defined 9.4.2.241.4 (Supported HE-MCS And NSS Set field) and by Equation (9-ax2).
If the OM Control subfield is received from the first HE STA, the <HE-MCS, NSS> tuple is supported by the first STA on receive as defined 9.4.2.241.4 (Supported HE-MCS And NSS Set field) and by Equation (9-ax2)."
(note other instances left behind) and
"Otherwise, if the Max HE-MCS For n SS subfield (n = NSS) in each Tx HE-MCS Map For b subfield for b \member {<= 80 MHz, 160 MHz, 80+80 MHz} indicates support, then the <HE-MCS, NSS> tuple is supported by the first STA on transmit as defined in 9.4.2.241.4 (Supported HE-MCS And NSS Set field)." are wrong because the set is defined above as being for each "bandwidth (<= 80 MHz, and 160 MHz or 80+80 MHz)"			Revert the "at that bandwidth" deletions made per 18/2085			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 01:24:50Z) - Agree in principle. 

Revert the "at that bandwidth" deletions made per 18/2085.

TGax editor makes changes as specified in 11-19/1658r2 for CID 20690.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/1658r2 Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-23 23:14:18Z			5			2019/10/4 17:40			EDITOR


			20691			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															V			Editor			1123r2			923			Apparently should always qualify "symbol"			Prepend "OFDM " before "symbol" wherever not preceded by "HE-LTF"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-28 19:33:45Z)

Change "symbol" (or "Symbol") to "OFDM symbol" at the following locations (D4.2): 503.23, 503.24, 504.2, 504.5, 509.59, 511.48, 511.53, 511.57, 540.6, 540.7, 543.37, 543.51, 543.63, 579.47, 583.32, 583.40, 584.22, 585.31, 585.39, 595.55, 596.39, 597.23, 597.57, 598.34, 599.18, 599.43, 606.4			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20692			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															V			Editor			1123r2			923			We have both "Data field symbol"s and "Data symbol"s.  Presumably these are the same thing			Change all "Data symbol"s to "Data field symbol"s			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-25 21:03:40Z) - "data symbol" is not always the synonymous with Data field symbol. For example, in 27.3.11.14 (OFDM modulation), "data symbol" seems to refer to data carried in an OFDM symbol. Change all occurances of "Data field symbols" and "Data symbols" to "Data field OFDM symbols".			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2						Revisit. Some of the changes are not correct in D4.1			I			EDITOR: 2019-04-11 19:12:36Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20693			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															V			Editor			1123r2			923			Per the baseline, BCC is "binary convolutional code".  In turn, it's "BCC coding" and "LDPC coding" (where in the latter C stands for check not code)			Change "binary convolutional coding" to "binary convolutional code coding" throughout, case-preservingly.  At 450.30 change "BCC_CODING indicates binary convolutional code.
LDPC_CODING indicates low-density parity check code." to "BCC_CODING indicates binary convolutional code coding.
LDPC_CODING indicates low-density parity check coding."  At 581.54 change "BCC code" to "BCC coding".  At 581.40 change "low  density  parity  check  (LDPC)  code" to "low  density  parity  check  (LDPC)" (note "encoded" already earlier in sentence).  At 581.59, 581.63 change "LDPC code" to "LDPC coding".  At 582.42 change " LDPC code and encoding" to " LDPC coding".  At 583.42 change "LDPC codes" to "LDPC coding"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-25 21:35:05Z) - The acronym BCC is well defined and broadly understood and does not need to be spelled out. At least not repeatedly. It looks like there has been a half hearted attempt to use the term "coding" to refer to both the encoding and decoding process. At 450.30 use "indicates BCC coding" and "indicates LDPC coding". Change the title of 27.3.11.5.1 to "BCC coding and puncturing". At 581.54 Change "Support of BCC code" to "Support for BCC coding". At 581.59 and .64 change "of LDPC code" to "for LDPC coding". At 582.42 change "using LDPC coding to encode the Data field" to "using LDPC coding on the Data field". At 582.42 change "" LDPC code and encoding"" to "" LDPC coding"".; At 583.42 change ""LDPC codes"" to ""LDPC coding"""			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-04-11 19:14:35Z-			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20694			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															V			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			The following are not true for CQI feedback: 102.7 "the Nc field indicates the number of columns, Nc, in the compressed beamforming
feedback matrix"; 127.11 "Indicates the number of columns, Nc, in the compressed beamforming feedback matrix ".  Also 363.13 "An HE beamformee that receives an HE NDP Announcement frame soliciting CQI feedback shall generate
an HE compressed beamforming/CQI report for CQI feedback with Nc indicated by the Nc subfield in the
STA Info field." is circular			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:27:45Z) - Similar to CID 20821: 

At 127.11 change "Indicates" to "If the Feedback Type subfield indicates SU or MU, the Nc Index subfield indicates".

At 127.16, add "If the Feedback Type subfield indicates CQI, the Nc Index subfield indicates the number of space time streams, Nc, in the CQI Report minus 1."

At 102.6, add "or CQI report" after "compressed beamforming matrix".

The cited reference at 363.13 does not appear to be circular.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 18:03:17Z - the last instruction conflicts with instructions in #20656.			4.2			2019/6/6 18:04			EDITOR


			20695			Mark RISON			238			4			27.1.1			441			21			T			Y			441.21			21			27.1.1						A			Sameer Vermani			19/0385r2			826			" if the 20 MHz-only non-AP HE STA is operating in the 5 GHz band." -- no antecedent to "the 20 MHz-only non-AP HE STA"			Change to " if the HE STA is a 20 MHz-only non-AP HE STA and is operating in the 5 GHz band."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:06:09Z)			EDITOR			Sameer 19/385 27.1.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-20 21:33:30Z			4.1			2019/3/20 21:33			EDITOR


			20696			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			"The 20 MHz-only non-AP HE STA" -- no antecedent			Change each of the 4 instances to "A 20 MHz-only non-AP HE STA"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-25 22:09:25Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-25 22:09:28Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20697			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															J			Yongho Seok			19/1141r2			917			There needs to be a requirement on a 20 MHz-only non-AP HE STA to send an OMN on (re)association and channel switch to narrow its operating width to 20 MHz			As it says in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:48:01Z) - The comment fails to identify changes in sufficient detail so that the specific wording of the changes that will satisfy the commenter can be determined.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/1141r2 Misc									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20698			Mark RISON			238			4			26.5.3.2.1			326			46			T			Y			326.46			46			26.5.3.2.1						J			Abhishek Patil			19/0510r3			841			"More than one Trigger frame may be aggregated in an A-MPDU. If more than one Trigger frame is aggre-
gated in an A-MPDU, all of them shall have the same content." -- this has no good justification.  The only justification would be that this increases redundancy in noisy environments but the subsequent "If one or more Trigger frames are aggregated with other frames in an A-MPDU, then the Trigger frames
shall be the first MPDUs of the A-MPDU unless the A-MPDU also carries an Ack or BlockAck frame in
which case the Trigger frames shall be included immediately after the Ack or BlockAck frame." destroys this			Delete the second cited text and replace the first cited text with "No more than one Trigger frame shall be included in an A-MPDU."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 17:39:29Z) - The two paragraphs cited by the comment serve different purpose. The first paragraph says an AP could include more than one TF for redundancy reasons and in such case, the content of all the TFs is identical. The second paragraph specifies the order in which MPDUs appear in an A-MPDU – TFs are the first to appear unless the A-MPDU also includes MPDUs carrying ack or blockack, in which case the acknowledgement frames are carried before the TFs. The two paragraphs do not contradict or conflict with each other.

5/10/19 (ad-hoc): If TF is sent in a DL MU PPDU with some RUs having longer A-MPDUs, the A-MPDU carrying a TF can carry multiple identical TFs instead of padding.			EDITOR			Abhi 19/510r3 MU Operation									N			EDITOR: 2019-05-29 21:20:21Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/5/29 21:20			EDITOR


			20699			Mark RISON			238			4			26.5.3.2.1			326			56			T			Y			326.56			56			26.5.3.2.1						V			Liwen Chu			19/0734r3			890			"If one or more Trigger frames are aggregated with other frames in an A-MPDU, then the Trigger frames
shall be the first MPDUs of the A-MPDU unless the A-MPDU also carries an Ack or BlockAck frame in
which case the Trigger frames shall be included immediately after the Ack or BlockAck frame." -- this is format not behaviour			Move to 9.7.3			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:18:19Z) - Agree with the commenter to move the subclause to 9.7.3

TGax editor to make changes shown in 11-19/734r3 under CID 20699			EDITOR			Liwen 19/0734r3 9.7.3									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:30			EDITOR


			20700			Mark RISON			238			4			26.5.3.2.1			326			56			E			Y			326.56			56			26.5.3.2.1						J			Editor			1123r2			923			"If one or more Trigger frames are aggregated with other frames in an A-MPDU, then the Trigger frames
shall be the first MPDUs of the A-MPDU unless the A-MPDU also carries an Ack or BlockAck frame in
which case the Trigger frames shall be included immediately after the Ack or BlockAck frame." -- all but first "Trigger frames" should be "Trigger frame(s)"			As it says in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 16:12:37Z) - The  plural form adequately covers the sigular as a special case.  Using sentences that are both singular and plural at the same time quickly gets out of hand with bracketed verbs, e.g., "The Trigger frame(s) is (are) …" So, I think  constructs that are both singular and plural  should be avoided whereever poossible. If the technical meaning is conveyed with the plural, use the plural.

Also, it does not make sense for the first part of a sentence to be plural (one or more Trigger frames are) and then switch to singular parenthesis plural in the second part of the sentence. Either the sentence should be singular parenthesis plural throughout or plural throughout.			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 16:26:33Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20701			Mark RISON			238			4			26.3.2.2			307			49			T			Y			307.49			49			26.3.2.2						V			Ming Gan			19/0785r1			863			"An originator STA may transmit one dynamic fragment of an MSDU, A-MSDU (if supported by the recipi-
ent) or MMPDU in an MPDU that is not in an A-MPDU or S-MPDU that is not sent under a block ack
agreement to a recipient STA using level 1 dynamic fragmentation" -- precedence is unclear and double negative makes it even more unclear			Get rid of double negative and make precedence clear			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:06:15Z) - Agree with the comment in principle. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change.

TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-19/0785 r1 under CID 20701			EDITOR			Ming 19/785r1 Fragmentation									I						4.2			2019/6/6 15:00			EDITOR


			20702			Mark RISON			238			4			26.8.2			369			22			T			Y			369.22			22			26.8.2						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0725r1			849			Trigger-based unannounced mode is pointless.  The AP can just transmit DL data to the STA and the STA can just transmit using EDCA to the AP.  The "should not transmit frames that are not contained within HE TB PPDUs to the TWT responding STA within trigger-enabled TWT SPs" is just a should so not sufficient justification			Add a para at the end of the referenced subclause: "An HE STA shall not use trigger-based unannounced TWT."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:45:12Z) - The comment fails to identify a technical issue.

Please note that the paragraph has nothing to do with the fact that the TWT may or may not be announced or unannounced. 

Additionally, trigger-based unannounced mode is beneficial for those type of traffic patterns where the AP first transmits DL data to the STA (without polling the STA if awake) and subsequently (or within the PPDU) it includes a Trigger frame so that the STA delivers the acknowledgment and additionally if it has buffered traffic in the UL. Having the STA contend using EDCA while the AP is attempting to deliver DL data increases the likelihood of collisions between the two.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/725r1 Individual TWT									N									2019/5/30 18:13			EDITOR


			20703			Mark RISON			238			4						381			35			E			Y			381.35			35									A			Editor			1123r2			923			"TWT Responding STA" -- bad case			Change to "TWT responding STA"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 20:55:15Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-10 20:55:19Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20704			Mark RISON			238			4			26.17.2.2			430			59			T			Y			430.59			59			26.17.2.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0301r1			813			A definition of HE beacon is needed			Add a definition in 3.2, modelled on the one for ER beacon			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:05:41Z) - Agree with the comment. Proposed resolution adds a definition modelled after that of the ER beacon.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0301r1 under all headings that include CID 20076.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/301 HE beacon in 6 GHz									I						4.1			2019/3/21 22:00			EDITOR


			20705			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															V			Editor			1123r2			923			False xrefs			Make "An ER beacon is transmitted as defined 27.15.4a and an HE beacon is transmitted
as defined in 27.15.4b." in 10.6.5.1 point to extant subclauses.  Ditto "The AP shall transmit HE beacons following the rules defined in 27.15.4b (Rate
selection rules for HE beacons in the 6 GHz band)." in 26.17.2.2			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 18:36:11Z) - Fixed with #21163 and #20076. No further changes required.			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									N									2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20706			Mark RISON			238			4			10.6.5.1			239			37			T			Y			239.37			37			10.6.5.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0301r1			813			"If the BSSBasicRateSet parameter is not empty, a non-STBC PSMP frame or a non-STBC Beacon frame,
ER beacon or HE beacon shall be transmitted in a non-HT PPDU" makes no sense, since an HE beacon is defined as one transmitted in an HE SU PPDU			Delete the insertion at line 38			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:03:04Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution is to explicitly say that these two types of beacons are not carried in non-HT PPDU.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0301r1 under all headings that include CID 20706.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/301 HE beacon in 6 GHz									I						4.1			2019/3/21 22:00			EDITOR


			20707			Mark RISON			238			4			27.2.2			463			10			T			Y			463.10			10			27.2.2						J			Bo Sun			19/0407r4			827			"SCRAMBLER_INITIAL_VALUE" would be clearer as "SCRAMBLER_INITIALIZATION_FIELD", since what the scrambler initial value is *not* what is being communicated; what is being communicated is the (scrambled) value of the Scrambler Initialization field			Change "SCRAMBLER_INITIAL_VALUE" to "SCRAMBLER_INITIALIZATION_FIELD" throughout			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:12:34Z) - The group had discussion as in 11-18/0754r0 and agreed to name the parameter as “SCRAMBLER_INITIAL_VALUE”.			EDITOR			Bo 19/407 xVECTORS									N									2019/3/20 21:30			EDITOR


			20708			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			"HE SIG-B" -- no such thing			Change "HE SIG-B" to "HE-SIG-B" throughout			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-25 22:19:18Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-25 22:19:21Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20709			Mark RISON			238			4						281			39			T			Y			281.39			39			11.10.14						V			Abhishek Patil			19/1148r2			883			"BSSIDs in the range 0x00000000001X" -- BSSIDs are not hex numbers			Reword to refer to specific bits being "X"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:58:57Z) - he issue pointed by the comment applies to baseline spec too. The commenter agrees that this needs to be fixed in REVmd and is being addressed in doc 11-19/396r5. Further based on the definition of antenna connector (which is a logical entity) and the resolution in doc 11-19/551, clause 11.10.14 is updated to remove the changes that were made to pluralize the word connector in antenna connector.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-19/1148r2.			EDITOR			Abhi 19/1148r2 Multi-BSS									I			Believe that the intention for the resolution is to apply 19/1148r2 based on the motion result			4.3			2019/9/21 1:25			EDITOR


			20710			Mark RISON			238			4			26.11.2			405			12			T			Y			405.12			12			26.11.2						A			Editor			1123r2			923			"A STA transmitting an HE PPDU that is addressed to an AP " -- PPDUs are not addressed to anyone			Change to "A STA transmitting an HE PPDU containing MPDUs that are addressed to an AP "			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-11 22:33:43Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 19:27:58Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20711			Mark RISON			238			4			27.2.2			462			42			T			Y			462.42			42			27.2.2						V			Bo Sun			19/407r4			829			"Set to 0 if the PPDU is not addressed to an AP except as indi-
cated in 26.11.2 (UPLINK_FLAG)." is missing some cases (e.g. addressed to AP but meets the exception in 26.11.2)			Change to "Set to 0 otherwise."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 19:14:02Z) - Agree on the comment in principle. If we check the exception described in sub-clause 26.11.2 (UPLINK_FLAG), we can find the exact exception only applies for HE ER SU PPDU under some conditions. So it’d more clear to describe the UPLINK_FLAG value for HE ER SU specifically. The TXVECTOR and RXVECTOR parameters’ values in Table 27-1 are described from PHY point of view. Therefore in any condition, the parameter UPLINK_FLAG set to 1 means the PPDU is addressed to an AP, to PHY’s understanding.

Instructions to TGax Editor
Please implement to IEEE P802.11ax D4.0 the proposed changes corresponding to resolution to CID 20711 as in 11-18/0407r4			EDITOR			Bo 19/407 xVECTORS									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-20 21:19:11Z- Rather than "Value of x indicates…" used "Set to x if…" for consistency with other entries.  "meets the exception indicated in subclause": the exception is not be indicated in the subclause, the exception is in the subclause.			4.1			2019/7/14 20:00			EDITOR


			20712			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.10.10			572			23			E			Y			572.23			23			27.3.10.10						V			Editor			1123r2			923			"Where" should be lowercase where it immediately follows an equation			Lowercase at referenced location			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 18:49:57Z) - Use lower case "where" and break up the parameter definitions into a variable list.			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 18:50:24Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20713			Mark RISON			238			4			26.15.3			420			51			T			Y			420.51			51			26.15.3						V			Yongho Seok			19/0770r6			932			Re CID 15958: the resolution missed the point of the comment.  The comment was about the Tx 1024-QAM Support < 242-tone RU at the AP, not about the Tx 1024-QAM Support < 242-tone RU at the non-AP STA.  The point is that an AP must not tell a STA to use narrow RUs with 1024-QAM if it has told the STA that it doesn't support them.  Also, editorials			Change "An HE AP shall not set UL MCS subfield of the User Info field in a Trigger frame to 10 or 11 for a 26-, 52-
, or 106-tone RU allocation unless the User Info field is addressed to a non-AP HE STA from which the HE
AP has received an HE Capabilities element with the Tx 1024-QAM < 242-tone RU Support subfield in the
HE PHY Capabilities Information field equal to 1." to "An HE AP shall not set the UL MCS subfield of a User Info field in a Trigger frame to 10 or 11 for a 26-, 52-, or 106-tone RU allocation unless it has set the Rx 1024-QAM < 242-tone RU Support subfield in the HE PHY Capabilities Information field of the HE Capabilities element to 1 and the User Info field is addressed to a non-AP HE STA from which the HE AP has received an HE Capabilities element with the Tx 1024-QAM < 242-tone RU Support subfield in the HE PHY Capabilities Information field equal to 1.".  Also, in the para above change "if it has received from the recipient STA" to "if it has received from that STA"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 02:29:39Z) - Agree with the comment. 
But, the issue is more general. 
The AP shall not set any subfields of a Trigger frame to a value that is not supported by the AP.

TGax editor makes changes as specified in 11-19/0770r5 for CID 20713.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/0770r6 PPDU format									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-23 22:45:35Z - I did not change "recipient STA" to "that STA" since this change would make the referenced STA ambigious (subject or object of sentence)			5			2019/9/23 22:46			EDITOR


			20714			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.10.8.4			549			26			T			Y			549.26			26			27.3.10.8.4						J			Ross Yu Jian			19/1125r2			908			Re CID 15975: the description in Table 27-24 of the center 26-tone RU does not address the point of the comment that confusion is possible between the various central 26-tone RUs			At the end of the Description cell for the Center 26-tone RU row add "NOTE---This subfield does not refer to the center 26-tone RU shown in Figure 27-5 (RU locations in a 20 MHz HE PPDU)."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:29:28Z) - The comments have been addressed in D4.2.

The term “center 26-tone RU” and “middle 26-tone RU” are clarified in D4.2. 
Based on CID 20870 and CID 20871 in Document 11-19/0831r1, TGax Editor has updated the clarified description as following:
Sentences clarification: P487, L26,
Figure 27-6,
Figure 27-7.

No further action is needed.			EDITOR			Dandan 19/1125r2 HE-SIG-B									N									2019/9/21 1:38			EDITOR


			20715			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.10.7.2			526			7			T			Y			526.07			7			27.3.10.7.2						V			Youhan Kim			19/0826r1			856			Re CID 15978: the proposed change was indeed wrong, but "When DCM = STBC =1 if GI+LTF Size is not 3, the spec has said DCM and STBC cannot be applied simultaneously, hence it will be treated as an invalid mode of HE-SIG-A by the Rx." from the resolution is exactly what the comment was about			At the end of the NOTE in the Description cell for B7 of HE-SIG-A1 in Table 27-19 add "If both the DCM and STBC field are set to 1, the GI+LTF Size field is set to 1.".  Above in the cell change "if both the DCM and STBC
are set to 1" to "if both the DCM and STBC
fields are set to 1"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:26:34Z) - Commenter is correct that when both the STBC and DCM subfields of HE-SIG-A are set to 1, then the GI+LTF Size subfield must be set to value 3.  Instead of further expanding the already challenging-to-read NOTE, the proposed text updates in 11-19/0826 creates a new table which clearly indicates how the DCM, STBC and GI+LTF Size subfields in HE-SIG-A ‘jointly’ indicate various modes.

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text updates in 11-19/0826r1.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/826r1 DCM and STBC Combinations									I						4.2			2019/5/31 21:47			EDITOR


			20716			Mark RISON			238			4			26.9.3			391			44			T			Y			391.44			44			26.9.3						V			Jarkko Kneckt			19/0696r11			889			Re 15990: the proposed change was indeed wrong, but the comment was valid and not addressed.  The point is that disabling UL MU data hinders trigger-enabled TWT, even for the "just one STA" case.  Also "data transmission" is not clear as to whether QoS Null frames and Ps-Poll frames are included			After the para at the referenced location add a "NOTE---QoS Null frame transmission is not allowed in this case, but PS-Poll frame transmission is.  Operation of trigger-enabled TWT is therefore only possible using PS-Poll frames, not U-APSD triggers.".  At 77.39 change "UL MU Data transmission" to "UL MU Data frame transmission".  At 77.44 change "UL MU Control response transmission" to "UL MU control response transmission".  At 391.44 change "UL MU data transmission" to "UL MU Data frame transmission"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:11:04Z) - Agree on the proposed editorial changes at the end of the Proposed Changes. Resolution additionally harmonizes the terminologies throughout the table and provides the references to the subclauses where normative behaviors are defined.
 
The comment is discussing on the frame that can be transmitted as a response to a trigger frame in triggered TWT use when STA has set UL MU Data Disabled. TWT operations are defined in clause 26.8.3.2 has already a Note that covers this operation and new Note is not needed: NOTE 1—The TWT scheduling AP does not intend to schedule for transmission of a Trigger frame for the TWT sched- uled STA when the broadcast TWT is not a trigger-enabled TWT or when the TWT scheduled STA has sent an OM Control subfield that has the UL MU disable bit equal to 1 (see 26.9 (Operating mode indication)). 

TGax Editor, please make the changes as shown in document 11-19-696r11 and marked for CID 20716.			EDITOR			Jarkko 19/0696r11 OM Control									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:30			EDITOR


			20717			Mark RISON			238			4			9.2.4.5.6			72			23			T			Y			72.23			23			9.2.4.5.6						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0303r4			838			Re CID 16001: the point is that there needs to be clarity as to what "buffered at the STA" means			At 72.27 add a "NOTE---Buffered MSDUs are those that have been received in an MA-UNITDATA.request but that have not been successfully transmitted."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:13:47Z) - Agree in principle with the comment although it should already be clear what buffered MSDUs mean at the MAC layer. But a note does not hurt. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0303r4 under all headings that include CID 20717.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/303r4 QoS Control									I						4.2			2019/5/29 19:40			EDITOR


			20718			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															J			Yujin Noh			11-19/0973r2			910			Re CID 16008: "a" is a terrible name for the pre-FEC padding factor because it cannot be searched for.  The spec is so large that the only realistic way to process it is to search for terms; so "a" does do harm			Change all uses of "a" as the pre-FEC padding factor to "PFPF"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:33:30Z) - Based on the SP results in 11ax PHY ad-hoc meeting, it is decided to be “Rejected”.

Many represented concerns that those modification at the moment would give unnecessary efforts for readers who already get used to these terms in terms of technology and implementation.			EDITOR			Yujin 19/0973r2									N									2019/9/21 1:39			EDITOR


			20719			Mark RISON			238			4			26.2.6.3			302			34			T			Y			302.34			34			26.2.6.3						J			Bo Sun			19/0572r1			903			Re CID 16014: there are no other methods, since the scrambler seed is not itself transmitted; it only reveals itself in the what the scrambled Scrambler Initialization field looks like on the air.  The point is to emphasise that the STA sending the CTS cannot use the SCRAMBLER_INITIAL_VALUE in the TXVECTOR as the scranbler seed (despite its confusing name)			After the para at the referenced location add a "NOTE---The TXVECTOR parameter SCRAMBLER_INITIAL_VALUE does not contain the scrambler seed. The scrambler seed to be must be derived from this parameter."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:05:15Z) - The current spec text doesn’t imply to use the parameter directly as the scrambler seed. Instead, the scrambling process is clearly defined in sub-clause 27.3.11.4.			EDITOR			Bo 19/0572r1									N									2019/9/21 1:36			EDITOR


			20720			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.9			516			36			T			Y			516.36			36			27.3.9						V			Yan Zhang			19/0793r1			855			Re CID 16020: the resolution does not clarify why Table 9-321b and dot11HEPowerBoostFactorImplemented/Activated talk of a power boost factor "in the range [0.5, 2]" while 516.36 suggests the maximum power boost factor is 4			Change "[0.5, 2]" to "[0.5, 4]" throughout (Table 9-321b and dot11HEPowerBoostFactorImplemented/Activated)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:16:44Z) - Definition of αr on Page 516.36 states that the ratio between the maximum value of αr and the minimum value of αr can be up to 4 if Power Boost factor Support subfield of the HE PHY Capabilities Information field in the HE Capabilities element from all recipient STAs is 1. The range of αr  is [0.5,2] which indicates that the ratio can be up to 4.
To avoid any confusions, “the range of αr  is [0.5,2]” can be reinstated on P516.32.
Change to as in the resolution of CID20720 in doc IEEE802.11-19/0793r1.			EDITOR			Yan 19/793r1 PHY Math									I						4.2			2019/5/31 20:17			EDITOR


			20721			Mark RISON			238			4			9.3.1.22.5			113			51			T			Y			113.51			51			9.3.1.22.5						J			Po-Kai Huang			19/0492r1			821			Re CID 16024: OK, in that case there's no point the AP indicating the position of the primary within the operating channel, since the non-AP STA ignores this anyway (see 26.2.6.3)			Change from "B0 of the RU Allocation subfield is set to 0 to indicate primary 20 MHz channel, primary 40 MHz channel
and primary 80 MHz channel. For 160 MHz and 80+80 MHz indication, B0 of the RU Allocation subfield is
set to 1. A non-AP STA ignores B0 for 160 MHz and 80+80 MHz indication." to "Figure 9-64j---UL BW subfield and B7-B1 of RU Allocation subfield in MU-RTS Trigger frame" inclusive in 9.3.1.22.5 to "B0 of the RU Allocation subfield is reserved.
B7--B1 of the RU Allocation subfield is set as follows:
--- 61 for the primary 20 MHz channel
--- 65 for the primary 40 MHz channel
--- 67 for the primary 80 MHz channel
--- 68 for the primary and secondary 80 MHz channel."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:22:01Z) - The signalling aligns with the Trigger frame RU allocation setting, and the group has detailed discussion before to agree on aligning the settings.			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/492 MU-RTS									N									2019/3/21 20:18			EDITOR


			20722			Mark RISON			238			4			26.11.5			408						T			Y			408.00						26.11.5						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0604r5			872			Re CID 16030: the duration is not "potential", it's as actual as any other duration, and serves the same NAV-setting purpose as the duration in the MAC header.  (Perhaps something was missing from the resolution, as it talks of "First" but there's no "Second"?)			Change all 7 instances of "potential duration" to "duration".  Also change "TXOP DURATION" to "TXOP_DURATION" at 407.61 and 408.6			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 11:51:20Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. Change as suggested by the commenter and add a missing “information”. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0604r5 under all headings that include CID 20722			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/0604r5 NAV									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:20			EDITOR


			20723			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.11.9			591			42			T			Y			591.42			42			27.3.11.9						V			Yan Zhang			19/0793r1			855			Re CID 16031: "X can be applied only to Y" is ambiguous.  It can mean "you can choose to apply X only to Y" or it can mean "you cannot apply X to anything other than Y"			At the referenced location change "In an HE MU PPDU or HE TB PPDU, DCM can be applied only to RUs containing data for 1 user" to "In an HE MU PPDU or HE TB PPDU, DCM can be applied only to RUs containing data for one user; it cannot be applied to RUs containing data for more than one user"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:22:28Z) - It was resolved by CID 20839.			EDITOR			Yan 19/793r1 PHY Math									N									2019/5/31 20:19			EDITOR


			20724			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			Re CID 16041: this is being eradicated from the baseline too (see REVmd CID 1118)			Delete "successfully" and "successful" before "rece" throughout			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-25 22:28:29Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-25 22:28:32Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20725			Mark RISON			238			4			9.3.1.22.1			106			58			T			Y			106.58			58			9.3.1.22.1						J			Lochan Verma			19/1183r3			930			Re CID 16043: the resolution is about the setting in the TB PPDU, but the comment was about the setting in the Trigger frame			Add normative text on how an AP sets the LDPC Extra Symbol Segment subfield			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 20:46:06Z) - Section 27.3.11.5.2 (LDPC coding) describes setting of LDPC Extra symbol segment bit by the AP.			EDITOR			Trigger frame format									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20726			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															J			Bo Sun			19/0407r4			827			Re CID 16050: SCRAMBLER_INITIALIZATION_VALUE would be much clearer because what's being passed is NOT the scrambler initial value but the value of the Scrambler Initialization field (when scrambled)			Change "SCRAMBLER_INITIAL_VALUE" to "SCRAMBLER_INITIALIZATION_VALUE" throughout (including vertical text in Table 27-1)			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:12:51Z) - The group had discussion as in 11-18/0754r0 and agreed to name the parameter as “SCRAMBLER_INITIAL_VALUE”.			EDITOR			Bo 19/407 xVECTORS									N									2019/3/20 21:30			EDITOR


			20727			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.10.7.2			531			59			T			Y			531.59			59			27.3.10.7.2						V			Jianhan Liu			19/1127r4			912			Re CID 16058: resolution doesn't make sense.  What b10 indicates is the midamble periodicity, as it says a few lines up (also there's no such thing as "PREAMBLE_PERIODICITY").  Should use the same wording as for "B8-B9 is encoded as follows:"			In Table 27-20 for Number of HE-LTF Symbols And Midamble Periodicity change "B10 is set to 0 if the TXVECTOR parameter MIDAM-
BLE_PERIODICITY is 10 and set to 1 if the TXVEC-
TOR parameter PREAMBLE_PERIODICITY is 20." to "B10 is encoded as follows:
0 indicates 10 symbol midamble periodicity
1 indicates 20 symbol midamble periodicity"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:37:53Z) - 11ax editor, please see the discussion for instructions of CID 20727 in doc IEEE 802.11-19/1127r4.			EDITOR			Jianhan 19/1127r4 HE-SIG-A									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20728			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.10.7.2			529			12			T			Y			529.12			12			27.3.10.7.2						J			Jianhan Liu			19/1127r4			912			Re CID 16059: resolution doesn't make sense.  To the receiver of the PPDU, what matters is what the bits in the HE-SIG-A field mean, not how the TXVECTOR was set to at the transmitter to achieve them.  WIll ask to fix the two references to TXVECTOR in VHT in REVmd			In Table 27-20 for UL/DL change "Set to
the value indicated by the TXVECTOR parameter
UPLINK_FLAG." to ""Set to 1 if the HE PPDU is addressed to an AP.  Set to 0 otherwise.  See the TXVECTOR parameter UPLINK_FLAG."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:38:21Z) - In page 411, the UL/DL bit setting is not simple as the commenter’s proposed changes. 

“— A STA transmitting an HE PPDU containing MPDUs that are addressed(#20710) to an AP shall set
the TXVECTOR parameter UPLINK_FLAG to 1 unless the HE PPDU is an HE ER SU PPDU with
the TXVECTOR parameter TXOP_DURATION set to UNSPECIFIED and contains an RTS or CTS
frame in which case the STA may set the TXVECTOR parameter UPLINK_FLAG to 0.
— Otherwise, the HE STA shall set the TXVECTOR parameter UPLINK_FLAG to 0.”			EDITOR			Jianhan 19/1127r4 HE-SIG-A									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20729			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.10.7.2			531			22			T			Y			531.22			22			27.3.10.7.2						J			Jianhan Liu			19/1127r4			912			Re CID 16062: resolution doesn't make sense.  To the receiver of the PPDU, what matters is what the bits in the HE-SIG-A field mean, not how the TXVECTOR was set to at the transmitter to achieve them.  WIll ask to fix the two references to TXVECTOR in VHT in REVmd			Change the rightmost cell for the TXOP field in Table 27-20 to "Set to 127 to indicate no duration information.
Otherwise, set to indicate duration information for NAV setting and protection of the TXOP as
follows:
- it the duration is less than 512 <micro>s, then B0 is set to 0 and B1-B6 is set to
floor(TXOP_DURATION/8)
- otherwise, B0 is set to 1 and B1-B6 is set to floor ((TXOP_DURATION - 512) / 128).
See the TXVECTOR parameter TXOP_DURATION."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:38:44Z) - Already resolved in draft D4.2.			EDITOR			Jianhan 19/1127r4 HE-SIG-A									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20730			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.10.7.2									T			Y			525.11						27.3.10.7.2						J			Jianhan Liu			19/1127r4			912			Re CID 16062: resolution doesn't make sense.  To the receiver of the PPDU, what matters is what the bits in the HE-SIG-A field mean, not how the TXVECTOR was set to at the transmitter to achieve them.  WIll ask to fix the two references to TXVECTOR in VHT in REVmd			Fix the descriptions of the UL/DL, BSS Color (3x), NSTS And Midamble, Periodicity, TXOP (3x), Spatial Reuse, Number of HE-LTF Symbols And Midamble Periodicity, Spatial Reuse
1-4 in the tables in the referenced subclause.  Also fix STA-ID in Tables 27-27, 27-28			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:39:00Z) - For Midamble, Periodicity, and TXOP, they are already fixed in resolutions for comments 20727 and 20728.

For BSS color, it is a very long description that described in details in Txvector.			EDITOR			Jianhan 19/1127r4 HE-SIG-A									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20731			Mark RISON			238			4			27.2.3			465			37			T			Y			465.37			37			27.2.3						V			Bo Sun			19/0407r4			827			Re CID 16065: the obvious benefit is that it separates semantics from syntax (meaning from encoding).  The TXVECTOR is an abstract interface and so there is no need for it to follow over-air fielding			In Table 27-2 change "NUMBER_OF_HELTF_SYMBOLS_AND_MIDAMBLE_PERIODICITY" to two parameters, NUMBER_OF_HELTF_SYMBOLS and MIDAMBLE_PERIODICITY.  The latter is only present if DOPPLER is set to 1 and has possible values 10 and 20.  The former can take values 1, 2, 4, 6 or 8 if DOPPLER is set to 0 and 1, 2, 4 if DOPPLER is set to 1			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:14:45Z) - Though there’s no obvious difference between these two ways to define the number of HE LTF and mid-amble duration for implementation, I agree it’s better to keep the syntax of parameters consistent between TX/RXVECTOR and TRIGVECTOR.

Instruction to TGax tech editor: 
1). Please implement to IEEE P802.11ax D4.0 the proposed changes corresponding to resolution to CID 20731 as in 11-18/0407r3.			EDITOR			Bo 19/407 xVECTORS									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-20 21:12:11Z			4.1			2019/3/20 21:12			EDITOR


			20732			Mark RISON			238			4			26.5.4			341			40			T			Y			341.40			40			26.5.4						J			David Yang			19/1601r1			932			Re CID 16076: the comment was valid.  The normative requirement is that cascading is defined by the use of "an A-MPDU to a non-AP STA that includes an Ack or BlockAck frame together with a Trigger frame or a frame carrying a TRS Control subfield" (342.33)			Change the first sentence of the referenced subclause to "An MU cascading sequence is a frame exchange sequence between an AP and a non-AP STA where at least one transmission by the AP is a triggering PPDU that includes an acknowledgment."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 03:08:28Z) - After the discussion in the TGax group, the group agreed that the current of the definition of MU cascading sequence is clear.			EDITOR			Ming 19/1601r1 MU cascading									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			20733			Mark RISON			238			4			26.5.4			341			40			T			Y			341.40			40			26.5.4						J			David Yang			19/1601r1			932			Re CID 16076: the comment was valid.  The normative requirement is that cascading is defined by the use of "an A-MPDU to a non-AP STA that includes an Ack or BlockAck frame together with a Trigger frame or a frame carrying a TRS Control subfield" (342.33).  The resolution suggests this is wrong			Change the first sentence of the referenced subclause to "An MU cascading sequence is a frame exchange sequence between an AP and a non-AP STA where a triggering PPDU follows after SIFS an UL MU transmission."  At 342.33 change "An AP shall not transmit an A-MPDU to a non-AP STA that includes an Ack or BlockAck frame together with a Trigger frame or a frame carrying a TRS Control subfield unless" to "An AP shall not transmit a triggering PPDU a SIFS after an HE TB PPDU the AP has triggered unless"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 03:08:23Z) - After the discussion in the TGax group, the group agreed that the current of the definition of MU cascading sequence is clear.			EDITOR			Ming 19/1601r1 MU cascading									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			20734			Mark RISON			238			4			9.2.4.5.6									T			Y			71.57						9.2.4.5.6						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0303r4			838			Re CID 16078: the rejection is incorrect.  The TID is passed as the Priority in the MA-UNITDATA.request			At the end of the referenced subclause add "NOTE---The Queue Size is based on data received by the STA at the MAC SAP (MA-UNITDATA.request).  Any data in layers above the MAC is not taken into account."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:13:57Z) - Agree in principle with the comment although it should be already clear that the queue size is based on data received by the STA at the MAC SAP. But again, a note does not hurt. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change. The CRC believes that it is unnecessary to mention whether data in layers above the MAC are considered. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0303r4 under all headings that include CID 20734.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/303r4 QoS Control									I						4.2			2019/5/29 19:40			EDITOR


			20735			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															J			Osama Aboul-Magd			19/1155r4			932			Re CID 16086: the resolution to CID 12587 suggests that there is no pre-compensation, just compensation (proposed change in CID 16086 was wrong though)			Change "pre-correct" to "correct" throughout, case-insensitively and case-preservingly			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-16 04:24:20Z) - The correction in the referred places are performed prior to transmission, hence the terminology pre-correction was chosen.			EDITOR			Osama 19/1155r4 Misc									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			20736			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															J			Editor			1123r2			923			The MAC requirements on HE STAs should be in Clauses 10 and 11, not in a separate subclause.  Otherwise it is not clear which of the Clause 10/11 requirements apply to HE STAs			Move the MAC requirements to the MAC/MLME clauses			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-06 20:12:59Z) - Clauses 10 and 11 are becoming large and some of the subclauses difficult to read because of they mix of band specific (S1G, DMG) requirements and generationally dependencies (HT, VHT, HE). Using a separate MAC clause with each major amendment will isolate band specific and generational changes and help make the specification more readable as it evolves.			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 20:15:40Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20737			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															J			Editor			1123r2			923			The MAC requirements on HE STAs should be in Clauses 10 and 11, not in a separate subclause.  Otherwise it is not clear which of the Clause 10/11 requirements apply to HE STAs			At the start of Clauses 10 and 11 add "The requirements of this subclause apply to HE STAs, except where they don't apply per Clause 26."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-01 19:33:54Z) - It is sufficient to have a single statement on the applicablity of statements in Clause 10 and 11 to HE STAs. A statement to this effect exists in the 26.1 (Introduction).			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20738			Mark RISON			238			4			26.17.6									T			Y			438.24						26.17.6						V			Yong Gang Fang			19/1458r2			932			Re CID 16091: the rejection did not address the comment.  ER beacons don't work for the same reason they didn't work with STBC (and got obsoleted): the AP typically has higher tx power so the AP can reach STAs but STAs can't reach the AP.  The slight advantage conferred by the ability of the STA to use 10 MHz transmissions is not sufficient to overcome this.  The submissions referenced in the rejection are about longer CPs, but they do not address the link budget issue			Delete Subclause 26.17.6			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 23:12:03Z) - Agree in principle.
 
802.11ax introduces the trigger based UL transmission. The parameters for trigger frame transmission are carried in the IE (e.g. UORA Parameter Set) of Beacon frame. As a STA could be scheduled for UL transmission over 26-tones RU, it may have higher link budget on UL than the non-ER PPDU on DL. The ER Beacon can provide additional link budget on DL. Without ER Beacon, the STA may not be able to receive the parameters of the trigger frames carried in the Beacon frame and perfom the trigger based UL transmissions. 

Therefore the ER Beacon should be supported in the spec.  

TGax editor makes the changes as shown in 11-19/1458-02 under (#20738)			EDITOR			Fang 19/1458r2 26.17.6									I						5			2019/9/23 18:25			EDITOR


			20739			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															V			Po-Kai Huang			19/1009r1			921			Re CID 16103: OK, then it needs to be made clear that statements for SU PPDUs do not apply to ER SU PPDUs			At 489.53 add a "NOTE---Unless stated otherwise, requirements related to HE SU PPDUs do not apply to HE ER SU PPDUs."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 20:04:16Z) - Understand the motivation of the commenter is to make sure that the reader understand that HE ER SU PPDU and HE SU PPDU has different format. As a result, rules specified for HE SU PPDU does not apply to HE ER SU PPDU. We add the following note. 


“NOTE—The HE ER SU PPDU is not a variant of the HE SU PPDU. Requirements related to HE SU PPDUs and HE ER SU PPDUs are specified separately. “ 


TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1009r1 under all headings that include CID 20739			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/1009r1									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20740			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															V			Po-Kai Huang			19/1009r1			921			Re CID 16103: OK, then it needs to be made clear that statements for SU PPDUs do not apply to ER SU PPDUs			Change "HE ER SU PPDU" to "HE ER PPDU" throughout			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 20:04:29Z) - Understand the motivation of the commenter is to make sure that the reader understand that HE ER SU PPDU and HE SU PPDU has different format. As a result, rules specified for HE SU PPDU does not apply to HE ER SU PPDU. We add the following note. 


“NOTE—The HE ER SU PPDU is not a variant of the HE SU PPDU. Requirements related to HE SU PPDUs and HE ER SU PPDUs are specified separately. “ 


TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1009r1 under all headings that include CID 20740			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/1009r1									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20741			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			Re CID 16116: there are two reasons the change should be made.  1) It is confusing to refer to the same thing by two names.  2) It is harder to find references to the thing if it has two names			Change "SIGB" to "HE-SIG-B" throughout the document			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-01 19:29:42Z)			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20742			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															V			Youhan Kim			19/1530r0			932			Re CID 16117: examples are 410.53 "Each 8 bits of the RU_ALLOCATION are set to 01110001", 410.55, 458.54 "For each 8 bits, only the following values are allowed:
01110001
11000000", 548.8 "8-bit RU Allocation subfield used to signal that 996-tones RU shall be set to 01110011.", 607.24 "For each non-HT duplicate PPDU transmission that is a preamble punctured PPDU, each punctured 20 MHz
subchannel is indicated as punctured by including the value of 01110001", 607.28 "including the value of 11000000 in the 8 bits of the TXVECTOR parameter RU_ALLOCATION"			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-16 09:43:56Z) - Table 27-26 (RU Allocation subfield) clearly indicates which bit is MSB and which is LSB.  Having said that, it is often easier/clearer to use decimal numbers.  For example, sniffers represent the HE-SIG-B RU Allocation content in decimal numbers.  Hence, when the sniffer indicates an RU allocation of, say, 112, then one has to first convert it to binary representation (01110000) before one can look up the definition in Table 27-26.  Hence, it would be helpful for Table 27-26 to have both the decimal representation and the binary representation.  We should keep the binary representation as well because some of the RU allocation values use the notation “y_0 y_1 y_2” which is best understood in binary notation.
Proposed text update for CID 20742 in 11-19/1530 is mostly inline with what the commenter has implied.

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the text updates for CID 20742 in 11-19/1530r0.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/1530r0									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-25 22:50:34Z			5			2019/9/25 22:50			EDITOR


			20743			Mark RISON			238			4			26.15.2			419			1			T			Y			419.01			1			26.15.2						V			Yongho Seok			19/0770r6			932			Re CID 16120: transmission of HE MU PPDUs by non-AP STAs has no appreciable value.  The suggestion made in CID 12627 is dubious and there is no evidence of any market interest in the feature			Change the Rx Partial BW SU Using HE MU PPDU From Non-AP STA subfield in the HE PHY Capabilities Information field (Figure 9-772c and Table 9-321b) and at 419.1 in 26.15.2 change "a 20 MHz HE MU PPDU with a single 106-tone RU to a peer STA unless it has received from the peer
STA an HE Capabilities element with the Rx HE MU PPDU From Non-AP STA subfield in the HE PHY
Capabilities Information field equal to 1" to "an HE MU PPDU" and delete following NOTE			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 02:28:22Z) - As suggested by the commet in CID 16120, the note for explaining the benefit of the UL HE MU PPDU is added. 

TGax editor makes changes as specified in 11-19/0770r5 for CID 20743.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/0770r6 PPDU format									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-23 22:30:09Z			5			2019/9/23 22:30			EDITOR


			20744			Mark RISON			238			4			10.28									T			Y									10.28						V			Yong Gang Fang			19/1458r2			932			Re CID 16123: the comment was not addressed by the resolution.  Non-ER BSSes need to be protected against ER BSSes, just in the same way that earlier PHYs have had protection mechanisms (see 10.28 Protection mechanisms)			Add to 10.28 a description of the mechanisms by which non-ER BSSes are protected from ER BSSes			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 23:13:39Z) - Agree in principle.
 
The subclause 10.28 describes the protection mechanism of using RTS/CTS or CTS to self prior to the HT transmission for the shared media cases:  ERP (11g), HT (11n) and VHT (11ac).

The ER BSS formed by ER Beacon is to provide the extended coverage for HE STAs to receive the Beacon frame more robustly. As the ER   Beacon is carried in HE ER SU PPDU format, any HE STA that has not disabled ER SU should be able to understand the ER Beacon, HE STAs that have disabled ER SU can get the TXOP Duration from the PHY header, if specified, and non-HE STAs should be able to decode the legacy preamble of ER Beacon to set protection, but only for the PPDU duration, not for the TXOP.  ER BSS does not introduce other PPDU format than HE PPDU. The ER BSS protection should follow the protection of HE PPDU transmission, as specified in subclause 10.28.6. 

For the protection of HE PPDU transmission, the MU-RTS/CTS introduced by 11ax can be used to protect the MU transmissions in either HE BSS or ER BSS.  In addition, the RTS/CTS or CTS to Self can also be used for the protection of transmissions in either HE BSS or ER BSS or non ER BSS.

TGax editor makes the changes as shown in 11-19/1458-02 under (#20744).			EDITOR			Fang 19/1458r2 26.17.6									I						5			2019/9/23 18:25			EDITOR


			20745			Mark RISON			238			4			26.17.6									T			Y			438.24						26.17.6						J			Yong Gang Fang			19/1458r2			932			Re CID 16123: the comment was not addressed by the resolution.  Non-ER BSSes need to be protected against ER BSSes, just in the same way that earlier PHYs have had protection mechanisms (see 10.28 Protection mechanisms)			Delete the referenced subclause			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 23:14:02Z) - The subclause 10.28 describes the protection mechanism of using RTS/CTS or CTS to self prior to the HT transmission for the shared media cases:  ERP (11g), HT (11n) and VHT (11ac).

The ER BSS formed by ER Beacon is to provide the extended coverage for HE STAs to receive the Beacon frame more robustly. As the ER Beacon is carried in HE ER SU PPDU format, any HE STA that has not disabled ER SU should be able to understand the ER Beacon, HE STAs that have disabled ER can get the TXOP Duration from the PHY header, if specified, and non-HE STAs should be able to decode the legacy preamble of ER Beacon to set protection but only for the PPDU duration, not for the TXOP.  ER BSS does not introduce other PPDU format than HE PPDU. The ER BSS protection should follow the protection of HE PPDU transmission.

For the protection of HE PPDU transmission, the MU-RTS/CTS can be used to protect the MU transmissions in either HE BSS or ER BSS.  In addition, the RTS/CTS or CTS to self can also be used for the protection of transmissions in HE BSS or ER BSS or non ER BSS.			EDITOR			Fang 19/1458r2 26.17.6									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			20746			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															J			Editor			1123r2			923			Re CID 16124: magic numbers should not be used.  The spec explicitly states that the subfield in question "indicates whether non-AP
STAs that are associated with the AP that transmitted this element may set the TXVECTOR parameter SPATIAL_REUSE to SRP_AND_NON_SRG_OBSS_PD_PROHIBITED".  This should be in the name of the field.  Also, what's with the underscores?!			Change "HESIGA_Spatial_reuse_value15_allowed" to "SRP And Non-SRG OBSS_PD Allowed" throughout (6 instances)			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 21:47:21Z) - It is not clear what the problem is and the proposed change is no help at all.			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N									2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20747			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															V			Yongho Seok			19/1141r2			917			Re CID 16127: if the resolution is valid, then instead need to fix 8.3.5.2.2 "The STA_INDEX parameter (identified as an element of the STA_ID_LIST parameter; see STA_ID_LIST
parameter in Table 27-1 (TXVECTOR and RXVECTOR parameters) and 26.11.1 (STA_ID_LIST)) is pres-
ent for an HE MU PPDU and indicates the STA or group of STAs that is the recipient of an RU to which the
accompanying DATA octet applies", 26.5.1.2 "An AP shall set one or more elements in the TXVECTOR parameter STA_ID_LIST, which represents the
list  of  STAs  that  are  the  recipients  of  the  transmitted  HE  MU  PPDU", 26.11.1 "Each element of the TXVECTOR parameter STA_ID_LIST identifies the STA or group of STAs that is the
recipient of an RU in the HE MU PPDU.", 27.3.2.5 "in the Spatial Configuration field of User field in HE-SIG-B containing the
STA-ID  of  the  designated  MU-MIMO  STA" + "The STA-ID field in each User field indicates the intended recipient user of the corre-
sponding spatial streams and the RU.", which don't allow for the STA-ID to be that of the transmitter			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:48:26Z) - Agree in principle. 

The description of 27.3.2.5 (Resource indication and User identification in an HE MU PPDU) is missing the STA-ID field encoding for UL ME MU PPDU transmission. 

TGax editor makes changes as specified in 11-19/1141r2 for CID 20747.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/1141r2 Misc									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20748			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															V			Abhishek Patil			19/0510r3			841			Re CID 16128: the resolution did not address the issues in 8.3.5.2.2 and 27.3.2.5 identified			Add caveats of the form "except when sent to an AP" to the referenced locations.  Also add text in 27.5.1.2 to describe the setting of the STA-ID field from a non-AP STA			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 18:03:36Z) - The setting for STA_ID is missing in DL case which was the root cause of the ambiguity that led to the comment. Added text to clarify the DL and UL case (based on TXVECTOR parameter UL_FLAG). Clause 8.3.5.2.2 and 26.11.1 is updated to call out the two cases.

Updated row corresponding to AID element in TDLS setup tables to indicate that the element is optionally present when both peers are HE STAs

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/510r3 with the tag 20748			EDITOR			Abhi 19/510r3 MU Operation									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-29 21:03:33Z			4.2			2019/5/29 21:03			EDITOR


			20749			Mark RISON			238			4			26.15.2			419			5			T			Y			419.05			5			26.15.2						V			Yongho Seok			19/0770r2			843			Re CID 16135: the second part ("transmitter's AID if the UPLINK_FLAG is 1 and the receiver's AID if the UPLINK_FLAG is 0" -- the link between the AID (actually STA-ID) setting and the UPLINK_FLAG setting is not required by the spec anywhere) was not addressed in the resolution			Add a normative statement that the STA-ID shall be set to the transmitter's AID if the UPLINK_FLAG is 1 and to the receiver's AID if it's set to 0			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 17:50:24Z) - The first paragraph of subclause 26.11.1 already has the normative statement that suggested by the commenter. 

But, when the UPLINK_FLAG is to 0, there is an ambiguity whether the first paragraph of subclause 26.11.1 covers the TDLS peer STA. 

The proposed change is to clarify that the STA-ID of the HE MU PPDU sent to the TDLS peer STA is set to the 11 LSBs of the AID of the recipient.

TGax editor makes changes as specified in 11-19/0770r2 for CID 20749.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/770r2 PPDU format, BW, etc.									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-30 14:50:12Z			4.2			2019/5/30 14:50			EDITOR


			20750			Mark RISON			238			4			9.3.1.22.7			114			50			T			Y			114.50			50			9.3.1.22.7						A			Abhishek Patil			19/0548r1			844			Re CID 16144: if "MU-BAR Trigger frame is a variant of Trigger frame. GCR MU-BAR is another variant of Trigger frame." this needs to be made clear			At the end of 9.3.1.22.7 add "NOTE---A GCR MU-BAR Trigger frame is not a type of MU BAR Trigger frame."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 17:55:17Z)			EDITOR			Abhi 19/548r1 TF format									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-30 15:04:50Z			4.2			2019/5/30 15:04			EDITOR


			20751			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															J			Youhan Kim			19/1530r0			932			Re CID 16146: the problem was clearly identified (duplication), and it does cause harm to repeat the same requirement in multiple places as this leads to spec rot			Make the change indicated in CID 16146			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-16 09:45:01Z) - The commenter has listed 5 places indicating the conditional mandatory status of DL MU-MIMO transmission.  

Of these, 2 places do not exist.
There is no T9-262aa or Table 9-262aa in D4.0.
There is no section 27.6.2 in D4.0.  There is nothing in section 26.6.2 in D4.0 related to DL MU-MIMO.

Of the remaining three places, one is in Clause 4 (General description), and is not a normative language.  Hence, there are only two places (D4.3 P467L41, P511L46) which clarify the conditional mandatory status of DL MU-MIMO transmission, which is reasonable and helpful to readers.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/1530r0									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			20752			Mark RISON			238			4			27.6.2			356			61			T			Y			356.61			61			26.7.2						J			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			Re CID 16148, 16240: the stuff quoted in the resolution explains what an MU beamformer may do, but it does not justify the AP advertising that it is capable of doing these things.  There needs to be something at the non-AP STA that relies on the setting of this bit, otherwise it's useless			In Figure 9-772c change "MU Beamformer" to "Reserved".  In Table 9-321b delete the "MU Beamformer" row.  In 27.6.2 delete all but the last sentence of the third para			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:27:59Z) - this information may be used by STAs for selecting an AP to associate with.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									N									2019/6/6 15:59			EDITOR


			20753			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															V			Editor			1123r2			923			Re CID 16158: OK, here are locations.  Change "x" to a multiplication glyph at 233.46, 233.47, Table 9-31d (3x), Table 9-321b in "with 2x HE-
LTF, 1x HE-LTF", 442.1 (3x), 483.48, Table 27-17 (3x).  Also italicise x/X at 152.37, 436,36 (first instance)			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 22:06:46Z) - Change "(2 x aSIFSTime) + (CTS_Time) + aRxPHYStartDelay + (2 x aSlotTime)" to use multiplication instead of x. No change to "1x HE-LTF", etc. These terms are pronounced "one-ex h e l t f" so the multiplication is not appropriate (and does not actually do any multiplication). The term originates from the use of a variable x that, in this case, signifies the OFDM symbol duration: 1x being 1 OFDM symbol duration, 2x being 2 OFDM symbol durations, etc.			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 22:12:41Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20754			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															J			Editor			1123r2			923			Re CID 16159: there is nothing to suggest "4x" is to be interpreted as referring to a variable x that contains a "normal" symbol			Change the "x" to the multiplication glyph in each case of "1x", "2x" and "4x", where it is not in a field name			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-27 18:50:16Z) - 1x HE-LTF, 2x HE-LTF and 4x HE-LTF are names and there is no reason to replace the x with a multiplication symbol. The x in "4x" is a variable x and not a substitute for the multiplcation operation. The variable x refers to the duration of a traditional LTF symbol so that a "4x HE-LTF" is an LTF that is 4 times the duration of a traditional LTF symbol. It is not "4 of the HE-LTF", which is what would be implied by using a multiplication glyph.			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20755			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															J			Liwen Chu			19/1387r3			932			Re CID 16163: OK, then a "non-ack-enabled single TID" A-MPDU is just an A-MPDU			Change "HE non-ack-enabled single TID" to "A-MPDU in HE PPDU" throughout			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 22:44:00Z) - Discussion: HE PPDU carries various kinds of A-MPDU. Using A-MPDU in HE PPDU creates ambigurity.			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1387r4 Misc									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			20756			Mark RISON			238			4			3.1			33			9			T			Y			33.09			9			3.1						V			Osama Aboul-Magd			19/1155r4			932			Re CID 16170: the new definition is unclear.  It is not clear what "treated as a single MSDU" means			Shorten the definition to "aggregate medium access control (MAC) service data unit (A-MSDU): A structure that contains one or
more MSDUs."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-16 06:39:07Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. The group suggested a new definition that removed the word “treated”

TGax Editor: Please make changes related to CID 20756 in 19/1155r4			EDITOR			Osama 19/1155r4 Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-21 04:26:42Z			5			2019/9/21 4:26			EDITOR


			20757			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															J			Editor			1123r2			923			Re CID 16171: the comment was not about the "Long GI" field, it was about the generic concept "long GI"			In the baseline, change "short GI" to "400 ns GI" and "long GI" to "800 ns GI" throughout			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-28 19:19:53Z) - The comment does not identify a problem with the draft. This kind of wholesale change to VHT is best left to REVmd (or the revision that roles in 11ax). A change like this will affect legacy field names (e.g., Rx Highest Supported Long GI Data Rate subfield in the Supported VHT-MCS and NSS Set field), TX/RX VECTOR parameters, and much else. Marking the change up in an amedment is tedious and not worth the trouble.			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20758			Mark RISON			238			4			11.23.1									T			Y									11.23.1						V			Mark Rison			19/1667r1			932			Re CID 16172: the things noted in the resolution need to be specified			At the end of the referenced subclaus add "A TDLS STA shall not transmit a triggering PPDU and shall not transmit an HE MU PPDU to more than one STA."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 04:11:13Z) - Note to the commenter: at 326.61 it states "A non-AP STA shall not send a Trigger frame or a frame with a TRS Control subfield.", so nothing additional is needed regarding triggering PPDUs.

Add the following statement at the end of 26.11.1 (STA_ID_LIST): "A non-AP STA shall not transmit an HE MU PPDU where the TXVECTOR parameter STA_ID_LIST includes more than one entry in the range 1 to 2007."			EDITOR			Mark 19/1667r1									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-27 19:18:13Z			5			2019/9/27 19:18			EDITOR


			20759			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															J			Ming Gan			19/1184r1			871			Re CID 16175: the term "dynamic" is much vaguer than the term "variable-length"!			Change "dynamic fragmentation" to "variable-length fragmentation" throughout			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 11:44:53Z) - Now it has a clear definition for dynamic fragment in subclause 26.3.1 (General) of 802.11ax D4.2. Moreover, variable-length fragmention can not fully reflect this feature, i.e., dynamic fragmentation allows to retransmit the full MSDU, A-MSDU or MMPDU if all the previously transmitted dynamic fragments of that MSDU, A-MSDU or MMPDU have explicitly failed at the receiving STA.			EDITOR			Ming 19/1184r1 MAC Misc									N									2019/9/21 1:19			EDITOR


			20760			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															J			Ross Yu Jian			19/0971r0			905			Re CID 16179: this field, now called Beamformed; only has behaviour for HE sounding NDP (end of 27.3.16) so reserve for HE ER SU PPDU and in Table 27-27---User field format for a non-MU-MIMO allocation			At the end of the rightmost cell at 528.19 add "Reserved in an HE ER SU PPDU.".  In Table 27-27 change the B14 row to "B14", "Reserved", "1", "Reserved and set to 0"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:15:22Z) - The bit is used to indicate the behavior at the Tx side, and let the Rx know if beamforming steering matrix is applied to
the waveform or not, whilst how to implement/behave at the Rx side is up to implementation. As it has its meanings for both SU PPDU and ER SU PPDU. The beamformed field should not be set to reserved for both PPDUs.			EDITOR			Ross 19/0971r0									N									2019/9/21 1:37			EDITOR


			20761			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0604r5			872			Re CID 16184: OK, then in 10.3.2.4 and 26.2.4 change "a frame with the duration information indicated by a Duration field in
the PSDU of the PPDU with the RXVECTOR parameter TXOP_DURATION" to "a frame with a Duration field in a PPDU with the RXVECTOR parameter TXOP_DURATION"; "If a STA receives a frame with the duration information indicated by both a Duration field in the PSDU and
the RXVECTOR parameter TXOP_DURATION" to "If a STA receives a PPDU with duration information indicated by both a frame with a Duration field and
the RXVECTOR parameter TXOP_DURATION"			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 11:52:07Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. We have further change to clarify that the rule is only for HE PPDU.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0604r5 under all headings that include CID 20761			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/0604r5 NAV									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:20			EDITOR


			20762			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															V			Osama Aboul-Magd			19/1155r4			932			Re CID 16190: right, so if an HE ER SU PPDU is not a kind of HE SU PPDU, then references to HE SU PPDUs need to be references to HE ER SU PPDUs too (unless there really is a difference in behaviour that depends on the format).  Example "An  HE  STA  may  transmit  an  HE  SU  PPDU  or  HE  MU  PPDU  that  carries  an  A-MPDU" at 352.1 surely applies to HE ER PPDUs too			Make the changes indicated in CID 16190			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-16 06:39:47Z) - The changes proposed in CID 16190 are: Add references to HE ER PPDUs after the reference to HE SU PPDUs in 27.4.5, 27.15.3, 28.3.11.2, 27.4.4.2, Table 28-15, 28.3.11.5.1 – The reference draft must be draft D3.0.

Clause 27.4.5 doesn’t include any reference to HE SU PPDU.

Clause 27.15.3 referes explicitly to HE SU PPDU and HE ER SU PPDU – no logical place to make the changes suggested by the proposed resolution.

Cluase 38.3.11.2 doesn’t include any reference to HE SU PPDU.

Clause 27.4.4.2 refers explicitly to HE SU PPDU and HE ER SU PPDU and no changes are needed.

Clause 28.3.11.5.1 is on BCC and puncturing and doesn’t refer explicitly to any PPDU type. No  changes are needed.

Table 28-15 (Table 27-16 in draft D4.0) – 

TGax Editor to make the changes in 19/1155r4 related to CID 20762.			EDITOR			Osama 19/1155r4 Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-21 04:14:48Z			5			2019/9/21 4:14			EDITOR


			20763			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															V			George Cherian			19/0756r1			851			Re CID 16204: the definition cited in the resolution was obviously wrong and it no longer appears in D4.0.  I think there is consensus that an HE TB PPDU is the thing sent by any given STA, not the superposition of the things sent by all the STAs that respond to a triggering PPDU			Make the changes indicated in CID 16204			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 14:16:59Z) - Agree in principle. 

TGax editor shall incorporate changes in 11-19-0756-01-00ax			EDITOR			George 19/756r1 26.4 Ack procedure									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-30 19:01:05Z			4.2			2019/5/30 19:01			EDITOR


			20764			Mark RISON			238			4			26.5.3.4			336			48			T			Y			336.48			48			26.5.3.4						V			Liwen Chu			19/0750r4			919			Re CID 16211: even though the resolution is shown as REJECTED, as far as I can tell it was basically accepted.  Only one instance of "nonzero length" is now left			At 336.48 change "nonzero length MPDU delimiter" to "an MPDU delimiter"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:58:25Z) - Discussion: Instead of using MPDU delimiter non-EOF MPDU is used.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-19/0750r4 under CID 20764			EDITOR			Liwen 19/0750r4 9.7.3									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20765			Mark RISON			238			4			9.7.3									T			Y			215.21						9.7.3						J			Liwen Chu			19/0734r3			890			Re CID 16212: the baseline qualifies all instances with "of these" or similar, so is not ambiguous			Add "of these" or similar qualifier to the "as most one of the following"s in the referenced subclause, as in the baseline			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:17:20Z) - Discussion: the bullets list every allowed frames. So without “of these” is fine. Another observation is that not all bullets have “of these”, e.g. for acknowledge frames.			EDITOR			Liwen 19/0734r3 9.7.3									N									2019/9/21 1:30			EDITOR


			20766			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															J			Osama Aboul-Magd			19/1155r4			932			Re CID 16224: the rejection does not address the comment's point, which is that it's confusing to use something called Multi-STA for a single STA (I'm assuming that when the resolution said "user" it meant "STA")			Change "Multi-STA BlockAck" to "Extended BlockAck" throughout			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-16 06:40:22Z) - Unlike the proposed name, the term “multi-STA” BlockAck describes better the function of this block ack variant which is to acknowledge the transmissions of one or more STA.

Multi-STA BlockAck variant supports the acknowledgement of one or more STAs.			EDITOR			Osama 19/1155r4 Misc									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			20767			Mark RISON			238			4			9.7.3									E			Y			215.21						9.7.3						J			Liwen Chu			19/1387r3			932			Re CID 16228: if that's the argument, then "zero or more" needs to be added everywhere where there's no multiplicity qualifier			As it says in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 22:45:25Z) - Discussion: in baseline, spec, “aero or more” is used in baseline, but not all places use “zero or more”.			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1387r4 Misc									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			20768			Mark RISON			238			4			9.7.3									E			Y			215.21						9.7.3						V			Liwen Chu			19/1629r1			932			Re CID 16228: if that's the argument, then "zero or more" needs to be added everywhere where there's no multiplicity qualifier			At 222.29 change "Non-EOF-MPDUs" to "Zero or more non-EOF MPDUs".  At 222.48 change "Trigger frames" to "Zero or more Trigger frames".  At 220.8 change "BlockAck frames" to "Zero or more BlockAck frames"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 10:19:16Z) - Discussion: at 222.29, it shouldn’t be “zero or more non-EoF MPDUs” since at least one non-EoF MPDU should be aggregated in the A-MPDU in HE non-ack-enabled single TID immediate response context. Otherwise the A-MPDU will be covered by Control response context. The same reason is applied to P222L48 bullet. P220L8 is the bullet from the baseline. Since “zero or more” is default requirement for the description of aggregating MPDUs in A-MPDU. the “zero or more” being added to 11ax draft will be removed.

TGax editor to remove “zero or more” from Table 9-529 (“aero or more” at P233L52 of 11ax D4.3, “zero or more” at P233L59 of 11ax D4.3), Table 9-531 (“zero or more” at P234L31 of 11ax D4.3, P234L33 of 11ax D4.3), Table 9-532 (“zero or more” at P235L28 of 11ax D4.3), Table 9-532a (“zero or more” at P235L28 of 11ax D4.3), 9-532c (“zero or more” at P238L26 of 11ax D4.3), 9-532d (“zero or more” at P240L26 of 11ax D4.3)
TGax editor to add the following note after Table 9-528 in 9.7.3 “NOTE----if the number qualifier for a frame subtye doesn’t exist, zero or more frames of the frame subtype can be aggregated in the A-MPDU”			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1629r1 Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-25 20:24:58Z - Editing instruction "after Table 9-528" is not clear. Table's float -- they don't have a fixed position wrt text. I'll assume the intent was to place the note after the paragraph that references the table.			5			2019/9/25 20:34			EDITOR


			20769			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															J			Sameer Vermani			19/1271r0			914			Re CID 16239: the stuff quoted in the resolution explains what an SU beamformer may do, but it does not justify the STA advertising that it is capable of doing these things.  There needs to be something at the receiving STA that relies on the setting of this bit, otherwise it's useless			In Figure 9-772c change "SU Beamformer" to "Reserved".  In Table 9-321b delete the "SU Beamformer" row; delete " if the SU Beamformer
field is 1 and", "If the SU Beamformer subfield is
1:" (2x),  ; change "Reserved if the SU Beamformer subfield is 0" to "Reserved if operation as an SU beamformer is not supported" (2x).  In 27.6.2 delete the first para and delete " and shall set the SU Beamformer subfield to 1" in the third para			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:45:12Z) - A precedent exists for defining Tx capability in previous amendments.			EDITOR			Sameer 19/1271r0 PHY Misc									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20770			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															J			Liwen Chu			19/1387r3			932			Re CID 16253: if this is not a new requirement, and it already exists in the baseline, then it should not be duplicated.  Any clarification should be taken to REVmd			Revert the change proposed at 215.47			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 22:43:43Z) - Discussion: The commenter is challenging the text of “All of the MPDUs within an A-MPDU have the same TA.” Being added by 11ax. The reason for this text is that in DL HE MU PPDU, several APs can transmit DL A-MPDUs. The added text clearifies that in this case, frames from different APs can’t be in same A-MPDU, i.e. same RU.			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1387r4 Misc									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			20771			Mark RISON			238			4			26									T			Y			295.05						26						J			Editor						933			Re CID 16255: ER PPDUs are not analoguous to STBC PPDUs.  A device can still receive an STBC PPDU's PHY header (and hence determine the PPDUs duration) if it does not support STBC.  A device that does not support ER PPDUs cannot receive the PHY header (and so cannot determine the PPDU's duration)			Add a subclause "Protection" stating "A TXOP holder that transmits an HE ER PPDU in a TXOP shall transmit an RTS frame or MU-RTS Trigger frame at the start of the TXOP."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 06:28:11Z) - The RTS/CTS mechanism does not necessarily work in the cases where the HE ER SU PPDU is beneficial: an RTS frame in a non-HT PPDU would have 6 dB less margin than the HE ER SU PPDU, meaning that while the intended recipient of the HE ER SU PPDU could receive the HE ER SU PPDU it might not receive (and thus not respond) to an RTS. The commenter brought up an alternate proposal to protect using CTS-to-self. There was some discussion on the benefit of doing this over relying on the deferral protection offered by L-SIG. The question was asked why the HE ER SU PPDU would require such protection while a 1024 QAM HE SU PPDU would not -- both would not necessarily be received by all HE devices. The argument in favor was not using protection.			EDITOR			2019-03-28 telecon									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20772			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.1.67			139			2			E			Y			139.02			2			9.4.1.67						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Re CID 16257: there is no need to introduce spurious variables that are used once only			Change the "Ncqi = (RUEndIndex - RUStartIndex) + 1,  where  RUStartIndex  and  RUEndIndex  are  the  RU  Start  Index
and RU End Index subfields in the HE MIMO Control field. The RU indices ruidx(0) and ruidx(Ncqi - 1)
are equal to the RU Start Index and RU End Index subfields, respectively." to "Ncqi = (ruidx(Ncqi - 1)  - ruidx(0)) + 1,  where  ruidx(0) and ruidx(Ncqi - 1)
are equal to the RU Start Index and RU End Index subfields in the HE MIMO Control field, respectively."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 16:16:42Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 16:16:46Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20773			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															V			Editor			1123r2			923			Re CID 16257: we need more spurious variables that are used once only!			At 63.48, change "NUM_STS / (STBC + 1)" to "NSTS / (S + 1), where NSTS is the NUM_STS parameter and S is the STBC parameter".  At 229.48 change "2xaSIFSTime + CTS_Time + aRxPHYStartDelay + 2xaSlotTime" to "2xSi + C + D + 2St, where Si is aSIFSTime, C is CTS_Time, D is aRXPHYStartDelay and St is aSlotTime"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-06 20:27:45Z) - Change the sentence at 63.47 to "The mapping from the value of these parameters to data rate is defined in 27.5 (Parameters for HE-MCSs), where HE-MCS is the value of the MCS parameter and NSS is NSTS / (S + 1), where NSTS is the value of the NUM_STS parameter and S is the value of the STBC parameter. The change at 229.48 is not made since aSIFSTime, CTS_Time, etc is a defined variables			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 20:31:05Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20774			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															J			Sameer Vermani			19/1271r0			914			Re CID 16259: the amount of information in 27.1.1 dwarfs that in other PHYs.  And the main point is that requirements not expressed anywhere else should not be hidden in an "Introduction"			Move the normative requirements into a new Subclause 27.1.1b, and keep only general introductory material in 27.1.1			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:45:41Z) - -Too much work is needed for satisfying what seems to be a subjective preference.			EDITOR			Sameer 19/1271r0 PHY Misc									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20775			Mark RISON			238			4			27.2.2			462			13			T			Y			462.13			13			27.2.2						A			Bo Sun			19/0407r4			827			Re CID 16261: "Since PE_DURATION parameter is not used in the spec, this entry is deleted." -- it still appears in the spec			Delete the PE_DURATION row in Table 27-1			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:12:11Z) - The “PE_DURATION” parameter is not actually used in any case for TXVECTOR and there’s no definition of how to use it in RXVECTOR. Therefore it could be removed.			EDITOR			Bo 19/407 xVECTORS									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-20 21:18:51Z			4.1			2019/3/20 21:18			EDITOR


			20776			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															V			Liwen Chu			19/1035r4			932			Re CID 16296: examples are 169.43 "frames at least one of
which solicits an Ack frame or
acknowledgment context in a
Multi-STA BlockAck frame", 214.22 " QoS Data
frame or Management frame soliciting an Ack", 314.65 "receives an EOF-MPDU soliciting acknowledgment ", 355.57 "frame that
solicits an Ack frame acknowledgment"			Change references to soliciting an Ack etc. to soliciting the acknowledgment context per 27.4.2			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 21:58:51Z) - Generally agree wit hthe commenter. The reference to table 9-532d is added.

TGax editor to make the changes in 11-19/1035r4 underr CID 20776			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1035r4 26.6.4.2/4 (remaining)									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-21 07:37:40Z			5			2019/9/21 7:37			EDITOR


			20777			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.10.8.4			549			57			T			Y			549.57			57			27.3.10.8.4						V			Ming Gan			19/1185r3			913			Re CID 16307: OK, then that xref should be given			After "indexes the size of the
RUs and their placement in the frequency domain" at the referenced location add " (see Table 27-25)"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:43:09Z) - The confusion has been partly resolved in Doc 18-1774r18 under the CID 21229 and21233. However, there is still something unclear to be fixed. Proposed resolution to make it clear

TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-19/1185 r3 under the CID 20777			EDITOR			Ming 19/1185r3 HE-SIG-B									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20778			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.2.242.3			179			19			T			Y			179.19			19			9.4.2.242.3						J			Youhan Kim			19/0837r1			845			Re CID 16324: the reason given for rejection is invalid.  As it says on page 1, "This document is an unapproved draft of a proposed IEEE Standard. As such, this document is subject to
change.  USE  AT  YOUR  OWN  RISK!  Because  this  is  an  unapproved  draft,  this  document  must  not  be
utilized  for  any  conformance/compliance  purposes."			In Figure 9-772c change "PPE Thresholds Present" to "Reserved".  In Table 9-321b delete the PPE Thresholds Present row and change "if the PPE Thresholds Present subfield is set to 0" to "if the PPE Thresholds field is not present" and "if the PPE Thresholds Present subfield is set to 1" to "if the PPE Thresholds field is present".  In 26.12, delete the first two paras, change "A STA that sets the PPE Thresholds Present subfield to 0" to "A STA that does not transmit a PPE Thresholds field" (3x), and change "A STA that sets the PPE Thresholds Present subfield to 1" to "A STA that includes a PPE Thresholds field"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 17:57:36Z) - While the commenter is correct that it is feasible for receivers to figure out whether the PPE Thresholds field is present in the HE Capabilities element without an explicit signalling such as the “PPE Thresholds Present” subfield, there is nothing technically incorrect about having the “PPE Thresholds Present” subfield either to simplify receiver processing.
There are also many instances where information is included in the HE Capabilities element even though it can be derived without explicit signalling.  For example, an HE AP which supports transmitting 4 or more spatial streams must support SU Beamformer and MU Beamformer.  Hence, one could argue that the “SU Beamformer” and “MU Beamformer” subfields are not needed in the HE Capabilities element if an AP indicates transmitting 4 or more spatial streams.  However, the group has decided to keep the “SU Beamformer” and “MU Beamformer” subfields even in these cases to simplify the receiver processing.
Furthermore, HE Capabilities element is extensible, hence the “PPE Thresholds Present” subfield is needed in case the length of the HE Capabilities element is changed in the future.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/837r1 HE Capabilities									N			EDITOR: 2019-05-30 15:18:43Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/5/30 15:18			EDITOR


			20779			Mark RISON			238			4			3									E			Y			33.01						3						V			Editor			19/1123r2			923			Re CID 16331: examples are "STA" in "20 MHz-only non-access-point (non-AP) high efficiency STA" etc.; "MPDU" in "end of frame MPDU"; "SRP" in "SRP physical layer (PHY) protocol data unit (SRP PPDU)"; "high efficiency (HE) masked HE-***LTF** sequence mode: An ***UL*** ***MU-MIMO*** LTF mode that uses a masked
HE-LTF sequence of each spatial stream by a distinct orthogonal code when a 1x HE-LTF is not used."			All abbreviations in defintions need to be expanded.  grep '[A-Z][A-Z] [^(]' applied to the characters to the left of the colon might help			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-03 18:12:46Z)

At 41.45 (D4.2), 41.51, and 41.56 change "STA" to "station"

Other instances have been taken care of with resolutions to other comments.			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20780			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.15.2			610			55			T			Y			610.55			55			27.3.15.2						V			Kome Oteri			19/0553r0			847			Re CID 16336: the "only" is not clear and adds nothing			Delete "only" in " The number of bits for quantiza-
tion, tone grouping factor, and the number of columns in the HE compressed beamforming feedback are
determined by the beamformee only if the HE NDP Announcement frame contains a single STA Info field
that  has  a  value  in  the  AID11  field  other  than  2047."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 17:47:35Z) - The sentence has been deleted as a part of the resolution for CID 21565.

As such no further change is needed.			EDITOR			Kome 19/553r0 Beamforming feedback									N									2019/5/30 16:01			EDITOR


			20781			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.15.2			610			52			T			Y			610.52			52			27.3.15.2						V			Kome Oteri			19/0553r0			847			Re CID 16336: then in the previous sentence we also need to highlight that this is the only condition where the BFer determines these parameters			Change "The number of bits for quantization, tone grouping factor, and the number of columns in the HE compressed
beamforming feedback are set by the HE beamformer if the HE NDP Announcement frame contains more
than one STA Info field that has a value in the AID11 field other than 2047." to "The number of bits for quantization, tone grouping factor, and the number of columns in the HE compressed
beamforming feedback are determined by the HE beamformer only if the HE NDP Announcement frame contains more
than one STA Info field that has a value in the AID11 field other than 2047."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 17:47:50Z) - The sentence has been deleted as a part of the resolution for CID 21565.

As such no further change is needed.			EDITOR			Kome 19/553r0 Beamforming feedback									N									2019/5/30 15:58			EDITOR


			20782			Mark RISON			238			4			26.7.3			363			45			T			Y			363.45			45			26.7.3						J			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			Re CID 16338: err, yes, that's the point.  Saying reserved rather than 0 leaves options open for future expansion (forward-compatibility).  102.10 already does this, in fact, for the Nc field ("In an individually addressed HE NDP Announcement frame that has only one STA Info field with a value other than 2047 in the AID11 field, the Nc field is reserved."			At the referenced location change "An HE beamformer soliciting SU feedback in an HE non-TB sounding sequence shall set the Feedback Type And Ng, Codebook Size and Nc subfields in the HE NDP Announcement frame to 0." to "The Feedback Type And Ng, Codebook Size and Nc subfields in the HE NDP Announcement frame are reserved in an HE non-TB sounding sequence."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:28:15Z) - the comment does not identify a technical issue in sufficient detail. Sometimes it is better to avoid that specific fields can all of a certain have different values.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									N									2019/6/6 15:59			EDITOR


			20783			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.10.10			562			36			T			Y			562.36			36			27.3.10.10						V			Youhan Kim			19/0831r1			859			Re CID 16342: I'm not clear what "This option is fundamentally optional" means.  It is important to be clear that some of the options are "conditional mandatory", i.e. if you support something else, then they're in fact mandatory not optional			Indicate in the table that certain "optional" combinations are mandatory if the corresponding ER combinations are supported, as indicated in 28.1.1: "shall support [...] HE SU PPDUs with 0.8 us GI duration on both the HE-LTF and Data field symbols when the HE-
LTF is a 4x LTF if the STA supports HE ER SU PPDUs with 0.8 us GI duration on both the HE-
LTF and Data field symbols when the HE-LTF is a 4x LTF (transmit and receive). [...] HE MU PPDUs with 0.8 us GI duration on both the HE-LTF and Data field symbols when the 4x
HE-LTF is used if the HE AP supports HE ER SU PPDUs with 0.8 us GI duration on both the HE-
LTF and Data field symbols when the HE-LTF is a 4x LTF (transmit)."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:44:13Z) - Proposed text update in 11-19/0831 adds ‘conditional mandatory’ as an option, and lists the condition in notes.
Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text updates for CIDs 20785 and 20783 in 11-19/0831r1.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/831r1 Part 2									I						4.2			2019/6/4 20:32			EDITOR


			20784			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.10.10			562			36			T			Y			562.36			36			27.3.10.10						J			Youhan Kim			19/0831r1			859			Re CID 16343: the whole point was to make the information digestible, because when we didn't have the table it was extremely difficult to find the mandatory/optional/unavailable distinctions			Indicate in each cell whether it is about tx or rx and whether it is about an AP or a non-AP STA			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:44:27Z) - The main purpose of Table 27-29 is to describe the mandatory/optionality of various LTF/GI modes.  Whether the transmission and/or reception of a PPDU type is mandatory or optional for AP and/or non-AP STA is described in other parts of the standard (e.g. 27.1.1).  Table 27-29 does not ‘override’ that.  For example, 27.1.1 does not require an AP to transmit HE TB PPDU, or require a non-AP STA to receive HE TB PPDU.  Hence, even if a particular LTF/GI combination is indicated as mandatory in Table 27-29, it is clear that transmitting that LTF/GI combination is not required by an AP, and receiving that LTF/GI combination is not required by a non-AP STA.  There is no need to further complicate Table 27-29 with such information.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/831r1 Part 2									N									2019/6/4 20:13			EDITOR


			20785			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.10.10			562			16			T			Y			562.16			16			27.3.10.10						V			Youhan Kim			19/0831r1			932			Re CID 16344: it does hurt to repeat the same requirement in multiple places as this leads to spec rot.  It's even worse if the duplication is only partial, because the reader is left wondering whether there's some distinction between the material that was duplicated and that which was not, or if there is a mistake and if so which is correct			Delete ""It is optional
to support the 1x HE-LTF in an HE SU PPDU and HE ER SU PPDU. It is mandatory to support 1x HE-LTF
for full bandwidth UL MU-MIMO, for a STA declaring support for UL MU-MIMO. The 1x HE-LTF is dis-
allowed in an HE MU PPDU and in an HE TB PPDU with more than one RU."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-27 22:20:19Z) - The cited sentence has already been removed in D4.3 as per this comment.  However, Table 27-31 (D4.3) was also updated, during which we lost the information that 1x HE-LTF 1.6us GI is applicable only for non-OFDMA MU-MIMO in HE TB PPDU.  Proposed text update for CID 20785 in 11-19/1531 adds back that information.

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the text updates for CID 20785 in 11-19/1531r0.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/831r1 Part 2									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-27 22:15:07Z			5			2019/9/27 22:22			EDITOR


			20786			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															J			Editor			1123r2			923			Re CID 16346: examples of missing/malformed "HE-": Table 8-4, Table 28-2 "Indicates the LTF mode"; 98.23 " indicates the LTF mode of the UL MU-"; 98.52 "t used in the LTF mode of "; 444.42 "the LTF duration used"; 511.23 " HE single stream pilot HE LTF mode"; 37.64, 38.16 "A UL MU-MIMO LTF mode"; many instances of "1xLTF" and "2xLTF" and "4xLTF" (sometimes with space after "x")			As it says in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-27 22:15:07Z) - The issues identitifed may have been present in D3.0 but most appear to be fixed in D4.0. I am unable to find instances in D4.2			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20787			Mark RISON			238			4			27.2.2			447			35			T			Y			447.35			35			27.2.2						J			Bo Sun			19/0407r4			827			Re CID 16349: CID 9490 in 17/0465, given as rejection reason in the resolution, is not about the comment.  17/0465 appears to be about "Various PHY participants indicated desire to have the PE duration computation to be described within the PHY clause (clause 28), which means that the TXVECTOR should not pass the actual PE duration (except for the case of UMRS)." but the comment is about passing the PE for both Trigger frames and TRS (nee UMRS)			Make both cases or neither take a TXVECTOR parameter for the PE			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:11:52Z) - The spec has defined the way to calculate the PE duration for TRIGGER_FRAME mode as in sub-clause 27.3.12 (Packet extension). And the spec also defines the parameter DEFAULT_PE_DURATON only for TRS mode to calculate the PE duration. It’s not necessary to define a TXVECTOR parameter for TRIGGER_FRAME mode to calculate the PE duration in another way.			EDITOR			Bo 19/407 xVECTORS									N									2019/3/20 21:30			EDITOR


			20788			Mark RISON			238			4			26.9.2			390			42			T			Y			390.42			42			26.9.2						J			Jarkko Kneckt			19/1618r3			935			Re CID 16362: the resolution fails to provide a justification of the value of allowing an AP to lie (also can a non-AP STA lie?)			Change "should" to "shall" in "An OMI initiator that is an HE AP should be capable of receiving within an operating channel width and
with NSS that are up to the values of the most recently transmitted Channel Width subfield and Rx NSS sub-
field that the OMI initiator has successfully indicated in the OM Control subfield or in the Operating Mode
field sent to any associated STA."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 07:15:10Z) - The OMI initiator (AP or non-AP STA) is recommented to make the ROM parameter only after the TXOP (please refer to paragraph preceding this paragraph). Hence during a certain TXOP the ROM parameter might still have not changed, hence the recommendation that for the AP (which serves multiple STAs) in contrast to a non-AP STA that only interacts with one (AP) the language specifies that the AP is recommended to be capable of receiving with any of the ROM parameters it has advertised to any of the associated STAs.			EDITOR			Jarkko 19/1618r3 TSPEC									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20789			Mark RISON			238			4			26.4.2									T			Y			313.53						26.4.2						J			George Cherian			19/0756r1			851			Re CID 16370: it's not clear if spread all around the place			If not put the rules on pre-assoc ack context in one place and one place only, then at least put a single place with xrefs to the other places (see CID 16370 for places)			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 14:17:10Z) - This is a CID that was rejected by the group during D3.0. Commentor is not providing any new reasons to reconsider the CID			EDITOR			George 19/756r1 26.4 Ack procedure									N									2019/5/30 18:38			EDITOR


			20790			Mark RISON			238			4			9									T			Y			69.01						9						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Re CID 16375: even when "fiollowing the new Editorial style guide as instruvted by the 802.11 WG leadership", there should be no behavioural statements in Clause 9			Move all behavioural requirements in Clause 9 to Clause 27/28			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-01 19:30:25Z) - Agree in principle. As of D4.2 there are no behavioral statements in Clause 9, where behavioral is defined as including "may", "should" or "shall" statements. No futher changes needed.			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20791			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															J			George Cherian			19/0756r1			851			Re CID 16377: the decision needs to be justified, as the outcome is prima facie inefficient			As it says in CID 16377, use Multi-TID BlockAck frames when only one STA is involved			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 14:17:24Z) - This is a CID that was rejected by the group during D3.0. 

During the introduction of MBA for single STA acknowledgment, the use of Multi-TID Block Ack was discussed extensively, and the group decided to use MBA.			EDITOR			George 19/756r1 26.4 Ack procedure									N									2019/5/30 18:38			EDITOR


			20792			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															J			George Cherian			19/1211r1			875			Re CID 16378: for Management frames, if in MU PPDU, then since no Ack Policy Indicator field, only respond if got TF/TRS.  So could apply same rule for Data frames.  The benefit of being able to get an SU response to Data frames sent in MU PPDU is rather limited (only one STA can respond)			Delete the references to HTP Ack throughout the draft and instead state that the rules previously described as pertaining to that ack policy instead pertain to frames received by a non-AP STA in an HE MU PPDU			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 12:02:54Z) - HTP Ack differentates QoS Data frame to be responded either through HE TB PPDU from that is sent through SU PPDU.			EDITOR			George 19/1211r1 Ack									N									2019/9/21 1:21			EDITOR


			20793			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															J			Ross Yu Jian			19/0971r0			905			Re CID 16381: the resolution is not clear.  "For 80MHz, if both channels in secondary channel are punctured out, then it goes back to 40MHz." -- what's "it"?  "This is different for 160MHz/80+80MHz channel." -- what's "This"?			As it said in CID 16381			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:15:40Z) - When Bandwidth is set to 4, a preamble puncturing in 80Mhz mode is indicated, when Bandwidth is set to 7, a preamble puncturing in 160Mhz or 80MHz + 80MHz mode is indicated. The two modes are different. Accordingly the common fields in HE-SIG-B are also different.

Regarding the commenter’s question on the previous resolution, “it” means the BW of the PPDU. “This” means the condition descrbied in the previous sentence, i.e., both channels in secondary 40Mhz are punctured when BW=80MHz. And it is different from the condition that both channels in secondary 40MHz are punctured when BW=160MHz/80+80MHz.			EDITOR			Ross 19/0971r0									N									2019/9/21 1:37			EDITOR


			20794			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															J			Ron Porat			19/1188r0			911			Re CID 16381: the resolution does not address the specific points made in the comment: "The secondary 40 MHz is entirely missed out, but the secondary 80 MHz is still there?  Or the presence/absence of the secondary 40 MHz is undefined (might be present, might be 50% present, might be absent?)?  Why not the mode where one of the 20 MHz of the secondary 40 MHz is punctured, like in 80 MHz bw?"			Addrees the points made in CID 16381			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:35:50Z) - My understanding is the previous resolution did address the comment albeit succinctly.
  
In this mode any of the 14 20MHz subchannels outside P40 could be punctured. This mode effectively tells the STA to only use the primary 40MHz for SIGB decoding and given this is a 160MHz mode, at least one 20MHz channel is present in S80.			EDITOR			Ron 19/1188r0 PHY Misc									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20795			Mark RISON			238			4			11.32.5			284						E			Y			284.00						11.32.5						A			Editor			1123r2			923			"the OCT" not followed by a "Recommended"/"Not Supported"/"MMPDU"/"MLME" or "procedure"/"operation"/"services" is broken			Delete "the" in "the OCT" at 284.28, 284.33, 284.34 (2x)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-27 21:00:14Z)			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20796			Mark RISON			238			4			26.2.4			299			48			T			Y			299.48			48			26.2.4						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0604r5			872			CTS_Time is undefined			Add " (see 10.3.2.4 for the definition of CTS_Time)" to the end of the last sentence of the referenced subclause			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 11:50:31Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. Agree in principle with the commenter. Add the name of the subclause in parentheses. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0604r5 under all headings that include CID 20796			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/0604r5 NAV									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:20			EDITOR


			20797			Mark RISON			238			4			10.3.2.4			233						E			Y			233.00						10.3.2.4						V			Editor			1123r2			923			CTS_Time should not have scare quotes			Delete the scare quotes around CTS_Time on the referenced page (6 pairs in total)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 20:50:09Z) - Change "the <quote>CTS_Time<quote>" to "CTS_TIME" (3x)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-10 20:50:53Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20798			Mark RISON			238			4						174			28			T			Y			174.28			28			9.4.2.243.3						A			Youhan Kim			19/0837r1			845			"If a non-AP STA operates with 20 MHz channel width
and 20 MHz In 160/80+80 MHz HE PPDU subfield is
set to 0, then B5 indicates support of 242-tone RUs in a
40 MHz and 80 MHz HE MU PPDU in the 5 GHz
band or 6 GHz band. If a non-AP STA operates with 20
MHz channel width and 20 MHz In 160/80+80 MHz
HE PPDU subfield is set to 1, then B5 indicates sup-
port of 242-tone RUs in a 40 MHz, 80 MHz, 160 MHz,
and 80+80 MHz HE MU PPDU in the 5 GHz band. " -- shoudl also apply in the 6G band if the 20Min160/80+80 is set to 1.  Also missing articles			Change to "If a non-AP STA operates with 20 MHz channel width
and the 20 MHz In 160/80+80 MHz HE PPDU subfield is
set to 0, then B5 indicates support of 242-tone RUs in a
40 MHz and 80 MHz HE MU PPDU in the 5 GHz
band or 6 GHz band. If a non-AP STA operates with the 20
MHz channel width and 20 MHz In 160/80+80 MHz
HE PPDU subfield is set to 1, then B5 indicates sup-
port of 242-tone RUs in a 40 MHz, 80 MHz, 160 MHz,
and 80+80 MHz HE MU PPDU in the 5 GHz band or 6 GHz band. ".  In the previous para change "and 20 MHz In 40 MHz HE PPDU In 2.4 GHz subfield " to "and the 20 MHz In 40 MHz HE PPDU In 2.4 GHz subfield "			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 17:54:14Z) - Note to Editor:  Discussion for CID 20798 in 11-19/0837r1 contains the red-lined version of the proposed change by the commenter should the editor wishes to check the changes.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/837r1 HE Capabilities									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-30 15:17:10Z			4.2			2019/5/30 15:17			EDITOR


			20799			Mark RISON			238			4			3.2									T			Y			33.32						3.2						V			Liwen Chu			19/1387r4			932			Re CIDs 16282/12927(/15606).  The problems remain that (a) it is not clear from Clause 3 how an ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU and a non-ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU (and an ack-enabled A-MPDU (single-TID)) differ and (b) it is not clear from Clause 3 how a non-ack-enabled single-TID A-MPDU differs from a legacy A-MPDU			Make the following points in the definitions in 3.2: (1) an ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU includes Data frames not sent under a BA agreement or Management frames, that require acknowledgement, either as 2 TIDs or as Data+Management (2) a non-ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU does not include Data frames not sent under a BA agreement that require acknowledgement and does not include Management frames that require acknowledgement (3) a non-ack-enabled single-TID A-MPDU is just a legacy A-MPDU (4) an ack-enabled A-MPDU cannot contain both a Data frame and a Management frame, that require acknowledgement (otherwise the current definition is OK)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 04:41:26Z) - Discussion: 11-19/1336r3 already made the changes requested by 20799. No further change is needed.			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1387r4 Misc									N									2019/9/21 7:21			EDITOR


			20800			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.2.170.2			154			58			T			Y			154.58			58			9.4.2.170.2						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0417r8			877			The concept that an "AP might be detected" is used all over the place but only defined in a NOTE buried in Clause 9			Move the definition of "detect" to Clause 3			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:06:15Z) - agree with the comment. Add a new definition for Detected AP in clause 3.2. Apply the changes marked as CID20800 in doc 0417r8.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0417r8 6 GHz out-of-band discovery									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			20801			Mark RISON			238			4			26.17.2.4			433			28			T			Y			433.28			28			26.17.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0417r8			877			"a STA that has signaled that it does not support operating in the 6
GHz band (see 9.4.2.53 (Supported Operating Classes element))" -- but that element is only present if extended channel switching is supported			Make support for ECS mandatory for HE STAs			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:06:54Z) - agree with the commenter. Apply the changes as proposed in 19/0417r8			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0417r8 6 GHz out-of-band discovery									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			20802			Mark RISON			238			4			26.17.2.4			433			28			T			Y			433.28			28			26.17.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0417r8			877			"a STA that has signaled that it does not support operating in the 6
GHz band (see 9.4.2.53 (Supported Operating Classes element))" -- but that element is only present if extended channel switching is supported			Use b24 of the HE Capabilities field to indicate support for 6G operation			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:09:59Z) - agree with the commenter in principle.Make ECS support required for 6 GHz HE STAs. Apply the changes as proposed in 19/0417r8.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0417r8 6 GHz out-of-band discovery									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			20803			Mark RISON			238			4			26.17.2.4			433			21			T			Y			433.21			21			26.17.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0417r8			877			"If an AP operating on a 2.4 or 5 GHz channel has one or more co-located APs operating at 6 GHz with the same SSID, then Beacon frames and Probe Response frames transmitted by the AP or by the transmitted BSSID of the same Multiple BSSID set as the AP shall include, at a minimum, for each of these co-located APs, a TBTT Information field in a Reduced Neighbor Report element with the BSSID field set to the BSSID of the co-located AP, and with either the Short SSID field set to the Short SSID of the co-located AP or the Same SSID subfield in the BSS Parameters subfield is set to 1, except if  the AP transmits an individually addressed Probe Response frame to a STA that does not support operating in the 6 GHz band  or if the AP operating at 6 GHz does not intend to be discovered by STAs. " -- the precedence of the "except if" part is not clear			Reword as a set of bullets that indicate the precedence			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:10:37Z) - modify the sentence to solve the precedence issue. Apply the changes marked as CID20803 in 19/0417r8.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0417r8 6 GHz out-of-band discovery									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			20804			Mark RISON			238			4			26.17.2.4			434			15			T			Y			434.15			15			26.17.2.4						J			Laurent Cariou			19/1627r1			932			"NOTE 2---It is recommended that the AP responds with a GAS comeback delay of zero." -- this is a hidden normative requirement			Replace with "The AP should respond with a GAS comeback delay of zero."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 10:25:13Z) - The intention of the note was to provide a recommendation to the internal implementation to set this variable to 0 but it was not intended to be a normative behavior from the standard’s perspective.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1627r1									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			20805			Mark RISON			238			4			26.17.2.4			434			18			E			Y			434.18			18			26.17.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0417r8			877			"Report," -- spurious comma (or needs "element").  And when no comma then needs "element"			Delete the referenced comma.  Ditto at 432.33, 432.51, 434.18.  At 433.36, 433.45, 433.48, 433.51 add " element" after "Neighbor Report"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:12:20Z) - agree with the comment. Apply the changes marked as CID20805 in doc 0417r8.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0417r8 6 GHz out-of-band discovery									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			20806			Mark RISON			238			4			11.32.5			284			28			T			Y			284.28			28			11.32.5						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0417r8			877			"if the STA is an AP and the OCT Recommended subfield in a Neighbor AP Information field of the STA's
Reduced Neighbor Report element is 1" seems unnecessary, since such an AP will just set OCT Not Supported to 0, obviously			Delete the cited text at the referenced subclause			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:12:50Z) - an AP may send the RNR instead of the MBE. However this sentence could be removed as the following sentences already cover this case. Delete th’s part of the sentence and create a bullet list of how an AP can indicate its support for OCT. Apply the changes marked as CID20806 in doc 0417r8.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0417r8 6 GHz out-of-band discovery									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			20807			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.2.242.2			171			27			T			Y			171.27			27			9.4.2.242.2						A			Liwen Chu			11-19/0737r2			891			"A-MSDU In Ack-
Enabled A-MPDU
Support" -- it's not just about being in an ack-enabled A-MPDU, it's about whether the A-MSDU is in the ack context (as opposed to BA context)			Change "A-MSDU In Ack-Enabled A-MPDU Support" to "A-MSDU Not Under BA In Ack-Enabled A-MPDU Support" throughout (3x)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:02:56Z)			EDITOR			Liwen 19/0737r2									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-28 19:01:28Z			4.2			2019/9/13 23:33			EDITOR


			20808			Mark RISON			238			4			3.2			39			1			T			Y			39.01			1			3.2						V			Editor			1123r2			923			The definition of TB PPDU should be more similar in structure to the definition of MU PPDU, and also make it clear that a TB PPDU is what each STA txes rather than the overall set that arrives at the AP			Change the definition of HE TB PPDU to "An HE PPDU transmitted with HE TB PPDU format in response to a triggering PPDU that is capable of carrying one PHY service data unit (PSDU).  An uplink (UL) multi-user (MU) transmission consists of one or more simultaneous HE TB PPDU transmissions."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-27 21:01:04Z) Change definition to "A PPDU transmitted with TXVECTOR parameter FORMAT set to HE_TB. An HE TB PPDU is transmitted in response to a triggering frame."			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20809			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															J			Editor			1123r2			923			Various articles were missing in the resolution in 18/1859			Add the missing articles			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 21:28:43Z) - The comment fails to identify a specific issue to be addressed. It fails to identify changes in sufficient detail so that the specific wording of the changes that will satisfy the commenter can be determined.			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 21:30:21Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20810			Mark RISON			238			4			9.3.3.3			117			48			T			Y			117.48			48			9.3.3.3						V			Laurent Cariou			19/1161r4			879			Presumably, like EDCA Parameter Set and QoS Capability, MU EDCA Parameter Set should not be present in a mesh.  Actually, 26.2.7 requires that MU EDCA be present if EDCA is present.  Also it's MU EDCA Parameter Set, not just MU EDCA Parameter			In Table 9-34 change "The MU EDCA Parameter element is optionally present if dot11HE-
OptionImplemented is true and the QoS Capability element is not
present" to "The MU EDCA Parameter Set element is optionally present if dot11HE-
OptionImplemented is true and the EDCA Parameter Set element is present" and " neither the EDCA Parameter Set element nor the MU EDCA Parameter Set element are is not present" to " the EDCA Parameter Set element is not present".  In Tables 9-37, 9-39, 9-41 change "The MU EDCA Parameter Set element is optionally present if
dot11HEOptionImplemented is true" to "The MU EDCA Parameter Set element is optionally present if
dot11HEOptionImplemented is true and the EDCA Parameter Set element is present"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:41:08Z) - agree in principle with the comment. This was resolved by CID20603 and is captured in draft 4.2. Apply the changes marked as CID20603 as proposed in doc 413r4.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1161r4									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:23			EDITOR


			20811			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.2.245			191			29			T			Y			191.29			29			9.4.2.245						J			Laurent Cariou			19/0413r4			852			Since the MU EDCA Parameter Set is always accompanied by an EDCA Parameter Set, there is no point carrying the update count in it, just a risk of confusion/inconsistency			In 9.2.4.1.8 delete "The QoS Info field is pres-
ent in the QoS Capability, EDCA Parameter Set, and MU EDCA Parameter Set elements transmitted by an
HE AP."  In Figure 9-772o change "QoS Info" to "Reserved".  In 9.4.2.245 delete "The format of the QoS Info field is defined in 9.4.1.17 (QoS Info field) when sent by the AP. The QoS Info
field contains the EDCA Parameter Set Update Count subfield, which is initially set to 0 and is incremented
each time any of the MU AC parameters in the MU EDCA Parameter Set element changes. This subfield is
used by a non-AP HE STA to determine whether the MU EDCA Parameter Set has changed and requires
updating the appropriate MIB attributes."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 12:31:21Z) - There is no risk of inconsistency as there is already a shall statement to have the same value in the QoS Info fields of the EDCA Parameter set element and the MU EDCA Parameter Set element: “An HE AP shall set the QoS Info field of an MU EDCA Parameter Set element (if present) to the same value as the QoS Info field of an EDCA Parameter Set element (if present).”			EDITOR			Laurent 19/413r4 MU EDCA Parameters									N									2019/5/30 19:05			EDITOR


			20812			Mark RISON			238			4			11.22.7.5			283			63			T			Y			283.63			63			11.22.7.5						A			Srini Kandala			19/0619r4			932			"NOTE---In a planned ESS a non-AP STA could use the Recommended BSS Transition RSSI Threshold Within The ESS
subfield to modify when it starts scanning for a new BSS. However, how the non-AP STA adjusts its BSS transition
algorithms is implementation specific and beyond the scope of this standard." seems misplaced			Move the NOTE to above the last para and change "In a planned ESS a non-AP STA could" to "A non-AP STA could then"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-16 04:59:53Z)			EDITOR			Srini 19/0619r4 Select Comments									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-23 17:29:54Z			5			2019/9/23 17:29			EDITOR


			20813			Mark RISON			238			4			11.22.7.5			283			51			E			Y			283.51			51			11.22.7.5						A			Editor			1123r2			923			"The AP may transmit an ESS Report element (see 9.4.2.250 (ESS Report element)) to indicate whether or
not it is in a planned ESS to assist associated STAs' roaming." is a bit confusing			Add a comma after "in a planned ESS"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-27 22:11:41Z)			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20814			Mark RISON			238			4			11.22.7.5			283			57			E			Y			283.57			57			11.22.7.5						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Missing article			Change "If AP" to "If the AP".  At 409.52 change "if AP" to "if the AP"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 20:38:23Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-10 20:38:27Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20815			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.2.63			149			32			T			Y			149.32			32			9.4.2.63						V			Srini Kandala			19/0619r4			932			"If trans-
mitted by an HE STA in a (Re)Association Request frame, the Switch Timeout field is not present in the
Channel Switch Timing element." breaks the baseline, which assumes the presence of this field.  There's no justification for this change anyway			Delete the cited text at the referenced location			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-16 05:00:06Z) - The Channel Switch Timing element was not part of the (Re)Association Request frame in the baseline and as such the cited text does not break compliance of the legacy devices. Within the baseline, the Channel Switch Timing element was to be only present in TDLS Channel Switch Request and Response Action Frames.

However there is a change that is needed. The “by an HE STA” in “… transmitted by an HE STA in (Re)Association Request …” is not necessary as this is already established through dot11HESubchannelSelectiveTransmissionImplemented.

Tgax editor, remove “by an HE STA” in the cited text			EDITOR			Srini 19/0619r4 Select Comments									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-21 08:49:08Z			5			2019/9/21 8:49			EDITOR


			20816			Mark RISON			238			4			26.5.3.4			337			52			T			Y			337.52			52			26.5.3.4						V			Liwen Chu			19/0750r4			919			26.5.2 says " If a STA receives a BQRP Trigger frame aggregated with Control,
Data  and  Management  frames  that  solicits  an  acknowledgment,  the  response  A-MPDU  shall  contain
MPDUs in the order described in Table 9-531 (A-MPDU contents MPDUs in the control response context).", 26.5.3.6 says " If a non-AP STA receives a BSRP Trigger frame aggregated
with Control, Data and Management frames that solicits an acknowledgment, the response A-MPDU shall
contain MPDUs in the order described in Table 9-531 (A-MPDU contents MPDUs in the control response
context).".  However 26.5.3.4 says "A non-AP STA that responds to a BSRP or BQRP Trigger frame addressed to it shall construct the A-MPDU
carried in the HE TB PPDU as defined in Table 9-529 (A-MPDU contents in the data enabled no immediate
response context) with the exception that the A-MPDU does not contain QoS Data frames. The non-AP STA
shall include in the A-MPDU at least one QoS Null frame."  This is inconsistent (different tables)			Delete "shall construct the A-MPDU
carried in the HE TB PPDU as defined in Table 9-529 (A-MPDU contents in the data enabled no immediate
response context) with the exception that the A-MPDU does not contain QoS Data frames. The non-AP STA" in the cited text in 26.5.3.4.  Also delete "non-AP" in the cited text in 26.5.3.6			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:58:41Z) - Discussion: the text related to Table 9-529 is required since it covers the case that the soliciting PPDU only carries a BSRP or BQRP Trigger. The text related to Table 9.531 is related to the case that the soliciting PPDU includes Control, Data and Management frame. The text in 26.5.2 (related to BQRP Trigger) and the text in 26.5.3.6 (related to BSRP Trigger) say different things. The normative behavior will be moved to A-MPDU construction subclause (26.5.3.4), and the text in 26.5.2 and 26.5.3.6 will be changed to just referring to 26.5.3.4.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-19/0750r4 under CID20816			EDITOR			Liwen 19/0750r4 9.7.3									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20817			Mark RISON			238			4			26									T			Y			295.05						26						J			Editor			1123r2			923			Trigger frames are necessarily addressed to an responded to by a non-AP STA			Delete "non-AP" at 329.16, 330.54, 336.31, 337.28, 337.39, 337.46, 337.52, 303.39, 318.54, 323.4, 323.7, 335.60, 340.55, 336.9, 336.31, 337.8			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 19:21:28Z) - There are other comments such as #20288 that essentially state that "STA" should be qualified as AP or non-AP STA if the requirement applies only to the qualified type.			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N									2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20818			Mark RISON			238			4			26.5.3.2.3			328			4			T			Y			328.04			4			26.5.3.2.3						V			Tianyu Wu			19/0703r0			904			" the number of bits in the PSDU following the last bit
of SCH " does not allow for padding using the PE field, since the PE field is not part of the PSDU			After the cited text at the referenced location append "(except that a Packet Extension field of equivalent duration may be used for some of those bits) ".  At 328.53 change "An AP may use any type of padding to satisfy the MinTrigProcTime requirement of a non-AP STA, such as
using the Padding field in a Trigger frame, post-EOF A-MPDU padding, or aggregating other MPDUs in the
A-MPDU." to "An AP may use any type of padding to satisfy the MinTrigProcTime requirement of a non-AP STA, such as
using the Padding field in a Trigger frame, post-EOF A-MPDU padding, aggregating other MPDUs in the
A-MPDU, and/or including a Packet Extension field in the PPDU."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:12:50Z) - For BCC encoded Trigger frame/TRS field, the Trigger MAC padding defined in (26-1) is sufficient to provide MinTrigProcTime. No need to mix extra PE with MAC padding. 

For LDPC encoded Trigger frame/TRS field, need to clarify that (26-1) does not apply. AP only need to satisfy the requirements defined as the 4 rules in the end of this sub clause. In this case, extra PE, other padding methods, other MPDUs are all allowed. 

See resolution for CID 20214.			EDITOR			Tianyu 19/0703r0									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:36			EDITOR


			20819			Mark RISON			238			4			26.8.2			370			8			T			Y			370.08			8			26.8.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0725r1			849			"A TWT responding STA that receives a PS-Poll frame or a U-APSD trigger frame or any other indication
from a TWT requesting STA that is in PS mode during or before an announced TWT SP that the STA is in
the awake state during the TWT SP shall" -- a PS-Poll or U-APSD trigger frame only indicates the STA is awake to the extent that it has not received a response to the poll/trigger and has not timed out (also not clear which STA is being referred to at the end)			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "A TWT responding STA that receives an indication
from a TWT requesting STA that is in PS mode during or before an announced TWT SP that the TWT requesting STA is in
the awake state during the TWT SP shall" and after the para this appears add a "NOTE---This indication might be a PS-Poll frame or a U-APSD trigger frame for which the corresponding response has not completed."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:42:54Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change, however not as suggested “for which the corresponding response has not completed” since it is not clear what completion means. Used “for which the immediate control response frame is not received” instead. Similar changes were applied to the broadcast TWT counterpart.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0725r0 under all headings that include CID 20819.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/725r1 Individual TWT									I						4.2			2019/5/30 18:17			EDITOR


			20820			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.1.64			127			5			E			Y			127.05			5			9.4.1.64						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Wording inconsistent			Make the last non-NOTE sentence of the right-hand cell in the Nr Index, Grouping and Codebook Information rows of Table 9-93a be "Reserved if the Feedback Type subfield indicates CQI."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 16:01:09Z) - The resolution to #20674 adds statements to Nr Index. Grouping  already has a statement. Change "Reserved if the Feedback Type subfield indicates CQI" to  "If the Feedback Type subfield indicates CQI, then the Codebook Information subfield is reserved." for consistency.			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 16:05:52Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20821			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.1.64			127			10			T			Y			127.10			10			9.4.1.64						V			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			"Indicates the number of columns, Nc, in the compressed beamforming feed-
back matrix minus 1" is not true for CQI			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "Indicates the number of columns, Nc, in the compressed beamforming feed-
back matrix (if the Feedback Type subfield indicates SU or MU) or CQI report
(if the Feedback Type subfield indicates CQI), minus 1".  At 102.6 change "In a broadcast HE NDP Announcement frame that has more than one STA Info field with a value other than
2047 in the AID11 field, the Nc field indicates the number of columns, Nc, in the compressed beamforming
feedback matrix and is set to Nc - 1." to "In a broadcast HE NDP Announcement frame that has more than one STA Info field with a value other than
2047 in the AID11 field, the Nc field indicates
the number of columns, Nc, in the compressed beamforming feedback matrix
(if the Feedback Type And Ng subfield and Codebook Size subfield indicate SU or MU)
or CQI report
(if the Feedback Type And Ng subfield and Codebook Size subfield indicate CQI)
and is set to Nc minus 1."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:28:32Z) - At 127.11 change "Indicates" to "If the Feedback Type subfield indicates SU or MU, the Nc Index subfield indicates".

At 127.16, add "If the Feedback Type subfield indicates CQI, the Nc Index subfield indicates the number of space time streams, Nc, in the CQI Report minus 1."

At 102.9, add "or CQI report" after "compressed beamforming matrix".			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 17:19:24Z - The added sentence conflates menaing with encoding. Change to "If the Feedback Type subfield indicates CQI, the Nc Index subfield indicates the number of space time streams, Nc, in the CQI Report and is set to Nc – 1"			4.2			2019/6/6 17:20			EDITOR


			20822			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															J			Editor			1123r2			923			The style guide calls for "packet" not to be used as it is ambiguous			Change "nominal packet padding" to "nominal PPDU padding" (case-preservingly) throughout.  Change NOMINAL_PACKET_PADDING to NOMINAL_PPDU_PADDING throughout.  Change "packet extension" to "PPDU extension" (case-preservingly) throughout			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-06 20:05:03Z) - The style guide says "The use of “packet” should be minimized". The issue with packet is its ambiguity wrt PPDU vs MPDU (hence the style guide section title "2.7	 Terminology:  frame vs packet vs PPDU vs MPDU". For terms such as nominal packet padding or packet extension this issue does not exist. Using "PPDU" in the name of a field that is part of the PPDU is also problematic: for example, is a PPDU extension part of the PPDU or separate from the PPDU?			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N									2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20823			Mark RISON			238			4			26.7.3			363			54			T			Y			363.54			54			26.7.3						V			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			Not clear who picks Nc for non-TB CQI feedback.  102.9 suggests BFee ("In an individually addressed HE NDP Announcement frame that has
only one STA Info field with a value other than 2047 in the AID11 field, the Nc field is reserved.").  361.4 leaves this open ("In an HE TB sounding sequence, each STA Info field in the HE NDP Announcement frame that solicits SU
or MU feedback indicates the subcarrier grouping, Ng, codebook size and the number of columns, Nc, to be
used by the HE beamformee addressed by the STA Info field for the generation of HE compressed beam-
forming/CQI report carrying the SU or MU feedback. In an HE non-TB sounding sequence where the STA
Info field in the HE NDP Announcement frame solicits SU feedback, the subcarrier grouping, Ng, codebook
size and the number of columns, Nc, used for the generation of the HE compressed beamforming/CQI report
carrying the SU feedback are determined by the HE beamformee.").  363.54 says BFer ("An HE beamformee that receives an HE NDP Announcement frame soliciting CQI feedback shall generate
an HE compressed beamforming/CQI report for CQI feedback with Nc indicated by the Nc subfield in the
STA Info field.")			Change the last cited para to "An HE beamformee that receives an HE NDP Announcement frame soliciting CQI feedback shall generate
an HE compressed beamforming/CQI report for CQI feedback with Nc Nc in the
range 1 to 8."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:28:47Z) - Nc for CQI feedback is determined by the beamformer for TB sounding and by the beamformee for non-TB sounding.

Make changes as specified in <this document> under CID 20823.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 15:41:00Z			4.2			2019/6/6 15:41			EDITOR


			20824			Mark RISON			238			4			26.7.3			361			42			T			Y			361.42			42			26.7.3						V			Menzo Wentink			19/1137r1			927			" the
maximum number of space-time streams that the STA
can receive in an HE sounding NDP" needs to be tied more explicitly to Nr			At 361.42, after "The HE beamformee indicates the maximum number of space-time streams it can receive in an HE sounding
NDP, NSTS,max, as defined in 26.7.2 (Sounding sequences and support)." add "This maximum is the maximum number it can support for Nr in a compresed beamforming feedback matrix."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-20 20:01:58Z) - At 361.42, after "The HE beamformee indicates the maximum number of space-time streams it can receive in an HE sounding NDP, NSTS,max, as defined in 26.7.2 (Sounding sequences and support)." add "This maximum is the maximum number it can support for Nr in a compressed beamforming feedback matrix."			EDITOR			Menzo 19/1137r1 Sounding protocol									I			The referred sentence does not exist in D4.2 due to deletion from CID 20564. The editor does not implement any change in D4.2 for this CID.			4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20825			Mark RISON			238			4			26.6.4.2			355			17			E			Y			355.17			17			26.6.4.2						A			Editor			1123r2			923			"Table 9-532b (A-MPDU contents in the
HE ack-enabled single TID immediate response context)" is not a hyperlink so will rot			As it says in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 20:05:22Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 20:05:25Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20826			Mark RISON			238			4			26.6.4.2			355			20			T			Y			355.20			20			26.6.4.2						J			Liwen Chu			19/1035r1			870			"NOTE---An ack-enabled A-MPDU does not contain more than one of the following frames: QoS Data frames, Manage-
ment frame that solicits acknowledgment." -- not clear because "QoS Data frame" can refer to b4-v7 of FC, or just b4			Change to "NOTE---An ack-enabled A-MPDU does not contain more than one of the following frames: Data frame of subtype QoS Data (whether or not it solicits acknowledgment), Management frame that solicits acknowledgment."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 11:30:48Z) - Discussion: QoS Data frames in A-MPDU mean frame with Type equal to Data and Subtype equal to 1000 as in 802.11 baseline spec. Please submit the comment to 11md			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1035r1									N									2019/9/21 1:19			EDITOR


			20827			Mark RISON			238			4			9.3.1.8.7			96			10			T			Y			96.10			10			9.3.1.8.7						J			Tomoko Adachi			19/0816r2			854			Re CID 16379/16391: the reasons given for rejection are invalid.  As it says on page 1, "This document is an unapproved draft of a proposed IEEE Standard. As such, this document is subject to
change.  USE  AT  YOUR  OWN  RISK!  Because  this  is  an  unapproved  draft,  this  document  must  not  be
utilized  for  any  conformance/compliance  purposes."  And the proposed change will be a simple software change			Delete the Reserved field in Figure 9-47c			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 13:48:03Z) - There are opinions that the proposed change will give impact to hareware bcause it is a control frame. 
A SP result taken for this issue in November shows sufficient support to keep the current frame format. 

Note – SP to this resolution was Y17: N2: A4.			EDITOR			Tomo 19/816r2 9.3.1.8									N									2019/5/30 21:02			EDITOR


			20828			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.2.242.3			177			30			T			Y			177.30			30			9.4.2.242.3						A			Youhan Kim			19/0837r1			845			"For bandwidth" is not clear			At 177.30 change "For bandwidth" to "For PPDU bandwidths".  At 177.42 change "For bandwidths" to "For PPDU bandwidths"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 17:56:52Z) - Note to Editor:  FYI, proposed text update for CID 20605 (yes, 20605 – not a typo) contains the text update proposed by the commenter for CID 20828.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/837r1 HE Capabilities									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-30 15:09:47Z - Implemented text change for #20605 (yes, 20605 - not a type)			4.2			2019/5/30 15:10			EDITOR


			20829			Mark RISON			238			4			26.15.2			420			6			T			Y			420.06			6			26.15.2						J			Yongho Seok			19/0770r2			843			"An HE STA should send an Ack frame in the same PPDU format as the soliciting PPDU if the soliciting
PPDU is a VHT PPDU or HT PPDU containing an FTM frame." -- why is this restricted to HE STAs?  10.6.6.1 g) has no such restriction			Change "An HE" to "A" in the cited text			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 17:50:46Z) - The statement in 10.6.6.1 covers the legacy STA and use “may” hehavior. 
But, in 26.15.2, it is recommending that an HE STA uses the same PPDU format as the soliciting PPDU.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/770r2 PPDU format, BW, etc.									N									2019/5/30 14:47			EDITOR


			20830			Mark RISON			238			4			26.7.2			359			3			T			Y			359.03			3			26.7.2						J			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			"An HE
beamformee that support 160 MHz or 80+80 MHz channel widths shall set the Beamformee STS > 80 MHz
subfield to indicate a maximum number of HE-LTFs of 4 or greater. An HE beamformee that supports nei-
ther 80+80 MHz nor 160 MHz channel widths sets the Beamformee > 80 MHz subfield to 0." -- duplication of Clause 9 (cf. CID 16311)			Delete the cited text at the referenced location			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:29:08Z) - the cited text contains the normative requirements, which can not be deleted.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									N									2019/6/6 15:59			EDITOR


			20831			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															V			Editor			1123r2			923			Some <=s are not real <=s.  All <=s should be <=s like UniGod intended, not some Adobe abomination that is missed in search			Fix the <= at 88.42 (2x), 107.28 (2x), 148.46 (2x), Table 9-321c (4x), 185.65 (2x), Table 10-9 (14x), 356.64, 358.60/63, 359.16/20, 361.29, 366.8, 395.48, 396.41/45, p. 397 (5x), 399.6, 422.21/30/59, 423.2, 427.30/32/32/33, 428.2, 429.18, 487.56, 514.64 (2x), 515.1 (2x), 518.33 (2x), 520.47 (2x), p. 523 (12x), p. 540 (12x), p. 544 (14x), 558.60, p. 559 (12x), p. 560 (4x), p. 576 (3x), 591.52 (4x), 591.54 (4x), p. 594 (5x), p. 595 (6x), p. 600 (3x), p. 623 (7x)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 19:16:51Z) - Some of these changes are not possible. In math equations (e.g. 88.42), the character for the <= relation is a framemaker decision. In plain text, the editor has more control. In text that is not part of an equation, change all all the Symbol font <= to unicode <=.			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 19:59:12Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20832			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			Beamformee STS <= 80 MHz has two forms when searching			Fix the instances at 358.60 and 358.63 and 366.8 and 487.56 to look like the one at 177.30			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-06 19:40:22Z) - Use unicode >=			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 19:40:35Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20833			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															V			Editor			1123r2			923			Rx HE-MCS Map <= 80 MHz and Tx HE-MCS Map <= 80 MHz and Number Of Sounding Dimensions <= 80 MHz			Change all instances to match their form in Figure 9-772c			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-06 19:27:14Z) - Changes effected though resolution to #20563. No further change required.			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									N									2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20834			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															V			Youhan Kim			19/0836r0			861			"UL Packet Extension" -- no such field			Change "UL Packet Extension" to "Pre-FEC Padding Factor, PE Disambiguity" in 9.3.1.22.5 and 9.3.1.22.9.  Delete "in the UL Packet Extension subfield" in 26.5.3.3.3 and 27.3.12 (2x).  Change "the UL Packet Extension subfield" to "the Pre-FEC Padding Factor subfield" in 27.3.11.5.5			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:58:32Z) - Proposed text update in 11-19/0836 fixes the term “UL Packet Extension” in a few more places.

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text updates for CID 20834 in 11-19/0836r0.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/836r0 Part 3									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-05 16:01:03Z			4.2			2019/6/5 16:01			EDITOR


			20835			Mark RISON			238			4			26.5.3.2.4			330			1			T			Y			330.01			1			26.5.3.2.4						V			Lochan Verma						936			"The UL Packet Extension subfield is set to the default PE duration value, which is indicated by
the AP in the Default PE Duration subfield of the HE Operation element it transmits" -- makes no sense, since the Default PE Duration is a duration from 0 to 16 us but the UL Packet Extension subfield from D3.0 is the PFPF (a.k.a. "a") and a PE disambiguity indication			At the referenced location change "The UL Packet Extension subfield is set to the default PE duration value, which is indicated by
the AP in the Default PE Duration subfield of the HE Operation element it transmits and the pre-
FEC padding factor is set to 4" to "The Pre-
FEC Padding Factor field is set to indicate a pre-FEC padding factor of 4" and follow with a bullet "The PE Disambiguity field is set to 0."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 07:27:55Z) - Same resolution as #20834.			EDITOR			MU operation									N			EDITOR: 2019-09-28 00:23:26Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/9/28 0:23			EDITOR


			20836			Mark RISON			238			4			26.8.5			384			5			T			Y			384.05			5			26.8.5						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0966r2			932			"The reception of a Trigger frame sent by the TWT responding STA or TWT scheduling AP that
has the More TF field equal to 0 and is not addressed to the TWT requesting STA or TWT
scheduled STA" -- reception of a Trigger frame intended for the STA with More TF set to 0 should be a TWT SP termination event too, once the TF has been responded to			As it says in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 10:32:35Z) - A STA that responds to a Trigger frame that is addressed to it declares to the AP that it is in the awake state, as such the AP can schedule DL BU delivery for that STA. Hence, the STA cannot go to doze state after responding to the Trigger frame. The AP can terminate the SP of the STA by sending an EOSP = 1 or MD = 0 to the STA.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0966r2 TWT Pt2									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			20837			Mark RISON			238			4			26.8.2			368			55			T			Y			368.55			55			26.8.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0966r2			932			"An HE STA that successfully sets up an individual TWT agreement and operates in PS mode may listen to
Beacon frames, but is exempt from the requirements for receiving Beacon frames as defined in 11.2.2.1
(General). " -- in that case there needs to be a requirement on the AP to replicate everything communicated in the beacon in the individual TWTs (e.g. channel switch announcements, EDCA params updates, planned ESS information)			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 10:32:48Z) - The AP (TWT responding STA) is expected to send a MGMT frame that contains an updated set of elements when such an event occurs. As for the group addressed frames reception the STA can wake at the DTIM to receive them if needed.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0966r2 under all headings that include CID 20837.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0966r2 TWT Pt2									I						5			2019/9/25 18:51			EDITOR


			20838			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0652r2			848			For TWT, sometimes it's schedule, sometimes session, sometimes agreement -- should be consistent.  Also it's inconsistent between individual and broadcast TWT			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:32:07Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution replaces session with “agreement” or “schedule” as appropriate.
 
TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0652r2 under all headings that include CID 20838.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/652r2 TWT Info frames									I									2019/5/30 16:55			EDITOR


			20839			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y									26.10.1						V			Editor			1123r2			923			"only" is ambiguous when combined with "can" or "may"			In 26.10.1 change "May request that the non-AP HE STA generate a report only for the channel the requesting AP is
operating on or is considering switching to" to "May request that the non-AP HE STA generate a report that is only for the channel the requesting AP is
operating on or is considering switching to".  At 98.31 change "can
only be sent to an HE STA whose Dynamic Fragmentation Support subfield in the HE Capabili-
ties element it transmits is 3 " to "shall not
be sent to an HE STA whose Dynamic Fragmentation Support subfield in the HE Capabili-
ties element it transmits is not 3 ".  At 591.42 change "DCM can be applied only to
RUs containing data for 1 user." to "DCM cannot be applied to
RUs containing data for more than one user."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 23:02:07Z) - In 26.10.1 change to "May request that the non-AP HE STA generate a report that is only for the channel on which the requesting AP is operating or to which the requesting AP is considering switching". At 591.42 change to "In an HE MU PPDU or HE TB PPDU, DCM can be applied to an RU containing data for one user but cannot be applied to an RU containing data for more than one user." At 98.13 change to "A Multi-STA BlockAck frame with B0 of the Fragment Number subfield set to 1 shall not be sent to an HE STA unless the HE Capabilities element received from the HE STA has the Dynamic Fragmentation Support subfield equal to 3 (see 26.3 (Fragmentation and defragmentation)).			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-17 17:55:59Z- Correct the "can not"			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20840			Mark RISON			238			4			B.4.3			688			6			E			Y			688.06			6			B.4.3						V			Editor			1123r2			923			"20 MHz only" missing hyphen			Change to "20-MHz only"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-25 22:53:53Z) - The correct term is "20 MHz-only non-AP HE STA". Change IUT configuration to "HE operation as a 20 MHz-only non-AP HE STA"			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-25 22:55:03Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20841			Mark RISON			238			4			9.7.1			223			44			T			Y			223.44			44			9.7.1						A			Editor			1123r2			923			"Only an AP" is not specific enough (see similar nearby NOTEs)			Change to "Only an HE AP"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 20:41:48Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-10 20:41:52Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20842			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															V			Editor			1123r2			923			"Note that" should be a NOTE			Change all "Note that "s to "NOTE---"s (starting a new para in each case, and capitalising the first following character if a lowercase letter)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-06 19:16:30Z) - Some of the quoted baseline has "Note that" sentences and these are out of scope for this amendment. Chage as suggested at 587.33, 512.31, 512.52, 474.48			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 19:23:41Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20843			Mark RISON			238			4			26.8.3.3			380			1			T			Y			380.01			1			26.8.3.3						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0724r3			839			"A TWT scheduling AP sets the bit in the TIM element of the Beacon frame that corresponds to the AID of the
TWT scheduled STA to 1 to indicate that it expects the TWT scheduled STA to solicit available buffered BUs (see
11.2.2.8 (Receive operation for STAs in PS mode during the CP))." -- this is in 26.8.3 so suggests it only applies to broadcast TWT, not individual TWT			Clarify applicability to individual TWT			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 18:18:21Z) - Proposed resolution adds a similar sentence, as a note, for the individual TWT counterpart since this is baseline behavior.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0724r3 under all headings that include CID 20843.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/724r3 Broadcast TWT									I						4.2			2019/5/29 20:30			EDITOR


			20844			Mark RISON			238			4			26.8.2			369			44			T			Y			369.44			44			26.8.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0725r1			849			"The TWT responding STA does not intend to schedule for transmission of a Trigger frame for the TWT
requesting STA" -- it is not clear what intending to schedule for transmission entails			Clarify			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:43:24Z) - Agree in principle with the comment that there is ambiguity in the intention. Proposed resolution is to remove “intend to” so that it is clear that the action is the not scheduling of the Trigger frame. Same change applied to broadcast TWT portion applied.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0725r0 under all headings that include CID 20844.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/725r1 Individual TWT									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-30 18:16:14Z			4.2			2019/5/30 18:16			EDITOR


			20845			Mark RISON			238			4			26.8									E			Y			366.26						26.8						A			Editor			1123r2			923			There are two instances each of "Other indications that the STA is in the awake state are the transmission of an HE TB feedback NDP in
response to an NFRP Trigger frame" and "Other indications that the STA is in the awake state are the transmission of an HE TB NDP PPDU in response
to an NFRP Trigger frame"			Change the two "Other indications that the STA is in the awake state are the transmission of an HE TB NDP PPDU in response
to an NFRP Trigger frame" to "Other indications that the STA is in the awake state are the transmission of an HE TB feedback NDP in
response to an NFRP Trigger frame"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 20:20:40Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 20:20:44Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20846			Mark RISON			238			4			26.8									T			Y			366.26						26.8						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0966r2			932			The four instances of "Other indications that the STA is in the awake state are [...] the transmission of a frame that
indicates that the STA is in active mode (see 11.2.3.2 (STA power management modes))." make no sense in the context since the context is a "TWT requesting STA that is in PS mode"/"TWT scheduled STA that is in PS mode"			Delete all 4 instances of " or the transmission of a frame that
indicates that the STA is in active mode (see 11.2.3.2 (STA power management modes))"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 10:29:39Z) - The STA can be in PS mode and once it sends a frame to the AP with PM of 0 it becomes in active mode. There is no inconsistency in these instances.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0966r2 TWT Pt2									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			20847			Mark RISON			238			4			26.8.2			369			31			T			Y			369.31			31			26.8.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0966r2			932			"The TWT responding STA of a trigger-enabled TWT agreement shall schedule for transmission of a Trigger
frame for the TWT requesting STA, as described in 26.5.3 (UL MU operation), within each TWT SP for that
TWT agreement." is prima facie incompatible with the baseline 9.4.2.199 "A value of 0 in the Flow Type subfield indicates an announced TWT in which
the TWT requesting STA will send a PS-Poll or an APSD trigger frame (see 11.2.3.5 (Power management
with APSD)) to signal its awake state to the TWT responding STA before a frame is sent from the TWT
responding  STA  to  the  TWT  requesting  STA."			Amend the baseline wording to have a different rule for trigger-enabled TWT			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 10:33:03Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution amends the wording in the baseline to fix the inconsistency and adds a note to specify that the STA is expected to send the PSP or APSD TF in response to a Trigger frame if the TWT is a trigger-enabled TWT.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0966r2 under all headings that include CID 20847.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0966r2 TWT Pt2									I						5			2019/9/25 18:51			EDITOR


			20848			Mark RISON			238			4			9.2.5.2			88			5			T			Y			88.05			5			9.2.5.2						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0604r5			872			Duration field setting for NFRP with single protection is missing			Change 3a from "In an MU-BAR Trigger frame, BSRP Trigger frame," to "In an MU-BAR Trigger frame, BSRP Trigger frame, NFRP Trigger frame,"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 11:52:18Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. Add the new frame in the end of the list. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0604r5 under all headings that include CID 20848			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/0604r5 NAV									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:20			EDITOR


			20849			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			Excess article			Delete "a"  in "or a GCR MU-BAR
Trigger frames" at 258.17			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-06 19:13:40Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 19:13:44Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20850			Mark RISON			238			4			10.9			248			43			T			Y			248.43			43			10.9						J			Editor						933			"An HE STA shall not send a Control Wrapper frame
to another HE STA." -- there is no justification for this restriction			Delete the cited text at the referenced location			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 06:29:06Z) - Justification for the restriction is supported by a complexity vs benefit analysis: supporting the Control Wrapper requires parsing support on the receive side: all Control frames would need support as two variants: wrapped and plain as well as parsing support for extracting the HT Control field form the Wrapper frame itself. It also introduces less predictability on the size of the Control frames making resource allocation and NAV setting more difficult. For the currently defined A-Control mechanisms there is insufficient benefit to supporting these in frames other than the QoS Null and QoS Data fames.			EDITOR			2019-03-28 telecon									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20851			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			The QoS Info field is in the QoS Capability element and also in the EDCA + MU EDCA Parameter Set elements			At 69.46 change " a QoS Capability element" to " a QoS Info field".  At 70.1 change "in the QoS Capability element" to "in the QoS Info field of the QoS Capability element".  At 277.45, 277.48, 278.24 change "in the QoS Capability element" to "in the QoS Info field".  At 278.20 change "in QoS Capability element" to "in the QoS Info field"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-28 16:23:28Z)			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20852			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.1.17			124						T			Y			124.00						9.4.1.17						J			Editor			1123r2			923			More Data Ack applies to Ack, BlockAck and Multi-STA BlockAck frames			At 124.20 and 124.27 change "Ack and BlockAck frames" to "Ack, BlockAck and Multi-STA BlockAck frames"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 15:59:08Z) - A Multi-STA BlockAck frame is a variant of the generic BlockAck frame.			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N									2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20853			Mark RISON			238			4			9.2.4.1.8			69			36			T			Y			69.36			36			9.2.4.1.8						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0309r1			820			A non-HE AP that sets More Data Ack does not indicate that it supports the signalling for BlockAck and Multi-STA BlockAck frames sent to an HE STA			After the para referenced add a "NOTE---A non-HE AP does not indicate whether it supports setting the More Data subfield to 1 in Ack frames.".  After the para at line 58 add a "NOTE---A non-HE TDLS peer STA does not indicate whether it supports setting the More Data subfield to 1 in Ack frames."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-04-02 21:59:31Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0309r0 under all headings that include CID 20853.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0309r1 Frame Control									I						4.1			2019/9/14 0:11			EDITOR


			20854			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.1.17			124			27			T			Y			124.27			27			9.4.1.17						A			Srini Kandala			19/0619r4			932			A non-HE STA does not support the More Data signalling in BlockAck frames			Change "Non-AP STAs set the More Data Ack subfield to 1 to indicate that they can process Ack and BlockAck
frames with the More Data bit in the Frame Control field equal to 1 and remain in the awake state." to "Non-AP non-HE STAs set the More Data Ack subfield to 1 to indicate that they can process Ack
frames with the More Data bit in the Frame Control field equal to 1 and remain in the awake state.  Non-AP HE STAs set the More Data Ack subfield to 1 to indicate that they can process Ack, BlockAck and Multi-STA BlockAck
frames with the More Data bit in the Frame Control field equal to 1 and remain in the awake state."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-16 04:57:57Z)			EDITOR			Srini 19/0619r4 Select Comments									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-21 08:44:06Z - A Multi-STA BlockAck frame is a BlockAck frame so removing this part			5			2019/9/21 8:45			EDITOR


			20855			Mark RISON			238			4			26.5.3.2.4			330			44			T			Y			330.44			44			26.5.3.2.4						A			Abhishek Patil			19/0510r3			841			"An AP shall put a User
Info field with AID12 subfield equal to 2046 after User Info fields with an AID12 subfield less than 2046." -- an AP should not be required to include 2046 in a Trigger frame			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "An AP shall put any User
Info field with AID12 subfield equal to 2046 after all User Info fields with an AID12 subfield less than 2046."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 17:39:43Z)			EDITOR			Abhi 19/510r3 MU Operation									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-29 22:07:41Z - Cited sentence modified with #21114. After modification added "any" so that sentence reads: "The AP shall place any User Info fields with the AID12 subfield set to 2046 after User Info fields with the AID12 subfield set to a value less than 2046."			4.2			2019/6/14 19:09			EDITOR


			20856			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.10.8.5			555			19			T			Y			555.19			19			27.3.10.8.5						J			Ross Yu Jian			19/0972r1			906			"If the STA-ID subfield is set to 2046, then the other subfields can be set to arbitrary values." -- they should be reserved			In Tables 27-27 and 27-28 change "If the STA-ID subfield is set to 2046, then the other subfields are reserved and set to 0."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:18:52Z) - Set to arbitrary values and set to reserved values are two different soultions. There is no technical issue of the existing solution. The commenter doesn’t provide the reason why an alternative solution should be applied.			EDITOR			Ross 19/0972r1 HE-SIG-B									N									2019/9/21 1:37			EDITOR


			20857			Mark RISON			238			4			27.2.3			465			32			E			Y			465.32			32			27.2.3						A			Editor			1123r2			923			"Indicates the LTF mode of the expected UL MU-MIMO HE TB PPDU
that uses full bandwidth MU-MIMO and is not using 1x HE-LTF" -- bad grammar			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "Indicates the LTF mode of the expected UL MU-MIMO HE TB PPDU, if it uses full bandwidth MU-MIMO and does not use 1x HE-LTF"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-25 23:36:30Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-25 23:36:35Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20858			Mark RISON			238			4			9.3.1.23			105			46			T			Y			105.46			46			9.3.1.23						J			Lochan Verma			19/1183r3			930			Re CID 15951: the issue has not been completely fixed			In 9.3.1.23 prepend "and is not using OFDMA, " before "in which case the MU-MIMO LTF Mode subfield is"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 20:46:18Z) - The description at the mentioned P.L covers all the cases, i.e.,

The “in a non-OFDMA MU-MIMO…” line covers the case being pointed out in the proposed change.			EDITOR												N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20859			Mark RISON			238			4			9.3.1.23			105			49			T			Y			105.49			49			9.3.1.23						V			Lochan Verma			19/1183r3			930			"In a non-OFDMA MU-MIMO HE TB PPDU the MU-MIMO LTF Mode subfield " -- there is no such subfield in an HE TB PPDU			Revert the change made under CID 15954 in 18/1842r2			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 20:46:30Z) - Please see 20860 resolution in to 11-19-1183-03-00ax.			EDITOR												I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20860			Mark RISON			238			4			9.3.1.23			105			43			T			Y			105.43			43			9.3.1.23						V			Lochan Verma			19/1183r3			930			Re CID 15954: the resolution does not address the comment, which was that the text (a) is behaviour and so should not be in Clause 9 and (b) is duplicative			Change from 105.43 to 106.4 to "The MU-MIMO LTF Mode subfield of the Common Info field indicates the LTF mode of the UL MU-
MIMO non-OFDMA HE TB PPDU response when the GI And LTF Type subfield of the Common Info field is set to indicate either 2x LTF + 1.6 us GI or 4x LTF + 3.2 us GI, as defined in Table 9-25e.  Otherwise, this subfield is reserved." (note that the "Otherwise" is the same thing as saying set to HE single stream pilot HE-LTF mode, since the value is 0)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 20:46:45Z) - Both (a) and (b) are valid points from commentor, i.e., 9.3.1.22 is describing behaviour aspects of MU-MIMO LTF Mode subfield and there is duplication in section 26.5.2.2.4 (Allowed settings of the Trigger frame fields and TRS Control subfield).

TGax Editor: make changes for CID 20860 according to 11-19-1183-03-00ax.			EDITOR												I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20861			Mark RISON			238			4			9.3.1.23			105			43			T			Y			105.43			43			9.3.1.23			20860			V			Lochan Verma			19/1183r3			930			Re CID 15954: the resolution does not address the comment, which was that the text (a) is behaviour and so should not be in Clause 9 and (b) is duplicative			Change from 105.43 to 106.4 to "The MU-MIMO LTF Mode subfield of the Common Info field indicates the LTF mode of the UL MU-
MIMO non-OFDMA HE TB PPDU response when the GI And LTF Type subfield of the Common Info field is set to indicate either 2x LTF + 1.6 us GI or 4x LTF + 3.2 us GI, as defined in Table 9-25e.  Otherwise, this subfield is undefined."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 20:46:55Z) - Refer to resolution of CID 20860			EDITOR												I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20862			Mark RISON			238			4			26.5.1.2			323			8			E			Y			323.08			8			26.5.1.2						A			Editor			1123r2			923			"BSSID to which the STA is associated with" -- broken grammar and anyway a STA is not associated with a BSSID, it's associated with an AP			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "BSSID of the AP with which the STA is associated".  Also add a space after the full stop preceding the sentence this text is in.  At 304.12, 350.49/51, 369.62 change "to which the STA is associated" to "with which the STA is associated"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 14:54:33Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 14:54:37Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20863			Mark RISON			238			4			26.11.1									E			Y			404.40						26.11.1						A			Editor			1123r2			923			"any of its BSSs" v. "all its BSSs" inconsistency			At 405.2 change "all its BSSs" to "any of its BSSs"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 21:58:15Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 21:58:20Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20864			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			Re CID 15956: there is still residual confusion between HE-LTF "mode" and "type"			In Table 27-30's caption change "HE-LTF mode" to "HE-LTF type".  On page 572, change "HE-LTF-Mode" to "HE-LTF-Type" (3x)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-27 21:07:54Z) - Note the "HE-LTF-Mode" to "HE-LTF-Type" change is in the subscript of N in Equation 27-53 and its variable list in D4.2			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20865			Mark RISON			238			4			26.5.3.3									T			Y			332.06						26.5.3.3						J			Lochan Verma			19/1186r3						TXVECTOR parameter HE_LTF_MODE is "Present for full bandwidth MU-MIMO not using 1x HE-LTF
and not present otherwise."			In 26.5.3.3.3 change "The HE_LTF_MODE parameter is set to the value indicated by the MU-MIMO LTF Mode subfield
of the Common Info field of the Trigger frame." to "The HE_LTF_MODE parameter is set to the value indicated by the MU-MIMO LTF Mode subfield
of the Common Info field of the Trigger frame if the HE_LTF_TYPE parameter does not indicate 1x HE-LTF and the Trigger frame indicated full bandwidth MU-MIMO."  In 26.5.3.3.4 change "The HE_LTF_MODE, STBC, and NUM_STS parameters are set to 0" to "The STBC and NUM_STS parameters are set to 0"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 05:03:53Z) - The first proposed change causes more confusion since the else condition of the proposed change is unclear. There is no issue if HE_LTF_MODE is set to the value indicated by the Trigger frame.
 
The second part of the proposed change is incorrect because HE_LTF_MODE is set to single stream pilots in TXVECTOR parameters for HE TB PPDU response to TRS Control subfield.			EDITOR			Lochan 19/1186r3 MU operation									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20866			Mark RISON			238			4			26.5.3.3.3									T			Y			332.06						26.5.3.3.3						J			Lochan Verma			19/1186r3						Not all TXVECTOR parameters are always present (e.g. HE_LTF_MODE is only present for full-BW MU-MIMO not using 1x HE-LTF)			Add caveats to the TXVECTOR parameters that are not always present			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 05:04:02Z) - Refer to resolution of CID20865			EDITOR			Lochan 19/1186r3 MU operation									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20867			Mark RISON			238			4			26.5.3.3.4									T			Y			335.58						26.5.3.3.4						J			Lochan Verma			19/1186r3						Not all TXVECTOR parameters are always present (e.g. HE_LTF_MODE is only present for full-BW MU-MIMO not using 1x HE-LTF)			Add caveats to the TXVECTOR parameters that are not always present			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 05:04:06Z) - Refer to resolution of CID20865			EDITOR			Lochan 19/1186r3 MU operation									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20868			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.2.6			485			44			T			Y			485.44			44			27.3.2.6						V			Youhan Kim			19/0831r1			859			It is not clear whether "full bandwidth UL MU-MIMO" requires more than two STAs to have been asked to transmit an HE TB PPDU, or whether the case of a Trigger frame that allocates the full bandwidth and all SSes to a single STA is a special case of "full bandwidth UL MU-MIMO"			At the end of the referenced subclause add a "NOTE---A full bandwidth UL MU-MIMO transmission is one where one or more STAs transmit an HE TB PPDU, all over the same bandwidth."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:43:33Z) - Note that the sentence pointed out by the commenter has been deleted as part of resolution for CID 21214.
Note to Editor:  There is no text change needed for this CID.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/831r1 Part 2									N									2019/6/4 20:13			EDITOR


			20869			Mark RISON			238			4			26.7.2			357			21			T			Y			357.21			21			26.7.2						A			Menzo Wentink			19/1137r1			927			Re CID 15966: the resolution is not clear (reference to just "<this document>") but in any case the issue of duplication has not been addressed			Change " one of the following conditions apply (see Table 26-4 (Settings for BW, RU Start Index, and RU End
Index fields in HE NDP Announcement frame)):
--- The  RU  End  Index  subfield  in  the  Partial  BW  subfield  is  8  and  the  bandwidth  of  the  HE  NDP
Announcement frame is 20 MHz
--- The RU End Index subfield in the Partial BW subfield is 17 and the bandwidth of the HE NDP
Announcement frame is 40 MHz
--- The RU End Index subfield in the Partial BW subfield is 36 and the bandwidth of the HE NDP
Announcement frame is 80 MHz
--- The RU End Index subfield in the Partial BW subfield is 73 and the bandwidth of the HE NDP
Announcement frame is 80+80 MHz or 160 MHz" to "the RU  End  Index  subfield  in  the  Partial  BW  subfield  is  the value shown in Table 26-4 where partial
bandwidth is not supported by the HE beamformer, for the bandwidth of the HE NDP Announcement frame."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-20 20:02:10Z)			EDITOR			Menzo 19/1137r1 Sounding protocol									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20870			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.2.2			479			25			T			Y			479.25			25			27.3.2.2						V			Youhan Kim			19/0831r1			859			Re CID 15974: the resolution does not address the comment.  The "Central 26-tone RU" text in Figure 27-5---RU locations in a 20 MHz HE PPDU, since this is confusing: it is not the magic bonus central 26-tone RU that you get for 80M+ PPDUs and that is signalled in the Center 26-tone RU subfield of the Common field of HE-SIG-B			Delete the text cited from the figure referenced			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:42:45Z) - The term “center 26-tone RU” has two meanings in the draft so it would be better to define a new term to describe the 26-tone RU in the middle of 20 MHz.  Proposed text updates for in 11-19/0831 uses the term “middle 26-tone RU” instead.

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text updates for CIDs 20870 and 20871 in 11-19/0831r1.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/831r1 Part 2									I						4.2			2019/6/4 19:59			EDITOR


			20871			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.2.2			479			25			T			Y			479.25			25			27.3.2.2						V			Youhan Kim			19/0831r1			859			Re CID 15977: the resolution does not address the comment.  The "Central 26-tone RU" text in Figure 27-5---RU locations in a 20 MHz HE PPDU, since this is confusing: it is not the magic bonus central 26-tone RU that you get for 80M+ PPDUs and that is signalled in the Center 26-tone RU subfield of the Common field of HE-SIG-B			Prepend "Additional" to "Center 26-tone RU" in the figure referenced			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:42:49Z) - The term “center 26-tone RU” has two meanings in the draft so it would be better to define a new term to describe the 26-tone RU in the middle of 20 MHz.  Proposed text updates for in 11-19/0831 uses the term “middle 26-tone RU” instead.

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text updates for CIDs 20870 and 20871 in 11-19/0831r1.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/831r1 Part 2									I						4.2			2019/6/4 19:59			EDITOR


			20872			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.10.7.2			528			9			E			Y			528.09			9			27.3.10.7.2						A			Editor			1123r2			923			"space time block coding" -- nowhere else do we spell this out in non-heading text			Change to "STBC"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 17:41:57Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 17:42:01Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20873			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.10.7.2									E			Y			525.11						27.3.10.7.2						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Re CID 15979: not fully effected			In Table 27-19 change "If the STBC field is 0, then set to 1 to indicate that DCM is applied to the Data field.
Neither DCM nor STBC shall be applied if both the DCM and STBC are set to 1.
Set to 0 to indicate that DCM is not applied to the Data field." to "If the STBC field is set to 0, then set to 1 if DCM is applied.
Neither DCM nor STBC shall be applied if both the DCM field and STBC field are set to 1.
Set to 0 otherwise." and change "If the DCM field is set to 0, then set to 1 if space
time block coding is used." to "If the DCM field is set to 0, then set to 1 if STBC is applied."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 17:40:57Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 17:41:01Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20874			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															V			Editor			1123r2			923			Re CID 15982: other missing "UL " prefixes are for "Spatial Reuse" 26.10.3.4 (4x inc. heading), for "STBC" 26.5.3.2.4, for "Length" 26.5.3.5			As it says in the comment; also at 402.10 change "Spatial Reuse information" to "UL Spatial Reuse subfield"; at 402.13 change "the Spatial Reuse information of the Spatial Reuse field " to "the Spatial Reuse fields " (note plural).  Add "a " before "Spatial Reuse" in "as Spatial Reuse" in Table 27-21 and change "the
this" and "then this" to "this".  At 40.2 change "the Spatial Reuse field" to "a Spatial Reuse field".  In the T.6 heading change "Spatial Reuse" to "spatial reuse".  At 107.25 change "Spatial Reuse field " to "Spatial Reuse fields ".  At 408.33 change "Spatial Reuse field" to "Spatial Reuse field(s)"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 22:16:52Z) - In 26.10.3.4 (including title) change Spatial Reuse {field,subfield} to "UL Spatial Reuse subfield". Change "Length subfield" to "UL Length subfield" in 26.5.2.5. Change "Length 76" to "UL Length subfield value 76". Looks like "UL STBC subfield" was fixed. Otherwise as in proposed change.			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 22:29:08Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20875			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			"Partial BW subfield" -- no such subfield			At 101.1/2, p. 357 (7x), 358.50 change " Partial BW subfield " to " Partial BW Info subfield ".  At 358.52 change "Triggered MU Beamforming Partial BW subfield" to "Triggered MU Beamforming Partial BW Feedback subfield"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-06 20:44:09Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 20:44:12Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20876			Mark RISON			238			4			10.24.2.11			260			42			T			Y			260.42			42			10.24.2.11						V			Liwen Chu			19/0735r7			892			The change from "data rate > 6 Mb/s" to "except 6 Mb/s OFDM" does not make sense: (a) only OFDM can generate 6 Mb/s and (b) the previous change did not apply to e.g. 3 Mbps OFDM, but the new one does			Revert the changes at the referenced location			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:26:51Z) - Discussion: Generally agree with the commenter. The resolution is to ----undo the changes that it has right now and add the following row before the last row:
HE, any data rate || 6 Mb/s OFDM

TGax editor to make changes in 11-19/0735r7 under CID 20876.			EDITOR			Liwen 19/0735r7									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:31			EDITOR


			20877			Mark RISON			238			4			26.2.6.3			302			34			E			Y			302.34			34			26.2.6.3						A			Editor			1123r2			923			"The CTS frame sent in response to an MU-RTS Trigger frame shall be carried in a non-HT or non-HT dupli-
cate PPDU (see Clause 17) with a 6 Mb/s rate and with the TXVECTOR parameter SCRAMBLER_INI-
TIAL_VALUE to the same value as the RXVECTOR parameter SCRAMBLER_INITIAL_VALUE of the
PPDU carrying the MU-RTS Trigger frame." is missing a verb			Change to "The CTS frame sent in response to an MU-RTS Trigger frame shall be carried in a non-HT or non-HT dupli-
cate PPDU (see Clause 17) with a 6 Mb/s rate and with the TXVECTOR parameter SCRAMBLER_INI-
TIAL_VALUE set to the same value as the RXVECTOR parameter SCRAMBLER_INITIAL_VALUE of the
PPDU carrying the MU-RTS Trigger frame."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 23:19:28Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 23:19:31Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20878			Mark RISON			238			4			26.7.5			365			43			T			Y			365.43			43			26.7.5						A			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			Re CID 15989: there is still a contradiction between "Otherwise,
NUM_STS is set to any value in the range 1 to 8." and "If the HE sounding NDP bandwidth is less than or equal to 80 MHz, the number of space-time streams
sounded and as indicated by the NUM_STS parameter shall not exceed the value indicated in the Beamfor-
mee STS ∩éú 80 MHz field in the HE Capabilities element of any intended recipient of the HE sounding NDP.
If the HE sounding NDP bandwidth is greater than 80 MHz, the number of space-time streams sounded and
as  indicated  by  the  NUM_STS  parameter  shall  not  exceed  the  value  indicated  in  the  Beamformee  STS
> 80 MHz field in the HE Capabilities element of any intended recipient of the HE sounding NDP."			At the referenced location change "NUM_STS indicates two or more space-time streams if the Feedback Type field in the HE MIMO
Control field of the preceding HE NDP Announcement frame is set to either SU or MU. Otherwise,
NUM_STS is set to any value in the range 1 to 8." to "NUM_STS indicates two or more space-time streams if the Feedback Type field in the HE MIMO
Control field of the preceding HE NDP Announcement frame is set to either SU or MU. See below for additional constraints on NUM_STS."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:29:28Z)			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 18:00:01Z			4.2			2019/6/6 18:00			EDITOR


			20879			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															J			Editor			1123r2			923			Re CID 15996: the resolution seems to have nothing to do with the comment			See CID 15996			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 21:59:55Z) - That may well be the case, but his comment has nothing to do with the draft.			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N									2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20880			Mark RISON			238			4			3.2			37			60			T			Y			37.60			60			3.2						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0506r3			835			The broadcast resource unit definition does not cover the case of one STA in each of more than one BSS in a multiple BSSID set			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 15:52:38Z) - Updated the definition of broadcast RU to include the case of STAs associated with any BSS in a multiple BSSID set.

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/506r3 with the tag 20880			EDITOR			Abhi 19/506r3 Multi-BSSID									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-24 21:35:55Z			4.2			2019/5/24 21:35			EDITOR


			20881			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			Re CID 16005: "The field is called the PE field. Fields should have a single name. If it is an abbreviated name (PE field) so be it. No need to call a field something and then abbreviate it."  I agree			Change "Packet Extension field" to "PE field" in 27.3.6.10.1/2, Table 27-13, 27.3.16			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-07 21:44:35Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-07 21:45:26Z- see #20882			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20882			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															V			Youhan Kim			19/0858r0			846			Re CID 16005: "packet extension value" is not defined			Change "packet extension
value" to "PE field duration" throughout 26.12 and "Post FEC Padding and Packet Extension value" to "PE field duration" throughout C.3			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 17:51:05Z) - PPE Threshold field in HE Capabilities element signals PPE Threhold (PPET), which is used to compute the nominal packet padding.  Then, given the specific pre-FEC padding factor for each PPDU, the PE (Packet Extension) field duration can be computed.  The commenter is asking to use the ‘correct’ terminology in various places in the draft.  Proposed text update in 11-19/0858 makes such changes.

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the text updates for CID 20882 in 11-19/0858r0.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/858r0 Clause 10									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-30 15:58:31Z			4.2			2019/5/30 15:58			EDITOR


			20883			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															J			Youhan Kim			19/1226r1			916			Re CID 16005: the comment was not fully addressed			Change throughout to use NPE as meaning nominal packet extension (not PPE), change PPET to NPET, change T_PE,nominal to T_PE,minimum			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:43:57Z) - Suppose, for example, that a STA2 indicated 8 usec of packet padding required for a given <NSS,QAM> in the HE Capabilities.  When a STA1 is sending a PPDU to STA2 using that <NSS,QAM> and pre-FEC padding factor of 4, for example, then the allowed packet extension duration for that PPDU is 8, 12 or 16 usec.  Hence, in this sense, 8 usec (T_PE,nominal) is a ‘minimum’.  However, for the same case where STA2 indicated 8 usec of packet padding required for a given <NSS,QAM>, the minimum packet extension being required by the STA2 for pre-FEC padding factor of 1, 2, 3 and 4 is 0, 0, 4 and 8 usec, respectively.  Hence, in this sense, 8 usec (T_PE,nominal) is a ‘maximum’.  Hence, the term “nominal” was used in the variable “T_PE,nominal” to avoid using the terms “minimum/maximum”.

Regarding PPET, PPET is used to compute the nominal packet padding.  The nominal packet extension can be computed only at the time of transmitting a PPDU, when the pre-FEC packet padding is known.  Hence, it is not appropriate to chage PPET to NPET.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/1226r1									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20884			Mark RISON			238			4			26.7.4			365			20			T			Y			365.20			20			26.7.4						A			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			Re CID 16009: missed one			Add "HE " before "MU  Exclusive  Beamforming  Report  information " at the referenced location			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:29:34Z)			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 17:57:42Z			4.2			2019/6/6 17:57			EDITOR


			20885			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.1.64			127			60			E			Y			127.60			60			9.4.1.64						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Re CID 16013: did not action despite resolution			At the referenced location delete " feedback"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 16:07:23Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 16:07:26Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20886			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.20			633			58			T			Y			633.58			58			27.3.20						V			Xiaogang Chen			19/0866r3			862			"HE-MCS  Coding  types" -- what are those?  Is this referring to the coding rate?  If so, it's encoded in the HE-MCS			Delete "HE-MCS  Coding  types  and "			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:54:55Z) - -TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0866r3 under all headings that include CID 20886.			EDITOR			Xiaogang 19/0866r3 Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-05 17:39:25Z- EDITOR: 2019-06-05 17:39:21Z			4.2			2019/6/5 17:39			EDITOR


			20887			Mark RISON			238			4			26.13			413			26			T			Y			413.26			26			26.13						V			Yongho Seok			19/1138r1			893			" the most recent PPDU received by the STA whose PPDU format, Tx BF, and
Coding Type" -- what do the last two terms mean?			Change the cited text at the referenced location to " the most recent PPDU received by the STA whose format and coding type"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:29:51Z) - Agree in principle. 
Clarification wording is provided. 

TGax editor makes changes as specified in 11-19/1138r1 for CID 20887.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/1138r1 HLA Control									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:33			EDITOR


			20888			Mark RISON			238			4			9.3.1.22.5			113			52			T			Y			113.52			52			9.3.1.22.5						J			Po-Kai Huang			19/0492r1			821			"For 160 MHz and 80+80 MHz indication, B0 of the RU Allocation subfield is
set to 1. A non-AP STA ignores B0 for 160 MHz and 80+80 MHz indication." -- in that case B0 has no value			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "For 160 MHz and 80+80 MHz indication, B0 of the RU Allocation subfield is reserved."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:22:14Z) - The signalling aligns with the Trigger frame RU allocation setting, and the group has detailed discussion before to agree on aligning the settings.			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/492 MU-RTS									N									2019/3/21 20:18			EDITOR


			20889			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0604r5			872			Still some confusion/poor wording regarding Duration fields			At 233.1/13 change "The HE AP does not receive a frame with the duration information indicated by a Duration field in the PSDU of the PPDU with the RXVECTOR parameter TXOP_DURATION" to "An MPDU with a Duration field is not received".  At 233.23, 299.27 delete "in the PSDU ".  At 259.39 change "If the Duration field value in the MAC header of an MPDU" to "If the Duration field in a frame".  At 298.16 delete " in a PSDU".  At 299.3/18 change "The STA does not receive a frame with the duration information indicated by a Duration field in the PSDU of the PPDU with the RXVECTOR parameter TXOP_DURATION." to "An MPDU with a Duration field is not received.".  At 316.56, 402.22 delete " value" in "Duration field value".  At 408.1 change "For a TXOP responder, the Duration field in the MAC header of an MPDU carried in the response PPDU is set based on the Duration field in the MAC header of an MPDU carried in the soliciting PPDU" to "For a TXOP responder, the Duration field in a frame carried in a response PPDU is set based on the Duration field in a frame carried in the soliciting PPDU"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 11:51:52Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. For 233.1/13, we revise according to CID 20761 as follows.

“The HE AP does not receive a frame with a Duration field in the PPDU”



For 233.23 and 299.27, , we revise according to CID 20761 to delete “in the PSDU”.

For 259.39, we revise as suggested by the commenter. 

For 298.16, we revise as suggested by the commenter.

For 299.3/18, we revise according to CID 20761 as follows.

“The STA does not receive a frame with a Duration field in the PPDU.”

For 316.56, 402.22, we revise as suggested by the commenter.

For 408.1, we revise based on the suggestion from the commenter.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0604r5 under all headings that include CID 20889			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/0604r5 NAV									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:20			EDITOR


			20890			Mark RISON			238			4			26.4.3			316			55			T			Y			316.55			55			26.4.3						V			George Cherian			19/0756r1			851			"QoS Data frames or Management frame that solicits an immediate BlockAck frame
response" -- a Management frame does not solicit a BlockAck frame response (at best it solicitys a Multi-STA BlockAck frame).  And HT-delayed is deprecated/obsolete/not supported			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "QoS Data frames that solicit a BlockAck frame response"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 14:17:34Z) - Agree in principle. Made the requested change.

TGax editor shall incorporate changes in 11-19-0756-01-00ax			EDITOR			George 19/756r1 26.4 Ack procedure									I						4.2			2019/5/30 19:03			EDITOR


			20891			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			Re CID 16036: "NSS Support" is not the name of a field etc. so should not be uppercase; ditto the term "Max"			Change "NSS Support" to "NSS support" at 388.39.  At 428.11/13 change "the Max NSS support" to "the maximum NSS support".  At 428.13 change "HE Max NSS support" to "HE maximum NSS support".  At 428.14 change "VHT Max NSS support" to "VHT maximum NSS support"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 21:58:35Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 21:58:52Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20892			Mark RISON			238			4			26.10.3.2			402			21			E			Y			402.21			21			26.10.3.2						A			Editor			1123r2			923			"eschew" is rather esoteric			Change "may eschew the NAV update" to "may choose not to perform the NAV update"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-04-10 22:04:16Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 21:53:54Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20893			Mark RISON			238			4			9.3.1.8.7			97			41			E			Y			97.41			41			9.3.1.8.7						V			Tomoko Adachi			19/0816r2			854			Re CID 16049: missed a couple			Change "all ack " to "the all ack context " at 97.41.  Change "the all ack support" to "support for the all ack context" at 317.37, 318.21, 319.12, 319.56			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 13:53:20Z) - Making the changes suggested by the commenter and making a couple of cross reference fixes. 
See the instructions to the TGax editor in doc. 11-19/0816r2  under all headings that include CID 20893.			EDITOR			Tomo 19/816r2 9.3.1.8									I						4.2			2019/5/30 21:27			EDITOR


			20894			Mark RISON			238			4			27.2.2			463			10			T			Y			463.10			10			27.2.2						J			Bo Sun			19/0407r4			827			Re CID 16051: resolution doesn't seem to have addressed the point that an MU-RTS might be sent in an HE SU PPDU or HE ER SU PPDU			In the SCRAMBLER_INITIAL_VALUE rows in Table 27-1, delete the "Otherwise" row, change "FORMAT is NON_HT" to "Otherwise" and move it to be the last row			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:13:32Z) - Though I agree that an MU-RTS might be sent in an HE SU PPDU or HE ER SU PPDU, it doesn’t mean the parameter is used in TXVECTOR for MAC to set the scrambler initialization field in this case. For MU-RTS, it’s enough to define the parameter used in RXVECTOR.			EDITOR			Bo 19/407 xVECTORS									N									2019/3/20 21:30			EDITOR


			20895			Mark RISON			238			4			Z									T			Y			743.05						Z						J			Tianyu Wu			19/1560r2			932			Re CID 16067: the resolution doesn't address the comment.  There should be an example with STA-ID 2046 because (a) need to show what the other User field subfields are set to and (b) need to show how the result maps to actual RUs (with some missing)			Add an example where non-MU-MIMO RUs are skipped over (i.e. unused) by using STA-ID 2046			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 01:03:08Z) - The spec should avoid excessive examples. There are lots of different combinations in HE-SIG-B and spec should pick a few examples to deliver the information such as HE-SIG-B content and bit order etc. 

STAID 2046 is not a very special case worth an example. Any STAID in existing examples that allocated to an non-MU-MIMO RU can be replaced by 2046 and change all other bits in the user field to reserved bit. It’s easy to figure out the HE-SIG-B with STAID 2046 based on existing examples.			EDITOR			Tianyu 19/1562r2									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			20896			Mark RISON			238			4			28									T			Y			525.01						27.3.10.7						J			Jianhan Liu			19/1127r4			912			The additions to 28.3.10.7/8.1 made by 18/1980r1 do not use the canonical wording of all other PHY clauses			Revert the changes referred to, and instead in Transmission Header General add "All numeric fields are encoded in unsigned binary, least significant bit first."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:39:13Z) - Already resolved in Draft 4.2			EDITOR			Jianhan 19/1127r4 HE-SIG-A									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20897			Mark RISON			238			4			Z.1			743			17			E			Y			743.17			17			Z.1						A			Editor			1123r2			923			"In this annex, 0s are used for padding and the padding is not included in all the HE-SIG-B bit sequence for
illustration simplicity. The minimum padding is added to make the two HE-SIG-B content channels equal in
length and an integer number of 4 bits. Hexadecimal notation is used to represent the entire content of each
HE-SIG-B content channel. The hexadecimal numbers are also in the order of transmission." -- has editorial issues			Change to "In this annex, 0s are used for padding, and padding is not included in all the HE-SIG-B bit sequences, for
illustration simplicity. Minimum padding is added, to make the two HE-SIG-B content channels equal in
length and an integer number of 4 bits. Hexadecimal notation is used to represent the entire content of each
HE-SIG-B content channel. The hexadecimal numbers are also in the order of transmission."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 13:41:40Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 13:41:45Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20898			Mark RISON			238			4			Z.1			743			17			T			Y			743.17			17			Z.1						V			Tianyu Wu			19/1560r2			932			"In this annex, 0s are used for padding and the padding is not included in all the HE-SIG-B bit sequence for
illustration simplicity. The minimum padding is added to make the two HE-SIG-B content channels equal in
length and an integer number of 4 bits. Hexadecimal notation is used to represent the entire content of each
HE-SIG-B content channel. The hexadecimal numbers are also in the order of transmission." -- has technical issues: (a) the spec does not define "minimum padding" (b) it is not clear what "padding is not included in all" means (c) it is not clear what the last sentence means (what is the order of transmission of 0x1234?)			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 01:03:21Z) - Agree in principle that some clarification text in annex Z helps. 

HE-SIG-B padding need to pad to OFDM symbol boundary, and the actual number of padding bits need to be calculated based on the number of HE-SIG-B content bits and MCS level for HE-SIG-B. But since in this annex, we focus on the content of HE-SIG-B, for simplicity, we did not specify the MCS and we did not calculate the exact number of padding bits.

TGax Editor:  Please make changes to IEEE P802.11ax D4.3 according to the proposed text changes as resolution to CID 20898 in 11-19/1560r2			EDITOR			Tianyu 19/1562r2									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-25 23:02:19Z			5			2019/9/25 23:02			EDITOR


			20899			Mark RISON			238			4			27.2.2			464			52			T			Y			464.52			52			27.2.2						J			Bo Sun			19/0407r4			827			"For an HE TB PPDU, [...] MU in the RXVECTOR column indicates the parameter is not present" is confusing, since prima facie the receiver needs to know			After the cited text append " (the receiver knows the values since they were specified in the triggering PPDU)"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:13:47Z) - The cited text is clearly used to define the term “MU” in Table 27-1 without any confusion. While in a bigger picture, how a receiver knows these parameter is defined in sub-clause 27.2.1 and 27.2.3.			EDITOR			Bo 19/407 xVECTORS									N									2019/3/20 21:30			EDITOR


			20900			Mark RISON			238			4			9.3.1.19									E			Y			99.03						9.3.1.19						V			Editor			1123r2			923			"The format of the STA Info field in an HE NDP Announcement Frame and with the AID11 subfield" is broken			Change the cited text to "The format of the STA Info field in an HE NDP Announcement Frame where the AID11 subfield is" (2x) in referenced subclause			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 17:44:53Z) - Change to "The format of the STA Info field in an HE NDP Announcement Frame if the AID11 subfield is" to align with figure titles.			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 17:42:29Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20901			Mark RISON			238			4			9.3.1.19			100			1			E			Y			100.01			1			9.3.1.19						A			Editor			1123r2			923			"The frame format of the HE NDP Announcement frame" is weird			Change "The frame format of the HE NDP Announcement frame" to "The format of the HE NDP Announcement frame" at 100.1, "The frame format for the Trigger frame" to "The format of the Trigger frame" at 103.1			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 17:46:30Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 17:44:36Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20902			Mark RISON			238			4			9.3.1.19			100			51			E			Y			100.51			51			9.3.1.19						A			Editor			1123r2			923			"The AID11 subfield is not 2047 then it contains" is broken			Change to "If the AID11 subfield is not 2047, then it contains"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 17:47:41Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 17:47:45Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20903			Mark RISON			238			4						358			12			E			Y			358.12			12									V			Matt Fischer			19/1064r6						"value of 2047 for AID11 in a STA Info field of an HE NDP
Announcement frame" is broken.  In fact the whole para and next are wonky			At 358.6 change "An SU beamformer may solicit punctured feedback from an SU beamformee in an HE TB sounding sequence if the SU beamformee indicates support for punctured sounding by setting the Punctured Sounding Support subfield to 1. An SU beamformer shall indicate punctured subchannels in the NDP frames of an HE NDP sounding sequence by setting the appropriate bits of the Disallowed Subchannel Bitmap subfield of the STA Info field that includes the value of 2047 in the AID11 subfield within an HE NDP Announcement frame. An SU beamformer that includes a value of 2047 for AID11 in a STA Info field of an HE NDP Announcement frame shall place that STA Info field as the first STA Info field of the frame. An SU beamformer that indicates punctured subchannels in the NDP frames of an HE NDP sounding sequence shall set the TXVECTOR parameter INACTIVE_SUBCHANNELS according to 27.11.7 (INACTIVE_SUBCHANNELS)." to "An SU beamformer may solicit punctured feedback from an SU beamformee in an HE TB sounding sequence if the SU beamformee indicates support for punctured sounding by setting the Punctured Sounding Support subfield in the HE Capabilities elements it transmits to 1. An SU beamformer shall indicate punctured subchannels in the HE sounding NDP of an HE TB sounding sequence by setting the corresponding bits of the Disallowed Subchannel Bitmap subfield of the STA Info field with the AID11 subfield set to 2047 within the preceding HE NDP Announcement frame. An SU beamformer that includes a STA Info field with the AID11 subfield set to 2047 in an HE NDP Announcement frame shall place that STA Info field as the first STA Info field of the frame. An SU beamformer that indicates punctured subchannels in an HE sounding NDP shall set the TXVECTOR parameter INACTIVE_SUBCHANNELS according to 27.11.7 (INACTIVE_SUBCHANNELS)."
Change the next para from "An SU beamformee that supports punctured sounding shall generate feedback corresponding to the subchannels indicated in the STA Info field with an AID11 value matching the eleven least significant bits of its AID value from within a received HE NDP Announcement frame, but excluding subcarriers that are disallowed according to the value of the Disallowed Subchannel Bitmap subfield of the same HE NDP Announcement frame." to "An SU beamformee that supports punctured sounding shall generate feedback corresponding to the subchannels indicated in the STA Info field addressed to it in an HE NDP Announcement frame, but excluding subcarriers that are disallowed according to any Disallowed Subchannel Bitmap subfield in that frame."
In Table 9-321a change "Punctured Sounding as" to "punctured sounding as".
At 362.5 change "preamble punctured sounding" to "punctured sounding".
At 364.22 change "setting the Punctured Sounding Support subfield to 1" to "setting the Punctured Sounding Support subfield in the HE Capabilities elements it transmits to 1"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 07:50:56Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-19/1064r5 that are marked with CID 20903 which generally agree with the commenter’s suggestion to rearrange the order of sentence clauses and use short references to previous subjects and objects and other changes suggested by the commenter except for a few that would conflict with several other modifications brought about by the resolution of several other comments.			EDITOR			Matt 19/1064r6 Disallowed Subchannels									I						5			2019/10/4 17:12			EDITOR


			20904			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			"NDP Announcement" -- what flavour?			Prepend "HE " to the cited text at 101.65, 102.44/48, 357.39			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 17:46:43Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-10 17:47:02Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20905			Mark RISON			238			4			26.17.1			428			46			T			Y			428.46			46			26.17.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0302r1			830			"An HE STA shall not transmit an MPDU in an HE PPDU to a STA that exceeds the maximum MPDU
length capability indicated in the VHT Capabilities element received from the recipient STA or, if a VHT
Capabilities element is not received, that exceeds the Maximum A-MSDU Length in the HT Capabilities
element received from the recipient STA unless the MPDU is an HE Compressed Beamforming/CQI frame
(see 26.7.3 (Rules for HE sounding protocol sequences))." -- (a) should be about STAs generally, for forward-compatibility (see baseline) (b) not clear how A-MSDU length relates to MPDU length (c) precedence of "unless" unclear			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "An STA shall not transmit in an HE PPDU an MPDU other than an HE Compressed Beamforming/CQI frame
(see 26.7.3 (Rules for HE sounding protocol sequences)) that exceeds the maximum MPDU
length capability indicated in the VHT Capabilities element received from the recipient STA or, if a VHT
Capabilities element was not received from that STA, that exceeds the maximum A-MSDU length capability indicated in the HT Capabilities
element received from that STA.
NOTE---The maximum A-MSDU length is not added to to account for the MAC header length."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-18 20:11:23Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested changes except for point b) that allegedly identifies as not clear how A-MSDU length relates to MPDU length. Please note that the MPDU is the container of the A-MSDU. As such the relationship between the two is straightforward. MPDU length minus MAC header and minus FCS is the A-MSDU length.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0302r1 under all headings that include CID 20905.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/302 HE BSS									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-18 22:06:15Z - Since the definite article is used on "the VHT Capabilities element" and "the HT Capabilties element" the reference must be to a specific element so added "last" in front of received. Corrected tense (is not received -> has not been received).			4.1			2019/3/18 22:10			EDITOR


			20906			Mark RISON			238			4			G.3									T			Y			739.55						G.4						J			Osama Aboul-Magd			19/1259r1			932			The frame exchange sequences are not all included			Add all HE frame sequences			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 22:18:57Z) - The NFRP sequence is added in CID 20092. The commenter is not specific what other aequences need to be added.			EDITOR			Osama 19/1259r1 Annex G									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			20907			Mark RISON			238			4			9.2.4.5.6			72			24			T			Y			72.24			24			9.2.4.5.6						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0303r4			838			"including the MSDUs or A-MSDUs of the present MPDU or A-MPDU" makes no sense			Change to "including the MSDUs or A-MSDUs in the same PSDU as the MPDU containing the Queue Size subfield"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:14:09Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change. 
 
TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0303r4 under all headings that include CID 20907.
.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/303r4 QoS Control									I						4.2			2019/5/29 19:40			EDITOR


			20908			Mark RISON			238			4			9.2.4.5.6			72			24			T			Y			72.24			24			9.2.4.5.6						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0303r4			838			Re CID 16077: the proposed change was to exclude the current MSDU, to match the non-HE case			Change "including the MSDUs or A-MSDUs of the present MPDU or A-MPDU" at 72.24 to "excluding the MSDUs or A-MSDUs in the same PSDU as the MPDU containing the Queue Size subfield".  Change "including the MSDUs
or A-MSDUs in the same PSDU as the MPDU containing the BSR Control subfield" at 84.7 to "excluding the MSDUs or A-MSDUs in the same PSDU as the MPDU containing the BSR Control subfield"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:14:19Z) - The comment fails to identify a technical issue. The legacy case was designed when MPDUs were not aggregated as such the rule was excluding the MSDUs or A-MSDUs. In 11ax the MPDUs are mainly aggregated as such the rule “including the MSDU or A-MSDU” is beneficial because the recipient of the QoS Control field can discount the MSDUs or A-MSDUs that are successfully received in the A-MPDU. With the earlier rule this would not be possible, and the recipient would not know of any of the lost frames in the received A-MPDU.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/303r4 QoS Control									I						4.2			2019/5/29 19:40			EDITOR


			20909			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.2.243			188			1			T			Y			188.01			1			9.4.2.243						V			Srini Kandala			19/0619r4			932			"The ER SU Disable subfield indicates whether 242-tone HE ER SU PPDU reception is disabled or enabled
by the AP." -- but enabled/disabled where?  Only at the AP?  Can HE TDLS peer STAs use ER even if this subfield is set to 0?			Clarify			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-16 05:00:56Z) - Agree with the comment that there are several points of clarifications are needed.

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0619r4 with the tag CID 20909			EDITOR			Srini 19/0619r4 Select Comments									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-21 09:00:39Z			5			2019/9/21 9:00			EDITOR


			20910			Mark RISON			238			4			26.15.2			418			54			T			Y			418.54			54			26.15.2						J			Yongho Seok			19/0770r2			843			Talk of "peer STA" is confusing as it can be misunderstood as referring to TDLS			At 418.54 change "An HE STA may transmit a 242-tone HE ER SU PPDU to a peer HE STA unless the most recently received
OM Control field from that peer HE STA has the ER SU Disable subfield equal to 1 in which case the HE
STA shall not transmit a 242-tone HE ER SU PPDU to that peer HE STA." to "An HE STA shall not transmit a 242-tone HE ER SU PPDU to an HE STA if the most recent OM Control field received, if any, from that STA has the ER SU Disable subfield equal to 1."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 17:48:35Z) - In the baseline, the terminology of the peer STA is already used in a general context, not just for the TDLS. 
In the TDLS, we are using a different terminology like the TDLS peer STA.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/770r2 PPDU format, BW, etc.									N									2019/5/30 14:47			EDITOR


			20911			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1496r0			932			Talk of "peer STA" is confusing as it can be misunderstood as referring to TDLS			Reword in terms of "STA A" and "STA B" or in terms of "transmitting STA" and "receiving STA"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-23 21:49:02Z) - The term “peer STA” is widely used in REVmd as well, without the classifier TDLS. Since the classifier TDLS is not present then this term does not refer to TDLS peer STA.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1496r0						The most egregious use seems to be in the TWT section			N									2019/9/23 21:53			EDITOR


			20912			Mark RISON			238			4			26.15.2			418			62			T			Y			418.62			62			26.15.2						J			Yongho Seok			19/0770r2			843			"An HE STA may transmit a 106-tone HE ER SU PPDU to a STA if it has received from the STA an HE
Capabilities element with the Partial Bandwidth Extended Range field equal to 1; otherwise" -- not if the receiving STA has transmitted ER SU Disable			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "An HE STA may transmit a 106-tone HE ER SU PPDU to a non-AP STA if it has received from the STA an HE
Capabilities element with the Partial Bandwidth Extended Range field equal to 1 and the most recent OM Control field received, if any, from that STA has the ER SU Disable subfield equal to 0. An HE STA may transmit a 106-tone HE ER SU PPDU to an AP if it has received from the AP an HE
Capabilities element with the Partial Bandwidth Extended Range field equal to 1 and the most recent HE Operation element received from that AP has the ER SU Disable subfield equal to 0.  Otherwise"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 17:50:02Z) - The ER SU Disable subfield in an HE Operation element or OM Control field controls only a transmission of the 242-tone HE ER SU PPDU.
When a peer STA supports a 106-tone HE ER SU PPDU, an HE STA can transmit a 106-tone HE ER SU PPDU to the peer STA regardless of the ER SU Disable subfield.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/770r2 PPDU format, BW, etc.									N									2019/5/30 14:47			EDITOR


			20913			Mark RISON			238			4			26.15.2			422			9			T			Y			422.09			9			26.15.2						V			Yongho Seok			19/0770r6			932			"TX parameter switching" is an undefined concept, and the NOTE has nothing to do with the preceding text anyway			Delete the NOTE at the referenced location			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 02:30:02Z) - As asked by the commenter, need to clarify the TX parameter switching. 


TGax editor makes changes as specified in 11-19/0770r5 for CID 20913.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/0770r6 PPDU format									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-23 22:55:49Z - The first sentence in the note has poor grammar. Changing to: "A change in the format of the PPDU containing the control response frame (between non-HT and HE ER SU PPDU) occurs in subsequent TXOPs"			5			2019/9/23 22:56			EDITOR


			20914			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.10.8.4			552			51			T			Y			552.51			51			27.3.10.8.4						V			Ross Yu Jian			19/0972r1			906			"can be indicated" is too tentative			Change to "is indicated"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:19:10Z) - Agree that the use of can is not good here according to the editorial style (09-1304r13):

Whilst the description after “can be indicated” is not the only way of indication. Hence “is able to” is suggested to be used here.

Instrution to the editor:
Change “can” to “is able” in P560, L22 of P802.11ax D4.2			EDITOR			Ross 19/0972r1 HE-SIG-B									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:37			EDITOR


			20915			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.10.8.4									T			Y			549.01						27.3.10.8.4						J			Ross Yu Jian			19/0972r1			906			Re CID 16085: the resolution is not specific enough			Make the change proposed in CID 16085			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:19:28Z) - The description in P802.11ax D4.0 and later in D4.2 is specific enough with the proposed change in CID 16085. No further edits are needed.			EDITOR			Ross 19/0972r1 HE-SIG-B									N									2019/9/21 1:37			EDITOR


			20916			Mark RISON			238			4			17.3.9.10			289			28			T			Y			289.28			28			17.3.9.10						V			Youhan Kim			19/0830r1			858			Re CID 16087: still confusing to have "A non-AP STA that transmits a non-HT or non-HT duplicate PPDU with the TXVECTOR parameter TRIG-
GER_RESPONDING set to true" and then "A non-AP HE STA that transmits a non-HT or non-HT duplicate PPDU with the TXVECTOR parameter
TRIGGER_RESPONDING set to true and that is a response to a PPDU containing an MU-RTS Trigger
frame received from an AP"			At the referenced location change "A non-AP HE STA that transmits a non-HT or non-HT duplicate PPDU with the TXVECTOR parameter
TRIGGER_RESPONDING set to true and that is a response to a PPDU containing an MU-RTS Trigger
frame received from an AP" to "A non-AP HE STA that transmits a non-HT or non-HT duplicate PPDU with the TXVECTOR parameter
TRIGGER_RESPONDING set to true"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:40:21Z) - Proposed text update in 11-19/0830 moves 17.3.9.10 into 27.3.14.3, which incorporates the proposed text update by the commenter.

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text updates for CIDs 20273, 20472, 20916, 21573 in 11-19/0830r1.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/830r1 Clause 17									I						4.2			2019/6/4 18:56			EDITOR


			20917			Mark RISON			238			4			17.3.9.10									T			Y			289.11						17.3.9.10						J			Youhan Kim			19/0830r1			858			Re CID 16089: at least "A non-AP HE STA that transmits a non-HT or non-HT duplicate PPDU with the TXVECTOR parameter
TRIGGER_RESPONDING set to true and that is a response to a PPDU containing an MU-RTS Trigger
frame received from an AP shall ensure that the arrival time of the non-HT or non-HT duplicate PPDU at the
AP that transmitted the triggering PPDU is within +/-0.4 us of TXTIME + aSIFSTime + RTD of the trans-
mission start time of the triggering PPDU, where TXTIME is that of the triggering PPDU and RTD is the
round trip delay between the AP and the non-AP HE STA." is not a PHY level synchronization accuracy requirement, it's a MAC timing requirement (it's basically saying you respond within SIFS +/- 0.4 us rather than the usual SIFS +/- 0.9 us)			Move to Clause 26 (MAC)			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:40:34Z) - The SIFS +- 0.9 us requirement in the baseline IEEE 802.11 standard is indeed MAC timing requirement, used to aid the MAC to be able to predict when the response packet should come, and timeout when not received.  Note that only one transmitter is sending the response packet in this case.

The 16usec +- 0.4 usec requirement being added in the TGax draft, on the other hand, is needed to ensure that the receiver PHY can correctly detect, synchronize and demodulate the packet which is being transmitted by multiple STAs.  Hence, this is a requirement to ensure PHY performance.  Thus, it is appropriate and necessary to keep the requirement in a PHY clause.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/830r1 Clause 17									N			EDITOR: 2019-06-04 18:56:31Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/6/4 18:56			EDITOR


			20918			Mark RISON			238			4			3.2			38			34			E			Y			38.34			34			3.2						A			Editor			1123r2			923			"one PHY service data units" is broken			Change to "one PHY service data unit"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 13:46:36Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 13:46:40Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20919			Mark RISON			238			4			3.2			38			10			T			Y			38.10			10			3.2						V			Editor			1123r2			923			"An HE MU PPDU transmitted by an AP that carries one or more PSDUs." -- the AP does not carry PSDUs			Change to "An HE MU PPDU transmitted by an AP.  This PPDU carries one or more PSDUs."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-27 21:28:24Z) - Change definition to "An HE MU PPDU transmitted by an AP. This PPDU carries one or more physical layer (PHY) service data units (PSDUs)."			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20920			Mark RISON			238			4			3.2									T			Y			33.32						3.2						A			Srini Kandala			19/0619r4			932			The PPDU definitions are inconsistent			Change the definitions to the following: "high efficiency (HE) physical layer protocol data unit (PPDU): A Clause 27 PPDU that is not a Clause 21 PPDU.
downlink (DL) high efficiency (HE) multi-user (MU) physical layer (PHY) protocol data unit (PPDU): An HE MU PPDU transmitted by an AP.  This PPDU carries one or more PHY service data units (PSDUs) for one or more users.
uplink (UL) high efficiency (HE) multi-user (MU) physical layer (PHY) protocol data unit (PPDU): An HE MU PPDU transmitted by a non-AP STA. This PPDU carries a single physical layer service data unit (PSDU).
high efficiency (HE) extended range (ER) single-user (SU) physical layer (PHY) protocol data unit (PPDU): A PPDU transmitted with HE ER SU PPDU format.  This PPDU carries a single service data unit (PSDU).
high efficiency (HE) multi-user (MU) physical layer protocol data unit (PPDU): A PPDU transmitted with HE MU PPDU format.
high efficiency (HE) single-user (SU) physical layer protocol data unit (PPDU): A PPDU transmitted with HE SU PPDU format. This PPDU carries a single physical layer service data unit (PSDU).
high efficiency (HE) trigger-based (TB) physical layer protocol data unit (PPDU): A PPDU transmitted with HE TB PPDU format. This PPDU carries a single physical layer service data unit (PSDU)."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 22:54:43Z)			EDITOR			Srini 19/0619r4 Select Comments									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-21 08:26:10Z			5			2019/9/21 8:26			EDITOR


			20921			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			Re CID 16111: "HE TB feedback NDP (see 27.3.4 (HE PPDU formats))" is weird because 27.3.4 has nothing about HE TB feedback NDPs			Change both instances of the cited text to refer to 27.3.17			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 21:46:23Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 21:46:27Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20922			Mark RISON			238			4						218			14			T			Y			218.14			14									A			Editor			1123r2			923			Re CID 16118: the resolution claims to "Generally agree with the commenter" -- and then doesn't make any change to the cited text!			Make the change indicated in CID 16118.  Don't just claim to generally agree, just do the change.  It's just a comma			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 21:26:15Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 21:26:20Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20923			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.2.199			162			16			E			Y			162.16			16			9.4.2.199						A			Editor			1123r2			923			"Management  frames:  Action,  Action  No  Ack  frames  or  (Re)Association  Request
frames" -- too many "frames"			Delete the second "frames" in the cited text at the referenced location			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 22:06:20Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-10 22:06:24Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20924			Mark RISON			238			4			9.6.32.2			213			3			E			Y			213.03			3			9.6.32.2						A			Abhishek Patil			19/0505r2			864			"Action No ACK" -- no need to shout!			Change to "Action No Ack"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:16:41Z)			EDITOR			Abhi 19/505r2 BSS color									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 15:16:59Z			4.2			2019/6/6 15:16			EDITOR


			20925			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															V			Editor			1123r2			923			"non-EOF MPDU" should be "non-EOF-MPDU"			Change "on-EOF MPDU" to "on-EOF-MPDU" throughout			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 18:26:46Z) - Change all "non-EOF-MPDU" to "non-EOF MPDU" and all "EOF-MPDU" to "EOF MPDU"			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-10 18:27:18Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20926			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			Re CID 16121: OK, then you've missed some instances of Management frames that are not Action No Ack frames			At 223.37 change "At most one Management frame that
is not Action No Ack" to "At most one Management frame that does not solicit acknowledgment".  At 226.29 change "At most one Management frame that
is not an Action No Ack frame" to "At most one Management frame that solicits an acknowledgment"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-28 19:17:19Z) - Note to editor: these two instances are in Table9-532b and Table9-532d in 9.7.3			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20927			Mark RISON			238			4			9.6.32.2			213			3			T			Y			213.03			3			9.6.32.2						J			Abhishek Patil			19/0505r2			864			"The HE BSS Color Change Announcement frame is an Action or Action No ACK frame" -- can't be both			Delete "or Action No ACK" in the cited text at the referenced location			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:17:15Z) - The spec allows an AP to transmit this frame to a broadcast address or directed to a particular STA. In case of broadcast, the frame will not be acknowledged. In such cases where the frame is individually addressed, an acknowledgement is expected.			EDITOR			Abhi 19/505r2 BSS color									N									2019/6/6 15:16			EDITOR


			20928			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.2.248			194			46			T			Y			194.46			46			9.4.2.248						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0505r2			864			"The BSS Color Change Announcement element is carried in the HE BSS Color Change Announcement
frame and is optionally included in Beacon, Probe Response, and (Re)Association Response frames. The use
of  the  BSS  Color  Change  Announcement  element  and  HE  BSS  Color  Change  Announcement  frame  is
described in 26.17.3.1 (Selecting and advertising a new BSS color)." -- first bit is duplication, second is not relevant to Clause 9			Delete the cited text at the referenced location.  Also delete ", which may be carried in the Beacon, Probe Response and (Re)Association Response frames transmit-
ted by the AP" at 434.44 (whose "may" is even confusing).  At 194.4 change " BSS Color change" to " BSS color change"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:16:21Z) - Agree with the comment. Deleted the cited text in clause 9.4.2.248. Further the cited sentence in clause 26.17.3.4 is split into two sentences to remove any ambiguity. Minor editorial changes to provide additional clarity. Changed color to lower case c in the 1st sentence of 9.4.2.248 as pointed by the comment.

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-19/505r2 tagged as 20928			EDITOR			Abhi 19/505r2 BSS color									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 15:14:04Z			4.2			2019/6/6 15:14			EDITOR


			20929			Mark RISON			238			4			9.6.32.2			213						T			Y			213.00						9.6.32.2						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0505r2			864			"The BSS Color Change Announcement element as defined in 9.4.2.248 (BSS Color Change Announcement
element) is always present in the frame.
No Vendor-Specific elements are present in the HE BSS Color Change Announcement frame." -- typo, duplication and lack of justification of constraint			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "The BSS Color Change Announcement element is defined in 9.4.2.248 (BSS Color Change Announcement
element)."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:17:02Z) - The purpose of this frame to carry information about an upcoming BSS color change event. It doesn’t need to carry vendor specific information. There is precedence in the baseline spec to limiting the amount of information carried in a frame (as an example, please see VHT Compressed Beamforming frame format). Removed duplicate reference to clause 9.4.2.248 and self-reference to the frame. 

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-19/505r2 tagged as 20929			EDITOR			Abhi 19/505r2 BSS color									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 15:16:47Z			4.2			2019/6/6 15:16			EDITOR


			20930			Mark RISON			238			4			26.17.3.1			435			27			T			Y			435.27			27			26.17.3.1						J			Abhishek Patil			19/0395r1			810			"A non-AP HE STA in an infrastructure BSS shall not transmit the BSS Color Change Announcement ele-
ment. An HE STA belonging to an IBSS or a mesh BSS shall not transmit a BSS Color Change Announce-
ment element." is very long-winded			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "A non-AP STA shall not transmit a BSS Color Change Announcement element.".  Delete "participating in such BSS " in the next sentence			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:54:03Z) - There is a different in behavior based on the type of BSS that the STA is participating in. A non-AP STA in infrastructure BSS cannot disable color or make a color change announcement. On the other hand, a STA belonging to an IBSS or mesh BSS can disable color.			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0395 BSS color									N			EDITOR: 2019-03-25 16:45:29Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/3/25 16:45			EDITOR


			20931			Mark RISON			238			4			26.17.3.1			435			30			T			Y			435.30			30			26.17.3.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0395r1			810			"An HE STA participating in such BSS may temporarily disable the color if they determine
that a color collision has occurred (see 26.11.4 (BSS_COLOR))." -- it's not clear how one "temporarily disables the color", nor whether this is referring to the AP or the non-AP STAs (surely a non-AP STA can't unilaterally ignore the BSS colour?)			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "An HE AP may temporarily disable the use of the BSS color if it determines
that a color collision has occurred (see 26.11.4 (BSS_COLOR))."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:54:16Z) - Agree with the comment. The term ‘such BSS’ was causing an ambiguity. This text is revised to call out IBSS and mesh BSS.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0395r1CID 20931			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0395 BSS color									I						4.1			2019/3/25 17:07			EDITOR


			20932			Mark RISON			238			4			26.4.4.6			321						T			Y			321.00						26.4.4.6						J			George Cherian			19/0756r1			851			"The Ack Type field and AID11 field of the Multi-STA BlockAck
frame are set as described in 9.3.1.8.7 (Multi-STA BlockAck variant)." -- there is typically more than one of each			Delete the cited text at the referenced location (2x)			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-30 19:03:45Z) -  The cited text is not repeated. Not sure if the commentor is referring to another section/paragraph than what is listed here			EDITOR			George 19/756r1 26.4 Ack procedure									N									2019/5/30 19:03			EDITOR


			20933			Mark RISON			238			4			26.4.4.6			321						T			Y			321.00						26.4.4.6						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0506r3			835			"a BSS specific broadcast RU" -- this term is undefined			Delete " carried in a BSS spe-
cific broadcast RU of a DL HE MU PPDU" at 321.8, " carried in a
broadcast RU in a DL HE MU PPDU" at 321.20 and " BSS specific" at 343.35.  Also change "the AID12" to "the AID12 subfield" at 343.37			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 15:55:56Z) - Agree with the commenter that BSS specific broadcast RU can be ambiguous. Deleted the two sentences cited in 26.4.4.6 and replaced with a note. Clause 9.7.3 specifies that an A-MPDU can carry at most one BA (including group addressed Multi-STA BA). The NOTE in 26.5.4.1 is updated to improve readability and remove the term BSS specific broadcast RU

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/506r3 with the tag 20933			EDITOR			Abhi 19/506r3 Multi-BSSID									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-24 21:31:15Z			4.2			2019/5/24 21:31			EDITOR


			20934			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															A			Ron Porat			19/1188r0			932			Re CID 16138: the field name is therefore very poor.  Also not clear what "payload in" refers to.  Also an RU in a 20M PPDU is necessarily in the primary 20 MHz channel.  Also not clear why this is restricted to from non-AP STA (is this to allow HE TDLS STAs to restrict each other?).  Also "single" not clear			Change "Rx Partial BW SU Using HE MU PPDU From Non-AP STA" to "Rx Partial BW SU In 20 MHz HE MU PPDU" in Figure 9-772c and Table 9-321b and at 419.2.  In Table 9-321b change "Indicates support for the reception of payload in a
20 MHz HE MU PPDU with a single 106-tone RU in
the primary 20 MHz channel." to "Indicates support for the reception of a
20 MHz HE MU PPDU with just a 106-tone RU.".  At 419.1 change "An STA shall not transmit a 20 MHz HE MU PPDU with just a 106-tone RU to a peer STA
unless it has received from the peer STA"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:36:00Z)			EDITOR			Ron 19/1188r0 PHY Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-28 00:28:11Z			5			2019/9/28 0:28			EDITOR


			20935			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															J			Ron Porat			19/1188r0			911			"Rx Partial BW SU
Using HE MU
PPDU From Non-
AP STA" is so specific (doesn't cover any PPDU widths other than 20M, doesn't cover any RU widths other than 106-tone, doesn't cover any combination of a 106-tone RU with any other RU) as to be useless			Make the field in the element reserved and delete all references to the field (Table 9-321b, Figure 9-772c and 26.15.2)			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:36:14Z) - The group decided there is a need for this capability in contribution 18/755 for the special case of UL SU using the MU format with partial BW.			EDITOR			Ron 19/1188r0 PHY Misc									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20936			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															J			Jianhan Liu			19/1127r4			912			Re CID 16139: the resolution implies "MU-MIMO" requires more than one user.  However, the case of a non-OFDMA MU PPDU with one user can be considered a special case of MU-MIMO.  Even the definitions can't agree: "multi-user  multiple  input,  multiple  output  (MU-MIMO):  A  technique  by  which  ***multiple***  stations" v. "multi-user (MU) physical layer (PHY) protocol data unit (PPDU): A PPDU that carries one or more
PHY service data units (PSDUs) for ***one or*** more stations (STAs)"			Add a "NOTE---An MU PPDU that carries only one PSDU, or a triggering PPDU that addresses only one STA, does not constitute MU-MIMO.".  At the end of 530.53 add "The value 0 is reserved."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:39:28Z) - The proposed changes on “NOTE---An MU PPDU that carries only one PSDU, or a triggering PPDU that addresses only one STA, does not constitute MU-MIMO” are not necessary. The note does not add further clarifications.			EDITOR			Jianhan 19/1127r4 HE-SIG-A									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20937			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															V			Ming Gan			19/1185r3			913			Re CID 16139: the discussion in 18/1459r3 states "11ax allows transmitting a full BW HE MU PPDU with SIGB compression to a single user. Hence, the statement "HE-SIG-B compression is used if and only if full BW MU-MIMO is being used" is not true."			In 27.3.2.5 fix "A full bandwidth MU-MIMO transmission using the HE MU PPDU format shall have a value of 1 for the
SIGB Compression field in HE-SIG-A, the Common field in HE-SIG-B is not present, the HE modulated
fields of the PPDU consists of one RU that spans the entire PPDU bandwidth and the preamble is not punc-
tured." (also fix the grammar!).  In 27.3.10.8.2 fix "If the SIGB Compression field in the HE-SIG-A field of an HE MU PPDU is set to 1 (indicating full band-
width MU-MIMO transmission)" (2x).  In 27.3.10.8.5 fix "If the SIGB Compression field in the HE-SIG-A field of an HE MU PPDU is set to 1 (indicating full band-
width MU-MIMO transmission)"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:42:41Z) - Agree with the comment in principle. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change. 

TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-19/1185 r3 under the CID 20937			EDITOR			Ming 19/1185r3 HE-SIG-B									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20938			Mark RISON			238			4			26.15.3			421			46			T			Y			421.46			46			26.15.3						A			Yongho Seok			19/0770r2			843			"set the Number Of Spatial Streams subfield in the SS
Allocation subfield in the User Info field to less than or equal to the value indicated in the DCM Max NSS
Tx subfield" is ambiguous because the field value is the value to be indicated minus one			Change to "set the Number Of Spatial Streams subfield in the SS
Allocation subfield in the User Info field to less than or equal to the DCM Max NSS
Tx subfield"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 17:52:55Z)			EDITOR			Yongho 19/770r2 PPDU format, BW, etc.									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-30 14:53:31Z			4.2			2019/5/30 14:53			EDITOR


			20939			Mark RISON			238			4			26.15.3			421						E			Y			421.00						26.15.3						A			Editor			1123r2			923			"max RU size" is colloquial			Change to "maximum RU size" (2x)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 22:37:25Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 22:37:29Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20940			Mark RISON			238			4			26.15.3			421			34			T			Y			421.34			34			26.15.3						A			Yongho Seok			19/0770r2			843			"set the RU Allocation subfield in the Trigger frame to less than or equal to the max RU size indicated in the DCM Max RU subfield" makes no sense cine the RU Allocation subfield is basically an enumeration, not a number			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "set the RU Allocation subfield in the Trigger frame to indicate an RU size that is less than or equal to the maximum RU size indicated in the DCM Max RU subfield"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 17:53:03Z)			EDITOR			Yongho 19/770r2 PPDU format, BW, etc.									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-30 14:52:08Z			4.2			2019/5/30 14:52			EDITOR


			20941			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															J			Jianhan Liu			19/1127r4			912			There are references to "PPDU with DCM" (either HE PPDU or HE TB PPDU), but this is ambiguous as DCM can be applied to HE-SIG-B or to the Data field			Append " applied to the Data field" after "PPDU with DCM" throughout			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:39:42Z) - In some of the text, “PPDU with DCM” means the DCM applied to HE-SIGB.			EDITOR			Jianhan 19/1127r4 HE-SIG-A									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20942			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															V			Editor			1123r2			923			There are references to "payload" but this is not a defined term			Change all "payload" (case-insensitively) to "Data field" (or "Data Field" if field name or "DataField" if MIB variable name).  At 404.34 change "on payload portion" to "on the Data field"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 21:36:36Z) - At 305.53 change "payload" to "PPDU". At 404.34 change "on payload portion" to "on the Data field".			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 21:44:05Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20943			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			Spurious commas before verbs			Delete comma in ", shall" at 312.62, 317.16, 343.6, 343.50, 349.6, 352.38, 367.10, 382.12/18,  398.54, 405.65, 421.34/45, 426.14/19/25, 431.47, 434.7, 436.6/15, 541.65, 542.15.  Delete comma in ", is" at 206.1			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-12 21:54:17Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-12 21:54:21Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20944			Mark RISON			238			4			9									E			Y			69.01						9						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Per 802.11 convention, there should be no "shall" in Clause 9 except the one in the baseline at the start			Delete "The UL Length subfield shall use the value m = 2 in Equation (27-11)." at 104.43 (poor wording and immediately clear from (27-11) anyway).  Delete "A non-AP HE STA may set the Schedule and APSD subfields to value 0 in a TSPEC transmitted in
ADDTS Request to provide its traffic characteristics and QoS requirements as described in 226.5.7
(Use of TSPEC by HE STAs).   " at 146.27 (obvious and xref broken).  Change "may" to "can" at 193.2, 199.21			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 15:16:27Z) - Remove the sentence "The UL Length subfield shall use the value m = 2 in Equation (27-11)" (see #21100). Delete "A non-AP HE STA may set the Schedule and APSD subfields to value 0 in a TSPEC transmitted in
ADDTS Request to provide its traffic characteristics and QoS requirements as described in 226.5.7
(Use of TSPEC by HE STAs).   " at 146.27.  Change "may" to "can" at 193.2, 199.21			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 15:25:37Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20945			Mark RISON			238			4			9			146			23			E			Y			146.23			23			9						A			Editor			1123r2			923			"shown in Table 9-140 " is wrong and unnecessary			Revert the insertion at 146.23			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 16:21:05Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 16:21:09Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20946			Mark RISON			238			4						396			55			E			Y			396.55			55									A			Editor			1123r2			923			Re CID 16154: nope, missed one!			Change "OBSS_PD" to "OBSS PD" at 396.55			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 21:00:05Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-10 21:00:10Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20947			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			"min"/"max"/"level" after "OBSS_PD" should be subscript			Fix at 397.11 (2x), 397.42/43			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 18:08:13Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-10 18:08:17Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20948			Mark RISON			238			4			26.10.3.2			402			17			T			Y			402.17			17			26.10.3.2						J			Laurent Cariou			19/0416r1			822			Re CID 16157: this change omits the L-SIG field, which sounds as if it would be included in the "legacy portion" referred to in D3.0.  Also why "or"?			Change "which is measured from the L-STF, L-LTF and L-SIG fields"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:25:51Z) - throughput the SR subclauses, the received power is indicated to be measured on L-STF and L-LTF, omitting L-SIG, as STF and LTF can be boosted.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/416 SR									N			EDITOR: 2019-03-21 16:16:30Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/3/21 16:16			EDITOR


			20949			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.1.64			127			20			T			Y			127.20			20			9.4.1.64						A			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			Re CID 16174: "Nr should reflect the Nss of the sounding NDP" -- yes, and for CBR this necessarily has to be >1			Change "Set to 0 for Nr = 1" to "0 is reserved", as proposed in CID 16174			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:29:41Z)			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									N			The resolution to #20465 removes the encoding "Set to …" in favor of "is set to Nr - 1. See also #20673						2019/6/6 17:23			EDITOR


			20950			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.20			634			26			T			Y			634.26			26			27.3.20						J			Xiaogang Chen			19/0866r3			862			"A packet extension and/or a signal extension may be present in the PPDU. The PHY-TXEND.confirm prim-
itive is generated at the latest of the actual ending time of the PPDU, the end of the packet extension if pres-
ent, and the end of the signal extension if present." -- the signal extension is not in the PPDU.  Conversely, the PE is clearly part of the PPDU (as shown in the PPDU figures, e.g., in 27.3.4).  The rules for the TXEND.cfm when there's a signal extension are given in 27.3.4			Delete the cited text at the referenced location			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:55:07Z) - A PPDU containing a signal extension is called a signal extended PPDU. When transmitting a signal
extended PPDU…			EDITOR			Xiaogang 19/0866r3 Misc									N									2019/6/5 17:39			EDITOR


			20951			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			Re CID 16181: let's be fully consistent			Change "Tx Bf" to "Tx Beamforming" throughout (6x)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 18:04:46Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-10 18:04:51Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20952			Mark RISON			238			4						448						E			Y			448.00												A			Editor			1123r2			923			"VHT NDP PPDU" -- no such thing			Delete " PPDU" in the cited text throughout (2x)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 13:44:11Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 13:44:15Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20953			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															V			Youhan Kim			19/0858r0			846			Re CID 16191: locations where the baseline needs to be extended to allow for signal extension in HE are, in md/D2.1: 10.3.8 and maybe 10.28.4			Refer to HE PPDU formats too, at the referenced locations			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 17:51:20Z) - Change proposed by the commenter for 10.3.8 has already been made in D4.1.  Change potentially proposed by the commenter for 10.28.4 is not applicable because 10.28.4 is not related to HE PPDUs.

Note to Editor:  There is no additional text update needed for CID 20953.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/858r0 Clause 10									N									2019/5/30 15:47			EDITOR


			20954			Mark RISON			238			4			9.3.1.8.7			97			37			T			Y			97.37			37			9.3.1.8.7						V			Tomoko Adachi			19/0816r2			854			There is no reason to describe the container of Management/PS-Poll frames.  It's not done for the TID 0-7 cases			In Table 9-30b change "Sent as an acknowledgment to a Management frame carried
in an A-MPDU or S-MPDU, or PS-Poll frame in an S-
MPDU." to "Sent as an acknowledgment to a Management or PS-Poll frame."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 13:52:01Z) - See the instructions to the TGax editor in doc. 11-19/0816r2  under all headings that include CID 20954.			EDITOR			Tomo 19/816r2 9.3.1.8									I						4.2			2019/5/30 21:27			EDITOR


			20955			Mark RISON			238			4			9.3.1.8.7			97			37			T			Y			97.37			37			9.3.1.8.7						V			Tomoko Adachi			19/0816r2			854			Per previous resolutions (and 26.6.4.1), an ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU and an ack-enabled A-MPDU and a multi-TID A-MPDU are all non-overlapping things			In Table 9-30b change "Sent as an acknowledgment to an A-MPDU or multi-TID
A-MPDU that contains an MPDU that solicits an immedi-
ate response and all MPDUs contained in the A-MPDU or
multi-TID A-MPDU are received successfully." to "Sent as an acknowledgment to an A-MPDU, ack-enabled A-MPDU, non-ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU or ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU that contains an MPDU that solicits an immedi-
ate response, where all MPDUs are received successfully."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 13:52:59Z) - Even though the subtypes of the A-MPDUs mentioned by the commenter are non-overlapping, the term A-MPDU covers ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU, ack-enabled A-MPDU, and multi-TID A-MPDU. 
See the instructions to the TGax editor in doc. 11-19/0816r2  under all headings that include CID 20955.			EDITOR			Tomo 19/816r2 9.3.1.8									I						4.2			2019/5/30 21:27			EDITOR


			20956			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															V			Liwen Chu			19/1387r3			932			Re CID 16210: still some left			Fix "data enabled A-MPDU context" at 216.13, "ack enabled A-MPDU" at 311.2 (missing hyphen)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 22:44:22Z) - Discussion:
Data enabled A-MPDU context is from 802.11baseline. It should be resolved in 11md. 

TGax editor: change “ack enabled A-MPDU” in P311L2 of 11ax D4.0 To “single-TID ack-enabled A-MPDU”			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1387r4 Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-21 07:21:31Z			5			2019/9/21 7:21			EDITOR


			20957			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															J			Srini Kandala			19/619r5			942			Need to be clear as to whether transmissions in an HE TB PPDU count towards the used_time when admission control is in effect (and if so, for which AC(s), if it's an A-MPDU with multiple TIDs)			As it says in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 08:17:50Z) - The commenter has not provided sufficient details			EDITOR												N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20958			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			"a value equal to" is just weird			Change "A value equal to 2045" to "A value of 2045" at 96.36.  Change " a  PHY-CCA.indication  with  a  value  equal  to  BUSY" to " a  PHY-CCA.indication (BUSY)" in 26.10.2.2/3			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 18:31:50Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-10 18:31:55Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20959			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			Re CID 16286: resolution claims to "change definition so that the term is "non-EOF MPDU" rather than "non-EOF-MPDU)" but actually most instances are still non-EOF-MPDU!			Change "on-EOF-MPDU" to "on-EOF MPDU" throughout			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 18:32:15Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-10 18:32:27Z - see #20925			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20960			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			In general A-Control is referred to as a subfield (of the HE variant HT Control field), not a field.  And the Controls therein don't need to be qualified			In 10.8 change "A-Control field" to "A-Control subfield" (2x, one in Table 10-11a).  In 26.10.3.5 change " an A-Control field CAS Control subfield " to " a CAS Control subfield ".  In 26.10.3.6 change " with an SR PPDU subfield equal to 1" to " with a CAS Control subfield with an SR PPDU subfield equal to 1"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-12 22:18:04Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-12 22:18:08Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20961			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.2.249.1			194			62			E			Y			194.62			62			9.4.2.249.1						A			Kaiying Lv			19/1163r1			888			", which is the octet immediately after the HE
Action field (Quiet Time Period frame)," is duplication			Delete the cited text at the referenced location			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:36:58Z) - TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/1163r1CID 20961			EDITOR			Kaiying 19/1163r1 QTP									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:29			EDITOR


			20962			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.2.249.1			194			62			T			Y			194.62			62			9.4.2.249.1						A			Kaiying Lv			19/1163r1			888			" A Control field in the Quiet Time Period element, which is the octet immediately after the HE
Action field (Quiet Time Period frame), specifies the type of actions of the Quiet Time Period action frame" is duplicated a few lines later			Delete the cited text at the referenced location (keep the full stop, to give to the previous sentence, which is missing one).  Also delete "The first 2 bits define the operations. The remaining 6 bits are reserved." at line 65			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:37:16Z) - TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/1163r1CID 20962			EDITOR			Kaiying 19/1163r1 QTP									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:29			EDITOR


			20963			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.2.249.1			194			61			T			Y			194.61			61			9.4.2.249.1						A			Kaiying Lv			19/1163r1			888			"The Quiet Time Period element is carried in Quiet Time Period Action frame (see 9.6.31.1 (HE
Action field))" is duplication (and should be "frames", and is missing a full stop)			Delete the cited text at the referenced location			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:37:30Z) - Agree with the commenter in principle.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/1163r1CID 20963			EDITOR			Kaiying 19/1163r1 QTP									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:29			EDITOR


			20964			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.2.249.1			195			18			T			Y			195.18			18			9.4.2.249.1						V			Kaiying Lv			19/1631r1			932			"The first two-bits defines the
value and are referred to as Quiet Time Period Subtype field. The remaining 6 bits are reserved. Table 9-
321f (Control field encoding) shows the encoding of the Control field."  Make up your mind.  If the first two bits are the QTPS field then the values 3-255 can't all be reserved.  Also missing article.  And what is "first two"?			Change to "The two LSBs define the
subtype and are referred to as the Quiet Time Period Subtype field. The remaining 6 bits are reserved. Table 9-321f (Control field encoding) shows the encoding of the Quiet Time Period Subtype field.", and change "type" to "subtype" in the previous sentence.  Change the Table 9-321f caption to "Quiet Time Period Subtype field encoding".  Change the bottom left cell of that table to just "3"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 10:14:09Z) - Some changes related to the proposed comment resolution have been accepted in draft D4.3.

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/1631r1 CID 20964			EDITOR			Kaiying 19/1631r1 QTP									I						5			2019/9/25 19:55			EDITOR


			20965			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.2.249									E			Y			194.54						9.4.2.249						V			Kaiying Lv			19/1163r1			888			Lots of articles are missing in subclause			Add missing articles to subclause			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:54:18Z) - Agree with the commenter in principle.

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/1163r1CID 20965			EDITOR			Kaiying 19/1163r1 QTP									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:29			EDITOR


			20966			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.2.249			197			15			T			Y			197.15			15			9.4.2.249						V			Kaiying Lv			19/1163r1			888			"The Control field of values 2 indicate the Quiet Time Content is for Quiet Time Period Response operation." is duplication			Delete the cited text at the referenced location			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:54:34Z) - Agree with the commenter in principle.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/1163r1CID 20966			EDITOR			Kaiying 19/1163r1 QTP									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:29			EDITOR


			20967			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.2.249			196			54			T			Y			196.54			54			9.4.2.249						A			Kaiying Lv			19/1163r1			888			"The HE STAs partici-
pated in the peer-to-peer operation are given preference to transmit frames in the period. " is behaviour not format			Delete the cited text at the referenced location			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:54:49Z) - Agree with the commenter in principle.
11-19/1163r1			EDITOR			Kaiying 19/1163r1 QTP									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:29			EDITOR


			20968			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.2.249									T			Y			195.44						9.4.2.249.2						V			Kaiying Lv			19/1631r1			932			Inconsistent last para			Change the last para of 9.4.2.249.2/3/4 to "The Service Specific Identifier field contains an identifier assigned by a peer-to-peer application to identify a specific peer-to-peer operation that is due to take place during the quiet time period."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 10:14:26Z) - Agree with the commenter in principle.

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/1631r1 CID 20968			EDITOR			Kaiying 19/1631r1 QTP									I						5			2019/9/25 19:55			EDITOR


			20969			Mark RISON			238			4						363			41			T			Y			363.41			41									A			Editor			1123r2			923			"OMI  Control  field " -- no such field			Change to "OM  Control  field "			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 20:54:25Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-10 20:54:31Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20970			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			Less than x octets in what?			Change " less than 11 454 octets" to " less than 11 454 octets in length" at 128.25, change "exceeds 11 454 octets" to "exceeds 11 454 octets in length" at 364.46			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-25 22:13:19Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-25 22:13:22Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20971			Mark RISON			238			4			9.3.1.22.1			108			16			T			Y			108.16			16			9.3.1.22.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0394r1			809			If the AID12 field is 4095, the subsequent fields do not exist or are set to all-ones			After "4095 indicates start of the Padding field" at the referenced location add "; in this case the other subfields of the User Info field are not present"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:39:35Z) - Agree with the comment. The bullet was revised to indicate that the rest of the fields are not present. The paragraph on Padding field specifies that all the bits in the field are set to 1.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0394r1 CID 20971			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0394 9.3.1.22									I						4.1			2019/4/10 22:36			EDITOR


			20972			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			"HT MCS" and "VHT MCS" should have a hyphen.  The same comment has already been raised for REVmd			Change the space to a (non-break) hyphen in all instances of the cited terms			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-12 22:25:05Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-12 22:25:09Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20973			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															J			Bo Sun			19/0572r1			903			Re CID 16262: the resolution does not appear to address the point raised in the comment			At 462.12 change from "Enumerated type:" to the end of the cell to "An integer value 0,
4, 8, 12 or 16 indicating the PE field duration in <micro>s."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:05:03Z) - The issue addressed by the comment has been resolved in D4.1			EDITOR			Bo 19/0572r1									N									2019/9/21 1:36			EDITOR


			20974			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			I think we're all capable of recognising integers			Change  "An integer value" in "A value" at 461.51.  Change "Integer value set" to "Set" at 464.22.  Delete "Integer value:" at 464.35 and deindent the next two lines			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-25 22:36:44Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-25 22:36:48Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20975			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			Re CID 16297: missed some			Change all instances of "acknowledgement" to "acknowledgment", case-preservingly			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-25 22:32:03Z) - some residual appear to be bad references			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-25 22:32:21Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20976			Mark RISON			238			4						175			30			E			Y			175.30			30									V			Editor			1123r2			923			"either" can't be followed by more than 2 options			Delete "either" at the referenced location			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 22:27:23Z) - Change to read "Set to 1 by a STA that supports more than 4 spatial streams, an HE PPDU bandwidth greater than 20 MHz, HE-MCS 10 or HE-MCS 11."			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-10 22:28:14Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20977			Mark RISON			238			4			10.16			251			35			T			Y			251.35			35			10.16						V			Editor			1123r2			923			"frame" is being used to mean MPDU and PPDU simultaneously			See REVmd/D2.0 for the correct form of words			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 21:17:51Z) - Change "An HE STA shall not transmit a frame with the TXVECTOR parameter FORMAT set to HE_SU,
HE_ER_SU, HE_MU, or HE_TB and " to "An HE STA shall not transmit a frame in an HE PPDU with"			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 21:18:25Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20978			Mark RISON			238			4			C.3			715			64			T			Y			715.64			64			C.3						A			Edward Au			19/1236r4			932			I don't think this is just for non-AP STAs			Delete " non-AP" at the referenced location			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 01:14:30Z)			EDITOR			Edward 19/1236r4 MIB									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-23 18:03:00Z			5			2019/9/23 18:03			EDITOR


			20979			Mark RISON			238			4			9.2.4.7.1			86						T			Y			86.00						9.2.4.7.1						V			Mark Rison			19/1667r1			932			I think that when there's no VHT Capabilities field then actually the HT size rules kick in (cf. A-MSDU size/NOTE 3 and MPDU size/NOTE 5)			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 04:09:40Z) - In Table 9-25—Maximum data unit sizes (in octets) and durations (in microseconds), change the MPDU size cell for HE PPDU from:
 
3895 or 7991 or 
11 454 (see 
also Table 9-
273 (Subfields 
of the VHT 
Capabilities 
Information 
field))
 
to
 
2.4 GHz band: see NOTE 5
 
Otherwise: 3895 or 7991 or 
11 454 (see 
also Table 9-
273 (Subfields 
of the VHT 
Capabilities 
Information 
field) and 9.4.2.256 (HE 6 GHz Band Capabilities element))
 
Change the A-MSDU size cell for HE PPDU from:
 
See NOTE 3
 
to
 
2.4 GHz band: 3839 or 7935 
(see also 
Table 9-185 
(Subfields of 
the HT Capa-
bility Informa-
tion field))
 
Otherwise: see NOTE 3			EDITOR			Mark 19/1667r1									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-27 19:22:30Z			5			2019/9/27 19:22			EDITOR


			20980			Mark RISON			238			4			26.17.2.1			430			1			T			Y			430.01			1			26.17.2.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0304r2			850			"A 6 GHz HE STA shall not transmit to another 6 GHz HE STA an MPDU in an HE PPDU that exceeds the
maximum MPDU length capability indicated in the Extended HE Capabilities element received from the
receiving STA." -- the limit might be exceeded for CBR/CQI frames			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 18:03:39Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution is inline with the proposed change.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0304r2 under all headings that include CID 20980.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/304r2 HE BSS in 6 GHz									I						4.2			2019/5/30 18:37			EDITOR


			20981			Mark RISON			238			4			9.2.4.7.1			87			43			T			Y			87.43			43			9.2.4.7.1						A			Srini Kandala			19/0619r4			932			NOTE 8 is not referred to in the table			Add "See NOTE 8" at the end of the MPDU size+HE PPDU cell			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-16 05:01:09Z)			EDITOR			Srini 19/0619r4 Select Comments									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-21 08:36:04Z			5			2019/9/21 8:36			EDITOR


			20982			Mark RISON			238			4						314			9			E			Y			314.09			9									V			Editor			1123r2			923			"An HE STA that supports ack-enabled aggregation by setting the Ack-Enabled Aggregation Support
subfield in the HE MAC Capabilities Information field to 1, and if the A-MPDU includes" -- broken grammar			Fix the grammar.  Ditto next major bullet			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 19:51:35Z) - Change to read "If an HE STA supports ack-enabled aggregation by setting the Ack-Enabled Aggregation Support subfield in the HE MAC Capabilities Information field to 1 and the A-MPDU includes". Change "An HE STA that supports multi-TID aggregation and if the A-MPDU does not include" to "If an HE STA supports multi-TID aggregation and the A-MPDU does not include" in the next major bullet.			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 19:53:25Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20983			Mark RISON			238			4			26.6.4.1			353			56			T			Y			353.56			56			26.6.4.1						V			Liwen Chu			19/1023r4			867			"dot11AckEnabledAMPDUOptionImplemented" -- no such MIB variable			Change to "dot11AMPDUwithMultipleTIDOptionImplemented"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 11:22:26Z) - It should be dot11AckenabledAMPDUOptionImplemented. So it is not right to change to “dot11AMPDUwithMultipleTIDOptionImplemented”. The commenter is right that the MIB variable is missing. Propsoe to add the related MIB variable.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-19/1023r4 under CID 20983			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1023r4									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:17			EDITOR


			20984			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			"for HE TB PPDU" -- missing article			Change "for HE TB PPDU" to "for the HE TB PPDU" in 26.5.3.3.3/4 body, 26.5.6.2.1 and to "for an HE TB PPDU" in 9.4.2.160			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-25 22:20:48Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-25 22:20:52Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20985			Mark RISON			238			4			27.1.1									E			Y			441.07						27.1.1						V			Editor			1123r2			923			"if" v. "when" inconsistency			Change " if the HE-LTF " to " when the HE-LTF " at 443.14, 446.3			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-25 23:16:43Z) - when should only be used if the condition is certain to happen. Change "when" to "if" in subsequent two bullets			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-25 23:18:11Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20986			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.10.10			562			17			T			Y			562.17			17			27.3.10.10						J			Youhan Kim			19/0379r1			824			Re CID 16340: the proposed change was to make the requirement apply to both tx and rx, but the resolution is to make it apply to tx only.  No justification is provided for this			In the referenced subclause change "A STA that declares support for UL MU-MIMO
shall support transmission of 1x HE-LTF for full bandwidth UL MU-MIMO." to "A STA that declares support for UL MU-MIMO
shall support transmission (as a non-AP STA) and reception (as an AP) of 1x HE-LTF for full bandwidth UL MU-MIMO."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:01:47Z) - An AP can choose not to indicate 1x HE-LTF for HE TB PPDU when transmitting Triggering frames.  As such, it is optional for an AP to support 1x HE-LTF when receiving HE TB PPDUs.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/379 Part 1									N			EDITOR: 2019-03-21 14:49:22Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/3/21 14:49			EDITOR


			20987			Mark RISON			238			4			4.3.15a			43			41			T			Y			43.41			41			4.3.15a						V			Guoqing Li			19/1237r5			932			"Mandatory support for the HE sounding protocol to support beamforming" is unclear.  It's mandatory only as the beamformee and as a non-AP STA			Change to "Support for the HE sounding protocol to support beamforming (mandatory as a non-AP beamformee, optional otherwise)"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 23:07:54Z) - Please see the proposed text in 19/1237r5			EDITOR			Guoqing 19/1237r5 4.3.15a									I						5			2019/9/23 19:40			EDITOR


			20988			Mark RISON			238			4			4.3.15a			44			8			T			Y			44.08			8			4.3.15a						V			Guoqing Li			19/1237r5			932			"An HE AP sends a Trigger frame to non-AP HE STAs to initiate OFDMA or MU-MIMO transmissions in
the uplink direction. The Trigger frame" -- it's obvious it's to a non-AP STA, it's fairly obvious it's to an HE STA, TRS has been forgotten about.  Also " these Trigger frames " is unclear because of the intervening sentence.  Also MU-MIMO is about spatial streams not RUs			Change to "An HE AP sends a Trigger frame to initiate OFDMA or MU-MIMO transmissions in the uplink direction (or a TRS Control subfield to initiate OFDMA transmissions in the uplink direction).  The Trigger frame or TRS Control subfield".  Change " these Trigger frames " to " Trigger frames ".  Change "assigns RUs" to "assigns RUs and spatial streams"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 23:08:21Z) - Please see the proposed text in 19/1237r5			EDITOR			Guoqing 19/1237r5 4.3.15a									I						5			2019/9/23 19:40			EDITOR


			20989			Mark RISON			238			4			21.3.10.12									T			Y			293.09						21.3.10.12						J			Youhan Kim			19/0827r3			860			A similar change in the HT PHY clause is needed for non-HT duplicate transmissions (since an HE STA is not necessarily a VHT STA)			As it says in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:49:18Z) - A non-HE VHT STA does not support punctured non-HT duplicate PPDU transmissions, hence there is no need to define punctured non-HT duplicate PPDU in clause 21.  Also, PHY ad-hoc held a strawpoll during the March 2019 IEEE meeting, which indicated that the group prefers to define the equation for punctured non-HT duplicate PPDUs in clause 27, not clause 21 (11-19/0457r2, Straw-poll 3).  Based on this, the proposed text updates in 11-19/0827 moves the equation for punctured non-HT duplicate PPDUs to 27.3.13.  Hence, there is no need to make similar change in the HT PHY clause.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/827r3 Punctured Non-HT									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-04 20:54:59Z			4.2			2019/6/4 20:54			EDITOR


			20990			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			"MCS" should be "HE-MCS"			Change in 4.3.15a, 9.2.4.6a.1			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-25 18:39:41Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-25 18:39:46Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			20991			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															V			Mark Rison			19/1667r1			932			"MCS" should be "HE-MCS" wherever it refers to an HE-MCS			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 04:08:52Z) - In D4.3:
 
Change MCS (not preceded by a hyphen) to HE-MCS in:
 
9.2.4.6a.1 TRS Control (3x inc. Figure 9-22a—Control Information subfield for TRS Control)
Table 9-24b—HLA Control subfields (2x)
9.3.1.22 Trigger frame format (4x inc. Figure 9-64d—User Info field)
9.4.2.157.3 Supported VHT-MCS and NSS Set field (2x)
9.4.2.242.4 Supported HE-MCS And NSS Set field excluding Table 9-321c—Subfields of the Supported HE-MCS And NSS Set field (7x)
Table 9-385—FILS Minimum Rate last column (5x)
26.5.2.3.3 TXVECTOR parameters for HE TB PPDU response to Trigger frame in "the UL MCS subfield"
26.5.2.3.4 TXVECTOR parameters for HE TB PPDU response to TRS Control subfield in "the UL MCS subfields"
26.5.2.4 A-MPDU contents in an HE TB PPDU (6x)
26.10.3.4 UL Spatial Reuse subfield(#20874) of Trigger frame
26.15 PPDU format, BW, MCS, NSS, and DCM selection rules (9x inc. 2x caption and 2x "CandidateMCSSet" but exc. cross-ref parentheses)
Table 27-1—TXVECTOR and RXVECTOR parameters in "Indicates the MCS that the receiver recommends"
Table 27-2—TRIGVECTOR parameters (5x inc. 2x MCS_LIST)
27.3.2.6 Resource allocation for an HE TB PPDU
27.3.7 HE modulation and coding schemes (HE-MCSs) in "<MCS" (5x)
Table 27-18—HE-SIG-A field of an HE SU PPDU and HE ER SU PPDU (5x; also put space before "n" in "MCSn" (2x))
Table 27-20—HE-SIG-A field of an HE MU PPDU (15x)
Table 27-28—User field format for a non-MU-MIMO allocation (4x; also put space before "n" in "MCSn" (1x))
Table 27-29—User field format for a MU-MIMO allocation (2x; also put space before "n" in "MCSn" (1x))
27.3.10.8.5 Encoding and modulation(#21226) (3x)
27.3.11.5 Coding (2x)
27.3.14.2 Power pre-correction (2x)
27.3.14.3 Pre-correction accuracy requirements (2x)
Table 27-49—Allowed relative constellation error versus constellation size and coding rate (3x)
27.3.18.4.4 Transmitter modulation accuracy (EVM) test
Figure 27-54—PHY transmit procedure for an HE SU PPDU
Figure 27-55—PHY transmit procedure for an HE ER SU PPDU
Figure 27-56—PHY transmit procedure for an HE MU PPDU (2x)
Figure 27-58—PHY transmit state machine for an HE PPDU without midambles(#21439)
Figure 27-59—PHY receive procedure for an HE SU PPDU(#20504)(#20536)
Figure 27-60—PHY receive procedure for an HE ER SU PPDU(#20504)(#20536)
Figure 27-61—PHY receive procedure for an HE MU PPDU(#20504)(#20536) (2x)
 
In 27.3.11.15 Dual carrier modulation change "HE-SIG-B-MCSs" to "HE-SIG-B HE-MCSs"

In 26.17.1 Basic HE BSS operation change "those MCSs” to “those HT-MCSs”			EDITOR			Mark 19/1667r1									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-27 19:08:50Z			5			2019/9/27 19:08			EDITOR


			20992			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.1.67			138			6			T			Y			138.06			6			9.4.1.67						J			Menzo Wentink			19/1137r1			927			"The HE CQI Report field contains information about the quality of the link." -- this is vague, compared to the CBR fields ("for  use  by  a  transmit  beamformer  to  determine  steering
matrices  Q"; "can be used by the transmit MU beamformer to determine the steering matrices Q")			Change "The HE CQI Report field contains information about the quality of the link." to "The HE CQI Report field contains information about the quality of the channel.  This information can be used by an AP to determine RUs to use for DL OFDMA transmissions."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-20 20:02:25Z) - the current description leaves open any intended usage of the CQI report, which is what was intended by the description.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/1137r1 Sounding protocol									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			20993			Mark RISON			238			4			9.4.2.242.5									T			Y			185.13						9.4.2.242.5						V			Youhan Kim			19/0837r1			845			Re CID 16325: the resolution deleted an important constraint on PPET values, rather than adding the missing other constraints			Reinstate the deleted "The value of the PPET8 NSTSn RUb subfield is always less than the value of the PPET16 NSTSn RUb subfield, except if the PPET8 subfield is 7." text and add "The value of the PPET8 NSTSi RUb subfield is less than or equal to the value of the PPET8 NSTSj RUb subfield for any given RUb, if both are present and i > j."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 17:57:59Z) - Agree with the commenter that the sentence at D3.2 P174L33 was erroneously deleted.  Proposed text update in 11-19/0837 reinstates the sentence.
Regarding the second part of the comment which requests to add additional restriction on the possible values of PPET8 and PPET16, it is a new requirement which was not present in D3.0 or D4.0.  The commenter has not provided any justification on introducing such new requirement.  Furthermore, there is no interop issue with the current state without such new requirement.  Hence, the new requirement should not be added to the draft.
Note that strwapoll was run during May 2019 IEEE meeting, and 6 favored adding the new requirement, and 21 opposed adding the new requirement.

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text updates for CID 20993 in 11-19/0837r1.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/837r1 HE Capabilities									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-30 15:20:58Z			4.2			2019/5/30 15:21			EDITOR


			20994			Mark RISON			238			4			9.3.1.22.5			113			58			T			Y			113.58			58			9.3.1.22.5						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0492r1			821			I don't understand "the primary 40 MHz or 80 MHz channel or 80 MHz segment of 80+80/160 MHz (if present)".  The concept "primary 80 MHz segment" is not defined			Change to "the primary 40 MHz channel or the primary 80 MHz channel or the lower-frequency 80 MHz segment of the 160 MHz channel (as applicable)"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:22:27Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. 
we just remove 80 MHz segment and say primary 80 MHz.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0492r1 under all headings that include CID 20994			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/492 MU-RTS									I						4.1			2019/3/21 20:30			EDITOR


			20995			Mark RISON			238			4			9.3.1.22.5			113			58			T			Y			113.58			58			9.3.1.22.5						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0492r1			821			I don't understand "he lowest frequency 20 MHz channel in the primary 40 MHz or 80 MHz channel or 80 MHz segment of 80+80/160 MHz (if present)".  The lowest-frequency 20 MHz channel of the primary 40 MHz channel is not necessarily the lowest-frequency channel of the primary 80 MHz channel, so the "or" doesn't work.  But in any case the non-AP STA treats 61-64 the same			Change all 4 bullets at the referenced location to "any value in the range 61 to 64", and delete Figure 9-64j and the para above it			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:22:44Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. 
we just remove 80 MHz segment and say primary 80 MHz.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0492r1 under all headings that include CID 20995			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/492 MU-RTS									I						4.1			2019/3/21 20:30			EDITOR


			20996			Mark RISON			238			4			26.4.2			314			54			T			Y			314.54			54			26.4.2						A			George Cherian			19/1306r1			900			Re CID 16374: "The recipient determines that all the MPDUs carried in the eliciting A-MPDU are
received if all the MPDUs that precede the first MPDU delimiter with EOF equal to 1 and MPDU
Length field equal to 0 are received." is not tight enough.  If an MPDU delimiter with a non-zero Length field is corrupted to one that has a zero Length field, this could cause false positives.  The only safe option is to be very conservative			Change the cited text to "The  recipient determines  that  all  the  MPDUs  carried  in  the  eliciting  A-MPDU were received if there were no MPDU delimiter CRC errors and no MPDU FCS errors in that A-MPDU."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:58:30Z)			EDITOR			George 19/1306r1 Ack									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:36			EDITOR


			20997			Mark RISON			238			4			9.3.1.22.1			110			4			T			Y			110.04			4			9.3.1.22.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0548r1			844			"NOTE---For 20 MHz operating STA, the AP ensures that the RU allocation lies within the operating bandwidth of the
STA." needs to be normative.  Also it simply needs to be in the primary 20M			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "The RU allocation for a 20 MHz operating non-AP HE STA lies within the primary 20 MHz channel."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 17:54:48Z) - The cited NOTE is deleted. A sentence is added in 26.5.2.2.4 requiring the AP to allocated an RU that lies within the STA’s operating BW and the subchannel that the STA is operating on. For SST STAs the RU can’t be the AP’s primary.
Based on discussion on 5/10/19 MAC ad-hoc, the term ‘operating BW’ is replaced with ‘channel in which the STA is operating’

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/548r1 with the tag 20997			EDITOR			Abhi 19/548r1 TF format									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-30 14:57:55Z			4.2			2019/5/30 14:57			EDITOR


			20998			Mark RISON			238			4			9.3.1.22.1			110			4			T			Y			110.04			4			9.3.1.22.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0548r1			844			"NOTE---For 20 MHz operating STA, the AP ensures that the RU allocation lies within the operating bandwidth of the
STA." needs to be normative.  Also it simply needs to be in the primary 20M.  Also it's arguably behaviour not format			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "The RU allocation for a 20 MHz operating non-AP HE STA lies within the primary 20 MHz channel." and move to Clause 26			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 17:55:00Z) - The cited NOTE is deleted. A sentence is added in 26.5.2.2.4 requiring the AP to allocated an RU that lies within the STA’s operating BW and the subchannel that the STA is operating on. For SST STAs the RU can’t be the AP’s primary.
Based on discussion on 5/10/19 MAC ad-hoc, the term ‘operating BW’ is replaced with ‘channel in which the STA is operating’

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/548r1 with the tag 20998			EDITOR			Abhi 19/548r1 TF format									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-30 14:57:49Z			4.2			2019/5/30 14:57			EDITOR


			20999			Mark RISON			238			4			9.3.1.22.1			109			50			T			Y			109.50			50			9.3.1.22.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0394r1			809			"If the UL BW subfield indicates 20 MHz, the mapping of B7-B1 of the RU Allocation subfield follows the RU index in Table 27-7 in increasing order", well, no, it follows Table 9-31g.  Table 27-7 shows the mapping from RU index to RU			Change the cited text to "If the UL BW subfield indicates 20 MHz, the mapping of the RU index to the RU is defined in Table 27-7"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:40:26Z) - Agree with the comment. Table 9-31g  was updated to replace ‘Description’ column to ‘RU Index’. Further , the sentence pointed by the comment was revised to clarify that the RU Index mapping to the physical location of RU is per Table 27-7 for 20MHz UL BW
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0394r1 CID 20999			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0394 9.3.1.22									I						4.1			2019/4/10 22:37			EDITOR


			21000			Mark RISON			238			4			9.3.1.22.1			109			50			T			Y			109.50			50			9.3.1.22.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0394r1			809			"If the UL BW subfield indicates 20 MHz, the mapping of B7-B1 of the RU Allocation subfield follows the RU index in Table 27-7 in increasing order", well, no, it follows Table 9-31g.  Table 27-7 shows the mapping from RU index to RU			Change the cited text to "If the UL BW subfield indicates 20 MHz, the mapping of the RU index to the RU is defined in Table 27-7" and similarly for the next two paras			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:40:49Z) - Agree with the comment. Table 9-31g  was updated to replace ‘Description’ column to ‘RU Index’. Further , the sentence pointed by the comment was revised to clarify that the RU Index mapping to the physical location of RU is per Table 27-7 for 20MHz UL BW, 27-8 for 40MHz UL BW and 27-9 for 80 MHz UL BW.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0394r1 CID 21000			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0394 9.3.1.22									I						4.1			2019/4/10 22:37			EDITOR


			21001			Mark RISON			238			4			27.1.1									E			Y			441.07						27.1.1						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/1377r1			932			Re CID 16314: the wording is still broken, e.g. "A non-AP HE STA shall support the following features: [...] A 20 MHz operating non-AP HE STA shall support 26-, 52-, and 106-tone RU sizes"			Change "A non-AP HE STA shall support the following features:" to "A non-AP HE STA that is not a 20 MHz-only non-AP HE STA shall support the following features:", remove the 20MOSTA stuff from the bullets, then add a new starter "A 20 MHz-only non-AP HE STA shall support the features that a non-AP HE STA that is not a 20 MHz-only non-AP HE STA shall support, except that:" and then introduce the diffs.  Ditto for the "may support"s			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-16 04:28:17Z) - We think the problem is that you cannot have a subject (non-AP HE STA) that shall support a bulleted list of requirements and then half way through change the subject ("20 MHz operatating non-AP HE STA"). The bulleted list should apply directly to the subject. If there are additional conditions for a different subject then move this to a separate paragraph.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1377r1 under all headings that include CID 21001			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/1377r1 PHY Intro						The is a problem here, but I don't think the propsed solution works. The problem is that you cannot have a subject (non-AP HE STA) that shall support a bulleted list of requirements and then half way through change the subject ("20 MHz operatating non-AP HE STA"). The bulleted list housl apply directly to the subject. If there are additional consitions for a specific requirement then move this to a separate paragraph.			I						5			2019/9/21 8:12			EDITOR


			21002			Mark RISON			238			4			26.7									T			Y			356.10						26.7						V			Menzo Wentink			19/1137r1			927			There are various issues with the description of HE sounding:
- To avoid confusion between "addresses" in the context of the RA and in the context of a STA Info field's AID11, the latter should be referred to as "identifies"			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-20 20:02:59Z) - agree with the comment.

357.13 change "addressed to" to "identifying"

357.19 change "addressed to" to "identifying"

358.28 change "addressed to" to "identifies"

358.64 change "addressed" "identified"

359.11 change "addressed" to "identified"

360.43 change "are addressed to" to "identify"

360.48 change "addressed to" to "identifying"

360.50 change "is directed to" to "identifies"

360.61 change "address to" to "identifying"

361.7 change "addressed by" to "identified by"

361.18 change "addressed" to "identifed"

361.20 change "addresses" to "identifies"

361.20 change "addressed in" to "identified in"

362.21 change "addressed to" to "identifying"

362.25 change "addressed to" to "identifies"

364.2 change "with a STA Info field addressed to it" to "with a matching STA Info field"

364.5 change "with a User Info field addressed to it" to "with a matching User Info field"

364.37 change "is addressed to" to "identifies"

364.63 change "addressed to" to "identifying"

365.5 change "addressed to" to "identifying"

365.17 change "addressed to" to "identifying"

365.23 change "addressed to" to "identifying"

369.54 change "is addressed to" to "identifies"

369.63 change "is addressed to" to "identifies"			EDITOR			Menzo 19/1137r1 Sounding protocol									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21003			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.11.1			578			12			T			Y			578.12			12			27.3.11.1						V			Yan Zhang			19/0793r1			855			"The number of OFDM symbols in the Data field is determined by the LENGTH field in the L-SIG field (see
Equation (27-11)), the preamble duration and the settings of the GI+LTF Size, Pre-FEC Padding Factor and
PE Disambiguity fields in the HE-SIG-A field" -- there is no HE-SIG-A field in an HE TB PPDU			Append ", if present, or otherwise from the corresponding indications in the triggering PPDU"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:19:35Z) - Change to as in the resolution of CID21003 in doc IEEE802.11-19/0793r1.			EDITOR			Yan 19/793r1 PHY Math									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-31 20:20:28Z			4.2			2019/5/31 20:20			EDITOR


			21004			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			"Trigger Frame" should be "Trigger frame"			Change at 461.44 and 349.35			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-25 22:11:17Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-25 22:11:21Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21005			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.11.5.5			586			8			T			Y			586.08			8			27.3.11.5.5						V			Yan Zhang			19/0793r1			855			Re CID 12652, 16376: not clear how what the AP indicates in a TRS Control subfield maps to what the non-AP STA uses in HE TB			After the first sentence of the first para of the referenced subclause add "The AP indicates the UL Data Symbols field in the TRS Control field."
After the last sentence of the first para of the referenced subclause, before the full stop, add ", respectively, from a Trigger frame.  The common values TPE and NSYM are derived by non-AP STAs as shown in
26.5.3.3.4 and Equation (27-foo), respectively, from a TRS Control subfield; use of LDPC and STBC is fixed as shown in 26.5.3.3.4."
In the following NOTE change "the pre-FEC padding factor and LDPC Extra Symbol Segment fields for the HE TB PPDU" to "the Pre-FEC Padding Factor and LDPC Extra Symbol Segment fields in a Trigger frame"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:21:26Z) - Change to as in the resolution of CID21005 in doc IEEE802.11-19/0793r1.			EDITOR			Yan 19/793r1 PHY Math									I						4.2			2019/5/31 20:17			EDITOR


			21006			Mark RISON			238			4			27									T			Y			441.01						27						V			Youhan Kim			19/0826r1			856			Re CID 16231: the reviewed/resolver of that comment should probably try a different PDF viewer, since several instances of the statement that STBC is not used with >1SS or DCM remain:
Table 27-1, DCM row: DCM is not applied in combination with STBC.
Table 27-19, DCM row: DCM is not applied in combination with STBC.
Table 27-19, STBC row: DCM is not applied in combination with STBC.
Table 27-27, DCM row: DCM is not applied in combination with STBC.
27.3.11.9: DCM is not applied with MU-MIMO or with STBC.
27.3.11.10: STBC is applied only with 1 spatial stream and only if DCM is not applied.			Delete all but the last cited instance			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:26:05Z) - Proposed text updates in 11-19/0826 removes all the redundant statements identified by the commenter, except for the ones in 27.3.11.9 (D4.1 P596L49) and 27.3.11.10 (D4.1 P597L32).  The location at 27.3.11.9 lists various requirements of DCM, and is the appropriate place to state that DCM is not applied with STBC.  27.3.11.10 is the STBC section, and it is appropriate to say that STBC is not applied when DCM is used.  Furthermore, the commenter has suggested to leave 27.3.11.10 unchanged.

In addition, the proposed text updates in 11-19/0826 creates subclause 26.11.8 in which normative statements that DCM and STBC cannot be used together is placed.

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text updates in 11-19/0826r1.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/826r1 DCM and STBC Combinations									I						4.2			2019/5/31 21:47			EDITOR


			21007			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.11.5.4			584			6			E			Y			584.06			6			27.3.11.5.4						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Multiplication by 0.25 is a bit unorthodox			In Equation (27-76) change "0.25" at the beginning to "/4" at the end, for the last term of the addition			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 19:05:48Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 19:05:52Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21008			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.10.8.4			549			34			T			Y			549.34			34			27.3.10.8.4						J			Ross Yu Jian			19/0972r1			906			Re CID 16309: resolution does not appear to address comment			Make "The same value is applied to
both HE-SIG-B content channels." an explicit "shall"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:19:39Z) - “Shall” is to be described in text, but not in the description of a field.			EDITOR			Ross 19/0972r1 HE-SIG-B									N									2019/9/21 1:37			EDITOR


			21009			Mark RISON			238			4			26.7			356			10			T			Y			356.10			10			26.7						J			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			Re CID 16313: the resolution refers to the need for prudence but does not give any justification for this claim.  Note that, as it says on page 1, "This document is an unapproved draft of a proposed IEEE Standard. As such, this document is subject to
change.  USE  AT  YOUR  OWN  RISK!  Because  this  is  an  unapproved  draft,  this  document  must  not  be
utilized  for  any  conformance/compliance  purposes."			Make the choice between TB sounding and non-TB sounding dependent only on whether the NDPA is broadcast or unicast			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:29:55Z) - the choice between TB and non-TB sounding is based on the number of STA Info fields, and the comment does not identify a technical issue. The current text reflects what was decided in the task group.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									N									2019/6/6 15:59			EDITOR


			21010			Mark RISON			238			4			26.7			356			10			T			Y			356.10			10			26.7						J			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			Re CID 16313: there at least needs to be a NOTE that certain combinations of RA and number of STA Info fields are not allowed			At the end of 27.6.3 add a "NOTE---An individually addressed HE NDP Announcement frame only has one STA Info field that has a value in the AID11 field other than 2047.  A broadcast HE NDP Announcement frame only has more than one STA Info field that has a value in the AID11 field other than 2047."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:30:10Z) - the proposed combinations are not necessarily disallowed, although they would not accomplish much either. The note would not clarify much to this effect.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									N									2019/6/6 15:59			EDITOR


			21011			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.11.5			586			60			E			Y			586.60			60			27.3.11.5						V			Yan Zhang			19/1515r1			932			"If  the  TXVECTOR  parameter  TRIGGER_METHOD  is  TRS  then  the  parameter  LDPC_EX-
TRA_SYMBOL is 1 and initial parameters set to NSYM,init = NSYM, and ainit = a - 1, where a is the
pre-FEC padding factor set to 4 and NSYM is set to FVAL + 1, where FVAL is the value of the UL Data
Symbols subfield of the TRS Control subfield." is clunky and does not match the previous para.  Also the claims on LDPC_EXTRA_SYMBOL and pre-FEC padding factor are at best duplication			Change the cited text at the referenced location to "If  the  TXVECTOR  parameter  TRIGGER_METHOD  is  TRS, set initial parameters to NSYM,init = FVAL + 1, and ainit = 3, where FVAL is the value of the UL Data
Symbols subfield of the TRS Control subfield.".  At 586.30 change "NSYM,init = NSYM, and ainit = a where a is the pre-FEC padding factor set to 4 and NSYM is set to FVAL
+ 1, where FVAL is the value of the UL Data Symbols subfield of the TRS Control subfield" to "NSYM,init = FVAL + 1, and ainit = 4, where FVAL is the value of the UL Data Symbols subfield of the TRS Control subfield"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 00:59:55Z) - Change to as in the resolution of CID21011 in doc IEEE802.11-19/1515r1.			EDITOR			Yan 19/1515r1 PHY Math						The PHY should not deal with frame sequencing. Everything it needs to transmit a PPDU is present in the TXVECTOR. In this case, LDPC_EXTRA_SYMBOL is set based on Trigger frame content or TRS Control subfield content as described in 26.5.2.3.3 and 26.5.2.3.4, respectively. However, it seems that the TXVECTOR is missing the "Pre-FEC Padding Factor" for an HE TB PPDU (something like the LDPC_EXTRA_SYMBOL -- present only for HE TB PPDU)			I			EDITOR: 2019-09-25 22:23:45Z			5			2019/9/25 22:23			EDITOR


			21012			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															J			Osama Aboul-Magd			19/1155r4			932			Re CID 16192: examples of the contradiction are 667.9 "HE-MCSs for 242-tone RU and non-OFDMA 20 MHz", which implies a full-bandwidth 20M transmission is not an RU and 322.19 "an RU that is narrower than the PPDU bandwidth", which implies a full-bandwidth transmission is an RU			State that a full-width transmission is an RU, and then simplify things like "HE-MCSs for 242-tone RU and non-OFDMA 20 MHz, NSS = 1" to "HE-MCSs for 242-tone RU, NSS = 1"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-16 04:25:33Z) - The current table headings in Clause 27.5 are unambigiously clear, henece it is preferable to keep the current language.			EDITOR			Osama 19/1155r4 Misc									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			21013			Mark RISON			238			4			26.7			356			10			T			Y			356.10			10			26.7						J			Menzo Wentink			19/1137r1			927			There are various issues with the description of HE sounding:
- The wording for non-infrastructure BSSes is self-contradictory			Ensure the wording for non-infrastructure BSSes is not self-contradictory			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-20 20:03:19Z) - the comment does not identify a technical issue in sufficient detail.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/1137r1 Sounding protocol									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21014			Mark RISON			238			4			26.7			356			10			T			Y			356.10			10			26.7						J			Menzo Wentink			19/1137r1			927			There are various issues with the description of HE sounding:
- The requirement for each STA Info to identify a different STA should be taken out of Clause 9 (it's already in Clause 27)			Remove the material in Clause 9 that applies a requirement already stated in Clause 27			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-20 20:03:30Z) - the comment does not identify a technical issue in sufficient detail.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/1137r1 Sounding protocol									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21015			Mark RISON			238			4			26.7			356			10			T			Y			356.10			10			26.7						J			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			There are various issues with the description of HE sounding:
- The Codebook Size subfield is ignored in non-TB sounding too, so should (like the Nc and Feedback Type And Ng subfields) be set to 0			As it says in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:30:25Z) - this is already specified at 363.45 "An HE beamformer soliciting SU feedback in an HE non-TB sounding sequence shall set the Feedback Type And Ng, Codebook Size and Nc subfields in the HE NDP Announcement frame to 0.". CID 20823 adds CQI.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									N									2019/6/6 15:59			EDITOR


			21016			Mark RISON			238			4			26.7			356			10			T			Y			356.10			10			26.7						J			Menzo Wentink			19/1137r1			927			There are various issues with the description of HE sounding:
- HE NDPAs can only be transmitted by HE STAs to HE STAs, so qualifiers like "to/from an HE beamformee" do not need to be constantly repeated (a single statement at the beginning suffices)			As it says in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-20 20:03:41Z) - the comment does not identify a technical issue in sufficient detail.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/1137r1 Sounding protocol									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21017			Mark RISON			238			4			26.7			356			10			T			Y			356.10			10			26.7						J			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			There are various issues with the description of HE sounding:
- TB sounding can be used for SU and CQI feedback, not just MU feedback			Modify the wording to allow for the possibility of TB-sounding for CQI feedback			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:30:46Z) - TB sounding for CQI this is already allowed per 357.62: "An MU beamformer may solicit full bandwidth or partial bandwidth CQI feedback from an MU beamformee in an HE TB sounding sequence if the MU beamformee indicates support by setting the Triggered CQI Beamforming Feedback subfield to 1."			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									N			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 15:59:20Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/6/6 15:59			EDITOR


			21018			Mark RISON			238			4			26.7			356			10			T			Y			356.10			10			26.7						J			Menzo Wentink			19/1137r1			927			There are various issues with the description of HE sounding:
- It is not clear which of the various fields are N/A or ignored in which contexts			Add a table to show which fields are N/A or ignored in various contexts (SU/MU/CQI, TB/non-TB)			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-20 20:03:53Z) - the comment does not identify a technical issue in sufficient detail.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/1137r1 Sounding protocol									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21019			Mark RISON			238			4			26.7			356			10			T			Y			356.10			10			26.7						J			Menzo Wentink			19/1137r1			927			There are various issues with the description of HE sounding:
- Some of the wording needs caveats to allow for the case where a STA Info field is a fake that does not actually identify an actual STA			As it says in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-20 20:04:03Z) - the comment does not identify a technical issue in sufficient detail.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/1137r1 Sounding protocol									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21020			Mark RISON			238			4			27.2.2			454			55			T			Y			454.55			55			27.2.2						J			Bo Sun			19/0407r4			827			Re CID 16115: the resolution does not address the comment.  The comment was about HE TB PPDUs, and specifically those where the PPDU is OFDMA, i.e. does not span the full channel bandwidth			In the NOTE for CH_BANDWIDTH in Table 27-1 append ", which is in the TXVECTOR parameter RU_ALLOCATION"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:09:16Z) - The current note for parameter of “CH_BANDWIDTH” for HE_TB PPDU as in Table 27-1 has addressed the comment.			EDITOR			Bo 19/407 xVECTORS									N									2019/3/20 21:30			EDITOR


			21021			Mark RISON			238			4			26.4.4.5			320			9			T			Y			320.09			9			26.4.4.5						V			George Cherian			19/0756r1			851			Re CID 16187: if we agree that "An HE TB PPDU is the response of a given STA no [sic] the union of the transmissions. A PPDU is the transmission from a STA to one or more other STAs." then "If the HE TB PPDUs carry MPDUs from more than one STA" is at best misleading and at worst wrong			At the referenced location change "If the HE TB PPDUs carry MPDUs from more than one STA" to "If the AP receives more than one HE TB PPDU".  At 104.42 change "the solic-
ited HE TB PPDU" to "of the solic-
ited HE TB PPDU(s)".  In Table 27-2 change "expected HE TB PPDU" to "expected HE TB PPDU(s)" throughout.  Change "the
solicited HE TB PPDU" to "the
solicited HE TB PPDU(s)" at 88.13/15/22/35/36.  At 89.11 change "a solicited HE TB
PPDU" to "(a) solicited HE TB
PPDU(s)".  At 106.55 change "status of STBC encoding the solicited HE TB
PPDUs" to "status of STBC encoding in the solicited HE TB
PPDU(s)".  At 104.42 change "L-SIG LENGTH field the solicited HE TB PPDU" to "L-SIG LENGTH field in the solicited HE TB PPDU(s)".  At 106.60, 107.26/48 change "in the solicited HE TB PPDUs" to "in the solicited HE TB PPDU(s)".  At 110.16/24/25/33 change "the solicited HE TB
PPDU" to "the solicited HE TB
PPDU(s)".  At 110.20 change "the solicited HE TB PPDUe" (sic) to "the solicited HE TB PPDU(s)"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 14:17:52Z) - Agree in principle. 

TGax editor shall incorporate changes in 11-19-0756-01-00ax			EDITOR			George 19/756r1 26.4 Ack procedure									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-30 19:00:24Z			4.2			2019/5/30 19:00			EDITOR


			21022			Mark RISON			238			4			9.2.5.2			88			11			T			Y			88.11			11			9.2.5.2						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0604r5			872			"1a) In an MU-RTS Trigger frame, the Duration/ID field is set to the estimated time, in microsec-
onds, required to transmit the pending frame, plus one CTS frame, plus the time to transmit the
solicited HE TB PPDU if required, plus the time to transmit the acknowledgment for the solic-
ited HE TB PPDU if required, plus applicable IFSs." is missing the time for the subsequent (non-MU-RTS) Trigger frame that solicits the HE TB PPDU(s)			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 11:52:26Z) - We add a note to clarify that pending frame includes the triggering frame. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0604r5 under all headings that include CID 21022			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/0604r5 NAV									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:20			EDITOR


			21023			Mark RISON			238			4			C.3			714			28			T			Y			714.28			28			C.3						J			Editor						948			Re CID 16306, 13230: dot11HECCAIndicationMode apparently indicates the SME controls what the PHY-CCA.ind contains			It seems to me that that MIB variable needs to be deleted completely, and the behaviour should be specified as "use per-20 MHz bitmap if doing preamble puncturing, TB or BQR, otherwise use single-element form"			Insufficient detail			EDITOR			MIB									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21024			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															A			Editor			1123r2			923			"it indicates" should be just "indicates" if that's what the surrounding form is			Change at 177.30/42/57, 178.6, 549.19/63.  At 549.17 change "It also indicates" to "Also indicates"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-25 21:20:59Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-25 21:21:04Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21025			Mark RISON			238			4			27.2.3			465						T			Y			465.00						27.2.3						A			Bo Sun			19/0407r4			827			Reserved values don't make sense in enumerations			Delete "Values 5-7 are reserved. " and "Values 3 and 7 are reserved." in Table 27-2			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:14:07Z)			EDITOR			Bo 19/407 xVECTORS									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-20 21:22:46Z			4.1			2019/3/20 21:22			EDITOR


			21026			Mark RISON			238			4			27.2.3			465			1			T			Y			465.01			1			27.2.3						J			Bo Sun			19/0572r1			903			Re CID 16306: there are various issues with the TRIGVECTOR material			I will supply a commented version of this material to whoever resolves this comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:05:30Z) - The comment fails to provide an implementable modification proposal.			EDITOR			Bo 19/0572r1									N									2019/9/21 1:36			EDITOR


			21027			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															V			Osama Aboul-Magd			19/1155r4			932			Re CID 16354: no, the baseline explicitly does not allow EOF=0 MPDUs after EOF=1 MPDUs.    10.13.6 in D2.1: "An A-MPDU subframe with EOF set to 0 shall not be added after any A-MPDU subframe with EOF set to 1."			Soften the baseline to allow this in PPDUs exchanged between HE STAs			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 21:16:11Z) - Note: The proposed resolution is not good since it breaks existing devices.

Agree with the commnenter. The comment points to a one place in the baseline where EOF=0 MPDUs are not allowed after EOF=1 MPDUs.

TGax to make the changes related to CID 21027 in 19/1155r4			EDITOR			Osama 19/1155r4 Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-21 04:01:48Z			5			2019/9/21 4:01			EDITOR


			21028			Mark RISON			238			4			4.3.15a			43			47			T			Y			43.47			47			4.3.15a						A			Guoqing Li			19/1237r5			932			Re CID 16363: there is no actual definition of "preamble puncturing"			At the referenced location add a "NOTE---Preamble puncturing is the mechanism whereby OFDMA is used to avoid transmisisons in certain subcarriers."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 23:08:35Z)			EDITOR			Guoqing 19/1237r5 4.3.15a									I						5			2019/9/23 19:40			EDITOR


			21029			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															J			George Cherian			19/0756r1			851			Re CID 16199-16201, 16205: the resolution may or may not be correct as to the intention, but the point made in the comment, namely that rules on what the non-AP STA may or may not do are not appropriate in a subclause about how the AP responds			As it said in CIDs 16199-16201, 16205			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 14:23:25Z) - This is a CID that was rejected by the group during D3.0. Currrent organization of the paragraph is intended to give the full context in each section			EDITOR			George 19/756r1 26.4 Ack procedure									N									2019/5/30 18:38			EDITOR


			21030			Mark RISON			238			4												T			Y															J			George Cherian			19/0756r1			851			Re CID 16372: it should not depend on the context.  It should be a simple rule			Specify that if a STA can, without causing ambiguity, ack using just an Ack frame, it shall do so, otherwise if it can, without causing ambiguity, ack using just a C-BA frame it shall do so, otherwise it uses an M-BA			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 14:24:05Z) - 

The rules for responding with each acknowledgment type is spelled out in 26.4. The group does not see any ambiguity about the format to use.
11-19-0756-01-00ax			EDITOR			George 19/756r1 26.4 Ack procedure									N									2019/5/30 18:38			EDITOR


			21031			Mark RISON			238			4												G			Y															J			Editor			1123r2			923			Running the 11ax/D4.0 ballot with significant overlap with 11ay and 11ba ballots does not allow for proper review and hence is not conducive to what should be the desired outcome of a technically and editorially sound amendment			Do not run a ballot on what is a major amendment in the early stages of its process (the first recirculation letter ballot) with significant overlap with any other ballot			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-11 21:16:33Z) - The comment is out of scope:  i.e., it is not on changed text, text affected by changed text or text that is the target of an existing valid unsatisfied comment.			EDITOR			Invalid Comment									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21032			Mark RISON			238			4			9.7.3									T			Y			215.21						9.7.3						V			Liwen Chu			19/0734r3			890			Re CID 16207: the A-MPDU context tables are still an incomprehensible mess similar to the multirate rules mess			Restructure the tables so that the per-PHY/per-role (AP/STA) etc. caveats are clearer			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:14:29Z) - Discussion: Generally agree with the commenter.

TGax editor: add the following text at the end of the 2nd column of the Trigger row to “MU BAR Trigger frame is not present if any QoS Data frames are present”

TGax editor to make changes in 11-19/0734r3 under 20132			EDITOR			Liwen 19/0734r3 9.7.3									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:30			EDITOR


			21033			Mark RISON			238			4												E			Y															V			Editor			1123r2			923			Sometimes the term "tone" is used, sometimes "subcarrier".  This makes it hard to search for things (e.g. "x-tone RU")			Change all instances of "tone" to "subcarrier"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-25 18:52:58Z) - Keep "tone" where it is used in field names or the names of RUs (e.g., 26-tone RU or 242-tone HE ER SU PPDU). Where reference is clearly to subcarrier, replace "tone" with subcarrier. The is some ambiguous use of tone wrt "disallowed subcarriers" and "NDP feedback"  (e.g., variously "tone set" and "RU tone set") that may require further review. I'm not sure whether "DC tone" is a term or should be "DC subcarrier". I don't know what to do with "tone mapping" and "RU tone mapping" in the context of 20 MHz operating STA, so leaving as is. Ditto for "DCM tone mapper" and "LDPC tone mapper"			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 19:30:33Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21034			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.10.8.4			549			61			T			Y			549.61			61			27.3.10.8.4						V			Ming Gan			19/1185r3			913			Re CID 16308: ": the number of
users multiplexed in the RUs indicated by the arrangement; for RUs with less than 106 subcarriers,
there is only one user; for RUs with 106 or more subcarriers that support MU-MIMO, it indicates
one user if MU-MIMO is not used and the number of users multiplexed using MU-MIMO." is not clear			Change the cited text at the referenced location to ", for RUs that support MU-MIMO (which is only ever the case for RUs with 106 or more subcarriers)"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:42:54Z) - The confusion has been partly resolved in Doc 18-1774r18 under the CID 21229 and21233. However, there is still something unclear to be fixed. Proposed resolution to make it clear


TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-19/1185 r3 under the CID 21034			EDITOR			Ming 19/1185r3 HE-SIG-B									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21035			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.10.8.4			551			19			T			Y			551.19			19			27.3.10.8.4						J			Ross Yu Jian			19/0972r1			906			Table 27-25 is confusing for indices 01110010, 01110011, 11001y2y1y0, 11010y2y1y0, since it's not clear what #1 to #9 above refer to			Clarify			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:19:54Z) - There already exists clear description and examples in Doc 18-1774r18, specifically pointed in the discussion part of CID 21035 in doc 19-0972r0.

No further edits are needed.			EDITOR			Ross 19/0972r1 HE-SIG-B									N									2019/9/21 1:37			EDITOR


			21036			Mark RISON			238			4			27.3.10.8.4			551			17			T			Y			551.17			17			27.3.10.8.4						V			Ross Yu Jian			19/0972r1			906			Table 27-25 is confusing for indices 01110001, since it's not clear whether a User field is indicated			At the referenced location change "242-tone RU empty" to "242-tone RU empty, with zero User fields indicated" (cf. next two rows)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:20:13Z) - Instruction to the editor:

Add “(with zero users)” after 242-tone RU empty			EDITOR			Ross 19/0972r1 HE-SIG-B									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:37			EDITOR


			21037			Massinissa Lalam			238			4			5.3						1			T			Y						1			5.3						J			Osama Aboul-Magd			19/1155r4			932			In the coexistence assurance document: Isn't HE-SIG-A missing in the Preamble Puncturing section? "The L-STF, L-LTF, L-SIG, RL-SIG, and HE-SIG-B preamble fields are transmitted in legacy mode and utilize the technique termed Preamble Puncturing to not transmit preamble fields in the corresponding 20 MHz sub-channels."			Add HE-SIG-A, e.g. "The L-STF, L-LTF, L-SIG, RL-SIG, HE-SIG-A and HE-SIG-B preamble fields are transmitted in legacy mode and utilize the technique termed Preamble Puncturing to not transmit preamble fields in the corresponding 20 MHz sub-channels."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 21:16:56Z) - The comment is related to the CAD and doesn’t raise any issues related to the draft.			EDITOR			Osama 19/1155r4 Misc									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			21038			Massinissa Lalam			238			4			26.10			392			55			T			Y			392.55			55			26.10						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0416r4			878			I made a comment (#16411) that class B devices should not be allowed to perform spatial reuse operation due to their wear accuracy. A revision was presented in this direction in 1866r0 but was then rejected in 1866r1 based on discussion that never occurs (well as the commentor I was not involved). I still don't think class B devices should be allowed to transmit over existing communications when the requirements on their mesurements accuracy are this loose. It makes the feature unusable (and thus disabled by default) in practice when you do not control the type of STAs you have in your neighbourhood.			Add following note at end of subclause 26.10.1: "Class B device as defined in 27.3.14.3 (Pre correction accuracy requirements) shall not operate with the procedures defined in this subclause. (#16411)"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:27:10Z) - agree with the commenter and with commenter for CID 21060 regarding the justifications. Class B devices should indeed not be allowed to operate with spatial reuse. Class B devices should also not be allowed to operate at 6 GHz. Apply the changes marked as CID21038 and 21060 in doc 19/0416r4 to forbid Class B devices from using spatial reuse and from operating at 6 GHz.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0416r4 SR									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			21039			Massinissa Lalam			238			4			C.3			712			13			E			Y			712.13			13			C.3						A			Editor			1123r2			923			HE is duplicated in dot11PHYType description: "FHSS 2.4 GHz = 01, DSSS 2.4 GHz = 02, IR Baseband = 03, OFDM = 04, HRDSSS = 05, ERP = 06, HT = 07, DMG = 08, VHT = 09, TVHT = 10, HE = 11, CDMG = 12, CMMG = 13, HE = 14". Based on the SYNTAX HE = 11 should be S1G = 11.			Check description. If SYNTAX is correct then change to: ""FHSS 2.4 GHz = 01, DSSS 2.4 GHz = 02, IR Baseband = 03, OFDM = 04, HRDSSS = 05, ERP = 06, HT = 07, DMG = 08, VHT = 09, TVHT = 10, S1G = 11, CDMG = 12, CMMG = 13, HE = 14"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-25 23:03:09Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-25 23:03:13Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21040			Massinissa Lalam			238			4			9.3.1.22.1			111			20			T			Y			111.20			20			9.3.1.22.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0394r1			809			Meaning of "More RA-RU" subfield set to 1 is not explicetly defined.			Add text specification to cover the case when More RA-RU is set to 1, e.g. "The More RA-RU subfield is set to 1 to indicate that RA-RUs, for associated STAs if AID12 subfield is equal to 0 and for unassociated STAs if AID12 subfield is equal to 2045, will be allocated in the next Trigger frame to be sent in the TWT SP in which the Trigger frame carrying this field is sent.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:46:53Z) - Agree with the comment. Revised the paragraph to specify the case for the subfield value=1 and value=0.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0394r1 CID 21040			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0394 9.3.1.22									I						4.1			2019/4/10 22:40			EDITOR


			21041			Massinissa Lalam			238			4			9.4.2.199			160			12			E			Y			160.12			12			9.4.2.199						V			Editor			1123r2			923			What is the meaning of "b00" in Table 9-298: "This command is valid if the TWT Request field is 0, the Negotiation Type subfield has the value b00 and is sent by an S1G STA; otherwise not applicable.". Shouldn't it be 0 ? Please clarify or correct.			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 22:04:57Z) - Change "has the value b00" to "is 0"			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-10 22:05:13Z - see #20588			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21042			Massinissa Lalam			238			4			11.1.3.8			273			20			T			Y			273.20			20			11.1.3.8						V			Abhishek Patil			19/1148r2			883			Add definition of an EMA AP in the correct clause (3.1 for instance).			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:58:07Z) - Added a definition for EMA AP to clause 3.2

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-19/1148r2			EDITOR			Abhi 19/1148r2 Multi-BSS									I			Believe that the intention for the resolution is to apply 19/1148r2 based on the motion result			4.3			2019/9/21 1:25			EDITOR


			21043			Massinissa Lalam			238			4			26.17.2.3.2			431			63			T			Y			431.63			63			26.17.2.3.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0910r1			853			"NOTE--An AP initiates a BSS with a primary channel that coincides with a PSC in order to assist STAs that are scanning the 6 GHz band to discover the BSS. The AP might subsequently switch its operating channel to a non-PSC (e.g., using a CSA mechanism) if it does not expect additional (not yet associated) STAs will need to discover the BSS."? The note should better reflect the fact that choice of the primary channel in the 6 GHz band in the PSCs is an option, not a mandate. Also on a practival elvel, I don't see how an HE AP can determine that no more STAs will come to do such CSA stuff ... but this is another problem			Remove the note or modify its begining e.g. "NOTE--An AP may initiate a BSS with a PSC in order to assist STAs ..."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 13:58:09Z) - The sentence that precedes the note indicates a recommendation not a requirement for a 6 GHz-only AP to select the primary channel that coincides with a PSC. The note is intended to describe a possible case (not a requirement) where the AP can initiate the BSS in a PSC and then move to a non-PSC. Proposed resolution is to add “might” (note that in a note we cannot use “may”.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0910r1 under all headings that include CID 21043.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/910r1 Fast Passive Scanning									I						4.2			2019/5/30 21:01			EDITOR


			21044			Massinissa Lalam			238			4			26.17.2.3.3			432			7			T			Y			432.07			7			26.17.2.3.3						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0962r4			885			It seems to me that the current description of the PSCs is not really useful since an AP can set its primary channel in any of the 20 MHz available in the 6 GHz (within regulation constraint). Either make real use of it (like mandating an AP to set its primary channel in one of those) or remove this concept completely.			As in comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:10:53Z) - The PSCs have two benefits 1) Reduce scanning time for non-AP STAs, since the STAs need not scan all the channels in the 6 GHz band to find an AP of interest, and 2) keep a certain portion of the channels (non-PSC) free from frames that the STA would send during active scanning (probe requests). An AP that is interested to be discovered quickly by a STA has the following options: 1) set the primary in the PSC (as recommended), set the primary in any channel but transmit the FD frame or the Beacon frame in non-HT duplicate PPDU format (as allowed), 3) delegate other APs to include its information (co-located APs or other neighboring APs in this band or in other bands.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0962r4 Non-AP STA Scanning									N									2019/9/21 1:28			EDITOR


			21045			Matthew Fischer			238			4			9.3.1.8.1			91			60			T			N			91.60			60			9.3.1.8.1						J			Tomoko Adachi			19/0816r2			854			It would be nice to have the ability to inform the transmitter of an AMPDU that missing acknowledgements for some MPDUs are not due to a poor MCS choice, but instead, to local interference that occurred during the AMPDU reception. An indication of such occurence should be signaled in the BA.			Add a mechanism in the BA frame, perhaps the MBA, to allow a recipient transmitting the MBA to indicate to the originator that missing acknolwedgements within the BA frame are due to local interference and not a poor MCS choice.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 13:47:12Z) - The proposal from the commenter, doc.18/1822, was discussed during comment resolution process to the previous draft but didn’t reach consensus.			EDITOR			Tomo 19/816r2 9.3.1.8									N									2019/5/30 21:02			EDITOR


			21046			Matthew Fischer			238			4			9.2.4.6.a5			84			30			T			N			84.30			30			9.2.4.6.a5						J			Matt Fischer						945			It would be useful to have a way to signal that the recipient of DATA MPDUs is experiencing either resource constraints or local interference that might cause a complete lack of an acknowledgement transmission and that the failure of an AMPDU originator to receive an acknowledgement when thus indicated should not be a reason to adjust the MCS for the link.			Add a signaling indication to the UPH Control to indicate that the recipient is currently resource constrained and that missing acknowledgement frames should not be construed as indicative of a poor MCS choice for the link.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 08:25:27Z) - Insufficient detail			EDITOR												N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21047			Matthew Fischer			238			4			9.6			203			37			T			N			203.37			37			9.6						J			Matt Fischer						948			Coordination between Aps is needed to ensure good utilization of DL OFDMA and TWT. Provide some simple coordination mechanism or at least signaling that allows Aps and STAs to exchange information regarding their scheduled activity.			Add a mechanism to exchange schedule information between STAs among different BSSs.			Insufficient detail			EDITOR			Submission Required									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21048			Matthew Fischer			238			4			27.1.1			441			28			T			N			441.28			28			27.1.1						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0965r1			887			Given that a new protocol might be defined for the 5.940 band, it would be good to have some way to disable EDCA access by Tgax devices in this band to allow most efficient use of this new spectrum.			Add a signaling mechanism that allows future devices to disable EDCA in Tgax devices operating in channels referenced to 5.940 GHz			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:27:41Z) - This is already achievable by using the baseline Quiet element. Any STA that receives a frame that contains a Quiet element does not access the medim during the quiet time periods. One thing that needs to be considered in the future amendments is to add exemptions for future devices to be exempt from these restrictions for the 6 Ghz band, since all 11ax STAs are restricted from accessing the medium during this period. Note that in this mode the STA cannot be triggered either by the AP.

If an AP wants EDCA disabled and TB PPDU enabled then the AP uses the MU EDCA operation with AIFSN = 0 which disables the EDCA for the STAs so that they are triggered for a certain period of time as provided by the MUEDCAtimer[AC] as long as the STAs don’t get out of it by sending OMI Control with UL MU Disable bit set to 1.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0965r16 GHz inband discovery									N									2019/9/21 1:29			EDITOR


			21049			Matthew Fischer			238			4			9.4.2.256			202			34			T			N			202.34			34			9.4.2.256						V			Yongho Seok			19/1658r2			932			There is a note that says that the reference power can change after association, yet the only frames in which this element is allowed to be inserted are the (Re)Association frames. This element needs to be allowed within some other frame in order for the STA to be able to change the values of the powers after association, otherwise the note is incorrect.			Add the element to some action frame, maybe a new HE Action?			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 01:23:47Z) - Usually, the max transmit power is not changed. 
If it is changed, it not happened very frequently.

TGax editor removes the following NOTE in 9.4.2.257 (UL MU Power Capabilities element), 
“NOTE—The relative max transmit power might change after an association.”			EDITOR			Yongho 19/1658r2 Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-27 17:17:50Z			5			2019/9/27 17:17			EDITOR


			21050			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.3.1			305			47			T			N			305.47			47			26.3.1						J			Ming Gan			19/1676r1			932			Need a mechanism to allow the transmitter of fragments to re-partition an MSDU for which some fragments have been transmitted. This requires a fragment flush command.			Add a mechanism to allow the transmitter of fragments to re-partition an MSDU by creating the ability to signal a fragment flush command to its recipient STA.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 14:04:40Z) - The specific suggested change that satisfies the commenter is not identified.

Moreover, there is no necessity to add Fragment Flushing mechanism because the existing Block Ack Request already provides a flushing mechanism.			EDITOR			Ming 19/1676r1 Frag flush									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			21051			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.8.5			383			50			T			N			383.50			50			26.8.5						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0966r2			932			The TWT Information frame is a management frame for which reception and parsing at the receiving STA can be incovenient but is currently the only effective means for a STA to cause an early termination of a TWT SP. There needs to be a more convenient mechanism for a STA to cause a TWT SP early termination. Suggest using an A control value to signal a STA state transition with timing information.			Include a mechanism for signaling STA state transition which can be used by a STA to create an early termination of a TWT SP, such as is described in 11-18-1821			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 10:33:17Z) - This comment is very similar to the comment 15757 that was rejected in the previous LB. 

This comment also fails to identify a technical issue and seems to be hinting into an implementation issue which is out of scope of the standard. The proposed change on the other hand suggests the addition of another option for providing an existing functionality.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0966r2 TWT Pt2									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			21052			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.17.5.1			436			56			T			N			436.56			56			26.17.5.1						V			Kaiying Lv			19/1163r1			888			Various clarifications needed to the QTP text.			Merge the paragraph beginning with "An HE STA may ignore the request" with the previous paragraph to clarify which request is being referenced. Also, the reference subclause 26.2 (HE Channel Access) contains more than just "CCA rules" so change "CCA rules" to "medium access rules" and 26.2 is a supplement to the basic rules, so add a reference to each of 10.3 (DCF) and 10.24 (HCF)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:30:51Z) - Agree with the commenter in principle.

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/1163r1CID 21052			EDITOR			Kaiying 19/1163r1 QTP									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:29			EDITOR


			21053			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.17.5.1			436			61			T			N			436.61			61			26.17.5.1						V			Kaiying Lv			19/1163r1			888			Wrong name.			Change "QTP Capability" to "QTP Support"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:31:07Z) - TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/1163r1CID 21053			EDITOR			Kaiying 19/1163r1 QTP									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:29			EDITOR


			21054			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.17.5.1			436			61			T			N			436.61			61			26.17.5.1						V			Kaiying Lv			19/1163r1			888			Rearrange for clarity. The sentence beginning with "An HE STA that decides" is in a paragraph that includes discussion of support and non support and therefore confuses the question of "deciding" with "supporting".			Move the sentence that begins "An HE STA that decides" to the previous paragraph and while you are at it, change "quiet" to "quiet during a QTP" - also the sentence says that the plural, counters, are suspended, but then says "resume it" which is singular - the sentence needs to be rewritten to fix this. It also does not say when the suspend starts, this needs to be added to the sentence.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:31:15Z) - Agree with the commenter in principle.

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/1163r1CID 21054			EDITOR			Kaiying 19/1163r1 QTP									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:29			EDITOR


			21055			Matthew Fischer			238			4			9.4.2.249.1			195			18			T			N			195.18			18			9.4.2.249.1						V			Kaiying Lv			19/1163r1			888			The description of the fields does not really match the table. The description says that two bits are a single subfield and the other six bits are reserved, yet the table shows values for an 8 bit field. Make the description and the table match.			Make the description and the table match - either one 8 bit field with 3 valid values, or two subfields.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:06:55Z) - Agree with the commenter in principle.

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/1163r1CID 21055			EDITOR			Kaiying 19/1163r1 QTP									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:29			EDITOR


			21056			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.17.5.2			437			39			T			N			437.39			39			26.17.5.2						V			Kaiying Lv			19/1163r1			888			Named elements do not exist. For example, this subclause mentions the "Quiet Time Period Request element" but there is no such thing. There is only a QTP element with some subtype field, so you can either say the QTP element with subtype equal to blah, or you can state that a QTP Request is a frame containing a QTP element with subtype equal to blah, and then continue to use the term QTP request. There are several instances of this problem.			Fix the unsupported references to elements that do not exist.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:31:23Z) - Agree with the commenter in principle.

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/1163r1CID 21056			EDITOR			Kaiying 19/1163r1 QTP									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:29			EDITOR


			21057			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.17.5.3			438			13			T			N			438.13			13			26.17.5.3						V			Kaiying Lv			19/1163r1			888			Item c) has no precedent - that is, this item should be qualified by the condition that the AP has accepted a request and for such accepted requests, the AP may perform the action described in c) at some time before, exactly			Fix the text per the comment, e.g. "At the start time for an accepted Quiet Time Period, the AP may".  You should change "may transmit" to "may schedule for transmission"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:31:51Z) - Agree with the commenter in principle.

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/1163r1CID 21057			EDITOR			Kaiying 19/1163r1 QTP									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:29			EDITOR


			21058			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.17.5.2			437			41			T			N			437.41			41			26.17.5.2						V			Kaiying Lv			19/1163r1			888			The service specific identifier is not well described here or in the element subfield description. The determination of the value of this field is not described. In particular, the intended peer of a QTP might decide to be quiet, not knowing that it is the peer to be addressed during the QTP! Is the QTP to be used only one direction, such that the peer can respond only but not initiate so that matching QTP must be set up, and if so, wouldn't it be nice to coordinate so that both peers have the same QTP? Also, if I were a STA that saw a quiet setup frame and thought that I was not participating and then suspended my backoff, i'd probably decide that since I cannot do anything else, this might be a great time to go to sleep and if the owner of the QTP wants to reach me, he's screwed!			You probably need to pass the SSI to the peer so it knows that it should be using the QTP for initiating as well as responding. Although how that Ssi is associated with some particular peer operation would be needed as well...			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:32:12Z) - Agree with the commenter in principle.

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/1163r1CID 21058			EDITOR			Kaiying 19/1163r1 QTP									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:29			EDITOR


			21059			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.17.5.2			437			50			T			N			437.50			50			26.17.5.2						V			Kaiying Lv			19/1163r1			888			The language in item c) is too vague - it says when a QTP setup is received - but doesn't the STA need to determine if the service specific identifier in that setup frame matches one in which it is a participant? Actually, if it does not match, then it needs to be quiet - so two fixes are needed here.			Per the comment, indicate that a STA should transmit only if the service specific ID matches one for which it received an accept and if not, then the STA has the option to be quiet. Note that any STA can ignore the QTP, so the statement cannot be a "shall only transmit"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:32:21Z) - Agree with the commenter in principle.

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/1163r1CID 21059			EDITOR			Kaiying 19/1163r1 QTP									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:29			EDITOR


			21060			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.1			392			60			T			N			392.60			60			26.1						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0416r4			878			Class B STA self-awareness with respect to TX and RX power is tolerant of relatively large errors such that the Spatial Reuse functions have the potential to operate at such STAs with the equivalent of random decisions, given the operating range of the SR mechanisms in dB compared to the allowed combined TX and RX Class B error ranges. As such, Class B STA should be prohibited from employing SR.			Prohibit Class B STA from employing Spatial Reuse.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:27:31Z) - agree with the commenter and with commenter for CID 21038 regarding the justifications. Class B devices should indeed not be allowed to operate with spatial reuse. Class B devices should also not be allowed to operate at 6 GHz. Apply the changes marked as CID21038 and 21060 in doc 19/0416r4 to forbid Class B devices from using spatial reuse and from operating at 6 GHz.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0416r4 SR									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			21061			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.8.1			366			37			T			N			366.37			37			26.8.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0561r2			918			The use of "can" in this sentence seems to make the part about "subject to" the additional rules of 26.x not normative. In fact, this entire paragraph is full of "can" and I am not certain that any of it is correct. Next paragraph has some more.			Change "can" to "may" or maybe add a new normative verb in here. Or maybe make all of this stuff declarative, such as "To establish a TWT agreement, an HE STA follows the rules of 10.x and 26.x"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:52:13Z) - The referenced subclauses have the appropriate normative behavior for the rules. These two paragraphs are intended to simply cover the referencing of those subclauses, to give the reader a reference as to where and what restrictions are valid for the different cases. This is inline with the new editorial style guide. Agree though to replace them with declarative statements.

 TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0561r2 under all headings that include CID 21061.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/561r2 miscellaneous TWT									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21062			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.8.1			367			5			T			N			367.05			5			26.8.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0561r2			918			Two sentences here both claim to tell an AP how to request that associated STAs use TWT. They cannot both be right. Also, it is not clear whose capability bits are being mentioned those of the AP or those of the associated STAs.			Clarify the language to resolve the highlighted problems.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:52:20Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution clarifies that it is the non-AP STA the one that declares support for TWT by setting the TWT requester support subfield in HE Capabilities IE or in the Extended Capabilities IE and declares support for the role of TWT scheduled STA by setting the Broadcast TWT Support subfield in the HE Caps IE to 1.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0561r2 under all headings that include CID 21062.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/561r2 miscellaneous TWT									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21063			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.8.2			367			55			T			N			367.55			55			26.8.2						A			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0725r1			849			The reference needs to be broadened. It says "in this subclause" but we are in 26.8.2 and I think that the reference really wants to be to 26.8			change "in this subclause" to "in 26.8 (TWT operation)"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:43:41Z)			EDITOR			Alfred 19/725r1 Individual TWT									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-30 18:13:30Z			4.2			2019/5/30 18:13			EDITOR


			21064			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.8.2			367			59			T			N			367.59			59			26.8.2						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0725r1			849			Can a TWT be both implict and trigger enabled? If so, what is it called? Is it both an implicit TWT and a trigger enabled TWT? Do we need to say this?			Clarify.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:43:51Z) - The comment fails to identify a technical issue and is asking questions.

Please note that all TWTs in 11ax are implicit TWTs. Quoting bullet in P367L34:
“Shall set the Implicit subfield to 1 and the NDP Paging Indicator subfield to 0 in all TWT elements that it transmits during the TWT setup.”			EDITOR			Alfred 19/725r1 Individual TWT									N									2019/5/30 18:13			EDITOR


			21065			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.4.4.6			320			37			T			N			320.37			37			26.4.4.6						V			George Cherian			19/0756r1			851			The tables in 9.7.3 do not seem to allow any case of a QOS NULL in an AMPDU with ACK policy set to anything that does not look like no ack. But in 26.4.4.6 Responding to an HE TB PPDU with an HE MU PPDU, there is a statement that says that an AP can send an AMPDU with a QOS NULL Frame with ack policy set to normal ack.			Resolve the contradiction. Also see the note at P362L19			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 14:18:22Z) - Agree in principle. 

TGax editor shall incorporate changes in 11-19-0756-01-00ax			EDITOR			George 19/756r1 26.4 Ack procedure									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-30 18:59:55Z			4.2			2019/5/30 18:59			EDITOR


			21066			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.6.4.4			355			47			T			N			355.47			47			26.6.4.4						V			Liwen Chu			19/1035r1			870			The first sentence tries to define a non-ack enabled AMPDU by referring to the table for ack enabled AMPDU (that is, without the "non" present) - this cannot be correct.			Fix the reference to point to the correct table.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 11:32:03Z) - Change "non-ack-enabled" to "ack-enabled"			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1035r1									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:19			EDITOR


			21067			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.6.4.4			356			5			T			N			356.05			5			26.6.4.4						V			Liwen Chu			19/1035r4			932			The condition does not seem specific enough - the ACK should only be ignored if both TIDs require acknowledgement, but this might not be true.			Add a condition to the statement, per the comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 22:03:39Z) - Discussion: In an ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU, a frame in an A-MPDU subframe with EoF field equal to 1 will always solicit Ack. When a STA that transmitted an ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU with two aggregated frames to solicit Ack receives a solicited Ack from the recepient, the transmitter can’t figure out which frame is correctly received by the recipient. The text about the following A-MPDU should also be added: one QoS Data frame and one Management frame in an Ack-enabled A-MPDU to solicit Ack.  


TGax editor to make changes in 11-19/1035r4 under CID 21067.			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1035r4 26.6.4.2/4 (remaining)									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-21 07:55:53Z - already present in D4.3			4.3			2019/9/21 7:56			EDITOR


			21068			Matthew Fischer			238			4			9.7.3			225			1			T			N			225.01			1			9.7.3						J			Liwen Chu			19/0734r3			890			Shouldn't Table 9-532d--A-MPDU contents in the HE ack-enabled multi-TID immediate response context contain an allowance for one SMPDU? Is there a difference for DL vs UL, MU vs SU, triggered vs non?			Fix the table to allow one SMPDU, for example, zero or one SMPDU.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:17:47Z) - Discussion: S-MPDU can’t be in multi-TID A-MPDU. EoF MPDU is the frame that solicits Ack acknowledgement. There is not difference between DL and UL, MU and SU.			EDITOR			Liwen 19/0734r3 9.7.3									N									2019/9/21 1:30			EDITOR


			21069			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.6.4.1			354			22			T			N			354.22			22			26.6.4.1						J			Liwen Chu			19/1023r4			867			Should the non-AP STA case here be HE TB PPDU?			Change HE MU PPDU to HE TB PPDU			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 11:20:40Z) - In 11ax, an HE non-AP STA can transmit HE MU PPDU, e.g. in 26.11.2 UPLINK_FLAG. An HE non-AP STA can transmit multi-TID A-MPDU in HE TB PPDU. However an HE non-AP STA will not check TXOP limit when transmitting multi-TID A-MPDU in HE TB PPDU since the HE TB PPDU is solicited by an AP.			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1023r4									N									2019/9/21 1:17			EDITOR


			21070			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.8.2			369			23			T			N			369.23			23			26.8.2						A			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0725r1			849			The two instances of "for that TWT agreement" both seem superfluous and in fact, confusing, misleading and incorrect. A requesting STA might have more than one TWT agreement.			Remove the two instances of "for that TWT agreement"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:43:57Z)			EDITOR			Alfred 19/725r1 Individual TWT									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-30 18:14:13Z			4.2			2019/5/30 18:14			EDITOR


			21071			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.8.2			369			31			T			N			369.31			31			26.8.2						A			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0725r1			849			Extra word			Remove "of" from "schedule for transmission of a Trigger frame" also at P369L44			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:44:01Z)			EDITOR			Alfred 19/725r1 Individual TWT									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-30 18:15:57Z			4.2			2019/5/30 18:15			EDITOR


			21072			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.8.2			370			12			T			N			370.12			12			26.8.2						A			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0725r1			849			missing word			change "as available" to "as are available"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:44:16Z) Note to the TGax editor —Similar changes to be applied to the broadcast TWT counterpart.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/725r1 Individual TWT									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-30 18:16:41Z			4.2			2019/5/30 18:16			EDITOR


			21073			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.8.2			370			14			T			N			370.14			14			26.8.2						A			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0725r1			849			The infinitive is probably incorrect here.			change "to be" to "that it is"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:44:35Z) - Note to the TGax editor —Similar changes to be applied to the broadcast TWT counterpart.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/725r1 Individual TWT									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-30 18:16:48Z			4.2			2019/5/30 18:16			EDITOR


			21074			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.8.2			370			22			T			N			370.22			22			26.8.2						A			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0725r1			849			missing words			change "available" to "as are available"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:44:50Z) - Note to the TGax editor —Similar changes to be applied to the broadcast TWT counterpart.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/725r1 Individual TWT									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-30 18:16:59Z			4.2			2019/5/30 18:16			EDITOR


			21075			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.8.3.1			371			1			T			N			371.01			1			26.8.3.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0506r3			835			There is something funny both grammatically and semantically in the first sentence of this paragraph.			Not certain how to fix the sentence, although I believe that the paragraph would be just fine if the first sentence were simply deleted. But maybe that is incorrect, as perhaps, this first sentence is saying that the transmitted BSSID beacon might be able to contain multiple TWT elements for more than one BSS. If so, it is unclear how each of them is distinguished becuase there is only one BSSID reference in that beacon, so again, maybe deleting is ok. The next paragraph sort of confirms this.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 15:54:15Z) - Agree with the comment that the paragraph is not need as clause 11.1.3.8 covers the inheritance aspect in multiple BSSID set. The cited paragraph is deleted. Clause 11.1.3.8 is updated to include sub-clauses focused on a specific feature within multiple BSSID concept. This makes referencing easy. The reference to inheritance is updated to point to the specific sub-clause in 11.1.3.8. Same changes were applied to UORA and NFRP case.

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/506r3 with the tag 21075			EDITOR			Abhi 19/506r3 Multi-BSSID									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-24 21:34:10Z			4.2			2019/5/24 21:34			EDITOR


			21076			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.8.3.1			371			5			T			N			371.05			5			26.8.3.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0506r3			835			Might be helpful to name the multi bssid procedure subclause			Add a reference to 11.1.3.8 (Multiple BSSID procedure)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 15:54:24Z) - The cited paragraph is deleted as a resolution to CID 21075. A reference to sub-clause on inheritance (11.1.3.8.4) is added to the paragraph that discusses advertisement of parameter set and inheritance by non-AP STAs. Same changes were applied to UORA and NFRP case.

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/506r3 with the tag 21076			EDITOR			Abhi 19/506r3 Multi-BSSID									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-24 21:34:15Z			4.2			2019/5/24 21:34			EDITOR


			21077			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.8.3.1			371			21			T			N			371.21			21			26.8.3.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0724r3			839			This sentence makes it sound like OPS is required for a TWT scheduled STA, but it is optional.			add text to the sentence to clarify that the OPS portion only applies to a STA that supports OPS			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:20:37Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution modifies the sentence to clarify that the optionality applies to both OPS and OFDMA-RA.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0724r3 under all headings that include CID 21077.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/724r3 Broadcast TWT									I						4.2			2019/5/29 20:30			EDITOR


			21078			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.8.3.1			371			54			T			N			371.54			54			26.8.3.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0724r3			839			There is a relative time reference here, but no absolute time reference.			Add language to clarify what "at or after" is at or after. I think, just change "broadcast TWT" to "broadcast TWT SP"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:20:48Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change, accountind for some editorial modifications for clarity.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0724r3 under all headings that include CID 21078.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/724r3 Broadcast TWT									I						4.2			2019/5/29 20:30			EDITOR


			21079			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.8.3.1			372			8			T			N			372.08			8			26.8.3.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0724r3			839			I think that join or leave has no clear definition, use the terms from 26.8.3.3			Replace "join or leave" with "become a member or terminate membership"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:21:16Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change, accountind for some editorial modifications for clarity.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0724r3 under all headings that include CID 21079.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/724r3 Broadcast TWT									I						4.2			2019/5/29 20:30			EDITOR


			21080			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.2.8			305			5			T			N			305.05			5			26.2.8						J			Liwen Chu			19/0748r2			932			What is the purpose of this subclause? It appears to be repeating an existing rule that says that each transmission in a TXOP must be same or narrower BW as all previous ones, and appears to exist because someone believes that that rule does not apply to 6 GHz unless we explicitly state it here. But why does that rule not apply in 6 GHz?			Clarify.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 22:49:10Z) - The rules defined here is similar to 11ac’s related rules. The difference is that in 6GHz band, the Duration in PHY header can be used to protect the whole TXOP since all the 802.11 devices can decode it.			EDITOR			Liwen 19/0748r2 26.2.8									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			21081			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.8.3.2			375			37			T			N			375.37			37			26.8.3.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0724r3			839			Broadcast announcement use is not described.			Add the sentence: "A TWT scheduling STA may transmit a broadcast TWT announcement at any time."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:21:43Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change with a minor editorial change of specifying a TWT scheduling AP.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0724r3 under all headings that include CID 21081.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/724r3 Broadcast TWT									I						4.2			2019/5/29 20:30			EDITOR


			21082			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.5.4.3			337			24			T			N			337.24			24			26.5.4.3						V			Liwen Chu			19/0750r4			919			Where is this allowed in the AMPDU context, except for the NO ACK case?			Clarify in the AMPDU context tables when an SMPDU can be transmitted that is other than the SMPDU context, or clarify that an HE TB PPDU can contain an SMPDU.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:59:22Z) - Discussion: S-MPDU can’t be tranmistted that is other than SMPDU context. in this case, the STA can transmit a QoS Null, multiple QoS Null. The A-MPDU context is defined in other places, i.e. P337L9 mention that HE TB PPDU can carry S-MPDU and P336L38 in 11ax D4.0.

TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-19/750r1 under CID 21082.			EDITOR			Liwen 19/0750r4 9.7.3									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21083			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.8.3.2			372			48			T			N			372.48			48			26.8.3.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0724r3			839			Should define what a broadcast TWT announcement is - we have a table showing them and a statement that indicates that some are valid and implying that some are not.			Include the following sentence: "A TWT element transmitted within an MPDU that has a broadcast RA and a value of 1 in the Broadcast subfield of the TWT element is a broadcast TWT announcement."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:21:52Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resoliution accounts for the suggested change, considering that there can be more than one such announcement in the TWT element and that the use of term broadcast Management frame is simpler.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0724r3 under all headings that include CID 21083.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/724r3 Broadcast TWT									I						4.2			2019/5/29 20:30			EDITOR


			21084			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.8.3.2			372			53			T			N			372.53			53			26.8.3.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0724r3			839			persistence shall be a nonzero value, but not many lines later, the value of 0 is allowed			Remove the requirement to be a non-zero value.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:22:03Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0724r3 under all headings that include CID 21084.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/724r3 Broadcast TWT									I						4.2			2019/5/29 20:30			EDITOR


			21085			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.8.3.2			374			51			T			N			374.51			51			26.8.3.2						A			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0724r3			839			wrong article			Change "the" twice to "a", just like in the previous paragraph!			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:22:08Z)			EDITOR			Alfred 19/724r3 Broadcast TWT									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-29 20:29:47Z - "an" since adjective that follows begins with a vowel.			4.2			2019/5/29 20:30			EDITOR


			21086			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.8.3.2			374			20			T			N			374.20			20			26.8.3.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0724r3			839			The language is probably not correct. A trigger frame is addressed to the RA. I think that the sentence is trying to state which STAs are identified in user info fields, which is not being address to, but being something else. Back in UL MU, it is the user info field that is said to be addressed to a STA.			Change "The Trigger frame shall be addressed to TWT scheduled STAs whose TIM bit" to "The User Info fields of the Trigger frame shall be addressed to TWT scheduled STAs whose TIM bit"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:22:18Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change, however, specifying that the Trigger frame shall contain User info fields addressed to the TWT scheduled STA, not precluding the fact that the Trigger might contain User Info fields addressed to other STAs as well. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0724r3 under all headings that include CID 21086.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/724r3 Broadcast TWT									I						4.2			2019/5/29 20:30			EDITOR


			21087			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.8.4.2			381			32			T			N			381.32			32			26.8.4.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0652r2			848			The second sub-bullet also seems to be describing a suspend. It should state this, otherwise, there is no suspend occurring, or worse, neither side knows what the other is doing. There is no such thing as "resume" if there was never a "suspend"			Change "shall resume" to "considers the corresponding TWT session suspended and shall resume"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:28:50Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change. Also proposed to use consistently throughout the subclause TWT agreement rather than session and removed an inconsistent bullet which describes the contents of the Next TWT subfield when the next twt subfield is not present. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0652r2 under all headings that include CID 21087.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/652r2 TWT Info frames									I									2019/5/30 16:55			EDITOR


			21088			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.8.4.2			381			22			T			N			381.22			22			26.8.4.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0652r2			848			Technically, per 10.43.4, it is not the receipt of  a TWT Information frame, but the receipt of a Next TWT field. And importantly, a TWT Info frame can be received that has no Next TWT field.			Change "that receives a TWT Information frame" to "that receives a frame containing a Next TWT field"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:29:04Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. But the frame is a TWT Information frame since in 11ax we do not use STACK, BAT, and TACK frames.  

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0652r2 under all headings that include CID 21088.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/652r2 TWT Info frames									I									2019/5/30 16:55			EDITOR


			21089			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.8.4.2			381			12			T			N			381.12			12			26.8.4.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0652r2			848			The heading is incorrect - because we are talking about a frame, the phrase "TWT information" is the name of that frame, and therefore, it should be capitalized.			Change the heading name from "TWT information for individual TWT" to TWT Information frame exchange for individual TWT", make a similar change for the broadcast TWT heading at 26.8.4.3 and flexible TWT at 26.8.4.4			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:29:17Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Accounted for the suggested changes.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0652r2 under all headings that include CID 21089.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/652r2 TWT Info frames									I									2019/5/30 16:55			EDITOR


			21090			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.8.4.2			381			52			T			N			381.52			52			26.8.4.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0652r2			848			The first part of the sentence mentions peer STA, but then it explicitly says AP later in the same sentence, which is narrowing the scope.			Fix the scope inconsistency			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:29:29Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution fixes the inconsistency by replacing peer STA with TWT responding STA and AP with TWT responding STA. Applied similar changes to the subsequent subclause as well.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0652r2 under all headings that include CID 21090.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/652r2 TWT Info frames									I									2019/5/30 16:55			EDITOR


			21091			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.8.4.2			381			49			T			N			381.49			49			26.8.4.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0652r2			848			Again, here it says the STA may enter doze and then mentions that the STA resumes TWT later, without first saying that TWT is suspended. This is technically lacking and ambiguously equates transition to DOZE with suspension of TWT, which is simply not true, as a STA in DOZE can wake for the next TWT SP. If the STA is not going to be waking for some TWT SP that it is otherwise expected to wake for, then that needs to be clearly stated in the specification.			Fix the problem identified by explicitly stating that the STA suspends the TWT sesssion. If the word suspend is not liked, then find some other word, but make the action of the STA explicit and unambiguously predictable.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:29:40Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution clears the ambiguity by specifying that the TWT session is suspended and then resumed as per suggestion.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0652r2 under all headings that include CID 21091.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/652r2 TWT Info frames									I									2019/5/30 16:55			EDITOR


			21092			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.8.4.3			382			6			T			N			382.06			6			26.8.4.3						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0652r2			848			Another instance of resume with a previous suspend, although note that the paragraph after this one did do it correctly, proving that it can be done!			Fix the problem identified by explicitly stating that the STA suspends the TWT sesssion. If the word suspend is not liked, then find some other word, but make the action of the STA explicit and unambiguously predictable. Also fix P382L18, and in the paragraph at P382L29			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:29:51Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution clears the ambiguity by specifying that the TWT session is suspended and then resumed as per suggestion. Also clarified that these are TWT schedules rather than TWT sessions to keep consistency throughout. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0652r2 under all headings that include CID 21092.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/652r2 TWT Info frames									I									2019/5/30 16:55			EDITOR


			21093			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.8.4.4			382			61			T			N			382.61			61			26.8.4.4						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0652r2			848			What is supposed to be accomplished by preserving the PM mode? A STA with PM=1 can still make transitions between DOZE and AWAKE. Is such a STA expected to transition to AWAKE for the very next TWT SP as originally scheduled, not the one named in the Next TWT field? What really is the behavior of the STA that exchanges this frame if PM=1? For PM==0, it makes sense, as this exchange becomes a promise to remain in the AWAKE state. Although the suggested PM==0 behavior contradicts the subsequent paragraph, although maybe unintentionally as there is some redundancy between the conditions of the contents of the TWT Info frames of the two paragraphs which was probably not intended and if removed could resolve some of the contradiction.			Clarify with explicit detail just exactly what the STA will do after this exchange, especially for the PM==1 case.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:30:01Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution adds additional details for this case. For PM = 1 the STA goes to doze state and then wakes up at the time specified in the Next TWT and at that time it follows the power save protocol that it is using, since the PM mode is the same as the one it left when transitioning to the doze state. Similar considerations are provided for the case of active mode (PM = 0) and additionally provided more details for the baseline subclauses that are followed by the STA.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0652r2 under all headings that include CID 21093.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/652r2 TWT Info frames									I									2019/5/30 16:55			EDITOR


			21094			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.10.1			393			18			T			N			393.18			18			26.10.1						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0416r1			822			Shouldn't the requirement of a STA to respond be dependent on its signaling of support of RM?			Change "A non-AP HE STA that performs spatial reuse operation shall" to "A non-AP HE STA that performs spatial reuse operation and that has dot11RadioMeasurementActivated set to true shall"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:26:50Z) - the statement mentions that the STA shall support some procedure in section 11.11, and shall therefore have the RM capability set to 1. Apply the changes marked as CID21094 in doc 19/0416r1.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/416 SR									I						4.1			2019/3/21 16:17			EDITOR


			21095			Matthew Fischer			238			4			26.10.2.2			393			62			T			N			393.62			62			26.10.2.2						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0416r4			878			To correctly account for the precedence of SR operations in the case of a STA employing both SRG and non-SRG OBSS PD, there needs to be another condition added here.			Add the condition "-If the STA is also operating with an SRG OBSS PD, then the received PPDU is not an SRG PPDU." It might be possible to shorten this to: "The received PPDU is not an SRG PPDU." if the determination of what is an SRG PPDU is modified to include the fact that the STA performing the determination is actively performing the SRG OBSS PD SR procedure. i.e. if you also make a change to include such a condition in the subclause 26.2.3 SRG PPDU identification			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:27:42Z) - agree with the commenter, apply the first solution suggested by the commenter. Make the change marked as CID 21095 in doc 0416r4.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0416r4 SR									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			21096			Naotaka Sato			238			4			26.17.2.3.3			432			63			T			Y			432.63			63			26.17.2.3.3						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0962r4			885			It's NOT technically clear why a non-AP STA can discover an AP by sending Probe Request after completing operations described in the above. Typically, the transmission power of AP is higher than that of STA, so it is unlikely the transmission by a STA helps discovering an AP.			Delete this bullet.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:11:21Z) - Agree in principle with the comment that in general it is more beneficial for the STA to listen to APs transmissions for discovering the AP, however in certain cases it might be desirable for the STA to attempt to transmit a Probe Request frame (i.e., enable active scanning). For example, because the AP might have decided to not send a FILS Discovery frame because its co-located AP is transmitting an RNR IE in a different band. There are pros and cons for this exemption, which were discussed during the specification drafting, and the conclusion is to allow this exemption for the PSC case only. Also please note that the STA always knows where the PSCs are located since their position is predeterministically mapped (refer to the beginning of this subclause) and they are subject to regulatory constraints. Please refer to the following note:
“NOTE—PSCs might not all be available in a specific location due to regulatory restrictions.”

Hence the CRC believes that no further changes are needed.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0962r4 Non-AP STA Scanning									N									2019/9/21 1:28			EDITOR


			21097			Oghenekome Oteri			238			4			27.3.11.14			600			9			E			N			600.09			9			27.3.11.14						J			Yan Zhang			19/1515r1			932			Equation without mid-amble : "If midambles are not present, the time"			Define equation with mid-ambles or have reference to mid-amble section			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 01:00:12Z) - Equation for data field with mid-ambles will be very complicated to write concisely. In addition, Equations (27-3) and (27-4) in 27.3.9 Mathematical description of signals are defined for transmissions without midamble as well. Clause 27.3.11.16 Midambles have detailed descriptions on how to implement midambles in the Data field.			EDITOR			Yan 19/1515r1 PHY Math									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			21098			Oghenekome Oteri			238			4			9.2.4.5.4			71			46			G			N			71.46			46			9.2.4.5.4						A			Editor			1123r2			923			The sentence "The frame is carried in
an HE MU PPDU, HE
SU PPDU or HE ER SU
PPDU that contains an
MPDU that carries an
MPDU that solicits a
response in an HE TB
PPDU" has the phrase "that contains an
MPDU that carries an
MPDU". Is this a repetition? The previous entry "PSMP ACK" does not have both phrases.			Remove the phrase "that carries an MDPU" to make it identical to the PSMP Ack Definition.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 17:35:06Z) - see #20281			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 17:35:15Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21099			Oghenekome Oteri			238			4			9.3.1.22.1			103			22			E			N			103.22			22			9.3.1.22.1						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Phrase missing the word "that" and "and"..... "
-- For a Trigger frame is not a GCR MU-BAR or NFRP or an MU-RTS Trigger frame, that has one
User Info field and the AID12 subfield of the User Info field contains the AID of a non-AP STA, the
RA field is set to the address of that STA"			Modify text as follows with new capitalized words: "-- For a Trigger frame 'THAT' is not a GCR MU-BAR or 'AN' NFRP or an MU-RTS Trigger frame, 'AND' that has one User Info field and the AID12 subfield of the User Info field contains the AID of a non-AP STA, the
RA field is set to the address of that STA"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 17:14:36Z) - Change "For a Trigger frame is not a GCR MU-BAR or NFRP or an MU-RTS Trigger frame, " to "For a Trigger frame that is not a GCR MU-BAR, NFRP or MU-RTS Trigger frame, and" -- see #20001			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 17:15:06Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21100			Oghenekome Oteri			238			4			9.3.1.22.1			104			42			E			N			104.42			42			9.3.1.22.1						V			Yongho Seok			19/0770r2			843			Phrase missing the word "of/for the" - "The UL Length subfield of the Common Info field indicates the value of the L-SIG LENGTH field the solicited
HE TB PPDU. The UL Length subfield shall use the value m = 2 in Equation (27-11)."			Modify text as follows with new capitalized words: "The UL Length subfield of the Common Info field indicates the value of the L-SIG LENGTH field 'OF/FOR THE' the solicited HE TB PPDU. The UL Length subfield shall use the value m = 2 in Equation (27-11)."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 17:51:09Z) - Agree in principle. 

Additionally, because clause 9 can’t have any “shall” sentence, it is proposed to move "The UL Length subfield shall use the value m = 2 in Equation (27-11)." to subclause 26.5.2.2.4. 

TGax editor makes changes as specified in 11-19/0770r2 for CID 21100.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/770r2 PPDU format, BW, etc.									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-30 14:47:14Z			4.2			2019/5/30 14:47			EDITOR


			21101			Oghenekome Oteri			238			4			9.3.1.22.1			107			28			T			N			107.28			28			9.3.1.22.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0394r1			809			"is set to the same
value as its corresponding subfield in the HE-SIG-A of the HE TB PPDU,". Should this sentence be reversed as the HE TB PPDU is set to the same value as the trigger and not vice versa ?			modify sentence to say that the HE TB PPDU sets its corresponding subfields to the same value as that set in the UL SR subfield of the common info field. For example pg 107 line 49 says "Bits B54 to B62 of the Common Info field are set to
1 and correspond to the bits B7 to B15 in the HE-SIG-A2 subfield of the HE TB PPDU". We can use the same language.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:37:43Z) - Agree with the comment. The responding STA is required to set the value specified in this field. Please see resolution to CID 21480. Further the reference to the bits on pg 107 line 49 is replaced with the subfield name.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0394r1 CID 21101			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0394 9.3.1.22									I						4.1			2019/4/10 22:35			EDITOR


			21102			Oghenekome Oteri			238			4			9.4.2.242.2			166			41			E			N			166.41			41			9.4.2.242.2						J			Editor			1123r2			923			. Table 9-321a--Subfields of the HE MAC Capabilities Information field. Encoding column difficult to read due to no spacing between entries			Please create spacing between the sentences for readability. E.g spacing between "set to 0 and set to 1 of Encoding column of Dynamic Fragmentation
Support field			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 22:08:32Z) - Our style for this sort of thing is to have each "Set to " begin on a new line, but not a new paragraph.			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N									2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21103			Oghenekome Oteri			238			4			9.4.2.242.3			174			6			E			N			174.06			6			9.4.2.242.3						J			Editor			1123r2			923			Table 9-321b--Subfields of the HE PHY Capabilities Information field. In encoding column, each bit index is reset to B0, B1, B2..etc. Initially confused it with the bit index of the entire field. e.g. in entire field B0 is reserved but for the Supported Channel Width Set (B1), B0 is a valid value i.e. bit B0 of Bit B1.			Use different index to discuss bits in a sub-field or clarify this with a note.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-27 19:03:34Z) - Our convention is that bit numbering refers to the bits in the field not the field that contains the field.			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21104			Oghenekome Oteri			238			4			9.4.2.242.3			177			30			E			N			177.30			30			9.4.2.242.3						V			Editor			1123r2			923			in Beamformee STS
Γëñ 80 MHz, Does this sentence refer to two different variables? If so it should be clarified "For bandwidth less than or equal to 80 MHz, it indicates the maximum number of space-time streams that the STA can receive in an HE sounding NDP, the maximum value for the total number of space-time streams over all the users in RU r, NSTS,r,total that can be sent in
a DL MU-MIMO transmission on an RU, where the RU might or might not span the entire PPDU bandwidth, that includes that STA."
Also, the definition talks about SU and DL MU-MIMO while the encoding talks only about SU Beamformee field being set to 1			Clarify definition. If has anything to do with DL MU-MIMO, clarify encoding.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-27 22:04:06Z) - Clarified with resolution to #20605. No further changes required.			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21105			Oghenekome Oteri			238			4			9.4.2.242.3			177			42			E			N			177.42			42			9.4.2.242.3						V			Editor			1123r2			923			in Beamformee STS
> 80 MHz, does this sentence refer to two different variables? If so it should be clarified "For bandwidth less than or equal to 80 MHz, it indicates the maximum number of space-time streams that the STA can receive in an HE sounding NDP, the maximum value for the total number of space-time streams over all the users in RU r, NSTS,r,total that can be sent in
a DL MU-MIMO transmission on an RU, where the RU might or might not span the entire PPDU bandwidth, that includes that STA."
Also, the definition talks about SU and DL MU-MIMO while the encoding talks only about SU Beamformee field being set to 1			Clarify definition. If has anything to do with DL MU-MIMO, clarify encoding.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-27 22:01:47Z) - Clarified with resolution to #20605. No further modifications needed.			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21106			Oghenekome Oteri			238			4			26.2.2			296			58			E			N			296.58			58			26.2.2						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0604r5			872			Sentence is wrong : "If the received frame satisfies both intra-BSS and inter-BSS conditions by using the MAC address, the
received frame have to be classified into an intra-BSS frame"			change to "If the received frame satisfies both intra-BSS and inter-BSS conditions by using the MAC address, the
received frame HAS to be classified AS an intra-BSS frame"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 11:48:49Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. 


TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0604r5 under all headings that include CID 21106			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/0604r5 NAV						Editor: Correct the tense: "have to be classified" -> "is classified"
Mark Rison points out:  Which is "the MAC address"?  And how can you satisfy conditions by using a MAC address?
Editoir: An additional technical issue is the inconsistend reference to "PPDU" and "frame" (it is the PPDU that is being classified).			I			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 23:13:12Z			4.3			2019/9/21 1:20			EDITOR


			21107			Oghenekome Oteri			238			4			26.5.1.2			323			7			E			N			323.07			7			26.5.1.2						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Word "PPDU.A". Needs spacing in between			"PPDU.   A"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 14:20:55Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 14:20:58Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21108			Oghenekome Oteri			238			4			26.5.1.3			323			19			E			N			323.19			19			26.5.1.3						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Sentence starts with "An AP". 323 line 35 uses "An HE AP". Should be consistent			Change to "An HE AP"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 15:00:39Z) - Agree with the inconsistency, but in order to minimize the STA adornments, change "HE AP" to "AP" at 323.35 and 323.41			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 15:01:50Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21109			Oghenekome Oteri			238			4			26.5.1.3			323			25			E			N			323.25			25			26.5.1.3						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Sentence starts with "An AP". 323 line 35 uses "An HE AP". Should be consistent			Change to "An HE AP"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 15:02:14Z) - Agree with the inconsistency, but in order to minimize the STA adornments, change "HE AP" to "AP" at 323.35 and 323.41			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 15:02:24Z - see #21108			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21110			Oghenekome Oteri			238			4			26.5.3.2.1			325			33			T			N			325.33			33			26.5.3.2.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/1217r1			874			No discussion on the "26 tone RU" case as discussed on pg 323 line 31 "The center 26-tone RU in any 20 MHz channel of a 40 MHz, 80 MHz, 160 MHz, or 80+80 MHz HE MU
PPDU shall not be assigned to a 20 MHz operating non-AP STA"			Write corresponding case in this section			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 12:00:17Z) - Agree with the comment. A sentence is added requiring the AP to follow the RU allocation rules in 27.3.2.8 which covers the case of not allocating a center 26-tone RU to a 20 MHz operating non-AP STA when the TB PPDU is 40MHz, 80MHz 160 MHz or 80+80 MHz. Further the RU allocation rule in 26.5.1.3 are updated to be consistent with 26.5.2.2.4.

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/1217r1			EDITOR			Abhi 19/1217r1 #21110									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-21 01:20:39Z			4.3			2019/9/21 1:20			EDITOR


			21111			Oghenekome Oteri			238			4			26.5.3.2.1			325			35			E			N			325.35			35			26.5.3.2.1						V			Editor			1123r2			923			This case should be restricted to the 2.4 GHz band. Should go through all the cases and make sure that if they are restricted to  a specific band based on the capabilities element or operating BW it should say so explicitly. E.g. same for line 48 for the 5 GHz band.			e.g. Modify to "An HE AP shall not allocate an RU for a 40 MHz HE TB PPDU to a 20 MHz operating non-AP HE STA 'IN THE 2.4 GHz band"....			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 20:27:34Z) - As suggested. See #21189			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 20:28:23Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21112			Oghenekome Oteri			238			4			26.5.3.2.1			325			51			E			N			325.51			51			26.5.3.2.1						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Sentence starts with "An AP".  Should be consistent			Change to "An HE AP"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 15:19:06Z) - Agree with the inconsitency. To minimize STA adornments, change "HE AP" to "AP" at 325.48			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 16:10:38Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21113			Oghenekome Oteri			238			4			26.5.3.2.1			325			51			T			N			325.51			51			26.5.3.2.1						J			Abhishek Patil			19/0510r3			841			Just discusses the trigger frame. Is the TRS control subfield valid as well ?			Add reference to the TRS control subfield.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 17:40:08Z) - The paragraph cited by the comment refers to UL MU-MIMO operation that does not apply to TRS case. TRS Control solicits TB PPDU from a single STA while a Trigger frame can allocate the same RU to more than one STA to perform a UL MU-MIMO operation amongst the STAs that share the RU.			EDITOR			Abhi 19/510r3 MU Operation									N									2019/5/29 21:56			EDITOR


			21114			Oghenekome Oteri			238			4			26.5.3.2.4			330			49			T			N			330.49			49			26.5.3.2.4						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0508r5			834			Sentence conflicts with example in Figure 26-5  on pg 345 line 9--"If a Trigger frame
contains User Info fields with AID12 subfield equal to 0 or greater than 2007, then they shall appear after
User Info fields with values of AID12 subfield greater than 0 and less than 2008 (if any present)". Figure 26.5 has AID 0 and 2045 before AID 3			Resolve conflict. One simple way is to delete this sentence.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 12:38:20Z) - Figure 26-5 is for illustration purpose only. The RUs shown in Figure 26-5 are in frequency domain not the order they appear in the Trigger frame. The intention is to show how the UORA countdown works. The physical location of a directed RU can occur before or after an RA-RU- i.e., the order in which User Info fields appear in a Trigger frame has no correlation with the RU location that each User Info indicates. Figure 26-3a is added to clarify this point.

Based on discussion during MAC ad-hoc 5/9/19, figure 26-5 is updated to remove any ambiguity by showing the RU allocation in frequency domain.

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/508r4 with the tag 21114			EDITOR			Abhi 19/508r4 UORA									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-23 21:13:42Z			4.2			2019/6/14 18:54			EDITOR


			21115			Oghenekome Oteri			238			4			27.3.10.7.2			526			28			E			N			526.28			28			27.3.10.7.2						V			Matt Fischer			19/0613r6			932			Define other values of SPATIAL REUSE field here or under the table. Difficult to find definitions in reference.			1) define the additional parameters (2) give a more precise reference (3) possibly define the paramters below the table i.e. Table 27-22. For example:"Set SR_RESTRICTED to limit the SR PPDU transmisison to the duration of the received PPDU. Set SR_DELAY to reset CCA at the end of the PPDU. See 26.10.2.2 and 26.10.2.3"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 04:11:26Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-19/0613r6 that are marked with CID 21115 which move all relevant descriptions to the MAC subclauses where they belong. The language is rewritten so that there is a more natural flow of the information as desired by the commenter.			EDITOR			Matt 19/0613r6 SRP									I			see #21115			5			2019/9/25 21:36			EDITOR


			21116			Oghenekome Oteri			238			4			27.3.10.7.2			529			42			E			N			529.42			42			27.3.10.7.2						V			Matt Fischer			19/0613r6			932			Define other values of SPATIAL REUSE field here or under the table. Difficult to find definitions in reference.			1) define the additional parameters (2) give a more precise reference (3) possibly define the paramters below the table i.e. Table 27-22. For example:"Set SR_RESTRICTED to limit the SR PPDU transmisison to the duration of the received PPDU. Set SR_DELAY to reset CCA at the end of the PPDU. See 26.10.2.2 and 26.10.2.3"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 04:11:52Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-19/0613r6 that are marked with CID 21116 which move all relevant descriptions to the MAC subclauses where they belong. The language is rewritten so that there is a more natural flow of the information as desired by the commenter.			EDITOR			Matt 19/0613r6 SRP									I			see #21115			5			2019/9/25 21:36			EDITOR


			21117			Oghenekome Oteri			238			4			27.3.10.7.2			533			12			E			N			533.12			12			27.3.10.7.2						V			Matt Fischer			19/0613r6			932			Define other values of SPATIAL REUSE field here or under the table. Difficult to find definitions in reference.  (All 4 entries)			1) define the additional parameters (2) give a more precise reference (3) possibly define the paramters below the table i.e. Table 27-22. For example:"Set SR_RESTRICTED to limit the SR PPDU transmisison to the duration of the received PPDU. Set SR_DELAY to reset CCA at the end of the PPDU. See 26.10.2.2 and 26.10.2.3"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 04:12:10Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-19/0613r6 that are marked with CID 21117 which move all relevant descriptions to the MAC subclauses where they belong. The language is rewritten so that there is a more natural flow of the information as desired by the commenter.			EDITOR			Matt 19/0613r6 SRP									I			see #21115			5			2019/9/25 21:36			EDITOR


			21118			Oghenekome Oteri			238			4			27.3.10.7.2			538			10			E			N			538.10			10			27.3.10.7.2						V			Matt Fischer			19/0613r6			932			Define other values inf SPATIAL REUSE field in Table 27-22			Definitions all over the place e.g. See 526 line 28 and See 26.10.2.2 and 26.10.2.3" pg 394 line 31 and line 25			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 04:12:22Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-19/0613r6 that are marked with CID 21118 which move all relevant descriptions to the MAC subclauses where they belong. The language is rewritten so that there is a more natural flow of the information as desired by the commenter.			EDITOR			Matt 19/0613r6 SRP									I			see #21115			5			2019/9/25 21:36			EDITOR


			21119			Oghenekome Oteri			238			4			27.3.10.10			561			56			E			N			561.56			56			27.3.10.10						A			Editor			1123r2			923			should be separate paragraph as it starts discussion on  a new topic "In an HE SU PPDU, HE ER SU PPDU and HE MU PPDU with a single RU (the RU
having an MU-MIMO allocation or an SU allocation),"			Start new paragraph			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 17:59:13Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 17:59:17Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21120			Oghenekome Oteri			238			4			27.3.10.10			561			54			E			N			561.54			54			27.3.10.10						J			Youhan Kim			19/1225r2			915			RHE-LTF is defined for both masked and single stream pilots. Howver, the sentence just speaks about the single stream pilots and not the masked case. "Single stream pilot in HE-LTF shall be used for SU, DL and
UL OFDMA, DL MU-MIMO and UL MU-MIMO transmission using HE UL MU-MIMO single stream
pilot HE-LTF mode.". It should speak on both or remove this sentence as it has been discussed earlier in pg 329 line 30 and pg 488 line 39			Define normative text for masked pilot after this sentence			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:39:55Z) - R_HE-LTF is defined only for single stream pilot case.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/1225r2									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21121			Oghenekome Oteri			238			4			27.3.11.16			601			61			E			N			601.61			61			27.3.11.16						V			Yan Zhang			19/1515r1			932			"The scrambling and encoding process of the bits in the Data field OFDM symbols before and after each midamble
are the same as the case where midamble is not present." Sentence is vague. i.e. it could mean that the encoding is done and then the mid-ambles are inserted (as shown on pg 602 line 7) or each section is independently encoded (which I do not think is the intention).			Modify sentence to say exaclty what it means i.e. the scambling and ecndoing process of the data packet is identical with and without mid-ambles and the mid-amble packets are inserted at the right points.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 01:00:23Z) - Change to as in the resolution of CID21121 in doc IEEE802.11-19/1515r1.			EDITOR			Yan 19/1515r1 PHY Math									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-25 22:25:32Z			5			2019/9/25 22:25			EDITOR


			21122			Pascal VIGER			238			4			3.2			39			2			E			N			39.02			2			3.2						J			Editor			1123r2			923			Term 'Trigger Frame' is used before being introduced or defined. (FYI it seems no definition is provided by the REV).			Add a definition for the Trigger Frame			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 13:49:07Z) - Frame types are defined in Clause 9			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N									2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21123			Pascal VIGER			238			4			9.2.4.5.6			71			62			T			N			71.62			62			9.2.4.5.6						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0303r4			838			The section has been modified and misses one case for HE STA: "The Queue Size subfield...indicates.. the amount of buffered traffic at the non-AP STA for transmission to the HE AP identified by the receiver address of the frame that contains this subfield." The case of HE STA transmitting to HE STA (direct traffic or P2P) is now missing.
For information, BSR already handles that :"Queue Size High subfield indicates the amount of buffered traffic...that is intended for the STA identified by the receive address of the frame
containing the BSR Control subfield".
So destination of legacy 'Queue Size' format report has to be amended.			Modify the sentence by replacing to the "HE AP" by "to the HE STA" (in that case, both non-AP and AP cases are supported).
Final sentence becomes: "...the amount of buffered traffic at the non-AP STA for transmission to the HE STA identified by the receiver address of the frame that contains this subfield."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:14:36Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution clarifies that the Queue Size subfield is used when sent by a non-AP HE STA to another HE STA. Also provided some more clarifications as to what STA sends these QoS Control fields by editorially reorganizing the sentence in question.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0303r4 under all headings that include CID 21123.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0303r2 under all headings that include CID 21123.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/303r4 QoS Control									I						4.2			2019/5/29 19:40			EDITOR


			21124			Pascal VIGER			238			4			9.3.1.8.7			96			18			E			N			96.18			18			9.3.1.8.7						V			Tomoko Adachi			19/1200r1			926			Error in the note: "An originator not supporting the UORA procedure and associated with an AP is ignores the 10 octets...". Remove the verb is.			as per comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 20:36:01Z) - See the instructions to the TGax editor in doc. 11-19/1200r1  under all headings that include CID 21124.			EDITOR			Tomo 19/1200r1 Block Ack									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21125			Pascal VIGER			238			4			10.3.1			231			24			T			N			231.24			24			10.3.1						J			Po-Kai Huang			19/0492r1			821			The use of RTS/CTS mechanism is explained, but there is no rule for MU RTS/CTS, which is also a protection mechanism.			please add a rule for this use.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:22:59Z) - The referred sentence is about dot11RTSThreshold, which is not used by MU-RTS. AP can decide whether it wants to use MU-RTS or not based on implementation specific consideration.			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/492 MU-RTS									N									2019/3/21 20:18			EDITOR


			21126			Pascal VIGER			238			4			10.30.2			266			8			E			N			266.08			8			10.30.2						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Change "to dp a...transmission" by "to do"			as per comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 21:09:58Z) - See #20629, which modifies the text and does away with "do"			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 21:10:25Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21127			Pascal VIGER			238			4			11.1.3.8			274			55			T			N			274.55			55			11.1.3.8						A			Abhishek Patil			19/0506r3			835			The sentence is unclear: "If any of the elements...are not present in a nontransmitted BSSID profile, the corresponding values are the element values of the transmitted BSSID...".			Propose to clarify the term 'corresponding values', such as:
" the values to use for the nontransmitted BSSID  are values of corresponding element of the transmitted BSSID"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 15:53:36Z)			EDITOR			Abhi 19/506r3 Multi-BSSID									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-24 18:37:33Z			4.2			2019/5/24 18:37			EDITOR


			21128			Pascal VIGER			238			4			26.2.7			304			52			T			N			304.52			52			26.2.7						J			Laurent Cariou			19/0413r4			852			When the MUEDCATimer[AC] reaches zero, the classical EDCA parameters are re-applied. Nevertheless, nothing is indicated for the backoff: the backoff needs to be redrawn as it may become completly out-of-range of the updated OCW range.			Please add a sentence that mandates to redraw the backoff value. Example:
"The backoff counter maintenance corresponding to the updated state variables shall be redrawn according to the rules in 10.22.2.2 (EDCA backoff procedure)."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 12:31:30Z) - we interpret that OCW range in this context refers to CW range. The MU EDCA parameter procedure has been designed so that it is orthogonal from backoff generation, basically it only focuses on updating the CWmin/max and AIFSN values. The out-of-range problem is just temporary and is solved after the next backoff re-draw.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/413r4 MU EDCA Parameters									N									2019/5/30 19:05			EDITOR


			21129			Pascal VIGER			238			4			26.5.5.2			344			1			T			N			344.01			1			26.5.5.2						J			Matt Fischer			19/0917r2			932			Why is there a difference between associated stations and unassociated stations, by setting a 'shall' or a 'may' ?
Note that a STA is still allowed not to contend if it does not have pending frames for the AP. So the difference is useless.			Remove the difference.
Either by removing the 'may' for unassociated STAs and set a 'shall'; or by using a common paragraph.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 04:15:34Z) - the distinction is necessary because an associated STA that does not use RA-RUs for associated STAs is making a choice to not use the slots when offered an opportunity and therefore, must make the accounting for the presence of those opportunities, whereas an unassociated STA might not have any interest in using the slots of some random BSS with which it has no current association, and therefore, it would be incorrect to allow the unassociated STA to decrement an RA backoff even though it had no interest in using the slots of various BSSs within earshot. One could craft language to describe the “desire” of an unassociated STA to communicate with a particular AP in order to determine eligble slots, but that type of anthropomorphic expression is considered unfashionable within the standard.			EDITOR			Matt 19/0917r2 UORA									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			21130			Pascal VIGER			238			4			26.5.5.5			347			9			T			N			347.09			9			26.5.5.5						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0508r5			834			Sentence of first paragraph begins with "An AP transmitting a Trigger frame" whereas second paragraph begins with "An HE STA with dot11OFDMARandomAccessOptionImplemented equal to true that intends to transmit
Trigger frames". Please align the wording.			Keep AP wording to avoid confusion.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 12:39:12Z) - Agree with the comment. The cited paragraph is updated to say ‘An HE AP’

TGax editor, please implement the changes as suggested by CID 21130			EDITOR			Abhi 19/508r4 UORA									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-24 16:09:20Z			4.2			2019/5/24 16:09			EDITOR


			21131			Pascal VIGER			238			4			26.5.5.5			347			15			T			N			347.15			15			26.5.5.5						J			Matt Fischer			19/0917r2			932			no less than 3 TUs and no greater than 5 TUs. What are these magics numbers ? Not providing any motivation makes thinking this is relying on implementation dependent issues.			Please provide an explanation note, or remove these magic numbers.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 04:15:46Z) - the numbers are intended to align with common industry accepted values for the timeout of an association request exchange that is perceived to ensure a latency that avoids excessive human anxiety during connection establishment and the cited values are only recommendations, exressed as such through the use of the verb “should”.			EDITOR			Matt 19/0917r2 UORA									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			21132			Pascal VIGER			238			4			26.5.5.5			347			21			T			N			347.21			21			26.5.5.5						J			Matt Fischer			19/0917r2			932			Why at least 2 RA-RUs for unassociated STAs, and not 3 RA-Rus, or 4 etc ? Remove this paragraph based on magic numbers.
Moreover, this newly introduced sentence conflicts with text of line 50 same page ("Trigger frames with at least one RA-RU for unassociated non-AP STAs").			Remove the text.
The number of RA-RUs shall be kept implementation dependent at AP.
AP must be able to select any convenient number of RA-RUs at the date of emission of the TF.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 04:16:22Z) - the text provides for a minimum which is above zero in order to ensure that at least some non-zero amount of RA-RU are available – the text cited as being contradictory is not actually contradictory, because each instance mentions a minimum of “at least” and it is possible that for a single TWT SP, there might be more than one Trigger that has RA-RU assignments, and only one of those triggers is required to include at least 2, and others may then include just one, and the cited text refers to behavior that is required for any Trigger that meets the at least one condition – i.e. there is not a blanket requirement that all triggers include at least 2, but a minimal requirement that at least one trigger includes at least 2 RA-RU			EDITOR			Matt 19/0917r2 UORA									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			21133			Pascal VIGER			238			4			26.5.5.5			347			30			T			N			347.30			30			26.5.5.5						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0508r5			834			Scheduling transmission of FILS Discovery frames are nothing to do with RA procedure. Either remove the text, or move it to a note in appropriated section for FILS Discovery procedure.			as per comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 12:40:19Z) - Updated the sentences to indicates that the recommendation applies to an AP that intends to allocate RA-RUs for unassociated STAs. Also, please see resolution to CID 21197

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/508r4 with the tag 21197			EDITOR			Abhi 19/508r4 UORA									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-23 21:59:39Z			4.2			2019/5/23 21:59			EDITOR


			21134			Pascal VIGER			238			4			26.5.6.1			348			6			G			N			348.06			6			26.5.6.1						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0414r3			866			Text tells that NDP feedback is more efficient than HE TB PPDU. This is judgment , not a specification. Remove the end of the sentence.			Remove the end of the sentence:  "in a more efficient manner than with an HE TB PPDU".			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 04:18:57Z) - agree with the comment. Apply the changes marked as CID21134 in 19/0414r3.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0414r3 NFRP									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:15			EDITOR


			21135			Pascal VIGER			238			4			26.5.6.2.1			349			4			G			N			349.04			4			26.5.6.2.1						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0414r3			866			HE TB feedback NDP is not defined in 27.3.4 (HE PPDU formats) but in 27.3.17 (HE TB feedback NDP).			as per comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 04:19:27Z) - agree with the comment. Apply the changes marked as 21135 in 19/0414r3.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0414r3 NFRP									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:15			EDITOR


			21136			Pascal VIGER			238			4			26.5.6.4			350			47			T			N			350.47			47			26.5.6.4						J			Laurent Cariou			19/0414r3			866			It would be nice to have an illustration of the NDP procedure (as is the case for UORA), in order to correctly understand the behavior. As example, it could clearly show the difference between stations that do not answer and those which do answer with a feedback_status = 0.			add an illustration by a figure and corresponding explanation text			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 04:20:16Z) - a figure is not needed for this.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0414r3 NFRP									N									2019/9/21 1:15			EDITOR


			21137			Pascal VIGER			238			4			26.6.4.4			355			47			T			N			355.47			47			26.6.4.4						V			Liwen Chu			19/1035r1			870			Section relates to "Ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU operation", but the first sentence refers to "A non-ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU" .
Isn't it a "ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU" ?			Please confirm and modify accordingly.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 11:31:32Z) - Change "non-ack-enabled" to "ack-enabled"			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1035r1									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:19			EDITOR


			21138			Pascal VIGER			238			4			26.15.2			418			45			E			N			418.45			45			26.15.2						V			Yongho Seok			19/0770r6			932			An HE STA may transmit an HE SU PPDU to a peer HE STA if the HE SU PPDU does not carry
a Control frame that is not solicited by other frame. The sentence does not appear to be understandable.			Please clarify (by avoiding double negation, or at least providing an example).			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 02:30:43Z) - “An HE STA may transmit an HE SU PPDU to a peer HE STA if the HE SU PPDU does not carry a Control frame that is not solicited by other frame.”

This is “may” statement. 
And, if-condition is not a requirement to send an HE SU PPDU.
The RTS frame that is not solicited by other frame can be sent in an HE SU PPDU when it is sent in STBC format.. 

So, the cited sentence is meaningless.

The suggestion is to removes the second sentence (i.e., An HE STA may transmit an HE SU PPDU to a peer HE STA if the HE SU PPDU does not carry a Control frame that is not solicited by other frame.) of the first paragraph of 26.15.2 (PPDU format selection).

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0964r3 under all headings that include CID 21523. 

(But, since the suggested change has been already applied to TGax Draft 4.3. TGax editor needs no change).			EDITOR			Yongho 19/0770r6 PPDU format									N									2019/9/23 23:14			EDITOR


			21139			Pascal VIGER			238			4			26.17.2.3.3			432			17			T			N			432.17			17			26.17.2.3.3						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0962r4			885			The two texts line 17 and line 40 seem confusing :
- "The non-AP STA shall not transmit a Probe Request frame with a broadcast address, the Address 3 field set to the wildcard BSSID, and the SSID set to the wildcard SSID."
- "The non-AP STA shall not transmit more than one Probe Request frame with the broadcast address and with the Address 3 field set to the wildcard BSSID..."			Please confirm the correctness of the two sentences. An explanation NOTE can also be useful.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:11:41Z) - The CRC confirms the correctness of the two sentences. The first sentence forbids the STA to send a broadcast Probe Request that has a wildcard BSSID and a wildcast SSID (i.e, a blind Probe Request that triggers all APs in the surrounding to response with a Probe Response). The second sentence prohibits the STA to send more than one broadcast Probe Request frame with a wildcard BSSID (i.e., the STA can probe up to one time any AP from a certain (non-wildcard SSID). Proposed resolution is to divide the last sentence into two sentences so that the cases are clearer.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0962r4 under all headings that include CID 21139.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0962r4 Non-AP STA Scanning									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:28			EDITOR


			21140			Pascal VIGER			238			4			26.17.2.3.3			432			42			T			N			432.42			42			26.17.2.3.3						A			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0962r4			885			Replace value '20 480 ╡s' by '20 TUs'			as per comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:11:58Z) - Note to TGax Editor: Already accounted for. Hence, no further changes are necessary.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0962r4 Non-AP STA Scanning									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:28			EDITOR


			21141			Pascal VIGER			238			4			26.17.2.3.3			432			46			T			N			432.46			46			26.17.2.3.3						A			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0962r4			885			Replace value '20 480 ╡s' by '20 TUs'			as per comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:12:25Z) - Note to TGax Editor: Already accounted for. Hence, no further changes are necessary.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0962r4 Non-AP STA Scanning									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:28			EDITOR


			21142			Pascal VIGER			238			4			9.3.1.22.9			116			9			T			N			116.09			9			9.3.1.22.9						J			Laurent Cariou			19/0414r3			866			Sentence "Multiplexing Flag subfield indicates the number of STAs that are multiplexed" is incorrect as this sentence lets us expect a number value. The Multiplexing Flag subfield is represented as a 1-bit flag, so can not indicate a number.			please correct accordingly:
- either: the sentence can be corrected as "Multiplexing Flag subfield indicates that the STAs are multiplexed on the same set of tones",
- or: the so-called flag should be larger than a bit.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 04:20:40Z) - the sentence is not incorrect as the field encodes a number of STAs that can be either 1 or 2, and the spec clearly defines how these field is encoded.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0414r3 NFRP									N									2019/9/21 1:15			EDITOR


			21143			Patrice Nezou			238			4			26.2.7			304			52			T			N			304.52			52			26.2.7						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0413r4			852			It is written: "When the MUEDCATimer[AC] of a non-AP HE STA reaches zero, then the STA may update CWmin[AC],CWmax[AC] and AIFSN[AC] ..."
When a STA enters in MU EDCA mode, it shall update its EDCA parameters based on the MU EDCA parameter set.  When it goes out from the MU EDCA mode, the STA only MAY update its EDCA parameters. If the AIFSN is set to 0 and the STA decides not to update its AIFSN, it creates a big inconsistency. In that case, the STA can not transmit data packets anymore.			Resolve this inconsistency. One solution is to replace "may" by "shall" when updating the EDCA parameters.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 14:07:20Z) - agree with the commenter that AIFSN value 0 is a special case. Propose to replace the may by a shall as proposed by the commenter as being the simplest solution. Apply the changes marked as CID21143 in doc 19/0413r4.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/413r4 MU EDCA Parameters									I						4.2			2019/5/30 20:49			EDITOR


			21144			Patrice Nezou			238			4			26.5.5.5			412			45			T			N			412.45			45			26.5.5.5						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0508r5			834			All recommandations listed from line 45 to 50 are only related to TWT usage. Please specify that the HE STA must set dot11TWTOptionImplemented to 1 to support these recommandations.			Replace  "An HE STA with dot11OFDMARandomAccessOptionImplemented equal to true" by "An HE STA with dot11OFDMARandomAccessOptionImplemented equal to true and with dot11TWTOptionImplemented equal to true"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 12:39:28Z) - The text in the cited paragraph is updated to say that the rules apply to an AP that supports both UORA and TWT operation.

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/508r4 with the tag 21144			EDITOR			Abhi 19/508r4 UORA									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-23 21:57:18Z			4.2			2019/5/23 21:57			EDITOR


			21145			Patrice Nezou			238			4			26.5.5.5			412			57			T			N			412.57			57			26.5.5.5						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0508r5			834			All recommandations listed from line 57 to 61 are only related to TWT usage. Please specify that the AP must set dot11TWTOptionImplemented to 1 to support these recommandations.			Replace  "An AP operating a BSS ..."  by "An AP with dot11TWTOptionImplemented equal to true operating a BSS ..."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 12:39:43Z) - The text in the cited paragraph is updated to say that the rules apply to an AP that supports both UORA and TWT operation.

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/508r4 with the tag 21145			EDITOR			Abhi 19/508r4 UORA									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-23 21:54:58Z			4.2			2019/5/23 21:54			EDITOR


			21146			Peter Ecclesine			238			4			27.1.1			441			56			T			Y			441.56			56			27.1.1						J			Sameer Vermani			19/0385r2			826			Given the 6 GHz band is full of non-20 MHz based devices, there should be 40+40 non-contiguous channel width operation and 20+20 non-contiguous channel width operation options to best fill the available spectrum in the sub-bands. 20+20 especially for 6425-6525 MHz and 40+40 in the other bands.			Provide non-contiguous channel width operation more suitable for 100 MHz and 250 MHz subbands than the existing 80+80 operation.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:06:20Z) - Some 40+40 and 20+20 operations are already allowed through channel puncturing modes for MU PPDUs. Adding further non-contiguous modes at this stage will impact detailed SIG field design and lead to inter-op issues with the devices already in the market. The commenter is encouraged to bring forward a solution which will not have such an impact.			EDITOR			Sameer 19/385 27.1.1									N			EDITOR: 2019-03-20 21:33:35Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/3/20 21:33			EDITOR


			21147			Po-Kai Huang			238			4			9.4.2.45			148			52			T			N			148.52			52			9.4.2.45						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0289r2			811			There is a conflict for the text in 11.1.3.8 and 9.4.2.45. Specifically, in 9.4.2.45, it specifies that the nontransmitted BSSID profile subelement always contiains Nontransmitted BSSID capability element, SSID element, and multiple BSSID-index element. However, in 11.1.3.8, (page 273 line 51), it specifies that "If there is a need to carry a nontransmitted BSSID profile across multiple Multiple BSSID elements in a frame, an EMA AP shall not split an element in the profile into multiple Multiple BSSID elements, and it shall place the next element in the profile as the first subelement of the immediately following Multiple BSSID element."			Believe that the text in 11.1.3.8 is the intention for the behaviors. Change the text in 9.4.2.45 "The Nontransmitted BSSID Profile subelement contains a list of elements for one or more APs or DMG
STAs that have nontransmitted BSSIDs, and is defined as follows:" to "A nontransmitted BSSID Profile carried in one or more theNontransmitted BSSID Profile subelements across one or more multiple BSSID elements in the same frame contains a list of elements for the AP or the DMG STA with the corresponding nontransmitted BSSID , and is defined as follows:"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:55:56Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0289r2 under all headings that include CID 21147			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/289 Multi-BSS Bug									I						4.1			2019/3/22 21:22			EDITOR


			21148			Po-Kai Huang			238			4			9.4.2.45			148			52			T			N			148.52			52			9.4.2.45						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0289r2			811			Do we have one Nontransmitted BSSID Profile subelement for different BSSs with different nontransmitted BSSIDs or do we have separate Nontransmitted BSSID Profile Subelement for different BSSs with different nontransmitted BSSIDs?			Believe that the intention is to have separate Nontransmitted BSSID Profile Subelement for different BSSs with different nontransmitted BSSIDs. If we mix all the Nontransmitted BSSID Profiles in one subelement, it may take a long time for the STA to parse and get the expected information.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:56:30Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0289r2 under all headings that include CID 21148			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/289 Multi-BSS Bug									I						4.1			2019/3/22 21:22			EDITOR


			21149			Po-Kai Huang			238			4			11.1.3.8			273			40			T			N			273.40			40			11.1.3.8						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0289r2			811			The following text "A nontransmitted BSSID profile represents information about a particular nontransmitted BSSID and
consists of a set of elements that are carried in the Nontransmitted BSSID Profile subelement of the Multiple BSSID element." is not correct. Specficially, it is possible that not all the elements can be put in one Nontransmitted BSSID Profile subelement due to the size limit of the multiple BSSID element.			Modify the text as follows: "A nontransmitted BSSID profile represents information about a particular nontransmitted BSSID and consists of a set of elements that are carried in one or more  Nontransmitted BSSID Profile subelements across one or more multiple BSSID elements in the same  frame."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:56:41Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0289r2 under all headings that include CID 21149.			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/289 Multi-BSS Bug									I						4.1			2019/3/22 21:22			EDITOR


			21150			Po-Kai Huang			238			4			11.1.3.8			273			42			T			N			273.42			42			11.1.3.8						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0289r2			811			For the texts from line 42 to line 48, it seems to be a repetiation of the texts in 9.4.2.45.			Add "as described in 9.4.2.45 Multiple BSSID element" at the end of the sentence.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:56:55Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0289r2 under all headings that include CID 21150			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/289 Multi-BSS Bug									I						4.1			2019/3/22 21:22			EDITOR


			21151			Po-Kai Huang			238			4			11.1.3.8			273			20			T			N			273.20			20			11.1.3.8						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0289r2			811			Although 2.4 GHz/5GHz AP may not use multiple BSSID concept due to no support from legacy STA. An HE AP that only wants to support HE STA may still use it. In this case, if the HE AP is not an EMA AP and advertising a partial list of nontransmitted BSSID profiles, then we still have the issue of non-AP STA not being able to discover all the BSSs in the multiple BSSID set through active scanning using the probe request/response procedure. Further, since the non-EMA AP  does not provide the period of advertising all the patterns, the unassociated STA does not know the number of active BSSs in the multiple BSSID set and how to discover all the BSSs in the multiple BSSID set through passive scanning.			Propose to simply say that "An AP with dot11MultiBSSIDImplemented set to true and advertising a partial list of nontransmitted BSSID profiles shall operate as an EMA AP.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:57:04Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0289r2 under all headings that include CID 21151			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/289 Multi-BSS Bug						Editor comment on the approved resolution: A shall requirement conditional on a desire ("wants to") is a may requirement. So "When an AP <under some condition> wants a non-AP STA to <be able to do something>, then the AP shall operate as an EMA AP " is the same as "An AP <under some condition> may operate as an EMA AP in order for a non-AP STA to <be able to do something>." without the anthropomorphic "desire".			I			EDITOR: 2019-03-22 20:32:47Z			4.1			2019/4/1 22:40			EDITOR


			21152			Po-Kai Huang			238			4			11.1.3.8			274			23			T			N			274.23			23			11.1.3.8						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0289r2			811			For a non-AP STA, it is desirable for the AP to have specific pattern of advertising BSS information in the Beacon frame most of the time except conditions that do not happen often like member change. As a result, the non-AP STA can quickly find out all the BSS parameters change without waiting for the DTIM Beacon.			Change "An EMA AP that includes a partial list of nontransmitted BSSID profiles in its Beacon frame, S1G Beacon
frame, or DMG Beacon frame, should advertise a particular nontransmitted BSSID profile in a repeating
pattern such that the profile is present in at least one Beacon in a sequence of beacons indicated by the
Profile Periodicity field of the Multiple BSSID Configuration element." to "An EMA AP that includes a partial list of nontransmitted BSSID profiles in its Beacon frame, S1G Beacon frame, or DMG Beacon frame, shall advertise a particular nontransmitted BSSID profile in a repeating pattern such that the profile is present in at least one Beacon in a sequence of beacons indicated by in the Profile Periodicity field of the Multiple BSSID Configuration element except when the member of BSSs in the multiple BSSID set changes."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:57:12Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0289r2 under all headings that include CID 21152			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/289 Multi-BSS Bug									I						4.1			2019/3/22 21:22			EDITOR


			21153			Po-Kai Huang			238			4			11.1.3.8			273			52			T			N			273.52			52			11.1.3.8						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0289r2			811			The need to carry a nontransmitted BSSID profile across multiple Multiple BSSID elements shall not be a unique feature for EMA AP. This is the general requirement when the length of a multiple BSSID element is not enough. Further, the specfiic rule when this happens requires revision to clarify.			Change "If there is a need to carry a nontransmitted BSSID profile across multiple Multiple BSSID elements in a frame, an EMA AP shall not split an element in the profile into multiple Multiple BSSID elements, and it shall place the next element in the profile as the first subelement of the immediately following Multiple BSSID element." to ". If there is a need to carry a nontransmitted BSSID profile across multiple Multiple BSSID elements in a frame, an AP shall not split an element in the profile into multiple Multiple BSSID elements, and it shall place the next element in the nontransmitted BSSID profile as the first element in the first nontransmitted BSSID profile subelement of the immediately following Multiple BSSID element." Add a Figure as an example to clarify the rule as well.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:57:23Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0289r2 under all headings that include CID 21153			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/289 Multi-BSS Bug									I						4.1			2019/3/22 21:22			EDITOR


			21154			Po-Kai Huang			238			4			11.1.3.8			273			52			T			N			273.52			52			11.1.3.8						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0289r2			811			Is the length of the Nontransmitted BSSID Profile subelement in the first Multiple BSSID element set based on all the elements that is split across several multiple BSSID element, or just the part that is in the current multiple BSSID element? Based on the text in 9.4.3, it should be the second case otherwise, the parsing will not work. Add a note to clarify this.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:57:33Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0289r2 under all headings that include CID 21154			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/289 Multi-BSS Bug									I						4.1			2019/3/22 21:22			EDITOR


			21155			Po-Kai Huang			238			4			11.1.3.8			273			48			T			N			273.48			48			11.1.3.8						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0289r2			811			The following sentence is not necessary since we already have a definition in page 273 line 39. "A nontransmitted BSSID profile consists of all elements carried in all such Multiple BSSID elements sharing the same BSSID index". Further, it is not clear what does Multiple BSSID element sharing the same BSSID index means. Note that a multiple BSSID-index element with a specific index only appears once in one or more multiple BSSID elements.			Remove the sentence in page 273 line 48. Revise the sentence in 273 line 39 "A nontransmitted BSSID profile represents information about a particular nontransmitted BSSID and consists of a set of elements that are carried in the Nontransmitted BSSID Profile subelement of the Multiple BSSID element." as "A nontransmitted BSSID profile represents information about a particular nontransmitted BSSID and consists of a set of elements that are carried in the Nontransmitted BSSID Profile subelement of one or more Multiple BSSID elements."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:57:41Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0289r2 under all headings that include CID 21155			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/289 Multi-BSS Bug									I						4.1			2019/3/22 21:22			EDITOR


			21156			Po-Kai Huang			238			4			9.4.2.73			150			42			T			N			150.42			42			9.4.2.73						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0289r2			811			It should be clarified that the definition of DTIM count and DTIM period is as defined in 9.4.2.5.1 General. As a result, DTIM period 0 is reserved as defined in 9.4.2.5.1.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:57:50Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0289r2 under all headings that include CID 21156			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/289 Multi-BSS Bug									I						4.1			2019/3/22 21:22			EDITOR


			21157			Po-Kai Huang			238			4			26.17.7			438			50			T			N			438.50			50			26.17.7						J			Editor						933			Due to the reason that multiple BSSID element is not mandatory support by the no-HE non-AP STA, Co-hosted BSSID set is introduced to enable Intra-BSS identification when virtual AP concept is still used.  However, the concept of one control like Trigger frame that can be sent to associated STAs of different VAP is not enabled under Co-hosted BSSID set. Given that Trigger frame is one of the core concept introduced in 11ax to improve efficiency, enabling similar concept in Co-hosted BSSID is beneficial for efficiency improvement.			Except the Max Co-Located
BSSID Indicator for intra-BSS identification, enable the concept of one control frame with a transmitted BSSID like MAC address that can be sent to STAs associated with BSSs in the same Co-hosted BSSID set. AP can indicate the n LSBs of the MAC address in HE operation element. The 48-n MSB of the MAC address can be the same as the BSSID of the AP that sends the HE operation elements. An HE extended MAC Capabiltieis element can be introduced to indicate the capability for the STA to receive this Trigger frame.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 04:28:30Z): Commenter has withdrawn the comment

Hi Robert, 

              I will withdraw the comment.

Best,
Po-Kai			EDITOR			Withdrawn									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21158			Po-Kai Huang			238			4			9.4.2.255			202			8			T			N			202.08			8			9.4.2.255						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Since HE Extended Capabiltiies element is used in 6 GHz, it maybe useful to change the name to "HE 6 GHz Extended Capabilities element". As a result, people do not view it as an element that can be used in 2.4 GHz or 5 GHz band			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 16:51:26Z) - Agree in principle. Change the name to "HE 6 GHz Band Capabilities". It is extended only in the sense that it adds to capabilities present in the HE Capabiltiies element, but that is true of the HE Capabilities element itself (extends VHT and HT).			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 16:53:22Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21159			Po-Kai Huang			238			4			26.17.2.2			430			63			T			N			430.63			63			26.17.2.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0301r1			813			The referecne for rate selection of HE Beacon is wrong. The correct reference should be "26.15.6 Additional rules for HE beacons in the 6 GHz band"			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:04:00Z) - Resolution fixes the reference.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0301r1 under all headings that include CID 21159.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/301 HE beacon in 6 GHz									I						4.1			2019/3/21 22:00			EDITOR


			21160			Po-Kai Huang			238			4			26.17.2.3.1			431			11			T			N			431.11			11			26.17.2.3.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0909r3			920			Does this sentence "In the 6 GHz band, a STA shall not transmit a Probe Request frame that includes more than one short SSID." mean that short SSID element can not have more than one short SSID in a probe request frame sent in 6 GHz?			Clarify that the operation here means the number of short SSIDs in a short SSID element. If having more than one short SSID element is allowed, then specify that there can be at most one short SSID element in a probe request frame sent in 6 GHz band.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 20:02:37Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. The Probe Request can include one Short SSID List element with no more than one Short SSID field. Resolution clarifies this and additionally clarifies that these Probe Requests are the ones that are sent to the broadcast destination address.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0909r3 under all headings that include CID 21160.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0909r3 6 GHz Scanning									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21161			Po-Kai Huang			238			4			26.17.2.4			433			35			T			N			433.35			35			26.17.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0417r8			877			For the sentence "no co-located AP operating in the 2.4 GHz or 5 GHz bands", do we mean "no co-located AP operating in the 2.4 GHz or 5 GHz bands with the same SSID as the AP operating in the 6 GHz  bnad"? Otherwise, this seems to duplicate advertisement based on the rule in paragraph 2.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:13:14Z) - the sentence is not clear. The meaning is that if there are no other co-located APs that already include the RNR for the 6 GHz AP, then the AP shall include an RNR in the beacon/probe. Modify the sentence to improve the readability. Apply the changes marked as CID21161 in do c0417r8.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0417r8 6 GHz out-of-band discovery									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			21162			Po-Kai Huang			238			4			26.17.2.4			433			21			T			N			433.21			21			26.17.2.4						J			Laurent Cariou			19/0417r8			877			The texts implies that there can be one or more co-located APs operating in the 6 GHz band with the same SSID (probably in different channels).  It seems that it is also possible to have one or more APs in 5 GHz band with the same SSID (probably in different channels as well). I guess for each 6 GHz AP with the SSID, only one of the APs with the same SSID in 5 GHz band needs to advertise it.			As in comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:13:34Z) - it is helpful to have the RNR in each of the co-located APs with the same SSID, so that if a STA sends a probe to any of these APs, it will receive the RNR for the co-located 6 GHz AP as well.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0417r8 6 GHz out-of-band discovery									N									2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			21163			Po-Kai Huang			238			4			26.15.6			424			47			T			N			424.47			47			26.15.6						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0288r2			808			The following sentences "The AP shall set all other TXVECTOR parameters to values that are mandatory in reception
for HE non-AP STAs." may need some clarification. Specifically, other parameters include format, which is already HE SU PPDU and not relevant. It will be better if we can clarify as many parameters as possible either through a description or a note to enhance the understanding.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:01:00Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. We clarify all the necessary settings for HE Beacon carried in HE SU PPDU and HE ER SU PPDU.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0288r2 under all headings that include CID 21163			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/0288 HE Beacon									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-25 18:04:24Z - for the ER beacon the definition and additional description need to be separated. Break into two sentences.			4.1			2019/3/25 18:05			EDITOR


			21164			Po-Kai Huang			238			4			11.1.3.8			274			7			T			N			274.07			7			11.1.3.8						J			Editor						933			The profile periodicity field in the the Multiple
BSSID Configuration element helps the non-AP STA to understand the minimum beacons to receive all the profiles. Since unsolicited probe response also has the same problem of spreading profiles across different unsolicited probe responses. It is also useful to have similar indications for the unsolicited probe response.			Have some indication in the Multiple
BSSID Configuration element to help the non-AP STA understand the minimum number of unsolicited probe responses needed for seeing all the profiles.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-12 12:35:24Z) - The commenter withdraws the comment.			EDITOR			Withdrawn									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21165			Po-Kai Huang			238			4			11.1.3.8			274			1			T			N			274.01			1			11.1.3.8						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0289r2			811			When an EMA AP advertises a partial list of profiles,  Multiple BSSID Configuration element shall be included to help the STA understand the situation. However, the text here is not clear that the Multiple BSSID Configuration element will be always included in a probe response frame.			Change the following:
              "An EMA AP, when advertising a partial list of BSSID profiles, shall include Multiple BSSID Configuration element (see 9.4.2.237 (Active BSSID Count Multiple BSSID Configuration element)) in its Beacon frame, S1G Beacon frame, DMG Beacon frame or Probe Response frame to indicate the configuration of the multiple BSSID set."

to
"An EMA AP, when advertising a partial list of BSSID profiles, shall include Multiple BSSID Configuration element (see 9.4.2.237 (Active BSSID Count Multiple BSSID Configuration element)) in its Beacon frame, S1G Beacon frame, or DMG Beacon frame to indicate the configuration of the multiple BSSID set.

An EMA AP, when advertising a partial list of BSSID profiles, shall include Multiple BSSID Configuration element (see 9.4.2.237 (Active BSSID Count Multiple BSSID Configuration element)) in its probe response frame to indicate the configuration of the multiple BSSID set."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:57:59Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0289r2 under all headings that include CID 21165			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/289 Multi-BSS Bug									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-22 21:21:24Z - Made it more concise: "An EMA AP advertising a partial list of BSSID profiles, shall include the Multiple BSSID Configuration element (see 9.4.2.237 (Active BSSID Count Multiple BSSID Configuration element)) in its Beacon frame, S1G Beacon frame, or DMG Beacon frame and shall include the Multiple BSSID Configuration element in any Probe Response frame it sends. This is done to indicate the configuration of the multiple BSSID set."			4.1			2019/3/22 21:22			EDITOR


			21166			Po-Kai Huang			238			4			11.1.3.8			274			14			T			N			274.14			14			11.1.3.8						J			Editor						933			Due to the increased amount of information to be carried in a probe response frames, a probe response frame may not be able to carry all the information requested by a probe request. The spec should allow AP to send a serious of probe responses for a probe request to carry all the information and minimize the need for request from the non-AP STA			A proposal will be submitted by the commenter.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-12 12:35:31Z) - The commenter withdraws the comment.			EDITOR			Withdrawn									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21167			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			General									E			N									General						A			Editor			1123r2			923			HE is commonly pronounced "eich E" hence it must be preceeded by "an", not "a"			Replace occurences of "a HE" with "an HE". Pg 351 line 17, pg 429 line 51, pg 739 ln 27.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-12 22:55:20Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-12 22:55:24Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21168			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			26.5.3.2.4			329			64			T			Y			329.64			64			26.5.3.2.4						J			Zhou Lan									Multi-SSID deployments are very common in both enterprise and home environments (eg with guest SSIDs). 6GHz is expected to widely utilize the multi-BSSID feature. Lack of device support for multi-BSSID triggers will significantly reduce 11ax's UL efficiency.			Make Rx Control Frame To MultiBSS mandatory for HE STAs in 6GHz.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 08:11:13Z) - Fails to identify changes in sufficient detail			EDITOR			Zhou unfinished									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21169			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			26.5.5.2			344			4			T			Y			344.04			4			26.5.5.2						J			Abhishek Patil			19/1218r0			895			When there is a low contention level for RA-RUs, mandating the AP to allocate separate RA-RUs for each BSSID is unacceptably inefficient. There needs to be a method to allocate one RU to be available for random access.			Indicate scheme to allow AP to allocate RA-RUs to all BSSIDs. Accordingly, revise pg326 ln25 and pg 332 ln 34.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:35:06Z) - I assume the commenter is referring to a multiple BSSID scenario. The proposed scheme would add necessary burden to implementation without much gain. 
1.	A non-AP would need to have two modes of operation – one for the regular UORA operation (as described in the current spec) which is applicable to single BSS case or the case when the STA monitors TF from its associated BSS in the multiple BSSID set and a special mode when the STA needs to monitor TFs from TxBSSID. 
2.	The scheme would also require defining new signaling mechanism to inform non-AP STAs when they should switch their mode of UORA operation (i.e., at what point should it start monitoring RA-RU from TF sent by TxBSSID)? 
3.	Further, the scheme would require updating the UORA parameter set values when the UORA operating mode is switched. The updated UORA parameter set would need to account for the increased number of contenders when operating in multi-BSS UORA mode while maintaining fairness to STAs associated with TxBSSID. This would be a difficult balance. 
4.	In addition, the current spec, allows an APs operating in multiple BSSID set to send a single DL MU PPDU addressed to different BSSIDs in the set carrying TFs with RA-RUs for STAs associated with their respective BSSIDs (please see note on P344L56 of D4.1.
Given these considerations, there is no need to define a new multi-BSS UORA procedure.			EDITOR			Abhi 19/1218r0 UORA Pt 2									N									2019/9/21 1:34			EDITOR


			21170			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			26.8.4.1			380			25			T			Y			380.25			25			26.8.4.1						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0652r2			848			When a broadcast TWT schedule needs to be suspended or resumed for every participating STA, the AP is required to send individual TWT Information frame addressed to each STA. This can be very inefficient when large number of STAs are involved. Spec should allow TWT Information frame to be broadcast when the schedule change affects all participants. DL MU is still very inefficient in a BSS with a large STA count (think 100 or more), therefore this note does not address the problem.			As in comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 13:30:22Z) - The problem with sending TWT information frames that are broadcast is that there is no guarantee that all the STAs receive the frame, as such those STAs that fail to receive the suspension command will continue to wake up and burn power. Please note that the AP can always send multiple DL MU PPDUs each of which has multiple RUs (up to 9 if 20 MHz, 18 if 40 MHz and so on), wherein each RU contains a TWT information frame for each STA.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/652r2 TWT Info frames									N									2019/5/30 16:54			EDITOR


			21171			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			9.3.1.8.7			97			10			G			Y			97.10			10			9.3.1.8.7						V			Tomoko Adachi			19/0816r2			854			We have effectively deprecated support for TID 8 to 15, although it is not actively stated.			I think we should have a more general statement, and consider if this applies only to HE STA, or more generally?			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 13:50:29Z) - See the instructions to the TGax editor in doc. 11-19/0816r2  under all headings that include CID 21171.
Note that in 10.24.1, there is the following statement: “HCCA is not used by DMG and HE STAs.” And the reuse of TIDs 8 to 15 only applies to Multi-STA BlockAck and the rules according to Multi-STA BlockAck is described under HE MAC specification in section 26, so Multi-STA BlockAck accompanied with the reuse of TIDs 8 to 15 is only for HE STAs.			EDITOR			Tomo 19/816r2 9.3.1.8									I						4.2			2019/5/30 21:27			EDITOR


			21172			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			9.4.1.7			123			26			T			Y			123.26			26			9.4.1.7						J			David Kloper						933			Draft 4.0 does not add any Reason Codes. An AP currently has the right to deny association to Clients or steer them to other BSSID / bands for unspecified reasons. In order to improve QoS, especially in the 6 GHz band, an AP may choose to expel Clients for excessive usage of OMI which is negatively impacting the BSS, and that exceeds some Policy for said usage within the cell. It would be better to be able to signal this, rather than using the Unspecified Reason code on Deauth/Disassociation, or the Unspecified Status code on (Re)association Responses.			1) Add Section 9.4.1.7, directing the insertion of a new Reason Code into table 9-51;
2) Add a new Status Code into table 9-52;
Rather than allocating a code for all subcases, a single general code might be added to both tables for OMI_EXCEEDS_POLICY with meaning of "The usage of OMI has been determined to exceeded system policy"			The commenter has withdrawn the comments.			EDITOR			Withdrawn									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21173			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			9.4.2.244			190			30			T			Y			190.30			30			9.4.2.244						J			Chitto Ghosh						932			EOCWmin/max are only 3 bits wide while other ECWmin/max are 4 bits wide. Since slotted aloha degrades with > 36.8% utilization, that limits the competing STA in a BSS(s) to 47.			Recommend changing the fields to be 4 bits wide.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 03:55:10Z) - Propsal was made in 19/1682r0. After debating the issues a strawpoll indicated a technical consensus of 75% would not be achieved in an equivalent motion.			EDITOR			No consensus									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			21174			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			10.3.2.13.3			235			36			T			Y			235.36			36			10.3.2.13.3						V			George Cherian			19/1306r1			900			The AP can also include multiple Multi-STA BlockAck frames in HE MU PPDU. This might be to cover Multi-TID, or some STA in a Broadcast RU and others in single User RU with more DL Data.			"may send either multiple BlockAck frames (or Ack frames, or a Multi-STA BlockAck frames) in an HE MU PPDU, or a Multi-STA BlockAck frame (see 26.4 (HE acknowledgment procedure))."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:58:55Z) - Agree in principle. Made the text more general

TGax editor shall incorporate changes in 11-19-1306-01-00ax			EDITOR			George 19/1306r1 Ack									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:36			EDITOR


			21175			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			10.3.2.13.3			235			42			T			Y			235.42			42			10.3.2.13.3						V			George Cherian			19/0756r1			851			There is no reason that the acknowledgment could not be sent with MU-MIMO, especially for a Cascaded frame exchange.			Remove OFDMA restriction from "or OFDMA MU PPDU"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 14:25:38Z) - Agree in principle. TGax editor shall incorporate changes in 11-19-0756-01-00ax			EDITOR			George 19/756r1 26.4 Ack procedure									I						4.2			2019/5/30 19:03			EDITOR


			21176			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			10.13.3			251			3			T			Y			251.03			3			10.13.3						J			David Kloper						933			The reference for HE rates is missing.			Add reference to 27.5.			REJECTED: A proposal was presneted in 19/463. After discussing the issues a strawpoll indicated that a technical consensus of 75% would not be achieved in an equivalent motion.			EDITOR			No consensus									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21177			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			10.13.3			251			9			T			N			251.09			9			10.13.3						J			David Kloper						933			The minimum spacing definition does not work when LDPC is used for rates resulting in less than 1 code word per symbol. Consider RU26 M11 GI=0.8us. This is 200 bits/symbol, so a maximum length codeword of 1620 data bits would be spread over 9 symbols, delivering 6 QoS Nulls in the last symbol. To force a single extra delimiter between them would require a spacing of 32us. For M1 even the max spacing of 128us can't force an extra delimiter. This is event more apparent for TVHT and S1G, with SU rates that are very small.			Since it is undesirable to have the SU MPDU Spacing for higher data rates or BCC set to 16, and likely too late to modify the Basic Trigger to increase the width of the MPDU MU Spacing Factor subfield, we should add a note in the hopes it can be resolved in EHT.			The commenter has withdrawn the comments.			EDITOR			Withdrawn									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21178			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			10.24.2.11			260			25			T			Y			260.25			25			10.24.2.11						J			David Kloper						933			This should not include HE when operated in the 6 GHz band, as all 802.11 receivers in 6GHz are HE STA.			Modify as "HE, except in 6 GHz band.			The commenter has withdrawn the comments.			EDITOR			Withdrawn									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21179			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			10.26.5			262			6			E			Y			262.06			6			10.26.5						V			George Cherian			19/1211r1			875			When changing the text from a single bit field to a BA Type, errors were inserted into this section. The 2 statements of the form "shall be set to 0 otherwise" now prohibits most of the types in Table 9-30.			Remove those restrictions.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 12:03:02Z) - Remove the phrase "and shall be set to 0 otherwise" from both lines 6 and line 8			EDITOR			George 19/1211r1 Ack									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-21 01:21:12Z			4.3			2019/9/21 1:21			EDITOR


			21180			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			10.30.4			267			41			T			Y			267.41			41			10.30.4						J			David Kloper						933			This list is inconsistent with the text			Add Multi-STA BAR and MU-BAR to the list			REJECTED: A proposal was presneted in 19/463. After discussing the issues a strawpoll indicated that a technical consensus of 75% would not be achieved in an equivalent motion.			EDITOR			No consensus									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21181			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			26.2.6.3			302			35			T			Y			302.35			35			26.2.6.3						J			Po-Kai Huang			19/0492r1			821			It is overly restrictive that the CTS in response to an MU-RTS can only be sent at 6 Mbps, requiring 6 Data symbols. In High Density deployments it is common practice to disable non-HT rates of 6/9/12/18 Mbps. Sending at 36 Mbps for example would saving 5 Data symbols (20us). Since there are sufficient bits in the UL MCS to select between the 8 non HT rates, we should drop such a restriction.			Drop the restriction here, and elsewhere, then add a table mapping from UL MCS to Rate. In light of current WFA certification, it is acceptable to make this optional for Clients, and to restrict the AP to only selecting rates > 6Mbps when all AID selected support the option so all generate the same PPDU.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:25:13Z) - During the early stage of MU-RTS discussion, the group agrees to use the most robust rate to make sure that the simultaneous CTS mechanism will work on the existing PHY design.			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/492 MU-RTS									N									2019/3/21 20:18			EDITOR


			21182			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			26.3.3.3			310			21			T			Y			310.21			21			26.3.3.3						J			Ming Gan			19/0785r1			863			The reference to 26.4 is incorrect, as this clause is referring to when an Ack frame is sent, while Multi-STA BlockACK is the next entry in the list of allowed responses.			Move the following into another response type: "and the rules defined in 26.4 (HE acknowledgment procedure)
for generating the Multi-STA BlockAck frame that contains the acknowledgment for the soliciting
S-MPDU carried in an HE TB PPDU, ack-enabled A-MPDU or ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:06:28Z) - The commenter misunderstood the Multi-STA BlockACK, it contains the function of an Ack frame.			EDITOR			Ming 19/785r1 Fragmentation									N									2019/6/6 14:56			EDITOR


			21183			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			26.3.3.3			310			40			T			Y			310.40			40			26.3.3.3						J			Ming Gan			19/0785r1			863			This starts as a list of possible response frames, but this is not specifying a possible frame type, and so should be moved out of the list. It is also technically ill-advised. This is asserting that defragmentation must be done prior to updating the BA scoreboard, but these are done at different layers, as per Figure 5-1. Updating the scoreboard is distinct from BA reordering. In many implementations the scoreboard is done in HW and BA reordering and defragmentation are done in Software.  It is also possible for fragments to be dropped prior to reassembly, either from a timeout or resource depletion, and this would now force the sending to keeping retransmitting a frame because the receiver had dropped a fragment.			Delete these 3 lines here, and corresponding text on Page 311 lines 49-51.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:06:37Z) - As per comment, defragmentation and the BA scoreboard are in different sub-layers, but it still allows to update scoreboard after defragmentation. Note that Level 2 and Level 3 require extra resource compared with level 1, including the above referred procedure.			EDITOR			Ming 19/785r1 Fragmentation									N									2019/6/6 14:56			EDITOR


			21184			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			26.3.3.4			311			54			T			Y			311.54			54			26.3.3.4						J			Ming Gan			19/0785r1			863			This note is incorrect. If you mix updating the scoreboard for some MPDU using different definitions of which bit position to select then 2 MPDU can map to the same bit position resulting in chaos.			Delete this note.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:06:46Z) - The note is just used to remind the reader that bitmap setting for the received MPDU that is not fragment following the existing procedure. 

The commenter failed to point out the case in which the scoreboard will be mixed updating.			EDITOR			Ming 19/785r1 Fragmentation									N									2019/6/6 14:56			EDITOR


			21185			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			26.4.1			313			3			E			N			313.03			3			26.4.1						J			George Cherian			19/1211r1			875			The list appears to be missing the All ACK case			Add it to the list			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 12:03:16Z) - The paragraph is about a Multi-STA BA that is sent as a response to frames requiring
acknowledgment but that do not belong to an established a block ack agreement			EDITOR			George 19/1211r1 Ack									N									2019/9/21 1:21			EDITOR


			21186			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			26.4.4.2			317			18			T			N			317.18			18			26.4.4.2						V			George Cherian			19/1306r1			900			There is one missing case for a PS-Poll			Add that to case (1) text.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:59:03Z) - Agree in principle. Made the requested change.

TGax editor shall incorporate changes in 11-19-1306-01-00ax			EDITOR			George 19/1306r1 Ack									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:36			EDITOR


			21187			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			26.4.4.4			318			50			T			Y			318.50			50			26.4.4.4						J			George Cherian			19/0756r1			851			A Management frame sent in an HE SU or HE ER PPDU does not require a Trigger to respond.			Modify as follows "Management frame in an HE MU PPDU that solicits an immediate acknowledgment"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 14:20:25Z) - This is a case where the response is sent in the HE TB PPDU. In this case, Trigger frame/TRS field is needed			EDITOR			George 19/756r1 26.4 Ack procedure									N									2019/5/30 18:38			EDITOR


			21188			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			26.5.1.2			322			59			T			Y			322.59			59			26.5.1.2						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0510r3			841			The same is true about different Users in the same RU.			Replace RUs with something more general, such as PSDU.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 17:40:28Z) - Agree with the commenter. In case of MU-MIMO, the same RU would be assigned to different users. The term RUs is replaced with PSDUs.

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/510r3 with the tag 21188			EDITOR			Abhi 19/510r3 MU Operation									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-29 21:06:11Z			4.2			2019/5/29 21:06			EDITOR


			21189			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			26.5.1.3			323			19			T			Y			323.19			19			26.5.1.3						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0510r3			841			Since the subfield name is "20 MHz In 40 MHz HE PPDU In 2.4 GHz Band", then this restriction should only apply in the 2.4 GHz band. If the restriction is intended to be independent of band, then the subfield name should be changed.			Modify as "An AP shall not transmit a 40 MHz HE MU PPDU in the 2.4 GHz band". Also modify on Page 325 Line 36.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 17:40:40Z) - The 1st paragraph in 26.5.1.3 is fixed as a resolution to CID 20389. The paragraph in 25.5.2.2.1 is no longer present in D4.1 It was resolved as a resolution to CIDs 20321 and 20322. The deletion of these paragraphs is incorrect as the comments were incorrect – as 26.5.1.3 specifies the actions for DL (transmission from AP) while 26.5.2.2.1 covers UL case (RU allocation by AP).

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/510r3 with the tag 21189 and AP


TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/510r1 with the tag 21189 and AP			EDITOR			Abhi 19/510r3 MU Operation									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-29 21:15:31Z - References unapproved resolutions to #20321 and #20322 that have since been updated.			4.2			2019/5/29 21:16			EDITOR


			21190			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			26.5.3.2.1			325			45			E			Y			325.45			45			26.5.3.2.1						A			Editor			1123r2			923			The logic is backwards			The 0 should be 1.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 20:30:07Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 20:30:11Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21191			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			26.5.3.2.3			328			21			T			Y			328.21			21			26.5.3.2.3						V			Tianyu Wu			19/0703r0			904			Table 27-16 (referred to here) states NDBPS is undefined for HE MU PPDU, making this equation invalid.			Add clarification text that NDBPS,u is used when the Trigger is carried in an HE MU PPDU.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:13:14Z) - Agree in principle. 

TGax Editor:  Please make changes to IEEE P802.11ax D4.1 according to the proposed text changes as resolution to CID 21191 in 11-19/0703r0			EDITOR			Tianyu 19/0703r0									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:36			EDITOR


			21192			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			26.5.3.2.3			328			28			E			Y			328.28			28			26.5.3.2.3						A			Editor			1123r2			923			2 definitions of MPAD when MinTrigProc is 8us.			The value of 4 is used for 16us			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 17:16:03Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 17:16:06Z - see #20173			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21193			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			26.5.3.2.3			328			37			E			N			328.37			37			26.5.3.2.3						A			Editor			1123r2			923			What is "tthe"?			Replace with "the"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 17:16:37Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 17:16:41Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21194			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			26.5.3.3.1			332			34			T			Y			332.34			34			26.5.3.3.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0510r3			841			As written this would require all UL OFDMA capable STA associated to the AP to respond, independent of if they have something to send for that Trigger Type or the OBO has counted down to 0.			Recommend adding text to state they must meet the conditions as outlined in 26.5.5.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 17:41:12Z) - Agree with the comment. The bullets on associated STA is updated to indicate that the non-AP STA must satisfy the conditions mentioned in clause 26.5.4. The remaining text in the bullets is reorganized to provide more clarity.

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/510r3 with the tag 21194			EDITOR			Abhi 19/510r3 MU Operation									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-29 21:51:47Z			4.2			2019/5/29 21:51			EDITOR


			21195			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			26.5.3.3.1			332			38			T			Y			332.38			38			26.5.3.3.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0510r3			841			As written this would require all UL OFDMA capable STA not associated to the AP to respond, independent of if the OBO has counted down to 0.			Recommend adding text to state they must meet the conditions as outlined in 26.5.5.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 17:41:25Z) - Agree with the comment. The bullets on unassociated STA is updated to indicate that the non-AP STA must satisfy the conditions mentioned in clause 26.5.4. The remaining text in the bullets is reorganized to provide more clarity.

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/510r3 with the tag 21195			EDITOR			Abhi 19/510r3 MU Operation									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-29 22:12:37Z			4.2			2019/5/29 22:12			EDITOR


			21196			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			26.5.5.2			344			14			T			Y			344.14			14			26.5.5.2						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0508r5			834			Pending frames is not a sufficiently precise criteria, which should be specific to the Trigger Type.			Update to list the criteria for each of the 3 allowed UORA Trigger Types:
   * Basic Triggers depend on pending frames available;
   * BSRP depends on a change of Queuesize as last reported;
   * BQRP pend on both frames available and presumably a non-zero bitmap;
There are other references to pending frames that should also be updated in 26.5.5.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 12:36:22Z) - The term ‘pending frame’ is intended to cover the different scenarios mentioned by the commenter. A non-AP STA would not be motivated to perform random access if it doesn’t have any frames to send to the AP, therefore the spec doesn’t need to get into the details for each scenario. In addition, the criteria for eligibility of an RA-RU and whether a STA decides to content for an eligible RU-RU are different. Therefore the sentence cited by the commenter is moved to the subclause on countdown and transmission.

Additional changes were made to the 2nd paragraph (based on discussion on 5/8/19 (ad-hoc)) to indicate that the STA randomly selects an RA-RU for transmission.

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/508r4 with the tag 21196			EDITOR			Abhi 19/508r4 UORA									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-23 20:09:48Z			4.2			2019/5/23 20:09			EDITOR


			21197			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			26.5.5.5			347			30			T			Y			347.30			30			26.5.5.5						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0508r5			834			Are we now asserting that all AP must support FILS discovery? Was this statement intended to apply to all AP or HE AP or HE AP that support FILS discovery, or HE that supports both FILS discovery and UORA for unassociated STA? The latter appears to be the context of this section.			Properly clarify which case we intended, and consider if this should state they send the FILS Discovery frame, or that the support FILS Discovery as described in 11.47.2.1			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 12:40:01Z) - An unassociated STA may not have any information on the AP’s BSS configuration (e.g., operating BW, location of RU or primary channel etc) when it receives a Trigger frame with RA-RUs for unassociated STAs. In such cases, the STA may not be able to accurately map the RU allocation or construct the TB PPDU. TGax had discussed this at great length – there were two options on the table – #1, a TF carrying RA-RUs for unassociated STAs should carry enough information (e.g., overload the Trigger Dependent User Info field to carry primary channel information) or #2, have the STA wait until it receives a Beacon frame from this AP. Both options had their pros and cons. TGax members debated the topic over a couple of IEEE meetings and as a compromise, decided to recommend that an AP transmit FILS Discovery frames at frequent intervals to help unassociated STAs gather the necessary information about the AP.
Updated the sentences to indicates that the recommendation applies to an AP that intends to allocate RA-RUs for unassociated STAs.

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/508r4 with the tag 21197			EDITOR			Abhi 19/508r4 UORA									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-23 21:59:50Z			4.2			2019/5/23 21:59			EDITOR


			21198			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			26.5.6.1			348			6			E			N			348.06			6			26.5.6.1						J			Editor			1123r2			923			Should this say collect feedback, or collect binary feedback? i.e., only single bit responses are possible, although you might say trinary as not responding is a possible third value in the RXVECTOR.			Consider updating the text.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 20:37:00Z) - Its actually 1.5 bits of information (Yes, No, No transmission). Anyway, feedback is adequate as a term in this context.			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 20:38:01Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21199			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			26.6.3			353			17			T			Y			353.17			17			26.6.3						A			Liwen Chu			19/1023r4			867			The < should be <=			Replace the comparison operator			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 11:21:48Z)			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1023r4									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:17			EDITOR


			21200			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			26.6.4.1			353			41			E			N			353.41			41			26.6.4.1						V			Liwen Chu			19/1417r1			932			This is a sentence fragment. Do we need an "and/or" between "one Management frame soliciting acknowledgment," and "one or more QoS Data frames"?			Correct the text			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 22:39:33Z) - Discussion: the description of ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU, non-ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU and ack-enabled single -TID A-MPDU are descriped per EoF MPDU, non-EoF MPDU.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-19/1417r1 under CID 21200.			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1417r1 26.6.3.1									I						5			2019/9/21 4:45			EDITOR


			21201			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			26.6.4.1			353			54			E			N			353.54			54			26.6.4.1			20194			A			Editor			1123r2			923			dot11AMPDUwithMultipleTIDOptionImplemented should have been dot11AckEnabledAMPDUOptionImplemented			Correct the text			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 20:04:12Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 20:04:19Z - see #20194			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21202			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			26.6.4.1			354			21			T			N			354.21			21			26.6.4.1						A			Liwen Chu			19/1023r4			867			When we say "transmitted by the non-AP STA or the AP within the obtained TXOP" vs is there some 3rd case that is neither a non-AP STA nor an AP?			Replace with  "transmitted by the STA within the obtained TXOP".			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 11:20:02Z)			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1023r4									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:17			EDITOR


			21203			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			26.6.4.1			354			53			T			Y			354.53			53			26.6.4.1						V			Liwen Chu			19/1023r6			932			I believe based on the paragraph before & after the Note, that the recommendation is incorrect. Provided the TID Aggregation Limit is not exceeded, it is preferable to include lower priority traffic then sending Zero Delimiters to pad the PSDU. The recommendation should be to allow lower priority, only when no others are available.			Replace the Note text with "While it is recommended that the non-AP STA aggregate QoS Data from an AC that has lower priority than the preferred AC, only when QoS Data from other AC have been exhausted, the STA is still permitted to aggregate QoS Data from an AC that has lower priority than the preferred AC when QoS Data from other AC are still available".			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-16 04:19:19Z) - Discussion: the group believe that a STA can transmit frames from any TID after receiving a Basic Trigger frame. This can simplify the STA’s design since within SIFS the STA needs to prepare the PHY parameter setting for the HE TB transmission, select the frames to be transmitted in HE TB PPDU etc. One clarification can be added in the paragraph before the note about the TID Aggregation Limit.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-19/1023r6 under CID 21203			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1023r6									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-23 17:59:17Z			5			2019/9/23 17:59			EDITOR


			21204			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			26.8.5			384			13			T			Y			384.13			13			26.8.5						A			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0315r1			815			A Multi-STA BlockACK can be sent to the broadcast address, and the More Data field would only be valid on individually addressed Control frames.			Replace "Multi-STA BlockAck" with "individually addressed Multi-STA BlockAck"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:12:43Z)			EDITOR			Alfred 19/315 TWT PS									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-21 21:41:28Z			4.1			2019/3/21 21:41			EDITOR


			21205			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			26.8.5			384			13			T			Y			384.13			13			26.8.5						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0315r1			815			This is just adding another case to the above list			Rewrite as "6) The reception of ..."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:12:56Z) - The comment is out of scope:  i.e., it is not on changed text, text affected by changed text or text that is the target of an existing valid unsatisfied comment.

Please note that this paragraph is explaining that More Data bit equal to 0 in these control response frames is classifiable as an early termination only if both STAS have indicated support of receiving this setting in the control response frames (via the capabilities bit mentioned in the paragraph itself). However, the normative behavior itself for the early termination of the TWT SP based on the reception of these frames can be found in bullet 4:
4) The reception of an individually addressed frame that is neither a QoS Data frame nor a QoS Null frame, sent by the TWT responding STA or TWT scheduling AP, that does not solicit an immediate response and with the More Data field equal to 0.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/315 TWT PS									N									2019/3/21 21:40			EDITOR


			21206			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			26.8.7.1			386			22			T			Y			386.22			22			26.8.7.1						J			David Kloper						933			There is insufficient rigor in the definitions in this section. Is all (or part) of any prior OMI disregarded? Are we to assume that non-20M operating STA must switch to 80M (and max Rx/Tx NSS) during each TWT? What if the operating BW of the BSS is 20 or 40 MHz? Can't an 160/80+80M Client associated to a 160/80+80M BSS remain at full BW?			A more general solution is to leave the OMI in affect during the TWT. Let the request provide set of channels Client supports, and response always include a single bit set. The actual frequency tuned would be the same as if that channel was now the P20 when operating at the current BW (per most recent OMI), which may or may not require retuning.			REJECTED: A proposal was presneted in 19/463. After discussing the issues a strawpoll indicated that a technical consensus of 75% would not be achieved in an equivalent motion.			EDITOR			No consensus									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21207			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			26.8.7.1			386			53			T			Y			386.53			53			26.8.7.1						V			Yongho Seok			19/0771r1			899			This feature has no value, unless the AP can place different Clients on different channels.			Reword as "The same subchannel is used for all trigger-enabled TWT SPs that overlap in time with the same non-AP STA"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:50:31Z) - Agree in principle. 

TGax editor makes changes as specified in 11-19/0771r1 for CID 21207.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/0771r1 HE SST									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:35			EDITOR


			21208			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			26.9.1			390			18			T			Y			390.18			18			26.9.1						J			Jarkko Kneckt			19/0696r11			889			This Note is encouraging bad behavior.			Since the next section indicates when the change should occur, and we have added a Channel Switch Timing Element, the preferred behavior is to take advantage of this. Let's specify when it happens in the next section, and require the OMI responder to not schedule traffic for the duration indicated in the Channel Switch Timing Element.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:11:31Z) - The OMI mode may change from lower BW to larger BW and the non-AP STA may have done the transition prior it transmits the OMI to the AP. In this case the proposed inactivity time in OMI transition blocks frames transmissions to the STA. The current wording allows the non-AP STA to control whether it is available to receive frames or not. The Note is not encouraging bad behaviour, it suggests transition to power save mode only if non-AP STA will not be available and if the frame loss is problem for the STA.			EDITOR			Jarkko 19/0696r11 OM Control									N									2019/9/21 1:30			EDITOR


			21209			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			26.12			412			17			T			N			412.17			17			26.12						V			Youhan Kim			19/0379r1			824			I believe the usage of "shall" may be too heavy handed. What about group addressed control frames? Does this apply to Trigger frames? What about Multi-STA BlockACK in a Broadcast RU of a Cascaded Frame Exchange. The AP should have the freedom to select a PE that is supported by all intended recipients.			Replace with "A STA transmitting an HE PPDU that carries a group addressed MPDU shall set the value of the TXVECTOR
parameter NOMINAL_PACKET_PADDING to 16 ╬╝s." with "A STA transmitting an HE PPDU that carries a group addressed MPDU shall set the value of the TXVECTOR
parameter NOMINAL_PACKET_PADDING to a value supported by all intended recipients of the RU containing the MPDU. A STA transmitting an HE PPDU that carries a group addressed MPDU may set the value of the TXVECTOR
parameter NOMINAL_PACKET_PADDING to 16 ╬╝s."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 17:56:58Z) - Agree with the commenter that NOMINAL_PACKET_PADDING does not have to be 16 usec for multicast packets.  However, broadcast packets must use NOMINAL_PACKET_PADDING of 16 usec.

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-19/0379r1 for CID 21209.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/379 Part 1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-20 23:06:49Z - There seems to be confusion here between group addressed (a type of MAC address) and broadcast/multicast (types of group addressing). So I will change this to read: "A STA transmitting an HE PPDU that carries a broadcast MPDU shall set the value of the TXVECTOR parameter NOMINAL_PACKET_PADDING to 16 µs. A STA transmitting an HE PPDU that carries a multicast MPDU shall not set the value of the TXVECTOR parameter NOMINAL_PACKET_PADDING to a value which is less than that required for any of the recipients in the multicast group."			4.1			2019/3/20 23:13			EDITOR


			21210			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			26.14.4			418			4			T			N			418.04			4			26.14.4						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0325r1			818			The Trigger frame is an MPDU, while single spatial stream refers to an attribute of the PPDU, so saying frame X is frame Y is incorrect. The Client needs to be able to demodulate the Trigger, but not the full PPDU, and so it could be carried in a single spatial stream RU of a HE MU PPDU that had more than one spatial streams in other RU.			Replace text with "The starting Trigger frame is carried in either a single-spatial stream PPDU or a single-spatial stream RU of an HE MU PPDU"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:20:34Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. We revise with “The starting Trigger frame is transmitted with single spatial stream.”

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0325r1 under all headings that include CID 21210			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/0325 SMPS									I						4.1			2019/3/21 20:50			EDITOR


			21211			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			26.14.4			418			11			T			N			418.11			11			26.14.4						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/1167r4			932			This does not cover the UORA use case, where a BSRP/BQRP is allocated for AID12 = 0, and the Client's OBO counts down to 0.			Update the text to support this use case			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 10:26:53Z) - We clarify that SM power save is about changing the receiving chain rather than transmitting chain. For AP that has specific DL data, AP can use the mechanism in the spec to change the receiving chain of the STA with DL data. For UL data, STA can already transmit with its full capability without SM power save involved. If we need to use random access to signal downlink traffic, then further design is required. 

For now, we add a note to clarify that the only consideration here is that for a STA that has not chaning receiving chain, the UORA Trigger transmitting with more than one spatial stream can not be processed by the STA. 

We also expand the condition that a STA can exist SM power save based on the new HE UL/DL transmission situation. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1167r4 under all headings that include CID 21211			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/1167r4 SMPS									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-27 20:26:42Z			5			2019/9/27 20:26			EDITOR


			21212			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			26.17.2.2			430			64			E			N			430.64			64			26.17.2.2						V			Editor			1123r2			923			The reference to 27.15.4b does not exist			Update the reference			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-04-10 22:21:47Z) - Change reference to 26.15.6			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 23:18:26Z - see #20076			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21213			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			26.17.3.1			434			59			E			N			434.59			59			26.17.3.1						A			Editor			1123r2			923			"in the set shall not be greater one beacon interval of the BSS with largest beacon interval in the set" should be "in the set shall not be greater than one beacon interval of from the BSS with largest beacon interval in the set"			Correct the text			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 23:25:57Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 23:26:01Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21214			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.2.6			485			41			T			Y			485.41			41			27.3.2.6						V			Youhan Kim			19/0831r1			859			"or no pilots" could be interpretted as there being no energy at the pilot tone locations, which is not the case.			Introduce a third term such as "HE full-stream pilot unmasked HE-LTF mode". Create a clause 3 definition for it, and use it at P485L41, P38L39, P38L60,  L465L33, P485L41, P485L46, P572L12, P572L26, and P576L49.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:43:10Z) - Proposed text update in 11-19/0831 defines a new term named “HE no pilot HE-LTF mode”, and makes changes in the locations identified by the commenter.
Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text updates for CID 21214 in 11-19/0831r1.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/831r1 Part 2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-04 20:13:20Z			4.2			2019/6/4 20:13			EDITOR


			21215			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.10			561			51			T			Y			561.51			51			27.3.10.10						V			Youhan Kim			19/1225r2			915			From (27-55) "The pilot subcarriers of each HE-LTF symbol are multiplied by the entries of a matrix R HE-LTF defined below." is not true if HE single stream pilot HE LTF mode is not in force			Insert corrections for 1x HELTF and HE masked HE-LTF sequence modes.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:39:23Z) - Agree with the commenter that the R_HE-LTF matrix is used only for single stream pilot.  Proposed text update in 11-19/1225 clarifies this.

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the text updates for CID 21215 and 21216 in 11-19/1225r2.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/1225r2									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21216			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.10			561			53			T			Y			561.53			53			27.3.10.10						V			Youhan Kim			19/1225r2			915			"The multiplication of the pilot subcarriers in the HE-LTF symbol by the R HE-LTF matrix instead of the P HE-LTF matrix allows receivers to track phase and frequency offset during MIMO channel estimation using the HE-LTF" is not true for 1x HELTF and HE masked HE-LTF sequence modes			1) Limit this to RUs other than UL-MU-MIMO.  2) For RUs with UL-MU-MIMO, describe how to ameliorate phase and freq offset during MIMO channel estimation for each of 1x HELTF and HE masked HE-LTF sequence modes.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:39:31Z) - Proposed text update in 11-19/1225 clarifies that the phase and/or frequency offset tracking during HE-LTF described in the sentence is for the case of using the single stream pilot.  Ultimately, what receivers to using HE-LTF is up to receiver implementation, and there is no need in the standard to list out all possibilities, such as how to ameliorate phase and freq offset during MIMO channel estimation for each of 1x HELTF and HE masked HE-LTF sequence modes.

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the text updates for CID 21215 and 21216 in 11-19/1225r2.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/1225r2									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21217			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.12			602			60			T			Y			602.60			60			27.3.12						V			Youhan Kim			19/0379r1			824			For HE-TB, "the spectrum used by the Data field" is ambiguous for RUs <RU242. Is the Data field spectrum a) the same as the RU allocation (i.e. 2/4/8/20/40 .. MHz wide) or b) the PPDU mask, which is 20/20/20/20/40/ ... MHz wide? Obviously there are spectral requirements on the PPDU mask rather than the RU, and the EVM test validates energy at the subcarrier speacing after the GI is removed, but does not constrain the spectrum when the GI is present. Therefore an entirely defensible interpretation of this language is option b), yet that probably/hopefully is not the intent.			Insert some simple example language such as "(e.g. the approximately 2 MHz occupied by data and pilot tones for an RU26)"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 17:59:57Z) - Agree with the commenter that it would be helpful to provide additional clarity.

Instruction to Editor:  Add the following text at the end of P602L60.
“In case of OFDMA HE PPDUs, the spectrum used by the Data field for the purpose of PE is commensurate with the location(s) and size(s) of the occupied RU(s), not the PPDU bandwidth.  For example, the Data field an OFDMA HE PPDU using a single 26-tones RU would have a spectrum which is approximately 2 MHz wide.”			EDITOR			Youhan 19/379 Part 1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-21 14:54:05Z			4.1			2019/3/21 14:54			EDITOR


			21218			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.11.5.3			583			51			T			Y			583.51			51			27.3.11.5.3						J			Yan Zhang			19/0793r1			855			The design of the PE/Post-FEC padding/LDPC puncturing rules is burdensome for high user counts, and should be revisited in this (or at least a future) amendment. The current design causes all users LDPC codewords to terminate in the final OFDM symbol. Then, even if the data rate of each user is tiny, a receiver of many users' HE_TB PPDUs  needs to decode an as many LDPC codewords as there are users, all within PE+SIFS.			Allow the Trigger frame (or a future Trigger frame) to command some STAs to send more than mSTBC OFDM symbols worth of Post-FEC padding bits.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:21:11Z) - This should not be a concern since AP dictates the number of UL STAs and PE Duration of the soclicited HE TB PPDU based on its capabilities.			EDITOR			Yan 19/793r1 PHY Math									N									2019/5/31 20:17			EDITOR


			21219			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.1			542			34			T			Y			542.34			34			27.3.10.8.1						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			Uses non-standard term "data portion" when a standard term is available.			Replace by "HE modulated portion". See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:28:56Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21220			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.1			542			65			T			Y			542.65			65			27.3.10.8.1						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			Uses non-standard term "data portion" when a standard term is available.			Replace by "HE modulated portion". See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:29:08Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21221			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.2			542			41			T			Y			542.41			41			27.3.10.8.2						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			Improper initial focus on modulation: "The HE-SIG-B field is separately encoded on each 20 MHz band."			Need to start with content: i.e. start by describing existence and number of content channels. Delete language around "separate encoding on each 20 MHz band" which belongs in the final modulation sub-section, and instead lead with content channel(s). See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:29:15Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21222			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.2			542			44			T			Y			542.44			44			27.3.10.8.2						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			"if present" begs the question "under which circumstances" and should be answered ASAP. Also, we should be up front that this section actually describes two distinct formats.			Move the paragraph with the answer forward to immediately after the question is raised. See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:29:24Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21223			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.2			542			61			T			Y			542.61			61			27.3.10.8.2						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			Improper initial focus on modulation: "in each 20 MHz."			Need to start with content: i.e. start by describing existence and number of content channels. Delete language around "in each 20 MHz band" which belongs in the final modulation sub-section, and instead lead with content channel(s). See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:29:40Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21224			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.2			543			6			T			Y			543.06			6			27.3.10.8.2						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			The final User block field may have 1 or 2 User fields but the language does not acknowledge this case: "Each User Block field is made up of two User fields".			Insert "non-final" modifier. Use "final" instead of "last" for symmetry ("non-last" is very unusual English). Replace "last" by "final" in connection with User Block fields in multiple places for consistent language. See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:30:01Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21225			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.2			543			10			T			Y			543.10			10			27.3.10.8.2						J			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			Reference to "User field" skips two important layers and is an unduly narrow.			List all the fields described in the referenced section and which are alluded to in this introductory para: i.e. User Block field and User field. See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:30:22Z) - A change would be required but is superseded by changes in 18/1774r18 under CID 21247 (no cross-reference is now needed).			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									N			EDITOR: 2019-06-04 17:57:24Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21226			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.2			543			27			T			Y			543.27			27			27.3.10.8.2						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			The encoding and modulation of the field is described before the definition of contents to be encoded is complete.			Move the description of the encoding and modulation of the field to the end of the section, when the definition of contents to be encoded is complete. See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:30:45Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21227			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.4			549			4			T			Y			549.04			4			27.3.10.8.4						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			Opening sentence is not a good overview of the field (e.g. no mention of Center 26-tone RU). The first two sentences do not add anything beyond what is expressed in the following table. They are redundant.			Delete redundant sentences. See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:30:59Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21228			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.4			549			16			T			Y			549.16			16			27.3.10.8.4						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			Great confusion is created by saying "RU Allocation [subfield] ... N x 8". The implication is that an RU Allocation subfield is 8N bits long.			Describe the first subfield as N x RU Allocation, so it is clear that the RU Allocation is 8 bits long. Re-emphasize this starting the description with "Consists of N x RU Allocation subfields ... Each 8-bit RU Allocation subfield ...". See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:31:06Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21229			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.4			549			16			T			Y			549.16			16			27.3.10.8.4						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			Description of the RU Allocation field seeks to be high level but oversimplifies the definition of the field to the point of error. The idea that later paragraphs clarify the meaning of the field, but these later paragraphs have issues too. 1) "in the frequency domain" but one RU Allocation subfield on one CC only indicates a portion of the frequency domain. 2) "It also indicates the number of users in each RU"  is misleading since that is not the most direct purpose given load balancing; rather the more direct purpose is to indicate the number of User fields in this CC arising from this RU and RU Allocation subfield. 3) "It also indicates the number of users in each RU" is not true for RUs of size 484 or larger since the RU Allocation field from both CCs is needed for that.  4) "It also indicates the number of users in each RU"  is not true for the second RU Allocation subfield in a CC that describes an RU of size 996, since this must always report 0 users (the first RU Allocation subfield in a CC that describes an RU of size 996 defines the number of users - together with the RU allocation subfields in the other CC). 5)  "For RUs of size greater than or equal to 106-tones that support MU-MIMO, it indicates the number of users multiplexed using MU-MIMO" is not true as described for 3) and 4).			Instead, define the field completely and accurately the first time. 1) Limit the scope of this definition to one CC and approx. 20 MHz. 2) Lead with how it reports the number of User fields. 3) Recognizing that there are exceptions for RUs of size 484 or larger and especially for RUs of size 996. 4) Report accurately how the number of users in an RU may be determined, although this is secondary information (not a required part of the definition of the field) so place that at the end of the table. i.e. "Each 8-bit RU Allocation subfield in an HE-SIG-B content channel indicates, for RUs whose subcarrier indices comply with the indicated conditions in Table xxxa, the RU assignment to be used over approximately 20 MHz of the HE modulated portion of the PPDU. For the first RU Allocation subfield in an HE-SIG-B content channel that refers to an RU (see NOTE 2), the RU Allocation subfield indicates the number of users whose User fields are listed in the same HE-SIG-B content channel. This number is labelled Nuser(r,cc) for the r-th RU and cc-th HE-SIG-B Content Channel (see foot of table). For the non-first RU Allocation subfield in an HE-SIG-B content channel that refers to an RU (see NOTE 2), the RU Allocation subfield indicates zero additional users whose User fields are listed in the same HE-SIG-B content channel." Also, extra content is added at the end of the table. See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:31:14Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21230			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.4			549			54			T			Y			549.54			54			27.3.10.8.4						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			This paragraph attempts to  define the RU Allocation field but suffers as follows: 1) The definition is limited to a "20 MHz PPDU", which is insufficient for 40/80/160 MHz PPDUs, and there is nothing later that fills in the gap. Later comments assume this is trying to address 20/40/80/160 MHz but we will see that it falls short there too. 2)  "in the frequency domain" but, if this is seeking to define 40/80/160 MHz PPDUs, one RU Allocation subfield on one CC only indicates a portion of the frequency domain. 3) At P549L58 and P549L61, the colon mid-bullet reads awkwardly and (frankly) like a copy/paste error. 4) If this is seeking to define 40/80/160 MHz PPDUs, "The number of User fields in a 20 MHz BW within the HE-SIG-B content channel" does not cover the case of RUs of size 484 or wider (see 3) and 4) in the prior row). 5) "for RUs with 106 or more subcarriers that support MU-MIMO, it indicates one user if MU-MIMO is not used and the number of users multiplexed using MU-MIMO" seems to be missing an "otherwise". 6) If this is seeking to define 40/80/160 MHz PPDUs, "for RUs with 106 or more subcarriers that support MU-MIMO, it indicates one user if MU-MIMO is not used and the number of users multiplexed using MU-MIMO" does not cover the case of RUs of size 484 or wider (see 3) and 4) in the prior row).			Delete para and move the definition to an updated Table 27-24 (Common field). See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:31:32Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21231			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.3			545			22			T			Y			545.22			22			27.3.10.8.3						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			Paragraphs 2,4,5,9,10,14 in 27.3.10.8.3 spanning P545L22-P548L13. 1) The contents of the RU Allocation field should be defined in one place, not spread over several sections. 2) Long paragraphs with numbers are better presented via a table.			Convert the RU Allocation-related portion of 27.3.10.8.3 to a table and move to where the RU Allocation field is defined. See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:31:40Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21232			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.3			545			23			T			Y			545.23			23			27.3.10.8.3						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			The definition of RU Allocation field in a 40 MHz PPDU does not consider overlapped RUs.			Add definition (same as 80 or 160 MHz). See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:31:46Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21233			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.3			545			6			T			Y			545.06			6			27.3.10.8.3						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			1) The contents of the RU Allocation field should be defined in one place, not spread over several sections. 2) It is confusing when a spec says the same thing in different ways: does it mean something different this time?			Either remove duplication or move to where the RU Allocation field is defined and highlight the restatement. Here the spec reports a special case which is probably worth highlighting, so do the move but also add cross references to where this special case is already spelt out. See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:31:52Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21234			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.4			550			1			T			Y			550.01			1			27.3.10.8.4						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			The RU Allocation field is primarily reporting number of User fields in this CC. Determining the number of users per RU needs RU Allocation subfields from both CCs for RUs of size 484 or greater. But the language only talks about number of users.			Replace "number of users" by "number of User fields per RU in the same HE-SIG-B content channel". See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:31:58Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21235			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.4			550			9			T			Y			550.09			9			27.3.10.8.4						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			Spec introduces an unnecessary term "8 bit indices", which is just a value or range of values of the RU Allocation field.			Replace by "One or a range of entries of the RU Allocation subfield". See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:32:06Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21236			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.4			552			1			T			Y			552.01			1			27.3.10.8.4						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			Spec introduces an unnecessary term "8 bit indices", which is just a value or range of values of the RU Allocation field.			Replace by "RU Allocation subfield values". See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:32:11Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21237			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.4			551			19			T			Y			551.19			19			27.3.10.8.4						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			"with zero User fields in this RU Allocation field" does not make sense since the RU Allocation field never carries User fields.			Instead the intent is "zero User fields in the same CC as this RU Allocation subfield". See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:32:21Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21238			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.4			551			22			T			Y			551.22			22			27.3.10.8.4						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			"with zero User fields in this RU Allocation field" does not make sense since the RU Allocation field never carries User fields. Also RU996 is a little complicated since it is referenced by two RU Allocation subfields, and the first RU Allocation subfield lists the number of User fields in this CC, but the second RU Allocation subfield always reports 0 User fields.			Instead the intent is "zero (or zero additional) User fields in the same CC as this RU Allocation subfield". See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:32:29Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21239			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.3			545			17			T			Y			545.17			17			27.3.10.8.3						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			P545L17-24 (para 2 in 27.3.10.8.3). An RU of size 484 in a 40 MHz PPDU will be described by two RU Allocation subfields, one in each CC. We need to be explicit that these refer to the same RU, but there is no language to that effect, although there is language for 80 and 160 MHz.			Add language, i.e. "If a single RU in a 40 MHz PPDU overlaps with more than one of the tone ranges [-244:-3] or [3:244], the corresponding RU Allocation subfields in the respective content channels shall all refer to the same RU." See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:32:41Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21240			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.3			546			1			T			Y			546.01			1			27.3.10.8.3						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			Para at top of P546. The contents of the RU Allocation field should be defined in one place, not spread over several sections.			Move definitions related to RU Allocation field to the same section. See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:32:50Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21241			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.3			547			63			T			Y			547.63			63			27.3.10.8.3						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			Last para in P547. The contents of the RU Allocation field should be defined in one place, not spread over several sections.			Move definitions related to RU Allocation field to the same section. See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:32:57Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21242			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.3			546			1			T			Y			546.01			1			27.3.10.8.3						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			P546L1-3. Language at P547L63-65 uses a superior template "the corresponding RU Allocation *subfields* in the respective content channels shall *all* refer to the same RU.			Use the same template at P546L1-3 for consistency (pluralize subfield and insert "all"). See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:33:05Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21243			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.3			548			5			T			Y			548.05			5			27.3.10.8.3						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			P548L5-8. Spec language is opaque since: 1)  it uses different terms than P547L63-65 ("refer to the same RU" becomes "used to signal that 996 tones RU". 2) it is unclear what problem it is solving, and 3) if this language solves all variants of the problem.			Change the language to use "refer to the same RU". Introduce the issue (of two RU Allocation fields referring to the same RU) when the RU Allocation field is first introduced via a note, and identify that the issue is confined to RUs of size 996 tones only. See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:33:14Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21244			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.3			548			6			T			Y			548.06			6			27.3.10.8.3						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			Spec language uses the awkward phrase "996 tones RU".			Take advantage of the indefinite and definite articles provided by English. i.e. "an RU ... the RU" unambiguously refers to the same RU. See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:33:20Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21245			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.4			552			3			T			Y			552.03			3			27.3.10.8.4						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			"The RU assignment and the number of User fields per RU together indicate the number of User fields in the User Specific field of HE-SIG-B." is oversimplified since: 1) the context is a single RU Allocation field (and implicitly in a single CC), which lacks a) the other RU Allocation subfields and b) the Center 26-tone RU fields. 2) HESIGB might have two User Specified fields (one per CC), but this language implies that there is only one User Specific field. 3) Arguably the "RU assignment" does not affect the number of User fields, since the number of User fields equals the sum, over RUs, of the number of users per RU. Certainly it is true that whether individual RUs are narrower or wider - without changing the number of users per RU - has no direct impact.			Rewrite correct these details, i.e.: "The number of User fields per RU indicated by the RU Allocation subfields and the Center 26-tone RU subfield of a HE-SIG-B content channel indicate the number of User fields in the User Specific field of the HE-SIG-B content channel." See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:33:27Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21246			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.4			553			1			T			Y			553.01			1			27.3.10.8.4						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			P553L107. 1) Formatting does not clearly express the existence of multiple options. 2) The language is inconsistent: 2046 is called out explicitly, but not 0 for Center 26-tone RU.			Convert to a bulleted list, and insert "the value 0 for" before "the Center 26-tone RU". See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:33:34Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21247			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.5			553			10			T			Y			553.10			10			27.3.10.8.5						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			Entire section 27.3.10.8.5. The contents of the User Specific field should be defined before the description of its encoding and modulation.			Move definitions related to the User Specific field before the encoding and modulation section. See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:33:43Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21248			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.5			553			9			T			Y			553.09			9			27.3.10.8.5						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			"per user content" is used in one place only: this title.			Use a term used more broadly: i.e. "user specific" content. See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:33:46Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21249			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.5			553			21			T			Y			553.21			21			27.3.10.8.5						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			Great confusion is created by saying "User field  ... N x 21". The implication is that an User field is 21N bits long.			Describe the first subfield as N x User field, so it is clear that the User field is 21 bits long. See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:33:49Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21250			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.3			545			22			T			Y			545.22			22			27.3.10.8.3						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			Section 27.3.10.8.3, para 2,4,5,9,10,14. 1) The contents of the User Specific should be defined in one place, not spread over several sections. 2) Long paragraphs with numbers are better presented via a table. 3) The level of detail provided for the arrangement of User fields is spartan and much lower than found in the MAC sections.			Convert the User-specific-related portion of .3 to a table and move to where the User specific field is defined. Provide an introductory sentence. Also generalize the language to account for SIGB Compression equals 0 or 1. See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:33:58Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21251			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.5			553			41			T			Y			553.41			41			27.3.10.8.5						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			P553L41-43. The first two sentences are already well covered in section 27.3.10.8.2 and the figures therein.			Delete these two sentences. See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:34:02Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21252			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.5			553			43			T			Y			553.43			43			27.3.10.8.5						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			The third sentence "The RU Allocation field in the Common field and the position of the User field in the User Specific field together identify the RU used to transmit a STA's data." is incomplete/misleading since: 1) There is no RU Allocation field, only 1-4 RU Allocation *subfields*, and all are needed to identify the data of the last STA. 2) it does not consider the Center 26-tone RU field. 3) It does not consider SIGB Compression = 1. 4) This language does not attempt to specify the user position within an RU, yet that is vital too. Ultimately the user position within an RU is defined by the modulation equations especially the columns of "P" matrix.			Delete and replace by comprehensive language: "The ordering of User fields within the User Specific field is as follows: First the User fields shall be ordered according to row as defined in Table xxxb. Second, if the SIGB Compression field in the HE-SIG-A field of an HE MU PPDU is set to 0, then the User fields within each row shall be ordered by increasing frequency of RU (i.e. #1-#9 in Table 27-25. Third, and without regard to the value of SIGB Compression field, the ordering of users' User fields in the same RU shall follow the same user ordering as the index u in equations (27-37), (27-58) and (27-109)". Then it becomes fair to rewrite the sentence at issue: "NOTE: In this way, RU Allocation subfield(s) (if present), Center 26-tone RU field(s) (if present) and the position of a user's User field in the User Specific field of an HE-SIG-B content channel indicate the user's RU assignment and space time stream assignment.". See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:34:05Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21253			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.5			553			45			T			Y			553.45			45			27.3.10.8.5						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			"... STAs to decode their data is carried in only one User field" should refer to a single STA since STAs don't work cooperatively to interpret HESIGB.			Rewrite to use singular nouns. See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:34:23Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21254			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.3			546			6			T			Y			546.06			6			27.3.10.8.3						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			27.3.10.8.3, para 7, 12 (P546L6-10. 548L1-2). The contents of the User field should be defined in one place, not spread over several sections.			Move to where the User field is defined. See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:34:26Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21255			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.3			548			15			T			Y			548.15			15			27.3.10.8.3						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			27.3.10.8.3, para 15-16, P548L15-18, P548L25-28 excluding the "mapping" sentences. When the Bandwidth field equals 4-7, it indicates that preamble puncturing is present. So having this as an "AND" condition is misleading/confusing.			Convert the "preamble puncturing is present and" to "(i.e. preamble puncturing is present)". See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:34:36Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under CID 21264 which addresses the same issue.			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21256			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.3			548			2			T			Y			548.02			2			27.3.10.8.3						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			The "respective" in "80 MHz segments ... respective HE-SIG-B contents channels" is ill-defined since segments are 80 MHz wide and contiguous but content channels are 20 MHz wide and alternating. Which one actually matches up with which one?			List "lower and upper segments" and "first and second content channels" so that "respectively" becomes meaningful. See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:35:00Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21257			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.5			556			5			T			Y			556.05			5			27.3.10.8.5						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			"The User field positions are logically continuous with the first User field corresponding to the same RU in the second HE-SIG-B content channel following that of the last User field in the first HE-SIG-B content channel." is not expressed as clearly as can be. 1) This is a definition of User field positions, so "defin*" should be worked into the language. 2) "logically continuous" is clearer if the spec writes about the User fields in the same order that they are logically ordered. 3) When using "same", it is clearer if the thing it is the same as has already been mentioned.			Then reverse the first/last language; rewrite as "The User field positions within an RU are defined to be logically continuous: the last User field corresponding to an RU in the first HE-SIG-B content channel is immediately followed by the first User field in the second HE-SIG-B content channel that corresponds to the same RU." See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:35:20Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21258			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.5			556			1			T			Y			556.01			1			27.3.10.8.5						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			The previous usage of "dynamically split" is for SIGB Compression = 0. For SIGB Compression = 1, instead an "equitable split" is defined. However, this para applies to all values of SIGB Compression so "dynamic" is inappropriate.			Delete "dynamically" here. See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:35:31Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21259			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.5			556			7			T			Y			556.07			7			27.3.10.8.5						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			"The exact split of User fields between the two content channels is not specified." has two problems: 1) It is not true if SIGB Compression = 1, where an equitable split is defined, yet this language applies to all values of SIGB Compression. 2) For SIGB Compression = 0, this language duplicates other language "and the split is decided by the AP (on a per case basis)".			Delete "The exact split of User fields between the two content channels is not specified." See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:35:35Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21260			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.3			545			4			T			Y			545.04			4			27.3.10.8.3						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			1) This language asserts that a Common field is present even if SIGB Compression = 1. 2) The arrangement of Common field then User Specific field is well established in 27.3.10.8.2 and it is duplicative to repeat this info here. 3) The Common field (now) is well defined in the new 27.3.10.8.3 section, so does not need to be redefined here. 4) The template for 80 and 160 MHz is fine: for this (modulation) section, we only need to describe the arrangement of content channels in the frequency domain. (Which is trivial for a 20 MHz PPDU).			Delete language that does not refer to the figure. See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:35:44Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21261			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.3			545			9			T			Y			545.09			9			27.3.10.8.3						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			P545L9-15, P545L27-37. The figure caption describes a HE-SIG-B content channel but the figure mandates a Common field even if SIGB Compression = 1.			Fix this for both values of SIG Compression by inserting "if present" under Common field in the figure. See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:35:47Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21262			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.3			545			18			T			Y			545.18			18			27.3.10.8.3						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			Especially see P545L18, P545L48, P545L49, P547L33 and P547L48. 1) This language asserts that a Common field is present even if SIGB Compression = 1. 2) The arrangement of Common field then User Specific field is well established in 27.3.10.8.2 and it is duplicative to repeat this info here. 3) The Common field (now) is well defined in the new 27.3.10.8.3 section, so does not need to be redefined here. 4) In this section, which should only talbe about modulation, we only need to describe the arrangement of content channels in the frequency domain.			Delete language that does not refer to the figure or the mapping from CC1/2 to 20 MHz segments. See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:35:56Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21263			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.3			546			13			T			Y			546.13			13			27.3.10.8.3						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			P546L13-31 and P547L5-31. The figure and caption do not address the case of SIGB Compression = 1.			Fix this for both values of SIG Compression by inserting "if present" under Common field in the figure, and striking out "if the SIGB Compression field in the HE-SIG-A field of an HE MU PPDU is set to 0". See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:36:00Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21264			Pooya Monajemi			238			4			27.3.10.8.3			548			15			T			Y			548.15			15			27.3.10.8.3						V			Brian Hart			18/1774r18			857			27.3.10.8.3, para 15-16, P548L15-18, P548L25-28. When the Bandwidth field equals 4-7, it indicates that preamble puncturing is present. So having this as an "AND" condition is misleading/confusing.			Convert the "preamble puncturing is present and" to "(i.e. preamble puncturing is present)". See 18/1774r7 or higher.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:36:07Z) - See changes in 18/1774r18 under this CID			EDITOR			Brian 18/1774r18 HE-SIG-B									I						4.2			2019/6/4 17:57			EDITOR


			21265			Pooya Monajemi			238			4												G			N															J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0561r2			918			TWT is valuable for achieving client power savings and BSS QoS			Mandatory support for TWT by non-AP STAs in 6 GHz			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:52:36Z) - This is already achievable with the existing functionalities. The AP can reject the association of STAs that do not support TWT and can set the TWT Required subfield in the HE Operation element to 1 to require the STAs that are associated with the AP to either negotiate individual TWT agreements or to follow broadcast TWT schedules.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/561r2 miscellaneous TWT									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21266			Pooya Monajemi			238			4												G			N															J			Editor			1123r2			923			EHT's AP collaboration feature will be weak if some APs don't and won't collaborate			Continue to evaluate whether we can reserve some spectrum in 6 GHz where APs that collaborate with other APs have priority			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 22:23:13Z) - Out of scope; Take to EHT			EDITOR			Invalid Comment									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21267			Pooya Monajemi			238			4												G			N															J			Brian Hart			19/1302r0			909			20 MHz for BSS BW is a poor choice for 1 GHz of spectrum			Continue to evaluate whether 20 MHz channels in 6GHz belong in the Annex E, and remove if not preferred			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:31:15Z) - 1) Due to the prevalence of 20 MHz-only STAs, 20 MHz continues to be a valued bandwidth. 2) The 6 GHz spectrum may be fragmented due to the 4 subbands in FCC-led regulatory domains and the presense of incumbents. 3) Another technology which might be used in the 6 GHz band too has a 100 MHz headline bandwidth. Efficient coexistence with such a bandwidth suggests that combinations such as 20+40+100 MHz should be supported.			EDITOR			Brian 19/1302r0									N									2019/9/21 1:38			EDITOR


			21268			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.17.1			426			39			T			N			426.39			39			26.17.1						A			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0302r1			830			HE BSS definition is inconsistent with definition at 38.22. It is also inaccurate since it implies that an IBSS is an HE BSS if the first STA to start beaconing is an HE STA. The 3.2 definition is more accurate.			Remove "An HE BSS is a BSS started by an HE STA"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-18 20:11:38Z)			EDITOR			Alfred 19/302 HE BSS									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-18 21:57:08Z			4.1			2019/3/18 21:57			EDITOR


			21269			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.17.1			426			59			T			N			426.59			59			26.17.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0963r2			886			It is not clear what "shall not attempt to join (MLME-JOIN.request)" means. In the 802.11 architecture, the SME issues the MLME-JOIN.request to get the STA to synchronize with the AP or the other STAs that are part of BSS. Previously (HT, VHT), an MLME-JOIN.request was rejected (MLME-JOIN.confirm with ResultCode not SUCCESS) if the MCS set was not supported This indicated to the SME that it could not synchronize ("join" the IBSS). Why do we need to change this behavior for HE STAs?			Remove this statement and the note. Add a statement to 6.3.4.2.4 similar to statements for HT and VHT STAs.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:19:53Z) - Please note that the behavior between HE STAs and VHT STAs and HT STAs is identical (below taking as an example the VHT case). 
In REVmd D2.0 the following can be found:
“If the MLME of a VHT STA receives an MLME-JOIN.request primitive with a SelectedBSS parameter containing a Basic VHT-MCS And NSS Set field in the VHT Operation parameter that contains any unsupported <VHT-MCS, NSS> tuple, the MLME response in the resulting MLME-JOIN.confirm primitive shall contain a ResultCode parameter that is not set to the value SUCCESS.” 
In IEEE802.11ax D4.0 the following can be found:
“If the MLME of an HE STA receives an MLME-JOIN.request primitive with a SelectedBSS parameter con-taining a Basic HE-MCS And NSS Set field in the HE Operation parameter that contains any unsupported <HE-MCS, NSS> tuple, then the MLME response in the resulting MLME-JOIN.confirm primitive shall not contain a ResultCode parameter that is set to SUCCESS.”

In REVmd D2.0 the following can be found:
“A VHT STA shall not attempt to join (MLME-JOIN.request primitive) a BSS unless it supports (i.e., is able to both transmit and receive using) all of the <VHT-MCS, NSS> tuples in the basic VHT-MCS and NSS set.”

Which is equivalent to the sentence in question:
”An HE STA shall not attempt to join (MLME-JOIN.request primitive) a BSS unless it supports (i.e., is able to both transmit and receive using) all of the <HE-MCS, NSS> tuples in the basic HE-MCS and NSS set.”

TGax editor: Please replace: “If the MLME of an HE STA receives an MLME-JOIN.request primitive with a SelectedBSS parameter con-taining a Basic HE-MCS And NSS Set field in the HE Operation parameter that contains any unsupported <HE-MCS, NSS> tuple, then the MLME response in the resulting MLME-JOIN.confirm primitive shall not contain a ResultCode parameter that is set to SUCCESS.” with “If the MLME of an HE STA receives an MLME-JOIN.request primitive with a SelectedBSS parameter con-taining a Basic HE-MCS And NSS Set field in the HE Operation parameter that contains any unsupported <HE-MCS, NSS> tuple, then the MLME response in the resulting MLME-JOIN.confirm primitive shall contain a ResultCode parameter that is not set to the value SUCCESS.”			EDITOR			BSS operation									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:28			EDITOR


			21270			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.17.1			426			45			T			N			426.45			45			26.17.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0963r2			886			This statement is just complicated way of putting a restrinction on the content of the HE Operation element. Why does it matter if the STA is starting a BSS? Surely the requirement applies throughout the lifetime of the BSS.			Change to "An HE STA shall not transmit an HE Operation element with a Basic HE-MCS And NSS Set field unless it supports the reception and transmission of all the indicated <HE-MCS, NSS> tuples." and move the statement out of this paragraph. The paragraph should just be a statement about the purpose of the Basic HE-MCS And NSS Set field.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:20:25Z) - Generally, agree with the comment that the requirement applies throughout the lifetime of the BSS. Hence replacing “starting” with “operating. Also split the sentence so that it is a separate paragraph. However, the language is kept as is since it is almost identical to other normative language that we have in the baseline and it covers not only the HE operation element signaling but also the HE Capabilities parameter. Please refer to language in subclauses 11.39.1 for example:
“A STA that is starting a VHT BSS shall be able to receive and transmit at each of the <VHT-MCS, NSS>
tuple values indicated by the Basic VHT-MCS And NSS Set field of the VHT Operation parameter of the
MLME-START.request primitive and shall be able to receive at each of the <VHT-MCS, NSS> tuple values indicated by the Supported VHT-MCS and NSS Set field of the VHT Capabilities parameter of the MLMESTART.request primitive.” In addition, added a continuation statement in the same sentence for the BSS bandwidth declaration in the same sentence even though not strictly required since it it already mentioned in the subsequent subclauses.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0963r2 under all headings that include CID 21270.			EDITOR			BSS operation									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:28			EDITOR


			21271			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.17.1			427			1			E			N			427.01			1			26.17.1						A			Editor			1123r2			923			It is better if all the conditions are up front.			Change to "A STA operating in the 2.4 GHz band that sets...", "A STA operating in the 5 GHz band that sets...", "A STA operating in the 6 GHz band that sets..."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 22:45:06Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 22:45:10Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21272			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.17.1			427			10			T			N			427.10			10			26.17.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0963r2			886			"channel width capability" is vague and most STAs are capable of operating with more than one channel width. Also, the location of the declaration can be more specific.			Change "its channel width capability" to "the channel widths at which it is capable of operating". Change "in the HE Capabilities element" to "in the Supported Channel Width Set field in the PHY Capabiltiies Information field in the HE Capabilities element"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:23:13Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested changes, with minor editorial modifications, and specifying general that the information is provided in the PHY Capabilities Information field rather than that particular subfield only.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0963r2 under all headings that include CID 21272.			EDITOR			BSS operation									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:28			EDITOR


			21273			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.17.1			427			48			E			N			427.48			48			26.17.1						A			Editor			1123r2			923			"A STA that is an HE AP or HE mesh STA" is unnecessarily verbose.			Change to "An HE AP or HE mesh STA..."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 23:05:41Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 23:05:45Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21274			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.17.1			428			30			E			N			428.30			30			26.17.1						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Superfluous "same"			Delete "same"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 23:10:00Z) - Change "follow the same rules that are defined in" to "follow the rules in"			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 23:10:28Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21275			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.17.1			428			43			T			N			428.43			43			26.17.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0963r2			886			"using a bandwidth" is vague (could mean PPDU bandwidth or operating channel width of transmitter, i.e., spectral mask applied). Also, it is not the capabilities that are relavant; it is the operating mode that is relavant (as indicated In OM Control and HE Operation element) since the requirements here are ALWAYS tighter than the capabilities.			Change to "An HE STA shall not transmit an HE PPDU to a recipient STA with a PPDU bandwidth that is greater than the operating channel width of the recipient STA as indicated in the last received OM Control field or HE Operation element from the recipient STA."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:23:27Z) - Agree in principle with the comment that the term “bandwidth is vague. Proposed resolution is to use the term “channel width” which is currently used in the definitions of the Supported Channel Width Set field of the HE Capabilities element. In addition, we add another sentence for the case of the HE/VHT/HT Operation element for the missing case of HE Ops. As for the OM Control field, please note that the normative behavior for this case is explicitly mentioned in 26.9 (operating mode indication).

 TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0963r2 under all headings that include CID 21275.			EDITOR			BSS operation									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:28			EDITOR


			21276			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.17.1			428			54			E			N			428.54			54			26.17.1						V			Editor			1123r2			923			This statement belongs in "26.6 A-MPDU operation"			Move to 26.6			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 23:14:23Z) - As suggested and place at 352.1			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 23:14:55Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21277			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.17.1			429			1			T			N			429.01			1			26.17.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0963r2			886			Is this true even for an HE STA that is not a VHT STA? The statement is either redundant (since the HE STA is a VHT STA and thus follows rules that apply to VHT STAs) or it applies VHT rules to non-VHT STAs.			Remove the first sentence of this paragraph.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:23:35Z) - An HE STA that operates in the 5 GHz band is a VHT STA. The statement is indeed tailored as a normative requirement, making it somewhat redundant. Proposed resolution is to convert it to a declarative statement, inline with the new editorial styleguide. Additionally clarified that these rules are also valid for the 6 GHz band, because the subsequent sentence specifies that the HE STA follows additional rules for the scanning and operation in the 6 GHz band.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0963r2 under all headings that include CID 21277.			EDITOR			BSS operation									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:28			EDITOR


			21278			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.17.1			429			12			E			N			429.12			12			26.17.1						A			Editor			1123r2			923			"corresponding to" is cumbersome			Change to "The AP of an ER BSS..."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 23:16:27Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 23:16:30Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21279			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.17.1			429			12			T			N			429.12			12			26.17.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0963r2			886			Not responding is bad behavior. By not responding the STA is left without information on why there was no response and will probably retry assuming reception failure. In the case of Association Request frame (which is directed) does this mean no Ack frame is sent? Or no Association Response frame is sent? Either way, almost always better to respond with an appropriate response (e.g., Disassociate or Probe Response with capability indication) than to not respond at all. At a minimum, this needs to align with the procedures in 11.3.5			Remove this statement.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:23:50Z) - There are two cases under consideration in this rule. The first one is for non-HE STAs, which will not be able to determine that the AP will be there in the first place since the beacons are generated in HE ER SU PPDU. The other case is some HE STAs, also will not be able to determine that the AP will be there since the beacons are generated in HE ER SU PPDU with 106-tone RU. But STAs can send wildcard probe requests asking all APs in the surrounding to respond (but a response from an ER AP is useless since these STAs cannot even operate under its rule). Hence the rule. Proposed resolution is though to clarify that the rule applies to non-responses with the respective management frames not the acknowledgments.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0963r2 under all headings that include CID 21279.			EDITOR			BSS operation									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:28			EDITOR


			21280			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.17.2.1			429			51			T			N			429.51			51			26.17.2.1						A			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0304r2			850			This is backwards. The MIB reflects what's implemented; the implementation does not magically appear because the MIB object is set a certain way.			Change to "An HE STA that supports operation in the 6 GHz band sets  dot11HE6GOptionImplemented to true."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 18:03:44Z)			EDITOR			Alfred 19/304r2 HE BSS in 6 GHz									I						4.2			2019/5/30 18:37			EDITOR


			21281			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.17.2.1			429			55			T			N			429.55			55			26.17.2.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0304r2			850			"with dot11HE6GOptionImplemented equal to true" is superfluous. Also, in the baseline, the terms  "HT STA 2G4" and "HT STA 5G" are used for band-specific STAs. For consistency, continue this naming practise. I, personally, am not a fan of very specific STA names and would rather see "An HE STA operating in the 6 GHz band" for band specific reqruiements.			Change to "An HE STA operating in the 6 GHz band is an HE STA 6G" and change all "6 GHz HE STA" to "HE STA 6G". Alternatively, remove statement and change all "6 GHz HE STA" to "HE STA operating in the 6 GHz band".			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 18:04:15Z) - Agree with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change while preserving STA, non-AP STA, and AP categories in the changes.

TGax editor: Please incorporate the changes as proposed by the commenter throughout the dratft, while maintainining the current “STA”, “non-AP STA”, and “AP” classifications intact.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/304r2 HE BSS in 6 GHz									I						4.2			2019/5/30 18:37			EDITOR


			21282			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.17.2.1			430			6			T			N			430.06			6			26.17.2.1						A			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0304r2			850			Setting the present field is an encoding detail. The real requirement is that the 6 GHz Operation Informaion field be present.			Change to "shall set the 6 GHz Operation Information Present field to 1" to "shall include the 6 GHz Operation Information field"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 18:04:33Z)			EDITOR			Alfred 19/304r2 HE BSS in 6 GHz									I						4.2			2019/5/30 18:37			EDITOR


			21283			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.17.2.1			430			52			T			N			430.52			52			26.17.2.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0304r2			850			Calling out a requirement to abide by the rules in 11.1 seems silly -- we don't do this for non-HE STAs. And why is it in the 6 GHz band operation section? Also, it is not clear to which rules in 10.6 the exception in the second part of the sentence applies.			Remove this statement. Modify the rules in 10.6 to permit use of non-HT duplicate PPDUs in the 6 GHz band. For example, the statement in REVmd D2.0 at 1743.14 might become "For a STA operating in the 2.4 GHz or 5 GHz bands, if the BSSBasicRateSet parameter is empty, then the STA shall transmit a Beacon frame in a non-HT PPDU. For a STA operating in the 6 GHz band, if the  BSSBasicRateSet parameter is empty then the STA shall transmit the Beacon frame in either a non-HT PPDU or an non-HT duplicate PPDU. The STA shall use one of the mandatory PHY rates for the non-HT or non-HT duplciate PPDU that carries the Beacon frame."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 18:05:05Z) - The paragraph follows the new editorial style guide, which asks to call out baseline subclauses and add exceptions that are applicable to 11ax only.

Proposed resolution is to move all beacon related text to the subclause related to beacon rules and add the requirements and exceptions there, citing the appropriate subclauses wherever necessary. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0304r2 under all headings that include CID 21283.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0304r0 under all headings that include CID 21283.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/304r2 HE BSS in 6 GHz									I						4.2			2019/5/30 18:37			EDITOR


			21284			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.17.2.2			430			62			T			N			430.62			62			26.17.2.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0301r1			813			Transmitting a Beacon frame in an HE PPDU contradicts statements in 10.6. There is no precendence on normative statements; all statements must be consistent.			Fix by updating statements in 10.6 to allow this.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:04:21Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Resolution fixes the inconsistency.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0301r1 under all headings that include CID 21284.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/301 HE beacon in 6 GHz									I						4.1			2019/3/21 22:00			EDITOR


			21285			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.17.2.3.1			431			6			T			N			431.06			6			26.17.2.3.1						J			Laurent Cariou			19/0417r8			877			I understand the need for advertising 6 GHz band operation in the lower frequency bands, but I don't see why *all* co-located APs need to do this. Suppose you have a guest BSS but no guest services in the 6 GHz band. Must this BSS advertise the 6 GHz BSS? Surely only the BSSs that have equivalent service in the 6 GHz band would advertise. What about a device that supports two different management entities, for example a Comcast device that leases a BSS to AT&T: must the AT&T BSS advertise Comcast's 6 GHz AP?			Resit the requirement that *all* co-located BSSs advertise 6 GHz BSSs and determine if this is really necessary. Being in the same physcial device is not sufficient; I think there needs to be an MBO, FST or some other transmfer relationship between the BSSs. Under the same managment domain makes sense but I'm not sure how you define that: same SME?			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:20:16Z) - The current requirement is that an AP at 2.4/5GHz shall send an RNR for the 6 GHz AP with the same SSID, and that if there is a 6 GHz AP that has no co-located AP at 2.4/5GHz with the same SSID, then at least one of the AP as 2.4/5GHz will include an RNR. For each AP operating at 6 GHz, there is an RNR sent by one co-located AP, but not all co-located APs are sending an RNR for all 6 GHz co-located APs.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0417r8 6 GHz out-of-band discovery									N									2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			21286			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.17.2.3.1			431			7			T			N			431.07			7			26.17.2.3.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/1150r3			932			The requirement on co-located APs is not testable without a definition of "co-located". Co-located, in lay terms, could mean in the same buidling.			Change to "An AP in the same device as an AP operating in the 6 GHz band shall set..."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 02:15:36Z) - Added a new definition for co-located AP set and updated many references in the spec to align with the new terminology.

TGax editor please make changes as showing doc 11-19/1150r3 with changes tagged as 21286.			EDITOR			Abhi 19/1150r3 Co-located BSSID									I			see #21288			5			2019/9/23 21:48			EDITOR


			21287			Robert Stacey			238			4			3.2			38			1			T			N			38.01			1			3.2						V			Abhishek Patil			19/1150r3			932			The term co-located BSSID set is defined but never used (except in the definition directly below it). As defined the term has nothing to do with BSSIDs, another indication that it is useless.			Remove this definition or change the term to "co-located AP" (which is used in the draft)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 02:15:20Z) - Deleted the definition of co-located BSSID set and updated the definitions for co-hosted BSSID set and multiple BSSID set (see resolution for CID 20445). Added a new definition for co-located AP set and updated many references in the spec to align with the new terminology.

TGax editor please make changes as showing doc 11-19/1150r3 with changes tagged as 21287.			EDITOR			Abhi 19/1150r3 Co-located BSSID									I			see #21288			5			2019/9/23 21:48			EDITOR


			21288			Robert Stacey			238			4												G			N															V			Abhishek Patil			19/1150r3			932			The term "co-located" is used throughout draft without being defined. Colloqually, co-locate  means "share a location or facility with someone (or something) else," which could be read as in the same building. Presumably that is not the intent.  Since we can't redefine the word "co-located" to mean something technical (we may need it in its more genereal sense), define a new term that applies to the specific use in the standard and use that term throughout.			Define a new term "co-located BSS set: two or more BSSs operated by APs in the same device under a single SME." At 152.64: "...if every AP in this Neighbor AP Information field is in the same co-located BSS set." At 275.62, 276.6, 276.15: "...of an AP operating a BSS in the same co-located BSS set as the BSS of which the STA is a member..."  At 431.7 "An AP that operates a BSS that is part of a co-located BSS set that includes a BSS in the 6 GHz band shall..." At 431.18: "An AP operating a BSS in the 6 GHz band that is not part of a co-located BSS set that includes a BSS in the 2.4 GHz or 5 GHz bands is referred to..." At 433.13: "An AP that operates a BSS in the 2.4 GHz or 5 GHz bands that is part of a co-located BSS set that includes a BSS in the 6 GHz band shall..."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 02:15:05Z) - Added a new definition for co-located AP set and updated many references in the spec to align with the new terminology.

TGax editor please make changes as showing doc 11-19/1150r3 with changes tagged as 21288.			EDITOR			Abhi 19/1150r3 Co-located BSSID									I			see #21288			5			2019/9/23 21:48			EDITOR


			21289			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.2.8			305			11			T			N			305.11			11			26.2.8						V			Liwen Chu			19/0748r2			932			There are multiple problems here. 1. This requirement expects the implementation to look into the future. Only at the end of the TXOP will it be known that there are no non-HT duplicate PPDUs and at least one HE PPDU transmitted. 2. the condition on an HE PPDU with TXOP_DURATION != UNSPECIFIED being present is unnecessary because the requirement applies to HE PPDUs with TXOP_DURATION != UNSPECIFIED that are transmitted so there are always HE PPDU present with TXOP_DURATION != UNSPECIFIED  3. a non-initial PPDU that is sent after the first HE PPDU: isn't something sent after something else by definition non-initial? 4. Anthopomorphic "whose" (twice).  5. A device should not be expected to keep a history a frames sent or received during a TXOP. 6. The MAC doesn't set the SIG fields; it sets TXVECTOR parameters. 7. We already have a rule about CH_BANDWIDTH being less than or equal to the previous frame, so this reqirement is unnecessary. 8. If this is a problem in the 6 GHz band, why is it not a problem in the 5 GHz band? Why limit the requirement to 6 GHz band operation?			Remove this requirement or rewrite it in a manner that fixes the identified problems.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 22:50:35Z) - Discussion: generally agree with the commenter.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-19/0748r2 under CID 21289			EDITOR			Liwen 19/0748r2 26.2.8									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-21 07:17:09Z			5			2019/9/21 7:17			EDITOR


			21290			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.2.8			305			26			T			N			305.26			26			26.2.8						V			Liwen Chu			19/1629r1			932			The frame sequence of a TXOP is only known at the end of the TXOP.			Remove the paragraph or rewrite so that the requirements are conditioned on frames already transmitted and not those that are still be transmitted.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 10:18:59Z) - Discussion: Generally agree with the commenter. The paragraph is rewritten mentioned that the TXOP protection is per the first HE PPDU. The related change is proposed in 11-19/0748r2. No further change is needed.			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1629r1 Misc									N			EDITOR: 2019-09-25 20:34:46Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/9/25 20:34			EDITOR


			21291			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.2.8			305			7			T			N			305.07			7			26.2.8						V			Liwen Chu			19/1387r4			932			This whole section is exteremly cryptic.			Add some description of the problem these rules solve.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-16 03:55:16Z) - Discussion: this section is the extension of multiple frame exchange in a TXOP in baeline (subclause about Multiple frame transmission in an EDCA TXOP). In 6GHz band, the TXOP field in HE SIG-A can be understanded by all STAs. Its TXOP protection is treated same as TXOP protection by using non-HT RTS/CTS in baseline.

TGax editor add the following note after paragraph 1 in subclause 26.2.8: NOTE---- In the 6 GHz band, the TXOP field in HE-SIG-A can be understood by all STAs. The TXOP field provides TXOP protection equivalent to non-HT duplicate RTS/CTS.			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1387r4 Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-21 07:28:30Z			5			2019/9/21 7:28			EDITOR


			21292			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.15.5			424			20			T			N			424.20			20			26.15.5						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0288r2			808			The HE Operation element contains the current opreating parameters for the BSS and these can change over time. Rewrite the requirement so that it references the current BSS operating paramters and not just those in effect when the BSS is started. The Basic HE-MCS And NSS Set field is always present so there is no need for a fallback to a mandatory HE-MCS. Beacon frames are always broadcast and hence "group addressed frames". DCM is not part of the basic set and should not be used.			Rewrite as "An AP that transmits a group addressed frame in an HE ER SU PPDU shall use an <HE-MCS, 1> tuple that supported by all STAs in the BSS as indicated in the Basic HE-MCS And NSS set field in the last transmitted HE Operation element. An AP shall not transmit a group addressed frame in an HE ER SU PPDU with the TXVECTOR parameter DCM set to 1."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:02:30Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. We revise the sentence in HE SU Beacon clause and HE ER SU Beacon clause to clarify this. We also revise the HE SU Beacon frame to have it only transmit with HE-MCS up to 7 so that the STA does not need to be ready for scanning Beacon with optional MCS.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0288r2 under all headings that include CID 21292			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/0288 HE Beacon									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-25 18:02:14Z - With the edits, the conditions, particularly the "Otherwise" clause, are now unclear. Reword as "If an AP transmits a Beacon frame in an HE SU PPDU and the AP’s last transmitted HE Operation element carries a basic HE-MCS and NSS set that is not empty, then the AP shall transmit the HE SU PPDU with an <HE-MCS, NSS> tuple that is in the basic HE-MCS and NSS set and where the HE-MCS is in the range MCS 0 to MCS 7 and NSS = 1. If an AP transmits a Beacon frame in an HE SU PPDU and the AP’s last transmitted HE Operation element carries a basic HE-MCS and NSS set that is empty, then the AP shall transmit the HE SU PPDU with an <HE-MCS, NSS> tuple where the HE-MCS is a mandatory HE-MCS and NSS = 1." Similarly for ER beacon (with the exception that the HE-MCS range is not stated).			4.1			2019/4/1 20:26			EDITOR


			21293			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.15.5			424			26			T			N			424.26			26			26.15.5						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0288r2			808			An S-MPDU is an MPDU is a frame so it doesn't carry a frame.			Rewrite as "A Beacon frame transmitted in an HE ER SU PPDU shall be transmited as an S-MPDU."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:03:15Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0288r2 under all headings that include CID 21293			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/0288 HE Beacon									I						4.1			2019/3/25 18:05			EDITOR


			21294			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.15.5			424			30			E			N			424.30			30			26.15.5						A			Editor			1123r2			923			0_8_US and 1_6_US are not enumerated types for the parameter GI_TYPE			Change to 0u8s_GI and 1u6s_GI			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 22:38:15Z) - see #21571			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 22:38:37Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21295			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.15.5			424			20			T			N			424.20			20			26.15.5						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0961r3			884			The HE Operation element contains the current opreating parameters for the BSS and these can change over time. Rewrite the requirement so that it references the current BSS operating paramters and not just those in effect when the BSS is started. The Basic HE-MCS And NSS Set field is always present so there is no need for a fallback to a mandatory HE-MCS. Beacon frames are always broadcast and hence "group addressed frames". DCM is not part of the basic set and should not be used.			Rewrite as "An AP that transmits a group addressed frame in an HE SU PPDU shall use an <HE-MCS, 1> tuple that is supported by all STA's in the BSS as indicated in the Basic HE-MCS And NSS set field in the last transmitted HE Operation element. An AP shall not transmit a group addressed frame in an HE SU PPDU with the TXVECTOR parameter DCM set to 1."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:04:31Z) - Agree in principle with the comment and the general description of the proposed changes. The proposed resolution accounts for these suggested changes, however, with the following additional changes:
1)	The comment is targeting text in the ER beacon and group addressed frames subclase. Proposed resolution is applying modifications to this subclause and also to that of HE SU beacons and group addressed frames.
2)	Due to comment resolutions that lead to D4.1 the requirements of this paragraph are identical and refer to that of generating these frames using a mandatory HE MCS and NSS of 1. Proposed resolution is to simplify the paragraph and simply state that the AP will use a mandatory MCS and NSS of 1 when sending HE ER SU PPDUs or HE SU PPDUs containing group addressed frames.
3)	There is no need to specify that the AP shall not set the DCM to 1 because there is already a requirement in D4.2 that says the AP shall set DCM to 0 (see the subclause where the comment is being made). Hence this is already accounted for in the latest draft.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0961r3 under all headings that include CID 21295.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0961r3 Group addressed MPDUs									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:25			EDITOR


			21296			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.15.6			424			46			T			N			424.46			46			26.15.6						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0288r2			808			"shall set ... GI_TYPE to any value" is unnecessary			Delete "GI_TYPE to any value, "			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:02:10Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. We clarify the allowed setting for GI_TYPEs.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0288r2 under all headings that include CID 21296			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/0288 HE Beacon									I						4.1			2019/3/25 18:05			EDITOR


			21297			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.15.7			424			51			T			N			424.51			51			26.15.7						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0964r3			924			"pre-association" is not used in the baseline and not defined in 11ax.			Move this subclause to 26.17 (HE BSS operation) and rename "Synchronization in the 6 GHz band"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 20:33:13Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Since these rules are relevant to the selection of the BW, NSS, MCS of the PPDU for the 6 GHz band, proposed resolution is to keep the subclause under the same hierarchy but rename it more appropriately without using the term “pre-association”.

 TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0964r3 under all headings that include CID 21297.			EDITOR			PPDU format selection									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21298			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.15.5			242			18			E			N			242.18			18			26.15.5						J			Editor			1123r2			923			Beacon transmission is part of BSS operation.			Move 26.15.5 and 26.15.6 to 26.17			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 21:20:42Z) - Also addresses group addressed frames			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N									2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21299			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.4.1			312			24			T			N			312.24			24			26.4.1						V			George Cherian			19/0756r1			851			"pre-association" is not used in the baseline and not defined in 11ax.			Change to "Acknowledging MPDUs from multiple unassocaited STAs with a single Multi-STA BlockAck frame." Change the statement at 312.16 to "Acknowledging MPDUs from multiple associated STAs using a single Multi-STA BlockAck frame."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 14:20:50Z) - Agree in principle. 

TGax editor shall incorporate changes in 11-19-0756-01-00ax			EDITOR			George 19/756r1 26.4 Ack procedure									I						4.2			2019/5/30 19:03			EDITOR


			21300			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.15.7			424			59			T			N			424.59			59			26.15.7						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0964r3			924			An S-MPDU is an MPDU is a frame so a frame cannot be carried in an S-MPDU. There is not need for a specific rule that FILS Discovery and Probe Response frames be sent as S-MPDUs. Presumably all Management frames sent to an unassociated STA would be sent as S-MPDUs (Association Response, etc.). Also, what about frames sent to the AP? We should have a general rule that a Management frame addressed to an unassociated STA or sent by an unassociated STA be sent as an S-MPDU.			Change to: "A Class 1 frame that is sent in an HE PPDU shall be sent as an S-MPDU. "			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 20:33:20Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change, although this general rule is inserted in the general subclause of A-MPDU operation and added descriptive references to this general subclause from the two subclauses of interest. Also please note that the same applies for Class 2 frames as well. Accounted for this in the resolution as well.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0964r3 under all headings that include CID 21300.			EDITOR			PPDU format selection									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21301			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.3.1			305			64			T			N			305.64			64			26.3.1						V			Ming Gan			19/0785r1			863			A fragment is an MPDU. An S-MPDU is an MPDU not a type of A-MPDU.			Change to "Level 1: support for one dynamic fragment that is not aggregated with other MPDUs"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:07:22Z) - Agree with the comment in principle. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change.

Please replace “contained within an MPDU (that is not in an A-MPDU) or S-MPDU” (Note: A-MPDU could be AMPDU, and S-MPDU could be SMPDU in ax D4.0) by “a non-A-MPDU” through the Spec.


TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-19/0785 r1 under CID 21301			EDITOR			Ming 19/785r1 Fragmentation									I						4.2			2019/6/14 20:21			EDITOR


			21302			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.3.1			306			4			T			N			306.04			4			26.3.1						V			Ming Gan			19/0785r1			863			An S-MPDU is a type of MPDU and not a type of A-MPDU			Change to "Level 2: support for one dynamic fragment of an MSDU, A-MSDU or MMPDU in an A-MPDU. The A-MPDU might include other MPDUs. More than one dynamic fragment might be present in the A-MPDU provided that each dynamic fragment is from a different MSDU, A-MSDU or MMDPU."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:07:38Z) - Agree with the commnet in principle. But it is not support for one dynamic fragment, it is support for up to one dynamic fragment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change.

TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-19/0785 r1 under CID 21302			EDITOR			Ming 19/785r1 Fragmentation									I						4.2			2019/6/6 15:00			EDITOR


			21303			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.3.1			306			8			T			N			306.08			8			26.3.1						V			Ming Gan			19/0785r1			863			An S-MPDU is a type of MPDU and not a type of A-MPDU			Change "that is not an S-MPDU" to "that does not contain an S-MPDU"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:07:46Z) - Agree with the comment in pricinple. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change.

Please replace “an A-MPDU that is not an S-MPDU” (Note: A-MPDU could be AMPDU, and S-MPDU could be SMPDU in ax D4.0) by “an A-MPDU that does not contain an S-MPDU” through the Spec.

TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-19/0785 r1 under CID 21303			EDITOR			Ming 19/785r1 Fragmentation									I						4.2			2019/6/6 15:00			EDITOR


			21304			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.3.2.2			307			51			T			N			307.51			51			26.3.2.2						V			Ming Gan			19/0785r1			863			An S-MPDU is a type of MPDU and so an MPDU cannot be in an S-MPDU. Also, a fragment is an MPDU and cannot be in an MPDU.			Change "in an MPDU that is not in an A-MPDU or S-MPDU" to "provided it is sent as either an S-MPDU or as a non-A-MPDU"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:08:38Z) - Agree with comment in principle. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change.

Please replace “in an MPDU that is not in an A-MPDU or S-MPDU” (Note: A-MPDU could be AMPDU, and S-MPDU could be SMPDU in ax D4.0) by “that is a non-A-MPDU” through the Spec.
TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-19/0785 r1 under CID 21304			EDITOR			Ming 19/785r1 Fragmentation									I						4.2			2019/6/14 20:17			EDITOR


			21305			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.3.2.2			307			50			T			N			307.50			50			26.3.2.2						J			Ming Gan			19/0785r1			863			Level 1 dynamic fragmentation is not (only) a transmit procedure for individual fragments so a dynamic fragment can't be sent to a recipient STA "using level 1 dynamic fragmentation". The requirements around whether or not a block ack agreement can be in place are not clear and need to be clarified. If the originator only supports level 1 then we can't exclude the option of using level 1 under a block ack agreement when the HE Fragmentation Operation subfield is not present as is currently the case with convoluted requirements around this field being present.			Change to "An originator STA may fragment an MMPDU, MSDU or A-MSDU addressed to a recipient STA using level 1 dynamic fragmentation provided the following conditions are met: - The originator STA has received from the recipient STA an HE Capabilities element with the Dynamic Fragmentation Support subfield in the HE MAC Capabilities Information field set to 1, 2 or 3. - In the the case of an MSDU or A-MSDU, there is either no block ack agreement in place or the ADDBA Response frame that established the block ack agreement had an ADDBA Extension element present with the HE Fragmentation Operation subfield set to 1. - In the case of an A-MSDU, the originator STA has received from the recipient STA an HE Capabilities element with the A-MSDU Fragmentation Support field in the HE MAC Capabilities Information field equal to 1. [new para] The originator STA shall send each fragment either as an S-MPDU or as a non-A-MPDU."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:08:54Z) - The commenter missed the first bullet under the second paragraph in page 307 line 61 of 11ax D4.0, it mentions the case that the commenter suggested to clarify. 

It allows the originator only supporting level 1 to use level 1 under a block ack agreement when the HE Fragmentation Operation subfield is not present			EDITOR			Ming 19/785r1 Fragmentation									N									2019/6/6 14:56			EDITOR


			21306			Robert Stacey			238			4			C			9			16			T			N			9.16			16			C						A			Edward Au			19/1236r1			932			No such thing as a Reduced Neighbor List element			Change to Reduced Neighbor Report element			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 22:10:14Z)			EDITOR			Edward 19/1235r1 MIB									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-23 18:01:27Z			5			2019/9/23 18:01			EDITOR


			21307			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.4.3			316			65			T			N			316.65			65			26.4.3						V			George Cherian			19/0756r1			851			The only description in 26.3 for block ack bitmap setting has to do with level 3 fragmentation. Reference level 3 fragmention.			Change reference to 26.3.2.4			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 14:21:12Z) - Agree in principle. 

TGax editor shall incorporate changes in 11-19-0756-01-00ax			EDITOR			George 19/756r1 26.4 Ack procedure									I						4.2			2019/5/30 19:03			EDITOR


			21308			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.3.3.4			310			62			T			N			310.62			62			26.3.3.4						V			Ming Gan			19/0785r1			863			A-MPDUs do not solicit acknowledgement. It is the MPDUs within the A-MPDU that do the ack soliciting. Also a fragment is an MPDU. An S-MPDU is an MPDU.			Change sentence to "An Ack frame if the received fragment solicits and immediate reponse."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:09:15Z) - Agree with the comment in principle. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change.

TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-19/0785 r1 under CID 21308			EDITOR			Ming 19/785r1 Fragmentation									I						4.2			2019/6/6 15:00			EDITOR


			21309			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.3.3.1			309			34			T			N			309.34			34			26.3.3.1						V			Ming Gan			19/0785r1			863			The definition for dynamic fragment here is not consistent with the definition for dynamic frament at 306.23. Also, the term static fragment is not used.			Delete sentence.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:09:33Z) - The referred sentence is used to clarify the instances of dynamic fragment, not a definition. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change.

TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-19/0785 r1 under CID 21309			EDITOR			Ming 19/785r1 Fragmentation									I						4.2			2019/6/6 15:00			EDITOR


			21310			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.3.3.2			310			3			T			N			310.03			3			26.3.3.2						V			Ming Gan			19/0785r1			863			A fragment is an MPDU. An S-MPDU is an MPDU. Neither "carry" a fragment. Also, the ack procedure is defined elsewhere (as referenced in the next sentence) and there is no need to repeat it here.			Delete the first sentence of this paragraph.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:09:49Z) - Agree with comment in principle. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change.

TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-19/0785 r1 under CID 21310			EDITOR			Ming 19/785r1 Fragmentation									I						4.2			2019/6/6 15:00			EDITOR


			21311			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.3.3.4			311			6			T			N			311.06			6			26.3.3.4						V			Ming Gan			19/0785r1			863			The rule here implies that in a multi-TID A-MPDU, if any of the QoS Data frames, irrespective of the TID, has a non-zero FN, then all Per AID TID Info fields have the LSB of the FN subfield set to 1. This is not compatible with the rule at 309.6, which only requires the sequence number for a TID to be constrained to B_L/4			Either the rule limiting sequence number range for the TID needs to be modified or this rule needs to be modified.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:10:04Z) - Agree with the comment in principle. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change.

TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-19/0785 r1 under CID 21311			EDITOR			Ming 19/785r1 Fragmentation									I						4.2			2019/6/6 15:00			EDITOR


			21312			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.3.3.4			311			49			T			N			311.49			49			26.3.3.4						V			Ming Gan			19/0785r1			863			This rule doesn't make sense. Why only update the record if the MSDU has been completely reassembled? Also, why even reference the block ack record. This is a term used in the orignal block mechanism, but not in the HT immediate block ack mechanism. Also, why 10.6 is referenced is not apparent; 10.6 describes the original defragmentation process and does not talk about the block ack record at all.			Delete this bullet.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:10:23Z) - Agree with the comment partly. It does not only update the record if the MSDU has been completely reassembled. Here its target is the received fragments.  Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change.

Note that the referenced subclause 10.6 is for reconstructing fragments here.

TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-19/0785 r1 under 21312			EDITOR			Ming 19/785r1 Fragmentation									I						4.2			2019/6/6 15:00			EDITOR


			21313			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.3.3.4			311			7			T			N			311.07			7			26.3.3.4						J			Ming Gan			19/0785r1			863			"Fragment Number subfield is nonzero": This is a bug. Surely the the case where the FN is 0 but the More Fragments field is 1 would also trigger this behavior?			Fix description to require the recipient to test the More Fragments field as well.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:10:37Z) - The commenter failed to observe there is “at least one” before. That means the case where the FN is 0 but the More Fragments field is 1 may also trigger this behavior			EDITOR			Ming 19/785r1 Fragmentation									N									2019/6/6 14:56			EDITOR


			21314			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.3.2.4			309			4			T			N			309.04			4			26.3.2.4						J			Ming Gan			19/0785r1			863			Shouldn't there also be a requirement that the fragments be numbered in increasing order?  As written I can give my fragments any number I like: first is 2, second is 1, etc.			Add a requirement the the trasnmitter number the fragments in order.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:10:50Z) - The referred requirement is in 10.5 (Fragmentation), it is not necessary to mention it again because in the subclause 26.3.1 General, it already said the HE STA shall follow the fragmentation procedures defined in 10.2.7 (Fragmentation/defragmentation overview), 10.5 (Fragmentation), and 10.6 (Defragmentation) with some exceptions described in the subclause 26.3.			EDITOR			Ming 19/785r1 Fragmentation									N									2019/6/6 14:56			EDITOR


			21315			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.3.3.4			310			57			T			N			310.57			57			26.3.3.4						J			Ming Gan			19/0785r1			863			Despite "defragmentation" being in the title, there are no rules on how the defragmentation operation is performed. For example, concatenating fragments with increasing consecutive sequence numbers. MSDU or A-MSDU is complete when all consecutively numbered fragments through the fragment with More Fragments = 0 have been concatinated.			Define the actual defragmentation procedure and not just the acknowledgment procedure.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:11:03Z) - The defragmentation shall follow the exceptions of the procedures mentioned in subclause 26.3.3.1 General. Besides following the rules defined in subclause 10.6 (Defragmentation),			EDITOR			Ming 19/785r1 Fragmentation									N									2019/6/6 14:56			EDITOR


			21316			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.3.2.4			308			42			T			N			308.42			42			26.3.2.4						J			Ming Gan			19/0785r1			863			Level 3 fragmentation for MMPDUs appears to be exactly the same as level 1 (no aggregation) or level 2 (aggregation). There is no need to even mention MMPDU fragmentation under level 3 if there is no decernable difference.			Remove all mention of MMPDU fragmetnation from the level 3 description: 308.42, 308.58, 308.65, 306.7.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:11:13Z) - The comment is about coverage of each fragmentation level. And the definition for each level is clear in subclause 26.3 and matches the referred sentence. So it is not necessary to have this change.			EDITOR			Ming 19/785r1 Fragmentation									N									2019/6/6 14:56			EDITOR


			21317			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.3.1			306			26			T			N			306.26			26			26.3.1						V			Ming Gan			19/0785r1			863			This is not true. Level 1 does not allow the inclusion of a dynamic fragment in an A-MPDU.			Remove statement.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:11:26Z) - Agree with the comment partly. Level 1 allows the inclusion of a dynamic fragment that is not only an MPDU, but also contained in an Ack-enabled A-MPDU. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change.

TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-19/0785 r1 under CID 21317			EDITOR			Ming 19/785r1 Fragmentation									I						4.2			2019/6/6 15:00			EDITOR


			21318			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.3.1			306			42			T			N			306.42			42			26.3.1						V			Ming Gan			19/0785r1			863			It is not the subfield that is optionally present, it is the element.			Change the statement to read "An HE STA that includes the ADDBA Extension element in an AADBA Request frame or ADDBA Response frame shall set the HE Fragmentation Operation subfield to a value less than or equal to the value of the Dynamic Fragmentation Support subfield in the MAC Capabilities Information field in the HE Capabilities element it transmits."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:11:40Z) - Agree with the comment in principle Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change.

TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-19/0785 r1 under CID 21318			EDITOR			Ming 19/785r1 Fragmentation									I						4.2			2019/6/6 15:00			EDITOR


			21319			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.3.1			306			33			T			N			306.33			33			26.3.1						V			Ming Gan			19/0785r1			863			An HE STA does not follow the fragmentation level indicated in its Dynamic Fragmentation Support field. Certainly not as a transmitter. And as a receiver it handles what the transmitter sends it, but can control what the sender sends it though it capabilities signaling. Also, the fragmentation level in the ADDBA Request frame does not override anything. It indicates the level the transmitter would like to use.			Rewrite this paragrgraph so accurately describe the negotion process. Something like: originator may include extension element with option less than or equal to capability of recipient to indicate to the recipient the fragmentation level it will use. A recipient may include extension element in response. If it includes extension element it shall set the fragmenttion level to less or eual to its capability and less than or equal to the fragment level in the request (if present). Etc.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:11:54Z) - Agree with the comment partly. It is not exact to say fragmentation level is overridden by the ADDBA extension element. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change.

Moreover, the negotiation on the setting of HE Fragmentation Operation subfield in the ADDBA Extension element in ADDBA Reuest/Response is mentioned in the last paragraph.

TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-19/0785 r1 under CID 21319			EDITOR			Ming 19/785r1 Fragmentation									I						4.2			2019/6/6 15:00			EDITOR


			21320			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.7.2			358			6			T			N			358.06			6			26.7.2						V			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			It is the MU beamformer and MU beamformee that use the HE TB sounding sequence, not the SU beamformer/beamformee so surely the requirements here apply to the MU beamformer/beamformee. The requirements require more karma in than that possessed by an SU beamformer/e.			Apply requirements to MU beamformer and MU beamformee, not the SU beamformer and SU beamformee. An MU beamforme{e,r} is an SU beamforme{e,r} so the requirements would still apply to the SU beamformee/r as long as it was also an MU beamformer/e			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:31:38Z) - At 358.6, change

"An SU beamformer may solicit punctured feedback from an SU beamformee in an HE TB sounding sequence if the SU beamformee indicates support for punctured sounding by setting the Punctured Sounding Support subfield to 1. An SU beamformer shall indicate punctured subchannels in the NDP frames ..."

to

"An HE beamformer may solicit punctured SU feedback from an HE beamformee in an HE TB sounding sequence if the HE beamformee indicates support for punctured sounding by setting the Punctured Sounding Support subfield to 1. An HE beamformer shall indicate punctured subchannels in the NDP frames ..."			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 17:42:32Z			4.2			2019/6/6 17:42			EDITOR


			21321			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.7.2			358			8			T			N			358.08			8			26.7.2						V			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			No such thing as NDP frames			HE sounding NDP			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:31:55Z) - At 358.8 change "NDP frame" to "HE sounding NDPs".

At 359.38, in Figure 26-6 (An example of the sounding protocol with a single HE beamformee), change "HE NDP" to "HE sounding NDP".

At 359.38, in Figure 26-7 (An example of the sounding protocol with more than one HE beamformee), change "HE NDP" to "HE sounding NDP".

At 359.47 change "The HE beamformer" to "An HE beamformer".

At 360.26 change "The HE beamformer" to "An HE beamformer".			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 17:45:53Z - Changes to the figures already present			4.2			2019/10/4 16:13			EDITOR


			21322			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.7.2			358			15			T			N			358.15			15			26.7.2						A			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			The indication is done in the HE NDP Announcement frame and not the NDP frames, whatever they are.			change "in the NDP frames of an" to "in the HE NDP Announcement frame in the"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:32:06Z)			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 17:52:57Z			4.2			2019/6/6 17:52			EDITOR


			21323			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.7.2			358			16			T			N			358.16			16			26.7.2						V			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			Set the TXVECTOR of what?			"shall set the TXVECTOR parameterINACTIVE_SUBCHANNELS accordint to 27.11.7 of the non-HT duplicate PPDU carrying the HE NDP HE Announcement frame and the HE sounding NDP."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:32:22Z) - At 358.15, change

"shall set the TXVECTOR parameter INACTIVE_SUBCHANNELS"

to

"shall set the TXVECTOR parameter INACTIVE_SUBCHANNELS of the non-HT duplicate PPDU carrying the HE NDP Announcement frame and the HE sounding NDP"			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 17:54:43Z			4.2			2019/6/6 17:54			EDITOR


			21324			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.11.7			410			38			T			N			410.38			38			26.11.7						A			Ron Porat			19/0386r1			825			An HE sounding NDP is not a frame it's a PPDU (a frame is an MPDU)			Delete "a frame that is"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:04:01Z)			EDITOR			Ron 19/386 Disallowed Subchannels									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-20 22:47:55Z			4.1			2019/3/20 22:47			EDITOR


			21325			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.7.2			357			38			T			N			357.38			38			26.7.2						J			Editor						933			There is no description or definition of punctured sounding.			Add a descition that captures how and why it would be used.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 07:48:13Z) - There commenter withdrew the comment during discussion			EDITOR			Withdrawn									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21326			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.7.2			357			38			T			N			357.38			38			26.7.2						J			Editor						933			The punctured sounding mechansim no descernable use. A STA is always able to transmit at the BSS channel width without puncuturing so why is sounding so special that it needs puncturing?			Add descriptive text to explain the value of the mechanism (puctured sounding) or remove it from the spec and complete the design in EHT.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 07:48:43Z) - The commenter withdrew the comment during discussion			EDITOR			Withdrawn									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21327			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.11.7			410			11			T			N			410.11			11			26.11.7						V			Matt Fischer			19/1064r6						The INACTIVE_SUBCHANNELS statement needs to be nomrative.			The parameter INACTIVE_SUBCHANNELS may be present in the TXVECTOR of a non-HT duplicate PPDU that carries an HE NDP Announcement frame or of an HE sounding PPDU. The parameter INACTIVE_SUBCHANNELS shall not be present otherwise.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 07:50:41Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-19/1064r5 that are marked with CID 21327 which generally agree with the commenter’s suggestion to change the wording to be normative.			EDITOR			Matt 19/1064r6 Disallowed Subchannels									I						5			2019/10/4 17:12			EDITOR


			21328			Robert Stacey			238			4			9.4.2.256			203			3			T			N			203.03			3			9.4.2.256						V			Yongho Seok			19/1658r2			932			Normative behavior for the UL MU Power Capabilities element has not been defined. In is not clear when this element is transmitted.			Either remove the definition of the element or define how and when this element is transmitted.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 01:24:13Z) - Agree in principle. 
The normative behaviour for the UL MU Power Capabilities element has been proposed. 

TGax editor makes changes as specified in 11-19/1658r1 for CID 21328.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/1658r2 Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-27 17:25:34Z			5			2019/9/27 17:25			EDITOR


			21329			Robert Stacey			238			4			9.4.2.256			203			34			T			N			203.34			34			9.4.2.256						A			Yongho Seok			19/1658r2			932			The note is meaningless. The max transmit power is the max the implementation is capable of. How can this change after association?			Delete note			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 01:24:01Z)			EDITOR			Yongho 19/1658r2 Misc									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-27 17:26:24Z - see #21049			5			2019/9/27 17:26			EDITOR


			21330			Robert Stacey			238			4			9.4.2.256			203			3			T			N			203.03			3			9.4.2.256						J			Yongho Seok			19/1140r1			898			Where is the transmit power meassured? Conducted power at the antenna port?			Define where the transmit power is measured			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:43:03Z) - The transmit power in the UL MU Power Capabilities element is referring Tx{Max}_{pwr} in the UL power headroom calculation (Equation (26-2)). 

Tx{Max}_{pwr} in the UL power headroom calculation (Equation (26-2)) is an implementation specific measurement. 

Accordingly, the measurement detail of the transmit power in the UL MU Power Capabilities element is also not needed to be specified in the spec.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/1140r1 UL MU Power Capabilities									N									2019/9/21 1:35			EDITOR


			21331			Robert Stacey			238			4			9.4.2.256			203			3			T			N			203.03			3			9.4.2.256						V			Yongho Seok			19/1140r1			898			Provide clarity on wherther the maximum trasnmit power is absolute maximum across all PPDU bandwidths and channels or just in the operating channel and operating channel width.			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:43:32Z) - Agree in principle. 

The maximum trasnmit power is just for the operating channel and operating channel width.

For a clarification, change “… in the current channel” to “… in the operating channel width”. 

TGax editor makes changes as specified in 11-19/1140r1 for CID 21331.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/1140r1 UL MU Power Capabilities									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:35			EDITOR


			21332			Robert Stacey			238			4			9.4.2.256			203			3			T			N			203.03			3			9.4.2.256						V			Yongho Seok			19/1140r1			898			What is the reference transmit power and what is the nominal maximum transmit power?			Define reference and nominal transmit power			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:44:04Z) - Instead of defining the reference maximum transmit power, two sentence is merged into one sentence. 

TGax editor makes changes as specified in 11-19/1140r1 for CID 21332.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/1140r1 UL MU Power Capabilities									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:35			EDITOR


			21333			Robert Stacey			238			4			9.4.2.256			203			26			T			N			203.26			26			9.4.2.256						V			Yongho Seok			19/1140r1			898			"encoded as reference minus nominal" does not make sense. Encoding is how a value is represented as a finite number of bits. Also, dB is a relative scale so there needs to be a reference. Its an unsigned integer so what happens to the encoding if the reference (whatever that is) is less than the nominal?			Define meaning of reference and nominal transmit power. Rewrite as "The Relative Max Transmit Power MCS n field is the reference transmit power relative to the nominal transmit power expressed in dB"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:44:20Z) - Agree in principle. 

Instead of defining the reference maximum transmit power, the wording is changed. 

And, the nominal maximum transmit power of an HE TB for HE-MCS 0 is always greater than or equal to that for HE-MCS n.

TGax editor makes changes as specified in 11-19/1140r1 for CID 21333.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/1140r1 UL MU Power Capabilities									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:35			EDITOR


			21334			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.17.2.2			430			63			E			N			430.63			63			26.17.2.2						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Errouneous reference in the following sentence "The AP shall transmit HE beacons following the rules defined in 27.15.4b (Rate selection rules for HE beacons in the 6 GHz band)"			Sould be revised to "The AP shall transmit HE beacons following the rules defined in 26.15.6 (Additional rules for HE beacons in the 6 GHz band)"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 23:17:52Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 23:17:56Z - see #20076			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21335			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.17.2.3.1			431			8			T			N			431.08			8			26.17.2.3.1						J			Laurent Cariou			19/0417r8			877			This statement and a few others require that every AP that is co-located with a 6 GHz APadvertise the 6 GHz BSS. Surely only one of the low frequency band APs needs to advertise.			Change to "In a deivce that has an AP operating in the 6 GHz band and an AP operating in the 2.4 Ghz or 5 GHz band, at least one of the APs operating in the 2.4 or 5 GHz band shall set both dot11ColocatedRNRImplemented to true and dot11ShortSSIDListImplemented to true"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:20:36Z) - the specification is currently defining what the commenter suggests. Section 11.1.4.3.4 defines that the AP responds to a probe request if dot11ColocatedRNRImplemented is true, the SSID in the Probe Request frame matches the
SSID of an AP that is co-located with the STA and the AP is reported by the STA in a Reduced
Neighbor Report element in Beacons and Probe Responses according to the rules defined in
26.17.2.3 (Scanning in the 6 GHz band). 
And section 26.17.2.3 effectively defines that the minimum requirement is that only one AP at 2.4/5 reports the co-located 6 GHz AP.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0417r8 6 GHz out-of-band discovery									N									2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			21336			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.6.4.1			353			42			T			N			353.42			42			26.6.4.1						V			Liwen Chu			19/1417r1			932			"additionally includes" The ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU definition seems to build on the non-ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU definition, although it doesn't say that. It can't build on the non-ack-enabled multi-TID definition because it is a completely seperate beast. "one or more QoS Data frames with TIDs that do not correspond to a block ack agreement" is not accurate. It is still "ack-enabled" if the QoS Data frames do belong to a block ack agreement but are sent as EOF-MPDUs.			Accurately define "ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU" pssibly through reference to Table 9-532c.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 22:39:52Z) - Discussion: the description of ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU, non-ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU and ack-enabled single -TID A-MPDU are descriped per EoF MPDU, non-EoF MPDU.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-19/1417r1 under CID 21336.			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1417r1 26.6.3.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-21 04:45:59Z			5			2019/9/21 4:46			EDITOR


			21337			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.6.4.1			353			44			T			N			353.44			44			26.6.4.1						V			Liwen Chu			19/1417r1			932			"not send under a block ack agreement". This is not pertinent to the definition. A QoS Data frame that is under a block ack agreement but sent as an EOF-MPDU so that it solicits an Ack frame response should be part of the definition. The definition is also not complete. An A-MPDU that includes a Trigger frame and a Management frame that solicits acknowledgement is also an ack-enable A-MPDU.			Define an ack-enabled A-MPDU as an A-MPDU that includes a frame that solicits an Ack response and one or more additional frames, none of which solicit acknowledgment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 22:40:13Z) - Discussion: the description of ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU, non-ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU and ack-enabled single -TID A-MPDU are descriped per EoF MPDU, non-EoF MPDU.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-19/1417r1 under CID 21337.			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1417r1 26.6.3.1									I						5			2019/9/21 4:45			EDITOR


			21338			Robert Stacey			238			4			G.5			740			58			T			N			740.58			58			G.5						V			Osama Aboul-Magd			19/1259r1			932			he-trigger-based-sounding sequence is incorrect.			Delete the he-feedback after the HE sounding PPDU			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 23:00:08Z) - The commenter is correct in the sense that the he-feedback was not defined. A definition of the sequence was added.

TGax Editor please make changes related to CID 21338 in 19/1259r1			EDITOR			Annex G									I						5			2019/9/23 17:45			EDITOR


			21339			Robert Stacey			238			4			G.5			740			62			T			N			740.62			62			G.5						A			Osama Aboul-Magd			19/1259r1			932			The he-bf sequence seems redundent			delete the he-bf sequence			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 22:19:31Z)			EDITOR			Osama 19/1259r1 Annex G									I						5			2019/9/23 17:45			EDITOR


			21340			Robert Stacey			238			4			G.5			740			15			T			N			740.15			15			G.5						V			Osama Aboul-Magd			19/1259r1			932			The +MU-RTS_Trig is not optional			Change to "Trigger+MU-RTS_Trig" without []			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 22:19:52Z) - Changes are made in the CID 21341 resolution.			EDITOR			Osama 19/1259r1 Annex G									I						5			2019/9/23 17:45			EDITOR


			21341			Robert Stacey			238			4			G.5			739			36			T			N			739.36			36			G.5						V			Osama Aboul-Magd			19/1259r1			932			In the sequences that include a Trigger frame, the +yyy_Trig is not optional (shouldn't have []). All Trigger frames have a type so it doesn't make sense to use a modifier syntax. Just use the full name -- the total length is no longer			Delete the _Trig entries in this table. Replace Trigger[+MU-RTS_Trig] with MU-RTS Trigger, Trigger[+Basic_Trig] with Basic Trigger, etc.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 22:21:59Z) - Changes as recommended are made.

TGax Editor: please make changes in 19/1259r1 related to CID 21341			EDITOR			Osama 19/1259r1 Annex G									I						5			2019/9/23 17:45			EDITOR


			21342			Robert Stacey			238			4			9.7.3			218			42			T			N			218.42			42			9.7.3						V			Liwen Chu			19/0734r3			890			These 4 new contexts all have the same definition.			Give each a unique definition			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:17:59Z) - Discussion: Generally agree with the commenter.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-19/0734r3 under CID 21342			EDITOR			Liwen 19/0734r3 9.7.3									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:30			EDITOR


			21343			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.5.3.6			341			14			T			N			341.14			14			26.5.3.6						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19.316r1			831			The QoS Control field is always present so the non-AP STA has no choice but to include it.			Change sentence to "As with unsolicited BSR, a non-AP STA might include a BSR Control subfield in a QoS Null frame that is sent in response to a BSRP Trigger frame"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-18 20:15:14Z) - Agree with the comment that QoS Control field is always present in QoS Null frame. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change. It also fixes a bug in the preceding bullet that mentions QoS Data replacing it with QoS Null in the case of solicited BSR.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0316r1 under all headings that include CID 21343.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/316 BSR operation									I						4.1			2019/3/18 21:45			EDITOR


			21344			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.5.3.6			341			18			T			N			341.18			18			26.5.3.6						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19.316r1			831			The QoS Control field is always present.			If the BSR Control subfield is present, the Queue Size field of the BSR Control subfield might indicate a different queue size from that indicated by the Queue Size field in the QoS Control field.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-18 20:16:20Z) - This note is covering the “frame” in general, and in this case the frame can be an Action No Ack frame which does not contain a QoS Control field but might contain the BSR Control field. However, the proposed resolution is removing this note as it is being merged with the preceding note.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0316r1 under all headings that include CID 21344.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/316 BSR operation									I						4.1			2019/3/18 21:45			EDITOR


			21345			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.5.3.6			340			46			T			N			340.46			46			26.5.3.6						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19.316r1			831			The QoS Control field is always present.			Change to "If a QoS Null frame or QoS Data frame includes a BSR Control subfield, then..."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-18 20:14:55Z) - The QoS Control field is always present if the frame is a QoS Null or QoS Data frame but is not present in Management frames (while BSR Control can be present). Proposed resolution is to clearly separate these two cases. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0316r1 under all headings that include CID 21345.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/316 BSR operation									I						4.1			2019/3/18 21:45			EDITOR


			21346			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.5.3.6			340			3			T			N			340.03			3			26.5.3.6						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0303r4			838			In 9.2.4.5.6 and 9.2.4.6a.4 the term queue size is used (and defined). But this subclause uses the undefined term buffer status report.			Align the terminology. Change the 1st sentence to "A non-AP STA reports its queue size to assist the AP in allocating UL MU resources." In the remainder of the paragraph, "BSR" becomes "queue size". Change "reports its buffer status (unsolicited BSR)" at 340.13 to "reports its queue size" Change remaning "buffer status" to "queue size"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:15:02Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Buffer status report, depending on which field is used, refers in general to the queue size for a given TID if in QoS Control field, and to the set of parameters ACI bitmap, Delta TID, AC High, two queue sizes if in BSR Control field. Proposed resolution adds this definition and replaces the buffer status with queue size when it refers explicitly to the queue size contents.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0303r4 under all headings that include CID 21346.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/303r4 QoS Control									I						4.2			2019/5/29 19:40			EDITOR


			21347			Robert Stacey			238			4			26.5.3.6			340			13			T			N			340.13			13			26.5.3.6						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0303r4			838			It's not "either-or". It's mandatorially QoS Control and optionally BSR Control.			"A non-AP STA reports its queue size in the QoS Control field and BSR Control subfields of a QoS Data frame or QoS Null frame as follows:"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 18:26:41Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. This item is resolved as part of comment resolutions incorporated in D4.1 inline with the comment, except that the BSR Control can also be present in Management frams. 

Note to TGax Editor: The change below is already present in D4.1. Hence no further changes are necessary.

TGax editor: Replace “A non-AP STA reports its buffer status (unsolicited BSR) to the AP to which it is associated using either the QoS Control field or the BSR Control subfield of frames it transmits as defined below” with “A non-AP STA reports its buffer status (unsolicited BSR) to the AP to which it is associated in the QoS Control field in QoS Null and QoS Data frames and in the BSR Control subfield (if present) in QoS Null, QoS Data and Management frames as defined below”.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/303r4 QoS Control									I						4.2			2019/5/29 19:40			EDITOR


			21348			Rojan Chitrakar			238			4			3.2			40			27			T			N			40.27			27			3.2						V			Youhan Kim			19/0831r1			859			The definition of "triggering frame" seems redundant as it is only used in this section to define trigerring PPDU and is not used anywhere else in the specfication.			Delete the definition for triggering frame and change the definition of trigerring PPDU as:
"A PPDU carrying a Trigger frame or a frame carrying a TRS Control Subfield."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:46:44Z) - There are a number of instances in D4.1 which uses the phrase “Trigger frame or a frame carrying a TRS Control subfield”.  Proposed text update in 11-19/0831 replaces those with “triggering frame”.
Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text updates for CID 21348 in 11-19/0831r1.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/831r1 Part 2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-04 20:53:19Z - There are a number of other instances using variants of the phrase, e.g., Trigger frame or a frame with a TRS Control subfield. I'll assume the intent applies to all these.			4.2			2019/6/4 20:54			EDITOR


			21349			Rojan Chitrakar			238			4			11.21.1			2			1			T			N			2.01			1			11.21.1						J			Editor						933			82It appears that TDLS is intended to also support HE operation in the off channel. However relevent clauses such as 11.21.6.5 Setting up a wide bandwidth off-channel direct link only mentions VHT and doesn't yet support 6 GHz (HE) off-channel.			Enable setup of TDLS off channel in the 6 GHz band by amending relevant sub-clauses in 11.21  Tunneled direct-link setup.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-08-20 03:32:00Z) - The commenter withdraws the comment.			EDITOR			Withdrawn									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21350			Rojan Chitrakar			238			4			26.17.2.1			430			11			T			N			430.11			11			26.17.2.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0304r2			850			Is the "Rx HE-MCS Map 80 MHz" supposed to be "Rx HE-MCS Map <= 80 MHz"?			Change to "Rx HE-MCS Map <= 80 MHz". Also please indicate that these field is in the Supported HE-MCS And NSS Set field in the HE Capability Element.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 18:02:48Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0304r2 under all headings that include CID 21350.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/304r2 HE BSS in 6 GHz									I						4.2			2019/5/30 18:37			EDITOR


			21351			Rojan Chitrakar			238			4			26.17.2.1			430			40			T			N			430.40			40			26.17.2.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0304r2			850			It is not clear from 27.3.22.2 (Channel allocation in the 6 GHz band)) that nch in 27-134 represents the channel number of the primary channel indicated in the 6Hz operation element.			Clarify that nch in 27-134 represents the channel number of the primary channel indicated in the 6Hz operation element.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 18:03:04Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. The channelization is determined not only based on the primary channel but also in the channel width and channel center frequencies 0 and 1. Proposed resolution clarifies this aspect by using language that is similar to that of VHT STAs:

“A VHT STA shall determine the channelization using the combination of the information in the HT Operation element Primary Channel field and the VHT Operation element VHT Operation Information field Channel Center Frequency Segment 0 and Channel Center Frequency Segment 1 subfields (see 21.3.14 (Channelization)).”

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0304r2 under all headings that include CID 21351.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/304r2 HE BSS in 6 GHz									I						4.2			2019/5/30 18:37			EDITOR


			21352			Rojan Chitrakar			238			4			26.17.2.1			430			52			T			N			430.52			52			26.17.2.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0304r2			850			"An HE STA transmits Beacon frames as defined in 11.1 (Synchronization),...", is this specifically referring to Beacon transmissions in the 6 GHz band? Also is it necessary to transmit Beacons in non-HT duplicate PPDUs in the 6Hz band since there are no legacy STAs operating in this band?			Clarify that this sentence is specifically referring to Beacon transmissions in the 6 GHz band. Additionally, limit the beacon transmissions in the 6 GHz band to HE Beacon. If this sentence is refereing to HE STAs in general, delete the sentence from this sub-clause and move to 26.17.2.1.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 18:03:17Z) - The comment and the proposed change is asking multiple questions the answers to which are as follows: 1) Yes, the sentence in question is for the 6 GHz band in particular because the rules are under the 6 GHz band subclauses. 2) It is not necessary to transmit Beacons in non-HT duplicate PPDU but it is explicitly allowed since it is beneficial for when the AP operates SST (we propose some more clarifications in the proposed resolution for this case as suggested by CID 20411. 3) disagree in limiting the beacon transmissions to HE beacon because it is up to the AP to chose what PPDU format to use from the types that are allowed (non-HT, non-HT duplicate, and HE SU). Since this sentence is related to 6 GHz band the resolution moves it under the subclause that defines rules for beacon generation in the 6 GHz band.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0304r2 under all headings that include CID 21352.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/304r2 HE BSS in 6 GHz									I						4.2			2019/5/30 18:37			EDITOR


			21353			Rojan Chitrakar			238			4			26.17.2.3.3			432			42			T			N			432.42			42			26.17.2.3.3						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0962r4			885			Why 20480uS? If the value is based on some constant or another value, it is better to write as such.			Add a NOTE why the scan period has to be 20480uS or re-write as a constant/variable.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:12:43Z) - The value derives from the fact that the AP generates FD frames with a periodicity that does not exceed 20 TUs. Proposed resolution adds one note to provide some clarificiation about this.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0962r4 under all headings that include CID 21353.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0962r4 Non-AP STA Scanning									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:28			EDITOR


			21354			Rojan Chitrakar			238			4			26.17.2.3.3			432			46			T			N			432.46			46			26.17.2.3.3						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0962r4			885			Why 20480uS? If the value is based on some constant or another value, it is better to write as such.			Add a NOTE why dot11FILSProbeDelay has to be 20480uS.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:12:55Z) - The value derives from the fact that the AP generates FD frames with a periodicity that does not exceed 20 TUs. Proposed resolution adds one note to provide some clarificiation about this.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0962r4 under all headings that include CID 21354.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0962r4 Non-AP STA Scanning									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:28			EDITOR


			21355			Rojan Chitrakar			238			4			26.17.2.4			434			2			T			N			434.02			2			26.17.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0417r8			877			Should the OCT procedure be performed via over-the air transmission with the AP that sent the Reduced Neighbor Report element even when the Co-Located AP subfield is set to 0? In this case the Reported AP is likely to be a separate device. The OCT should be performed over the air with the Reported AP directly on a supported band (2.4 or 5 GHz).			when the Co-Located AP subfield is set to 0,  the OCT procedure should be performed over the air with the Reported AP directly on a supported band (2.4 or 5 GHz).			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:13:54Z) - Change the recommendation meaning as follows: If the co-located AP subfield is set to 1, the STA should use OCT. If the co-located AP subfield is set to 0, the AP may use OCT. Apply the changes marked as CID21355 in doc 0417r8.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0417r8 6 GHz out-of-band discovery									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			21356			Rojan Chitrakar			238			4			26.17.2.4			434			6			T			N			434.06			6			26.17.2.4						J			Laurent Cariou			19/0417r8			877			Why increase an AP's burden by making it mandatory for APs to support both Reduced Neighbor Report element and Neighbor Report elements when either one method is sufficient?			Only make it madatory for APs to support one feature, either Reduced Neighbor Report element or Neighbor Report elements. An AP that support Reduced Neighbor Report element need not support Neighbor Report elements and vice versa; APs can choose which method they prefer.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:14:15Z) - the 2 features are not overlapping. RNR is included in beacons and probe response for discovery purposes, NR is included in BTM request frames to describe a target BSS.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0417r8 6 GHz out-of-band discovery									N									2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			21357			Rojan Chitrakar			238			4			26.17.2.4			434			18			T			N			434.18			18			26.17.2.4						J			Laurent Cariou			19/0417r8			877			This paragraph is written in an extremely confusing way; I think the intention is to say that an AP may set the 20 TU Probe Response Active subfields to 1 for APs listed in the neighbor elements that transmit unsolicited Probe Response frames every 20 TUs. The portion "that operate in the corresponding channel and
that might be detected by a STA receiving this frame" seem redundant.			Rewrite the paragraph without redundant texts. Also, remove the Note below, it is completely redundant.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:14:39Z) - there are no redundancies in this sentence. The text ”that operate in the corresponding channel and
that might be detected by a STA receiving this frame" is needed to reduce the constaint on the AP side to have all APs in the entire ESS transmit probe responses every 20TUs, but only the ones in the range of the STAs.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0417r8 6 GHz out-of-band discovery									N									2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			21358			Rojan Chitrakar			238			4			26.17.2.4			434			26			T			N			434.26			26			26.17.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0417r8			877			This paragraph is written in a confusing way;The portion "and that might be detected by a STA receiving this frame" seem redundant. Additionaly, the last phrase "have a corresponding co-located AP operating in the 2.4 GHz or 5 GHz bands" seem to be grammatically incorrect. Which AP is it referring to? The Reported AP, or the reporint AP?			Rewrite the paragraph without redundant texts.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:15:20Z) - clean the sentence to make sure there are no ambiguities for the last part of the sentence. Apply the changes marked as CID21358 in doc 0417r8.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0417r8 6 GHz out-of-band discovery									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			21359			ron porat			238			4			27.1.1			442			54			T			N			442.54			54			27.1.1						V			Sameer Vermani			19/0385r2			826			1.6 ╬╝s GI duration on the HE-LTF and Data field symbols when the 1x HE-LTF is used (receive) for
full bandwidth UL MU-MIMO if the HE STA supports UL MU-MIMO.
The word "(receive)" suggests this requirement is for AP-STA only.			remove: (receive)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:06:51Z) - Agree with the comment.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0385r2 CID 21359			EDITOR			Sameer 19/385 27.1.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-20 21:57:28Z			4.1			2019/3/20 21:57			EDITOR


			21360			ron porat			238			4			27.3.19.1			624			38			T			N			624.38			38			27.3.19.1						V			Youhan Kim			19/0831r1			859			If the PPDU bandwidth is 20 MHz, BCC is used			For 20MHz 1024 QAM, need to use LDPC			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:45:44Z) - This has already been fixed in D4.1 per CID 20360.
Note to Editor:  There is no additional text change needed for this CID.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/831r1 Part 2									N									2019/5/16 13:38			EDITOR


			21361			ron porat			238			4			26.15.2			418			47			E			N			418.47			47			26.15.2						V			Yongho Seok			19/0770r6			932			An HE STA may transmit an HE SU PPDU to a peer HE STA if the HE SU PPDU does not carry a Control frame that is not solicited by other frame			Not very clear. Request to add more details			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 02:30:59Z) - “An HE STA may transmit an HE SU PPDU to a peer HE STA if the HE SU PPDU does not carry a Control frame that is not solicited by other frame.”

This is “may” statement. 
And, if-condition is not a requirement to send an HE SU PPDU.
The RTS frame that is not solicited by other frame can be sent in an HE SU PPDU when it is sent in STBC format. 

So, the cited sentence is meaningless.

The suggestion is to removes the second sentence (i.e., An HE STA may transmit an HE SU PPDU to a peer HE STA if the HE SU PPDU does not carry a Control frame that is not solicited by other frame.) of the first paragraph of 26.15.2 (PPDU format selection).

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0964r3 under all headings that include CID 21523. 

(But, since the suggested change has been already applied to TGax Draft 4.3. TGax editor needs no change).			EDITOR			Yongho 19/0770r6 PPDU format									N						5			2019/9/23 23:15			EDITOR


			21362			ron porat			238			4			26.15.2			419			53			E			N			419.53			53			26.15.2						V			Yongho Seok			19/0770r6			932			A Control frame that is not solicited by another frame shall be carried in an HT PPDU, VHT PPDU, HE SU PPDU or HE ER SU PPDU if the PPDU is encoded using STBC			Not very clear. Request to add more details			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 02:31:14Z) - Since the cited sentence is a subset of “A Control frame shall be carried in an HT PPDU, VHT PPDU, HE ER SU PPDU or HE SU PPDU when the Control frame is sent using an STBC frame”, it should be removed. 

TGax editor remove “A Control frame that is not solicited by another frame shall be carried in an HT PPDU, VHT PPDU, HE SU PPDU or HE ER SU PPDU if the PPDU is encoded using STBC.” in 26.15.2 (PPDU format selection).			EDITOR			Yongho 19/0770r6 PPDU format									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-23 23:16:57Z			5			2019/10/4 21:12			EDITOR


			21363			ron porat			238			4			27.2.2			458			28			T			N			458.28			28			27.2.2						V			Bo Sun			19/0407r4			827			For the TXVECTOR, indicates the RU Allocation subfield of Common field in the HE-SIG-B of the transmitted PPDU ...			If the bits indicate the common block size (without DC RU allocation), 32-bits is not correct for 160 and 80+80 MHz. Also, remove referrence to "trigger frame format" for this condition which is HE_MU and SIG_B_COMPRESSION_MODE 0			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:10:04Z) - Agree on the comment that the bit numbers of 40/80/160/80+80 MHz in comment-SIG-B is only for one 20 MHz. It should be doubled for more than 20 MHz cases.  The reference to “trigger frame format” is to explain for the RXVECTOR, the RU_ALLOCATION parameter is using the same coding for both HE_MU PPDU and HE_TB PPDU. But it’s better to make a modification to explain the purpose. 

Instruction to TGax tech editor: 
Please implement the same change as to comment CID 21382.			EDITOR			Bo 19/407 xVECTORS									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-20 21:14:50Z- See #21382			4.2			2019/3/20 21:14			EDITOR


			21364			ron porat			238			4			26.5.3.2.3			328			27			T			N			328.27			27			26.5.3.2.3						V			Tianyu Wu			19/0703r0			904			"4 if MinTrigProcTime is 8 us"
Is this a typo? This should be 16 uS, correct?			Is this a typo? This should be 16 uS, correct?			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:11:34Z) - Agree with commenter. Already resolved by CID 20173 and changed in D4.1. No further text change needed.			EDITOR			Tianyu 19/0703r0									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:36			EDITOR


			21365			ron porat			238			4			27.3.18			615			34			T			N			615.34			34			27.3.18						V			Youhan Kim			19/0831r1			859			Next, for each frequency at which "neither" of the two 80 MHz interim masks have values greater than or equal to -20 dBr and less than or equal to 0 dBr, the higher value of the two interim masks shall be taken as the overall interim spectral value.			Should replace 'neither' with 'either'.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:45:20Z) - “Neither” is correct here.  During the review, however, another error was found in the spectral mask definition for the 80+80MHz mask.  See 11-19/831 for further details.  Proposed text change in 11-19/831 fixes the issue.
Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text updates for CID 21365 in 11-19/0831r1.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/831r1 Part 2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-04 20:39:27Z			4.2			2019/6/4 20:39			EDITOR


			21366			ron porat			238			4			27.3.10.8.4			552						E			N			552.00						27.3.10.8.4						V			Brian Hart			19/1386r4			932			HE-SIG-A and HE-SIG-B common field jointly define preamble puncturing pattern. The "if and only if" condition here does not reflect that fact.			add the following text to line 45 of page 552: The preamble is punctured in a 20 MHz subchannel S1 of an HE MU PPDU if and only if it doesn't contradict the bandwidth signaling in SIG-A and one of the following conditions apply.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 22:46:48Z) - Revised. The commenter’s proposed direction is substantially agreed, leading to changes in 19/1386r4			EDITOR			Brian 19/1386r4 HE-SIG-B									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-26 21:34:24Z			5			2019/9/26 21:34			EDITOR


			21367			Sameer Vermani			238			4			9.4.2.242.3			175			16			E			N			175.16			16			9.4.2.242.3						V			Editor			1123r2			923			The line does not have proper punctuation			Add "comma" before "only"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 22:22:23Z) - Change to read "B2 indicates support for the reception of a 160 MHz or 80+80 MHz preamble where only the secondary 20 MHz channel in the primary 80 MHz channel is punctured". And change the B3 description to read "B3 indicates support for the reception of a 160 MHz or 80+80 MHz preamble where the primary 40 MHz channel in the primary 80 MHz channel is present."			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-10 22:26:02Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21368			Sameer Vermani			238			4			9.4.2.242.3			175			57			T			N			175.57			57			9.4.2.242.3						V			Youhan Kim			19/0837r1			845			The definition is too hard to understand because of redundancy. The fact that STBC is used only for 1 spatial stream should/need not be mentioned here.			Change to "Indicates support for the transmission of an HE TB
PPDU using STBC for a bandwidth less than or equal to
80 MHz"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 17:55:08Z) - Similar text update is done for > 80 MHz in 11-19/0837.
Instruction to Editor:  Implement the text updates for CID 21368 and 21369 in 11-19/0837r1.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/837r1 HE Capabilities									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-30 15:08:44Z			4.2			2019/5/30 15:08			EDITOR


			21369			Sameer Vermani			238			4			9.4.2.242.3			175			62			T			N			175.62			62			9.4.2.242.3						V			Youhan Kim			19/0837r1			845			Redundant information is making the definition text hard to understand. The fact that STBC is used only for 1 spatial stream should/need not be mentioned here.			Change to "Indicates support for the reception of an HE PPDU using STBC
with a bandwidth less than or equal to 80 MHz."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 17:55:13Z) - Similar text update is done for > 80 MHz in 11-19/0837.
Instruction to Editor:  Implement the text updates for CID 21368 and 21369 in 11-19/0837r1.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/837r1 HE Capabilities									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-30 15:08:49Z			4.2			2019/5/30 15:08			EDITOR


			21370			Sameer Vermani			238			4			9.4.2.242.3			176			19			E			N			176.19			19			9.4.2.242.3						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Definition has redundant information.			Change to "For an AP, indicates support for receiving an RU in an
HE TB PPDU where MU-MIMO is employed in the
RU, the RU not spanning the entire PPDU bandwidth
(UL MU-MIMO within OFDMA).
For a non-AP STA, indicates support for transmitting
an RU in an HE TB PPDU where MU-MIMO is
employed in the RU, RU not spanning the entire
PPDU bandwidth (UL MU-MIMO within OFDMA)."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-11 15:25:20Z) - Mentioning that the RU size is greater than 106-tone is not necessary for the definition (it is a requirement for RU allocation), so this aspect should be moved to a note. It is not the RU that is transmitted (or received), it is the HE TB PPDU. Change to read "For an AP, indicates support for receiving an HE TB PPDU on an RU where MU-MIMO is employed and where the RU does not span the entire PPDU bandwidth (UL MU-MIMO in OFDMA).

For a non-AP STA, indicates support for transmitting an HE TB PPDU on an RU where MU-MIMO is employed and where the RU does not span the entire PPDU bandwidth (UL MU-MIMO in OFDMA).
NOTE—The RU is a 106-tone or larger RU."			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-11 15:27:13Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21371			Sameer Vermani			238			4			9.4.2.242.3			177			30			E			N			177.30			30			9.4.2.242.3						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Text needs to be made more crisp			Change to "For bandwidth less than or equal to 80 MHz, it indicates
the maximum number of space-time streams that
the STA can receive in an HE sounding NDP as well as the maximum
value for the total number of space-time streams
over all the users that can be sent to the STA in
a DL MU-MIMO transmission including that STA. This value also applies to cases where DL MU-MIMO is happening only on part of the PPDU bandwidth."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-28 19:08:35Z) - See #20605 which cleans up the text along the lines proposed. No further change needed.			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21372			Sameer Vermani			238			4			9.4.2.242.3			177			42			E			N			177.42			42			9.4.2.242.3						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Text needs to be more crisp.			Change to "For bandwidths greater than 80 MHz, it indicates
the maximum number of space-time streams that
the STA can receive in an HE sounding NDP as well as the maximum
value for the total number of space-time streams
over all the users that can be sent to the STA in
a DL MU-MIMO transmission including that STA. This value also applies to cases where DL MU-MIMO is happening only on part of the PPDU bandwidth."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-27 22:02:54Z) - Clarified with resolution to #20605, which also addresses the commnets point "This value also applies to cases where DL MU-MIMO is happening only on part of the PPDU bandwidth". No further changes required.			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21373			Sameer Vermani			238			4			27.1			441			46			E			N			441.46			46			27.1						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Text needs to be better worded. Maximum and "up to" being used together is wrong.			Change to "The HE PHY extends the maximum number of users supported for DL MU-MIMO transmissions to 8
users per resource unit (RU) and provides support for DL and UL orthogonal frequency division multiple
access (OFDMA) as well as for UL MU-MIMO."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-25 23:22:58Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-25 23:23:03Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21374			Sameer Vermani			238			4			27.1			441			52			E			N			441.52			52			27.1						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Text can be improved			Change to "In an MU-MIMO
resource unit, there is support for up to 8 users with up to 4 space-time streams per user with the total across all users not
exceeding 8 space-time streams."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-25 23:24:38Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-25 23:24:41Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21375			Sameer Vermani			238			4			27.1			444			36			E			N			444.36			36			27.1						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Text can be improved			Change to "The non-AP STA
shall be able to receive its intended spatial streams in a DL MU-MIMO transmission with a total
number of spatial streams across all users of at least 4"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-25 23:26:46Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-25 23:26:50Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21376			Sameer Vermani			238			4			27.1			445			50			E			N			445.50			50			27.1						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Text should be improved			Change to "The total number of spatial streams (across all users) in the DL MU-MIMO within OFDMA transmission that the non-
AP STA can receive shall be at least 4."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-25 23:30:11Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-25 23:30:15Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21377			Sigurd Schelstraete			238			4			27.1.1			442			46			T			N			442.46			46			27.1.1						A			Sameer Vermani			19/0385r2			826			"in all supported channel widths and RU
sizes for HE SU PPDUs.". It doesn't make sense to talk about "all RU sizes" for an SU PPDU.			Change to: "in all supported channel widths for HE SU PPDUs			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:07:00Z)			EDITOR			Sameer 19/385 27.1.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-20 21:52:58Z			4.1			2019/3/20 21:52			EDITOR


			21378			Sigurd Schelstraete			238			4			27.3.22.2			642			19			T			N			642.19			19			27.3.22.2						J			Youhan Kim			19/1225r2			915			Reconsider channelization for 6 GHz.

Channel center frequencies are defined at every integer multiple of 5 MHz above 5940 MHz. This  leaves only 10 MHz of Guard-Band between U-NII-5 and U-NII-4, which will make filter design challenging.
In addition, with the current channelization, , there is no single complete 80 MHz channel in UNII-6 and only one complete 40 MHz channel within UNII-6.
Given that UNII-6 and the adjoining UNI-5 and UNII-7 may operate under different regulatory rules, it would be better to have more self-contained channels within this band.			Both of these issues could be addressed by simply moving the starting frequency of the channelization by 10 MHz (from 5940 to 5950 MHz).  A submission with further details will be provided.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:40:04Z) - While the commenter makes good points, regulatory rules have not been finalized yet.  This should be revisited after more information is available from the regulatory bodies, rather than making speculative updates now, and then potentially have to update again later.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/1225r2									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21379			Sigurd Schelstraete			238			4			27.1.1			442			49			T			N			442.49			49			27.1.1						V			Sameer Vermani			19/0385r2			826			An HE STA shall support "0.8 ╬╝s and 1.6 ╬╝s GI duration on both HE-LTF and Data field symbols of an HE SU PPDU and HE
ER SU PPDU if a 2x HE-LTF is used (transmit and receive)." When written as such, this does not make clear that 2x HE-LTF is mandatory. In other places (e.g. page 443L49), this is expressed better ("Reception of an HE TB PPDU with a 2x HE-LTF and with 1.6 ╬╝s GI duration")			Change wording to make it clear that the combination 0.8 (1.6) usec GI/2xHE-LTF is what's mandatory, e.g. "2x HE-LTF with 0.8 ╬╝s and 1.6 ╬╝s GI duration on both HE-LTF and Data field symbols for HE SU PPDUs and HE
ER SU PPDUs"

Note: similr issue with 4x HE-LTF and 1xHE-LTF support.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:07:14Z) - Agree with the comment.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0385r2 CID 21379			EDITOR			Sameer 19/385 27.1.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-20 21:57:16Z			4.1			2019/3/20 21:57			EDITOR


			21380			Sigurd Schelstraete			238			4			27.1.1			443			57			T			N			443.57			57			27.1.1						V			Sameer Vermani			19/0385r2			826			An HE AP shall support "HE MU PPDUs with 0.8 ╬╝s GI duration on both the HE-LTF and Data field symbols when the 4x
HE-LTF is used if the HE AP supports HE ER SU PPDUs with 0.8 ╬╝s GI duration on both the HELTF
and Data field symbols when the HE-LTF is a 4x HE-LTF (transmit)."			Change to "Transmission of HE MU PPDU ..." and delete (transmit) at end of sentence to be consistent with previous bullet.

Similar comment on page 444L18 and page 445L7.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:07:28Z) - Agree with the comment.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0385r2 CID 21380			EDITOR			Sameer 19/385 27.1.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-20 21:59:37Z			4.1			2019/3/20 21:59			EDITOR


			21381			Sigurd Schelstraete			238			4			27.1.4			446			64			T			N			446.64			64			27.1.4						J			Sameer Vermani			19/1271r0			914			Reference to support of Clause 18, which is not mentioned in the introduction on page 441. In addition, Table 27-1 also mentions Clauses 15 and 16 for FORMAT = Non-HT. Those are missing in the text.			Should these clauses also be mentioned in the introduction?			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:45:21Z) - Support for clause 19 already ensures the support for clauses 18 and 16.			EDITOR			Sameer 19/1271r0 PHY Misc									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21382			Sigurd Schelstraete			238			4			27.2.2			458			34			T			N			458.34			34			27.2.2						A			Bo Sun			19/0407r4			827			"32 bits for a 160 MHz or 80+80 MHz PPDU."
Should be 64 bits. This was agreed earlier in  11-18/1759r2, but Incorrectly implemented.			Correct			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:10:35Z) - As pointed out by the commenter, this issue has been addressed in 11-18/1759r2 but incorrectly implemented in D4.0.			EDITOR			Bo 19/407 xVECTORS									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-20 21:15:01Z			4.1			2019/3/20 21:15			EDITOR


			21383			Sigurd Schelstraete			238			4			27.2.2			458			51			T			N			458.51			51			27.2.2						V			Youhan Kim			19/0831r1			859			"8 bits for 20 MHz and 40 MHz PPDU;
16 bits for 80 MHz PPDU;
32 bits for 160 MHz and 80+80 MHz PPDU." shoud be "8 bits for a 20 MHz PPDU;
16 bits for a 40 MHz PPDU;
32 bits for an 80 MHz PPDU
64 bits for a 160 MHz or 80+80 MHz PPDU."			Correct			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:42:11Z) - There is no need to indicate puncturing for 20 or 40 MHz PPDUs.  Furthermore, clause 26.11.7 (INACTIVE_SUBCHANNELS and RU_ALLOCATION) in D4.1 talks about CBW80 and CBW160 only, and also mentions only non-HT duplicate (> 20 MHz) but not non-HT (20 MHz).  Hence, TXVECTOR parameter RU_ALLOCATION should not deal with 20 and 40 MHz PPDUs.
Proposed text updates in 11-19/0831 clarifies these points.
Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text updates for CIDs 21383 in 11-19/0831r1.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/831r1 Part 2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-04 19:48:39Z- EDITOR: 2019-06-04 19:48:36Z			4.2			2019/6/4 19:48			EDITOR


			21384			Sigurd Schelstraete			238			4			27.2.3			465			4			T			N			465.04			4			27.2.3						A			Bo Sun			19/0407r4			827			Unclear sentence "The TRIGVECTOR is carried in a PHY-TRIGGER.request primitive for PHY of AP to receive HE TB
PPDU over each assigned RU."			Change to e.g. "The TRIGVECTOR is carried in a PHY-TRIGGER.request primitive to indicate to the PHY of the AP the parameters needed to receive the HE TB
PPDU over each assigned RU."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:14:25Z)			EDITOR			Bo 19/407 xVECTORS									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-20 21:26:37Z - Changed to "The TRIGVECTOR is carried in a PHY-TRIGGER.request primitive and provides the PHY of the AP with the parameters needed to receive an HE TB PPDU over each assigned RU" because 1) it is always present in the PHY-TRIGGER.request primitive and not just there for the stated purpose and 2) "provides" is a better description of the action than "indicate to"			4.1			2019/3/20 21:29			EDITOR


			21385			Sigurd Schelstraete			238			4			27.2.5			468			24			T			N			468.24			24			27.2.5						V			Youhan Kim			19/0827r3			860			INACTIVE_SUBCHANNELS doesn't appear to be part of TXVECTOR			Add to TXVECTOR			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:49:53Z) - Proposed text updates in 11-19/0827 adds the TXVECTOR parameter INACTIVE_SUBCHANNELS.

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text updates for CID 21385 in 11-19/0827r3.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/827r3 Punctured Non-HT									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-05 15:54:30Z			4.2			2019/6/5 15:54			EDITOR


			21386			Sigurd Schelstraete			238			4			27.3.2.2			477			25			T			N			477.25			25			27.3.2.2						V			Youhan Kim			19/0379r1			824			"from the lowest frequency index with x1 to the highest index of y1"			Change to "from the lowest frequency index  x1 to the highest index  y1"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 17:58:09Z) - Agree with the commenter that the phrase needs to be re-worded.  The notations [x:y] and [x1:y1, x2:y2] are used in many other places in the draft without proper definition.  Proposed text update in 11-19/0379r1 defines these notations in 27.3.2.1.

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text changes in 11-19/0379r1 for CID 21386.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/379 Part 1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-20 23:52:43Z			4.1			2019/3/20 23:52			EDITOR


			21387			Sigurd Schelstraete			238			4			27.3.2.6			485			37			T			N			485.37			37			27.3.2.6						V			Youhan Kim			19/0379r1			824			Sentence in wrong section? "The value of GI duration shall be the same for all users in an HE MU PPDU." is in section "Resource allocation for an HE TB PPDU"			Move sentence to section 27.3.2.5			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 17:59:00Z) - Agree with the commenter that the cited sentence does not belong in 27.3.2.6.  However, 27.3.2.5 is also on “resource allocation and user identification” in an HE MU PPDU, to which GI duration is not directly related to.

Also, note that the TXVECTOR parameter GI_TYPE is not an “MU” type, meaning that it can have only a single value (not an array) even for HE MU PPDUs.  Also, the GI type (together with LTF type) is signalled in the HE-SIG-A in an HE MU PPDU.  Hence, there is no way to indicate different GI values for different users.  Thus, there is no need to write a rule requiring that GI duration “shall be the same” for all users.

Instruction to Editor:  Delete the sentence “The value of GI duration shall be the same for all uesrs in an HE MU PPDU” from D4.0 P485L37.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/379 Part 1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-21 14:45:10Z			4.1			2019/3/21 14:45			EDITOR


			21388			Sigurd Schelstraete			238			4			27.3.9			518			57			T			N			518.57			57			27.3.9						V			Yan Zhang			19/0793r1			855			Table 27-18 is missing CH_BANDWIDTH values for punctured MU transmission			Add missing values			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:17:22Z) - Change to as in the resolution of CID21388 in doc IEEE802.11-19/0793r1.			EDITOR			Yan 19/793r1 PHY Math									I						4.2			2019/5/31 20:17			EDITOR


			21389			Sigurd Schelstraete			238			4			27.3.10.7.2			530			13			T			N			530.13			13			27.3.10.7.2						V			Jianhan Liu			19/1127r4			912			Inconsistent terminology: "SIGB Compression field" on line 13, "HE-SIG-B Compression field" on line 30			Use consistent terminology			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:39:57Z) - Change HE-SIG-B compression filed to SIGB compression field because SIGB is used much more offen.

 11ax editor, please see the discussion for instructions of CID 21389 in doc IEEE 802.11-19/1127r4.			EDITOR			Jianhan 19/1127r4 HE-SIG-A									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21390			Sigurd Schelstraete			238			4			27.3.10.7.2			530			53			E			N			530.53			53			27.3.10.7.2						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Typo: "NU-MIMO"			Correct			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 17:42:48Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 17:42:53Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21391			Sigurd Schelstraete			238			4			27.3.10.7.2			534			15			T			N			534.15			15			27.3.10.7.2						A			Jianhan Liu			19/1127r4			912			"If the Bandwidth field indicates 20 MHz, 40 MHz, or
80 MHz:
This Spatial Reuse field applies to the second
20 MHz subband."			For 20 MHz, there is no "second 20 MHz subband". Change "If the Bandwidth field indicates 20 MHz, 40 MHz, or
80 MHz:" to "If the Bandwidth field indicates 40 MHz or
80 MHz:"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:40:08Z)			EDITOR			Jianhan 19/1127r4 HE-SIG-A									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21392			Sigurd Schelstraete			238			4			27.3.10.7.2			535			14			T			N			535.14			14			27.3.10.7.2						A			Jianhan Liu			19/1127r4			912			"If the Bandwidth field indicates 20 MHz, 40 MHz, or
80 MHz:
This Spatial Reuse field applies to the third
20 MHz subband."			For 20 and 40 MHz, there is no "third 20 MHz subband". Change "If the Bandwidth field indicates 20 MHz, 40 MHz, or
80 MHz:" to "If the Bandwidth field indicates
80 MHz:"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:40:12Z)			EDITOR			Jianhan 19/1127r4 HE-SIG-A									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21393			Sigurd Schelstraete			238			4			27.3.10.7.2			536			14			T			N			536.14			14			27.3.10.7.2						A			Jianhan Liu			19/1127r4			912			"If the Bandwidth field indicates 20 MHz, 40 MHz, or
80 MHz:
This Spatial Reuse field applies to the fourth
20 MHz subband."			For 20 and 40 MHz, there is no "fourth 20 MHz subband". Change "If the Bandwidth field indicates 20 MHz, 40 MHz, or
80 MHz:" to "If the Bandwidth field indicates
80 MHz:"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:40:17Z)			EDITOR			Jianhan 19/1127r4 HE-SIG-A									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21394			Sigurd Schelstraete			238			4			27.3.10.10			575			35			E			N			575.35			35			27.3.10.10						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Change "transmit" to "transmitting"			See comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 18:55:32Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 18:55:36Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21395			Sigurd Schelstraete			238			4			27.3.10.10			576			2			E			N			576.02			2			27.3.10.10						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Change "transmit" to "transmitting"			See comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 18:56:43Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 18:56:47Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21396			Sigurd Schelstraete			238			4			27.3.11.1			578			19			T			N			578.19			19			27.3.11.1						V			Yan Zhang			19/0793r1			855			"single stream pilot" is used frequenctly throughout the document, but never defined unambiguously. I suppose it refers to pilots as described in 27.3.11.13			Add reference to section 27.3.11.13 or provide definition of "single stream pilots" in definition section.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:19:52Z) - Change to as in the resolution of CID21396 in doc IEEE802.11-19/0793r1.			EDITOR			Yan 19/793r1 PHY Math									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-31 20:00:42Z - There is no reason to add a definition if the defined term is not used. Presumably, the instruction "change single stream pilots to single stream pilot throughout the spec" means change the one instance of "single stream pilots" in 27.3.11.1 to "HE single stream pilot"			4.2			2019/5/31 20:02			EDITOR


			21397			Sigurd Schelstraete			238			4			27.3.11.2			580			41			T			N			580.41			41			27.3.11.2						J			Yan Zhang			19/0793r1			855			Inconsistent terminology: "pre-FEC pad bits" on lines 41, 62, 64, ... , "pre-FEC padding bits" on lines 57			Use consistent terminology (and use the same consistent terminology for post-FEC padding bits)			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:20:14Z) - Padding bits and pad bits are interchangeably used in 802.11md. This should not be a concern in 11ax spec.			EDITOR			Yan 19/793r1 PHY Math									N									2019/5/31 20:17			EDITOR


			21398			Sigurd Schelstraete			238			4			27.3.11.5.1			582			36			T			N			582.36			36			27.3.11.5.1						V			Yan Zhang			19/0793r1			855			Why is there a need for formula (27-68)? Isn't this simply saying N_CBPS,last = N_CBPS,last_init (see (27-62))? Compare with paragraph starting on line 28.			Replace with N_CBPS,last = N_CBPS,last_init			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:20:22Z) - Change to as in the resolution of CID21398 in doc IEEE802.11-19/0793r1.			EDITOR			Yan 19/793r1 PHY Math									I						4.2			2019/5/31 20:17			EDITOR


			21399			Sigurd Schelstraete			238			4			27.3.11.5.2			583			35			T			N			583.35			35			27.3.11.5.2						J			Yan Zhang			19/0793r1			855			Why is there a need for formula (27-74)? Isn't this simply saying N_CBPS,last = N_CBPS,last_init (see (27-62))? Compare with sentence on line 40.			Replace with N_CBPS,last = N_CBPS,last_init, similar to N_DBPS as on line 40.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:20:47Z) - In the cases where a=mod(a_init,4)+1, i.e., LDPC Extra Symbol Segment field set to 1, then N_CBPS,last ≠N_CBPS,last,init.			EDITOR			Yan 19/793r1 PHY Math									N									2019/5/31 20:17			EDITOR


			21400			Sigurd Schelstraete			238			4			26.7.2			358			13			T			N			358.13			13			26.7.2						V			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			"An SU beamformer
that indicates punctured subchannels in the NDP frames of an HE NDP sounding sequence shall set
the TXVECTOR parameter INACTIVE_SUBCHANNELS according to 27.11.7 (INACTIVE_SUBCHANNELS)."

TXVECTOR does not define a parameter INACTIVE_SUBCHANNELS.			Add parameter if needed. Is this parameter different from PREAMBLE_PUNCTURING_BITMAP?			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:32:37Z) - at 455.10 change "PREAMBLE_PUNCTURING_BITMAP" to "INACTIVE_SUBCHANNELS".			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 17:50:04Z			4.2			2019/6/6 17:50			EDITOR


			21401			Sigurd Schelstraete			238			4			26.7.2			358			13			T			N			358.13			13			26.7.2						V			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			"An SU beamformer
that indicates punctured subchannels in the NDP frames of an HE NDP sounding sequence shall set
the TXVECTOR parameter INACTIVE_SUBCHANNELS according to 27.11.7 (INACTIVE_SUBCHANNELS)."

Wrong reference. Should be 26.11.7.			Correct reference			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:32:49Z) - at 358.16 change "27.11.7" to "26.11.7", which implements what the comment requested for			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 17:51:39Z			4.2			2019/6/6 17:51			EDITOR


			21402			Song-Haur An			238			4			27.3.11.9			589			7			T			Y			589.07			7			27.3.11.9						V			Yan Zhang			19/0793r1			855			The interleaver is for BCC only.			Add "or segment parser" after "the interleaver."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:22:45Z) - 1024QAM modulation is not applied to BCC encoding since it does not support MCS 10 and MCS 11. The input to the constellation mapper is either from stream parser or segment parser if it is present.
Change to as in the resolution of CID21402 in doc IEEE802.11-19/0793r1.			EDITOR			Yan 19/793r1 PHY Math									I						4.2			2019/5/31 20:17			EDITOR


			21403			Song-Haur An			238			4			27.3.11.11			593			15			T			Y			593.15			15			27.3.11.11						V			Yan Zhang			19/0793r1			855			Is N_SS,r,u meant for N_STS,r,u?  Subclause 27.3.11.10 (Space-time coding) is before this subclause.			If agreed, the correction will be applied to several locations in this subclause.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:22:58Z) - The commentor is wrong to assume that N_SS,r,u is meant for N_STS,r,u. STBC encoding is done after LDPC tone mapping. To eliminate the confusion, it is better to reorganize the subclause based on the order of function blocks shown in transmit block diagram.			EDITOR			Yan 19/793r1 PHY Math									I						4.2			2019/5/31 20:17			EDITOR


			21404			Song-Haur An			238			4			27.3.11.13			595			41			T			Y			595.41			41			27.3.11.13						V			Yan Zhang			19/0793r1			855			Is {-50,36} a typo?  Should it be {-50,-36}?			Correct it if agreed.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:23:11Z) - The commentor is correct that it should be {-50,-36} on P600.41 in D4.1.			EDITOR			Yan 19/793r1 PHY Math									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-31 20:19:24Z			4.2			2019/5/31 20:19			EDITOR


			21405			Song-Haur An			238			4			27.3.11.14			600			18			T			Y			600.18			18			27.3.11.14						J			Yan Zhang			19/0793r1			855			It seems an "r" is missing on the left hand side of the equation.			Correct it if agreed.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:23:26Z) - The equation on the right hand side is sum over all occupied RUs.			EDITOR			Yan 19/793r1 PHY Math									N									2019/5/31 20:17			EDITOR


			21406			Song-Haur An			238			4			27.2.2			451			23			T			Y			451.23			23			27.2.2						V			Youhan Kim			19/0826r1			856			"STBC is set to 0 when DCM = 1" in Table 27.1.  However, in Table 27-19 (line 12, page 527), "both the DCM and STBC fields are 1" is used to indicate "4x HE-LTF and 0.8 us GI." It seems the latter will never happen if we follow the rule in the former (TXVECTOR).			Please clarify or revise.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:26:17Z) - TXVECTOR indicates whether the STBC and/or DCM is ‘used’ in the packet, while the HE-SIG-A is just a ‘signaling mechanism’.  Hence, TXVECTOR cannot indicate both STBC=1 and DCM=1 (as such a packet cannot use both STBC and DCM), but the HE-SIG-A does use the ‘fields’ STBC=1 and DCM=1 to indicate certain GI+LTF size.  To avoid this confusion, the proposed text updates in 11-19/0826 creates a new table which clearly indicates how the DCM, STBC and GI+LTF Size subfields in HE-SIG-A ‘jointly’ indicate various modes.

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text updates in 11-19/0826r1.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/826r1 DCM and STBC Combinations									I						4.2			2019/5/31 21:47			EDITOR


			21407			Song-Haur An			238			4			27.2.2			458						T			Y			458.00						27.2.2						J			Bo Sun			19/0407r4			827			Which 8 bits represent the lowest 20 MHz if CBW is 40, 80, 160, or 80+80 MHz?.			Please clarify and suggest adding the RU Allocation representations to Annex Z to complete the HE-SIG-B content examples.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:09:32Z) - The TXVECTOR parameters define an interface for PHY/MAC communication. The detailed data structure design is left for implementation design.			EDITOR			Bo 19/407 xVECTORS									N									2019/3/20 21:30			EDITOR


			21408			Song-Haur An			238			4			27.3.10.8.3			545			38			T			Y			545.38			38			27.3.10.8.3						J			Ross Yu Jian			19/0972r1			906			The word "duplicated" used to illustrate the content channels for 80 MHz PPDU or above appears confusing.  It was worse (more confusing) in D3.3 when the number of bits in RU Allocation of TXVECTOR was short (it's corrected in D4.0).  According to the examples in Annex Z, there is no "duplicated" content channels.  I understand the intent to illustrate how to use content channels.  As an example, I propose wording for consideration the  proposed change column for "HE-SIG-B content channel 1 occupies the 20 MHz frequency segment that is lowest in frequency and is duplicated on the 20 MHz frequency segment that is third lowest in frequency", copied form the text.			Proposed wording: "HE-SIG-B content channel 1 denotes the use of the 20 MHz frequency segment in the lowest in frequency as well as the
20 MHz frequency segment in the third lowest in frequency."  If agreed, please make all the changes accordingly in this subclause.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:20:28Z) - Without the word duplicated, it is not clear that how content channel is allocated to different 20MHz channels, split, duplicate? It is better to keep the description as it is unless a better description is provided.			EDITOR			Ross 19/0972r1 HE-SIG-B									N									2019/9/21 1:37			EDITOR


			21409			Song-Haur An			238			4			27.2.2			454			31			T			Y			454.31			31			27.2.2						V			Bo Sun			19/0407r4			829			In FORMAT HE_MU, "CBW160" is assigned to CH_BANDWIDTH to represent full 160 MHz and 80+80 MHz.  But, in HE_SU and HE_TB, 160 MHz and 80+80 MHz are separately represented.  How do we tell 160 MHz and 80+80 MHz in HE_MU?			Please provide clarification or a note (if covered elsewhere) in HE_MU.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:15:33Z) - The commenter made a point that the interpretation of “CBW160” is not in consistent for HE SU PPDU and HE MU PPDU. And in Table 27-3, the CBW160 is interpreted as only indicating the HE 160 MHz PPDU. To keep all the relevant text in consistent, it’s better to keep original CBW160 and add CBW80+80. Though in this way, the enumeration value of CH_BANDWIDTH is not in consistent with the Bandwidth field in HE-SIG-A, it could be understood as a mapping rule from the enumeration values to 2 bits (SU) or 3 bits (MU) signaling.  
And also note that there’re several places in the spec has referred to CBW160 to indicate both 160 MHz and 80+80 MHz bandwidth. These place should also be updated with reference to CBW160 and CBW80+80 individually.

Instruction to TGax tech editor: 
1). Please implement to IEEE P802.11ax D4.0 the proposed changes corresponding to resolution to CID 21409 as in 11-18/0407r4			EDITOR			Bo 19/407 xVECTORS									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-19 17:55:48Z			4.1			2019/3/19 17:55			EDITOR


			21410			Song-Haur An			238			4												G			N															J			Editor						933			Suggest adding HE specific examples to Annex I of 2016 version, e.g., having extra LDPC symbol.			As stated in the comments.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-12 21:12:36Z) - Commenter has withdrawn the comment:

HI Robert,

Remember that I talked to you right after the meeting session that you assigned this comment back to me at Vancouver Plenary.  As I said, being “Independent” as the affiliation, I don’t have resources to do any real work.  If you are not able to find engineers who can agree with the comment, please just close it without any action.  I have selected No for Part of No Vote at the first place.  In my mind, it is not a technical issue but for the sake of reminder to update Annex I if needed.  

Respectfully,
Song H An			EDITOR			Withdrawn									N			EDITOR: 2019-06-12 21:13:29Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/9/19 7:08			EDITOR


			21411			Song-Haur An			238			4			27.3.10.7.2			530			46			T			Y			530.46			46			27.3.10.7.2						J			Jianhan Liu			19/1127r4			912			"The exact number of OFDM symbols in the HE-SIG-B field is calculated based on the number of User fields in the HE-SIG-B content channel which is indicated by HE-SIG-B common field in this case."  Are we supposed to add the numbers of User fields from both content channels (for 40 MHz and above) to denote the number of OFDM symbols?  How is the common field covered?  Does the PHY assume it is guaranteed covered by the MCS-SIG-B specified by the MAC?			Please clarify and update as needed.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:40:50Z) - The commenter asked questions. 

The OFDM symbols are counted the same way as the duplicated HT format.			EDITOR			Jianhan 19/1127r4 HE-SIG-A									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21412			Song-Haur An			238			4			27.3.10.7.2			530			35			T			Y			530.35			35			27.3.10.7.2						J			Jianhan Liu			19/1127r4			912			A question on the two instances that B18-B21 set to 15:  Is there any condition that is not true for the if conditions (even though the number of OFDM symbols may exceed 16)?  I just want to understand if all conditions are covered in those if's.			Please clarify and update as needed.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:40:41Z) - The commenter asked a question. 

The text clearly say the conditions for  B18-B21 set to 15.			EDITOR			Jianhan 19/1127r4 HE-SIG-A									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21413			stephane baron			238			4			26.2.6			300			21			T			N			300.21			21			26.2.6						J			Po-Kai Huang			19/0492r1			821			The benefit of the MURTS/CTS mechanism applies in the BSS controlled by an AP, but also between BSSs using the same channel. It is then beneficial for all the 11ax AP to have a similar usage of the MURTS/CTS mechanism.  In the current spec, there is no indication of the conditions to initiate a MU_RTS/CTS by the AP.  The mechanism described for the RTS/CTS to condition the usage of the RTS/CTS protection should then also be indicated for the MU_RTS/CTS mechanism.			Indicate the conditions, related to the TXOPDuration and/or to the RTSThreshold, for the emission of a MURTS as for the RTS/CTS.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:23:41Z) - The TXOPDurationThreshold and RTSThreshold does not guarantee that different BSSs have similar behaviors. There is no guarantee that different BSSs will choose similar threshold.			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/492 MU-RTS									N									2019/3/21 20:18			EDITOR


			21414			stephane baron			238			4			26.2.7			304			44			T			N			304.44			44			26.2.7						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0413r4			852			then sentence is not clear. A frames doen't use EDCA parameters.
Does it mean that a new backoff value is selected according to the EDCA parameters ?
What if the AC already contains data and a backoff has been selected according to the MUEDCA paramters ?
Pleas clarify the settings of the EDCA parameters (OCWmin, OCWmax, AIFS), and if the dynamic values (OCW, and backoff counter are modified).			as in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 12:31:50Z) - agree in principle with the commenter. Modify the sentence to clarify that it is the STA that uses EDCA parameters and not the frames, and that the recipient of the frames is also associated with the AP, otherwise other rules apply. Add also a clarification that when communicating not within the BSS, default values are used. Apply the changes marked as CID21414 in doc 19/0413r4.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/413r4 MU EDCA Parameters									I						4.2			2019/5/30 20:49			EDITOR


			21415			Stephen Shellhammer			238			4			27.3.1			474			28			E			N			474.28			28			27.3.1						J			Editor			1123r2			923			There may be more than one PSDU, so text should allow for plural PSDU.			Change "and delivery of PSDU" to "and delivery of PSDU(s)."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-25 23:49:39Z) - In the DL MU case, multiple PSDUs are transmitted but only one is received by any one non-AP STA, so the singular is appropriate. In the UL MU case, each STA transmits a PPDU. The AP PHY is receiving multiple PPDUs each of which has a single PSDU.			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N			EDITOR: 2019-03-25 23:51:29Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21416			Stephen Shellhammer			238			4			27.3.1			474			46			E			N			474.46			46			27.3.1						A			Editor			1123r2			923			The text need to be rewritten to improve clarity			Change the second sentence in the paragraph to "The transmission within an RU in a PPDU may be a single stream to one user, multiple spatially multiplexed streams to one user (SU-MIMO), or multiple spatially multiplexed streams to multiple users (MU-MIMO)."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 13:53:26Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 13:53:31Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21417			Stephen Shellhammer			238			4			27.3.1			474			52			E			N			474.52			52			27.3.1						A			Editor			1123r2			923			In the previous paragraph it says that "The HE PHY support OFDMA ..." but in this sentence it used "defines" and not supports.  The standard should be consistent in use of terminology.			Change "The HE PHY defines DL MU-MIMO" to "The HE PHY supports DL MU-MIMO"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 13:54:23Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 13:54:28Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21418			Stephen Shellhammer			238			4			27.3.1.2			474			60			E			N			474.60			60			27.3.1.2						J			Editor			1123r2			923			"subset of subcarriers" is not defined in the spec.			Change  "OFDMA is an OFDM-based multiple access scheme where different subsets of subcarriers are allocated..." to "OFDMA is an OFDM-based multiple access scheme where different RUs are allocated..."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 13:55:45Z) - A subset is well understood to mean less than the complete set. Changing subset of subcarriers to RU would mean that full bandwidth MU-MIMO was included in the OFDMA definition.			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 13:57:33Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21419			Stephen Shellhammer			238			4			27.3.1.2			474			62			E			N			474.62			62			27.3.1.2						J			Editor			1123r2			923			"subset of subcarriers" is not defined in the spec.			Change "different subsets of subcarriers which" to "different RUs which"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 13:58:32Z) - A subset is well understood to mean less than the complete set. Changing subset of subcarriers to RU would mean that full bandwidth MU-MIMO was included in the OFDMA definition.			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 13:58:55Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21420			Stephen Shellhammer			238			4			27.3.1.2			475			1			E			N			475.01			1			27.3.1.2						A			Editor			1123r2			923			RU is spelled out earlier so there is no reason to do it again here.			Change "where each group is denoted as a resource unit (RU)." to "where each group is denoted as an RU."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 14:02:15Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 14:02:19Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21421			Stephen Shellhammer			238			4			27.3.1.2			475			27			T			N			475.27			27			27.3.1.2						V			Youhan Kim			19/0379r1			824			The box at the bottom of Figure 27-4 has the words "Group of subcarriers over several OFDM symbols"   This is confusing.   It seems to be describing other parts of the figure, but instead is adds another box in the figure, which is different than the two subfigures below.  Is it another RU allocation.			Remove the box with the phrase "Group of subcarriers over several OFDM symbols" inside the box.  If a description is needed, add that to the text and not the figure.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 17:57:22Z) - Agree with the commenter that the box with phrase “Group of subcarriers over several OFDM symbols” is not needed in the figure.

Instruction to Editor:  Delete the box containing the phrase “Group of subcarriers over several OFDM symbols” from Figure 27-4.  (An updated Visio file with the box deleted has been attached to 11-19/0379r1 under Proposed Resolution for CID 21421.)			EDITOR			Youhan 19/379 Part 1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-20 23:17:57Z			4.1			2019/3/20 23:17			EDITOR


			21422			Stephen Shellhammer			238			4			27.3.3.1.1			487			40			E			N			487.40			40			27.3.3.1.1						J			Editor			1123r2			923			A word is missing			Change "the RU size is greater than or equal to 106-tones," to "where the RU size is greater than or equal to 106-tones,"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 14:20:38Z) - Unnecessary additional "where"			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 14:21:00Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21423			Stephen Shellhammer			238			4			27.3.3.1.2			488			1			E			N			488.01			1			27.3.3.1.2						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Poor wording			Change "All of the aforementioned restrictions in this subclause" to "All of the aforementioned requirements in this subclause"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 14:22:38Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 14:22:42Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21424			Stephen Shellhammer			238			4			27.3.2.1.2			488			11			E			N			488.11			11			27.3.2.1.2						J			Editor			1123r2			923			Use "RU" instead of "frequency resource"			Change "frequency resource" to "RU"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 14:24:22Z) - This is a generic description beyond the concept of an RU, a term only defined in 11ax so using "frequency resource" is appropriate.			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 14:25:21Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21425			Stephen Shellhammer			238			4			27.3.2.1.2			488			13			E			N			488.13			13			27.3.2.1.2						J			Editor			1123r2			923			Use "RU" instead of "frequency resource"			Change "frequency resource" to "RU"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 14:25:35Z) - This is a generic description beyond the concept of an RU, a term only defined in 11ax so using "frequency resource" is appropriate.			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 14:25:40Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21426			Stephen Shellhammer			238			4			27.3.3.2.2			488			23			E			N			488.23			23			27.3.3.2.2						J			Editor			1123r2			923			A word is missing			Change "the RU size is greater than or equal to 106-tones," to "where the RU size is greater than or equal to 106-tones,"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 14:26:40Z) - Unnecessary "where"			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 14:26:52Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21427			Stephen Shellhammer			238			4			27.3.3.2.2			488			29			E			N			488.29			29			27.3.3.2.2						J			Editor			1123r2			923			A word is missing			Change "the RU size is greater than or equal to 106-tones," to "where the RU size is greater than or equal to 106-tones,"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 14:27:07Z) - Uneccessary "where"			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 14:27:23Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21428			Stephen Shellhammer			238			4			27.3.3.2.3			488			29			T			N			488.29			29			27.3.3.2.3						V			Youhan Kim			19/0379r1			824			Need to specify "UL"			Change "MU-MIMO LTF Mode" to "UL MU-MIMO LTF Mode"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 17:59:17Z) - Agree with the commenter.
Instruction to Editor: At P488L29, change “MU-MIMO” to “UL MU-MIMO”			EDITOR			Youhan 19/379 Part 1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-21 14:49:14Z			4.1			2019/3/21 14:49			EDITOR


			21429			Stephen Shellhammer			238			4			27.3.3.2.3			488			40			E			N			488.40			40			27.3.3.2.3						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Needs rewording			Change "shall support HE single stream pilot HE-LTF mode and HE masked HE-LTF sequence mode as defined" to "shall support both the HE single stream pilot HE-LTF mode and the HE masked HE-LTF sequence mode as defined"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 14:28:31Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 14:28:35Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21430			Stephen Shellhammer			238			4			27.3.3.2.4			489			4			E			N			489.04			4			27.3.3.2.4						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Missing words			Change "The maximum number of spatial streams supported for the transmission" to "The maximum number of spatial streams supported by a STA for the transmission"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 14:30:26Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 14:30:31Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21431			Stephen Shellhammer			238			4			27.3.4			489			37			T			N			489.37			37			27.3.4						A			Tianyu Wu			19/1560r2			932			Missing sentence			Before the sentence about HE-SIG-B add the following sentence "In the HE MU PPDU the HE-SIG-A field is not repeated."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 01:03:29Z)			EDITOR			Tianyu 19/1562r2									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-25 22:55:01Z			5			2019/9/25 22:55			EDITOR


			21432			Stephen Shellhammer			238			4			27.3.4			490			2			E			N			490.02			2			27.3.4						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Missing reference to this specific PPDU type			Change "The duration of the HE-STF field is 8 ╬╝s." to "In the HE TB PPDU the duration of the HE-STF field is 8 ╬╝s."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 14:31:50Z) - This sentence together with the previous sentence desribes similarities and differences between HE SU PPDU and HE TB PPDU. Replace the two sentences with: "The format of the HE TB PPDU is the same as the HE SU PPDU except that the duration of the HE-STF field in the HE TB PPDU is twice the duration o f the HE-STF field in the HE SU PPDU.			EDITOR			Editorials updated 2019-06-27									I			Updated resolution			4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21433			Stephen Shellhammer			238			4			27.3.4			490			48			E			N			490.48			48			27.3.4						J			Editor			1123r2			923			These new phrases introduces here should be in quotes so the reader knows exactly what is being defined.			Put "pre-HE modulated fields" and "HE modulated fields" in quotes			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 14:32:44Z) - In 802.11 style quotes are not used when terms are defined.			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 14:33:17Z						2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21434			Stephen Shellhammer			238			4			27.3.4			491			27			T			N			491.27			27			27.3.4						J			Tianyu Wu			19/1560r2			932			The title of Figure 27-12 and the text referring to that figure say the figure is about "Number of 20 MHz channels occupied by the pre-HE modulated fields in an HE TB PPDU", however, it is not clear looking at the figure, that this figure describes the number of 20-MHz channels occupied.  After checking with others they said that the message is in the Legend in the figure.  Maybe this could be more clear.			Fix the figure with a figure so that it more clear how it illustrates "The Number of 20-MHz channels occupied."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 01:03:37Z) - The figure uses different color to indicate RUs that need different number of 20MHz channels for pre-HE modulated fields and includes clear explaination in the legend. It looks clear enough to deliver the information. 

The commenter failed to provide valid solution to this comment.			EDITOR			Tianyu 19/1562r2									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			21435			Stephen Shellhammer			238			4			27.3.4			491			52			E			N			491.52			52			27.3.4						J			Editor			1123r2			923			When defining a new term put it in quotes the first time.			Put "signal extended PPDU" in quotes			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 14:33:40Z) - In 802.11 style quotes are not used when terms are defined.			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 14:33:41Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21436			Stephen Shellhammer			238			4			27.3.5			495			1			E			N			495.01			1			27.3.5						J			Xiaogang Chen			19/0422r7			907			A new term "non-DL MU-MIMO HE PPDU" is introduces without being defined.			Add a sentence to define "non-DL MU-MIMO HE PPDU"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:26:14Z) - The definition is right after the terminology.
“The Data field of a non-DL MU-MIMO HE PPDU includes the Data field of an HE SU PPDU, the Data field for a STA on a
single user allocated RU in a DL or UL OFDMA transmission and the Data field for a STA that is part of an
UL MU-MIMO transmission.”			EDITOR			Xiaogang 19/0422r7									N									2019/9/21 1:37			EDITOR


			21437			Stephen Shellhammer			238			4			27.3.5			497			10			T			N			497.10			10			27.3.5						V			Xiaogang Chen			19/0866r3			862			In Figure 27-19, for User 0, it looks like only the last stream has CSD applied.   This seems incorrect.			Redraw the figure so that for User 0 the first stream has zero CSD, but all other streams have CSD.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:55:19Z) - -TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0866r3 under all headings that include CID 21437.			EDITOR			Xiaogang 19/0866r3 Misc									I						4.2			2019/6/5 17:41			EDITOR


			21438			Stephen Shellhammer			238			4			27.3.7			508			2			E			N			508.02			2			27.3.7						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Missing words			Change "and can be HE-MCS 0 to 5." to "and the value can be HE-MCS 0 to 5."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 14:35:11Z) - Change "can be HE-MCS 0 to 5" to "indicates an HE-MCS in the range 0 to 5"			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 14:37:16Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21439			Stephen Shellhammer			238			4			27.3.20			634			40			E			N			634.40			40			27.3.20						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Small Edit			In the figure change "16 bit" to "16-bit"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 19:17:50Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 19:17:54Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21440			Stephen Shellhammer			238			4			27.3.20			634			59			T			N			634.59			59			27.3.20						J			Xiaogang Chen			19/0866r3			862			In the right column of the figure, the OFDM symbol construction ends with "scramble, encode and buffer" This is quite incomplete for HE symbols.  Maybe the figure should refer to the remaining steps after encoding and buffering.			Augment the figure with additional description after "encode and buffer"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:55:31Z) - This flow chart is not intended to include all steps to construct a symbol. Further details can be find in 27.3.6.10			EDITOR			Xiaogang 19/0866r3 Misc									N									2019/6/5 17:41			EDITOR


			21441			Thomas Derham			238			4			26.17.2.3.1			431			7			G			N			431.07			7			26.17.2.3.1						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0417r8			877			"An AP that is co-located with an AP operating in the 6 GHz band"
The AP this requirement applies to is not operating in 6 GHz band, nor is it necessarily an HE AP.
This requirement should be moved to a generic MAC clause.			Move requirement to a new suitably-named section in clause 11			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:20:51Z) - Following the new editing style, keep the section 26.17.2.4 as is, and include a reference to this subclause in subclause 11.50 Reduced Neighbor report. Apply the changes as proposed in 19/0417r8.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0417r8 6 GHz out-of-band discovery									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			21442			Thomas Derham			238			4			26.17.2.4			433						G			N			433.00						26.17.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0417r8			877			This section describes requirements on APs that are not necessarily HE APs, and are not operating on 6 GHz band (rather, they are operating on 2.4/5 and happen to be co-located with a 6 GHz AP).
Suggest to move this section into clause 11 instead of the HE MAC clause.			Per comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:15:41Z) - Following the new editing style, keep the section 26.17.2.4 as is, and include a reference to this subclause in subclause 11.50 Reduced Neighbor report. Apply the changes as proposed in 19/0417r8.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0417r8 6 GHz out-of-band discovery									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			21443			Thomas Derham			238			4			26.2.7			303			43			T			N			303.43			43			26.2.7						J			Laurent Cariou			19/1627r1			932			The AP may wish to provide different MU EDCA parameters to each associated STA.
Per current draft the only way to do this is to not broadcast MU EDCA parameters element in beacons (or broadcast probe responses), and instead send unicast in (re)assoc response.
However the AP may wish to update these values post-association, e.g. when medium conditions change.
A means to unicast updated parameters to a particular STA in a robust action frame should be provided.
This would avoid the workaround wrt QoS Capability element noted at top of page 304			Support updating MU EDCA parameters (and, indeed, regular EDCA parameters) in a robust action frame to a specific non-AP STA			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 10:24:41Z) - There may be fairness issues between STAs with this proposal. No sufficient support for this proposal			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1627r1									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			21444			Thomas Derham			238			4			26.10.2.4			398			30			T			N			398.30			30			26.10.2.4						J			Laurent Cariou			19/1281r2			880			An AP may wish to send different Spatial Reuse Parameter Set values to different associated STAs.
Per current draft, the only way to do this is to suppress transmission in beacons (or broadcast probe responses), and instead send in (re)assoc response.
However the AP may wish to provide updated parameters to each STA, e.g. when SR conditions change.			Support sending update of SR Parameter Set values to a specific associated AP post-association using robust action frame.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:48:08Z) - There may be some fairness issues with this proposal. No sufficient support for this proposal			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1281r2 Last CIDs									N									2019/9/21 1:23			EDITOR


			21445			Tomoko Adachi			238			4			26.10.3.1			401			48			E			Y			401.48			48			26.10.3.1						A			Editor			1123r2			923			There is an extra space between "SR_" and "AND_NON_SRG_OBSS_PD_PROHIBITED".			Delete the extra space.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 21:48:26Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 21:48:31Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21446			Tomoko Adachi			238			4			26.10.3.1			401			52			E			Y			401.52			52			26.10.3.1						A			Editor			1123r2			923			There is an extra space between "SR_" and "AND_NON_SRG_OBSS_PD_PROHIBITED".			Delete the extra space.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 21:49:06Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 21:49:10Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21447			Tomoko Adachi			238			4			26.14.3.1			416			43			T			N			416.43			43			26.14.3.1						J			Laurent Cariou			19/0415r2			842			The mode names, unscheduled and scheduled, should be changed to such as non-periodic and periodic, as the unscheduled mode provides scheduling information. Change the names throughout the draft.			As in comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 17:45:25Z) - scheduled OPS is using BCST TWT which can be aperiodic. As for the second part, when the commenter refers to scheduling information, that is related to the information the AP provides to the STA in the OPS frame. However, the terminology cited here, scheduled/unscheduled, refers to the advertising by the AP of the time at which this OPS frame is going to be set.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/415r2 OPS									N			The comment is rejected, but the submission shows edits associated with this CID. These changes have not been incorporated.						2019/5/29 22:36			EDITOR


			21448			Tomoko Adachi			238			4			11.2.6			279			63			T			Y			279.63			63			11.2.6						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0325r1			818			"The basic rules for a non-HE STA are defined below." HE STAs also follow those rules.			Change it to "The basic rules are defined below."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:20:50Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0325r1 under all headings that include CID 21448			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/0325 SMPS									I						4.1			2019/3/21 20:50			EDITOR


			21449			Tomoko Adachi			238			4			26.14.4			417						T			Y			417.00						26.14.4						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0325r1			818			My understanding is that, the behaviour in 27.14.4 is applicable to a STA only when it meets the two conditions, the STA sets the HE Dynamic SM Power Save Support subfield to 1 and it also indicated that it is in the dynamic SM power save mode by either the HT Capabilities element during the Association process or by a SM Power Save frame. In other words, it cannot be judged only by the setting of the HE Dynamic SM Power Save Support subfield in the HE Capabilities element.			Clarify the point in 26.14.4.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:21:26Z) - TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0325r1 under all headings that include CID 21448			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/0325 SMPS									I						4.1			2019/3/21 20:50			EDITOR


			21450			Tomoko Adachi			238			4			26.5.4			341			40			T			Y			341.40			40			26.5.4						J			David Yang			19/1601r1			932			It says "An MU cascading sequence is a frame exchange sequence between an AP and one or more non-AP STAs carried in an HE MU PPDU in the downlink and HE TB PPDU in the uplink and characterized by the exchange of Control, Data and/or Management frames in both directions."
Is "Control" frame in the above a must?
From my understanding of the cascading sequence, there are both UL and DL exchange of Data and/or Management frames. For acknowledging, as a result, there may be Control frames in both sides. But that is not essential from the definition point of view.			Delete "Control, " from the cited sentence.
Add a note as follows, if necessary.
"NOTE - There are Trigger frames in downlink and Control frames such as Ack or BlockAck frames may be present in downlink and/or uplink accordingly to achieve exchanging Data/Management frames in both directions."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 03:08:33Z) - Control frame is one kind of frame for exchange in MU cascading. Besides Trigger, ACK and Block Ack frames, there are other control frames, such as PS-Poll.			EDITOR			Ming 19/1601r1 MU cascading									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			21451			Tomoko Adachi			238			4			26.4.4.2			317			30			T			Y			317.30			30			26.4.4.2						J			George Cherian			19/0756r1			851			Looking at for example 26.4.4.2, there is the following:
"3) If the A-MPDU does not include an EOF MPDU but does include one or more non-EOF-MPDUs that are QoS Data frames belonging to the same block ack agreement and with the Ack Policy field equal to Implicit Block Ack Request for at least one MPDU, then the STA shall either respond with a Compressed BlockAck frame ... or a Multi-STA BlockAck frame with Ack Type field set to 1 and the TID field set to 14 ... if the recipient has indicated the all ack support by setting the All Ack Support subfield in the HE MAC Capabilities Information field to 1."
Similar description can be found in other places, too.
This is saying that the only case when an M-BA frame can be sent is when it is for all ack context. The description should be corrected such as to cover the general case where there are errors in some MPDUs, saying that in such case only C-BA is allowed, and adding a condition to the M-BA part that it's only for all ack context. The capability condition is not necessary here, as it is a basic rule and covered elsewhere.			As in comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 14:24:52Z) - The text already captures what the commentor asking for. Please see some clarifications that might help:
1. This paragraph is for the single TID case with no EOF-MPDU, in which case C-BA is allowed 
2. C-BA is allowed for the case where one or more MPDUs could have been received in error as per the curent text
3. M-BA is sent only when all MPDUs are received correctly.			EDITOR			George 19/756r1 26.4 Ack procedure									N									2019/5/30 18:38			EDITOR


			21452			Tomoko Adachi			238			4			9.2.4.5.6			73			17			T			Y			73.17			17			9.2.4.5.6						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0303r4			838			Considering a case when some fragments are carried in A-MPDU 1 and others are carried in A-MPDU 2, can the queue size value of the MPDUs in A-MPDU 2 be the same with that of the MPDUs in A-MPDU 1 even if the amount of queued traffic changes as successive fragments are transmitted?			Clarify.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:15:22Z) - Agree in principle with the comment that the statement is not clear. The proposed resolution is to refer to the subclauses that define the normative behavior for both cases (10.24.3.5.1, and 10.13.1). And explicitly call out that these MPDUs are QoS Data (that contain fragments) and not refer to non-A-MPDU, S-MPDU or the likes since the normative rules in the respective subclauses are already clear in this aspect.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0303r4 under all headings that include CID 21452.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/303r4 QoS Control									I						4.2			2019/5/29 19:40			EDITOR


			21453			Tomoko Adachi			238			4			9.2.4.6a.4			84			15			T			Y			84.15			15			9.2.4.6a.4						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0303r4			838			Considering a case when some fragments are carried in A-MPDU 1 and others are carried in A-MPDU 2, can the queue size value of the MPDUs in A-MPDU 2 be the same with that of the MPDUs in A-MPDU 1 even if the amount of queued traffic changes as successive fragments are transmitted?			Clarify.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:15:35Z) - Agree in principle with the comment that the statement is not clear. The proposed resolution is to refer to the subclauses that define the normative behavior for both cases (10.24.3.5.1, and 10.8). And explicitly call out that these MPDUs are QoS Data (that contain fragments) and not refer to non-A-MPDU, S-MPDU or the likes since the normative rules in the respective subclauses are already clear in this aspect.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0303r2 under all headings that include CID 21453.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/303r4 QoS Control									I						4.2			2019/5/29 19:40			EDITOR


			21454			Tomoko Adachi			238			4			10.24.2.7			255			60			E			Y			255.60			60			10.24.2.7						A			Editor			1123r2			923			There is "DL-MU-MIMO".			Change it to "DL MU-MIMO".			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 21:15:50Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 21:15:53Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21455			Tomoko Adachi			238			4			10.3.2.13.3			236			25			T			Y			236.25			25			10.3.2.13.3						V			George Cherian			19/0756r1			851			The mismatch between the explanation of the figure and the figure title has not been fixed.
In pp.ll 236.1, it says multiple BlockAck frames are sent in DL OFDMA in Figure 10-15b. But the title of Figure 10-15b is saying it's just DL MU transmission.			Change the title of Figure 10-15b to "An example of an UL MU transmission with an immediate DL OFDMA transmission containing individually addressed BlockAck frames acknowledging the frames received from the respective STAs". Add "OFDMA BA" in the figure like in Figure 10-15a.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 14:25:08Z) - Relax the rule for response to allow HE MU in general

TGax editor shall incorporate changes in 11-19-0756-01-00ax			EDITOR			George 19/756r1 26.4 Ack procedure									I						4.2			2019/5/30 19:03			EDITOR


			21456			Tomoko Adachi			238			4			26.8.3.1			371			38			E			Y			371.38			38			26.8.3.1						V			Editor			1123r2			923			"M-BA" is not defined as an acronym. And this seems to be the only place that uses "M-BA".			Change "M-BA" in Figure 26-8 to "Multi-STA BlockAck".			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 20:36:09Z) - As suggested. Also change "BA" to "BlockAck"			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 20:36:30Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21457			Vincent Knowles IV Jones			238			4			26.17.6			438						T			Y			438.00						26.17.6						V			Yong Gang Fang			19/1458r2			932			Dual-beacon (STBC beacon) was removed from the IEEE-2016 specification.  Now 11ax is adding back dual-beacon (HE ER).  I think we know that the industry won't build this feature due to the fact that sending this kind of beacon will encourage devices to use slow data rates thus lowering efficiency, both in-BSS efficiency and multi-BSS efficiency.  This comment was rejected based on the need for outdoor (longer GI) operation.  HE beacons have some usefulness.  HE ER beacons will never be used.			Remove 26.17.6			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 23:14:24Z) - Agree in principle.

802.11ax PAR requires to address the use case of outdoor deployment and improve robustness of transmission in outdoor propagation environments.

The ER Beacon does not only support longer GI for the outdoor operation for improving the robustness, but also supports 106-tones RU to carry the Beacon frame which is not supported in HE Beacon.
Therefore an ER Beacon could provide larger coverage with more robustness for receiption than the HE Beacon. 

As an HE AP can operate a non-ER BSS in addition to an ER BSS operated by another collocated AP, an HE STA can transition to the non-ER BSS if in the coverage of non-ER BSS where the data rates being served by the AP are much higher.TGax editor makes the changes as shown in 11-19/1458-02 under (#21457)			EDITOR			Fang 19/1458r2 26.17.6									I						5			2019/9/25 14:31			EDITOR


			21458			Vincent Knowles IV Jones			238			4			Clause 26			295						T			Y			295.00						26						J			Editor			1123r2			923			There are really not enough features.  Also, please add a new feature that is being proposed by a document with at least 50 revisions.			The new feature must be from a document with at least 50 revisions.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-11 22:32:21Z) - The comment fails to identify changes in sufficient detail so that the specific wording of the changes that will satisfy the commenter can be determined.			EDITOR			Invalid Comment									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21459			Vincent Knowles IV Jones			238			4			26.4.4.6			320						T			Y			320.00						26.4.4.6						J			George Cherian			19/0756r1			851			Using an ACK mechanism in a non-legacy PHY format will cause EIFS and in general, loss of slotting.  The D3.0 resolution agreed with the comment, but rejected it based on utility in 6GHz.  In that case, restrict it to 6GHz.			Eliminate this way of ACKing a TB PPDU and save the industry a big headache or restrict it to 6GHz.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 14:21:50Z) - Agree with the commentor on the reasoning for 2.4/5GHz. However, depricating this ack format can cause instability in the spec.			EDITOR			George 19/756r1 26.4 Ack procedure									N									2019/5/30 18:38			EDITOR


			21460			Vincent Knowles IV Jones			238			4			26.2.6.1			300						T			Y			300.00						26.2.6.1						J			Po-Kai Huang			19/0492r1			821			MU-CTS won't work in practice.  STAs within earshot of two or more MU-CTS transmissions may not be able to decode any of the CTS frames due to a variety of PHY layer issues, thus defeating the whole purpose of reserving the medium.			Remove MU-CTS			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:23:56Z) - Decoding of simultaneous CTS is similar to the decoding of simultaneously HE-SIG-A field in HE TB response. Various simulations have shown that it will work (see 15/867 and 15/806), and the corresponding design is in place to make sure that different STAs can respond the same CTS frame.			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/492 MU-RTS									N									2019/3/21 20:18			EDITOR


			21461			Wookbong Lee			238			4			9.2.4.6a.4			83			33			E			N			83.33			33			9.2.4.6a.4						A			Editor			1123r2			923			"The ACI High subfield indicates the ACI of the AC for which the BSR is indicated in the Queue Size High subfield. The ACI to AC mapping is shown in Table 9-24c (ACI Bitmap subfield encoding)" Table 9-24c (ACI Bitmap subfield encoding does not show ACI to AC mapping.			Table 9-136 ACI-to-AC coding in IEEE 802.11-2016 is the correct table reference. Please update the sentence to "The ACI High subfield indicates the ACI of the AC for which the BSR is indicated in the Queue Size High subfield. The ACI to AC mapping is shown in Table 9-24c (ACI Bitmap subfield encoding) Table 9-136 (ACI-to-AC coding).			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 21:52:58Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-10 21:53:02Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21462			Wookbong Lee			238			4			26.4.4.4			355			47			E			N			355.47			47			26.4.4.4						V			Editor			1123r2			923			The sentence is for Ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU operation.
Modify as follows;
An Ack-enabled A non-ack-enabled multi TID A-MPDU is an A-MPDU with contents defined in Table 9-532d (A-MPDU contents in the HE ack-enabled multi-TID immediate response context).			As suggested in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-27 17:46:40Z) - Change "A non-ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU" to "An ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU"			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 20:08:53Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21463			Wookbong Lee			238			4												G			N															V			Abhishek Patil			19/0505r2			864			"BSS color" is used in many places, e.g. BSS Color Collision, BSS color value, BSS Color In Use, BSS Color Change Announcement, BSS Color Information, BSS Color Bitmap, etc.
Add definition of BSS color in Clause 3.			As suggested in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:16:01Z) - Agree with the comment. Added a definition for BSS color in clause 3.2

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-19/505r2 tagged as 21463			EDITOR			Abhi 19/505r2 BSS color									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 15:03:28Z			4.2			2019/6/6 15:03			EDITOR


			21464			Wookbong Lee			238			4												G			N															J			Editor			1123r2			923			Add HTP Ack to Clause 3 in the form of definitions and/or abbreviations.			As suggested in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-11 21:21:39Z) - HTP Ack is a Ack Policy field setting defined in 9.2.4.5.4. It is not approriate to define it in Clause 3. The definitions in Clause 3 relate to technical terms.			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21465			Wookbong Lee			238			4			9.2.4.5.6			72			31			G			N			72.31			31			9.2.4.5.6						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0303r4			838			Would it be possible to show in a diagram the SF and UV in a table/diagram			As suggested in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 18:28:21Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change. The Queue Size subfield encoding is now provided as a table that summarizes all the settings. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0303r4 under all headings that include CID 21465.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/303r4 QoS Control									I						4.2			2019/5/29 19:40			EDITOR


			21466			Wookbong Lee			238			4			9.2.4.7.1			86						T			N			86.00						9.2.4.7.1						J			Srini Kandala			19/0619r4			932			Table 9-25 has a very good summary, but A-MSDU is not defined for Non-HT non-VHT non-DMG PPDU and non-HT duplicate PPDU (Is this pre-HT?).  So, what case are we handling?			Put "N/A" in 2nd column of A-MSDU			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-16 05:01:20Z) - This comment is not on the P802.11REVax changes and hence beyond the scope of the letter ballot

However, the entries are correct and cover the cases when a non-HT. non-VHT, non-DMG PPDU, and non-HT duplicate PPDU using A-MSDU can be sent by one HT STA to another HT STA			EDITOR			Srini 19/0619r4 Select Comments									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			21467			Wookbong Lee			238			4			10.12			249			25			E			N			249.25			25			10.12						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Correct referece.
"The length of an A-MSDU transmitted in a VHT PPDU or HE PPDU is limited by the maximum MPDU
size supported by the recipient STA (see 10.123.5 (Transport of A-MPDU by the PHY data service))."			As suggested in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 18:02:09Z) - Change to 10.13.5			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 18:02:21Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21468			Wookbong Lee			238			4			9.2.5.8			89			1			E			N			89.01			1			9.2.5.8						J			Editor			1123r2			923			The time referred to in the added text is likely the time that needs to be subtracted from the duration/id field of the eliciting frame. It is somewhat confusing.			Replace "the time" with "the time to be subtracted"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 17:35:50Z) - Baseline text that is present only for context			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N									2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21469			Wookbong Lee			238			4			9.3.1.8.7			96			18			E			N			96.18			18			9.3.1.8.7						V			Tomoko Adachi			19/1200r1			926			Grammar - "is ignores" should be "ignores"			As suggested in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 20:36:11Z) - See the instructions to the TGax editor in doc. 11-19/1200r1  under all headings that include CID 21469.			EDITOR			Tomo 19/1200r1 Block Ack									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21470			Wookbong Lee			238			4												G			N															J			Editor			1123r2			923			Can we have definitions of AID11 and AID12 somewhere and in what context they are used. It is confusing otherwise			As suggested in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-11 21:37:14Z) - These are field or subfield names so the appropriate place for the "definition" is in Clause 9. Any use of these names should reference the definition (field description) in Clause 9. For example: "shall set the AID11 subfield in the Per AID TID Info field of the Multi-STA BlockAck frame to 0"			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21471			Wookbong Lee			238			4												G			N															J			Youhan Kim			19/0831r1			859			PPE and PE. Are they the same or different? It looks like PPE is used only when the discussion of the threshold.			Clarify. If they are identical, remove one and change its occurences with the other			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:47:01Z) - The term PPE is used to indicate how much padding, including “both” post-FEC padding and PE (packet extension) field, the receiver requires at a minimum.  Then for a given transmission, the transmitter first decides the post-FEC padding factor, based on which the post-FEC padding “duration” can be computed.  After this, the transmitter can determine the minimum PE duration that needs to be transmitted in order to meet the receiver’s requirement.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/831r1 Part 2									N									2019/6/4 20:13			EDITOR


			21472			Wookbong Lee			238			4												G			N															V			Editor			1123r2			923			Unassigned RU and unallocated RU - they look similar; unassigned RU occurs once and unallocated RU occurs three times			Clarify. Remove one or the other			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-06 19:42:38Z) - Change unassigned to unallocated at 330.44			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 19:44:14Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21473			Wookbong Lee			238			4			26.5.3.2.3			328			15			T			N			328.15			15			26.5.3.2.3						V			Tianyu Wu			19/0703r0			904			mpad value is inconsistent			Replace 8 us with 16 us in the third line			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:11:47Z) - Agree with commenter. Already resolved by CID 20173 and changed in D4.1. No further text change needed.			EDITOR			Tianyu 19/0703r0									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:36			EDITOR


			21474			Wookbong Lee			238			4			26.2.4			298			27			T			N			298.27			27			26.2.4						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0604r5			872			Are the conditions in 6th paragraph of 26.2.4 valid? It appears that, by definition, TXOP holder has already won the contention of the medium and should have a zero NAV. Also, no other STA should transmit because that STA should be defering based on the TXOP holder transmissions. Is this belong to 26.2.4 even?			reconsider the scenario			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 11:50:04Z) - We note that in the 10.3.2.4 Setting and resetting the NAV, we have the following baseline NAV setting rule that applies to both TXOP holder and non-TXOP holder. The sentence is added to preserve the baseline condition. 

A STA that receives at least one valid frame in a PSDU can update its NAV with the information from any valid Duration field in the PSDU. When the received frame’s RA is equal to the STA’s own MAC address, the STA shall not update its NAV. Further, when the received frame is a DMG CTS frame and its TA is equal to the STA’s own MAC address, the STA shall not update its NAV. For all other received frames the STA shall update its NAV when the received Duration is greater than the STA’s current NAV value.

We combine the two paragraphs to align with the baseline description.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0604r5 under all headings that include CID 21474			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/0604r5 NAV									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:20			EDITOR


			21475			Xiaofei Wang			238			4			9.2.4.1.8			69			37			T			N			69.37			37			9.2.4.1.8						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0309r1			820			The Sentence "An HE AP indicates that it supports setting the More Data subfield to 1 in these control response frames by setting the More Data Ack subfield to 1 in the QoS Info field of elements it includes in frames transmitted to the STA." is very difficult to read.			remove "it includes in frames"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-04-02 21:59:47Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0309r0 under all headings that include CID 21475.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0309r1 Frame Control									I						4.1			2019/9/14 0:11			EDITOR


			21476			Xiaofei Wang			238			4			9.2.4.6.1			73			53			T			N			73.53			53			9.2.4.6.1						V			Editor			1123r2			923			It is strange and not clear to have the indication of HE under Bit 1 in the table 9-13a. VHT is a subfield name; but not sure whether it is a proper way to indicate subfield names and its settting in the form of Name(value) in a table.			remove all VHT and HE under bit 0 and bit 1 from Table 9-13a.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 15:34:28Z) - Agree in principle. Change the heading row to refer to the bits using the "Bx" convention (i.e., B0, B1, B2-B29, B30, B31). Remove redundent "variant" from the rows in the "Variant" column. Change "VHT (0)" to "0". Change "VHT (1)" to "1". Change "HE (0)" to "0" and "HE (1)" to "1". Change the table title to "HT Control field format". Change the 4th paragraph to read "The HT Control field has three variants: the HT variant, and the VHT variant, and the HE variant. The variant formats are differentiated by the values of B0 and B1 as defined in Table 9-13b." Delete the paragraph that begins "The VHT subfield together with the HE subfield…"			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 15:37:58Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21477			Xiaofei Wang			238			4			9.2.4.6.3			74			24			T			N			74.24			24			9.2.4.6.3						V			Editor			1123r2			923			The phrase "In a non-S1G STA" is removed compared to RevMD 2.0, does this imply that the the format in Figure 9-16 also apply to S1G STAs?			Restore the phrase "In a non-S1G STA" if the format in Figure 9-16 only applies to non-S1G STAs.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-06-28 17:59:30Z) Correct the sentence. At 78.63, change "The format…" to "In a non-S1G STA, the format…"			EDITOR			Remaining Editorials									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21478			Xiaofei Wang			238			4			9.2.4.6a.2			77			18			T			N			77.18			18			9.2.4.6a.2						V			Jarkko Kneckt			19/0696r11			889			The sentence "The UL MU Disable subfield is combined with the UL MU Data Disable subfield and the recipient's setting
of the OM Control UL MU Data Disable RX Support subfield in the HE MAC capabilities to determine the
allowed UL MU operations and frame types that can be transmitted as a response to a Basic Trigger frame or
a frame carrying a TRS Control field, as indicated in Table 9-24a (UL MU Disable and UL MU Data Disable
subfields encoding)." is garbled and difficult to understand. Please rephrase.			please rewrite the sentence to make it clear.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:11:21Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. TGax Editor, please make the changes as shown in document 11-19-696r11 and marked for CID 21478.			EDITOR			Jarkko 19/0696r11 OM Control									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:30			EDITOR


			21479			Xiaofei Wang			238			4			9.2.4.6a.3			81			32			T			N			81.32			32			9.2.4.6a.3						V			Yongho Seok			19/1138r1			893			Is the phrase "represent the recommended
MFB for the HE TB PPDU sent from the
STA." meant for future PPDUs to be transmitted by the STA in the future? If it is that case, "the HE TB PPDU" may cause confusion, because it is not clear to which particular HE TB PPDU it is referring.			change the phrase "represent the recommended
MFB for the HE TB PPDU sent from the
STA." to "represent the recommended
MFB for HE TB PPDUs transmitted by the
STA."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:29:41Z) - 26.13 (Link adaptation using the HLA
Control subfield) has more exact behaviour. 

TGax Editor append the following to the end of the cited sentence:
“, as defined in 26.13 (Link adaptation using the HLA Control subfield) ”			EDITOR			Yongho 19/1138r1 HLA Control									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:33			EDITOR


			21480			Xiaofei Wang			238			4			9.3.1.22.1			107			26			T			N			107.26			26			9.3.1.22.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0394r1			809			The sentence is not very clear. The UL Spatial Reuse subfield is supposed to carry the value that the STAs need to set in HE-SIG-A field in the UL HE TB PPDUs and should be made clear. Also value should be plural.			change the sentence "The UL Spatial Reuse subfield of the Common Info field carries the value for the Spatial Reuse field in the
HE-SIG-A field of the solicited HE TB PPDUs." into "The UL Spatial Reuse subfield of the Common Info field carries the values to be included for the Spatial Reuse field in the
HE-SIG-A field of the solicited HE TB PPDUs."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:37:27Z) - Agree with the comment. The responding STA is required to set the value specified in this field. The sentence was revised as suggested by the comment.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0394r1 CID 21480			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0394 9.3.1.22									I						4.1			2019/4/10 22:35			EDITOR


			21481			Xiaofei Wang			238			4			9.3.1.22.1			107			49			T			N			107.49			49			9.3.1.22.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0394r1			809			If there is a subfield named "UL HE-SIG-A2 Reserved"  and it is bits B54 to B62 of the common Info field, why are B54 to B62 referred to the common Info field instead of the UL HE-SIG-A2 Reserved Subfield.			Change "Bits B54 to B62 of the Common Info field are set to 1" to refer to the subfield instead of the Common Info field.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:37:58Z) - Agree with the comment. The reference to the bits is replaced with the subfield name.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0394r1 CID 21481			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0394 9.3.1.22									I						4.1			2019/4/10 22:36			EDITOR


			21482			Xiaofei Wang			238			4			9.4.1.64			128			45			T			N			128.45			45			9.4.1.64						J			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			why would "Disallowed Subchannel Bitmap Present" is set to 1 also indicate that a reserved field of 8 bits is present? If the Reserved field serves no puppose or has no specification, it should not be included.			make the bit "Disallowed Subchannel Bitmap Present" indicate only whether "Disallowed Subchannel Bitmap" is present or not.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:32:58Z) - the reserved bits allow for possible extension of the field.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									N									2019/6/6 15:59			EDITOR


			21483			Xiaofei Wang			238			4			26.10.2.2			394			26			T			N			394.26			26			26.10.2.2						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0416r1			822			It should be clearly defined what "SR_Delay" means. Without a definition, the whole concept as well as the SR operation is difficult to understand.			please clearly define what "SR_Delay" means in SR operations			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:27:15Z) - agree with the commenter. Add a note to clarify the SR_DELAY concept. Apply the changes marked as CID21483 in doc 19/0416r1.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/416 SR									I						4.1			2019/3/21 16:17			EDITOR


			21484			Xiaofei Wang			238			4			26.10.2.2.			394			34			T			N			394.34			34			26.10.2.2.						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0416r1			822			It should be clearly defined what "SR_Restricted" means. Without a definition, the whole concept as well as the SR operation is difficult to understand.			please clearly define what "SR_Restricted" means in SR operations			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:27:22Z) - agree with the commenter. Add a note to clarify the SR_RESTRICTED concept. Apply the changes marked as CID21484 in doc 19/0416r1.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/416 SR									I						4.1			2019/3/21 16:17			EDITOR


			21485			Xiaofei Wang			238			4			26.10.2.2			394			26			T			N			394.26			26			26.10.2.2						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0416r1			822			The names "SR_Delay" and "SR_Restricted" and "SR_Disallowed" seem not to follow the same naming convention. Please define these terms in the same naming convention.			suggest to change the term "SR_DELAY" to "SR_DELAYED"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:27:43Z) - agree with the commenter. Change SR_DELAY to SR_DELAYED throughout the entire spec. Apply the changes marked as CID21485 in doc 19/0416r1.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/416 SR									I						4.1			2019/3/21 16:17			EDITOR


			21486			Xiaofei Wang			238			4			26.1			295			14			T			N			295.14			14			26.1						J			Liwen Chu			19/1387r4			932			The sentence "A successfully
acknowledged frame transmitted by a non-AP STA in response to a Basic Trigger is a successful frame exchange initiated by the STA as referred to in Clause 11 and Clause 12." doesn't belong to the introduction section 26.1 and should be moved to other sections.			move the sentence "A successfully
acknowledged frame transmitted by a non-AP STA in response to a Basic Trigger is a successful frame exchange initiated by the STA as referred to in Clause 11 and Clause 12. " to other relevant sections.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-16 03:56:39Z) - Discussion: This main introductory subclause states that an HE STA follows the rules in clauses 11, clause 12 and so on except as defined in 26. In the meanwhile the cited sentence clarifies that a successfully acknowledged frame sent in response to a Basic Trigger frame is a successful exchange initiate by the STA, which is widely used in baseline subclauses. Hence this introductory subclause is the appropriate location to keep this sentence given that we cite all baseline subclauses of interest, including the ones which use the term.			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1387r4 Misc									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			21487			Xiaofei Wang			238			4			26.2.5			300			6			T			N			300.06			6			26.2.5						J			Po-Kai Huang			19/0604r5			872			Please clarify why the basic NAV should also be reset after receiving intra-BSS CF-end. Also does this mean whether the STA needs keep track how the last frame updating the basic NAV is due to a frame that cannot be identified? That seems to be extra parameters to keep track with.			please consider to remove this paragraph is there is no clear benefit why this should be done and will not cause extra interference for another neighboring BSS.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 11:51:06Z) - The sentence says that a basic NAV may be reset. A STA is allowed to choose not to reset and take the risk that the NAV is not set by intra-BSS PPDU. A STA can also just reset it, which is the baseline behaviour of reseting a NAV.			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/0604r5 NAV									N									2019/9/21 1:19			EDITOR


			21488			Xiaofei Wang			238			4			26.2.6.3			302			24			T			N			302.24			24			26.2.6.3						J			Po-Kai Huang			19/0492r1			821			Note 1 contains normative behavior and it should not be in a note. The text should clearly state that a STA should transmit CTS in a certain way; this should be clearly specified, and not in a note.			Move the content of Note 1 to regular text, possibly to the end of the paragraph that starts at line 34 on page 302.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:25:27Z) - The behaviour is already described in the subclase on when non-AP STA respond to MU-RTS and which 20 MHz channel to respond CTS.			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/492 MU-RTS									N									2019/3/21 20:18			EDITOR


			21489			Xiaofei Wang			238			4			26.11.4			405			49			T			N			405.49			49			26.11.4						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0395r1			810			The word "single" is unnecessary and should be removed.			remove "single"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:52:23Z) - Agree with the comment. The term single doesn’t provide additional value to the sentence. Deleted as suggested by the commenter. Please note, the paragraph is moved as a resolution to CIDs 20061 and 21490
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0395r1CID 21489			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0395 BSS color									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-25 17:01:45Z - The temporal relationship for "selecting in the range of 1 to 63" and "maintaining that value" is unclear. Use "first" and "subsequent" to establish the temporal relationship; reword as follows: "An HE STA shall set the BSS Color subfield of the first HE Operation element it transmits to a value in the range 1 to 63 and shall maintain that value in subsequent HE Operation elements it transmits for the lifetime of the BSS or until the BSS color is changed as described in 26.17.3.1 (Selecting and advertising a new BSS color)."			4.1			2019/4/10 22:43			EDITOR


			21490			Xiaofei Wang			238			4			26.11.4			405			45			T			N			405.45			45			26.11.4						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0395r1			810			selection of color should be moved to section 26.17.3.1 which is named "selecting and advertising a new BSS color". This section is about how to set TXVECTOR values so selecting doesn't belong here			move the text on selecting a new BSS color to the appropriate section, which may be 26.17.3.1			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:52:00Z) - Agree with the comment. Please see resolution for CID 20061
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0395r1CID 21490			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0395 BSS color									I						4.1			2019/4/10 22:43			EDITOR


			21491			Xiaofei Wang			238			4			26.17.3.1			434			40			T			N			434.40			40			26.17.3.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0395r1			810			The sentence "The criteria for changing the BSS color and the method for selecting
a new BSS color are beyond the scope of this standard." seems to conflict with the first sentence of this paragraph. If the method of selecting a new BSS color are beyond the scope of this standards, but at the same time a method for selecting a (presumely new) BSS color is defined in 26.11.4. Please either remove "method for selecting a new BSS color" are add more condition to this sentence.			as in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:53:17Z) - Agree with the comment. The previous statement indicates that it is optional for an AP to change color. Therefore, it will up to the AP to determine when to switch color. Further, the AP may take into account OBSS color when determining the new color.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0395r1CID 21491			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0395 BSS color									I						4.1			2019/3/25 17:07			EDITOR


			21492			Xiaofei Wang			238			4			26.16			425			30			T			N			425.30			30			26.16						V			Yan Zhang			19/1515r1			932			The entire section seem to only describe what a STA shall not do. Every paragraph starts with a sentence that contains "shall not". But it is not very clear what the STA should do. It may be more helpful to clarify as well how the STA should behave, instead of solely how the STA shall not behave.			as in comment. Please describe in addition to how STA shall not behave also how the STA shall or should behave.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 01:00:32Z) - Change to as in the resolution of CID21492 in doc IEEE802.11-19/1515r1.			EDITOR			Yan 19/1515r1 PHY Math									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-25 22:26:54Z			5			2019/9/25 22:26			EDITOR


			21493			Xiaofei Wang			238			4			26.17.1			429			3			T			N			429.03			3			26.17.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0302r1			830			Is a HE STA always mandated to follow the ruled defined in 26.17.2 for scanning or should the STA only follow the rules for scanning if it wants to operate in the 6GHz band? Please clarify			please clarify			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-18 20:11:56Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution clarifies this aspect by specifying that they are applicable if the STA wants to operate in the 6 GHz band.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0302r1 under all headings that include CID 21493.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/302 HE BSS									I						4.1			2019/3/18 22:12			EDITOR


			21494			Xiaofei Wang			238			4			26.17.2.2			430			62			T			N			430.62			62			26.17.2.2						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0301r1			813			Please clarify the logics why an AP shall not transmit HE beacon in the 2.4 GHz or 5 GHz? Even if there is no legacy BSS or STAs around?			please clarify			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:04:48Z) - The comment fails to identify a technical issue and is asking a couple of questions. In the 2.4 and or 5 GHz bands the AP needs to behave as a VHT or HT AP as well, i.e., needs to be discoverable by these STAs. As such it needs to generate the Beacons in non-HT PPDU format. Please note that the AP does not know if there are legacy STAs around. That is why it sends Beacons, so that it is discoverable by these STAs.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/301 HE beacon in 6 GHz									N			EDITOR: 2019-03-21 21:47:31Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/3/21 21:47			EDITOR


			21495			Xiaofei Wang			238			4			26.17.2.3.1			431			13			E			N			431.13			13			26.17.2.3.1						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Extra comma in the note			remove extra comma			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 23:19:16Z)			EDITOR			Editorials updated 2019-06-27									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21496			Xiaofei Wang			238			4			27.17.2.3.1			431			11			T			N			431.11			11			26.17.2.3.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0909r3			920			Please clarify which field of the probe request the short SSIDs would be included? In the SSID or SSID List? Those seem to only contain regular SSIDs.			please clarify			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 20:02:51Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution clarifies that it is the Short SSID List element.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0909r3 under all headings that include CID 21496.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0909r3 6 GHz Scanning									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21497			Xiaogang Chen			238			4			27.3.9			515			58			T			N			515.58			58			27.3.9						V			Xiaogang Chen			19/0422r2			828			"The total
power of the time domain HE modulated field signals summed over all transmit chains should not exceed
the total power of the time domain pre-HE modulated field signals summed over all transmit chains if ..." The Tx power could be limited by the pre-HE if the pre-HE portion is not be able to deboosted.			Will come up with a contribution to solve the issue			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:16:56Z) - TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0422r2 under all headings that include CID 21497.			EDITOR			Xiaogang 19/422									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-25 18:24:19Z			4.1			2019/3/25 18:24			EDITOR


			21498			Xiaogang Chen			238			4			27.3.16			611			52			T			N			611.52			52			27.3.16						V			Ron Porat			19/0386r1			825			"The preamble subcarriers overlapping the 242 RUs corresponding to bits with a value of 0 in the bitmap of
the TXVECTOR parameter INACTIVE_SUBCHANNELS or overlapping a punctured center 26-tone RU
of an HE sounding NDP are punctured. " bit value 0 should be bit value 1.
"the preamble subcarriers" referring to which portion of preamble?			The only chance that preamble can overlap with punctured subchannels is the HE-STF and HE-LTF.
it's better to explicitly say HE-STF and HE-LTF instead of preamble.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:04:18Z) - Editor: 
Change 1: please change bit 0 to 1. 
Change 2: replace “the preamble subcarriers” in the comment sentence with :”the HE sounding NDP”			EDITOR			Ron 19/386 Disallowed Subchannels									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-20 22:53:21Z - Doesn't make a lot of sense to me, I just do what I'm told.			4.1			2019/3/20 22:53			EDITOR


			21499			Xiaogang Chen			238			4			27.3.2.9			487			17			T			N			487.17			17			27.3.2.9						V			Youhan Kim			19/1225r3			929			"An HE AP STA shall not allocate RUs outside of the primary 80 MHz when allocating an RU in an
160 MHz or 80+80 MHz HE MU PPDU or HE TB PPDU to a non-AP HE STA that sets the 80 MHz In 160/
80+80 MHz HE PPDU subfield in the HE PHY Capabilities Information field in the HE Capabilities element to 1 and is operating in 80 MHz channel width mode."

This is contradictory to the 26.8.7.1 2nd subbullet which means 80MHz operating STA can operate in non-primary 80MHz in a TWT window.			add the following exception: except the 80
MHz operating non-AP HE STA set the dot11HESubchannelSelectiveTransmissionImplemented equal to true. In this case, the 80 MHz operating non-AP HE STA may operate in any
80 MHz channel within the BSS bandwidth by following the procedure in 26.8.7 (HE subchannel selective
transmission)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:34:13Z) - Proposed text update for CID 21499 in 11-19/1225 implements the spirit of the comment.  Note that the definition of 80 MHz operating STA in Clause 3 is also updated to better align with the definition of 20 MHz operating STA.

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the text updates for CID 21499 in 11-19/1225r3.  Also, note that there is text added to 27.3.2.9 as part of resolution to CID 20122 in 11-19/0771r1, which should be deleted as shown in the proposed text for CID 21499 in 11-19/1225r3.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/1225r3									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21500			Xiaogang Chen			238			4			27.3.2.7			485			60			T			N			485.60			60			27.3.2.7						A			Youhan Kim			19/1225r2			915			A 20 MHz operating non-AP HE STA shall operate in the primary 20 MHz channel except when the 20
MHz operating non-AP HE STA is a 20 MHz-only non-AP HE STA with dot11HESubchannelSelectiveTransmissionImplemented equal to true. In this case, the 20 MHz-only non-AP HE STA may operate in any
20 MHz channel within the BSS bandwidth by following the procedure in 26.8.7 (HE subchannel selective
transmission).

This is not consistent with 26.8.7.1 in which operating in non-primary 20MHz is not limited to 20MHz only sta, but applied to 20MHz operating STA also.			A 20 MHz operating non-AP HE STA shall operate in the primary 20 MHz channel except when the 20
MHz operating non-AP HE STA set dot11HESubchannelSelectiveTransmissionImplemented equal to true. In this case, the 20 MHz operating non-AP HE STA may operate in any
20 MHz channel within the BSS bandwidth by following the procedure in 26.8.7 (HE subchannel selective
transmission).			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:38:56Z) - Note to Editor:  The discussion section for CID 21500 in 11-19/1225r2 contains the redline version of the text update proposed by the commenter in case helpful to the Editor.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/1225r2									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21501			Xiaogang Chen			238			4			9.4.2.242.3			172			20			T			N			172.20			20			9.4.2.242.3						J			Xiaogang Chen			19/0422r7			907			When a client joining DL MUMIMO, it could significantly degrade the performance of this client due to some reasons, e.g. AP scheduling issue, feedback issue, etc.
From our observation, the degradation has more impact on the 160MHz capable STAs. Given the cost to support 160MHz and the limited number of 160MHz capable clients, it doesn't worth the performance compromise to support DLMUMIMO for 160MHz client.
We propose to add capability bit to disallow the 160MHz capable client to join DLMUMIMO.			add a capability bit of "Rx 160MHz DLMUMIMO support"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:25:28Z)			EDITOR			Xiaogang 19/0422r7									N									2019/9/21 1:37			EDITOR


			21502			Xiaogang Chen			238			4			27.3.17			612			1			T			N			612.01			1			27.3.17						J			Xiaogang Chen						932			The TB NDP feedback doesn't work well for the case of very high dynamic range.
AP should have the flexibility to mute the STAs that cannot meet the target RSSI after power control.			The commentor will have a contribution to solve this issue.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 03:56:37Z) - A proposal was made in 19/422. After debating the issues a strawpoll indicated that a technical consensus of 75% would not be achived with an equivalent motion.			EDITOR			No consensus									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			21503			Yonggang Fang			238			4			9.2.4.6a			75			53			E			N			75.53			53			9.2.4.6a						J			Editor			1123r2			923			missing a space between the clause number and the title			9.2.4.6a Control subfield variants of an A-Control subfield			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-10 21:15:58Z) - Artifact of the framemaker heading level 4 paragraph definition			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N									2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21504			Yonggang Fang			238			4			9.3.1.22.1			111			25			T			N			111.25			25			9.3.1.22.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0394r1			809			missing the condition that "More RA-RU" is set to "1".  Please add the definition for that case.			add the paragraph for the case of More RA-RU = 1			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:44:49Z) - Agree with the comment. Revised the paragraph to specify the case for the subfield value=1 and value=0.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0394r1 CID 21504			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0394 9.3.1.22									I						4.1			2019/4/10 22:40			EDITOR


			21505			Yonggang Fang			238			4			9.4.2.170.2			154			53			T			N			154.53			53			9.4.2.170.2						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0417r8			877			It is not clear whether the AP operating in 6 GHz should be set "Member of Co-located ESS" to 1 if this AP is co-located with another AP of ESS in the 6 GHz band.			Please clarify that			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:16:04Z) - the sentence clearly says that the bit is set if there is a co-located AP at 2,4 or 5 GHz bands, not 6 GHz. Add a note also below to provide explanations on the meaning. Apply the changes marked as CID21505 in doc 0417r8.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0417r8 6 GHz out-of-band discovery									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			21506			Yonggang Fang			238			4			9.4.2.170.2			154			58			T			N			154.58			58			9.4.2.170.2						J			Laurent Cariou			19/1627r1			932			It might be a case that co-located ESS HE AP operating in 2.4 GHz and 6 GHz bands cannot be detected by an HE STA due their beacons' coverage difference in those bands when the AP transmits a non-HT beacon in 2.4 GHz and an HE beacon in 6 GHz.  Therefore the HE STA may not be able to detect HE AP in 6 GHz band when using the "Member of Co-located ESS". We need to address this issue.						REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 10:25:29Z) - This field is providing an additional information for the STA, but is not providing all the information (the Tx Power difference between the 2.4/5GHz AP and the 6 GHz AP is not known). The STA is aware that the information is not complete. There is no normative behavior that is described for the STA when receiving this field. As such, there is no need to address this issue.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1627r1									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			21507			Yonggang Fang			238			4			11.7			281			6			T			N			281.06			6			11.7						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0305r0			814			Please clarify whether RLAN (or WLAN) operating on 6 GHz requires to use transmitter power control?			Please clarify that			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:10:22Z) - Agree with the comment. Proposed resolution clarifies that TPC also applies to RLANs in the 6 GHz bands.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0305r0 under all headings that include CID 21507.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/305 TPC									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-21 21:44:44Z - The band reference repition in "that apply to the 5 GHz band and 6 GHz band" and "operating in the 5 GHz band and 6 GHz band" is unnecessary. "Regulatons in most regulatory domains require RLANs operating in the 5 GHz band and 6 GHz band …" is sufficient.			4.1			2019/3/21 21:46			EDITOR


			21508			Yonggang Fang			238			4			26.15.5			424			30			T			N			424.30			30			26.15.5						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0288r2			808			ER Beacon should be allowed to set 4xHE-LTF, aligning with HE Beacon..			add "or 4xHE-LTF" after "2xHE-LTF"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:03:37Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0288r2 under all headings that include CID 21508			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/0288 HE Beacon									I						4.1			2019/3/25 18:05			EDITOR


			21509			Yonggang Fang			238			4			26.17.2.1			429			51			E			N			429.51			51			26.17.2.1						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Change "A HE" to "An HE"						ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 23:16:51Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 23:16:55Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21510			Yonggang Fang			238			4			26.17.2.1			429			61			T			N			429.61			61			26.17.2.1						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0304r2			850			Multi-BSSID (or Co-Hosted BSS) is independent from the operation in 6 GHz band.  It should be supported in 6 GHz.						REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 18:01:54Z) - MultiBSSID is mandatory for 6 GHz since all STAs in the 6 GHz band are HE STAs (for which MBSSID is mandatory), for which we have the following in P427L5:
“A non-AP STA that sets dot11HEOptionImplemented to true shall set dot11MultiBSSIDImplemented to true.”

Co-hosted BSS is a feature that is defined so that the AP can support both HE and legacy devices, and has inferior performance compared to multiBSS. Since there are no legacy devices in the 6 GHz band and all devices support multiBSSID then co-hosted BSS is not allowed.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/304r2 HE BSS in 6 GHz									N									2019/5/30 18:36			EDITOR


			21511			Yonggang Fang			238			4			26.17.2.1			430			52			T			N			430.52			52			26.17.2.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0304r2			850			From the sentence "An HE STA transmits Beacon frames as defined in 11.1 (Synchronization), following the rules defined in 10.6 (Multiple rate support) except that the Beacon frames may be sent in non-HT duplicate PPDUs.", it seems that an HE AP operating on 6 GHz band is allowed to transmit a non-HT PPDU beacon. In the following clause 26.17.2.2, it defines an HE beacon in 6 GHz band.  Please clarify whether an HE AP is allowed to transmit dual beacon (i.e. non-HT beacon and HE beacon), or only HE beacon, or ether one in 6 GHz band?			Please clarify that			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 18:02:07Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution explicitly calls out the types of PPDU formats that can contain the beacon frame for the 6 GHz band.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0304r2 under all headings that include CID 21511.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/304r2 HE BSS in 6 GHz									I						4.2			2019/5/30 18:37			EDITOR


			21512			Yonggang Fang			238			4			26.17.2.2			430			59			T			N			430.59			59			26.17.2.2						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0965r1			887			Both HE SU PPDU and HE ER SU PPDU are supported in Beacon frame format. Suggest to add HE ER SU beacon as an optional for an HE AP in 6GHz as the HE ER beacon could help to improve the receiving reliability if there is a need.			As in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:27:33Z) - If an AP is having range issues then it should naturally move to the lower bands (2.4 GHz band or 5 GHz band) rather than sending frames in ER SU PPDU, which are longer.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0965r16 GHz inband discovery									N									2019/9/21 1:29			EDITOR


			21513			Yongho Seok			238			4			26.15.2			419			45			T			Y			419.45			45			26.15.2						A			Yongho Seok			19/0770r6			932			"A Control frame sent as a response to an HE SU PPDU that does not contain a Trigger frame or frame carrying a TRS Control field should be carried in a non-HT PPDU unless the most recent received PPDU sent by the responding STA to the soliciting STA after association was an HE ER SU PPDU in which case the Control frame should be carried in an HE ER SU PPDU."
In addition to an HE SU PPDU, the non-HT PPDU should need the same rule. For example, an AP sends a RTS frame in a non-HT PPDU format and a STA responds with a CTS in an HE ER SU PPDU format.			Change "A Control frame sent as a response to an HE SU PPDU that does not contain a Trigger frame or..." to "A Control frame sent as a response to an HE SU PPDU or a non-HT PPDU that does not contain a Trigger frame or..."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 02:28:33Z)			EDITOR			Yongho 19/0770r6 PPDU format									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-23 22:37:21Z - Appears to not align with other changes to this bullet item in the same submission.			5			2019/9/23 22:38			EDITOR


			21514			Yongho Seok			238			4			26.8.7			386			1			T			Y			386.01			1			26.8.7						V			Yongho Seok			19/0771r1			899			Please clarify a termination rule of the HE SST operation.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:48:31Z) - An HE SST AP may need to change its operating channel width. 
For example, when the HE SST AP operating in the DFS band detects a radar signal, the HE SST AP shall switch its operating channel or reduce its operating channel width for avoiding the detected DFS signal. 
In such case, the HE SST AP should be able to change its operating channel without individually terminating TWT agreements associated with all HE SST STAs. 

TGax editor makes changes as specified in 11-19/0771r1 for CID 21514.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/0771r1 HE SST									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:35			EDITOR


			21515			Yongho Seok			238			4			26.8.7			386			1			T			Y			386.01			1			26.8.7						J			Editor						933			Please clarify a protection mechanim of the HE SST operation.			As in comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-16 07:12:12Z) - Withdrawn by commenter:

Hello Robert and Osama, 
I would like to withdraw CID 21515, 21521.

Thanks, 
Yongho			EDITOR			Withdrawn									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21516			Yongho Seok			238			4			26.8.7.1			386			19			T			Y			386.19			19			26.8.7.1						A			Yongho Seok			19/0771r1			899			"An HE STA may set up SST operation by negotiating a trigger-enabled TWT as defined in 26.8.2 (Individual
TWT agreements) except that:"
This rule is for an HE SST STA.			Change "An HE STA" to "An HE SST STA".			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:46:57Z) - Editorial changes have been applied in the below proposed text updates.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/0771r1 HE SST									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:35			EDITOR


			21517			Yongho Seok			238			4			26.8.7.1			386			23			T			Y			386.23			23			26.8.7.1						A			Yongho Seok			19/0771r1			899			The SST STA is too broad.			Change "the SST STA" to "the HE SST STA" throughout 26.8.7.1.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:47:15Z) - Editorial changes have been applied in the below proposed text updates.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/0771r1 HE SST									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:35			EDITOR


			21518			Yongho Seok			238			4			26.8.7.2			386			41			T			Y			386.41			41			26.8.7.2						A			Yongho Seok			19/0771r1			899			"An SST STA that successfully sets up SST operation shall follow the rules defined in this subclause."
This rule is for an HE SST STA and an HE SST AP.			Change to "An HE SST STA and an HE SST AP that successfully set up SST operation shall follow the rules defined in this subclause."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:47:51Z) - Editorial changes have been applied in the below proposed text updates.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/0771r1 HE SST									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:35			EDITOR


			21519			Yongho Seok			238			4			26.8.7.2			386			56			T			Y			386.56			56			26.8.7.2						A			Yongho Seok			19/0771r1			899			"An SST STA operating on the secondary channel shall not conduct OMI operation as defined in 26.9 (Operating mode indication) or OMN operation as defined in 11.41 (Notification of operating mode changes) to change the operating bandwidth."
This rule is for an HE SST STA.			Change "An SST STA" to "An HE SST STA".			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:48:10Z) - Editorial changes have been applied in the below proposed text updates.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/0771r1 HE SST									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:35			EDITOR


			21520			Yongho Seok			238			4			26.8.7.2			386			46			T			Y			386.46			46			26.8.7.2						A			Yongho Seok			19/0771r1			899			The SST STA is too broad.			Change "the SST STA" to "the HE SST STA" throughout 26.8.7.2.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:47:38Z) - Editorial changes have been applied in the below proposed text updates.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/0771r1 HE SST									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:35			EDITOR


			21521			Yongho Seok			238			4			26.2.1			295			36			T			Y			295.36			36			26.2.1						J			Editor						933			"If the TXOP Duration RTS Threshold subfield in the most recently received HE Operation element sent by the AP to which a non-AP HE STA is associated is equal to a nonzero value,..."
Please add some NOTE for explaining that the the TXOP Duration RTS Threshold subfield value 0 is used for an individualized TXOP Duration RTS Threshold.			As in comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-16 07:13:00Z) - Withdrawn by commenter:

Hello Robert and Osama, 
I would like to withdraw CID 21515, 21521.

Thanks, 
Yongho			EDITOR			Withdrawn									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21522			Yongho Seok			238			4			26.15.7			424			55			T			Y			424.55			55			26.15.7						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1390r3			932			"An HE AP may transmit a FILS Discovery, or a broadcast Probe Response frame in a broadcast RU of the HE MU PPDU identified by STA_ID_LIST of 2045, which does not exceed 242-tone RU, is in the primary 20 MHz channel and is subject to the rules defined in 27.3.2.8 (RU restrictions for 20 MHz operation)."
Rules in 26.5.1.3 (RU allocation in an HE MU PPDU) shall be also subject.			Change to "... is subject to the rules defined in 26.5.1.3 (RU allocation in an HE MU PPDU) and 27.3.2.8 (RU restrictions for 20 MHz operation)."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 03:15:21Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change. However, since a similar rule is present in 26.17.2.3.2, the proposed resolution is to remove this paragraph from here, amend the existing text in 26.17.2.3.2, and add a new subclause to cover all the rules for group addressed MPDU delivery in MU PPDU in one place and account for the suggested change from the commenter. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1390r3 under all headings that include CID 21522.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1390r3 Preassociation									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-27 21:28:11Z			5			2019/9/27 21:28			EDITOR


			21523			Yongho Seok			238			4			26.15.7			425			18			T			Y			425.18			18			26.15.7						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0964r3			924			"An HE STA that transmits an HE PPDU that is not an HE TB PPDU in the 6 GHz band and that contains a frame with the Address 1 field or the Address 3 field set to the MAC address of an AP with which it is not associated shall determine..."
Why not all PPDU format? e.g., non-HT PPDU.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 20:33:28Z) - Agree with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change, inline with the motioned text in 11-19/0097r3, although specifying that in the non-HT PPDU case the rates are less to chose from (up to 54 Mbps), hence the exception. In addition, the proposed resolution removes an ambiguous sentence in subclause 26.15.2 since the cases of HE PPDUs containing control frames are explicitly listed in the rest of that subclause.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0964r3 under all headings that include CID 21523.			EDITOR			PPDU format selection									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21524			Yongho Seok			238			4			26.17.2			429			47			T			Y			429.47			47			26.17.2						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0304r2			850			Since there is no legacy STA in 6 GHz band, an use of EPD instead of LPD is encouraged.			As in comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 18:05:22Z) - The comment fails to identify a technical issue. EPD can already be used if the receiving STA supports the reception of MSDUs with EPD. Please refer to 4.3.29 (Ethertype protocol discrimination (EPD).			EDITOR			Alfred 19/304r2 HE BSS in 6 GHz									N									2019/5/30 18:36			EDITOR


			21525			Yongho Seok			238			4			26.17.2.1			430			38			T			Y			430.38			38			26.17.2.1						V			Laurent Cariou			19/1161r4			879			"A 6 GHz HE STA shall determine the BSS channelization using the information in the Primary Channel field in the 6 GHz Operation Information field in the HE Operation element when operating in 6 GHz band (see 27.3.22.2 (Channel allocation in the 6 GHz band))."
The BSS channelization is not clear. How is the secondary channel determined?
If the basic assumption is an non-overlapping channel allocation, the channels of 6 GHz band of Annex E shall has the behvior limit set. (e.g., PrimaryChannelLowerBehavior and PrimaryChannelUpperBehavior).			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:41:49Z) - all possible channels are defined in Annex E table, each with the corresponding center frequency and BW, so there is no need for indication of PrimaryChannelLowerBehavior indication. However, the sentence that describes how a STA determines the BSS channelization was incomplete. This was changed in draft 4.2 with resolution to CID 21351. The sentence is however missing a"the". Change the sentence in draft 4.2 p437 l23 by the following sentence: "A 6 GHz HE STA shall determine the BSS channelization using the information in the Primary Channel field in the 6 GHz Operation Information field in the HE Operation element when operating in 6 GHz band (see 27.3.22.2 (Channel allocation in the 6 GHz band))." was changed into the following sentence: " A 6 GHz HE STA shall determine the BSS channelization using the information in the Primary Channel, Channel field Center Frequency Segment 0 and Channel Center Frequency Segment 1 subfields in the 6 GHz Operation Information field in the HE Operation element when operating in the 6 GHz band (see 21.3.14 (Channelization) for the channelization and 27.3.23.2 (Channel allocation in the 6 GHz band) for the equation defining the channel center frequencies in the 6 GHz band). "			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1161r4									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:23			EDITOR


			21526			Yongho Seok			238			4			26.17.2.3.2			431			29			T			Y			431.29			29			26.17.2.3.2						A			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0910r1			853			"The FILS Discovery frames may be included in the broadcast RU of a DL HE MU PPDU provided that the broadcast RU size does not exceed a 242 subcarriers, is located within the primary 20 MHz channel and complies with the rules in 27.3.2.8 (RU restrictions for 20 MHz operation)"
Rules in 26.5.1.3 (RU allocation in an HE MU PPDU) shall be also subject.			Change to "... complies with the rules in 26.5.1.3 (RU allocation in an HE MU PPDU) and 27.3.2.8 (RU restrictions for 20 MHz operation)."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 13:58:20Z)			EDITOR			Alfred 19/910r1 Fast Passive Scanning									I						4.2			2019/5/30 21:01			EDITOR


			21527			Yongho Seok			238			4			26.17.2.3.2			431			44			T			Y			431.44			44			26.17.2.3.2						A			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0910r1			853			"The Probe Response frame shall be transmitted at a mandatory PHY rate and may be included in the broadcast RU of a DL HE MU PPDU provided the broadcast RU size does not exceed 242 subcarriers, is located within the primary 20 MHz channel and complies with the rules in 27.3.2.8 (RU restrictions for 20 MHz operation)."
Rules in 26.5.1.3 (RU allocation in an HE MU PPDU) shall be also subject.			Change to "... complies with the rules in 26.5.1.3 (RU allocation in an HE MU PPDU) and 27.3.2.8 (RU restrictions for 20 MHz operation)."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 13:58:28Z)			EDITOR			Alfred 19/910r1 Fast Passive Scanning									I						4.2			2019/5/30 21:01			EDITOR


			21528			Yongho Seok			238			4			26.17.2.3.2			431			49			T			Y			431.49			49			26.17.2.3.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0910r1			853			Wrong field name. Change "Primary Channel Indicator" to "Primary Channel Presence Indicator".			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 13:58:42Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution though is to delete the sentence since these settings are already covered by baseline subclause 11.46.2.1.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0910r1 under all headings that include CID 21528.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/910r1 Fast Passive Scanning									I						4.2			2019/5/30 21:01			EDITOR


			21529			Yongho Seok			238			4			26.17.2.3.2			431			50			T			Y			431.50			50			26.17.2.3.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0910r1			853			"An AP operating in the 6 GHz band that transmits a FILS Discovery frame shall set the Primary Channel Indicator subfield in FILS Discovery frame to 0."
Can't an AP transmit a FILS Discovery frame in a non-HT duplicate PPDU format? Otherwise, the Primary Channel Indicator subfield in FILS Discovery frame can be set to 1.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 13:58:56Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution though is to delete the sentence and rely to the reference of baseline subclause 11.46.2.1 which allows generation of FILS Discovery frames in non-HT Duplicate PPDU format.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0910r1 under all headings that include CID 21529.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/910r1 Fast Passive Scanning									I						4.2			2019/5/30 21:01			EDITOR


			21530			Yongho Seok			238			4			26.17.2.3.2			432			1			T			Y			432.01			1			26.17.2.3.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0910r1			853			The sentence is not clear.
Change to "When a 6 GHz AP received a Probe Request frame with the broadcast destination address, the 6 GHz AP shall responds with the broadcast Probe Response frame."			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 13:59:06Z) - Agree in principle with comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested changes, although with some editorial improvements. 
 
TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0910r1 under all headings that include CID 21530.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/910r1 Fast Passive Scanning									I						4.2			2019/5/30 21:01			EDITOR


			21531			Yongho Seok			238			4			26.17.2.3.3			432			21			T			Y			432.21			21			26.17.2.3.3						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0962r4			885			"The non-AP STA shall not send a Probe Request frame with the Address 3 field (BSSID) set to the BSSID of an AP from which it has already received a Probe Response or a Beacon frame since the start of its scanning on that channel."
Please clarify how long the non-AP STA shall not send a Probe Request frame. Because the non-AP STA can send a Probe Request frame for obtaining the BSS update information, after joining to the BSS.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:13:13Z) - BSS update information is polled by the STA via Probe Request frames that are individually addressed. There is already a statement that addresses this. Quoting:
“The STA might send an individually addressed Probe Request frame to an AP for reasons other than active scan even if it has already received a FILS Discovery, Probe Response or Beacon frame from that AP.”

To clarify that the statement under discussion is applicable to only active scan the proposed resoluition is to clarify that the probe request in question is one that is sent under active scan, i.e., that is sent with a broadcast address.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0962r4 under all headings that include CID 21351.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0962r4 Non-AP STA Scanning									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:28			EDITOR


			21532			Yongho Seok			238			4			26.17.2.3.3			432			26			T			Y			432.26			26			26.17.2.3.3						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0962r4			885			"The non-AP STA shall not send a Probe Request frame with the Address 3 field (BSSID) set to the BSSID of a nontransmitted BSSID if it has already received the nontransmitted BSSID profile for that BSSID via a Beacon frame or Probe Response frame sent by the transmitted BSSID since the start of its scanning on that channel."
Please clarify how long the non-AP STA shall not send a Probe Request frame. Because the non-AP STA can send a Probe Request frame for obtaining the BSS update information, after joining to the BSS.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:13:25Z) - BSS update information is polled by the STA via Probe Request frames that are individually addressed. There is already a statement that addresses this. Quoting:
“The STA might send an individually addressed Probe Request frame to an AP for reasons other than active scan even if it has already received a FILS Discovery, Probe Response or Beacon frame from that AP.”

To clarify that the statement under discussion is applicable to only active scan the proposed resoluition is to clarify that the probe request in question is one that is sent under active scan, i.e., that is sent with a broadcast address.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0962r4 under all headings that include CID 21352.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0962r4 Non-AP STA Scanning									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:28			EDITOR


			21533			Yongho Seok			238			4			26.17.2.4			433			55			T			Y			433.55			55			26.17.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0417r8			877			"A reporting AP should set the OCT Recommended subfield to 1 in the BSS Parameters subfield of a TBTT Information field in a Reduced Neighbor Report element if both the reporting AP and the reported AP supports..."
OCT and the Co-Located AP subfield is 1 in the TBTT Information Header subfield of the same Neighbor AP Information field."
Please use the MIB variable for indicating if a reporting AP implements the OCT.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:16:21Z) - apply the changes marked as CID21533 as proposed in 19/0417r8.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0417r8 6 GHz out-of-band discovery									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			21534			Yongho Seok			238			4			26.17.2.4			434			11			T			Y			434.11			11			26.17.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0417r8			877			"... and shall support responding with a Neighbor Report ANQP element (9.4.5.19 Neighbor Report ANQP element) carrying one or more Neighbor Report elements (see 9.4.2.36 (Neighbor Report element)) that include at least the SSID information of all the co-located APs operating in the 6 GHz band."
What if  the AP operating at 6 GHz does not intend to be discovered by STAs?			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:16:53Z) - add an exception for the case where the AP does not intend to be discovered. Apply the changes marked as CID21534 in 19/0417r8.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0417r8 6 GHz out-of-band discovery									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			21535			Yongho Seok			238			4			26.17.2.4			434			18			T			Y			434.18			18			26.17.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0417r8			877			"An AP may set the 20 TU Probe Responses Active subfield to 1 in a Reduced Neighbor Report, or Neighbor Report element it transmits if all 6 GHz APs of the same ESS that operate in the corresponding channel and that might be detected by a STA receiving this frame are transmitting unsolicited Probe Response frames every 20 TUs (see 26.17.2.3.2 (Fast passive scanning))."
Define the MIB variable for this optional feature and change the sentence based on the MIB variable.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:17:27Z) - agree with the comment. Apply the changes marked as CID21535 as proposed in 19/0417r8.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0417r8 6 GHz out-of-band discovery									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			21536			Yongho Seok			238			4			26.17.2.4			434			26			T			Y			434.26			26			26.17.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0417r8			877			"An AP may set the Member Of Co-located ESS subfield to 1 in a Reduced Neighbor Report element, if the reported AP operates in the 6 GHz band and is part of an ESS where all the APs operating in the same band as the reported AP and that might be detected by a STA receiving this frame (irrespective of the operating channel) have a corresponding co-located AP operating in the 2.4 GHz or 5 GHz bands."
Define the MIB variable for this optional feature and change the sentence based on the MIB variable.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:17:43Z) - agree with the commenter. Apply the changes marked as CID21536 as proposed in 19/0417r8.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0417r8 6 GHz out-of-band discovery									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			21537			Yongho Seok			238			4			26.17.7			438			56			T			Y			438.56			56			26.17.7						V			Abhishek Patil			19/1148r2			883			"An AP that belongs to a co-hosted BSSID set shall perform the following operations:"
Similar to the dot11MultiBSSIDImplemented, please define the MIB variable for this optional feature.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:59:22Z) - Added a MIB variable to indicate if a STA supports Co-Hosted BSSID operation.

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in doc 11-19/1148r2.			EDITOR			Abhi 19/1148r2 Multi-BSS									I			Believe that the intention for the resolution is to apply 19/1148r2 based on the motion result			4.3			2019/9/21 1:25			EDITOR


			21538			Yongho Seok			238			4			B.4.27.1			690			30			T			Y			690.30			30			B.4.27.1						V			Edward Au			19/1243r4			937			Please update the PICS about the 6 GHz band scanning (26.17.2.3 (Scanning in the 6 GHz band) and 26.17.2.4 (Out of band discovery of a 6 GHz BSS)).			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 07:36:01Z) - Agree in principle.  Please refer to the changes as shown in 19/1243r4.			EDITOR			Edward 19/1243r4 PICS									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-28 00:49:57Z			5			2019/9/28 0:50			EDITOR


			21539			Yongho Seok			238			4			26.7.2			357			39			T			Y			357.39			39			26.7.2						V			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			"Punctured sounding is indicated by the inclusion of a non-zero Disallowed Subchannel Bitmap subfield in the NDP Announcement frame and in such a case, the disallowed subchannels are applied to the tone information to be included in the feedback after selecting tones for feedback based on the RU Start Index and RU End Index subfield values and HE NDP Announcement frame bandwidth as described above."
For the partial BW feedback, please states that the RU Start Index subfield and the RU End Index subfield shall cover at least one tones that are outside of the disallowed subchannels.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:33:11Z) - at 357.45 add "The RU Start Index and RU End Index subfields shall cover at least one allowed subchannel."			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 17:39:10Z			4.2			2019/6/6 17:39			EDITOR


			21540			Yongho Seok			238			4			26.14.4			417			62			T			Y			417.62			62			26.14.4						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0325r1			818			"In dynamic SM power save mode (see 11.2.6 (SM power save)), a STA that sets the HE Dynamic SM Power Save Support subfield to 1 in the HE MAC Capabilities Information field of the HE Capabilities element it transmits shall follow the dynamic SM power save procedures defined in 11.2.6 (SM power save) except that the STA may enable its multiple receive chains when it receives a Trigger frame as described below."
Please define the MIB variable for this optional feature.			As in comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:21:39Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0325r1 under all headings that include CID 21540			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/0325 SMPS									I						4.1			2019/3/21 20:50			EDITOR


			21541			Yoshio Urabe			238			4			26.4.5			321			30			E			N			321.30			30			26.4.5						A			Editor			1123r2			923			"Per User Info" should be "User Info".
There are 5 more "Per User Info" in the clause 26 (321.31, 324.38, 384.24, 392.43 and 392.48).			Remove "Per" from "Per User Info" thoughout the clause 26.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 14:20:24Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 14:20:28Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21542			Yoshio Urabe			238			4			26.5.3.2.3			328			37			E			N			328.37			37			26.5.3.2.3						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Typo: tthe number of bits			Change "tthe" to "the"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 17:16:30Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 17:16:34Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21543			Yoshio Urabe			238			4			26.5.3.4			336			49			E			N			336.49			49			26.5.3.4						V			Editor			1123r2			923			Extra closing parenthesis			Remove a ')' from "see 10.13 (A-MPDU operation))"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 17:27:18Z) - Remove bracket and correct second reference to 26.6.4.3			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 17:27:36Z			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21544			Yoshio Urabe			238			4			27.3.21			638			11			T			N			638.11			11			27.3.21						J			Xiaogang Chen			19/0866r3			862			In Figure 27-63, the down arrow from "Detect HTü]GF" (when BPSK) go to two procedures (i.e. "Detect RLü]SIG" and "Detect SIG for nonü]HT, HT, and VHT") at the same time.
"Detect RL-SIG" should be precede to "Detect SIG for non-HT, HT, and VHT" logically, although the both processes may be performed simultaneously in the implementation.			In Figure 27-63, remove the arrow from "Detect HT-GF" to "Detect SIG for nonü]HT, HT, and VHT"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-05 17:40:09Z) -  - Hard to tell which one is first. Auto detection is implementation dependent. Keep the current structure doesn’t impact the interpretation of autodetection.			EDITOR			Xiaogang 19/0866r3 Misc									N			EDITOR: 2019-06-05 17:40:14Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/6/5 17:40			EDITOR


			21545			Yoshio Urabe			238			4			9.3.1.22.1			108			20			T			N			108.20			20			9.3.1.22.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0394r1			809			The meaning of the RU indicated by the RU Allocation subfield in the Trigger frame is not clearly defined, especially for the first RU in contiguous RA-RUs. The definition of AID12 subfield suggests the meanings but it is not sufficient.			Insert the following sentenses before P110L7 ("If there is more than one RA-RUs ...").
"If the AID12 subfield is 1 to 2007, then the RU Allocation subfield indicates the RU allocated to the STA indicated by the AID12 subfield.
If the AID12 subfield is 0 or 2045, then the RU Allocation subfiled indicates the starting RU of one or more contiguous RA-RUs allocated by the User Infor field.
If the AID12 subfield is 2046, then the RU Allocation subfield indicates an unallocated RU."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:39:50Z) - Agree with the comment. A new paragraph was added as suggested by the comment to capture the RU allocation mapping with respect to the addressed STA (indicated by the AID12 subfield).
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0394r1 CID 21545			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0394 9.3.1.22									I						4.1			2019/4/10 22:37			EDITOR


			21546			Yoshio Urabe			238			4			26.5.5.2			344			18			T			N			344.18			18			26.5.5.2						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0394r1			809			The meaning of "first RA-RU" is not clear in the sentence "If an AP allocates a contiguous set of RA-RUs, the first RA-RU in the set shall represent the starting RU allocation for the set."			Replace the sentence with "If an AP allocates a contiguous set of RA-RUs, the RA-RU indicated by the RU Allocation subfield in the User Info field shall represent the starting RU allocation for the set."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:41:32Z) - Agree with the comment. The sentence is revised as suggested by the comment to remove the ambiguity associated with identifying ‘first RA-RU’ and instead point to the start of RU in the contiguous set.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0394r1 CID 21546			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0394 9.3.1.22									I						4.1			2019/4/10 22:38			EDITOR


			21547			Yoshio Urabe			238			4			26.5.3.2.1			325			33			T			N			325.33			33			26.5.3.2.1						J			Abhishek Patil			19/0510r3			841			It is not explicitly described whether two or more User Info in a Trigger frame may indicate the same RU or not. In general, the same RU should not be allocated by more than one User Info in a Trigger frame. RU indicated by a User Info with AID12=2046 may be excluded, i.e. it may overlap with the RU indicated by other User Info, because it is not used to allocate the RU.			Add the following sentence in the last of the subclause 26.5.3.2.1 (or in other appropriate place):
"More than one User Info field in a Trigger frame shall not indicate the same RU except the AID12 subfield in a User Info is 2046."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 17:41:49Z) - In case of MU-MIMO, an AP can assign the same RU to more than one non-AP STA. In such a scenario, the subfields in SS Allocation field helps differentiate the stream on which the each STA responds.			EDITOR			Abhi 19/510r3 MU Operation									N									2019/5/29 21:56			EDITOR


			21548			Yoshio Urabe			238			4			26.5.3.2.4			330			44			T			N			330.44			44			26.5.3.2.4						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0508r5			834			The usage of AID12=2046 is not clear. It may be used to exclude an RU among contiguous RA-RUs indicated by a User Info with AID12=0 or 2045. The usage should be explained because, probably, there is no other meaningful usage.
Two separate sets of contiguous RA-RUs can also be  indicated by two User Info for each set, but there is a differnce that some non-AP STA may decode only one of them and other set may be disregarded.			Add a note after the sentence of P330L44-54:
"Note: A User Info field with the AID12 subfield is 2046 may be used to exclude an RU out of a set of contiguous RA-RUs indicated in another User Info field."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 12:37:45Z) - There could be a variety of reasons why an AP may signal an unassigned RU – for example an AP may be experiencing interference on a particular sub-channel and decides not to allocate any RUs on that subchannel. In case where an unallocated RU lies in-between a set of contiguous RA-RUs, an AP must include two User Info fields in the TF to signal the two sets separately and another User Info field to signal the unallocated RU. Further, it is optional for an AP to signal unassigned RU(s). Figure 26-3a also illustrates these cases.

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/508r4 with the tag 21548			EDITOR			Abhi 19/508r4 UORA									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-23 21:50:29Z - Fix some editorial issues. Break up complex paragraph. Unnecessary repetition of the transmit a Trigger frame -- the requirements are on User Info field ordering.			4.2			2019/5/23 21:52			EDITOR


			21549			Yoshio Urabe			238			4			26.5.5.2			344			26			T			N			344.26			26			26.5.5.2						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0508r5			834			It is not clear what if the RU indicated in a User Info with AID12=2046 overlaps with one of contiguous set of RA-RUs indicated in another User Info.			Insert the following sentence before the paragraph from P344L26:
"A non-AP HE STA shall not consider an RU indicated in a User Info field with the AID12 subfield equal to 2046 as an eligible RA-RU if the RU overlaps with one of a contiguous set of RA-RUs."
Replace the paragraph from P344L26 with
"A non-AP HE STA shall determine the number of eligible RA-RUs in a contiguous set for the User Info field corresponding to an eligible RA-RU by adding the value carried in the Number Of RA-RU subfields plus one minus the number of unallocated RUs indicated by one or more User Info fields with the AID12 subfield equal to 2046 among the contiguous set of RA-RUs."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 12:37:22Z) - An AP is expected to signal more than one contiguous set of RA-RUs such that a unallocated RU doesn’t lie within any set – i.e., more than one User Info field signaling set of RA-RUs such that they don’t overlap with unallocated RU. 

A NOTE is added to explicitly clarifying this case. Figure 26-3a also illustrates this case.

TGax editor, please implement the changes shown in doc 11-19/508r4 with the tag 21549			EDITOR			Abhi 19/508r4 UORA									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-23 20:12:59Z			4.2			2019/5/23 20:12			EDITOR


			21550			Youhan Kim			238			4			26.5.3.2.3			329			7			T			Y			329.07			7			26.5.3.2.3						V			Tianyu Wu			19/0703r0			904			How does MAC know T_PE,nominal?			Create an interface to fetch back T_PE,nominal from PHY to MAC.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:13:43Z) - 
MAC calculate TPE,nominal from table 27-44 and “a” factor in the table should be calculated in MAC same way as MAC calculate “a” for the following HE TB PPDU.  No need to add interface from PHY to MAC for it but can add some reference to 27.3.12. If add PHY service interface, need to define a new VECTOR since TXVECTOR, RXVECTOR, TRIGVECTOR are all not proper place for it.   

See resolution for CID 20216.			EDITOR			Tianyu 19/0703r0									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:36			EDITOR


			21551			Youhan Kim			238			4			26.7.2			358			65			T			Y			358.65			65			26.7.2						V			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			HE beamformee needs to support at least 4 HE -LTF symbols in an HE NDP.  P359L5 specifies this only for 160/80+80 HE NDP.			Add at P358L65: "An HE beamformee shall set the Beamformee STS <= 80 MHz subfield to indicate a maximum number of HE-LTFs of 4 or greater."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:34:26Z) - agree with the comment. Make changes as shown in 19/0863r2 under CID CID 20567 (note to editor, this is a different CID).			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-06 17:55:00Z - see #20567			4.2			2019/6/6 17:55			EDITOR


			21552			Youhan Kim			238			4			26.11.6			408			63			T			Y			408.63			63			26.11.6						J			Laurent Cariou			19/1627r2			932			SRP has a mode in which the AP can disable the use of SRP in the BSS.  However, there is no such equivalent mode for OBSS_PD based SR.			Change "A non-AP STA ... may set ... to SRP_AND_NON_SRG_OBSSPD_PROHIBITED if the HESIGA_Spatial_reuse_value15_allowed_subfiled ... is equal to 1" to "A non-AP STA ... shall set ... to SRP_AND_NON_SRG_OBSSPD_PROHIBITED if the HESIGA_Spatial_reuse_value15_allowed_subfiled ... is equal to 1"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 03:31:44Z) - The bit identified by the commenter is a way to disallow OBSS_PD. The existing text represents the consensus of the group, which is to have the function for the STA to be able to disallow OBSS_PD, while the AP regulates the use of that function. OBSS_PD and SRP are different mechanism and don't need to have the same disallow mechanism.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1627r2 SRP									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			21553			Youhan Kim			238			4			26.17.2.1			430			53			T			Y			430.53			53			26.17.2.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0304r2			850			What is the purpose of sending Beacon frames using non-HT duplicate PPDU format?			Either justify why Beacon frames in non-HT duplicate PPDU format is needed, or remove the mode of sending Beacon frames in non-HT duplicate PPDU.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 14:41:32Z) - The AP can transmit non-HT duplicate Beacon frames when it has STAs using SST to temporary reside in subchannels, and to not require them to move to the primary channel to determine if there is DL BUs for it or not. 

Proposes resolution adds further clarifications for this particular purpose as suggested by CID 20411.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0304r2 under all headings that include CID 20411.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/304r2 HE BSS in 6 GHz									I						4.2			2019/5/30 18:37			EDITOR


			21554			Youhan Kim			238			4			26.17.2.3.2			431			28			T			Y			431.28			28			26.17.2.3.2						A			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0910r1			853			A 20MHz operating STA receiving RU242 in >=40MHz HE MU PPDU is optional.  Broadcast RUs need to be transmitted using mandatory modes.			Change "RU size does not exceed 242 subcarriers" to "RU size does not exceed 106 subcarriers" at P431L28 and P431L42.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 13:59:15Z)			EDITOR			Alfred 19/910r1 Fast Passive Scanning									I						4.2			2019/5/30 21:01			EDITOR


			21555			Youhan Kim			238			4			27.3.10.1			519			19			T			Y			519.19			19			27.3.10.1						A			Sameer Vermani			19/0385r2			826			"L-STF, L-LTF, L-SIG, RL-SIG and HE-SIG-A fields of an HE SU PPDU", "L-STF, L-LTF, L-SIG, RL-SIG, HE-SIG-A (repeated as described in 27.3.6 (Overview of the PPDU encoding process)) fields of an HE ER SU PPDU" and "L-STF, L-LTF, L-SIG, RL-SIG and HE-SIG-A fields of an HE TB PPDU" should be combined into one bullet.			Change P519L19-25 to "-L-STF, L-LTF, L-SIG, RL-SIG and HE-SIG-A fields of an HE SU, HE ER SU and HE TB PPDU<end_of_line> -L-STF, L-LTF, L-SIG, RL-SIG, HE-SIG-A and HE-SIG-B fields of an HE MU PPDU"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 18:07:39Z)			EDITOR			Sameer 19/385 27.1.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-20 22:04:00Z			4.1			2019/3/20 22:04			EDITOR


			21556			Youhan Kim			238			4			27.3.10.2.1			519			42			T			Y			519.42			42			27.3.10.2.1						V			Yan Zhang			19/0793r1			855			T_CS,HE(n) is cyclic shift value for spatial stream n, not for antenna index i_TX.  Furthermore, equations for cases with BEAM_CHANGE=0 (e.g. Equation (27-8)) does not make use of T^{i_TX}_{CS}.			Change T^{i_TX}_{CS} to T_{CS,HE}.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:23:44Z) - Change to as in the resolution of CID21556 in doc IEEE802.11-19/0793r1.			EDITOR			Yan 19/793r1 PHY Math									I						4.2			2019/5/31 20:17			EDITOR


			21557			Youhan Kim			238			4			27.3.10.2.2			519			56			T			Y			519.56			56			27.3.10.2.2						J			Yan Zhang			19/0793r1			855			Why is the term "For the r-th RU" neeed when T_CS,HE(n) is not a function of "r"?			Delete "For the r-th RU,".			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:17:51Z) - The rth RU is tied to N_STS,r,total, which determines T_CS,HE(n) for the r-th RU.			EDITOR			Yan 19/793r1 PHY Math									N									2019/5/31 20:17			EDITOR


			21558			Youhan Kim			238			4			27.3.10.3			520			40			T			Y			520.40			40			27.3.10.3						J			Yan Zhang			19/0793r1			855			Equation (27-6) describes the signal transmitted from a given STA, even in case of HE TB PPDU.  And there is no preamble puncturing defined for HE TB PPDU - i.e., each STA transmits a single RU.			At P520L40, change "HE TB PPDU or HE MU PPDU with preamble puncturing" to "HE MU PPDU preamble puncturing"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:18:05Z) - Although HE TB PPDU HE modulated fields are transmitted in a single RU, HE TB PPDU pre-HE modulated fields are transmitted in the 20MHz channels overlapped with its assigned RU. Hence Ω20MHz contains one or more values in the range of 0 to N20MHz-1. I don’t see any indication of HE TB PPDU with preamble puncting in the text.			EDITOR			Yan 19/793r1 PHY Math									N									2019/5/31 20:17			EDITOR


			21559			Youhan Kim			238			4			27.3.10.3			520			44			T			Y			520.44			44			27.3.10.3						V			Yan Zhang			19/0793r1			855			Valid values for dot11CurrentChannelWidth are 20, 40, 80, 160 and 80+80 MHz (11ax D4.0 P466L64, REVmd D2.1 P4192L34).  So, if N_20MHz is the bandwidth indicated by dot11CurrentChannelWidth, then N_20MHz cannot handle the case of preamble puncturing.			Fix the definition of N_20MHz to properly handle preamble puncturing			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:18:15Z) - Change to as in the resolution of CID21559 in doc IEEE802.11-19/0793r1.			EDITOR			Yan 19/793r1 PHY Math									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-31 20:21:19Z - see #21560			4.2			2019/5/31 20:21			EDITOR


			21560			Youhan Kim			238			4			27.3.10.3			520			44			T			Y			520.44			44			27.3.10.3						V			Yan Zhang			19/0793r1			855			dot11CurrentChannelWidth represents the operating channel width, not the packet bandwidth.  Suppose operating channel width is 160MHz, and a STA 'wants' to transmitting 20 MHz PPDU.  But Equation (27-8) will generate a 160MHz waveform because the summation over N_20MHz is done over N_20MHz=8 times.			Change "dot11CurrentChannelWidth" to "TXVECTOR parameter CH_BANDWIDTH"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:18:25Z) - Change to as in the resolution of CID21560 in doc IEEE802.11-19/0793r1.			EDITOR			Yan 19/793r1 PHY Math									I						4.2			2019/5/31 20:17			EDITOR


			21561			Youhan Kim			238			4			27.3.10.3			520			50			T			Y			520.50			50			27.3.10.3						V			Yan Zhang			19/0793r1			855			P520L50 says Equation (27-8) is for contiguous 20, 40, 80 and 160MHz.  Then P520L52 says Equation (27-8) is for 20, 40, 80, 160 and 80+80 MHz.  Similar comment on P521L63-65.			Delete "of contiguous 20 MHz, 40 MHz, 80 MHz and 160 MHz transmission" at P520L51 and P521L63.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:18:35Z) - Change to as in the resolution of CID21561 in doc IEEE802.11-19/0793r1.			EDITOR			Yan 19/793r1 PHY Math									I						4.2			2019/5/31 20:17			EDITOR


			21562			Youhan Kim			238			4			27.3.10.3			521			14			T			Y			521.14			14			27.3.10.3						V			Yan Zhang			19/0793r1			855			Equation (27-8) is for L-STF, which is part of pre-HE modulated fields.  And NSTS in Equation (27-8) is said to be defined in Table 27-16 per P521L14.  Note that Table 27-16 defines NSTS to be 1 for pre-HE modulated fields.  Then, the summation over m=1 to NSTS in Equation (27-8) becomes meaningless (summation from m=1 to "1").			Fix the definition of NSTS used in Equation (27-8) and other similar equations in pre-HE modulated fields.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:18:45Z) - It is meaningless to define N_STS for pre-HE modulated fields. It is not used in equations when BEAM_CHANGE is 1; and it uses NSTS for HE modulated field when BEAM_CHANGE is 0. So the definition of NSTS,r,u for pre-HE modulated fields should be deleted in Table 27-15.
Change to as in the resolution of CID21562 in doc IEEE802.11-19/0793r1.			EDITOR			Yan 19/793r1 PHY Math									I						4.2			2019/5/31 20:17			EDITOR


			21563			Youhan Kim			238			4			27.3.10.7.2			525			28			T			Y			525.28			28			27.3.10.7.2						A			Youhan Kim			19/1225r2			915			Beam change = 1 does not mandate that the transmitter use different spatial mapping between pre-HE modulated fields and the first symbol of HE-LTF.  For example, the spatial mapping matrix of the HE-LTF may be constructed such that the 1st symbol of HE-LTF happens to have the same 'net' spatial mapping as the pre-HE modulated fields.			Change "are spatially mapped differently" to "may be spatially mapped differently".			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:40:48Z)			EDITOR			Youhan 19/1225r2									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21564			Youhan Kim			238			4			27.3.10.7.2			526			16			T			Y			526.16			16			27.3.10.7.2						V			Jianhan Liu			19/1127r4			912			"DCM is applied to..." may be confused to mean that DCM "has" to be applied.			Change "DCM is applied to only" to "DCM is applicable to only" at D526L16 and D526L17.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:41:05Z) - There are multiple places need to be modified. 

11ax editor, please see the discussion for instructions of CID 21564 in doc IEEE 802.11-19/1127r4.			EDITOR			Jianhan 19/1127r4 HE-SIG-A									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21565			Youhan Kim			238			4			27.3.15.2			610			53			T			Y			610.53			53			27.3.15.2						A			Kome Oteri			19/0553r0			847			Whether the beamformer or beamformee determines the codebook size, number of columns, etc. is already specified in 26.7 (P361L5).  Better not to duplicate information (which could lead to unintentional errors.)			Delete the two sentences spanning P610L53-59: "The number of bits for quantization, ... AID11 field other than 2047."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 17:48:08Z) - Both paragraphs discuss which STA decides on the parameters of the feedback (a) As the commenter has said, we should avoid duplication to avoid unintentional errors. (b) Section 26.7.3 (Rules for HE sounding protocol sequences) discusses the rules governing HE sounding and so the rule naturally fits there.			EDITOR			Kome 19/553r0 Beamforming feedback									I			EDITOR: 2019-05-30 16:00:53Z			4.2			2019/5/30 16:00			EDITOR


			21566			Youhan Kim			238			4			26.17.6			438			43			T			Y			438.43			43			26.17.6						A			Yong Gang Fang			19/1458r2			932			"An HE AP may use larger CP length of HE ER SU PPDU to further improve the transmission reliability of ER Beacon frames." This sentence does not seem to provide any information.  There is no restriction on choosing between various CP lengths, as long as they are supported by the receivers.  Adding a 'may' sentence here does not provide any more flexiblity or clarity.			Delete "An HE AP may use larger CP length of HE ER SU PPDU to further improve the transmission reliability of ER Beacon frames."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 23:14:45Z)			EDITOR			Fang 19/1458r2 26.17.6									I						5			2019/9/23 18:25			EDITOR


			21567			Youhan Kim			238			4			26.17.2.1			430			44			T			Y			430.44			44			26.17.2.1						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1061r0			901			5 GHz supports ranging using FTM based on VHT PPDUs.  Requiring different ranging mode between 5 and 6 GHz bands is not practical.			Allow VHT PPDU transmissions in the 6 GHz for the purpose of FTM.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:01:08Z) - Since 6 GHz band is greenfield the only allowed PPDU formats are non-HT and HE PPDU. TGaz allows the transmission of FTM frames using HE PPDU format so no need for the use of VHT PPDU.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1061r0 HE FTM in 6 GHz									N									2019/9/21 1:36			EDITOR


			21568			Youhan Kim			238			4			26.17.2.2			430			59			T			Y			430.59			59			26.17.2.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0301r1			813			P430L49 says "An HE beacon is a Beacon frame carried in an HE SU PPDU."  But P239L38 says "HE beacon shall be transmitted in a non-HT PPDU".			Fix the definition of HE beacon so that it is consistent throughout the entire draft.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:05:10Z) - Resolution fixes the reference.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0301r1 under all headings that include CID 21568.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/301 HE beacon in 6 GHz									I						4.1			2019/3/21 22:00			EDITOR


			21569			Youhan Kim			238			4			10.6.5.1			239			39			T			Y			239.39			39			10.6.5.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0301r1			813			27.15.4a and 27.15.4b do not exist.			Fix references.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:03:21Z) - Resolution fixes the references.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0301r1 under all headings that include CID 21569.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/301 HE beacon in 6 GHz									I						4.1			2019/3/21 22:00			EDITOR


			21570			Youhan Kim			238			4			26.17.2.2			430			63			T			Y			430.63			63			26.17.2.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0301r1			813			27.15.4b does not exist			Fix the reference.  (26.15.6??)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 16:05:23Z) - Resolution fixes the reference.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0301r1 under all headings that include CID 21570.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/301 HE beacon in 6 GHz									I						4.1			2019/3/21 22:00			EDITOR


			21571			Youhan Kim			238			4			26.15.6			424			46			T			Y			424.46			46			26.15.6						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/0288r2			808			GI_TYPE cannot be any value.  For example, 4xHE-LTF does not support 1.6 usec GI.			Clarify that only valid (and probably only mandatory) GI_TYPEs can be used.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:01:20Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. We clarify the allowed setting for GI_TYPEs.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0288r2 under all headings that include CID 21571			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/0288 HE Beacon									I						4.1			2019/3/25 18:05			EDITOR


			21572			Youhan Kim			238			4			21.3.10.12			293			22			T			Y			293.22			22			21.3.10.12						V			Youhan Kim			19/0827r3			860			TXVECTOR parameter in Clause 21 does not have INACTIVE_SUBCHANNELS.  Why are we modifying this equation in Clause 21?			Delete this change in Clause 21.  Instead, create equation for non-HT in Clause 27.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:49:33Z) - A non-HE VHT STA does not support punctured non-HT duplicate PPDU transmissions, hence there is no need to define punctured non-HT duplicate PPDU in clause 21.  Also, PHY ad-hoc held a strawpoll during the March 2019 IEEE meeting, which indicated that the group prefers to define the equation for punctured non-HT duplicate PPDUs in clause 27, not clause 21 (11-19/0457r2, Straw-poll 3).  Proposed text updates in 11-19/0827 moves the equation to 27.3.13.

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text updates for CID 21572 in 11-19/0827r3.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/827r3 Punctured Non-HT									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-05 15:49:58Z			4.2			2019/6/5 15:49			EDITOR


			21573			Youhan Kim			238			4			17.3.9.10			289			28			T			Y			289.28			28			17.3.9.10						V			Youhan Kim			19/0830r1			858			Updates made for 27.3.14.3 regarding timing requirement of 16+-0.4usec did not get propagated to Clause 17.			Update P289L28-42 to be inline with the changes that were done for 27.3.14.3 (P609L48-L55).			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:40:44Z) - Proposed text update in 11-19/0830 moves 17.3.9.10 into 27.3.14.3, thereby updating the language for non-HT and non-HT duplicate PPDUs with that used for HE TB PPDUs as suggested by the commenter.

Instruction to Editor:  Implement the proposed text updates for CIDs 20273, 20472, 20916, 21573 in 11-19/0830r1.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/830r1 Clause 17									I						4.2			2019/6/4 18:56			EDITOR


			21574			Yunsong Yang			238			4			9.4.1.11			123			59			T			Y			123.59			59			9.4.1.11						V			Srini Kandala			19/1673r1			932			In baseline spec, when a robust action category uses a name of "XXX", corresponding non-robust action category uses the name of "Unprotected XXX", e.g., Unprotetced S1G vs. S1G, Unprotected DMG vs. DMG, Unprotected WNM vs. WNM. This is because an action frame of an "Unprotected XXX" category is always sent unprotected, while an action frame marked as a robust category may still be sent unprotected, e.g., when at least one party (AP or non-AP STA) isn't capable of PMF.  11ax D4.0 went the opposite way by naming the robust category as "Protected HE" and the non-robust category as "HE", which may cause inconsistency or confusion. For example, an HE BSS Color Change Announcement action frame, under the "Protected HE" category, is transmitted unprotected when one party isn't capable of PMF, which is inconsistent with the title of the category. So, a general recommendation is to change the "HE" category to "Unprotected HE" and change the "Protected HE" category to "HE". Finally, the reference to "Table 9-524a" on P212L54 is wrong and should be "Table 9-524e".			First, change the two "HE" on P123L59 to "Unprotected HE". Then, change all instances of "HE Action" within Clause 9 and before P212L40 to "Unprotected HE Action". Then, change all instances of "Protected HE" within Clause 9 to "HE". Finally, change "Table 9-524a" on P212L54 to "Table 9-524e".			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 10:22:38Z) - There is no set requirement that this approach needs to be followed and has no bearing on the normative behaviour

Reject the first parts of the comment. Accept the editorial change in the last part of the comment. 

Instruct the editor to change Table 9-524a to 9-524e at cited location (D4.0 Page 212, Line 54).			EDITOR			Srini 19/1673r1									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-27 20:16:38Z			5			2019/9/27 20:16			EDITOR


			21575			Yusuke Tanaka			238			4			9.4.2.243			187			16			T			Y			187.16			16			9.4.2.243						A			Editor			1123r2			923			6GHz Operation Information field require 5 octets based on Figure 9-772k, but only 4 octets is prepared in HE Operation element format.			Change 4 to 5.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 16:32:20Z) - Fixed with #20108			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.2									I			EDITOR: 2019-06-13 19:29:52Z			4.2			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21576			Yusuke Tanaka			238			4			26.17.2.2			430			63			E			N			430.63			63			26.17.2.2						A			Editor			1123r2			923			Reference is wrong.			Correct reference is "26.15.6 Additional rules for HE beacons in the 6 GHz band".			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 23:17:32Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 23:17:35Z - see #20076			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21577			Yusuke Tanaka			238			4			26.17.2.3.2			431			28			T			Y			431.28			28			26.17.2.3.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0910r1			853			FILS Discovery frame need to be transmitted in non primary channel as well as in primary channel. The reason is PSC and primary channel should be set up in different channels to prevent low spectrum utilization (see the comment on P431L60 by the same commenter).
FILS Discovery frame include primary channel information, so STAs which receive FILS Discovery frame transmitted in non primary channel can know which channel is primary channel.			Modify sentences in P431L27(26.17.2.3.2) like "At least one of the FILS Discovery frames may be included ...".			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 13:59:24Z) - Agree in principle that it is beneficial for the AP to be able to send the FILS Discovery frame in channels other than the primary channel. However, disagree that this is something pertinent to the transmission of multiple FILS Discovery frames within a DL MU PPDU since only one broadcast RU is possible to be included in a DL MU PPDU that is addressed to unassociated STA. Proposed resolution is to allow the AP to send FILS Discovery frames in non-HT duplicate PPDU format by deleting the sentence that currently forbids it, which achieves the same goal.

 TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0910r1 under all headings that include CID 21577.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/910r1 Fast Passive Scanning									I						4.2			2019/5/30 21:01			EDITOR


			21578			Yusuke Tanaka			238			4			26.17.2.3.2			431			60			T			Y			431.60			60			26.17.2.3.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0910r1			853			Setting up a primary channel that coincides with a PSC could cause low spectrum utilization due to frequent busy states by transmission from OBSSs which set up a primary channel in the same PSC. Primary 20MHz should be set up in a different channel from PSC in principle, not only in the special case described in the NOTE. In this case, FILS discovery frame should be sent in PSC and primary channel for the purpose that unassociated STA can discover an AP in PSC and disassociated STA can re-associate with an AP through primary channel.			Remove L60-65 and modify sentences in P431L27(26.17.2.3.2) like "At least one of the FILS Discovery frames may be included ...".			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 13:59:35Z) - This sentence provides a recommendation for 6 GHz-only APs (and not for other APs such as dual band APs) and is not a requirement. The recommendation is so that the STAs that are scanning to find an AP can do so as fast as possible by scanning PSCs. Also disagree in principle that having primary channels of OBSSs set in different channels is beneficial from a network perspective due to the distributed nature of the access to the WM. Having the primary channels of OBSSs coincide in many cases is beneficial because the hidden node issues are reduced (note that PD and NAV are performed at the primary channel). Proposed resolution for this comment is the same as that for CID 21577 which allows FD frames to be sent in non-HT duplicate PPDU. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0910r1 under all headings that include CID 21578.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/910r1 Fast Passive Scanning									I						4.2			2019/5/30 21:01			EDITOR


			21579			Yusuke Tanaka			238			4			26.17.2.3.3			432			51			T			Y			432.51			51			26.17.2.3.3						A			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0962r4			885			Comma in "Reduced Neighbor Report, or Neighbor Report element" must be removed.			As commented.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:13:33Z)			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0962r4 Non-AP STA Scanning									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:28			EDITOR


			21580			Yusuke Tanaka			238			4			26.17.2.3.3			432			57			T			Y			432.57			57			26.17.2.3.3						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0962r4			885			"Presence of an AP" is not a sufficient. The STA need to know existence of radio transmission by a nearby AP and need to know BSSID of the AP in some way.			Modify "the STA has discovered the presence of an AP in that channel" with "the STA has discovered the existence of radio transmission by a nearby AP and BSSID of the AP in the channel"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:13:52Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. However, the STA need not necessarily hear a transmission from the AP but rather know that it is within transmission range from the AP. The proposed resolution is to clarify that the AP has been discovered to be present in that channel and within transmission range using similar language that we already have in the draft.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0962r4 under all headings that include CID 21580.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0962r4 Non-AP STA Scanning									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:28			EDITOR


			21581			Yusuke Tanaka			238			4			26.17.2.3.3			432			63			T			Y			432.63			63			26.17.2.3.3						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1388r4			932			It is not technically clear why a STA can discover an AP by sending Probe Request after completing operations described in the above. Typically, transmission power of an AP is higher than that of a STA, thus it is unlikely that transmission by a STA helps discovering an AP.
In addition, PSCs can not always be available as described in P432L10. A STA can never know whether PSCs are not available or an AP is not discovered. Therefore descriptions in this bullet let a STA behave as if in a PSC even when PSCs are not available.			Remove this bullet.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-17 02:20:18Z) - Agree in principle with the comment that in general it is more beneficial for the STA to listen to APs transmissions for discovering the AP, however in certain cases it might be desirable for the STA to attempt to transmit a Probe Request frame (i.e., enable active scanning). For example, because the AP might have decided to not send a FILS Discovery frame because its co-located AP is transmitting an RNR IE in a different band. There are pros and cons for this exemption, which were discussed during the specification drafting, and the conclusion is to allow this exemption for the PSC case only. Also please note that the STA always knows where the PSCs are located since their position is predeterministically mapped (refer to the beginning of this subclause) and they are subject to regulatory constraints. Please refer to the following note:
“NOTE—PSCs might not all be available in a specific location due to regulatory restrictions.”

Proposed resolution is to add to the note a similar statement.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1388r6 under all headings that include CID 21581.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1388r4									I						5			2019/9/23 22:18			EDITOR


			21582			Yusuke Tanaka			238			4			26.17.2.3.3			433			3			T			Y			433.03			3			26.17.2.3.3						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0962r4			885			What the NOTE says is beyond the scope of NOTE and should be describe as specification.			Describe what the NOTE says as specification text.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 16:14:56Z) - The note is providing guidance as to where the equivalent normative behavior is provided. For example, it says tha the STA follows the rules defined in 11.1.4.3.2 for sending probe requests for scanning. And it specifies that in this case the probe request is broadcast, which is already clear as per specification in 11.1.4.3.2. The note here was added for information purpose only and converting it to normative behavior would duplicate existing normative behavior and is not necessary. Since the non-active scanning part of the note is out of scope for this subclause proposed resolution is to remove it.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0962r4 under all headings that include CID 21582.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/0962r4 Non-AP STA Scanning									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:28			EDITOR


			21583			Yusuke Tanaka			238			4			26.17.2.4			433			55			T			Y			433.55			55			26.17.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0417r8			877			"Reporting AP" is not a defined terminology.			Define this terminology or use descriptive sentences.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:18:15Z) - this terminology is used heavily in baseline. Add a definition for Reporting AP and reported AP in section 3.2. Apply the changes marked as CID21583 in doc 0417r8.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0417r8 6 GHz out-of-band discovery									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			21584			Yusuke Tanaka			238			4			26.17.2.4			434			23			E			N			434.23			23			26.17.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0417r8			877			This NOTE is not required. What the NOTE provides is generally known and "be detected" and "range" are ambiguous expression.			Remove the NOTE.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 15:18:39Z) - CID20800 is asking for a definition of the term detection. This resolves this comment. Apply the changes marked as CID20800 in doc 0417r8.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/0417r8 6 GHz out-of-band discovery									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:22			EDITOR


			21585			Zhou Lan			238			4			9.2.4.10			70			17			T			N			70.17			17			9.2.4.10			20174			V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/0593r0			840			A HE capable STA can use non-HT rate to transmit a QoS-data frame as it operates at various distance of the wireless link range. The HTC field has been a necessity for many essential 11ax features and the support is indicated by the HTC capability. For a HE capable STA that has indicated support HTC in the HE capability field, the FC bit 15 should be always interpretated as presence of +HTC field if set to 1 regardless the PPDU's format (including non-HT.)			Add a sentence to state:
For a HE capable STA that has indicated support HTC in the HE capability field, the FC bit 15 should be always interpretated as presence of +HTC field if set to 1 regardless the PPDU's format (including non-HT.)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 16:24:21Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution clarifies that the functionality is independent of the PPDU format when the carries frame is sent to an HE STA.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/0593r0 under all headings that include CID 21585.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/593r0 Frame Control									I						4.2			2019/5/29 20:33			EDITOR


			21586			Zhou Lan			238			4			26.2.7			303			37			T			N			303.37			37			26.2.7						V			Zhou Lan						943			The MU EDCA procedure is lack of an explicit or implicit signaling mechanism that allows AP or non-AP STAs to exit current MU EDCA backoff period when AP stops triggering. The lack of the mechanism can cause non-AP STAs' UL traffic being delayed significantly.			Define an explicit or implicit signaling mechanism to solve this problem.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 04:38:00Z) - TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-19/0765r10 that are marked with CID 20175 which generally agree with the commenter’s suggestion.			EDITOR			Same as 20175									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-27 21:30:47Z - see #20175			5			2019/9/27 21:30			EDITOR


			21587			Zhou Lan			238			4			26.3.3.3			310						T			N			310.00						26.3.3.3						J			Ming Gan			19/1676r1			932			W.r.t. dynamic defragmentation, it is mentioned that a recipient STA shall discard incomplete fragments when receiving a BlockAckReq to move the BA window. When the STA receives a DELBA to tear down the BA agreement, the STA should/shall do the same. Furthermore, an explicit mechanism to request the recipient STA to discard all pending fragments in current BA window should be introduced for various benefits.			1) add texts to state: the recipient STA shall discard incomplete fragments when receiving a DELBA request.
2) Add explicit 'discard' request. E.g. using the proposal described in doc 11-18-0218-03-00ax-fragment-flushing-blockackreq.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 14:05:21Z) - The TGax group failed to reach consensus after full discussion.

Moreover, there is no necessity to add Fragment Flushing mechanism because the existing Block Ack Request already provides a flushing mechanism.			EDITOR			Ming 19/1676r1 Frag flush									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			21588			Zhou Lan			238			4			26.3.3.4			311						T			N			311.00						26.3.3.4						J			Ming Gan			19/1676r1			932			Same as above			Same as above			The TGax group failed to reach consensus after full discussion.

Moreover, there is no necessity to add Fragment Flushing mechanism because the existing Block Ack Request already provides a flushing mechanism.			EDITOR			ing 19/1676r1 Frag flush									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			21589			Zhou Lan			238			4			26.4.1			312			57			E			N			312.57			57			26.4.1						J			Editor			1123r2			923			An HE STA that transmits a Multi-STA BlockAck frame shall use a rate, HT MCS, <VHT-MCS, NSS> tuple or <HE-MCS, NSS> tuple that is supported by all recipient STAs.			"a rate" is too general here. Change to "a non-HT rate".			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-26 23:26:44Z) - "rate" is the term used for the "MCS" of a non-HT PPDU. "non-HT rate" is not a term used in the baseline.			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N			EDITOR: 2019-03-26 23:28:59Z						2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21590			Zhou Lan			238			4			26.4.2			313			60			E			N			313.60			60			26.4.2			20179			J			Editor			1123r2			923			An HE AP that receives an A-MPDU that includes one MPDU, and the MPDU is an EOF-MPDU
that is a Management frame that solicits an acknowledgment prior to association may generate a
Multi-STA BlockAck frame using the procedure described in the pre-association ack context defined
below.			Suggest to change "that solicits" to "soliciting"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 14:10:50Z) - Fails to identify a problem with the draft			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N									2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21591			Zhou Lan			238			4			26.4.2			314			11			E			N			314.11			11			26.4.2			20180			J			Editor			1123r2			923			and if the A-MPDU includes an EOFMPDU
that is a Management frame that solicits acknowledgment,			Same as above, suggest to change "that solicits" to "soliciting".			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 14:11:39Z) - Fails to identify a problem with the draft			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N									2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21592			Zhou Lan			238			4			26.4.2			314			42			E			N			314.42			42			26.4.2			20181			J			Editor			1123r2			923			NOTE--A STA indicates the maximum number of Per AID TID Info fields with the same AID and that do not acknowledge
a Management frame that it can include in the Multi-STA BlockAck frame in the Multi-TID Aggregation Rx Support
field in the HE Capabilities element it transmits.			Needs to re-write the sentence to make intention clear and improve readability.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 20:25:10Z) - The note is clear and readable.			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N									2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21593			Zhou Lan			238			4			26.4.4.3			317			64			T			N			317.64			64			26.4.4.3						J			George Cherian			19/0756r1			851			W.r.t. this paragraph/condition -- "The A-MPDUs in the HE MU PPDU shall not contain a Management frame that solicits acknowledgment."
It's not complete true that the AP cannot include a management as S-MPDU in a HE MU PPDU solicitng ACK from the intended recipient STA. As long as there is only one such management frame as S-MPDU in the HE MU PPDU, the remaining A-MPDUs intended for other STAs can be solicited by BAR following the first ACK (in SU PPDU.)			Suggest to add corresponding description.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 14:22:06Z) - Agree with the commentor in principle that the rules could be relaxed to allow QoS Data frames that don't solicit immediate acknowledgment.

HE TB PPDU response to Management frame carried in HE MU PPDU is already possible (see section 26.4.4.4)			EDITOR			George 19/756r1 26.4 Ack procedure									N									2019/5/30 18:38			EDITOR


			21594			Zhou Lan			238			4			26.4.4.3			318			34			E			N			318.34			34			26.4.4.3			20183			J			Editor			1123r2			923			An AP that sends an HE MU PPDU shall not set the Ack Policy to Normal Ack or Implicit Block Ack
Request for any of the MPDUs carried in the HE MU PPDU if the solicited PPDU containing a control
response would occupy ....			for clarity and to be explicit, suggest to change "the solicited PPDU" to "the solicited responding PPDU".			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 14:15:48Z) - Solicited implies response.			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N									2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21595			Zhou Lan			238			4			26.5.3.2.3			328			28			G			N			328.28			28			26.5.3.2.3						V			Tianyu Wu			19/0703r0			904			4 if MinTrigProcTime is 8 us			8 us --> 16 us			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:11:59Z) - Agree with commenter. Already resolved by CID 20173 and changed in D4.1. No further text change needed.			EDITOR			Tianyu 19/0703r0									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:36			EDITOR


			21596			Zhou Lan			238			4			26.5.3.2.5			331			61			E			N			331.61			61			26.5.3.2.5			20185			J			Editor			1123r2			923			If an AP does not receive an immediate response with at least one MPDU from at least one non-AP STA
solicited by a PPDU that contains at least one Trigger frame the frame exchange is not successful.			Suggest to change "an immediate response" to "any immediate response".			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 17:18:47Z) - he comment fails to identify a problem with the draft			EDITOR			Editorials Rejected									N			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 17:18:50Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21597			Zhou Lan			238			4			26.5.3.4			336			6			T			N			336.06			6			26.5.3.4						V			Liwen Chu			19/0750r4			919			An unassociated non-AP STA shall not include more than one Management frame in the HE TB PPDU that
is sent on an RA-RU allocated for unassociated STAs.			Nothing wrong with this paragraph, but it would be best to add a second paragraph stating rules for associated non-AP STA's behavior -- can include one or more Management frames but only one of them requires acknolwedgement.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 19:59:11Z) - Discussion: The cited sentence amended for unassociated STA to transmit management frame with the resolution to 20052. We fix an inconsistency in the amended sentence in this document. The behavior for associated STA to transmit management frame with other frames is defined in 7th paragraph of 26.5.3.4 (refer to Table 9-532b and 9-532d). The text about soliciting single management frame can be further calrified. In addition, the proposed resolution organizes the paragraph by adding the S-MPDU context under the main descritpions of the normative behavior for Basic Trigger frame format, and explicitly covering all the possible combinations of the TID Aggregation Limit settings so that there is no ambiguity. Note that the control response context with S-MPDU no longer requires the TID Aggregation Limit to be greater than 0, i.e., it is relaxed.

TGax editor to make changes in 11-19/0750r4 under CID21597			EDITOR			Liwen 19/0750r4 9.7.3									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21598			Zhou Lan			238			4			26.5.3.4			337			24			T			N			337.24			24			26.5.3.4						J			Zhou Lan			19/1655r1			938			In the scenario described in "If the associated non-AP STA has no frames pending or is unable to include pending frames in response to a
Basic Trigger frame because the allocated resource is insufficient, then the associated non-AP STA shall
include in the A-MPDU at least one QoS Null frame.", AP is lack of information to figure out minimum resource. AP can guess or allocate maximum resource but it incurrs overhead/delay to do it heuristically.			Introduce an explicit signaling mechanism to tell AP minimum resource, e.g. add an A-control field to specify current minimum buffer size. The non-AP STA can respond with this info in the QoS-null frame. AP would adjust resource allocation in next trigger frame immediately.			Insufficient detail			EDITOR			Zhou 19/1655r1									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21599			Zhou Lan			238			4			26.5.3.5			338			61			E			N			338.61			61			26.5.3.5			20188			V			Po-Kai Huang			19/1014r2			922			"The intra-BSS NAV is not considered in virtual CS for a non-AP STA that responds to a Trigger frame." needs better wording.			Suggest to change to:
"The intra-BSS NAV is not considered by a non-AP STA when examining the virtual CS as part of the determination of whether it may respond to a Trigger frame"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 20:06:27Z) - Agree in principle. We do editorial revision to align with the baseline writing style.

We also clarify that this sentence is for response to associated AP and add a note about consideration of intra-BSS NAV to unassociated AP. 


A STA that receives an RTS frame addressed to it considers the NAV in determining whether to respond
with CTS, unless the NAV was set by a frame originating from the STA sending the RTS frame (see
10.24.2.2 (EDCA backoff procedure)).

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1014r2 under all headings that include CID 21599			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/1014r2 NAV									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21600			Zhou Lan			238			4			26.5.3.5			338			64			E			N			338.64			64			26.5.3.5						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/1014r2			922			"The basic NAV is considered in virtual CS for a STA that responds to a Trigger frame from an associated
AP if the counter of the basic NAV is not 0." needs better wording.			Suggest to change to:
"The basic NAV is considered by a STA when examining the virtual CS as part of determination of whether it may respond to the trigger frame from an associated AP."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 20:06:55Z) - Agree in principle. We do editorial revision to align with the baseline writing style.


A STA that receives an RTS frame addressed to it considers the NAV in determining whether to respond
with CTS, unless the NAV was set by a frame originating from the STA sending the RTS frame (see
10.24.2.2 (EDCA backoff procedure)).

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1014r2 under all headings that include CID 21600			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/1014r2 NAV									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21601			Zhou Lan			238			4			26.5.3.5			339			1			E			N			339.01			1			26.5.3.5						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/1014r2			922			"A NAV is considered in virtual CS for a non-AP STA"			Similar to above. There are multiple similar sentences that need similar re-wording.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 20:07:21Z) - Agree in principle. We do editorial revision to align with the baseline writing style.


A STA that receives an RTS frame addressed to it considers the NAV in determining whether to respond
with CTS, unless the NAV was set by a frame originating from the STA sending the RTS frame (see
10.24.2.2 (EDCA backoff procedure)).

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1014r2 under all headings that include CID 21601			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/1014r2 NAV									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21602			Zhou Lan			238			4			26.5.5.2			344			24			T			N			344.24			24			26.5.5.2						V			Abhishek Patil			19/0394r1			809			"NOTE--If contiguous RA-RUs are assigned, the size of all contiguous RA-RUs is the same and equal to the size of the
first RU. Further, all the remaining subfields of the User Info field apply to all the contiguous RA-RUs in the set and the
values for starting spatial stream and the number of spatial streams of the HE TB PPDU transmitted on each RA-RU are
set to 1." -- typo in the value. Should be 0.			"are set to 1" --> "are set to 0".			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-03-14 15:42:44Z) - The note is deleted as a resolution to CID 20639 and replaced with normative text. Further, the bullets related to number of spatial streams and start of spatial stream in 26.5.3.3.3 are updated to cover the RA-RU case. Also see resolution to CID 20479.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/0394r1 CID 20602			EDITOR			Abhi 19/0394 9.3.1.22									I						4.1			2019/4/10 22:38			EDITOR


			21603			Zhou Lan			238			4			26.5.5.5			347			3			T			N			347.03			3			26.5.5.5						J			Abhishek Patil			19/1218r0			895			"An AP transmitting a Trigger frame that allocates one or more RA-RUs for unassociated STAs shall transmit
the Trigger frame in an HE PPDU so that an unassociated non-AP STA can determine the AP's BSS
color." imposes the trigger frame to be tx'd in HE PPDU un-necessarily. The non-AP STA can determine the BSS color from the AP's beacons.			Remove this paragraph.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:35:16Z) - An unassociated scanning STA may not have any information on the AP’s BSS configuration (e.g., BSS Color etc) when it receives a Trigger frame with RA-RUs for unassociated STAs. In such cases, the STA will not be able to construct a TB PPDU with the correct color information. TGax had discussed this topic at great length (early 2018 timeframe) – there were two options on the table – #1, a TF carrying RA-RUs for unassociated STAs should carry enough information (e.g., overload the Trigger Dependent User Info field to carry primary channel information) or #2, have the STA wait until it receives a Beacon frame from this AP. Both options had their pros and cons. Specifically with #2, a STA would loose an opportunity to send a mgmt. frame to the AP. TGax members debated the topic over a couple of IEEE meetings and decided to add a requirement that a TF carrying RA-RU for unassociated STA should be transmitted in HE PPDU so that the STAs can determine the BSS color of the AP.			EDITOR			Abhi 19/1218r0 UORA Pt 2									N									2019/9/21 1:34			EDITOR


			21604			Zhou Lan			238			4			26.6.1			352			19			T			N			352.19			19			26.6.1						V			Liwen Chu			19/1023r4			867			Paragraph in the "NOTE" seems to disallow a qos-null requiring ACK to be transmitted as a S-MPDU. It conflicts with Table 9-532 (A-MPDU contents in the S-MPDU context) where "Any MPDU" is allowed.			Add to the end of the sentence: except that the A-MPDU is an S-MPDU as defined in Table 9-532 (A-MPDU contents in the S-MPDU context).			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 11:21:32Z) - Generally agree with the commenter.

TGax editor to make changes as shown in 11-19/1023r4 under CID 21064.			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1023r4									I						4.3			2019/9/21 1:17			EDITOR


			21605			Zhou Lan			238			4			26.6.4.1			353			54			E			N			353.54			54			26.6.4.1			20194			A			Editor			1123r2			923			In "An HE STA with dot11AMPDUwithMultipleTIDOptionImplemented equal to true shall set the Ack-
Enabled Aggregation Support subfield to 1 ...", "dot11AMPDUwithMultipleTIDOptionImplemented" is a typo for "dot11AckEnabledAMPDUOptionImplemented."			Change "dot11AMPDUwithMultipleTIDOptionImplemented"  to "dot11AckEnabledAMPDUOptionImplemented."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-03-27 20:03:27Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D4.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-03-27 20:03:32Z - see #20194			4.1			2019/7/19 20:09			EDITOR


			21606			Zhou Lan			238			4			26.6.4.1			354			22			G			N			354.22			22			26.6.4.1						J			Liwen Chu			19/1023r4			867			In the paragraph, it's stated "an HE MU PPDU transmitted by a non-AP STA". It should be a HE TB PPDU since a non-AP STA cannot transmit a HE MU PPDU.			Change "an HE MU PPDU" to "an HE TB PPDU".			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 11:20:14Z) - In 11ax, an HE non-AP STA can transmit HE MU PPDU, e.g. in 26.11.2 UPLINK_FLAG. An HE non-AP STA can transmit multi-TID A-MPDU in HE TB PPDU. However an HE non-AP STA will not check TXOP limit when transmitting multi-TID A-MPDU in HE TB PPDU since the HE TB PPDU is solicited by an AP.			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1023r4									N									2019/9/21 1:17			EDITOR


			21607			Zhou Lan			238			4			26.6.4.4			356			5			T			N			356.05			5			26.6.4.4						V			Liwen Chu			19/1035r4			932			"A STA that transmits an ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU that contains at least two MPDUs with different
TIDs carried in A-MPDU subframes that have the EOF field equal to 1 shall ignore the immediate response
if it is an Ack frame." doesn't cover all possible, legmitate case and discarding an ACK frame is not always right. E.g. if the recipient STA is only able to receive one S-MPDU and can respond with an ACK. The transmitter in this case should not discard the ACK as response.			Remove this paragraph.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-13 22:03:18Z) - Discussion: In an ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU, a frame in an A-MPDU subframe with EoF field equal to 1 will always solicit Ack. When a STA that transmitted an ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU with two aggregated frames to solicit Ack receives a solicited Ack from the recepient, the transmitter can’t figure out which frame is correctly received by the recipient. The text about the following A-MPDU should also be added: one QoS Data frame and one Management frame in an Ack-enabled A-MPDU to solicit Ack.  


TGax editor to make changes in 11-19/1035r4 under CID 21607.			EDITOR			Liwen 19/1035r4 26.6.4.2/4 (remaining)									I			EDITOR: 2019-09-21 07:55:07Z - already present in D4.3			4.3			2019/9/21 7:55			EDITOR


			21608			Zhou Lan			238			4			26.7.2			357			27			T			N			357.27			27			26.7.2						J			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			The condition to determine if the solicited sounding feedback is full bandwidth as described in the four paragraphs can be simplified to avoid unnecessary complexity.			Use condition of "RU End Index subfield equal to 0x3F" to indicate full bandwidth explicitly.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:33:43Z) - the curent text is not in error, while the proposed change does not provide sufficient improvement.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									N									2019/6/6 15:59			EDITOR


			21609			Zhou Lan			238			4			26.7.3			358			1			T			N			358.01			1			26.7.3						J			Menzo Wentink			19/1137r2			932			HE MU sounding feedback can be obtained using HE TB sounding sequence. When UL MU is disabled by the non-AP STA, AP's DL MU-MIMO transmission can not be performed due to this constraint and this limitation contraints 11ax performance/gain.			Extend the paragraph as follows:
An MU beamformer may solicit full bandwidth MU or CQI feedback from an MU beamformee in an HE non-TB sounding sequence ...			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 02:31:49Z) - the current text reflects what was decided in the task group. The requested addition of a new mode is considered to add complexity without sufficient technical justidication. (Copy of CID 15692, which was previously rejected. CID 16672 explicitly added that "An MU beamformer shall not solicit MU feedback in an HE non-TB sounding seqeunce.".)			EDITOR			Menzo 19/1137r2 Sounding protocol									N									2019/9/21 3:52			EDITOR


			21610			Zhou Lan			238			4			9.7.3			222			55			T			N			222.55			55			9.7.3						J			Liwen Chu			19/0734r3			890			In Table 9-532a A-MPDU contents in the HE non-ack-enabled single TID immediate response
context. It specifies as follows "At most one of the following is present: ... One or more non-EOF-MPDUs each
of which is a Basic Trigger, MU-BAR
Trigger, BQRP Trigger, or BSRP Trigger
frame. The MU-BAR Trigger
frame solicits block acknowledgment
for one TID.". It basically means MU-BAR can not be aggregated together with QoS data in the DL HE MU PPDU.			Remove the limitation. Enable BAR and MU-BAR to agregate with QoS data in DL HE MU PPDU.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:18:09Z) - Discussion: This topic was discussed several times in 11ax group. The previous agreement is that given that BAR is not allowed in A-PMDU in 802.11 baseline spec, 802.11ax also not allows the frame with BAR information tobe aggregated with A-MPDU with QoS Data frames. Without MU-BAR/BAR in DL MU PPDU, 11ax spec already has the way for the AP to notify the STA whether Ack or Block Ack can be transmitted as the  responding frame. Adding another method to do the same thing is not necessary.			EDITOR			Liwen 19/0734r3 9.7.3									N									2019/9/21 1:30			EDITOR


			21611			Zhou Lan			238			4			9.2.4.6a			75			53			T			N			75.53			53			9.2.4.6a						J			Zhou Lan			19/1655r1			938			When AP transmits basic trigger frame to non-AP STA, if the RU size (considering HE TB PPDU length )is not sufficient for the STA to transmit the head of fifo frame, then the frame will be blocked and there is no way for the STA to inform the AP this siuation is happening. The current BSR only inform the Queue size. i.e. the accumulated frame size. Need a mechanism to address the above mentioned issue.			As stated in the comment.			Insufficient detail			EDITOR			Zhou 19/1655r1									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21612			Zhou Lan			238			4			26.5.3			324			58			T			N			324.58			58			26.5.3						J			Abhishek Patil			19/0510r3			841			Per the current UL MU operation procedure, when AP decides the TXOP but unfortunately no STAs can respond due to variaty of reasons, then there is no way for the AP to terminate the current TXOP. A mechanism is needed to deal with this situation for efficiency improvement.			As stated in the comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 17:42:33Z) - No new mechanism needs to be defined. Baseline spec already provides a mechanism for a TXOP holder to send CF-End frame to release the TXOP. Please see 10.24.2.10 (Truncation of TXOP)			EDITOR			Abhi 19/510r3 MU Operation									N									2019/5/29 21:56			EDITOR


			21613			Zhou Lan			238			4			26.7.1			356			36			E			N			356.36			36			26.7.1						J			Menzo Wentink			19/1137r2						"NOTE--Use of HE TB sounding does not necessarily imply MU feedback. HE TB sounding is also used to obtain SU
feedback and CQI feedback.". The note is written in a way that HE TB sounding sequence can be used for all the feedback type which is true. On the other hand, Non TB based sequence is designed not only for SU type of feedback but also CQI feedback. So an note should be added to convey this information.			As stated in the comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 04:27:18Z) -  the comment does not identify a technical issue in sufficient detail.			EDITOR			Insufficient detail									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21614			Zhou Lan			238			4			26.7.1			356			45			T			N			356.45			45			26.7.1						J			Menzo Wentink			19/0863r2			865			"An HE beamformer shall support a maximum MPDU length for the HE compressed beamforming/CQI
report that is the minimum of 11 454 octets...." isn't this 11454 octets rule applies to all the MPDUs, not limited to beamforming feedback? If it is true, remove this part of duplicated setence.			As stated in the comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:33:57Z) - the current text reflects what was decided in the task group. The requested addition of a new mode is considered to add complexity without sufficient technical justidication. (Copy of CID 15692, which was previously rejected. CID 16672 explicitly added that "An MU beamformer shall not solicit MU feedback in an HE non-TB sounding seqeunce.".)			EDITOR			Menzo 19/863r2 Sounding protocol									N									2019/6/6 15:59			EDITOR


			21615			Zhou Lan			238			4			26.7.2			356			50			T			N			356.50			50			26.7.2						J			Menzo Wentink			19/1137r1			927			Please clarify when a 20MHz only STA is operating in the broadband OFDMA, can this STA use 80MHz NDP frame for sounding? If not, add spec support for it.			As stated in the comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-20 20:04:29Z) - Table 26-4 specifies the permitted combinations of Operating channel width of the HE beamformee, Bandwidth of HE NDP Announcement frame and the sounded RUs (through the RU Start Index field and the RU End Index field). The permitted combinations can be inferred from it.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/1137r1 Sounding protocol									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21616			Zhou Lan			238			4			27.3.10.7			525			1			T			N			525.01			1			27.3.10.7						J			Zhou Lan			19/1655r1			938			Draft 4.0 already supports AP schedule two or more 80MHz STA to receive 160 MHz PPDU during a TWT session. Adding PHY details for SIG A and SIG B design.			As stated in the comment.			Insufficient detail			EDITOR			Zhou 19/1655r1									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR


			21617			Zhou Lan			238			4			26.2.7			304			28			T			N			304.28			28			26.2.7						V			Laurent Cariou			19/0413r4			852			"NOTE 2--A non-AP STA that sends a QoS Data frame with Ack policy set to No Ack updates its state variables to the
values contained in the MU EDCA Parameter Set element irrespective of receiving immediate response from the AP.
The updated MUEDCATimer starts at the end of the HE TB PPDU." If a QoS Data set the Ack policy to No ACk, then whether this frame is correctly received by AP or not can not be determined. Thefore it should not be a trigger condition for MU EDCA parameter updates. Remove this note.			As stated in the comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-05-13 12:32:04Z) - In such case, the current specification intended that the STA uses MU EDCA parameters. Remove the NOTE and add normative text to better explain these different cases. Apply the Changes marked as CID21617 as in this document.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/413r4 MU EDCA Parameters									I						4.2			2019/5/30 20:49			EDITOR


			21618			Guoqing Li			238			4			9.2.4.6a.2			76			53			T			Y			76.53			53			9.2.4.6a.2						J			Jarkko Kneckt			19/1618r3			944			UL MU Data disable cannot guarantee a short TB PPDU duration which is needed for some coex scenario			Define UL MU data disable to make sure it will generate short TB PPDU which can be garanteed.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-19 08:21:01Z) - The group considered 19/1618r3. A motion to adopt the resolution failed.			EDITOR			Jarkko 19/1618r1 TSPEC									N									2019/9/21 1:43			EDITOR
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Comments


			CID			Commenter			LB			Draft			Clause Number(C)			Page(C)			Line(C)			Type of Comment			Part of No Vote			Page			Line			Clause			Duplicate of CID			Resn Status			Assignee			Submission			Motion Number			Comment			Proposed Change			Resolution			Owning Ad-hoc			Comment Group			Ad-hoc Status			Ad-hoc Notes			Edit Status			Edit Notes			Edited in Draft			Last Updated			Last Updated By


			22000			Albert Petrick			244			5			26.2.1			307			29			T			N			307.29			29			26.2.1						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/1816r1			957			The TXOP Duration RTS Threshold is a subfield of the HE Operation Parameters Field in Figure 9-787i (pg. 199, line 37) and the HE Operation Parameters field is a subfield of the HE Operation element in Figure 9-787h (pg. 199, line 18).  The text for the TXOP Duration RTS Threshold doesn't follow the logical path between the two figures.  Fix text.			Add the following new text in quotes:
An HE AP may set the TXOP Duration RTS Threshold subfield "in the HE Operation Parameters field" of HE Operation element it transmits......			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:11:28Z) - We add “of the HE Operation Parameters field".

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1816r1 under all headings that include CID 22000			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/1816r1 duration-based RTS/CTS																		2019/11/15 0:09			EDITOR


			22001			Albert Petrick			244			5			26.2.1			307			37			T			N			307.37			37			26.2.1						A			Po-Kai Huang			19/1816r1			957			Text is missing reference to HE Operation Parameters field.			Add the following text: If the TXOP Duration RTS Threshold subfield "of the HE Parameters field" in the most recently.....			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:11:36Z)			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/1816r1 duration-based RTS/CTS																		2019/11/15 0:09			EDITOR


			22002			Albert Petrick			244			5			26.2.4			311			30			E			N			311.30			30			26.2.4						V			Editor						995			Update clause number reference to REV_md 2.4			Change 10.3.2.7 to 10.3.2.9			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 14:03:28Z) - REVmd/D3.0			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 14:03:32Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22003			Albert Petrick			244			5			26.15.3			437			50			E			N			437.50			50			26.15.3						V			Editor						995			Update clause number reference to REV_md 2.4			Change 10.3.2.7 to 10.3.2.9			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 16:04:32Z) to REVmd/D3.0			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 16:04:43Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22004			Albert Petrick			244			5			26.2.7			315			47			E			N			315.47			47			26.2.7						A			Editor						995			incorrect sub-clause title reference for 10.2.3.2 as listed in REVmd D3.0			Change  to  channel access (EDCA))			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 14:47:35Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 14:47:41Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22005			Albert Petrick			244			5			27.3.11.15			625			28			E			N			625.28			28			27.3.11.15						A			Editor						995			Missing space			Change "onlyHE-MCSs" to "only  HE-MCSs"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 15:40:04Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 15:40:07Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22006			Albert Petrick			244			5			11.1.3.8.1			285			25			T			N			285.25			25			11.1.3.8.1						J			Abhishek Patil			19/1905r2			960			Add definition for EMA AP in clause 3.0. It's defined as 6 GHz AP the supports extended capabilities discovery, and enhanced multi-BSSID functions.  It should be called an HE EMA AP.			As commented			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:25:39Z) - Definition of EMA AP existings in clause 3 (see P42L59). Further, an HE AP operating in 2.4 / 5 GHz can also operate as EMA AP as described in 11.1.3.8.1			EDITOR			Abhi 19/1905r2 Multi BSSID																		2019/11/15 0:11			EDITOR


			22007			Albert Petrick			244			5			Coex Doc			5						E			N			5.00						Coex Doc						A			Eldad Perahia						995			Convert statement to a Note			11ax Coex doc: 16/1348r6
change text to read:
Note: The first two bullets above are the same specifications as defined for 802.11n.			Accept			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22008			Albert Petrick			244			5			Coex Doc			5						E			N			5.00						Coex Doc						A			Eldad Perahia						995			Missing text			11ax Coex doc: 16/1348r6
Change "11ac" to "802.11ac"			Accept			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22009			Albert Petrick			244			5			Coex Doc			8						E			N			8.00						Coex Doc						A			Eldad Perahia						995			Technical style			11ax Coex doc: 16/1348r6
change first sentence to read: The conditions......and transmitted RF energy in the operating environment.			Accept			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22010			Albert Petrick			244			5			Coex Doc			8						E			N			8.00						Coex Doc						A			Eldad Perahia						995			Missing the abbreviation "RF"			11ax Coex doc: 16/1348r6
in the first paragraph, third line change text to read: costs resulting in RF energy......devices.			Accept			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22011			Albert Petrick			244			5			Coex Doc			8						E			N			8.00						Coex Doc						A			Eldad Perahia						995			Technical style			11ax Coex doc: 16/1348r6
in the second paragraph, third line
change "client device" to "STA (client)"			Accept			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22012			Albert Petrick			244			5			Coex Doc			8						E			N			8.00						Coex Doc						A			Eldad Perahia						995			Add clarity			11ax Coex doc: 16/1348r6
in second paragraph, fifth line change text to read:
"permissible within the regulatory limits of the regulatory domain."			Accept			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22013			Albert Petrick			244			5			Coex Doc			8						E			N			8.00						Coex Doc						A			Eldad Perahia						995			Missing the abbreviation "RF"			11ax Coex doc: 16/1348r6
in the second paragraph, sixth line change
"The aggregate energy" to "The aggregate RF energy"			Accept			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22014			Albert Petrick			244			5			Coex Doc			9						E			N			9.00						Coex Doc						A			Eldad Perahia						995			Missing the text "802"			11ax Coex doc: 16/1348r6
in the fourth bullet change text to read:
"No HT (802.11n) or VHT (802.11ac)....."			Accept			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22015			Andrew Myles			244			5												T			Y															J			Laurent Cariou						996			A number of companies are aggressively advocating in ETSI BRAN and 3GPP RAN1 that 802.11ax should use an ED threshold of -72 dBm when operating in the 6GHz band. They are basing their campaign on simulations that show both 802.11ax and NR-U are better off when using a maximum ED threshold of -72 dBm (NR-U already uses this threshold, whereas 802.11 uses an ED threshold of -62 dBm in combination with a PD threshold of -82 dBm). Some 802.11 individual members have advocated in the Coex SC for a similar change .

The proposed change is significant because it changes a basic parameter of 802.11 operation after 20+ years of successful operation. However, the proposal does deserve proper consideration.

The Coex SC has discussed this proposal at length without consensus, but does not have the authority to agree to the change anyway. It needs to be agreed in TGax.

This comment has been inserted into the WG LB on D5.0 to at least get the discussion on the agenda in TGax. The material provided to the Coex SC can be used to inform any discussion in TGax			For the purposes of starting discussion on this issue, I would like to propose that the ED threshold for 802.11ax operation in the 6 GHz band be changed from -62 dBm to -72 dBm (note the specification of -72 dBm applies only when the maximum transmit power is >= 23 dBm. A more complete specification of the proposed threshold is in EN 301 893 v2.1.1 clause 4.2.7.3.2.5, option 2).

I will leave it to the experts in TGax to determine where this change should occur in the 802.11ax draft.

This comment is not on any changed text (as far as I know) and so it could be rejected by TGax on this basis. If this is the desire of TGax then the comment will be resubmitted for reconsideration during the SC ballot phase.

Alternatively, TGax could decide that this change is unacceptable regardless of any process issues. In that case, it would be appropriate to reject the comment with a response that indicates the proposed change will never be acceptable (there are some good technical reasons to take this approach, which I am happy to provide to TGax). The benefit such a rejection is that it would give the Coex SC direction on possible LSs on this topic to ETSI BRAN and 3GPP RAN1.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 03:56:32Z) - The comment is out of scope: i.e. it is not on changed text, text affected by changed text or text that is the target of an existing valid unsatisfied comment.			EDITOR			6 GHz CCA threshold																		2019/11/15 6:31			EDITOR


			22016			Brian Hart			244			5			27.3.10.8.3			571			62			T			Y			571.62			62			27.3.10.8.3						A			Brian Hart			19/1871r2			967			This paragraph duplicates the content already present in Table 27-24--Common field.			Remove spurious paragraph.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:37:22Z)			EDITOR			Brian 19/1871r2 HE-SIG-B																		2019/11/15 0:23			EDITOR


			22017			Brian Hart			244			5			Z.3			770			52			T			Y			770.52			52			Z.3						A			Editor						995			SIGB Compression field is the old name.			Also P771L40. Change to HE-SIG-B Compression field, x2			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 00:39:42Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 00:39:45Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22018			Brian Hart			244			5			12									T			Y									12						V			Jouni Malinen			19/2021r1			963			Disallow legacy security suites and smaller key sizes in 6 GHz including Pre-RSNA and TKIP			Disallow legacy security suites and smaller key sizes in 6 GHz including Pre-RSNA and TKIP			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:04:42Z) - Agree with the commenter in principle. Introduce a new subclause to define which legacy security options are not allowed in 6 GHz.
TGax editor, please make changes as shown in <this document> in the “Proposed changes to the amendment” section.			EDITOR			Jouni 19/2021r1 6GHz Security																		2019/11/15 1:01			EDITOR


			22019			Brian Hart			244			5			27.3.2.5			506			7			E			N			506.07			7			27.3.2.5						A			Editor						995			of User field			of the User Field			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 17:15:22Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 17:15:25Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22020			Brian Hart			244			5			27.3.2.5			506			13			E			N			506.13			13			27.3.2.5						A			Editor						995			The para at L12-16 applies whether HESIGB compression field = 0 or 1, so doesn't belong in the middle of language describing HESIGB compression field = 1 then HESIGB compression field = 0.			Move L12-17 to above L1			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 17:17:10Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 17:17:16Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22021			Brian Hart			244			5			27.3.2.5			506			3			E			N			506.03			3			27.3.2.5						A			Editor						995			"the HE modulated fields ... consists"			Change to "consist"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 17:14:40Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 17:14:44Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22022			Brian Hart			244			5			27.3.2.5			506			23			E			N			506.23			23			27.3.2.5						V			Editor						995			"the HE-SIG-B content chanenl" but there migt betwo content channels			Change to "HE-SIG-B content channel(s)"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 17:18:43Z) - Change to "See 27.3.10.8.2 (HE-SIG-B content channels) for a description of the HE-SIG-B content channels."			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 17:19:41Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22023			Brian Hart			244			5			27.3.2.5			506			39			E			N			506.39			39			27.3.2.5						V			Editor						995			In case of			Change to "In the case of". And search globally if so inclined			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 17:22:18Z)

At 618.41, change "in case of 80+80" to "in the case of an 80+80"

At 357.21(2x), 506.39, 515.42 and 605.21, change "in case of" to "in the case of"			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 17:27:51Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22024			Brian Hart			244			5			27.3.2.5			506			39			T			Y			506.39			39			27.3.2.5						A			Youhan Kim			19/2004r1			953			"In case of full bandwidth ... see 27.3.10.8.4 ... split" is nicely self-contained. But at P506L34 "Note that for an RU with 484 or more subcarriers ... may be split " only occurs when HESIGB Compression = 0. So this is not nicely self contained.			Change to "Note that, if the value of HE-SIG-B Compression field in HE-SIG-A is 0, for an RU with 484 or more subcarriers and having two or more intended users, the User fields corresponding to the RU may be split between two HE-SIG-B content channels."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 00:53:41Z) - 
Note to TGax Editor:  In case it is not clear on where the text change should be, the ‘Background’ section under CID 22024 in 11-19/2004r1 has the redline version of the text change proposed by the commenter.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/2004r1 D5.0 PHY CR																		2019/11/15 0:02			EDITOR


			22025			Brian Hart			244			5			27.3.2.5			506			44			T			Y			506.44			44			27.3.2.5						V			Youhan Kim			19/2004r1			953			This para is an incomplete explanation of a complicated process (the full description is at P573L52-P574L28), and such partial information may be more confusing than helpful. E.g. what if a Common field is not present? E.g. the "corresponding" in "the STA-ID field in each User field indicates the intended recipient user of the corresponding ... RU" is meaningless since there is no way to determine from this language how the RU (width and position) is determined for a User field. E.g. where is load balancing (splitting) addressed?			Define the problem: how does a TX order the User fields so that the RU is determinable by the intended receiver, and how does the RX determine its RU and SSs from the order of User fields. Then address both problems completely. Likely turn this para into a setup plus cross-reference, perhaps keeping aspects of the last two sentences. e.g. "The combination of HESIGB Compression field, Common field (if present), ordering of User fields, and STA-ID within each User field provides a way for the transmitter to express to the receiver its RU, number of spatial streams and starting spatial stream (see section XXXX)"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 00:54:12Z) - Proposed text update for CID 22025 in 11-19/2004 removes details from 27.3.2, and instead refers to the HE-SIG-B section for details.
Instruction to TGax Editor:  Implement the proposed text update for CID 22025 in 11-19/2004r1.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/2004r1 D5.0 PHY CR																		2019/11/15 0:02			EDITOR


			22026			Brian Hart			244			5			27.3.2.5			506			48			T			Y			506.48			48			27.3.2.5						J			Youhan Kim			19/2004r1			953			"first ordered ... " then "... are ordered in the order of ..." How do these two ordering requirements interact with each other?			Specify how they intereact, e.g. change to "...  are secondarily ordered in the order of ..."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 00:54:30Z) - The relevant text has been deleted as per CID 22025, and a reference to 27.3.10.8.4 has been added for the details.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/2004r1 D5.0 PHY CR																		2019/11/15 0:02			EDITOR


			22027			Brian Hart			244			5			27.3.2.5			506			50			T			Y			506.50			50			27.3.2.5						A			Youhan Kim			19/2004r1			953			"Otherwise, it" but the previous singular noun is "The RU" which is surely wrong.			Change to "Otherwise the STA-ID field"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 00:54:35Z)			EDITOR			Youhan 19/2004r1 D5.0 PHY CR																		2019/11/15 0:02			EDITOR


			22028			Brian Hart			244			5			27.3.10.8.3			567			33			T			Y			567.33			33			27.3.10.8.3						J			Editor									Although this table is a vast improvement over the previous language, referring to subcarrier indices is a relatively primitive and duplicative level of abstraction given that Tables 27-7, 27-8, and 27-9 already define a mapping from subcarrier indices to RUs. By augmenting these tables with a subscript identifier for the RU size (e.g. RU_{26,20M}[1]...RU_{26,20M}[9], ...RU_{2x996,160M}[1]), Table 27-25 could define the associated RUs at an appropriate level of abstraction: i.e. labelled/indexed RUs.			Change the RHS column to explicitly list the overlapped RUs using labelled/indexed RUs: e.g. RU_{26,20M}(1:9), RU_{52,20M}(1:4), RU_{106,20M}(1:2), RU_{242,20M}(1)			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22029			Brian Hart			244			5			27.3.10.5			545			5			T			Y			545.05			5			27.3.10.5						V			Bo Sun			19/1896r1			962			aSignalExtension definition refers to Table 19-25, but that only defines aSignalExtension  for 2.4 and 5 GHz (i.e. not 6 GHz)			Insert Table 19-25 into this draft and change "0 ┬╡s when operating in the 5 GHz band" to "0 ┬╡s when operating other than in the 2.4 GHz band"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:39:23Z) - Discussion: Agree on the issue addressed by the comment. While the referred parameter aSignalExtension in sub-clause 27 should be re-defined in Table 27-55, instead of modifying the same parameter in Table 19-25.

Instruction to TGax Tech Editor: 
Please implement the proposed modification to 11ax spec draft D5.0 as part of the resolution to CID 22029 as in 11-19/1896r1.			EDITOR			Bo 19/1896r1 PHY service interface																		2019/11/15 0:17			EDITOR


			22030			Brian Hart			244			5			27.3.7			529			53			T			N			529.53			53			27.3.7						V			Xiaogang Chen			19/1949r3			978			Term "HE-MCS" seems to be used ambiguously: it is the MCSs for the HE-Data field  certainly, but is the MCSs for HESIGB included or not? AFAIK, P529L53 is inclusive but Table 9-321c is exclusive			Clarify that HE-MCS does not include the MCSs for HE-SIG-B (note, the MCSs for HESIGB uniquely use 52 data subcarriers, which is not a tone count used by any RU in the Data field, so this is not a trivial distinction). Perhaps invent a new term, such as HE-SIG-B-MCS, and use it at P529L53 etc.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 15:55:05Z) - TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1949r3 under all headings that include CID 22030.			EDITOR			Xiaogang 19/1949r3 Nisc																		2019/11/15 0:32			EDITOR


			22031			Brian Hart			244			5			27.3.21			529			16			T			Y			529.16			16			27.3.21						J			Xiaogang Chen									"... maintain PHY-CCA.indication(BUSY, channellist) primitive for the predicted duration of the transmitted PPDU derived from the LENGTH field ..." - surely this busy duration should include the too Signal Extension, yet this is precluded by the term "predicted duration of the transmitted PPDU" and certainly "the LENGTH field" does not include the Signal extension.			Use RXTIME instead (as shown in Fig 27-63?)			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22032			Brian Hart			244			5			27.3.10.7			552			20			T			Y			552.20			20			27.3.10.7						V			Xiaogang Chen			19/1949r3			978			HE-SIG-B HE-MCS field refers to HE-MCS 0...5 but this is undefined since the mapping from HE-MCS to modulation, code rate, NBPSCS, NCBPS, NDBPS and data rate is traditionally defined by Section 27-5 yet that section has no entries for an "ru" with 52 data subcarriers.			Insert a new section before 27.5 titled "Parameters for HE-SIG-B-MCSs" with a suitable table. Whereever HE-MCS is used wit hreference to HE-SIG-B, change its name to HE-SIG-B-MCS			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 15:56:29Z) - Resolved in 22030.			EDITOR			Xiaogang 19/1949r3 Nisc																		2019/11/15 0:32			EDITOR


			22033			Brian Hart			244			5			27.3.11.11			618			9			T			N			618.09			9			27.3.11.11						V			Yan Zhang			19/1983r2			961			The inputs and outputs of the HE STBC section are ill-defined and not clearly mapped to the inputs and outputs of the references VHT STBC section. Specifically, the "output" of section 27.3.11.11 is d''. The "input" to section 27.2.11.12 is also d''! (i.e. STBC in HE must be a null operation!). Meanwhile the input of the referenced 21.3.10.9.4 is d and the output is dTilde.			Re-introduce an old term to HE, dTilde. Write something like "If there is no STBC, then dTilde = d''. If there is STBC, then follow 27.3.11.12 where the (input) VHT d is set to the HE d'' and HE dTilde is set to the "output" VHT dTilde." Then use dTilde in place of d'' in section 27.3.11.12.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:30:23Z) - Change to as in the resolution of CID22033 in doc IEEE802.11-19/1983r2.			EDITOR			Yan 19/1983r2 PHY Math																		2019/11/15 0:16			EDITOR


			22034			Brian Hart			244			5			27.3.11.12			618			20			T			N			618.20			20			27.3.11.12						V			Yan Zhang			19/1983r2			961			d is used twice in proximate PHY subclauses but with completely different meanings. Specifically, plain d is used as the output of constellation mapping and also the output of the Segment deparser			Ensure that distinct symbols are used for distinct quantiies. Given that d dates back to clause 17 and is inherited by reference, change the Segment deparser d to something new (e.g. reshuttle the d, d', d'' so constellation mapper output (with DCM) is d, LDPC tone parser output is d' and Segment deparser is d''.) Or go with dOverbar, dHat, etc			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:30:33Z) - Change to as in the resolution of CID22034 in doc IEEE802.11-19/1983r2.			EDITOR			Yan 19/1983r2 PHY Math																		2019/11/15 0:16			EDITOR


			22035			Brian Hart			244			5			27.3.11.10			616			27			T			N			616.27			27			27.3.11.10						V			Yan Zhang			19/1983r2			961			The connection between the constellation mapping and LDPC tone mapping sections is broken. Specifically, the "input" to the LDPC tone mapping section is d', but the "output" of the previous constellation mapping is undefined for the no-DCM case (or perhaps plain d due to the cross-ref to 21.3.10.9 and thence 17.3.5.8) and is surely plain d for the DCM case.			Ensure that the same symbol is due for the output of constellation mapping (currently plain d) as the input to LDPC tone mapping (currently d'). Given that d dates back to clause 17 and is inherited by reference, change d' to d in the LDPC tone mapping case.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:30:43Z) - Change to as in the resolution of CID22035 in doc IEEE802.11-19/1983r2			EDITOR			Yan 19/1983r2 PHY Math																		2019/11/15 0:16			EDITOR


			22036			Brian Hart			244			5			9.3.1.22.1			116			40			T			N			116.40			40			9.3.1.22.1						J			Yan Zhang			19/1983r2			961			For TX of HETB, the logic on setting PE Disambiguity is incomplete.  From P116L40, PE Disambiguity is set according to (27-118). From P629L63, (27-118), PE Disambiguity = f(TXTIME) where it is indicated P630L5 that TXTIME is defined in 27.4.3. In 27.4.3, at P674L43, TXTIME = g(nSym). From P675L1, it is indicated that the calculation for nSym is found in 27.3.11.5.5. In 27.3.11.5.5, BUT this only defines how non-AP STAs may obtain nSym, not APs. There is a NOTE that an AP is free to calculate any value for Pre-FEC Padding factor and LDPC Extra Symbol Segment fields, but this note is silent re nSym.			Perhaps include nSym in the note of the parameters that the AP is free to select? But does this ever create a situation where the client might calculate a 20us PE (for instance?)			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:27:52Z) - Nsym can be derived by UL_Length using Equation (27-119). Although AP is free to choose pre-FEC padding and LPDC Extra Symbol Segment fields, those values will reflect in UL length value in Trigger frame common info field. AP and non-AP STA will get the same Nsym number using Equation (27-119). I don’t think TPE will be more than 16us using Equation (27-120).			EDITOR			Yan 19/1983r2 PHY Math																		2019/11/15 0:16			EDITOR


			22037			Brian Hart			244			5			27.3.11.5.5			609			39			T			Y			609.39			39			27.3.11.5.5						V			Yan Zhang			19/1983r2			961			"For an HE TB PPDU sent in response to a Trigger frame, the AP indicates the UL Length, Pre-FEC Padding
Factor, UL STBC and LDPC Extra Symbol Segment fields in the Trigger frame." is incomplete since other critcal parameters for the PHY calculations are GI & HELTF type, PE Disambiguity, number of HE LTFs and the presence of any midambles:			List all parameters that the PHY needs			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:28:08Z) - Change to as in the resolution of CID22037 in doc IEEE802.11-19/1983r2.			EDITOR			Yan 19/1983r2 PHY Math																		2019/11/15 0:16			EDITOR


			22038			Brian Hart			244			5			27.3.10.8.3			571			56			T			N			571.56			56			27.3.10.8.3						V			Brian Hart			19/1871r2			967			Dynamic Split and Equitable Split are important concepts that merit their own clause 3 definitions. Also P571L56 is missing a "Dynamic"			Add definitions for Dynamic Split and Equitable Split in Clause 3. Use the appropriate one of these capitized terms at P506L36, P506L41, P567L1, P571L55, P573L34, P573L39, P577L3, P577L11, P769L62, P772L4, P772L10, P772L16			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:37:06Z) - In general agreement with commenter. See resolution under CID 22441 in 19/1871 <motioned-revision>			EDITOR			Brian 19/1871r2 HE-SIG-B																		2019/11/15 0:23			EDITOR


			22039			Brian Hart			244			5			27.3.10.8.4			574			14			E			N			574.14			14			27.3.10.8.4						V			Editor						995			Bypass of bullet at 1d and 2a in list is inelegant.			Merge 1)d into 1) and 2)a into 2): i.e. change 1) to start "If the HE-SIG-B Compression field in the HE-SIG-A field of an HE MU PPDU is set to 1, this first step is bypassed; otherwise the User fields ..." and change 2) to start "If the SIGB Compression field in the HE-SIG-A field of an HE MU PPDU is set to 1, this second step is bypassed, otherwise each subset ..."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 17:47:31Z) - As suggested, except break into two senteces, i.e., "If the HE-SIG-B Compression field in the HE-SIG-A field of an HE MU PPDU is 1, this {first,second} step is bypassed. Otherwise,…"			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 17:48:07Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22040			Brian Hart			244			5			27.3.10.8.5			578			38			T			N			578.38			38			27.3.10.8.5						V			Brian Hart			19/1871r2			967			This language refers to band not content channel. Moreover, the CRC is already defined as part of the Common and User Block fields.			Change band to CC and omit redundant CRC language: i.e. at P578L38-40, change the para to "In each HE-SIG-B content channel, the bits of the Common field shall be BCC encoded at rate R = 1/2."  Also change P578L42-43 to "The bits of the User Specific field, for each HE-SIG-B content channel, shall be BCC encded at rate R = 1/2. If ..."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:38:37Z) - In general agreement with commenter. See resolution under CID 22441 in 19/1871 <motioned-revision>			EDITOR			Brian 19/1871r2 HE-SIG-B																		2019/11/15 0:23			EDITOR


			22041			Brian Hart			244			5			27.3.10.8.3			571			11			T			N			571.11			11			27.3.10.8.3						V			Brian Hart			19/1871r2			967			Language refers to STAs yet, because of the broadcast RU 1 user has many STAs. The right term is user.			Change "STA/s" to "user/s", 9 times in this table footer. Also P572L33, P574L41, P574L42, P575L27, P575L29, , P575L30, , P575L25, P576L56, P576L33, P577L25, P577L26. P573L48 and P573L49 probably should stay the same (with a cross-reference to the MAC clause 26.5.1.2 that does not the Broadcast RU to be decoded whenever the STA has its own User field). P577L20 may need a modest rewrite or xref to account for the Broadcast RU too.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:36:52Z) - In general agreement with commenter. See resolution under CID 22441 in 19/1871 <motioned-revision>			EDITOR			Brian 19/1871r2 HE-SIG-B																		2019/11/15 0:23			EDITOR


			22042			Brian Hart			244			5			27.3.18.1			641			32			T			N			641.32			32			27.3.18.1						J			Youhan Kim						992			-20 dB is a poor choice since: a) it still allows the transmission of considerable interference on a channel known to be busy and b) it is not burdensome on devices to require a tighter mask, c) it has triggered regulatory discussions to tighten this mask			Specify a tighter mask for the interior of the PSD using a scheme a little like Fig 27-51, yet with the breakpoints and gradients taking into account the bandwidth of the unpunctured subchannels adjancet to the punctured subchannel(s)			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 03:00:46Z) - The 11ax transmit spectral mask has other regions which puts enough pressure on transmit signals to have spectrum with reasonable level of out of channel emission.			EDITOR			Tx spectral mask																		2019/11/15 6:15			EDITOR


			22043			Brian Hart			244			5			27.3.10.10			601			32			T			N			601.32			32			27.3.10.10						J			Yan Zhang			19/1983r2			961			Figures 27-32 and 27-33 and do not align with equation (27-58) nor (27-29). E.g. for HESU/MU/TB, Q is Q_{iTx,,Mr,u+m} (i.e. with iTx) and A is [A]_{Mr,u+m,n+1} not n. Similar for HETB			Change n to n+1 (in both figures). After [Q], insert 1:N_TX (or 1:N_{TX}) as a subscript (in both figures). BTW, N_TX is defined in TXVECTOR but N_{TX} is used in multiple figures (search on "chain" then look around).			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:28:22Z) - Figures 27-32 and 27-33 provide high level concepts of how to generate HE-LTF for different PPDU formats. The detailed operations of steps are described in the subclauses with exact Equations.			EDITOR			Yan 19/1983r2 PHY Math																		2019/11/15 0:16			EDITOR


			22044			Brian Hart			244			5			27.3.9			539			15			E			N			539.15			15			27.3.9						J			Yan Zhang			19/1983r2			961			Kr is used in an equaton, and in the description of equaiton parameters below the equation, but is itself not defined below the equation.			To keep it simple, change to "|Kr| is the cardinality of the set of subcarriers Kr (defined in relation to Equations (27-3) and (27-4))"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:31:01Z) - Kr is defined on P538L25 in related to Equations (27-3) and (27-4).			EDITOR			Yan 19/1983r2 PHY Math																		2019/11/15 0:16			EDITOR


			22045			Brian Hart			244			5			27.3.10.10			585			56			T			N			585.56			56			27.3.10.10						V			Yan Zhang			19/1983r2			961			Language, being incomplete, is not very clear.			Change to "Single stream pilot in HE-LTF shall be used for SU, DL and UL OFDMA, DL MU-MIMO and partial bandwidth UL MU-MIMO transmission, and is an available mode for full bandwidth HE UL MU-MIMO (when single stream pilot HE-LTF mode is selected)."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:28:48Z) - Change to as in the resolution of CID22045 in doc IEEE802.11-19/1983r2.			EDITOR			Yan 19/1983r2 PHY Math																		2019/11/15 0:16			EDITOR


			22046			Guido Hiertz			244			5			27.3.18.1			641			38			T			N			641.38			38			27.3.18.1						J			Youhan Kim						992			Comment on behalf of Reza Hedayat: The suggested transmit spectral mask has higher OOB emission, compared to legacy 11ac and non-punctured 11ax masks. A legacy 802.11 device (and even an 11ax device) within the range of an 11x AP with preamble punctured feature experiences higher OOB because of the suggested mask for this feature. The additional interference depend on the number of punctured channels and on average it is from about 5 dB to 10 dB for one and two punctured channels (but it could be as high as 20 dB).			If no better mask can be guaranteed and agreed by TGax, it is suggested to revise the specification and remove the preamble punctured feature. If the mask can only be improved slightly, it is suggested to revise the specification and restrict the preamble punctured feature to only one punctured case and disallow two punctured channel case in Fig 27-52.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 03:01:47Z) - Actual transmit spectrum is expected to have lower emission level than the transmit spectral mask.			EDITOR			Tx spectral mask																		2019/11/15 6:15			EDITOR


			22047			Guido Hiertz			244			5			27.3.18.1			642			25			T			N			642.25			25			27.3.18.1						J			Youhan Kim						992			Comment on behalf of Reza Hedayat: The suggested transmit spectral mask has higher OOB emission, compared to legacy 11ac and non-punctured 11ax masks. Particularly for the case of two or three punctured cases, an 11ac/ax device within the range (of an 11x AP with preamble punctured feature) experiences significantly higher OOB of >10 dB on average and as high as 20 dB.			Suggest to revise the specification and remove the preamble punctured feature for the case shown in Fig 27-53.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 03:01:55Z) - Actual transmit spectrum is expected to have lower emission level than the transmit spectral mask.			EDITOR			Tx spectral mask																		2019/11/15 6:15			EDITOR


			22048			Imran Latif			244			5			27.3.22.2									T			N									27.3.22.2						V			Laurent Cariou			19/1998r1			981			Reconsider Channelization for 6 GHz. Channel center frequencies are defined at every integer multiple of 5 MHz above 5940 MHz. This leaves only 10 MHz of the Guard-Band between U-NII-5 and U-NII-4 which will make the filter design extremely challenging. In addition, with the current channelization, there is no single 80 MHz channel in U-NII-6. Given that U-NII-6 and adjoining U-NII-5 and U-NII-7 bands may operate under different regulatory rules, it would be better to have more self-contained channels within 6 GHz band.			Both of these issues could be addressed by simply moving the starting frequency of the channelization by 10 MHz, i.e., from 5490 to 5950 MHz. A submission clarifying this point has already been made and provided.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 00:38:55Z) - this issue has been already discussed in this group. It was proposed to wait for more information from regulators regarding operating at 6 GHz before making changes to the channelization. The comment should therefore be resubmitted in a future ballot.

After the sentence “Insert the following rows and update the “reserved” row appropriately in Table E-4:” page 761 line 16 in draft 5.1, insert the following sentence: “NOTE – channelization may be revised in a later revision, when we have more information on the regulatory context”.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1998r1 Misc																		2019/11/15 0:41			EDITOR


			22049			Jarkko Kneckt			244			5			26.15.8			443			22			T			N			443.22			22			26.15.8						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1833r0			973			The clause 26.15.4.3 defines HE rate restrictions that allow the network operator to configure the HE MCSs, BW and NSS tuple that the AP supports. Unfortunately these configurations cannot be used in 6 GHz, because the signaling is done through the  HT-MCS support field.			Add to 6 GHz HE configuration signaling a mechanism that allows the AP to configure the unsoppurted MCS , BW and NSS tuple for the BSS. This allows all bands and HT, VHT and HE STAs to use similar mechanism to configure the supported bands.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:30:26Z) - There is a plethora of rules that are band specific since every band has its own properties, requirements and regulatory rules. In this case the behavior is not really band specific because the STA will receive a frame that contains this field that instructs the STA to follow this encoding. Currently the AP provides the STA with one value for the minimum rate field, which is a simple rule, while the proposed modification from the comment would add several more combinations (per BW, MCS, NSS), which is more complex and can create configuration problems.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1833r0 26.15																		2019/11/15 0:30			EDITOR


			22050			Jarkko Kneckt			244			5			26.15.8			444			33			T			N			444.33			33			26.15.8						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1833r0			973			The Minimum Rate field is only used in 6 GHz band. STAs should avoid implementing band specific rules and use the existing operating principles when ever possible.			Please change the Minimum Rate field to possibility to configure the MCS, NSS and BW tuples that are not in use in the BSS.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:30:36Z) - There is a plethora of rules that are band specific since every band has its own properties, requirements and regulatory rules. In this case the behavior is not really band specific because the STA will receive a frame that contains this field that instructs the STA to follow this encoding. Currently the AP provides the STA with one value for the minimum rate field, which is a simple rule, while the proposed modification from the comment would add several more combinations (per BW, MCS, NSS), which is more complex and can create configuration problems.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1833r0 26.15																		2019/11/15 0:30			EDITOR


			22051			Jarkko Kneckt			244			5			26.15.8			444			14			T			N			444.14			14			26.15.8						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1833r0			973			If Minimum Rate field controls both the non-associated STA TX rate and the associated STAs transmission rate, it may happen that non-assocaited STAs are not able to transmit an association request frame or probe response frame with 54 Mbit/s, but the same STA in isassociated state is able to send data that meets the minimum rate requirement  by using larger BW and lower MCS. This leads to situations that a STA cannot associate to a BSS, even if it could transmit data in associated state with the AP. This is not desirable operation.			Please delete:" or in the Minimum Rate field of the HE Operation element sent by the AP" from the third and fourth bullets in lines 13 and 19.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:30:44Z) - The comment points out an issue, which seems to derive from a misinterpretation of the text.

The STA is free to chose whichever <BW, NSS, MCS> triple it wishes to use for HE PPDUs, prior to and after association, provided that the data rate obtained from that combination is greater than or equal to the minimum rate required by the AP and the triple being used is supported in RX by the AP. Please refer to the bulleted list of rules for pre-association exchanges in this same subclause.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1833r0 26.15																		2019/11/15 0:30			EDITOR


			22052			Jarkko Kneckt			244			5			26.15.8			444			26			T			N			444.26			26			26.15.8						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1833r0			973			The benefit of controlling the transmission rate of a non-HT (duplicate) PPDU is small and easily wasted by retransmissions needed for the non-HT PPDUs. Please allow non-AP STA to transmit non-HT PPDUs without minimum rate restriction.			Please delete the bullet:" - if the PPDU is a non-HT (duplicate)..."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:30:53Z) - The comment is speculative in its claim that the benefit of controlling the transmission rate of a non-HT (dup) PPDU is small and easily wasted … Allowing a STA to transmit non-HT PPDUs without following minimum rate restrictions defeats the purpose of having minimum rate restrictions.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1833r0 26.15																		2019/11/15 0:30			EDITOR


			22053			Jarkko Kneckt			244			5			26.8.3.3			395			57			T			N			395.57			57			26.8.3.3						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1832r2			972			It is unclear why a STA that indicates to operate in active mode would need to wake up for BC TWT SPs?			Please, specify more clearly the active mode STA operations and operations when STA transitions to power save mode with BC TWT. If this is normative operation, it should not be decribed in NOTE.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:24:37Z) - The comment fails to identify a technical issue and is asking a question. A STA that is in the active mode does not need to wake up for BC TWT SPs because that STA is already in the awake state. The paragraph in question regards a STA that is in PS mode. And the note that is provided below indicates other options for the STA that is in PS mode to indicate that it is in the awake state (one of which is essentially the switch to AM mode).

Also, to be noted that the comment is on a part of a text that has not been modified during this LB.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1832r2 TWT																		2019/11/15 0:29			EDITOR


			22054			Jarkko Kneckt			244			5			26.8.3.3			395			50			T			N			395.50			50			26.8.3.3						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1832r2			972			The sentence is unclear:" Establishing a membership for the unannounced broadcast TWT with those broadcast TWT IDs"			Please remove the first bullet from the list and have a separate sentence saying that a STA that is member of BC TWT can transmit any frames during these BC TWT SPs without any need to wake up at other TWT IDs start times.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:24:52Z) - The comment fails to identify a technical issue. The sentence as it stands is technically clear in indicating that the STA shall be in the awake state at the broadcast TWT start times if it has established a membership for the unannounced broadcast TWT. 

The proposed change on the other hand seems to not be related to the comment and does not add anything to the existing functionalities nor does it solve a technical issue. 

Also, to be noted that the comment is on a part of a text that has not been modified during this LB.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1832r2 TWT																		2019/11/15 0:29			EDITOR


			22055			Jarkko Kneckt			244			5			26.8.3.3			395			52			T			N			395.52			52			26.8.3.3						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1832r2			972			It is not clear whether a STA needs to be awake for every beacon, if it has set a wake TBTT.			Please remove the second bullet from the list. The wake TBTT should set the STA to awake only to receive the specific beacon. There is no need for STA to wake up during other TWTs SP start times.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:25:11Z) - The comment fails to identify a technical issue. The sentence as it stands is technically clear in indicating that the STA shall be in the awake state to read those beacons that it has negotiated with the AP (not every beacon) to wake up and read. 

The proposed change on the other hand seems to not be related to the comment and does not add anything to the existing functionalities nor does it solve a technical issue. 

Also, to be noted that the comment is on a part of a text that has not been modified during this LB.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1832r2 TWT																		2019/11/15 0:29			EDITOR


			22056			Jarkko Kneckt			244			5			26.8.3.3			395			52			T			N			395.52			52			26.8.3.3						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1832r2			972			The PS-Poll and U-APSD trigger frame should indicate that a STA is awake only for the SP in which the frmaes are received. For instance, a PS-:Poll or U-APSD trigger frame during individual TWT SP should not force the STA to be awake at every BC TWT SP.  Similarly, a PS-Poll or U-APSD trigger frame outside of TWT SPs should not force the STA to wake up at every BC TWT SP.			Please remove the third and fourth bullets from the list and specify more clearly that a PS-Poll or U-ASPD trigger frame set STA to be awake for the duration fo the SP in which they are received,			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:25:20Z) - The comment fails to identify a technical issue. The commenter proposes that the STA, instead of sending one PS-Poll during a beacon interval, send a PS-Poll every TWT SP, which is more power consuming and consumes more airtime for this extra signaling. 

Also, to be noted that the comment is on a part of a text that has not been modified during this LB.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1832r2 TWT																		2019/11/15 0:29			EDITOR


			22057			kaiying Lv			244			5			9.4.2.36			159			19			T			Y			159.19			19			9.4.2.36						V			19/1834r2			19/1834r1			991			change to "unsolicited Probe Response frames sent less than or equal to 20 TUs"			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 03:07:23Z) - Agree in principle with comment.
TGax editor: Please replace “are transmitting unsolicited Probe Response frames every 20 TUs” with “are transmitting unsolicited Probe Response frames every 20 TUs or less” throughout the draft (3 occurrences)

TGax editor: In Annex C, please replace “and schedules transmission of unsolicited Probe Response frames every 20 TUs” with “and schedules transmission of unsolicited Probe Response frames every 20 TUs or less”			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1834r2 26.17																		2019/11/15 6:13			EDITOR


			22058			kaiying Lv			244			5			26.17.2.2			451			26			T			Y			451.26			26			26.17.2.2						J			Liwen Chu									The path-loss in the mid 6 GHz band is approximately 1.5 dB higher than in the mid 5 GHz band. The use case where the two bands need to achieve range parity should not be excluded for multi-band operation. HE ER SU PPDU with DCM can provide additional link budget and is suitable for PPDUs containing group addressed frames without the limitation of antenna configuration.			Add rules to allow HE ER SU PPDU format with DCM to be used for Beacon and group addressed frame transmission.			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22059			kaiying Lv			244			5			26.17.5			459			34			T			Y			459.34			34			26.17.5						V			Kaiying Lv			19/2048r1			966			There is no definitions for MLME-QTP primitives.			Add definitions for MLME-QTP primitives.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:31:37Z) - Agree with the commenter in principle. 
Add definitions in Clause 6 for MLME-QTP primitives.

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/2048r1 CID 22059			EDITOR			Kaiying 19/2048r1 QTP MLME																		2019/11/15 0:20			EDITOR


			22060			Li-Hsiang Sun			244			5			9.3.1.7.1			100			35			T			N			100.35			35			9.3.1.7.1						V			Tomoko Adachi			19/1819r0			958			There is no Bsiac BAR variant defined in basline. A similar discrepancy is also on P274.21			Make the entry reserved			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:19:17Z) - Agree in principle.  
See the instructions to the TGax editor in doc. 11-19/1819r0 under all headings that include CID 22060.			EDITOR			Tomo 19/1819r0 9.3.1.7.1																		2019/11/15 0:10			EDITOR


			22061			Li-Hsiang Sun			244			5			9.3.1.22.5			123			32			T			N			123.32			32			9.3.1.22.5						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/1810r2			955			The figure seems to indicate CCFS1>CCFS0			add in L15 indicating figure 9-64j is an example for CCFS1>CCFS0 if B0-=1			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 01:05:59Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. We adjust the lowest to highest frequence indication only to the primary 80 MHz.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1810r2 under all headings that include CID 22061			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/1810r2 NAV																		2019/11/15 0:06			EDITOR


			22062			Li-Hsiang Sun			244			5			9.7.3			235			37			T			N			235.37			37			9.7.3						A			Liwen Chu			19/2020r1			971			"At most one Management frame that does not solicit acknowledgement"			remove "does not"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:20:59Z)			EDITOR			Liwen 19/2020r1 9.7.3																		2019/11/15 0:28			EDITOR


			22063			Li-Hsiang Sun			244			5			10.25.6.5			275			28			T			N			275.28			28			10.25.6.5						V			George Cherian			19/1936r0			969			"The Starting Sequence Number subfield of the Block Ack Starting Sequence Control subfield of the BlockAck frame shall be set to any value in the range (WinEndR - BitmapLength +1) to
WinStartR."
This statement may not apply when the Fragment Number subfield LSB=1. Starting Sequence Number is the SN of an MSDU

"The parameter BitmapLength represents the maximum length, in bits, of the Block Ack Bitmap field in the Compressed BlockAck frame and Multi-STA BlockAck frame for a particular TID" on P274.61			Change the sentence in P274.61 to indicate the BitmapLength respresents the max length when LSB of the FN subfield=0

Make similar change in table 26-1			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:14:29Z) - Agree in principle. Requested change made in the document.

TGax editor shall incorporate changes in 11-19-1936-00-00ax			EDITOR			George 19/1936r0 Ack																		2019/11/15 0:24			EDITOR


			22064			Li-Hsiang Sun			244			5			26.3.2.2			320			16			T			N			320.16			16			26.3.2.2						V			Ming Gan			19/1947r0			977			The 2 bullets miss a condition when the recipient indicates that it is capable of level 2 or 3, and in the BA agreement explicitly/implictly neogotiated level 2 or 3.  Under the Note in P318.37, the originator is allowed to send level 1 dynamic fragements in this case.			add the missing condition			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 15:51:51Z) - Agree with the commenter. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change. 

TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-19/1947r0 under the CID 22064			EDITOR			Ming 19/1947r0 Fragmenation																		2019/11/15 0:31			EDITOR


			22065			Li-Hsiang Sun			244			5			26.4.1			326			10			T			N			326.10			10			26.4.1						V			George Cherian			19/1936r0			969			No AID TID Info field (appears in L10~20) in BAR			Change to TID_INFO in L18, remove 'in the AID TID Info fields' in the paragraph from L10~16			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:14:39Z) - Agree in principle. Requested change made in the document.

TGax editor shall incorporate changes in 11-19-1936-00-00ax			EDITOR			George 19/1936r0 Ack																		2019/11/15 0:24			EDITOR


			22066			Li-Hsiang Sun			244			5			26.5.2.2.3			340			49			T			N			340.49			49			26.5.2.2.3						J			Editor									The sentence in L49 should also be applicable to LDPC encoded trigger frame or frame containing TRS			Move the paragraph to the end of the section and add T_TrigProc to the requirement			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22067			Li-Hsiang Sun			244			5			26.5.2.4			350			5			E			N			350.05			5			26.5.2.4						J			Liwen Chu									should have ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU in the sentence			add ack-enabled multi-TID A-MPDU			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn						Technical comment												2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22068			Li-Hsiang Sun			244			5			26.5.5			360			14			T			N			360.14			14			26.5.5						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1831r1			965			What does "either or both" refer to? there are 3 Queue Size fields in the sentence			change to "any of the three"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:28:13Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution replaces “either or both” with “ any of the three” plus some minor editorial improvements. Same change is applied to a similar note found in the same subclause. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1831r1 under all headings that include CID 22068.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1831r1 Misc																		2019/11/15 0:20			EDITOR


			22069			Li-Hsiang Sun			244			5			26.5.6			361			30			T			N			361.30			30			26.5.6						J			Zhou Lan									The STA should not be required to perfrom CCA either outside the UL-BW indicated in BQRP or in the punctured 20MHz in the MU-PPDU carrying BQRP			add such requirement in the section			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22070			Li-Hsiang Sun			244			5			26.5.6			361			30			T			N			361.30			30			26.5.6						J			Abhishek Patil									The shall requirement is ambiguous for UORA. Resume OBO and retransmission of UORA are also defined in 26.5.4. If STA cannot gain UORA access in RA-RUs allocated in BQRP, does it try next TF with RA-RU? If it can send at next opportunity should it update the BQR before sending?

Can AID12=2045 in BQRP?			Clarify the UORA requirement for BQRP			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22071			Li-Hsiang Sun			244			5			26.5.7.2			362			54			E			N			362.54			54			26.5.7.2						A			Editor						995			No 'NDP feedback report response" defined in 27.3.4			change to "HE TB feedback NDP"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 15:56:01Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 15:56:06Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22072			Li-Hsiang Sun			244			5			27.3.11.5.5			609			47			T			N			609.47			47			27.3.11.5.5						V			Yan Zhang			19/1983r2			961			The placement of NOTE after the sentence about responding to TRS control is extremely confusing. The LDPC Extra Symbol and pre-FEC padding factor for a TB-PPDU responding to TRS is hard coded in the spec, not selected by the AP			Move the NOTE before the sentence about HE TB PPDU in response to a frame containing TRS control			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:29:02Z) - Change to as in the resolution of CID22072 in doc IEEE802.11-19/1983r2.			EDITOR			Yan 19/1983r2 PHY Math																		2019/11/15 0:16			EDITOR


			22073			Li-Hsiang Sun			244			5			26.11.7			427			12			T			N			427.12			12			26.11.7						J			Matt Fischer									Can 4 LSB of INACTIVE_SUBCHANNEL set to 0110 or 0101? Assuming the LSB (left-most) corresponds to the primary channel

If yes, then the BFRP for the sounding sequence cannot be punctured. The beamformer can only use primary 20MHz for sounding feedback			Allow BFRP to be sent in non-HT duplicate with INACTIVE_SUBCHANNEL			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22074			Lili hervieu			244			5			27.3.18.1			641			7			T			Y			641.07			7			27.3.18.1						J			Youhan Kim						992			The punctured channel HE MU 802.11ax SEM (Spectral Emission Mask) is not compliant with the legacy 802.11ac SEM. A coexistence legacy 802.11ac device may be subject to high order QAM performance degradation when subject to 802.11ax punctured mask.			The proposal is to remove preamble puncture from the draft or redefine the spectral mask to ensure coexistence with 802.11ac/n.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 03:00:29Z) - 11ac does not define transmit spectral mask for punctured transmissions.			EDITOR			Tx spectral mask																		2019/11/15 6:15			EDITOR


			22075			Lisa Ward			244			5			9.4.2.248			201			28			E			N			201.28			28			9.4.2.248						A			Editor						995			I think there is a typo in the number of bits shown in figure 9-787l.
The total bits should be 8 but the number of bits in the figure total to 9
Probably, the number of reserved bits shown should say 5 instead of 6.			Change the number of reserved bits in the figure 9-787l from 6 to 5			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 20:10:43Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 20:10:47Z - see #22099			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22076			Liwen Chu			244			5			3			41			61			T			N			41.61			61			3						J			Liwen Chu									40MHz STA is missing from the definition			add 40MHz STA in the definition, i.e. ...excluding 20MHz-only non-AP HE STA and the HE AP/STA with 40MHz BW in 2.4GHz band...			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22077			Liwen Chu			244			5			3			42			49			T			N			42.49			49			3						J			Liwen Chu									a non-AP STA can also transmit DL MU PPDU to another non-AP STA in TDLS link			Change the definition accordingly			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22078			Liwen Chu			244			5			3			45			33			T			N			45.33			33			3						J			Liwen Chu									Add TRS Control subfield after the Trigger frame			As in comment			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22079			Liwen Chu			244			5			3			45			41			T			N			45.41			41			3						J			Liwen Chu									The definition is not complete. The MU PPDU in TDLS link is missing			Change the dedinition per the comment.			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22080			Liwen Chu			244			5			9.2.4.1.8			77			37			T			N			77.37			37			9.2.4.1.8						J			Liwen Chu									Block Ack is general wording to include compressed block ack, multi-TID blcok ack, multi-STA blcok ack, extended block ack etc.			remove multi-STA blcok ack or change block ack to compressed block ack			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22081			Liwen Chu			244			5			9.2.4.1.8			77			42			T			N			77.42			42			9.2.4.1.8						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1831r1			965			In TWT SP, after receiving the More Data field being equal to 1, the recipient in power save mode will go to doze sate. So Mode Data can't be set to 1 if the AP shedules the recipient in the following Trigger frames in TWT SP			Change Mode Data definition per the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:28:21Z) - There are no technical issues with the current text. Please note that a recipient that is in power save mode cannot go to doze state if it receives a frame with MD field set to 1 as specified in this subclause. Hence the More Data field definition is inline with the current behavior defined for 11ax power save mechanisms.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1831r1 Misc																		2019/11/15 0:20			EDITOR


			22082			Liwen Chu			244			5			9.2.4.6a.2			86			29			T			N			86.29			29			9.2.4.6a.2						A			Jarkko Kneckt			19/1922r2			970			It should be N/A for "Interpretation by an AP that
transmits a value of 0 in the OM
Control UL MU Data Disable RX
Support" when UL MU Disable is 0 and UL MU Data Disable is 1.			As in comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:18:54Z)			EDITOR			Jarkko 19/1922r2 TSPEC and OM																		2019/11/15 0:26			EDITOR


			22083			Liwen Chu			244			5			9.2.5.2			97			36			T			N			97.36			36			9.2.5.2						A			Po-Kai Huang			19/1810r2			955			HE TB PPDU may not always solicit acknowledgement.			Add "if required" before ", plus applicable SIFSs"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 01:06:03Z)			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/1810r2 NAV																		2019/11/15 0:06			EDITOR


			22084			Liwen Chu			244			5			9.3.1.22.1			113			5			T			N			113.05			5			9.3.1.22.1						J			Liwen Chu									The RA for Trigger which includes single RU for an associated STA can be broadcast or unicast address. However if the Trigger is in A-MPDU, the A-MPDU aggregation rules are also applied			Change the bullet per the comment			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22085			Liwen Chu			244			5			26.14.2			432			57			T			N			432.57			57			26.14.2						J			Abhishek Patil									Add the rules about how an AP set More TF for power save and UORA in TWT			As in comment			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22086			Liwen Chu			244			5			9.4.2.29			157			9			T			N			157.09			9			9.4.2.29						V			Jarkko Kneckt			19/1922r2			970			In P156 L10, the change is this subclause is for MU operation. In P157L9, the change in this subclause can be applied to EDCA. It seems they are not in line.			Remove EDCA from P157L9.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:19:00Z) - The TSPEC is used to support APs’ scheduling with EDCA and MU access. TGax Editor, please make the changes as shown in 11-19-1922r2.			EDITOR			Jarkko 19/1922r2 TSPEC and OM																		2019/11/15 0:27			EDITOR


			22087			Liwen Chu			244			5			9.4.2.67.8			162						T			N			162.00						9.4.2.67.8						J			Yongho Seok			19/1957r1						BSS Color In Use can also be reported y an AP (AP1) to its associated STAs, i.e. in order to avoid the collision with AP's co-located STA Tx/Ex with its AP (AP2).			As in comment			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22088			Liwen Chu			244			5			9.4.2.170.2			164			56			T			N			164.56			56			9.4.2.170.2						J			Laurent Cariou									Add filtering per short SSID for unicast Probe Response frame.			As in comment			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22089			Liwen Chu			244			5			9.4.2.170			164			48			T			N			164.48			48			9.4.2.170						J			Laurent Cariou			19/2083r1			982			Rename the title to include non-transmitted BSSID report and change the field name/definition in the subclause accordingly			As in comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 00:42:18Z) - the title of the subclause can not be changed as it is the name of the element.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/2083r1 RNR																		2019/11/15 0:43			EDITOR


			22090			Liwen Chu			244			5			9.4.2.170			172			18			T			N			172.18			18			9.4.2.199						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1835r1			964			Change to "A TWT responding STA or TWT
scheduling AP accepts the TWT request
with the TWT parameters (see NOTE)
indicated in the TWT element transmitted
by the TWT requesting STA or TWT
scheduled AP"			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:10:06Z) - Agree in principle. In addition clarified that this value is also used in unsolicited TWT responses.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1835r1 under all headings that include CID 22090.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1835r1 TWT IE																		2019/11/15 0:19			EDITOR


			22091			Liwen Chu			244			5			9.4.2.170			172			51			T			N			172.51			51			9.4.2.199						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1835r1			964			Add the case that TWT cchediling STA rejects the request from the scheduled STA			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:10:16Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution is to add the case of TWT scheduling AP (which seems to be what is referrered to as TWT cchediling STA).

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1835r1 under all headings that include CID 22091.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1835r1 TWT IE																		2019/11/15 0:19			EDITOR


			22092			Liwen Chu			244			5			9.4.2.170			173			9			T			N			173.09			9			9.4.2.199						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1835r1			964			The definition of the field transmitted by TWT responding STA, scheduled STA, scheduling STA should also described			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:10:40Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution is to generalize the two paragraphs so that they are generally applicable to any type of TWT STA.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1835r1 under all headings that include CID 22092.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1835r1 TWT IE																		2019/11/15 0:19			EDITOR


			22093			Liwen Chu			244			5			9.4.2.170			173			19			T			N			173.19			19			9.4.2.199						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1835r1			964			The definition of Flow Type for scheduled STA and scheduling STA is mssing.			Add them			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:10:49Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution adds the missing cases of a TWT scheduled STA and a TWT scheduling AP to the paragraph.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1835r1 under all headings that include CID 22093.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1835r1 TWT IE																		2019/11/15 0:19			EDITOR


			22094			Liwen Chu			244			5			9.4.2.170			174			41			T			N			174.41			41			9.4.2.199						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1835r1			964			random RU in Trigger frame contradicts with sounding feedback.			Clarify that some Trigger frames in the TAT SP with Broadcast TWT Recommendation field value 2 don't need to include random access RU.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:11:01Z) - Only Basic, BSRP and BQRP Trigger frames can have random RUs. This is stated in 26.5.4. Proposed resolution adds a reference to that subclause in the cited paragraph.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1835r1 under all headings that include CID 22094.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1835r1 TWT IE																		2019/11/15 0:19			EDITOR


			22095			Liwen Chu			244			5			9.4.2.170			175			57			T			N			175.57			57			9.4.2.199						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1835r1			964			The meaning of the Nominal Minimum Wakeup Duration from TWT responding/scheduling STA is missing. Add the related text			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:11:08Z) - The meaning is the same. Proposed resolution is to add the case of TWT scheduled STA since it is missing and to improve readability of the sentence. Also removed “associated with the TWT flow identifier” so that it applies to the broadcast TWT case as well.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1835r1 under all headings that include CID 22095.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1835r1 TWT IE																		2019/11/15 0:19			EDITOR


			22096			Liwen Chu			244			5			9.4.2.170			176			19			T			N			176.19			19			9.4.2.199						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1835r1			964			The sentence of "In an HE BSS, none of the bits, any 1 bit, the 4 LSBs, or the 4 MSBs of the bitmap
can have a value of 1." contradicts with the following sentence.			Remove it from the draft.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:11:24Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution removes the sentence and updates the references as to which subclauses the STA follows when the field is set to 0.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1835r1 under all headings that include CID 22096.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1835r1 TWT IE																		2019/11/15 0:19			EDITOR


			22097			Liwen Chu			244			5			9.4.2.170			176			16			T			N			176.16			16			9.4.2.199						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1835r1			964			The bit being 1 doesn't mean primary channel in 11ax, e.g. in bitmap with 4-bit 1s, 4 20MHz channels can be all primary channels.			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:11:34Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution is to use the term “temporary channel” in this subclause and leave the normative behavior related clauses to clearly define the respective cases (primary for 11ah, and temporary channels for 11ax).

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1835r1 under all headings that include CID 22097.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1835r1 TWT IE																		2019/11/15 0:19			EDITOR


			22098			Liwen Chu			244			5			9.4.2.248			200			8			E			N			200.08			8			9.4.2.248						A			Editor						995			Change the sentence to "An AP operating
in the 6 GHz band, a TDLS STA, an IBSS STA, a mesh STA, or an AP with dot11MultiBSSImplemented
equal to true sets the subfield to 0"			As in comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 20:07:39Z) - "with dot11blah true" and "with dot11blah equal to true" are equivalent, but no harm in the extra verbage.			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 20:07:46Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22099			Liwen Chu			244			5			9.4.2.248			201			28			E			N			201.28			28			9.4.2.248						A			Editor						995			change the size of Reserved field to 5			As in comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 20:10:28Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 20:10:32Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22100			Liwen Chu			244			5			9.4.2.253			206			26			T			N			206.26			26			9.4.2.253						J			Xiaofei Wang									It is not clear hoe to set Non-zero TBTT Count Down in a frame that is not Beacon: option 1) the number of TBTT per the TBTT before the frame, 2) the number of TBTT per the TBTT after the frame.			Clarify the issue.			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22101			Liwen Chu			244			5			9.4.2.254.4			209			29			T			N			209.29			29			9.4.2.254.4						V			Kaiying Lv			19/2048r1			966			The offset in request is referred to TBTT, and the offset in response is referred to the PPDU carrying the response. It is better to have same reference, e.g. absolute TSF time.			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:32:48Z) - Agree with the commenter in principle. 

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/2048r1 CID 22101			EDITOR			Kaiying 19/2048r1 QTP MLME																		2019/11/15 0:20			EDITOR


			22102			Liwen Chu			244			5			9.4.2.254.4			209			444			T			N			209.44			444			9.4.2.254.4						V			Kaiying Lv			19/2048r1			966			Rewrite the paragraph such that the Service Specific Identifier field in response is copied from the Service Specific Identifier field in the related request.			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:32:31Z) - Agree with the commenter in principle. 

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/2048r1 CID 22102			EDITOR			Kaiying 19/2048r1 QTP MLME																		2019/11/15 0:20			EDITOR


			22103			Liwen Chu			244			5			9.4.2.258			213			1			T			N			213.01			1			9.4.2.258						J			Abhishek Patil			19/1905r2			960			Clarify that the count is the number of non-transmitted BSSIDs			Change the paragraph to "The BSSID Count field carries the total number of active nontransmitted BSSIDs defined by the multiple BSSID set"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:24:17Z) - The existing text doesn’t require further clarification. The field indicates the total number of active BSSIDs in the set (which includes transmitted BSSID). This is consistent with the definition of Max BSSID Indicator field in Multiple BSSID element.			EDITOR			Abhi 19/1905r2 Multi BSSID																		2019/11/15 0:11			EDITOR


			22104			Liwen Chu			244			5			9.6.12			218			1			T			N			218.01			1			9.6.12						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1831r1			965			There are several issues with TDLS TWT: 1), TDLS initiator asts as AP, most likely it should act as TWT responder, 2), assume a STA can be wither  TWT requester or TWT responder, it is possible that TDLS Setup Response and TWT Confirm include requesting TWT and responding TWT respectively.			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:28:31Z) - Added the case of the TWT Responder Support field in the TDLS Setup Response.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1831r1 under all headings that include CID 22104.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1831r1 Misc																		2019/11/15 0:20			EDITOR


			22105			Liwen Chu			244			5			10.3.1			243			30			T			N			243.30			30			10.3.1						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/1816r1			957			the duration should not be compared with dot11TXOPDurationRTSThreshold directly since 8TUs are the unit of TXOP duration RTS threshold.			Change the text to "...greater than or equal to the meidum time related to dot11TXOPDurationRTSThreshold
as defined in 26.2.1 (TXOP duration-based RTS/CTS).			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:11:47Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1816r1 under all headings that include CID 22105			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/1816r1 duration-based RTS/CTS																		2019/11/15 0:09			EDITOR


			22106			Liwen Chu			244			5			10.23.2.4			266			42			T			N			266.42			42			10.23.2.4						J			Abhishek Patil			19/1905r2			960			This adds unnecessary restriction to the frame exchange with Multiple BSSIDs support.			Change to text to "During an EDCA TXOP, the Address 2 field excluding the Individual/Group bit of all Control frames carried in a PPDU that is not an HE MU PPDU sent by an HE STA that is a TXOP holder shall be set to the same address value unless when Multiple BSSID is supported, the TA may be the transmitted BSSID or non-transmitted BSSIDs announced by the transmitted BSSID in its Multiple BSSID element"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:24:28Z) - Having the TA value consistent during the TXOP would help OBSS STAs (which may not support Control frames to Multi-BSS, and/or may not know about our BSS’s different BSSIDs) to track the TXOP holder. Further the rules need to be consistent across all Control frames (see 26.4.1 which suggests that the TA field of MBA is set to TxBSSID when the TA is obtained by TxBSSID).			EDITOR			Abhi 19/1905r2 Multi BSSID																		2019/11/15 0:11			EDITOR


			22107			Liwen Chu			244			5			10.23.2.12.1			273			56			T			N			273.56			56			10.23.2.12.1						J			Liwen Chu									Remove QLRC since it is not in 11md anymore.			As in comment			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22108			Liwen Chu			244			5			10.25.6.1			274			64			T			N			274.64			64			10.25.6.1						V			George Cherian			19/1936r0			969			BitmapLength definition in 26.4.3 is not in line with  scoreboard context.			Harmonize them			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:14:48Z) - Agree in principle. Requested change made in the document.

TGax editor shall incorporate changes in 11-19-1936-00-00ax			EDITOR			George 19/1936r0 Ack																		2019/11/15 0:24			EDITOR


			22109			Liwen Chu			244			5			10.27			278			22			E			N			278.22			22			10.27						A			Editor						995			Change 10.27(.x) to 10.28(.x)			As in comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 13:55:06Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 13:55:10Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22110			Liwen Chu			244			5			10.27			278			27			T			N			278.27			27			10.27						A			Editor						995			The change in 10.28.5 can be rmoved since 10.28.6 covers it.			As in comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 13:57:07Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 13:57:11Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22111			Liwen Chu			244			5			26.8.4.2			397			57			T			N			397.57			57			26.8.4.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1832r2			972			This satement is not right since for TWT Information with All TWT flows, the operation in baseline is not applicable.			Detele the sentence or rewrite it.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:25:29Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution adds that it follows the additional rules defined in the same subclause.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1832r0 under all headings that include CID 22111.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1832r2 TWT																		2019/11/15 0:29			EDITOR


			22112			Liwen Chu			244			5			26.8.4			397			57			T			N			397.57			57			26.8.4						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1832r2			972			It is not clear whether TWT Information can be transmitted to TWT agreement member whose membership is established through TWT responding/scheduling STA's announcement.			Clarify it.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:25:51Z) - Rules for suspending/resuming broadcast TWTs are defined in the subsequent sublause where it indicates that all B-TWTs that the STA is a member of are suspended/resumed upon TX/RX of a TWT Informaiton frame with All TWT field set to 1.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1832r2 TWT																		2019/11/15 0:29			EDITOR


			22113			Liwen Chu			244			5			26.8.4.3			397			57			T			N			397.57			57			26.8.4.3						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1832r2			972			The TWT Information frame is not harmonized with 26.8.4.3, e.g. when an AP has both individual or broadcast TWT agreements, they can can't be suspended/resumed separately. Another observation is that the broadcast TWT agreement memberships can't be separately suspended/resumed.			As in comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:25:59Z) - The commenter is correct in stating that the broadcast TWTs cannot be suspended/resumed independently. The reason for this is for simplicity and because when the STA wants to suspend/resume a particular schedule, chances are that it wants to do so for all schedules. Hence there is no need for a complex mechanism to address corner cases with limited benefit.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1832r2 TWT																		2019/11/15 0:29			EDITOR


			22114			Liwen Chu			244			5			11.1.3.8.2						63			E			N						63			11.1.3.8.2						A			Editor						995			Change to "...that are mandatory for that BSS (i.e., Nontransmitted BSSID
Capability element, SSID element, Multiple BSSID-Index element as described in 9.4.2.45 (Multiple
BSSID element))."			As in comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 19:14:59Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 19:15:04Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22115			Liwen Chu			244			5			11.1.3.8.3			287			46			T			N			287.46			46			11.1.3.8.3						V			Abhishek Patil			19/1905r4			985			The RNR for non-transmitted BSSID profiles which are not in Probe Response is not completetely defined.			Change the RNR definition per the comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:24:46Z) - 802.11ax D5.0 enables an AP to advertise information about nonTxBSSIDs via the RNR element. 

Added a normative text to clause 11.50 as requested by the commenter. 

Clarified note in 26.17.2.3.2 to provide expected behavior on the receiver side. Furthermore, since the Rx side can’t differentiate between 6 GHz-only AP or co-located 6 GHz AP, the note was updated to cover the case where the information for a nonTxBSSID can be found in RNR transmitted by a co-located lower band AP.

Further in clause 11.1.3.8.3, both Beacon and Probe Response frames can advertise nonTxBSSIDs that are not included in the Multiple BSSID element via the RNR element. Clarified the text to say “Beacon and Probe Response frames”.

TGax editor, please make changes as shown on doc 11-19/1905r4 tagged as 22115			EDITOR			Abhi 19/1905r4 Multi BSSID																		2019/11/15 0:49			EDITOR


			22116			Liwen Chu			244			5			11.1.4.3.2			289			57			T			N			289.57			57			11.1.4.3.2						J			Liwen Chu									It is not clear what is the value to be set to FILSProbe Timer			Clarify it.			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22117			Liwen Chu			244			5			11.2.3.2			291			34			T			N			291.34			34			11.2.3.2						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1831r1			965			Intra-BSS power save should be removed from the list since 1) the AP is not known about it, 2) if the PPDU is known or transmitted by the AP, the AP can't transmitted to the STA with intra-BSS power save anyway.			As in comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:28:43Z) - This sentence is from the STA side, and the AP needs not know about it. No changes are needed for this comment.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1831r1 Misc																		2019/11/15 0:20			EDITOR


			22118			Liwen Chu			244			5			11.2.3.6			291			55			T			N			291.55			55			11.2.3.6						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1831r1			965			Intra-BSS power save should be removed from the list since 1) the AP is not known about it, 2) if the PPDU is known or transmitted by the AP, the AP can't transmitted to the STA with intra-BSS power save anyway.			As in comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:28:58Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution removes the corresponding subclause reference.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1831r1 under all headings that include CID 22118.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1831r1 Misc																		2019/11/15 0:20			EDITOR


			22119			Liwen Chu			244			5			11.2.6			295			23			T			N			295.23			23			11.2.6						J			Po-Kai Huang			19/1814r0						The terminating conditions are not complete, e.g. Trigger frame etc.			Change the conditions per the comment.			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22120			Liwen Chu			244			5			11.22.2.8			298			4			T			N			298.04			4			11.22.2.8						J			Yongho Seok			19/1957r1						The BSS color in Use should also be applied to STA's co-located AP			Change the text per the comment.			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22121			Liwen Chu			244			5			11.22.7.5			299			7			T			N			299.07			7			11.22.7.5						J			Liwen Chu									It may also be useful to define RSSI for roaming when an AP is not the physical edge of an ESS.			Change the text per the comment.			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22122			Liwen Chu			244			5			11.5			301			48			T			N			301.48			48			11.5						V			Abhishek Patil			19/1905r4			985			Co-Located AP subfield  in the same BSS Parameters subfield may have different values for BSSIDs in the same BSS Parameters subfield.			Change the paragraph per the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 00:49:15Z) - Per the current spec, an AP that transmits an RNR element advertised each BSSID (in a multiple BSSID set) separately. Therefore, when an AP advertises a co-located 6 GHz AP, the Co-Located AP subfield is set to 1.

The paragraph is modified to fix an error with respect to reference to the BSS Parameters field. It exists only for the reported AP not the reporting AP.

TGax editor, please make changes as shown on doc 11-19/1905r4 tagged as 22122			EDITOR			Abhi 19/1905r4 Multi BSSID																		2019/11/15 0:49			EDITOR


			22123			Liwen Chu			244			5			26.1			307			13			T			N			307.13			13			26.1						J			Liwen Chu									A successfully acknowledged frame is not a frame exchange. A frame exchange includes soliciting frame and the solicited acknowledgement frame.			Change the sentence per the comment.			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22124			Mark RISON			244			5			9.2.4.7.1			95			27			E			Y			95.27			27			9.2.4.7.1						A			Editor						995			Commas should not be used as thousands separators			Change 6,500,631 to 6 500 631			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 19:18:46Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 19:18:49Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22125			Mark RISON			244			5			27.3.6.10.1			528			6			E			Y			528.06			6			27.3.6.10.1						A			Editor						995			Space missing after comma			Add space after comma in "16-QAM,16-QAM"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 00:35:58Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 00:36:27Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22126			Mark RISON			244			5			27.3.6.10.2			528			48			E			Y			528.48			48			27.3.6.10.2						A			Editor						995			Space missing after comma			Add space after comma in "16-QAM,16-QAM"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 00:36:12Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 00:36:18Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22127			Mark RISON			244			5			27.3.10.8.3			568			17			E			Y			568.17			17			27.3.10.8.3						A			Editor						995			Space missing after comma			Add space after comma in "[-528:-516,-508:-496]"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 17:42:03Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 17:42:06Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22128			Mark RISON			244			5			27.3.10.8.4			575			58			E			Y			575.58			58			27.3.10.8.4						A			Editor						995			Space should be after comma			Swap space and comma in "1 ,2"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 15:48:16Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 15:48:20Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22129			Mark RISON			244			5			27.3.11.13			619			19			E			Y			619.19			19			27.3.11.13						A			Editor						995			Space missing after comma			Add space after comma in "{170,184}"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 15:38:58Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 15:39:01Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22130			Mark RISON			244			5			E.1			763			29			E			Y			763.29			29			E.1						A			Editor						995			Space should be after comma			Swap space(/linebreak) and comma in "37
,41"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 00:37:35Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 00:37:39Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22131			Mark RISON			244			5			E.1			763			32			E			Y			763.32			32			E.1						A			Editor						995			Space should be after comma			Swap space and comma in "69 ,73"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 00:37:46Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 00:37:50Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22132			Mark RISON			244			5			27.3.10.7.2			548			25			E			Y			548.25			25			27.3.10.7.2						A			Editor						995			Numeric sequences should be indicated with three dots, not four			Change "...." to "..." in "2, ...., 11"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 17:34:18Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 17:34:22Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22133			Mark RISON			244			5			27.3.10.8.4			575			58			E			Y			575.58			58			27.3.10.8.4						A			Editor						995			Numeric sequences should be indicated with three dots, not four			Change "...." to "..." in "2, ...., 11"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 15:48:27Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 15:48:31Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22134			Mark RISON			244			5			26.17.2.3.3			452			65			E			Y			452.65			65			26.17.2.3.3						A			Editor						995			Space missing after comma			Add space after comma in "1,..."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 16:27:35Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 16:27:39Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22135			Mark RISON			244			5												E			Y															A			Editor						995			The wording of expressions preceding "are reserved" for numeric sets with more than two items is inconsistent: sometimes "x to y", sometimes "x-y", sometimes "x<minus>y"			Change minus to hyphen in text immediately preceding "are reserved" in 9.3.1.19 (4x) and Table 27-20--HE-SIG-A field of an HE MU PPDU; change "2 to 7" to "2-7" in Table 27-18--HE-SIG-A field of an HE SU PPDU and HE ER SU PPDU; change "12 to 15" to "12-15" in Table 27-28--User field format for a non-MU-MIMO allocation and Table 27-29--User field format for a MU-MIMO allocation; change "The values 6 and 7 are reserved" to "Values 6 and 7 are reserved" in Table 27-20--HE-SIG-A field of an HE MU PPDU			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 19:28:08Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 19:28:14Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22136			Mark RISON			244			5												E			Y															J			Editor						995			Space missing after comma			Add wherever missing			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 00:09:12Z) - The comment does not identify the problem in sufficient detail.			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									N									2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22137			Mark RISON			244			5			26.6.1			365			55			E			Y			365.55			55			26.6.1						A			Editor						995			"subfieldof" is missing a space			Add space before "of" in the cited text			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 16:52:52Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 16:52:56Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22138			Mark RISON			244			5			26.6.1			366			12			E			Y			366.12			12			26.6.1						A			Editor						995			"An HE  STA  that  sets  the  Maximum  A-
MPDU Length Exponent Extension field of the HE Capabilities element to a value greater than 0 shall set
the Maximum A-MPDU Length Exponent subfield of the HE 6 GHz Band Capabilities element to 7." -- switches from field to subfield			Change " field" to " subfield" in the cited text			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 16:56:35Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 16:56:39Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22139			Mark RISON			244			5			26.17.2.1			450			49			T			Y			450.49			49			26.17.2.1						A			19/1834r2			19/1834r0			991			"A 6 GHz non-AP HE STA that receives a (Re)Association Response frame with the Status Code field indi-
cating DENIED_POOR_CHANNEL_CONDITIONS or a Disassociation frame with the Reason Code field
indicating  POOR_RSSI_CONDITIONS  from  a  6  GHz  HE  AP  should  not  transmit  a  (Re)Association
Request frame or a Probe Request frame to the AP until one of the following condition is met:
-- Sufficient time has passed since it received the (Re)Association Response frame or Disassociation
frame from the AP
-- The STA has determined that a (Re)Association Request frame or Probe Request frame that it trans-
mits will be received by the AP at a sufficiently high RSSI level than its previous transmission to the
AP. " -- DENIED_POOR_CHANNEL_CONDITIONS might be due to something other than low RSSI (e.g. it might be due to interference -- that status code is for "excessive frame loss rates and/
or poor conditions on current operating channel")			Change the last sentence in the cited text to "The STA has determined that a (Re)Association Request frame or Probe Request frame that it transmits will be received by the AP at a sufficiently high RSSI level and in sufficiently good channel conditions compared with its previous transmission to the AP. "			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 02:42:52Z)			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1834r2 26.17																		2019/11/15 6:13			EDITOR


			22140			Mark RISON			244			5			9.4.2.36			160			13			T			Y			160.13			13			9.4.2.36						A			Laurent Cariou			19/2083r1			982			"The $foo subelement is the same as the $foo element and is defined in 9.4.2.$x" is clearly not true, since otherwise they would be distinguished			Use the baseline wording: "The $foo subelement has the same format as the $foo element (see 9.4.2.$x (Vendor Specific element))." (5x)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 00:42:24Z)			EDITOR			Laurent 19/2083r1 RNR																		2019/11/15 0:43			EDITOR


			22141			Mark RISON			244			5			9.4.2.247.3			191			35			E			Y			191.35			35			9.4.2.247.3						A			Editor						995			Nc should not be underlined in the middle cell of the Max Nc row in Table 9-321b--Subfields of the HE PHY Capabilities Information field			As it says in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 20:02:14Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 20:02:19Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22142			Mark RISON			244			5			9.4.2.247.3			191			46			E			Y			191.46			46			9.4.2.247.3						A			Editor						995			"PPDU using STB" is missing a letter			Add a "C" after the cited text			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 20:03:15Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 20:03:19Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22143			Mark RISON			244			5			10.3.1			243			27			T			Y			243.27			27			10.3.1						A			Po-Kai Huang			19/1816r1			957			"The use of the RTS/CTS mechanism is under control of dot11TXOPDurationRTSThreshold if dot11TXOPDurationRTSThreshold is not 1023." assumes the MIB attribute is present			Change the cited text to "The use of the RTS/CTS mechanism is under control of dot11TXOPDurationRTSThreshold if dot11TXOP-
DurationRTSThreshold is present and is not 1023."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:12:19Z)			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/1816r1 duration-based RTS/CTS																		2019/11/15 0:09			EDITOR


			22144			Mark RISON			244			5			10.3.1			243			22			T			Y			243.22			22			10.3.1						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/1816r1			957			"The  use  of  the  RTS/CTS  mechanism  under  control  of  dot11RTSThreshold  if  dot11TXOPDurationRTS-
Threshold is 1023 or it is not present is described in 10.3.5 (Individually addressed MPDU transfer proce-
dure).
The use of the RTS/CTS mechanism is under control of dot11TXOPDurationRTSThreshold if dot11TXOP-
DurationRTSThreshold is not 1023. If this mechanism is enabled, a non-AP HE STA shall use an RTS/CTS
exchange for individually addressed frames if the duration of the TXOP is greater than or equal to dot11TX-
OPDurationRTSThreshold as defined in 26.2.1 (TXOP duration-based RTS/CTS)." -- too much detail on the latter, and inconsistent wording, and spurious "is"			Change the cited text to "The  use  of  the  RTS/CTS  mechanism  under  control  of  dot11RTSThreshold  if  dot11TXOPDurationRTS-
Threshold is 1023 or is not present is described in 10.3.5 (Individually addressed MPDU transfer procedure).
The use of the RTS/CTS mechanism under control of dot11TXOPDurationRTSThreshold if dot11TXOPDurationRTSThreshold is present and is not 1023 is described in 26.2.1 (TXOP duration-based RTS/CTS)."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 00:09:39Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. 


TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1816r1 under all headings that include CID 22144			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/1816r1 duration-based RTS/CTS																		2019/11/15 0:09			EDITOR


			22145			Mark RISON			244			5			26.15			441			51			T			Y			441.51			51			26.15						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1833r0			973			"a Beacon frame or group addressed frames" is weird because a Beacon frame is a group addressed frame			Change the cited text to "one or more group addressed frames" in 26.15.5 Additional rules for ER beacons and group addressed frames and 26.15.6 Additional rules for HE SU beacons and group addressed frames.  In each of these two subclauses also change "A Beacon frame or a group addressed frame" to "A group addressed frame"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:31:01Z) - The comment fails to identify a technical issue. While agree that a Beacon frame is a group addressed frame it is also true that the Beacon frame is a frame of interest due to its role in the BSS. To keep consistency between the title and the subclause contents proposal is to keep the current terminologies even though they might be redundant.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1833r0 26.15																		2019/11/15 0:30			EDITOR


			22146			Mark RISON			244			5			26.15			441			51			T			Y			441.51			51			26.15						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1833r0			973			"except for group addressed Data frames,
which may also be sent as an A-MPDU" is wrong, because "sent as an A-MPDU" is meaningless given that everything in HE is sent in an A-MPDU			Change the cited text to "except for group addressed Data frames, which are not required to be sent as an S-MPDU" in 26.15.5 Additional rules for ER beacons and group addressed frames and 26.15.6 Additional rules for HE SU beacons and group addressed frames			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:31:14Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution deviates somewhat from the proposed change in the sense that we do keep the subclause reference to which the allowance of these A-MPDU generation is specified.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1833r0 under all headings that include CID 22146.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1833r0 26.15																		2019/11/15 0:30			EDITOR


			22147			Mark RISON			244			5			26.8.7.2			403			47			T			Y			403.47			47			26.8.7.2						A			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1832r2			972			"When an HE SST AP causes its operating channel or channel width to a change, if a secondary channel of a
negotiated trigger-enabled TWT is not within the new operating channel or channel width, the HE SST AP
and the HE SST STA implicitely terminate the negotiated trigger-enabled TWT. " -- all trigger-enabled TWT is negotiated			Delete "negotiated " (2x) in the cited text			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:26:05Z)			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1832r2 TWT																		2019/11/15 0:29			EDITOR


			22148			Mark RISON			244			5			26.7.3			375			51			E			Y			375.51			51			26.7.3						A			Editor						995			"identifiesSTAs" missing space			Add space after "identifies" in the cited text			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 17:05:35Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 17:05:38Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22149			Mark RISON			244			5			26.15.7			443			30			T			Y			443.30			30			26.15.7						A			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1833r0			973			"SST STAs" need to be HE SST STAs			Add "HE " before "SST STA" in 26.15.7 Additional rules for group addressed frames in an HE MU PPDU (3x)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:31:33Z) - Note: Although technically all subclause 26 applies to HE STAs by default.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1833r0 26.15																		2019/11/15 0:30			EDITOR


			22150			Mark RISON			244			5			26.8.7.1			403			14			T			Y			403.14			14			26.8.7.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1832r2			972			"An  HE  non-AP  STA  with  dot11HESubchannelSelectiveTransmissionImplemented  to  true  is  an  HE  SST
STA." -- in 802.11 an AP is a STA.  SST should not break this pattern, because it (a) is confusing and (b) breaks wording like "The value 0 indicates a primary 20 MHz, unless the STA is an HE SST STA" in 9.2.4.6a.2 OM Control			Change the cited text to "An  HE  non-AP  STA  with  dot11HESubchannelSelectiveTransmissionImplemented  to  true  is  an  HE  SST
non-AP STA.".  Change "HE SST STA" to "HE SST non-AP STA" in 26.8.7.1 (6x inc. previous change), 26.8.7.2 (12x)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:26:16Z) - Agree in principle. Proposed resolution is inline with the suggested change and providing the changes in the document itself for ease of review.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1832r0 under all headings that include CID 22150.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1832r2 TWT																		2019/11/15 0:29			EDITOR


			22151			Mark RISON			244			5			26.8.7.1			403			47			T			Y			403.47			47			26.8.7.1						A			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1832r2			972			"When an HE SST AP causes its operating channel or channel width to a change, if a secondary channel of a
negotiated trigger-enabled TWT is not within the new operating channel or channel width, the HE SST AP
and the HE SST STA implicitely terminate the negotiated trigger-enabled TWT. " is not clear			Change "a secondary channel" to "any secondary channel" in the cited text			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:26:30Z)			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1832r2 TWT																		2019/11/15 0:29			EDITOR


			22152			Mark RISON			244			5			26.8.7.1			403			47			T			Y			403.47			47			26.8.7.1						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1832r2			972			"When an HE SST AP causes its operating channel or channel width to a change, if a secondary channel of a
negotiated trigger-enabled TWT is not within the new operating channel or channel width, the HE SST AP
and the HE SST STA implicitely terminate the negotiated trigger-enabled TWT. " -- also need to terminate if the HE SST non-AP STA changes its width to exclude a secondary channel			Add after the cited text a para "When an HE SST non-AP STA causes its channel width to change, if any secondary channel of a
trigger-enabled TWT is not within the new channel width, the HE SST AP
and the HE SST non-AP STA implicitely terminate the negotiated trigger-enabled TWT."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:26:44Z) - The HE SST STA cannot change its operating channel width as specified by the paragraph below:
“An HE SST STA operating on the secondary channel shall not conduct OMI operation as defined in 26.9 (Operating mode indication) or OMN operation as defined in 11.41 (Notification of operating mode changes) to change the operating bandwidth.”

Hence the case pointed out by the comment does not occur.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1832r2 TWT																		2019/11/15 0:29			EDITOR


			22153			Mark RISON			244			5			26.8.7.1			403			47			T			Y			403.47			47			26.8.7.1						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1832r2			972			"When an HE SST AP causes its operating channel or channel width to a change, if a secondary channel of a
negotiated trigger-enabled TWT is not within the new operating channel or channel width, the HE SST AP
and the HE SST STA implicitely terminate the negotiated trigger-enabled TWT. " has a typo in "to a change"			Change "to a change" to "to change" in the cited text			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:26:55Z) - TGax editor: Please execute the change as proposed and replace “implicitely” with “implicitly”.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1832r2 TWT																		2019/11/15 0:29			EDITOR


			22154			Mark RISON			244			5			9.4.2.247.3			186			10			T			Y			186.10			10			9.4.2.247.3						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1831r1			965			The Supported Channel Width Set field does not make sense.  Any given STA (including any given AP) only operates in one band, so you either support the "in 2G4" features or the "in 5G/6G" features -- you can't have bits set in both			Change the middle cell of the Supported Channel
Width Set row of Table 9-321b--Subfields of the HE PHY Capabilities Information field to "In the 2.4 GHz band:

B0 indicates support for a 40 MHz channel width

B1-B3 are reserved.

If a non-AP STA operates with a 20 MHz channel
width and the 20 MHz In 40 MHz HE PPDU In 2.4
GHz subfield is 1, then B4 indicates support of 242-
tone RUs in a 40 MHz HE MU PPDU. Otherwise, B4 is reserved.

B6 is reserved.

In the 5 GHz and 6 GHz bands:

B0 is reserved.

B1 indicates support for a 40 MHz and 80 MHz channel width.

B2 indicates support for a 160 MHz channel width.

B3 indicates support for a 160/80+80 MHz channel width.

B4 is reserved.

If a non-AP STA operates with 20 MHz channel width
and the 20 MHz In 160/80+80 MHz HE PPDU sub-
field is set to 0, then B5 indicates support of 242-tone
RUs in a 40 MHz and 80 MHz HE MU PPDU. If a non-AP STA operates
with 20 MHz channel width and the 20 MHz In 160/
80+80 MHz HE PPDU subfield is set to 1, then B5
indicates support of 242-tone RUs in a 40 MHz, 80
MHz, 160 MHz, and 80+80 MHz HE MU PPDU. Otherwise, B5 is reserved.

B6 is reserved".

In the rightmost cell delete "B6 is reserved."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:29:08Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution proposes changes inline with the suggested changes, however minor editorial improvements are included as well to the proposed text.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1831r1 under all headings that include CID 22154.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1831r1 Misc																		2019/11/15 0:20			EDITOR


			22155			Mark RISON			244			5												E			Y															A			Editor						995			"HE non-AP STA" v. "non-AP HE STA" inconsistency			Change "HE non-AP STA" to "non-AP HE STA" throughout, since the latter far predominates.  Also change "AP  HE  STA" to "HE AP" throughout			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 00:05:14Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 00:05:18Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22156			Mark RISON			244			5			9.4.2.247.3			186			10			E			Y			186.10			10			9.4.2.247.3						A			Editor						995			"Bx set to" is missing "is"			Add "is " before "set to" in rightmost cell of Supported Channel Width Set" row of Table 9-321b--Subfields of the HE PHY Capabilities Information field where not already present (6x); ditto "Punctured Preamble Rx" row (7x)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 19:59:18Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 19:59:22Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22157			Mark RISON			244			5												E			Y															A			Editor						995			Negative should use a minus glyph, not a hyphen glyph			Change hyphen to minus in Table 27-25--RUs associated with each RU Allocation subfield for each HE-SIG-B content
channel and PPDU bandwidth, Figure 27-29--HE-SIG-B content channel for a 40 MHz PPDU, Figure 27-30--HE-SIG-B content channels and their duplication in an 80 MHz PPDU, Figure 27-31--HE-SIG-B content channels and their duplication in a 160 MHz PPDU			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 00:26:09Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 00:26:13Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22158			Mark RISON			244			5												E			Y															A			Editor						995			Negative should use a minus glyph, not a hyphen glyph			As it says in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-05 00:56:37Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-05 00:56:52Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22159			Mark RISON			244			5			27.3.18.4.2									E			Y									27.3.18.4.2						A			Editor						995			The wording of this subclause is weird: "The transmit LO leakage requirement for all transmission modes except 80+80 MHz where the RF LO falls
outside both frequency segments shall be the following. <blah>
For an 80+80 MHz transmission where the RF LO falls outside both frequency segments, the RF LO shall
meet the spectral mask requirements as defined in 27.3.18.1 (Transmit spectral mask)."			Change this subclause to "For an 80+80 MHz transmission where the RF LO falls outside both frequency segments, the RF LO shall
meet the spectral mask requirements as defined in 27.3.18.1 (Transmit spectral mask).

Otherwise, the power measured at the location of the RF LO
using resolution BW 78.125 kHz shall not exceed the maximum of -32 dB relative to the total transmit
power and -20 dBm, or equivalently max(P-32, -20), where P is the transmit power per antenna in dBm.
The transmit center frequency leakage is specified per antenna."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 21:02:20Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 21:02:24Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22160			Mark RISON			244			5												E			Y															J			Editor									A negative number should never split across a line			Fix throughout (e.g. 645.27)			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22161			Mark RISON			244			5			27.2.3			488			37			E			Y			488.37			37			27.2.3						A			Editor						995			"indicates HE-MCS" missing article			Add "the " before "HE-MCS" in the cited text			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 17:13:00Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 17:13:04Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22162			Mark RISON			244			5			27.2.3			487			10			T			Y			487.10			10			27.2.3						J			Bo Sun			19/1896r1			962			Many of the parameters of Table 27-2--TRIGVECTOR parameters don't actually seem to have any behaviour associated with them (e.g. HE_MCS_LIST, UL_DCM_LIST)			Associate some behaviour to each of the parameters			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:39:37Z) - : 
The comment is not correct. There’re notes for each of the commented parameter for detailed explanation of behavior in consistence with corresponding fields in a Trigger frame.			EDITOR			Bo 19/1896r1 PHY service interface																		2019/11/15 0:17			EDITOR


			22163			Mark RISON			244			5												T			Y															J			Sameer Vermani									Per the definition of an antenna connector there is only ever one for tx and one for rx			In 9.2.4.6a.1 TRS Control change "combined transmit power at the antenna connectors of all the transmit antennas" to "power at the transmit antenna connector".  In 9.3.1.22.1 General change "combined transmit
power at the antenna connectors of all the transmit antennas used to transmit the Trigger frame" to "power at the transmit antenna connector"; "averaged
over the AP's antenna connectors" to "averaged
over the AP's antennas".  In 9.3.1.22.9 NDP Feedback Report Poll (NFRP) variant change "receiver's antenna connector(s)" to "receiver's receive antenna connector".  In 3.2 (2x) and 9.4.2.248 HE Operation element and 26.17.7 Co-hosted BSSID set change "antenna connectors" to "receive and transmit antenna connectors".  In 11.10.14 Multiple BSSID set (5x) change "antenna connector" to "receive and transmit antenna connectors".  In 26.10.2.4 Adjustment of OBSS PD and transmit power and 26.10.2.5 OBSS PD SR transmit power restriction period (2x) and 26.10.3.3 SRP-based spatial reuse backoff procedure change "output of the antenna connector" to "transmit antenna connector".  In 26.10.3.2 SRP-based spatial reuse initiation change "RSSI at the antenna connector(s)" to "RSSI at the receive antenna connector".  In 26.10.3.4 UL Spatial Reuse subfield of Trigger frame change "total power at the antenna connector(s)" to "total power at the transmit antenna connector".  In 27.3.14.2 Power pre-correction change "target receive signal power of the HE TB PPDU averaged over the AP's antenna
connectors" to "target receive signal power of the HE TB PPDU at the AP's receive antenna
connector" and "antenna connector(s)" to "receive antenna connector".  In 27.3.14.3 Pre-correction accuracy requirements change "support per chain max(P-32, -10) dBm as the minimum trans-
mit power, where P is the maximum power, in dBm, that the STA can transmit at the antenna connector of
that chain" to "support max(P-32, -10) dBm as the minimum transmit power, where P is the maximum power, in dBm, that the STA can transmit at the transmit antenna connector" and "at the STA's antenna connector" to "at the STA's receive antenna connector".  In 27.3.19.1 General change "the antenna connectors" to "the receive antenna connector"			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn						antenna connector: The measurement point of reference for radio frequency (RF) measurements in a station (STA). The antenna connector is the point in the STA architecture representing the input of the receiver (output of the antenna) for radio reception and the input of the antenna (output of the transmitter)
for radio transmission. In systems using multiple antennas or antenna arrays, the antenna connector is a
virtual point representing the aggregate output of (or input to) the multiple antennas. In systems using active antenna arrays with processing, the antenna connector is the output of the active array, which includes any
processing gain of the active antenna subsystem.												2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22164			Mark RISON			244			5												E			Y															A			Editor						995			Sexless apostrophes should be sexy, to match the baseline and to make searching work			Change "AP's" to "AP<U+2019>s" at 42.27			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 21:16:35Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 21:16:40Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22165			Mark RISON			244			5												E			Y															A			Editor						995			Sexless apostrophes should be sexy, to match the baseline and to make searching work			As it says in the comment (for one, there are about 81 sexless genitives)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 20:15:44Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 20:15:48Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22166			Mark RISON			244			5			9.4.2.247.4			196			53			E			Y			196.53			53			9.4.2.247.4						A			Editor						995			"The maximum received HE NSS for a given HE-MCS is equal to the smaller of:" is garbled			Change "received" to "receive" in the cited text			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 20:04:23Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 20:04:27Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22167			Mark RISON			244			5			9.4.2.261			214			49			E			Y			214.49			49			9.4.2.261						A			Editor						995			"Maximim" should be "Maximum"			As it says in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 20:14:59Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 20:15:03Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22168			Mark RISON			244			5												E			Y															V			Editor						995			"ER beacon" is generally preferred, but there are other forms scattered around.  Also "HE SU beacons" are just "HE beacons", per 3.2			In 10.6.5.1 change "If the BSSBasicRateSet parameter is not empty, a non-STBC PSMP frame or a non-STBC Beacon frame,
ER beacon or HE SU beacon shall be transmitted" to "If the BSSBasicRateSet parameter is not empty, a non-STBC PSMP frame, a non-STBC Beacon frame, an
ER beacon or an HE beacon shall be transmitted" and in the following sentence change " an HE SU beacon" to " an HE beacon".  In 10.6.5.3 change "Non-STBC Beacon, ER Beacon, HE SU Beacon, and non-STBC PSMP frames" to "Non-STBC PSMP frames, non-STBC Beacon frames, ER beacons, and HE beacons".  In 11.1.3.8.5 Traffic advertisement in a multiple BSSID set change " in an ER beacon, an HE beacon, a FILS Discovery frame or an OPS frame".  In 26.15.6 Additional rules for HE SU beacons and group addressed frames delete the " SU" in the caption			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-04 21:19:52Z) - As suggested for the name changes. Note that the resolutions to #22503 and #22547 make changes to context in which these terms are used.			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-04 21:21:45Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22169			Mark RISON			244			5			26.15.6			442			25			T			Y			442.25			25			26.15.6						J			Liwen Chu									"NOTE--An AP might send a Beacon frame in an HE SU PPDU only when operating in the 6 GHz band" is not clear as to whether it means "AP might choose to send HE SU beacon only in 6 GHz, or might choose to send in all bands" or means "Beacon in HE SU is only allowed in 6 GHz, and not in any other band"			Change the cited text to "NOTE--An AP does not send a Beacon frame in an HE SU PPDU (an HE beacon) unless it is operating in the 6 GHz band"			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22170			Mark RISON			244			5			26.17.1			448			50			E			Y			448.50			50			26.17.1						A			Editor						995			"if the HE AP transmits ER beacon" missing article			Add "an " before "ER" in the cited text			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 16:25:09Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 16:25:13Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22171			Mark RISON			244			5			Z.2			769			63			E			Y			769.63			63			Z.2						A			Editor						995			"non on" should be "none on"			As it says in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 00:38:26Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 00:38:29Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22172			Mark RISON			244			5			Z.2			769			63			T			Y			769.63			63			Z.2						J			Brian Hart									"to balance their load" -- this a consequence of the allocation rules in Figure 27-29--HE-SIG-B content channel for a 40 MHz PPDU to Figure 27-31--HE-SIG-B content channels and their duplication in a 160 MHz PPDU rather than any explicit attempt by the STA to balance the load			Delete ", to balance their load" at the referenced location and "to  balance  the  load" in Z.5			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22173			Mark RISON			244			5			10.6.12									T			Y									10.6.12						J			Editor									An HE STA in 2G4 should not be allowed to send a frame with a bw-signalling TA in a DSSS/CCK PPDU (in the baseline this is disallowed because only VHT STAs can send BSTAs but VHT STAs do not operate in the 2G4 band), since DSSS/CCK PPDUs do not carry signalling in the scrambler init			Insert as the third sentence of 10.6.12 Channel Width in non-HT and non-HT duplicate PPDUs in the baseline the sentence "The TA field shall not be set to a bandwidth signaling TA in a frame carried in a DSSS/CCK PPDU."			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22174			Mark RISON			244			5			9.4.2.253			206			24			T			Y			206.24			24			9.4.2.253						J			Xiaofei Wang									" A value of 0 indicates that the
switch occurs at the current TBTT if the element is carried in a Beacon frame or at the next TBTT following
the frame that carried the element if the frame is not a Beacon frame." -- by the time the Beacon frame is out the TBTT it was transmitted under has passed.  So "current TBTT" is the same thing as "next TBTT".  I suspect the intent is to say that the switch has already occurred ... so it's meaningless			Change the cited text to "A value of 1 indicates that the
switch occurs at the next TBTT.  The value 0 is reserved."			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22175			Mark RISON			244			5			9.4.2.253			206			24			T			Y			206.24			24			9.4.2.253						J			Xiaofei Wang									" A value of 0 indicates that the
switch occurs at the current TBTT if the element is carried in a Beacon frame or at the next TBTT following
the frame that carried the element if the frame is not a Beacon frame." -- by the time the Beacon frame is out the TBTT it was transmitted under has passed.  So "current TBTT" is the same thing as "next TBTT".  I suspect the intent is to say that the switch has already occurred ... so it's meaningless			Change the cited text to "A value of 0 indicates that the
switch occurs at the next TBTT."			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22176			Mark RISON			244			5												T			Y															A			Editor						995			There are references to "HE NSS" but NSS is not of itself PHY dependent (max HE NSS on its own (not followed by "for HE-MCS" or similar) does make sense as the maximum NSS for HE PPDUs, though)			Delete "HE " in "HE NSS" in 9.4.1.53 Operating Mode field (2x), 9.4.2.247.4 Supported HE-MCS And NSS Set field (2x), 26.9.1 General (2x)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 17:46:40Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 17:38:17Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22177			Mark RISON			244			5			26.5.9			365			19			E			Y			365.19			19			26.5.9						V			Editor						995			"An non-AP HE STA may include the UL MU Power Capabilities element in an (Re)Association Request
frame in order to inform an HE AP of the relative maximum transmit power that the non-AP HE STA is
capable of transmitting an HE TB PPDU for each HE-MCS in the current operating channel width when
using an RU size greater than or equal to 242 subcarriers." is garbled			Add " at" after "HE TB PPDU" in the cited text			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 16:51:29Z) Change "that" to "at which"			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 16:52:03Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22178			Mark RISON			244			5			26.5.9			365			19			T			Y			365.19			19			26.5.9						A			Yongho Seok			19/1957r1			954			"An non-AP HE STA may include the UL MU Power Capabilities element in an (Re)Association Request
frame in order to inform an HE AP of the relative maximum transmit power that the non-AP HE STA is
capable of transmitting an HE TB PPDU for each HE-MCS in the current operating channel width when
using an RU size greater than or equal to 242 subcarriers." is duplicative of Table 9-36--Association Request frame body / Table 9-38--Reassociation Request frame body			Change "include the UL MU Power Capabilities element in an (Re)Association Request
frame in order to inform" to "use an UL MU Power Capabilities element to inform"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 01:03:46Z)			EDITOR			Yongho 19/1957r1 Misc																		2019/11/15 0:02			EDITOR


			22179			Mark RISON			244			5												E			Y															A			Editor						995			Case of "c" in "class A/B" is inconsistent			Change "class A" to "Class A" and "class B" to "Class B" in 26.5.2.1 General and C.3 (in dot11HEDeviceClass)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-30 23:18:35Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-30 23:18:40Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22180			Mark RISON			244			5			26.14.1			431			51			E			Y			431.51			51			26.14.1						A			Editor						995			"by the below conditions listed in this subclause" is weird			Delete the cited text			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-04 22:10:08Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-04 22:10:12Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22181			Mark RISON			244			5			26.1			307			13			T			Y			307.13			13			26.1						J			Liwen Chu									"A successfully acknowledged frame transmitted by a non-AP STA in response to a Basic Trigger frame" - we don't have successful acks, we have successful tx			Change the cited text to "A frame successfully  transmitted by a non-AP STA in response to a Basic Trigger frame"			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22182			Mark RISON			244			5			26.1			307			13			T			Y			307.13			13			26.1						J			Liwen Chu									"A suc-
cessfully acknowledged frame transmitted by a non-AP STA in response to a Basic Trigger frame is a suc-
cessful frame exchange initiated by the STA as referred to in Clause 11 and Clause 12." is not clear.  The exchange is not initiated by the STA.  The exchange does not end at the ack (in the case of cascading)			Delete the cited text			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22183			Mark RISON			244			5			26.1			307			13			T			Y			307.13			13			26.1						J			Liwen Chu									"A suc-
cessfully acknowledged frame transmitted by a non-AP STA in response to a Basic Trigger frame is a suc-
cessful frame exchange initiated by the STA as referred to in Clause 11 and Clause 12." is not clear.  The exchange is not initiated by the STA.  The exchange does not end at the ack (in the case of cascading)			Change the cited text to "The transmission of an acknowledgment by an AP in response to a frame transmitted by a non-AP STA in response to a Basic Trigger frame constitutes a successful frame exchange initiated by the AP, as referred to in Clause 11 and Clause 12, even if this is part of an MU cascading sequence (see 26.5.3) that includes non-successful transmission by the AP or a non-AP STA."			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22184			Mark RISON			244			5			26.2.2			308			58			T			Y			308.58			58			26.2.2						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/1810r2			955			"If the received PPDU satisfies both intra-BSS and inter-BSS conditions by using the MAC address information of a frame carried in the PPDU" is not clear about whether it means "If the received PPDU satisfies both intra-BSS conditions by using the MAC address and inter-BSS conditions by using the MAC address" or just "If the received PPDU satisfies both intra-BSS (using any of the rules) and inter-BSS conditions by using the MAC address"			Change the cited text to "If, on the basis of the MAC address of a frame it carries, the received PPDU satisfies both intra-BSS and inter-BSS conditions"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 01:06:12Z) - We revise as “If, on the basis of the MAC address information of a frame carried in a received PPDU, the received PPDU satisfies both intra-BSS and inter-BSS conditions,”

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1810r2 under all headings that include CID 22184			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/1810r2 NAV																		2019/11/15 0:07			EDITOR


			22185			Mark RISON			244			5			26.5.8			365			4			T			Y			365.04			4			26.5.8						V			Jarkko Kneckt			19/1922r3			983			Using Schedule=APSD=0 in the TSPEC to signal "not actually setting up a TS" breaks admission control (see 10.23.4.2 Contention based admission control procedures of the baseline)			In 26.5.8 change "A non-AP HE STA transmits an ADDTS Request with Schedule and APSD subfields set to 0 in the TSPEC
to signal its traffic characteristics and QoS requirements to the associated HE AP. An HE AP does not trans-
mit an ADDTS Response frame as a response to the ADDTS Request frame to an HE STA that transmitted
ADDTS Request with Schedule and APSD subfields of the TSPEC set to 0. The acknowledgment of the
ADDTS Request frame confirms the receipt of the TSPEC at the HE AP." to "A non-AP HE STA transmits an ADDTS Request frame with the No TS subfield set to 1 in the TSPEC element to signal its traffic characteristics and QoS requirements to the associated HE AP. An HE AP does not transmit an ADDTS Response frame as a response to the ADDTS Request frame to an HE STA that transmitted
such an ADDTS Request frame. The acknowledgment of the ADDTS Request frame confirms the receipt of the TSPEC element at the HE AP.".  In Figure 9-299--TS Info field format of the baseline make b17 the No TS field and make the reserved bits go from b18.  In 9.4.2.29 TSPEC element at the end of the bullets describing the fields add a bullet "The No TS field is set to 1 by an HE STA to indicate that a TS is not being set up.  It is set to 0 otherwise."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 00:44:37Z) - The ADDTS signalling sets up a traffic stream and indicates traffic specific parameters. There is no change to this operation. 
The signalling is changed to use the ADDTS Request- ADDTS Response signalling t ensure the scheme backward compatibility with the traffic stream operation. 

TGax Editor, please implement the changes as shown in 19/1922r3.			EDITOR			Jarkko 19/1922r3 TSPEC and OM																		2019/11/15 0:45			EDITOR


			22186			Mark RISON			244			5			26.2.7									T			Y									26.2.7						V			Laurent Cariou			19/1995r2			979			There's nothing in Clause 26 to say that if AIFSN=0 in the MU EDCA params you don't use EDCA			In 26.2.7 EDCA operation using MU EDCA parameters at 316.18 add a para "If AIFSN[AC] is 0 then the corresponding EDCAF shall not transmit."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 00:33:55Z) - agree with the commenter. Apply the changes marked as #22186 as proposed in this document.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1995r2 MU EDCA																		2019/11/15 0:35			EDITOR


			22187			Mark RISON			244			5			26.6.3.1			369			27			T			Y			369.27			27			26.6.3.1						J			Liwen Chu									"If the AP specifies a value defined in Table 9-154 (ACI-to-AC encoding) in the Preferred AC subfield in the
Trigger Dependent User Info field of a Basic Trigger frame, then an HE STA that transmits a multi-TID A-
MPDU to the AP should aggregate QoS Data frames with TIDs that are from the same AC as or a higher pri-
ority  AC  than  indicated  in  the  Preferred  AC  subfield  of  the  Trigger  Dependent  User  Info  field  that  is
addressed to the STA in the Trigger frame. " -- Table 9-154 has 4 values and the Preferred AC subfield is a 2-bit field, so the "If" condition is always met			Change the cited text to "An HE STA that transmits a multi-TID A-MPDU to the AP should aggregate QoS Data frames with TIDs that are from the same AC as or a higher priority  AC  than  indicated  in  the  Preferred  AC  subfield  of  the  Trigger  Dependent  User  Info  field  that  is addressed to the STA in the Trigger frame. "			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22188			Mark RISON			244			5			26.6.3.1			369			54			E			Y			369.54			54			26.6.3.1						V			Editor						995			"select a TID from the same AC
as or a higher priority AC than indicated in the Preferred AC field" is poorly worded			Change the cited text to "select a TID that is from the AC indicated in the Preferred AC subfield, or a higher priority AC"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 17:03:55Z) - Change "from the same AC as or a higher priority AC than indicated in the Preferred AC field in the Trigger Dependent User Info field of a Basic Trigger frame" to "from the AC indicated in the Preferred AC subfield in the Trigger Dependent User Info field of a Basic Trigger frame or from a higher priority AC"			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 17:05:01Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22189			Mark RISON			244			5			27.2.2			482			11			E			Y			482.11			11			27.2.2						A			Editor						995			"indicatethat" is missing a space			Add a space before "that" in the cited text			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 17:05:01Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 17:05:04Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22190			Mark RISON			244			5			26.5.8			364			61			E			Y			364.61			61			26.5.8						A			Editor						995			An "HE-AP" is not a defined term			Change the cited text to "HE AP"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 16:02:21Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 16:02:25Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22191			Mark RISON			244			5			9.3.1.22.1			115			39			E			Y			115.39			39			9.3.1.22.1						A			Editor						995			"Otherwise, this subfield is set to HE single stream pilot HE-LTF mode." should be "... is set to indicate ..."			As it says in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 19:49:18Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 19:49:24Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22192			Mark RISON			244			5			26.17.1			446			40			T			Y			446.40			40			26.17.1						A			19/1834r2			19/1834r0			991			" and may set B2 and B3 in the Supported Channel Width Set field to indicate support
for either 160 MHz channel width or 160/80+80 MHz channel width or both" adds nothing of value			Delete the cited text			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 02:42:59Z)			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1834r2 26.17																		2019/11/15 6:13			EDITOR


			22193			Mark RISON			244			5			26.14.3.1			434						E			Y			434.00						26.14.3.1						A			Editor						995			"FILS discovery frame" should be "FILS Discovery frame"			As it says in the comment (2x in the referenced subclause)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 17:21:58Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 17:22:02Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22194			Mark RISON			244			5			26.17.2.1			449			51			T			Y			449.51			51			26.17.2.1						A			Editor						995			"Extended HE Capabilities element" -- no such element			Change the cited text to "HE 6 GHz Band Capabilities element"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 16:26:36Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 16:26:39Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22195			Mark RISON			244			5												E			Y															J			Editor						995			"can not" should be "cannot", since "can not" is ambiguous ("can not do X" = "cannot do X" or "can choose to not do X or can choose to do X")			As it says in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 17:27:17Z) - Cannot find any can nots			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									N									2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22196			Mark RISON			244			5			27.3.18.3			643			47			E			Y			643.47			47			27.3.18.3						A			Editor						995			"maximum tolerance" -- a tolerance is by definition maximum			Delete "maximum " in the cited text (already done for similar wording in baseline; see 11md CID 2088)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 15:41:51Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 15:41:55Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22197			Mark RISON			244			5			26.16			444			59			T			Y			444.59			59			26.16						A			Editor						995			"the parameter DOPPER" -- no such parameter			Change the cited text to "the parameter DOPPLER"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 16:09:09Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 16:09:45Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22198			Mark RISON			244			5			26.9.1			407			27			T			Y			407.27			27			26.9.1						A			Jarkko Kneckt			19/1922r2			970			"Frame Control Power
Management subfield" -- no such subfield			Change the cited text to "Frame Control field Power Management subfield"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:19:32Z)			EDITOR			Jarkko 19/1922r2 TSPEC and OM																		2019/11/15 0:26			EDITOR


			22199			Mark RISON			244			5			26.8.2			386			6			T			Y			386.06			6			26.8.2						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1832r2			972			"during or before an announced TWT SP" -- "during or before" a periodic event is equivalent to "always", since the time after instance n of the event is before instance n+1 of the event			Delete "during or before an announced TWT SP but after the end of
the most recent TWT SP," in the referenced subclause			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:27:07Z) - The comment points out an equivalency of the cited term with “Always” which is not correct if the condition is viewed as written. Please note that it specified “during or before an announced TWT SP but after the end of the most recent TWT SP” which is not equivalent to always.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1832r2 TWT																		2019/11/15 0:29			EDITOR


			22200			Mark RISON			244			5			26.8.3.2			391			12			T			Y			391.12			12			26.8.3.2						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1832r2			972			"during or before an announced TWT SP" -- "during or before" a periodic event is equivalent to "always", since the time after instance n of the event is before instance n+1 of the event			Delete "during or before an announced TWT SP but after the end of
the most recent TWT SP," in the referenced subclause			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:27:23Z) - The comment points out an equivalency of the cited term with “Always” which is not correct if the condition is viewed as written. Please note that it specified “during or before an announced TWT SP but after the end of the most recent TWT SP” which is not equivalent to always.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1832r2 TWT																		2019/11/15 0:29			EDITOR


			22201			Mark RISON			244			5												E			Y															A			Editor						995			"the dot11$whatever" should not have an article			Delete "the " in "the dot11" in 11.32.5, 11.50 (4x)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 17:26:26Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 17:26:30Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22202			Mark RISON			244			5			26.15.2			437			62			E			Y			437.62			62			26.15.2						A			Editor						995			" most recent received " should be " most recently received "			As it says in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 16:06:01Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 16:06:05Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22203			Mark RISON			244			5			9.3.1.22.1			117			1			T			Y			117.01			1			9.3.1.22.1						A			Editor						995			"The UL HE-SIG-A2 Reserved subfield of the Common Info field carries the values to be included in the
Reserved field in the HE-SIG-A2 subfield" -- there is only one value			Change "values" to "value" in the cited text			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 19:51:36Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 19:51:40Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22204			Mark RISON			244			5			C.3			734			7			E			Y			734.07			7			C.3						A			Editor						995			"Value 1023 means this feature is
disabled" is missing an article and a full stop			Change the cited text to "The value 1023 means this feature is
disabled."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 15:46:05Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 15:46:08Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22205			Mark RISON			244			5			26.17.1			448			50			T			Y			448.50			50			26.17.1						V			Editor						995			"support Partial Band Extended Range capability" -- no such capability (or at least no such field)			Change the cited text to "set the Partial Bandwidth Extended Range subfield of the HE PHY Capabilities Information field of the HE Capabilities element to 1"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-06 17:42:11Z) - An HE STA is identified as such by the fact that it includes an HE Capabilities element in the Probe Request or (Re)Association Request frame. So, change the "an HE STA that does not support Partial Band Extended Range capability" to "that includes an HE Capabilities element where the Partial Bandwidth Extended Range subfield in the HE PHY Capabilities Information field is equal to 0"			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-06 17:45:00Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22206			Mark RISON			244			5			9.3.1.19			110			21			T			Y			110.21			21			9.3.1.19						V			Menzo Wentink			19/1986r2			989			"If the AID11 subfield is not 2047, then it contains the 11 least significant bits of the AID of a STA expected
to process the following HE sounding NDP and prepare the sounding feedback." -- not true for the other special AID11 values (0, 2045)			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 02:29:42Z) - agree with the comment.

110.21 change

"then it contains the 11 least significant bits of the AID of a STA"

to

"contains an identifier of a STA that is"			EDITOR			Menzo 19/1986r2 Sounding																		2019/11/15 2:39			EDITOR


			22207			Mark RISON			244			5			27.5.6			704			17			E			Y			704.17			17			27.5.6						A			Editor						995			Formatting of first N_SD cell in Table 27-94--HE-MCSs for 996-tone RU and non-OFDMA 80 MHz, NSS = 1 is wrong			Right-align like everything else			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 15:44:41Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 15:44:45Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22208			Mark RISON			244			5			9.3.1.19			111			38			T			Y			111.38			38			9.3.1.19						J			Menzo Wentink			19/1986r2			989			"The Disambiguation subfield is set to 1 to prevent a non-HE VHT STA from wrongly determining its AID in
the HE NDP Announcement frame. The Disambiguation subfield coincides with the MSB of the AID12
subfield of an expected VHT NDP Announcement frame if the HE NDP Announcement field is parsed by a
non-HE VHT STA. The MSB of the AID12 subfield is always 0 for a non-HE VHT STA due to the limita-
tion of the AID to a maximum of 2007." is a bit confusing, and is just informative anyway			Change the cited text to "NOTE---The Disambiguation subfield is set to 1 to prevent a non-HE VHT STA from wrongly identifying its AID in
an HE NDP Announcement frame. The Disambiguation subfield coincides with the MSB of the AID12
subfield of a VHT NDP Announcement frame if the HE NDP Announcement field is parsed as VHT NDP Announcement frame by a
non-HE VHT STA. The MSB of the AID12 subfield is always 0 since the maximum AID is 2007."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 02:29:55Z) - the cited text is indeed informative, but not confusing.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/1986r2 Sounding																		2019/11/15 2:39			EDITOR


			22209			Mark RISON			244			5												E			Y															V			Laurent Cariou			19/1998r1			981			The baseline already uses the abbreviation SRP to refer to Stream Reservation Protocol, so it cannot be used in this amendment to refer to Spatial Reuse Protocol			Change all instances of "SRP" to "Spatial Reuse Protocol" throughout			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 00:39:24Z) - agree with the commenter. Change “SRP” to “PSR” throughout the specification. 
Remove the following definitions in section 3.2:
spatial reuse parameters (SRP) opportunity: a spatial reuse opportunity that is established based on the
value of a Spatial Reuse field in the HE-SIG-A field of a high efficiency (HE) trigger-based (TB) physical
layer (PHY) protocol data unit (PPDU) and/or the UL Spatial Reuse subfield in the Common Info field of a
Trigger frame.
spatial reuse parameters reception (SRPR) physical layer (PHY) protocol data unit (SRPR PPDU): a
PPDU that contains a Trigger frame that has a value in the UL Spatial Reuse subfield of the Common Info
field that is neither SRP_DISALLOW nor SRP_AND_NON_SRG_OBSS_PD_PROHIBITED.
Spatial reuse parameters transmission (SRPT) physical layer (PHY) protocol data unit (PPDU) (SRPT
PPDU): a PPDU that is transmitted during a spatial reuse parameters (SRP) opportunity by an HE STA
when SRP conditions for SRP-based spatial reuse operation are satisfied and that has the SR PPDU subfield
of the CAS Control field equal to 1. 
Also, make the changes marked as #22209 in this document			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1998r1 Misc																		2019/11/15 0:41			EDITOR


			22210			Mark RISON			244			5			27.2.2			482			43			T			Y			482.43			43			27.2.2						J			Bo Sun			19/1896r1			962			CID 20477: again, the concept of "global" numbering of spatial streams is undefined			Delete "globally " in "spatial streams are globally numbered starting from 1" in the referenced subclause			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:39:56Z) - Reason: 

The word ‘globally’ is well defined.

Discussion: 

The sentence “spatial streams are globally numbered” implies that the spatial streams are numbered by AP uniquely mapping to the CSD offset. Texts below supports the above definition as in 11ax D5.0: 

1. For HE TB PPDU response to trigger frame, STARTING_ STS_ N UM is set to the value of 3-bit Starting Spatial Stream subfield of SS allocation subfield in user field of trigger frame, which indicates the starting spatial stream of the current triggered user and is set to the starting stream number minus 1.


2. Similarly, for HE TB PPDU response to TRS control subfield and NFRP trigger frame, the STARTING_ STS_ NUM is respectively set to 0 and STARTING_STS_NUM = (AID – Starting AID) / 18 / 2BW


Please Refer to subclause 26.5.2.3.3, 26.5.2.3.4 and 26.5.7.2  for more details.			EDITOR			Bo 19/1896r1 PHY service interface																		2019/11/15 0:17			EDITOR


			22211			Mark RISON			244			5			26.4.5			334			7			T			Y			334.07			7			26.4.5						V			George Cherian			19/1936r0			969			"The MU-BAR Trigger frame shall contain either Compressed BlockAckReq variant or Multi-TID BlockAckReq variant in each of the User Info fields." is not clear (a User Info field does not contain a BAR variant, it indicates one).  In any case, this is duplication of 9.3.1.22.4 MU-BAR variant: "The BAR Control subfield is defined in 9.3.1.7 (BlockAckReq frame format) and indicates either a Compressed BlockAckReq variant or a Multi-TID BlockAckReq variant."			Delete the cited text			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:14:57Z) - Agree in principle. Requested change made in the document.

TGax editor shall incorporate changes in 11-19-1936-00-00ax			EDITOR			George 19/1936r0 Ack																		2019/11/15 0:24			EDITOR


			22212			Mark RISON			244			5												E			Y															A			Editor						995			"UL OFDMA-based Random Access (UORA) Parameter Set element" -- the element is not called this			Replace "UL OFDMA-based Random Access (UORA) Parameter Set element" with "UORA Parameter Set element" in 9.4.2.249 UL OFDMA-based Random Access (UORA) Parameter Set element (heading), 11.1.4.3.10 Enhanced FILS active scanning to preferred AP			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-30 23:25:45Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-30 23:25:48Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22213			Mark RISON			244			5			11.1.4.3.10			291			7			E			Y			291.07			7			11.1.4.3.10						A			Editor						995			"MU-EDCA" should have a space not a hyphen			As it says in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 13:58:25Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 13:58:28Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22214			Mark RISON			244			5			9.4.1.9			134			33			E			Y			134.33			33			9.4.1.9						A			Editor						995			"Association denied due to requesting STA not
supporting all of the data rates in the BSSBas-
icRateSet parameter, the Basic HT-MCS Set
field of the HT Operation parameter, or the
Basic VHT-MCS and NSS Set field in the
VHT Operation parameter, or the Basic HE-
MCS and NSS Set field in the HE Operation
parameter." -- too many ors			Delete the first " or" in the cited text			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 19:52:45Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 19:52:50Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22215			Mark RISON			244			5			27.2.3			488			11			E			Y			488.11			11			27.2.3						V			Editor						995			The things in the *VECTOR lists (e.g. TRIGVECTOR AID12_LIST) should be "entries" not "elements", to avoid confusion with elements.  This change has already been made in the baseline			Change "element" to "entry" and "elements" to "entries" in Table 27-2--TRIGVECTOR parameters (6x)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 17:07:47Z) - As suggested. In addition, at 659.05 change "TXVECTOR elements" to "TXVECTOR parameters"			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 17:09:09Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22216			Mark RISON			244			5			27.2.3			488			22			E			Y			488.22			22			27.2.3						A			Editor						995			"See the AID12 subfield in 9.3.1.22 (Trigger frame format) for more
information of each element." is weird			Change the cited text to "See the AID12 subfield in 9.3.1.22 (Trigger frame format)."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 17:12:24Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 17:12:27Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22217			Mark RISON			244			5			11.1.3.8.1			285			26			T			Y			285.26			26			11.1.3.8.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/1905r2			960			"When an AP that does not operate in the 6 GHz
band, has dot11MultiBSSIDImplemented equal to true and advertises a partial list of nontransmitted BSSID
profiles intends a non-AP STA to discover the complete list of nontransmitted BSSID profiles, where a com-
plete list of nontransmitted BSSID profile comprises only BSSIDs that are discoverable, the AP shall oper-
ate as an EMA AP." is changing existing behaviour (non-HE APs)			Add "HE " before "the first "AP" in the cited text			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:25:01Z) - Updated the text in 11.1.3.8.1 to clarify HE AP. Further since HE APs operate on 2.4, 5, or 6 GHz, updated the text to replace “does not operate on 6 GHz” with “operating on 2.4 or 5 GHz”.

TGax editor, please make changes as shown on doc 11-19/1905r3 tagged as 22217			EDITOR			Abhi 19/1905r2 Multi BSSID																		2019/11/15 0:11			EDITOR


			22218			Mark RISON			244			5			26.2.7			316			38			E			Y			316.38			38			26.2.7						A			Editor						995			"NOTE 2--A non-AP STA is not required to update its state variables to the values contained in the MU EDCA Parame-
ter Set element when:" -- should be "does not update" not "is not required to update" (cf. the NOTE in 26.5.4.3 Transmission procedure for UORA)			As it says in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 15:04:01Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 15:04:06Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22219			Mark RISON			244			5			10.11			260			17			T			Y			260.17			17			10.11						A			Editor						995			"An HE STA shall not transmit an A-MSDU that is carried in a QoS Data frame for which no block ack agreement exists and that is part of an ack-enabled single-TID A-MPDU unless the recipient indicates support for the reception of A-MSDU in an ack-enabled single-TID A-MPDU by setting the A-MSDU Not Under BA In Ack-Enabled A-MPDU Support subfield in the HE MAC Capabilities Information field of the HE Capabilities element to 1." -- should change "indicates support for the reception of A-MSDU in an ack-enabled single-TID A-MPDU by setting" to "has set" since it's just waffle			As it says in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 13:49:28Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 13:49:32Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22220			Mark RISON			244			5			26.5.4.1			355			19			E			Y			355.19			19			26.5.4.1						A			Editor						995			"prior an initial attempt of RA-RU transmission towards it" is not clear			Change the cited text to "prior to the initial RA-RU transmission towards the AP"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 15:54:35Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 15:54:39Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22221			Mark RISON			244			5			26.5.4.1			355			17			T			Y			355.17			17			26.5.4.1						J			Abhishek Patil									"Each time a non-AP HE STA associates with a different AP (or a different BSSID for non-AP STA with dot11MultiBSSIDImplemented set to true)" -- the parenthesis is unclear/confusing, since the APs in a multi-BSSID context are different APs by definition			Delete the parenthesis			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22222			Mark RISON			244			5			26.5.4.1			355			17			T			Y			355.17			17			26.5.4.1						J			Abhishek Patil									"Each time a non-AP HE STA associates with a different AP (or a different BSSID for non-AP STA with dot11MultiBSSIDImplemented set to true)" -- the parenthesis is unclear/confusing, since the APs in a multi-BSSID context are different APs by definition (also there's a missing article)			Delete the parenthesis and add a "NOTE---Associating with a different AP includes associating to a different BSSID in a multiple BSSID set, for a non-AP STA with
dot11MultiBSSIDImplemented set to true."			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22223			Mark RISON			244			5			26.14.3.1			434			5			T			Y			434.05			5			26.14.3.1						A			Laurent Cariou			19/1996r1			952			"In the unscheduled mode, an OPS AP sends an OPS frame or a FILS discovery frame at any time to provide the scheduling information" ... sounds like a scheduled mode!			Change "unscheduled" to "aperiodic" and "scheduled" to "periodic", when not preceded by "TWT", in 9.4.2.5.1 (2x), 26.8.3.1, 26.14.3.1 (4x), 26.14.3.2 (3x), 26.14.3.3 (2x)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-13 03:54:00Z)			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1996r1 OPS																		2019/11/15 0:01			EDITOR


			22224			Mark RISON			244			5			3.2			44			33			T			Y			44.33			33			3.2						V			Laurent Cariou			19/1996r1			952			"opportunistic power save (OPS) station (STA): A non-access point (AP) high efficiency (HE) STA that
supports the opportunistic power save mechanism." -- this is a bad definition, because the convention is that "STA" includes APs.  However, the term "OPS STA" is not used anywhere			Delete the cited text			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-13 03:54:13Z) - replace the following sentence in section 3.2 from "opportunistic power save (OPS) station (STA): A non-access point (AP) high efficiency (HE) STA that
supports the opportunistic power save mechanism." by the following sentence: "opportunistic power save (OPS) non-access point (AP) station (STA): A non-AP high efficiency (HE) STA that
supports the opportunistic power save mechanism."			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1996r1 OPS																		2019/11/15 0:01			EDITOR


			22225			Mark RISON			244			5			3.2			44			22			T			Y			44.22			22			3.2						A			Laurent Cariou			19/1996r1			952			"opportunistic power save (OPS) access point (AP): An AP that supports the opportunistic power save
mechanism." is missing the "HE" qualifier (cf. "An OPS AP is an AP HE STA that sets the OPS Support subfield in the HE MAC Capabilities Information
field in HE Capabilities element to 1.")			Change the cited definition to "opportunistic power save (OPS) access point (AP): A high efficiency (HE) AP that supports the opportunistic power save
mechanism."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-13 03:54:25Z)			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1996r1 OPS																		2019/11/15 0:01			EDITOR


			22226			Mark RISON			244			5			9.2.4.6a.1			85			17			E			Y			85.17			17			9.2.4.6a.1						J			Lochan Verma									Re CID 20522.  The editorial fix "The target receive power" to "The target RSSI, <italics>Target<subscript>RSSI</subscript></italics>," was ignored			Make the change suggested in the comment			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22227			Mark RISON			244			5			26.5.7.4			364			15			E			Y			364.15			15			26.5.7.4						A			Editor						995			"between 0 and the resource
request buffer threshold." is weird and does not match the next row			Change the cited text to "not exceeding the resource request buffer threshold" and change "above" to "exceeding" in the next row			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 15:58:55Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 15:58:59Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22228			Mark RISON			244			5			26.5.7.4			364			15			E			Y			364.15			15			26.5.7.4						V			Editor						995			"between 0 and the resource
request buffer threshold." is weird and does not match the next row			Change the cited text to "not above the resource request buffer threshold"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 15:59:24Z) - The resolution for #22227 is essentially the same. Use resolution for #22227			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 16:00:30Z - see #22227			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22229			Mark RISON			244			5			9.4.2.248			200			64			E			Y			200.64			64			9.4.2.248						A			Editor						995			"each co-hosted BSSIDs" -- bad grammar			Delete the final "s" in the cited text			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 20:09:45Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 20:09:49Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22230			Mark RISON			244			5												E			Y															A			Editor						995			Contractions should not be used			Change "doesn't" to "does not" in 9.4.2.248 HE Operation element, 10.23.2.2 EDCA backoff procedure, 27.3.21 HE receive procedure; change "don't" to "do not" in 11.1.3.8.3 Discovery of a nontransmitted BSSID profile, 26.17.2.4 Out of band discovery of a 6 GHz BSS			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 18:56:00Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 18:56:04Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22231			Mark RISON			244			5			26.8.7.2			403			40			E			Y			403.40			40			26.8.7.2						A			Editor						995			"negotiated trigger-enabled TWT" -- all TE TWTs are negotiated			Delete "negotiated " (4x) in the cited text in the referenced subclause			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 17:15:01Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 17:18:14Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22232			Mark RISON			244			5												E			Y															A			Editor						995			"UL MU Power Capability element" -- no such element			Change the cited text to "UL MU Power Capabilities element" throughout (10 instances)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-30 23:35:09Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-30 23:35:14Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22233			Mark RISON			244			5												G			Y															A			Editor						995			Some issues with implementation of motioned changes to D4.0 have been idenitified in http://www.ieee802.org/11/email/stds-802-11-tgax/msg01556.html			Make the changes suggested in the referenced email			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 00:01:31Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 00:01:35Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22234			Mark RISON			244			5												T			Y															V			Po-Kai Huang			19/1816r1			957			Locations in the baseline that refer to dot11RTSThreshold need to be amended to also refer to dot11TXOPDurationRTSThreshold, since this supersedes the former when present and not 1023			Fix 10.3.2.6, 10.3.3, 10.3.4.4, 10.23.3.5.3, C.3 (under dot11ShortDEIRetryLimit, dot11LongDEIRetryLimit, dot11ShortRetryLimit, dot11LongRetryLimit) in the baseline			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:16:13Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter. 

For dot11ShortDEIRetryLimit used in EDCA, revmd D3.0 removes the usage of this MIB variable based on dot11RTSThreshold, and the description of this MIB variable shall be updated in revmd D3.0.

For dot11LongDEIRetryLimit, revmd D3.0 removes the usage of this MIB variable, and this MIB variable shall be just deleted in revmd D3.0.

For dot11ShortRetryLimit used in EDCA, revmd D3.0 removes the usage of this MIB variable based on dot11RTSThreshold, and the description of this MIB variable for QoS or non-QoS STA shall be updated in revmd D3.0.

For dot11LongRetryLimit, revmd D3.0 removes the usage of this MIB variable in EDCA, and and the description of this MIB variable for QoS or non-QoS STA shall be updated in revmd D3.0.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1816r1 under all headings that include CID 22234			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/1816r1 duration-based RTS/CTS																		2019/11/15 0:09			EDITOR


			22235			Mark RISON			244			5			10.23.3.5.3			1850			39			T			Y			1850.39			39			10.23.3.5.3						A			Po-Kai Huang			19/1816r1			957			Locations in the baseline that refer to dot11RTSThreshold need to be amended to also refer to dot11TXOPDurationRTSThreshold, since this supersedes the former when present and not 1023			In 10.23.3.5.3 change "In order to provide improved NAV protection, a STA may send an RTS frame as the first frame of any frame
exchange sequence (#65)without regard for dot11RTSThreshold." to "In order to provide improved NAV protection, a STA may send an RTS frame as the first frame of any frame
exchange sequence (#65)without regard for dot11RTSThreshold and dot11TXOPDurationRTSThreshold."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:16:35Z)			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/1816r1 duration-based RTS/CTS																		2019/11/15 0:09			EDITOR


			22236			Mark RISON			244			5			26.5.2.4			351			12			T			Y			351.12			12			26.5.2.4						J			Abhishek Patil									It is not clear enough that the UL power headroom is the total power across whatever the RU happens to be, i.e. the UL power headroom does not depend on the RU size (though it does depend on the MCS), unlike e.g. the AP tx power, which is normalised to 20M			Renumber the referenced NOTE to NOTE 1 and add after it a "NOTE 2---The uplink power headroom is the transmit power at the transmit antenna connector used to transmit the HE TB PPDU; it is not normalised to 20 MHz bandwidth, unlike the value in the AP Tx Power subfield."			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22237			Mark RISON			244			5			26.5.2.4			350			30			E			Y			350.30			30			26.5.2.4						A			Editor						995			"----" is not how an em dash should appear			Change to an em dash			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 15:23:04Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 15:23:10Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22238			Mark RISON			244			5			Z.5			772			10			E			Y			772.10			10			Z.5						J			Brian Hart									Why show both "LSB first" and "MSB first"?  Should just use same hex conventions as rest of annex			Delete "MSB first: " and the line starting "LSB first:" wherever they appear in the cells of Table Z-7--RU Allocation subfields for different dynamic splits of User fields for the example of two MU-MIMO users in the lowest 484-tone RU of an 80 MHz or wider PPDU			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22239			Mark RISON			244			5			Z.5			772			10			E			Y			772.10			10			Z.5						J			Brian Hart									Why show both "LSB first" and "MSB first"?  Should just use same hex conventions as rest of annex			Delete "LSB first: " and the line starting "MSB first:" wherever they appear in the cells of Table Z-7--RU Allocation subfields for different dynamic splits of User fields for the example of two MU-MIMO users in the lowest 484-tone RU of an 80 MHz or wider PPDU			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22240			Mark RISON			244			5			Z.2			769			63			T			Y			769.63			63			Z.2						J			Brian Hart									"non on" -- should this be "2 on"?			As it says in the comment			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22241			Mark RISON			244			5			27.3.20			660			9			E			Y			660.09			9			27.3.20						A			Editor						995			"FEC_CODING, CH_BANDWIDTH,
NUM_STS, STBC, MCS, and NUM_USERS parameter " -- should end "parameters "			As it says in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 15:42:48Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 15:42:51Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22242			Mark RISON			244			5			Z.1			769			29			T			Y			769.29			29			Z.1						J			Brian Hart									"For the entire content
of each HE-SIG-B content channel, the binary sequences are converted to hexadecimal." -- this is useless, because (a) the endianness of the octets is not given (b) the endianness of the bits within octets is not given and (c) there is no SAP that carries the HE-SIG-B content channel, let alone one that takes octets/an octet string			Delete the cited text.  Delete the HE-SIG-B field
content in hexadecimal row in Table Z-2--HE-SIG-B content for example 1, Table Z-4--HE-SIG-B content for example 2, Table Z-6--HE-SIG-B content for example 3			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22243			Mark RISON			244			5			26.15.2			437			26			E			Y			437.26			26			26.15.2						A			Editor						995			"an HE SU PPDU, HE MU PPDU" should be "an HE SU PPDU or HE MU PPDU"			As it says in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 16:03:57Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 16:04:02Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22244			Mark RISON			244			5			26.15.3			438			46			E			Y			438.46			46			26.15.3						A			Editor						995			"an HE SU PPDU, HE MU PPDU" should be "an HE SU PPDU or HE MU PPDU"			As it says in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 16:08:16Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 16:08:20Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22245			Mark RISON			244			5			26.15.3			438			46			T			Y			438.46			46			26.15.3						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1833r0			973			"an HE SU PPDU, HE MU PPDU" -- this was the subject of a comment about ER SU, I think			Change the cited text to "an HE SU PPDU, HE ER SU PPDU or HE MU PPDU"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:31:47Z) - BW, MCS, and NSS rules for ER SU PPDUs are defined in this same subclasuse. E.g., ER SU PPDUs are only 20 MHz wide, hence the channel width is no more than 20 MHz by default, and the MCS selection rule is listed in this same subclause:
“A STA that transmits a Control frame that is an S-MPDU carried in an HE ER SU PPDU and that is a response to a frame received in an HE ER SU PPDU shall use the <HE-MCS, NSS> tuple <HE-MCS 0, 1>.”

Hence, no further changes are necessary.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1833r0 26.15																		2019/11/15 0:30			EDITOR


			22246			Mark RISON			244			5			26.15.7			443			7			T			Y			443.07			7			26.15.7						A			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1833r0			973			"The RU allocation complies" should be "The RU allocation shall comply"			As it says in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:31:52Z)			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1833r0 26.15																		2019/11/15 0:30			EDITOR


			22247			Mark RISON			244			5			26.15.7			443			13			T			Y			443.13			13			26.15.7						A			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1833r0			973			"if the group addressed frame is a FILS Discovery or a broadcast
Probe Response frame" -- repetition			Delete "broadcast " in the cited text			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:31:57Z)			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1833r0 26.15																		2019/11/15 0:30			EDITOR


			22248			Mark RISON			244			5			9.4.2.29			156			26			E			Y			156.26			26			9.4.2.29						A			Editor						995			" For HE STAs, TSID subfield contains the TID associated with this TSPEC." -- missing article			Change the cited text to " For HE STAs, the TSID subfield contains the TID associated with this TSPEC."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 19:54:46Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 19:54:50Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22249			Mark RISON			244			5			6									E			Y									6						A			Editor						995			"The value from" needs to be followed by "the"			Add " the" after "The value from" in the referenced clause (12x)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 17:59:35Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 17:59:39Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22250			Mark RISON			244			5			9.2.4.6a.1			85			9			T			Y			85.09			9			9.2.4.6a.1						A			Editor						995			"the triggering PPDU that solicits the HE TB PPDU" -- all triggering PPDUs solicit TB PPDUs			Delete " that solicits the HE TB PPDU" in the cited text			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 19:02:26Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 19:02:29Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22251			Mark RISON			244			5			26.14.3.2			434			30			T			Y			434.30			30			26.14.3.2						J			Laurent Cariou			19/1996r2			980			"If the OPS AP sets the bit corresponding to an OPS
non-AP STA in the traffic indication virtual bitmap field carried by the Partial Virtual Bitmap of the TIM
element of the OPS frame or FILS Discovery frame to 0, the AP should send neither individually addressed
frames to the STA nor Trigger frames with a User Info field that addresses the STA during the OPS period." -- the "should" should be a "shall", since otherwise OPS is broken			As it says in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 00:36:39Z) - OPS is not broken as it is clear that the STA may go in doze state and the AP has to expect that the STA will be in doze state.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1996r2 OPS																		2019/11/15 0:37			EDITOR


			22252			Mark RISON			244			5			26.14.3.2			434			51			T			Y			434.51			51			26.14.3.2						J			Laurent Cariou			19/1996r2			980			"If the OPS AP sets the bit corresponding
to an OPS non-AP STA in the traffic indication virtual bitmap carried in the Partial Virtual Bitmap field of
the TIM element of the TIM frame or FILS Discovery frame to 0, the AP should send neither individually
addressed frames to the STA nor Trigger frames with a User Info field that addresses the STA during the
TWT SP and until the next TWT SP with the Broadcast TWT Recommendation field set to 3." -- the "should" should be a "shall", since otherwise OPS is broken			As it says in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 00:36:49Z) - OPS is not broken as it is clear that the STA may go in doze state and the AP has to expect that the STA will be in doze state.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1996r2 OPS																		2019/11/15 0:37			EDITOR


			22253			Mark RISON			244			5			26.14.3.2			434			49			E			Y			434.49			49			26.14.3.2						A			Editor						995			"for Opportunistic power save mechanism" should be "for opportunistic power save"			As it says in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 17:23:30Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 17:23:33Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22254			Mark RISON			244			5			26.14.3.2			434			2			T			Y			434.02			2			26.14.3.2						V			Laurent Cariou			19/1996r1			952			" and to allow OPS non-AP STAs that are in PS mode to be in doze state to save power for a
defined period" -- but a STA in PS mode is always allowed to be in doze state (except when it has sent a PS-Poll or U-APSD trigger), so this is redundant/confusing			Delete the cited text			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-13 03:55:02Z) - revise the sentence to clarify when this can be used for STAs in PS mode. Apply the changes marked as #22254 in this document.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1996r1 OPS																		2019/11/15 0:01			EDITOR


			22255			Mark RISON			244			5			26.14.3.2			434			9			T			Y			434.09			9			26.14.3.2						J			Laurent Cariou			19/1996r1			952			" and the OPS non-AP STAs that are in PS mode may be in
doze state during the OPS period" -- but a STA in PS mode is always allowed to be in doze state (except when it has sent a PS-Poll or U-APSD trigger), so this is redundant/confusing			Delete the cited text			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-13 03:55:12Z) - the commenter acknowledges in his comment that the STA in PS mode is not always allowed to be in doze state. The current sentence is therefore correct.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1996r1 OPS																		2019/11/15 0:01			EDITOR


			22256			Mark RISON			244			5			26.14.3.2			434			15			T			Y			434.15			15			26.14.3.2						J			Laurent Cariou			19/1996r1			952			" and
the OPS non-AP STAs that are in PS mode may be in doze state until the next TWT SP" -- but a STA in PS mode is always allowed to be in doze state (except when it has sent a PS-Poll or U-APSD trigger), so this is redundant/confusing			Delete the cited text			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-13 03:55:28Z) - the commenter acknowledges in his comment that the STA in PS mode is not always allowed to be in doze state. The current sentence is therefore correct.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1996r1 OPS																		2019/11/15 0:01			EDITOR


			22257			Mark RISON			244			5			26.14.3.3			434			63			T			Y			434.63			63			26.14.3.3						J			Laurent Cariou			19/1996r1			952			" or may be in doze state if the
STA is in PS mode" -- but a STA in PS mode is always allowed to be in doze state (except when it has sent a PS-Poll or U-APSD trigger), so this is redundant/confusing			Delete the cited text			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-13 03:55:37Z) - the commenter acknowledges in his comment that the STA in PS mode is not always allowed to be in doze state. The current sentence is therefore correct.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1996r1 OPS																		2019/11/15 0:01			EDITOR


			22258			Mark RISON			244			5			26.14.3.3			435			11			T			Y			435.11			11			26.14.3.3						J			Laurent Cariou			19/1996r2			993			" or may be in doze state if the
STA is in PS mode" -- but a STA in PS mode is always allowed to be in doze state (except when it has sent a PS-Poll or U-APSD trigger), so this is redundant/confusing			Delete the cited text			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 06:21:20Z) - the commenter acknowledges in his comment that the STA in PS mode is not always allowed to be in doze state. The current sentence is therefore correct.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1996r2 OPS																		2019/11/15 6:22			EDITOR


			22259			Mark RISON			244			5			9.2.4.5.6									T			Y									9.2.4.5.6						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1831r1			965			"MSDUs and A-MSDUs buffered at the STA" -- the STA does not buffer A-MSDUs, it buffers MSDUs (the things received at the MAC SAP)			In 9.2.4.5.6 change "all MSDUs and A-MSDUs buffered at the STA (excluding
the MSDU or A-MSDU of the present QoS Data frame) in the delivery queue used for MSDUs and
A-MSDUs with TID values equal to the value in the TID subfield of this QoS Control field." to "all MSDUs buffered at the STA (excluding
the MSDU(s) in the present QoS Data frame) in the delivery queue used for MSDUs with TID values equal to the value in the TID subfield of this QoS Control field." and "The queue size, QS, is the approximate total size in octets, of all MSDUs and A-MSDUs buffered at the STA
(including the MSDUs or A-MSDUs in the same PSDU as the frame containing the Queue Size subfield) in
the delivery queue used for MSDUs and A-MSDUs with TID values equal to the value in the TID subfield
of this QoS Control field." to "The queue size, QS, is the approximate total size in octets, of all MSDUs buffered at the STA
(including the MSDUs in the same PSDU as the frame containing the Queue Size subfield) in
the delivery queue used for MSDUs with TID values equal to the value in the TID subfield
of this QoS Control field.".  In 9.2.4.6a.4 change "all MSDUs and A-MSDUs buffered at the STA (including the MSDUs
or A-MSDUs in the same PSDU as the frame containing the BSR Control subfield) in the delivery queues
used for MSDUs and A-MSDUs" to "all MSDUs buffered at the STA (including the MSDUs
in the same PSDU as the frame containing the BSR Control subfield) in the delivery queues
used for MSDUs"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:29:19Z) - The STA can buffer the MSDUs in the form of A-MSDUs as well. And since the BSR will be the amount of the payload then it is fine that it also accounts for the A-MSDU subframe headers when this set of MSDUs is stored in this format. In addition, please note that the same terminology is used in REVmd. Quoting from 9.2.4.5.6 of REVmd: “The Queue Size subfield is set to the total size, rounded up to the nearest multiple of 256 octets and expressed in units of 256 octets, of all MSDUs and A-MSDUs buffered at the STA (excluding the MSDU or A-MSDU of the present QoS Data frame) in the delivery queue used for MSDUs and A-MSDUs with TID values equal to the value in the TID subfield of this QoS Control field.”			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1831r1 Misc																		2019/11/15 0:20			EDITOR


			22260			Mark RISON			244			5			3.2			41			52			T			Y			41.52			52			3.2						A			Editor						995			"that it support for only 20 MHz channel width" is garbled			Change to "that it supports only 20 MHz channel width"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 18:33:22Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 18:33:27Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22261			Mark RISON			244			5			9.2.4.6a.4			92						E			Y			92.00						9.2.4.6a.4						A			Editor						995			"receive address" should be "receiver address" (2x)			As it says in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 19:09:02Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 19:09:05Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22262			Mark RISON			244			5												E			Y															V			Editor						995			"The structure of the" for field descriptions is odd.  Just use the normal "The format of the" wording			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-10-30 23:37:59Z) - Change "structure" to "format" at 194.3, 196.28, and 200.55			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-30 23:41:18Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22263			Mark RISON			244			5			26.17.2.3.3									E			Y									26.17.2.3.3						A			Editor						995			"FILSProbeTimer" (no spaces or hyphens) is that it is called			Changed "FILS Probe Timer" and "FILS-Probe-Timer" in the referenced subclause to "FILSProbeTimer"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 00:33:01Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 00:33:05Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22264			Mark RISON			244			5												E			Y															A			Editor						995			"BSS with which the STA is associated" -- STAs are not associated with BSSes, they're associated with APs			Change the cited text to "BSS in which the STA is associated" throughout			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-30 23:45:18Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-30 23:45:22Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22265			Mark RISON			244			5			9.4.2.262			215			20			T			Y			215.20			20			9.4.2.262						J			Yongho Seok			19/1957r1			954			"The UL MU Power Capabilities element indicates the relative maximum transmit
power that a STA is capable of transmitting an HE TB PPDU for each HE-MCS in the operating channel
width" -- but this doesn't work, because the operating channel width can change (and there's no mechanism for the element to be updated, since it's only included in the (re)assoc req)			Delete " in the operating channel width" from the cited text.  In 26.5.9 delete "in the current operating channel width "			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 01:04:02Z) - Even though the operating channel width is changed (e.g., 80MHz to 20 MHz), it is not necessary to update the relative maximum transmit power. 
“in the operating channel width” means that this the relative maximum transmit power is valid only within the current operating channel.
So, it does not represent the power beyond the current operating channel.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/1957r1 Misc																		2019/11/15 0:02			EDITOR


			22266			Mark RISON			244			5			26.6.3.1			369			12			T			Y			369.12			12			26.6.3.1						J			Liwen Chu									"exceed the current TXOP duration" is not clear.  If it means "the duration of the TXOP so far" then it's always exceeded by transmitting something else within the TXOP			Change the cited text to "exceed the TXOP limit"			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22267			Mark RISON			244			5			9.2.4.6a.4			90			54			T			Y			90.54			54			9.2.4.6a.4						A			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1831r1			965			"Each bit of the ACI Bitmap subfield is
set to 1 to indicate the buffer status of the corresponding AC" is confusing: it's actually that the buffer status for the AC is included in the (Queue Size All of the) BSR, not that each bit indicates the buffer status per se			Change the cited text to "Each bit of the ACI Bitmap subfield is set to 1 to indicate that the buffer status of the corresponding AC is included in the Queue Size All subfield"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:29:28Z)			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1831r1 Misc																		2019/11/15 0:20			EDITOR


			22268			Mark RISON			244			5			9.2.4.6a.4			90			54			T			Y			90.54			54			9.2.4.6a.4						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1831r1			965			"Each bit of the ACI Bitmap subfield is
set to 1 to indicate the buffer status of the corresponding AC, and set to 0 otherwise. If the ACI Bitmap subfield is 0 and the Delta TID subfield is 3 it indicates that there is buffered traffic for all 8 TIDs" -- second sentence contradicts first			Change the cited text to "[...] set to 0 otherwise, except that if the ACI Bitmap subfield is 0 and the Delta TID subfield is 3 the buffer status of all 8 TIDs is included"			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 3:38			EDITOR


			22269			Mark RISON			244			5			26.17.5									T			Y									26.17.5						V			Kaiying Lv			19/2048r1			966			There are references to MLME-QTP primitives but no such primitives are defined in Clause 6			Delete the referenced subclause, the QTP definition from 3.4, subclause 9.4.2.254.  Change the QTP
Support field in Figure 9-787b--HE MAC Capabilities Information field format to Reserved and delete the corresponding row in Table 9-321a--Subfields of the HE MAC Capabilities Information field			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:31:53Z) - Agree with the commenter in principle. 
Add definitions in Clause 6 for MLME-QTP primitives.

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/2048r1 CID 22269			EDITOR			Kaiying 19/2048r1 QTP MLME																		2019/11/15 0:20			EDITOR


			22270			Mark RISON			244			5			26.17.5									T			Y									26.17.5						V			Kaiying Lv			19/2048r1			966			There are references to MLME-QTP primitives but no such primitives are defined in Clause 6			Add MLME-QTP.request/confirm/indication/response primitives to Clause 6			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:32:04Z) - Agree with the commenter in principle. 
Add definitions in Clause 6 for MLME-QTP primitives.

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/2048r1 CID 22269			EDITOR			Kaiying 19/2048r1 QTP MLME																		2019/11/15 0:20			EDITOR


			22271			Mark RISON			244			5			26.5.4.1			355			17			T			Y			355.17			17			26.5.4.1						J			Abhishek Patil									"Each time a non-AP HE STA associates with a different AP (or a different BSSID for non-AP STA with
dot11MultiBSSIDImplemented set to true), and prior an initial attempt of RA-RU transmission towards it,
the non-AP STA shall set the value of OCW to the OCWmin value, and shall initialize its OBO counter in
the range 0 to OCW as defined in 26.5.4.3 (Transmission procedure for UORA)." -- this is inadequate, because it basically causes the
non-AP STA to keep resetting to OCWmin			As it says in the comment			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22272			Mark RISON			244			5			26.5.4.1			355			17			E			Y			355.17			17			26.5.4.1						A			Editor						995			"prior an initial attempt of RA-RU transmission towards it" is missing a preposition			Add "to " before "an "			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 15:24:12Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 15:24:16Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22273			Mark RISON			244			5			26.5.4.1			355			17			T			Y			355.17			17			26.5.4.1						J			Abhishek Patil									"Each time a non-AP HE STA associates with a different AP (or a different BSSID for non-AP STA with
dot11MultiBSSIDImplemented set to true), and prior an initial attempt of RA-RU transmission towards it, " -- the bit in commas is duplication of the first bit			Delete ", and prior an initial attempt of RA-RU transmission towards it, " from the cited text			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22274			Mark RISON			244			5			10.4									T			Y									10.4						V			Ming Gan			19/1947r0			977			The baseline says "A  fragment  is  an  MPDU,  the  Frame  Body  field  of  which  carries  (#1452)only  a  portion  of  an  MSDU  or
MMPDU."  However, in HE a fragment can carry a portion of an A-MSDU, which might be more than a portion of an MSDU			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 15:52:17Z) - Agree with the commenter. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested change.

TGax editor please make the changes as shown in 11-19/1947r0 under the CID 22274			EDITOR			Ming 19/1947r0 Fragmenation																		2019/11/15 0:31			EDITOR


			22275			Mark RISON			244			5												E			Y															A			Editor						995			"UL OFDMA-based random access" should be "UORA"			Change "UL OFDMA-based random access" to "UORA", except in the heading 9.4.2.249 UL OFDMA-based Random Access (UORA) Parameter Set element and the heading 26.5.4 UL OFDMA-based random access (UORA) and in 4.3.15a High efficiency (HE) STA			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-30 23:50:05Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-30 23:50:11Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22276			Mark RISON			244			5			9.7.3									T			Y									9.7.3						J			Liwen Chu			19/2020r1			971			There is no reason to require all Trigger frames to be first in the A-MPDU (after any immediate ack).  The point of having multiple Trigger frames is to mitigate corruption, but having them all bunched up means they are more vulnerable to periodic interference.  The AP should be allowed to decide where best to place multiple Trigger frames, if it decides to include them			Delete "The Trigger frames are the first MPDUs of the A-MPDU unless the A-MPDU also
carries an Ack or BlockAck frame in which case the Trigger frames are included
immediately after the Ack or BlockAck frame." in the tables in the referenced subclause			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:21:13Z) - This (all Trigger frames are at the beginning of A-MPDU) can gave the destinated STAs more time to prepare the HE TB PPDU.			EDITOR			Liwen 19/2020r1 9.7.3																		2019/11/15 0:28			EDITOR


			22277			Mark RISON			244			5			26.8.2			385			45			T			Y			385.45			45			26.8.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1832r2			972			"The Trigger frame can also be a TRS Control subfield" makes no sense.  A Trigger frame is an MPDU, a TRS Control subfield is, well, a Control subfield			Change "Trigger frame can also" to "triggering frame can"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:27:32Z) - Agree in principle with the comment that a trigger frame is different from a TRS Control field due to their inherent properties, one is a frame and another one is a field carried in a frame. However, from a functionality perspective they are different since the HE TB PPDU sent in response to a TRS control field is limited in what it can contain, which is an Ack/BA frame or the likes. While the Trigger frame can poll the STA to send other frame types, most importantly frames that the STA uses to declare its PS state (PS-Poll, QoS Null).

Proposed resolution clarifies the technical inconsistency of the terms used in this note and another identical note that is in a subsequent subclause.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1832r0 under all headings that include CID 22277.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1832r2 TWT																		2019/11/15 0:29			EDITOR


			22278			Mark RISON			244			5			26.8.2									T			Y									26.8.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1832r2			972			"The Trigger frame can also be a TRS Control subfield" makes no sense.  A Trigger frame is an MPDU, a TRS Control subfield is, well, a Control subfield.  It seems the intent was to say "well, above we said Trigger frame, but really any kind of triggering frame will so"			Change "Trigger frame" to "triggering frame" throughout the referenced subclause, and then change the cited note to "The triggering frame can be a TRS Control subfield contained in a frame carried in a DL MU PPDU, provided that the AP allocates enough resources in the HE TB PPDU for the STA to at least deliver its BSRs in response to the  soliciting  DL  MU  PPDU,  and  is  recommended  to  allocate  enough  resources  in  subsequent  triggering  frames  sent
during the TWT SP so that the STA can send as much as possible of the data reported in the BSR."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:27:46Z) - Agree in principle with the comment that a trigger frame is different from a TRS Control field due to their inherent properties, one is a frame and another one is a field carried in a frame. However, from a functionality perspective they are different since the HE TB PPDU sent in response to a TRS control field is limited in what it can contain, which is an Ack/BA frame or the likes. While the Trigger frame can poll the STA to send other frame types, most importantly frames that the STA uses to declare its PS state (PS-Poll, QoS Null).

Proposed resolution clarifies the technical inconsistency of the terms used in this note and another identical note that is in a subsequent subclause.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1832r0 under all headings that include CID 22278.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1832r2 TWT																		2019/11/15 0:29			EDITOR


			22279			Mark RISON			244			5			26.8.3.2			390			1			T			Y			390.01			1			26.8.3.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1832r2			972			"The Trigger frame can also be a TRS Control subfield" makes no sense.  A Trigger frame is an MPDU, a TRS Control subfield is, well, a Control subfield			Change "Trigger frame can also" to "triggering frame can"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:27:55Z) - Agree in principle with the comment that a trigger frame is different from a TRS Control field due to their inherent properties, one is a frame and another one is a field carried in a frame. However, from a functionality perspective they are different since the HE TB PPDU sent in response to a TRS control field is limited in what it can contain, which is an Ack/BA frame or the likes. While the Trigger frame can poll the STA to send other frame types, most importantly frames that the STA uses to declare its PS state (PS-Poll, QoS Null).

Proposed resolution clarifies the technical inconsistency of the terms used in this note and another identical note that is in a subsequent subclause.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1832r0 under all headings that include CID 22279.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1832r2 TWT																		2019/11/15 0:29			EDITOR


			22280			Mark RISON			244			5			26.8.3.2									T			Y									26.8.3.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1832r2			972			"The Trigger frame can also be a TRS Control subfield" makes no sense.  A Trigger frame is an MPDU, a TRS Control subfield is, well, a Control subfield.  It seems the intent was to say "well, above we said Trigger frame, but really any kind of triggering frame will so"			Change "Trigger frame" to "triggering frame" throughout the referenced subclause, and then change the cited note to "The triggering frame can be a TRS Control subfield contained in a frame carried in a DL MU PPDU, provided that the AP allocates enough resources in the HE TB PPDU for the STA to at least deliver its BSRs in response to the  soliciting  DL  MU  PPDU,  and  is  recommended  to  allocate  enough  resources  in  subsequent  triggering  frames  sent
during the TWT SP so that the STA can send as much as possible of the data reported in the BSR."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:28:05Z) - Agree in principle with the comment that a trigger frame is different from a TRS Control field due to their inherent properties, one is a frame and another one is a field carried in a frame. However, from a functionality perspective they are different since the HE TB PPDU sent in response to a TRS control field is limited in what it can contain, which is an Ack/BA frame or the likes. While the Trigger frame can poll the STA to send other frame types, most importantly frames that the STA uses to declare its PS state (PS-Poll, QoS Null).

Proposed resolution clarifies the technical inconsistency of the terms used in this note and another identical note that is in a subsequent subclause.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1832r0 under all headings that include CID 22280.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1832r2 TWT																		2019/11/15 0:29			EDITOR


			22281			Mark RISON			244			5			11.1.3.8.1									T			Y									11.1.3.8.1						V			Abhishek Patil			19/1905r2			960			There are references to BSSIDs that are "discoverable", but there is no explanation of what this means			At the end of the first para add "A BSSID is discoverable if the AP includes information on it in beacons it transmits (though not necessarily every beacon)."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:25:22Z) - Added a note to clarify the meaning of discoverable BSSID

TGax editor, please make changes as shown on doc 11-19/1905r3 tagged as 22281			EDITOR			Abhi 19/1905r2 Multi BSSID																		2019/11/15 0:11			EDITOR


			22282			Mark RISON			244			5			26.14.2									E			Y									26.14.2						A			Editor						995			"TWT-SP" should have a space not a hyphen			As it says in the comment (note one instance in body and one in Figure 26-14--Example of power save operation with UORA and TWT)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 00:29:59Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 00:31:40Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22283			Mark RISON			244			5												T			Y															J			Abhishek Patil									Is MU EDCA used pre-assoc for UORA?  That is, if a STA transmits pre-association under UORA, and the transmission is acked, it is required to honour MU EDCA information from the AP?			Clarify			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22284			Mark RISON			244			5			10.3.2.13.3			249			25			T			Y			249.25			25			10.3.2.13.3						J			George Cherian			19/1936r0			969			"The Ack Policy Indication subfield of a QoS Data frame sent in an HE TB PPDU shall not be set to Block
Ack." should be in the A-MPDU context tables in Clause 9, not in Clause 10			Delete the cited text			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:15:05Z) - The cited sentence has a normative operational requirement which should be in Clause 10			EDITOR			George 19/1936r0 Ack																		2019/11/15 0:24			EDITOR


			22285			Mark RISON			244			5												T			Y															J			Laurent Cariou			19/1995r2			950			It isn't possible to have different params for TDLS compared with MU EDCA, because the reference model for EDCA only allows one set of EDCA params per AC.  Need to have wording about temporarily changing EDCA params when MPDU for TDLS peer hits front of EDCAF queue, and then restoring afterwards			As it says in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-13 03:48:24Z) - the sentence currently says that the non-AP STA may use regular EDCA parameters for frames not addressed to its associated AP. Without changing EDCA architecture, the non-AP STA can either not transmit frames from that AC in response to a trigger frame if frames from that AC are also for TDLS in order to use EDCA parameters, or can use MU EDCA parameters for TDLS. No EDCA architecture changes are needed.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1995r2 MU EDCA																		2019/11/14 23:54			EDITOR


			22286			Mark RISON			244			5												E			Y															J			Editor									"NSS", when not in the name of a field/variable/etc., should be italic and have subscript SS			As it says in the comment			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22287			Mark RISON			244			5			26.7									T			Y									26.7						V			Menzo Wentink			19/1986r2			989			Duplication.  26.7.2 Sounding sequences and support says "An  HE beamformer shall not send an  HE NDP Announcement frame [if...] The Feedback Type And Ng subfield in the STA Info field indicates MU, the Codebook Size sub-
field in the STA Info field indicates codebook resolution (phi, psi) = {7, 5} and the Codebook Size (phi,
psi) ={7, 5} MU Feedback subfield in the HE PHY Capabilities Information field is 0" and 26.7.3 Rules for HE sounding protocol sequences says "An  HE  beamformee  may  support  a  codebook  size  (╧ò, ╧ê) = {7, 5}  in  the  HE  Compressed  Beamforming
Report field for MU feedback type. A beamformer shall not request the codebook size (╧ò, ╧ê) = {7, 5} in an
HE  NDP  Announcement  frame  unless  the  beamformee  indicates  support  for  the  Codebook  Size
(╧ò, ╧ê) = {7, 5} MU Feedback subfield in the HE PHY Capabilities Information field in the HE Capabilities
element it transmits (see 9.4.2.247 (HE Capabilities element))."			Delete the cited text in 26.7.3, and the para preceding it			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 02:30:19Z) - agree with the comment.

The "may support" statements are already present in Table 9-321b (Subfields of the HE PHY Capabilities Information field)".

The "shall not" statements are already present in 26.7.2 (Sounding sequences and support).

Delete 376.52 through 377.7:

"An HE beamformee may support Ng = 16 in the HE Compressed Beamforming Report field for both SU and MU feedback types. A beamformer shall not request Ng = 16 for SU or MU feedback in an HE NDP Announcement frame unless the beamformee indicates support in the Ng = 16 For SU Feedback subfield or Ng = 16 For MU Feedback subfield, respectively, in the HE PHY Capabilities Information field of the HE Capabilities element it transmits (see 9.4.2.247 (HE Capabilities element)).

An HE beamformee may support a codebook size (ϕ, ψ) = {4, 2} in the HE Compressed Beamforming Report field for SU feedback type. A beamformer shall not request codebook size (ϕ, ψ) = {4, 2} in an HE NDP Announcement frame unless the beamformee indicates support in the Codebook Size (ϕ, ψ) = {4, 2} SU Feedback subfield in the HE PHY Capabilities Information field in the HE Capabilities element it transmits (see 9.4.2.247 (HE Capabilities element)).

An HE beamformee may support a codebook size (ϕ, ψ) = {7, 5} in the HE Compressed Beamforming Report field for MU feedback type. A beamformer shall not request the codebook size (ϕ, ψ) = {7, 5} in an HE NDP Announcement frame unless the beamformee indicates support for the Codebook Size (ϕ, ψ) = {7, 5} MU Feedback subfield in the HE PHY Capabilities Information field in the HE Capabilities element it transmits (see 9.4.2.247 (HE Capabilities element))."			EDITOR			Menzo 19/1986r2 Sounding																		2019/11/15 2:39			EDITOR


			22288			Mark RISON			244			5			C.3									T			Y									C.3						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/1816r1			957			dot11RTSThreshold in the baseline is limited to 4692480, which is the maximum VHT PSDU size.  Needs to be changed to 6500631, which is the HE maximum			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:16:50Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1816r1 under all headings that include CID 22288			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/1816r1 duration-based RTS/CTS																		2019/11/15 0:09			EDITOR


			22289			Mark RISON			244			5			26.7.3									T			Y									26.7.3						V			Menzo Wentink			19/1986r2			989			"an individually addressed HE NDP Announcement frame with only one STA Info
field that has a value in the AID11 field other than 2047" is ambiguous: could mean "contains a single STA Info field, and that STA Info field has  a  value  in  the  AID11  field  other  than  2047; can't contain more than one STA Info field" or "there is only one STA Info field that  has  a  value  in  the  AID11  field  other  than  2047; can contain other STA Info fields (as long as they all have AID11 2047)"			Change the cited text to "an individually addressed HE NDP Announcement frame with exactly one STA Info
field that has a value in the AID11 field other than 2047"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 02:30:40Z) - agree with the comment.

374.28 change the cited text to

"an individually addressed HE NDP Announcement frame with a single STA Info field, the STA Info field having a value in the AID11 field other than 2047,"			EDITOR			Menzo 19/1986r2 Sounding																		2019/11/15 2:39			EDITOR


			22290			Mark RISON			244			5			26.7.3									T			Y									26.7.3						V			Menzo Wentink			19/1986r2			989			"an individually addressed HE NDP Announcement frame with only one STA Info
field that has a value in the AID11 field other than 2047" is ambiguous: could mean "contains a single STA Info field, and that STA Info field has  a  value  in  the  AID11  field  other  than  2047; can't contain more than one STA Info field" or "there is only one STA Info field that  has  a  value  in  the  AID11  field  other  than  2047; can contain other STA Info fields (as long as they all have AID11 2047)"			Change the cited text to "an individually addressed HE NDP Announcement frame with exactly one STA Info
field that has a value in the AID11 field other than 2047".  Make similar changes where needed elsewhere, e.g. in "In an individually addressed HE NDP Announcement frame that has only one STA Info field with a value
other than 2047 in the AID11 subfield, the Nc subfield is reserved." in 9.3.1.19 VHT/HE NDP Announcement frame format and "An HE beamformer that initiates the HE non-TB sounding sequence shall transmit the HE NDP Announce-
ment frame with a single STA Info field that has a value in the AID11 field other than 2047" in 26.7.3			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 02:31:04Z) - agree with the comment.

374.28 change the cited text to

"an individually addressed HE NDP Announcement frame with a single STA Info field, the STA Info field having a value in the AID11 field other than 2047,"

Note: same as CID 22289.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/1986r2 Sounding																		2019/11/15 2:39			EDITOR


			22291			Mark RISON			244			5			27.5.6			705			36			T			Y			705.36			36			27.5.6						V			Bin Tian			19/2023r2			990			In Table 27-97--HE-MCSs for 996-tone RU and non-OFDMA 80 MHz, NSS = 2 the "1 134.3" should be "1 134.2" (cf. Table 27-104--HE-MCSs for non-OFDMA 160 MHz and 80+80 MHz, NSS = 1).  The actual rate is 1134236111 bps			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 02:36:52Z) - The data rate in the current MCS table is likely computed assuming 
Ndpbs=10*5/6*2*980=16333.33
Actual data rate= Ndbps/(12.8+1.6)us=1134.259 which is round to 1134.3 in the table. However, based on SFD, the NDBPS shall be an integer and computed as
N_DBPS=⌊N_CBPS R⌋, where R is the coding rate

Using Ndpbs=16333 to compute the date rate, the commentor is correct that actual data rate for this MCS is 1134.2 Mbps

To Tgax editor
	Please update the data rate in MCS table as commentor suggested.
	Add the following sentence after the last sentence in 27.5 (D5.0 P678L50)
  
NDBPS shall be an integer and is computed as follows
N_DBPS=⌊N_CBPS R⌋, where R is the coding rate			EDITOR			Bin 19/2023r2 MCS table																		2019/11/15 2:37			EDITOR


			22292			Mark RISON			244			5			27.5.3			693			51			T			Y			693.51			51			27.5.3						A			Bin Tian			19/2023r2			990			In Table 27-79--HE-MCSs for 106-tone RU, NSS = 8, "225.0" should be "255.0".  This is the exact rate			As it says in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 02:37:00Z)			EDITOR			Bin 19/2023r2 MCS table																		2019/11/15 2:37			EDITOR


			22293			Mark RISON			244			5			26.10.2									T			Y									26.10.2						J			Laurent Cariou			19/1998r1			981			In OBSS_PD spatial reuse, it is now clear how "RSSI is low because device is far away and so there is a large
path loss, so it's OK for me to transmit as long as I don't transmit too
loudly" and "RSSI is low because device is close but has chosen to transmit
quietly, so it's not OK for me to transmit, even quietly" are distinguished			Clarify			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 00:39:55Z) - OBSS_PD currently does not differenciate these 2 cases, and does not need to.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1998r1 Misc																		2019/11/15 0:41			EDITOR


			22294			Mark RISON			244			5												T			Y															J			Brian Hart									The term "STA-ID" is unclear and does not match the more specific term AID12_LIST			Change "STA-ID" to "AID11" throughout			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22295			Mark RISON			244			5			27.2.3			488			19			T			Y			488.19			19			27.2.3						J			Bo Sun			19/1896r1			962			The AID12 in the Trigger frame can only contain values up to 2007 when identifying one or more STAs, so the AID12_LIST actually is a list of AID11s			In Table 27-2--TRIGVECTOR parameters change AID12_LIST to AID11_LIST.  At the end of the NOTE add "The MSB of the AID is always 0."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:40:06Z) - 
The parameter AID12_LIST is a list of AIDs of the intended STA in format of AID12 field as defined in 9.3.1.22. Though the comment is partially right that as in current definition only 1~2007 is used, it’s not necessary to create a new AID11 format which can hardly provide a benefit in performance and complexity.			EDITOR			Bo 19/1896r1 PHY service interface																		2019/11/15 0:17			EDITOR


			22296			Mark RISON			244			5			27.3.10.8.4			576						T			Y			576.00						27.3.10.8.4						V			Brian Hart			19/1871r2			967			"NOTE--If the STA-ID subfield is 2046, then the other subfields can be set to arbitrary values." -- this should be normative			In Table 27-28--User field format for a non-MU-MIMO allocation and Table 27-29--User field format for a MU-MIMO allocation delete the NOTE row and then at the end of the rightmost cell of all the rows apart from the heading and STA-ID and Reserved rows add "Reserved if the STA-ID subfield is 2046."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:38:00Z) - See resolution under CID 22441 in 19/1871 <motioned-revision>			EDITOR			Brian 19/1871r2 HE-SIG-B																		2019/11/15 0:23			EDITOR


			22297			Mark RISON			244			5			27.3.14.2			632			49			T			Y			632.49			49			27.3.14.2						V			Youhan Kim			19/2004r1			953			How is path loss determined by STA if AP chooses to beamform the PPDU in which the Trigger frame is transmitted?  Equation (27-125) will no longer provide an accurate estimate of the uplink path loss			Clarify			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 00:55:16Z) - The AP knows whether it is using beamforming when transmitting a triggering PPDU, and it is up to the AP do decide how to deal with the beamforming gain, such as ignoring the beamforming gain, compensating for it in the AP Tx Power and/or Target RSSI, etc.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/2004r1 D5.0 PHY CR																		2019/11/15 0:02			EDITOR


			22298			Mark RISON			244			5			27.3.2.6									T			Y									27.3.2.6						J			Youhan Kim			19/2004r1			953			HE TB power control doesn't work
in the case where the AP uses beamforming for the PPDU containing the
Trigger frame, so the STA can't determine the actual path loss			At the end of the referenced subclause add a para "An AP shall not use beamforming for transmission of a triggering frame.
NOTE---This means a triggering frame cannot be transmitted using DL MU-MIMO."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 00:55:31Z) - The AP knows whether it is using beamforming when transmitting a triggering PPDU, and it is up to the AP do decide how to deal with the beamforming gain, such as ignoring the beamforming gain, compensating for it in the AP Tx Power and/or Target RSSI, etc.  There is no need to disallow use of beamforming when transmitting a triggering PPDU.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/2004r1 D5.0 PHY CR																		2019/11/15 0:02			EDITOR


			22299			Mark RISON			244			5												E			Y															J			Editor						995			Some things related to packet extension can only be found by searching for packet padding (e.g. the rule for broadcast MPDUs "A STA transmitting an HE PPDU that carries a broadcast frame shall set the value of the TXVECTOR
parameter  NOMINAL_PACKET_PADDING  to  16  us.").  Since searching is the only way to handle the spec nowadays given its size, it is important that a consistent term be used			Change "packet padding" (case-preservingly, and also with underscore instead of space) to "packet extension" throughout			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-30 21:59:25Z) - There are two related things the transmitter has control over that affect the receiver PHY processing latency: "post-FEC padding" and "packet extension". Nominal packet padding is a parameter of the receiver that affects how the transmitter  accommodates the receiver's porcessing latency by either adding post FEC padding or adding packet extension, or a combination of the two. Changing the name to nominal packet extension would not make things less confusing -- it would still be a parameter that affects a "padding" aspect (post-FEC padding) and an extension aspect (PE field).			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									N			EDITOR: 2019-10-30 22:29:49Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22300			Mark RISON			244			5			9.2.4.5.6			81			5			E			Y			81.05			5			9.2.4.5.6						V			Editor						995			The rightmost column of Table 9-13a--Queue Size subfield encoding by a non-AP HE STA duplicates the others, and the third column should be the first since it's the input to the mapping process			Delete the rightmost column of Table 9-13a--Queue Size subfield encoding by a non-AP HE STA and move the third column to become the first			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-04 22:37:15Z) - Agree that the right most column is redundent. Delete the rightmost column (description) but do not change the column order since, by convention, we have the encoding on the left and description on the right.			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-04 22:38:35Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22301			Mark RISON			244			5			9.2.4.5.6			81			5			E			Y			81.05			5			9.2.4.5.6						J			Editor						995			Ceil should be shown with glyphs			Change each of the "Ceil ()" invocations in Table 9-13a--Queue Size subfield encoding by a non-AP HE STA to use the glyphs shown in 1.5			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 18:37:28Z) - Both usages are present and there is no reason to choose one over the other. If the is a style aspect, it is that Ceil() is used in text (in a paragraph) and the bracket version in an equation.			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									N									2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22302			Mark RISON			244			5			10.25.2			274			1			T			Y			274.01			1			10.25.2						J			George Cherian			19/1936r0			969			Issues with the 11th para of 10.25.2 Setup and modification of the block ack parameters: 1) it is not stated that an originating HE STA may increase its window size if the ADDBA rsp size is larger than the req 2) it is not stated that this can only be up to the limit in the rsp 3) in any case the limit can't exceed 64 for non-HE and 256 for HE			Change the 11th para to read:
"When a block ack agreement is established between two HT STAs, HE STAs, DMG STAs, or S1G STAs, the originator shall set the size of its transmission window (WinSizeO) so that it meets the following conditions:
-- Not greater than the value in the Buffer Size field of the ADDBA Response frame
-- Not greater than 64 if the sender of the ADDBA Response frame is a non-HE STA
-- Not greater than 256 if the sender of the ADDBA Response frame is an HE STA",
where WinSizeO should be italic and the O should be subscript			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:15:21Z) - See clause 4.3.15a: “An HE STA is also an HT STA”. So, current spec is right to only call out HT STA.

Max size limitations between HE and non-HE are differentiated in lines 11-14 on pp274			EDITOR			George 19/1936r0 Ack																		2019/11/15 0:24			EDITOR


			22303			Mark RISON			244			5												T			Y															J			George Cherian			19/1936r0			969			It is not clear whether two HE STAs that have negotiated a BA buffer size >64 for a given TID can exchange >64 MPDUs for that TID in a HT/VHT PPDU			Clarify			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:15:31Z) - BA buffer-size is agnostics to PPDU formats that carry MPDU size as in the baseline. Adding such relationship for HE PPDU will be misleading			EDITOR			George 19/1936r0 Ack																		2019/11/15 0:24			EDITOR


			22304			Mark RISON			244			5			10.12.1			260			44			E			Y			260.44			44			10.12.1						A			Editor						995			Wording mixes up bit references and field name references			Change the para to "If an A-MPDU contains multiple QoS Control fields, then bit 4 of all the QoS Control fields shall have the same value and bits 8-15 of all the QoS Control fields that have the same value in bits 0-3 shall have the same value."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 13:51:43Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 13:51:46Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22305			Mark RISON			244			5			26.7									T			Y									26.7						V			Menzo Wentink			19/1986r2			989			It is not sufficiently clear that a STAID of 2047 must only be present once (at the start)			In 26.7.2 Sounding sequences and support change "An SU beamformer that includes a STA Info field with the
AID11 subfield set to 2047 in an HE NDP Announcement frame shall place that STA Info field as the first
STA  Info  field  of  the  frame." to "An SU beamformer shall not place a STA Info field with the AID11 subfield set to 2047 in an HE NDP Announcement frame other than as the first
STA  Info  field  of  the  frame.".  In 26.7.3 Rules for HE sounding protocol sequences change "When present, the STA Info field with AID11 value of 2047 shall be the first STA Info field in the
frame." to "A STA Info field with an AID11 subfield value of 2047 shall not be anywhere other than the first STA Info field in the frame."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 02:31:20Z) - agree with the comment.

372.64 after

"An SU beamformer that includes a STA Info field with the AID11 subfield set to 2047 in an HE NDP Announcement frame shall place that STA Info field as the first STA Info field of the frame"

add

", and shall not include more than one STA Info field with the AID11 subfield set to 2047".



376.4 after

"An HE beamformer that transmits an HE NDP Announcement frame may include a STA Info field with an AID11 subfield value of 2047 to indicate disallowed subchannels during punctured channel operation. When present, the STA Info field with AID11 value of 2047 shall be the first STA Info field in the frame."

add

"An HE beamformer that transmits an HE NDP Announcement frame shall not include more than one STA Info field with an AID11 subfield value of 2047."			EDITOR			Menzo 19/1986r2 Sounding																		2019/11/15 2:39			EDITOR


			22306			Mark RISON			244			5			26.7.2									E			Y									26.7.2						V			Editor						995			Duplication: in 26.7.2 Sounding sequences and support "An SU beamformer that includes a STA Info field with the
AID11 subfield set to 2047 in an HE NDP Announcement frame shall place that STA Info field as the first
STA  Info  field  of  the  frame." v. in 26.7.3 Rules for HE sounding protocol sequences "When present, the STA Info field with AID11 value of 2047 shall be the first STA Info field in the
frame."			Delete the cited text in the referenced subclause			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-06 02:40:47Z) - Delete the cited text in 26.7.2			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-06 02:41:22Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22307			Mark RISON			244			5			26.7.3									E			Y									26.7.3						V			Editor						995			Duplication: in 26.7.2 Sounding sequences and support "An SU beamformer that includes a STA Info field with the
AID11 subfield set to 2047 in an HE NDP Announcement frame shall place that STA Info field as the first
STA  Info  field  of  the  frame." v. in 26.7.3 Rules for HE sounding protocol sequences "When present, the STA Info field with AID11 value of 2047 shall be the first STA Info field in the
frame."			Delete the cited text in the referenced subclause			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-06 02:42:15Z) - Delete the cited text in 26.7.2			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-06 02:42:24Z - See #22306			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22308			Mark RISON			244			5												T			Y															J			Mark Rison									AID 2045 should be allowed in an HE MU PPDU from a non-AP STA to an AP, to signal "not from a STA associated with you"			As it says in the comment			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22309			Mark RISON			244			5			9.2.4.7.1			94			24			T			Y			94.24			24			9.2.4.7.1						A			Editor						995			"Non-HT non-
VHT non-S1G
non-DMG
PPDU and
non-HT
duplicate
PPDU" should also cover HE			Change the cited text in Table 9-25--Maximum data unit sizes (in octets) and durations (in microseconds) to "Non-HT non-VHT non-HE non-S1G non-DMG PPDU and non-HT duplicate PPDU"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 19:17:59Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 19:18:13Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22310			Mark RISON			244			5			26.5.2.2.4			343			6			E			Y			343.06			6			26.5.2.2.4						J			Editor						995			Figure 26-4--Example of User Info field ordering and RU location mapping has a spurious heading			Delete "Order of User Info fields in a Trigger frame" at the top of the figure			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 15:10:24Z) - It is not a heading for the figure, but a subtitle identifying the Trigger frame in the top half.			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									N									2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22311			Mark RISON			244			5			26.8.3.1			386			52			E			Y			386.52			52			26.8.3.1						A			Editor						995			"scheduled OPS" is not how it's referred to anywhere else			Change the cited text to "scheduled opportunistic power save"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 17:06:43Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 17:06:49Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22312			Mark RISON			244			5			9.4.2.199			174						T			Y			174.00						9.4.2.199						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1835r1			964			Table 9-297a--Broadcast TWT Recommendation field for a broadcast TWT element row 1 says "limited to solicited feedback and status" but row 2 says "solicited status and feedback".  Not clear which is solicited (or maybe both are?)			Change both rows to say "limited to solicited feedback and status"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:11:42Z) - Agree in principle with the comment that it is not clear to whch the solicited applies. Broadcast TWT Recommendation field can be set to 1 or 2 only when the Trigger field is 1, and hence both status and feedback are solicited. Proposed resolution clarifies this.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1835r1 under all headings that include CID 22312.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1835r1 TWT IE																		2019/11/15 0:19			EDITOR


			22313			Mark RISON			244			5			9.4.2.199			174						T			Y			174.00						9.4.2.199						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1835r1			964			Table 9-297a--Broadcast TWT Recommendation field for a broadcast TWT element row 1 says "limited to solicited feedback and status" but row 2 says "solicited status and feedback".  Not clear which is solicited (or maybe both are?)			Change both rows to say "limited to solicited status and feedback"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:11:56Z) - [Duplicate of CID 22312]

Agree in principle with the comment that it is not clear to whch the solicited applies. Broadcast TWT Recommendation field can be set to 1 or 2 only when the Trigger field is 1, and hence both status and feedback are solicited. Proposed resolution clarifies this.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1835r1 under all headings that include CID 22313.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1835r1 TWT IE																		2019/11/15 0:19			EDITOR


			22314			Mark RISON			244			5			9.4.2.199			174						T			Y			174.00						9.4.2.199						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1835r1			964			Table 9-297a--Broadcast TWT Recommendation field for a broadcast TWT element row 1 says "limited to solicited feedback and status" but row 2 says "solicited status and feedback".  Not clear which is solicited (or maybe both are?)			Change both rows to say "limited to status and solicited feedback"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:25:57Z) - Agree in principle with the comment that it is not clear to whch the solicited applies. Broadcast TWT Recommendation field can be set to 1 or 2 only when the Trigger field is 1, and hence both status and feedback are solicited. Proposed resolution clarifies this.

[Duplicate of CID 22312]

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1835r1 under all headings that include CID 22314.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1835r1 TWT IE																		2019/11/15 0:19			EDITOR


			22315			Mark RISON			244			5			C.3									T			Y									C.3						J			Abhishek Patil									OCW defaults should be in the MIB, just like EDCA defaults are			As it says in the comment			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22316			Mark RISON			244			5			26.5.8			365			4			E			Y			365.04			4			26.5.8						A			Editor						995			"A non-AP HE STA transmits an ADDTS Request with Schedule and APSD subfields set to 0 in the TSPEC
to signal its traffic characteristics and QoS requirements to the associated HE AP. An HE AP does not trans-
mit an ADDTS Response frame as a response to the ADDTS Request frame to an HE STA that transmitted
ADDTS Request with Schedule and APSD subfields of the TSPEC set to 0. The acknowledgment of the
ADDTS Request frame confirms the receipt of the TSPEC at the HE AP." is a bit garbled and is missing some "frame"s and "element"s			Change the cited text to "A non-AP HE STA transmits an ADDTS Request frame with Schedule and APSD subfields in the TSPEC element set to 0 to signal its traffic characteristics and QoS requirements. An HE AP does not transmit an ADDTS Response frame in response to such an ADDTS Request frame. The acknowledgment of the ADDTS Request frame confirms the receipt of the TSPEC at the HE AP."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-04 22:06:23Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-04 22:06:28Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22317			Mark RISON			244			5			10.3.2.13.3			247			35			T			Y			247.35			35			10.3.2.13.3						A			George Cherian			19/1936r0			969			"frames from more than one STA that are part of an UL MU transmission (see 9.42.2)
and that require an immediate acknowledgment (i.e., the ack policy of the eliciting QoS Data frame is Nor-
mal Ack or Implicit BAR)" -- they might be Management frames			Change the cited text to "frames from more than one STA that are part of an UL MU transmission (see 9.42.2)
and that require an immediate acknowledgment (i.e., a QoS Data frame with ack policy Normal Ack or Implicit BAR or a Management frame other than an Action No Ack frame)"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:15:37Z)			EDITOR			George 19/1936r0 Ack																		2019/11/15 0:24			EDITOR


			22318			Mark RISON			244			5			9.2.4.6a.1			85			8			E			Y			85.08			8			9.2.4.6a.1						A			Editor						995			" in units of dBm," needs a comma before			As it says in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 18:49:46Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 18:50:06Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22319			Mark RISON			244			5			9.2.4.6a.5			92			63			E			Y			92.63			63			9.2.4.6a.5						A			Editor						995			" in units of dB," needs a comma before			As it says in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 19:09:46Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 19:09:50Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22320			Mark RISON			244			5			9.3.1.22.1			116			17			E			Y			116.17			17			9.3.1.22.1						A			Editor						995			" in units of dBm," needs a comma before			As it says in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 19:50:13Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 19:50:17Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22321			Mark RISON			244			5			26.4.4									T			Y									26.4.4						J			George Cherian			19/1936r0			969			We have a 26.4.4.4 Responding to an HE MU PPDU, HE SU PPDU or HE ER SU PPDU with an HE TB PPDU but we also need a subclause on responding to a non-HE PPDU with an HE TB PPDU, if the non-HE PPDU is a triggering frame (i.e. contains a Trigger frame or TRS Control)			As it says in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:15:53Z) - Please see, “Table 9-13—Ack policy” in HTP Ack row

Only the MPDUs sent in HE MU  PPDU, HE SU PPDU or HE ER SU
PPDU can set the Ack Policy to HTP Ack			EDITOR			George 19/1936r0 Ack																		2019/11/15 0:24			EDITOR


			22322			Mark RISON			244			5												G			Y															J			Jonathan Segev			19/2047r1			986			Changes to FTM are outside the scope of P802.11ax			Delete the changes shown in 10.6.6.1 General rules for rate selection for Control frames bullet f), 26.15.2 PPDU format selection last para			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 00:50:44Z) - Agree with the commenter that the development of FTM is within the primary scope of P802.11az draft. This is however not a new mode of operation but an adjustment to interoperable issue coming from products in the field on legacy modes.
As such a timely resolution is needed. 
Whether it’s part of 11az or 11ax it will eventually be part of the baseline standard and thus result will be identical.
If larger changes are made would recommend to reconsider moving of FTM related change to 11az.			EDITOR			Jonathan 19/2047r1 FTM																		2019/11/15 0:52			EDITOR


			22323			Mark RISON			244			5												G			Y															J			Jonathan Segev			19/2047r1			986			FTM is owned by TGaz			Delete the changes shown in 10.6.6.1 General rules for rate selection for Control frames bullet f), 26.15.2 PPDU format selection last para; liaise with TGaz to make these changes in P802.11az, together with the other FTM changes they are making			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 00:51:13Z) - Agree with the commenter that the development of FTM is within the primary scope of P802.11az draft. This is however not a new mode of operation but an adjustment to interoperable issue coming from products in the field on legacy modes.
As such a timely resolution is needed. 
Whether it’s part of 11az or 11ax it will eventually be part of the baseline standard and thus result will be identical.
If larger changes are made would recommend to reconsider moving of FTM related change to 11az.			EDITOR			Jonathan 19/2047r1 FTM																		2019/11/15 0:52			EDITOR


			22324			Mark RISON			244			5			9.3.3.6			127			46			T			Y			127.46			46			9.3.3.6						A			Laurent Cariou			19/1995r2			979			The behaviour for existing devices cannot be changed			Do not insert "optionally" in the EDCA Parameter Set row of Table 9-37--Association Response frame body and Table 9-39--Reassociation Response frame body			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 00:34:13Z)			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1995r2 MU EDCA																		2019/11/15 0:35			EDITOR


			22325			Mark RISON			244			5			26.2.7			316			58			T			Y			316.58			58			26.2.7						A			Laurent Cariou			19/1995r2			979			19/1204r1 asserts that:

baseline has contradicting statements. It is sometimes said that the EDCA parameter set element shall be always present in association frames, while it is said in other places that if it is not present, the default EDCA parameters apply.

However, it is clear that the intent of the baseline is that the EDCA Parameter Set element is included in association responses.  There are a couple of locations that are ambiguous because they are trying to cover the situation prior to association (or for mesh or OCB), but the fact that the EDCA parameters are always known after association is otherwise clear.

Furthermore, note that the analogue of this in the Wi-Fi Alliance WMM specification (see https://www.wi-fi.org/file/wmm-specification-v12 ) says:

An association response frame shall contain a WMM Parameter Element [the equivalent of an EDCA Parameter Set element] in addition to the information specified elements in [IEEE Std 802.11] if the corresponding association request contained a WMM Information element [indicating that the non-AP STA is a QoS STA]			In the referenced subclause, change "When the MUEDCATimer[AC] of a non-AP HE STA reaches zero, either by counting down or due to a
reset  following  the  reception  of  an  MU  EDCA  Control  frame,  then  the  STA  shall  update  CWmin[AC],
CWmax[AC] and AIFSN[AC] either to the values that are contained in the most recently received EDCA
Parameter Set element sent by the AP with which the STA is associated, or to the default EDCA parameter
values (see Table 9-137 (Default EDCA Parameter Set element parameter values if dot11OCBActivated is
false)) if an EDCA Parameter Set element has not been received." to "When the MUEDCATimer[AC] of a non-AP HE STA reaches zero, either by counting down or due to a
reset  following  the  reception  of  an  MU  EDCA  Control  frame,  the  STA  shall  update  CWmin[AC],
CWmax[AC] and AIFSN[AC] to the values that are contained in the most recently received EDCA
Parameter Set element sent by the AP with which the STA is associated."
Revert the changes made under CID 20624 in 19/1204r1.
Make the changes to 10.2.3.2 HCF contention based channel access (EDCA) shown under Proposed changes for CID 20624 in 19/1667r1.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 00:34:18Z)			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1995r2 MU EDCA																		2019/11/15 0:35			EDITOR


			22326			Mark RISON			244			5			26.6.3.1									T			Y									26.6.3.1						J			Liwen Chu									There has been extensive discussion in TGmd of the extent to which multiple ACs' traffic could be transmitted within a given TXOP.  The conclusion (see 18/1368 and 18/1260) was that the correct balance of optimal spectrum utilisation and optimal QoS prioritisation was that:

*       Allowing a lower AC to transmit into an AC with higher priority degrades the differentiated service offered to the higher AC

though:

*       However, once a lower AC has gained access, allowing the same STA higher AC to leverage that same TXOP makes sense

i.e. you can aggregate higher-priority traffic only, after transmitting everything available on the primary AC.

This balance exists for non-TB transmission in 11ax/D5.0.  However in 11ax/D5.0 for TB transmission any ACs are allowed, with just a recommendation to transmit from the preferred AC or higher.  The rule should be closer to the above, with encouragement to use the preferred AC first, then any higher-priority ACs, then anything else.

There is also a lot of waffling and duplication in the current text.  And references to non-existent fields in 26.4.1.			Make the changes shown under Proposed changes for CID 21203 in 19/1667r1			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22327			Mark RISON			244			5			10.23.4.2.3									T			Y									10.23.4.2.3						J			Srini Kandala									The baseline says "Frame exchange sequences for Management frames are excluded from the used_time update.", but it is not clear how HE TB PPDUs count for used_time.  The answer is that TXOPs involving HE TB PPDUs should be excluded from used_time the AP can account for them when it allocates the admitted_time to the non-AP STA; any other unfairness is addressed by other mechanisms (e.g. the MU EDCA parameter set).			In the referenced subclause, change "Frame exchange sequences for Management frames are excluded from the used_time update." to "Frame exchange sequences for Management frames and frame exchange sequences that include HE TB PPDU transmission are excluded from the used_time update."			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22328			Mark RISON			244			5			26.5.2									T			Y									26.5.2						J			Sameer Vermani									Re CID 20865.  This was rejected in part because "There is no issue if HE_LTF_MODE is set to the value indicated by the Trigger frame".  There is an issue because Table 27-1--TXVECTOR and RXVECTOR parameters specifies that HE_LTF_MODE is "Present for full bandwidth MU-MIMO not using 1x HE-LTF
***and not present otherwise***."			In 26.5.2.3.3 change "The HE_LTF_MODE parameter is set to the value indicated by the MU-MIMO LTF Mode subfield
of the Common Info field of the Trigger frame." to "The HE_LTF_MODE parameter is set to the value indicated by the MU-MIMO LTF Mode subfield
of the Common Info field of the Trigger frame if the HE_LTF_TYPE parameter does not indicate 1x HE-LTF and the Trigger frame indicated full bandwidth MU-MIMO (otherwise the parameter is not present)."  In 26.5.3.3.4 change "The HE_LTF_MODE and STBC parameters are set to 0, and the NUM_STS parameter is set to 1" to "The STBC parameter is set to 0 and the NUM_STS parameter is set to 1 (the HE_LTF_MODE parameter is not present)"			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22329			Mark RISON			244			5			26.5.2									T			Y									26.5.2						J			Sameer Vermani									Re CID 20865.  This was rejected in part because "the proposed change is incorrect because HE_LTF_MODE is set to single stream pilots in TXVECTOR parameters for HE TB PPDU response to TRS Control subfield".  That is what is signalled over the air, but it is not signalled over the TXVECTOR because Table 27-1--TXVECTOR and RXVECTOR parameters specifies that HE_LTF_MODE is "Present for full bandwidth MU-MIMO not using 1x HE-LTF
***and not present otherwise***."			In 26.5.2.3.3 change "The HE_LTF_MODE parameter is set to the value indicated by the MU-MIMO LTF Mode subfield
of the Common Info field of the Trigger frame." to "The HE_LTF_MODE parameter is set to the value indicated by the MU-MIMO LTF Mode subfield
of the Common Info field of the Trigger frame if the HE_LTF_TYPE parameter does not indicate 1x HE-LTF and the Trigger frame indicated full bandwidth MU-MIMO (otherwise the parameter is not present)."  In 26.5.3.3.4 change "The HE_LTF_MODE and STBC parameters are set to 0, and the NUM_STS parameter is set to 1" to "The STBC parameter is set to 0 and the NUM_STS parameter is set to 1 (the HE_LTF_MODE parameter is not present)"			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22330			Mark RISON			244			5												E			Y															A			Editor						995			It's "HE-LTF mode"			Change "LTF Mode" to "HE-LTF Mode" in Figure 9-64b--Common Info field format, Table 9-31e--MU-MIMO LTF Mode subfield encoding caption and para immediately following this table, 9.3.1.22.5 MU-RTS variant, 26.5.2.2.4 Allowed settings of the Trigger frame fields and TRS Control subfield (3x), 26.5.2.3.3 TXVECTOR parameters for HE TB PPDU response to Trigger frame, 27.3.3.2.3 MU-MIMO LTF Mode caption.  Change "LTF mode" to "HE-LTF mode" in para immediately following Table 9-31e--MU-MIMO LTF Mode subfield encoding, Table 27-2--TRIGVECTOR parameters.  Change "LTF MODE" to "HE-LTF MODE" in Table 27-2--TRIGVECTOR parameters.  Change "HE LTF mode" to "HE-LTF mode" in Equation (27-55)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 17:56:41Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 17:56:45Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22331			Mark RISON			244			5			9.3.1.22.1			116			12			T			Y			116.12			12			9.3.1.22.1						J			Sameer Vermani									Re CID 20725 (and before that CID 16043).  The rejection here is

Section 27.3.11.5.2 (LDPC coding) describes setting of LDPC Extra symbol segment bit by the AP.

but as the comment explicitly said, the comment was about the setting in the
Trigger frame.  27.3.11.5.2 is all about the setting in HE-SIG-A:

then the LDPC Extra Symbol Segment field of HE-SIG-A shall be set to 1
then the LDPC Extra Symbol Segment field in HE-SIG-A shall be set to 0
then the LDPC Extra Symbol Segment field in HE-SIG-A shall be set to 1
then the LDPC Extra Symbol Segment field in HE-SIG-A shall be set to 0			After "The LDPC Extra Symbol Segment subfield of the Common Info field indicates the status of the LDPC extra
symbol segment. It is set to 1 if the LDPC extra symbol segment is present in the solicited HE TB PPDUs
and set to 0 otherwise." add "NOTE---The LDPC Extra Symbol Segment subfield of the Common Info field can be set to a random value by the AP."			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22332			Mark RISON			244			5												T			Y															J			Abhishek Patil									Re CID 20068 said "Avoid reference to magic numbers (2045). TGax has discussed this topic before and had decided to replace all references to AID12=0 or AID12=2045 with RA-RU for associated or unassociated STA." and was not rejected, but there are still lots of references to 2045			Fix explicit 2045s in 26.4.1 Overview, 26.4.2 Acknowledgment context in a Multi-STA BlockAck frame, 26.5.2.2.1 General, 26.5.2.2.3 Padding for Trigger frame or frame containing TRS Control subfield, 26.5.2.3.1 General, 26.5.2.4 A-MPDU contents in an HE TB PPDU, 26.5.4.1 General, 26.5.4.5 Additional considerations for unassociated STAs, 26.11.1 STA_ID			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22333			Mark RISON			244			5			26.11.1			421			50			E			Y			421.50			50			26.11.1						A			Editor						995			"STA_IDfor" is missing a space			Add a space before "for" in the cited text			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 17:19:10Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 17:19:13Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22334			Mark RISON			244			5												E			Y															V			Editor						995			CID 20227 removed some "permitted"s but not all			Change the remaining "permitted"s in the same way as CID 20227 did			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-06 02:27:42Z) - Change "is still premitted to do so" to "might still do so" at 385.22 and 393.03			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-06 01:45:33Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22335			Mark RISON			244			5			10.3.2.4			245			23			T			Y			245.23			23			10.3.2.4						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/1810r2			955			CID 21474 was correct: a TXOP holder does not update its NAV, since by definition its NAV was 0 when it started the TXOP, and it then just uses the TXNAV.  This is consistent with "A STA that is a TXOP holder shall not update the intra-BSS NAV with the duration information indicated
by the RXVECTOR parameter TXOP_DURATION." in 26.2.4 Updating two NAVs			In the referenced subclause delete from "An HE AP that is a TXOP holder shall update the NAV" to the end of the following bullets			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 01:06:23Z) - The current spec does not sasy TXOP holder does not update its NAV. The following texts in the baseline describe that TXOP holder needs to update NAV if a frame is received and conditions are satisfied. 

A STA that receives at least one valid frame in a PSDU can update its NAV with the information from any valid Duration field in the PSDU. When the received frame’s RA is equal to the STA’s own MAC address, the STA shall not update its NAV. Further, when the received frame is a DMG CTS frame and its TA is equal to the STA’s own MAC address, the STA shall not update its NAV. For all other received frames the STA shall update its NAV when the received Duration is greater than the STA’s current NAV value.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1810r2 under all headings that include CID 22335			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/1810r2 NAV																		2019/11/15 0:07			EDITOR


			22336			Mark RISON			244			5			10.23.2.4			266			41			T			Y			266.41			41			10.23.2.4						A			Editor						995			"Control frames car-
ried in a PPDU that is not an HE MU PPDU sent by an HE STA that is a TXOP holder" is ambiguous: it could mean "Control frames car-
ried in a PPDU that {is not an HE MU PPDU} AND IS {sent by an HE STA that is a TXOP holder}" or "Control frames car-
ried in a PPDU that is not {an HE MU PPDU AND sent by an HE STA that is a TXOP holder}"			Change the cited text in the referenced subclause to "Control frames sent by an HE STA that is a TXOP holder and carried in a PPDU that is not an HE MU PPDU "			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 13:54:24Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 13:54:27Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22337			Mark RISON			244			5			10.27.5			278			27			T			Y			278.27			27			10.27.5						A			Editor						995			The changes shown in 10.27.5/10.28.5 Protection rules for VHT STAs and HE STAs duplicate those made in 10.27.6/10.28.6 Protection rules for HE STAs			Do not make any of the changes shown in 10.27.5/10.28.5 Protection rules for VHT STAs			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 13:57:17Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 13:57:29Z - see #22110			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22338			Mark RISON			244			5			11.2.6			295			33			T			Y			295.33			33			11.2.6						V			Po-Kai Huang			19/1814r0			956			" the broadcast identifier(s) intended for the STA" is not clear.  There is only ever one broadcast identifier for any given STA			Change the cited text to " 0 if the AP with which the STA is associated is not in a multiple BSSID set, 2047 if the the AP with which the STA is associated is in a multiple BSSID set"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 01:08:25Z) - We check 11.2.6, and there can be multiple broadcast identifiers for different BSSs when multiple BSSID is used. We simply revise the language to align with the language used in 26.11.1.

Each parameter STA_ID in the TXVECTOR identifies the STA or group of STAs that is the recipient of an RU in the HE MU PPDU transmitted with the TXVECTOR parameter UPLINK_FLAG set to 0.

(..existing texts…)

If an RU is intended for one or more unassociated non-AP STAs, then the parameter STA_ID for
that RU is set to 2045. If an RU is intended for no user, then the parameter STA_IDfor that RU is set to 2046. If an RU is intended for an AP (i.e., the TXVECTOR parameter UPLINK_FLAG is 1), then the
parameter STA_ID contains only one element that is set to the 11 LSBs of the AID of the non-AP STA
transmitting the PPDU. If an RU is intended for multiple STAs for MU-MIMO then multiple STAs identified by STA-IDs in the parameter STA_IDs will use the same resource unit (see 26.5.2 (UL MU operation)).
If an RU is intended for multiple associated STAs and carries a single A-MPDU then the parameter
STA_IDis set as follows:
— For an AP with dot11MultiBSSIDImplemented equal to false, if the RU is intended for more than
one associated STA in the BSS that is not a recipient of an individually addressed RU, the parameter
STA_IDis set to 0.
— For an AP with dot11MultiBSSIDImplemented equal to true, if the RU is intended for more than one
associated STA in any of its BSSs that is not a recipient of an individually addressed RU, the parameter STA_ID is set to 0 for transmitted BSSID or to the value of the BSSID Index field corresponding to that BSS (see 9.4.2.73 (Multiple BSSID-Index element)) for a nontransmitted BSSID. The
number of such elements shall not exceed the maximum number of BSSs of the multiple BSSID set.
— For an AP with dot11MultiBSSIDImplemented equal to true, if the RU is intended for more than one associated STA on any of its BSSs, the parameter STA_ID is set to 2047.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1814r0 under all headings that include CID 22338			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/1814r0 SMPS																		2019/11/15 0:08			EDITOR


			22339			Mark RISON			244			5			11.2.6			295			35			T			Y			295.35			35			11.2.6						A			Editor						995			" ." has a spurious space			Delete the space in the cited text.  Also in 27.3.6.7 Construction of HE-SIG-B			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 14:01:26Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 14:01:29Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22340			Mark RISON			244			5												E			Y															A			Editor						995			"AP to which [the STA] is associated" -- wrong preposition			Change "to which" to "with which" in "AP to which" in 9.4.2.199 TWT element, 11.2.6 SM power save, 26.2.1 TXOP duration-based RTS/CTS, 26.2.7 EDCA operation using MU EDCA parameters, 26.5.4.5 Additional considerations for unassociated STAs, 26.5.5 Buffer status report operation, 26.14.1 Intra-PPDU power save for non-AP HE STAs (4x), 26.15.8 Additional rules for PPDUs sent in the 6 GHz band, 26.17.3.3 Disabling BSS color (2x)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-30 23:15:37Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-30 23:15:41Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22341			Mark RISON			244			5												E			Y															A			Editor						995			"BSS Color" should be "BSS color" when not part of an element etc. name			Change "BSS Color" to "BSS color" in "the BSS Color of the BSS" in 9.4.2.248 HE Operation element, " BSS Color change TBTT." in 26.17.3.4 Selecting and advertising a new BSS color			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-30 23:11:15Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-30 23:11:19Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22342			Mark RISON			244			5			26.17.3.5.2			459			12			E			Y			459.12			12			26.17.3.5.2						A			Editor						995			"BSS
Color Disabled bit to 1 in HE Operation element"  should be "BSS
Color Disabled field to 1 in the HE Operation element"			As it says in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 16:31:52Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 16:31:56Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22343			Mark RISON			244			5			9.7.3			235			26			T			Y			235.26			26			9.7.3						V			Liwen Chu			19/2020r1			971			"At most one Data frame with a TID
that does not correspond to an HT-
immediate block ack agreement" -- it is not clear that the rightmost cell excludes ack policy No Ack			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:21:33Z) - Discussion: Per the rightmost colomn for a TID without BA agreement, a QoS Data frame will be be EoF MPDU to solicit Ack/M-BA. Some clarification text will be added.

TGax editor to make change in 11-19/2020r1 under CID 22343			EDITOR			Liwen 19/2020r1 9.7.3																		2019/11/15 0:28			EDITOR


			22344			Mark RISON			244			5			27.3.14.2			632			65			T			Y			632.65			65			27.3.14.2						J			Sameer Vermani									Re CID 20521.  The clarification I suggested that

NOTE---Tx_^AP_pwr is in units of dBm / 20 MHz; DL_RSSI is in implementation-defined units; Target_RSSI is in dBm.  Equations (27-124) and (27-125) need to take account of the differing units.

be added was missed			Insert the cited text after the "where" explanation for Equation (27-125)			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22345			Mark RISON			244			5												T			Y															J			Lochan Verma									Re CIDs 20521, 20522.  "normalized to 20 MHz bandwidth" is less clear than
saying it's "in dBm per 20 MHz bandwidth"			Change "normalized to 20 MHz bandwidth" to "in dBm per 20 MHz bandwidth" in 9.2.4.6a.1 TRS Control, 9.3.1.22.1 General, 27.3.14.2 Power pre-correction.  In 26.10.3.4 UL Spatial Reuse subfield of Trigger frame change "is in dBm per 20 MHz bandwidth"			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22346			Mark RISON			244			5												E			Y															J			Lochan Verma									Re CIDs 20521, 20522.  Various editorial consistency improvements were proposed but not addressed			Make the editorial consistency improvements proposed for CIDs 20521, 20522			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22347			Mark RISON			244			5												T			Y															J			Lochan Verma									Re CID 20522.  It is still not sufficiently clear that  it's not over the PPDU bandwidth, it's over the RU width			As it says in the comment			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn						#20522: REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 20:45:48Z) - A Trigger frame can be sent in non-HT DUP format and hence AP Tx Power normalized to 20 MHz bandwidth. On the other hand, an AP is aware of the bandwidth (corresponding to the allocated RUs) of the solicited HE TB PPDU thereby normalization to bandwidth is not relevant. 

Furthermore, the HE TB PPDU bandwidth is greater than or equal to the bandwidth corresponding to the allocated RUs. Hence, an UL Target RSSI that is normalized to HE TB PPDU bandwidth changes the meaning of this subfield.												2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22348			Mark RISON			244			5			27.3.19.6.5			657			4			T			Y			657.04			4			27.3.19.6.5						V			Editor			19/1684r5			974			27.3.19.6.5 Per 20 MHz CCA sensitivity does not fully address the 160/80+80 case (e.g. last para only covers "For 80 MHz operation")			As it says in the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 01:03:25Z) - The last paragraph does indeed not address the 160/80+80 case, but this is addressed in the immediately preceding paragraph.

However, both paragarphs deal with the format of the per20bitmap parameter and, since this is an abstract interface, this detail is unnecessary. In the MAC text we could simply say “if the per20bitmap parameter indicates that channel x is busy, then…”. We do not need a format description.

TGax editor to delete the last two paragaraphs of 27.3.19.6.5.			EDITOR			Robert 19/1684r5 dot11HECCAIndicationMode																		2019/11/15 7:19			EDITOR


			22349			Mark RISON			244			5												E			Y															J			Po-Kai Huang									We should not have "intra-BSS frame" or "inter-BSS frame".  Everythign should be in terms of PPDUs			As it says in the comment			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22350			Mark RISON			244			5			26.5.2.3									T			Y									26.5.2.3						J			Sameer Vermani									Re CID 20865/20866/20867.  Not all TXVECTOR parameters are always present (e.g. HE_LTF_MODE is only present for full-BW MU-MIMO not using 1x HE-LTF)			Add caveats to all the TXVECTOR parameters that are not always present			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22351			Mark RISON			244			5												E			Y															A			Editor						995			There are multiple glyphs for the micro symbol, which makes it hard to search for e.g. 0.8 us			Use the standard Unicode micro glyph U+00B5 throughout.  Examples of bad glyphs are "The guard interval used for HE-SIG-B shall be 0.8 <micro-Greek -- U+03BC>s." in 27.3.10.8.5 Encoding and modulation and "0.8 <micro-proprietary -- U+F06D>s GI is used" in 27.3.19.1 General; also instances in Table 9-321a--Subfields of the HE MAC Capabilities Information field, 9.4.2.248 HE Operation element, 26.5.2.2.3 Padding for Trigger frame or frame containing TRS Control subfield, 26.5.2.2.4 Allowed settings of the Trigger frame fields and TRS Control subfield, 26.5.2.5 UL MU CS mechanism, 26.11.5 TXOP_DURATION, Table 27-1--TXVECTOR and RXVECTOR parameters, 27.3.10.5 L-SIG, Figure 27-43--PE field duration of an HE SU PPDU or HE ER SU PPDU without midambles if ..., Figure 27-44--PE field duration of an HE SU PPDU or HE ER SU PPDU without midambles if ..., 27.3.12 Packet extension, 27.3.16 HE sounding NDP, 27.3.21 HE receive procedure			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-30 23:07:10Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-30 23:07:14Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22352			Mark RISON			244			5			9.4.2.248			201			51			E			Y			201.51			51			9.4.2.248						A			Editor						995			"Mbps" should be "Mb/s" (see CID 20553)			As it says in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 20:11:34Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 20:11:38Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22353			Mark RISON			244			5												E			Y															A			Editor						995			Need space between number and unit (see CID 20553)			Add non-break space after number in "20MHz" in Figure 9-64j--UL BW subfield and B7-B1 of RU Allocation subfield in MU-RTS Trigger frame			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-30 23:23:58Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-30 23:24:02Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22354			Mark RISON			244			5												E			Y															V			Editor						995			Space between number and unit should be non-break (see CID 20553)			As it says in the comment, e.g. at 447.65			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-10-30 23:20:29Z) - Fix at 447.65			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-30 23:20:53Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22355			Mark RISON			244			5			27.4.3			677						E			Y			677.00						27.4.3						A			Editor						995			"LDPCExtra" is missing a space (see CID 20556)			Add a space after "LDPC" in the cited text in Equation (27-147)			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 00:40:54Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 00:40:59Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22356			Mark RISON			244			5			9.2.4.5.6									T			Y									9.2.4.5.6						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1831r1			965			CID 20460.  The Queue Size, to be useful, needs to include traffic queued above the MAC SAP.  This was rejected on the basis that "The comment fails to identify a technical issue", which is spurious.  If the traffic queued above the MAC SAP is not accounted for in the Queue Size, then the AP will receive misleading information as to the amount of data the STA has queued			In 9.2.4.5.6 Queue Size subfield, after NOTE 2, add "The queue size may additionally include the approximate total size in octets, of MSDUs buffered above the MAC SAP with priority values equal to the value in the TID subfield
of this QoS Control field."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:29:41Z) - The comment fails to identify a technical issue. Please note that the MAC does not know what resides above the MAC SAP. It only knows what is provided to it via the MAC SAP.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1831r1 Misc																		2019/11/15 0:20			EDITOR


			22357			Mark RISON			244			5			26.17.4									T			Y			459.26						26.17.4						A			Jianhan Liu			19/1957r1			954			CID 20466.  Equation (26-8) can result in a negative first operand to the mod operator, which is not clear.  This was rejected on the basis that 1.4 defines the behaviour, but the point of the comment was to add a xref for this			At the end of 26.17.4 AID assignment add a "NOTE---See 1.5 for the behaviour of the mod operator with a negative first operand."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 01:04:09Z)			EDITOR			Yongho 19/1957r1 Misc																		2019/11/15 0:02			EDITOR


			22358			Mark RISON			244			5			26.11.4									T			Y									26.11.4						V			Abhishek Patil			19/1957r1			954			CID 20469.  It is not clear what happens if an AP assigns an AID while Partial BSS Color in HE Operation is 0, and then subsequently changes Partial BSS Color to 1			Change the first sentence of the last para of 26.11.4 BSS_COLOR to "If the BSS color is such that the value of TXVECTOR parameter PARTIAL_AID [5:8] for VHT PPDUs transmitted by an HE AP
with the TXVECTOR parameter GROUP_ID equal to 63 would not be consistent, for all associated STAs, with the partial BSS color (i.e.,
BCB(0:3) described in 26.17.4 (AID assignment)) announced by the HE AP, then the HE AP shall set the
Partial BSS Color field in the HE Operation element to 0."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 01:04:19Z) - Agree in principle. But, the rule is only applied for the associated VHT and HE STA. 

TGax editor makes changes as specified in 11-19/1957r1 for CID 22358.			EDITOR			Yongho 19/1957r1 Misc																		2019/11/15 0:02			EDITOR


			22359			Mark RISON			244			5			9.2.4.6a.1									T			Y			84.41						9.2.4.6a.1						J			Liwen Chu									It is not clear how an A-Control field containing just padding is distinguished from an A-Control field containing a TRS Control all of whose fields are 0			Set b25 of the TRS Control to 0 so it can be distinguished			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22360			Mark RISON			244			5			9.2.4.6a.1									T			Y			84.41						9.2.4.6a.1						J			Liwen Chu									It is not clear how an A-Control field containing just padding is distinguished from an A-Control field containing a TRS Control all of whose fields are 0			Add a para at the end of the referenced subclause "A TRS Control field specifying zero for all fields is not used."			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22361			Mark RISON			244			5			9.2.4.6a.1									T			Y			84.41						9.2.4.6a.1						J			Liwen Chu									CID 20481. An HE STA conforming to the present amendment will have to ignore a Control field with Control ID above 6 anyway.  So it is not necessary to specify that the payload has to be all-ones			In Table 10-11a--Conditions for including Control subfield variants delete "and Control Information subfield equal to all 1s and
whose content can be ignored by the HE recipient STA"			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22362			Mark RISON			244			5												E			Y															J			Editor						995			CID 20482.  I am not aware of the convention claimed in the rejection.  To the contrary, the baseline convention seems to be to use "subfield" if the parent field is mentioned in the neighbouring text, and "field" otherwise			Change "<x> Control subfield" to "<x> Control field" throughout, where <x> is a parenthesised abbreviation in Table 9-22a, except in 9.2.4.6a			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 21:19:09Z) - There is some disagrement on the nature of the convention. I say that we should always refer to fields and subfields the way they are defined in Clause 9. If we define something is ABC subfield we should always refer to it as ABC subfield, even if the surrounding text does not reference the parent container. There are many examples of fields in fields, so there certainly is not a contectual convention for only refering to the top level container as a field and everything below it as a subfield.

The problem identified in CID 20480 was "The things in an A-Control are referred to as fields (not subfields) when stand-alone." I don’t believe this is the case any more.			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									N									2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22363			Mark RISON			244			5			26.5.2.4									T			Y									26.5.2.4						V			Editor						995			CID 20500.  The AP needs to know how to interpret the value provided by the STA			In 9.2.4.6a.5 after " the available UL power headroom" add " (see 26.5.2.4)"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-06 16:40:22Z) - Add the reference at the end of the sentence since the reference also provides information on "for the current HE-MCS"			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-06 16:41:35Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22364			Mark RISON			244			5			C.3									T			Y									C.3						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1831r1			965			CID 20503.  Actually, it's even more broken.  The Supported Channel Width Set field is a 7-bit bitmap, not an enumeration allowing values 0-6 (even ignoring the fact that (b)6 is reserved),  However, dot11HECurrentChannelWidthSet is not used anyway			It needs to be an unsigned integer in the range 0..63 (since b6 is reserved).  It also needs to be referred to in Clause 26 too			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:29:52Z) - Agree in principle that needs to be refered to a normative behavior related subclause, though not 26 since it is a PHY related. Proposed resolution is to add a normative sentence that ties this MIB variable to the respective field in the HE Capabities element. As for the encoding there is no need for it to be the same as that of the Channel Width Set field.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1831r1 under all headings that include CID 22364.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1831r1 Misc																		2019/11/15 0:20			EDITOR


			22365			Mark RISON			244			5			C.3									T			Y									C.3						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1831r1			965			CID 20503.  Actually, it's even more broken.  The Supported Channel Width Set field is a 7-bit bitmap, not an enumeration allowing values 0-6 (even ignoring the fact that (b)6 is reserved),  However, dot11HECurrentChannelWidthSet is not used anyway			Delete dot11HECurrentChannelWidthSet from Table 27-54--HE PHY MIB attributes, Dot11PhyHEEntry, dot11PhyHEComplianceGroup and C.3 itself			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:30:01Z) - Agree in principle that needs to be refered to a normative behavior related subclause, though not 26 since it is a PHY related. Proposed resolution is to add a normative sentence that ties this MIB variable to the respective field in the HE Capabities element. As for the encoding there is no need for it to be the same as that of the Channel Width Set field.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1831r1 under all headings that include CID 22365.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1831r1 Misc																		2019/11/15 0:20			EDITOR


			22366			Mark RISON			244			5			27.3.2									E			Y									27.3.2						J			Bo Sun									CID 20619.  The baseline has the subcarrier assignments in tables, not in running text.  This includes guard bands and DC subcarriers.  This helps the reader find the information, since it will be in the table of tables at the start			Put the subcarrier assignments in tables, not in running text.  This includes guard bands and DC subcarriers (null subcarriers and pilots are OK -- Tables 27-10 and 27-11)			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22367			Mark RISON			244			5												E			Y															V			Youhan Kim			19/2004r1			953			CID 20620.  OK, well then the location of the centre 26-tone RU should be shown in the table			In Table 27-7--Data and pilot subcarrier indices for RUs in a 20 MHz HE PPDU and in a non-OFDMA
20 MHz HE PPDU at the end of the bottom row add "RU 5 is the middle 26-tone RU."  In Table 27-9--Data and pilot subcarrier indices for RUs in an 80 MHz HE PPDU and in a non-
OFDMA 80 MHz HE PPDU at the end of the bottom row add "RU 19 is the centre 26-tone RU.".  In 27.3.10.8.4 delete " that spans subcarriers [-16:-4, 4:16]".  In 27.3.2.2 Resource unit, guard and DC subcarriers delete "The middle 26-tone RU in the 20 MHz HE MU PPDU or HE TB PPDU and the center 26-tone RU in the 80 MHz HE MU PPDU or HE TB PPDU formats using OFDMA transmission (Figure 27-5 (RU locations in a 20 MHz HE PPDU) and Figure 27-7 (RU locations in an 80 MHz HE PPDU)) is located on subcarriers [-16: -4, 4: 16]. "			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 00:56:14Z) - Proposed text update for CID 22367 in 11-19/2004 implements the changes proposed by the commenter, with an editorial update (centre -> center).
Instruction to TGax Editor:  Implement the proposed text update for CID 22367 in 11-19/2004r1.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/2004r1 D5.0 PHY CR																		2019/11/15 0:02			EDITOR


			22368			Mark RISON			244			5												E			Y															A			Editor						995			Some minuses are represented by some proprietary glyph (U+) which means they are missed when searching for negative numbers (e.g. carrier indices)			Change U+F02D to U+2013 throughout			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-05 00:57:28Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-05 00:57:36Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22369			Mark RISON			244			5			26.4.3									T			Y									26.4.3						J			George Cherian			19/1936r0			969			CID 20609.  The resolution misses the point made in the comment.  A STA has to be "able to receive a 32-bit BA" because "A Multi-STA BlockAck frame might include Per AID TID Info fields with a 32-bit BlockAck Bitmap field
addressed to other originators and the nonsupporting originator needs to able to parse these fields to locate a possible Per
AID TID Info field addressed to it."			Make B21 in Figure 9-787b--HE MAC Capabilities Information field format "Reserved".  Delete the "32-bit BA Bitmap Support" row from Table 9-321a--Subfields of the HE MAC Capabilities Information field.  Delete the para starting "A recipient shall not include in a Multi-STA BlockAck frame a Per AID TID Info field with a 32-bit Block-
Ack Bitmap field" and the NOTE following it from 26.4.3 Negotiation of block ack bitmap lengths.  Delete the NOTE in Table 26-1--Negotiated buffer size and Block Ack Bitmap subfield length			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:16:01Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. While it is true that the STA needs to parse the bitmap the STA uses this capability bit to indicate whether it supports the reception of a 32 bit BA for its own bloakck scoreboard.			EDITOR			George 19/1936r0 Ack																		2019/11/15 0:24			EDITOR


			22370			Mark RISON			244			5												T			Y															V			Menzo Wentink			19/1986r2			989			CID 20612.  The resolution claims that "the definition of the SU Start Index field and the RU End Index field is clear that the field refers to the first and last 26-tone RU for which feedback is requested." but this cannot be the case.  For example, subcarriers -472 and -476 for 80M with Ng=4 are included both for RU index 0 and RU index 1, but RUs of a given size do not in fact overlap			Change "RU Start Index" to "Subcarrier Start Index" throughout and "RU End Index" to "Subcarrier End Index" throughout			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 02:31:30Z) - 

377.16 insert

NOTE---In order to maximize the channel estimate quality after interpolation / extrapolation resulting from grouping, the subcarriers for which feedback is requested using the RU Start Index and RU End Index subfields do not necessarily lie within the actual RU as defined in Tables 27-7, 27-8 and 27-9.  Rather, they are defined in Tables 9-93c and 9-93d.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/1986r2 Sounding						#20612: REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-16 20:25:43Z) - the definition of the SU Start Index field and the RU End Index field is clear that the field refers to the first and last 26-tone RU for which feedback is requested.												2019/11/15 2:39			EDITOR


			22371			Mark RISON			244			5												T			Y															J			Liwen Chu									CID 20646.  The resolution is "the spec will not list all the cases that are not allowed" -- but that is exactly what the spec needs to do!  Otherwise there will be interop problems			At the end of 9.2.4.6a.7 add a para "A CAS Control field is not present in a PPDU that is not an HE PPDU."			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn						#20646: REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:20:20Z) - Discussion: the spec will not list all the cases that are not allowed.												2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22372			Mark RISON			244			5												T			Y															J			Liwen Chu									CID 20646.  The resolution is "the spec will not list all the cases that are not allowed" -- but that is exactly what the spec needs to do!  Otherwise there will be interop problems			As it says in the comment			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn						#20646: REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 17:20:20Z) - Discussion: the spec will not list all the cases that are not allowed.												2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22373			Mark RISON			244			5												T			Y															J			Menzo Wentink			19/1986r2			989			CID 20675.  The resolution says "The HE equivalent does not provide more detail either.".  The proposed change referred to VHT, and the VHT equivalent does provide more detail: "In a VHT Compressed Beamforming frame not carrying all or part of a VHT Compressed Beamforming
report (see 10.36.5 (VHT sounding protocol) for a description of such a case)" in 9.4.1.48 VHT MIMO Control field			Give an explanation or xref (as in the VHT equivalent)			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 02:31:59Z) - the comment does not identify a technical issue in sufficient detail.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/1986r2 Sounding						#20675: REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-20 20:01:42Z) - the comment does identify a technical issue in sufficient detail. The HE equivalent does not provide more detail either.												2019/11/15 2:39			EDITOR


			22374			Mark RISON			244			5												T			Y															J			Menzo Wentink			19/1986r2			989			CID 20675.  The resolution says "The HE equivalent does not provide more detail either.".  The proposed change referred to VHT, and the VHT equivalent does provide more detail: "In a VHT Compressed Beamforming frame not carrying all or part of a VHT Compressed Beamforming
report (see 10.36.5 (VHT sounding protocol) for a description of such a case)" in 9.4.1.48 VHT MIMO Control field			Give an explanation or xref (as in the VHT equivalent).  I think the VHT equivalent is referring to "A VHT beamformee that transmits VHT compressed beamforming feedback(#1367) shall include neither the
VHT  Compressed  Beamforming  Report  information  and  nor  the  MU  Exclusive  Beamforming  Report
information if the transmission duration of the PPDU carrying the VHT Compressed Beamforming Report
information  and  any  MU  Exclusive  Beamforming  Report  information  would  exceed  the  maximum  PPDU
duration." but there may be other conditions in 10.36.5			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 02:32:07Z) - the comment does not identify a technical issue in sufficient detail.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/1986r2 Sounding						#20675: REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-20 20:01:42Z) - the comment does identify a technical issue in sufficient detail. The HE equivalent does not provide more detail either.												2019/11/15 2:39			EDITOR


			22375			Mark RISON			244			5												E			Y															A			Editor						995			Too many full stops			Delete one of the full stops in ".." in 26.2.7 EDCA operation using MU EDCA parameters			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-30 23:28:22Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-30 23:28:26Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22376			Mark RISON			244			5			26.2.7									T			Y									26.2.7						J			Laurent Cariou			19/1995r2			950			CID 20676.  The resolution refers to a note 3, but NOTE 3 is "NOTE 3--The TXOP limits are not updated by the procedure defined in this subclause, but by that in 10.22.2.8 (TXOP
limits)." which doesn't seem relevant to the comment.  The problem remains that it is not clear enough that a QoS Null does not count, even if acked			After the para starting "A non-AP HE STA that receives a Basic Trigger frame that contains a User Info field addressed to the STA
shall update its CWmin[AC], CWmax[AC], AIFSN[AC] and MUEDCATimer[AC] state variables" in 26.2.7 EDCA operation using MU EDCA parameters add a "NOTE---The successful transmission of a QoS Null frame does not cause an update of the state variables."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-13 03:49:00Z) - In resolution for CID20676, the referred note is note 2 and not note 3 (one note got removed in between). The normative text is very clear that the update of parameters are only when transmitting QoS Data frames in response to a trigger frame. This thefore excludes QoS Null frames, which have a different Subtype value as defined in table 9-1 (Valid type and subtype combination). There is no need to clarify that the update is not made for transmission of all the other frame types and subtypes.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1995r2 MU EDCA																		2019/11/14 23:54			EDITOR


			22377			Mark RISON			244			5			26.2.7									T			Y									26.2.7						J			Laurent Cariou			19/1995r2			950			CID 20676.  The resolution refers to a note 3, but NOTE 3 is "NOTE 3--The TXOP limits are not updated by the procedure defined in this subclause, but by that in 10.22.2.8 (TXOP
limits)." which doesn't seem relevant to the comment.  The problem remains that it is not clear enough that a QoS Null does not count, even if acked.  Also, the wording is too verbose			Change the sentence starting "A non-AP HE STA that receives a Basic Trigger frame that contains a User Info field addressed to the STA
shall update its CWmin[AC], CWmax[AC], AIFSN[AC] and MUEDCATimer[AC] state variables" in 26.2.7 EDCA operation using MU EDCA parameters to "A non-AP HE STA that transmits an HE TB PPDU shall update its
CWmin[AC], CWmax[AC], AIFSN[AC] and MUEDCATimer[AC] state variables to the values contained in the most recently received MU EDCA Parameter Set element sent by the AP to which the STA is associated, for all the ACs from which QoS Data frames (i.e. not including QoS Null frames or Management or Control frames) are acknowledged by the AP."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-13 03:49:25Z) - In resolution for CID20676, the referred note is note 2 and not note 3 (one note got removed in between). The normative text is very clear that the update of parameters are only when transmitting QoS Data frames in response to a trigger frame. This thefore excludes QoS Null frames, which have a different Subtype value as defined in table 9-1 (Valid type and subtype combination). There is not need to clarify that the update is not made for transmission of all the other frame types and subtypes.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1995r2 MU EDCA																		2019/11/14 23:54			EDITOR


			22378			Mark RISON			244			5			9.3.1.22.9									E			Y									9.3.1.22.9						V			Editor						995			CID 20679.  The way 9.3.1.22.9 NDP Feedback Report Poll (NFRP) variant is written is very different from the way other Trigger frame variants are written			Align the way 9.3.1.22.9 is written with the way 9.3.1.22.2-8 are written			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 21:13:24Z) - With the changes from #22379, it looks pretty consistent. No further changes needed.			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									N			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 21:13:58Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22379			Mark RISON			244			5			9.3.1.22.9									E			Y									9.3.1.22.9						V			Editor						995			CID 20679.  The way 9.3.1.22.9 NDP Feedback Report Poll (NFRP) variant is written is very different from the way other Trigger frame variants are written			Change the first sentence of the referenced subclause to "The UL BW subfield in the Common Info field indicates the bandwidth of the NDP feedback report response."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 21:09:28Z) - As suggested. In addition, add "in the Common Info field" after "subfields" in the next sentence.			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 21:10:41Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22380			Mark RISON			244			5			9.3.1.22.9									T			Y									9.3.1.22.9						A			Editor						995			"The Trigger Dependent User Info subfield is not present." -- but there is no such subfield in Figure 9-64l--User Info field format in the NFRP Trigger frame (cf. Figure 9-64d--User Info field format)			Delete "The Trigger Dependent User Info subfield is not present."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 21:07:03Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 21:07:07Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22381			Mark RISON			244			5			26.17.1									T			Y			445.53						26.17.1						J			19/1834r2			19/1834r0			991			CID 20697.  There needs to be a requirement on a 20 MHz-only non-AP HE STA to send an OMN on (re)association and channel switch to narrow its operating width to 20 MHz			In 26.17.1 Basic HE BSS operation after the para "A STA transmitting a VHT Capabilities element and HE Capabilities element shall set the Supported Chan-
nel Width Set subfield of the VHT Capabilities element to indicate the same channel width as indicated in
the HE Capabilities element unless the STA is a 20 MHz-only non-AP HE STA, in which case the Sup-
ported Channel Width Set subfield of the VHT Capabilities element is reserved." add a para "A 20 MHz-only non-AP HE STA shall include an Operating Mode Notification element in its (Re)Association Request frame that indicates a 20 MHz channel width."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 02:43:14Z) - The STA indicates support for 20 MHz only operation by setting the Supported Channel Width Set subfield of the HT Capabilities element to 0. Please refer to the preceding paragraph. 

Hence, the STA does not need to send any OMN element to the AP for this purpose.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1834r2 26.17																		2019/11/15 6:13			EDITOR


			22382			Mark RISON			244			5			27.2.2									T			Y									27.2.2						J			Bo Sun			19/1896r1			962			CID 20707.  "SCRAMBLER_INITIAL_VALUE" would be clearer as "SCRAMBLER_INITIALIZATION_FIELD", since what the scrambler initial value is *not* what is being communicated; what is being communicated is the (scrambled) value of the Scrambler Initialization field.  The resolution said "The group had discussion as in 11-18/0754r0 and agreed to name the parameter as "SCRAMBLER_INITIAL_VALUE." but that document is not about the name of the parameter, it's about what it contains in the TXVECTOR.  Note that as Table 27-1 indicates, this parameter "In TXVECTOR, if present, indicates the value of the ***Scram-
bler Initialization field*** in the SERVICE field, after scrambling.
In RXVECTOR, indicates the value of the ***Scrambler Initial-
ization field*** in the SERVICE field, prior to descrambling." (my emphasis)			Change "SCRAMBLER_INITIAL_VALUE" to "SCRAMBLER_INITIALIZATION_FIELD" throughout			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:55:48Z) - Reason: 
The parameter “SCRAMBLER_INITIAL_VALUE” has its specific definition without ambiguity. And the proposed new name “SCRAMBLER_INITIALIZATION_FIELD” doesn’t provide more explanation that saves readers’ time to check the definition of the parameter before understanding it. 

Discussion:
The commented text should be at pg484/ln48.			EDITOR			Bo 19/1896r1 PHY service interface																		2019/11/15 0:17			EDITOR


			22383			Mark RISON			244			5			26.2.6.3									T			Y									26.2.6.3						J			Bo Sun			19/1896r1			962			CID 20719.  The point is that the current text is not crystal clear, and so to avoid interop problems a NOTE would be helpful			After the para referring to SCRAMBLER_INITIAL_VALUE in the referenced subclause add a "NOTE---The TXVECTOR parameter SCRAMBLER_INITIAL_VALUE does not contain the scrambler seed. The scrambler seed to be must be derived from this parameter."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:56:39Z) - Reason:
The commented interop problems don’t exist.

Discussion:
In current spec, it’s clearly stated that the parameter SCRAMBLER_INITIAL_VALUE in TXVEXCTOR for transmitting CTS frame is set to the same value as the RXVECTOR parameter SCRAMBLER_INITIAL_VALUE of the PPDU carrying MU-RTS trigger frame, to guarantee that the received CTS frames from different STAs are completely identical at PHY level, as defined in sub-clause 26.2.6.3. Furthermore, the scrambling process is clearly defined in sub-clause 27.3.11.4.			EDITOR			Bo 19/1896r1 PHY service interface																		2019/11/15 0:17			EDITOR


			22384			Mark RISON			244			5			27.3.10.7.2									T			Y									27.3.10.7.2						V			Jianhan Liu			19/1941r3			975			CID 20728.  But the quote from "page 411" indicates that the only exceptional case is an HE ER SU PPDU.  Table 27-20 is about HE MU PPDUs, so the proposed change was correct			In Table 27-20 for UL/DL change "Set to
the value indicated by the TXVECTOR parameter
UPLINK_FLAG." to "Set to 1 if the HE PPDU is addressed to an AP.  Set to 0 otherwise.  See the TXVECTOR parameter UPLINK_FLAG."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:36:38Z) - 11ax editor, please see the discussion for instructions of CID 22384 in doc IEEE 802.11-19/1941r3.			EDITOR			Jianhan 19/1941r3 27.3.10.7																		2019/11/15 0:31			EDITOR


			22385			Mark RISON			244			5			27									T			Y									27						J			Jianhan Liu			19/1941r3			975			CID 20728/20729/20730.  The HE-SIG field content tables should not be in terms of what the TXVECTOR was set to at the transmitter, since this is invisible and irrelevant to the receiver.  What matters is that each possible field value means			Remove the references to TXVECTOR parameters from the HE-SIG field content tables (or only have them as a "see").  Instead describe what the meaning of each allowed field value is (e.g. UL/DL for MU PPDU is 1 if addressed to AP and 0 otherwise; "Set to 127 to indicate no duration information if
TXVECTOR parameter TXOP_DURATION is
[set to] UNSPECIFIED." -> "Set to 127 to indicate no duration information."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:37:02Z) - CID20728 has been resolved in previous comment resolution. 

CID20729 had been resolved in draft D4.2.

CID20730: 
For UL/DL, Midamble, Periodicity, and TXOP, they are already fixed in resolutions for comments 20727, 20728 and 20729.

For BSS color, it is a very long description that described in details in Txvector.			EDITOR			Jianhan 19/1941r3 27.3.10.7																		2019/11/15 0:31			EDITOR


			22386			Mark RISON			244			5			26.5.3									T			Y									26.5.3						J			Ming Gan									CID 20732.  The resolution is vague and not responsive to the comment "Re CID 16076: the comment was valid.  The normative requirement is that cascading is defined by the use of "an A-MPDU to a non-AP STA that includes an Ack or BlockAck frame together with a Trigger frame or a frame carrying a TRS Control subfield." (342.33)"			Change the first sentence of the referenced subclause to "An MU cascading sequence is a frame exchange sequence between an AP and a non-AP STA where at least one transmission by the AP is a triggering PPDU that includes an acknowledgment."			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22387			Mark RISON			244			5			26.5.3									T			Y									26.5.3						J			Ming Gan									CID 20733.  The resolution is vague and not responsive to the comment "Re CID 16076: the comment was valid.  The normative requirement is that cascading is defined by the use of "an A-MPDU to a non-AP STA that includes an Ack or BlockAck frame together with a Trigger frame or a frame carrying a TRS Control subfield" (342.33).  The resolution suggests this is wrong"			Change the first sentence of the referenced subclause to "An MU cascading sequence is a frame exchange sequence between an AP and a non-AP STA where a triggering PPDU follows after SIFS an UL MU transmission."  Elsewhere, change "An AP shall not transmit an A-MPDU to a non-AP STA that includes an Ack or BlockAck frame together with a Trigger frame or a frame carrying a TRS Control subfield unless" to "An AP shall not transmit a triggering PPDU a SIFS after an HE TB PPDU the AP has triggered unless"			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22388			Mark RISON			244			5												T			Y															J			Menzo Wentink			19/1986r2			989			CID 20571.  There are still far too many locations where the requirement for an AP that supports >= 4SS to support DL MU-MIMO is stated (search for "4 or more"): 4.3.15a High efficiency (HE) STA, Table 9-321b--Subfields of the HE PHY Capabilities Information field, 26.7.2 Sounding sequences and support, 27.1.1 Introduction to the HE PHY, 27.3.3.1.2 Maximum number of spatial streams in an HE MU PPDU, dot11HESUBeamformerOptionImplemented (but ironically not dot11HEMUBeamformerOptionImplemented!)			Delete "An HE AP that is capable of transmitting 4 or more space-time streams shall support DL MU-MIMO trans-
missions on full bandwidth." in 27.3.3.1.2 Maximum number of spatial streams in an HE MU PPDU			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 02:32:18Z) - the comment does not identify a technical issue in sufficient detail.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/1986r2 Sounding						#20571: REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 10:13:48Z) - Agree with the commenter in principle. 
For action frames except compressed beamforming/CQI frame, it is not necessary to restrict them from carrying vendor specific elements. Keep the restriction only for HE Compressed Beamforming/CQI frame.

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/1631r1 CID 20571												2019/11/15 2:39			EDITOR


			22389			Mark RISON			244			5												T			Y															J			Menzo Wentink			19/1986r2			989			CID 20571.  There are still far too many locations where the requirement for an AP that supports >= 4SS to support DL MU-MIMO is stated (search for "4 or more"): 4.3.15a High efficiency (HE) STA, Table 9-321b--Subfields of the HE PHY Capabilities Information field, 26.7.2 Sounding sequences and support, 27.1.1 Introduction to the HE PHY, 27.3.3.1.2 Maximum number of spatial streams in an HE MU PPDU, dot11HESUBeamformerOptionImplemented (but ironically not dot11HEMUBeamformerOptionImplemented!)			Delete most of the duplicate statements; add a statement in the description of dot11HEMUBeamformerOptionImplemented			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 02:32:33Z) - the comment does not identify a technical issue in sufficient detail.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/1986r2 Sounding						#20571: REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-09-18 10:13:48Z) - Agree with the commenter in principle. 
For action frames except compressed beamforming/CQI frame, it is not necessary to restrict them from carrying vendor specific elements. Keep the restriction only for HE Compressed Beamforming/CQI frame.

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/1631r1 CID 20571												2019/11/15 2:39			EDITOR


			22390			Mark RISON			244			5			26.7.2									T			Y									26.7.2						J			Menzo Wentink			19/1986r2			989			CID 20752.  I see.  OK, then that should be stated			After the third para of 26.7.2 Sounding sequences and support add a "NOTE---A STA might use the setting of the MU Beamformer subfield to determine which AP to associate with."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 02:32:43Z) - the comment does not identify a technical issue in sufficient detail.

Adding an example (as requested by the proposed resolution) is not solving a technical issue.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/1986r2 Sounding																		2019/11/15 2:39			EDITOR


			22391			Mark RISON			244			5			27.3.10.8.4			575			52			T			Y			575.52			52			27.3.10.8.4						V			Brian Hart			19/1871r2			967			"Set to 1 if a beamforming steering matrix is applied to
the waveform in an SU transmission." -- err, but this is HE-SIG-B, which by definition is an MU transmission			Delete "in an SU transmission" from the cited text in Table 27-18--HE-SIG-A field of an HE SU PPDU and HE ER SU PPDU and Table 27-28--User field format for a non-MU-MIMO allocation.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:37:45Z) - See resolution under CID 22441 in 19/1871 <motioned-revision>			EDITOR			Brian 19/1871r2 HE-SIG-B																		2019/11/15 0:23			EDITOR


			22392			Mark RISON			244			5												T			Y															J			Ross Yu Jian			19/2030r0			976			CID 20760.  It needs to be specified (cf. "If the Beamformed field in HE-SIG-A of an HE sounding NDP is 1, then the receiver of the HE sounding
NDP should not perform channel smoothing when generating the compressed beamforming feedback report." in 27.3.16 HE sounding NDP)			At the end of the row for Beamformed in Table 27-18--HE-SIG-A field of an HE SU PPDU and HE ER SU PPDU and Table 27-28--User field format for a non-MU-MIMO allocation. add "If this is set to 1, the receiver of the PPDU should skip three times and say yahoo."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 15:49:28Z) - First of all, the commenter fails to give a valid proposed change.
Moreover, how the receiver handles the field is up to implementation, like below and which is also shown in the resolution of CID 20760.
The bit is used to indicate the behavior at the Tx side, and let the Rx know if beamforming steering matrix is applied to
the waveform or not, whilst how to implement/behave at the Rx side is up to implementation. As it has its meanings for both SU PPDU and ER SU PPDU. The beamformed field should not be set to reserved for both PPDUs.			EDITOR			Ross 19/2030r0 22392						#20760: REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:15:22Z) - The bit is used to indicate the behavior at the Tx side, and let the Rx know if beamforming steering matrix is applied to
the waveform or not, whilst how to implement/behave at the Rx side is up to implementation. As it has its meanings for both SU PPDU and ER SU PPDU. The beamformed field should not be set to reserved for both PPDUs.												2019/11/15 0:31			EDITOR


			22393			Mark RISON			244			5												T			Y															J			Sameer Vermani									CID 20769.  The resolution is not responsive to the comment, which was a technical comment rather than an editorial comment			Make the changes proposed by CID 20769			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn						#20769: REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:45:12Z) - A precedent exists for defining Tx capability in previous amendments.												2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22394			Mark RISON			244			5			9.7.3									T			Y									9.7.3						J			Liwen Chu			19/2020r1			971			CID 20770.  OK, but you still can't change existing legacy behaviour			Change "All of the MPDUs within an A-
MPDU have the same TA." to "All of the MPDUs within an A-
MPDU sent by an HE STA to another HE STA have the same TA."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:21:45Z) - The added text doesn’t change the legacy behavior since the added text is always true to the STAs other than 11ax STAs.			EDITOR			Liwen 19/2020r1 9.7.3																		2019/11/15 0:28			EDITOR


			22395			Mark RISON			244			5			26.7.3									T			Y									26.7.3						J			Menzo Wentink			19/1986r2			989			CID 20782.  Resolution says "the comment does not identify a technical issue in sufficient detail" -- I can't see how "Saying reserved rather than 0 leaves options open for future expansion (forward-compatibility)" is insufficiently detailed.  Resolution also says "Sometimes it is better to avoid that specific fields can all of a certain have different values." but I can't work out what this mean (can all of a sudden?  Still doesn't make sense)			In the referenced subclause change "An HE beamformer soliciting SU or CQI feedback in an HE non-TB sounding sequence shall set the Feedback Type And Ng, Codebook Size and Nc subfields in the HE NDP Announcement frame to 0." to "The Feedback Type And Ng, Codebook Size and Nc subfields in the HE NDP Announcement frame are reserved in an HE non-TB sounding sequence."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 02:32:52Z) - the comment does not identify a technical issue in sufficient detail.

Specifying that a bit is 0 rather than reserved is not a technical issue, but a matter of policy. In this specific case, 0 was selected rather than reserved, and changing that at this time can cause interoperability issues later, which is a technical issue.			EDITOR			Menzo 19/1986r2 Sounding																		2019/11/15 2:39			EDITOR


			22396			Mark RISON			244			5												T			Y															V			Youhan Kim			19/2004r1			953			CID 20784.  Resolution says "The main purpose of Table 27-29 is to describe the mandatory/optionality of various LTF/GI modes." but it doesn't do so if it doesn't make it clear whether this is on tx or rx.  Yes, "27.1.1 does not require an AP to transmit HE TB PPDU, or require a non-AP STA to receive HE TB PPDU" but the problem is with the less obvious ones (e.g. MU by a non-AP STA)			In Table 27-31--HE-LTF type and GI duration combinations for various HE PPDU formats: in the HE SU PPDU, HE MU PPDU, HE ER SU PPDU and HE sounding NDP headings add "(tx and rx)"; at the end of table add ""Mandatory" only applies if the underlying feature is supported by the STA (e.g. NDP feedback report, HE MU PPDU transmission by a non-AP STA)."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 00:56:36Z) - The text update proposed by the commenter puts “(tx ‘and’ rx)” for HE MU PPDU, which could be confused to mean that AP has to support transmitting and receiving HE MU PPDU, which is not correct.
Also, the commenter only clarifies that “Mandatory” is applicable only if the underlying feature is supported, but does not clarify for CM or O.

Proposed text update for CID 22396 in 11-19/2004 adds language to Table 27-31 clarifying that M/CM/O designation is not applicable for transmission or reception of a PPDU format not supported by the STA.

Instruction to TGax Editor:  Implement the proposed text update for CID 22396 in 11-19/2004r1.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/2004r1 D5.0 PHY CR						#20784: REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-05-14 20:44:27Z) - The main purpose of Table 27-29 is to describe the mandatory/optionality of various LTF/GI modes.  Whether the transmission and/or reception of a PPDU type is mandatory or optional for AP and/or non-AP STA is described in other parts of the standard (e.g. 27.1.1).  Table 27-29 does not ‘override’ that.  For example, 27.1.1 does not require an AP to transmit HE TB PPDU, or require a non-AP STA to receive HE TB PPDU.  Hence, even if a particular LTF/GI combination is indicated as mandatory in Table 27-29, it is clear that transmitting that LTF/GI combination is not required by an AP, and receiving that LTF/GI combination is not required by a non-AP STA.  There is no need to further complicate Table 27-29 with such information.												2019/11/15 0:02			EDITOR


			22397			Mark RISON			244			5												E			Y															V			Editor						995			CID 20786.  Missing/malformed "HE-" in D5.0 in "GI And LTF Type" and "MU-MIMO LTF Mode" field names; "indicates the LTF mode"; " 2x LTF + 1.6 ┬╡s GI or 4x LTF + 3.2 ┬╡s GI"; "GI And
LTF field value" (also note missing "Type"); "4x HE- LTF"; "MU-MIMO LTF subfield value" (also note missing "Mode"); "GI and LTF" (also note should be "And"); "the same LTF and GI" (2x); "GI_HELTF TYPE"; "MU-MIMO LTF MODE"; "Indicates the LTF mode"; "NUMBER_OF_HELTF"; "depending
upon the LTF duration"; "GI+LTF Size" field name; LTF_80MHz; "HELTF"; "HE LTF mode is used"			Make all of these locations say "HE-LTF" rather than "LTF" or "HELTF" or "HE- LTF" or "HE LTF"  as the case may be			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-04 21:53:57Z) - As suggested. In addition, use consistent style for the parameter names in Table 27-2: GI_AND_HE_LTF_TYPE, MU_MIMO_HE_LTF_MODE, NUMBER_OF_HE_LTF_SYMBOLS, PRE_FEC_FACTOR, PE_DISAMBIGUITY, FEC_CODING_LIST (consistent with Table 27-1)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-04 22:02:31Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22398			Mark RISON			244			5			26.17.2.4									E			Y									26.17.2.4						J			Laurent Cariou									CID 20804.  The resolution seems to be trying to make a distinction between a "recommendation to the internal implementation" and "a normative ["should"] behavior from the standard's perspective".  I don't think there is any such distinction.  If there is a distinction between "NOTE it is recommended" and "should", please point me at the IEEE style guide or similar document that describes the distinction			Change "NOTE 2--It is recommended that the AP responds with a GAS comeback delay of zero." to "The AP should respond with a GAS comeback delay of zero." in the referenced subclause			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn						Editor: I agree with the commenter. We should not have notes that describe recommended behavior												2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22399			Mark RISON			244			5												T			Y															J			Editor						995			CID 20817.  The resolution is not responsive to the comment (CID 20288 seems to be about one particular location; it may well be that in that location "non-AP" needs to be inserted to make the requirement clear, since otherwise it might apply to an AP)			Make the changes proposed by CID 20817			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-06 01:48:58Z) - #20817 fails to identify a problem with the draft. It is true that Trigger frames are necessarily responded to by non-AP STAs but it does not follow that the non-AP qualifier needs to be dropped for this reason. The statements are accurate.			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1						#20817: REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-06-13 19:21:28Z) - There are other comments such as #20288 that essentially state that "STA" should be qualified as AP or non-AP STA if the requirement applies only to the qualified type.			N									2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22400			Mark RISON			244			5			26.7.2									E			Y									26.7.2						A			Editor						995			CID 20830.  The resolution is in error.  The normative requirements are, as the comment said, in Clause 9: "Reserved if the SU Beamformee subfield is 0 or the Supported Channel Width Set field does not indicate support for bandwidths
greater than 80 MHz."; "The minimum value of this field is 3."			In the referenced subclause delete "An HE beamformee that supports neither 80+80 MHz nor 160 MHz channel widths sets the Beamformee
STS > 80 MHz subfield to 0." and "An HE beamformee that supports 160 MHz or 80+80 MHz channel widths shall set the Beamformee STS
> 80 MHz subfield to indicate a maximum number of HE-LTF symbols of 4 or greater."			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-06 16:31:37Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-06 16:31:42Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22401			Mark RISON			244			5												T			Y															J			Brian Hart									CID 20856.  The reason for saying reserved not arbitrary is the usual one of allowing for future extension			In Tables 27-28 and 27-29 change "If the STA-ID subfield is set to 2046, then the other subfields are reserved and set to 0."			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn						#20856: REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:18:52Z) - Set to arbitrary values and set to reserved values are two different soultions. There is no technical issue of the existing solution. The commenter doesn’t provide the reason why an alternative solution should be applied.												2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22402			Mark RISON			244			5						488			42			E			Y			488.42			42									A			Editor						995			"9.3.1.23 (Trigger frame format)" -- wrong reference			Make it "9.3.1.22 (Trigger frame format)" and make it a hyperlink			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 17:13:45Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 17:13:51Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22403			Mark RISON			244			5			26.15.2			436			31			T			Y			436.31			31			26.15.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1833r0			973			"if the most recently received HE Capa-
bilities element from that peer STA" -- capabilities are static, so it doesn't have to be the most recent one			Delete "most recently received " in the cited text			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:32:15Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. We do need to specify that is received though. Proposed resolution removes “most recently”.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1833r0 under all headings that include CID 22403.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1833r0 26.15																		2019/11/15 0:30			EDITOR


			22404			Mark RISON			244			5			9.6.32.2									T			Y									9.6.32.2						J			Abhishek Patil			19/1906r1			959			CID 20927.  Nothing in the spec suggests that an HE BSS Color Change Announcement frame might be directed to a particular STA, and indeed that would be bad as then other STAs would not know of the colour change			In the referenced subclause change "The HE BSS Color Change Announcement frame is an Action or Action No Ack frame" to "The HE BSS Color Change Announcement frame is an Action No Ack frame"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:21:21Z) - An HE AP is allowed to send an individually addressed color change announcement frame to a particular STA. This would be the situation when that particular STA has missed a recent color change announcement and transmits a frame to the AP with the old color.			EDITOR			Abhi 19/1906r1 BSS color																		2019/11/15 0:11			EDITOR


			22405			Mark RISON			244			5			9.6.32.2									T			Y									9.6.32.2						J			Abhishek Patil			19/1906r1			959			CID 20927.  Nothing in the spec suggests that an HE BSS Color Change Announcement frame might be directed to a particular STA, and indeed that would be bad as then other STAs would not know of the colour change			In the referenced subclause change "The HE BSS Color Change Announcement frame is an Action or Action No Ack frame" to "The HE BSS Color Change Announcement frame is a broadcast Action frame"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:21:32Z) - An HE AP is allowed to send an individually addressed color change announcement frame to a particular STA. This would be the situation when that particular STA has missed a recent color change announcement and transmits a frame to the AP with the old color.			EDITOR			Abhi 19/1906r1 BSS color																		2019/11/15 0:11			EDITOR


			22406			Mark RISON			244			5												T			Y															J			Abhishek Patil			19/1906r1			959			CID 20930.  The resolution claims that "a STA belonging to an IBSS or mesh BSS can disable color".  This is contradicted by "An HE STA belonging to an IBSS or a mesh BSS shall not transmit a BSS Color Change Announcement element." in 26.17.3.4 Selecting and advertising a new BSS color			Make the changes proposed for CID 20930			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:21:41Z) - BSS Color Change announcement and BSS Color Disablement are two different operations. The former can be initiated only by an HE AP by transmitting an explicit action frame while the latter can be initiated by any HE STA that transmits HE Operation element (such STAs include HE AP, HE STA participating in IBSS, TDLS, Mesh BSS).			EDITOR			Abhi 19/1906r1 BSS color																		2019/11/15 0:11			EDITOR


			22407			Mark RISON			244			5			26.17.3.4									T			Y									26.17.3.4						J			Abhishek Patil			19/1906r1			959			"An HE STA participating in an IBSS or a mesh BSS may temporarily disable the use of BSS
color  if  the  HE  STA  determines  that  a  BSS  color  collision  has  occurred  (see  26.17.3.3  (Disabling  BSS
color))." -- but 26.17.3.3 is about infrastructure BSSes (because of the references therein to APs)			Delete the cited text			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:21:52Z) - The 1st paragraph in 26.17.3.3 in generic and applies to any HE STA. The paragraph describes the operation with respect to an HE STA that transmits an HE Operation element. Such a STA could be a STA participating in a mesh BSS, IBSS or Infra-BSS.			EDITOR			Abhi 19/1906r1 BSS color																		2019/11/15 0:11			EDITOR


			22408			Mark RISON			244			5			26.4.4.6			333						T			Y			333.00						26.4.4.6						J			George Cherian			19/1936r0			969			CID 20932.  Resolution says "The cited text is not repeated."  It is.  And as the comment said, there is typically more than one AID11 field and one Ack Type field in a Multi-STA BA, and the sentences say nothing useful			Delete "The Ack Type field and AID11 field of the Multi-STA BlockAck
frame are set as described in 9.3.1.8.7 (Multi-STA BlockAck variant)." in the referenced subclause (lines 52 and 62 of the referenced page)			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:16:42Z) - The comment fails to identify a technical issue. The sentenece is providing a reference to help the reader to find information that he or she might be seeking. Hence this is a genuine redundancy.			EDITOR			George 19/1936r0 Ack																		2019/11/15 0:24			EDITOR


			22409			Mark RISON			244			5												T			Y															J			Jianhan Liu			19/1941r3			975			CID 20936. Resolution asserts that the proposed not is "not necessary. The note does not add further clarifications.", but the NOTE does clarify the ambiguity identified in the comment, an ambiguity which is both in the resolution to CID 16139 and in the referenced definitions from Clause 3			Make the changes proposed for CID 20936			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:37:20Z) - The proposed changes on “NOTE---An MU PPDU that carries only one PSDU, or a triggering PPDU that addresses only one STA, does not constitute MU-MIMO”
do not add further clarifications			EDITOR			Jianhan 19/1941r3 27.3.10.7						#20936: REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:39:28Z) - The proposed changes on “NOTE---An MU PPDU that carries only one PSDU, or a triggering PPDU that addresses only one STA, does not constitute MU-MIMO” are not necessary. The note does not add further clarifications.												2019/11/15 0:31			EDITOR


			22410			Mark RISON			244			5												T			Y															J			Jianhan Liu			19/1941r3			975			CID 20936.  The proposed change to Table 27-20--HE-SIG-A field of an HE MU PPDU has been ignored in the resolution			Make the changes proposed for CID 20936			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:37:30Z) - Duplicated comment as 22409.

See the resolution of CID 22409.			EDITOR			Jianhan 19/1941r3 27.3.10.7						#20936: REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-07-19 18:39:28Z) - The proposed changes on “NOTE---An MU PPDU that carries only one PSDU, or a triggering PPDU that addresses only one STA, does not constitute MU-MIMO” are not necessary. The note does not add further clarifications.												2019/11/15 0:31			EDITOR


			22411			Mark RISON			244			5												T			Y															V			Youhan Kim			192077r1			984			CID 20941.  Well, if per the resolution "In some of the text, "PPDU with DCM" means the DCM applied to HE-SIGB." then it's even worse!			Change "HE PPDU with DCM" to "HE PPDU with DCM applied to the HE-SIG-B and/or Data field" throughout (5x)			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 00:46:09Z) - Proposed text update for CID 22411 in 11-19/2077 clarifies whether DCM is applied to HE-SIG-B or Data field.

Instruction to TGax Editor:  Implement the proposed text update for CID 22411 in 11-19/2077r1.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/2077r1 22411																		2019/11/15 0:46			EDITOR


			22412			Mark RISON			244			5												E			Y															J			Editor						995			CID 21008.  Resolution says ""Shall" is to be described in text, but not in the description of a field."  I am not aware of this convention.  Where in the IEEE style guide or other is it to be found?			Make "The same value is applied to
both HE-SIG-B content channels." an explicit "shall"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-04 22:14:08Z) - 27.3.10.8.3 defines a field format. As with Clause 9, we avoid inserting behavioral requirements and keep it purely descriptive. In this case the, if the same value is NOT applied to both HE-SIG-B content channels" the meaning is not defined.			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									N									2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22413			Mark RISON			244			5												T			Y															V			Osama Aboul-Magd			19/2057r0			968			CID 21012.  The contradiction identified in this comment is not addressed by the resolution			State that a full-width transmission is an RU, and then simplify things like "HE-MCSs for 242-tone RU and non-OFDMA 20 MHz, NSS = 1" to "HE-MCSs for 242-tone RU, NSS = 1"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:40:45Z) - D5.1 P498L13 already clarifies that HE SU PPDUs are using RUs.  Hence, there is no need to re-state it.
Proposed text update for CID 22413 in 11-19/2057 updates the table captions in 27.5 as suggested by the commenter.

Instruction to TGax Editor:  Implement the proposed text update for CID 22413 in 11-19/2057r0.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/2057r0 22413, 22414						#21012: REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-16 04:25:33Z) - The current table headings in Clause 27.5 are unambigiously clear, henece it is preferable to keep the current language.												2019/11/15 0:23			EDITOR


			22414			Mark RISON			244			5												T			Y															J			Osama Aboul-Magd			19/2057r0			968			CID 21012.  The contradiction identified in this comment is not addressed by the resolution.  Should state that a full-width transmission is an RU, at least			State that a full-width transmission is an RU			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:41:01Z) - D5.1 P498L13 already clarifies that HE SU PPDUs are using RUs.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/2057r0 22413, 22414						#21012: REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-09-16 04:25:33Z) - The current table headings in Clause 27.5 are unambigiously clear, henece it is preferable to keep the current language.												2019/11/15 0:23			EDITOR


			22415			Mark RISON			244			5			27									T			Y									27						J			Bo Sun			19/1896r1			962			CID 21020.  Resolution claims that "The current note for parameter of "CH_BANDWIDTH" for HE_TB PPDU as in Table 27-1 has addressed the comment." but it hasn't, since the comment was about adding to the NOTE!			In the NOTE for CH_BANDWIDTH in Table 27-1 append ", which is in the TXVECTOR parameter RU_ALLOCATION"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:57:11Z) - Reason:
The current note for parameter of “CH_BANDWIDTH” for HE_TB PPDU as in Table 27-1 has addressed concern as in the original comment and the proposed change doesn’t provide more clarification about the parameter “CH_BANDWIDTH”. 

Discussion: 
The comment CID 21020 (again, repeating CID 16115) is “The comment was about HE TB PPDUs, and specifically those where the PPDU is OFDMA, i.e. does not span the full channel bandwidth”. It’s exactly what the current Note means, “The TXVECTOR parameter CH_BANDWIDTH does not represent the channel width of the transmitted PPDU”. That’s why the CID 21020 is rejected with the reason “The current note for parameter of “CH_BANDWIDTH” for HE_TB PPDU as in Table 27-1 has addressed the comment.” 
Further, the commenter requested to extend the current note with an additional statement “, which is in the TXVECTOR parameter RU_ALLOCATION”. The requested adding is to explain what the channel width of a transmitted PPDU is when it’s an HE_TB PPDU, especially when it’s an OFDMA PPDU. But that explanation is not about the CH_BANDWIDTH itself and it’s not supposed to happen at a place specifically for the explanation for CH_BANDWIDTH parameter.			EDITOR			Bo 19/1896r1 PHY service interface																		2019/11/15 0:17			EDITOR


			22416			Mark RISON			244			5												T			Y															V			Editor			19/1684r5			974			Re CID 21023, 16306, 13230: dot11HECCAIndicationMode apparently indicates the SME controls what the PHY-CCA.ind contains.  This makes no sense			Make the changes indicated in 19/1684			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 01:03:58Z) - TGax editor to apply the changes under “Editing instructions” in <this document> to D5.1. The changes remove the MIB object and add a parameter to the PHY-CCA.indication() so that the busy/idle status of the 20 MHz subchannels is always reported.			EDITOR			Robert 19/1684r5 dot11HECCAIndicationMode																		2019/11/15 7:19			EDITOR


			22417			Mark RISON			244			5			26.9.2									T			Y									26.9.2						J			Jarkko Kneckt			19/1922r3			983			CID 20788.  If the intent of the "should" is to address the transition period while an AP updates it STAs with the new OM, then that should be specified			Change "An OMI initiator that is an HE AP should be capable of receiving within an operating channel width and
with NSS that are up to the values of the most recently transmitted Channel Width subfield and Rx NSS sub-
field that the OMI initiator has successfully indicated in the OM Control subfield or in the Operating Mode
field sent to any associated STA." to "While an OMI initiator that is an HE AP is communicating a new operating mode to its associated STAs, it should be capable of receiving within an operating channel width and
with NSS that are up to the values of the most recently transmitted Channel Width subfield and Rx NSS subfield that it has successfully indicated in the OM Control subfield or in the Operating Mode field sent to any associated STA.  After an OMI initiator that is an HE AP has successfully communicated a new operating  mode to all its associated STAs, it shall be capable of receiving within an operating channel width and
with NSS that are up to the values of the most recently transmitted Channel Width subfield and Rx NSS subfield that it has indicated in the OM Control subfield or in the Operating Mode field sent to its associated STAs."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 00:44:51Z) - This comment was discussed in AM2 THU and 802.11ax group preferred not to change this operation.			EDITOR			Jarkko 19/1922r3 TSPEC and OM																		2019/11/15 0:45			EDITOR


			22418			Mark RISON			244			5			27									T			Y									27						J			Bo Sun			19/1896r1			962			CID 20899.  The resolution doesn't seem to address the comment			In Table 27-1, after "For an HE TB PPDU, [...] MU in the RXVECTOR column indicates the parameter is not present" append " (the receiver knows the values since they were specified in the triggering PPDU)"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:57:24Z) - Reason:
Commenter’s intention could be understood but the proposed change to add extra explanation is not necessary since the reception related primitives parameters and operations for HE TB PPDU has been clearly described in 8.3.5.18, 27.2.1 and 27.2..3			EDITOR			Bo 19/1896r1 PHY service interface																		2019/11/15 0:17			EDITOR


			22419			Matthew Fischer			244			5			26.17.2.3.2			451			60			T			N			451.60			60			26.17.2.3.2						J			19/1834r2			19/1834r0			991			Do we need a requirement that the non-AP STA operating in 6 GHz shall set some MIB variable indicating that it is capable of understanding FILS frames? If an AP can send either FILS or unsolicited Presp, then before discovery, how does a non-AP STA know what the APs on a channel will use? In order to ensure that it receives everything from all APs within 20 TUs, a smart non-AP STA will have to be able to interpret/understand a FILS DF, so should this be a requirement?			Consider making FILS capability, or some subset of FILS capability a requirement or recommendation for non-AP HE STA in 6 GHz			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 02:43:24Z) - The comment fails to identify a technical issue and is asking several questions, the answers to which are as follows:
1)	There is already a MIB variable for the STA to be set, namely dot11FILSProbeDelay. All HE STAs operating in 6G are required to understand FILS Discovery frames since their behavior depends on the correct interpretation of received FD frames. 
2)	STA understands both, probe resp and FD frames, hence it does not matter which one the AP choses to transmit. 
3)	Yes, and the STA is already required to interpret/understand FILS DF.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1834r2 26.17																		2019/11/15 6:13			EDITOR


			22420			Matthew Fischer			244			5			26.17.2.3.2			451			60			T			N			451.60			60			26.17.2.3.2						V			19/1834r2			19/1834r0			991			There is no antecedent for "target time" that is mentioned here - what target time is being referred to?			Clarify			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 02:43:34Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution clarifies this aspect by re-writing portions of the sentence and generalizing the item to “a target transmit time”.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1834r2 under all headings that include CID 22420.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1834r2 26.17																		2019/11/15 6:13			EDITOR


			22421			Matthew Fischer			244			5			26.17.2.3.3			453			39			T			N			453.39			39			26.17.2.3.3						J			19/1834r2			19/1834r0			991			The non-AP STA is required to set some MIB variable here that is part of the FILS set of MIBs, but there is no requirement indicating that a non-AP STA operating in 6 GHz shall have any FILS capability, so how can this requirement be made on its own without discussing the complete requirements for non-AP HE STA in 6 GHz with respect to FILS?			Clarify whether a non-AP HE STA in 6 GHz is required or recommended to perform some or all or none of the FILS procedures, and which ones specifically.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 03:49:52Z) - The comment fails to identify a technical issue and is asking several questions, the answers to which are as follows:
1)	There is already a MIB variable for the STA to be set, namely dot11FILSProbeDelay. All HE STAs operating in 6G are required to understand FILS Discovery frames since their behavior depends on the correct interpretation of received FD frames. 
2)	STA understands both, probe resp and FD frames, hence it does not matter which one the AP choses to transmit. 
Yes, and the STA is already required to interpret/understand FILS DF			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1834r2 26.17																		2019/11/15 6:13			EDITOR


			22422			Matthew Fischer			244			5			26.17.2			449			19			T			N			449.19			19			26.17.2						J			Matt Fischer						998			It would be good to have some way to disable EDCA access by Tgax devices in the 6GHz band to allow most efficient use of this new spectrum as new 802.11 amendments are created.			Add a signaling mechanism that allows future devices to disable EDCA in TGax devices operating in channels in 6GHz, that is, those channels that are referenced to a channel starting frequency of 5.940 Ghz as indicated in the tables in Annex E			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 04:11:57Z) - The task group could not reach consensus on any change to the current text that would satisfy this comment.			EDITOR			Remaining																		2019/11/15 7:17			EDITOR


			22423			Matthew Fischer			244			5			26.3.1			318			6			T			N			318.06			6			26.3.1						J			Matt Fischer						998			Need a mechanism to allow the transmitter of fragments to re-partition an MSDU for which some fragments have been transmitted. This requires a fragment flush command			Add a mechanism to allow the transmitter of fragments to re-partition an MSDU by creating the ability to signal a fragment flush command to its recipient STA. See 11-18-0218			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 04:12:58Z) - The task group could not reach consensus on any change to the current text that would satisfy this comment.			EDITOR			Remaining																		2019/11/15 7:17			EDITOR


			22424			Matthew Fischer			244			5			26.8.5			400			51			T			N			400.51			51			26.8.5						J			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1832r2			972			The TWT Information frame is a management frame for which reception and parsing at the receiving STA can be incovenient but is currently the only effective means for a STA to cause an early termination of a TWT SP, even though it is not listed in the early termination events! There needs to be a more convenient mechanism for a STA to cause a TWT SP early termination. Suggest using an A control value to signal a STA state transition with timing information. Also, the receipt of a TWT information frame at the TWT responding STA is not currently included in the early termination events.			Add the receipt of a TWT information frame with certain conditions/values as an early termination event of a TWT SP that is initiated by the TWT requesting STA. Also, include a mechanism for signaling STA state transition which can be used by a STA to create an early termination of a TWT SP, such as is described in 11-18-1821			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:28:22Z) - The comment fails to identify a technical issue and seems to be hinting into an implementation issue which is out of scope of the standard. The proposed change on the other hand suggests the addition of another option for providing an existing functionality.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1832r2 TWT																		2019/11/15 0:29			EDITOR


			22425			Ming Gan			244			5			9.4.2.257			211			60			T			N			211.60			60			9.4.2.257						A			Editor						995			The resolution in the CR document 18/1511r1 was not reflected. A typo on RU_j,i in the equation 9-3b. It should be RU_j			As in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 20:12:56Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 20:12:59Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22426			Ming Gan			244			5			9.4.2.257			211			60			T			N			211.60			60			9.4.2.257						A			Editor						995			The superscripts of two Sigmas in in the equation 9-3b were missed, One is N, the other is N_RU. Please refer to the CR document 18/1511r1			As in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 20:13:42Z) - The issue was that the equation had been chopped off at the top.			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 20:14:05Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22427			Ming Gan			244			5			9.4.2.257			212			4			T			N			212.04			4			9.4.2.257						A			Editor						995			The superscripts of two Sigmas in in the equation 9-3c were missed, One is N, the other is N_RUM. Please refer to the CR document 18/1511r1			As in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 20:14:29Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 20:14:34Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22428			Ming Gan			244			5			9.4.2.170			165			51			T			N			165.51			51			9.4.2.170						A			Laurent Cariou			19/2083r1			982			The values of 13-255 for the TBTT Information Length subfield are not used now. But now it has partial meaning.			Change it to "Reserved but the first 12 octets of the field are the same as for TBTT
Information Length"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 00:42:30Z)			EDITOR			Laurent 19/2083r1 RNR																		2019/11/15 0:43			EDITOR


			22429			Ming Gan			244			5			27.3.4			512			41			T			N			512.41			41			27.3.4						J			Editor						995			Regarding "are sent only on the 20 MHz channels", the number of 20 MHz channels could be 1 .			Change  "channels" to "channel(s)"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 17:28:44Z) - the singular is a special case of the plural and there is no need to write the sentence with both numbers. This type of sentence construct  (bracketed plural)  is problematic because the number has to match throughout -- you need "is (are)" etc -- and should be avoided where possible.			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									N									2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22430			Ming Gan			244			5			27.3.5			516			17			T			N			516.17			17			27.3.5						J			Editor						995			Regarding "are sent only on the 20 MHz channels" in the figure 27-15, the number of 20 MHz channels could be 1 .			Change  "channels" to "channel(s)"			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 17:32:38Z) - the singular case is covered			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									N									2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22431			Naotaka Sato			244			5			E.1			763			21			T			N			763.21			21			E.1						V			Laurent Cariou			19/1998r1			981			Too early to define the operating class for 6 GHz.			Delete all channel center frequency index from the table.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 00:40:17Z) - this issue has been already discussed in this group. It was proposed to wait for more information from regulators regarding operating at 6 GHz before making changes to the channelization. The comment should therefore be resubmitted in a future ballot.

After the sentence “Insert the following rows and update the “reserved” row appropriately in Table E-4:” page 761 line 16 in draft 5.1, insert the following sentence: “NOTE – channelization may be revised in a later revision, when we have more information on the regulatory context”.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1998r1 Misc																		2019/11/15 0:41			EDITOR


			22432			Pascal VIGER			244			5			26.2.7			316			9			T			N			316.09			9			26.2.7						J			Laurent Cariou			19/1995r2			950			A non-AP HE STA ... shall update its  CW/AIFSN/MU_EDCA_Timer state variables ... for all the ACs from which at least one QoS Data frame was transmitted successfully in an HE TB PPDU in response to the Trigger frame.
Please confirm if this behavior is also to be executed for ACs where at least one management frame (like Action Frames) was transmitted successfully.			As per comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-13 03:49:37Z) - The normative text is very clear that the update of parameters are only when transmitting QoS Data frames in response to a trigger frame. This thefore excludes management frames, which have a different type value as defined in table 9-1 (Valid type and subtype combination). There is not need to clarify that the update is not made for transmission of all the other frame types and subtypes.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1995r2 MU EDCA																		2019/11/14 23:54			EDITOR


			22433			Patrice Nezou			244			5			26.2.7			317			1			T			N			317.01			1			26.2.7						V			Laurent Cariou			19/1995r2			950			In this following sentence, "A non-AP HE STA that sends a frame with an OM Control subfield with the UL MU Disable subfield set to 1 or with the UL MU Disable subfield set to 0 and the UL MU Data Disable subfield set to 1 as defined in 26.9.3 (Transmit operating mode (TOM) indication) may set the MUEDCATimer[AC] for all ACs to 0 on receiving an immediate acknowledgment from the OMI responder.", there is no  instruction to update CWmin[AC],CWmax[AC] and AIFSN[AC].			Replace the cited sentence by "Upon the reception of an immediate acknowledgment from the OMI responder, a non-AP HE STA that sends a frame with an OM Control subfield with the UL MU Disable subfield set to 1 or with the UL MU Disable subfield set to 0 and the UL MU Data Disable subfield set to 1 as defined in 26.9.3 (Transmit operating mode (TOM) indication) may set the MUEDCATimer[AC] for all ACs to 0 and may set CWmin[AC], CWmax[AC] and AIFSN[AC] either to the values that are contained in the most recently received EDCA Parameter Set element sent by the AP with which the STA is associated, or to the default EDCA parameter values (see Table 9-137 (Default EDCA Parameter Set element parameter values if dot11OCBActivated is false)) if an EDCA Parameter Set element has not been received.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-13 03:49:51Z) -the normative text describing the non-AP STA behaviour when using the disable bit is already defined. The proposed resolution is to clarify the sentence. Apply the changes marked as #22433 in this document.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1995r2 MU EDCA																		2019/11/14 23:54			EDITOR


			22434			Patrice Nezou			244			5			26.5.2.4			348			50			T			N			348.50			50			26.5.2.4						J			Abhishek Patil									In the sentence "A non-AP STA that receives a triggering frame other than an MU-RTS Trigger frame or an NFRP Trigger frame and that transmits an HE TB PPDU response shall follow the A-MPDU padding procedure described in 26.6.2.3 (A-MPDU padding in an HE TB PPDU) and construct the A-MPDU carried in the HE TB PPDU as described below provided the AP allocates sufficient resources for the non-AP STA to include MPDU(s) in the A-MPDU." is beyond understanding. It seems that some words miss after "as described below" or please make this sentence understandable.			Please clarify the sentence			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22435			Patrice Nezou			244			5			26.5.2.4			348			65			E			N			348.65			65			26.5.2.4						A			Editor						995			In the sentence "A non-AP STA shall follow the rules in 26.5.4.5 (Additional considerations for unassociated STAs) to construct an HE TB PPDU in response to a Trigger frame from an AP with which it is not associated and that allocates RA-RUs for unassociated." , replace the word "unassociated" by "unassociated STAs".			as in comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 15:15:19Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 15:15:22Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22436			Patrice Nezou			244			5			26.5.2.4			350			19			E			N			350.19			19			26.5.2.4						J			Liwen Chu									The paragraph "A non-AP STA shall follow the rules in 26.5.4.5 (Additional considerations for unassociated STAs) to construct an HE TB PPDU in response to a Trigger frame from an AP with which it is not associated and that allocates RA-RUs for unassociated STAs." is almost duplicated ( page 348 - line 62 and page 350 -line 19) . Please remove the first paragraph pn page 348.			as in comment			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22437			Pooya Monajemi			244			5			9.4.1.7			134			10			T			N			134.10			10			9.4.1.7						J			Pooya Monajemi									Draft 5.0 does not add any Reason Codes.
An AP currently has the right to deny association to Clients or steer them to other BSSID / bands for unspecified reasons.
In order to improve QoS, especially in the 6 GHz band, an AP may choose to expel Clients for excessive usage of OMI which is negatively impacting the BSS, and that exceeds some Policy for said usage within the cell. It would be better to be able to signal this, rather than using the Unspecified Reason code on Deauth/Disassociation, or the Unspecified Status code on (Re)association Responses.			1) Add Section 9.4.1.7, directing the insertion of a new Reason Code into table 9-51;
2) Add a new Status Code into table 9-52;
A single general code might be added to both tables for ULMU_DISABLE_EXCEEDS_POLICY with meaning of "The usage of UL MU Disable or UL MU Data Disable has been determined to exceeded system policy"			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22438			Rojan Chitrakar			244			5			26.17.2.2			451			7			T			N			451.07			7			26.17.2.2						J			Liwen Chu						998			It appears that Beacons may be transmitted in non-HT duplicate PPDU to aid SST operation, but this is not mentioned anywhere in the section. It will be good to clarify the usage for Beacon transmission in non-HT duplicate PPDU.			Add a NOTE to to clarify the usage for Beacon transmission in non-HT duplicate PPDU.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 04:16:31Z) - Ther is no need to clarify the rules since they are already specified in the baseline.			EDITOR			Remaining																		2019/11/15 7:17			EDITOR


			22439			Rojan Chitrakar			244			5			26.17.2.2			451			24			T			N			451.24			24			26.17.2.2						J			Liwen Chu						998			All the arguments for allowing Beacon transmissions in non-HT duplicate PPDU would also be valid in the 5 GHz band so why is there restriction for Beacon transmissions in non-HT duplicate PPDU in the 5 GHz band?			Clarify why is there restriction for Beacon transmissions in non-HT duplicate PPDU in the 5 GHz band, else allow Beacon transmissions in non-HT duplicate PPDU in the 5 GHz band as well.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 04:17:23Z) - Allowing beacons on non-HE duplicate would reduce the range			EDITOR			Remaining																		2019/11/15 7:17			EDITOR


			22440			Rojan Chitrakar			244			5			26.17.2.4			455			4			E			N			455.04			4			26.17.2.4						V			Editor						995			Co-Locacted.AP should be co-located AP			Co-Locacted.AP should be co-located AP			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 16:29:32Z) - Change "Co-Located.AP subfield" to "Co-Located AP subfield"			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 16:29:56Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22441			ron porat			244			5			27.3.10.8.3			566			45			T			N			566.45			45			27.3.10.8.3						V			Brian Hart			19/1871r2			967			Specification text is 'certain values' without listing them. This is unclear.			List values explicitly.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:36:37Z) -In general agreement with commenter. See resolution under CID 22441 in 19/1871 <motioned-revision>			EDITOR			Brian 19/1871r2 HE-SIG-B																		2019/11/15 0:23			EDITOR


			22442			ron porat			244			5			27.3.10.8.3			567			16			E			N			567.16			16			27.3.10.8.3						V			Editor						995			Sentence unclear.
As defined in [...], each signaling for the presence, in HESIG-
B content channel 1, of the User field corresponding to a center 26-tone RU in an 80 MHz PPDU carries
the same value in both HE-SIG-B content channels			As defined in [...], the Center 26-tone RU field carries the same value in both HE-SIG-B content channels. The User field corresponding to the Center 26-tone RU is carried in HE-SIG-B content channel 1.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 17:40:37Z) - As suggested, except that the second "Center 26-tone RU" should be "center 26-tone RU" (not a field name)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 17:41:08Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22443			ron porat			244			5			27.3.10.8.4			578			27			T			N			578.27			27			27.3.10.8.4						V			Brian Hart			19/1871r2			967			The equation "u = n-1" is ambivalent, since 'n' is also a variable with a different meaning in referenced equations (symbol number).			Change 'n' to a unique variable name.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:38:20Z) - In general agreement with commenter. See resolution under CID 22441 in 19/1871 <motioned-revision>			EDITOR			Brian 19/1871r2 HE-SIG-B																		2019/11/15 0:23			EDITOR


			22444			ron porat			244			5			26.15.2			437			1			T			N			437.01			1			26.15.2						V			Alfred Asterjadhi			19/1833r0			973			"A Trigger frame that is not an MU-RTS Trigger frame may be carried in any PPDU format that is
supported by the intended receivers.". Trigger frame should not be carried in STBC or 11n/ac SGI or BPHY frames.			Update PPDU restrictions based on details in Draft 5.0, section 26.5.2.2.1, page 339, "An AP shall not use the short guard interval for an HT or VHT PPDU that carries a Trigger frame. A Trigger
frame shall not be carried in a DSSS or HR/DSSS PPDU. An AP shall not use STBC encoding for a PPDU
that carries a triggering frame"			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:32:27Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution adds that the allowance is subject to the restrictions defined in 26.5.2.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1833r0 under all headings that include CID 22444.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1833r0 26.15																		2019/11/15 0:30			EDITOR


			22445			ron porat			244			5			26.7.5			380			54			T			N			380.54			54			26.7.5						J			Menzo Wentink			19/1986r2			989			"NUM_STS indicates two or more space-time streams if the Feedback Type field in the HE MIMO
Control field of the preceding HE NDP Announcement frame indicates either SU or MU. See below
for additional constraints on NUM_STS". NUM_STS can be 1 for CQI reporting mode			Update NUM_STS range including CQI-only reporting scenario			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 02:33:01Z) - agree with the comment.

At 380.55, after "either SU or MU" add

", or one or more space-time streams if the Feedback Type field in the HE MIMO Control field of the preceding HE NDP Announcement frame indicates CQI"			EDITOR			Menzo 19/1986r2 Sounding																		2019/11/15 2:39			EDITOR


			22446			ron porat			244			5			27.3.18.1			641			7			T			N			641.07			7			27.3.18.1						J			Youhan Kim						992			the preamble puncturing mask seems too relaxed if more than one 20MHz subband is punctured.			consider limiting the puncture width to one 20MHz subband or changing the mask in cases where 2 or 3 subbands are punctured			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 03:01:26Z) - The 11ax transmit spectral mask has other regions which puts enough pressure on transmit signals to have spectrum with reasonable level of out of channel emission.			EDITOR			Tx spectral mask																		2019/11/15 6:15			EDITOR


			22447			Song-Haur An			244			5			27.3.10.8.5			578			61			T			Y			578.61			61			27.3.10.8.5						V			Xiaogang Chen			19/1949r3			978			Line 61 states "Each HE_SIG-B OFDM symbol shall have 52 data tones."  However, there is no N_SD=52 in the HE-MCS tables.			Please clarify how to use HE-MCS tables for the HE-SIG-B portion of the PPDU.  Or, may need a separate MCS table for HE-SIG-B.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 15:55:31Z) - Resolved in 22030.			EDITOR			Xiaogang 19/1949r3 Nisc																		2019/11/15 0:32			EDITOR


			22448			Song-Haur An			244			5			27.3.10.8.5			579			19			E			Y			579.19			19			27.3.10.8.5						V			Brian Hart						998			N_SR is 28 for HE-SIG-B from the equation notation using Kshift(i_bw).  Suggest keeping the same practice as HE-SIG-A (collectively Pre-HT modulated fields) to write out the number 28 in the equation instead of pointing to Table 21-5.			Change N_SR to 28 if agreed.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 04:09:09Z) -  The proposed text change has already been implemented with 22030. No further text changes required.			EDITOR			Remaining																		2019/11/15 7:17			EDITOR


			22449			Song-Haur An			244			5			27.3.10.8.5			579			42			T			Y			579.42			42			27.3.10.8.5						V			Brian Hart						998			Cannot find the notation T_HE-SIG-B in the equation above.			Remove the line or fix the equation.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 04:09:18Z) - Delete the line starting with "T_HE-SIG-B" at 5.0 P579L42			EDITOR			Remaining																		2019/11/15 7:17			EDITOR


			22450			Song-Haur An			244			5			27.3.11.5.5			609			29			T			Y			609.29			29			27.3.11.5.5						V			Yan Zhang			19/1983r2			961			It seems missing "u"  of the left hand side of equations of 27-88 and 27-89.			Fix it if agreed.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:29:19Z) - Change to as in the resolution of CID22450 in doc IEEE802.11-19/1983r2.			EDITOR			Yan 19/1983r2 PHY Math																		2019/11/15 0:16			EDITOR


			22451			Song-Haur An			244			5			27.3.11.10			617			30			T			Y			617.30			30			27.3.11.10						V			Yan Zhang			19/1983r2			961			An equal sign seems missing in the if condition, e.g., should be 0<= k <= N_SD/2-1 instead of 0<= k < N_SD/2-1 .			Fix it if agreed.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:29:46Z) - Change to as in the resolution of CID22451 in doc IEEE802.11-19/1983r2.			EDITOR			Yan 19/1983r2 PHY Math																		2019/11/15 0:16			EDITOR


			22452			Song-Haur An			244			5			27.3.10.7.2			551			44			E			Y			551.44			44			27.3.10.7.2						A			Editor						995			In Table 27-19 the partition lines under DCM=1 and STBC=1 should be removed to avoid confusion that the cells below them are not defined.			Fix it if agreed.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 17:36:12Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 17:36:21Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22453			Song-Haur An			244			5			27.3.10.7.2			553			32			T			Y			553.32			32			27.3.10.7.2						J			Jianhan Liu			19/1941r3			975			Need to address what to set if none of these (if) conditions is met, given the number of OFDM symbols in the HE_SIG-B field  >=16.  (Follow up on the disposition of CID 21412)			Please clarify or update.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 04:37:39Z) - The text clearly say the conditions for  B18-B21 set to 15.

It is impossible to set a number greater than 15 given 4 bits.			EDITOR			Jianhan 19/1941r3 27.3.10.7																		2019/11/15 0:31			EDITOR


			22454			Song-Haur An			244			5			27.3.11.2			603			38			E			Y			603.38			38			27.3.11.2						J			Editor						995			"SD,short" toward the end of the sentence should be subscripted.			Please edit it if agreed.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 15:34:55Z) - The text in brackets after the table reference is automatically generated from the table title with all formatting removed (including subscript). In the published amendment this text is removed. It is present in the draft only to catch reference errors.			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									N			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 15:35:34Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22455			Song-Haur An			244			5			27.3.11.5.4			607			37			T			Y			607.37			37			27.3.11.5.4						V			Yan Zhang			19/1983r2			961			Line 37 says, "mSTBC is the common STBC setting among all the users, as described in 27.3.11.7 (Segment parser)."  However, no mention of mSTBC can be found in 27.3.11.7.			Please correct the section number or add more specific illustration.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:30:01Z) - Change to as in the resolution of CID22455 in doc IEEE802.11-19/1983r2.			EDITOR			Yan 19/1983r2 PHY Math																		2019/11/15 0:16			EDITOR


			22456			Song-Haur An			244			5			27.3.11.5.4			608			27			T			Y			608.27			27			27.3.11.5.4						A			Editor						995			A subscript ",u" seems missing from N_CBPS in Eq. (27-81).			Fix it if agreed.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 15:37:58Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 15:38:01Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22457			Song-Haur An			244			5			27.1.1			465			19			E			Y			465.19			19			27.1.1						V			Editor						995			No punctuation in several "if" statements impedes what is meant to convey.			Please add punctuations wherever applicable to help the readability			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 16:14:51Z) - There are a number of statements in this subclause that could be improved and made more consistent. We use the conanical form "<PPDU type>s with <HT-LTF type> and <x GI duration> on the HE-LTF and Data field OFDM symbols" instead of the variants "<PPDU type>s with <x GI duration> on {both|the|both the} HE-LTF and Data field OFDM symbols if the HE-LTF is <HE-LTF type>".

At 464.48 change to "HE SU PPDUs and HE ER SU PPDUs with a 2x HE-LTF and 0.8 µs GI duration on the HE-LTF and Data field OFDM symbols (transmit and receive)."

At 464.51 change to "HE SU PPDUs and HE ER SU PPDUs with a 2x HE-LTF and 1.6 µs GI duration on the HE-LTF and Data field OFDM symbols (transmit and receive).":

At 464.54 change to "HE SU PPDU and HE ER SU PPDUs with a 4x HE-LTF and 3.2 µs GI duration on the HE-LTF and Data field OFDM symbols (transmit and receive)."

At 464.57 chage to "Full bandwidth UL MU-MIMO with a 1x HE-LTF and 1.6 µs GI duration on the HE-LTF and Data field OFDM symbols if the STA supports UL MU-MIMO."

At 464.59 change to "HE SU PPDUs with a 4x HE-LTF and 0.8 µs GI duration on the HE-LTF and Data field OFDM symbols if the STA supports HE ER SU PPDUs with a 4x HE-LTF and 0.8 µs GI duration on the HE-LTF and Data field OFDM symbols (transmit and receive)."

At 465.17 change to "HE SU PPDUs and HE ER SU PPDUs with a 1x HE_LTF and 0.8 µs GI duration on the HE-LTF and Data field OFDM symbols (transmit and receive)."

At 465.19 change to "HE SU PPDUs with a 4x HE-LTF and 0.8 µs GI duration on the HE-LTF and Data field OFDM symbols if the STA does not support HE ER SU PPDUs with a 4x HE-LTF and 0.8 µs GI duration on both the HE-LTF and Data field OFDM symbols (transmit and receive)."

At 465.23 change to "HE ER SU PPDUs with a 4x HE-LTF and 0.8 µs GI duration on both the HE-LTF and Data field OFDM symbols (transmit and receive)."

At 465.49 change to "HE MU PPDUs with a 2x HE-LTF and 0.8 µs and 1.6 µs GI duration on the HE-LTF and Data field OFDM symbols (transmit)."

At 465.52 change to "Reception of an HE TB PPDU with a 2x HE-LTF and 1.6 µs GI duration on the HE-LTF and Data field OFDM symbols."

At 465.54 change to "Reception of an HE TB PPDU with a 4x HE-LTF and 3.2 µs GI duration on the HE-LTF and Data field OFDM symbols."

At 465.57 change to "Transmission of an HE MU PPDU with a 4x HE-LTF and 3.2 µs GI duration on the HE-LTF and Data field OFDM symbols."

At 465.60 change to "Transmission of an HE MU PPDU with a 4x HE-LTF and 0.8 µs GI duration on the HE-LTF and Data field OFDM symbols if the HE AP supports HE ER SU PPDUs with the same HE-LTF and GI combinations."

At 466.21 change to "HE MU PPDUs with a 4x HE-LTF and 0.8 µs GI duration on the HE-LTF and Data field OFDM symbols if the STA does not support HE ER SU PPDUs with a 4x HE-LTF and 0.8 µs GI duration on the HE-LTF and Data field OFDM symbols (transmit)."

At 466.55 change to "Reception of an HE MU PPDU with a 2x HE-LTF and 0.8 µs GI duration on the HE-LTF and Data field OFDM symbols."

At 466.58 change to "Reception of an HE MU PPDU with a 2x HE-LTF and 1.6 µs GI duration on the HE-LTF and Data field OFDM symbols."

At 466.61 change to "Transmission of an HE TB PPDU with a 2x HE-LTF and 1.6 µs GI duration on the HE-LTF and Data field OFDM symbols."

At 466.64 change to "Reception of an HE MU PPDU with a 4x HE-LTF and 3.2 µs GI duration on the HE-LTF and Data field OFDM symbols."

At 467.01 change to "Transmission of an HE TB PPDU with a 4x HE-LTF and 3.2 µs GI duration on the HE-LTF and Data field OFDM symbols."

At 467.04 change to "Reception of an HE MU PPDU with a 4x HE-LTF and 0.8 µs GI duration on the HE-LTF and the Data field OFDM symbols if the non-AP HE STA supports HE ER SU PPDUs with the same HE-LTF and GI combinations."

At 467.48 change to "HE MU PPDUs with a 4x HE-LTF and 0.8 µs GI duration on the HE-LTF and Data field OFDM symbols if the non-AP HE STA does not support HE ER SU PPDUs with a 4x HE-LTF and 0.8 µs GI duration on the HE-LTF and Data field OFDM symbols (receive)."			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 17:04:24Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22458			Song-Haur An			244			5			27.2.2			476			22			E			Y			476.22			22			27.2.2						V			Bo Sun			19/1896r1			997			What is "a higher frequency?"			Need to clarify what "a higher frequency" is with respect to.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 04:04:32Z) - Discussion:
The commented definition is about the enumerated value “ER-RU-H-106” which is defined as “ER-RU-H-106 for a higher frequency 106-tone RU in the primary 20 MHz channel”. The comment is correct that the current statement is not accurate in syntax. 

Instruction to TGax Tech Editor: 
Please implement the proposed modification to 11ax spec draft D5.0 as part of the resolution to CID 22458 as in 11-19/1896r2.			EDITOR			Bo 19/1896r1 PHY service interface						Higher is a relative term. Since there is only one way to send the 106-tone RU in an HE ER SU PPDU I suggest we remove this (higher frequency) here and in the intro and make it aprt of the PPDU fromat description.												2019/11/15 7:16			EDITOR


			22459			Song-Haur An			244			5			27.2.2			384			19			T			Y			384.19			19			27.2.2						V			Bo Sun			19/1896r1			962			Line 10 states ".... the pre-HT modulated fields might be beamformed."  Should it be a definite statement like " ... is beamformed?"  If not, please add the conditions that is not.			Please clarify as in the comment line if agreed.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:02:18Z) - Discussion:
The commented text is supposed to be at P484 L19. The addressed Note at P484L19 was added to resolve the CID16768 as in 11-18-2023-02-00ax-comment-resolution-on-cid-16768, as cited for clarification below:  

“Supporting BEAM_CHANGE or not at receiver does not affect the reception. Any STA can support BEAM_CHNAGE = 0 and BEAM_CHNAGE = 1 case without any efforts. Smoothing or not is a receiver’s decision. Receivers should check if the channel can be smoothed or not. Even for beamformed HE frames, the channel needs to be smoothable if 1x HE-LTF and 2x HE-LTF are used. 

Knowing the Beamformed from HE-SIGA does not help the preamble reception. So adding the capability bit is not necessary.

However, adding an informative note about the setting of BEAM_CHANGE may help the understanding. The note is added to the Table 28-1—TXVECTOR and RXVECTOR parameter”

However, I agree with the commenter that the term “might” in the mentioned Note is confusing though it’s supposed to provide more helping clarification. The added Note should be very clear to both transmitter and receiver what it means when BEAM_CHANGE=0 and BEAMFORMED=1, though it causes no difference to the receiver whether pre-HE portion of the received HE PPDU is beamformed or not. A note could be added to the sub-clause where the related function is described if there’s comment for that in future.
 
Instruction to TGax Tech Editor: 
Please remove the Note at Pg484/Ln18, as the proposed modification to 11ax spec draft D5.0 as part of the resolution to CID 22459 as in 11-19/1896r1.			EDITOR			Bo 19/1896r1 PHY service interface																		2019/11/15 0:17			EDITOR


			22460			Song-Haur An			244			5			27.3.2.2			499			5			T			Y			499.05			5			27.3.2.2						J			Youhan Kim			19/2004r1			953			The captions of Tables 27-7, 27-8, and 27-9 contain " ... and in non-OFDMA 20 (or 40 or 80) MHz HE PPDU."  Are these tables also used by the OFDMA HE PPDU?			Please clarify and update if needed.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 00:53:18Z) -  Yes, Table 27-7, 27-8 and 27-9 are used for HE MU and HE TB PPDUs as well.  Note that the captions state “in a X MHz HE PPDU”, where HE PPDU includes HE MU and HE TB PPDU.  Hence, there is no further clarification needed.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/2004r1 D5.0 PHY CR																		2019/11/15 0:02			EDITOR


			22461			Song-Haur An			244			5			27.3.10.8.5			580			33			T			Y			580.33			33			27.3.10.8.5						J			Brian Hart						998			Follow up on CID 21408.  Do not agree with the disposition "Without the word duplicated, it is not clear that how content channel is allocated to different 20MHz channels, split, duplicate?" A content channel is not allocated to different 20 MHz channels.   Instead, a content channel contains RU Allocation that may cover more than one 20 MHz channels according to Table 27-24.   In Line 33 of Page 580, the original text is "... each of which is duplicated once as shown in Figure 27-30 (...)."  Here is the suggested wording for reconsideration, "... each of which is repeated as shown in 27-30 (.....) to illustrate its usage of each 20 MHz channel."  The suggested wording is applicable to the 160 MHz PPDU.			Please update if agreed, or discuss further offline before the final wording.  "DUP" and the captions in the figures may need to change as well when agreed.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 04:18:29Z)-  The duplication is unambiguous based on Eq (27-21)			EDITOR			Remaining																		2019/11/15 7:17			EDITOR


			22462			Song-Haur An			244			5			27.3.8			534			13			E			Y			534.13			13			27.3.8						V			Yan Zhang			19/1983r2			961			Is N_STS defined for an HE MU PPDU?			Please update as needed.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 02:31:14Z) - Change to as in the resolution of CID22462 in doc IEEE802.11-19/1983r2			EDITOR			Yan 19/1983r2 PHY Math																		2019/11/15 0:16			EDITOR


			22463			Stephen Shellhammer			244			5			1			1			1			G			N			1.01			1			1						J			Eldad Perahia						995			802.19 Comment on CA Doc by Billy Verso:I appreciate the work done on this document, it is much improved.  Thank you.			Some suggestions in my other comments to make it even better.			Reject.  Unclear what changes are proposed			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22464			Stephen Shellhammer			244			5			5			3			18			T			N			3.18			18			5						V			Eldad Perahia						995			802.19 Comment on CA Doc by Billy Verso:In clause 5, the term "CCA" is used four times, when CSMA/CA is perhaps a more correct term, since simply sensing that the channel is clear does not give coexistence unless appropriate actions are taken thereafter.			Instead of CCA, quote the actual channel access mechanism, e.g. "CSMA/CA".			Revise.  Will change the first use of CCA to CSMA/CA in Section 5. But other uses of CCA are correct as CCA detection levels are discussed.			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22465			Stephen Shellhammer			244			5			5			3			21			T			N			3.21			21			5						J			Eldad Perahia						995			802.19 Comment on CA Doc by Billy Verso: The CCA thresholds quoted mean that the 11ax receiver will not detect a UWB transmitter sending at its max allowed power level unless it is extremely close (well under 1 ft.,  or approx. 18 cm by my estimate).			State that: 802.15 UWB is very unlikely to interfere with 11ax since its transmit power levels are so low that it won't be seen by an 11ax receiver, unless it is extremely close.			Reject.  There are various circumstances that could cause this statement to be incorrect.			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22466			Stephen Shellhammer			244			5			5			3			21			T			N			3.21			21			5						J			Eldad Perahia						995			802.19 Comment on CA Doc by Billy Verso:The CCA thresholds quoted mean that the 11ax receiver will not detect a UWB transmitter sending at its max allowed power level unless it is extremely close (well under 1 ft.,  or approx. 18 cm by my estimate).			State that: 802.15 UWB transmit levels are so low that CSMA/CA is ineffectual as a coexistence mechanism with respect to sharing the air with 802.15 UWB applications.			Reject.  There are various circumstances that could cause this statement to be incorrect.			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22467			Stephen Shellhammer			244			5			6			4			10			T			N			4.10			10			6						J			Eldad Perahia						995			802.19 Comment on CA Doc by Billy Verso: When talking about UWB it would be worth noting that the 6 GHz band is of particular concern since this band is one of the most commonly used bands for UWB applications due to FCC PART 15 Subpart C wideband rules.			Add: "Many 802.15 UWB based systems operate in the 6 GHz band because of favourable FCC regulation, i.e., PART 15 Subpart C wideband rules."			Reject.  The proposed statement seems like an opinion rather than quantitative evidence.			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22468			Stephen Shellhammer			244			5			5			3			21			T			N			3.21			21			5						J			Eldad Perahia						995			802.19 Comment on CA Doc by Billy Verso: Depending on the 11ax transmit level, which is hugely stronger than UWB, the 11ax TX signal will disrupt UWB reception in devices over hundreds of metres away.  As a function of how close the 11ax transmitter is to the victim UWB receiver and the intersection of their duty cycles.			State that: 802.15 UWB receivers are subject to being victims of 802.11ax transmissions over distances of 100's of metres as a function of the (much higher) transmit power of the 11ax transmitter, their relative proximity, and the probability of intersection of their duty cycles.			Reject.  The CA document references the ECC report on sharing and compatibility.  If such a comment is accurate, it will already be included in the report.			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22469			Stephen Shellhammer			244			5			6			4			2			T			N			4.02			2			6						A			Eldad Perahia						995			802.19 Comment on CA Doc by Billy Verso: In clause 6 the term "CCA" is used twice, when CSMA/CA is perhaps a more correct term, since simply sensing the channel is clear does not give coexistence unless appropriate actions are taken, and even then it depends on what is done to avoid the collisions.			Instead of CCA, quote the actual channel access mechanism, e.g. "CSMA/CA".			Accept			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22470			Stephen Shellhammer			244			5			6			4			5			T			N			4.05			5			6						J			Eldad Perahia						995			802.19 Comment on CA Doc by Billy Verso: The statement that "UWB systems operating in the 6 GHz band, and are generally required by regulation to accept all interferers." Is not helpful in defining how 802.11ax will impact on them.  Also currently the only other users in the band a licensees whose transmissions at typically aimed at specific fixed points and upwards toward satellites in orbit.			Delete this sentence			Reject.  This is a key aspect of the current regulations.			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22471			Stephen Shellhammer			244			5			6			4			5			T			N			4.05			5			6						J			Eldad Perahia						995			802.19 Comment on CA Doc by Billy Verso: The statement that "UWB systems operating in the 6 GHz band, and are generally required by regulation to accept all interferers." Is specific and is not recognizing that any unlicensed 11ax (if an when this is allowed in this band) will have to operate on a similar basis, i.e. accept all interferers and most importantly not interfere with the licensees.			Delete this sentence			Reject.  This is a key aspect of the current regulations.			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22472			Stephen Shellhammer			244			5			6			4			7			T			N			4.07			7			6						J			Eldad Perahia						995			802.19 Comment on CA Doc by Billy Verso: The referenced ECC sharing study is good, but it is based on a specific duty cycle use case, which while perhaps realistic for the quoted scenario, does not necessarily represent the situation with multiple access points and users as might be expected in a high density environment.  It seems the current 2.4 and 5.8 GHz bands are much busier than this, so might not one might expect the same to be the case in the 6 GHz band.			Note that the sharing study is quite possibly under-representing the likely busyness of the 6 GHz band and so is understating the likely impact on 802.15 UWB deployments.			Reject.  The ECC report is quite an exhaustive sharing study.			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22473			Stephen Shellhammer			244			5			5			3			21			T			N			3.21			21			5						J			Eldad Perahia						995			802.19 Comment on CA Doc by Jaroslaw Niewczas: Depending on the 11ax transmit level, which is hugely stronger than UWB, the 11ax TX signal will disrupt UWB reception in devices over hundreds of metres away.  As a function of how close the 11ax transmitter is to the victim UWB receiver and the intersection of their duty cycles.			State that: 802.15 UWB receivers are subject to being victims of 802.11ax transmissions over distances of 100's of metres as a function of the (much higher) transmit power of the 11ax transmitter, their relative proximity, and the probability of intersection of their duty cycles.			Reject.  The CA document references the ECC report on sharing and compatibility.  If such a comment is accurate, it will already be included in the report.			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22474			Stephen Shellhammer			244			5			6			4			7			T			N			4.07			7			6						J			Eldad Perahia						995			802.19 Comment on CA Doc by Paul Kettle: The referenced ECC sharing study is good, but it is based on a specific duty cycle use case, which while perhaps realistic for the quoted scenario, does not necessarily represent the situation with multiple access points and users as might be expected in a high density environment.  It seems the current 2.4 and 5.8 GHz bands are much busier than this, so might not one might expect the same to be the case in the 6 GHz band.			Note that the sharing study is quite possibly under-representing the likely busyness of the 6 GHz band and so is understating the likely impact on 802.15 UWB deployments.			Reject.  The ECC report is quite an exhaustive sharing study.			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22475			Stephen Shellhammer			244			5			1			1			1			G			N			1.01			1			1						J			Eldad Perahia						995			802.19 Comment on CA Doc by Robert Heile: I appreciate the work done on this document, it is much improved.  Thank you.			Some suggestions in my other comments to make it even better.			Reject.  Unclear what changes are proposed			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22476			Stephen Shellhammer			244			5			5			3			18			T			N			3.18			18			5						V			Eldad Perahia						995			802.19 Comment on CA Doc by Robert Heile: In clause 5, the term "CCA" is used four times, when CSMA/CA is perhaps a more correct term, since simply sensing that the channel is clear does not give coexistence unless appropriate actions are taken thereafter.			Instead of CCA, quote the actual channel access mechanism, e.g. "CSMA/CA".			Revise.  Will change the first use of CCA to CSMA/CA in Section 5. But other uses of CCA are correct as CCA detection levels are discussed.			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22477			Stephen Shellhammer			244			5			5			3			21			T			N			3.21			21			5						J			Eldad Perahia						995			802.19 Comment on CA Doc by Robert Heile: The CCA thresholds quoted mean that the 11ax receiver will not detect a UWB transmitter sending at its max allowed power level unless it is extremely close (well under 1 ft.,  or approx. 18 cm by my estimate).			State that: 802.15 UWB is very unlikely to interfere with 11ax since its transmit power levels are so low that it won't be seen by an 11ax receiver, unless it is extremely close.			Reject.  There are various circumstances that could cause this statement to be incorrect.			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22478			Stephen Shellhammer			244			5			5			3			21			T			N			3.21			21			5						J			Eldad Perahia						995			802.19 Comment on CA Doc by Robert Heile: The CCA thresholds quoted mean that the 11ax receiver will not detect a UWB transmitter sending at its max allowed power level unless it is extremely close (well under 1 ft.,  or approx. 18 cm by my estimate).			State that: 802.15 UWB transmit levels are so low that CSMA/CA is ineffectual as a coexistence mechanism with respect to sharing the air with 802.15 UWB applications.			Reject.  There are various circumstances that could cause this statement to be incorrect.			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22479			Stephen Shellhammer			244			5			6			4			10			T			N			4.10			10			6						J			Eldad Perahia						995			802.19 Comment on CA Doc by Robert Heile: When talking about UWB it would be worth noting that the 6 GHz band is of particular concern since this band is one of the most commonly used bands for UWB applications due to FCC PART 15 Subpart C wideband rules.			Add: "Many 802.15 UWB based systems operate in the 6 GHz band because of favourable FCC regulation, i.e., PART 15 Subpart C wideband rules."			Reject.  The proposed statement seems like an opinion rather than quantitative evidence.			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22480			Stephen Shellhammer			244			5			5			3			21			T			N			3.21			21			5						J			Eldad Perahia						995			802.19 Comment on CA Doc by Robert Heile: Depending on the 11ax transmit level, which is hugely stronger than UWB, the 11ax TX signal will disrupt UWB reception in devices over hundreds of metres away.  As a function of how close the 11ax transmitter is to the victim UWB receiver and the intersection of their duty cycles.			State that: 802.15 UWB receivers are subject to being victims of 802.11ax transmissions over distances of 100's of metres as a function of the (much higher) transmit power of the 11ax transmitter, their relative proximity, and the probability of intersection of their duty cycles.			Reject.  The CA document references the ECC report on sharing and compatibility.  If such a comment is accurate, it will already be included in the report.			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22481			Stephen Shellhammer			244			5			6			4			2			T			N			4.02			2			6						A			Eldad Perahia						995			802.19 Comment on CA Doc by Robert Heile: In clause 6 the term "CCA" is used twice, when CSMA/CA is perhaps a more correct term, since simply sensing the channel is clear does not give coexistence unless appropriate actions are taken, and even then it depends on what is done to avoid the collisions.			Instead of CCA, quote the actual channel access mechanism, e.g. "CSMA/CA".			Accept			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22482			Stephen Shellhammer			244			5			6			4			5			T			N			4.05			5			6						J			Eldad Perahia						995			802.19 Comment on CA Doc by Robert Heile: The statement that "UWB systems operating in the 6 GHz band, and are generally required by regulation to accept all interferers." Is not helpful in defining how 802.11ax will impact on them.  Also currently the only other users in the band a licensees whose transmissions at typically aimed at specific fixed points and upwards toward satellites in orbit.			Delete this sentence			Reject.  This is a key aspect of the current regulations.			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22483			Stephen Shellhammer			244			5			6			4			5			T			N			4.05			5			6						J			Eldad Perahia						995			802.19 Comment on CA Doc by Robert Heile: The statement that "UWB systems operating in the 6 GHz band, and are generally required by regulation to accept all interferers." Is specific and is not recognizing that any unlicensed 11ax (if an when this is allowed in this band) will have to operate on a similar basis, i.e. accept all interferers and most importantly not interfere with the licensees.			Delete this sentence			Reject.  This is a key aspect of the current regulations.			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22484			Stephen Shellhammer			244			5			6			4			7			T			N			4.07			7			6						J			Eldad Perahia						995			802.19 Comment on CA Doc by Robert Heile: The referenced ECC sharing study is good, but it is based on a specific duty cycle use case, which while perhaps realistic for the quoted scenario, does not necessarily represent the situation with multiple access points and users as might be expected in a high density environment.  It seems the current 2.4 and 5.8 GHz bands are much busier than this, so might not one might expect the same to be the case in the 6 GHz band.			Note that the sharing study is quite possibly under-representing the likely busyness of the 6 GHz band and so is understating the likely impact on 802.15 UWB deployments.			Reject.  The ECC report is quite an exhaustive sharing study.			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22485			Stephen Shellhammer			244			5			5			3			21			T			N			3.21			21			5						J			Eldad Perahia						995			802.19 Comment on CA Doc by Anthony Fagan: 802.11ax signals can disrupt UWB devices (eg both planned and existing
802.15.4 devices) from distances of some hundreds of meters.  The
likelihood of collisions occurring will be high in areas having a high density
of 11ax devices, for example in office environments and in urban
residential buildings. The scheduling schemes planned for 11ax will make
it more efficient, however they will will also increase the probability of
collision with UWB packets			It should be acknowledged that 11ax transmitters will have a
significant impact on the operation of UWB 802.15 devices and that the
utility value of existing and planned UWB systems could be greatly
diminished.			Reject.  The CA document references the ECC report on sharing and compatibility.  If such a comment is accurate, it will already be included in the report.			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22486			Stephen Shellhammer			244			5			5			3			12			T			N			3.12			12			5						J			Eldad Perahia						995			802.19 Comment on CA Doc by Timothy Harrington: The CCA thresholds are not adequate to sense a UWB signal which is only -41.3 dBm/MHy			State that 802.15.4 LRP and HRP UWB signals will not be seen or recognized.			Reject.  There are various circumstances that could cause this statement to be incorrect.			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22487			Stephen Shellhammer			244			5			5			3			20			T			N			3.20			20			5						V			Eldad Perahia						995			Section 5, Page 3, line 20
802.19 Comment on CA Doc by Benjamin Rolfe:  "The mechanism defined in IEEE 802.11 standards for 802.11 devices to coexist with non-802.11 devices is clear channel assessment (CCA)." is technically incorrect. What may be meant is that the various channel access schemes, such as CSMA/CA. facilitate sharing the medium with other 802.11 systems and may, in some situations (e.g. when energy detection form of CCA is  used), facilitate sharing the spectrum with other wireless systems as well.  CCA alone is just an assesment; Only when such information is used to make a decision to transmit or defer is this relevant to coexistence (sharing). When CSMA uses ta CCA method with energy detection There are in fact other mechanisms, including the many channel access methods, RTS/CTS, channel scan, transmit power scaling, etc. which can be used to facilitate sharing.  Most of these are primarily intended for sharing with other 802.11 systems. Some may also be used to enhance coexistence with some other radio services, too.			At the very least change "CAA" to "CSMA/CA" which is the basic access procedure for several of the channel access methods in 802.11, which makes the statement not false.  It would be even more helpful to explain some of the other existing mechanisms may be used to affect coexistence.  Given the rich set available, it seems helpful to at least provide an overview.			Revise.  Will change the first use of CCA to CSMA/CA in Section 5 and in Section 6. But other uses of CCA are correct as CCA detection levels are discussed.			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22488			Stephen Shellhammer			244			5			5			3			20			T			N			3.20			20			5						V			Eldad Perahia						995			802.19 Comment on CA Doc by Benjamin Rolfe: "The mechanism defined in IEEE 802.11 standards for 802.11 devices to coexist with non-802.11 devices is clear channel assessment (CCA)." is technically incorrect. What may be meant is that the various channel access schemes, such as CSMA/CA. facilitate sharing the medium with other 802.11 systems and may, in some situations (e.g. when energy detection form of CCA is  used), facilitate sharing the spectrum with other wireless systems as well.  CCA alone is just an assesment; Only when such information is used to make a decision to transmit or defer is this relevant to coexistence (sharing). When CSMA uses ta CCA method with energy detection There are in fact other mechanisms, including the many channel access methods, RTS/CTS, channel scan, transmit power scaling, etc. which can be used to facilitate sharing.  Most of these are primarily intended for sharing with other 802.11 systems. Some may also be used to enhance coexistence with some other radio services, too.			At the very least change "CAA" to "CSMA/CA" which is the basic access procedure for several of the channel access methods in 802.11, which makes the statement not false. Add that most channel access methods depend on a CCA. Then the statements wrt 802.11ax CCA make sense.  It would be even more helpful to explain some of the other existing mechanisms may be used to affect coexistence.  Given the rich set available, it seems worth providing at least provide an overview.			Revise.  Will change the first use of CCA to CSMA/CA in Section 5 and in Section 6. But other uses of CCA are correct as CCA detection levels are discussed.			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22489			Stephen Shellhammer			244			5			6			4			2			T			N			4.02			2			6						J			Eldad Perahia						995			802.19 Comment on CA Doc by Benjamin Rolfe: There are other coexistence analysis documents that cover coexistence between 802 wireless services in the 2.4 GHz band. The argument that 802.11ax is not much different is the main point, but not much different from what? It would help to provide references to at least one of the past analysis documents to provide some idea of what "No significant changes" actually means (i.e. what is it likely to be already).			Provide a reference to at least one prior CAD that addresses the 2.4 GHz band in detail (802.15.4k did a very thourough assessment as an example).			Reject.  We have 20 years of operation in 2.4 GHz to rely on, rather than a prior CAD.			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22490			Stephen Shellhammer			244			5			6			4			7			T			N			4.07			7			6						J			Eldad Perahia						995			802.19 Comment on CA Doc by Benjamin Rolfe:  "and are generally required by regulation to accept all interferers." is true of all licensed exempt users including WLAN. It is niether  helpful nor relevant in this document, the purpose  of which is analysis of coexistence with other 802 wireless systems. Arguments as to who who's supposed to put up with what is out of scope of this document (and requires an appropriate venue with adult beverages). Nor is it helpful to imply another  802 based service is inferior or secondary, that's just inflamatory and counter productive.			Delete ", and are generally required by regulation to accept all interferers."			Reject.  This is a key aspect of the current regulations.			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22491			Stephen Shellhammer			244			5			6			4			12			T			N			4.12			12			6						V			Eldad Perahia						995			802.19 Comment on CA Doc by Benjamin Rolfe: "CCA is used to provide coexistence in the 5 GHz band with the specifications identified in section 4 of this document. " is technically incorrect.  CCA alone does not provide anything but channel status. Sharing is facilitated by channel acecss schemes some of which use CCA. The coexistence issues identified for 802.11/LAA coexistence in the referenced doc are due to channel access deferal in 802.11 (based on CCA using energy detect) which is disadvantaged releative to the channel access scheme of LAA.			Delete "CCA is used to provide coexistence in the 5 GHz band with the specifications identified in section 4 of this document. "			Revise.  CCA changed to CSMA/CA			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22492			Stephen Shellhammer			244			5			7			4			22			T			N			4.22			22			7						A			Eldad Perahia						995			802.19 Comment on CA Doc by Benjamin Rolfe:  "Therefore PHY-level coexistence with legacy devices will be similar as was in 802.11n and 802.11ac" When defining something   relative to something else it is helpful to know what the something else actually is - in this case a reference to coexistence between 802.11n and 802.11ac with respect to legacy 802.11 would establish the reference for comparison (what "similar" might mean).			Provide a reference that explains the  PHY-level coexistence with legacy devices in 802.11n and 802.11ac.			Accept.  Reference provided.			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22493			Stephen Shellhammer			244			5			8.2			5			18			E			N			5.18			18			8.2						V			Eldad Perahia						995			802.19 Comment on CA Doc by Benjamin Rolfe:  "overall interference floor" isn't correct. I think you mean "overall interference level" which would be meaningful in this sentence. This error is repeated several times in the document.			change "floor" to "level" in all places it's wrong.			Revise.  There is only two uses of "floor" in the document.  The first use is "noise floor", which is correct.  Agree with changing "interference floor" to "interference level".			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22494			Stephen Shellhammer			244			5			8.3			5			21			T			N			5.21			21			8.3						J			Eldad Perahia						995			802.19 Comment on CA Doc by Benjamin Rolfe:  "a more robust preamble" is neither precise nor correct:  "more robust" is both questionable technically and irrelevent to the point.			Replace with "802.11ax  introduces a new PPDU format with a preamble designed to provide extended range in some environments"			Reject.  The following sentence specifies what is included in the preamble to make it more robust. 			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22495			Stephen Shellhammer			244			5			8.3			5			27			E			N			5.27			27			8.3						J			Eldad Perahia						995			802.19 Comment on CA Doc by Benjamin Rolfe: "That said, in 2.4 GHz a BSS employing the 1 Mbps 802.11 waveform with long preamble would have comparable coverage area" is irrelevant to this paragraph"  and opens up a lot of questions I don't think you want to answer (like how how the 1Mbps waveform compares to the 11ax waveform with respect to interference potential,which you've not established by analysis or reference).			Delete			Reject.  This statement is relevant as it addresses coverage area of 802.11ax.			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22496			Stephen Shellhammer			244			5			8.4			5			36			E			N			5.36			36			8.4						A			Eldad Perahia						995			802.19 Comment on CA Doc by Benjamin Rolfe: "That said, " is not needed (and distracting). This paragraph is quite important as reduced OBE is a good thing.			delete "That said,"			accept			EDITOR			CA Doc																		2019/11/15 6:28			EDITOR


			22497			Tomoko Adachi			244			5			9.3.3.6			127			46			T			Y			127.46			46			9.3.3.6						A			Laurent Cariou			19/1995r2			979			EDCA Parameter Set element was changed to be optional in Association Response (subclause 9.3.3.6, Table 9-37), Reassociation Response (subclause 9.3.3.8, Table 9-39), and Probe Response (subclause 9.3.3.10, Table 9-41) frames. And corresponding changes, i.e., to only mandate the element when it is different from the default EDCA parameters in those frames, were made in the 4th para in subclause 10.2.3.2 and in the 2nd para in subclause 26.2.7.
However, the baseline mandates the element in those frames and it should be kept as is. The ambiguity parts that the baseline only had were in the 2nd para and 4th para in 10.2.3.2. But these parts are just trying to cover the situation prior to association. Even if the EDCA parameters are the same with the default, (Re)Association Response and Probe Response frames shall include the EDCA Parameters Set element. The policy aligns with the WMM spec.			Delete "optionally" in the Notes column for the EDCA Parameter Set element in Table 9-37 (Association Response frame body), Table 9-39 (Reassociation Response frame body), and Table 9-41 (Probe Response frame body).
Change the 2nd paragraph in 10.2.3.2 as follows: "For each AC ... When communicating within a non-mesh QoS BSS, the EDCA parameters used are from the EDCA Parameter Set element or (for a non-AP STA prior to association in an infrastructure BSS, a mesh STA, or a STA that operates OCB) from the default values for the parameters. The parameters used by the ..."
Change the 4th paragraph in 10.2.3.2 as follows: "The QoS AP shall announce the EDCA parameters in selected Beacon frames and in all Probe Response and (Re)Association Response frames by the inclusion of the EDCA Parameter Set element using the information from the MIB entries in dot11EDCATable. If no such element has been received (e.g., prior to association in an infrastructure BSS), a non-AP QoS STA shall use the default values for the parameters. The fields following ..."
Note that the typo "dot11ECDATable" in the baseline is also fixed in the above.
Change the 2nd paragraph in 26.2.7 as follows: "An HE AP that has dot11MUEDCAParametersActivated equal to true includes the MU EDCA Parameter Set element in the Management frames it transmits that include the EDCA Parameter Set element. An HE AP shall set ..."
Note that space is added between the 1st and the 2nd sentences.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 00:34:51Z)			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1995r2 MU EDCA																		2019/11/15 0:35			EDITOR


			22498			Yonggang Fang			244			5			9.2.4.6a.4			91			51			E			N			91.51			51			9.2.4.6a.4						A			Editor						995			According to  IEEE P802.11REVmd/D3.0,change Table 9-154(ACI Bitmap subfield encoding) to Table 9-154(ACI-to-AC coding).			as in comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 19:08:00Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 19:08:05Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22499			Yonggang Fang			244			5			9.2.4.6a.7			94			1			E			N			94.01			1			9.2.4.6a.7						A			Editor						995			According to  IEEE P802.11REVmd/D3.0, change Table 9-10(AC Constraint subfield values) to Table 9-14(AC Constraint subfield values			as in comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 19:10:40Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 19:10:44Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22500			Yonggang Fang			244			5			9.2.4.6a.7			94			6			E			N			94.06			6			9.2.4.6a.7						A			Editor						995			According to  IEEE P802.11REVmd/D3.0, change Table 9-11 (RDG/More PPDU subfield values) to Table 9-15 (RDG/More PPDU subfield values)			as in comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 19:11:19Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 19:11:23Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22501			Yonggang Fang			244			5			9.4.2.261			214			60			G			N			214.60			60			9.4.2.261						A			Editor						995			According to  IEEE P802.11REVmd/D3.0,change Table 9-272 (Subfield of the VHT Capabilities Information field) to  Table 9-271 (Subfield of the VHT Capabilities Information field)			as in comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 20:16:19Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 20:16:27Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22502			Yonggang Fang			244			5			9.7.1			225			57			E			N			225.57			57			9.7.1						A			Editor						995			According to  IEEE P802.11REVmd/D3.0,change Figure 9-961 (EOF Padding field format) to Figure 9-971(EOF Padding field format)			as in comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 20:17:08Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 20:17:12Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22503			Yonggang Fang			244			5			10.6.5.1			251			51			T			Y			251.51			51			10.6.5.1						A			Editor						995			In 11-19/0301r1, the paragraph has changed to" If  the BSSBasicRateSet parameter is not empty, a non-STBC PSMP frame or a non-STBC Beacon frame,  that is not an ER beacon or HE beacon shall be transmitted in a non-HT PPDU using one of the rates included in the BSS-BasicRateSet parameter."			Please add the description as 11-19/0301r1			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 20:20:49Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 20:20:54Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22504			Yonggang Fang			244			5			26.2.2			309			6			T			Y			309.06			6			26.2.2						J			Xiaofei Wang						994			When BSS color is temporarily disabled,  it can not use BSS color to classify the PPDU as intra-BSS PPDU or do intra-PPDU power save. But it can use BSS color to classify the PPDU as inter-BSS PPDU. We can not restrict all the use when the BSS color is temporarily disabled.			change the sentence to "If a STA determines that the BSS color is temporarily disabled (see 26.17.3.3 (Disabling BSS color)), then
the RXVECTOR parameter BSS_COLOR of a PPDU shall not be used to classify the PPDU as intra-BSS PPDU."			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 03:35:51Z) - By enabling classifying PPDUs as inter-BSS PPDUs when BSS Color is disabled, it will cause classification problems for co-hosted BSSs when some of the BSSs in the co-hosted BSS has already switched to the new BSS color while others have not, as shown in Clause 27.17.3.4			EDITOR			BSS color																		2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22505			Yonggang Fang			244			5			26.5.2.1			337			18			T			Y			337.18			18			26.5.2.1						V			Youhan Kim			19/2004r1			953			In P732L8, dot11ULMUMIMOOptionImplemented when true, indicates that the station implementation is
capable of a full bandwidth UL MU-MIMO transmission. So "A non-AP HE STA with dot11ULMUMIMOOptionImplemented equal to true shall set the Full Bandwidth
UL MU-MIMO subfield of the HE PHY Capabilities Information field of the HE Capabilities element it transmits to 1" is ok, " if it supports transmitting an HE TB PPDU that uses UL MU-MIMO within an RU that spans
the entire PPDU bandwidth" is redundant.			change as the comment			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 00:56:58Z) - Note that there are two MIBs for UL MU-MIMO - dot11ULMUMIMOOptionImplemented (within Dot11HEStationConfigEntry) and dot11HEFullBWULMUMIMOImplemented (within Dot11PhyHEEntry).  Since the all other MIBs related to HE PHY Capabilities is in Dot11PhyHEEntry, suggestion is to use dot11HEFullBWULMUMIMOImplemented.

Proposed text update for CID 22505 in 11-19/2004 fixes the redundancy by clarifying that the dot11HEFullBWULMUMIMOImplemented is set to true if full BW UL MU-MIMO is supported, and delets all instances of dot11ULMUMIMOOptionImplemented.

Instruction to TGax Editor:  Implement the proposed text update for CID 22505 in 11-19/2004r1.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/2004r1 D5.0 PHY CR																		2019/11/15 0:02			EDITOR


			22506			Yonggang Fang			244			5			26.5.2.1			337			25			T			Y			337.25			25			26.5.2.1						V			Youhan Kim			19/2004r1			953			How a non-AP HE STA know  it supports transmitting an HE TB PPDU that uses UL MU-MIMO within an RU that
does not span the entire PPDU bandwidth? We need to add a dot11 parameter to describe this.			Add a new dot11 parameter to describe it supports transmitting an HE TB PPDU that uses UL MU-MIMO within an RU that
does not span the entire PPDU bandwidth.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 01:00:58Z) - There is already a MIB for this feature - dot11HEPartialBWULMUMIMOImplemented.
Proposed text update for CID 22506 in 11-19/2004 uses the dot11HEPartialBWULMUMIMOImplemented in the reference text.

Instruction to TGax Editor:  Implement the proposed text update for CID 22506 in 11-19/2004r1.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/2004r1 D5.0 PHY CR																		2019/11/15 0:02			EDITOR


			22507			Yonggang Fang			244			5			26.5.2.5			352			38			T			Y			352.38			38			26.5.2.5						J			Po-Kai Huang			19/1810r2			955			When NAV is considered, we need to check if the NAV is 0 or not. When the NAV is 0,  the virtual CS indicates idle. When NAV is not 0, the virtual CS indicates busy. So when NAV is considered ,we should seperately describe it.			Delete" Otherwise, the virtual CS
indicates busy" or seperately describe it.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 01:06:36Z) - If the NAV is 0, then the NAV is not considered as described by the text below.

“A NAV is considered in virtual CS by a non-AP STA in determining whether to respond to a Trigger frame sent by an AP with which the non-AP STA is not associated, through the UORA procedure (see 26.5.4 (UL OFDMA-based random access (UORA))) unless one of the following conditions is met:
— The NAV was set by a frame originating from the AP sending the Trigger frame
— The NAV counter is 0”			EDITOR			Po-Kai 19/1810r2 NAV																		2019/11/15 0:07			EDITOR


			22508			Yonggang Fang			244			5			26.5.4.1			355						T			Y			355.00						26.5.4.1						J			Abhishek Patil						998			A HE STA may have two possible ways to access to the media: regular EDCA and UORA. Each access needs to maintain its own access parameters, which causes complexity in STA and AP, and extra overhead via transmitting those parameters over the air.  In addition, it may cause the fairness concern between the legacy STA and the HE STA as the HE STA has more chance to access to the media. Those two different sets of access parameters are not necessary and can be combined into one set. No matter EDCA or UORA should be able to use the same set parameters to access to the media. Suggeset to use one set of access parameters for channel access.			As in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 04:13:27Z) - The comment fails to identify a specific issue to be addressed. It fails to identify changes in sufficient detail so that the specific wording of the changes that will satisfy the commenter can be determined.			EDITOR			Remaining																		2019/11/15 7:17			EDITOR


			22509			Yonggang Fang			244			5			26.5.4.5			358			40			T			Y			358.40			40			26.5.4.5						A			Abhishek Patil						998			In clause 26.5.4.1, it indicates that "An AP that transmits a Trigger frame that is not a Basic Trigger frame, BQRP Trigger frame or BSRP Trigger frame shall not set the AID12 subfield of any User Info field of the frame to 0 or 2045." In other word, the AP can transmit thoss frames with AID12 = 2045.

This conflicts with "an HE AP will not transmit a BQRP or BSRP trigger frame to unassociated non-AP STAs".			1) change the setence in clause 26.5.4.1 to :
"An AP that transmits a Basic Trigger frame may set the AID12 subfield of any User Info field of the frame to 2045. An AP that transmits a Trigger frame that is not a Basic Trigger frame, BQRP Trigger frame or BSRP Trigger frame shall not set the AID12 subfield of any User Info field of the frame to 0."

2) Delete the sentence "an HE AP will not transmit a BQRP or BSRP trigger frame to unassociated non-AP STAs".			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 04:14:11Z)			EDITOR			Remaining																		2019/11/15 7:17			EDITOR


			22510			Yonggang Fang			244			5			26.5.4.5			359			13			T			N			359.13			13			26.5.4.5						J			Abhishek Patil						998			Please clarify the "non-AP STA" means un-associated STA or not in the sentence
"A non-AP STA shall include at most one Management frame in S-MPDU format when it transmits an HE TB PPDU in response to a Trigger frame sent by an AP to which the non-AP STA is not associated."
If yes, suggest to change wording to
"A un-associated non-AP STA shall include at most one Management frame in S-MPDU format in the response HE TB PPDU."			As in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 04:15:01Z) - In an S-MPDU only one MPDU is present and so it applies to both cases. No futher change is necessary			EDITOR			Remaining																		2019/11/15 7:17			EDITOR


			22511			Yongho Seok			244			5			26.17.2.3.1			451			38			T			N			451.38			38			26.17.2.3.1						V			19/1834r2			19/1834r0			991			"In the 6 GHz band, a STA shall not transmit a Probe Request frame to the broadcast destination address that includes a Short SSID List element with more than Short SSID field."
Does it mean "more than one Short SSID field"? Please clarify this.			As in the comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 02:43:58Z) - Agree with the comment. The addition to the spec text has lost the “one”. Proposed resolution is to add the “one”.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1834r2 under all headings that include CID 22511.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1834r2 26.17																		2019/11/15 6:13			EDITOR


			22512			Yongho Seok			244			5			26.17.2.3.2			451			59			T			N			451.59			59			26.17.2.3.2						V			19/1834r2			19/1834r0			991			"The transmission of FILS Discovery frames may be omitted if a broadcast Probe Response frame or a Beacon frame is scheduled for transmission at that target transmit time instead of the FILS Discovery frame, or if the AP does not intend to be discovered by STAs."
What is the definition of the trarget transmit time? I can't fine such definition in 11.46.2.1 (FILS Discovery frame transmission). A FILS AP just schedules the FILS Discovery frames with dot11FILSFDFrameBeaconMinimumInterval. There is no target transmit time concept.
"A FILS AP should transmit FILS Discovery frame(s) in every beacon interval. The interval between the transmission of a Beacon frame and a subsequent FILS Discovery frame shall be no less than the interval
indicated in dot11FILSFDFrameBeaconMinimumInterval. The transmission interval between subsequent FILS Discovery frames by an AP in a beacon interval shall be no less than the interval indicated in dot11FILSFDFrameBeaconMinimumInterval."			Please clarify the target transmit time of the FILS Discovery frame.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 02:44:13Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution clarifies this aspect by re-writing portions of the sentence and generalizing the item to “a target transmit time”.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1834r2 under all headings that include CID 22512.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1834r2 26.17																		2019/11/15 6:13			EDITOR


			22513			Yongho Seok			244			5			26.17.2.3.2			451			59			T			N			451.59			59			26.17.2.3.2						V			19/1834r2			19/1834r0			991			Since a broadcast Probe Response frame or a Beacon frame is scheduled for transmission at that target transmit time, the transmission of FILS Discovery frame is not transmitted.
But, if the scheduled broadcast Probe Response frame or Beacon frame is not transmitted, what is the next step? I guess that the following baseline rule should be applied.
"If dot11FILSFDFrameBeaconMaximumInteval is not equal to 0, and if a Beacon frame or FD frame has not been transmitted by an AP for a period that is equal to dot11FILSFDFrameBeaconMaximumInterval, that AP shall queue for transmission a FD frame or a Beacon frame unless the next TBTT is within a duration indicated by the value of dot11FILSFDFrameBeaconMinimumInterval.(#32)"
But, this baseline rule does not include the broadcast Probe Response frame. The above rule shall be changed as the following:
"If dot11FILSFDFrameBeaconMaximumInteval is not equal to 0, and if a Beacon frame, a broadcast Probe Response frame or FD frame has not been transmitted by an AP for a period that is equal to dot11FILSFDFrameBeaconMaximumInterval, that AP shall queue for transmission a FD frame, a broadcast Probe Response frame or a Beacon frame ..."			Please clarify the FILS Discovery omission rule.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 02:44:24Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution amends the baseline rule to add the broadcast Probe Response frame case.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1834r2 under all headings that include CID 22513.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1834r2 26.17																		2019/11/15 6:13			EDITOR


			22514			Yongho Seok			244			5			26.17.2.3.2			451			64			T			N			451.64			64			26.17.2.3.2						V			19/1834r2			19/1834r0			991			"The AP shall ... follow the rules in 11.1.3.8 (Multiple BSSID procedure) if dot11MultiBSSIDImplemented is true."
Because 11.46.2.1 (FILS Discovery frame transmission) does not follows the rules in 11.1.3.8 (Multiple BSSID procedure), do we need to mention this exception?
If there is no special treatment for the Multiple BSSID procedure in the FILS frame generation, remove the cited wording.			As in the comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 02:44:36Z) - The exception here was related to the fact that the AP is required to use the transmitted BSSID for FD frames and other requirements when the AP supports MBSSID. But the reference is incorrect and is indeed 11.46.2.1. Proposed resolution has revised text with the correct reference. 

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1834r2 under all headings that include CID 22514.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1834r2 26.17																		2019/11/15 6:13			EDITOR


			22515			Yongho Seok			244			5			26.17.2.3.2			452			1			T			N			452.01			1			26.17.2.3.2						J			19/1834r2			19/1834r0			991			An AP operating in the 6 GHz band that is co-located with an AP that does not  transmits a Reduced Neighbor Report and/or a Neighbor Report element reporting that 6 GHz AP can not schedule for transmission a FILS Discovery frame every dot11FILSFDFrameBeaconMaximumInterval?
If it can schdule a FILS Discovery frame as well, it is not necessary to specify "that does not  transmits a Reduced Neighbor Report and/or a Neighbor Report element reporting that 6 GHz AP".
Otherwise, please add the following "shall not" statement.
"An AP operating in the 6 GHz band that is co-located with an AP that does not  transmits a Reduced Neighbor Report and/or a Neighbor Report element reporting that 6 GHz AP shall not schedule for transmission a FILS Discovery frame."			As in the comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 02:48:52Z) - Could not find a sentence in the cited paragraph that specifies “that does not transmit …”. This rule is essentially saying that the 6G AP may schedule FD frames if the co-located AP is advertising its presence as well. And there is no requirement for the other case (that does not include RNR IE and NR IE) because it is up to the AP to decide what to do in this case (i.e., the AP may not want to be discovered in 2G4 or 5G but may want to do so in 6G. Not stating this allows both cases.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1834r2 26.17																		2019/11/15 6:13			EDITOR


			22516			Yongho Seok			244			5			26.17.2.3.2			452			1			T			N			452.01			1			26.17.2.3.2						V			19/1834r2			19/1834r0			991			"An AP operating in the 6 GHz band that is co-located with an AP that transmits a Reduced Neighbor Report and/or a Neighbor Report element reporting that 6 GHz AP may schedule for transmission a FILS Discovery frame every dot11FILSFDFrameBeaconMaximumInterval."
Regarding the FILS Discovery frame transmission, the following is the baseline rule.
"The transmission interval between subsequent FILS Discovery frames by an AP in a beacon interval shall be no less than the interval indicated in dot11FILSFDFrameBeaconMinimumInterval."
In the baseline, the FILS Discovery frame is not scheduled every dot11FILSFDFrameBeaconMaximumInterval.
If a new rule is defined for the FILS Discovery frame transmission, please add this to the exceptation list (the second paragraph of 26.17.2.3.2).
Otherwise, please change the citied wording according to the baseline rule.			As in the comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 02:45:41Z) - Agree in principle with the commenter that the sentence is ambiguous. Proposed resolution simply states the MIB may be set to a non-zero value. Baseline text defines how FILS Discovery frames are transmitting based on that MIB value.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1834r2 under all headings that include CID 22516.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1834r2 26.17																		2019/11/15 6:13			EDITOR


			22517			Yongho Seok			244			5			26.17.2.3.2			452			7			T			N			452.07			7			26.17.2.3.2						V			19/1834r2			19/1834r0			991			"...the 20 TU Probe Responses Active subfield..."
The unsolicited broadcast Probe Response frames are sent every dot11FILSFDFrameBeaconMaximumInterval.
And, as said in the second paragraph, dot11FILSFDFrameBeaconMaximumInterval is set to 20 TU only if the AP is the 6 GHz-only AP that does not share the same co-located AP set as an AP operating in the 2.4 GHz band or 5 GHz band.
It means that the unsolicited broadcast Probe Response transmssion in the 6 GHz AP having the co-located AP in the 2.4 GHz band or 5 GHz band is not strictly related with 20 TU.
Change the subfield name to the Unsolicited Probe Responses Active subfield.			As in the comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 02:45:01Z) - Agree with the comment. 

TGax editor: Please replace “20 TU Probe Response Active” with “Unsolicited Probe Response Active” and “dot1120TUProbeResponseOptionImplemented” with “dot11UnsolicitedProbeResponseOptionActivated” throught the draft.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1834r2 26.17																		2019/11/15 6:13			EDITOR


			22518			Yongho Seok			244			5			9.4.2.170.2			167			10			T			N			167.10			10			9.4.2.170.2						V			Laurent Cariou			19/2083r1			982			Please fix an inconsisteny field name between 20 TU Probe Response Active and 20 TU Probe Responses Active.			As in the comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 00:42:38Z) - change “20 TU Probe Responses Active” and “20 TU Probe Response Active” to “Unsolicited Probe Responses Active” throughout the spec.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/2083r1 RNR																		2019/11/15 0:43			EDITOR


			22519			Yongho Seok			244			5			9.4.2.170.2			167			10			T			N			167.10			10			9.4.2.170.2						V			19/1834r2			19/1834r1			991			"...have dot1120TUProbeResponseOptionImplemented equal to true and are transmitting unsolicited Probe Response frames every 20 TUs (see 26.17.2.3 (Scanning in the 6 GHz band))."
No, 26.17.2.3 (Scanning in the 6 GHz band) says that the AP schedules transmissions of unsolicited Probe Response frames every dot11FILSFDFrameBeaconMaximumInterval.
"... are transmitting ... every 20 TU" is not correct. It should be changed to "... are schedulding transmissions...". And, since dot11FILSFDFrameBeaconMaximumInterval can be any value, 20 TU should be changed to dot11FILSFDFrameBeaconMaximumInterval.			As in the comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 03:06:42Z) - Agree in principle with comment.

TGax editor: Please replace “are transmitting unsolicited Probe Response frames every 20 TUs” with “are transmitting unsolicited Probe Response frames every 20 TUs or less” throughout the draft (3 occurrences)

TGax editor: In Annex C, please replace “and schedules transmission of unsolicited Probe Response frames every 20 TUs” with “and schedules transmission of unsolicited Probe Response frames every 20 TUs or less”			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1834r2 26.17																		2019/11/15 6:13			EDITOR


			22520			Yongho Seok			244			5			26.17.2.3.2			452			24			T			N			452.24			24			26.17.2.3.2						V			19/1834r2			19/1834r0			991			"An AP that corresponds to a nontransmitted BSSID shall not schedule for transmission FILS Discovery frames (see 11.46.2.1 (FILS Discovery frame transmission))"
Is this rule applied only for 6 GHz operating AP? Otherwise, please move to 11.46.2.1 (FILS Discovery frame transmission).			As in the comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 02:46:20Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. This applies to baseline (or say is inherited from baseline). Proposed resolution is to convert this statement to a declarative one and add any missing normative behavior to baseline subclauses (11.1.4.3.4 already has it).

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1834r2 under all headings that include CID 22520.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1834r2 26.17																		2019/11/15 6:13			EDITOR


			22521			Yongho Seok			244			5			26.17.2.3.2			452			9			T			N			452.09			9			26.17.2.3.2						V			19/1834r2			19/1834r0			991			"An AP ... shall schedule for transmission an unsolicited broadcast Probe Response frame every dot11FILSFDFrameBeaconMaximumInterval."
If the unsolicited broadcast Probe Response frame is scheduled every dot11FILSFDFrameBeaconMaximumInterval and the scheduled time is aligned with TBTT, why does AP schedule the unsolicited broadcast Probe Response frame even though the Beacon is scheduled at almost same time.			Remove the unsolicited broadcast Probe Response frame transmission.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 02:46:29Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution is to specify that the transmission of the probe response replaces the transmission of a FILS Discovery frame – therefore it does not replace transmission of  a Beacon.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1834r2 under all headings that include CID 22521.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1834r2 26.17																		2019/11/15 6:13			EDITOR


			22522			Yongho Seok			244			5			26.17.2.3.2			452			56			T			N			452.56			56			26.17.2.3.2						V			19/1834r2			19/1834r0			991			"A 6 GHz AP that receives a Probe Request frame with the Address 1 field equal to the broadcast address, shall respond with a Probe Response frame with the Address 1 field set to the broadcast address."
A 6 GHz AP responds with a Probe Response frame if the conditions specified in 11.1.4.3.4 (Criteria for sending a response) are satisfied.
Change the cited wording as the following:
"A 6 GHz AP that receives a Probe Request frame with the Address 1 field equal to the broadcast address, shall respond with a Probe Response frame with the Address 1 field set to the broadcast address, if the conditions specified in 11.1.4.3.4 (Criteria for sending a response) are satisfied."			As in the comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 02:46:41Z) - Agree in principle with the comment. Proposed resolution accounts for the suggested changes but additionally merges two adjacent sentences to avoid ambiguity and conflicting requirements.

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1834r2 under all headings that include CID 22522.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1834r2 26.17																		2019/11/15 6:13			EDITOR


			22523			Yongho Seok			244			5			26.17.2.3.2			452			57			T			N			452.57			57			26.17.2.3.2						V			19/1834r2			19/1834r0			991			If the AP consist of the hidden SSID, always sending the broadcast Probe Response is not desirable.			Please add an exception for allowing the unicast Probe Response for the hidden SSID.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 02:46:50Z) - AProposed resolution is to specify that this requirement applies to those APs that are transmitting their actual SSID in SSID element of Beacon frames, and therefore does not apply to so-called hidden/stealth SSIDs

TGax editor to make the changes shown in 11-19/1834r2 under all headings that include CID 22523.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1834r2 26.17																		2019/11/15 6:13			EDITOR


			22524			Yongho Seok			244			5			26.17.2.3.3			453			64			T			N			453.64			64			26.17.2.3.3						J			19/1834r2			19/1834r0			991			"...after invoking the backoff procedure, described in 10.23.2.2 (EDCA backoff procedure)..."
What does it mean? Does the STA shall perform the back-off procedure even though the STA has not been back-logged and the channel is idle? In such case, if we follows the legacy channel access rule, the STA immediately send frame without invoke the backoff procedure.
Please remove the citied wording.			As in the comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 02:47:04Z) -The comment is asking several questions the answers to which are as follows:
1)	It means that the STA may transmit the PR frame after invoking the backoff procedure
2)	Yes, it is during the time that the STA has invoked the backoff procedure that the STA understands whether the channel is idle or not.
3)	Not certain what legacy channel access rule is referred to but the legacy channel access rule is DCF/EDCA, which requires invoking the backoff procedure prior to the transmission of a frame, unless that frame is a response to another frame.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1834r2 26.17																		2019/11/15 6:13			EDITOR


			22525			Yongho Seok			244			5			26.17.2.3.3			454			1			T			N			454.01			1			26.17.2.3.3						J			19/1834r2			19/1834r0			991			"Otherwise, if the STA has discovered the presence of an AP in that channel through means that are out of scope of the standard and the AP might be detected by the STA,..."
What is a difference between the  discovery of the presence of the AP and the detection of the AP?
Please clarify the discovery and detection. Otherwise, remove this sentence.			As in the comment.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 02:47:15Z) - The comment is asking a question. Discovery means the STA has discovered that the AP exists, while the discovery of the presence means that the STA has also detected that the AP is within its receive range.			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1834r2 26.17																		2019/11/15 6:13			EDITOR


			22526			Yongho Seok			244			5			26.17.2.3.3			454			22			T			N			454.22			22			26.17.2.3.3						A			19/1834r2			19/1834r0			991			Fix typo from "PHY Support Criteria" to "PHY Support Criterion".			As in the comment.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 02:47:20Z)			EDITOR			Alfred 19/1834r2 26.17																		2019/11/15 6:13			EDITOR


			22527			Yongho Seok			244			5			26.17.2.4			454			37			T			N			454.37			37			26.17.2.4						J			Laurent Cariou			19/1997r3			951			"An AP responds to a probe request by following the rules defined in 11.1.4.3.4 (Criteria for sending a response)."
This is a redundant with the following in the baseline.
"A STA that responds to a Probe Request frame according to 11.1.4.3.4 (Criteria for sending a response(11ai)) shall transmit a Probe Response frame or a Beacon frame(11ai) to the STA that transmitted
the Probe Request frame."			Remove the cited sentence.			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-13 03:29:18Z) - this was added by a previous commenter for clarification. This is indeed redundant, reason why the sentence does not include a shall statement, but just a reference to the baseline subclause describing these behaviors.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1997r3 Out of band discovery																		2019/11/14 23:58			EDITOR


			22528			Yongho Seok			244			5			26.17.2.4			455			27			T			N			455.27			27			26.17.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			19/1997r3			951			"NOTE 3--If the Same SSID subfield is set to 0 in the BSS Parameters of a reported 6 GHz AP, a non-AP STA might:"
Is this to figure out the SSID? Then, please change as the following:
"NOTE 3--If in the BSS Parameters of a reported 6 GHz AP the Short SSID field is not present and the Same SSID subfield is set to 0, a non-AP STA might to figure out the SSID of the reported 6 GHz AP:"			As in the comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-13 03:39:24Z) - agree with the commenter. Apply the changes marked as #22528 in this document.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1997r3 Out of band discovery																		2019/11/14 23:58			EDITOR


			22529			Yongho Seok			244			5			26.17.2.4			455			46			T			N			455.46			46			26.17.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			19/1997r3			951			"channel and that might be detected by a STA receiving this frame have dot1120TUProbeResponseOption-"
What is this frame?			Please clarify "this frame".			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-13 03:43:17Z) - agree with the commenter. Apply the changes marked as #22529 in this document.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1997r3 Out of band discovery																		2019/11/14 23:58			EDITOR


			22530			Yongho Seok			244			5			26.17.2.4			455			45			T			N			455.45			45			26.17.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			19/1997r3			951			"if all 6 GHz APs of the same ESS that operate in the corresponding channel and"
What is the corresponding channel?			Please clarify "the corresponding channel".			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-13 03:43:28Z) - agree with the comment. Apply the changes marked as #22530 in this document.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1997r3 Out of band discovery																		2019/11/14 23:58			EDITOR


			22531			Yongho Seok			244			5			26.17.2.4			455			57			T			N			455.57			57			26.17.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			19/1997r3			951			"... if the reported AP operates in the 6 GHz band and is part of an ESS where each AP in the ESS that is operating in the same band as the reported AP and that might be detected by a STA receiving this frame (irrespective of the operating channel), ... "
What is this frame?			Please clarify "this frame".			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-13 03:43:39Z) - agree with the comment. Apply the changes marked as #22531 in this document.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1997r3 Out of band discovery																		2019/11/14 23:58			EDITOR


			22532			Yongho Seok			244			5			26.17.2.4			455			58			T			N			455.58			58			26.17.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			19/1997r3			951			dot11MemberOfColocated6GHzESSOptionImplemented is not a capability.
What is the supported functionality when dot11MemberOfColocated6GHzESSOptionImplemented is true?
Also, the spec does not say when dot11MemberOfColocated6GHz SSOption Implemented is set to true or false.			Remove dot11MemberOfColocated6GHzESSOptionImplemented and simplify the sentence.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-13 03:43:50Z) - Change “dot11MemberOfColocated6GHzESSOptionImplemented” to “dot11MemberOfColocated6GHzESSOptionActivated” in all occurances in the spec.  Change the following sentence in the DESCRIPTION part of the dot11MemberOfColocated6GHzESSOptionImplemented MIB in page 737 line 60 in 11ax D5.1: "This is a capability variable. Its value is determined by device capabilities.” to the following sentence: “This is a control variable.”			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1997r3 Out of band discovery																		2019/11/14 23:58			EDITOR


			22533			Yongho Seok			244			5			26.17.2.4			455			46			T			N			455.46			46			26.17.2.4						V			Laurent Cariou			19/1997r3			951			Is dot1120TUProbeResponseOptionImplemented the capability variable or the control variable?
Also, this is the recommended suffixes of the MIB variables.
"Implemented" - for a static capability
"Activated" - when it can be switched on and off			Change to the control variable and rename to to dot1120TUProbeResponseOptionActivated.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-13 03:44:03Z) - Change “dot1120TUProbeResponseOptionImplemented” to “dot1120TUProbeResponseOptionActivated” in all occurances in the spec.  Change the following sentence in the DESCRIPTION part of the dot1120TUProbeResponseOptionImplemented MIB in page 737 line 46 in 11ax D5.1: "This is a capability variable. Its value is determined by device capabilities.” to the following sentence: “This is a control variable.”			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1997r3 Out of band discovery																		2019/11/14 23:58			EDITOR


			22534			Yongho Seok			244			5			26.17.3.1			456			28			T			N			456.28			28			26.17.3.1						J			Xiaofei Wang									"A non-AP HE STA associated with an HE AP that is transmitting an HE PPDU in a direct path to a TDLS peer STA..."
I interpreted this sentence to that an AP is transmitting a PPDU in a direct path. But it is wrong.
For avoding ambiguity, change to "When a non-AP HE STA is associated with an HE AP, the non-AP HE STA transmitting an HE PPDU in a direct path to a TDLS peer STA shall set..."			As in the comment.			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22535			Yongho Seok			244			5			26.17.3.1			456			32			T			N			456.32			32			26.17.3.1						J			Xiaofei Wang									"An HE STA associated with a non-HE AP that is the initiating STA of the TDLS link..."
I interpreted this sentence to that an AP is the initiating STATE of the TDLS link. But it is wrong.
For avoding ambiguity, change to "When a non-AP HE STA is associated with an HE AP, the non-AP HE STA transmitting an HE PPDU in a direct path to a TDLS peer STA shall set..."			As in the comment.			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22536			Yongho Seok			244			5			26.17.3.1			456			32			T			N			456.32			32			26.17.3.1						V			Kaiying Lv			19/2053r1			987			Why is BSSID[39:44] used? If it is just arbitrary chosen, please use single byte of the BSSID, e.g., BSSID[42:47] or BSSID[40-45].
Also, bin[x, k] is the operator that casts decimal value x into k bits binary vector. It is necessary to map bit vector to field value.			As in the comment.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 03:34:32Z) - For the first part of comments, BSSID [39:44] is just arbitrarily chosen and it is of no issues.
Agree with the commenter in principle for the second part of comments.
To be consistent with the baseline, change BSSID [39:44] to dec (BSSID [39:44]) and change transmitted BSSID [39:44] to dec (transmitted BSSID [39:44]). 
 

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/2053r1 CID 22536

TGax editor, please make changes as shown in 11-19/2053r1 CID 22536			EDITOR			Kaiying 19/2053r1 Partial AID																		2019/11/15 0:53			EDITOR


			22537			Yongho Seok			244			5			26.17.3.1			456			43			T			N			456.43			43			26.17.3.1						J			Xiaofei Wang									"...may disable BSS color by follow the procedure in..."
Fix the typo: "by following".			As in the comment.			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22538			Yongho Seok			244			5			26.17.3.1			456			55			T			N			456.55			55			26.17.3.1						J			Xiaofei Wang									Combine the following two sentences:
"A non-AP HE STA may following the procedure in 26.17.3.5 (Detecting and reporting BSS color collision) to determine and report a BSS color collision to the AP with which is associated."
"An HE STA that transmits an HE Operation element may determine that a BSS color collision has occurred by following the procedure in 26.17.3.5 (Detecting and reporting BSS color collision)."
as the following: o
"An HE STA may follow the procedure in 26.17.3.5 (Detecting and reporting BSS color collision) to determine and report a BSS color collision."			As in the comment.			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22539			Yongho Seok			244			5			26.17.3.5.1			458			40			T			N			458.40			40			26.17.3.5.1						J			Xiaofei Wang									"An HE AP may determine that a BSS color collision has occurred if it receives frames on its primary channel from an OBSS STA containing the same BSS color..."
Frames do not contain the BSS color. Change the frames to the HE PPDUs.			As in the comment.			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22540			Yongho Seok			244			5			26.17.3.5.2			458			56			T			N			458.56			56			26.17.3.5.2						J			Xiaofei Wang									"a frame...with the same color as it associated BSS."
A frame does not contain the BSS color. Change to an HE PPDU.			As in the comment.			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22541			Yongho Seok			244			5			26.17.3.5.2			459			11			T			N			459.11			11			26.17.3.5.2						J			Xiaofei Wang									"A non-AP HE STA that intends to autonomously report a BSS color collision to its associated HE AP shall do so by scheduling for transmission a BSS color collision Event Report frame every dot11BSSColorCollisionSTAPeriod..."
So , do so what?
Change to:
"... shall schedule for transmission a BSS color collision Event Report frame..."			As in the comment.			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22542			Yongho Seok			244			5			26.17.3.5.2			459			14			T			N			459.14			14			26.17.3.5.2						J			Xiaofei Wang									more than two but not many			As in the comment.			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22543			Yongho Seok			244			5			26.17.3.5.2			459			14			T			N			459.14			14			26.17.3.5.2						J			Xiaofei Wang									"if the non-AP STA has transmitted several such reports to its associated HE AP."
Oof, please clarify the several.
In a dictionary, "several" says more than two but not many. So, in here, the several means more than two reports? Then just change to "more than two reports".			As in the comment.			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22544			Yongho Seok			244			5			26.17.3.5.2			459			12			T			N			459.12			12			26.17.3.5.2						J			Xiaofei Wang									"...dot11BSSColorCollisionSTAPeriod unless the BSS color collision no longer exists or if the associated HE AP has set the BSS Color Disabled bit to 1 in HE Operation element that it transmits or if the non-AP STA has transmitted several such reports to its associated HE AP."
Remove "if" because "if" and "unless" are making a confuse.			As in the comment.			Withdrawn by commenter			EDITOR			Withdrawn																		2019/11/15 7:20			EDITOR


			22545			Yongho Seok			244			5			26.2.7			317			13			T			N			317.13			13			26.2.7						V			Laurent Cariou			19/1995r2			950			"A non-AP HE STA that receives an individually addressed MU EDCA Control frame from its associated AP may reset the MUEDCATimer[AC] to 0 for an AC if the bit corresponding to that AC in the Affected ACs subfield is equal to 1. The STA may invoke a new EDCA backoff procedure after the MUEDCATimer[AC] is reset for that AC and after CWmin[AC], CWmax[AC] and AIFSN[AC] are updated for that AC, as per this subclause, in response to the MUEDCATimer[AC] reset."
The STA that is already using the regular EDCA paramter does not invoke a new EDCA backoff procedure when it receives a MU EDCA Control frame.			Change to:
"When the MUEDCATimer[AC] for an AC of a non-AP has non-zero value, the non-AP HE STA that receives an individually addressed MU EDCA Control frame from its associated AP may reset the MUEDCATimer[AC] to 0 for that AC..."			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-13 03:50:28Z) - agree with the commenter. Apply the changes marked as #22545 in this document.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1995r2 MU EDCA																		2019/11/14 23:54			EDITOR


			22546			Yoshio Urabe			244			5			3.2			43			5			E			N			43.05			5			3.2						V			Editor						995			HE beacon is renamed to HE SU beacon.			Replace "high efficiency (HE) beacon" with "high efficiency (HE) single-user (SU) beacon" and move (sort) to an appropriate place. Since HE and SU are already spelled out, "high efficiency (HE) single user (SU)" in the definition may be just "HE SU".			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-04 21:22:05Z) - SU in the name is not appropriate (it is certainly not single user -- it is broadcast -- and only SU in the sense that it is transmitted in an HE SU PPDU, something that is not apparent from the name alone). The name HE beacon does not conflct with ER beacon (the other type of beacon send in the HE PPDU. Finally, if the idea was to add the PPDU type in the name then the ER beacon should be an ER SU beacon. Change all occurances of HE SU beacon to HE beacon. See #22168.			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-04 21:25:26Z - see #22168			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22547			Yoshio Urabe			244			5			10.6.5.3			251			65			E			N			251.65			65			10.6.5.3						A			Editor						995			"ER Beacon" should be "ER beacon" (not capitalized) since an ER beacon is defined as "a Beacon frame carried in an HE ER PPDU". HE SU Beacon as well.
ER beacon and HE SU beacon are separated to another bullet because "ER Beacon frame" or "ER frame" are not defined while "non-STBC frame" is defined.			Undo the change of the bullet (i.e. remove ", ER Beacon, HE SU Beacon,") and add another bullet "- ER beacon and HE SU beacon" with beacon in small case.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 20:34:28Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 20:34:37Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22548			Yoshio Urabe			244			5			27.3.10.10			600			41			T			N			600.41			41			27.3.10.10						V			Youhan Kim			19/2004r1			953			N_HE-LTF=5 and 7 never happen.			Remove "5, " and "7, " in (27-57).
Alternatively, use N_STS,total similar to VHT-LTF, with the apprpriate definition of the N_STS,total (N_STS in HE SU PPDU or HE SU ER PPDU, maximum number of N_STS,r,total in HE MU PPDU or HE TB PPDU).			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 00:54:56Z) - Proposed text update for CID 22548 in 11-19/2004 fixes Equation (27-57) by removing cases for N_{HE_LTF} equal to 3, 5 or 7.
Instruction to TGax Editor:  Implement the proposed text update for CID 22548 in 11-19/2004r1.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/2004r1 D5.0 PHY CR																		2019/11/15 0:02			EDITOR


			22549			Yoshio Urabe			244			5			27.3.11.2			603			28			E			N			603.28			28			27.3.11.2						A			Editor						995			"SHORT"should be in lower case letters for consistency. P603L33 and L35 as well.			as in the comment			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 15:31:15Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 15:31:21Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22550			Yoshio Urabe			244			5			27.3.11.2			603			38			E			N			603.38			38			27.3.11.2						J			Editor						995			"SD,short" in "Table 27-33 (NSD,short values)" should be subscript. P30L13 and P676L25 as well.			as in the comment			REJECTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 15:33:02Z) - The text in brackets after the table reference is automatically generated from the table title with all formatting removed (including subscript). In the published amendment this text is removed. It is present in the draft only to catch reference errors.			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									N			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 15:34:14Z- The resolution contains no editing instructions.						2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22551			Youhan Kim			244			5			26.11.7			427			29			E			Y			427.29			29			26.11.7						A			Editor						995			Text changes approved by Motion #932 in 11-19/1409r6 has not been implemented.  See CID 20742 in 11-19/1530r0.			Change "set to 11000000" to "set to 192 (11000000 in binary representation)"			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 00:34:02Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 00:34:07Z - see #22233			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22552			Youhan Kim			244			5			9.4.2.247.3			188			62			E			Y			188.62			62			9.4.2.247.3						A			Editor						995			Text changes approved by Motion #932 in 11-19/1409r6 has not been implemented.  See CID 20934 in 11-19/1531r1.			Implement the changes for CID 20934 as specified in 11-19/1531r1.  In D5.0, the relevant places are P188L62 and P436L35.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 20:00:19Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 20:00:26Z - see #22233			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22553			Youhan Kim			244			5			9.4.2.247.3			436			35			E			Y			436.35			35			26.15.2						A			Editor						995			Text changes approved by Motion #932 in 11-19/1409r6 has not been implemented.  See CID 20934 in 11-19/1531r1.			Implement the changes for CID 20934 as specified in 11-19/1531r1.  In D5.0, the relevant places are P188L62 and P436L35.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-11-01 16:47:01Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-11-01 16:47:05Z - see #22233			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22554			Youhan Kim			244			5			27.2.2			477			10			T			Y			477.10			10			27.2.2						V			Bo Sun			19/1896r1			993			There are two instances of INACTIVE_SUBCHANNELS in the TXVECTOR/RXVECTOR - P477L10 and P486L35.			Merge the two instances of INACTIVE_SUBCHANNELS into one.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 03:23:39Z) - Discussion: 

Agree on the comment.

Instruction to TGax tech editor:
Please implement the proposed modification to 11ax spec draft D5.0 as part of the resolution to CID 22554 as in 11-19/1896r2.			EDITOR			Bo 19/1896r1 PHY service interface																		2019/11/15 6:19			EDITOR


			22555			Youhan Kim			244			5			27.3.10.7.2			551			45			E			Y			551.45			45			27.3.10.7.2						A			Editor						995			The last row of Table 27-19 does not have values specified for DCM and STBC.			Remove the line separating the last two rows of Table 27-19 under the columns for DCM and STBC.  This will clarify that the last row is for DCM=1, STBC=1 and GI+LTFsize=3.			ACCEPTED (EDITOR: 2019-10-31 17:36:28Z)			EDITOR			Editorials in D5.1									I			EDITOR: 2019-10-31 17:36:32Z			5.1			2019/11/15 6:27			EDITOR


			22556			Youhan Kim			244			5			27.3.14.2			632			59			T			Y			632.59			59			27.3.14.2						V			Youhan Kim			19/2004r1			953			What does DL_RSSI represent if the trigger PPDU used the non-HT or non-HT duplicate format?			Describe what DL_RSSI represents if the trigger PPDU used the non-HT or non-HT duplicate format.			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-14 00:55:51Z) - The last sentence for the description of DL_{RSSI} already clearly specifies that the RSSI is measured prior to HT/VHT/HE-STF in case the triggering PPDU is HT/VHT/HE PPDU.  Hence, the “non-HE portion of the HE PPDU” at D5.0 P632L60 is redundant and causes additional question of how to measure the RSSI for non-HE PPDUs.
Proposed text update for CID 22556 in 11-19/2004 deletes the redundant information, and thus clarifies how RSSI is measured for all relevant PPDU types.
Instruction to TGax Editor:  Implement the proposed text update for CID 22556 in 11-19/2004r1.			EDITOR			Youhan 19/2004r1 D5.0 PHY CR																		2019/11/15 0:02			EDITOR


			22557			Yusuke Tanaka			244			5			E.1 Country information and operating classes			763			27			G			Y			763.27			27			E.1 Country information and operating classes						V			Laurent Cariou			19/1998r1			993			The NPRM was issued by FCC in October 2018, and it proposed to define four U-NIIs in this band. At the same time regulation for use of 6GHz is still under discussion in regulatory athrities, and nothing is decided yet. During the IEEE 802.11 meeting in July 2019, there was dicusion about channelization in this band based on a contribution (19/1199r1), and there were oponions that channelization should be determined after final dicision comes out.
The current frequency index was added in D2.3 after 2018 March meeting and does not reflect the latest available information (e.g. NPRM). If It should be alligned with opinions to wait final decision of regulatory authorities (e.g. US R&O), the current frequency index is not useful becasue nothing is decided yet.
Frequency index should be blank until final decision comes out, or reflect the latest available information.			Remove contents in column "Channel center frequency index".			REVISED (EDITOR: 2019-11-15 06:25:17Z) - as expressed in the comment, this issue has been already discussed in this group. It was proposed to wait for more information from regulators regarding operating at 6 GHz before making changes to the channelization. Leaving the table as is or making it blank as proposed in this comment does not change this outcome. After the sentence “Insert the following rows and update the “reserved” row appropriately in Table E-4:” page 761 line 16 in draft 5.1, insert the following sentence: “NOTE – channelization may be revised in a later revision, when we have more information on the regulatory context”.			EDITOR			Laurent 19/1998r1 Misc																		2019/11/15 6:26			EDITOR
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10.0 Revision of Sponsor P&P 
• Revisions to these P&P shall be submitted to the Sponsor 


no less than 30 days in advance of a motion (or conclusion 
of an electronic ballot) to approve them. Amendments in 
response to comments on the P&P are permitted. 
Insufficient time to consider complex amendments is a 
valid reason to vote disapprove. A motion to revise the 
Sponsor P&P shall require a vote of approve by at least 
two thirds of all voting members of the Sponsor.


• We have 6 officers, 7 voting WG/TAG chairs
– 13 voting members, 2/3 approval is 9 affirmative votes
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Changes
• In 1.5, change “IEEE 802 LMSC” to be “IEEE 802 LAN/


MAN Standards Committee (LMSC)”


• In 7.1.1. we had:
– e) [Approval for a joint development projectto co-sponsor a 


project (PAR)].


• No we have
– e) [Approval to co-sponsor a project (PAR).]Approval for a 


joint development project
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IEEE LMSC P&P motion
• This motion is brought under Clause 10.0 “Revision of Sponsor P&P” of 


the IEEE 802 LMSC P&P.


• Moved: Approve document ec-18-0102-13 as the IEEE 802 LMSC Policies 
and Procedures and forward the document to AudCom for consideration 
and IEEE SASB approval.  The First Vice Chair is empowered to provide 
explanations to AudCom regarding the submission.


• NOTE: The immediate result of the motion does not bring into effect a 
change in the approved IEEE 802 LMSC P&P, but may cause the change 
if SASB approves the unmodified document.
– Moved: Gilb
– Second: D'Ambrosia
– Vote:
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Changes to the Chair’s Guidelines
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Release of Available Time for Tutorial
• Modify 2.4 [“Tutorials”], Section #3, Item d


– The Executive Secretary schedules the Tutorials and announces the schedule 
to the Standards Committee reflector at least 30 days before the meeting.  Any 
time not announced as being used for tutorials 30 days prior to a plenary 
session is automatically released to Working Group’s for their use.


• Add 2.21 – “Social Media”
– IEEE 802 may leverage social media channels for the following purposes only: 


1) meeting announcements; 2) announcements of IEEE 802 EC Approved 
Press Releases; and 3) Other purposes approved by IEEE 802 EC.  The Chair 
shall appoint a primary individual with a secondary backup who will be 
responsible for messaging for noted items.  


– IEEE 802 social media messaging SHALL follow appropriate IEEE policies 
regarding social media.
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Chair's Guidelines update
• This motion is brought under the normal process of 


approving actions of the Sponsor.


• Motion: The EC approves the changes in ec-19-0201-00 
on slide 7 to the IEEE 802 LMSC Chair's Guidelines.


• Moved: Gilb


• Second: D'Ambrosia
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Questions for SASB
• 1) Are PAR Study Groups formed by the Standards 


Committee Chair or by the Standards Committee?


• 2) In the baseline, section 3.4.1, item b) 
– b) Forming study groups, as necessary


• does the term “study group” refer to PAR Study Groups or 
just a generic study group? 


• Are PAR Study Groups a subgroup of a working group?  
The SASB OpsMan 5.2 Project Authorization states: “A PAR 
Study Group is a subgroup of the Standards Committee or 
Working Group ...”
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Super majority
• The baseline allows a minority of the members to 


change the P&P with no advance notice:
– Example: 15 members, 8 present is a quorum, 6 in favor 


meets 2/3 but is only 2/5  (40%) of the members.


• This was last approved by SASB in 2014


• No change to proposed P&P
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Final Network Services Report 
November 15, 2019 


 
 
 
 
Event: IEEE 802 Wireless Groups Interim Session 
Venue: Hilton Waikoloa Village 
Dates: November 11-15, 2019 
 
 
SUMMARY 
 
Linespeed Events, LLC is providing comprehensive wired and wireless network services 
in 20 meeting rooms, foyers and offices in the Hilton Waikoloa Village (HWV) 
Convention Center. Linespeed is also providing a local document server synchronized 
in near real time with mentor.ieee.org. 
 
The local area network (LAN) supporting the meeting space is comprised of a main 
distribution frame (MDF) and three intermediate distribution frames (IDFs). Linespeed’s 
wireless local area network (WLAN), comprised of 41 IEEE 802.11 a/g/n/ac compliant 
access points is currently providing Wi-Fi connectivity to 1550 unique devices (laptops, 
tablets, smartphones, smartwatches, etc.) at this session (Figure 1.) 
 
HWV provided IEEE 802 shared access to a symmetrical 1Gb/s Internet circuit and a 
/29 CIDR block of public routable IPv4 address space for this event.  
 
Linespeed shipped redundant routers configured to failover in case of an outage, 
unfortunately both routers arrived DOA. The HWV IT department generously loaned the 
group a router to temporarily use while we waited for a replacement router shipped via 
FedEx Overnight Air. The replacement router arrived Monday afternoon and was re-
configured and put into service at 11:00PM Monday night. Wired and wireless services 
were completely restored and fully operational before Tuesday.  
 
Linespeed tested all Cat5 copper lines interconnecting IDFs and meeting room ports 
prior to deploying network hardware. 
 
Bandwidth utilization graphs for the past week, 48 hours and 24 hours are shown in 
Figures 4-6. 
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WLAN DEPLOYMENT 
 


Figure 1. Forty-one access points were deployed throughout the meeting space. 
 
 
 
 
FINAL STATISTICS 


• Total Internet data inbound: 2.128 TB 
• Total Internet data outbound: 0.821 TB 
• Inbound Internet bandwidth utilization 


o Peak: 218.20 Mb/s 
o 95th Percentile: 116.34 Mb/s 


• Outbound Internet bandwidth utilization 
o Peak: 101.26 Mb/s 
o 95th Percentile: 39.10 Mb/s 


• Maximum wireless network associations: 1550 unique devices 
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BANDWIDTH UTILIZATION 
 


 
Figure 4. External Bandwidth: past week. Graph is incomplete due to the borrowed 
router (used at the beginning of the week) not logging traffic. 
 
 


 
Figure 5. External Bandwidth: past 48 hours 
 
 


 
Figure 6. External Bandwidth: past 24 hours 
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Motion from the WG Closing
• Motion: that the 802.15 Working Group seeks approval from the 802 


EC to form a study group in 802.15 to develop the PAR and CSD 
documents for Licensed Narrowband Amendment to 802.16 and 
additionally authorize the 802.15 WG Chair to make any necessary 
changes to these docs required to support the submission.


• Moved: Tim Godfrey
• Second: Clint Powell
• Vote:  17 / 4 / 2  Passes
• Note: This is in case comments are received from NesCom the 


Study Group is able to deal with them
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Motion
• Motion: Approve the formation of 802.15 Licensed Narrowband 


Ammendment to continue the development of a Project Authorization 
Request (PAR) and Criteria for Standards Development (CSD) responses 
for an ammendment to 802.16 to enable the use of reduced spectral 
bandwidth Physical Layer (PHY). 


• See 
https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0206-00-00EC-p802-16t-par-c
sd-motions-and-supporting-information.pptx


• Vote in the WG 17/4/2



https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0206-00-00EC-p802-16t-par-csd-motions-and-supporting-information.pptx

https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0206-00-00EC-p802-16t-par-csd-motions-and-supporting-information.pptx
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IEEE 802.3 motions
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ME 5.056: IEEE 802.3cq Power over Ethernet 


over 2 pairs (Maintenance #13)


to RevCom (conditional)
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ec-19-0167-01-00EC


IEEE 802.3cq Power over Ethernet over 2 pairs


(Maintenance #13) to RevCom (conditional)


Item 1: Date the ballot closed


The 1st Standards Association recirculation ballot on IEEE 802.3cq Power over Ethernet over 2 


pairs (Maintenance #13)  draft D3.1 closed on 10th October 2019 at 23:59 ET


Item 2: Vote tally Initial


Draft D3.0


1st Recirculation


Draft D3.1 Req


%
# % Status # % Status


Abstain 3 3 PASS 3 3 PASS < 30


Dis with comment 1 - - 1 - - -


Dis w/o comment 0 - - 0 - - -


Approve 85 98 PASS 88 98 PASS ≥ 75


Ballots returned 89 87 PASS 92 90 PASS ≥ 75


Voters 102 - - 102 - - -


Comments 8 - - 2 - - -


Public comments 0 - -
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ec-19-0167-01-00EC


IEEE 802.3cq Power over Ethernet over 2 pairs


(Maintenance #13) to RevCom (conditional)
Comments that support the remaining disapprove votes and WG responses


1 unsatisfied TR comments from 1 commenter


Clause 11 ‘Procedure for conditional approval to forward a draft standard’ of IEEE 802 LMSC Operations Manual includes the text ‘Where


a voter has accepted some comment resolutions and rejected others, only the comments of which the voter has not accepted resolution


should be presented.’.
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ec-19-0167-01-00EC


IEEE 802.3cq Power over Ethernet over 2 pairs


(Maintenance #13) to RevCom (conditional)


Item 4: Recirculation ballot and resolution meeting schedule


2nd Standards Association recirculation ballot day one 21st Nov 2019


RevCom submittal deadline 3rd Dec 2019


2nd Standards Association recirculation ballot close date 5th Dec 2019


IEEE P802.3cq comment resolution meeting 12th Dec 2019


3rd Standards Association recirculation ballot day one 19th Dec 2019


3rd Standards Association ballot close date 2nd Jan 2020


IEEE P802.3cq comment resolution meeting Week of 20th Jan 2020


RevCom teleconference 8th Jan 2020


RevCom submittal deadline 24th Jan 2020


RevCom meeting 4th Mar 2020


IEEE-SA Standards Board meeting 5th Mar 2020


Note: 3rd Standards Association recirculation ballot only if required
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ec-19-0167-01-00EC


IEEE 802.3cq Power over Ethernet over 2 pairs


(Maintenance #13) to RevCom (conditional)
Motion


Conditionally approve sending IEEE P802.3cq to RevCom


M: Law, S: D'Ambrosia


Y: ??, N: ?, A: ? 


Working Group vote


Y: 85, N: 0, A: 2


Note: As this is a maintenance project it does not have a CSD
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ec-19-0167-01-00EC


MI 6.063: IEEE 802.3 Greater than 10 Gb/s 


Automotive Ethernet Electrical PHYs Study Group


(second rechartering and six month extension)
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ec-19-0167-01-00EC


IEEE 802.3 Greater than 10 Gb/s Automotive Ethernet Electrical PHYs


Study Group (second rechartering and six month extension)


Motion


Grant the second rechartering and six month extension of the IEEE 802.3 Greater than 10 Gb/s 
Automotive Ethernet Electrical PHYs study group


M: Law  S: D'Ambrosia


Y: ??, N: ??, A: ?? 


Working Group vote


Y: 75, N: 0, A: 2


Rationale: Based on the excellent progress the IEEE 802.3 Greater than 10 Gb/s Automotive 
Ethernet Electrical PHYs Study Group made this week, the Study Group have a PAR, CSD and 
objectives that are awaiting final polishing in January 2020 when they will hear additional 
presentations on use cases and technical feasibility. This will allow the Study Group to pre-submit 
the project documentation for presentation to the IEEE 802.3 Working Group and IEEE 802 
Executive Committee at the March 2020 plenary.
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ec-19-0167-01-00EC


MI 6.064: IEEE 802.3 Multi Gigabit Automotive 


Optical PHYs Study Group (first rechartering)
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ec-19-0167-01-00EC


IEEE 802.3 Multi Gigabit Automotive


Optical PHYs Study Group (first rechartering)
Motion


Grant the 1st rechartering of the IEEE 802.3 Multi Gigabit Automotive Optical PHYs Study 


Group


M: Law  S: D'Ambrosia


Y: ??, N: ??, A: ?? 


Working Group vote


Y: 75, N: 0, A: 2
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ec-19-0167-01-00EC


MI 6.065: IEEE 802.3 100 Gb/s wavelength


Short Reach PHYs Study Group formation
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ec-19-0167-01-00EC


IEEE 802.3 100 Gb/s wavelength


Short Reach PHYs Study Group
Motion


Approve the formation of an 100 Gb/s wavelength Short Reach PHYs Study Group to consider 


development of a Project Authorization Request (PAR) and Criteria for Standards Development 


(CSD) responses for Lower cost, short reach, optical PHYs using 100 Gb/s wavelengths


M: Law  S: D’Ambrosia


Y: ??, N: ??, A: ?? 


Working Group vote


Y: 78, N: 0, A: 2
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Second Vice Chair Action Items 
on Procedural Issues


Roger Marks (EthAirNet Associates)
roger@ethair.net
+1 802 227 2253


15 November 2019


Mentor DCN 802-ec-19-0204-00-00EC
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Action Items


• EC Action Items: 
▫ https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0085-09-00EC.pdf


• Marks items:
1. Continue discussions noted in ec-18-0233-00-


00EC in rules meetings
2. Provide recommendation regarding consistent 


Working Group Names at July 2019 Plenary



https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0085-09-00EC.pdf

https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/18/ec-18-0233-00-00EC.pptx
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Issue #1: LMSC enforcement of WG procedures 


• Recently the EC had a case in which an LMSC 
motion was debated on grounds that it had not 
met all internal WG procedures, when the 
alleged failure involved a WG policy more 
restrictive than the LMSC policy. 
▫ Is this valid grounds for the Sponsor to reject?
▫ Is the EC responsible to police WG procedures 


beyond LMSC requirements?
▫ This is parallel to, for example, RevCom checking 


to see whether a draft had received a proper WG 
ballot per LMSC procedures. 
▫ What are the appeal issues if the EC ignored an 


internal WG restriction?
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Issue #1 Proposal


• Discuss in future rules meeting
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Issue #2: Call for Patents in non-PAR activity


• Many pre-PAR or non-PAR activities present the 
PAR slides and issue a Call for Patents.
▫ People may think this is somehow safest.
▫ In my view, this wastes time, weakens the 


meaningful Call for Patents, and puts an undue 
burden on the participants.
▫ See “Understanding Patent Issues During IEEE 


Standards Development”
� Should a Call for Patents be issued at a Study Group 


or other meetings that occur before approval of a 
Project Authorization Request (PAR)?


� No. However, it is recommended that the Patent 
Slides for pre-PAR Meetings be used in these 
meetings.



https://standards.ieee.org/content/dam/ieee-standards/standards/web/documents/other/patents.pdf
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Issue #2 Proposal


• Update Chair’s Guidelines
▫ 2.9 Patent Policy announcement instructions


• Expand this section with guidelines for 
presentation and repetition of IEEE SA 
Participation Slides and Copyright Slides


• Update web site and Orientation Slides with 
links to the three slide sets and to links to the 
instructions in the Chair’s Guidelines


• Note: http://ieee802.org/devdocs.shtml has the 
wrong date for the current (v28) Chair’s 
Guidelines (effective 19 July 20182019)



http://ieee802.org/devdocs.shtml
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Issue #3: Motion Procedures for Ballots 


• Recording Secretary maintains procedures for 
motions at meetings; for example,
▫ Motion template
▫ Referenced documentation must be posted at 


Mentor or elsewhere
� Not just an attachment to an email


• I recommend that email ballots follow the same 
procedures.


• The procedure for email ballots should be 
recorded in Chair’s Guidelines, or Operations 
Manual
▫ Procedures for motions at meetings should also be 


upgraded in status.
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Issue #3 Proposal


• Update Chair’s Guidelines to specify the 
guidelines for the use of motion templates, both 
live and by email
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Issue #4: WG Names


• Working Group Names are inconsistent
▫ http://ieee802.org


� 802.1 Higher Layer LAN Protocols Working Group
� 802.3 Ethernet Working Group
� 802.11 Wireless LAN Working Group
� 802.15 Wireless Personal Area Network (WPAN) Working Group


� Web site: IEEE 802.15 Working Group for Wireless Specialty Networks (WSN)
� 802.18 Radio Regulatory TAG
� 802.19 Wireless Coexistence Working Group
� 802.21 Media Independent Handover Services Working Group


� Web site: IEEE 802.21 Working Group on Media access Independent Services (MIS)
� 802.24 Vertical Applications TAG


▫ http://ieee802.org/wgchairs.shtml [P doesn’t belong, esp. on a TAG]
� P802.1 High Level Interface (HILI)
� P802.3 Ethernet
� P802.11 Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN)
� P802.15 Wireless Personal Area Network (WPAN)
� P802.18 Radio Regulatory TAG [P is particularly incorrect on a TAG]
� P802.19 Wireless Coexistence
� P802.24 Vertical Applications TAG



http://ieee802.org/

http://ieee802.org/wgchairs.shtml
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Issue #4: Proposal


• The Working Group is specified on the PAR
• When the EC approves a PAR, it approves the 


WG and the name of the WG
• WG name changes would appear to require 


SASB approval, since they flow through to the 
PAR (automatically updated)
▫ However, staff has indicated that the WG name 


changes do not require a PAR modification
• Regardless of SASB position, WG name changes 


should require at least EC approval
• This should be recorded in the Chair’s


Guidelines.
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Action Item Status


• EC Action Items: 
▫ https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0085-09-00EC.pdf


• Marks items:
1. Continue discussions noted in ec-18-0233-00-


00EC in rules meetings
� Status: Updated 2019-11-15 in 802-ec-19-0204-00-


00EC; recommended updates to Chair’s Guidelines
2. Provide recommendation regarding consistent 


Working Group Names at July 2019 Plenary
� Status: Updated 2019-11-15 in 802-ec-19-0204-00-


00EC; recommended updates to Chair’s Guidelines 



https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0085-09-00EC.pdf

https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/18/ec-18-0233-00-00EC.pptx
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ec-19-0168-02-00EC


*ME 5.051: IEEE P802.3ca 25 Gb/s and 50 Gb/s 


Passive Optical Networks to Standards 


Association ballot
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ec-19-0168-02-00EC


IEEE P802.3ca 25 Gb/s and 50 Gb/s Passive Optical 


Networks to Standards Association ballot


Date the ballot closed


The 2nd Working Group recirculation ballot on IEEE P802.3ca draft D2.2 closed on 2nd October 


2019 at 23:59 AoE


Vote tally
Initial


Draft D2.0


1st Recirculation


Draft D2.1


2nd Recirculation


Draft D2.2 Req


%
# % Status # % Status # % Status


Abstain 26 19 PASS 27 18 PASS 27 18 PASS < 30


Dis with comment 15 - - 9 - - 3 - - -


Dis w/o comment 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - -


Approve 93 86 PASS 109 92 PASS 120 97 PASS ≥ 75


Ballots returned 134 57 PASS 145 61 PASS 150 63 PASS > 50


Voters 235 - - 235 - - 235 - - -


Comments 497 - - 100 - - 0 - - -
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ec-19-0168-02-00EC


IEEE P802.3ca 25 Gb/s and 50 Gb/s Passive Optical 


Networks to Standards Association ballot
Comments that support the remaining disapprove votes and WG responses


9 unsatisfied TR comments and 3 unsatisfied ER comments from 3 commenters


All comments remain from D2.0 circulation


See <http://ieee802.org/3/ca/comments/802d3ca_D2_all_unsatisfied_20191112.pdf>


Comment summary


ER: #98 Redraw figures in FrameMaker - Accept


ER: #459, #460 “Envelope” term confusing - Reject


TR: #378 Meaning of “nominal MAC rate” - Reject


TR: #416 Relax min extinction ratio - Reject


TR: #417 New transmit mask - AIP


TR: #418 Change stressed receiver sensitivity - Reject


TR: #379, #382 Clarification on “interleaver” - AIP


TR: #385 PMA summary - AIP


TR: #387 Definition of “differential encoding” - AIP


TR: #464 Clause 144 is out of scope - Reject


Clause 11 ‘Procedure for conditional approval to forward a draft standard’ of IEEE 802 LMSC Operations Manual includes the text ‘Where


a voter has accepted some comment resolutions and rejected others, only the comments of which the voter has not accepted resolution


should be presented.’.



http://ieee802.org/3/ca/comments/802d3ca_D2_all_unsatisfied_20191112.pdf
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ec-19-0168-02-00EC


IEEE P802.3ca 25 Gb/s and 50 Gb/s Passive Optical 


Networks to Standards Association ballot


Changes to draft prior to Standards Association Ballot 


Change the draft number to 3.0


Change the front matter to reference that the draft is for initial Standards Association ballot
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ec-19-0168-02-00EC


IEEE P802.3ca 25 Gb/s and 50 Gb/s Passive Optical 


Networks to Standards Association ballot
Motion


Approve sending IEEE P802.3ca 25 Gb/s and 50 Gb/s Passive Optical Networks to Standards 


Association ballot


Confirm the CSD for IEEE P802.3ca in <https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/18/ec-18-0247-00-


ACSD-p802-3ca.pdf> 


M: Law  S: D'Ambrosia


Y: ??, N: ??, A: ?? 


Working Group vote


Y: 69, N: 2, A: 15



https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/18/ec-18-0247-00-ACSD-p802-3ca.pdf
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ec-19-0168-02-00EC


*ME 5.052: IEEE P802.3ch Multi-Gig Automotive


Ethernet PHY to Standards Association ballot
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ec-19-0168-02-00EC


IEEE P802.3ch Multi-Gig Automotive


Ethernet PHY to Standards Association ballot


Date the ballot closed


The 3rd Working Group recirculation ballot on IEEE P802.3ch draft D2.3.1 closed on


6th November 2019 at 23:59 AoE


Vote tally
Initial


Draft D2.0


1st Recirculation


Draft D2.1


2nd Recirculation


Draft D2.2


3rd Recirculation


Draft D2.3.1 Req


%
# % Status # % Status # % Status # % Status


Abstain 13 16 PASS 21 15 PASS 22 15 PASS 22 15 PASS < 30


Dis with comment 13 - - 9 - - 1 - - 1 - - -


Dis w/o comment 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - 0 - - -


Approve 86 86 PASS 103 91 PASS 115 98 PASS 120 99 PASS ≥ 75


Ballots returned 119 51 PASS 133 56 PASS 138 58 PASS 143 60 PASS > 50


Voters 235 - - 235 - - 235 - - 235 - - -


Comments 284 - - 168 - - 23 - - 0 - - -
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ec-19-0168-02-00EC


IEEE P802.3ch Multi-Gig Automotive


Ethernet PHY to Standards Association ballot


Comments that support the remaining disapprove votes and WG responses


5 unsatisfied TR comments from 1 commenter


See <http://grouper.ieee.org/groups/802/3/ch/comments/P8023ch_D2p0_comments


by_required_unsatisfied_20191010.pdf>


Summary:


TR: #196 SNR margin reporting – REJECT


TR: #200 PAM4 test patterns – AIP


TR: #208 Resistor tolerance – AIP


TR: #207 Link segment environmental test specification – REJECT


TR: #199 Annex purpose statement – AIP


Clause 11 ‘Procedure for conditional approval to forward a draft standard’ of IEEE 802 LMSC Operations Manual includes the text ‘Where


a voter has accepted some comment resolutions and rejected others, only the comments of which the voter has not accepted resolution


should be presented.’.



http://grouper.ieee.org/groups/802/3/ch/comments/P8023ch_D2p0_comments_by_required_unsatisfied_20191010.pdf
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ec-19-0168-02-00EC


IEEE P802.3ch Multi-Gig Automotive


Ethernet PHY to Standards Association ballot


Changes to draft prior to Standards Association Ballot 


Change the draft number to 3.0 and update the draft date


Change the front matter to reference that the draft is for Standards Association ballot


Correct the copyright year from 201x to 2019 in the copyright footer in Annex 149C


Removed highlighting on FM on 20xx for missing publication dates


Changed PM from Jonathan Goldberg to Jodi Haasz


Changed the paragraph spacing on the first page to move the IEEE address to the first page 


and have the abstract on the second page
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ec-19-0168-02-00EC


IEEE P802.3ch Multi-Gig Automotive


Ethernet PHY to Standards Association ballot
Motion


Approve sending IEEE P802.3ch Multi-Gig Automotive Ethernet PHY to Standards Association 


ballot


Confirm the CSD for IEEE P802.3ch in <https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/17/ec-17-0069-00-


ACSD-802-3ch.pdf>


M: Law  S: D'Ambrosia


Y: ??, N: ??, A: ?? 


Working Group vote


Y: 89, N: 0, A: 3



https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/17/ec-17-0069-00-ACSD-802-3ch.pdf
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ec-19-0168-02-00EC


*ME 5.053: IEEE P802.3cm 400 Gb/s over 


Multimode Fiber to RevCom
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ec-19-0168-02-00EC


IEEE P802.3cm 400 Gb/s over Multimode Fiber to RevCom


Item 1: Date the ballot closed


The 1st Standards Association recirculation ballot on IEEE P802.3cm 400 Gb/s over Multimode 


Fiber draft D3.1 closed on 11th October 2019 at 23:59 ET


Item 2: Vote tally Initial


Draft D3.0


1st Recirculation


Draft D3.1 Req


%
# % Status # % Status


Abstain 3 3 PASS 3 3 PASS < 30


Dis with comment 3 - - 2 - - -


Dis w/o comment 0 - - 0 - - -


Approve 88 96 PASS 91 97 PASS ≥ 75


Ballots returned 94 91 PASS 96 93 PASS ≥ 75


Voters 103 - - 103 - - -


Comments 35 - - 1 - - -


Public comments 0 - -
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ec-19-0168-02-00EC


IEEE P802.3cm 400 Gb/s over Multimode Fiber to RevCom


Comments that support the remaining disapprove votes and WG responses
5 unsatisfied TR comments and 1 unsatisfied GR comment from 2 commenters


See <http://www.ieee802.org/3/cm/comments/P802d3cm_D3p1_to_D3p0_unsatisfied_by_ID.pdf>


Of the above, 4 unsatisfied TR comments are associated with the two optical PMD clauses:


Clause 138: Single-wavelength PAM4-based MMF PMDs (50GBASE-SR, 100GBASE-SR2, 
200GBASE-SR4 and 400GBASE-SR8)


Clause 150: Two-wavelength PAM4-based MMF PMD (400GBASE-SR4.2)


These 4 unsatisfied TR comments relate to the optical TDECQ (Transmitter and Dispersion Eye 
Closure - quaternary) measurement methodology and associated link budget 


The TDECQ methodology specified in P802.3cm D3.1 is consistent with that in IEEE Std
802.3cd-2018, in particular Clause 138


The unsatisfied TR comment on D3.1 is a restatement of an unsatisfied TR comment on D3.0


The remaining 1 unsatisfied TR comment and 1 unsatisfied GR comment relate to “Clause 9”, 
which does not exist in the draft.


Clause 11 ‘Procedure for conditional approval to forward a draft standard’ of IEEE 802 LMSC Operations Manual includes the text ‘Where


a voter has accepted some comment resolutions and rejected others, only the comments of which the voter has not accepted resolution


should be presented.’.



http://www.ieee802.org/3/cm/comments/P802d3cm_D3p1_to_D3p0_unsatisfied_by_ID.pdf
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ec-19-0168-02-00EC


IEEE P802.3cm 400 Gb/s over Multimode Fiber to RevCom


Motion


Approve sending IEEE P802.3cm 400 Gb/s over Multimode Fiber to RevCom.


Approve CSD documentation in <https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/18/ec-18-0078-00-ACSD-


802-3cm.pdf> 


M: Law  S: D'Ambrosia


Y: ??, N: ??, A: ?? 


Working Group vote


Y: 93, N: 0, A: 2



https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/18/ec-18-0078-00-ACSD-802-3cm.pdf
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ec-19-0168-02-00EC


*ME 5.054 Division of IEEE P802.3ct 100Gb/s 


and 400Gb/s over DWDM systems project
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ec-19-0168-02-00EC


Division of IEEE P802.3ct 100Gb/s and


400Gb/s over DWDM systems project


Rationale


It has become apparent that the market demands and the state of technology for 100 


Gb/s Ethernet and 400 Gb/s Ethernet over DWDM systems are different, and that a 


faster timeline for the 100Gb/s Ethernet portion of the IEEE P802.3ct project could be 


achievable. As a result an IEEE P802.3ct PAR modification request, and a new IEEE 


P802.3cw PAR, are proposed to remove the 400 Gb/s Operation over DWDM Systems 


portion of the project from the IEEE P802.3ct PAR and place it in the new IEEE 


P802.3cw PAR.


Title


IEEE P802.3ct PAR modification request


Standard for Ethernet Amendment: Physical Layers and Management Parameters for 100 Gb/s 


and 400 Gb/s Operation over DWDM (dense wavelength division multiplexing) systems


IEEE P802.3cw PAR


Standard for Ethernet Amendment: Physical Layers and Management Parameters for 400 Gb/s 


Operation over DWDM (dense wavelength division multiplexing) systems
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ec-19-0168-02-00EC


Division of IEEE P802.3ct 100Gb/s and


400Gb/s over DWDM systems project
Scope


IEEE P802.3ct PAR modification request
Define physical layer specifications and management parameters for the transfer of Ethernet format frames at 
100 Gb/s and 400 Gb/s at reaches greater than 10 km over DWDM systems.


IEEE P802.3cw PAR
Define physical layer specifications and management parameters for the transfer of Ethernet format frames at 
400 Gb/s at reaches greater than 10 km over DWDM systems.


Need for the Project
IEEE P802.3ct PAR modification request


Optical solutions targeting greater than 100 Gb/s operation at reaches in excess of 10 km over a DWDM
system will address the bandwidth growth and reach requirements of Cable/MSO (multiple system operator) 
distribution networks, and mobile backhaul networks, and interconnect for distributed data centers where 
reaches greater than 10 km are required, or where fiber availability drives the need for multiple instances of 
Ethernet over a DWDM system.


IEEE P802.3cw PAR
Optical solutions targeting 400 Gb/s operation at reaches in excess of 10 km over a DWDM system will 
address the bandwidth growth and reach requirements of interconnect for distributed data centers where 
reaches greater than 10 km are required, or where fiber availability drives the need for multiple instances of 
Ethernet over a DWDM system.
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ec-19-0168-02-00EC


Division of IEEE P802.3ct 100Gb/s and


400Gb/s over DWDM systems project
Motion


Approve forwarding IEEE P802.3ct PAR modification documentation in https://mentor.ieee.org/802-


ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0149-01-00EC-ieee-p802-3ct-draft-par-response.pdf to NesCom


Approve IEEE P802.3ct CSD modification documentation in https://mentor.ieee.org/802-


ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0147-00-00EC-ieee-p802-3ct-draft-csd.pdf


Approve forwarding IEEE P802.3cw PAR documentation in https://mentor.ieee.org/802-


ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0150-00-00EC-ieee-p802-3cw-draft-par-response.pdf to NesCom


Approve IEEE P802.3cw CSD documentation in https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0148-


00-00EC-ieee-p802-3cw-draft-csd.pdf


M: Law, S: D'Ambrosia


Y: ??, N: ?, A: ? 


Working Group vote:


Y: 83, N: 0, A: 1



https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0149-01-00EC-ieee-p802-3ct-draft-par-response.pdf

https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0147-00-00EC-ieee-p802-3ct-draft-csd.pdf

https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0150-00-00EC-ieee-p802-3cw-draft-par-response.pdf

https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0148-00-00EC-ieee-p802-3cw-draft-csd.pdf
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ec-19-0168-02-00EC


*ME 5.055 New PAR: IEEE P802.3cx Improved 


Precision Time Protocol (PTP) timestamping accuracy
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ec-19-0168-02-00EC


IEEE P802.3cx Improved Precision Time


Protocol (PTP) timestamping accuracy


Title


Standard for Ethernet Amendment: Media Access Control (MAC) service interface and 


management parameters to support improved Precision Time Protocol (PTP) timestamping 


accuracy


Scope of project


Define optional enhancements to Ethernet support for time synchronization protocols to provide 


improved timestamp accuracy in support of ITU-T Recommendation G.8273.2 'Class C' and 


'Class D' system time error performance requirements.


Need


Ethernet can be applied in important new applications if implementations can interwork to meet 


more stringent time synchronization. Potential new applications include use in the 5G radio 


access network (RAN) infrastructure, high-speed telecommunications, industrial control and 


SmartGrid. For example, there is a strong desire to be able to use Ethernet for 5G RAN, which 


is expected to have significant volume.
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ec-19-0168-02-00EC


IEEE P802.3cx Improved Precision Time


Protocol (PTP) timestamping accuracy
Motion


Approve forwarding IEEE P802.3cx PAR documentation in https://mentor.ieee.org/802-


ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0160-01-00EC-ieee-p802-3cx-draft-par-response.pdf to NesCom


Approve CSD documentation in https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0161-01-00EC-


ieee-p802-3cx-draft-csd-response.pdf


M: Law, S: D'Ambrosia


Y: ??, N: ?, A: ? 


Working Group vote


PAR: Y: 84, N: 0, A: 2


CSD: Y: 82, N: 0, A: 1



https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0160-01-00EC-ieee-p802-3cx-draft-par-response.pdf

https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0161-01-00EC-ieee-p802-3cx-draft-csd-response.pdf
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ec-19-0168-02-00EC


*ME 7.081: IEEE 802.3 drafts to ISO/IEC


JTC1/SC6 for information
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ec-19-0168-02-00EC


IEEE 802.3 drafts to ISO/IEC JTC1/SC6 for information


Approve liaison of the following drafts to ISO/IEC JTC1/SC6 for information under the PSDO


agreement:


IEEE P802.3ca draft D3.0


IEEE P802.3cg draft D3.4


IEEE P802.3ch draft D3.0


IEEE P802.3cn draft D3.1


IEEE P802.3cm draft D3.1


IEEE P802.3cq draft D3.1


M: Law  S: D'Ambrosia


Y: ??, N: ??, A: ?? 


Working Group vote


Y: 95, N: 0, A: 1
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ec-19-0168-02-00EC


*MI 6.061: IEEE 802.3 Improving PTP


Timestamping Accuracy Study Group (first 


rechartering)
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ec-19-0168-02-00EC


IEEE 802.3 Improving PTP Timestamping


Accuracy Study Group (first rechartering)
Motion


Grant the 1st rechartering of the IEEE 802.3 Improving PTP Timestamping Accuracy Study 


Group


M: Law  S: D'Ambrosia


Y: ??, N: ??, A: ?? 


Working Group vote


Y: 84, N: 0, A: 1
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ec-19-0168-02-00EC


*MI 6.062: IEEE 802.3 10Mb/s Single Pair 


Ethernet Multidrop Enhancements Study 


Group (first rechartering)
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ec-19-0168-02-00EC


IEEE 802.3 10Mb/s Single Pair Ethernet Multidrop


Enhancements Study Group (first rechartering)
Motion


Grant the 1st rechartering of the IEEE 802.3 10Mb/s Single Pair Ethernet Multidrop


Enhancements Study Group


M: Law  S: D'Ambrosia


Y: ??, N: ??, A: ?? 


Working Group vote


Y: 83, N: 1, A: 1
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ec-19-0200-02-00EC


IEEE P802.15.4z Enhanced Ultra Wide Band 
(UWB) Physical Layers (PHYs)


and Associated Ranging Techniques to SA Ballot 
(conditional)
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ec-19-0200-02-00EC


IEEE P802.15.4z Enhanced Ultra Wide Band (UWB) Physical Layers 
(PHYs) and Associated Ranging Techniques to SA Ballot (conditional)
Item 1: Date the ballot closed
Item 2: Vote tally


Initial Draft D1.0
First Recirculation 


Draft D2.0


Second 
Recirculation Draft 


D3.0
Third Recirculation 


Draft D4.0


Required 
%


Open 2019-04-11 2019-08-20 2019-10-03 2019-10-26
Closed 2019-05-12 2019-09-11 2019-10-18 2019-11-10


# % Status # % Status # % Status # % Status
Abstain 7 11.48% PASS 7 10.77% 7 10.61% PASS 8 12.12% PASS < 30%


Dis with comment 13 11 11 6
Dis w/o comment 0 0 0 0


Approve 41 75.93% PASS 47 81.03% 48 81.36% PASS 52 89.66% PASS >= 75%
Ballots Returned 61 66.30% PASS 65 70.65% 66 71.74% PASS 66 71.74% PASS >= 50%


Voters 92 92 92 92
Comments 2890 904 460 168


MBS Comments 1601 32 5 40
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ec-19-0200-02-00EC


IEEE P802.15.4z Enhanced Ultra Wide Band (UWB) Physical Layers 
(PHYs) and Associated Ranging Techniques to SA Ballot (conditional)
Comments that support the remaining disapprove votes and WG responses


Overall we currently have 99 unsatisfied MBS comments from 5 NO voters. There is
6th NO voter who has accepted the resolution to his comments but has not yet flipped
his vote.
See https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0199-01-00EC IEEE P802.15.4z Unsatisfied 
Comments.xlsx


NO voters #1, #2, #3: 90 unsatisfied MBS comments all relating to the LRP PHY.  Two of the 
voters have not responded to emails asking if they are satisfied with the resolution to any of their 
previous MBS comments, covering 88 comments.  One voter did respond, indicating that they 
were satisfied with the resolutions to all but two of their MBS comments.  We are not expecting 
any further progress on this front.  All unresolved comments have been duly recirculated.


Clause 11 ‘Procedure for conditional approval to forward a draft standard’ of IEEE 802 LMSC Operations Manual includes the text ‘Where
a voter has accepted some comment resolutions and rejected others, only the comments of which the voter has not accepted resolution
should be presented.’.
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ec-19-0200-02-00EC


IEEE P802.15.4z Enhanced Ultra Wide Band (UWB) Physical Layers 
(PHYs) and Associated Ranging Techniques to SA Ballot (conditional)
Comments that support the remaining disapprove votes and WG responses


NO voter #4: This voter submitted comments on the initial ballot but not any of the subsequent 
recirculations.  This voter responded to emails asking if they are satisfied with the comment 
resolutions to their MBS comments, and stated that they were satisfied with the resolutions to all 
but three MBS comments.  All unresolved comments have been duly recirculated.
NO voter #5: This voter submitted comments on the initial ballot and all recirculations. This 
voter responded to emails asking if they are satisfied with the comment resolutions, and stated 
that they were satisfied with the resolutions to all but six MBS comments.  All unresolved 
comments have been duly recirculated.


Clause 11 ‘Procedure for conditional approval to forward a draft standard’ of IEEE 802 LMSC Operations Manual includes the text ‘Where
a voter has accepted some comment resolutions and rejected others, only the comments of which the voter has not accepted resolution
should be presented.’.
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ec-19-0200-02-00EC


IEEE P802.15.4z Enhanced Ultra Wide Band (UWB) Physical Layers 
(PHYs) and Associated Ranging Techniques to SA Ballot (conditional)
Comments that support the remaining disapprove votes and WG responses


NO voter #6: The last “No” voter did respond that they were satisfied with the resolutions to 
their MBS comments, but has not yet changed their vote.


Given the current status of comment resolution, It is our belief we can finish in one (or at
most 2) more recirculations. Schedule on next slide.


Clause 11 ‘Procedure for conditional approval to forward a draft standard’ of IEEE 802 LMSC Operations Manual includes the text ‘Where
a voter has accepted some comment resolutions and rejected others, only the comments of which the voter has not accepted resolution
should be presented.’.
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ec-19-0200-02-00EC


IEEE P802.15.4z Enhanced Ultra Wide Band (UWB) Physical Layers 
(PHYs) and Associated Ranging Techniques to SA Ballot (conditional)
Item 4: Recirculation ballot and resolution meeting schedule


4th Working Group recirculation ballot day one      2019-11-13
4th Working Group recirculation ballot close date 2019-11-28
IEEE P802.15.4z comment resolution teleconferences 2019-12-03, 2019-12-05
5th Working Group recirculation ballot day one 2019-12-06
5th Working Group ballot close date 2019-12-21
IEEE P802.15.4z comment resolution teleconferences     Starting 2019-12-24


Note: 5th Working Group recirculation ballot only if required


In the WG, PAR (y/n/a): 24,0,1; CSD (y/n/a): 24,0,1
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ec-19-0200-02-00EC


IEEE P802.15.4z Enhanced Ultra Wide Band (UWB) Physical Layers 
(PHYs) and Associated Ranging Techniques to SA Ballot (conditional)
Motion


Conditionally approve sending IEEE P802.15.4z to SA Ballot
Confirm the CSD for IEEE P802.15.4z in https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/18/ec-18-0085-00-
ACSD-802-15-4z.docx


M: Alfvin, S: Gilb
Y: ??, N: ?, A: ? 


Working Group vote
Y: 22, N: 1, A: 4





		IEEE P802.15.4z Enhanced Ultra Wide Band (UWB) Physical Layers (PHYs)� and Associated Ranging Techniques to SA Ballot (conditional)

		IEEE P802.15.4z Enhanced Ultra Wide Band (UWB) Physical Layers (PHYs) and Associated Ranging Techniques to SA Ballot (conditional)

		IEEE P802.15.4z Enhanced Ultra Wide Band (UWB) Physical Layers (PHYs) and Associated Ranging Techniques to SA Ballot (conditional)

		IEEE P802.15.4z Enhanced Ultra Wide Band (UWB) Physical Layers (PHYs) and Associated Ranging Techniques to SA Ballot (conditional)

		IEEE P802.15.4z Enhanced Ultra Wide Band (UWB) Physical Layers (PHYs) and Associated Ranging Techniques to SA Ballot (conditional)

		IEEE P802.15.4z Enhanced Ultra Wide Band (UWB) Physical Layers (PHYs) and Associated Ranging Techniques to SA Ballot (conditional)

		IEEE P802.15.4z Enhanced Ultra Wide Band (UWB) Physical Layers (PHYs) and Associated Ranging Techniques to SA Ballot (conditional)
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Stanley HP Enterprise 3333 Scott Blvd 


Santa Clara, CA 95054 +1 630 363 1389 dstanley@ieee.org  


Jeff Pane IEEE   j.pane@ieee.org  


 


  Abstract 
This document contains the draft press release announcing the results of the analysis and simulation 
results related to P802.11ax D3.0 meeting the salient requirements for IMT-2020 Dense Urban and 
Indoor Hotspot use cases.  
 
R0: Draft notified to the WG and circulated to the 802 EC for review 
R1: Incorporates EC review and IEEE Corporate comments 
R2: Updated revision of linked document for public download 
 



mailto:dstanley@ieee.org

mailto:j.pane@ieee.org
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Process 
 
This press release was authored by the IEEE marketing department (represented by Jeff Pane) after 
interviewing 802.11 subject-matter experts Joseph Levy, Sindu Verma and Shubhodeep Adhikari. The 
press release is being notified to the WG and will be notified to the IEEE 802 EC for comment/approval. 
 


Press Release: 
 
 
 DRAFT: NOT FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 


   
Contact: Tania Olabi-Colon, Director Marketing Communications 
+1 732 562-3958, t.olabi@ieee.org 
 
Jeff Pane, Associate Brand and Marketing Communications Manager 
+1 732-465-6605, j.pane@ieee.org 


IEEE P802.11ax™ Meets Requirements for 5G Indoor Hotspot and Dense Urban Deployments, 
Enabling Enhanced Wireless Network Performance 


 
IEEE P802.11ax   provides a cost-effective deployment option for the 5G (IMT-2020) Indoor Hotspot 


and Dense Urban deployments as defined by International Telecommunications Union (ITU)  


 
PISCATAWAY, NJ, XX November 2019 – IEEE, the world's largest technical professional 
organization dedicated to advancing technology for humanity, and the IEEE Standards Association 
(IEEE SA) announce  IEEE P802.11ax meets or exceeds requirements specified by the International 
Telecommunications Union (ITU),  for the Indoor Hotspot and Dense Urban test environments of the 
5G (IMT-2020) enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB) usage scenario. IEEE P802.11ax establishes a 
foundation for an advanced Wi-Fi technology capable of supporting 5G network performance, 
providing valued applications and services to end users and ensuring ongoing industry growth. 
Successful evaluation of IEEE P802.11ax demonstrates the ongoing evolution of IEEE 802.11 in 
order  to meet wireless capacity demands being driven by remote video streaming, cloud access and 
an increasingly connected mobile world.   
 


“Achieving 5G performance at the cost points associated with Wi-Fi® is no small undertaking and 
supports the continued advancement of wireless technology, as well as the exponential growth of 
mobile wireless device utilization,” said Dorothy Stanley, IEEE 802.11 Working Group chair. “The 
successful evaluation of IEEE P802.11ax to stringent metrics in wireless communication 
demonstrates that Wi-Fi is adapting to meet the ever-increasing needs of wireless communication, 
providing higher data rates, increased reliability, and lower latency to better serve the entire industry.” 
 
 



mailto:t.olabi@ieee.org

mailto:j.pane@ieee.org

http://standards.ieee.org/

http://standards.ieee.org/
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 The methodology specified in the IMT-2020 requirements provides network description, channel 
models, traffic patterns and other parameters necessary to benchmark performance. The benchmark 
for compliance to the IMT-2020 requirements for the specific scenario and environments consists of:  
 


• Minimum acceptable downlink/uplink peak performance,  
• Average user experience,  
• Cell-edge user experience,  
• Mobility performance and latency performance.  


 


IEEE P802.11ax was shown to satisfy all the Medium Access Control and Physical Layer (MAC/PHY) 
benchmarks for Indoor Hotspot and Dense Urban test environments of the eMBB usage scenario. 
 
 
Products implementing IEEE P802.11ax are available in the market today, and can provide 5G 
connectivity today, helping to speed the deployment of 5G networks and increasing the availability of 
5G wireless access for users. Supporting documentation for IEEE P802.11ax meeting the IMT-2020 
requirements for eMBB is available for public download. 
 
The draft standard is available for purchase at the IEEE Standard Store. 
To learn more about IEEE SA or any of its multitude of market initiatives visit us on Facebook, follow 
us on Twitter, connect with us on LinkedIn or the Beyond Standards Blog. 
 
 
About the IEEE Standards Association 
The IEEE Standards Association, a globally recognized standards-setting body within IEEE, develops 
consensus standards through an open process that engages industry and brings together a broad 
stakeholder community. IEEE standards set specifications and best practices based on current 
scientific and technological knowledge. The IEEE SA has a portfolio of over 1,100 active standards 
and more than 800 standards under development. For more information visit http://standards.ieee.org. 
 
About IEEE 
IEEE is the world’s largest technical professional organization dedicated to advancing technology for 
the benefit of humanity. Through its highly cited publications, conferences, technology standards, and 
professional and educational activities, IEEE is the trusted voice in a wide variety of areas ranging 
from aerospace systems, computers, and telecommunications to biomedical engineering, electric 
power, and consumer electronics. Learn more at http://www.ieee.org. 


# # # 
 


 



https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/19/11-19-1284-02-AANI-summary-of-802-11ax-self-evaluation-for-imt-2020-embb-indoor-hotspot-and-dense-urban-test-environments.docx

https://www.techstreet.com/ieee/standards/ieee-p802-11ax?gateway_code=ieee&vendor_id=7180&product_id=2019792

http://www.facebook.com/ieeesa

http://www.twitter.com/ieeesa

https://www.linkedin.com/company/ieee-sa-ieee-standards-association

https://beyondstandards.ieee.org/

http://standards.ieee.org/

http://www.ieee.org/index.html
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– 7.078 Approve communication from 802.1 to ITU-T SG15 on 


YANG
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7.078 - Motion
• Approve 


http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/liaison-
response-SG15-LS217-modelling-1119-v01.pdf as 
communication to ITU-T SG15, granting the IEEE 802.1 
WG chair (or his delegate) editorial license. 


• This approval is under LMSC OM “Procedure for 
public statements to government bodies”


• In the WG (y/n/a):  47, 0, 0
• Proposed: Norm Finn, Second:   Karl Weber


• In EC, mover: Glenn Parsons, Second: Roger Marks
• (y/n/a): <y>,<n>,<a>



http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/liaison-response-SG15-LS217-modelling-1119-v01.pdf
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Event Conduct and Safety Statement 
• IEEE believes that science, technology, and engineering are 


fundamental human activities, for which openness, international 
collaboration, and the free flow of talent and ideas are essential. 
Its meetings, conferences, and other events seek to enable 
engaging, thought-provoking conversations that support IEEE’s 
core mission of advancing technology for humanity. Accordingly, 
IEEE is committed to providing a safe, productive, and welcoming 
environment to all participants, including staff and vendors, at 
IEEE-related events.
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Event Conduct and Safety Statement
• IEEE has no tolerance for discrimination, harassment, or bullying in 


any form at IEEE-related events.  All participants have the right to 
pursue shared interests without harassment or discrimination in an 
environment that supports diversity and inclusion.  Participants are 
expected to adhere to these principles and respect the rights of 
others. 


• IEEE seeks to provide a secure environment at its events. 
Participants should report any behavior inconsistent with the 
principles outlined here, to onsite staff, security or venue personnel, 
or toeventconduct@ieee.org.
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802 Exec Sec Agenda Items


• 5.14 II  myProject redesign Status Report                 5 Min
• 5.18 II Update – Finances – 40th Anniversary Social 5 Min
• 6.02  II  Current and Future Venue Report              10 Min
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5.14 II  myProject redesign Status Report           5 Min
Purpose of MyProject upgrade:
 Replace all current functionalities using  modern, reliable, flexible and scalable 


technology and a modern scripting language (JavaScript). 
 Update any functionalities to the current Board-approved processes
 Include terminology changes from Sponsor and Sponsor ballot to Standards 


Committee and Standards Association 
 Include GDPR requirements


Additional and improved functionality and usability comments are saved for 
consideration in subsequent releases
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5.14 myProject redesign Status Report
As reported during the IEEE SA SASB mtg Nov 7, 2019:


• Development, regression and performance testing continuing through sprints
• Closeout of ‘must fix’ items continues; 
• A backlog of future improvements remains (implemented after roll-out)


• Scheduled volunteer testing: December 2-6, 2019
• Go – No Go announcement expected by Dec 13, 2019


• Expect cutover to updated myProject: January 27 to February 2, 2020
• After 802 and PES meetings
• If extensive fixes and retesting are required, dates will change
• Go-live considerations include must-fix issues discovered during user testing and retests
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5.14 myProject redesign Status Report
Cutover scheduling:
• No ballots should be in progress during cutover: one week blackout period.
• If cutover begins January 27, 2020:
 Last day to open a 30-day ballot is Friday, December 27, 2019
 Last day to open a 30-day ballot invitation is Friday, December 27, 2019
 Last day to open a 10-day recirculation is Thursday, January 16, 2020
 First day to resume MyProject actions is no later than Monday, February 3, 


2020


• If Testing finds extensive fixes and retesting are required, dates will 
change.
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Potential IEEE/IEEE-SA Tool Changes
• During the IEEE-SA Standards Board meeting last Thursday, in 


the IEEE-SA Managing Directors report from Konstantinos 
included a bullet on a Mentor and IMAT replacement.
– The report slides said that requirements discovery was 


underway, that the IEEE-SA is looking for opportunities to meet 
needs of users with a COTS or customized COTS solutions, 
and that there was a buy vs build analysis underway.


• The IEEE is also starting to evaluate new financial tool options 
that would replace NetSuite.
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5.18 II Update – Finances – 40th Anniversary Social 5 Min


• From Oct 4th 2019 Telecon:
– In March 2020 have the opportunity to go to Georgia Aquarium 


for the March Social. Rosdahl was asking for feedback about 
the event and if there should be a $25 fee for participation for 
the event. There was discussion regarding the venue and cost. 
EC agreed that the Social budget (without objection) of 90K 
was ok. The chair asked if there were any objections to 
proposed $25 fee for the social. There were none
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5.18 Update – Finances – 40th Anniversary Social


• Social Budget: $90,000
– Includes:


• 5 Busses looping transport (5:45pm to 10:30pm )                   $  7,500
• Aquarium Admission                                                                $10,770


– Evening Aquarium Admission (6PM to 9PM) (600 at $17.95)   
– Guests to receive a wristband as they exit the Ballroom into the Rotunda for touring. 


The wristband allows access in and out of the ballroom during the event.
• Reception Stations (6pm-8pm) “Sample Menu” (600 at $55) - $33,000
• Beer and Wine Cash Bar (6pm-10pm) – $  9,900


– 2 drink tickets – ($8,400); Cashier/Bar Tender  ($1,500)    
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6.02 Current and Future Venue Report
• IEEE 802 Things to Know–


– Thanks Face to Face Events
– IEEE 802 Things to Know ppt file Emailed to EC Members 10 Nov.
– IEEE 802 Things to Know memo sent to Attendees 11 Nov.
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Who is Meeting Where and When
• Scheduled Sessions


– http://schedule.802world.com/schedule/schedule/show
• Meeting Space Maps


– Map Page: http://802world.org/plenary/meeting-map/
• How to read room numbers on schedule


– IEEE 802 will be using Covention Center at the Hilton Waikoloa, 
• Ground Floor/Lagoon Level


• Access to Meeting Space, at Hilton Waikoloa
– Tram Stop, Conference Center (Elevator Access)
– Property Walking Paths (Head towards the Grand Promenade) 
– Grand Staircase from Main Lobby



http://schedule.802world.com/schedule/schedule/show

http://802world.org/plenary/meeting-map/
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Where to Attend Sessions, Pick Up an Event Name 
Badge and Log Session Attendance 


 All sessions shall take place in the Convention Center at the Hilton Waikoloa Village


 Registration shall be located in the Grand Promenade of the Convention Center.


 Name Badges, Registration and Event Information Available


 Sunday November 10th 5:00 PM – 8:00 PM


Monday November 11th – Thursday November 14th 7:30 AM – 5:00 PM


 Friday November 15th 7:30 AM – 12:00 PM


 Registration Website


 https://www.regonline.com/builder/site/Default.aspx?EventID=2569183


 Attendance Tool (IMAT)


 https://imat.ieee.org/my-site/home



https://www.regonline.com/builder/site/Default.aspx?EventID=2569183

https://imat.ieee.org/my-site/home
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Internet  - Meeting Network
 Meeting Space Network


Hilton Waikoloa Convention Center Meeting Space and 
Break Areas
SSID: IEEE802
Password: ieeeieee
Wireless Encryption Protocol: WPA2 Pre Shared Key


 Meeting Space Network Help
Near the meeting room Kona 1


Linespeed Staff will be available
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Getting Something to Eat and Drink
Attendee Food and Beverage Breaks


Continental Breakfast
• 7:30 AM – 8:30 AM


AM Coffee/Tea Break
• 10:00 AM – 11:00 AM


PM Coffee/Tea Break w/ 
snacks
• 3:00 PM – 4:00 PM


Lagoon Lanai


Lunch Service
• Monday – Thursday 
• 12:00 PM– 1:30 PM
Friday Lunch Service
• For attendees of Friday 


Sessions 
• 12:00 PM– 1:30 PM


Lagoon Lanai, with overflow 
seating Waters Edge Ballroom


Food and Beverage for Registered Attendees Only Please
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Request for information from 802 Plenary WG Attendees


• We need to try to get an accurate count to prepare for the Breaks and Lunch on Friday.
• During your WG Opening Plenary, we need to determine how many will be staying to attend 


the 802 EC Closing Plenary, the 802.11 Closing Plenary and/or the 802.1 " IEC/IEEE 60802" 
meetings on Friday Nov 15.


• Please report back to Jon by end of day Monday Nov 11


• Questions to Ask:
– If you be at one of the three meetings on Friday ( 802 EC Closing Plenary, the 802.11 


Closing Plenary or the 802.1 " IEC/IEEE 60802" meeting ) will you participate (eat/drink) : 
– with the AM Break?
– with Lunch?
– with the PM Break?


Please report all three numbers as it will effect our guarantees for F&B expenses for Friday.
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Audio Visual
SCREENS, MICROPHONES ETC
If you have any difficulty with the screens, microphones or other sound 
equipment in your meeting room kindly contact:
Face to Face Events staff at the Registration and Information Desk
OR Email: 802info@facetoface-events.com
PROJECTORS
• All projectors are equipped with HDMI connections. You are responsible for 


providing your own HDMI adapter. 
• Note: No VGA cables are provided.
• Please turn off the projectors at the close of each meeting.
• Please notify Linespeed in Waikoloa 1 or send an email to 


ieee802@linespeed.io if you need assistance with your projector.



mailto:802info@facetoface-events.com

mailto:IEEE802@linespeed.io?subject=Projector%20Assistance%20Request
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Tourism Information
• SpeediShuttle IEEE 802 Booking Website (See coupon on Badge) 


https://www.speedishuttle.com/a/multiaff/sp1/res/one_way?reservati
on_params=1&trip[0][service_area]=4&code=F2F88721&trip[trip_typ
e]=roundtrip&host=https://www.speedishuttle.com/ 


• Tourism Hawaii, Big Island Website 
https://www.gohawaii.com/islands/hawaii-big-island


• Hilton Waikoloa Specials for Attendees and their guests.
– Big Island Breakfast $US35.00 inclusive (gratuity additional)
– 3 Course Prix Fix Menu at KPC, $US72.00
– Vista Hour (Happy Hour) at Nui Italian 5:00 pm to 6:00 pm and 9:00 pm to 


10:00 pm 
• Restaurants 


– https://www.gohawaii.com/islands/hawaii-big-island/restaurants
– https://www.queensmarketplace.net/dining/
– https://www.hiltonwaikoloavillage.com/dining



https://www.speedishuttle.com/a/multiaff/sp1/res/one_way?reservation_params=1&trip%5b0%5d%5bservice_area%5d=4&code=F2F88721&trip%5btrip_type%5d=roundtrip&host=https://www.speedishuttle.com/

https://www.gohawaii.com/islands/hawaii-big-island

https://www.gohawaii.com/islands/hawaii-big-island/restaurants

https://www.queensmarketplace.net/dining/

https://www.hiltonwaikoloavillage.com/dining
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Social Event
• Who


– All registered attendees and their guests are welcome to purchase tickets to attend.
– Tickets are $US24.99 per person, a maximum of 600 tickets sold
– Purchase tickets online by logging into registration:: 


https://www.regonline.com/registration/Checkin.aspx?EventId=2569183


• What
– Live Music – Hear the live energetic drum beats and Polynesian folk music
– Breathtaking Dance – Watch the stage come alive with hula dancing and fire performers
– Delicious Cuisine– Taste exotic flavors and locally sourced island ingredients, buffet style.
– Bar Service shall be available, the purchase of ticket includes a drink coupon.


• Where
– King Kamehameha Court       --- WRIST BAND REQUIRED – Pickup starting Tuesday 1pm


• When
– Wednesday November 13th, 2019 
– 6:30 PM – 8:30 PM



https://www.regonline.com/registration/Checkin.aspx?EventId=2569183
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Special Event - Dolphin Quest in Lagoon
• Who


– All registered attendees and their guests are welcome to enjoy the show.
• What


– Start your morning with a blend of adventure and tranquility.  You’ll enjoy starting 
your day alongside the dolphins in the spacious Hilton Waikoloa Village Main 
Lagoon filled with marine life and a cascading waterfall.


• Where
– Lagoon, seating in Lagoon Lanai or in areas surrounding the Lagoon.


• When
– Tuesday November 12th, 2019 
– 7:35 AM
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Meeting Planner Contact Information
Face to Face Events


Event Office(s)
• Meeting Planner Office


– Waikoloa 1


Meeting Planner Direct
Dawn Slykhouse
• Mobile # 1 (408) 594-1342
• Email: dawns@facetoface-events.com
• Skype: dslykhouse
Lisa Ronmark
• Mobile # 1 (604) 316-4947
• Email: lisa@facetoface-events.com
• Skype: lisa.ronmark


• Requests/Inquiries/Schedule Updates


– 802info@facetoface-events.com



mailto:dawns@facetoface-events.com

mailto:lisa@facetoface-events.com

mailto:802info@facetoface-events.com
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2020 Future Venues


15-20 March 2020
• Hilton Atlanta, Atlanta, 


GA, USA


12-17 July 2020


• Sheraton Centre 
Montreal, Montreal, 
Canada


8-13 November 2020
• Marriott Marquis Queen’s 


Park, Bangkok, Thailand


40th Anniversary 
Celebrations!!
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2021 Future Venues


14-19 March 2021
• Hyatt Regency Denver 


at Colorado Convention 
Center


11-16 July 2021


• Marriott Madrid 
Auditorium


14-19 November 2021
• Hyatt Regency Vancouver


Contract Executed Contract executedContract under 
negotiations
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More Future Venues
• Committed Future Venues – Contract Executed


– 2022 July 10-15 - Sheraton Centre Montreal
– 2023 Nov 12-17 – Hawaiian Village (Oahu)
– 2027 Nov 14-19 – Hawaiian Village (Oahu)


• Committed Future Venues – Contract negotiations underway.
– 2021 July 11-16 – Marriott Madrid, Spain
– 2023 July 9-14 – Estrel, Berlin, Germany


• Potential Venues: - Discuss on Thursday Future Venues AdHoc
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Request for WG Straw Poll concerning this Venue
• How many people would like to come back to this venue (did you 


like the venue) (Y/N)?
• (Please report Yes and No results from your closing plenary 


meetings)
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FUTURE VENUE ADHOCS --
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Next Venue Meeting planning – Thurs 7:30 am


• Proposed Agenda:
– Start time 7:30 am
– Review meeting space plan for 2020 March Plenary


• Hilton Atlanta, Atlanta, GA, USA
– Adjourn 8:00am
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Future Venues AdHoc – Thurs 8 am
• Proposed Agenda:


– Start time – 8:00 am
– Venue locations:


• Austin JW Marriott – (Con)  Seattle - Hyatt
• Melbourne Australia
• Baltimore --- Marriott New Orleans – Hyatt Regency New Orleans 


– Open RFP for 2022 dates –
• March and November (Asia/US Domestic)


– Open RFP for 2023 dates –
• March – (US Domestic)


– Open Dates for 2024 –
• March, July, Nov
• Asia/Pacific for one Venue


– End time – 9:00am
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2021 Future Venues


14-19 March 2021
• Hyatt Regency Denver 


at Colorado Convention 
Center


11-16 July 2021


• Marriott Madrid 
Auditorium


14-19 November 2021
• Hyatt Regency Vancouver


Contract Executed Contract executedContract under 
negotiations
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More Future Venues
• Committed Future Venues – Contract Executed


– 2022 July 10-15 - Sheraton Centre Montreal
– 2023 Nov 12-17 – Hawaiian Village (Oahu)
– 2027 Nov 14-19 – Hawaiian Village (Oahu)


• Committed Future Venues – Contract negotiations underway.
– 2021 July 11-16 – Marriott Madrid, Spain
– 2023 July 9-14 – Estrel, Berlin, Germany


• Potential Venues: - Discuss on Thursday Future Venues AdHoc
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Future Venue planning


• 2022 March: Hilton Orlando Disney Springs 
Hilton Buena Vista Palace 


• 2023  March: Hyatt Regency Chicago –


• For Backup keep Hyatt Regency Jacksonville on hold.
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FRIDAY CLOSING EC PLENARY


4.03 MI 40th Anniversary - Public Outreach / Social / memorabilia 
4.04 MI Future Venues AdHoc Report
8.044 II Executive Secretary Report
8.06 II Announcement of 802 EC Interim Telecon 


(Tuesday 4 Feb 2020, 1-3pm ET )
8.07 II Call for Tutorials for March 2020 Plenary
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F4.03 4.03 MI 40th Anniversary - Public Outreach / Social / memorabilia 
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40th Celebration 
•Public Outreach – Nikolich / D’Ambrosia shot many videos 
•Potential 40th Celebration activities


•Planning to build showcase @ the meeting venue
•Request memorabilia contributions
•Original Project PARs
•Original 1st Version standards
•Small prototypes – examples of products


•Pictures
•Provide TV with looping view of memorial photos
•Provide files to include


•Shirt and Coin
–A nice collared Shirt and memorial coin


•Badge holder and lanyard 
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Motion to approve Expenditure for Celebration items


• Move to authorize the Executive Secretary to 
1) oversee the creation and distribution of 40th Anniversary items:


• Shirts, Coins, Lanyards.
2) Oversee the display of memorabilia items:


• Potentially have a display case with memorabilia
• Provide a monitor to display photos provided by members for sharing


– The cost to provide the above services and items not to exceed 
$30,000.


Move: Jon Rosdahl
2nd: John D’Ambrosia
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Motion to Confirm Social expense for March 2020


• Move to confirm the budget for the Social to be held 
during the March 2020 IEEE 802 Plenary at the Georgia 
Aquarium not to exceed $90,000 with


• A $24.99 fee per participant for the event will be charged.
• Moved: Jon Rosdahl
• Second: John D’Ambrosia
• Results:
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F4.04 Future Venue AdHoc Report
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Straw Poll Results for Returning to This Venue
• Would you like to return to 


this venue?
• 802.1  -- Y: 35 N: 21 


802.3  -- Y: 95 N: 18
• 802.11 – Y: 44 N: 22 


802.15 – Y: 24 N: 4 
802.18 - Y: 11 N: 6 
802 EC – Y:  8 N: 7


Did you go to the social?
802.1  – Yes: 45     No: 11
802.3   – Yes: 69     No: 44
802.11 – Yes: 46     No: 30
802.15 – Yes: 20     No: 12
802.18  - Yes: 4 No: 10
802 EC –Yes: 13     No:  3 


Did you like the social?
802.1  – Yes: 42 No:   3
802.3   – Yes: 53     No:  13
802.11 – Yes: 29      No:   4
802.15 – Yes:  19     No:   0
802.18  - Yes:  4       No:   0
802 EC – Yes: 11     No:   3
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Future Venue AdHoc


• The March 2022 RFP had 30 responses.  
– 10 options were deemed viable.  


• The Hyatt Regency Chicago was selected as our best 
option. 


• We will ask the Hyatt Regency Jacksonville as an option 
to be on hold as an alternate.
– Room Rate - $179.00
– Min F&B $150,000
– Mtg Space included in package
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Future Venue AdHoc Report


• The March 2023 RFP had 30 responses.  
– This was narrowed down to 11 but only 5 were good options. 


• The Hilton Orlando Disney Springs or the Hilton Buena 
Vista Palace  hotels were thought to be best Choices.  I 
will ask for approval to proceed to contracting for one or 
the other hotel.
– Room Rate - $209 (includes resort fee we believe we can 


negotiate out. 
– Min F&B $150,000
– Mtg Space included in package
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Motion to Approve March 2022 Venue
– Move to approve The Hyatt Regency Chicago as the venue 


location for the March 2022 with the Hyatt Regency 
Jacksonville as an option to be held as an alternate backup.


( Room Rate - $179.00; Min F&B $150,000,Mtg Space included 
in package)


• Moved: Jon Rosdahl
• 2nd: Dorothy Stanley
• Results:
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Motion to Approve March 2023 Venue


• Move to approve either “The Hilton Orlando Disney 
Springs or the Hilton Buena Vista Palace” hotels as the 
venue location for the March 2023 IEEE 802 Plenary. 
– (Room Rate - $209 (includes resort fee we believe we can 


negotiate out. Min F&B $150,000;  Mtg Space included in 
package)


• Moved: Jon Rosdahl
• 2nd: Dorothy Stanley
• Results:
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Future Venue Insight
• Future 802 Plenary Sessions in 2020:
• 15-20 March 2020 Hilton Atlanta, Atlanta, GA, USA
• 12-17 July 2020 Sheraton Centre Montreal, Montreal, Canada
• 8-13 November 2020 Marriott Marquis Queen’s Park, Bangkok, Thailand


• Contract Status doc 802 EC-16/66r10:
https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/16/ec-16-0066-10-00EC-802-plenary-future-venue-contract-status.xlsx


• Future Calendar
I have been asked to post the IEEE-SA Calendar to Mentor for your reference.
I have added the 802 (and 802W) meetings as well to show the combined calendar.
2020 Calendar:


https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0042-00-00EC-2020-sasb-calendar-with-802-meetings-added.doc



https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/16/ec-16-0066-10-00EC-802-plenary-future-venue-contract-status.xlsx

https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0042-00-00EC-2020-sasb-calendar-with-802-meetings-added.doc
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802 Plenary March 2020
 Save the Date: 15-20 March 2020
 Hilton Atlanta, Atlanta, GA, USA


• Registration target to open: 
–First part of December 2019


• IEEE 802 40th Anniversary Session
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*F8.045 Executive Secretary report
LMSC 802 – P&P list of major duties:


1. Oversee Venue selection –
2. Present summaries of venue options.
3. Oversee activities related to facilities and services
4. Carry out Duties of Treasurer if Treasurer unavailable


• Chairs Guideline list of major duties:
– 1) 802 Meetings: Efficiency Improvement
– 2) 802 Plenary Sessions: Facilities and Services
– 3) IEEE 802 Registration Database
– 4) Assist IEEE 802 Treasurer
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F8.06 – Announcement of 802 EC Interim 
Telecon (Tuesday 4 February 2020, 1-3pm ET)


• Agenda for Interim EC meeting                       – Tuesday 4 Feb 2020 1-3PM ET
• Initial Proposed Draft Agenda


1. Welcome/Intro/Approve Agenda - Nikolich 5 min 
2. Report: EC Action Item Summary - D’Ambrosia 10 min
3. Venue Issues:


1. Report: March 2020Plenary Status - Rosdahl 3 min
2. Report on 2022/2023 Future Venue Contract status - Rosdahl 8 min


4. Formal Actions – Motions from WG Chairs
5. Other Reports from WG Chairs
6. Rules and P&P Issues


1. Review AudCom responses -Gilb 15 Min


• Per Chairs Guideline – Confirm during the Closing EC Plenary.
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*F8.07 – Call for Tutorials for March 2020 Plenary


• Tutorials to be held Monday, 16 March 2020


• Tutorial Request form: 
http://www.ieee802.org/802_tutorials/802_Tutorial_Request_Form.doc


• As a reminder please refer to Chair's Guidelines section 2.5 Tutorials for 
the logistics for participating in sponsoring/presenting a Tutorial.


• Note that Tutorial times are 80 minutes with 10 minutes to allow for 
presenters to setup and depart.


• All requests for Tutorials must be made by 31 January 2020



http://www.ieee802.org/802_tutorials/802_Tutorial_Request_Form.doc
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PAR Review SC - Meeting Agenda and Comment slides -
Nov 2019 - Waikoloa


Date: 2019-11-14


November 2019


Jon Rosdahl (Qualcomm)Slide 1


Name Affiliations Address Phone email 
Jon Rosdahl Qualcomm 


Technologies Inc. 
10871 N 5750 W 
Highland, UT 84003 


+1-801-492-4023 jrosdahl@ieee.org 
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Abstract-PAR Review SC PARs under consideration
PAR Submission Deadline is 


• WG PAR submission to 802 EC:  11 October 2019 (for Nov 2019 Plenary) 
14 Feb 2020 for March Plenary


• WG PAR Submission to NesCom: 3 Dec 2019 (for NesCom January 21, 2020 telecon)


24 January for March 2020 


The Proposed PARs are posted to the “IEEE 802 PARs Under consideration Webpage:
http://grouper.ieee.org/groups/802/PARs.shtml


And listed on the next slide.
PAR Review SC Meeting times: 


Monday PM2, 
Tuesday AM1 and AM2, 
Thursday AM2


November 2019
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http://grouper.ieee.org/groups/802/PARs.shtml
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IEEE 802 PARs & ICAIDs under consideration
November 10-15, 2019, Waikoloa, HI, USA


1. 802f Amendment : YANG Data Model for EtherTypes, PAR and CSD
2. 802.1AEdk Amendment: MAC Privacy protection, PAR and CSD
3. 802.1CS Standard - Link-local Registration Protocol, PAR modification and CSD modification
4. 802.3ct -Amendment - 100 Gb/s Operation over DWDM systems, PAR modification and CSD modification
5. 802.3cw - Amendment - 400 Gb/s Operation over DWDM systems, PAR and CSD
6. 802.3cx - Amendment - Improved Precision Time Protocol (PTP) timestamping accuracy, PAR and CSD
7. 802.15.7a - Amendment - Defining High Data Rate Optical Camera Communications (OCC), PAR and CSD
8. 802.16t - Amendment - Fixed and Mobile Wireless Access in Narrowband Channels, PAR and CSD


November 2019


Jon Rosdahl (Qualcomm)Slide 3



http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/802f-draft-PAR-0919-v01.pdf

http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/802f-draft-CSD-0919-v01.pdf

http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/dk-security-mac-privacy-PAR-0919-v02.pdf

http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/dk-security-mac-privacy-CSD-0919-v00.pdf

http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/cs-PAR-modification-draft-0919-v01.pdf

https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/16/ec-16-0215-00-ACSD-802-1cs.pdf

https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0149-00-00EC-ieee-p802-3ct-draft-par-response.pdf

https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0147-00-00EC-ieee-p802-3ct-draft-csd.pdf

https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0150-00-00EC-ieee-p802-3cw-draft-par-response.pdf

https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0148-00-00EC-ieee-p802-3cw-draft-csd.pdf

https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0160-00-00EC-ieee-p802-3cx-draft-par-response.pdf

https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0161-00-00EC-ieee-p802-3cx-draft-csd-response.pdf

https://mentor.ieee.org/802.15/dcn/19/15-19-0296-02-0vat-par-for-high-rate-occ-task-group.pdf

https://mentor.ieee.org/802.15/dcn/19/15-19-0297-02-0vat-csd-for-high-rate-occ-task-group.docx

https://mentor.ieee.org/802.24/dcn/19/24-19-0029-04-0000-licensed-narrowband-amendment-par.pdf

https://mentor.ieee.org/802.24/dcn/19/24-19-0030-00-0000-licensed-narrowband-amendment-csd.docx
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PAR Review SC – November 2019
Chair: Jon Rosdahl


Monday/Tuesday Agenda (3 mtg slots):
1. Welcome
2. Approve Previous Minutes
3. Determine order of review
4. Review PARs/CSD posted for review this week.
5. Recess


Thursday Agenda:
1. Review Response to Comments
2. Prepare Report for 802.11 WG closing plenary
3. Adjourn


November 2019
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Draft Agenda:
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Motion to Approve Previous Minutes


Move to approve July Meeting minutes: 11-19/1272r0:
https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/19/11-19-1272-00-0PAR-minutes-july-2019-session.docx as 


the minutes for PAR Review SC from July 2019 meetings in Vienna, 
Austria.


Moved: Joseph LEVY
2nd:  Michael MONTEMURRO
Results: Unanimous, motion passes


November 2019
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https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/19/11-19-1272-00-0PAR-minutes-july-2019-session.docx
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PAR Review Comments


November 2019
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802.3cx - Amendment - Improved Precision Time Protocol (PTP) 
timestamping accuracy, PAR and CSD


Minor Nit: in Section 8.1 change “5.2B” to “5.2.b”


November 2019
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https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0160-00-00EC-ieee-p802-3cx-draft-par-response.pdf

https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0161-00-00EC-ieee-p802-3cx-draft-csd-response.pdf
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802f Amendment : YANG Data Model for EtherTypes, PAR and CSD


5.5 need to expand first use of acronym “RFC”. We Recognize that “YANG” 
is not spelled out for reasonable reasons.


6.1.b “Registration Authority URN tutorial and IEEE Std 802d. “
Need to provide a pointer to the tutorial in Section 8.1
Need to spell out the full standard name in Section 8.1


6.1.b “MAC” spell out first use of Acronym.
7.1 Change “IEEE module once completed”  to “IEEE YANG module once 


completed”
7.1 Change “and deprecate the EtherTypes Modules they have written” to 


“and deprecate other EtherTypes Modules they have written”


November 2019
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http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/802f-draft-PAR-0919-v01.pdf

http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/802f-draft-CSD-0919-v01.pdf
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802.1AEdk Amendment: MAC Privacy protection, PAR and CSD


4.3 – The instructions note that typically 6 months is the minimum.  Unless there is a 
justification, this date should be at least 6 months out from 4.2. (5/2023) (Justification 
could be put in 8.1).


6.1.b: Expand acronym on first use “RAC “


7.3 is not shown in the pdf submitted. (the note in 8.1 indicates that there is a 7.3).  The Note 
does not stand alone and should be included in the 7.3 itself, or revised to explain what it is 
referred to.
Suggest just delete it.
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http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/dk-security-mac-privacy-PAR-0919-v02.pdf

http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/dk-security-mac-privacy-CSD-0919-v00.pdf
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802.1CS Standard - Link-local Registration Protocol, PAR modification and 
CSD modification


5.2 – Scope – the new sentence is missing a space before the start.
8.1  need to add the clause number for the change explanation. Add “5.2” 


prior to the sentence in 8.1.
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http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/cs-PAR-modification-draft-0919-v01.pdf

https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/16/ec-16-0215-00-ACSD-802-1cs.pdf
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802.3ct -Amendment - 100 Gb/s Operation over DWDM systems, PAR 
modification and CSD modification


8.1 – Clause number is missing for explanation of changes.
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https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0149-00-00EC-ieee-p802-3ct-draft-par-response.pdf

https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0147-00-00EC-ieee-p802-3ct-draft-csd.pdf
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802.3cw - Amendment - 400 Gb/s Operation over DWDM systems, PAR and 
CSD


No Comment
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https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0150-00-00EC-ieee-p802-3cw-draft-par-response.pdf

https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0148-00-00EC-ieee-p802-3cw-draft-csd.pdf
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802.16t - Amendment - Fixed and Mobile Wireless Access in Narrowband 
Channels, PAR and CSD


3.1 WG 802.16 is listed as the WG and WG Chair doing the work.  This is not our 
understanding. We understand that 802.24 is authoring the PAR, and 802.15 WG may be 
assigned to the work.  While this may sound like nice way to try to get around the normal 
method of amending a document, strictly speaking, if there is a true need to make this 
amendment, then 802.16 should have enough interest in making the amendment to come 
out of hibernation.  Otherwise there is not enough interest to do the work to start with.


5.2.a. The changes to the scope does not seem meaningful and should not be made.


5.4 – Why add a purpose clause? What is the rationale to add the purpose to an existing 
specification?


November 2019
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https://mentor.ieee.org/802.24/dcn/19/24-19-0029-04-0000-licensed-narrowband-amendment-par.pdf

https://mentor.ieee.org/802.24/dcn/19/24-19-0030-00-0000-licensed-narrowband-amendment-csd.docx
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RESPONSES FROM 802 WORKING 
GROUPS
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802.1 Responses
November 2019
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Colleagues,


Based on comments received, the response and update of the remaining 802.1 PARs and CSDs are noted below:


802f Amendment : YANG Data Model for EtherTypes
Responses to comments: http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/802f-PAR-CSD-comments-1119-v01.pdf
Revised PAR: http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/802f-PAR-1119-v01.pdf
Revised CSD: http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/802f-CSD-1119-v01.pdf


802.1CS Standard - Link-local Registration Protocol
Responses to comments: http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/cs-PAR-modification-comments-1119-v01.pdf
Revised PAR modification: http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/cs-PAR-modification-0919-v01.pdf
Unmodified CSD: https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/16/ec-16-0215-00-ACSD-802-1cs.pdf


802.1AEdk Amendment: MAC Privacy protection
Responses to comments: http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/dk-PAR-CSD-comments-1119-v00.pdf
Revised PAR: http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/dk-security-mac-privacy-PAR-0919-v03.pdf
Unmodified CSD: http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/dk-security-mac-privacy-CSD-0919-v01.pdf


Cheers,
Glenn.



http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/802f-PAR-CSD-comments-1119-v01.pdf

http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/802f-PAR-1119-v01.pdf

http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/802f-CSD-1119-v01.pdf

http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/cs-PAR-modification-comments-1119-v01.pdf

http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/cs-PAR-modification-0919-v01.pdf

https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/16/ec-16-0215-00-ACSD-802-1cs.pdf

http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/dk-PAR-CSD-comments-1119-v00.pdf

http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/dk-security-mac-privacy-PAR-0919-v03.pdf

http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/dk-security-mac-privacy-CSD-0919-v01.pdf
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Unofficial Response from IEEE P802.3ct Task Force 


Jon,
I believe this response addresses the concern by 802.11. 
The IEEE P802.3ct Task Force would like to thank IEEE 802.11 WG for its review.  Based on this 


input, Clause 8.1 has been modified as shown below to include references to the clauses that were 
modified in the Proposed PAR modification.  Additional text is in bold and underlined.


Items 2.1, 4.2, 4.3, 5.2.b, 5.5, 5.6, 7.1, 8.1: It became apparent to the IEEE 802.3 Working Group that 
the market demands and the state of technology for 100 Gb/s Ethernet and 400 Gb/s Ethernet over 
DWDM systems are different, and that a faster timeline for the 100Gb/s Ethernet portion of the 
IEEE P802.3ct project could be achievable. As a result, the 400 Gb/s Operation over DWDM 
Systems portion of the project has been removed from the IEEE P802.3ct amendment PAR and 
placed in the new IEEE P802.3cw amendment PAR.


Does this look sufficient to you?
Thanks in advance.
John
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Response from 802.3
Hi Jon,
Thank you very much for the two IEEE 802.11 comments, please see 


responses below.
Best regards,
David
-----
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802.3ct 
IEEE P802.3ct Item 8.1: The IEEE P802.3ct Task Force would like to thank IEEE 802.11 WG 


for its review. Based on this input, Clause 8.1 has been modified as shown below to include 
references to the clauses that were modified in the Proposed PAR modification. Additional 
text is in bold and underlined. 


An updated draft PAR is available at <https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0149-01-
00EC-ieee-p802-3ct-draft-par-response.pdf> with the above changes marked in 
underscore.


Items 2.1, 4.2, 4.3, 5.2.b, 5.5, 5.6, 7.1, 8.1: It became apparent to the IEEE 802.3 Working 
Group that the market demands and the state of technology for 100 Gb/s Ethernet and 400 
Gb/s Ethernet over DWDM systems are different, and that a faster timeline for the 
100Gb/s Ethernet portion of the IEEE P802.3ct project could be achievable. As a result, 
the 400 Gb/s Operation over DWDM Systems portion of the project has been removed 
from the IEEE P802.3ct amendment PAR and placed in the new IEEE P802.3cw 
amendment PAR.
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https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0149-01-00EC-ieee-p802-3ct-draft-par-response.pdf
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P802.3cx 


-IEEE P802.3cx Item 8.1: The IEEE 802.3 Improving Precision Time Protocol 
(PTP) Timestamping Accuracy Study Group would like to thank IEEE 
802.11 WG for its review. Based on this input, Clause 8.1 has been modified 
to correct 5.2B to read 5.2.b. 


An updated draft PAR is available at <https://mentor.ieee.org/802-
ec/dcn/19/ec-19-0160-01-00EC-ieee-p802-3cx-draft-par-response.pdf> with 
the above changes marked in strikeout and underscore.
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802.16t
Dear EC,
Attached are draft PAR and CSD updates for P802.16t, and the PAR/CSD comments and responses.
The P802.16t Licensed Narrowband Amendment was announced on the October 1st EC teleconference, 


with an explanation of the process whereby 802.24 has developed the PAR and the intention for the 
project to be assigned to 802.15. 


The 802.15 WG was briefed on the project and plan during the September Interim. The presentation is 
in 802.15-19-0412r3


The PAR has been changed to show 802.15 as the Working Group.
Please let me know if you have any comments or questions.
Thanks,
Tim.
(See links for attachments)
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https://mentor.ieee.org/802.24/dcn/19/24-19-0035-00-0000-licensed-narrowband-amendment-16t-par-comments.pptx
https://mentor.ieee.org/802.24/dcn/19/24-19-0030-01-0000-licensed-narrowband-amendment-csd.docx


https://mentor.ieee.org/802.24/dcn/19/24-19-0029-06-0000-licensed-narrowband-amendment-par.pdf



https://mentor.ieee.org/802.15/dcn/19/15-19-0412-03-wng0-licensed-narrowband-amendment.pptx

https://mentor.ieee.org/802.24/dcn/19/24-19-0035-00-0000-licensed-narrowband-amendment-16t-par-comments.pptx

https://mentor.ieee.org/802.24/dcn/19/24-19-0030-01-0000-licensed-narrowband-amendment-csd.docx

https://mentor.ieee.org/802.24/dcn/19/24-19-0029-06-0000-licensed-narrowband-amendment-par.pdf
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FINAL REPORT TO 802.11
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Report to 802.11


802.1 and 802.3 PARs were reviewed and comments submitted with responses 
that were agreeable to the PAR Review SC.


802.24 chair submitted a PAR 802.16t and our concerns are noted on the 
following slide.
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802.11 reply back to 802.16t 


Issues:
1. PAR submitted for review was not from a Sponsoring WG.  802.24 is a 


TAG, but did not formally approve the PAR to submit to 802 for review.
2. Changes to the PAR Scope (5.2) were made based on a comment from an 


individual after the last 802.24 telecon, but before posting to 802 for review.
3. The current updated PAR was approved in 802.24 by the 6:30 deadline, but 


question on if 802.15 should have approved by the Wednesday deadline. (It 
is expected that 802.15 will approve during their closing plenary on 
Thursday).


4. Question is, if permissible for non-WG to submit PAR for consideration.
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Motion To Approve Report


Move to accept 11-19/1761r2 as the report to 802.11 WG from PAR Review 
SC for the November 2019 plenary.


Moved: Michael MONTEMURRO
2nd: Sebastian MAX
Results: 3-0-0
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References:


IEEE 802 PARs Under consideration Webpage:
http://grouper.ieee.org/groups/802/PARs.shtml


Minutes: 
Previous Plenary:  11-19/1272r0:


https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/19/11-19-1272-00-0PAR-minutes-july-2019-session.docx


Current Meeting:  11-19/2019r0:
https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/19/11-19-2019-00-0PAR-par-minutes-november-2019-


session.docx
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http://grouper.ieee.org/groups/802/PARs.shtml

https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/19/11-19-1272-00-0PAR-minutes-july-2019-session.docx

https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/19/11-19-2019-00-0PAR-par-minutes-november-2019-session.docx
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Updates from opening report


• Please see ec-19-0186-01-00EC for opening report


• $11,030 USD (10,000 EU) was received as subsidy for the Vienna 
meeting – the final result is now a loss of $297,316.41


• Friday lunch numbers have been managed, and expectations are that 
this meeting will be at or better than estimated at the opening 
meeting – final results are expected before year end 2019.
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2020 Reserve Forecast


• Reserve forecast for YE 2020 was $1.103M in Nov ‘18, $1.268M in July ’19
• Neither previous forecast included approved expenditures for anniversary:


• $100k for outreach
• $30k additional for Atlanta Social (session expense)


• Planning maintains reserve at target level, but getting closer to 1M


32019-11-11 Closing EC Treasurer Report: ec-19-0202-02-00EC


Reserves Beginning Change End
USD General Reserve  $ 1,029,904.18  $  (30,088.64)  $    999,815.54 
NNA Reserve  $      57,211.62  $      57,211.62 
Total Reserves  $ 1,087,115.80  $  (30,088.64)  $ 1,057,027.16 
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Per Person Financial Metrics


• Number of Attendees
• Expenses fixed relative to number of attendees:


• Infrastructure, Network, AV, Shipping, Site visit, Staff, PCO, Venue


• Expenses which vary with the number of attendees:
• Registration, social, F&B


• Revenue (generally varies with attendees):
• Registration, Commissions, Sponsorships
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Per Person Session Financial Metrics
(as of 11/11/19)


Gross Session Revenue Per Person


Variable Expenses per person


Fixed Expenses per person


Period Mar 18 Jul 18 Nov 18 Mar 19 Jul 19 Nov 19 (est)
Venue Chicago San Diego Bangkok Vancouver Vienna Waikoloa


NA NA NNA NA NNA NA
Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual Estimate


Paid Attendees 715 780 669 708 722 700







Improving EC-level Financial Processes


• Goals:
• Manage risk & long-term planning of reserve
• Reduce ‘noise’ of estimates
• Improve defensibility of practices, decision making


• Reviewing other groups practices for best practice recommendation
• Wireless treasury operations/reporting
• Other IEEE groups with similar conferences
• Not-for-profit group accounting & board practices


• Likely outcomes:
• Budget/approval/exception results at a high level (multi-session, 1+ year duration)
• Board dashboards for tracking (in addition to access to information)


• Those interested in input, please contact george@cmephyconsulting.com
• Plan for call for week of December 9.
• Report at or before March Plenary
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THANK YOU!


FURTHER DETAIL FOLLOWS
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2019 T1 Session Actuals (Vancouver)
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2018 T3 Estimate Actual (2019-11-06)
NNA Session - Bangkok
Session Income $467,551.65
NNA Venue Setaside
Session Expense ($458,846.26)
Session Surplus/(Loss) $8,705.39
Sponsorships
Net Session Surplus/(Loss) $8,705.39


UNCHANGED FROM OPENING







Update: 2019 T2 Session Estimate (Vienna)
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Relative to opening: 10,000 EU sponsorship came in Monday (11/11)


2019 T2 Forecast July 18 EC close Mar19 EC close 7/12/2019 11/14/2019
NNA Session - Vienna
Session Income 435,000.00$     435,000.00$    467,100.00$   480,346.70$   
NNA Venue Setaside 70,000.00$       -$                  -$                  
Session Expense (783,143.67)$   (816,034.50)$  (757,460.72)$  (788,693.11)$  
Session Surplus/Loss (278,143.67)$   (381,034.50)$  (290,360.72)$  (308,346.41)$  
Sponsorships -$                   11,300.00$      11,289.80$      11,030.00$      
Net Session Surplus/Loss (278,143.67)$   (369,734.50)$  (279,070.92)$  (297,316.41)$  
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Update: 2019 T3 Session Forecast (Waikoloa)
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• Relative to opening:
• Friday lunch numbers managed lower than in estimate – risk averted
• Hopeful for final numbers closer to forecast than estimate – expect to have by year end


2019 T3 Forecast Forecast Estimate
NNA Session - Waikoloa 7/14/2018 11/6/2019
Session Income 534,000.00$    513,500.00$  
Session Expense (569,537.70)$  (611,104.85)$ 
Session Surplus/Loss (35,537.70)$    (97,604.85)$   
Sponsorships -$                   -$                 
Net Session Surplus/Loss (35,537.70)$    (97,604.85)$   
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Update: 2019 Net Worth Change Forecast
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July EC close 11/14/19
March Session $8,720.39 $8,705.39 
July Session ($279,070.92) ($297,316.41)
November Session ($35,537.70) ($97,604.85)
Income Other $16,909.27 $20,119.57 
NA Expense Other* ($19,801.64) ($46,626.66)
NNA Expense Other $0.00 $0.00 
Net Worth Change ($308,780.60) ($412,722.96)
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NA Expense Other includes 20k 40th Anniv. 2019 approved spending







Update: 2019 Reserve Forecast


• Nov 2018 forecast had been 1,059,660.66 at end of 2019
• Forecast had been 1,191,774.78  (change of $116k: Vienna (20k), this meeting est (62k), and anniversary (20k))
• NNA reserve still NOT ENTIRELY used by estimated Vienna net loss
• INCLUDES Vienna subsidy  (10,000 Eu applied for)
• Planning maintains reserve approaches $1.1M
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Reserves Beginning Change End
USD General Reserve $1,143,310.73 ($113,406.55) $1,029,904.18 
NNA Reserve $354,528.03 ($297,316.41) $57,211.62 
General + NNA Reserve $1,497,838.76 ($410,722.96) $1,087,115.80 
Petty Cash $2,000.00 ($2,000.00) $0.00 
General + NNA + Petty Cash $1,499,838.76 ($412,722.96) $1,087,115.80 







Update: 2020 Net Worth Change Forecast
July close 11/14/19


March Session ($37,472.70) ($67,472.70)
July Session $108,174.22 $108,174.22 
November Session $3,209.84 $3,209.84 
Income Other $9,000.00 $19,500.00 
NA Expense Other* ($7,000.00) ($93,500.00)
NNA Expense Other $0.00 $0.00 
Net Worth Change $75,911.36 ($30,088.64)
NA Expense Other includes 80k 40th Anniv. 2020 approved spending
March Session 11/14/19 forecast NOW INCLUDES include additional approved 
social spending at October telecon (net change < $30,000, offset by fee) 
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2020 Reserve Forecast


• Reserve forecast for YE 202 was $1.103M in Nov ‘18, $1.268M in July ’19
• Neither previous forecast included $100k expenditure for anniversary
• Neither includes additional spending for social


• Planning maintains reserve at target level, but getting closer to 1M
152019-11-11 Closing EC Treasurer Report: ec-19-0202-02-00EC


Reserves Beginning Change End
USD General Reserve  $ 1,029,904.18  $  (30,088.64)  $    999,815.54 
NNA Reserve  $      57,211.62  $      57,211.62 
Total Reserves  $ 1,087,115.80  $  (30,088.64)  $ 1,057,027.16 
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802.1 consent agenda items for 
LMSC Closing Plenary


November 2019, Waikoloa


(V5 – 802.1 version #)
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Agenda 
• PARs to NesCom


– 5.0401 P802.1CS PAR Modification to NesCom
– 5.0402 P802f PAR to NesCom
– 5.0403 P802.1AEdk PAR to NesCom


• Drafts to SA Ballot
– 5.0404 802.1CMde to SA ballot
– 5.0405 802.1Qcr to SA ballot
– 5.0406 802.1Qcx conditional to SA ballot
– 5.0407 P802.1AE-2018/Cor-1 to SA ballot
– 5.0408 802E to SA ballot


• Drafts to RevCom
– 5.0409 802.1AX-REV to RevCom
– 5.0410 802.1AS-REV to RevCom
– 5.0411 802.1X-REV to RevCom
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Agenda (contd…)
• External communications (ME)


– 7.071 Approve communication from 802.1 to ITU-T SG15 and CPRI 
Cooperation on Fronthaul Sync Requirements


– 7.072 Approve communication from 802.1 to ITU-T SG15 on 
802.1CMde draft sharing


– 7.073 Approve communication from 802.1 to ITU-T SG15 on OTNT 
Standardization workplan


– 7.074 Approve communication from 802.1 to ITU-T JCA IMT-2020 on 
roadmap


– 7.075 Approve eblast on the P802.1ABdh project
– 7.076 Approve submission of 802.1AS and 802.1AX to ISO/IEC 


JTC1/SC6 for adoption under the PSDO agreement, once approved and 
published


– 7.077 Approve submission of 802.1CMde to ISO/IEC JTC1/SC6 for 
information under the PSDO agreement
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5.0401 - Motion
• Approve forwarding P802.1CS PAR modification in 


http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/cs-PAR-
modification-0919-v01.pdf to NesCom


• Approve (unmodified) CSD documentation in 
https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/16/ec-16-0215-00-ACSD-
802-1cs.pdf


• In the WG, Proposed: Norman Finn, Second: Steve Haddock
– PAR (y/n/a):  38, 0, 2
– CSD (y/n/a):  40, 0, 0


• In EC, mover: Glenn Parsons, Second:  Roger Marks 
– (y/n/a): <y>,<n>,<a>



http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/cs-PAR-modification-0919-v01.pdf

https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/16/ec-16-0215-00-ACSD-802-1cs.pdf
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5.0402 - Motion
• Approve forwarding P802f PAR documentation in 


http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/802f-PAR-
1119-v01.pdf to NesCom


• Approve CSD documentation in 
http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/802f-CSD-
1119-v01.pdf


• In the WG, Proposed: Stephan Kehrer,  Second: Mick 
Seaman
– PAR (y/n/a): 41, 0, 2
– CSD (y/n/a): 41, 0, 1


• In EC, mover: Glenn Parsons, Second:  Roger Marks 
– (y/n/a): <y>,<n>,<a>



http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/802f-PAR-1119-v01.pdf

http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/802f-CSD-1119-v01.pdf
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5.0403 - MOTION


• Approve forwarding P802.1AEdk PAR documentation in
http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/dk-security-mac-privacy-PAR-0919-v03.pdf


to NesCom
• Approve CSD documentation in


http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/dk-security-mac-privacy-CSD-0919-v01.pdf


• In the WG, Proposed: Mick Seaman Second: Don Fedyk
– PAR (y/n/a):  42, 0, 2
– CSD (y/n/a):  42, 0, 0


• In the EC, mover: Glenn Parsons Second: Roger Marks
• (y/n/a):  <y> , <n> , <a> 



http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/dk-security-mac-privacy-PAR-0919-v03.pdf

http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/dk-security-mac-privacy-CSD-0919-v01.pdf
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5.0404 - Motion
• Approve sending P802.1CMde D2.0 to Standards Association 


ballot
• Confirm the CSD for P802.1CMde in 


https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/18/ec-18-0240-00-ACSD-
p802-1cmde.pdf


• In the WG, Proposed: János Farkas, Second: Jessy Rouyer
– Sending draft (y/n/a):  43, 0, 1
– CSD (y/n/a):  45, 0, 0


• In EC, mover: Glenn Parsons, Second:  Roger Marks
– (y/n/a): <y>,<n>,<a>



https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/18/ec-18-0240-00-ACSD-p802-1cmde.pdf
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Supporting information P802.1CMde
• WG ballot closed: 7 September 2019
• All WG ballot requirements are met
• 100% approval
• No comments
• Ballot results are available here: 


http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/private
/de-drafts/d1/802-1CMde-d1-2-dis-
v02.pdf


Ballot results:



http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/private/de-drafts/d1/802-1CMde-d1-2-dis-v02.pdf
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5.0405 - Motion
• Approve sending P802.1Qcr D2.0 to Standards Association 


ballot
• Confirm the CSD for P802.1Qcr in https://mentor.ieee.org/802-


ec/dcn/16/ec-16-0056-00-ACSD-802-1qcr.pdf


• In the WG, Proposed:  Mike Potts   Second:  Craig Gunther 
– Sending draft (y/n/a):  42, 0, 2
– CSD (y/n/a):  45, 0, 1


• In EC, mover: Glenn Parsons, Second:  Roger Marks
– (y/n/a): <y>,<n>,<a>



https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/16/ec-16-0056-00-ACSD-802-1qcr.pdf
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Supporting information P802.1Qcr
• WG ballot closed: 4 November 2019
• All WG ballot requirements are met
• The ballot resulted in 


• 0 outstanding Disapprove votes
• 0 outstanding Must Be satisfied 


comments
• Ballot results are available here: 


http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/private
/cr-drafts/d1/802-1Qcr-d1-3-dis-
v02.pdf


Ballot results:



http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/private/cr-drafts/d1/802-1Qcr-d1-3-dis-v02.pdf
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5.0406 - Motion
• Conditionally approve sending P802.1Qcx D2.0 to Standards 


Association ballot
• Confirm the CSD for P802.1Qcx in 


https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/17/ec-17-0159-00-ACSD-
802-1qcx.pdf


• In the WG, Proposed: John Messenger Second: Jessy 
Rouyer
– Sending draft (y/n/a):  45, 0, 3
– CSD (y/n/a):  47, 0, 1


• In EC, mover: Glenn Parsons, Second: Roger Marks
– (y/n/a): <y>,<n>,<a>



https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/17/ec-17-0159-00-ACSD-802-1qcx.pdf
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Supporting information P802.1Qcx
• WG ballot closed: 25 October 2019
• All WG ballot requirements are met
• The ballot resulted in 


• 1 outstanding Disapprove votes
• 1 outstanding Must Be Satisfied (MBS) 


comments
• Comment resolution available here: 


http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/private/cx-
drafts/d1/802-1Qcx-d1-5-dis-v02.pdf


• Recirculation ballot will be conducted 
during November/December with comment 
resolution on the TSN TG calls. A possible 
final recirculation in December/January if 
required with comment resolution on the 
January Interim.


Ballot results:



http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/private/cx-drafts/d1/802-1Qcx-d1-5-dis-v02.pdf
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Supporting information P802.1Qcx


• Voters with outstanding Disapprove votes 
with outstanding MBS comment:
– Christian Boiger
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Outstanding Must Be Satisfied Comments
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5.0407 - MOTION
• Approve sending P802.1AE-2018-Cor1-D1.0 to 


Standards Association Ballot
[Maintenance PAR, no CSD]
– IEEE Std 802.1AE-2018 Media Access Control (MAC) Security


• In the WG, Proposed: Mick Seaman Second: Don Fedyk


• Sending draft (y/n/a):   48 ,  0  ,  1 


• In the EC, mover: Glenn Parsons Second: Roger Marks
• (y/n/a):  <y> , <n>   , <a> 
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Supporting information P802.1AE-2018-Cor1


• WG ballot closed: 
19 September 2019


• Ballot result:
– 0 outstanding Disapprove votes
– 0 outstanding Must Be Satisfied 


comments


• Disposition is available here:
http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/private/ae-2018-cor-1-drafts/d1/802-1AE-2018-Cor1-d1-0-dis.pdf


Ballot results


Category Total Percentage


Yes 37 100


No 0 0


Abstain 11


No. of Voters 64


Voters 
responding


48 75



http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/private/ae-2018-cor-1-drafts/d1/802-1AE-2018-Cor1-d1-0-dis.pdf
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5.0408 - MOTION


• Approve sending P802E-D1.6 to Standards 
Association Ballot


• P802E Recommended Practice for Privacy Considerations 
for IEEE 802 Technologies


• Confirm the CSD for P802E in
https://mentor.ieee.org/privecsg/dcn/15/privecsg-15-0029-00-0000-privacy-ec-sg-csd-proposal.docx


• In the WG, Proposed: Mick Seaman Second: Don Fedyk
• Sending draft (y/n/a):   42   , 0   ,  5
• CSD:  40, 0, 6 


• In the EC, mover: Glenn Parsons Second: Roger Marks
• (y/n/a):  <y> , <n>   , <a> 



https://mentor.ieee.org/privecsg/dcn/15/privecsg-15-0029-00-0000-privacy-ec-sg-csd-proposal.docx
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Supporting information P802E


• WG ballot recirc closed: 
3 September 2019


• The ballot resulted in
– 1 Disapprove votes


Max Riegel
– 4 Must Be Satisfied 


comments
• Ballot response details available here


http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/private/802-e-drafts/d1/802E-d1-6-dis.pdf


Ballot results


Category Total Percentage


Yes (all voters) 30 97 % Approval


No (all voters) 1 0


No. of 802.1 
Voters


60


802.1 Voters 
responding


42 70 %
Participation



http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/private/802-e-drafts/d1/802E-d1-6-dis.pdf
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Outstanding Must Be Satisfied Comments
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5.0409 - Motion
• Approve sending P802.1AX-Rev to RevCom


• Note: there are no CSD for this maintenance project


• P802.1AX-Rev D2.1 had 100% approval at the end of the last 
Standards Association recirculation ballot


• In the WG, Proposed: János Farkas, Second:  Steve 
Haddock
– Sending draft (y/n/a):  48, 0, 1


• In EC, Mover: Glenn Parsons, Second:  Roger Marks
– (y/n/a): <y>,<n>,<a>
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Supporting information P802.1AX-Rev
• Standards Association ballot closed: 


2 September 2019
• Ballot result: 


• 100% approval
• No comments


• Disposition is available here:
http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/private
/ax-rev-drafts/d2/802-1AX-Rev-d2-0-
dis-v02.pdf


Ballot results:



http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/private/ax-rev-drafts/d2/802-1AX-Rev-d2-0-dis-v02.pdf
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5.0410 - Motion
• Approve sending P802.1AS-Rev to RevCom
• Approve CSD documentation in https://mentor.ieee.org/802-


ec/dcn/18/ec-18-0243-00-ACSD-p802-1as.pdf


• P802.1AS-Rev D8.3 had 100% approval at the end of the last 
Standards Association recirculation ballot


• In the WG, Proposed: Geoff Garner, Second: János Farkas
– Sending draft (y/n/a):  48, 0, 1
– CSD (y/n/a):  47, 0 , 1


• In EC, mover: Glenn Parsons, Second:  Roger Marks
– (y/n/a): <y>,<n>,<a> 



https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/18/ec-18-0243-00-ACSD-p802-1as.pdf
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Supporting information P802.1AS-Rev
• Sponsor ballot closed: 1 November 


2019
• Ballot result after ballot comment 


resolution: 
• 0 outstanding Disapprove votes
• 0 outstanding Must Be Satisfied 


(MBS) comments
• Disposition is available here: 


http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/privat
e/as-rev-drafts/d8/802-1AS-Rev-d8-
3-dis-v00.pdf


Ballot results:



http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/private/as-rev-drafts/d8/802-1AS-Rev-d8-3-dis-v00.pdf
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5.0411 - MOTION


• Approve sending P802.1X-Rev-D1.5 to RevCom
[Maintenance PAR, no CSD]
– IEEE Std 802.1X Port-Based Network Access Control


• P802.1X-Rev-D1.5 had 100% approval at the end of 
the last Standards Association recirculation ballot


• In the WG, Proposed: Mick Seaman Second: Don Fedyk


• Sending draft (y/n/a):   46  ,  0   ,  2 


• In the EC, mover: Glenn Parsons Second: Roger Marks
• (y/n/a):  <y>, <n>, <a> 
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Supporting information P802.1X-Rev


• Ballot closed: 
20 October 2019


• Ballot result:
– 0 outstanding Disapprove votes
– 0 outstanding Must Be Satisfied 


comments


• Disposition is available here:
http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/private/x-rev-drafts/d1/802-1X-Rev-d1-5-sponsor-recirc-dis.pdf



http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/private/x-rev-drafts/d1/802-1X-Rev-d1-5-sponsor-recirc-dis.pdf
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7.071 - Motion
• Approve 


http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/liaison-
response-SG15-LS187-clarifications-on-fronthaul-sync-
requirements-1119-v01.pdf as communication to ITU-T 
SG15 and CPRI Cooperation, granting the IEEE 802.1 
WG chair (or his delegate) editorial license.


• This approval is under LMSC OM “Procedure for 
public statements to government bodies”


• In the WG (y/n/a):  44, 0, 2
• Proposed: János Farkas, Second:  Jessy Rouyer


• In EC, mover: Glenn Parsons, Second:  Roger Marks 
• (y/n/a): <y>,<n>,<a>



http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/liaison-response-SG15-LS187-clarifications-on-fronthaul-sync-requirements-1119-v01.pdf
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7.072 - Motion
• Approve 


http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/liaison-
response-SG15-LS187-CMde-draft-sharing-1119-v01.pdf
as communication to ITU-T SG15, granting the IEEE 
802.1 WG chair (or his delegate) editorial license. 


• This approval is under LMSC OM “Procedure for 
public statements to government bodies”


• In the WG (y/n/a):  43, 0 , 2
• Proposed: János Farkas, Second:  Jessy Rouyer


• In EC, mover: Glenn Parsons, Second:  Roger Marks
• (y/n/a): <y>,<n>,<a>



http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/liaison-response-SG15-LS187-CMde-draft-sharing-1119-v01.pdf
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7.073 - Motion
• Approve 


http://ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/liaison-
response-SG15-OTNT-1119-v01.pdf as communication 
to ITU-T SG15 on OTNT Standardization workplan, 
granting the IEEE 802.1 WG chair (or his delegate) 
editorial license.
• This approval is under LMSC OM “Procedure for public 


statements to government bodies” 


• In the WG, Proposed: Paul Congdon Second: János
Farkas
– Sending draft (y/n/a):  45, 0, 3


• In EC, mover: Glenn Parsons     Second: Roger Marks
– (y/n/a): <y>,<n>,<a>



http://ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/liaison-response-SG15-OTNT-1119-v01.pdf
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7.074 - Motion
• Approve 


http://ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/liaison-ITU-T-
JCA-IMT-2020-1119-v01.pdf as communication to ITU-T 
JCA IMT-2020, granting the IEEE 802.1 WG chair (or his 
delegate) editorial license.
• This approval is under LMSC OM “Procedure for public 


statements to government bodies” 


• In the WG, Proposed: Paul Congdon Second: János
Farkas
– Sending draft (y/n/a):  45, 0, 1


• In EC, mover: Glenn Parsons     Second: Roger Marks
– (y/n/a): <y>,<n>,<a>



http://ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/liaison-ITU-T-JCA-IMT-2020-1119-v01.pdf
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7.075 - Motion


• Approve the eblast on the P802.1ABdh project in 
http://ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/dh-draft-cfp-
1119-v01.pdf , to be released with editorial changes as 
deemed necessary 


• In the WG (y/n/a):   45, 0, 1


• Proposed: Craig Gunther Second: János Farkas


• In EC, mover: Glenn Parsons Second:  Roger Marks
• (y/n/a): <y>,<n>,<a>



http://ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2019/dh-draft-cfp-1119-v01.pdf
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7.076 - Motion
• Approve submission of the following standard(s) to 


ISO/IEC JTC1/SC6 for adoption under the PSDO 
agreement, once approved and published.


– IEEE 802.1AS
– IEEE 802.1AX


• In the WG, Proposed: Paul Congdon Second: János
Farkas
– Sending draft (y/n/a):  46, 0, 1


• In EC, mover: Glenn Parsons    Second: Roger Marks
– (y/n/a): <y>,<n>,<a>
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7.077 - Motion
• Approve submission of the following draft(s) to ISO/IEC 


JTC1/SC6 for information under the PSDO agreement
– P802.1CMde


• In the WG, Proposed: Paul Congdon Second: János
Farkas
– Sending draft (y/n/a):  46, 0, 1


• In EC, mover: Glenn Parsons     Second: Roger Marks
– (y/n/a): <y>,<n>,<a>
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Goals of Amendment Project

A group of industry stakeholders have come together to support amending IEEE 802.16-2017 to:

Provide support for narrower channels of operation

Aggregate discontinuous narrowband spectrum. 



This is needed to address operations in the smaller spectrum allocations that electric utilities and other critical infrastructure industries have access to

The 802.16s amendment defined operation between 1.25 MHz and 100 kHz. 

This amendment will define operation to as narrow as 5 kHz channels

The amendment will also define mechanisms to aggregate these smaller channels



Tim Godfrey, EPRI
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PAR Assignment of project to 802.15 WG

The PAR has been updated to show the assignment to 802.15
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Scope Statement from Draft PAR 

24-19-0029-06-0000-P802_16t_PAR.pdf

Standard for Air Interface for Broadband Wireless Access Systems 
Amendment - Fixed and Mobile Wireless Access in Narrowband Channels

5.2.b. Scope of the project: 

This project specifies Time Division Duplexing (TDD) operation in licensed spectrum with channel bandwidths greater than or equal to 5 kHz and less than 100 kHz. The project will specify a new PHY, and changes to the MAC as necessary to support the PHY. The amendment is frequency independent but focuses on spectrum less than 2 GHz. The range and data rate supported by the narrower channels are commensurate with those of the base standard, as scaled by the reduced channel bandwidth. The project also amends IEEE Std 802.16 as required to support aggregated operation in adjacent and non-adjacent channels.

Tim Godfrey, EPRI
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Need Statement from Draft PAR

5.5 Need for the Project: 

Mission critical entities have a strong preference for private, licensed networks for their data communications needs.Licensed channels from 5 kHz to 1 MHz may be available from the FCC and other regulators, or may be purchased in secondary markets at alower cost than commercial channels. Examples of operating frequencies include 160 MHz, 450 MHz, 700 MHz, and 900 MHz. Furthermore,VHF/UHF channels have superior propagation characteristics requiring less infrastructure and are capable of meeting capacity needs of privatenetworks. The amendment facilitates the development of innovative, cost-effective, and interoperable multivendor products for private licensed wireless access systems for mission critical networks. Applications include smart grids supporting generation, transmission, and distribution;field area networks; smart fields and smart pipes for oil and gas; intelligent transportation for rail systems; and federal, state and local uses forhomeland security, environmental and seismic monitoring and military communications.

Tim Godfrey, EPRI
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Uniqueness

How are the desired use cases different than 802.15.4 SUN?

Operation in Licensed Spectrum

Point to Multi-point with handover between base stations. Relaying, but no mesh

Fully Scheduled MAC supporting low, bounded latency



How are the desired use cases different than 802.15.4 LMR RCC?

More flexibility in frequency bands and channel sizes

Higher data rates than RCC LMR PHY

Fully Scheduled MAC supporting low, bounded latency





Tim Godfrey, EPRI
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PAR Development Process

As directed by IEEE 802 chair at July Plenary, 802.24 conducted teleconferences to develop a PAR and CSD, submitted for EC consideration at the November Plenary



PAR: 802.24-19-0029r4

CSD: 802.24-19-0030r0



As a result of the PAR Review Process during the November Plenary, the final versions of the PAR and CSD are as follows



PAR: 802.24-19-0029r6

CSD: 802.24-19-0030r1



Tim Godfrey, EPRI
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PAR Development Plan and Milestones

Sept Interim: Presentation of project overview to 802.15 WNG   802.15-19-0412r3

PAR Approved by 802.24 TAG

October 1st EC Teleconference

EC was briefed on plan for PAR submittal and project assignment to 802.15 in November

802.24 teleconference October 1 – 1pm PDT

Further discussion on PAR and CSD

PAR submitted to EC reflector Oct 8th for agenda at November plenary

Per IEEE 802 LMSC O&M Section 9.2

Including links to PAR, CSD, and this presentation describing PAR development process

802.24 provides the forum in November for addressing PAR comments 802.24-19-0035r0

Tuesday Nov 12 PM2 and Wednesday Nov 13 PM2

PAR and CSD to be presented for approval Friday Nov 15 at EC meeting

The PAR shows the project is assigned to WG 802.15  

802.15 approves the assignment of this project to them

The 802.16 standard will not be renamed or renumbered by this amendment project
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September Interim: 802.24 Motion to Approve PAR/CSD

From 802.24 TAG Minutes, September 2019 

24-19-0027-00-0000-september-2019-interim-minutes.pdf

Motion: Request that the Licensed Narrowband Amendment PAR and CSD contained in documents [24-19-0022-02] and [24-19-0024-01], respectively, be approved by the IEEE 802.24 Technical Advisory Group and that the EC be requested to forward the PAR to NesCom. The 802.24 Technical Advisory Group chair is authorized to make additional modifications to the PAR and CSD as needed to reflect EC discussion at its closing meeting.

Moved by: Allan Jones 

Seconded by: Clint Powell

Count yes/no/abstain: 7/0/0

Tim Godfrey, EPRI
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PAR Comment Responses at November Plenary

Comments on the PAR from individuals and working groups have been compiled with responses from 802.24 in document 802.24-19-0035r0





Tim Godfrey, EPRI
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802.24 Motion to approve PAR Comment Responses

Move to approve the PAR and CSD comment responses in document 802.24-19-0035r0, and the resulting changes to the P802.16t PAR and CSD (as  updated in 802.24-19-0029r5 and 802.24-19-0030r1 respectively)



Moved: Ben Rolfe

Second: Allan Jones

Vote:  7 / 0 / 1  Passes

Tim Godfrey, EPRI
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802.24 Motion to recommend 802.15 approve PAR/CSD Comment Responses

Move to recommend that 802.15 approve the PAR and CSD comment responses in document 802.24-19-0035r0, and the resulting changes to the P802.16t PAR and CSD (as  updated in 802.24-19-0029r6 and 802.24-19-0030r1 respectively).



Moved:  Ann Krieger

Second: Allan Jones

Vote: 7 / 0 / 1  Passes

Tim Godfrey, EPRI
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802.24 Motion to approve P802.16t PAR and CSD

Approve the PAR and CSD contained in 802.24-19-0029r6 and 802.24-19-0030r1, respectively, and request the EC to forward the PAR to NesCom. 





Moved:  Ben Rolfe

Second:  Allan Jones

Vote:  7 / 0 / 1  Passes

Tim Godfrey, EPRI
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802.24 Motion to recommend 802.15 approval of  P802.16t PAR and CSD

Recommend that the PAR and CSD contained in 802.24-19-0029r6 and 802.24-19-0030r1, respectively, be approved by the IEEE 802.15 WG, and that the EC be requested to forward the PAR to NesCom. 





Moved: Ben Rolfe	

Second: Ann Krieger

Vote:  7 / 0 / 1  Passes

Tim Godfrey, EPRI
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802.15 motion to approve 802.16t PAR/CSD Comment Responses

Move to approve the PAR and CSD comment responses in document 802.24-19-0035r0, and the resulting changes to the P802.16t PAR and CSD (as  updated in 802.24-19-0029r6 and 802.24-19-0030r1 respectively).



Moved:  Tim Godfrey

Second: Clint Powell

Vote:   17 / 3 /  4  Passes

Tim Godfrey, EPRI
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802.15 Motion to approve P802.16t PAR and CSD

Request that the PAR and CSD contained in 802.24-19-0029r6 and 802.24-19-0030r1, respectively, be approved by the IEEE 802.15 WG, and that the EC be requested to forward the PAR to NesCom. The 802.15 WG Chair and technical editor are authorized to make additional modifications to the PAR and CSD as needed to reflect EC discussion at its closing meeting. 



Moved: Tim Godfrey

Second: Ben Rolfe

Vote:  18 / 3 /  4 Passes

Tim Godfrey, EPRI
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802.15 WG Motion to accept project (November)

Pending approval of the P802.16t PAR in document 802.24-19/0029r6 (or later version), 802.15 agrees to take on the project.



Moved: Tim Godfrey

Second: James Gilb



 Vote: 16 / 5 / 3  Passes

Tim Godfrey, EPRI
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802.15 Motion to form 16T Study Group

Motion: that the 802.15 Working Group seeks approval from the 802 EC to form a study group in 802.15 to develop the PAR and CSD documents for Licensed Narrowband Amendment to 802.16 and additionally authorize the 802.15 WG Chair to make any necessary changes to these docs required to support the submission.



Moved: Tim Godfrey

Second: Clint Powell



Vote:  17 / 4 / 2  Passes



Note: This is in case comments are received from NesCom the Study Group is able to deal with them



Tim Godfrey, EPRI
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P802.16t PAR and CSD - EC Motion

Approve forwarding P802.16t PAR documentation in https://mentor.ieee.org/802.24/dcn/19/24-19-0029-06-0000-licensed-narrowband-amendment-par.pdf to NesCom

Approve CSD documentation in https://mentor.ieee.org/802.24/dcn/19/24-19-0030-01-0000-licensed-narrowband-amendment-csd.docx



See 802.24-19-0033r8 for supporting documentation

Vote in the 802.24 TAG, PAR (y/n/a): <7>,<0>,<1>; CSD (y/n/a): <7>,<0>,<1>

Vote in the 802.15 WG, PAR (y/n/a): <18>,<3>,<4>; CSD (y/n/a): <18>,<3>,<4>





Moved: T Godfrey

Second: R Alfvin

Tim Godfrey, EPRI
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EC Motion to form 802.15 Study Group

Approve the formation of 802.15 Licensed Narrowband Study Group to consider development of a Project Authorization Request (PAR) and Criteria for Standards Development (CSD) responses amending 802.16 for operation in narrower spectrum channels. 

Vote in the WG: <17>,<4>,<2>



Moved: Rick Alfvin

Second: Tim Godfrey



Vote y/n/a



Note: This is in case comments are received from NesCom the Study Group is able to deal with them



Tim Godfrey, EPRI
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Report


doc.: IEEE 802.11-19/1753r0


3.0 Participant behavior in IEEE-SA activities is guided
by the IEEE Codes of Ethics & Conduct


• All participants in IEEE-SA activities are expected to adhere to the core 
principles underlying the:
• IEEE Code of Ethics
• IEEE Code of Conduct


• The core principles of the IEEE Codes of Ethics & Conduct are to:
• Uphold the highest standards of integrity, responsible behavior, and ethical and professional conduct
• Treat people fairly and with respect, to not engage in harassment, discrimination, or retaliation, and to 


protect people's privacy.
• Avoid injuring others, their property, reputation, or employment by false or malicious action


• The most recent versions of these Codes are available at
• http://www.ieee.org/about/corporate/governance


Slide 2 Robert Stacey, Intel
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http://www.ieee.org/about/corporate/governance/p7-8.html

https://www.ieee.org/content/dam/ieee-org/ieee/web/org/about/ieee_code_of_conduct.pdf

http://www.ieee.org/about/corporate/governance
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doc.: IEEE 802.11-19/1753r0


3.0 Participants in the IEEE-SA “individual process” shall
act independently of others, including employers


• The IEEE-SA Standards Board Bylaws require that “participants in the IEEE standards 
development individual process shall act based on their qualifications and experience”


• This means participants:
• Shall act & vote based on their personal & independent opinions derived from their expertise, 


knowledge, and qualifications
• Shall not act or vote based on any obligation to or any direction from any other person or 


organization, including an employer or client, regardless of any external commitments, agreements, 
contracts, or orders


• Shall not direct the actions or votes of other participants or retaliate against other participants for 
fulfilling their responsibility to act & vote based on their personal & independently developed 
opinions


• By participating in standards activities using the “individual process”, you are deemed to 
accept these requirements; if you are unable to satisfy these requirements then you shall 
immediately cease any participation


Slide 3 Robert Stacey, Intel
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http://standards.ieee.org/develop/policies/bylaws/sb_bylaws.pdf
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doc.: IEEE 802.11-19/1753r0


3.0 IEEE-SA standards activities shall allow the fair &
equitable consideration of all viewpoints


• The IEEE-SA Standards Board Bylaws (clause 5.2.1.3) specifies that “the 
standards development process shall not be dominated by any single interest 
category, individual, or organization”
• This means no participant may exercise “authority, leadership, or influence by reason of superior 


leverage, strength, or representation to the exclusion of fair and equitable consideration of other 
viewpoints” or “to hinder the progress of the standards development activity”


• This rule applies equally to those participating in a standards development 
project and to that project’s leadership group


• Any person who reasonably suspects that dominance is occurring in a 
standards development project is encouraged to bring the issue to the 
attention of the Standards Committee or the project’s IEEE-SA Program 
Manager


Slide 4 Robert Stacey, Intel
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http://standards.ieee.org/develop/policies/bylaws/sb_bylaws.pdf
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4.00 IEEE Staff
1. Jonathan Goldberg role: 802 lead


supports dot11, dot15, dot18, dot19, dot21, dot22 groups
title: Operational Program Management Manager


2. Jodi Haasz role: 802 support
supports: dot01, dot03, dot24, dot16 groups
title: Operational Program Management Manager


3. Catherine Berger role: 802 lead editorial support
title: Content Production Manager Senior Program Manager
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4.01 Meeting Fee Waivers
Invited Guests


1. None at this time


__Y/__N/__A (consent agenda)







5.01 Chair’s Announcements
• Chair’s opening remarks


– Request meeting observers to record their attendance
– March 2020 40th Anniversary public visibility project well under way


• seeking memorabilia


– 802 Chair’s Open Office Hours, Thursday 9:00-10:00, Nikolich
– Thursday 10-noon slot reserved for 802 EC discussion topics 
– Interim EC meeting scheduled for 04 Feb 2020 1-3PM ET
– Temporary 802.1 WG Chair and Vice-Chair status


• Glenn Parsons resumed 802.1 WG Chair responsibilities 06NOV2019.  John Messenger and Jessy 
Rouyer returned to the 802.1 vice chair and secretary roles. Thank you to John and Jessy for serving in 
Glenn’s absence.


– Temporary 802.15 WG Chair status
• Rick Alfvin appointed to serve as temporary 802.15 WG Chair while Bob Heile is unavailable


– Temporary 802 Wireless Chairs Standing Committee Chair status
• Dorothy Stanley appointed to serve as temporary 802 Wireless Chair Standing Committee Chair while 


Bob Heile is unavailable
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5.01 Chair’s Announcements


• Results of IEEE 2019 elections for 2020 positions


– 2020/21 SA Member at Large winner: Andrew Myles


– 2020 President Elect winner: Kathy Land


– 2020 Technical Activities VP Elect winner: Roger Fuji 


– 2020 SA President Elect winner: James Matthews
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5.01 Chair’s Announcements
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5.01 Chair’s Announcements


Technical Activities Committee on Standards (CoS) Overview


Mission: Encourage initiation of standards activities across Technical 
Activities Societies, Councils and Communities


Objective: Improve the strategic alignment between IEEE Organizational 
Units Technical Activities and Standards Association


Leadership: Solicit/encourage volunteers to serve as Corresponding Members 
Please send interested individuals to see Paul Nikolich, 2020/2021
CoS Chair, for more details (two hour web calls every other month); 


Computer Society CoS members Edward Au, Tuncer Baykas, Roger Fuji, 
Jim Moore, Paul Nikolich
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• SA Standards Board
– Oversight of the 802.11ax project continues
– Ad-hoc committee work on updating 5.2.1.3 Dominance SASB Bylaw text complete
– SASB disbanded the Vehicular Technology Society/Land Transportation Standards Committee 


(VT/LT) and will move IEEE Std 1616 and IEEE Std 1616a to the Vehicular Technology 
Society/Intelligent Transportation Systems Standards Committee (VT/ITS)


• Computer Society Standards Activity Board 2019
– Computer Society is IEEE 802 LMSC’s sponsor
– 2019 CS VP Standards and SAB Chair is Riccardo Mariani/Intel.


• SA BoG:
– Registration Authority Committee reports to the SA BoG
– Nothing to report


• IEEE BoD and Technical Activities
– IEEE Treasurer continues work on improving operational and financial transparency.
– 2019 TA Committee on Standards (CoS) and SA have approved and funded 15 seed projects that 


promise to lead to more mature standard related activities
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5.02 IEEE Boards updates







5.02 IEEE Boards Updates
• Current 802 members on various IEEE boards and subcommittees


– IEEE BoD: none
– Standards Association 


• BoG: none; 
• BoG RAC: Grow, Thompson, Marks, Montemurro, Garner, Parsons
• Stds Board: Law, Levy, Stanley, Myles, Hiertz, Liu, Zhou
• SASB Sub committees: Hiertz, Myles, Berkema, Law, Liu, Zhou, Stanley, 


Levy, Rosdahl
– Technical Activities 


• TAB rep to SASB: Stephen Dukes
• TAB Committee on Standards chair: Nikolich
• TAB/SASB rep to Publications: Rosdahl
• Computer Society VP Standards: Mariani


– Educational Activities
• Standards Education Committee.: Edward Au


– Member/Geographic Activities
• IEEE Region 8 Standards Coordinator: David Law 12
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Project Authorization Approvals AUG/SEP/NOV 2019


New Projects: P802.1ABdh, P802.1Qdj, P802.3cv,


Modified PAR: none,


Revisions: P802.15.9,


Corrigendum: none,


Withdrawals: none,


Extensions: P802.1AS, P802.1Qcj, P802.15.22.3, P802E, P802.11ay, P802.11az,


Other: none,


5.03 SA Standards Board Actions
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Standards Ratification Actions AUG/SEP/NOV 2019


New Standards: P802.3cg, P802.3cn, 


Revised Standards: 802.22-2019,


Corrigendum: none,


Withdrawals: none,


Other: none,


5.03 SA Standards Board Actions
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5.04
LMSC Email Ballot Recap


open date topic yes/no/abs/dnv* result
1) 02AUG 802 comments to Malaysia, WRC-19 10/00/00/04 approved
2) 03AUG 802 ex parte to FCC on UWB 09/00/00/05 approved
3) 19AUG 802 views on SA copyright 02/06/02/04 failed
4) 20AUG 802.11be press release 09/00/00/05 approved
5) 23AUG 802 comments to S. Africa, WRC-19 10/00/00/04 approved
6) 12SEP 802 cmts to Australia, Spectrum Sharing 09/00/00/04 approved
7) 09OCT release unused tutorial time 08/00/00/05 approved
8) 10OCT 802 ex parte to FCC on UWB 09/00/00/04 approved
9) 24SEP 802.3 liaison to ITU SG15 & IMT2020 no objections


* 802 chair is counted as DNV unless his vote is required
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IEEE 802 Executive Committee Members
Position Name Affiliation


Chair Paul Nikolich Self, Intel, Huawei, Itron, octoScope, Wyebot, UNH BCoE, 
YAS BBV, Origin Wireless


First Vice Chair James P. K. Gilb General Atomics Aeronautical Systems, Inc., University of San Diego 
Second Vice Chair Roger Marks EthAirNet Associates, Huawei


Treasurer George Zimmerman CME Consulting, Analog Devices, Marvell, APL Group, BMW, Cisco 
Systems, CommScope, Sen Tekse LLC 


Recording Secretary John D'Ambrosia Futurewei, a U.S. subsidiary of Huawei
Executive Secretary Jon Rosdahl Qualcomm Technologies, Inc.
P802.1 High Level Interface (HILI) Glenn Parsons Ericsson
P802.3 Ethernet David Law Hewlett Packard Enterprise
P802.11 Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) Dorothy Stanley Hewlett Packard Enterprise
P802.15 Wireless Personal Area Network (WPAN) Bob Heile Wireless Communication Consulting, LLC., Wi-SUN Alliance
P802.18 Radio Regulatory TAG Jay Holcomb Itron Inc.
P802.19 Wireless Coexistence Steve Shellhammer Qualcomm Technologies, Inc.
P802.24 Vertical Network Applications TAG Tim Godfrey Electric Power Research Institute
Member Emeritus
Member Emeritus


Geoff Thompson
Clint Chaplin


Self, GraCaSI Standards Advisors
Self, Samsung Research America


Hibernating Working Groups
P802.16 Broadband Wireless Access Roger Marks EthAirNet Associates
P802.21 Media-independent Handover Subir Das Perspecta Labs
P802.22 Wireless Regional Area Networks Apurva Mody A10 Systems, White Space Alliance


5.05 EC Affiliation Update







5.05 EC Affiliation Update


• Changes in affiliation among EC members 
from previous slide?
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5.06 Cross-802 Topics
Monday Notes


18:30-19:50 Tutorial 1: none


19:30-20:50 Tutorial 2: none


21:00-22:30 Tutorial 3: none


Tuesday
13:30 -14:00 March 2020 40th anniversary planning
13:30-15:30 802/JTC1 Standing Committee, Myles


16:00-18:00 802/ITU Standing Committee, Parsons


19:30-21:30 802 Network Enhancements for the Next Decade, Marks


Thursday
08:00-10:00 802 Network Enhancements for the Next Decade, Marks


Thursday 
07:30-08:00 Next Venue Logistics, Rosdahl
08:00-09:00 Future Venues Ad Hoc, Rosdahl
09:00-10:00 802 Chair’s Open Office Hours, Nikolich
10:00-noon 802 Executive Committee discussion topics, Nikolich
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5.07 Drafts to SA Ballot
1. 802.01: P802.1AE-2018/Cor-1 TCI Figure, P802.1CMde TSN for Fronthaul 


Enhancements, P802.1qcx CFM YANG, 802E Privacy.,
2. 802.03: P802.3ca 25 Gb/s and 50 Gb/s Ethernet Passive Optical Networks (conditional) 


and P802.3ch Multi-Gig Automotive Ethernet PHY
3. 802.11: P802rev-md.,
4. 802.15: tbd.,
5. 802.19: tbd.,
6. 802.24: tbd.,
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5.08 Drafts to RevCom
1. 802.01: P802.1AS-REV Time synch enhancements, P802.1AX-REV Link Aggregation, 


P802.1X-REV Port-based Network Access Control .,
2. 802.03: P802.3cm 400 Gb/s over Multimode Fiber (conditional) and P802.3cq Power 


over Ethernet over 2 Pairs (Maintenance #13) (conditional)
3. 802.11: tbd.,
4. 802.15: tbd.,
5. 802.19: tbd.,
6. 802.24: tbd.,
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5.09 Draft Documents 
for EC to consider


1. 802.EC Policy and Procedure updates.,
2. 802.EC: drafts & standards to JTC1/SC6 for adoption and information.,
3. 802.01: liaisons to 802.3, MEF, BBF, ETG, etc.,
4. 802.03: none,
5. 802.11: liaisons.,
6. 802.15: tbd.,
7. 802.18: tbd,
8. 802.19: none.,
9. 802.24: none.,
10. 802/JTC1 Standing Committee: tbd.,
11. 802/ITU Standing Committee: tbd.,
12. 802/IETF Standing Committee: tbd.,
13. 802/Wireless Chairs Standing Committee: tbd.,
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5.10 Draft PARs to NesCom


1. 802f Amend: YANG Data Model for EtherTypes, PAR and CSD
2. 802.1AEdk Amend: MAC Privacy protection, PAR and CSD
3. 802.1CS Standard - Link-local Registration Protocol, PAR mod and CSD mod
4. 802.3ct Amend: 100 Gb/s Operation over DWDM systems,  PAR mod and CSD mod
5. 802.3cw Amend: 400 Gb/s Operation over DWDM systems, PAR and CSD
6. 802.3cx Amend: Improved Precision Time Protocol (PTP) timestamping accuracy, PAR and CSD
7. 802.15.7a Amend: Defining High Data Rate Optical Camera Communications, PAR and CSD
8. 802.16t Amend:Fixed and Mobile Wireless Access in Narrowband Channels


PAR withdrawal requests: 
1. None.







5.11 Pre-PAR activity
Group New Existing


dot01 Industry Connections: 802 Network Enhancements for 
the Next Decade (Nendica). 
- Managed LAN as a Service (MLaaS)
- Intelligent Lossless Data Center Network (ILLDCN)
- Deterministic Wireless


Industry Connections: 802 Network Enhancements for the Next 
Decade (Nendica). – Flexible Factory IoT


dot03 SG under consideration
- Lower cost, short reach, optical PHYs using 100 Gb/s 
wavelengths
- Hybrid (optical / electrical) automotive Ethernet links


- Industry Connections: New Ethernet Applications (NEA) ad 
hoc.


- Greater than 10Gbps automotive electrical PHY SG
- Multi Gigabit Automotive Optical PHYs Study Group
- Improving PTP Timestamping Accuracy Study Group
- 10SPE Multidrop Enhancements Study Group
Study Group extension:
- Greater than 10 Gb/s Automotive Ethernet Electrical PHYs 


SG


dot11 SG under consideration
- SENS (based on wireless sensing Technical Interest 
Group activity),


- Advanced Access Network Interface (AANI) Standing 
Committee,
- Wireless Next Generation Standing Committee.


dot15 None, Study Groups: none,
Interest Groups: - Long Range Optical Camera Communications 
Interest Group.
Standing Committees: IETF/6tisch, 
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Group New Existing


dot18 None, None,


dot19 None, None,


dot24 Prepare P802.16t draft PAR, None,


dot
ECSG


None, None
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5.11 Pre-PAR activity
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STDs due for 10 yr maintenance 
by DEC 2019


• none







• Review Recording Secretary’s list of Open Action Items
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5.12 EC Action Item recap
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5.13 802/SA Task Force 
• 802/SA Task Force (Tentative date for a web meeting – sometime in December)


Tentative Agenda:
1. Open portion of meeting:


1. Reschedule 802/SA Task Force meeting to mutually acceptable day/time, most likely will be a web conference 
due to schedule/availability difficulties


2. IEEE SA tools update & discussion, 
3. Bulk Framemaker license discussion,
4. Any other business, 5 min, all?
5. Action item review, 5 min, Nikolich


2. Closed portion of meeting: none
3. Adjourn


• Repurpose the Thursday 10-noon timeslot:
802 EC discussion topics
1. Copyright policy FAQ concerns
2. Mentor replacement requirements and review
3. Any other topics?







5.15 EC election/appointments
and WG elections March 2020


• LMSC P&P sections 3.1 and 4.0: 802 EC election/appointments
• all 802 executive committee members are elected or appointed and confirmed at the first 


Plenary session of each even numbered year. Election/appointments shall occur at the March 
2020 Plenary session. 


• Nikolich will stand for re-election as 802 Chair.
• If anyone wishes to be considered for the 802 Chair or the appointed positions


• please contact 802 Chair and the Recording Secretary as soon as possible. Descriptions of the 
roles and responsibilities are contained in 802 Chairs Guideline 2.13 Duties of the Standards 
Committee Officers https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/17/ec-17-0120-28-0PNP-ieee-802-lmsc-
chairs-guidelines.pdf


• All potential EC members
• Please remember to submit your letter of endorsement and disclosure of affiliation to the IEEE 


802 Recording Secretary, John D’Ambrosia, as soon as possible, but not later than the March 
2020 opening EC meeting. 
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10.00 EC meetings for the week
Sunday 19:30-21:30 LMSC Rules Review


Mon 08:00-10:00 Opening Executive Committee meeting
Mon 09:00-10:00 Newcomer’s Orientation


Tue 13:30:00-14:00 March 2020 40th anniversary planning
Tue 13:30-15:30 802/JTC1/SC6 Standing Committee
Tue 13:30-15:30 802/IETF Standing Committee
Tue 16:00-18:00 802/ITU Standing Committee


Thu 07:30-08:00 Next plenary venue space allocation planning
Thu 08:00-09:00 Future venue planning
Thu 09:00-10:00 802 Chair’s Open Office hour
Thu 10:30-12:30pm IEEE 802 EC Discussion Topics
Thu 16:00-18:00pm open


Fri 08:00-10:00 open
Fri 10:00-12:00 closing EC agenda prep
Fri 13:00-18:00 closing Executive Committee meeting
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End of Opening EC Meeting







Start of closing EC meeting


• 13:00 HST Friday 15 November 2019
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Item 8.05


Item 8.05 Motion: 
Enter into Executive Session for Legal Guidance


Moved: James Gilb
Second: Dorothy Stanley
Y/N/Abs
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Executive Session Guide
From IEEE Executive Session Documentation and Guidelines
https://corporate.ieee.org/images/files/executive_session_guidelines.pdf


Robert's Rules of Order (Latest version = 11th Edition) Executive Session 


… A meeting enters into executive session only when required by rule or 
established custom, or upon the adoption of a motion to do so. A motion 
to go into executive session is a question of privilege (19), and therefore is 
adopted by a majority vote. …
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Second Vice Chair Report, 
addressing Orientation Activity


Roger Marks (EthAirNet Associates)
roger@ethair.net
+1 802 227 2253


15 November 2019


Mentor DCN 802-ec-19-0203-00-00EC
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IEEE 802 Orientation slides


• Current IEEE 802 Orientation slides:
▫ https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/18/ec-19-0098-01.pdf
▫ Available in PPT at http://www.ieee802.org/orientation.shtml
▫ Updated July 4, 2019 with Ombudsman slide



https://mentor.ieee.org/802-ec/dcn/18/ec-19-0098-01.pdf

http://www.ieee802.org/orientation.shtml
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Newcomer Orientation


• IEEE 802 Orientation slides are the basis of the 
IEEE 802 Newcomer Orientation meeting, held 
Monday 09-10:00 each 802 Plenary Session


• Historically, assignment of presenter was 
rotated among 802 Working Groups


• Current Second Vice Chair invites specific 
presenters, generally in accordance with 
historical WG rotation
▫ Intends to seek additional volunteers from the 


larger Working Groups
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Newcomer Orientation Presenters


Plenary Date Presenter WG Role


2018-07-09 Hyeong-Ho Lee 802.21 Vice Chair


2018-11-12 Oliver Holland 802.22 Vice Chair


2019-03-11 Ben Wolfe 802.24 Vice Chair


2019-07-15 Max Riegel 802.1 TG Chair


2019-11-11 Jessy Rouyer 802.1 Secretary and 
Acting Everything
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Newcomer Orientation, 2019-11-11


• Second Vice Chair unable to introduce the 
speaker


• Rouyer provided the presentation
• 11 attendees registered in IMAT
▫ Rouyer reported around 20 in the room


• Rouyer encouraged participants to submit the 
survey 


• Marks emailed the 11 asking for survey submittal
▫ 6 responses


• Rouyer completed the presenter survey
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Newcomer Orientation Survey 2019-11-11 (1/3)


• Surveys returned: 6 
• How likely is it that you would recommend IEEE 802 Orientation 


Training to a friend or colleague? (out of 10)
▫ 10 (x4), 8 (x2)


• Overall, how would you rate the IEEE 802 Orientation Training?
▫ Excellent (x2), Very Good (x3), Good (x1)


• What did you like about the IEEE 802 Orientation Training 
program?
1. It was an good overview
2. The presentation was nice. We had time to ask questions.
3. How to use the tools
4. It provided a lot of background information and the ability to ask 


questions
5. The overview of the process from PAR to publication.
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Newcomer Orientation Survey 2019-11-11 (2/3)


• What did you dislike about the IEEE 802 Orientation Training 
program?
▫ I have no information where to find the presentation
▫ It should be more onboarding oriented. 1st step, 2nd step, etc.
▫ There were too many slides with just links on them. Time was 


consumed talking to those slides whereas they could have just 
been in an appendix.
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Newcomer Orientation Survey 2019-07-15 (3/3)
• How organized was the IEEE 802 Orientation Training program?
▫ Extremely organized (x5); Very organized (x1)


• How friendly was the speaker?
▫ Extremely friendly (x3); Very friendly (x3)


• How helpful was the speaker?
▫ Extremely helpful (x1); Very helpful (x5)


• Did the written material include the information you needed?
▫ All of the information (x1)
▫ Most of the information (x4)
▫ None of the information (x1)


• Was the IEEE 802 Orientation Training program length too long too short 
or about right?
▫ About Right (x6)


• What additional questions do you have following the IEEE 802 Orientation 
Training program ?
▫ Where do I find the presentation?
▫ I would have been helpful to have an overview of what each of the WGs 


are currently working on
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Presenter Survey 2019-11-11 (1/2)
• How much did you enjoy presenting the IEEE 802 Newcomer 


Orientation Training?
▫ 5/5


• Did the written material include the information you needed?
▫ Most of the information


• Was the IEEE 802 Orientation Training program length too long too 
short or about right?
▫ About Right


• How much do you think that the participants appreciated the 
information?
▫ 5/5 (Some participants explicitly expressed that the material was very 


useful to them. The majority of them stayed throughout presentation.) 
• What questions did the participants have that were not answered on 


the slides, and what answers did you offer?
▫ What is a TIG? Will return to you with a detailed answer.
▫ How do I access 802.x documents? It depends on the WG or TAG, will 


show you offline.
▫ What is your email address? I can provide offline.
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Presenter Survey 2019-07-15 (2/2)
• Do you have any suggestions for improvement in the slides or the 


process?
1. Uses of "Sponsor" need to be updated to "SC" or "SA"
2. Full URL of the presented material should be on first slide
3. Copyright slide may need to be introduced
4. Survey URL should be introduced earlier than at the end


• Approximately how many people attended the IEEE 802 Newcomer 
Orientation Training?
▫ 20


• Who was the presenter of the IEEE 802 Newcomer Orientation 
Training?
▫ Jessy Rouyer
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Updates for Next Slide Set


• Add acronym list (requested in July survey)
• Update with IEEE SA Participation and Copyright slides
• Update terminology  (Sponsor, etc.)
• Add link to the presented material on first slide
• Duplicate survey slide near the start
• Explain TIG
• Give tips on how to access WG documents





